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L’œuvre de Paul Pelliot, qui fait l’objet de cette publication, fut entreprise il y a bien des années; on peut même dire que son auteur y travailla dès les débuts de son activité scientifique; c’est en 1904 qu’il la commença, dans ses Deux itinéraires de Chine en Inde à la fin du VIIIe siècle, en faisant des rapprochements entre les renseignements de Marco Polo sur la Chine du Sud et les données des sources chinoises. A maintes reprises, il commenta le texte de Marco Polo dans ses cours du Collège de France, notamment de 1918 à 1930 et de 1936 à 1939; il en fit l’objet de nombreuses communications savantes et donna plusieurs notes à Henri Cordier quand celui-ci réédita le Marco Polo de Yule.

C’est devant les insuffisances du travail de Yule et de Cordier qu’il décida avec A.C. Moule, spécialiste des relations sino-ocidentales au Moyen Âge, d’entreprendre une nouvelle édition de Marco Polo, tenant compte de nombreuses variantes apportées par des manuscrits que Yule n’avait pas connus, et accompagnée d’une introduction et d’un commentaire. En 1928, le professeur L. F. Benedetto avait publié à Florence, sous le titre Marco Polo, Il Milione, une nouvelle édition du texte du manuscrit franco-italien 1116 de la Bibliothèque Nationale, en y joignant des variantes et surtout des fragments conservés dans d’autres versions; les principaux provenaient d’un manuscrit latin découvert par lui à la bibliothèque Ambrosienne de Milan, qui était la copie fragmentaire d’un manuscrit dont, au XVIIe siècle, le cardinal espagnol Zelada avait possédé un exemplaire plus complet dont on ignorait le sort; d’autres fragments provenaient de la version italienne publiée au XVIe siècle par Ramusio, et qui représente une tradition différente.

Pelliot et Moule intéressèrent à leur projet l’éminent collectionneur et érudit Sir Percival David qui entreprit lui-même de rechercher le fameux manuscrit Zelada, dont on savait qu’il était peut-être à la bibliothèque du chapitre de la cathédrale de Tolède. Après bien des difficultés, Sir Percival David parvint à l’y retrouver en 1933. C’est alors que A.C. Moule entreprit d’établir une version anglaise en faisant figurer dans son texte les variantes en italique, avec indication en manchette du manuscrit dont chacune provenait; il la publia en 1938 et, peu après, le texte du manuscrit Zelada. Ces deux volumes parurent à Londres sous le titre Marco Polo, The Description of the World. Ils portaient les deux noms de Moule et de Pelliot. La version synthétique de Moule avait en effet nécessité un travail considérable de critique pour établir la forme correcte des noms propres et des termes techniques que Marco Polo avait consignés. C’est en principe pour justifier le choix qui avait été fait que Pelliot rédigea les notes qui sont publiées ici. A.C. Moule s’était réservé d’en écrire un certain nombre; elles ont été publiées en 1957 à Cambridge sous le titre Quinsai, with other Notes on Marco Polo.
Les notes de Pelliot prirent peu à peu un développement considérable; ce n’était plus un commentaire de Marco Polo, c’était une collection de monographies souvent monumentales où se développait l’ampleur extraordinaire de son érudition. Le fait qu’il s’agissait de notes l’incita à inclure dans son texte tout ce qui normalement aurait pu être relégué dans des notes au bas des pages, ce qui explique la rédaction parfois un peu compliquée de l’ouvrage.

La majeure partie des notes de Pelliot fut imprimée à Londres en placards, en 1939 et 1940, au fur et à mesure de leur rédaction. Un bon nombre des notes prévues à l’origine n’étaient pas encore écrites, mais il fut jugé préférable d’imprimer tout ce qui existait, quitte à incorporer dans l’ensemble les notes qui pourraient être rédigées et imprimées par la suite; certaines ne purent l’être, soit que Pelliot ait jugé bon de revoir ses matériaux pour les compléter, soit qu’il ne les ait pas rédigées à cause de la guerre; une soixantaine de notes de Pelliot restèrent manuscrites. Pendant le conflit, les plombs furent fondu et l’impression resta inachevée, puis Pelliot mourut en 1945. Devant les difficultés considérables que présentait une nouvelle impression, Sir Percival David et A. C. Moule jugèrent bon de se tourner vers A. C. Moule pensait qu’il fallait publier un ensemble complet de notes, en demandant aux spécialistes de rédiger celles qui manquaient, et en visitant celles de Pelliot afin qu’elles fussent à jour. C’était un travail énorme dont la réalisation présentait de grandes difficultés.

Plusieurs années passèrent. Finalement, en 1953, le Comité assumant la publication des œuvres posthumes de Pelliot déléguera M. Paul Demiéville, membre de l’Institut, professeur au Collège de France, auprès de Sir Percival David et de A. C. Moule, pour leur proposer de procéder en France à la publication des notes de Pelliot dans l’état où elles étaient. Peu après, par la générosité de Sir Percival David, auquel appartenait les documents, ceux-ci parvinrent à Paris. Chargé par le Comité d’en assurer la publication, j’ai rassemblé les notes par ordre alphabétique, ordre prévu dès l’origine, et entrepris de les mettre au point matériellement en complétant certaines références, en comblant quelques lacunes, mais sans toucher à leur contenu; elles formeront deux volumes dont le dernier sera pourvu d’une bibliographie et d’un index. Avec la collaboration de MM. James Hamilton et A.W. Macdonald, tous deux attachés au Centre national de la Recherche scientifique, qui ont bien voulu m’aider à revoir le texte écrit par Pelliot directement en anglais, et à corriger les épreuves, j’ai pu mener à bien cette tâche. C’est grâce au patronage de l’Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, et à l’aide du Centre national de la Recherche scientifique et de l’Imprimerie nationale, que peut enfin paraître ce magnus opus du grand orientaliste français, le travail le plus important qu’il ait jamais écrit.


Louis HAMBIS.
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NOTES ON MARCO POLO

BY

PAUL PELLiot

1. ABACAN

abaccatum Z  
abachan FB  
abagatan V  
abaiam TA³  

abatam VA  
abatan F, FA, TA¹, VB, VL  
abatarm LT  
abbacatan R  

The name is doubtless corrupt. PAUTHIER (Pa, 544) thought that «Abakan» was certainly the general whose name he wrongly read as 阿刺罕 A-ta'ə-han; but it is A-la[剌]-han, as SCHLEGEL justly remarked in 1898. In «Abakan», SCHLEGEL saw a clerical error for «Alakan», and this correction has been considered as possible, or probable, in Y, II, 596; III, 103; RR, 410; B², 437. CHARIGNON (Ch, III, 123) takes this solution for granted, and gives the credit of it to the «ancient Jesuits», but without authority. Palaeographically, the corruption is possible, and we have cases like babisci for balisci in PAGNINI’s Pegolotti (cf. Y¹, III, 149, 154).

The original form of the name transcribed A-la-han in Chinese can be ascertained. There is a biography of A-la-han in YS, 129, 3 b-4 b; an account of his life is also given in the inscription written by Yü Chi concerning his son El-temür (Tao-yüan hsio-ku  lu, ed. Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an, 24, 1-6); both have been critically combined by T’U Chi, 93, 2 b-4 b. A-la-han was a Jalair, the son of 也 柳干 Yeh-liu-kan (*Yülügan); and Raṣidu’d-Din (Bl, II, 576) speaks of a general Alaqan, son of جیلگی-بهاذر Jülügi-bahadur; the alternation of y- and j- seems due to the fact that the same sign marks these two sounds at the beginning of words in Uighur-Mongol writing, but the two names are the same (with i [= e] ə, and the quiescent final -a usual in Mongolian). So we can be sure that, in the present case, A-la-han is to be understood as Alaqan; GAUtl’s «Argan» (also «Hargan», «Algan»; cf. Hist. de Gengiscan, 161, 169, 191-192; Y, II, 261) is a wrong restitution.
1. ABACA

Yalügan was killed in battle at Yang-chou in 1258, and Ālāqan, born in 1233, succeeded him in command of the Mongol «wing» troops ([諸翼] chu-yi; cf. the 37 yi troops enumerated in YS, 13, 5 b; I suppose that it is the Mongol name of Ālāqan’s unit which follows his own name in Raṣid, but I do not know how to restore it). Ālāqan took part in the battles at the time of Qubilai’s accession to the throne, later, in 1262, against Li T’an, and later still against the Sung (cf. JNCB, 1927, 10). In 1281, he was placed in command of 400,000 Mongol troops (read «140,000» with Tu Chi?) to invade Japan, but died in Ning-po. The mention of Ālāqan’s name in Raṣīd’s Dīn shows that the fame of his favour with Qubilai had reached Persia; moreover, his father may have been at some time in Persia. But much remains to be examined on this subject. Tu Chi, 102, 10 b, maintains that the [ rex ] Yeh-li-k’o of YS, 132, 1 a, and the surely identical [ rex ] Yeh-li-ch’i-eh of YS, 135, 5 a, are other spellings of Ālāqan’s name; phonetics, however, seem to exclude such an identification. But 阿里罕 A-li-han in YS, 129, 8 a, must be, as has been remarked by Wang Hui-tsu’, 18, 5-6, another form of Ālāqan (the second syllable is not accentuated, and its vowel was practically slurred). On the other hand, Raṣīd’s various and sometimes conflicting statements (at least in Berezin’s edition and translation) about the several Yalügan or Yelüg of Jaisir origin (cf. Ber, i, 36, 38, 84; ii, 145) have never yet been discussed in connection with Mongol and Chinese texts.

Ālāqan’s official biography is not always in agreement with the pên-chi or with the chapter on Japan. For instance, as to the number of troops, these other texts speak of 100,000, not of 400,000. It is well known that many of the biographies of YS were compiled at the beginning of the Ming dynasty from funerary inscriptions and notices of private origin; but the pên-chi, as a rule, are more reliable. We learn from the latter (YS, 11, 6 a) that, on account of Ālāqan’s illness, an Imperial edict of July 13, 1281, named in his place 阿塔海 A-t’a-hai (*Ataqui?) as commander-in-chief of the troops sent against Japan, and that Ālāqan died on July 22 in the same year. Farther on, it says, under the date September 11, 1281: «As Ālāqan is dead, the order has been given that A-t’a-hai and others should garrison the Three Ports, and that A-t’a-hai should go and seize the remaining brigands at sea.» One month later (YS, 11, 6 b), A-t’a-hai asked to use the garrison of the Three Ports for an action against bandits in Fukien, but the request was refused. A-t’a-hai (1234-beginning of 1290) has a short biography in YS, 129, 4 b-5 a, supplemented in Tu Chi, 93, 1-2 (his name is sometimes written A-ta [阿塔]-hai, and once, by mistake, T’a-hai; cf. Wang Hui-tsu’, 46, 4 b). There is in YS, 129, no mention of the edict of 1281, but only of a later appointment, in 1283; Tu Chi has supposed there was an error of date in the biography. I am not certain that this is quite right. In spite of his appointment in July 1281, A-t’a-hai does not seem to have then done anything against Japan, and wanted only to march against Fukien. It was only on January 1, 1283, that A-t’a-hai was ordered to take over the 300 sea-junks which were at the disposal of Fan Wên-hu (YS, 12, 5 a, where we have the wrong form A-la[阿拉]-hai; this passage has not been noticed by Wang Hui-tsu, nor by Tu Chi. There are other cases in YS of confusion between la and t’a or ta; Fan Wên-hu is Polo’s «Vonsamein», q.v.); and the biography may allude to a fresh edict in the beginning of 1283. On the other hand, there are strange gaps in A-t’a-hai’s biography, as has already been noticed by Tu Chi. This may be due to the fact that A-t’a-hai went through
some official troubles, which were passed over in the family notice used later by the compilers of YS. Preceding the texts on the naval campaign of the summer of 1283, the YS, 12, 7 a, has a text according to which, on February 19, 1281, "A-t'a-hai was sent to garrison Kuča". It is by no means certain that we are not here concerned with another A-t'a-hai, although there is no mention of two A-t'a-hai in WANG Hui-tsu¹; but it is also possible that our A-t'a-hai suffered then a temporary disgrace, although the message sending him to Chinese Turkistan was not carried out. After the punitive expeditions against Japan were abandoned, A-t'a-hai helped in preparing a fleet to go to the rescue of the troops engaged in Champa and Tonking, fought against Nayan, and on his death, was granted high posthumous honours. Apart from the above indications, approximate translations of Chinese texts may be found in Pa, 540-543, and Ch. iii, 127-132. Many details could be added from the Gazetteers, for instance from the Yang-chou fu chi¹.

To conclude, Alaqan died before he could take any real part in the campaigns against Japan. It might naturally be supposed that "Abacan" is corrupted not from Alaqan, but from "Atacai" — *Ataqai, who at least sent his ships to sea, and perhaps went to see himself, but the correction would be more difficult palaeographically, and Alaqan is the better known of the two. On the whole, I incline to the belief that "Abacan" stands for "Alacan" (Alaqa and Fan Wên-hu are named side by side in 1280, YS, 11, 1 b, just as we have "Abacan" and "Vonsamcin" in Polo), although Polo must have mixed him up to some extent with A-t'a-hai; but I do not feel sure enough to introduce "Alacan" into the text. Whatever the truth may be, no tragic fate ended Alaqan's or Ataqai's life, no more than Fan Wên-hu's (see "Vonsamcin"). As usual, Polo, accurate as to the main events and the names, is wrong when he comes to the specific part played by each individual.

2. ABAGA

abaga F, Fr, t, FA, \( \text{abaga} \) TA³, V, Z \( \text{abaga} \) TA³, TA³ \( \text{agabba} \) TA³

The name is Mong. Abaya, which means "uncle"; Rašidue-d-Din (for instance in QUATRE-MÈRE, Hist. des Mongols, 56) writes .quote\( \text{Abâqa} \) and .quote\( \text{Abâqa} \), with the notation of -\text{q-} as -\text{h-} so common in the transcriptions of Mongolian names at that time; in the same way, Wassyâf (Ha³, 96, etc.) writes .quote\( \text{Abâqa} \). In Syriac, we find "Abya" (BUDGE, The monks of Kâblî Khân, 88, 144). The Chinese transcriptions are 阿 不 和 A-pu-ko (*Abuga = Abaya), 阿 不 合 A-pu-ha (*Abuya), 阿 合 亞 A-pa-ha and 阿 合 A-pa-ha (Abaya); see WANG Hui-tsu³, 42, 3 a. The forms in -\text{pu-} are due to the unaccented nature of the second syllable, the vowel of which was slurred; there are many similar instances. The form with -\text{u-} is met with also in the West: cf. "Abouha" for Abaya in Gestes des Chiprois (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 843).

Abaya was Hüllâgül's eldest son, and succeeded his father, who died on February 8, 1265
2. ABAGA

(cf. Quatremère, Hist. des Mongols, 417); he himself died on April 1, 1282 (Ha^1, I, 313); on the circumstances of his death, cf. Quatremère, Hist. des Sultans Mamlouks, II, 48.

Abaya remained in fairly close touch with Qubilai, and the Chinese texts mention him on several occasions. As these texts are not indicated in Br, II, 17, it is not without interest to collect them here:

1. (YS, 107, 7 b) : The prince (or « king », wang) A-pa-ha (Abaga) was the son of Hülüglich (Hülüglich).

2. (YS, 203, 4 b) : « A-lao-wa-ting (‘Alâ’u-‘d-Din) was a man from Mu-fa-li in the Western Countries (Hsi-yü). In the eighth year chih-yüan (1271), Shih-tsu (—Qubilai) sent envoys to fetch makers of catapults (p’ao-chiang) from the Prince of the blood A-pu-ko (Abaya). The prince obeyed the edict by sending ‘Alâ’u-‘d-Din and I-su-ma-yin (Ismail). The two men with their families went post-haste to the capital (= Peking) where they were provided with an official residence. They first made a large catapult and set it up in front of the Five Gates...» (Ismail was from ญี่ปุ่น Hülülich). The whole text has been translated by Moule (JNCB, 1927, 12-13), but without identification of Prince A-pu-ko. This is important inasmuch as it has a bearing on the famous siege of Hsiang-yang (see « Saianfu ») and the alleged part played there by the Polos : the Musulman catapults were used for the siege of Hsiang-yang at the end of 1272 or in the beginning of 1273 (cf. Moule, ibid., 10; Br, 4, 433, gives November 1272, which seems too early). It is a pity that, besides the original forms Mu-fa-li and Hülülich, Moule should have added the arbitrary forms substituted by Ch’ien-lung’s commissioners in the 18th cent., as well as possible geographical values of these last such as Mosul and Shiraz. The result is that Mosul and Shiraz have been adopted in Pe, 229; but they are impossible if we start from the original Mu-fa-li and Hülülich. Moule has also given Rašidu-‘d-Din’s account of the siege of Hsiang-yang, where we read : « Before that time, there was no big Frankish mongolen in Cathay (عینیت فیک) manjaniq-i Fardang; this is the emendation proposed in Bl, II, 513, for (عینیت Fیک) manjaniq-i qungah of Oh, II, 391, which had puzzled Yule, Y, II, 168; the emendation is the more probable if we remember that Frankish mongolen are mentioned in Arabic by Nowairi [cf. Quatremère, Hist. des Mongols, 136], and that farang™ came to mean a ‘gun’ in Cay. Turkish, in Telugu and in Chinese of about 1550-1600 A. D.; cf. Pavet de Courteille, Dict. tur-oriental, 388; Yule, Hobson-Jobson>, 352; Ming shih, 325, 9 a; BEFEO, IX, 671; Br, II, 316; that does not mean, in spite of Bl, II, 513, that these mongolen were of Italian origin). From this kingdom, Tâlib the mongolen-maker, who was from Ba’albeck and Damascus, went there, and his sons Abu-bâkîr and Ibrâhîm and Muḥammad and his assistants made seven great catapults...» It is evident that both texts relate to the same event, and Moule has already pointed out that the names of Abu-bâkîr and Ibrâhîm are given in YS, 203, 4 b-5 b, as the names of Isma’il’s two sons. As to Rašid’s Muḥammad, I have more hesitation in identifying him, as Moule suggests, with ‘Alâ’u-‘d-Din’s grandson Muḥammad-dâh. Hülülich, Isma’il’s native place, has been said to be Shiraz (which is certainly wrong), or the name to mean « belonging to Hüllügö » (Br, I, 274), or to be Herat (Y, II, 167), or « Hillæ » (Bl, II, 514). It is true that the same characters Hülülich are used for Hüllügö (see « Ulau »), and that Herat (Hari) was known to the Chinese at the beginning of the Ming under a name Ha-lieh which is not very far removed
2. ABACA

from Ḥuṣ-lieh. But, in my opinion, the only plausible solution is the Alep proposed as an
alternative to Shiraz by Moule (p. 13). If Ṭalib, as it seems, is another name of Isama'īl
(curiously enough, d'Orssos, Oh, ii, 391, names the sons, but not the father), Raṣīd, it may be
noticed, is not sure of his origin, as he mentions both Ba'ālbeq and Damascus. But we may
admit that the man came from that region; and Ḥuṣ-lieh is a fairly accurate transcription of
Haleb, Alep; I do not think that we here have to take into account the «Arek» which designates
Ba'ālbeq in Stepb. Orbelian (cf. Patkanov, Istoriya Mongolov, i, 33). Under 1296, a text of
YS, 19, 3 b, mentions, just before «the gunner» Isama'īl, a name 阿里思丹 Pieh-ma-li-sultan
the final of which is certainly -sultan and refers to a country; but the rest of the name
remains obscure, and it is not even certain that there is a connection between Pieh-ma-li-sultan
and Isama'īl. As to 'Alā'u-d-Dīn's native place Mu-fā-li, its identification with Mosul has been
accepted by numerous authorities, from Quatremère (Hist. des Mongols, 155) to Blochet
(Bi, ii, 513). But I am much more in favour of Bretschneider's «Moaserin» (Br, i, 273),
which is also Yule's «Mufarahain» (Y, ii, 167), that is to say Maifārkat; the people of Maifārkat
were good catapult-makers (cf. Quatremère, ibid., 360, 369). In 1282, the Chams also used
«Mussulman» (Hui-hui) guns against the Chinese, and so did probably the Burmese in 1300 (cf.
YS, 210, 3 b; BeFEO, ix, 676; T'U Chi, 92, 7 b-8 a).

3. (YS, 210, 7 a) : «From Ch'üan-chou (see «Çaiton»), to reach that kingdom [of Ma'abar;
see «Maabar»], there are about 100,000 li. From that kingdom to the city of the great prince
(ta-uang) A-pu-ha (Abaya), by sea, with a favourable wind, it is possible to arrive in about
15 days.» Abaya's city must be Bagdad.

4. (YS, 8, 1 a) : «In the tenth year [chih-yüan], the first month, . . . on the day chi-mao
(Feburary 14, 1273), an Imperial edict sent 北京 Chen-shu-k'o (*Jajurya?), 押失塞 Yashih-
han (*Yaşyan?; or Ja'ju-qaya and *Siqan?) and 陸約 Ts'ui Shao, with 100,000 ounces of gold
(? 100,000 ounces of silver) to the prince A-pu-ha (Abaya), in order to buy drugs in the Lion's
Kingdom (Shih-tsz-kuo, Ceylon).» I know nothing of these men.

5. (YS, 85, 2 a) : «Originally, more than 7,000 families of hunters and falconers had been
gathered by T'ai-tsu (Chinghiz-khan) in the various districts, and put under the authority of the
great prince Ḥuṣ-lieh (Ḫulāǧi). The office in charge of them was first established in the second
year chung-t'ung (1261). In the twelfth year chih-yüan (1275), the great prince A-pa-ha
(Abaya) sent an envoy with a memorial [asking] that they should be under the direct authority
of the Court; they were attached to the Ministry of War.» For the later fate of these people in
China who belonged to the ikhans of Persia, see «Caçan». The various branches of Chinghiz-
khanids seem to have kept their appanages in China proper almost to the end of the dynasty.

6. (Yüan tien-chang, 57, 16 a-17 a) : This is a long text dated January 27, 1280, relating
to Mussulmans who had brought gerfalcons from Baryu and who used to say sheep according
to the rules of their religion (for this text, closely connected with Polo's and Raṣīd's, see
«Bargu»).

7. (YS, 11, 1 b) : On March 31, 1280, silk and paper-money were given, among others, to
subordinates of the Prince A-pa-ha (Abaya).
3. ABASCE

I have hesitated between 'Abasce' and 'Abascie', but have come to the conclusion that the more probable form is 'Abasce', with the use of -ase as a simple notation of -s (cf. 'Chescemir'). The original is Arabic Ḥabṣa, 'Abysinnian'. While the weak h- has been hardened into c- by Polo in such words as 'Cocnas' and 'Curnos', the stronger h- has been dropped by him in 'Abasce' as in 'Avarium'. This is not easy to explain, since Polo also drops the weak h- in 'Ulau'. European usage concurs with Polo when we write 'Abyssinia' and 'Aleppo'. For 'Abasce', cf. Y, ii, 431; Yule, Hobson-Jobson, s. v. 'Abyssinia' and 'Hubshie'; Dames, Barboza, i, 36, 39; EI, s. v. 'Abyssinia'. Marignolli's 'Abasty' is certainly a misreading for 'Abascey', practically the same form as in Polo (cf. Y, iii, 222-223; Wy, 532).

The name 'Ethiopia', given by V as another name of 'Abasce', was used sometimes in a looser way. It is nevertheless surprising that, in the summary we have of part of a letter written by Giovanni da Montecorvino from 'Cambaliche' (see 'Cambaluc' = Peking) on February 13, 1306 (cf. Golubovich, Bibl. bio-bibl., ii, 140), it should be said that envoys came to Brother Giovanni from Ethiopia, asking him to go there or to send missionaries, since from the days of Matthew the Evangelist and his disciples these people had not been instructed in the faith of Christ. Van den Wyngaert (Wy, 355), in agreement with Moule (JRAS, 1924, 556), was of opinion that our 'Ethiopia' was not meant, but some region in Asia. It seems clear, as already suspected by Yule (Y, iii, 7), that the 'envoys' saw Montecorvino in India, not in China, but I am not certain that this 'Ethiopia' is to be looked for in Asia, or even in Socotra, as Yule supposed after Assemani. The mention of S. Matthew is of some importance. He is said by the Breviary to have preached in 'Ethiopia', and, just in the same way as Montecorvino speaks of S. Matthew on the subject of 'Ethiopia', Marignolli names him in his paragraph on 'Abasty', i.e. 'Abasce', which is certainly Abyssinia. So Montecorvino, I think, probably believed that the 'envoys' came from this last country. The same may hold good for what Jourdain Cathala says of Ethiopia in a letter written at Tana (near Bombay) in 1323, and the mislocation of Ethiopia in the would-be Marino Sanudo map (which is, in fact, Paolino da Venezia's; cf. Golubovich, Bibl. bio-bibl., ii, 84-85) is of no greater account than the fact of the letter addressed on December 1, 1329, by Pope John XXII (not 'Alex. II' as in Y, ii, 432)
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*Magnifico vire Imperatori Aethiopum*, to give him notice of the departure of Jourdain Cathala, bishop of *Columbum* in India (cf. Golubovich, *ibid.*, ii, 432; iii, 357-358). There was regular intercourse by sea between Abyssinia and the western coast of India, and I rather think that, by Ethiopia, Montecorvo and Jourdain Cathala really meant Abyssinia. But the location of *Ethiopia* in Jourdain’s letter was misunderstood in Avignon, and this led to the strange letter of 1329. Moreover, a similar letter was addressed on September 11, 1329, to the Emperor of Cathay, who was of course still farther from Persia and India than Abyssinia (cf. A. Mercati, Monum. Vaticana veterem diocesim Columbensem... respicientia, Rome, 1923, 8 v°, p. 16; Mgr. Mercati, in agreement with Golubovich, is in favour of looking for Jourdain’s and John XXII’s *Ethiopia* in India). Cf. also Moule’s opinion Vol. I, 435-436.

---

4. ACBALEC MANGI

City

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>acbalec mangi</th>
<th>ambalec magi TA</th>
<th>cinelech V L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td>V L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Province

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>abalec mangy G</th>
<th>achilechimangi P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abel mangi VB</th>
<th>ABalec mangz FA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACBALEC MANGI</th>
<th>aChebelach manzi V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Explained in Ramusio’s text as meaning *the White City on the border (de confini) of Mangi*. It is plainly a Persian construction, Aq-baliq-i-Manzi, *the White City of Manzi*, so called to distinguish it from the Aq-baliq of Cathay, which is Chêng-ting-fu. I have kept the *abalec* of F, though I might equally well have preferred the *baluc* of R and Z on the analogy of Cambaluc, where all good ms. have *u*; a Turkish *i* is easily heard as *u* by foreigners (see also *Camul*). Opinions have varied about the identity of this place. It has escaped former editors that Rašid u’d-Din (*Bl*, ii, 598) mentions, in the *kingdom* of Tangut, which was then the appanage of Mangala’s son Ananda, the following places: KinJanfu (≈ Hai-an-fu), Qamju (Kan-chou), Uraqil (I read *Qir* instead of the editor’s *Tir*), Halşian (see *Calacian*) and *Aq-balilig*. Blochet sees here Polo’s *Achaluc Mangi*, and I think he is right.

To account for the Turkish name, it is useless to look, with Klaproth and Pauthier, for a Chinese name containing the word *white*; there is no *white* in the Chinese name of the other Aq-baliq, Chêng-ting-fu. The only important place which fits Polo’s indications is Han-chung on the Han River. I have little doubt that Aq-balilig is the Turkish name of Han-chung; Yule (Y, ii, 35) has suspected it, and I agree here for once with Charignon (Ch, ii, 187).
Yet there is a difficulty. Aq-balq is mentioned by Raśid-ud-Dīn among the cities of Tangut, that is to say of Shàn-hsi and Kansu, which is no part of Manzi. It might be suggested that Aq-balq being the Turkish form the Mongolian equivalent of which is Cayan-balyasun, Raśid’s Aq-balq may perhaps be the Cayan-balyasun of 甘肅州 Kan-su-chou named in the Mongol period by the 大元馬政記 Ta-Yüan ma-chêng chi, 8 a. I do not believe that the obscure Cayan-balyasun of Kan-su-chou can be taken into account here. Han-chung (then named 黃元 Hsüng-yüan) was, under the Mongol dynasty, in Shàn-hsi (consequently in Tangut) just as it is now (cf. YS, 60, 2 b), and this must be Raśid’s Aq-balq, thus identical with Polo’s; neither of them is in Manzi (see «Mangi»). But here intervenes RAMUSIO’s explanation of the name, no doubt going back to Polo himself (the crucial words de les confin dou Mangi are already in F, and have equivalents in VA, L, V, VB) : in spite of the literal value of the name, it is said to mean the White City on the border of Mangi. In other words, Polo does not make it a city of Manzi, but to distinguish it from the other Aq-balq in Cathay, Persian-speaking people called Han-chung «the Aqbalq of Manzi» because it was contiguous to Manzi. We must only admit that Polo expressed himself in a loose way when he also said of «Sindufu», i.e. Chêng-tu in Seü-ch’uan, that it was de le confin dou Mangi. Did Polo use confin with the double value of Arab. hudūd, or of Chin. 界 chieh, «boundary» and «territory»?

It is remarkable that Raśid-ud-Dīn, who uses the Mongol form Cayan-balyasun when speaking of Chêng-ting-fu, gives the Turkish form Aq-balq when he refers to Han-chung. In my opinion, the reason is that the accounts of the campaigns of Chinghiz-khan and Tului, which are at the basis of all mentions of Chêng-ting-fu in Raśid, have been translated by him from the chronicle in Mongolian which, translated into Chinese, still exists under the title of Shêng-wu ch’in-chêng lu. And this is also the reason why, in his accounts of these campaigns, Raśid uses scholarly transcriptions of Chinese names, while in other parts of his book he uses the popular forms then current among Persians (see «Pianfu», «Taianfu», «Saianfu»).

I attach no value to the difference in F and other mss. between «Achalec Mangi», name of the province, and «Acmelec mangi», name of the capital; Polo must have used one and the same form in both cases. The same alternation, equally valueless, occurs between «melic» and «belic» (see «Melic»).

5. ACHBALUCH

achbaluch R

This paragraph appears only in RAMUSIO, but its authenticity is beyond doubt. YULE (Y, II, 14) has already given some good reasons for identifying «Achbaluch» with 正定府 Chêng-ting-fu (not Chêng-ting-fu as in Pe, 343, 350, and B, 437), called under the Mongols 廪定府 Chêng-ting-fu. CHARIGNON’s objections (Ch, II, 163, 187) are a marvel of false reasoning, and it is to
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be regretted that they should have caused hesitation in B1, 437. "Achbaluch" is the pure Turkish Aq-balq, and means "White City" (balq, bally, is not Mongolian in spite of Y, II, 14, and CH, II, 162, 163). Yule's opinion about the names given by the Mongols to imperial residences is devoid of significance (in spite of Strahlenberg; cf. Y, II, 35), but the same author uses a more solid argument when he remarks that the Mongol equivalent of Aq-balq would be Cayän-balyasun, and that Rašidu'-d-Din speaks of "Chagan Balghasun which the Chinese call Jintsinfu". In favour of the equivalence of the last form to Chên-ting-fu (Chêng-ting-fu), Yule quotes the itinerary copied by Mir 'izet Ullah in 1812, which gives (JRAS, No. xiv [1847], 308) "Jig zing fu چینگ-دین-فو", corrected by Yule to "Jingdzinfu". This has to be abandoned. The itinerary of 1812 gives only modern forms, although the copy is very faulty, and we must almost certainly read چینگ-دین-فو Jingdingfu. But the text, or rather the texts, of Rašidu'-d-Din remain, and I can quote four different passages, in Bl, II, 216 (where the form جنین-فو Jindin-fu of his two masses has been arbitrarily altered to چینگ-دین-فو Čing-din-fu by the editor), in Rašidu'-d-Din's "Life" of Chinghiz-khan (Ber, III, 21, 29; Persian text, 33, 47; Čayän-balyasun, which in the language of the Chinese is called Čing-zin-fu; the Chinese parallel texts of the campaign mention here Chên-ting-fu), and finally in Rašid's unpublished "History of China", a manuscript translation of which I owe to the kindness of Dr. R. Levy. We should expect Jing-din-fu or Jindin-fu in all passages of Rašid; but Rašid, owing to different sources, has often two spellings, one more scientific, the other more popular. It is possible that the t of ting, heard of course by the Mongols as a sonant, had received a spirant palatalization, somewhat analogous to the one which, out of Chin. 頂子 ting-tsü, "knob of official cap", has given to-day jingzä in Turki and in Mongolian.

Sah-Rubi's envoys passed in 1420 through صدرین فو Sindin-fu, which has been read "Sadinfur" and corrected into "Sadinfu"; Reinaud and Yule (cf. Y, I, 278, 285) long ago proposed to see here also Chêng-ting-fu. The šad often renders a palatal š, there is no vowel written in the first syllable, and I think the real reading is very probably صدرین فو Sindin-fu = Chên-ting-fu.

In Bl, II, 448, 449, Rašidu'-d-Din mentions سامکی-باحدür Sāmki(?)-bahadur in connection with Čayän-balyasun; Sāmki(?)-bahadur seems to be an epithet of Shih T'ien-teš (Blocch's attempts to explain this last purely Chinese name through Mongolian and Manchu are futile), although I find no trace of it in Shih T'ien-teš's biography (YS, 155, 46-7 a; TU Chi, 78, 1-6). It is perfectly true that Shih T'ien-teš was early in command at Chên-ting, where he came back to die in the beginning of 1275; but Rašid is mistaken when he gives at this point his account of the submission of Čayän-balyasun under Mongka.

Ramusio, our only source here, writes "Achbaluch". Now, Fra Mauro, in 1459, mentions on his map a city "Hacbaluch" near a city "Zouza" (Zu, 36; Hallberg, 224, 236, where "Gouza" is not the form actually given on the map). "Hacbaluch" is certainly a wrong form of "Achbaluch", and it cannot be an abbreviation for "Achbaluch Mangi", since "Achbaluch Mangi" is also mentioned by Fra Mauro. But, if we note that "Zouza" is very near the abnormal forms "Gouza" and "Čonça" peculiar to R and Z respectively for "Giogiu", the inference may be drawn that Fra Mauro knew, among others, a manuscript of Polo very close to the one which gave to Ramusio his "Achbaluch" and which is also represented, in an abridged form, by Z.
achmac, achmach bailo R

RAMUSIO, our only source for this chapter, writes «Achmach Bailo» and «Achmac». I have corrected them to «Acmat», taking -c for a misreading of -t, but after much hesitation, since such changes of finals are also always possible in popular speech. The original name is of course Aḥmad. Polo has a final -t when he speaks of another Ḥaṭhā (see «Acmat»²) and the confusions between t and c are so frequent in medieval ms. that I think we can safely adopt «Acmat». For the second element, see «Bailo».

Aḥmad, in Chinese 阿合馬 A-ha-ma, a man from Bānkē (south-west of Tashkend) according to Mussulman writers, was Qubilai's most powerful minister when he was assassinated (April 10, 1282). In addition to his biography in YS, 205 (and in T' u Chi, 106, 1-6), there are countless mentions of Aḥmad and his family in YS and other Chinese works of the time. Raṣīdū’d-Dīn's account and most of the Chinese texts relating to Aḥmad's murder have been translated by MOULE in JNCB, 1927, 1-28; this is not the place to undertake a fresh comparison of them all. I wish only to point out a few additional facts:

1. Although 和僧 ho-shang means «Buddhist monk» and, as such, was commonly employed at the time in «vulgar» language as the equivalent of Turk. and Mong. too, it was also then very often used as a personal name, either alone in the case of non-Chinese people, or with a surname prefixed in the case of Chinese. WANG Hui-t'ai, 18, 9-10, distinguishes 13 men called Ho-shang in YS alone, and, for others with a Chinese surname, including Kao Ho-shang, feels unable to decide whether Ho-shang is here a personal name or is to be understood as indicating that they were monks.

2. In the case of Kao Ho-shang, Aḥmad's biography (YS, 205, 3 b) calls him a 大僧 yao-seng, «monk of black arts», and Yü Chi (cf. JNCB, 1927, 34) «the monk of black arts, the p'u-sa (bodhisattva) Kao»; but Yü Chi was only ten years old in 1282, and knew the story second-hand. That Kao Ho-shang was some sort of a magician is confirmed by an earlier text (YS, 11, 1 a; cf. JNCB, 1928, 257), which says: «The 17th year chih-yüan,... the second month, on the day i-hai (March 12, 1280), Chang I said: 'Kao Ho-shang exercises magical practices; he can bring devils (kui) to serve as soldiers and [can also] reduce the enemy from afar.' An order was issued that Ho-li-ho-sun (Qoryosun) should take soldiers and with Kao Ho-shang go to the northern borders.» Chang I was a man of note, a colleague of Aḥmad as p'ing-chang from 1270 to at least 1275, and it is of some importance to find him interested in Kao Ho-shang already in 1280, as he is one of those who were executed as being party to Ḥaṭhā's murder.

3. As MOULE has justly observed (cf. also JNCB, 1928, 257), it is difficult not to admit that the Kao fin'an of Raṣīdū’d-Dīn is Kao Ho-shang; but Kao Ho-shang was not fin'an, that is to say a p'ing-chang, and nothing shows that he had anything to do with the siege of Hsiang-yang, while
Rašid attributes there a conspicuous role to Kau finfan. There can be no doubt that many instances of confusion have crept into Rašid’s story. They may perhaps be partly accounted for in the following way: (a) There was a man called Ho-shang who is mentioned in the accounts of the famous siege, although I doubt whether he was notorious enough to have been heard of by Rašid; but we are not in a position to speak definitely on that point. (b) Kao Ho-shang, as is shown by the text mentioning the order of March 12, 1280, really had some connection with the army. This is alluded to in Ahmad’s biography when it says: «At that moment, the monk of the black arts Kao Ho-shang, as his magical practices had had no effect while with the army, came back» (the translation in JN CB, 1927, 22, is not accurate). Rašid may have had a distorted echo of Kao Ho-shang’s campaign with Qoryosun (on whom cf. JN CB, 1927, 23). (c) Although Kao Ho-shang was not a p’ing-chang, a p’ing-chang was really mixed up in the plot, and paid for it with his life.

4. RAMUSIO’s Cenchu (see «Cenchu») being the ch’ien-hu Wang Chu, his Vanchu (== wan-hu, see «Vanchu») must be Kao Ho-shang. Now this title of wan-hu was hereditary, and an administration of a wan-hu belonging to a man called Ho-shang is mentioned in YS, 86, 6 b; but I am not yet in a position to say whether Polo, rightly or wrongly, may have had that wan-hu in mind when he calls «Vanchu» (== wan-hu) the man who must be Kao Ho-shang.

As to the authorship of that chapter, I think that MOULE (JN CB, 1927, 28) still gave too much weight to MURRAY’s adverse arguments. I agree with B, clxi, and with Pe, 202, that the chapter can have come from no one but Polo himself.

7. ACMAT²

acamat FA²
achomach [soldan]
Aemat, Acmath Z
acolmat FA²

acomat FA²
acomat F, Ft
achomac LT
achomac (cor.), chomas V
Il Soldano TA², TA³
acomat F, Fr, t, FA, L
acomat F, Ft

acolmat FA²

All editors, including B¹, 437, have kept the «Acomat» of F; but I see no reason not to prefer the «Acmat» and «Acmath» of Z, which is the form that a man knowing Persian as Polo did must have used, and which agrees with the «Achmach» (read «Achmath») given by RAMUSIO for the other Ahmad, Qubilai’s minister (see «Acmat²»). For the difficulties raised by a third name, see «Ruenedin Acmat».

The Ahmad here in question was one of Abaya’s younger brothers, and he assumed power after Abaya died on April 1, 1282 (not 1281, as in B¹, 437). He is said to have been baptized in his youth under the name of Nicholas, but later on converted himself to Islam, and took the name of Ahmad (Hethum says wrongly «Mahomet Can», Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 186-187). His real Mongol name has long been a matter of doubt, because the texts hesitate between Nekütür (or Negıttür;
see "Negodar" and Tākūdār (or Tāgūdār); Muhammad-khan Qazwini gives strong arguments in favour of Tāgūdār (cf. his edition of Juwaini I, XLIII and XLIV), which is the form used in 1307 by Hethum ("Tagodar" in Hist. des Crois., Arm., II, 185; see also "Caraunas"). Abaya had named his son Arym (see "Aron") as his successor, but Arym had to wait before he could vindicate his rights. The fight then began, continuing with varying fortunes, as in Polo's account, and ended in Ahmad's murder. The "very great and beautiful plain" of Vol. I, 458, is Aq-būjah, to the east of Qazwīn. Ahmad reigned from May 6, 1282, to Aug. 10, 1284. In Y, II, 474, Arym, seeing Ahmad prisoner, is made to exclaim "Morio", a word used by the Mongols when successful in archery competitions; but Ha, 1, 358, actually gives "Mordio"; without the Arabic spelling, I dare not attempt an explanation.


As to the names Nāgūdār and Tāgūdār, I have not yet found any Nāgūdār in Mongol or Chinese texts; but a Saljūq, T'ieh-ku-tieh-ehr is mentioned in Tu Chi, 41, 6, from an inscription (he does not appear in the corresponding biography of YS), and from this Chinese transcription, we know for certain that the correct form is Tāgūdār, in agreement with Hethum's "Tagodar", and not "Takudar" as has been generally assumed.

Ahmad-Tāgūdār seems to have been brought up in Mongolia (see "Caraunas"); in such a case, his baptism, if he really was baptized in his youth, must have taken place there.

8. ACRE

accon, acon LT
acon Z
achre VA
acon L, P, P*; G
acres FA, FB, L, O, VB, VL
acri F, L, TA, TA*
agri L
anchona V

"Acre" is the French form, "Acri" the Italian, "Achon" the Latin. The name already occurs in the Bible as 'Akkō (Judges, I, 31); it is 'Akkā in Arabic. I have preferred the French form, since we admit that Polo's book was written by Rustichello in French, and we have retained all Western names in French forms.

Acre, or Saint-Jean d'Acre, often called Ptolemais, conquered by the Crusaders on May 26, 1104, was for almost two centuries the main port of landing for the "passage" to the Holy Land. It fell again into the hands of the Mustulsans on May 28, 1291.
9. ADAM

adam L
adam F, FA, FB, LT, TA3

V, VA, VB, Z; G, R
adamo TA3, TA4; R
adan F, V
addam LT

On Adam’s Peak, cf. Zu, 51; Y, ii, 320-322; Fe, 688; DAMES, Barbosa, ii, 117; HALLBERG, 6-7; BEFO, iv, 358-359; HR, 73-75; TP, 1915, 379; 1933, 433.

The name of Adam is written 阿鐵 A-tan (*-Ā-dʿam) in a Nestorian work of about the 8th cent. (cf. SAEKI, The Nestorian Documents, Tokyō, 1937, 213, and Chin. text, 56); 阿鐵 A-tan in the Sino-Jewish inscriptions of 1489, 1512 and 1663 (TOBAR, Inscr. juives, 36, 57, 65); and 阿鐵 A-tan by Ma Huan in the first half of the 15th cent. (both tan were pronounced tam until about 1400-1450, and, from the 11th to 12th cent., a Chinese unaspirated t- served to render a foreign d). While associating the name of Alexander the Great with the wonders of Adam’s Peak, Ibn Baṭṭūṭah does not ascribe to Alexander the making of the chains spoken of by Polo; YULE quotes such an ascription only from a Persian poet of the 15th cent. But this last form of the legend must have existed earlier; Mufazzal knows it in the middle of the 14th cent. (cf. BLOCHET, Mufazzal, 697; the note is irrelevant). Western travellers also heard of it; it occurs on Fra Mauro’s map (Zu, 51).

10. ADEN

adam FA, LT
adam F, L, V, Z
adom F, VA, VB, VL; R
adom F, Fr, t, FA, FB, L

V (cor.), VB, Z
adenti TA3, TA4
adom, adon G
andar V
arbe TA3
arden, dan, denti, edenti, TA4
edem LT, P, VA; G
edem LT
eden F, LT

Polo deals with Aden (Ar. ‘Aden) from hearsay, but I am not inclined to believe in the occasional confusion between Aden and Adel to which YULE refers, though with some diffidence, in Y, ii, 433. Cf. also EL, s.v. ‘Aden’ (very scanty); HALLBERG, L’Extremé-Orient, 8-10; L. DAMES, Barbosa, i, 53-58; Fe, 688. The name of Aden, 阿丹 A-tan, does not appear in Chinese texts before the first quarter of the 15th cent.; cf. DUVVENDAK, Ma Huan re-examined, 59-62; TP, 1933, 343, 420-422 (where I have shown that, in 1421 [or 1416-1419?], the name of the golden coin then in use at Aden was known under the Western name of fulūrī, *florin*); TP, 1935, 287. For a valuable description of Aden in Arabic, then unpublished, cf. Ferrand, in JA, 1921, ii, 320. Important native sources on Aden have been recently edited by Oscar LÖFGREN, Arabische Texte zur Kenntnis der Stadt Aden im Mittelalter, Leipzig-Upsal, 1936.

It may be partly due to the obscurities of Polo’s second-hand information on Aden that
two different places called Aden occur on some old maps, as for instance on that of Martin Behaim.

The name of 'Aden is not traced back with certainty beyond the Middle Ages; but R. Dussaud, in Rev. de l'Hist. des Relig., cvii [1933], 43, 47-48, has shown that it was possibly mentioned, in the 5th cent. B.C., by Ezekiel, xxvii, 23.

II. AGIUL


giel V
angul VA, FB
angul R
angul VB

Although admitting that the name can be read « Agiul » in the best ms. (F), Benedetto (B', 438) has kept « Agiul » in his edition, and so has Ricci (RR, 211), but it is obviously « Agul » that is correct (RR, 410). It is said in Y, ii, 138, that « Agul » was the name of a prince, father of Nayan (see « Naian »), and this has been interpreted in RR, 410, and B', 437, as meaning that the prince « Agul » was the man who fought against Li T'an. B', 437, adds that, according to Charignon, our « Agiul » is « Arcu », the son of Uriyangqadai. Yule was right in saying that the names are the same, that is to say not « Agul », but اجمال Ajul (cf. Bl, ii, 94), but the individuals are different. On the other hand, Charignon was equally right when he said that we have here to deal with Uriyangqadai's son, but he only gives the Chinese form 阿族 A-shu (= Ajul); « Arcu » itself does not exist (it is not even one of the valuable forms introduced by Ch'ien-lung's commissionaires).

If I say that the names are the same, it is partly on the authority of Polo's « Agiul ». Rašidu-'d-Din, who mentions our A-shu, calls him simply فلم Ajul (Bl, ii, 449), and the Chinese form 阿族 A-shu-lu (YS, 107, 3 b). But Wāṣṣāf (Ho², 40; Oh, ii, 397), who also speaks of our A-shu, calls him اجمال Ajun, easily miswritten for Ajul, and so supports indirectly Polo's « Agiul ». There are several A-shu and several A-shu-lu named in YS (cf. Wang Hui-tsun¹, 17, 10 a-b), and it is possible that the real name of all of them is Ajul. Unfortunately, I do not know the origin of the name, nor its meaning. The question is made still more obscure by the form given to the name of Uriyangqadai's son in Rašid's account of Mongol and Turkish tribes; there that son is called اجمال Ujuqan (in the doubtful passage missing in Ber, i, 146, and thus restored in the introductory remarks to the Persian text, p. xiv) and اجمال Uju (p. 197). The first labial vowel falls in with one of the Chinese transcriptions. It looks as if the name actually was *Aju, also pronounced *Uju; Wāṣṣāf's اجمال would show the unstable paraagogical -n of Mongol endings, and Polo's « Agiul » would only provide one more example of a copyist's final flourish mistaken for an -l or -r. In such a case, « Agiul » would have nothing to do with the other well-attested name Ajul.

Whatever may be the true name, the A-shu mentioned in Li T'an's biography (and in YS,
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5, 2a; cf. Ch, iii, 13), the "Agiul" of Polo, is certainly, as Charignon has said, the son of Uriyangpadai, son himself of the great Süböttai. His biography is in YS, 128 (also in T'u Chi, 91). In 1253-1255, he had fought in Yün-nan under the eyes of his father; later on, he took part in the siege of Hsiang-yang (see "Saianfu") and in the rest of the campaign against the Sung. Early in 1276, he was sent against the rebel princes of the North, and returned victorious in the winter of the same year. Soon afterwards, he started another campaign against Qarâ-ḫöjo, in the course of which he died, at the age of 53 (c. 54; more sinico; according to YS, ii, 4 b, he died in Bēbâltq, and the Court heard of his death in the beginning of 1281; his dates must thus be 1227-1280). His participation in the fight against Li T'ân is expressly mentioned: "In the third year chung-t'ung (1262), he marched against Li T'ân under the command of Prince Pai-ch'ü (Baiču?) and of T'ieh-ko (*Tägâ?)." On the last two names, see "Mongatai".

12. AICHIURUC

agaiant FA aigiaruc F
agyanie FB argialchucor LT
aigiarne TA3 aygiarnne TA3
chaizenich V

In Turkish, Aî-yaruq means "Moonshine", as Polo says, and is quite a normal name for a woman (cf. Y, ii, 465-466). In TP, 1930, 272, 440, I have pointed out that the spelling of F and others seemed to be based on a pronunciation Aî-jaruq of "Kirghiz" type. The "Ayaruc" of Z may be a copyist's slip for "Aigiaruc". There are in the Polian mss. other names where -i- and -gi- alternate (cf. for instance "Caraian" and "Caragian" in F), but these occur almost exclusively where there is really a -j- in the original name (see "Caragian"), and I suppose it is also the case here.

Qaidu's daughter is known to Eastern writers only under her true name of Qutulun (Hos, ii, 143-144; Bl, ii, 9), but even with them her history has a tinge of romance, and it is quite possible that the by-name Aî-yaruq clung to her popularity. In Bl, ii, 9, Qutulun's name is followed by a term ˓ushort which the editor has corrected to ˓ushort; so the name seems to be Qutulun Čayan, but no reason is given for the emendation; Barthold, in Minae's Marko Polo, 315, had retained the original reading of Rashid's ms. *Qutulun Čaya. In his Appendix, however, Blochet (Bl, ii, App. 16) quotes from the Mut'izzlz-š-Ansâb a passage according to which Qaidu had two daughters, Qutulun Čayan and Qutučin Čayan ("Koutlough Tchaghan" of Bl, i, 165 has no value). Qutulun is a woman's name in -lan, derived from qutug, "fortune", and of the same type as for instance Nomolon or Tâmulûn; Qutučin is also a feminine form derived from the same word.

To what Yule said of the life of Qutulun, it may be added that her father, suspected of loving her not as a father, finally married her to one of the high officials of his household; she had herself chosen her husband and bore him two sons (cf. Barthold, loc. cit. 315; Bl, i, App. 16, where the name of Qutulun's husband is doubtful).
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alains FB, FC
alani F, P, VA, VB; G, R
alau VL
allani VA
algum (christiani) V

The Alans, an Iranian speaking people, make their appearance as «Alani» (later sometimes «Halani» Greek Ἀλανοί), in classical literature in the first half of the 1st cent. A.D.; the confederation of their tribes seems to have extended, then or somewhat later, from north of the Aral Sea to the basin of the Don.

The name occurs also in Chinese texts at an early date. It has often been said that, according to the Hou-Han shu (5th cent.), the name of the kingdom of 鬱渠 Yen-ts’ai, said to represent Aorsoi, was changed to that of 阿蘭那 A-lan-na (ROCKHILL, Rubruck, 88; Y’, III, 186; IV, 271; «A-lan-ya», which occurs twice, is a slip or a misprint in Br, II, 87). But, first, the equivalence Yen-ts’ai=Aorsoi is far from evident phonetically (cf. TP, 1923, 132). Again the Hou-Han shu has no A-lan-na, only A-lan-liao (聊), which has passed into Ts’e-fu yüan-kwei, 961, 3 b, and T’ung chih, 196, 25 b. The reading A-lan-na, quoted by Abel RÉMUSAT (Nouv. Mém. asiat., t, 239) from Wên-hsien t’ung-k’ao (338, 4 a), goes back in fact to Tu Yu’s T’ung-tien (compiled from 766 to 801; 193, 2 a), from which it has passed into T’ai-p’ing yü-lan (793, 9 a), T’ai-p’ing huan-yü chi (183, 7 a) and Wên-hsien t’ung-k’ao; it is clearly a case of clerical error, one way or the other. But the Hou-Han shu copies here the Wei lio of the first half of the 3rd cent. A.D., and the Wei lio has only the kingdom of Yen-ts’ai which is also called A-lan. As the Wei lio names also a kingdom of 異 Lü, it is clear, as CHAVANNES pointed out already in 1905 (TP, 1905, 559; 1907, 195), that it is that Liu which, in the form liao, is an erroneous addition to A-lan in the Hou-Han shu, and the A-lan-na of the T’ung-tien is in turn a corruption of the false name A-lan-liao. We must read A-lan — Alani, in all passages. As to the change of name from Yen-ts’ai to A-lan, I take it to mean that, about the beginning of the Christian era, the supremacy in the Aral region had passed from the Yen-ts’ai tribes to the Alans proper. In the same way texts tell us that the name of the country later became Su-t’ê, i.e. Soydak (the «T’ê-su» still quoted by CHARPENTIER, ZDMG, 1917, 365, is a late intervention of characters); this does not mean that the Alans and the Sogdians are identical.

On the authority of DE GUIGNES, Hist. gén. des Huns, II, 279, and of VIVIEN DE SAINT-MARTIN, Et. de géogr. anc., Paris, 1850, I, Les Alains, 109-110, CHARPENTIER (loc. cit. 361) says that, according to Chinese texts, the A-lan were so called from the Altai mountains, from which they came originally, and does not shrink from bringing in also the Manchu word alin, «mountain». But there is not one word in Chinese texts as to the origin of «A-lan»; DE GUIGNES and VIVIEN DE SAINT-MARTIN have simply, and vainly, tried to account for the sentence in Ammianus Marcellinus, «... Halani... ex montium appellazione cognominati», by «Altai» or «alin».

Apart from the Wei lio (and the Hou-Han shu copying the Wei lio), I know only of one independent mention of the A-lan in Chinese texts before the Mongol period. It is true that the
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Fu-shu chi-ch’eng, Pien-tien, 67, quotes a text on the “Kingdom of A-lan” from the Wei shu, 101, 7 a, which would also seem to provide a mention of the name in the 4th-6th cent. A. D. But the location it gives does not fit that of the Alans. As the parallel text in the Pei shih (96, 8 b) writes 可 譽 K’o-lan, and as this last form is confirmed by a citation from an independent source in Tai-p’ing yü-lan, 797, 19 a, there can be no doubt that K’o-lan (*Qalan, *Qaran?) is correct; the Alans are out of the question (cf. HALOUN, in ZDMG, 1937, 275). It is a little later, for about 600 A.D., that the Sui shu (84, 8 b; copied also in Pei shih, 99, 9 a) mentions the A-lan as living east of Fu-lin (< Frūm = Rūm, the Byzantine Empire); although these A-lan are included in a list of nomad tribes which are mainly of Turkish origin, the Alans are certainly meant.

The name A-lan of the Alans occurs only once more in Chinese, on the map of the Ching-shih ta-tien of c. 1300, from which it passed into YS, 63, 16 a; the form is there a double one, 阿蘭 阿思 A-lan A-sū, Alan-As (*A-su) is a slip in Br, 11, 88). But the map is really copied from a Western original; Alan is not the name under which the Alans were then known to the Mongols and the Chinese; the form A-sū itself, although found occasionally in Chinese texts, is also rather a Western one, representing *As (*it is used twice in YS, 63, 16 a; cf. JA, 1920, 1, 166; also in YS, 18, 4 b); but the Secret History of the Mongols (§§ 262, 270, 274) uses Aset, a regular Mongol plural from Aṣ, and is this Aset which is correctly rendered by the Chinese transcription 阿思 A-su, occurring hundreds of times in the Yüan period (BRETSCHNEIDER [Br, 1, 305; 11, 99] is wrong in saying that Aset is a plural of *Asu; *Asu does not exist; CHARPENTIER, loc. cit., 362, who still believes that A-su remains unexplained, is mistaken when he attributes also the form A-su to Rašidu’ll-Din, and, in the u of A-su [—Asut], a specifically Mongol form, sees an “evident” parallel with Ptolemy’s ‘Aṣīrāt). An abnormal spelling 阿思 A-su is used once, in 1316 (YS, 25, 4 a); an adjectival form in -tai, 阿思 帯 A-su-tai, *Asutai (< *Asutai?), occurs once, in 1283 (YS, 12, 9 b), and is also known as the personal name of various individuals; 阿思 A-su in JA, 1920, 1, 168, is a slip (the YS has here the usual form).

The two names “Alan” and “As” for the mediaeval Alans are well attested; “Alani sive Assi”, says Plan Carpine (WY, 89); Rubrouck, while still west of the Don, speaks of the “Alani qui ibi dicuntur Asas”, and a little later of the “Alani sive Aas” who live in the high mountains of the south, together with the Circassians (WY, 191, 199; the reading “Accas” of some mss. is corrupt, and moreover would not give the “Akas” mentioned in QUATREMÈRE, Hist. des Mongols, 70, Pa, 487, and Mo, 260, 261, still less the “Aq-As”, “White As”, which I have seen somewhere, but cannottrace). On the other hand, nobody has ever doubted that descendants of at least one branch of the great Alan nation are to be found to-day in the Iranian Osetes of the Caucasus (in the neighbourhood of the Dariel Pass), so called from the Georgian form Owet-i of an original Ows, the same name as As or “Aas”, voie As or voie Ās in Mussulman mediaeval writers (the Georgian final, despite T’u Chi, 160, 17 b, has of course nothing to do with the Mongol plural in -ut of Aset). I cannot discuss here to what extent we must, strictly speaking, make a distinction between Alan and As in the history of the Caucasus.

Opinions are at variance as to the earliest appearance of the name As. MARQUART (Osteurop. und Ostasiat. Streifzüge, 167) has proposed to identify with As the last part of names like Dophsās and Tūlas (or Tuwalas), so that the name Ās would already be attested in the first half of
the 9th cent.; Minorsky (Mi, 445, 456, 457) favours this view. Barthold (EI, s. v. 'Allân) has doubted the correctness of Marquart's interpretation, and says that the name As, or Al-As ('The Āš'), appears only in the Mongol period, and only in Oriental sources, while missionaries and travellers speak only of the Alans (this is wrong, as is shown by the above-quoted passages of Plan Carpine and Rubrouck). But everybody admits that the name Yasy (plural of Yas), used in Russian chronicles when referring to the middle of the 10th cent., is the very name of the As or Osses, and this carries it back well before the Mongol period. The same can be said of the 'As' in Al-Birûnî (Mi, 481) and of probable mentions of the As in the 'Aṣṣa of Constantine Porphyrogenet (cf. Mi, 445) and in a term of the letter of the Khazar ruler discovered in the Cairo Genizah (cf. Kokovcov, in Žurn. minist. nar. prosv., Nov. 1913, 163).

The name has been said to be much more ancient still. De Guignes, and after him Vivien de Saint-Martin (105-106, 154-159, 178), have thought that it was the original of Yen-ts'ai, and also of 安息 An-hsi (misread by them A-hsi, 'A-si', and moreover confounded by Vivien with the purely Chinese name 安西 An-hsi of T'ang times). Moreover, Vivien saw also the Osses in the 'Essedones' of Pliny, and believed in the great age of the Georgian mentions of the Ows (or Osses). Yen-ts'ai may or may not be Aorsoi, but it has certainly nothing to do with Āš; and 安息 An-hsi transcribes Arsak, the Arsacid kingdom; the identification of the 'Essedones' is arbitrary; the Georgian chronicles are fraught with anachronisms. It would thus seem that this part of Vivien's monograph may be dismissed without more ado, if it were not that Vivien has come to certain conclusions which are still too readily accepted. Believing the name of As, Ows, to stand for the Osses of the Caucasus from very ancient times, and admitting at the same time that the same name was transcribed, when the Central Asian Alans are referred to, as Yen-ts'ai and An-hsi, Vivien has supposed that the real tribal name had been superseded by Alan, a name derived from a word meaning 'mountain' similar to ala in Manchu and given to the As by some Eastern neighbour. This is exactly the position adopted, after Vivien, by Charpentier in 1917, simply replacing the exploded Yen-ts'ai and An-hsi by the Chinese name 烏孫 Wu-sun and by the 'Aṣṣai and Asiani of classical writers (loc. cit., 364-365). The identification of the Wu-sun and the real value of 'Aṣṣai or Asiani are two of the most problems of Central Asian history, and I do not intend to discuss them here. But I wish to say explicitly that there is no basis whatever in Chinese texts for the would-be substitution of a foreign appellation 'Alan' for a former native name 'As' or 'Oms', nor anything in them that connects the Wu-sun with the Alans.

On the contrary, it seems that 'Alan' represents the original name of that Iranian confederation. It is well known that the Caucasian Osses are so called by their neighbours, but that they call themselves 'Irón, i.e. Iranians, from the same root as Aryan. Beyond Sogdiana, Herodotus speaks of the Scythian 'Aṣṣa, where the Achaemenid inscriptions mention the Haralva. Now Gauthiot (Grammaire sogdienne, III) has already remarked that, according to a law discovered by Andreas, *-ry- became -ל in the language of those Northern Iranians, so that these tribes, called originally 'Arya- ' (cf. 'Aryan'), became normally Ala, Alani (the same has been said since by Marquart himself in W. Doegeen, Unter fremden Völkern, 1925, 380-381); their name is the same as the native name 'Irón' of the Osses.
A good bibliography on the Alans is given in *Mi*, 444; the main Chinese texts relating to the Alans (Asut s) of the Mongol period have been summarized or translated in *Br*, ii, 84-90, by Moule in *JRAI*, 1917, 21-26, and in *Mo*, 260-264, and, in Russian, by A. I. Ivanov, in *Kristianskii Vostok*, ii (1913), 281-300. The old Alan confederation no longer then existed, and the Alans of the Chinese texts, the Asut, are Caucasian Alans; they are mentioned first in connection with the conquest of their country, and afterwards, on many occasions, because they formed, after deportation, an important part of the Imperial Guard.

The *Secret History* of 1240 mentions a town of Måkå (§ 270) or Mågå (§§ 274, 275). In *JA*, 1920, i, 168, I have supposed it to be identical with the city of မိတ်စ မိတ်စ မိတ်စ မိတ်စ Mieh-ch’ih-sëü (*Måkå*) of the A-su (Asut) which was conquered by Mongke in the winter of 1239-1240, after a siege of three months (YS, 2, 3b; T’u Chi, 47 2a, corrects it to 1238-1239); the name is written မိတ်စ Mieh-ch’ih-sëü in YS, 122, 6a; မိတ်စ Mai-ch’ih-sëü in YS, 128, 6a; မိတ်စ Mai-ko-sëü (*Mågå*) in YS, 132, 4a; it occurs also in an inscription of the မိတ်စ Mu-an chi, 13, 8b; but that important document is useless as we have it, since all foreign names in it have been "corrected" by the Ch’ien-lung commissioners; cf. also *ibid.*, 19, 10b. I had since noted the phonetic similarity of မိတ်စ, မိတ်စ, with မိတ်စ Ma’s or မိတ်စ Mayas, given in the 10th cent. by မိတ်စ Mas’ud (ii, 42) as the name of the Alan capital (cf. Marquart, *Osteurop. Streife*, 165); recently, Minorsky (Mi, 446) has also, independently, thought of a connection between the two names. I had further quoted, as representing probably the same name, the မိတ်စ Måkå of Rashiduddin; Minorsky (Mi, 446), who cites other passages from Juwaini, thinks that this last name is more likely to apply to the Mokkå, a Mordvan tribe; without being dogmatic, I still incline to my former view. The question is further complicated by the mention, in YS, 2, 4a, of a မိတ်စ မိတ်စ မိတ်စ png mu-ch’a shan-ch’ai in the region of the Asut (A-su; absurdly altered into Aqsu by the 18th cent. commissioners). "Mu-ch’a shan-ch’ai" can be understood either as "the mountain stronghold of Mu-ch’a" (this is the view taken by T’u Chi, 4, 14a, but his interesting note is marred by an error which makes of Mas’ud (himself the name of an Alan city), or as "the palisaded mountain stronghold"; I favour this last interpretation (mu-ch’a, "palisade", occurs for instance in YS, 8, 9b), and think that this unnamed stronghold may also be our Måkås or Mågås. Of Måkås, all I can say is that T’u Chi, 47, 2a, I do not know on what authority, makes it back on the mountains and face the sea (perhaps T’u Chi has applied to Måkås what is said later of the capital of the kingdom of A-su in the *Ming shih* [cf. *infra*]; the information would then be irrelevant.

Although some of the Alans were still opposing the Mongols when Rubrouck went to Mongolia, a great part of the nation, with their princes, had then already been carried to the Far East to serve with the Mongol armies. Nevertheless Marignoli is mistaken when he speaks of Alan troops in Chingiz-khan’s army (*WY*, 543); the date of 1229 given by Devéria (*JA*, 1896, ii, 432) seems to be also too early; troops were levied against the As (A-su) in the autumn of 1230 according to 作者集 Ch’iu-chien chi, 51, 7a, but this date must be wrong, and is corrected to 1235 by T’u Chi, 47, 1b. I doubt even that the enrolling in the Imperial Guard of half the troops of the Alan prince Arsalan should be dated 1236-1237 (Devéria, 432); 1239-1240 or 1238-1239 are perhaps more likely. Anyhow, the Alan corps lasted until the end of the Yuan
Dynasty. Marignolli (Wy, 526) gives an estimate of 30,000 Alans in China. The “Right Asut Guard” had been created in 1272; the “Left Asut Guard,” in 1310 (YS, 86, 6b-7a; 99, 3a). Towards the end of the Mongol dynasty, the 康 宗 訣史 Keng-shen wai-shih, or “Unofficial history of Shun-ti” (ed. Hai-shan-hsien-kuan ts’ung-shu, 1, 22; ed. Pao-yen-t’ang pi-chi, 1, 30-31), speaks of the revolt of the “Red Army” in 1367 and of 6,000 Asut who were sent to quell it; the author adds: “The Asut are Green-eyed Moslems (緅睛回回 lü-ching Hui-hui).”

Polo speaks of a massacre of Alan troops when Bayan took Ch’ang-chou in 1275, and T’u Chi (160, 17a) has said that Polo’s information was a valuable addition to the Chinese texts on the history of Ch’ang-chou; Pauthier (Pa, 486) has explained, as a retaliation for that massacre, the savage treatment the inhabitants of Ch’ang-chou suffered at the hands of Bayan when the city was stormed. But I have already remarked in TP, 1914, 641-642, that Polo’s memory must here have failed him. The massacre of the Alans took place not at Ch’ang-chou, south of the Yang-tzü, but north of the river, at 鎮巢 Chên-ch’ao, the modern hsien of Ch’ao (formerly of Lü-chou-fu, and now of the tao of An-ch’ing, Anhui). My view has been accepted in Y, III, 96; Y¹, iv, 271; Mo, 140-141; Ch, III, 69; RR, 415; B¹, 441. But, in my paper of 1914, I simply stated the bare facts, without mentioning the sources, and my theory would seem to receive a fatal blow from a passage of the pên-chi of Qubilai in T’u Chi, 7, 31a-b, where we read: “In 1275, . . . the fifth moon, . . . on the day Jen-ch’en (June 17, 1275), the military governor of P’ing-chiang, Liu Shih-yung, the tien-shuai Chang Yen, the military governor Wang An-ch’ieh, [all officials] of the Sung, assailed and put to death the Asut (As-su) garrison of Ch’ang-chou and chose Yao Yin to conduct the affairs of Ch’ang-chou, which came again under the rule of the Sung.” But T’u Chi’s text is a combination of YS, 8, 10a (pên-chi of Qubilai) and of YS, 127, 4b (biography of Bayan), with one important exception: the two texts do not name the Asut. We have seen that T’u Chi considered Polo’s text as providing new material for the history of Ch’ang-chou; it is perfectly clear that he has added the Asut in the present passage of the pên-chi on the sole authority of Marco Polo; in fact, he says so himself in a note to his biography of Bayan (90, 6b).

Bayan’s biography (YS, 127, 4b) and the P’ing Sung lu (ed. Shou-shan-ko ts’un-shu², 2, 2b-3b; there are here minor discrepancies of dates and names between the YS and the Sung shih; cf. T’u Chi, 90, 6b) confirm that Ch’ang-chou had first submitted (on April 8, 1275, according to Sung shih, 47, 4a), then revolted again (on June 17, according to YS, but on June 2, in Sung shih, 47, 5a); the Sung officers held the city again for half a year. On the day Jen-wu of the 11th moon (December 4, 1275), Bayan arrived himself outside Ch’ang-chou, which the Mongols had surrounded with a wooden palisade (the dépôt of Quatre-Mère, Hist. des Mongols, 336-337) and a large and deep moat. Twice Bayan tried to prevail upon the inhabitants of the city to surrender, pledging himself to spare the inhabitants, and then threatening them with wholesale slaughter if they disregarded his offer. No answer came. Finally, on the day chia-shên (December 6, 1275; the date of December 6, 1275, is also given in Sung shih, 47, 7b), the infuriated general ordered the assault, and was the first to plant his red flag on top of the city wall; the city was sacked and the inhabitants butchered.
But there is in all these texts no mention of the Asut, while there are several concerning Chen-ch’ao; I shall quote the main ones:

a. YS, 132, 4b, biography of Ang-chi-erh, a Hsi-Hsia man (not an Alan as is said in Mo, 141): Ang-chi-erh’s father had submitted to Chinghiz-khan with his men in 1221, and Ang-chi-erh succeeded in the command of these Hsi-Hsia troops, to which others of the same nation were added. When Bayan passed south of the Yang-tzu, he ordered Ang-chi-erh to remain in the north and to pacify the western half of the region between the Huai and the Yang-tzu. "The [seat of the] military district of Chen-ch’ao submitted and was garrisoned by Asut troops. The population would not tolerate their harshness. The [former Sung] commander [of the military district] (tu-t’ung), Hung Fu, killed the whole [Asut] garrison and revolted. Ang-chi-erh attacked and stormed the city and captured [Hung] Fu...

β. YS, 132, 1a [and cf. T’u Chi, 102, 11a], biography of the Asut Hang-hu-asu: "In 1270, the son of Hang-hu-asu, A-t’a-ch’ih, helped in conquering the important pass of Wu-ho-k’ou (in the district of Wu-ho, Anhui). In 1274, he helped in conquering the prefectures of Sung-chiang and others (I suspect that the text is altered and I propose to read yen chiang, ‘along the Yang-tzu’; Sung-chiang is the region in which lies Shanghai, far from Anhui) and garrisoned Chen-ch’ao. The population would not accept the orders. The Sung general Hung Fu, who had submitted, resorted to trickery, and taking advantage of an occasion when [A-t’a-ch’ih] was drunk, he killed him. Shih-tsu (Qubilai) expressed compassion for [A-t’a-ch’ih’s] death and granted to his family 500 taels of silver, 3,500 strings of cash in paper money and [the ownership of] 1,539 families of Chen-ch’ao.

γ. YS, 132, 2b [and cf. T’u Chi, 102, 12a], biography of the Asut Yu-wa-shih: Yu-wa-shih’s father, Yeh-lich (Eliya?), who had been appointed chilarch in the army of the Asut, helped in conquering Hsiang-yang (see Sianfu’), then helped in conquering the cities along the Yang-tzu. The Sung governor (an-fu) Hung [Fu], after he had submitted, revolted again; he induced [Yeh-lich] to enter the city, and, at a banquet, profiting from his [Yeh-lich’s] drunkenness, he killed him... Yu-wa-shih succeeded his father as chilarch of the army of the Asut, and followed the minister Bayan in the pacification of the Sung. He was granted [the ownership of] 2,052 families of Chen-ch’ao.

Of course, it might be supposed that another massacre of drunken Alans, of which there is no trace in history, took place when Ch’ang-ch’ou revolted; but the coincidence is hardly possible, and the texts quoted above leave no doubt, in my opinion, that the Alans were killed at Chen-ch’ao, not at Ch’ang-ch’ou. Polo has wrongly connected with Ch’ang-ch’ou an incident which occurred elsewhere; the rebellion of both cities after they had submitted and the phonetic similitude between Chen-ch’ao and Ch’ang-ch’ou are probably responsible for the confusion.

The date of the massacre at Chen-ch’ao cannot be 1274, as is stated in Mo, 262; T’u Chi, 102, 12a, has adopted 1276, which is not quite certain either. Hung Fu’s stubborn resistance and death at Chen-ch’ao are narrated in his biography in the Sung shih, 451, 2b, but without any allusion to the Asut and without precise dates. According to the pên-chi of the Sung shih, 47, 4b, 5a, after the seat of the military district of Chen-ch’ao had submitted to the Mongols, it was reconquered by Hung Fu in 1275, 4th moon, on the day jen-yin (April 28), and, as a consequence,
the Sung Court gave Hung Fu official authority over the military district of Chên-ch’ao in the 5th moon, on the day i-hai (May 31). In YS, 9, 3 a, Hung Fu’s rebellion and his death are all told together under the uu-wu day of the 2nd moon of 1276, i.e. March 9, and this is certainly why T’u Chi decided in favour of 1276. But the indications of the pên-chi of the Sung shih are here very precise. If there is no mention there of Hung Fu’s capture and death, it is because in March 1276 the Sung dynasty had almost fallen, and communication between Chên-ch’ao and Hang-chou was no longer possible. I believe that the Asut were massacred when Hung Fu revolted on April 28, 1275, but Hung Fu held on for a whole year before coming to a dire end himself on March 9, 1276. In a text relating to the Asut guard, YS, 99, 3 a, it is said that ‘in the 23rd year chih-yüan (1286), the Asut army attacked in the south Chên-ch’ao and suffered heavy losses’. The date is much too late, and an error must have crept into the text. The most natural correction (more natural though in Arabic figures than with Chinese characters) would be to read ‘13’ instead of ‘23’, and this would agree with the apparent 1276 of the pên-chi in YS; but the author of the note may have thought of the whole incident together as is done in the pên-chi; or the error ‘23’ may stand for ‘12’.

A text of the Hsi t’ung-chien kang-mu adds to the accounts of the siege of Ch’ang-chou by Bayan given in the YS, the Sung shih and the P’ing Sung lu, a detail which has not passed into T’u Chi, but to which attention has already been called in Pa, 485-486: after forcing the inhabitants of the suburbs of Ch’ang-chou to carry earth and build a wall of approach to the city, Bayan killed and burnt them and used the boiling fat of the corpses to manufacture fire-missiles which were thrown to set alight the wooden ‘chevaux-de-frise’ of the wall battlements; the text is not very clear, but Pauthier’s rendering is certainly inaccurate). Pauthier insists that such a cruel deed can only be explained as a retaliation for the death of the Alans. The Alans, in my opinion, have nothing to do with this case, but it is true that Bayan might have wished to take revenge after Ch’ang-chou had rebelled and had resisted the efforts of the Mongols for more than five months. The account given in the Hsi t’ung-chien kang-mu must be derived from the Ch’tien-t’ang i-shih, a work of the Yuan period (ed. Wu-lin chang-ku ts’ung-pien, 7, 7 b; cf. Mo, 141), and it is certainly correct, but the cruel device must not be regarded as due simply to delirious wrath. Yule (Y, II, 181) has already alluded, in his commentary on the present passage, to a text of Plan Carpine on the attack of a fortified place by the Mongols (Wy, 83): ‘... And if they cannot have it in this manner, they throw quick fire; even they use sometimes to take the fate of the men they kill and to throw it liquefied upon the houses. And wherever fire comes over that grease, it burns almost inextinguishably...’. Bayan’s action at Ch’ang-chou provides the best commentary to this text of Plan Carpine.

Chên-ch’ao remained, apparently to the end of the Mongol dynasty, under the baleful influence of the Alan massacre. But the texts relating to the changes in its official status are contradictory (cf. YS, 14, 1 b; 59, 8 b; 99, 3 a; Wang Hui-tsu 2, 8, 6 a; 24, 10 a); originally a military district (chên) of the Sung, it seems, under Qubilai, to have been first a myriarchy called Chên-ch’ao-fu, which was degraded to a chou in 1286 under the name of Ch’ao-chou, and finally became a simple district known as Ch’ao-hsien in 1291.

The As, or Asut, or Alans, were certainly Christians, as Polo says after Benedict the Pole
13. ALAINS

(We, 137) and Rubrouck (We, 191-192, 199), and before Marignolli (We, 526). No sound objection can be based on the significance of the term «Green-eyed Hui-hui», used in the second half of the 14th cent. in reference to the Asut by the author of the Kêng-shên wui-shih (cf. supra). Although «Hui-hui», technically speaking, means «Musulman», it has often been used in a loose manner; the Jews are called «Shu-hu Hui-hui» (= Juhut Hui-hui; cf. G. Kuun, Codex Cumanicus, 161; Jufud in Blochet, Moufazzal, 701; Osm. Jufut) in ch. 30 of the Yüan tien chang, alongside of the «Mu-su-man Hui-hui» (= Musulman Hui-hui), who are the Mussulmans; in modern times, the Jews are sometimes called «Lan-mao Hui-tiâ» («Blue-cap Mussulmans»; cf. Wylie, Chinese Researches, Historical, 7). In a passage cf. YS, 8, 10, the Nestorian Syrian Ai-hsieh («Ila» is simply called a «Hui-hui» (cf. Mo, 230). Towards 1600, Matteo Ricci found «Hui-hui» used as a common designation for Mussulmans, Jews and Christians (cf. Tacchi-Venturi, Opere storiche del P. M. Ricci, 1, 87, 470).

Rubrouck adds that the Alans followed the rites of the Greek Church, used Greek texts and had Greek priests; he is of course speaking of the Alans of Southern Russia, the only ones he could have met. In Études, t. 124 [1910], 19-20, J. Brücker has explained by the former adherence of the Alans to the Greek Church the surprising fact that, according to Wadding's edition, in his Annales Minorum, of the letters of Montecorvino, the future Archbishop of Khanbalq taught the forty young boys he had bought over to read not only Latin, but also Greek (litteris Latinis, & Graecis). I am afraid this ingenious argument cannot be maintained. Although Golubovich, in his collation of the Chigi ms. with Wadding's edition, says nothing of it (Bibl. bio-bibliogr., II, 131-134), the words «et Graecas» are not given in the Chigi ms., which Golubovich believes to be the one used by Wadding, nor do they appear in the Paris ms. (cf. Moule, in JRAS, 1914, 547; 1921, 86); but one can only wonder why they should have been added by Wadding.

Whatever the case may be, and although Montecorvino, who speaks at length of the conversion of the Nestorian Prince George (see «Giorge»), does not even name the Alans in his letters of 1305 and 1306, we have to admit that the Alans in China, cut off from their native country and left without a clergy, converted themselves later to the Roman creed which Montecorvino preached in Peking. The decisive proof is provided by the letter sent from Peking to the Pope in 1336, signed by certain Alan princes whose names really appear as such in Chinese history, and in which the Alans beg the Pope to send a new Archbishop, since the death of Montecorvino had already left them for some years without a pastor (cf. Mo, 252-254, 261-264). I may add that the Andrew the Frank who carried the letter of the Alans, and who is left unidentified in Mo, 252, is certainly Andalb di Savignone, as has already been said in 1378 by Desimoni, followed by Heyd (Hist. du commerce, II, 218) and by Golubovich (Bibl. bio-bibliogr., IV, 255).

The question of possible mentions of the Asut or Alans in native Chinese texts after the Mongol period is not solved. The Ming shih (332, 10a) has a notice on the kingdom of A-sù (the name is written with the characters used in Mongol times for the Asut); it has been translated by Bretschneider in China Review, v, 179, but without any attempt at identification. The kingdom of A-sù is said there to be «near Samarkand and Mecca»; it is a vast country; its capital
backs on a mountain and faces a stream which flows south into the sea; there are plenty of fish and salt. The people till the ground; they are charitable and peaceful. In 1419, the ruler 托忽沙 Ya-hu-sha (*Ya'qūb-tāh) sent an envoy who offered horses and various products of the country. But A-su could not regularly send tribute, owing to the great distance. In 1463, China dispatched an envoy to that kingdom, but finally A-su did not send tribute again. West of A-su, on an island in the sea, there is the kingdom of 沙哈鲁 Sha-ha-lu, which sent an embassy under Yung-lo (1403-1425); Sha-ha-lu is a transcription of the name of Sāh-Ruḥ in Ming shih, 332, 6a and one would think of Sāh-Ruḥiya on the Syr-Daria; the fact that Sāh-Ruḥiya has an independent notice (cf. China Review, v, 119) would be no decisive objection; but the location and the description hardly fit. The Ming hui-tien (quoted in T’u-shu chi-ch’eng, Pic-n-i-tien, 86) gives the quantities of victuals delivered every three days to the 120 men who were attached to the embassy of 1419.

It may be that Alan traders formed the "embassy" of 1419; at that time, many Alans had become Musulmans, so that we should not be surprised at the apparently Mohammedan name of their ruler (moreover there are Christians named Ya‘qūb). But the question is more intricate. In a Ming itinerary, A-su, written in the same way, certainly represents Aqu in Chinese Turkestan (cf. China Review, v, 234). The name of Aqu (Turk. Aq-su, "White water") does not seem to have been known in Mongol times, but it was in use at the end of the 14th cent., as is shown by the accounts of the campaigns of Tamerlane (cf. Br, ii, 232-235). Now, in the 與聞雜記 Shuyan tsa-chi of Lu Jung (ed. Shou-shan-ko ts‘ung-shu, 5, 5; on Lu Jung’s work, written in the second half of the 15th cent., cf. TP, 1933, 282), there is a paragraph on embassies projected in 1463 to be sent to various countries but which eventually were not sent (there is here a discrepancy with the Ming shih quoted above); the list of countries is given as follows: Herat, Samarkand, Kāşär, A-su, Turfan, Ha-mi (Qomul), Pai-chia-su-tian (?). From the very order of the enumeration, Aqu is more likely to be referred to here than the Alan country. Provisionally, I incline to the view that the A-su of 1419 may well be Asut, i.e. Alans, but that the A-su to which an envoy was sent in 1463 is Aqu, and that the identity of the transcription of both names is responsible for a confusion between the two countries in the Ming shih.

But this concerns only the Asut or Alans of the Caucasus. As for the Asut who had been deported into Northern China, I think that, after the fall of the Yüan dynasty, they lasted for three more centuries, although they had become more and more mongolized. In «Sanang Setzen», we find several mentions of a Mongol tribe the name of which is transcribed «Assod» by Schmidt (Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 145, 147, 153, 169, 171, 201, 205); but, in Mongol spelling, Schmidt’s «Assod» is exactly the name which I read Asut. Aruqtai, who played an important part in Mongol history in the first half of the 15th cent., was an Asut (he is the A-lu-t'ai of Chinese texts; cf. Giles, Biogr. Dict. no. 3; Br., ii, 163). When the Emperor Ching-t'ai was taken prisoner by the Mongols in 1449, the Mongol tradition has it that he was given an Asut wife, by whom he had a son (cf. Schmidt, loc. cit., 169, 171, 380, and Gomboev, Altan töbii, 173). In the 17th cent., the Asut are still named among the tribes which constitute the empire of Dayan-khan (cf. Mostaert, Textes oraux ordos, Peking, 1937, p. vii). I know of no later mention of the Asut.
15. ALAODIN

How long they remained Christians is not known. In the first years of the 17th cent., Ricci still heard of Christians living outside of the Great Wall. Most of them probably were Öngüt (see "Giorge" and "Ung"), but perhaps some were the direct descendants of the Christian Alans of Polo and Marignoli.

14. ALANIE

alanai TA
alanía L, TA², Z alanía F

In Mongol times, the true land of the Alans was in the Eastern Caucasus, but the name was often extended to a region north-west of the Caspian Sea (see "Alains"). In Hethum, in the chapter on Georgia, "Alanie" is mentioned as the name of the Caucasian Alburz (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 129, 268). Hethum's editors are mistaken when they also see the name of the Alans ("a nation of Turkish origin") in their author's "Aloen", which in fact represents the Caucasian Albania (Alvan > Ayvan); cf. ibid. ii, 128, 139, 263, 276, 593, 628. On Albania (Pers. Rān and Aran, Arab. Arrān, "Aran" of Jourdain Cathala, ed. Cordier, 93), cf. Marquart, Erānšahr, 116-119. On Fra Mauro's map, "Alana" (not "Alano" as in Hallberg, 14) is marked as a town far to the north-east of the Caspian Sea; it seems probable that "Alanie" is here meant, but with a wrong location. The "Alanie" of the Catalan Map, although also located north of the Caucasus, is more in agreement with the accounts of Plan Carpine and Rubrouck.

15. ALAODIN

alaodim LT, VA aloadan P alodin TA², VA
alaodin F, L aloodin FA, FB; R aloodyn TA¹
alaodyn L alodim VA laudin V
alaudin VB

'Allu-'d-Din Muḥammad, the seventh Grand Master of the Alamūt "Assassins", born in 1212, had succeeded his father in November 1221 (Browne, Lit. Hist. of Persia, ii, 207; not "1220" as in ii, 456); but he was not the last Grand Master. Murdered in 1255, during the Mongol campaign against him, he was succeeded by his son Ruknu-'d-Din Ḫuršāh; it was the latter who surrendered to the Mongols in 1256. Soon after he was assassinated, probably when he was being sent from Persia to Mongka. Cf. Oh, iii, 174-201; Y, i, 146; Br, i, 114, 116, 135, 136. The notice on 'Allu-'al-Din Muḥammad b. Hasan in EI says he was born in "609 (1210)" and succeeded in "618 (1220)"; these equivalences are errors for 1212 and 1221 respectively.
16. ALAU

ALAU (c. 9)

alau TA³, LT

This is the name, in TA³ and LT, of the city where Nicoló and Matteo Polo left Qubilai's envoy. It is very probably the result of a clerical error, as explained by Benedetto (B, 246).

17. ALEXANDRE¹ (THE GREAT)

alexander Z  alexandre F  allessandro TA³, VB
alexandre TA³, V, VA, VB  alexandre VA, VL  allessandro L; G
alexandre R  alexandre F, FA, FB  alyxandre FA
alexander LT, P, Z; G  allessandro, allessandro VA

On his epithet of Dû-l-Qarnain, « the Two-Horned », see « Culcarnein ».

Alexander's name occurs several times in Polo's text. His information about the Macedonian conqueror is not derived from genuine historical sources, but from stories heard in the East and perhaps from some mediaeval rifacimenti of that fabulous history of Alexander which is known as the work of the Pseudo-Caullisthenes. In two cases (see « Gate of Iron » and « Lone [Dry] Tree »), Polo formally refers to the « Book of Alexander ». The world-wide popularity of the Pseudo-Caullisthenes in hellenistic and mediaeval times is aptly illustrated in Yule's Introduction (i, 113-115). Yet I would like to add a few remarks.

Polo left Venice when he was about fifteen, to return only two or three years before he dictated the account of his travels, so that he could certainly not have been well versed in Western literature. Of course, he had heard of Alexander in Mussulman countries, where the same stories circulated about him as in Europe, but the question may be asked whether the express mentions of the « Book of Alexander » are due to him or the professional recaster of romances, Rustichello. In the account of his outward journey, Polo speaks, when dealing with Eastern Persia, of « l'arbre seul que les cristiens appellent l'arbre seche » (B, 32); but in the latter part of his book, we read of « l'arbre sol que en livre d'Alexandre est appelé l'arbre seche » (B, 222). This second mention belongs to the chapters where the fastidious and stereotyped descriptions of battles are generally attributed to Rustichello. Now the legend of the Dry Tree was well known among Christians in the East, where Polo may have heard it, and a repetition of the same sentence in another part of the book would have been nothing abnormal. But that the « Book of Alexander » should take the place of the « Christians » the second time is the more surprising since the « Dry Tree » does not occur in the Pseudo-Caullisthenes, nor in most mediaeval versions derived from it, but only in additional sections sometimes joined to the Romance of Alexander, like the Vœux de Poon. The mention of the « Book of Alexander » in the present case would perhaps be easier to explain if we assume that Rustichello intervened here.
17. ALEXANDRE (THE GREAT)

The other case is no less embarrassing, though for another reason. The story of the nations walled in by Alexander at the eastern end of the Caucasus is an old tale, actually given in the Pseudo-Callisthenes and all the versions derived from it (see «Gate of Iron» and «Gog and Magog»). But Polo's text, taken at its face value, would imply that in the «Book of Alexander» the tribes shut in by Alexander's wall were called «Tartars»; this Polo qualifies by saying that there were no Tartars in Alexander's time, but Comans and the like (which is almost as wrong). Now, the Tartars were sometimes connected in the 13th cent. with the people «whom Alexander the Great shut up in the Caspian mountains», for instance by Richer of Senones (cf. ZABOCKE, Der Priester Johannes, ii, 22), by the Emperor Frederic II, and in Polo's time by Ricold de Montecroce (cf. Y, 1, 56-57); but I can find no version of the Romance of Alexander where the Tartars are mentioned; such a version, if it should exist, could not of course be older than c. 1240. Rustichello cannot well be held responsible for the present passage, where the remark on the Comans can only have been made by Polo himself. My impression is that Polo had heard of the Romance of Alexander, although he had never read it, and on the strength of statements which connected the Tartars with the shut-up tribes, erroneously attributed the mention of the Tartars to the Romance itself. If it be the case here, something of the same sort may have occurred with the Dry Tree, the mention of which was perhaps attributed to the Romance by mistake and not because it occurred in the additional matter inserted in some late version.

That most of Polo's information on Alexandre, derived from popular accounts heard in the East, should tally with the legends of the Pseudo-Callisthenes is not surprising if we remember that almost all the Eastern traditions relating to Alexander are indirectly derived from versions of the Pseudo-Callisthenes itself. There was practically no direct souvenir of Alexander in Persia or in India, not to speak of China where he had never been heard of before the Middle Ages. It was long believed that the acquaintance of the Mussulman world with the Pseudo-Callisthenes was due to some Arabic version of the early Mussulman period. But NÖLDEKE, in his remarkable Beiträge zur Geschichte des Alexanderromans (Denkschr. der kais. Ak. d. Wiss., Ph.-hist. Cl., vol. 38, Vienna, 1890), has shown that there must have been first a now lost Pahlavi version of the early 7th cent., from which a Syriac translation which is still in existence was made at an early date. This is of some moment when we now pass on to India.

Alexandria is sometimes mentioned in Indian literature (see «Alexandre»), but Alexander the Great left in India still less of a souvenir than in Persia. The name «Alikusudara» or «Alikyasudala» in the inscriptions of Asoka renders Alexander, but refers to a later individual, either Alexander of Epirus or Alexander of Corinth. S. LÉVI was of opinion, however, that, in the middle of the 7th cent., the name of Alexander appeared as «alasa-Cauḍakoṣa», «lazy Cauḍakoṣa», in Bāṇa's romanced biography of King Harṣa, the Harṣacarita (cf. Mémoire Sylvestre Lévi, 414). Lévi considered his opinion confirmed by the fact that Bāṇa reproached «alasa-Cauḍakoṣa» for not having entered Strirajyam, the Kingdom of Women. This, according to Lévi, could be no other than the story of the Amazons which, in the Pseudo-Callisthenes, marks the last stage of Alexander's advance before he turns back towards the West. «So Bāṇa's witty allusion», says Lévi, «is the only sign, but a sufficient one, which proves that the Romance of Alexander was known in India, among scholars and at the royal Courts, in the 7th cent. of our era.»
But there is more. Hsiian-Tsang, who was Harsha’s guest in 643 and left India in 644, speaks of the “Western ‘Kingdom of Women’” (西女国 Sai Nü-kuo), which lay to the southwest of the kingdom of Fu-lin (Fröm = Röm, the Roman Orient). According to the Chinese pilgrim, there were only women in that country, some of the precious productions of which were sold in Fu-lin. “That is why the king of Fu-lin sends every year men who have sexual intercourse with those women . . .” In that Kingdom of Women, Lévi saw “the famous kingdom of Amazons ruled by the Queen Candace [this is not quite correct; Candace was not a queen of the Amazons], which has taken such an important place in the development of the Romance of Alexander.” “The yearly sending of human stallions to the kingdom of the Amazons,” Lévi adds, “is not mentioned, as far as I know, in any of the numerous versions of the Romance; but it frequently appears in the literature of the Physiologus and of the Mirabilia. The Chinese monk must have noted a version of the tale which had undergone some contamination, or perhaps he himself is responsible for a contamination between two tales he had heard.”

Without maintaining that Lévi has conclusively proved his case, I am prepared to accept the bulk of his deductions. A weak point of his argument is that, as he has himself stated (p. 422), there are several Kingdoms of Women mentioned in Chinese historical literature, as well as in Indian and in Muslim sources (see “Female Island”). While many tales of the Physiologus have found their way to India and the Far East (or sometimes may have originated there and been carried to the West), it is moreover somewhat risky to assume a double origin for Hsiian-tsang’s brief account. On the other hand, Lévi said nothing as to the date when the Romance of Alexander could have reached India or as to the channels through which it may have passed. We may perhaps add more precise indications on these points.

The Kingdom of the Amazons, or Kingdom of Women, is well known in the Muslim versions of the legend of Alexander. Its most detailed exponent is no other than Firdausi. Alexander first sends to the Kingdom of Women a philosopher from Röm, and afterwards himself reaches the country, the main city of which was called Ḍārūm (cf. Mohl, Lire des Rois, 8vo ed. v, 206, 208; Spiegel, Die Alexandersage bei den Orientalen, Leipzig, 1851, 28; Nöldeke, loc. cit. 51). The name Ḍārūm is unexplained. Although it was not adduced in Schaedler’s Iranica (1934), phonetically it may very well be a doublet of Röm, Rūm, and represent the form with an initial h- which is known in Armenian, has passed to Fröm in Middle-Iranian and is the original of Ch. Fu-lin. In Firdausi’s time, this form would be a survival, but its curious misapplication to a city of the Kingdom of Women would find some sort of explanation in the relations which, according to Hsiian-tsang, existed between Röm and the Kingdom of Women. If Hsiian-tsang really owed his information to an Iranian source which had reached the basin of the Ganges, that lost source may have also spoken of the men annually dispatched to the Kingdom of Women by the king of Rūm.

The question of date remains. If a Romance of Alexander corresponding to the Pseudo-Callisthenes was known in India in time to leave traces in the writings of Badja and Hsiian-tsang, it must have reached India in 630-640 at the latest. On the other hand, the only likely channel for a transmission of the Greek romance to India is Pahlvi. But Nöldeke has shown that the Pahlvi translation of the Pseudo-Callisthenes can neither be earlier than the end of the 6th cent.,
nor later than the first quarter of the 7th, so that the date we must postulate for the transmission to India is possible. We must only admit, if Lévi's theory be correct, that the popularity of the romance in India was as rapid as it was short-lived.

18. ALEXANDRE² (CITY)

alexandria TA³, V, VB, Z
alexandria VB; R
alexandre F
alexandria L, LT, P, VA, VL
allessandra TA¹
Z
alexandria L; G
alixandre FA, FB


On the name of Alexandria in Indian literature, cf. in the first place S. Lévi's paper of 1934, reprinted in Mémorial Sylvestre Lévi (Paris, 1937, 413-423). Lévi concurs with the opinion I first upheld in 1914 (J.A., 1914, ii, 413-417) that the Alasanda of the Questions of King Menander was the Egyptian Alexandria. Moreover, alisanda, the name of a bean, and alakandaka, a name of the coral, must be nouns derived from Alexandria.

In Chinese Buddhist texts, the Chinese version of the Questions of King Menander gives a form 阿利散 (A-li-san) (*A-li-ṣaṇ), nearer to the Greek original for the vowel of the second syllable than Pili Alasanda. Lévi (loc. cit. 418) also thought he had found the name of Alexandria in the Chinese version of Nāgārjuna’s commentary on the Prājñāpāramitā; but he elicited it through a correction which I hold as very doubtful.

Apart from Buddhist texts, I proposed in TP, 1915, 690-691, to identify with Alexandria of Egypt the name 阿利散 (A-li-san) (*Liai-yjan), 阿利散 (Liai-kan), etc., known in China from the end of the 2nd cent. B.C. Although others entertain different views, I still think that the equivalence is substantially correct. It remains doubtful whether, in the first half of the 3rd cent. A.D., the name of Alexandria underlies the transcriptions 亜利散 (D’i-san) and 阿利散 (Uo-qi-san) of the Wei li; cf. BIRCH, China and the Roman Orient, 181-182 (but the equivalence has gained in probability now that we know for certain that 阿利散 (Uo-qi-san) is still more anciently *O-diak-san-lija), certainly renders the name of another Alexandria; cf. ZDMG, 1937, 252; TP, 1938, 148). Chao Ju-kua, writing in 1225, has a whole paragraph on 阿利散 (O-ken-ch’o) (*At-kun-d’i), and describes its Pharon with the wonderful mirror (HR, 146-147; cf. LE STRANGE, Nuzhat-al-Qulûb, transl., 239-241); this last transcription is made from the Arabic form lakandariya.

19. ALINAC

A name not given by the mss. and introduced conjecturally by BENEDETTO (cf. Br, 457); it appears as «Alinac» in RR, 390, but «Alinek, Alinaq» in the Index, 411. BENEDETTO may be right,
as the «melic» (q. v.) meant by Polo must be Alinaq, killed in 1284 (cf. Y, II, 474). But the text is surprising. Polo says that the «melic» of whom he has spoken and who has been killed «avoir a non Soldan» and was the greatest lord after Ahmad. Already during the second half of the Abassid caliphate, the title of sultân, originally borne only by the caliph, had commonly been usurped by any powerful chief (cf. Becker, in Der Islam, VI, 350 sq.). It is quite possible that Polo should have heard of Alinaq as «the Sultân», and not known his true name. Or he may have confused Alinaq with Sultân idâfi, who had great power under Aryun and was finally killed on March 4, 1291, three days before Aryun himself died (cf. Oh, iv, 56-57).

20. ALTAI

The name is of course that of the Altai mountains, but it is not used in the sense of Altai proper, either Northern or Southern. Moreover, Polo never went to any Altai. In the text, the name of Altai first occurs, after the paragraph on Qaraqorum and the history of Chinghiz-khan, as that of a great mountain where all the «great lords» («grant seignors») of the line of Chinghiz-khan are taken to be buried. The second time, Polo, having told what he had to say about the god and the laws of the Tartars, takes leave of «Qara-qorum and Altai — where the [Great Lords of the] Tartars are buried —» to speak of tribes still more to the north. It is evident that Polo means by Altai a mountain north of the Gobi; Yule (Y, i, 247) had too much common sense to think otherwise, and B1, 438, has misunderstood him when he makes him look for Polo’s Altai «immediately north of the Great Wall near Kaigan». Without too much precision in his mind, Polo certainly means, by Altai, the traditional place of Chinghiz-khan’s burial, somewhere near the sources of the Onon and the Kerulen. Whether Qubilai and his successors were also buried there is another question, which however need not be here taken into account, as Polo left China before Qubilai’s death. For the difficult problem of Chinghiz-khan’s death and burial, see «Caagiu».

Yule (Y, i, 247) has said that the name of Altai was used in a rather loose way by «Sanang Setsen», but he is not quite correct. In «Sanang Setsen», it is said (Schmidt, 103) that Chinghiz-khan died when his camp was on the southern side of the «Altan-ghan» (not «Altun-ghan» as in Yule; altun is Turkish), on the banks of the Qara-moràn (Yellow river). «Altan-ghan» is Mongolian, and means «Gold Lord-[Mountain]», but the legend carries us far to the south-west of the Khingan. Yule speaks of, and, unless we correct «Altan» to «Altai», there is nothing to prove that
20. ALTAI

"Sanang Setsen" here refers to any Altai. We must rather suppose that, in this passage, "Sanang Setsen" has in view the "Altan mountain" (\(\text{\textit{Altan-alin}}\); \(\text{\textit{alin}}\) is the Manchu word for "mountain") of d'Anville's Map of Chinese Turkistan, 3rd sheet, at the north-western angle of the great bend of the Yellow river, also called Altan tebši (cf. MOSTAERT, Textes oraux ordos, LXIX, and POPOV, Men-gu-yu-mu-czi, 153). On the other hand, in another passage, the same Mongol chronicler (SCHMIDT, 109) says that Chinghiz-khan was buried between the northern side of the "Altai-han" and the southern side of the "Küntüi-han". Here, with a rather hazy geographical conception on the part of "Sanang Setsen", we rejoin Polo's text inasmuch as the Altai is really named in connection with Chinghiz-khan's burial.

This is not the oldest Mongol notion of the name of Altai. In the Secret History of 1240, the name of Altai occurs several times (§§ 144, 158, 161, 177, 194, 195, 198, 205) and is always applied to what we now call Southern Altai, which is in Western Mongolia. Such is also the use of the name in Rašdu'-d-Din when he gives the Altai mountains as one of the limits of the Naiman territory (cf. Oh, 1, 425; Ber, 1, 2, 108; ii, 112; iii, 3, 127; Rašdu'-d-Din uses Altai alone, or \(\text{\textit{Altan}}\)) Buzurg Altai, or \(\text{\textit{Altan}}\) Yäkä Altai, both meaning "Great Altai" in Persian and in Mongolian.

The same Altai is meant when YS, i, 5 b, says that Tayang-khan came from the 匕尾安-t'ai and camped at the Khanggai mountains, or when it sums up the history of the campaign led by the future Emperor Wu-tsung in 1300-1301 against Qaidu (YS, 22, 1 a; see "Caidu"), in the course of which, Wu-tsung having reached the An-t'ai (Altai) mountains, the Naiman submitted to him (parallel texts in YS, 119, 10 a, and 132, 3 a, use the Chinese name Chin-shan of the Altai). From all these texts, we see that Polo's use of Altai for mountains in North-Eastern Mongolia must have been of popular, not official, origin, although "Sanang Setsen" gives us the proof that this undue extension of the name was still current several centuries later.

It would be interesting to study again the much debated problem of the possible relation of Altai (Altai) to Turk. altın, altun, Mong. altan, all meaning "gold", and to investigate the different values of the corresponding Chinese name of Chin-shan, "Gold Mountains" (the phonetic relation of Altai to altan might be of the same order as that of Alaši to Alašan [see "Calasicans"]; Chinese texts have sometimes Altan for Altai; cf. POPOV, Men-gu-yu-mu-czi, 442, 464, and the index, p. 25, for the double name of a lake Altan-nör or Altai-nör). But that would greatly overstep the limits of the present note (cf. VLADIMIROV, in Doklady Ross. Ak. Nauk, 1929, B, 170). I wish only to call attention to three points. 1st : Kāšyari, who does not mention any Altai, gives "Altungan" as the name of a mountain in the land of the Uighurs (BROCKELMANN, 240). 2nd : When the Ming shih, in its biographies, says of a number of people that they were originally "Tatar [—Mongol] of the Chin-shan", it is clear that this Chin-shan does not refer to our Altai, but to mountains in Eastern or South-Eastern Mongolia. 3rd : While Chin-shan is of early occurrence in Chinese texts (cf. provisionally CHAVANNES, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 338) and although we find an Altun-yišt in the Orkhon "runic" inscriptions, there is no mention of the Altai nor of any "Gold Mountain" in the Ifudād al-ʿAlam. But BARTHOLOM is mistaken when he says (At, s. v. "Altai") that the name of Altai seems to appear first "at the time of the domination of the Kalmuks"; he has apparently forgotten all the mentions of it in the 13th and 14th cents.
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ambra L, LT, P, TA₁, TA₂, ambre F, FA, FB, TA²

VB, VL; R

ambran, ambra G, ambrana R

ambrum P, Z

anbro VA

anbra, anbran V

walrodis G

In Benedetto's Italian translation of Polo, "ambra" is mentioned in the chapters intitled "Tebet", "Males Island", "Scotra", "Mogedaxo", and "Çanhihar" (B³, 187, 351, 352, 357, 361). But the English versions by Ricci and Ross and by Moule speak of "amber" in the chapter on Tibet and of "ambergris" in all other cases. The modern common usage in Italian and in French is to employ "ambra", "ambre" indiscriminately for both products. The question may be raised, however, of the extent to which this confusion prevailed in Italy in Polo's time. For the sake of clarity, I wish to state at the start that, although "amber" (ambrum) is mentioned in the chapter on Tibet only by Z, I accept it as a genuine statement going back to Polo himself, and also that general historical data preclude the possibility of understanding ambrum as "ambergris" in regard to Tibet (on the use of amber in Tibet, cf. B. Laufer, Historical jottings on amber in Asia, in Mem. of the Amer. Anthrop. Assoc. 1 [1907], 211-244, especially 230-231). On the other hand, "ambergris" is clearly meant in all the other passages.

In his admirable Histoire du commerce du Levant au Moyen-Âge, Heyd seems to have taken it for granted that all mediaeval mentions of "ambrum", "ambra", "ambre", etc., at least in Italy and in France, refer to "ambergris" (cf. his Index, and especially II, 571-574). The case is simple enough with Oriental sources (when they are clearly rendered), since the Oriental names for "amber" and for "ambergris" are fundamentally different; and it is certainly remarkable that in Ferrand's Relations de voyages, the scores of mentions of "ambre" in the translations of Arabic and Persian texts should always be interpreted as "ambergris". In his recent edition of Pegolotti (pp. 412-413), Evans questions the truth of Heyd's too absolute views on "ambergris". For Evans, "ambre", may be both "amber" and "ambergris", and it is only "ambracanno" which he considers as "ambergris" definitely. In one case, EVAN's argument is decisive: Pegolotti speaks of ambra, while the corresponding Latin version of the privilege, in 1317, gives ambre vulgariter dicte bernsteine; Flemish bernsteine, Germ. Bernstein, never meant "ambergris", but only "amber"; moreover a privilege issued in Flanders is in itself more likely to speak of Baltic "amber" than of "ambergris" of the Indian Ocean. It is more difficult to decide in other cases. EVANS says that both ambra conica and ambraconanti (plural; this is the only mention of the word in Pegolotti) occur side by side in one passage (p. 78) and therefore cannot be identical. I agree; but ambra conica means "finished ambra", "worked ambra"; ambracanno might be the name of the same material, but in a raw or unfinished state. When EVANS says "I suspect that when Pegolotti referred to amber perforated for beads he meant yellow amber", I was at first ready to concur with him, until I noticed that in the documents studied by G. Lubwic in Italienische Forschungen, 1 [1906], 293-294, out of thirty odd "paternostri" mentioned between 1512 and 1557, only one was of ambra zalo ("yellow amber"), and all the others of ambracon. In Polo's
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inventory (Vol. 1, 556), there are two mentions of «peroli danbro [= d’ambro]». Ramusio, in his version of Polo, speaks once of ambra (57 d) and three times of ambracano (57 d, 58 c). On Fra Mauro’s map, the word is written ambracan (not «ambræan» as in Zu, 52, and Heyd, ii, 572). There is no doubt that «ambergris» is always meant, and it is the only value attached by Italian dictionaries to ambracani, in Venetian ambracan. The origin of ambracano is not clear. There is no foundation in the tradition that it is the name of an African fish; and ambrum canum, «white amber[gris]», suggested by Tommaseo and Bellini, lacks textual support.

Moreover, the double meaning which is given to «amber» by Polo and at least once by Pegolotti and which is more common in texts and documents from Northern Europe, would have been deducible, even if it were not attested otherwise, since it is necessary to account for the change in the meaning of the word «amber». It is well known that our «amber», the yellow fossil amber, was called succinum in Latin; succin is still used in French occasionally. The West also used «carabe», borrowed through an Arabic channel from Pers. ُکُبُرُد, «amber» (lit. «straw-attracting»); Cf. Doy, Glossaire, 247; Lokotsch, Etym. Wörterbuch, No. 1004; Romania, 1909, 139; Lauffer, Sino-Iranica, 521-522. As to the word «amber», it was borrowed in the 11th cent. from Arab. ‘anbar, which does not mean «amber», but «ambergris» for a possible Somali etymology of the Arab. ‘anbar, cf. JA, 1925, i, 172. «Amber», as it is used in English, is historically a misnomer.

Polo’s information on «ambergris», especially with the additional matter provided by Z, is by far the most accurate to be found in mediaeval sources, and even in modern times, down to the last century. Scientists are now agreed that «ambergris» is an intestinal concretion of the sperm whale, or cachalot, Physaster macrocephalus, and that the oil and the white waxy substance known as spermaceti («whale sperm») are obtained from the cavities of the huge head of the same animal. I deal with the oil and spermaceti under «Capoille». Here I shall confine myself to some remarks on «ambergris», mainly based on Chinese sources.

The first known mention of «ambergris» in Chinese texts occurs in the Yu-yang tsu-ssu of c. 860, where the 阿末 a-mo perfume is listed as a product of the country of 卑利 Pa-pa-li (*Pūlt-bâu-li-jok), *Barbarig, a Middle-Persian form of Barbara, Berbera, the Somali Coast (cf. HR, 128); the text has been copied into the Hsin T’ang shu, 221 b, 8 b. A-mo (*‘a-mu-du, with -u-> -ô/) certainly transcribes «anbar, as is said in HR.

In the Hai shih chi of 1263, a paragraph is devoted to «ambergris», which reads as follows (Wang Kou-wei’s edition, 9-10; Breitschneider’s translation in Br, 1, 152-153, is extremely inaccurate): «The 撒巴兒 sa-pa-drh comes out of the Western Ocean (hsi-hai); it must be the sperm (鰻鰻 i-ching) of the sea-turtle (鰻鰻 tai-tai), an unusual combination, perhaps faulty for 撒巴兒 tai-meil. The bonitoes (鰻魚 chiao-yú =鰻魚 chiao-yú; cf. TP, 1933, 416-418; it is the tunnus, ‘tunny’, of Z; the bonito is allied to the tunny) eat it and vomit it; after years it conglomerates. Its price equals that of gold. The false product is made of rhinoceros excrements.» This name sa-pa-drh (miswritten 撒巴兒 sa-pa-drh [a Ch’ien-lung transcription?] in HR, 237, from where I repeated it in TP, 1933, 436) was equated by Breitschneider to sababiri or rather sabbari, a misreading of ِشَهْبَرْي ِشَهْبَرْي šāhbari, «royal scent», one of the Persian
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epithets of “ambergris” (cf. also HR, 237). In TP, 1933, 436, I questioned the likelihood of a Chinese transcription being based on such a misreading (but, by a most unfortunate slip, I then added a Ming form 微白倶 sa-po-chēh which actually refers to “amber”, not to “ambergris”; sa-po-chēh must be the Arab. sabaf, “jet”, which has given Span. azabache, Port. azeviche; cf. Dozy, Glossaire 3, 221). I now think that sa-po-ēh is only one of the many corrupt forms which have crept into the present text of the Hsi shih chi, and that we must correct sa[微]pa-ēh to an[倶]pa-ēh, the very name ‘anbar of “ambergris”. As a matter of fact, although only in Ming times, 俺 八兒 an-pa-ēh (*ambar) occurs three times as a transcription of ‘anbar (cf. TP, 1915, 159; 1933, 420; the three mentions, however, are derived from one and the same original).

There was much discussion among mediaeval Arabic and Persian scholars as to the origin and nature of “ambergris”: some saw in it the outflow of a submarine spring, others a dew which, emerging from the rocks, flowed into the sea and there coagulated; others yet maintained that it was the excrements of an animal. The upholders of the spring or of the dew hypotheses easily accounted for the presence of “ambergris” in the intestines of birds or of fish: birds and fish were so fond of “ambergris” that they greedily swallowed it, although it choked and killed them (cf. Devic, Le pays des Zendjs, 188-194). But, for the capture of the “fish” who has swallowed lumps of “ambergris”, Abū Zayd Ḥasan of Strāf, c. 916, gives certain information which, although less detailed, agrees somewhat with that of Polo (Ferrand, Voyage du marchand arabe Sulaymān, 132-133): “Ambergris is also found floating on the sea in lumps of considerable weight; sometimes these lumps are more or less the size of a bull. When the fish called tāl (?) sees a lump of ambergris, it swallows it; but when the ambergris reaches the stomach of the fish, the fish dies of it and floats on the water. There are people who keep a look-out in boats, knowing the season when the fish swallow ambergris. So, when they get sight of a fish floating on the water, they draw it to the coast with iron harpoons which are driven into the back of the fish and to which strong cords are attached. Then they open the stomach of the fish and take out the ambergris…” The most noticeable difference between Abū Zayd and Polo is that the former speaks of dead fish harpooned by fishermen. Neither of the authors was an eye-witness of the capture. Moreover, Abū Zayd had heard from an eye-witness how fishermen had cut into pieces one of these “fish” which had been stranded in the vicinity of Strāf. I think that Abū Zayd’s error is due to an instinctive disbelief in the possibility of fishermen capturing with harpoons and killing the huge monsters which had swallowed “ambergris”. Some similar feeling is probably responsible for Polo’s statement that the “whales” are inebriated with tunny brine and so do not feel the harpoons driven into their backs.

Birds and dragons have also been connected sometimes with “ambergris” in Mussulman lore. The theory which makes “ambergris” the dung of birds was heard from the “Moors” by Barbosa at the beginning of the 16th cent., and still is, according to Thorne, the opinion of the natives of the Malabar coast (Dames, Barbosa, 1, 106-107). But it occurs half a century before Barbosa, on Fra Mauro’s map, where, close to the Maldives, we read the following notice (Zu, 52): “This line of islands which gird the Indian Ocean… is inhabited by various species of birds. In that sea ambergris (ambracan) is found. The people of those [parts] say that it (i.e.
the ambergris) is produced in these islands and that the sea in washing the shores carries it afterwards with the currents into the Indian Sea. Others believe that it is the sperm of the whale. It must be noticed that when sailors see the birds of the aid islands, it appears to them that they have come too near their coasts and they move away, because beyond that there is so deep a darkness that the ships who would happen to enter there could no more advance or go back, and it is known from experience that those who have gone there have perished." Mauro's source for the present passage is not known. It may be that there is here some dim connection between the deep darkness of the islands and the traditions relative to the birds so big that in their flight they mask the sun (see "Ruc"). Or it may have something to do with the thick air breathed out by dragons, which is mentioned in the Chinese texts quoted below. A French Lapidaire of the early 12th cent. speaks of "ambra" as of a stone produced by a sea-fish or by the breath of whales (cf. Ch.-V. Langlois, La connaissance de la nature et du monde, 1927, 34, taking into account p. 29, n. 1). A Chinese text of 1520, doubtless copying an earlier authority, speaks of the birds who pick up the spittle (= ambergris) vomited by dragons (TP, 1915, 392).

The dragon theory is the one that was current in the Far East. I know only of one exception: "ambergris" has been sometimes called in Japanese 龍涎 gei-fun, "whale excrements", and the term may go back to some local Chinese trade-name, although I cannot trace it; it seems more probable that gei-fun was coined in Japan, perhaps under direct Mussulman influence. All Chinese texts, from Sung times downwards, employ only one name for "ambergris", that is 龍涎 lung-hsien, "dragon's spittle" (lung-hsien is the usual pronunciation, but lung-yen is also possible; Phillips [JNCB, xx, 221] and Rockhill [TP, 1915, 158-159] transcribe lung-yen; the Sino-Japanese ryūyen is also based on a pronunciation lung-yen; another form of the term, 龍涎 lung-hsieh, with the same meaning, is listed in the dictionaries, but I do not know of any example of it in ancient texts). The term lung-hsien occurs in Chinese as early as the 9th cent. (cf. P'ei-wén yün-fu), but without any specific meaning. The first mention of it that I can trace with the designation of the "ambergris" occurs in one of Su Shih's poems (1036-1101), and the first datable description of the product is the one given in 1178 by Chou Ch'ü-fu in his Ling-wai tai-ta (Chih-pu-tsu-chai ts'ung-shu ed., 7, 9a). As it was copied almost verbatim in 1225 by Chao Ju-kua, it can be said to have been translated in HR, 237: "the fishermen (？舘者 chiao-jên; the term generally designates a kind of 'mermaid', but can be used metaphorically for a 'fisherman'; it is surprising, however, that such a poetical term should occur in the present text) gather it." Chao Ju-kua also altered Chou Ch'ü-fei's text by suppressing, before the remark that the "ambergris" has no scent in itself, the words: "As I had to go to P'an-yü (= Canton), I saw it (i.e. 'ambergris')." As a matter of fact, all the rest of that passage is not merely hearsay information, but the result of Chou Ch'ü-fei's personal observations while he was at Canton.

A notice on "ambergris" occurs in a 香譜 Hsiang p'u, "Repertory of perfumes", quoted, perhaps at second-hand, by the modern dictionary Ts'ū yüan. This is not the anonymous Sung Hsiang p'u in 2 ch., available for instance in the Hsiēh-chin t'ao-yüan. But it may be the Hsiang p'u in 4 ch. compiled by Ch'en Ching probably at the end of the Sung dynasty (it has a later preface of 1322, by another scholar; cf. Su-k'u..., 115, 28 a-b), which
I do not have at my disposal. The quotation given in the *Ts’u yüan* offers no original information.

The next Chinese source of importance has not yet been made use of by Western scholars; it is the notice on *ambergris* compiled by 張世南 Chang Shih-nan in his *游宦紀聞* *Yu-huan chi-wên* of 1232 (Chih-pu-tsu-chai ts’ung-shu ed., 7, 4b-5b). I think it is worth translating here. The text is as follows: *Of all perfumes, ambergris (lung-hsien) is the most appreciated. At Kuang-chou (Canton), its market value per ounce is not under a hundred thousand (coins); the second quality itself is worth fifty to sixty thousand (coins); it belongs to the [class of] goods which are a State monopoly among the barbarians (cf. Devic, *Le pays des Zendjs*, 189, on the handing over of stranded ‘ambergris’ to the local authorities in Arabia). It is produced in the country of the Ta-shih (Arabs; see ‘Arabie’). Near the coast of the sea, when there is a cloudy vapour that hangs over the land lying between mountains, one knows at once that a dragon is asleep below. It (i.e. the vapour) lasts half a year, or two, [or] three years; men in turns keep it under observation and wait until the cloud dissipates; then they know that the dragon is gone. They go and look, and are certain to obtain ‘ambergris’ (lit. ‘dragon-spittle’), either five or seven ounces, or more than ten ounces; and they divide (the quantity) equally according to the number of men who have kept observation. If they did not do it equitably, there would be a fight between them and murder. Others say that dragons coil in great numbers on big rocks in the ocean; while lying, they let out spittle; the fish assemble and swallow it; and when the natives see it, they instantly dive and take it. Others again say that in the great ocean there is a whirlpool, at the bottom of which there is a dragon. His spittle gushes out and, heated by the sun, coagulates in pieces which the wind drifts floating to the shore. People then take it and hand it over to the officials. I have questioned the perfume-makers (合香人 *ho-hsiang-jên*) of Ch’üan[-chou] (see ‘Caiton’) and Kuang-chou (Canton) and they have said: ‘When ambergris is added to perfumes, it can present the scent of camphor and musk; even after several decades, the scent is still there’. The statements of the 蕃外雜記 *Ling-wai tsa-chi* (= *Ling-wai tai-ta*) are as follows: ‘Ambergris (‘dragon spittle’) is produced in the [country] of the Ta-shih (Arabs). In the Western Ocean, there are many dragons. When one falls asleep while resting on a rock, his spittle floats on the water, and on accumulation it hardens. The fishermen (chiao-jên) gather it as a most valuable substance. When it is fresh, its colour is white; after some time, it becomes purple (紫 *tsü*; not ‘red’ as in *HR*, 237); after a long time, it becomes black. Others again say that the white ambergris is like 藥煎 po-yao-chien, with unctuous stripes; the black one is inferior to it; it is like 五鬣脂 *wu-ling-chih*, but brilliant; its scent is almost rancid (nothing of the present sentence occurs in the *Ling-wai tai-ta*; at the same time, the text shows that the comparison with the *po-yao-chien* and with the *wu-ling-chih*, which I had first found in a work of 1520 [*TP*, 1935, 415], and afterwards in another of 1388 [*TP*, 1936, 222], actually goes back to Sung times; the *wu-ling-chih* is the dung of the bat; the *po-yao-chien* has not been identified). It resembles pumice-stone, but is lighter. Some say that it has an extraordinary scent, others that its smell is rank [or that it] can bring out the scent of other perfumes, but all that is erroneous. [Ambergris] does not improve or spoil [other] perfumes, it has merely the power of preserving their fumes together. If one in mixing perfumes employs genuine ambergris, when [the prepared perfume]
burns a blue smoke floats in the air and gathers without dissipating. The guests can use scissors to divide the thread of the smoke. The reason for that is that the ambergris still retains some of the virtue of that dragon breath which produces buildings and terraces’ (this is the end of the quotation from the Ling-wai tai-ta). Others yet say: ‘[Ambergris] is the spittle ejected by the dragon on the sea when he comes out or plunges in. There are three sorts [of it]; the first is called «water-drift» (氬 仝 fan-shui); the second, «sand-leaked» (泥 湖 shên-sha); the third, «fish-eaten» (魚 食 yu-shih). The «water-drift» [ambergris] lightly floats on the surface of the water; good seamen watch the coming out and plunging in of the dragon, and following him they pick it up. The «sand-leaked» is [ambergris] that has been drifted by waves and billows to main lands and islands. It is that which has coagulated and accumulated for many years, wind and rain have soaked it, and all its scent has leaked into the sandy earth. As to the «fish-eaten» [ambergris], when the dragon emits his spittle (=ambergris), the fish vie with each other in eating it; when digested by them, it becomes dung which is scattered in the sandy desert (a somewhat curious location for fish excrements!); its smell is rank and dirty. Only the «water-drift» [ambergris] can enter into the [composition of] perfumes; the other two [sorts] are inferior. 蝺 甕 Têng Hao of 曲 有 Ch’ü-chiang (in Shao-chou-fu, Kuang-tung), after comparing the three opinions, said that the third one is nearest to the truth. The sayings of the various authors do not agree, and I do not know which one is correct. But according to my humble judgment, the first one must be fairly near the mark’.

Later works, with one exception which will be noted below, have little to add to the information collected by Chang Shih-nan. 『Ambergris』 entered Chinese pharmacopoeia only in the Ming dynasty, with 江 慈 Wang Chi and after him with Li Shih-chên (cf. Pên-t’ao kang-mu, 43, 7a; Br. 1, 152). But Chang Shih-nan’s text on the three sorts of 『ambergris』 finds a remarkable counterpart in Barbosa (ed. DAMES, II, 106-109), who also heard of three qualities of 『ambergris』, which agree, as to nature and as to order, with the Chinese description.

Wang Ta-yüan’s Tao-i chih-liao of 1349-1350 mentions an «Ambergris Island», Lung-haien-hsü [濃], which also occurs on the Chinese map of the early 15th cent. and is made the subject of an independent paragraph in Fei Hsin’s Hsing-ch’a shêng-lan of 1436. The island lay off the north-western coast of Sumatra. PHILLIPS (JNCE, XX, 221) identified it with Pulo Way; FUJITA (Tao-i chih-liao’s commentary, ed. Hsüeh-t’ang ts‘ung-shu, 10-11) decided in favour of Pulo Bras; ROCKHILL, going back to an ancient opinion of GROENEVELDT, pronounced in favour of Pulo Rondo (TP, 1915, 158); I think that the identification with Pulo Bras is correct. The two notices on Lung-haien-hsü have been translated by ROCKHILL (TP, 1915, 158-159), but the translation is sometimes incomplete and often inaccurate. The middle part of the Tao-i chih-liao paragraph in particular must be understood as follows: «The colour of the [dragon] spittle is sometimes blacker than ‘black incense’, and sometimes it resembles pumice-stone. If smelled, it has a somewhat rancid scent. But if it be used in combination with various perfumes, then their aroma becomes extremely pure and penetrating. Even such perfumes as calamabac-wood, crystal camphor (‘plum flower camphor’; cf. HR, 193), sandal, musk, gardenia flowers, gham-wood, and rose-water must have some of it to bring out [their full scent].» In other words, Wang Ta-yüan, like some other earlier authors, maintains that 『ambergris』 is not a perfume in itself, but an excipient
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for other perfumes. The accounts concerning this "Ambergris Island" seem to be to a great extent legendary. At the end of the 15th or the beginning of the 16th cent., Mussulman sailors also knew of an "Ambergris Island", Jazirat al-'Ambar, the name of which was taken over in 1554 into the Muḥti of the Turkish admiral Sidi 'Ali Ḥallabi (Fe, 537). Although its location is not easy to determine, it seems to lie far away from the "Ambergris Island" of the Chinese. In European nomenclature, if we leave out the Ambergris Island of the Gulf of Honduras, and also the "Cap d'Ambré" at the northern end of Madagascar, the etymology of which is doubtful (cf. Grandinier, Hist. de la géogr. de Madagascar, 69), there is a "capo de ambra" and a "rio de ambra" in the Egerton ms. of c. 1508 [cf. Kammerer, La Mer Rouge, ii, App. 1 (7)]. Moreover, the name of "Ile d'Ambré" was applied in the 18th cent. to a small island close to Mauritius. In 1744 the Saint-Géran was wrecked in its neighbourhood, and that gave Bernardin de Saint-Pierre part of the subject of Paul et Virginie, including the mention of "Ile d'Ambré".

I have still a few words to say on two points. The first is the use of the name of the "dragon" in Chinese. There is in Chinese a regular name of the "whale", 虎鲸, and the texts give a good description of the animal; we know also of several synonyms of 龙. The notion and the traditional representations of the dragon, 虎, are totally different. Yet there is no doubt that the monstrous appearance of the huge Cetacea which were sometimes stranded on the coasts of China suggested to the popular mind an association with the proteiform and mysterious dragon. With some reserves as to the details of the case, I can only concur with what has been said on this point by Schlegel (TP, 1895, 38-43), Lauffer (TP, 1913, 341-342) and Rockhill (TP, 1915, 158).

But, and this is the second point, even granting that we may to some extent substitute "whale" for "dragon" in the Chinese texts referring to "ambergris", it is somewhat surprising that the Chinese should have given the name of "spittle" to what is an intestinal product, while on the other hand Western belief attached the name of "whale sperm", spermacte, to a product mostly found in the head of the animal (see "Capdoille"). The explanation of these apparent contradictions seems to me to lie in a confusion which has sometimes been made in China as well as in the West between "ambergris" and spermacte. When a Chinese text of 1520, probably quoting from an earlier source, mentions the boats of the Maldives islands as "caulked with melted ambergris ("dragon spittle")", there is a great likelihood that spermacte and oil are actually meant, not "ambergris" (cf. Devic, Le pays des Zendis, 226, for such caulking). In English, "white amber" has been used in the sense of spermacte, and in 1598 Florio gives the definition "amber, amber, also amber greece, also the sperme of a whale called Spermaceti". This confusion is well illustrated by a passage of Pantagruel (Rabelais, ed. Lefranc, iv, 252) : When Panurge has received from a lady of Paris a letter which looks like a sheet of blank paper, Panurge resorted to various devices to reveal the writing, one being meant to ascertain whether the letter was written "avec sperme de baleine qu'on appelleambre gris". The confusion must have originated in the East since the Hsi shih chi of 1263, the information in which was collected in Persia and is independent from Chinese traditional lore also speaks of "ambergris" as being the sperm of an animal, although the great sea-turtle takes in this case the place of the dragon, or whale, or mysterious tài (?) fish of some Mussulman writers.
The name is written "Amu" in most mss. (also "Amu" on Fra Mauro's map; cf. Zu, 40, Hallberg, 29-30 [Amui is a misreading], with other readings like "Anin", etc.; Yule has adopted "Anin", Benedetto "Aniu"). I have no doubt that all are corrupt and have retained "Amu" simply because I do not wish to choose a form which is not given by any ms.

Polo, describing the province of Qara Jang (Yün-nan) speaks of Zardand and of Burma, and then devotes three paragraphs to countries that were "behind" and about which he had only vague information: "Bangala", "Cauigiu" and "Amu". All commentators agree that "Bangala" is Bengal, at least as far as the name is concerned; and "Cauigiu", again as to the name at least, is Chiao-chih-kuo, the Annamite kingdom, then centred in Tonking. "Amu" alone remains, and all sorts of explanations have been proposed, which I feel it would be useless to discuss. Not lying on Polo's track, "Amu" must have been an important country, since the traveller heard of it, and he knew it to border on the Gulf of Tonking (as a matter of fact, he says the same of "Toloman", which is not true, but can be explained nevertheless; see "Toloman"). Pauthier (Pa, 428) already felt that Tonking was meant, and Cordier followed him (Y, ii, 131), but both were mistaken in thinking that "Amu", etc., could represent 南越 Nan-yüeh. Nan-yüeh, as a name of Annam, was not in use at that time, and the two alternative names we always meet with in the texts of the Mongol period are Chiao-chih-kuo and 安南 An-nan (then read An-nam). Chiao-chih-kuo is represented by "Cauigiu", of which Polo certainly heard in Yün-nan. He may then also have heard the name of An-nan, and failed to realize that it was the same as "Cauigiu"; but he certainly heard of "An-nan" at a later date, when he went on a mission to Champa or on his return journey to Europe. It was then he knew that it bordered on the sea, and the information contained in his paragraph on the province of "Ania" either dates only from these sea travels, or, if Polo had already heard of An-nan in Yün-nan, was supplemented by them. In other words, I take "Amu" to be only a corrupt representation of *Annam (> *Anā > *Aman > *Amau > *Amu, etc.). This explains how Polo, having distinguished "Cauigiu" and "Amu", could give for "Cauigiu" characteristics which apply only to the Upper Red River, while in his description of "Amu", bordering on the Gulf of Tonking, we should understand the region of the delta. Von Tscharn-ner, 77, accepts "Annam" as a likely solution.

Of "Amu" (<*Annam > Anian) we have an echo in early modern geographical lore. The Venetian cartographer Gastaldi, on his early maps and down at least to 1550, maintained that there was a land junction between Asia and America, although some of his contemporaries already held the opposite opinion. Gastaldi seems to have changed his views as a result of
contemporary Portuguese exploration, which considerably reduced the extent of Asia towards the East, leaving place for some sea passage, though still theoretical, between the two continents. In the meantime, Gastaldi had been closely associated with Ramusio, for whom he designed the map of the New World included in the third volume of the Navigations et Viaggi. In his map of the «Terza parte dell’Asia», published in Venice in 1561, Gastaldi locates in the extreme north-east of Asia an «Ania Pro.» («Province of Ania»), but the map ends at the margin without showing the extremity of the continent; «Ania» is the form adopted in Ramusio’s edition for the corrupt «Amu» of most mss. The next year (1562), Gastaldi published a new map of the world, with a descriptive booklet; the map is lost, but the booklet has come down to us. There, for the first time, Gastaldi speaks of the «straits called Anian», which si distende con una linea per il golfo Cheinan et passa nel mar Oceano de Mangi; the whole of this nomenclature is taken from Ramusio’s text of Polo. The «Strait of Anian» named in this booklet actually occurs in cartography for the first time on a map probably also due to Gastaldi, the date of which is to be placed between 1562 and 1566; in 1566, they are shown on Zaltieri’s map, and were retained by cartographers for almost two centuries. It originated from a wrong interpretation of that part of Polo’s text which refers to the Gulf of Tonking, influenced by recent discoveries. But it is the product of a theoretical view, and by mere accident it happens to anticipate the actual discovery of the Behring Straits.

Much has been written on the «Strait of Anian» since Ruge, in 1878 and 1888, and then Sandler called attention to the Polian origin of the name, and one may be surprised that Cordier should have said nothing about it in 1903 or in 1920. For more recent papers, cf. Godfrey Sykes, in Bull. Amer. Geogr. Soc. vol. 47 [1915], 161-172; Marinelli, in Riv. geogr. ital. vol. 24 [1917], 39-49; H. Vignaud, in Journ. Soc. des Améric. vol. 13 [1921], 1-5; also Geogr. Journal, vol. 45 [June 1915], 540-541; vol. 50 [October 1917], 317-318; vol. 58 [November 1921], 396-397. A. Herrmann, in his Historical and Commercial Atlas of China (1935; map 53), has entered Polo’s «Anian» and «Toloman» as designations of the Behring Straits and of Alaska respectively.

### 23. ANANDIQUE

- **anannum, anidanici G**
- **andaine FA, FB**
- **andanicho TA³, VA**
- **andanicium P**
- **andanico TA¹, VB, R**
- **andanicum LT**
- **andanicus (adj.) L**
- **andaniqui (gen.) Z**
- **andonicho V**
- **ondanique, undanique F**

This is a puzzling word. Yule retained the «andanique» of F, because this form was in closer agreement with the etymology he proposed (Y, i, 93); and he has been followed by Pe, 172, Ch, i, 56-57, and RR, 423; but the **andanicum** of the Latin texts has been preferred by
Benedetto (Br, 451). As the form is "Andaine" in the ms., in Court French, and as the word begins with a in V, Z and R, the agreement of these independent versions leaves little doubt that "Andaine" is correct; it is moreover confirmed by the "fer d'Andaine" in Huon de Mery, which Yule did not know (cf. Y, 1, 215).

This "Andaine" is plainly the name of a kind of steel, but the origin of the word remains obscure. Pauthier's "antimoine?" (Pa, 73) is out of the question, and Cordier's hypothetical derivation from the name of the Forest of Andaine in the Orne Department of France (Y, 1, 215) can hardly be taken seriously. Ramusio, in his Dicciratrice, alluding to the steel mirrors and the "Andano" mentioned by Polo at "Cobinian," says that, through an interpreter, he often inquired from Persian merchants who had come to Venice as to the nature of "Andano," and they all agreed that this was a kind of iron or steel, of which most precious mirrors and swords were made. On this excellent evidence, Yule came to the conclusion that the real word must be "hundvanti," "Indian steel" (with references to Johnson, Vollers and others), which is the reason why he adopted "Andaine." Yule's elaborate note is, as usual, full of most valuable information and makes a clear case of the early renown of Indian steel (on which see Coomaraswamy, Hist. of Indian Art, 34; Valotti, in ZDMG, 1936, 27). I need only add the following remarks: (1) Polo's word is not "Andaine," but "Andano." (2) I find no support for a reading "hundvanti"; all the words derived from s-Hind are pronounced with s in the first syllable, and I would read "hindvanti" (cf. Vollers and Desmaisons; in the quotation from the Sah-namah which Yule cites from Vollers, the latter reads "Hindwani," not "Hundwani"). (3) We must not give too much weight to the information elicited by Ramusio from Persian merchants; the question may have been put in such a way as to suggest the answer, and moreover, these different Persians where in all probability questioned through the same interpreter. But, despite the phonetic difference between andanicum (or andano) and hindwani, it remains possible that what the Persian merchants had in mind in giving an explanation was the same word hindwani which has been thought of by Yule. (4) As a matter of fact, Indian steel was so renowned and al-Hind, "the Indian," had become such a current designation of it in Arabic that it passed as a name of steel into ancient Spanish as "alhinde," "aladina," "alinde" (cf. Dozy, Glossaire, 142-143). In Fra Mauro's notice on "Cobinian," Polo's "Andanie" has been misunderstood and appears as "endego," indigo (cf. Zu, 44; Hallberg, 87; curiously enough, this misinterpretation also connects "Andanie" with a word derived from "India".

Whatever may be the origin of the word, it has been supposed by Breuclen (Br, I, 146, and China Review, v, 21) that Polo's "Andanie" was the same as the pin-t'ieh, or "pin iron" of the Chinese (not "pig iron" as in P, 35). This opinion repeated later by Parker, has passed into Y, 11, 19. I cannot here discuss in detail the question of pin-t'ieh or 鉄譜 pin-t'ieh. Polo mentions "steel and andanie" in the chapters on "Cherman," on "Cobinan," and on "Ghinghin tablet" (q. v.). The first two places are in Persia; the third is north of the Tien-shan, and, in my opinion, far to the north-west of the Uighur country of Turfan. In Chinese texts, pin-t'ieh occurs for the first time in the 6th cent., in reference to Sassanian Persia; later on, pin-t'ieh is always mentioned as a foreign product, found mainly in Persia, but sometimes
23. ANDANIQUE

also in different parts of Central Asia. The regular Chinese word for "steel" is 鋼 kāng, a secondary character derived from 鋼 kāng, "hard," so that pin-t'ieh must have been somewhat different. In YS, 85, 14 b, an officer is put in charge of the working of pin-t'ieh, copper (t'ung), steel (kāng), etc.; this shows that, in Polo's time, a distinction was actually made between ordinary steel and pin-t'ieh. Round gerfalcon tablets in pin-t'ieh were manufactured by Imperial order in 1277 (YS, 9, 9a). In the first half of the 15th cent., mention is made of daggers of damascened pin-t'ieh in Java (TP, 1915, 239) and of scissors of pin-t'ieh in Bengal (ibid. 440). Arabic and Persian texts refer also to two principal kinds of steel, viz. ordinary steel (šābaruqaqān) and Eastern steel (Pers. pūlād → Arab. fūlād; cf. Validi in ZDMC, 1936, 26-27, 33; borrowed in Turk. pūlād, Mong. bolot, and also in Tibetan, Armenian, Georgain, Russian; exists also in Ossetian; cf. Laufer, in TP, 1916, 82, 479, and Sino-Iranica, 575). Rubrouck speaks of Germans who were extracting gold and making arms at Bolat (Wy, 225, 269, 299; "Bolac" is a wrong form), the Pulad of Rādī and Hethum, the Po-lo (→ Bolot) of Chinese texts. The name certainly means "steel," and I explain under "Chinghin talas" why I suppose that these Germans were really making arms with the "steel and andanique" from the mountain north of "Chinghin talas" mentioned by Polo. Since pin-t'ieh is different from ordinary steel, I conclude that Bretschneider was right in identifying it with Polo's "andanique."

As to the term pin-t'ieh, it does not mean "hard iron" as stated in HR, 19. Pin, without the metal radical, means "guest," and, with this radical, is a secondary form occurring only in the term pin-t'ieh; pin is certainly a transcription. LAUFER (Sino-Iranica, 515-516) derives it from "Iranian *spīna, Pamir languages spīn, Afghan ḍospīna or ḍospāna, Ossetic ḍfspān." His explanation is probably right in principle, but the Chinese must not be held responsible for the fall of the initial. In a Sanskrit-Chinese Vocabulary of the T'ang period, pin-t'ieh is given as the Chinese equivalent of Skr. pīṇa; this is a pseudo-Sanskrit form, a Prakrit word probably borrowed from the Iranian, but it gives a clue to the pin of the Chinese (cf. my note in Bacchi, Deux lexiques sanskrit-chinois, 280-281). Although many so-called Sanskrit words in the Sanskrit-Chinese Vocabulary are terms of colloquial use which may never have been employed in texts, the case may be different with pīṇa. Pin-t'ieh, at least, occurs in the Chinese versions of two sūtras, one of which was translated in 707-709 (Nanjio, Cat., No. 317; Tokyō Tripit. of Meiji, 關, 11, 23 b). The other I cannot trace, though it must be earlier than 817, since those two mentions of pin-t'ieh are commented upon by Hüi-lin (ibid. B, IX, 43 b, 51 a); it is just possible that the original texts of the two sūtras had pīṇa or a word connected with pīṇa.

I suppose that "andanique" and pin-t'ieh are the same as the Mong. sorunča kūrāl, of which a marvellous sword was made, as stated in SCHMIDT'S Die Thaten des... Bogda Gesser Khan, 44. The translation, p. 6, renders it "die härteste und feinste Erzmasse," which is not satisfactory. I think we should read sorunča gūrā, equivalent to Kalm. sorqits bol't or simply sorāntši, the "sucking steel" or the "sucker" (cf. Ramstedt, Kalm. Wörterbuch, 332), all of them Mongolian names of the magnet.

Fr. Risch, in his Wilhelm von Rubruk, Leipzig, 1934, p. 200, has translated "ab Amorrico" of Rubrouck's ms. as if it were "ab andanico." "Ab Amorrico" is unexplained, but must be the (corrupt?) name of a place in Persia. Risch's tacit correction is not acceptable.
24. ANGAMAN

agaman, augamanam FB
aghama, ghaman TA
aghaman, ghaman TA

angaman P, VA
angaman F, L, LT, VA, Z; R
angamanain FA
angremam V
angwerram, angwertam G
nangama VL
ongaman VA

All mss. point to "Angaman" (hence "Angaman" and "Angama" on Behaim's globe). In any case, Yule's "Angamanain" and his idea of an Arabic dual (Y, II, 310) must be abandoned; the re-editors of Hobson-Jobson⁴, 29, add that "The Ar. dual form is said to be from Agamitae, the Malay name of the aborigines", but this is entirely wrong.

The name of "Andaman" has been well known since the Arab travellers of the 9th cent., who write اندامان Andamán, and this name can be traced in Arabic geographical literature down to our days (cf. Fe⁵, 689-690). In Chinese, 仏陀 瑣 Yen-t'o-man (= Andaman) is the form given in 1225 by Chao Ju-kua (HR, 147), and we have also 古得 瑣 An-tè-man (Andaman) in the beginning of the 15th cent. (cf. BEFO, iv, 355; TP, 1933, 404; add that 按家 瑣 An-tu-man, instead of So-tu-man, is now guaranteed by a new ms. of Ma Huan; cf. Fèng Ch'eng-chün's edition, 34; TP, 1936, 220; Gerini's *Sudhâman > So-tu-man [Researches, 416] does not exist. In the West, we find "Andamania" (or "Andemania") in N. Conti, "Andamă" (= "Andeman") and "Andamani" in Fra Mauro, "Andeman" in Cesare de' Federici "Andemans" in A. Hamilton (cf. Hobson-Jobson⁵, 29; Zu, 50; Hallberg, L'Extrême-Orient, 27-28). In view of Polo's remarkably accurate nomenclature, it seems to me almost impossible that he should have used any form but "Andaman", and I consider "Angaman" to be a抄ist's error, but one which existed already in the archetypal of all our mss.

In Y, III, 149, Sir R. Temple, who is certainly mistaken in approving of Yule's Arabic dual "Angamanain", proposes to explain the modern name "Andaman" by the Malay "Handuman" (Skr. Hanuman, taken in the sense of "monkey", and used as a depreciatory name of the "savage aboriginal antagonist of the Aryans"). The same explanation had already been put forward in 1866 by Sir E. Maxwell (JStrBrRAS, No. 17, 88). In spite of the fact that an -u- in the second syllable would seem to find some support in one of the Chinese transcriptions of the early 15th cent., and in a Siamese map quoted by Gerini, Researches, 384, which gives "Antoman", the vocalization is not in agreement with the other and more ancient Arabic and Chinese transcriptions, which, like Polo's, have all an -a- in the second syllable. I do not know how far back one can trace "Pulau Handuman" ("Islands of Hanuman"), given by Maxwell as the Malay name of the Andaman islands.

The pseudo-"Agamitae" of the re-editors of Hobson-Jobson seems to be Ptolemy's Agamittai, which has sometimes been referred by modern authors to the Andaman and Nicobar groups. Gerini has even tried to derive both Ptolemy's "Agamittai" and Polo's "Angaman" from Prakr. forms nagga, natga, of Skr. naga, "naked" (Researches, 383). Although I have no doubt that "Angaman" is a simple alteration from "*Andaman", one might suppose that "*Andaman" became "Angaman" under the influence of Ptolemy's Agamittai. But I find no trace of Ptolemy's nomenclature in Polo's names, and the coincidence is more probably accidental.
25. APUSCA

apascha VA
apusca F, FA, FB, L, R; S
apusca VL
apusta P, P⁺
apusca LT
hapuuscha V
posiha VB
pusciai TA¹, TA³

This is certainly the Turkish Abūṣqa. Abūṣqa (< avtš’ya, avtšqa) means «old man» (cf. «abusca» = abuṣqa, in KUUN, Cod. Cum., 116), and has often been used as a proper name; it is also pronounced abtš’ya and abtšqa; «Apusca» may be a clerical error, as in «Patu». A Prince Abiṣqa or Abiṣqa, great-grandson of Čayatai, as well as a high official in the beginning of Qubilai’s reign, are often mentioned by Rashidu’d-Din (Bl, ii, 164, 381, 393, 404, 430). Blocket has wrongly restored «Apishgha» and «Abishgha», as if the name were from Skr. abhiseka. A ’ping-chang 阿必失哈 A-pi-shih-ha, Abiṣqa, appears in YS, 102, 6b, under the year 1285. Polo’s «Apusca» is very likely the aqtš Abiṣqa (see Ha¹, ii, 383 : «Abischaika»), one of Ghazan’s high officials. Yule (Y, i, 33) has already noted that Rashidu’d-Din, according to Erdmann’s Temudschin, 205, mentions an «Apuschcka» who was sent on a mission from Persia to the Great Khan, and thinks he may be the same person. I quite agree, but Rashid does not write «Apusqa»; he gives Abiṣqa = Abiṣqa > Abūṣqa (misread «Aqisqa» in Ber. i, 160; ibid. p. 106, the spelling Abiṣqa adopted by Berezin for a namesake is not countenanced by any manuscript); Abiṣqa belonged to the Qongqotan branch of the Ornaut. For a prince «Abusta» (read «Abusca») of the Golden Horde, who is said to have been baptized, cf. Golubovich, Bibli. bio-bibl. ii, 73. It seems as if the pronunciation Abiṣqa had been maintained officially, while Abūṣqa was more in popular use.

26. ARABIE (and ARABI)

abrah, cavya LT
arabam L
arabia TA¹
arabe, araben, arabin, atabi F
arabes P, Z
arabi F, L, TA¹, TA³, V, VA,
arab, arabic, arable, arabis FB
arabes, arabia Z
arabes FA
arabis VA
arabian V

Although the Arabs were known to the Chinese at least from the middle of the 7th cent., their name never occurs in Chinese transcription before modern times. The Chinese used to call the Arabs 大食 Ta-shih (*Dā'-diš'jok or *Tā'izī), once 多 R To-shih (*Tā'-žie), transcribing either the Pers. Tāzi (< Paḥl. Tāfik, derived from the Arabian tribal name Ṭā) or the other Persian form Tāzik; Tāzi is to Ṭā in the same relation as for instance Pers. Rāzi to Rāi. Cf. Horn, Grundriss der neupers. Etyom., No. 367; Hubschmann, Pers. Studien, No. 367; Chavannes, Religieux éminents, 25; Chavannes, Documents sur les Tou-kiue, 361; HR, 119 (with several inaccuracies). The transcription To-shih (*Tā'-žie), used by the pilgrim I-ching in the second
half of the 7th cent., is not ambiguous and makes it probable that the other and more usual transcription Ta-shih is to be restored as *T'ai-zi and represents also the form Täzi, not Täjik.

The word has been supposed to occur in 732 in the Turkish inscription of Kül-tüğin (cf. BARTHOLD, in RADLOV, Die alttürk. Inschr. der Mongolei, Zweite Folge, 12); the passage is however illegible. But two epigraphic mentions have been found in other Turkish monuments of the 8th cent., in the form Täjik. It seems that in both cases Täjik is not taken in the sense of »Arab«, but already in that of »Persian« which, owing to the conversion of Persia to Islam, it soon took and has since retained in Central Asia (cf. SAMOLOVICH, in Doklady Ak. Nauk, B, 1927, 155-156; KOTWICZ and SAMOŁOWICZ, in Rocznik Orientalistyczny, iv, 101-102). Kähari, writing in 1076, gives Täžik as meaning »Persian« (BROCKELMANN, 250). Both forms »Täžik« and »Tazi« occur in the Qutašyu bilig of 1069 and SAMOŁOWICZ may be right in supposing that they still retained at that time two different meanings, »Täžik« meaning »Persian« and »Tazi« meaning »Arab«. As a matter of fact, »Tazi«, with the specific meaning of »Arab«, still occurs in Turkish literature as late as the beginning of the 14th cent. (RADLOV, iii, 930). As taz or tazi, it survives now in Turkish only as the name of the »greyhound«, literally »the Arabian [dog]«. This Turkish use of Tazi, rather than Täžik or Täjik, in the sense of »Arab« seems to confirm the view that the Chinese transcriptions are really based only on »Täzi«.

Until the destruction of the Abbasid caliphate in 1258, Bagdad remained for the Chinese the centre of the Musulman world. Mecca appears for the first time as a separate country in the Hsi shih chi of 1259 in which it is called 天方 Tient-fang, »Heavenly house« (cf. Br, i, 141). Also under the Yuan, the Tao-i chih-lio of 1349-1350 describes it under the name of 天堂 Tien-t'ang, »Paradise«, with a note saying that the ancient name was 闕沖 Yün-ch'ung. That »ancient name«, which does not appear to be a transcription from a foreign language, has not so far been discovered in any earlier Chinese text; but the information was taken over about eighty years later by the Hsing-ch'a sheng-lan. On the other hand, the Hsing-ch'a sheng-lan, like all the other works of the Ming dynasty, does not call Mecca Tien-t'ang, but 朧方 Tien-fang, which may mean »Heavenly country« or »Heavenly square« (cf. ROCKHILL, in TP, 1915, 618-620). BRETSCHNEIDER was probably right when he thought (Br, ii, 303) that the two forms of Tien-fang and the one of Tien-t'ang all refer to the Great Mosque of Mecca, to the square Ka'bah, also called Bātullah, »House of God«. But one would like to know more about the history of these different Chinese names (cf. also TP, 1933, 445).

27. ARAINES

araines F

BENEDETTO and MOULE are of course right when they reject YULE's harem; on the other hand, I agree with MOULE when he thinks that BENEDETTO's emendation to le serores is palaeographically very improbable (cf. Vol. i, 452). I have since thought of another solution, perhaps
more satisfactory. The ancient French had a word antain, «aunt» (cf. GODEFROY, s. v. «antain»; TOBLER-LOMMATSCHE, Altefranz. Wörterbuch, 1, s. v. «ante»; W. von WARTBURG, Franz. Etym. Wörterbuch, s. v. «amita»). The actual form antaine is not listed by GODEFROY or TOBLER-LOMMATSCHE, but two examples of it are given in Lacurne de Sainte-Palaye, as for instance the following taken from Contin. de C. de Tyr, in Martène, Ampl. Coll. 626: «Henri ot à fame l'antaine le roi Guillaume de Secile, soror son pere». It seems just possible that «araines» is corrupt for *âtaines — antains.

28. ARÇIÇI

arça VB       arzi VB       arsisi FA
arceri VA     arzisi V      darsirim P
arciri VL     barzirim P      darsiz R
arcici LT     darçici F, L   darsizi FB

Arjiš, on the north-eastern side of the Lake of Van. RR, 412, and B 3, 412, have adopted «Arziz», as Yule had done before them; but I do not think there was any z in the original Polo-Rustichello spellings. Judging only from the Polian mss., I prefer «Arçici». But in Polo j appears generally as -sc-, and a final mute -e occurs in «Abasce» and «Chescemir». The confusion of c and g is very common; we find «Argis» on the Catalan Map (HALLBERG, 43-44). The original form may have been *Argisce.

On Arjiš, see REINAUD, Géogr. d’Aboufédès, II, II, 149; EI, «Arjish», notice by STRECK; LS, 183; Mi, 395.

Arjiš, Greek *Ἄργισσα, old Armen. Arččč, was destroyed by the Georgians in 1209. Owing to the expansion of the lake, the ruins have been surrounded by water since the middle of the last century.

29. ARÇINGAN

aranga, atehase V arcingan R arsinga FB
archinia VL, S arçinoga LT arcinga VA
arçinta F arreucha VL aringa P, P 3, VB
arçina Z armenia S arzingha TA 1, TA 3
arçinal F arsenga, arzingua FA

The final -n is only given by RAMUSIO, but F has «Arçinga» and «Arçingal», and Polo’s original spelling must have been either «Arçinâ» or «Arçingan». The place is of course the
31. ARGON

modern Erzingan or Erzînjan, written "Arsengan" by Simon de Saint-Quentin (in Vincent de Beauvais XXXI, 146), "Arsengen" by Rubrouck (Wycliffe, 327), "Arzinga" by Pegolotti, "Arzegan" by Fra Mauro ("Arzagâ"; not "Arzengan" as in Hallberg, 48-49), ازنجان Arzînjan by Rašîdu’d-Dîn (Bl, ii, 549); cf. also Golubovic, Bibli. bio-bibl., ii, 544; and the articles in EI, "Erzindjân", by R. Hartmann, and in LS, 118.

30. ARGIRON

agiron P
agyron P
architen VL, S

arciron LT
argiron V
argiron F, VB, V, VA, I, R
arsion TA, TA
arsus FB

The modern Erzerum, on which cf. EI, notice by R. Hartmann, and LS, 147-148. The name is written "Arseron" by Simon de Saint-Quentin (in Vincent de Beauvais, XXXI, 147); "Aserum" by Rubrouck (Wycliffe, 321); "Arseron" or "Arziron" by Odoric (Wycliffe, 415); "Arseron" by Hethum (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 156, 291); "Arzerone" in Pegolotti; "Arserum" or "Erzerum" on the Genoese Map (Hallberg, 1-2). For other forms in the 14th cent., "Arzirono", "Azeron", "Arzironi" (read "Arzeron"?), "Orzaloni" (read "Orzalom"?), "Ezeron", "Larzeron", cf. Golubovic, Bibli. bio-bibl., ii, 544-545.

As to Polo’s form, -on may be a wrong rendering of -(e) = -om, as in the case of "Caracorom". On the other hand, the -(e) of F, -si- of FA, -zi- of TA, point to a possible original -(e)-, as in the case of "Arzangan".

31. ARGON

amon V
arago, aragon, ragon VB
archon TA
argan Ft

argho, arghon TA, TA
argo F, Ft
argom, ragona VA
argon F, Ft, t, FA, FB, L, LT, P, P, V, VA, VB, VL, Z; R
argun Z

Mong. Aryan, written آرین Arîn in Persian; the name is fairly common, and I think it is taken from the tribal (or social) designation of the Aryun people (see "Argon²"). It is always spelt with -o- ("Argon") in Western documents (cf. Chabot, Hist. de Mar Jabalah II, 190, 200, 203, 214, 229, etc.) and in Hethum (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 188). In Chinese, 阿魯 A-lu (YS, 107, 76), 阿兒 A-er-hun (YS, 14, 52), 阿魯 A-lu-hun (YS, 134, 38), all = Aryan (the first one, incomplete, is certainly a mistake).
32. ARGON

Aryun, son of Abaqa (see “Abaqa”), succeeded his uncle the usurper Ahmad (see “Acmat”) on August 11, 1284 (Ha¹, i, 359), and died on March 10, 1291 (Ha¹, i, 393, where the name of the Mussulman month is wrong).

As Polo says, it was Aryun who asked Qubilai for the bride whom the Polos escorted from China on their way back, but who arrived long after Aryun’s death (see “Cocacin”).

Aryun was favourably disposed towards the Christians (Blochet, Moufazzal, 30, mentions a Nestorian hymn for Aryun, written in Syriac, which was discovered by Naü) and sent to the West several embassies, which visited the Pope in Rome, Philip the Fair in France and Edward I in Gascony and in England. The original letter in Mongolian sent by Aryun to Philip the Fair in 1289, now kept in the Archives Nationales in Paris, is a document of the greatest interest. First published by Abel Rémusat, it has been reprinted in the original text and with a French translation in Pa, 775-777; but the translation could be improved considerably, and a detailed commentary is highly desirable.

32. ARGON

angaroni VL argon F, FA, FB, L, P, P², VB,
argom VA Z; R

The term is certainly Turk. Aryun. B¹, 96, 451, does not make it a proper name, but takes it only as a common noun, which he renders by “bastardo”, the “Guasmul” which Polo uses by way of comparison. In my opinion, that does not correspond to the facts, even if, in Italian, “bastardo” does not imply the same meaning, when speaking of men, as “bâtard” in French, “bastard” in English, and although, under Benedetto’s influence, “Guasmul” has also been replaced by “bastard” in the English version of RR, 95. The “Argon” and “Guasmul” were not said by Polo to be “bastards”, but merely “half-breeds”.

First of all, the “Guasmul”, with whom Polo compares the “Argon”, are not half-breeds in general, but a particular type the name of which ought to be retained in the translation. To the texts already quoted in Y, i, 290, some more may be added, in particular the notice of the “Gasmulis” in Directorium ad passagium faciendum, probably of 1317, in Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 490-491; and the quotations in O. Tafrali, Thessalonique au xiv° siècle, Paris, 1913, 43-44. I suspect that the letter sent by the Pope to “Girardo Gelinuri de Constantinopolis” in Chabot, Hist. de Mar Jabolaha III, 210, for whom Langlois’s edition gives “Girardo Gasinuri” while older editions read “Girardo Casmuri”, is really a “Gasmuri”, a Guasmul, just as the “Giorgius Gasmurus” of Constantinople who was at Caffa in 1289 (cf. Bratianu, Actes des notaires généois, 217; Rech. sur le commerce de Gênes, 186). In Matteo Polo’s will, we find the name of “Albertus Vasmulo” (cf. Vol. i, 532). The Guasmuls (more often Gasmuls) were children one of whose parents was Latin and the other Greek. Their name in Greek is Βασμώλοι or
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Γασμούλιος, the form Vasmuli being older than Gasmul. No satisfactory etymology has been suggested. In 1896, Aristov, in his Remarks on the ethnical composition of Turkish tribes (Zivaya Starina, vi, 365-366), proposed to see, in Vasmul → Gasmul, the name of the Turkish tribe of the Basmul, already known in the Orkhon inscriptions. The same explanation is given as a fact by Barthold in 12 Vorlesungen über die Geschichte der Türken Mittelasiens, Berlin, 1935, p. 40. But in spite of the phonetic correspondence, which is perfect, the difference in time and in meaning makes one hesitate to accept that solution (H. H. Schäder doubts it too in his Remarks on 12 Vorlesungen, 277).

As to the «Argon», I must first state definitely what they are not. In spite of Charignon (Ch, i, 244-245) and others, there is no relation between their name and that of ärkä'ün given to Christians under the Mongols, first because there is no phonetic resemblance between those two words belonging to different «classes», and secondly because the «Argon» were not Christians, but, according to Polo, children of parents of whom one was a Mussulman and the other an idolater. For the question of «class», I must insist on the fact that Mong. ärkä'ün, written ärkägün and transcribed in Persian as ܐܪܟܐ'ܘܢ, in Armenian as arkahwun, and in Chinese as 阿 勒 基 納, is of the palatalized class, while the name of the Arjum (Polo's «Argon»), in Chinese 威 萬, belongs to the velar class. Polo probably knew the Mongol name ärkä'ün of the Christians, but he never mentioned it in his book, probably because he saw no reason to do so; if he had used it, we should expect the word to appear as *Aron or *Arcaon, not as «Argon». I may add that the origin of the word ärkä'ün is still unknown; the current explanation which makes it a transcription of the Greek ἄρχων is not convincing (cf. Mo, 218), no more than N. Marr's learned attempt to trace it back to Armenian (Ar'k'awûn, mongol-skoe name Khristian, in Vizantitskii Vremennik, XII (1906), 1-68; according to Marr, ärkä'ün represents Armen. arkhwûn, itself transcribing Greek ἄρχων, but used in the sense of «royal», «kingly», and would be the equivalent of «Melchite», so that the term would have been carried to Central Asia, in pre-Mongol times, not by Nestorians, but by Armenian-Melchites). The word occurs in Western transcriptions of proper names as «Archaon» (cf. Chabot, Hist. de Mar Jabalaha III, 208, 237). As to the religion of the «Argon», Z and R agree that the «Argon» were half-breeds of Mussulmans and idolaters; F is corrupt, but without any indication that the «Argon» were Christians, and implying rather the contrary; the text similar to F from which the redaction in Court French (FG) derives was probably corrupt also in more or less the same way as F, and I suppose that the new redaction, peculiar to FG, according to which the «Argon» were Christians, resulted somehow from the fact that the passage was corrupt. Pauthier, as usual, only took FG into account, hence his long and still too often quoted note on the Christian «Argon» (Pa, 212-217; I think Yule, Y, i, 200, is mistaken in supposing that the text in FG does not mean that the «Argon» were Christians); but I consider FB as having no authority in the present case. If Polo says that «Argon» has the same meaning («vat a dire») as «Guasmul» in French, it is only to illustrate the case of the «Argon» by another well-known example of half-breed, exactly I conjecture as he says elsewhere that «Mulecte vat a dire *Patarain», which does not mean that the Ismaelians were Christian heretics (see «Mulecte»).

We can even say with a great deal of probability where Polo found these «Argon»; it was at
the extreme north-eastern part of the territory of the Öngüt princes of «Tendue», and particularly at the Musulman colony of Simali. Polo mentions the manufacture there of silk and gold textiles called nāk and nasīf (see «nac»). But we know that they were woven at Simali in particular, by the members of that colony of Musulmans who had originally been brought there from the region of Samarkand (cf. JA, 1927, ii, 261-279). And it will be shown further on that there is a connection between that colony of Musulmans and the tribal name Aryan.

As to the name of the «Argons», which is certainly «Aryan», two etymologies are possible, and we have to see whether they can be reconciled.

Polo says that «Argon» means a half-breed. It has long been noticed that in the western part of Chinese Turkestan, the name of aryan was used to designate the half-breeds of Turkestan and Ladakh parents, etc. (cf. Y, i, 290); I have heard it in Kūča, and von Le Coq has registered it as far as the region of Turfan (Sprichwörter und Lieder, 81). This Turkish word, under the form ar-gon, has passed into the Tibetan dialect of Ladakh; it is in Jäschke’s Dictionary, and, in Sarat Chandra Das (p. 1348). Cunningham wrote to Yule that aryan must be the Turki word meaning «fair», «not white, but ruddy or pink, and therefore fair», the word being «both Turkî and Mogholi» and «applied to all fair children, both male and female». But aryan, with such a meaning, is not found in any Turkish dialect I know of, nor does it exist in Mongolian, unless Cunningham has confused it with Mong. ariyün (=Turk. arty), «pure»; and it is in Persian that aryan means a kind of red or purple flower, and subsequently purple (Blochet’s note, Moulfazzal, 702, on aryan or aryan meaning «pure red» in Eastern Turkish is entirely wrong). By some oversight, aryan, in the sense it has in modern Turki, is not registered by Radlov.

The sense of half-breed must be an old one in Turkish. In the Qutābī bilig of 1069, there is a word aryan, designation of a horse, which Radlov has considered as an equivalent of the later name arymaq or aryamaq given to western thorough-bred horses (1, 299, 302; cf. also Ramstedt, Kalm. Wörterbuch, 133). I shall not discuss here the question of the aryamaq, also named in Chinese sources, but must point out that, in 1076, Käśyārī gives aryan as meaning «a foal produced by a wild stallion and a domestic mare, running very fast» (Brockelmann, 12). If we take into consideration that in Käśyārī himself we have an alternation of -q- and -γ- in aryulo, but arqul, it seems to be certain that his aryan is identical with the aryan of the Qutaβī bilig, so that the meaning of «half-breed» for aryan, at least in a special application, existed already in Turkish in the 11th cent. So there can be no doubt that the meaning given to aryan by Polo did exist.

But at the same time, there was a tribal name Aryan. Käśyārī gives the name of Aryan to a country between Talas and Balassayun, and mentions it more than twenty times; the name appears also in the Turfan documents (cf. Brockelmann, 10, 240); a tribe Aryan is known in Čay, and the Aryan (=Aryan) are one of the constituents of the Kirghiz Middle-Horde (cf. Radlov, i, 300, 302; Aristov, Zamětki, Index of 1903, p. 5). Now this name of Aryan people appears very often in Chinese texts of the Mongol period. The tribe A-Erū-hun (Aryan) is named among the non-Mongolian tribes (se-mu) in Cho-kêng lu (ch. 1). They formed an «army» (chün) or a «guard» (wēi), like the Qipčaq, the Alans, etc. They were Musulmans, as appears
from their names, for instance in the funerary inscription of Ha-chih-ha-hsin (Hajî Qasim) in Hsû Yu-jên's Chih-chêng chi, 53, 1 ss. If we remember that the Kerait Ha-san-na, who was at the head of the Aryun army, is the same who established 3000 Mussulman families from Russian Turkestan in Simali, we may conclude that the Aryun tribe is probably the same as the Aryu tribe of Kâšyari, and that the «Argon» Polo saw in «Tenduc» were really the Mussulman Aryun tribe people settled around Simali (cf. JA, 1927, ii, 265, 266). I do not know whether any etymological connection can be proposed between the name Aryun (≪ Aryu ?) of the tribe and the word aryun meaning «half-breed»; it does not seem to me probable, and anyhow Polo could not have been aware of it. I suppose Polo heard in the region of Simali, and possibly more or less to the south-west of it, the name of the Mussulman Aryun settlers; but he knew also the Turkish word aryun used in the sense of half-breed, and applied it wrongly.

I cannot accept Boodberg’s views when, in his Sino-Altaica, iii, 2, and iv, 4, he tries to trace Aryun, in the sense of «half-breed», to the old Wu-huan tribes of the Mongolo-Manchurian border.

33. ARMÉNIE

| armenia | L, LT, P, P³, VA, VB, VL, Z; G, R | nie | F | ermenie FB |
| F, Fr, t | arminia | L, VB | armenia, ermenye, ermyne, ermynie O | erminia, herminia TA¹ |
| armin (adj.), arminie, armonie, erminie, harmenie | ermenie LT, TA¹, TA³, V | hermenia LT, TA³ |
| | hermenie FA |

This form occurs in F, but it also gives «Erminie», which was no less current in the Middle Ages, and I am in doubt as to the form actually used by Polo. In Hethum, the name is always written «Ermenie» (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 127 sq.). In Arabic it is Armînyah.

Polo’s distinction between a Lesser and a Greater Armenia is in agreement with mediaeval usage. Lesser Armenia is fundamentally Cilicia, with Sis as its capital. Greater Armenia is our Armenia, beginning in the west at Arzinjan, and bordering to the south-east with Mosul territory (cf. Y, i, 42-43, 46-49; LS, 182-184; EI, «Arménie», by Streck; Mi, 484). The kingdom of Lesser Armenia, which acknowledged the supremacy of the Pope, was consecrated in 1198 and lasted until 1375; its kings generally managed to keep on good terms with the Mongols.

The name of Armenia seems to have been unknown to the Chinese.

For Ramusio’s passage which mentions «Greater Turkey» instead of the «Greater Armenia» of other ms., see «Carunas».

4.
34. ASCIAR

aciar FA  
arsiar FB

aschar V  
asciar F, TA, Z

astiar VB, R

scai TA

This must represent an original *Ašar, which remains unidentified. In Polo, -sci- is simply -̣; this practically excludes āšar < Skr. āśariya of Y, 11, 574, and also Bernier’s āchar, which Cordier quotes (Y, 11, 574) from a ms. note found amongst Yule’s papers, but which, from the translation given, must be *ačar < Skr. acala, «motionless», «immovable».

35. ASIDIN SOLDAN

asendi soldan V  
asidin soldano R

asidin soldan F, FA, FB

sedin soboan VB

I can only agree with the general opinion that this must be Ghiyāthu-ʾd-Dīn (yiyāṭu-ʾd-Dīn) Balaban of Delhi (1265-1286). I write on purpose ‘Balaban’ instead of the usual ‘Balban’, as I think Balaban in the correct form of that Turkish name; cf. ‘Balaban’ in BRĀṬIANU, Actes des notaires, 341. ‘Balaban’ means ‘falcon’; cf. KUUN, Codex Cumunicus, 129; RADOLOV, IV, 1494; BANG, Türk. Briefe, 11, 247; we must also, I think, read Balaban, and not ‘Balbān’ or ‘Belbān’, when this same name occurs in the history of the Mamluk sultans of Egypt. But it is surprising that Polo, generally so accurate in his transcriptions, should not have found a more nearly exact spelling for Ghiyāthu-ʾd-Dīn, and his ‘Asidin’ looks more like ‘Iṣṣu-ʾd-Dīn. The form ‘soldan’ for sultān is common in the Middle Ages, and accounts for the title ‘soudan’ then given in French to the sultans of Egypt; cf. YULE, Hobson-Jobson’s, s. v. ‘Sultan’.

36. ASSASSIN

asasin, asesinz Fr  
asasini VA

asasini VA, P  
asassini L, LT, VL

hasassini TA

hasasins FA  
sassinum Z

I am only concerned here with the word itself; for particulars concerning the Assassins, see ‘Mulecete’ and ‘Old Man of the Mountain’.

Although F never has an a in the second syllable, the ‘assasini’ of VA may be almost as correct a form as ‘asciscin’; the question is mainly one of etymology.
Since the publication of de Sacy’s Mémoire sur la dynastie des Assassins (Mém. Ac. des Insc. iv [1818], 1-94), there has been no doubt that our word "assassin" goes back to an original form meaning "consumer of ḥaṣṣīn," i. e. of Indian hemp (Father Lammens’s Remarques, Beyrut, 1890, No. 28, in favour of "Ḥasan Sabaḥ", miss the mark). But there are in Arabic two words meaning "consumer of ḥaṣṣīn": 1. ḥaṣṣīn (vulg. ḥaṣṣīn), pl. ḥaṣṣīyyin (vulg. ḥaṣṣīn) and more grammatically, ḥaṣṣīyyīn; 2. ḥaṣṣīn, pl. ḥaṣṣīn. De Biberstein Kazimirski (Dict. arabe-français, i, 430), Lokotsch (Etym. Wörterbuch, 1927, No. 839), Der Grosse Brockhaus of 1928 (s. v. "Assassinen"), O. Bloch (Dict. étym. de la langue franc.), G. Wiet (in G. Hanotaux, Hist. de la nation égyptienne, iv, 434) agree that "assassin" comes from ḥaṣṣīn (Bloch gives in fact "bachchāchī", i. e. ḥaṣṣītī, which does not exist, any more than "bachchāchī" [= ḥaṣṣī], in Dewey’s Dict. étymol. or in the Supplement to Littré). In El, "assassin" is said to come from ḥaṣṣīyun (as if the unwritten final -un of the nominative in classical Arabic had given the final nasal of "assassin"); but that final was no longer pronounced in the current speech of the 12th-13th cent., and I do not know of any word then borrowed from Arabic where it can still come into account. D’Ohsson (Oh, iii, 203) simply derives "assassin" from ḥaṣṣīn. Murray thinks that the old French forms are based on the Arabic singular, but that the form finally adopted in European languages is based on the plural; although he does not express any definite view, it seems that he derives the old French plural forms of the "hassisia" type from ḥaṣṣī (sing.) and "assassin" from ḥaṣṣīn (pl.). This solution may look fairly reasonable; still I am not satisfied that it meets all the requirements of the case.

Benjamin of Tudela has in Hebrew "Kasīn" (de Sacy, loc. cit. 23); the Armenian form (with final -h of the plural) is "Hāšīn" (cf. Hist. des Crois., Arm., i, 382, 482, 486); Χασίου of Anna Commen and Nicetas must be wrong forms of Χασίαυοι (de Sacy, 22); Nicephorus Phocas gives Κασίαυοι (with ι pronounced i; cf. Quatremère, Hist. des Mongols, 122). Forms with the initial aspiration are met with in the West as "Heissesini" in Arnold of Lubeck (de Sacy, loc. cit. 21), "Heresim" (read "Hesemin" < *Hesimin) in Jacques de Vitry (Quatremère, loc. cit. 122), "Hassanī" in Rubrouck (WY, 210, 296, 287), "Hassisii" etc., in Gestes des Chipriotes, 775-777; "Hassassinii" and "Hassassinii" in Annales de la Terre Sainte (Arch. de l’Orient latin, II, 454, 455); and even "Chazisi" (Y, i, 141).

There are innumerable examples without h-, including Lat. pl. "assassini" in William of Tyre (Gesta Dei per Francos, i, 994), Joinville’s "assacis", Hethum’s "assassinii" or "assisienii" (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 168), "assassini" and assisini in Liber bellorum Domini (Arch. de l’Orient latin, i, 304, 312), etc.

The omission of an initial h- in transcriptions is of frequent occurrence and does not affect here the problem of etymology (see "Abasce", "Avariun"). But the two points in the above transcriptions which create difficulties are the alternation of the -i- and -a- in the second syllable, and the presence or absence of an -n in the last. Sometimes, the presence or the absence of the -n may be due to mere chance, as, for instance, in the Gestes des Chipriotes (in French), pp. 775-777, where the following forms are met with: p. 775, "Hassissæ" (3 times); p. 776, "Hassisins" (once), "Hassissins" (twice), "Hassisi" (5 times); p. 777, "Hassisi" (once). It seems evident that
the author used only one word, and I think the -n-, in the present case, crept in unduly. The author, who lived in the Holy Land, must have used a form strictly borrowed from the sing. ḫaššī, just as with the Greek transcriptions.

I also admit as probable that the forms with the -i- in the second syllable and -n in the last, as Polo’s «ascisin», represent the plural ḫaššīn of ḫaššī, although I do not entirely discard the possibility of a coincidence with a final -n of purely Western origin, such as occurs in «Tartarin» for «Tartar», or in Polo’s «Taurisin» for *Taurisi < Tabrizi.

The case is more difficult with forms like Joinville’s «assacias», William of Tyre’s «assassinis», Rubrouck’s «hasasini», and the question here is not only one of transcription, but it also affects the use of the terms in Arabic. Quatremère (Hist. des Mongols, 122-125) has added many examples to those formerly adduced by de Sacy; almost all of them, as might be expected in works of a literary character, use the plural ḫaššīyyāh, not the more vulgar ḫaššīn, and only one text speaks of the ḫaššīn (pl.), and in the sense of ḫaššī-addict (in Arabic texts, the ḫaššī is also the man who sells ḫaššī). But it may very well be that ḫaššī, pl. ḫaššīn, was in current colloquial use, in a depreciatory sense not conveyed by ḫaššī. There is no such form as *ḫaššīn, however, and I do not know how to account for Joinville’s «assacis», unless we see in it a hybrid form, in which Joinville has unconsciously combined the two forms, the one derived from ḫaššī, the other from ḫaššīn, both of which were then in use among the Franks in the East.

The figurative use of the word in French began with «assasins» already in the 13th cent; the real modern sense of «assassin» dates, in England as in France, from the 16th (although in French «assassin» meant then generally «assassination»). It may be noted that the oldest English example of the modern sense quoted by Murray has still an -i- in the second syllable: *Hee is an Asicinou (1531).

As has been suggested by de Sacy (loc. cit. 83), the name of ḫaššī, strictly speaking, must have first been applied only to the men who were drugged with ḫaššī before being sent on their murderous errands, and it was by an undue extension of meaning that it became the name of the whole sect in the East. But it is a mistake, in view of the numerous Arabic texts quoted by Quatremère, to say, as does Sir P. M. Sykes (A History of Persia, II, 107), that «Assassin» is a «European name».

Ḫaššī, the Anglo-Indian bang, was probably, with opium, one of the ingredients entering into the composition of «theriaca», which was very much in use in the East during the Middle Ages (though not as an antidote as in the Western sense of «theriaca»). Tātaq is in the Qutadry bilig (4619, p. 97); tariyaq has even been translated as «opium-eater»; this «theriaca» reached China in 667 as 唇 也 倍 ti-yeh-ch'ih, also written a little later 唇 野 加 ti-yeh-chia (cf. Hirn, China and the Roman Orient, 276-279). The YS, 27, 4 a, mentions that in 1320 the Musliman physicians offered to the Emperor the drug called 打 里 也 ta-li-ya (tariyaq), and in 1332 the ilkhan Abū-Sa'id sent, among other presents, 88 pounds of 塔 里 也 t'a-li-ya (tariyaq; YS, 37, 2 a). This seems to leave no doubt that, among Marignolli’s presents to Özbâg-khan, we should not include the unknown cytiaqcam (acc.) as is given in the Prague ms. of his chronicle and as has been adopted by Moule (JRAS, 1917, 4; Mo, 255) and van den Wyngaert (WY, 527), but tyriaqcam (= tariaca) as in the Venice ms., this last reading being justly preferred by Yule (Y1,
37. ASYA MEDIA

aise la grant FA\(^4\)  
asia R

asya media Z  
major asia L

media R

This occurs in Z, and seems to represent some such form as «Asie mediane» or «Aise mediane» which is not in any of the French texts. RAMUSIO had it too in his original, but has taken «media» to be Medea, the country of the Medes, and has inserted «Asia» a few words later; there is no good reason why Polo should bring in here the ancient Medes. Hethum uses archaistically «Medie» as a designation of Kurdistan (Hist. des Crois., Arm., II, 127), and it is also in a list of ancient names that we find «Media» in Jourdain Cathala (ed. CORDIER, 122). But since «Asya Media» was in Z and in the mss. used by RAMUSIO, I think the name ought to have been included in B\(^1\), i. A similar confusion was current in the Middle Ages for the «Empire of Cayatai», which was called «Imporium Medium», but which was often altered to «Imperium Medie» or «Imperium Medorum» (cf. Y\(^1\), III, 85; Mo, 197; HALLBERG, 344-346; GOLUBOVICH, Bibl. bio-bibl., II, 573; Wy, 503; in Y\(^1\) and HALLBERG, «Combaleh» or «Cobalek» on the map of Andrea Bianco are perhaps not simply alterations of «Armalek» as YULE, who is followed by HALLBERG, 18, maintains, but alterations of a legend analogous to that of the Catalan Map which makes the sovereign of the Empire of «Medicia» [for «de Medio»] called «Chabech», that is to say Kibik (†1327), reign at «Emalech» [— Almaliq].

L and FA\(^4\) seem to confirm that there was an epithet, not another word representing a name, after «Asya». «Aise» in FA\(^4\) is the form used by Hethum (Hist. des Crois., Arm., II, 125, 215-216). Moreover, Hethum distinguishes «Aise la Profunde», which is Central Asia and the Far East, from «Aise la Majour», roughly speaking the territory of the Mongol ilkhans. This «Aise la Majour» is evidently the same as «Asia maior» of L, «Aise la grant» of FA\(^4\). But it must also be the «Asya Media» of Z. In other words, there were three «Asia»'s if we include Asia Minor, which was the same as ours.

38. AVA

aua F, FA, FB, Z, L  
dywau LT  
aua TA\(^3\)

dewine V  
jaua (?) TA\(^1\)

On Ava, cf. Y, i, 81; it must be the «Ove» of STELIER's Handatlas, south-east of Savah. There have been two places if not three of that name, but the one here meant is the Ava which was the head-city of a group of 40 villages in the district of Savah; unfortunately,
39. AVARIUN

I cannot make much of the description given in Barbier de Meynard, Dict. hist. de la Perse, 56, n. 1 (cf. also ibid., p. 2, s. v. « Ābah », and also p. 299). Cf. also LS, map V and p. 211; Le Strange, Nuzhat-al-qulūb, transl. p. 66. A place 阿哇, Ava, is mentioned in Ming shih, 326, 7 a, without any details.

39. AVARIUN

anania R  
anarium VA  
auairen FB  
avana VB  
auarian F, FA, L  
[au]arion LT  
aarium Z  
avarium P  
auauon V  
dauna VL  
varia TA²  
varria TA¹

I suppose « Avarium » of Z to be a wrong rendering of « Avariū », under the influence of the Latin finals in -um. The word has long been recognized as Arabic حاوریون (hawāriyān), a plural form particularly used as an epithet of the apostles and disciples of Christ. It may seem curious that Polo should have heard that Arabic name applied to S. Thomas in India, but Polo expressly says that it is a name used by the Mussulmans. For the fall of h- in the transcription, cf. « Abasce » and « Assassin ». By some strange coincidence, Hawāriyūn (perhaps through a corruption of the text) appears in Rašidu-d-Din as the name of a city on the eastern coast of India (cf. Elliot, History of India, i, 72).

Although omitted from Radlov’s great dictionary, the word has been used in Osmanli Turkish. It occurs twice, written χαβαριγουν, in the Turkish texts which Gennadios transcribed with Greek letters in 1455-1456 (cf. Halasi Kun Tibor, in Körösí Csoma-Archivium, 1936, 160, 165, 245).

40. AVENIR

auenir VB

The name, in fact the whole passage on the legend of Barlaam and Josaphat, occurs only in VB. « Avenir », for *Auēnir = Aennir, is the phonetic transcription of the ’Aʾēnēp of the Greek text (for another example of a Greek name transcribed in the old Latin version of the book according to the mediaeval pronunciation of Greek, cf. Peeters, in Anal. Bolland., XLIX [1931], 281 : « Eufrimios » = Euthymius). The name is sometimes altered to « Auemur », for instance in Vincent de Beauvais, ed. Mentellin, 1473, book 16, ch. 1 sq. (hence « Auemur »

The form of the name of the king Abennair seems to have been adopted by the author of the Greek text under the influence of the name "Abner" of the Bible (II Sam. 3 sq.). The Georgian version gives "Abenes", sometimes "Iabenes" (MARR, in *ZVOIRAO*, iii, 259). The old Arabic version, in the Bombay edition, writes ٌناءر Janaisar and moreover suggests a correction to *Jabanas to fit the Georgian form *Iabenes*. Yet one cannot but be struck by the fact that the Arabic form, as we have it, ends in -r like the Greek form, and that would lend colour to the theory, which PEETERS does not absolutely reject (*loc. cit. 308), that both the Georgian text and the Greek version from which the novel was developed have been translated directly from the Arabic. In the present case, none of the readings brings us any nearer the true Indian name of the man whose part king Abennair plays, and who is the well-known Suddhodana, Sākyamuni's father. I do not find the name of the king in the old Persian version (partly published by OLDENBURG in *ZVOIRAO*, iv, 229-265). For further research, I only wish to call attention to the fact that Suddhodana's name must have taken in Central-Asiatic languages, under Prakrit influences, a sonant initial, since we find it transcribed in Chinese as 山庭 王 Yūeh-t'ou-t'an (*"īt-d'ou-d'ān), *Yudhodan. As we know from alternations like yaśū, yaśū, jayū, both the Georgian i- and the Arabic j- are possible at the beginning of a transcription otherwise too corrupt to be corrected for the present.

For the general problem of the legend of Barlaam and Josaphat, see "Iosafat".

41. AVIGI

auigi L; R

Only in L and R. B, 17, gives "Arigii" as the reading in R; this other reading "Arigii" is also mentioned in B, 451; but I find only "Augii" in the text and in the Index of all the editions of RAMUSIO; BENEDETTO seems to have taken his *arigii* not directly from RAMUSIO, but from BALDELLI-BONI, 29, where it is a slip or a misprint.

According to Polo, this is the name of the famous goshawks of Georgia. YULE has surmised that it is derived from Arabic "afṣīt, "Falco montanus" (Y, i, 57), and this has passed into RR, 412. But there are hardly any Arabic words in Polo (except for instance "avarium" and "cerme", and these for special reasons), and neither the phonetic nor the semantic correspondence is adequate. I have no satisfactory explanation to offer. In *Codex Cumanicus*, 129, the name of the goshawk (astos) is qarīiyai, in Turkish as well as in Persian, a word well known even now under the forms qarīiyai, etc. The sparrow-hawk is called in Turkish
42. AZAMBALE

qiryut (miswritten «cheegey» for «chergey» in Codex Cumanicus, 129; cf. also Brockelmann, Kásyart, 148). But both would suppose very corrupt forms to be represented by avigi (*earciga, or the like).

42. AZAMBALE, see CIAMBA

accambale R  azambale, asamballe VB

The pseudo-king of Champa, whose name is due to a misreading; see «Ciamba» and Vol. i, 366.

43. AZURE

açur F  azuro V, VA, VB
arzurum Z, L  azurro TA¹, TA³
azurum LT  azurro L
asur FA  orla marin (azuro) VB
azur FB, Gr  lapis laçul LT
azurium P, Gr  lapis laçuli L

In French and Italian texts it is usually lasur, etc., but, with the exception of G, the l may be taken as the article l.

Polo mentions «açur» (as a mineral) three times, in the chapters on «Badascian» (Vol. i, 137), on «Tendac» (Vol. i, 182), and in the description of the palace of Qubilai (Vol. i, 211). He certainly takes «açur» in its original meaning of lapis-lazuli, and commentators have admitted that we are really concerned with lapis-lazuli in the three passages; these will be discussed later.

The genealogy of the word «açur», azure, is generally established as follows (cf. Lokotsch, Etym. Wörterb., No. 1311; Benveniste, in JA, 1936, 228):

Skr. rājavarta, rājavarta, λαζώρα (cf. Finot, Lapidaires indiens, XVIII, 92, 201) > Pers. lāżvard, lażward > Arab. lāżvard, lażward. From Arab. lāżward, > low Greek λαζώρα; low Latin lazarius, lazur, lazulum (hence lapis-lazuli); French azur, It. azuro, azurro, Span. azul, Port. azul (> Indian modern vernac. Konk. ásul; Tet. in Timor, ajul; cf. Dalgado, Influenza do vocab. portugêis, 16), the initial l- having been mistaken for the article. Azur appears in French already in the Chanson de Roland (c. A. d. 1110).

From Skr. rājavarta > Buddh. Sogd. r'čert (? Benveniste) > Uigh. ražwart and āržwart (Müller and von Gabain, Uig. IV, in SPAW, 1931, 703) > Mong. rašvar (Kovalevskii, 2659) > Manchu rašivar (Zakharov, 1019, with a wrong Skr. etymology rašivar).
The same word has been supposed to appear in the Chinese account of Ch’ang Tê’s mission of 1259, in the form 蒲赤 lan-ch’ih (Br. 1, 151; LAUFER, Notes on Turquois, 45; Sino-Iranica, 520). But, as a matter of fact, the account has the name twice, and the first time (Br. 1, 140) it writes it 蒲石 lan-shih («lan stone»). Lan would in the Mongol period have been a regular transcription of *tal, and I agree with WANG Kuo-wei that the «lan stone» must be the same as the .skip la of the Cho-kêng lu, that is to say Persian la’al, «ruby» (cf. Br. 1, 173), although in the Mongol period la’al had become in Mongolian nat through dissimilation; lan-ch’ih, in the second case, may be a wrong reading for lan-shih. As for LAUFER’s idea that 蒲 lan, «orchid», is an error for 蒲 lan, «indigo», «blue», it has no basis in fact since the final -ch’ih shows the term to be a transcription; moreover, lan, «indigo», was still pronounced as lam in the 13th cent., and so is phonetically out of the question. LAUFER also brought into the argument the name of the city of 蒲市 Lan-shih, which he translated by «Blue Market», «a designation which apparently refers to the blue color of lapiz lazuli». But Lan-shih is only one among many forms given by the different texts for the old capital of the Great Yüeh-chih; there is no reason to try to explain the name by its trade in lapiz-lazuli. Contrary to the common opinion, however, I agree with LAUFER (Notes on Turquois, 44) that lapis-lazuli, which is not indigenous to India, is not likely to have spread to the West under an Indian name; rājavarta and the like must be sanskritizations of the same native name, which remains unexplained, and which is also represented, and perhaps more accurately, by the Persian lālpard.

Lapis-lazuli, to be found in certain parts of Tibet, has a Tibetan name, mun-men, which has produced in Mongolian and Manchu, through dissimilation, the word nomin, although munin is also a bookish designation of the stone in both these languages. As an equivalent of the Mong. rašivar, which is certainly <rājavarta, «lapis-lazuli», KOVALEVSKII, 2659>, has found Tib. sta-zil; but to this word our Tibetan dictionaries, which are, however, very unsatisfactory, do not give the meaning of the stone.

The Chinese names for lapis-lazuli have been discussed at some length by LAUFER, and also by H. T. CHANC in his Lapidarium Sinicum (1921, 1-13) and in his annotated translation Metals and stones as treated in LAUFER’s «Sino-Iranica» (1925, 75-77); in BEFEO, xxiv, 277-283, DEMÉTÉVILLE has shown that most of the solutions proposed in that part of the Lapidarium cannot be accepted.

The main difficulty lies in the fact that Chinese names of minerals are often vague, and that their meaning has sometimes changed. The ordinary modern Chinese word for lapis-lazuli is 青金石 ch’ing-chin-shih, «blue golden stone»; there has also been, from the 10th cent. down to our days, a term 金星石 chin-hsing-shih, «stone with golden stars», a fitting designation of lapis-lazuli with its brilliant spots of sulphide of iron which were mistaken for gold. In his Notes on Turquois of 1913, 44, LAUFER has stated unhesitatingly that this was lapiz-lazuli, though in TP, 1915, 194, he declared no less authoritatively that chin-hsing-shih was «golden mica».

But there is one Chinese name (not mentioned in TARANZANO’s Vocabulaire) the meaning of which is not open to doubt, to wit 金精 chin-ching, «essence of gold». It is given in the Hsien T’ang shu as a product of Kurân, which is still the main centre for the extraction of lapis-
lazuli (cf. Y, 1, 162; CHAVANNES, Doc. sur les Tou-kieu, 159; LAUFER, Sino-Iranica, 520). I may add that the whole paragraph in the Hsin T’ang shu is taken from Hsüan-tsang (JULIEN, Mém., II, 200, where or pur is a mistranslation of chin-ching). In the same chapter, in the notice on Fu-lin, mention is made of a tribute including «green [lü] chin-ching» (cf. HIRTH, China and the Roman Orient, 54, 86, who does not know how to translate it; but his hypothesis of «dust» must be excluded; VISCHEL was perhaps right in thinking of emeralds). The information on the chin-ching produced in Kūran has also passed into T’ang hui yao, 100, 2 a, and T’ai-p’ing huan-yü chi, 186, 11 b.

With Hsüan-tsang, we go back to the first half of the 7th cent., but I can establish that chin-ching, with the same meaning, is at least two centuries older. In the 6th chapter of the Ta-fang-téng ta-chi ching (NANJIA, No. 61), translated in A. d. 397-418, there is a list of the 32 «principal signs» (hsiang, lakṣaṇa) of the Great Man (Tōkyō Trip. of Meiji, 1, 33 b-34 a). The list is not in its usual order, and it enumerates 34 lakṣaṇa actually, instead of 32. The 32nd lakṣaṇa is to have «hair of the colour of chin-ching». Now, although there is no such lakṣaṇa in the traditional list, one of the last among the 80 «secondary signs» or anuvañjana is variously called (cf. BURNOUF, Lotus de la Bonne Loi, II, 605; Mahāyānapatti, ed. Sakaki, 342) asitakesa, «with black hair»; bhramarasastraśakeśā, «the quality of having hair similar to the [black] bee»; sunīlakesatā (in Pali). BURNOUF says the last term means «the quality of having very black hair», but sunīla means «very blue» (cf. FINOT, Lapidaires indiens, 47), and sunīlaka is even listed as a name of the sapphire. Now, in the Pentaglot Vocabulary, compiled in the 18th cent., the corresponding anuvañjana is explained in Chinese as «the colour of his hair is [like] 青 球 ch’ing-ch’iu», which A. RÉMUSAT (Mêl. asiat. 1, 173) and DE HARLES (TP, 1896, 372) have rendered by «his hair is of the colour of lapis-lazuli». Ch’ing-ch’iu, «blue-green gem», is not attested elsewhere, and the Skr. of the Pentaglot Vocabulary, as BURNOUF (II, 605) has already remarked, is of no help, since, through the omission of a Chinese and of the following Skr. term, there is no real Skr. correspondence here for the Chinese; but RÉMUSAT and DE HARLES have been guided in their translation by the Mongol and Manchu equivalents raśiwar and rasīvar, which are indubitably lapis-lazuli. Although I have not tried to follow the tradition through all its stages, it is certain that, until a late period, it was admitted that the Great Man had hair of the colour of lapis-lazuli, and we are entitled to translate chin-ching by lapis-lazuli when we find it used in the same way in the beginning of the 5th cent.

The first time that Polo speaks of «azur» is in reference to Badaḵšān, and there is no doubt that he meant then lapis-lazuli, and that he was right in doing so. The case is somewhat different in his chapter on «Tenduc» (north-west Shan-hsi). YULE (Y, 1, 239) has already quoted MARTINI, Atlas Sinensis, 50, who, in his paragraph on the Ta-t’ung prefecture, says: «On trouve dans ses montagnes de très bonne pierre d’azur», and du HALDE who, speaking also of Ta-t’ung, writes: «On trouve dans ses montagnes d’excellentes pierres d’azur» (YULE’s quotation, taken from ASTLEY, is not a literal rendering). I do not think that lapis-lazuli was really found in Ta-t’ung. The T’ang and Yuan geographies are silent on the subject, but the Ta-Ch’ing i-t’ung chih (III, in fine) has a paragraph on 石 璃 shih-li, which, according to the gazetteer of the prefecture, is to be found on a mountain called, for that reason, Shih-li-shan. Now shih-li, «stone-
BACHU

Green, is a name not of lapis-lazuli, but of green malachite (cf. TARANZANO, Vocabulaire, 18, 678; II, 389), and I am inclined to believe that Polo and Martini, followed by DU HALDE, have mistaken malachite for lapis-lazuli; moreover, Martini knew Polo's narrative. There has been in Shan-hsi, in 福建 Tai-chou (now Tai-hsien), an important production of 青銅 ch'ing-lu, mentioned already in the Hsien T'ang shu and the Sung shih; but Tai-chou seems to be too far south to be included in tendue; moreover ch'ing-lu means green malachite, perhaps also blue malachite (azurite); both are carbonates of copper and have nothing to do with lapis-lazuli (cf. CHANG, Lapidarium Sinicum, 313).

As to the third mention of açur in Polo, see Green Hill.

44. BABILONIE

babelonie F  babilonia TA, LT, P, Z, V, babiloyne FB
babillonia L  VA, S, R  babylon G
babilon (em, is) Z  babilonie FA  babellonia TA

In agreement with mediaeval usage, Polo means by Babilonie Egypt, and the sultan of Babilonie is the sultan residing at Cairo (on the more ancient occurrence of the Babylon of Egypt, cf. Y, i, 24). That is why, in a passage found only in VB and R where the name of Cairo occurs (B, 212), it has been tacitly replaced by Babylon in RR, 353, and by Babilonia in B1, 369. Yule (Y, II, 439) had already surmised that there was here some editing due to Ramusio, because the name of Cairo did not occur elsewhere in Polo; but Yule then forgot VB, which Ramusio simply copies.

I am not convinced that the substitution of Babilonie for Cairo in that passage is justified. For Polo, Babilonie is rather the name of the country than of the city, and he may have repeated the name of Cairo for the town as he heard it; there are in that passage other technical names, such as ċerme and Calizene, which point to a very precise informant. Moreover, the fact that a name appears only once in Polo does not warrant its suppression; the name of Egipte also appears only once, and in conditions which are not absolutely satisfactory; nevertheless, it would not occur to anybody to change it.

45. BACHU

abaco Z  abaco L, Z  bachu
abacci R

L, Z, R all have Abacu or the like, but my reading is supported by Bachu in V. BENEDETTO (B1, 437) has adopted Abaco and added that, as the Caspian was also called in the
Middle Ages "Sea of Bascon", from the "island of Abaskun", there had probably been a contamination between the two names.

It is true that the name of «Sea of Abaskun [or Ābaskun]» has sometimes been given in Persian, in Arabic and in Turkish to the whole or to part of the Caspian (cf. Barbier de Meynard, Dic. hist. I; Qazwînî, Jauwâni, II, 115; Ber, II, 66, 183; Mî, 386; Brockelmann, 240 [with an abnormal form «Abysqun»]; Herrmann, in Imago Mundi, 1935, 23, No. 13). But the «Sea of Bascon» is without authority. Odoric speaks of the «Sea of Bachuc»; Corder found in the French version of Odoric «Bascon» instead of «Bachuc» and supposed that «Bascon» stood for «Abascon» (Y, 1, 59; Y, 1, II, 105); but Odoric's French version has no value independent of the original Latin text, and «Bascon» has been simply altered from «Bachuc». As to «Abacu» or «Abaco», I hold it to be one of those copyists' errors to which we owe such readings as «Abraaman», etc., for «Braaman», «Amien» for «Mien», «Assara» for «Sara», etc. In some cases, misinterpretations of the Italian da as d'Ao may account for these errors. But I am convinced that Polo said «Bacu» like all his contemporaries, the only other form of the name being «Bacuc». «Bacu» and «Bachuc» are the forms used by Jourdain Cathala, a Genoese document of 1374, the Catalan Map of 1375, Fra Mauro, Clavijo, J. Barbaro, etc.; «Bachuc», «Bucuk», «Bacuc» are given by Odoric, Pascal of Vittoria, and Marignoli. The final -<c>- (<k>, -<ch>) of this second form remains unexplained; it can hardly be a survival of the ancient form Bākhū with a final weak -h.

The oldest form of the name is Bākhū; but the modern spelling چه; Bākhū occurs at the end of the 10th cent. in the Ḫudūs al-Ālam (Mî, 411); the naphtha wells were then already famous (cf. also Y, 1, 49; add Jourdain Cathala, ed. Corder, 94; Le Strange, translation of the geographical part of the Nuzhat al-Qulûb, 198, 278; Petrushevskî, in Izvestiya Ak. Nauk, 1937, 906). Polo also calls the Caspian the «Sea of Gel or Chelan» (see «Gel or Chelan»), and the «Sea of Sarai» (see «Sarai»).

The «Mare Abacuc sive Mare de Sala» on Waldseemüller's map of 1516 combines wrong forms of «Bacu» and «Sarai»; the name of the Prophet Habacuc helped perhaps in creating «Abacuc».

Among mediaeval Western authors, Simon of Saint-Quentin and Rubrouck are the only ones to call the Caspian the «Sea of Shirvân», a name which, among Eastern writers, I have only met with in Ḫajî-Halâfa's Jihân-numâ (cf. Dorn, Caspia, 100). The most common Eastern name is «Sea of the Ḥazar». The name of «Sea of Khvalis» in ancient Russian texts is a corruption for «Sea of Ḥwârzm». Cf. Dorn, Caspia, 44, 100-102; Bartold, Zur Erforsch. des Orients, 100; Rev. des ét. slaves, IX (1929), 120-123; Ferrand, in JA, 1924, I, 206; 1925, II, 112, 269; LS, 180-181.

The Chinese name in the 13th cent. is 蒙古 吉思海 (The K'uan-t'ien-chi-ssū Sea) (once K'uan-t'ien-t'i-ssū); cf. Wang Hui-tsu, 40, 11 a. T'ieh-chi-ssū is of course Turk. tângiz, «sea»; I do not think that K'uan means here «broad»; it must be a transcription, theoretically kōn or kūl; kūl means «lake» in Turkish, and *Kōl-tângiz would be literally the «Lake-Sea». A Mongolian form *Gün-dângis, «Deep Sea», good from a semantic point of view, is objectionable phonetically.
46. BACSI

bacsI F, Z, V, L bacsI R

Baqšï, baḵšï, first met in Uighur texts, passing afterwards into Mongolian, found its way, during the Mongol period, into Persian baḵšï (for instance BI, II, 405), when it also occurs occasionally in Chinese texts (pa-ha[ŋ]-shih, translated by 舒 shih, "master", "teacher"); it is even known in Tibetan (Sarad CHANDRA Das, 177). Although originally an epithet mainly used in reference to Buddhist priests, it is applied in modern Turkish dialects of Central Asia to all sorts of masters, from musicians to quacks and sorcerers, and always with a necromantic implication (cf. SHAW, Vocabulary, 40; RADLOV, IV, 1445-1446). This amply justifies Polo’s use of the word. It has long been accepted that baḵšï was derived from Skr. bhikṣu, "Buddhist monk" (cf. YULE, Hobson-Jobson², s. v. "Buxee"), which is hardly satisfactory from the point of view of phonetics. It is more probable that it was borrowed at an early date from Ch. 布什 po-shih ("pāk-daši"), "man of great learning"; cf. LAUFER, in TP, 1916, 485-487 (the additional note of p. 552 must be suppressed; the term quoted there from the Yu-yang tsu-tsu has nothing to do with baḵšï), and my remarks in JA, 1925, i, 254; TP, 1930, 14-15.

47. BADASCIAN

|badaciam, balaciam, balaciem| balascam, balausciam, bau-|balassia, ballasia, ballasia|
|FA| dascia TA¹ |VL|
|badacism, badausiam, bala-|balaschïa, bandasciam, ban-|balasian FB Br|
|sian F| dascian TA² |balaxian R|
|badacian F, Ft| balascia LT, P, V (cor.)|balaxian Z|
|badacian F, Fr, FB| balaschïa, bandasciam, ban-|badaciam F, TA³|
|badassan, badassan, balasen,| dasciam LT|baldasian, balesian, balsian,|
|balassa, baldasam baldas-|baldasia F, Ft, L, Z|belesian, belesian, sobasain V|
|siam, ballassan VB|baldasia, balaatia, balaxia, balas|baldasya G|
|balacia P|dasia, ballasia VA|ballasian L|
|balacian FA, FAR, FB|balastiam Fr|ballacian L|

|balais FA| balasi V, VA, Z|ballascì L|
|balais FB| balassi V, Z; R|pallasi VA|
|balaci F, LT, TA¹| balasti G|

The best ms. give both "Badacian" and "Balascian" (with an occasional "Baldaciam" in F, and "Baldacina" and "Baudacina" in TA, reflected in the "Baldasia" of the Catalan Map; cf. HALLBERG, 61-62; add "Balasian" in Fra Mauro). Both forms are theoretically possible (cf. Y, i,
161), and *P* III, 438, while adopting *Balasian*, thinks Polo may have used both. As a general rule, I am not readily inclined to believe that the same man uses at the same date two different forms (that is, fundamentally different, and not only in spelling) for one and the same name. In F, the ms. gives *Badascian* in the notice on the *Caraunas* and when speaking of the river of Badaššan, but *Balasian* in the notice on the country where Polo speaks also of the rubies *balasci*. This may perhaps help us out of the difficulty.

The name of the country is Badaššan (and Badaššan), from which the name for the ruby mined in Badaššan is regularly derived, in the forms badaššānī, badaššī and even badaššī (cf. VULLERS, I, 201). There is no form *Balaššān* for the country, nor *balaššī* for the stone in Persian dictionaries, although *Balaššān* must have existed in some eastern dialects (on similar forms, cf. BENVENTE, *JA*, 1935, 234), and the Codex Cumanicus of c. 1300 gives balasc as the Persian form. In Arabic, a popular form al-baššāf for badaššī (bađaššī) is given by Ibn Batūṭah. It is this popular form which passed to the West c. 1200, and has given our *balas* (*balais* in French); on this word, cf. QUATREMÈRE, Hist. des Sultans Mamlouks, II, 71 (but read *balakhsh* instead of *balkhāsh*); *Not. et Extr.*, xiv, 222-223; HEDY, Hist. du Commerce, ii, 653-654; YULE, *Hobson-Jobson*, s. v. *Balas* (where Polo’s *balasci* has been forgotten); D’ALGADO, *Vocabulario Luso-Asidético*, s. v. *Balais, balac*; DAMES, *Barbosa*, II, 220; Codex Cumanicus, p. 108, Lat. balasius, Pers. balac; Fei, 387. Polo called these rubies of course by the form of the name which was understood in the West. But if he had always spoken of *Balasian* nobody in the West could have changed it to the correct form *Badascian*. Let us suppose, on the contrary, that Polo always used *Badascian* for the country, but *balasci* for the stone. A learned transcriber, who knew the form *Balasian* because he had found it elsewhere, could easily correct *Badascian* to *Balasian* in this chapter, so as to bring the name of the stone into agreement with that of the country; and *Badascian* would remain in the other chapters. I think this is what happened with F. The next stage would be to unify the name as *Balasian* everywhere; that is the case with Z and R. Now, there is a well-known work which could have provided learned copyists with the form *Balasian*; that is the work of Hethum, written in 1307, which gives *Balasian* (cf. Hist. des Crois., Arm., II, 125 and 265, taking the various readings into more account than the editors have done). I have suspected elsewhere (see *Ulau s*) that Hethum’s work may have influenced early copyists of Polo, and we have perhaps another example of it in the present case. Provisionally, I suppose that Polo himself only used *Badascian* (or *Badascian* ?) and *balasci*. On the forms, cf. also MARQUART, Eränsahr, 279; LENTZ, in ZDMG, 1932, 12-14; Mi, 349, 485. For general information on the subject, cf. BARTHOLOMÉ’S important notice in EI, s. v. *Badakhshān*.

The name of Badaššān appears in Chinese texts already in the 7th cent. (cf. CHAUVANNES, Doc. sur les Tou-kieu, 69, 275; BR, II, 65-66), and the geographical documents of the 14th cent. write 巴達 【 尉】 Pa-ta-ha-shang (YS, 63, 15 b; for final Persian *n* then indicated by *-ng* [-nasalized vowel], see *Caxan*, *Jspaam*, and cf. other cases in BR, II, vii-viii). But it may be worth while to quote here the following text: "The 13th year chih-yüan, in the first moon... on [the day] wu-tzü (February 8, 1276), the officials of the Chung-shu-sheng said that Wang Haiao-chung, for some fault, had been ordered to go to 八 線 山 Pa-ta-shan (Badaššān) to mine precious stones..."
48. BAGHERLAC

(lit. ‘precious jade’, pao-yü); that his road passed through Sha-chou (see ‘Saciou’) and that he encountered there the revolt of ḫu Huo-hu (Hoqu); that [Wang] Hsiao-chung had escaped and had come for orders; and that [he ought] to be ordered to till the ground in Kua-chou and Sha-chou. The Emperor agreed (YS, 9, 2 a). Hoqu (see also ‘Barac’) was Güyük’s third son, and took Qaidu’s side when Qaidu rebelled against Qubilai; the present text proves that Hoqu’s rebellion cannot be dated later than 1275. But the most interesting feature of the text is that it shows that, in 1275, Qubilai would and could send people to work for him in Badašan, which was thus outside the territory of the ilkhang of Persia. It must be this text of 1276 which is alluded to in Y, iii, 34, with Parker’s erroneous remark that it is the first mention of Badašan in Chinese sources (the Pa-ta-shan of 1276 must not be confused with the Pa-ta[濫]shān mentioned in 1275, YS, 8, 10 a; the latter was north of the great bend of the Yellow River; cf. T’u Chi, 7, 31 a).

The text of 1276 is important for another reason. When Rabban Šama and the future Mar Yehabaha III undertook their pilgrimage to the Holy Land, they arrived at Khotan (see ‘Cotan), where the King ‘Oqo’, having rebelled against Qubilai, had sought refuge (cf. Chabot, Hist. de Mar Jabalah II, 22-23). This king ‘Oqo’, who has not hitherto been identified (cf. Mo, 100), is certainly the prince Hoqu, Güyük’s son; Rašid writes his name ش Hoqu (Bl, ii, 5), with the weak ٰ- not marked in Uighur-Mongol spelling. If Hoqu’s rebellion occurred, as I think, in 1275, that would give us the clue, so long desired, for fixing the chronology of the two monks’ journey.

48. BAGHERLAC

bagherlac L
barcelac VB
bachelac V
bachelac F
bachelac R

This is the sand-grouse (Syrrhopotes Pallasii, a kind of Pterocles); the common Chinese name, 雞 sha-chi (‘sand-fowl’; not ‘sha-ch’i’ as in Y, i, 273), is applied also to other birds. The name given by Polo is Turkish; we find already baytrlaq in Kāšyari (Brockelmann, 18). Zenzler’s bayuṭlaq must be wrong, but bayṭṭaq is known in Om. and Čay. (Radlov, IV, 1452, 1455). For Turki (in Chin. Turkestan), Shaw (Vocab., 210) gives bayṭṭaq (with the usual dropping of -r in the western Turki pronunciation); I have myself heard the form bayṭṭaq used in Turfan and Qomul; Le Coq (Sprichwörter... von Turfan, 84) has noted another form ḫbayṭṭaq in Turfan; cf. also E. D. Ross, A polygLOT list of birds, 129; Radlov omits the Turki forms by oversight.

With the sole exception of L, all the mss. have an -r at the end of the first syllable (‘bagherlac’, ‘bargelach’, etc.), but there should not be two r’s in the word. Even before
knowing I, I had decided in favour of 『bagherlace』; the first -r was perhaps introduced under the influence of 『Bargu』 which occurs a few lines earlier. The insertion, or the metathesis, must have taken place very early, and is supported by Rasmus; unfortunately the chapter does not appear in Z.

49. BAIAN (brother of MINGAN, c. 93)

In Mongolian Bayan, 『rich』. There were many Bayan in Mongol history; Wang Hui-tsu 1, 32, 4-6, thinks he can trace nineteen in YS alone; but the three who have biographies in YS are out of the question here. Being a brother of Mingyan (see 『Mingan』), Bayan must have been a Qangli. I have not yet found in Chinese texts a Bayan who was a Qangli, or who was brought into connection with the kuei-ch'ih troops. Charignon (Ch, iii, 91) is wrong when he says that one of Mingyan's grandsons was called Bayan; the very name he gives, 普 頓 忽 里 P'u-yen-hui-li, represents the Turkish name Buyan-quli 『the Slave of the religious merits』, answering to a Sanskrit prototype Pûnyadâsa. We know of only one brother of Mingyan, and he was put at the head of the kuei-ch'ih troops, but that was sometime after 1303, and Polo could not have known about it; moreover, his name was 脫 兰 T'o-tieh-ch'ü (『Tümâchi』?). We might suppose that Mingyan had another brother, who was simply his assistant, and has left no trace in history, if a text of Rašidu-d-Din did not raise fresh difficulties. Rašid (Bl, ii, 501) mentions among Qubilai's high officials a man whom Blochet calls 『Tiktâddî』 son of the kûbûgâči Nayan. No office of kûbûgâči is known; I proposed in 1920 (Y, iii, 70) to read 『Bayan guûkîäi』, and to see here the 『cuûucci』 Bayan of Polo; I still think that the correction is almost certain. On the other hand, the would-be name 『Tiktâddî』 is certainly to be read kûkidaî Nangjiadai (in written Mongol Nanggiyadai). The name of Nanggiyadai is very common (see 『Mongatai』), but the best known Nanggiyadai in Qubilai's time was a Naiman, and his father was called Ma-ch'a (『Maça, *Maçaq』?); cf. YS, 131, 2 a-3 a; no mention is made of the kuei-ch'ih in his biography. Another Nanggiyadai held a high rank in the Privy Council (he was ch'u-mi fu-shih), although we know very little else about him (YS, 126, 8 b); his father was really named Bayan, but this Bayan is the well-known general (see 『Baian Cingsan』), who was a Bärin, not a Qangli. No mention is made of the kuei-ch'ih in Bayan's biography (YS, 127); moreover Rašidu-d-Din calls him by the high title of 『Bayan noyan』 (Bl, ii, 527), and it is extremely unlikely that he should have referred to him here and called him by the much lower title of guûkîäi. To sum up, while Rašid's text confirms the existence of a 『cuûucci』 called Bayan, we are not in a position to say that he was really Mingyan's brother, and the case of his son Nanggiyadai, a high official at the Court of Qubilai, remains unsolved.
This is «Bayan čingsan», «Pai-yen ch'êng-hsiang» in Chinese, the very form used in Chinese for instance in TP, 1915, 403. Rašidu'd-Din generally calls him «Bayan» or «Bayan noyan», noyan being a high title of noblemen and commanders in Mongolian (Ber., i, 196; Bl., ii, 447, 527). See also «Čingsan».

On Bayan, 伯顏 Pai-yen, cf. Y, ii, 148-149; YS, 127; Tu Chi, 90. He was a Bärin; according to Rašid, his father, Kökčü, had been executed for misbehaviour. Bayan, as a young man, was sent to Persia with Hülügü, but Qubilai having claimed him back, Bayan returned to his Court and was shown high favour (cf. Ber., i, 196; the name of Kökčü, father of Bayan the Bärin, appears also in Bl., ii, 447). According to the notices on the Bärin, this occurred in Hülügü's time, and that is why Yule placed Bayan's return to China about 1265. In the parallel text of Bl., ii, 447 (cf. also Oh, ii, 397), it is only in Abaya's time that Qubilai sent the embassy that ordered Bayan back to the Imperial Court, but this must be a mistake, as Bayan was already in China before Hülügü's death, and Rašid himself says a few lines later that Bayan was sent to China in 1265. The Chinese biography is somewhat different. While agreeing with Rašid as to the name Alaq of Bayan's grandfather, it gives to his father the name of Hsiao-kou-t'ai, *H'aügüt'ai (written Mong. *Ágügüt'ai), and says that this father followed Hülügü to Persia, so that Bayan was brought up in the West; and it is Hülügü who, in the beginning of the period chih-yüan, sent Bayan to report certain matters to Qubilai. Bayan must have arrived in China early in 1265 (1263 in Ch., iii, 33, is wrong; Bayan's arrival early in 1265 seems to dispose of Yule's idea [Y, i, 10] that the elder Polos may have travelled with him); if his age at the time of his death as given by his biography be correct, he was then 29 years old. Qubilai was struck by the ability of the young man, married him to a younger sister of the Minister An-t'ung (see «Nomogan»), and, in August-September 1265, appointed him «Left ch'êng-hsiang», which was the highest ministerial post in the Grand Secretariat (but according to YS, 112, 4 b, five ch'êng-hsiang were appointed in 1265, and Bayan is the last on the list, which is headed by An-t'ung). In 1268, Bayan was called to the Privy Council; in 1273, he had the honour of presenting Chên-chin (see «Cinchim») with the jade tablet which made him heir to the throne. It is only in 1274 that Bayan was sent against the Sung, and he left the Court in the autumn of that year. On October 2, having assembled his armies at Hsiang-yang (see «Saianfu»), Bayan, as was usual in Mongol campaigns, divided them into three corps which advanced by different roads; Bayan himself was with the troops of the centre, which went down the Han river towards Han-k'ou. This was the beginning of the campaign which ended two years later by the capture of Hang-chou and the downfall of the
Sung dynasty. Bayan then went to the rescue of Nomoyan (see "Nomogan"). He maintained his high position through the whole of Qubilai’s reign. Qubilai died on February 18, 1294, and the death of Bayan occurred on January 6, 1295, at the age of 58; he was thus born in 1236. Rašidu’d-Din is not far from the truth when he says that Bayan survived his master only eight months (Bi, ii, 527).

Bayan means "rich" (not "great" or "noble" as in Y, ii, 148). In F, Polo seems to say that "cingsan" means "Hundred eyes", but in R this meaning can be understood as attributed to "Baian". Although Polo was no Chinese scholar, he could not fail to know the value of ch'ing-hsiang, which had passed into Persian and Mongolian circles with its correct meaning of "minister"; the text of R leads us to believe that the mistake is due to the redactor of F, who misunderstood Polo’s original text, and although the case is not unique, it is not without interest for the general history of Polo’s work. Unfortunately the whole chapter is omitted in Z. It is of course the name Bayan, in Chinese Pai-yen, which has been popularly understood as 百 眼 Pai-yen, "Hundred Eyes". It has long been known that another prophecy which interpreted the name as 百眼 Pai-yen, "Hundred Wild Geese", had been preserved in Chinese works of the 14th cent. (Y, ii, 150); cf. for instance, Yüan-ch’ao ming-ch’ên shih-lio, 2, 4 b, and Yü-t’ang chia-hua, 4, 4 a. Charignon (Ch, iii, 33) holds that the very prophecy of the "Hundred Eyes" occurs in Chinese texts, and quotes ch. 159 of the Hsin Yüan shih; but this recent work here tacitly copies Polo himself. The two puns have got mixed up in RR, 412.

Blochet (Bi, ii, 447) is wrong in saying that YS, 127, was silent about Bayan’s father, since we have seen that Rašid calls that father twice Kökül while the YS has *Häügtäi. It is YS which must be right, because the name of Bayan’s father is given as تر Sogdian Högötä in Wässäf (Ha², 40).

Although I have quoted Bayan’s biography in YS, more commonly accessible, I have checked its indications in one of its sources, Bayan’s funerary tablet, the text of which, due to Yüan Ming-shan, has been preserved in ch. 24 of the Yüan wen lei. Some other extracts from contemporary documents are found in ch. 2 of the Yüan-ch’ao ming-ch’ên shih-lio. Another tablet to commemorate Bayan’s merits had been erected at Hang-chou in 1276; it was destroyed by fire, but its inscription re-engraved in 1294; the re-engraved text has been preserved and appears at the end of the P’ing Sung lu (ed. Shou-shan-ko ts’ung-shu², 3, 4-6).

T’u Chi, 90, 1a, says that Bayan was a Christian, and names "Marco Polo" as his authority. But Polo says nothing of the sort; is there here a confusion either with Nayan, or with Bayan’s Christian Alan troops?

51. BAIDU

baidu Lr
baidu F, L

Barach, bardu, boldu V
baydu Z

Baidu is a common Mongol name, but only in the West (cf. Ha¹, ii, 399); it does not occur in the Secret History, nor have I met it in Chinese sources. Its meaning is not clear;
perhaps it is an adjectival form in -tu, -du, of a Mong. dialectical bai for bayan, «rich» (the Turk. form is bat); or it may be another form of the more common Bajju (itself unexplained). Hethum (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 189-190, 315) writes Bayedo. 

Baidu, grandson of Hülgü and son of Taraqai («the Bald»), offended by Gaihatu (see «Quacatu»), rebelled against him, and the ilkhan was put to death on April 21, 1295. On May 6 (?) Baidu ascended the throne but, after five months, was overcome and on October 5, 1295 killed by Aryan’s son Ghazan (see «Caça»). In YS, 107, 7 b, a king I-lie-n-chên-pa-ti is mentioned as the great-grandson of Hülgü, great-grandson of I-lie-n-chên-to-érh-chib, Mong. Iranjin-dorj («Tib. Rin-chen rdo-rje), grandson of T-o-t’o-mu-érh (*Toq-tömr = *Toq-temû?), the name of I-lie-n-chên-pa-ti’s father remaining unknown. There is of course something wrong in this filiation. Iranjin-dorj is another name of Gaihatu (see «Quacatu»), who was Abaya’s son and Aryan’s younger brother; so he was a grandson, not a son, of Hülgü, and such is the case also of Baidu. Accordingly there is very little possibility of identifying I-lie-n-chên-pa-ti, the would-be great-grandson of Iranjin-dorj, with Baidu, as has been attempted by T’u Chi, 71, 5 a, and 148, 57 b, 59 b, since both are cousins of the same generation. Moreover, T’u Chi has laboured under the misconception that pa-ti of I-lie-n-chên-pa-ti could be a transcription of Baidu; wrong Western sources make him write «Kärîgä» for Baidu’s father instead of Taraqai, and he believes that i-lie-n-chên is another transcription of oljätä. Although I do not believe in BLOCHER’s «Ratnapati» (Introduction, 226), it is clear that the name is to be taken as a whole, perhaps a Mongol-Tibetanized form of Ratnapala (cf. a Ratnapala in YS, 106, 1 b) or Ratnabhadra. I do not know who he is.

Baidu is said by Bar Hebreus and in the «Life» of Mâr Yahbalaha III (cf. CHABOT, Hist. de Mar Abalaha III, 106) to have been very well disposed towards the Christians, but we have no reason to believe that he was a Christian himself, as Polo says. Nevertheless his fall seems to have been due in great measure to the hatred of the Mussulmans, who resented his sympathy towards the adverse creed.

For Gaihatu’s death (Baidu’s accession to the throne took place a few days later), I have adopted the date of April 21, 1295, although d’OHSSON (Oh, iv, 113) and BROWNE (Hist. of Pers. Lit., iii, 39) who both, on the authority of Mussulman sources, say that it was a Thursday, give April 23, 1295; but April 23 was a Saturday. On the other hand, HAMMER (Ha¹, i, 408), followed by Y, 1, 38, and B¹, 440, gives March 24, 1295, which is a Thursday, but HAMMER has confounded Jumâda I with Jumâda II. The correct equivalents are given by BARTHOLOM, El, s. v. «Baidu». The «Life» of Mâr Yahbalaha (CHABOT, 104, 105) says that Baidu remained on the throne from April 24 to September 25, 1295; we would have lent more weight to this text if it did not include the qualifying words «more or less». But even with a possible error of a few days in the dates I have adopted, it is clear that Maqraî (QUATREMÈRE, Hist. des Sultans Mamlouks, II, 26) and Abû-‘l-Ghâzi (Ha², ii, 30) are wrong when they attribute roughly eight months to Baidu’s reign instead of five. Moreover, the term «seven months and ten days» given by HAMMER is a mistake even with his own dates.
This title appears only in conjunction with «Achmach» (read «Achmath»)’s name (see «Acmat»), in Ramusio’s account of Ahmad’s murder. In B1, 128, the text, without any comment, is given as follows: Whenever Ahmad heard of a beautiful girl, his ruffians would go to the girl’s father and say: «Tu hai questa tua figliuola; dalla per moglie al Bailo — poiché davano ad Acmat un nome che corrisponde al nostro bailo od al nostro vicario — e noi faremo che egli ti dia il tal governo...». This is also the interpretation adopted in the English version made under Benedetto’s influence in RR, 125; later on, Ramusio speaks of the messenger which the conspirators sent «ad Bailo Acmat» (B1, 129), «to the Bailo Acmat» (RR, 127). But Ramusio’s original text is: «Dalla per moglie al Bailo, cioè ad Achmach, perche si dicea Bailo, come si diria Vicario...»; the second time, Ramusio’s text is that a messenger was sent «ad Achmach Bailo». It is clear that RR and B1 do not translate, but correct Ramusio. The text, as it is, can only mean what it is made to mean in Y, i, 417: «... Give her in marriage to the Bailo Achmath (for they called him ‘the Bailo’, or, as we should say, ‘the Viceregent’) ...»

Of course, there is here a serious difficulty. «Bailo» was the name of the representative of the Venetian power in Constantinople and in Syria, the same who was called podestà during the Latin rule, and Polo uses this last name in the Prologue when speaking of the first voyage of his father and his uncle (cf. Vol. i, 74, and see «Ponte of Venese»). But, although that title was then used in Armenian as bail, in Syriac as Pali (read *Pali; cf. Patkano, Istoriya Mongol. Magakii, 79; Bruns, Chron. syriacum, trans., 523), and, under the form बाईलो, bailios, has long survived in Osmanli as the designation of the Venetian and French representatives in Constantinople, no one can imagine, as Yule rightly says, that this European word was used at the Mongol Court of Peking. Consequently, Yule supposes that we may have here some confusion made by Polo with an Oriental title, and proposes the Arabic wāli, «prince», «governor», «chief magistrate». Ricci and Ross, in their Index (RR, 412), have likewise said that bailo was «here probably a corruption of the Arabic Wāli», without seeing the contradiction between this note and the «amended» version adopted in their text. Benedetto, in his Index (B1, 451) prints bailo in italics like the words which are not Italian.

I think that Yule is partly right, and that some Oriental word underlies Ramusio’s «Bailo»; the way in which Ramusio speaks of «Achmach Bailo», not «Bailo Achmach», seems to confirm an Oriental title used in the Persian or Chinese manner. But wāli is out of the question; it has never been in use in the Far East, and it is unimaginable that Ahmad’s illiterate servants, Mongols or Chinese, should have addressed Chinese parents in Arabic. Moreover, there is no necessity for charging the confusion to Polo’s account. Polo, when making the servants speak of their master, or when speaking of the letter addressed to Ahmad by the conspirators, must have used the title as it was really known to him in the Far East. But Ramusio, or perhaps the men responsible for Ramusio’s posthumous edition, could not read the foreign title, and altered it to their native and well-known bailo; they did not suspect that there had never been a bailo in China.
As to the title from which bailo has been corrupted, we may perhaps make a guess. Although almost all-powerful, Ahmad was not a ch'eng-hsiang (see "Gingsan") until shortly before his death, in 1282. From 1270, for a number of years, he was a 平 p'ing-chang (YS, 112, 5 b-6 a), and there can be no doubt that such was the title under which he was commonly spoken of; it is the one which Rasidu'd-Din (BI, ii, 508) gives him, under the usual Persian form نانjan (perhaps to be read fnjân; see "Pianfu"). So, in Chinese as well as in Persian circles, p'ing-chang is certainly the title under which Polo knew Ahmad in China, and it is the one we should expect to find in his narrative (for this use of the title when speaking of a p'ing-chang, cf. for instance BEFEO, ix, 677). I think Polo dictated *Pinjan (or *Pinjan ?), which was transcribed something like *Bicia or *Bucia, and it is the form which, misread, and with the attraction of a familiar title, gave birth to "Bailo". Polo's original form probably began with p., and we have other cases where a similar change between p and b occurs; apart from "Apusca" where we would expect "Abusca", cf. the double form "Batui" and "Patu" for Batu. In favour of *Picia, with i, we may note the "Pinanzus" of a Papal letter of 1338, which is quite possible for p'ing-chang (cf. Mo, 264). For a probable Burmese alteration of p'ing-chang, cf. BEFEO, ix, 660. On p'ing-chang, cf. also Y', iii, 120; TP, 1916, 526-527.

Another explanation would be that Polo used bailo as a substitute for some Oriental title, and that "come si diria Vicario" was an explanation of bailo added by Rustichello or by Ramusio. This would have the advantage of retaining the text as it is, but the divergent translations suffice to show that the text, as it stands, is not easy to accept, and in such a case it would also be difficult to account for the second mention of "Achmack Bailo", instead of "Bailo Achmack". Moreover, bailo in Italian, baile in French, were well-known words, and I doubt that they should have required an explanation. I rather think that the explanatory words are due to Polo himself, as a sort of translation of the Oriental title he used.

53. BALTIC

balbach V balach VA, VL, R balch Z
balac Fr, t, FA, FB, TA1, TA3, balc F, VB, L baldach P, S
LT, L

This is Bafkh, on which cf. "Balch" in EI, by R. HARTMANN; LS, 420-423; Mi, 337. It is the only original Western mention of Balkh in the Middle Ages, if we except, a century later, "Vaeq" (corrupt for *Valq) in CLAVIO. "Balcia" of the Catalan Map, "Baleges" of the Medeci Map, "Balch" of Fra Mauro, and even "Waldach" of the Walsperger Map (cf. HALLEBERG, 59-60) seem all to be based on Polo's. In the translations made at Damietta in 1221 of an Arabic document bearing on the Mongol invasion of Iran, I believe that we must identify with Balkh not only the "Boleche" of the first "charta", as is said by ZARNCKE, but also the "Barach" of the second and the "Balch" of the third (cf. ZARNCKE, Der Priester Johannes, ii, 40, 53, 57, 59). For mentions of Balkh in Chinese texts before the Mongol period, cf. CHAVANNES, Doc. sur les Tou-kieu, 319; also my remarks in JA, 1934, i, 42-43. For a Khotanese form بابکلا, cf. ESOS, ix, 546.
On Balkh in the Mongol period, cf. Pa, 108-112 (to be used with caution); Y, 1, 151-152; Br, II, 100-101. The Chinese transcriptions 直勒紇 Pan-lo-ho in Shêng-wu ch'în-chêng lu, 62a, and in YS, 1, s.a. 1221, and 播勒紇 Pan-lo-ho in YS, 137, 1a, are learned transcriptions in which the second character, originally written smaller, is only meant to correct -l the final -n of the first; the whole is a strict transcription of Bâlh, Balkh. In Chinghiz-khan’s life-time, the name is transcribed 直 Bâlh) by Yeh-lü Ch’u-ts’ai (Br, I, 23) and 播里 Pan-li in the account of Ch’ang-ch’un’s journey (Br, I, 93). It is written 必里罕 Pi-li-han in the biography of Sûhûtaï (YS, 121, 1b),巴里黑 Pa-lihei on the Chinese map of c. 1330 and in the corresponding list of YS, 63, 16b. I doubt that the 阿剌黑 A-la-hei of the biography of Ho-ssû-mai-li (YS, 120, 7a), adduced by BRETSCHNEIDER (Br, II, 101), refers to Balkh. In Ming times, we find 八剌黑 Pa-la-hei in Ch’ên Ch’êng’s diary of 1414 (Hsi-yü hsing-ch’êng chi, ed. Peiping Nat. Library, 18a), and the same form, but with an alternative form 八里 Pa-li, perhaps corrupt for 八里黑 Pa-li-hei, in his Hsi-yü fan-kuo chih (same ed., 13a). The transcription in the Ming shih (332, 12b) is 力黑 Pa-li-hei.

The Nestorian priest Yazd-bozêd, in Chinese 伊斯 I-sêi, the man at whose expense the famous Nestorian tablet of 781 was erected, was the son of a priest of Balkh, and had himself come to China from 王舍城 Wang-shè-ch’êng, the ‘City of the Royal Residence’, which is not here Râjârâya as in Buddhist texts, but is another name of Balkh (cf. Mo, 43, 48). Under the Yuan dynasty, 窝里 Ch’a-han, Çayân, who translated various works from Chinese into Mongol and vice-versa, was born in China and had received a Mongol name, but was the son of a man from Balkh (YS, 137, 1-2).

It is generally said that Balkh was conquered by Chinghiz-khan in 1221, and almost destroyed in 1223. A. Waley (Travels of an Alchemist, 111) has adopted the dates 1220 and 1222; this is in apparent agreement with the statement of the diarist of Ch’ang-ch’un’s travels, who says that at the end of September 1222, the inhabitants of Balkh had recently rebelled against the khân and had been removed. But, whatever may be the truth for the date of the ‘revolt’ which led to Balkh’s devastation, it seems impossible to doubt the accuracy of both Chinese and Muslim sources fixing the taking of Balkh by Chinghiz-khan in the spring of 1221; cf. BARTHOLD, Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion, 439.

54. BALTAASAR

balâdasar LT, Z balâthasar FB beltasâr F, L
balâdîsâr VB balâthasar FA boltâsâr TA
balâdisâra V

One of the Magi kings. On their names, cf. Y, 1, 82-83; add H. KEBBER, Die heiligen Drei König in Literatur und Kunst (2 vols., 1908-1909), and V. SCHEL, in Florilegium Melchior de Vogüé, Paris, 1909, 8vo, 552-553. The name of Baltaasar is taken from the Septuagint, and represents the Assyrian Bêl šar uṣur, «Bêl! Save the King». 
### 55. BANGALA

| bagaliar V | bangalan F | bangilla LT |
| balgana, bulgana, malgana G | bangalla V, VA, VB | bangula FA |
| banchale, banghala TA | bangnala Z | ghanghala TA, TA³ |
| bangala F, Fr, t, FA, FB, L, LT, P, V, VA, Z; R | banghalla, bughala, changhala TA³ | pangala VA |
| sangala FB |  |

Polo's account of Bengal is what he had heard in Yün-nan. In it there are many errors and contradictions, for instance when he says that the king of "Mien" (=Burma) was also king of "Bangala" and that Qubilai took both kingdoms away from him, but later on he devotes a special paragraph to "Bangala", without any further mention of "Mien", and says that it had not yet been conquered by Qubilai, although Qubilai had already had troops assembled for that purpose. Charicnon's attempt (Ch, II, 260) to derive all mentions of "Bangala" in Polo from "Pagan" or from "Mangala" (on account of the Marigala-caitya at Pagan!) are valueless, and ought not to have been taken into account in B³, 438. Yule (Y, II, 99, 128) has thought that Polo mixed up the data relating to Pegu (Burm. Pagóh), which he had heard in Yün-nan, with the accounts of Bengal given by men who had gone there by sea. For Prof. Benedetto (B³, 438), the name "Bangala" is really that of Bengal, but Polo uses it only as a designation of an Indo-Chinese country which is probably Pegu.

I cannot agree with most of Yule's and Benedetto's views on "Bangala". The name of course is certainly that of Bengal. We could suppose that in the case of "Mien and Bangala", "Bangala" has been altered from "Baigo", or some such name, under the influence of the "province" of "Bangala", Bengal, which is described further on. We would thus escape the contradictions mentioned at the beginning of the present note. But all must agree, though there are no parallel passages in Z, so that provisionally at least, we can but keep the text as it stands. It looks as if the long account of the battle with the "king of Mien and Bangala" was a separate narrative somewhat clumsily inserted after the original dictation of the rest of these chapters.

As to the "province" of "Bangala", I have no doubt, despite Benedetto's objections, that Polo really means Bengal, and not Pegu. Yule has already noted that Polo's indications in that chapter, scanty as they are, apply to Bengal, and not to Pegu (cf. also Dames, Barbosa, II, 147). Moreover, there has always been, from before the Christian era, a land route leading direct from Bengal to Yün-nan via Burma. Polo's contemporary, Rabdu'-d-Din, describes it (cf. infra), and it is only too natural that Polo should have heard of it in Yün-nan. But, hearing of "Bangala" in Yün-nan, and although knowing that it was towards India, he still attached it to Indo-China, the size and shape of which were to him a mystery, and so developed, beyond the southern borders of China, the line of his three "provinces" of "Bangala", "Caugigu" and "Amu", where the errors are not confined to Bengal. In truth, it is precisely the nature of
Polo's account which makes me conclude, notwithstanding Yule, that Polo got his information on Bengal not from seamen, but in Yün-nan from land-travellers.

The name of «Bengal» is a fairly late development of the old native name Vaṅga. Vaṅgāla (Vaṅgāla) occurs already in texts of the 11th and 12th centa., including the Tanjore inscription of 1030. But the two names Vaṅga and Vaṅgāla are not equivalent; the Vaṅgāla seem to have invaded and occupied part of Vaṅga or Bengal (cf. R. Ch. Banerji, in Indian Culture, 1936, 755-760). It does not seem that we are justified in identifying Bengal with the 朋家羅 P'engkap-ch'íeh-lo of Chao Ju-kua writing in 1225; this latter is more likely to be the same as the 朋家羅 P'engkap-chin-lo of the Tao-i chih-lo of 1349-1350, Bacanor (?) according to Rockhill, but perhaps Mangalar (cf. HR, 97, 102; TP, 1915, 466). So Polo is, up till now, the first non-Indian source to name «Bengal»; and from him, the name has passed into mediaeval cartography (cf. Halleberg, 66-67). He is closely followed by Rašidu'-d-Dīn who describes an itinerary from the Coast of Coromandel to Yün-nan via 阿答底 Bangāla (cf. Y', iii, 131-132; Elliot, History of India, i, 72). Towards the middle of the 14th cent., Ibn Battūtah speaks of 八班底 Banjāla (arabized form). In 1349-1350, the Tao-i chih-lo devotes a paragraph to 明加剌 P'engkap-chi-la, which is certainly Bengal (TP, 1915, 435-436). There are important mentions or notices of Bengal in Chinese texts of the first half of the 15th cent. (cf. TP, 1915, 436-444; 1933, 313-322, 422-430; Duyvendak, Ma Huan re-examined, 62-64). Barbosa has a chapter on Bengal (cf. Dames, Barbosa, ii, 135-148). For other mentions of Bengal, cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson², 85; Fe, 693. From the time of the Moors in Spain, al-bangala was the name of a fine muslin, and that form has survived in Spanish; for bengala meaning a bamboo stick in Portuguese, and Port. bengala and Eng. bengal as names of textiles, cf. Hobson-Jobson², 86, and Dalgado, Glossário Luso-Asiático, i, 116-117.

The Mongols did not conquer Bengal, and in any case certainly not from China, but they seem to have planned to do something in that way. In 1295, the Mongol governor of Yün-nan asked to have garrisons and postal relays established among the Chin-ch'ih (see «Cardandani») to keep them quiet, and also because there were two sorts of barbarians in 散麻魯 Kan-ma-lu who had not yet submitted. Kan-ma-lu (then Kan-ma-lu) can only be a transcription of *Kamarup = Kamarupa, Assam (cf. BEFEO, iv, 177-182; Fe, Index, 709; S. Lévi, in JA, 1923, ii, 46-49), and it is quite possible that, in Qubilai's time, Polo should have heard of a scheme for the conquest of Bengal.

Yule (Y, ii, 115) has already said that the would-be invasion of India in 1244 by the Mongols via China or Tibet, which is quoted from the Āīn-i Akbarī by Pauthier (Pa, 81) to support part of Polo's account of «Bangala», is simply the result of a corrupt reading in the Tabaqāt-i Naṣīrī, the indirect source of the Āīn-i Akbarī. It may be worth while here to repeat Yule's perfectly correct statement, since the corrupt text given by the Āīn-i Akbarī has been translated again without comment by Jarrett, ii, 304 (cf. also Raverty, The Tabaqat-i Nāṣirī, i, 665-666).

In the (unpublished) section devoted to the history of China, Rašidu'-d-Dīn says that Śākyamuni's father came from the country of Kashmir and ?; the second name, miswritten in many forms, seems to represent «Bangal», or perhaps «Nipal».
Turkish Baraq, which means a long-haired dog of somewhat fabulous character; see Brockelmann, Kaffari, 31; Radlov, Dictionary, iv, 1477; and my note in TP, 1930, 339-340. Baraq is the prince who is generally called Börāq, Bərrāq, or Burāq, in Ha², ii, 407; Ha³, 129; Oh, ii, 359, etc.; Stanley Lane-Poole, The Mohammedan Dynasties, 342; Bl, ii, 435; Barthold, 12 Vorlesungen, 251; Grousset, Hist. de l’Extrême-Orient, 594; Pe, 155; and lastly in Bl, 438. Blochet, who writes "Borak" in Bl, ii, 435, and in his Introduction, 223, 233, has nevertheless added in the Index of the Introduction "better Barakh"; I have already shown (TP, 1930, 339-340) that his explanations of that name "Barak" or "Barakh" are fantastic. The fact remains that ʒr must be read Baraq, and that Bərrāq is one of these later "arabizations" which have for instance given birth to a Şäbän and a Şäbänid dynasty, when the original Mongol form was Siban > Şiban (see also "Bercas"). The correct form given by Polo is corroborated by YS, 107, 5 a, who mentions a prince ܢﺎflammatory Pa-la; this is not a transcription of Bala, as is said in Bl, ii, 155, but of Baraq. Hethum the historian also gives correctly "Barack" (cf. Hist. des Croisés, Arm., ii, 163, 296, 891). The Georgian chronicle writes "Barakha" (Brousset, Hist. de la Géorgie, i, i, 575, 580 sq).

The YS, 107, 5 a, is wrong in making him a son of Qara-Hüläğü, whereas he was his nephew; Baraq was the son of Yüsün-toa, himself a grandson of Čayatai (cf. Bl, iii, 167-168; Tu Chi, 148, 39 b, is absolutely lost as to the identification of Baraq’s father).

As Baraq is said in the text to have ruled in Bukhara when the elder Polos stayed there, it would be of some interest to ascertain the dates of his reign over the ulus of Čayatai. Yule (Y, i, 10) says 1264-1270; Stanley Lane-Poole¹ (p. 242; followed in B, 438), 1266-1270. But Barthold, generally safer, says that Alyui (more correctly Aluyu; see under "Cibai") died at the end of 1265 or the beginning of 1266, and was succeeded by Baraq who reigned until 1271 (see Barthold’s note in Minæv’s Marco Polo, p. 6, and Grum-Gržimailo, Zapadnaya Mongoliya, ii, 461). Later on, in El, s. v. "Burak-khan", Barthold brought forward fresh and sometimes contradictory information; the probabilities are that Baraq did not come into power before the spring or summer of 1266, and died about August 1271.

Baraq is named a second time when Polo relates the story of a war with Aryun, who very soon afterwards heard of the death of his father Abaya; this time, Polo says that Baraq was Qaidu’s brother. Qaidu was a grandson of Ögödäi, the Baraq of 1266-1271 was a great-grandson of Ögödäi’s brother Čayatai; thus these two were not brothers, but cousins, and not of the same generation. It may be supposed that Polo uses "brothers" in the loose Oriental way, in which it means cousins as well, the more so as he uses "flesh-brothers" when he wishes to indicate real
57. BARGU

brothers. But there is another difficulty. Baraq died at the latest in 1271, and Abaya in 1292, so there must have been at least eleven years between the two events.

According to Rashidu’d-Din (Bl, ii, 9, 435), Baraq had been brought up under Qubilai’s care, and Qubilai sent him to take over the ulus of Cayatai in order to fight against Qaidu; but after a battle which was won by Qaidu, they came to terms and joined together in opposing Qubilai and Abaya (cf. also T’u Chi, 74, 6 b–7 a).

Wang Hui-tsu (31, 2) finds nine Pa-la in YS, but it may be that not all of the nine names have to be read as Baraq. Anyhow, it is our Baraq who appears in YS, 5, 5 b, when, in the second moon of 1263, an edict prescribes the purchase of 129 horses for the dismounted soldiers of prince Pa-la (Baraq). Also, in the first moon of 1275 (YS, 7 a), the order is given to recover the 34 gold and silver tablets of the princes Qaidu and Pa-la (Baraq); Baraq had then been dead for four years. In the fifth moon of 1268 (YS, 6, 6 b), 60,000 pieces of silk were granted to the princes Hoqu (see «Badascian») and 八剌合合 Pa-la-ha; in spite of T’u Chi, the situation which obtained at that time between Qubilai and Baraq leaves some doubt as to whether we should also restore Pa-la-ha as Baraq.

If it be true that the elder Polos stayed in Bukhara from 1262 to 1265, which is still for instance Barthold’s opinion (12 Vorlesungen, 193), and if Baraq ascended the throne only at the end of 1265 or the beginning of 1266, Polo’s text is hardly accurate, and the inference has already been drawn that perhaps the elder Polos found Baraq at Bukhara only on their homeward journey.

57. BARGU

| bachu  V          | banchum TA²     | bargu FA, FB, L, L¹, P; R |
| baigu F, FAt     | bangu Fr, t, LT | bargu VB                  |
| banchu TA¹       | barga L, VA, VI |                          |

Bl, 486, says that the name and the identification are doubtful, and even alludes to the absurd hypothesis of Ch, i, 223-224, according to which the name of «Bargu» might be identical with that of Lake Baikal. But the name has been definitely ascertained, and the general localization too; Yule (Y, i, 270-271), availing himself of Palladius’s Elucidations, has already made a clear statement of the case, which can nevertheless be supplemented and corrected in some details.

Fra Mauro’s would-be «Bargu» (Hallberg, 68) is a mistake of Zurla (Zu, 36); actually, the map gives the correct form «Bargu».

The name of «Bargu» may be the same as that of the 拔野古 Pa-yeh-ku of Chinese texts
of the T'ang period, the Bayrqu of Orkhon Turkish texts (cf. Chavannes, *Doc. sur les Tou-kiue*, 352; Radlov, *Die alttürk. Inschr.*, NF, 179; Thomsen, in ZDMG, 1924, 171).

In the Mongol period, the Secret History of 1240 (§ 239) names the «Barqu» (= Baryun) among the tribes which submitted to Jüji, after the Otrat and the Buriat, and before the Ursut (Urasut), the Qabqanq, the Qangqas and the Tubas. Elsewhere, there are several mentions of a region called Köl-Baryujin-töğüm, or Baryujin-töğüm, or simply Baryujin (§§ 8, 109, 157, 177, 244); in the legendary account of Mongol origins, the name of a man Baryudai-margan and of his daughter Baryujin-yos, ruling at Köl-Baryujin-töğüm (§ 8), are clearly ethnic names derived from Baryu or Baryun. A legendary predecessor of Chinghiz-khan had lived as a son-in-law in a family of the Pa-la-hu (Baryu or Baryut; *YS*, 1, 1 b).

Baryujin-töğüm means «Depression of Baryujin». The name often occurs in Rašidu'-d-Din (cf. *Ber*, III, 188; the «Bourkoudjin Toukroum» of *Quatremère, Hist. des Mongols*, 437, and «Barguchin Tugrum» of *Y*, 1, 270, are misreadings). In the passage corresponding to § 157 of the Secret History, the parallel texts of Shêng-wu ch'in-chêng lu (ed. Wang Kuo-wei, 17 a) and of *YS*, 1, 3 a, say that Toqto'a the Märkit fled to the low passage (犠犠) of Pa-érh-hu-chin (Baryujin). From the Secret History, § 109, we see that Baryujin was reached from Mongolia by following down the course of the Selenga; this leads east of the Baikal to the region where there is now the river «Bargujin», the name of which has also been given to three towns along its course and to the mountains between it and Lake Baikal. There can be no doubt that this is the Baryujin of Mongol times, and the Baryujin-töğüm may be either its southern entrance or the whole valley itself. Töğüm, which Kovalevski reads dägüüm, is explained to-day in Mongolian as a stretch of fertile land between mountains.

Baryujin is an adjectival, and perhaps sometimes a feminine form regularly derived from Baryu or Baryun. It is well known that the final -n is very unstable in Mongolian, but a plural from Baryu would be regularly *Baryus, while a plural from Baryun is Baryut, and it is Baryut (باروت) which is listed as a tribal name in Rašidu'-d-Din's description of Mongol tribes (cf. *Bl*, Intr., 178; *Ber*, 1, 85-87; III, 188, 193 [where «Baryujin» is a wrong reading, just as «Burghut» must be corrected to «Barghut» in *Mi*, 284]).

Palladius has said (§ 1, 271) that the name of the Baryut disappears from Chinese texts after Chinghiz-khan's time, to reappear in the middle of the 16th cent.; at the end of the 17th, the Baryut are found on the western slopes of the interior Hing'an, as well as between Lake Kulon and River Khalkha; that is where we still find them nowadays.

But this is probably the result of a migration posterior not only to Chinghiz-khan's time, but to the end of the 13th cent., for we find, after Chinghiz-khan, mentions of the Baryu which have escaped Palladius and which tend to show that they continued then to live in a more northern locality and east of the Baikal.

I am not certain that the Pa-li-hun mentioned in *YS*, 15, 1 a, under the year 1288, represents Barqu, but there is another case which is not doubtful, and which is indirectly connected with what Polo says of the plain of Baryu. In *YS*, 10, 10 b, there is the following text: «The 16th year chi-h-yüan, ... the 12th moon, ... on the day T'ing-yü (January 27, 1280), the 八里 Pa-li-hu offered gulfalcons (hai-ch'ing). The Mussulmans and others, wherever they pass, do not
eat the mutton which is offered to them for their sustenance unless they kill the sheep themselves. The population suffers by it. The Emperor said 'These [Mussulmans and others] are our slaves; in their drink and food, how dare they not follow [the customs of] our dynasty?' An edict prohibited [the Mussulman mode of slaughtering], and the instructions of the Imperial edict were issued to the foreign rulers within and beyond the seas. We seem to have to do here with two facts registered under the same date, but apparently unconnected. As a matter of fact, the complete text of the edict, translated in 'spoken' Chinese from Mongolian, is preserved in Yuan tien-chang (57, 16 a-17 a), and shows that the gerfalcons were brought by Mussulmans from Pa-li-hui 'straight to the North', and it is on account of the difficulties raised by these Mussulmans about their food that the rules already laid down by Chinghiz-khan and his successors against the Mussulman and Jewish custom of cutting the throat of animals were reinforced by Qubilai's edict (on previous cases of the sort, cf. Oh, 11, 94, 100; Defrémery, Hist. des Khans mongols, 53-54). The Pa-érh-wa-na (= Parvana, Parwânah) whose death, at the hand of Abaya, is alluded to in the Chinese edict, is the one who was executed on July 23, 1278 (cf. Ha², 1, 299), and an account of whose death is given by Hethum (Hist. des Crois., Arm., 11, 179-180, 308-309; cf. also Brosset, Hist. de la Géorgie, 1, 587-588; Y, 1, 312).

This edict of January 27, 1280, must have greatly moved the Mussulmans, since it came to the knowledge of Rašidu-d-Din (Bl, 11, 521, and App. 52; Quatremère, Hist. des Sult. Mamlouks, 1, 93). According to the Persian historian, Mussulman traders had brought to the Emperor, from the land of the Qurî, the Bârqu (= Barju), and the Kirghiz, one or several gerfalcons (sonqor) with white feet and red beak and a white eagle ('uqâb). Qubilai, to show the Mussulmans favour, gave them portions from the Imperial table, but they refused to eat them; this was the cause of the edict, which was due also, according to Rašid, to the hostility towards the Mussulmans of 'Isa külâmâchî, 'Isa the Interpreter, that is to say the famous Christian Aihsch of Chinese texts.

There can be no doubt that these Baryu, the Pa-li-hui of the Chinese edict, named along with the Qurî and the Kirghiz, did not live near the Khingan mountains, but just east of the Baikal, at Baryjûn, in the region of the modern Barguzin river. We can thus safely conclude that Polo's 'plain of Bargu' is also the Barguzin. It may even be that we have some sort of echo of the edict of 1280 or of the sensation it created among Polo's Persian friends when he adds that Qubilai, when he wants gerfalcons, sends to the 'plain of Bargu'. And perhaps, on account of the incidents of 1279-1280, the 'plain of Bargu' took in Polo's mind an undue importance and extension.

As a designation of the gerfalcon, Rašid uses the name sonqor which, with minor changes (sunqar, etc.), is the common name of that noble bird in Turkish, Mongolian and Persian (cf. Quatremère's detailed note in Hist. des Sult. Mamlouks, 11, 90-96). The Chinese name is 海青 hai-ch'ing or 海東青 hai-tung-ch'ing, 'Grey-blue from the Sea' or 'Grey-blue from East of the Sea' (cf. the 'blue gerfalcon' in Quatremère, Hist. des Sult. Mamlouks, 1, 94), and this is generally explained as meaning that they come from Liao-tung and Corea, 'East of the Sea' (the explanation of Bl, 11, 521, 'un oiseau de proie qui se nourrit des poissons qu'il pêche', is wrong). This is a fact and we hear of gerfalcons from Nu-érh-kan in Upper Manchuria (YS, 59,
3 b), and of the 24 postal stages established for the purpose of bringing gerfalcons from Liao-yang (YS, 18, 7 a; 22, 9 a). In the middle of the 12th cent., the 五總志 Ws tsung chih (ed. Chih-put-tsu-chai ts'ung-shu, 21 b) says that in the woods on the se-coast of Têng-chou (Shantung) there are hawks which come in one flight from Kao-li (Corea) over the sea, and are called «Grey-blues from East of the Sea». But it may be that, at least in the Mongol period, hai-ch'ing and hai-tung-ch'ing were also understood to mean «Grey-blue from East of the [Baikal] Sea», that is to say from Baryu; in any case, the Mongols got them from far in the north, and Polo has only a very hazy notion of the «islands» of the northern «Ocean» where they were caught.

Polo states that the gerfalcons carried to Tartar dominions by Christians did not go to the Emperor, but only to Aryun and the other princes of the Levant. Yule (Y, i, 273) has only quoted a case of three white gerfalcons sent by James II of Aragon to the Sultan of Egypt. But there is a text to corroborate more expressly Polo’s remark. A letter written in 1276 from Viterbo to King Edward I by John and James Vassal, messengers of Abaya, the two messengers warned the king against some Catalans and a Nestorian who had been sent by Abaya with money and with a gold tablet ornamented with a gerfalcon (the hai-ch’ing p’ai-tzu of Chinese texts) to go and buy gerfalcons for Abaya in Norway («Noroaigue»; see «Noroech»), and who were to go to England after they had tried in Sicily to pose as official envoys (cf. Ch. Kohler and Ch. V. Langlois, Lettres inédites concernant les croisades, in Bibl. Ec. des Chartes, LIII [1891], 56-57). This is a striking illustration of the lengths to which Oriental princes would go at that time to procure gerfalcons.

58. BARIS

baris I

The name occurs only in a passage of Jacopo d’Acqui’s Imago mundi, the Polian origin of which has not been established beyond doubt (cf. B, CXCIII, 159).

This «Mount Baris» or «Mount Olympus», as is clear from the text itself, cannot be Ararat, which Polo without naming it describes both before and after when he speaks of Noah’s Ark. Moreover the name of the biblical Ararat was well known to mediaeval travellers: Simon de Saint-Quentin speaks of Mount Arath («*Arast = *Ararat; in Vincent de Beauvais, XXXI, 97); it is also mentioned by Rubrouck (WY, 319) and by Marignolli (WY, 541); «Harash», in the French version of Odoirc, must also stand for *Hararath (Y, ii, 102; Cordier, Odoire de Pordenone, 6; «monte Gordico» in the corresponding passage of Ramusio A may either be corrupt for the same name or mean «Curdic», from the name of the Kurd). In Hethum, we find not only the name of Mount Ararat, but also the information that on top of the snowy mountain there is a «grant chose noire» which is said to be Noah’s Ark (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 128, 268). Jacopo
d'Acqui's quotation also gives this detail, and if the whole is not a genuine Polo passage, Jacopo d'Acqui may well be indebted to Hethum for at least something of it.

The name of «Mount Olympus» seems to be used here merely figuratively and that of «Mount Baris» is the only one we need to examine. The best solution I can think of is to see in it a transcription of the name of the Elburz or Elbrus, یــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ&
detached ridge of the main chain plunges into the sea; as Hethum says, the Gate of Iron (i.e. Derbend) « touche la grant montaigne de Coquas ». Mount Elburz, properly so called, stands in the western half of the Caucasus; it is Hethum’s « Albors », mentioned by the latter as the eastern (—north-eastern) limit of Georgia (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 129, 268). Hethum’s ms. give other readings, « Albers » and « Alberz » in French, « Alboret », « Alboris » and « Albzor » in Latin (the last form accounts, I think, for Maundeville’s « Abzor »). But the name of Elburz was often extended to the whole chain, right on to Derbend in the east (cf. Quatremère, Hist. des Mongols, 390; Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 129). Speaking strictly from a historical point of view, it is the Caucasus, or the Elburz used in its broad sense, which we should expect to find in the bull of 1318 and in Jourdain Cathala. On the other hand, granting that al-, mistaken for the article, may have been dropped, Jacopo d’Acqui’s « Baris » comes very near the reading « Alboris » in one ms. of Hethum. Yet I am convinced that there is some connection between this « Baris » and the forms « Barrarius » and « Barcarius », and I do not see how the article could also have been dropped in 1318, or how Albors or a form like Albers could have developed into a longer form in -arius or -arius. The evidence at present available seems inadequate to reach a formal conclusion.

59. BARLAM

barlam VB (in B)  barllam VB

This name, like those of « Avenir » and of « Jossafat », occurs only in VB.

Barlam, or rather Barlaam, is the form of the name in the Greek text from which it has spread everywhere in the West, and it has never been doubted that the author of the Greek text adopted it under the influence of the Christian name Ἠλλαν, Syr. Brallāh (Kuin, in Abh. d. Ph.-Ph. Kl. d. k. Bayer. Ak. d. W., xx [1894], 19). The Georgian version gives Balavar (Marr, in ZVOIRAO, III, 259), and the Arabic and Persian texts write بلوار. B.lüh.r (vowels not written or arbitrarily written). Moreover, the 10th cent. Kitāb al-Fihrist mentions in its bibliographical lists a Book of B.lüh.r and Būdhā.p (see « Jossafat »).

The only plausible explanation of B.lüh.r is to see it in a transcription of purohita, « royal chaplain » (cf. Sachau, Alberuni’s India, I, xxxiii; Von Le Coq, Ein christl. und ein manich. Fragment, in SPAW, 1909, 1205). B.lüh.r (to be read as *Bulūhir > *Balūhar and *Bilūhar) is to purohita the same as *Balar > Bilār is to Bharata (I am not convinced that the forms with -r like Syriac Bilār, Greek πολέρις, are due to a confusion between -d- and -r- in the Syriac writing, as is said in Bickell, Kalilag und Damnag [1876], 41-411). The alternation r > l must have taken place in North-Western India or Eastern Iran, where it is of common occurrence; cf. Skr. Karātaka > Syr. Kililag. The passage from final -t to -r is known even for purely Iranian

For the general problem of Barlaam and Josaphat, see *Iosafat*.

### 60. BARSAMO (*BARSOMA*)

barsamo R

Ramusio is our only source here. No identification is proposed in *RR*, 34, or in *B¹*, 438, although, as Yule has shown (*Y*, i, 77), the saint must be S. Barquama. Polo may have dictated *Barsoma*, and the name may have been *italianized* afterwards, perhaps by Ramusio. I must remark, nevertheless, that Vincent de Beauvais, as quoted by Yule, writes the name of the saint as *Brassamus* (Mentellin, in 1473, prints *Braisamus* [*XXI*, 142]; I have not checked the name in the different ms. and other editions of Vincent).

I also agree with Yule when he believes that the said monastery is the famous monastery of S. Barquama, south-east of Malatia, not far from Gargar, the present Borsûn Qalûsî. It was at times the residence of the Jacobite patriarch in the 12th and 13th cents. The name of the monastery was given in honour of the famous monophysite archimandrite, *d 458*. His cult was so profitable to the monastery in the 15th cent. that the Armenians then built another monastery of S. Barquama (cf. *El*. s. v. *Rûm Qal’a*; *Hist. des Crois.*, Arm., i, 163, 342-343; Bar Hebræus, *Chron. Syr.*, transl. Bruns, 343-344, 523; *Chron. ecclésiat.*, ed. Lamé, ii, 691-798, passim).

While phonetic analogy and religious history seem to preclude any identification of the monastery of *Barsamo* other than with the monastery of S. Barquama, south-east of Malatia, Yule does not refer to the difficulty raised by the geographical data of the text. Polo's a count of Armenia is followed by that of Georgia, then by digressions on Mosul and Bagdad, then by a chapter on Tabriz. It is at the end of the chapter on Tabriz, and when we have already been told that we are about to enter Persia, that Ramusio inserts his chapter on the monastery of *Barsamo*, *on the borders of Tauris*. The monastery of *Barsamo* would thus appear to be to the south of Tabriz, or at least in Tabriz province. On the other hand, the monastery of Barquama is to the west of the Euphrates, and about twice as far from Tabriz as from the gulf of Alexandretta. The only explanation I can suggest is that *on the borders of Tauris* is the result of Ramusio's editing, and that in Ramusio, our only source, the chapter is out of place. This displacement is not necessarily connected with the difference in the order of chapters which is discussed in vol. i, 104.

The order of the Carmelites had been founded in the Holy Land in the middle of the 12th cent. I am not sufficiently informed of their particular garb in the 13th cent. to draw from it any conclusion as to that of the monks of S. Barquama.

As for the Brothers of the Holy Spirit, their order had been founded at Montpellier c. 1160, and they attended to the poor and the sick; their statutes were confirmed in 1198 by Innocent III.
61. BARSCOL

baiscol TA¹
barscol F; R
barsoel P
bascholulan V

barscol FB
barscor VL
bastol LT

braschel VA
brascol FA
warscon VB

B¹, 438, has supposed that «Barscol» and «Bargu» might be one and the same name, diversely altered by copyists; but «Bargu» (q.v.) is certain and well known, and «Barscol», given in this form by F and R, is too strict a transcription of the Turkish Bars-köl, «Tiger Lake», or of the Mong. Bars-yol, «Tiger River», to be doubted. The identification, however, is not clear.

PALLADIUS (Kommentarit, 33) has said that a geographical name «Barhül», close to «Barscol», occurred in the Mongol text of the Secret History, but was unidentified, and that he did not know exactly where to locate it: there the modern Baryu (Baryut) are now, or towards the Barguzin. There is some mistake. I know the Secret History well, and there is no such name, geographical or other, in it. PALLADIUS’s hesitation shows that he thought of the Baryu, and he must have misread the name «Barqun» (Baryun), which represents Baryu and not Bars-köl. The other solutions put forward by PALLADIUS, which have been quoted in Y, 1, 345 («P’u-yü-lu» and «P’u-lo-ho»), are phonetically impossible, not to speak of other considerations (Polo, for instance, never transcribes the title lu of a district, etc.).

Parker (in Y, 1, 345) has said that «Barscol may be Pa-la-asü or Bars Koto [in Tsetsen]. I do not know if Pa-la-asü comes from the Chinese translation of «Sanang Setsen»; but it is true that, according to the Mongol chronicler, the last Mongol emperor, Toyon-tämür, when expelled from China in 1368, retired to the Kerulen, on the banks of which he founded a town Bars-żota (Bars-żoło), «Tiger City»; he died in 1370 (SCHMIDT, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 139). SCHMIDT adds in a note (p. 403) that Bars-żoło still appears on the maps of the Jesuits and is without any doubt the 应昌府 Ying-ch’ang-fu of the Chinese.

Ying-ch’ang-fu is not mentioned in the geographical section of YS, where there is only the bare name, Ying-ch’ang-lu, in a list of districts about which the compilers say all information is lacking (YS, 58, 5 a). But one of the biographies (YS, 118, 3 a) says that the request to the Emperor for the foundation of Ying-ch’ang-fu was presented in 1270, and that the name was changed to Ying-ch’ang-lu in 1285 (cf. Popov, Mén-gu-yu-mu-czi, 29, 257, 278 [where «1286» is wrong for «1285»]; POZNÁKOV, Mongoliya i Mongoly, II, 334). According to later Chinese texts, Toyon-tämür actually settled in 1368 at Ying-ch’ang-lu, on the bank of the Pu-yü-ér-hai (Popov, ibid., 278). An inscription written by Ch’eng Chü-fu in 1311, the text of which is preserved in his Hštēh-lou chi, 5, 8-9, commemorates the completion of the temple Pao-tén-asü begun at Ying-ch’ang-lu in 1309, and, in the course of the narrative, relates the past history of the city, founded in 1271 (it may be that the actual foundation took place in the year following the request). The site is well known. POZNÁKOV, who describes it, has reproduced an inscription of 1325 found on the spot, on which the name of Ying-ch’ang-lu still appears. The tablet
lies at the south-western corner of the "Dalki-nur" or Pu-yü-ërh-hai, as Pozdnëv expressly says (Mongoliya i Mongoly, II, 330, 332). This is the 蒙古語 Ta-ërh hai-tzù ("Dal Lake"); not "Toro-hai-tzù" as in Pozdnëv) of YS, 118, 3 a, the Dalai-nör situated about 120 kilometres north-north-east of Dolon-nör or Lama-miao, and not the Buir-nör or the Khulun which is also called Dalai-nör on our maps. Cf. also Yanai's map.

But this is not the Barsêhoto of the Jesuit maps. Barsêhoto is the place which is wrongly designated as "Para-Hotun" in d'Anville's Atlas, Tartarie Chinoise, feuille viii, located on the northern bank of the Kerulen, at about 114°E. I have checked the name on the corresponding Chinese maps, and there it is Pa-ërh-ssû-ch'ëng, "Bars Town", equivalent to Mongolian Barsê-hoto or Bars-hoto; Schmidt, who did not read Chinese, perhaps found the correct name in a manuscript copy of the Jesuit maps sent to Russia. Some information on Barsêhoto is found in the Hou ch'u sai chi, an account written by one of the officials who participated in K'ang-hai's campaigns against Galdan at the end of the 17th cent. The author describes there the ruins of a temple, with a much defaced inscription still showing, according to him, that it went back to the time of the Liao, and was consequently prior to 1125 (cf. Popov, Men-gu-yu-mu-ksi, 392-393). If so, the town could not have been founded by T'ou-yen-tämür in 1368, notwithstanding what is said by "Sanang Setsen". And even if the author of the Hou ch'u sai chi was mistaken as to the date, the fact remains that Barsê-hoto is not Ying-ch'ang. A solution would be to admit that there is an error in the Hou ch'u sai chi as to the date, and to suppose that the Chinese texts are wrong in assuming that T'ou-yen-tämür settled in the district city of the Ying-ch'ang-lu; he may have fled to the territory of which Ying-ch'ang-lu was the administrative centre, but founded the city of Barsê-hoto much farther to the north, on the northern bank of the Kerulen. I am not in a position to decide this point.

But this is not a sufficient clue to Polo's "Barscol", even if we admit that the "Tiger City" existed before 1368, since there is no necessary connection between a "Tiger City" and Bars-köl, a "Tiger Lake", or Bars-yol, a "Tiger River".

We do not know of a Bars-yol in any text, but "Sanang Setsen" mentions a Bars-köl (misread "Bars-kül" in Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 217). Yule noticed it, but added that "Sanang Setsen"s Bars-köl seemed to be in Western Mongolia, and was perhaps Lake Barkul of our maps, whereas Polo's "Barscol" must have been "on the Manchu frontier". The historical geography of Mongolia is still so little known that I dare not be positive as to "Sanang Setsen"s Bars-köl, but I must point out that it is a Turkish, not a Mongolian name. Bars, "tiger", is common to both languages, but köl, "lake", is only Turkish. There is consequently no likelihood that Bars-köl should be in Mongolia proper, and Yule's idea of Lake "Barkul" (more exactly Barköl), north of Ha-mi (Qomul), is the only one worthy of being retained. Although the explanation of Barkul by Bars-köl, "Tiger Lake" has been sometimes denied (but Barthold accepts it in 12 Vorlesungen. 215-216), I intend to show some day that there were in the Ming dynasty transcriptions really based on Bars-köl (for the name in the T'ang period, cf. TP, 1929, 251; for a derived form Bar-sanq from bars, with the same fall of -s as in Barköl, cf. TP, 1930, 55-56; JA, 1934, 1, 60; a "Barbula[q]" in YS, 169, 4 a, may be *Bars-bulaq, "Tiger Spring", also with the fall of -s).
The objection to locating "Sanang Setsen"s Bars-köl in Mongolia proper, on account of its Turkish character, holds good also, and even more so, for a Bars-köl = "Barscol" which would be situated on the borders of Manchuria. Unfortunately no such name has been found in works of the Mongol period. The Pa-li-hun of YS, 15, 1 a, may perhaps be the Barkul, but it is not likely from the phonetic point of view, as it supposes *Barqun or *Baryul, not Barköl (Barkul), and we have here probably to do with a transcription Barqun = Baryu (see "Bargu"). A granary Barstu, "Place of Tigers", in the dependency of Shang-tu, is named in YS, 19, 6 a, and a "land of Bars" occurs under 1365 in YS, 46, 7 b. But all these names simply show the current use of bars, "tiger", in Turko-Mongolian nomenclature; they do not lead to an identification of "Barscol".

For the present, I see only two solutions: either to suppose that the place is on the borders of Manchuria, and then to restore it as a Mongolian Bars-yol, "Tiger River", otherwise unknown; or to take the name as a Turkish Bars-köl, in which case it must have been in a Turkish-speaking region. We know of a great many cases in which Mongol princes had appanages scattered in different regions of the empire. Nayan, though settled in Manchuria, may have also inherited rights in the Barkul region. Without laying too much stress on the point, I may add that the Bäkrin, many of whom were Christians, lived in the region of Lake Barkul in the Mongol period; if Nayan had power in Barkul, he may have drawn from the Bäkrin at least a part of his Christian contingents.

But, in favour of a location in Manchuria, some other arguments have been brought forward. In 1293, Qubilai is supposed to have said to Qara-batur (YS, 169, 4 b): "North from here, there is the ancient land of Nayan called 阿八剌忽 A-pa-la-hu, which produces fish; I am founding there a city... to which I give the name of 蓬州 Chao-chou...". Palladius (Kommentarist, 33; Y, 1, 345), in agreement with the former Chinese opinion which made Nayan a descendant of Bülğüti, identified "A-ba-la-hu" with the modern Butša on the Nomin River (south-west of Mergen and north of Tsitsihar). It is this "A-ba-la-hu" which Palladius supposed to be phonetically connected with Polo's "Barscol", together with P'u-yü-lu or Pu-lo-ho. In fact, Bülğüti was appanaged more to the west (north of the Kerulen) and had also the region of Kuang-ning on the northern side of the Gulf of Liao-tung. We do not know who had the region of the present Butša, and moreover, there is, as far as I can see, no reason to place there the region of A-pa-la-hu, a name which occurs only once in YS. This name must be kept in mind as having a certain phonetic analogy with "Barscol"; but it may be fortuitous, and A-pa-la-hu, a fish-producing region, may be some nominal form derived from Mong. abala, "to hunt" and to fish.

We ought to be able to locate A-pa-la-hu, since in 1293 Qubilai established there a certain city of Chao-chou, which is also mentioned in YS, 18, 7 b, under the year 1295; but the geographical section of YS, 59, 1 b, notes that the name is not registered in the official compilations of the dynasty and mentions it under Kuang-ning-fu simply because Kuang-ning-fu was Bülğüti's appanage and the compilers took Nayan (though wrongly) to be a descendant of Bülğüti. There is, however, a Chao-chou which already existed under the Chin (Chin shih, 24, 1 b-2 a) and seems to be correctly identified with 朱家城子 Chu-chia-ch'eng-tsü, a place
on the right bank of the Sungari, south-east of Bedune and south-west of Harbin («Chu-chia» looks like a modern transcription of the ancient name Čuka, to judge from the other transcriptions of the «ancient» form; cf. Yanai, 619). T'u Chi (22, 7 a) says that west of Hu-lan (Hu-lan is the Chinese city a little to the north of Harbin) there is a Bars-hoto, which means «Tiger City» and is the Yüan-chou of the Yüan dynasty; Yanai, 620, while quoting T'u Chi, has added a passage from YS, 100, 7 a, where it is said that the myriarchy of the military colony of Chao-chou was, in 1295, founded near the administrative centre of Chao-chou with various elements, including 220 families of bürgüzi (?) of Nayan. But here again our information is too fragmentary. I do not know where T'u Chi found his Bars-hoto west of Hu-lan, and why he identifies it with the Chao-chou of the Yüan and with A-pa-la-hu; it may be due simply to the phonetic analogy between Bars-hoto and A-pa-la-hu, coupled perhaps with second-hand information about Polo's «Barscol». On the other hand, the name of the district (hsien) established at Chao-chou under the Chin, 高興 Shih-hsing (not mentioned under the Yüan), has been quoted as being the first element of Nayan's fourth province, «Sichintingu» (q. v.); cf. Yanai, 619. Although I am not positive as to this last phonetic equivalence, the fact remains that Nayan's northern and eastern domains having been already designated «Ciaria» and «Cauli», the region south-west of Harbin seems bound to be either «Barscol» or «Sichinting». We must, however, remember that a Bars-hoto does not imply a «Barscol» and that the Chao-chou of the Mongols, created moreover after Polo had left China, is not necessarily to be identified with the Chao-chou of the Chin.

62. BASMAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>basarom, besarom, bosaram VA</th>
<th>basmam FA, P</th>
<th>basmon FA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>basma F, TA, TA, VB, Z</td>
<td>basman F, FA, FB, L, LT, P</td>
<td>basina VL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basmai V</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td>basym G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RR, 413, and B', 438, have adopted «Basman», which occurs once in F; F has three times «Basma», which is also the form of R and Z, and consequently seems to have more authority. Yule opted for «Basma» (Y, II, 284, 288); nevertheless, as the final -ma or -man is not explained, both readings remain possible, and the reason for my adopting «Basman» will appear below. The «Hormar» of the Catalan Map is probably altered from «Basman». Basma may have originated from *Basmä — Basman.

From the position between «Ferlecz» and «Sumatra», it has been considered as certain that «Basma» represented Či Pāśe, Pāsē, Pasē (? < *Pāš), in the northern part of the island of Sumatra, as had already been proposed by Valentin (the form «Passier», quoted by Cordier in Y, II, 288, is without authority); Pasaman, on the south-western coast of Sumatra, suggested to Cordier (Y, II, 289) by Schlegel, seemed to be excluded by its position. «Pacem», the Portuguese form of Pāśe, had led Yule to suppose that the Arabs pronounced it «Basam» or the
like, and this would account to some extent for Polo's "Basma." It has been objected (for instance by Bladen in Pe, lxx) that the final -m of "Pacem" was only an example of the Portuguese tendency to nasalize final vowels, and this must be right; one is only somewhat surprised to find in 1727 a form "Pissang" in A. Hamilton (Yule, Hobson-Jobson, 683), but I am inclined to think that it represents Pasangan rather than Pasè.

In spite of "Pacem" and perhaps "Pissang," there can be no doubt that the correct form Pasè was in common use amongst foreigners. In 1511, Giovanni d'Empoli writes "Pazee" (Hobson-Jobson, 682). It is also 阿西 Pa-hsi, Pasí, which is used twice in the Ming shih for 1521 and the following years (cf. Y, ii, 296; TP, 1934, 84). For the Mongol period we should probably identify Pasè as the kingdom of 八昔 Pa-hsi to which three envoys were sent in 1309, while others went to Pu-lin-pa (Palembang?) and Champa (YS, 23, 4b; it seems to be this name which has been altered to 西昔 A-hsi in Yuan wen lei, 41, 20 b).

It may even be that the name occurs still earlier in Chinese texts. Lauffer has collected (Sino-Iranica, 468-487) a series of such texts in which, according to him,波斯 Po-ssū is not, as usual, a transcription of the name of Persia, but represents a "Malayan Po-Sc." Ferrand (JA, 1921, ii, 279-293) has accepted the whole of Lauffer's material, but has come to the conclusion that it could not apply to one and the same country, even when Persia was to be left out of account. For Ferrand, that eastern kingdom of Persia is in some cases Bassein in Southern Burma (a name much more ancient than it is said to be in Hobson-Jobson, 70-71), and in others Pasè in Sumatra; in particular, all mentions of "Po-ssū ships" in early Chinese texts would relate to Bassein sailors. I cannot enter here into a detailed examination of the case, but must remark that later (JA, 1924, i, 241-242), Ferrand, without any allusion to his notes of 1921, has spoken of the "Po-ssū ships" as being Persian; I have no doubt that this time he is right. As to Lauffer's material and its interpretation, they are vitiated by a number of doubtful forms and dates and by the extraordinary idea that Persia's intercourse with China was always carried on by land. My present view is this (cf. also TP, 1923, 196-197): all the texts mentioning Po-ssū before the Sung dynasty refer in all likelihood to Persia, and this is also the case probably for early mentions of Po-ssū in Japanese texts, in spite of what Hagueauer says in JA, 1935, i, 92. But, in the 11th and 12th cents., the name was sometimes misapplied to a Malay state; this is particularly the case for the Malay numerals of Po-ssū preserved in the Kōdanshō of c. 1100 (the author died in 1111; cf. JA, 1935, i, 92). Although we have no native mention of Pasè earlier than Polo's time, nor for some time after him, I have little doubt that the name must be more ancient. It may be the name Pasè (Pāsi or *Pāsi), identical with the Chinese transcription Po-ssū (= *Pāsi) of the name of Persia, which was then mistaken for Persia. And this also implies that the name of Pasè was at that time pronounced without a nasal final. But while holding that the views expressed above cover most of the facts relating to Po-ssū = Pasè, I must add that the name of Pasè does not appear among the twenty odd "islands" of Sumatra enumerated in 1365 by the Nāgarā-krītāgama (cf. Fe, 652), an apparent omission of great moment. The reason is, I think, that the state of Pasè is already represented in that list under its alternative name of Sadrā. As I explain under "Sumatra," the state of "Sumatra" had its capital at Samudra on the river of Pasè, and Dutch scholars now speak
currently of the princes of «Samudra-Pasê». The state may have had a native name Pasê and a Sanskrit name Samudra, just as the island of Singapore was called Sinhapura, but also had the native name of Tumasis or Têmasik. Almost all Chinese texts of the Mongol period speak of «Sumudra» (=Samudra, Sumatra); if I am right in supposing that the Pa-hsi of 1309 is Pasê, it is the only link hitherto available between the Malayan Po-sü of the Sung and Pa-hsi, Pasem, Pazze of the 16th cent. The two Malay legends on the late foundation of Pasê, alluded to in Y, II, 288-294, have little historical value. Neither Pasê nor Samudra is named in 1225 among the dependencies of San-fo-chî (then Jambi), although the list includes Lamuri; but we can only conclude from this very incomplete list that Pasê-Samudra had not in 1225 the importance it attained later on.

But if Pasê is the same as Samudra-Sumatra, the conclusion must be drawn that Basman cannot be Pasê, since Polo has another notice on the kingdom of «Sumatra», and this unavoidable conclusion leads us to reconsider the case of Pasaman. Pasaman is a place of some importance; the king of Achin mentions it in 1615 among his possessions (Fe, 671). It is said, in the dictionary quoted by SCHLEGEL to CORZIER, that «Basman» is regularly the Arab pronunciation of the name Pasaman (it might have been *Fasman), and thus it strictly corresponds with Polo’s form. Of course, Pasaman is not on Polo’s itinerary, and Polo attaches to his description of «Basman» details of the rhinoceros which can only be those of an eye-witness; as to his monkeys made up to look like pygmies nobody has yet offered an explanation. Nor does it seem that Polo went to «Fansur» (his mysterious «Dagroian» has also been looked for far to the south-east of Perlak, the point at which Polo’s ship seems to have reached the island of Sumatra; but I think that view is wrong). Although I am not positive on the point, it may be that Polo gave his description of the rhinoceros when speaking of a kingdom in Sumatra of which he had only heard, and from which his monkey-pygmyes were said to come. In such a case, Pasaman would have a fair chance of being «Basman», and that is the reason why I have adopted this spelling in preference to «Basma». In Bijdagen, LVII, 8, ROUFFAER, after giving the current identification of «Basman» with Pasê, adds «or Pasaman?». If «Basman» be Pasaman, we have, in Fansur and Pasaman, yet another example of Polo’s digressions which have been altered so as to give to his account the appearance of a continuous itinerary.

63. BASORA

| basara R | basra F, FA, FB (?), TA², bastra FB (?), P |
| barara S | TA², VB, Z |
| bascha V | basara L |
| baschra VL | vassara P |

In Arabic, بَاسْرَا Basra; the Basra of our maps. On it, cf. LS, 44-46. YULE (Y, 1, 65) says that the mss. have «Basera», but that it is almost certainly an error for «Bastra», which he
adopts in the text. «Bastra» is also the form which has been accepted in RR, 25, and in B1, 438 (though with some doubt in favour of «Bascre»). But there is no reason to adopt «Bastra» instead of «Bascre» when Yule, Ricci and Ross, and Benedetto retain «Nescradin» (q. v.); in both cases, the apparent -sc- would answer to the same letter -s-. As a matter of fact, I think we should read «Nesoradin» (confirmed by the Chinese transcriptions) and «Basora».

«Bassora» occurs in LT, and all the forms in mediaeval maps show an a-(<o>) before -ra, so that the form of the name used by Polo must not have ended in -scra or -stra (cf. Hallberg, 71; according to Y¹, iv, 309, the form on the Catalan Map is not «Bassara», but «Bassora»). The Portuguese form of the name is «Baçora», and Italians even now use «Bassora».

For various citations of the place and the name, cf. Yule, Hobson-Johnson, s. v. «Balsora, Bussora»; Fe, 693; Dames, Barbosa, i, 86. The isolated form «Balsara» in Ramusio may not have been derived from a misreading of his ms., as a similar form «Balsera» was used before him by N. Conti and Fra Mauro. Ramusio perhaps «edited» the name according to a then current form among Italian travellers and geographers; but I doubt that this «Balsara», «Balsera», «Balsora», is due to a metathesis of Al-Basa, as is supposed by Dames.

Bašra is referred to in 1225 by Chao Ju-kua as 粜斯羅 Pi-sū-lo (cf. HR, 117, 122, 137-138); the transcription is more regular than it is in the modern pronunciation.

64. BATU

bacchia TA³  bacay FA, FB  batin P, VL
bachim G  barchia (?) TA¹  bote VB
bachui LT, VA, V  bath S  Chapter 220
bacui F, L  bathyn R  patu F, TA¹, Z, L

This is a correction. In one passage, the readings of the ms. would seem to point to «Batui» (the «Bacui» of F is a usual clerical error; R's «Bathyn» comes from a *Bathin misread from *Bathui; there is no Z reading here). In the second case, the «Patu» of F and Z is almost certainly altered from *Batu (see «Apusca» for an analogous case, and cf. in F «Jacopit» for «Jacobit» [B, 18, 23]), but no ms. gives this last form. On the anomaly of the double form «Batui» and «*Batu», see «Ulau». Plan Carpine, whose nomenclature shows Slavonic influences, writes «Bati» (WY, 39 and passim), which corresponds to Russian «Baty», the Russian y (=Turk. i) having in the past a certain analogy with u and transcribing it in many cases. Rubrouck has always «Batu» (WY, 168, etc.), which shows a pronunciation Batu, with long á. Hethum gives «Batho» (var. «Bato», «Baccho», etc.; cf. Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 115, 157). Among Persian writers, the name is always پا Batu. The YS writes 披都 Patu and 八都 Patu, Batu, sometimes with the addition of هان han, which gives Batu-han, «Khan Batu» (cf. Wang Hui-tseu, 41, 9). The name is fairly common, and there are in YS several Patu.
which are probably, at least in some cases, to be restored as Batu (cf. Wang Hui-tsu, 29, 4). Batu is Mongol, and means "firm."

Batu was Jochi's second son, and was the real founder of the khanate of Qipchaq, or Golden Horde. He reigned from 1227 to his death, at the end of 1254, or more probably in the beginning of 1255. He was also known under the appellation of Sayin-čan, "the Excellent Khan", and Polo is wrong in speaking of a Khan "Sain", as Batu's predecessor; see "Sain."

65. BAUDAC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>balach L</th>
<th>balachi P</th>
<th>baudas FA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>balcho, bandach V (c. mosul)</td>
<td>baldacho, baldaco VA</td>
<td>baudas FB, t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baldac TA³, LT, VB, Z, G</td>
<td>baudac F, FB, TA³</td>
<td>boldach VB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baldach TA³, LT, VB, Z, L, VL, S, R</td>
<td>baudach Fr, t, Z, L</td>
<td>baldato LT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Baydâd, Bagdad. Polo does not give here a transcription of his own, but uses the form "Baudac" or "Baldac" which was then current among the Franks (for instance "Baldac" in Plan Carpini, W'y, 113). In his French text, the form was probably "Baudac" as in F, and I have kept it; but the Venetian version which seems to be the basis of Z and of Ramusio's main ms. had probably "Baldac". The "Baudas" adopted from Pauthier in Y, 1, 63, 65, although it has passed into Froissart, is a secondary form of less value, which possibly originated from some clerical error, and which does not account for derived forms like Ital. baldachino or Engl. baudekin. In Pegolotti, the name is "Baldacca", but with a curious adjectival form "baccadeo", once altered to "gabbadeo" (ed. Evans, 397, 398, 400); Spanish texts give "bagadel" (Heyd, Hist. du commerce, ii, 697).

Bagdad appears in Chinese texts towards the end of the 8th cent. in the form 緬達 Fu-ta (*B'i hak-d'at); the transcription is absolutely correct and Hirth and Rockhill were mistaken (HR, 14) in supposing that it was corrupt or that is applied to "Fostat" (Fustat, Old Cairo). In 1178, Chou Ch'ü-fei writes 白達 Po-ta (*B'er k-d'at), which was copied in 1225 by Chao Ju-kua (HR, 117, 135; for possible wrong duplicates of the same name, see "Grač"). The account of Ch'ang Te's mission of 1259 has 鎮達 Pao-ta, *Baudad, and this has given rise to some strange misconceptions. While Yule (Y, 1, 64) supposed that both Pau-ta and his wrong Polo form "Baudas" were "due to the Mongol habit of slurring gutturals", Hirth and Rockhill (adopting also "Baudas") said that Polo "must have taken... Baudas from the Chinese" (HR, 135). But there was no "slurring" of real gutturals in Mongolian, and many parallel forms like Soldaia, Soyjak and Sudaq, sultan > Fr. soudan, etc., are enough to show that the Mongolian or the Chinese have nothing to do with the case. Moreover, we also find 八哈達 Pa-ha-t'a and 八古達 Pa-chi-ta, correct transcriptions of Bagdad, in YS, 3, anno 1253, and 63, 16 b. The Secret History writes Baqtat (§ 260, 261, 270, 274). Cf. also Br, ii, 123-125. A Ming itinerary has 把達 Pa-hei-tan (China Review, v, 239) —— Baydan, a well-known mediaeval popular form of
the name; cf. M. Streck in EI, s. v. «Baghdād». In Ming shih, 332, 12 b, 毗丹 Pa-tan is much more likely to be read as Baydan = Bagdad than as Badaḥšān, in spite of Br, II, 314. The latter work (326, 7 a) writes also 白 萬達 Po-ko-ta, Bagdad, listing an embassy of 1426, but mentions moreover, for the same period, a 黑 萬達 Hei-ko-ta which seems a fanciful creation derived semantically from Po-ko-ta (326, 7 a-b). Tu Chi’s chapter on the history of Bagdad (ch. 147) and his geographical notice (160, 23 a) have nothing original.

Bagdad, founded in 762 (not 764 as in Br, II, 123, or 753 as in HR, 135), was taken by the Mongols on February 5, 1228.

In spite of Corder’s reiterated argument against Sykes in Y, III, 4-5, it is plain that Polo never was in Bagdad; his outward route took him straight to Tabriz (see «Tauris»), and on the return journey he landed at Ormuz without ever visiting the lower Euphrates or the Tigris. This whole section is therefore based on hearsay information.

### 66. BAUDOIN

| audouin FA | baldouino TA°, S | baudouyns FB |
| baldionus L | balduno R, VA | baudouins O |
| baldoin V | baldwinus P° | edaldwinus P |
| baldoinus LT | | |

Baldwin II de Courtenay, «Latin» Emperor of Constantinople, reigned nominally from 1228 to 1261, but in fact from December 1239 to 1261; in the latter year he was dethroned by Michael Palæologos.

### 67. BElor

| balor VA | TA°, V, Z | bolor L, L°, L° |
| belor F, FA, FB, LT, P, TA° | beloro VB; R | bossor VL |

On the many controversies raised by this name, cf. Y, 1, 178-179. The problem, long obscured by a forgery which seems to be due to Klapproth and by the confusions which modern Chinese scholars have made between ancient Chinese names and the modern Būrīt tribe, is now fairly clear, so that the name and its value can be correctly determined. Polo’s Belor corresponds to the name which was written بور in 982-983 by the author of the Hudād al-Ālam (ed. Barthold, pp. 27 and 36; but بور Bulūr, 26 b; cf. also Mi, 93, 121, 258, 369-370), in 1030 by Al-Būrīnī (Sachau, Alberuni’s India, 1, 117, 206, 207), in 1050-1052 by Gardizi (Barthold, Ocčor komandirovoké, 117), and which editors and translators have transcribed «Bolor». In 518-522, Sung Yün mentions 钦 基勒 Po-lu-lo, which supposes an Iranized *Palurag; Hsüan-tsang, in the second quarter of the 7th cent., writes 钦 基勒 Po-lu-lo, and that, in his very scientific
system, can only be a Sanskritized form *Palūra (cf. BEFEO, III, 406; not «Po-lo-lo», and not = «Bolor», as in LENTZ, ZDMG, 1932, 27); as the first vowel is not marked in most Arabic transcriptions, we are justified in reading them as Balūr or Balūr instead of Bolor; and it was «Pālor» which was heard by Shaw in modern times (cf. Y, III, 42). The country of Balūr or Baluristan is again described in his Ta'riḵ-i-Raṣīdī by Mirza Haidar, who visited it in 1528 (cf. trad. N. ELIAS and E. D. ROSS, 135, 385). By Baluristan, Mirza Haidar understands the mountainous tract south of dadabšan, south-west of Yarkand, west of Balti, north and north-west of Kashmir, that is to say the valleys of Chitral, Yassin, and Gilgit; N. ELIAS's note on the subject has been quoted in Y, III, 42-43, and need not be repeated here; cf. also LENTZ, in ZDMG, 1932, 27-28. We must also see Balūr in the भू-Po-li (*Balūr? or Palūr?) of Chinese historical texts of the 8th cent.; there is a Po-li which is Baltistan and a «Little Po-li» which is the Gilgit valley (cf. CHAVANNIES, Doc. sur les Tow-küte, 149-154). It is true that Mirza Haidar seems to leave Baltistan out of Baluristan; but the localization may have been viewed differently by others at different dates, and CUNNINGHAM heard the name «Balar» used as a designation of Balī by the Dards of Gilgit (Y, i, 178). It might also be supposed that the very name of Balti is connected with that of Balūr, but I do not think that such is the case, as the Tibetan texts distinguish sBal-ti from 'Bru-sal or Bru-sa, and it is Bru-sa which is likely to be the same name as Po-li or Balūr (cf. LAUFER, in TP, 1908, 2-3). In such a case, it is the «Little Po-li» which would be the true Balūr; and the extension of the name Po-li to Baltistan might be due to the fact that the Chinese reached Baltistan by way of Gilgit.

Belor seems to be the form used by Polo, as it is given by all the ms.s.; we must then attribute to a simple coincidence that Fra Mauro should write «Balor» (cf. HALLBERG, 74; the other name quoted from Fra Mauro, «Boler», seems to refer to quite a different place far to the north; see «Bolgara»). As to «Bolor», adopted in Yule's edition, it is devoid of authority. A last form looms up occasionally, that of «Bilür mountains», understood as «Crystal mountains» (for instance in ELLIOT's History of India, i, 46, 65, where Rašīdu-d-Din copies Ab-Birüni); this is simply a case of popular etymology, and it is also represented by the pseudo-Turkish name «Belur-tag» still used in B1, 439. Cf. also STEIN, Ancient Khotan, i, 6; SERINDIA, 33, 61.

68. BERCA

abara, baxalor FB  
abarcha, abarcha, VB  
arbaca FA  
bacana (?—bolgara) F, L  
baraba, barba P  
barbara, burba Pª

barcha F, Fr, FA, FB, O, VL  
barch F  
barcha F, Fr, LT, TA³, VA, VL; R  
barhga, bergho TA¹  
bata, bercu Ft  
berca F, Fr, t, Z  
bercha F, L, Z  
brachchan, tharsara V

This is Bärkä, a Mongol name; bärkä means «difficult». Bärkä was Jōši's third son. The forms «Bērekeh» of Bl, ii, 90, 433, 549, App. 54, «Baraka» of Stanley LANE-POOLE, The Mohammadan Dynasties¹, 230, and «Bereke» of HOWORTH, ii, 113, iii, 193, and of WY, LIII, 316, are due
to a wrong arabization; although Bärkä became a Musselman, his name was never changed. Cf. also E.I. s.v. «Berke».

Juwaini (1, 144, 215, 221) calls him ܟܒܪܐ (with ܒܪܟܐ in one ms.), and so does Wasāf (Ha*, 92) when he speaks of ܓܒܪܐ ܐܘܝܐ, «prince Bärkä». We find also ܒܪܟܐ in Rašidu-‘d-Din when Rašid gives the genealogy of Jēsī’s branch, but I am at a loss to explain why Rašid calls him ܒܪܟܐ in the rest of his book (Bl, ii, 138, 139, 433, etc.), hence «Barcai» in Ōb, ii, 251, and in the genealogies at the end of Ōb, iii; here, Rašid’s source cannot be Juwaini. The name of the prince בָּרֵקָא Pie-ēr-h-ko (*Bārgā, for Bärkä) occurs in YS, 3, pēn-chi of the year 1251. Polo’s form is in complete agreement with Plan Carpine’s «Berca» (WY, 66); Hethum the historian writes «Barcha», and we find «Bareque» in the Cestes des Chiprois (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 891). Although Abū-‘l-Chāzī also writes Bärkä, his ms. often give ܒܪܟܐ and ܒܪܟܐ Bärkā (cf. Desmogons, Hist. des Mogols, ii, 181); but it is simply a wrong form which ought not to have been adopted by the editors of Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 891 («Bourkai») and which does not deserve Blochert’s attempt at an etymological interpretation (Bl, ii, 114; moreover, būrgā means «flea» and not «partridge» in Turkish).

The YS, 3, in the pēn-chi of 1253, says that ܢܲܒܲܪܲܐ ܒܲܪܲܟܲܐ Pi-shē-pieh-ēr-ko was (or were) then sent to make a census in Russia (this census of the Russians and the Alans is also mentioned in YS, 63, 16a, but without names; it is the census which Kirakos places in 1254 [cf. Brossset, Deux historiens arméniens, i, 175; Patkanov, Istorinya Mongolov, ii, 78]). Bretschneider (Br, ii, 80) thought that pi-shē was a shortened form of ܐܦܐ ܒܝܚ ܐܕܝܐ pi-shē-ch’ih (cf. Uigh. bitildi, etc., Mong. bējilü, etc.), well attested as meaning «secretary». As to Pich-ēr-ko (*Bārgā, Bärkā), he proposed to see in him one of the commissioners of a census of 1259 whom the Russian chronicles call Berka. T’u Chi (6, 7b), on the contrary, considered that two men’s names were referred to, restored Pi-shē as another transcription of Batu (which is impossible), and identified Picheh-ēr-ko with the prince Bärkä. I am afraid that both explanations may have to be discarded. From YS, 85, 2b, and Yüan tien chang, 21, 34a (cf. P. Ratchevsky, Un code des Yuan, 123), we see that officers called ܒܝܚ  לוק pieh-li-ko were employed to levy taxes. Although the Mongol original of the title is still unknown, it is probable that we must read it as *bārgā (*=bārkā). In such a case, pi-shē[ch’ih] and *bārgā would have been sent to the Russians and the Alans in 1253 and in speaking of a «Berka» in 1259, the Russian chronicles would have taken the title of an officer for the name of a man. But I cannot as yet give this as a final solution.

Batu died at the end of 1254, or more probably early in 1255 (see «Batu»), and was succeeded by his eldest son Sartaq (more or less a Christian, he was the man to whom Rubrouck carried a letter addressed by St Louis). Very soon afterwards, Sartaq died childless, and, after the short reign of Sartaq’s brother Ulayā, the rule of the Golden Horde passed in 1256 or 1257 (1257 according to Barthold, 12 Vorlesungen, 171) to Jēsī’s third son, Batu’s younger brother Bärkā, born c. 1206-1208 (cf. Blochert, Moufazzal, 118). Bärkā died in 1265 or 1266 (cf. Ha, 1, 254-255; Bl, ii, 549; Barthold, in Minayev’s Marko Polo, 5, and in 12 Vorlesungen, 171, is in favour of 1266). Bärkā was the first Chinghiz-khanid to become a Musselman. He was already a Musselman when Rubrouck heard of him in 1253-1255 (WY, 209).

Moufazzal quotes from a «Life» of Baibars the following description of Bärkā’s appearance
when Egyptian envoys saw him at the age of 56 (BLOCHET, Moufazzal, 118-119; cf. also QUATREMÈRE, Hist. des Sultans Mamlouks, I, 1, 214-215) : "Bârkâ had a scarce beard, a big face of yellow colour, and his hair was made up in braids close to his ears. He wore at each ear a golden ring set with a stone of very great value. He was dressed in a gown of Chinese silk and wore on the head a Mongol cap. He was girt with a golden belt set with precious stones, from which hung a purse in green Russian leather (bulyârt). He had put on boots of red velvet. No sword hung at his side; his belt was adorned with black curved horns set in gold." Bârkâ, having at his side his principal wife, was "sitting on a throne, his two feet softly resting on the dais on which a cushion had been placed, since he suffered from a fit of the gout".

Bârkâ's daughter married the Mamluk Sultan Baibars and bore him the son who succeeded him Sa'id Khan Muhammad, also named Nâşiru-'d-Din Bârkâ after his grandfather (BARTHOLD, 12 Vorlesungen, 175-176).

The coins called asperi barichati, which appeared towards the end of the 13th cent., seem to derive their name from Bârkâ (cf. G. I. BRĂTIANU, Actes des notaires génois, 112, 126; Recherches sur le commerce génois, 238).

The main Polian problem connected with Bârkâ is Bârkâ's war with Hülägü, because that war was directly or indirectly the cause of the journey of the elder Polos to Bukhara and of the Polian journeys that followed. But deficient and contradictory sources make it difficult for us to arrive at the real dates and the true facts of the conflict. To the bibliography of Y, II, 495, we must add QUATREMÈRE, Hist. des Sultans Mamlouks, I, 1, 180, 187-188, 190, 211-218; BROSSET, Hist. de la Géorgie, I, 565-573; Hist. de la Siouvie, 233; Deux historiens arméniens, I, 192-194; Öh, III, 377-394; PATKANOV, Istoriya Mongolov, I, 104-108; Istoriya... Magakii, 32, 92; Bl. II, 139, 549, and App. 54, 56; RAVERTY, Ṭabaḵāt-i-Nâṣirī, 1283-1292; BLOCHET, Moufazzal, 103 sq.; HOWORTH, II, 113-124; III, 193-201.

Despite minor uncertainties, we may take it for granted that the war between Bârkâ and Hülägü broke out in the middle of 1262, that the main battles were fought at the end of 1262 and the beginning of 1263, and that Hülägü's armies never advanced to the north beyond the basin of the Terek; the statement in Kirakos (BROSSET, Deux historiens arméniens, I, 193; PATKANOV, Istoriya Mongolov, II, 106) that Hülägü's armies devastated Bârkâ's territory in the region of the Volga is contradicted by all other sources and cannot be sustained. But then Polo's account is difficult to explain. The chapters descriptive of the battles are mere rhetoric and we need not attach too much importance to the fact that Polo says that Hülägü was the victor when in fact his troops were actually beaten. But Polo ought to have known the facts about his uncle and his father when he says that they went on from the Volga to Bukhara because the route was free in that direction, while they could not retrace their steps towards the Crimea and Constantinople for fear of being captured on account of the war with Hülägü. Now a war waged in the basin of the Terek and to the south of it would leave undisturbed the line of communications between the Volga and Constantinople. Moreover Bukhara itself was not so safe: there Hülägü took revenge for the death of some of his merchants in Bârkâ's dominions by massacring the men of the five chibariaches who were stationed in Bukhara and who belonged to the house of Bârkâ (Ha³, 94). I wonder whether Polo's statement is as explicit and complete as it appears to be at first sight.
From Mussulman and Greek sources we learn that, at the time of the war between Būrkā and Hūlāgū, the Mussulman Būrkā asked for the help of Baibars, the Mamluk sultan of Egypt; the messengers from Būrkā and those from Baibars all passed through Constantinople coming and going both ways. The Egyptian sources relate how envoys from Baibars to Būrkā were detained by Michael Palaeologus, and how Būrkā’s troops ravaged the suburbs of Constantinople in retaliation. Although Byzantine writers seem to give for these events dates later than 1262, the most probable year in which the elder Polos went on to Bukhara, it is very tempting to suppose a connection between the two. In other words, the extraordinary movement which made the elder Polos turn their backs to the place to which they wanted to return would be due, as Polo says, to the war between Būrkā and Hūlāgū, but inasmuch as the entanglements of that war had stopped all friendly intercourse between Būrkā’s dominions and the Byzantine Empire.

70. BETTALA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bachalar TA², LT</th>
<th>betala R</th>
<th>bettala Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bartalar VA</td>
<td>betalat V</td>
<td>bettalar F, L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bathalar TA¹</td>
<td>betelar FA, FB</td>
<td>bitarasa VB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The form «Bettal» of F and cognate mss. has been preferred to the «Bettala» of Z (and R) by RR, 293, and B¹, 439. But, in spite of B, 178, the -a final, which occurs in VB also, is confirmed by Ibn Baṭṭṭaṭn’s «Battāla», already quoted by YULE (Y, i, 337), and the only other possible form would be «Bettal» = «Bettalam. The modern name is Patlam, on the coast of Ceylon; cf. YULE, Hobson-Jobson², 746, s.v. «Putlam». I hold the -r to be of secondary origin, due to copyists; we have other examples of it (in «Succiu», «Caccia modun», etc.).

«Bettala» is perhaps the 第三港 Ti-san-chiang, or «Third Creek», of the Tao-i chih-lio of 1349-1350, but it may also be that the «Ocean of 大朝 Ta-lang» of the same work (the sentence has been misunderstood by ROCKHILL) is corrupt for «Ocean of [Pa]-ta-lang», i.e. of Patlam (cf. ROCKHILL in TP, 1915, 385-387; FUJITA, 89 b).

71. BEYAMINI

beyamini R

The word occurs only in RAMUSIO, as the name of the «wild ox» of Tibet. YULE’s *buemini, «Bohemian» (Y, ii, 52), is as much out of the question as RR’s Arabic bahā’im, «cattle» (RR, 183). YULE took this «wild ox» to be some sort of gayāl (Bos gaurus), perhaps the gaur (Bos
gaurus, etc.). Prompted by this identification, LAUFER proposed in 1900 (Ein Sühngedicht der Bon-po, 20, 52) to see in « beyaminì » a transcription of the Tibetan name of the gayāl, ba-men (or ba-man); he has repeated it in Chinese Pottery of the Han Dynasty (1909; p. 260), and through a letter of his, it finally found its way in Y, III, 83. Sven HEDIN (Southern Tibet, i, 139) approved of it, and even saw there a faint indication that one of the four languages acquired by Polo may have been Tibetan, which is most unlikely. In 1924, VLADIMIRCOV (Doklady Ross. Ak. Nauk, 1924, B, 118, « Beyaminî » Marco Polo), unaware of LAUFER’s explanation, proposed it independently.

But I doubt very much that Polo, who never went to Tibet, but who must have seen Tibetans south-west of Ch’eng-tu towards Ya-chou, speaks here of gayāl. There are four other mentions of the « wild ox » in his book. The first, in the chapter on « Ergiul » (cf. Vol. i, 179), gives a minute description of the yak, and of the cross-breed of yak and common cow. The second, in the account of the great Imperial hunts (cf. Vol. i, 227), must refer to some kind of bovine animal which cannot be the yak. The third is at the end of the chapter on Burma (cf. Vol. i, 294), which is based only on hearsay information; no particulars are given, and it may or may not be the gaur. But later, in his description of Ma’bar (Coast of Coromandel; cf. Vol. i, 401), Polo says that the people attach to the head of their horses, or fix on their shields, or wear as plumes, « hair of the wild oxen of which I have spoken before ». YULE (Y, ii, 359) has not failed to see that Polo refers here to the use of yak-tails, so widely spread over the whole of Asia. But since Polo’s « wild ox » is here the yak and since he has spoken of it before, the natural conclusion is that the « wild ox » of Tibet is not a gayāl, but the yak (long before Polo, Cosmas also describes the yak under the name of « wild ox »; cf. Y, i, 223). And that is what one might expect. The yak is the most conspicuous animal of Tibet. On the very page preceding his note on beyaminì, YULE reproduces a drawing of a « Village of Eastern Tibet on Sze-ch’wan Frontier »; there are three yaks depicted in the courtyard.

This would not be fatal to LAUFER’s and VLADIMIRCOV’s ba-men, since VLADIMIRCOV says that the Mongols have borrowed Tib. ba-men under the form bamin or bamèn, and apply it sometimes either to the yak or to the calf of the half-breed hainuh buffalo. If beyaminì was really a word used by Polo, ba-men is the best attempt so far made to explain it, although it is not quite satisfactory from the phonetic point of view, and although there is no support for LAUFER’s surmise of dialectical forms like Hew-men or Hew-min. Still I feel somewhat sceptical about ba-men. Polo would not have come into touch with the Tibetans themselves or spoken to them in their own language; the words he uses are those which were accepted in Persian-speaking circles. Now the yak is widely known in Asia under the Turkish name qutuz (given in Kályari as a « wild cow »; BROCKELMANN, 167; ⇒ Russian name Kutuzov) or qutuz, which has passed into Persian under the form qutās (cf. VULLERS, 728-729; QUATREMÈRE, Hist. des Sult. Mamlouks, i, 228) and applies to the yak itself and to the ornament made from a yak-tail (it has also been explained as a « sea-ox », and as such has been borrowed, I think, in the butū of the Arabs and the ku-tu-hai of the Chinese; cf. LAUFER in TP, 1913, 315-370; 1916, 348-389; Sino-Iranica, 565-567). Failing that word, Polo might have used the Mongolian name of the yak, šarlūk (⇒ Russ. šarlīk). But beyaminì is disconcerting. On the whole, I am not sure that it is not the result of some misunderstanding.
The name is only given by Ramusio; but in that passage, Z and R are strictly in agreement, except that Z has *et multi sunt ibi* instead of Ramusio's *che si chiamano beyumini*. Perhaps Ramusio edited a corrupt sentence which originally gave no name and was simply a counterpart of what we read in Z (*uocati beiamini < multi sunt ibi*). There are other *idola libri* in Ramusio, as for instance the king of Champa *nominato Accambale* (see *Giamba*).

72. BLASIIUS

Blasio R  
Bisario VA

Ramusio, after «Sevasto» (=Sivas), adds *dove il glorioso messer San Biagio patì il martirio*. This has been omitted in B, RR, B¹ (although the same sentence, prior to Ramusio, occurs in many versions), because Benedetto (B, cxiii) considers it an early interpolation. That may be true, but there are many genuine passages not to be found in F and I see no sufficient reason to reject the present one.

On the martyrdom, in 316, of S. Blasius, bishop of Sebaste (Sivas), and on his tomb at Sivas, cf. Y, i, 45. The church of S. Blasius at «Sebaste» is mentioned by Rubrouck, who could not visit it, *quia erat sursum in castro* (W’, 327-328). Vincent de Beauvais (ed. Mentellin, 1473, XXXI, cxliii) speaks of the martyrdom of «Sanctus Basilius» at «Sauastia sine Sebasté». Among the Slavs, a god Volos or Veles is supposed to go back originally to Saint Blasius (cf. W. Koppers, *Die Indogermanen- und Germanen-Frage* [1936], 671).

73. BOGA

Bacha, dabaga (? V  
Baga F, V (?)  
Bagha TA¹, TA²  
Boga F, Z, L

«Boga» stands for Mong. Buqa, Buγa; the word means «bull»; the pronunciation with ṭ- is used elsewhere by Polo (see *Tolobuga*). Buqa, a Jalair, was the most powerful official in Persia at the end of Abaya's reign and during that of Aryun. Cf. Ha¹, ii, 408; Ha¹ gives occasionally «Bugha». In such names, the usual Chinese transcription, 不 it Pu-hua, can represent Buqa as well as Buγa; Rašidu'-d-Din generally writes یBuqa (cf. Ber, i, 40). In the beginning of 1286, Buqa received from the Mongol Emperor of China the title of ch'êng-hsiang, «minister» (see *Cingsan*), and he appears as «Buga-tïnksan» in Armenian texts (cf. Ha¹, i, 374; Patkanov, *Istoriya Mongolov*, i, 52, 89-90).
74. BOLGANA

balchana VA       bolkara FA     bolghara TA¹, TA²
bolgana F, L     bolgana R     bulgara VB
bulgaria, balgaris P     bolgara F, FA, FB, LT, VB
balgonia VL     bulgaria LT     bulgara, burgara V

The final α is in all ms.; but most ms. confound the name with that of «Bolgara» (q. v.), and the possibility should not be excluded that Polo really used «Bolgan», which was soon contaminated by «Bolgara». Anyhow, the name is certainly Mong. Buluyan, «sable» (not «ermine» as in Blochet, Moufazzal, 600), but pronounced with the second vowel unaccented and slurred. The Persian transcriptions بلمان, sometimes بلمان (cf. Browne, Hist. of Pers. lit., III, 25-26), can be read Bulyan (Bulcan) as well as Buluyan; but Wašf (Ha³, 249) writes بلمان Buluyan, and so occasionally does Rašidu’d-Din; cf. also Quatremerè, Hist. des Mongols, 95; Vullers, I, 259. The Chinese transcription of the name (for princesses other than the one here mentioned) is 卜鲁宁 Pu-lun, «Buluyan» (for instance for the Bayaut, Buluyan, Empress of Tāmūr Öljätit, YS, 106, 2b). The Turkish word for «sable», Az, is listed as a woman’s name by Kāšyari in 1076 (Brockelmann, 241).

Buluyan was the daughter of Kūkā (?), Secretary of State to Hūlāgū, and belonged to the tribe of the Bayaut (cf. Ber, I, 177; Ha¹ constantly mixed her up with another Buluyan, and wrongly says that she was a Qonyrat; Hammer’s error is repeated in Haworth, III, passim; cf. also Blochet, Sultans Mamlouks, 599). After being Abaya’s wife, Buluyan was taken over by Aryun, and died on April 7, 1286 (Ha¹, I, 374). See «Cocacin».

Hammer’s indications on the three Buluyan who married ilkhan are so contradictory that it may be of some use to state the facts here briefly: 1. The first Buluyan, Abaya’s and Aryun’s wife, was a Bayaut. 2. The second Buluyan, taken successively by Aryun, Ġāhātu and Ghażan, was a Qonyrat. 3. The third Buluyan, the one who was called Ḥorasant, and married to Ghażan, was a Tatar. On the three Buluyan, cf. also Blochet, Moufazzal, 599-600, but the restorations of the names of the parents are open to serious doubt.

75. BOLGARA

bulgara VA       bulgara O     buorgara, burgara V
bolgara F, FA, FB, L; R     bulgaria VL
bolghara TA³     bulgaria LT     burgara LT

The Oriental form is Bulūr; cf. El, s. v. «Bulghūr», by Barthold; add Brockelmann, Kāšyari, 242; J. Németh, Magna Hungaria; Mi, 319, 438-439, and Index, p. 488; Ferrand, in JA, 1925, II, 117, 269-270; Y, I, 6-8.
All Polo mss. have a final -a, the origin of which is not clear; the Catalan Map writes `Borgar` without -a (HALLBERG, 80-81; but we should expect either `Bolgar` or the metathetic `Borgal`). Besides Bulyär, which is the ancient form, a secondary form `Bular` or `Bolar` occurs in Mongolian in the Secret History (§ 262, 270); it is that form which is represented by Plan Carpine's `Bileri` (plural form; cf. WR, 73, 138); in the first half of the 14th cent., Abû-l-Fidâ writes `Bolar` or `Bular` (RENAUD, Géogr. d'Aboulféda, ii, 81, 234, 323-325); Schiltberger also mentions `Bolar`. I explain in the same way Fra Mauro's `Boler`, misunderstood as `Bolar`, q. v., in HALLBERG, 74. On the Chinese map of c. 1330 and in the corresponding list of YS, 63, 16a, we find the somewhat abnormal spelling 不里阿耳 Pu-li-a-ârh (cf. BR, ii, 81-84), which seems to represent a *Bulâr*, intermediary between Bulyär and Bular or Bolar. The波里 Po-la quoted from the Hsin T'ang shu (cf. CHAVANNE, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 140, 353) by T'u Chi, 160, 19b, can have nothing to do with the name `Bulyär`; it is an ancient *Pu-lâp, hitherto unidentified.

The place mentioned by Polo is the city of Bulyär, the capital of the Volga Bulgars of the Middle Ages; its ruins, at Uspenskoe or Bolgarekoe, lie four miles east of the Volga and some 90 miles south of Kazan.

From the name of the Volga Bulgars, or rather of their capital, the people of the Middle Ages derived the name of what we call Russian leather, to wit بليار bulyär. It is the word which is written `bourgal` or `bargal` in FA, FB. But the metathesis is not of Western origin, since Ibn Battûta writes boryâli (or buryâlt). Cf. Y, i, 395-396; YULE, Hobson-Jobson², 125; VULLERS, i, 258; RADLOV, iv, 1850, `bulyar` and `bulyari`; see also here under `Camut`. An identical metathesis occurs in Osm. Turkish for the name of the `semolina` which is both buryâlt and bulyur.

76. BONDODCAIRE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(nomine) andonch bondoc dairec</th>
<th>bandoquedar FA</th>
<th>bondoc daire F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L, l¹</td>
<td>bandoquedar FB</td>
<td>bonduch daire LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bandoc daire TA²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bendoquedar R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Zahir Ruknu-‘d-Din Bâibars al-Bunduqdârî, the fourth of the Mamluk Sultans, reigned from 1260 to 1277 (not 1259-1276 as in Y, i, 24, and B¹, 439). On this remarkable man, originally a Turk brought from Qipçaq as a slave, cf. Y, i, 23-24; EI, s.v. `Baibars I`, by SOBERNHEIM (the Armenians have a different tradition about him; cf. BROSSET, Hist. de la Géorgie, i, Add., 459-460).

There is no doubt that Bunduqdârî, al-Bunduqdârî, is an epithet of appurtenance, due to the fact that Baibar’s first master was a bunduqdâr (cf. similar names in QUATREMÈRE, Hist. des Sultans Mamlouks, i, i, 107; i, ii, 44; BLOCHEt, Moussaful, 142, 150, 315, 414, 685, 703), and
it is the form with a final -f which is regularly used in Arabic texts written in Egypt. But Bunduqdár, without the final -f, often occurs in Persian texts for the name of Baibars (cf. for instance Wāsāf in Ha, 165, or Raśidū-'d-Dīn in Quatremèrue, Hist. des Mongols, 346, 387, and Bi, ii, 551), and this is the form represented by Polo’s «Bondocdaire». Abu‘l Faraj (Hist. dynast., Pococke’s ed., text 538, transl. 351) speaks of Baibar’s former master as «the great Bunduqdár», and of Baibars himself as «the little Bunduqdár»; later, he invariably calls Baibars simply «Bunduqdár». The Armenians call Baibars «Phenduktar»; the Georgians, «Phunduqdar» [? corr. «Phunduqdar»] (cf. Patkanov, Istoriya Mongolov Magakii, 41; Brosset, Hist. de la Géorgie, i, 586). Hethum uses «Bendocdar» (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 240, 353), which is also the form used in the Gestes des Chiprois (ibid. 754-756) and in the Annales de Terre Sainte (Arch. de l’Orient latin, ii, 11, 449, 451-453, 455, 457). Pegolotti mentions «Bendudchodara» (Evans’s ed., 133, where a reference is also given to an Italian chronicle which speaks of «Bethogar» or «Begdogar»). So the name used by Polo for Baibars is really the only one under which Baibars was known outside of Egypt.

Yule says bunduqdár means «arblasteer»; Hammer (Ha, i, 203) has translated the word by «bow-holder» («der Bogenhalter»); «arblasteer» appears again in Grousset, Hist. des Croisades, iii, 607. But d’Ohsson (Oh, iii, 348) has a note according to which bunduqdár was the title of an official whose charge consisted in handing the ball to the sultan when the latter played polo; Patkanov, Istoriya Mongolov Magakii, 102-103, after quoting d’Ohsson, adds that Hammer’s «Bogenhalter» is «of course» wrong. The EI, under «Bundukdár», refers the reader to the notice on Baibars, but there the epithet of Bunduqdari is not even mentioned.

Bunduqdár is a hybrid word, composed of Arabic بندق būnduq, and Pers. بند dar, «bearer». Bunduq itself is an arabized form corresponding to Pers. بنقود funduq, in Turk. funduq and findîq («fenduc» in Kuun, Codex Cumanicus, 125), the original meaning being «filbert», hence the pellets thrown by a cross-bow (⇒ Span. bodoque), then the «cross-bow» itself, and finally, in modern use, «musket» (⇒ Hindustani banduq, «musket»; cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson 2, s.v. «bandook», where the editors of 1903 have added that the bunduqdár was a «master of artillery»). But there is no corresponding Persian title such as «funduq-dār», and analogy shows that bunduqdár is certainly a Court title of the Egyptian Mamluk dynasty, like bašmāqdār, dāwātādār, čogandār, etc., all applying to people whose office was to hand something to the sultan. The Bunduqdár, consequently, could not be simply an «arblasteer», and there is no mention of him in Quatremère’s long notes on balistae, cross-bows, etc., Hist. des Mongols, 285 sq.

But this does not imply that what the bunduqdár handed to the sultan was the polo ball. In Quatremère’s quotations on Polo (Hist. des Sultans Mamlouks, I, i, 121-132), the ball is never called funduq or bunduq. The Gestes des Chiprois, which give the name of Baibars as «Bendocdar» (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 754-756), say that he was the bearer of the «arc de mot» of the sultan, and that the «arc de mot» was called in Arabic «caus bondoc» (this would seem to imply that «Bendocdar» is a wrong reading for «Bondocdar», but «Bendocdar» is also the spelling of the name in Hethum and in the Annales de Terre Sainte, as has been said above). As a matter of fact, تز، البندق qāwâs al-bunduq means «crossbow» in Arabic, and one would like to have had some authority for the note in the Glossary of Hist. des Crois, Arm., ii, 1000,
according to which the «arc de mot» (lit. «word-bow») was «a bow entrusted by the sultan, as a symbol of delegation of his power, to some one who was to carry out some order». I am almost inclined to believe that «mot» is wrong somehow, and that the bunduqdar was simply the bearer of the sultan’s crossbow (cf. the qorğ, «quiver-bearers», of Mongol history). As is shown by the above quotation, the Geistes des Chypriotes mistake Baibars himself for a bunduqdar, while he was only al-Bunduqdari, the former servant of a bunduqdar.

One more word on bunduq, funduq. Yule says (Hobson-Jobson², 127): «Bunduk, pl. banādik, was a name applied by the Arabs to filberts (as some allege) because they came from Venice (Banadik, comp. German Venedig)». This derivation is impossible. The filbert, or hazel-nut, was known under that name in the Orient long before Venice had any trade there. Pers. funduq, Arab. bunduq are borrowed from the classical name (ἐπικόντρυ) ποντικά, (nux) pontica, which had passed into Aramaean (cf. L. Leclerc, Ibn el-Betthar, Traité des Simples, in Not. et Extr., 23 [1877], i, 273; S. Fränkel, Aramäische Fremdwörter im Arabischen, 139; EI, s.v. funduk), and is even known in Pahlvi (cf. West, Pahlavi Texts, i, 103). On the other hand, the bunduqt, or «sequin», is said in EI to have been so called from «Bunduqyia» the name of Venice among the Arabs, with a reference to Abū-l-Fidā; but Reinaud, Géogr. d’Aboulféda, II, ii, 309, transcribes the بالندج as «Benedeyé», and the vocalization with two u’s does not seem to have a real basis. If the name of the bunduqt, «sequin», is really derived from that of Venice, it must at least have been contaminated by the bunduq, «filbert», of identical spelling. But one may entertain some doubts when the Osmanli Turks speak at the same time of their gold coins as funduqtl or fintaqtl, which is explained in EI as probably arising from the outer circle of «pearls» of the coins being compared to filberts. I find it hard to dissociate bunduqt from funduqt. Moreover, in Roumanian funduk is used alone as the name of an ancient coin (cf. Lekotts, Etymol. Wörterbuch, Nos. 355, 617).

77. BONUS

alboro V  ebano TA¹, TA², VA, VL;  ebon (?) VB
bonus F  G, R  ybenus FA, FB
bonusso LT  ebanus L, I.T, P, Z

Although we have retained the «bonus» of F, I am not certain that it is the best form, nor that Yule’s remarks on that reading (Y, II, 272) are really pertinent. The word «ebony» goes back to Lat. ebenus, from Greek ἐβανός, which in its turn is borrowed from the Egyptian ḫeben, probably through a Semitic channel. The Arabo-Persian ابنا, which Yule mentions, is a retranscription from the Greek. The word was fairly well known in the Middle Ages, in Italian as ebano, in French as ébaine, though the Latin form in -us is also met with. Yule quotes a French inventory where the word is written ibenus. In Polo’s text, FA and FB read «ybenus». I have little doubt that the «bonus» of F is a wrong apheretic form, and that we ought to adopt
79. BRAAMAN

*ibonus or *ibenus. But this form is purely Latin, and there is no reason to suppose that it was used by Polo as an Oriental word, or sounded as such to Rustichello. For Oriental references to ebony, cf. Fe, 235-237 and 701.

In F, ebony is only mentioned as growing in Champa, but VB speaks of it for Siam (Lochac) and Z for Sumatra (Lesser Java). All are ebony-producing countries. The ancient classical world received ebony from the Upper Nile and, at the beginning of the Christian era, from India; Indo-Chinese ebony was not known to it. On the other hand, from the first centuries of our era, China was acquainted with that Indo-Chinese ebony. But I cannot agree with Lauffer (Sino-Iranica, 485) when he wants to refer to a Malayan Po-sūn a text supposed to be of the 4th cent. which speaks of the transport of 鳜文木 wu-wén-mu (wu-wên wood) on board Po-sūn ships. This text (for which, by the way, T'ai-p'ing yu-lan, 961, is a much older source than the Pên-ts'ao kang-mu quoted by Lauffer) is of doubtful date and authority, but Po-sūn ships, until about A. D. 1000, can only mean "Persian ships"; even African ebony could well come to China on board Persian ships in the 6th-10th cents.

Wu-wén, later 鳜檳 wu-mên and wu-mên-tzu [子], were supposed by Hirth and Rockhill (HR, 216) to render the same original as Persian ahūs. Lauffer must have been right when he maintained on the contrary that wu-wén, "[wood with] black streaks", and its later substitute wu-mên or wu-mên-tzu, "black mên" were purely Chinese terms; a more common name of ebony is 鳜木 wu-mu, "black wood" (Sino-Iranica, 485-486). Another old Chinese name of ebony, as a produce of Annam-Tonking, is 鱂木 i-mu, also written 鱉木 i-mu; this is the name erroneously read wo-i-mu in HR, 216, and i muki in Sino-Iranica, 486.

Yule (Y, ii, 367), under the influence of "Abrai'main" in F (and of a final -min which, as a matter of fact, occurs only in Ramusio's "Bramini"), had thought of "an incorrect Arabic plural such as Abráhámı́n . . .", and this, repeated in Hobson-Jobson², 111, has been adopted in Pe, 249. But I have no doubt that the initial a- is of the same type of clerical alteration as in "Abacu" and "Amien". Ramusio's "Bramini" looks like a learned correction, but there are other readings without a-, and the form in Z is regularly "Braaman", which is approved of in B,
CLAVID. I have adopted it because I do not wish to invent a spelling of my own; but, taking into account the various readings, my own feeling would be in favour of an original spelling like "Bracmain". On brähmaṇa, "brahman", and its various forms in Western languages, cf. Hobson-Jobson, 111.

80. BRAZIL

beyi F
erci TA³, TA³, Z; R
erci F, L, Z
berer (de mastica) LT

berty G
erzi VA
birci, lurci P
oro dimesillo TA¹

orzi V
erzi L
erzi L, V, VB
verzino L, R

Brazil, or brazil-wood, Caesalpinia sappan, was much used as a dye-wood in the Middle Ages; the oldest known mention is of 1140 (Heyd, Hist. du Commerce, ii, 587-590). The oft-told story that Brazil in America owed its name to the dye-woods discovered there is discon- tenanced by the earlier legend of an Isle of Brazil which was supposed to exist in the Atlantic (cf. Y, ii, 380-381¹; Hobson-Jobson, s. v. "Brazil-wood"; Dalgado, Glossário Luso-Asiático, 1, 149-150). Lokotsch (Etym. Wörterbuch, No. 190) says that the word "brazil" is still unexplained, and at the same time, N. 2157, agrees with MEYER-LübKE in deriving the Italian name of the brazil-wood, verzino, from Arab. warṣ, Memecylon tinctorium, a well-known saffron-like plant yielding a yellow dye (cf. Lauffer, Sino-Iranica, 315-316). But brazil-wood and Memecylon tinctorium have nothing in common; moreover, French brésil, brasil, and Ital. berci (in F) or verzino cannot be distinguished. The old explanation of brésil from Fr. braise, "glowing coal", on account of the red colour of the dye, still doubted by Murray, is adopted in Bloch's Dict. étymol., s. v. "braise", and finds strong support in the dialectical forms of "braise" collected by Von Wartburg, Franz. Etym. Wörterbuch, i, 506.

The ordinary Arabic name of brazil-wood is bagam, baqam (« Pers. bakam, Vullers, ii, 254), also used in Persian and in Turkish (cf. Fe, 246; Kuun, Codex Cumanicus, 92, where Lat. "braçile" is rendered in Persian "bachā" [= « bacham »] and in Turkish "bachan" [for "bacham "]; forms borrowed from baqam exist in Armenian (Hist. des Crois., Arm., i, 750 « baygam »), in Roumanian and in Russian (Lokotsch, No. 190). In Polo's inventory (cf. Vol. i, 557), mention is made of "chamocha bachami clapo. i. grando », « a big bundle of chamocha bachami ». The "chamocha" is a damask (see "Camocas"), and "bacham" must be an epithet, in the same way as the "chamocha blava" mentioned in the text is "blue camocas". Now, among the names of colours of the Codex Cumanicus (Kuun, 108), there is in Latin a word "bachmi", rendered identically in Persian and in Turkish; it is evidently a Persian adjectival form *baqami, which means "of the colour of baqam", i.e. of reddish colour. I have no doubt that the "Latin" form of the Codex Cumanicus is a form which was actually used in Venetian Italian, and that we have
there the explanation of the term of the inventory; "chamocha bachami" is "brazil-dyed damask".

The modern trade-name of the Asiatic brazil-wood is "sappan-wood", hence the botanical name Coesalpinia sappan. After Caldwell's unfortunate attempt to trace sappan back to "Japan" (cf. Lauffer, in Y, iii, 119), the generally accepted theory is that sappan or sapan is probably based on Malay "sapa", but that sapa itself goes back to Tamil "sappu" or Malayal. sappalanam (Y, ii, 380; Hobson-Jobson, s. v. "sappan-wood"; Dalgado, Glossario Luso-Asiatico, ii, 290; Murray, N.E.D., s. v. "sapan"); Lohotsch, No. 190). Yet I have no doubt that Lauffer was right when he claimed the word as being originally Mon-Khmer and Malayan (in Y, iii, 119). The modern Chinese name 蘇木 su-mu, "su wood", would not have been very enlightening, had not a more complete form 蘇枋 su-fang ("suo-b'ei-fang") occurred at an early date. The oldest work to mention and describe the su-fang, the Nan-fang ts'ao-mu chuang attributed to Hsi Han, is not free from interpolations, so that the date of c. 300 adopted by Lauffer is far from being certain in the present case; but the passage cannot be later than the 6th cent. Although the Malay word is sapa, and not supang as said in HR, 217, we can safely assume that su-fang is a transcription of a form very near Khmer sboat, Malay sapa, etc. The early notice on su-fang gives it as a tree of northern Annam, and Chau Ju-kua says that the "su wood" comes from Cambodia. If there is a connection between the Indo-Chinese and Malayan name and some Indian forms, the word must then have travelled from Indo-China to India, but not vice-versa. Kern (Itinerario... van Linschot, i, 83), commenting on Linschoten's "sapon", says that Mal. sapa, Jav. sapa, are probably derived from old Jav. sapan, "red".

Polo mentions brazil-wood as a product of "Lochac", of "Lambri", of Ceylon and of "Coilum"; in the chapter on "Lochac", he says it was cultivated (domestico; see "Lochac"). Pegolotti also distinguishes the "verzino d'mestico" and the "verzino salvatico" (Evans, 295, 296), in the same way as he mentions "cultivated" and "wild" cardamoms, "cultivated" and "wild" cubeb (Evans, 294). Moreover, Pegolotti speaks of brazil-wood "ameri", "colonmni" (or "colombino") and "seni" (or "seni"). "Ameri" is probably for "Lameri" — "Lambri", as said by Yule and Heyd (cf. Evans, 433), and "verzino colombino" is of course "brazil-wood from Ceylon". For "Seni" or "Seni", both Yule (Y, ii, 380) and Heyd (Hist. du commerce, ii, 589) agree in supposing that the term refers to brazil-wood brought to India by Chinese traders; "Seni" or "Seni" would be the same as Arab. Sin, "Chinese". Of course, there are other products which have been called "Chinese", although they were not indigenous to China (cf. Lauffer, Sino-Iranica, 543-544).

Of the four sources of brazil-wood mentioned by Polo, two remain available for the "Semi" sort: Ceylon and Lochac (= Siam). I do not think that "Semi" or "Semi" can represent a corrupt form of "Seilani", Ceylonese. On the other hand, in Pegolotti's time (c. 1340) the conquest of the lower Mekong had not yet been achieved by the Siamese, whose name was still unknown in the West; consequently, "Semi" cannot be an approximate rendering of "Siam". Without much conviction, however, I adhere to Yule's and Heyd's hypothesis, but at the same time suppose that, by "Semi" or "Semi", the traders of the early 14th cent. understood the sappan-wood produced in Siam, Cambodia and Annam, that is in regions which, being coterminal with China or within the area of Chinese influence, could be loosely designated Chinese.
81. BREGANEGA

bregane VL  breganega V  breganege VL, It

This word unattested otherwise, but occurring on three occasions in different Polian mss.,
certainly refers to the bamboo (the word «bamboo» was not known before the middle of the
16th cent.; the equivalence wambahium — bamboo in Pa, 327, although repeated in Hallberg,
63, is of course wrong; see «Cotton»). The etymology is not known. I agree with Penzer
(Pe, 208) in rejecting the Persian form *bargânaya, «leafy», proposed by Sten Konow, or the
Hindustani bargâ, «poutre». Penzer himself, who knew only the «berganega» occurring in
Santaella's Spanish version and in the English translation made from the Spanish by Frampton,
thought of a corruption of *bengalega, a form possibly derived from Span. caña de Bengala,
«cane of bamboo». Such a sense of caña de Bengala in Spanish, cana de Bengala and also bengala
alone in Portuguese is well attested (cf. the examples in Dalgado, Glossário Luso-Asiático, 1,
116-117; the word is not in Lokotsch, Etym. Wörterbuch), but breganega recurs in too many
instances to be regarded as being altered from a hypothetical *bengalega. Moreover, «caña de
Bengala» and «bengala» are purely Spanish and Portuguese terms, not older than the 16th cent.,
which can have no bearing on the etymology of an Italian mediaeval word. Penzer's mention
of Diez, Etymol. Wörterbuch der roman. Sprachen, without indication of catch word or of page,
seems to refer only to cana de Bengala. Venetian brega, «net», leads us nowhere. One might
think of German *brekàn, «to break», from which several Provençal forms beginning with brega-
are derived (cf. von Wartburg, Franz. Etym. Wörterbuch, 1, 511); the name may be attribut-
able to the «crackling» of the bamboo under the action of fire. But I am afraid this is only a
wild guess.

82. BRIUS

briusis VA  brunis TA, TA*
 brius F, FA, FB, P, L, VB, brius Z
        VL, R, S

ligays LT

Here practically all the mss. agree (except that a reading «Bris», the only one given in
Pa, 386, is sometimes possible according to B', 439, and Z has «Brus»); and the name can only
apply to the Upper Yang-tzê, before its confluence with the Min River at Hsû-chou (the Sui-fu
of our maps).

Writing about 1730, Orazio della Penna gives to the Upper Yang-tzê the name of «Bic’iu»,


which he owes to a lost letter of van de Putte. According to Rockhill, Land of the Lamas, 196, both 'Brius' and 'Bic'ú represent Tibetan 'Dré ch'u'; but Rockhill denies the earlier assumption that this name means 'Cow-yak River', as cow-yak is 'dri-mo', never pronounced dré, and unintelligible without the suffix mo. Dré may mean either mule, dirty, or rice, but as I have never seen the word written, I cannot decide on any of these terms, all of which have exactly the same pronunciation."

This note of Rockhill, reproduced in Y, II, 67, is not correct. It is true that Sarat Chandras Das, 930, registers only 'bri-mo, 'cow-yak', but C. A. Bell's English Tibetan Colloquial Dictionary, 558, gives merely 'bri, pronounced dri, without mo. On the other hand, our dictionaries do not known a Dre-chu, 'Mule River', but only a 'Bri-chu, 'Cow-yak River', pronounced Dri-ch'u. The current explanation, which goes back to Klaproth (JA, September 1834, 191) and is based on Ch'ien-lung's polyglot dictionary of proper names, the Hsi-yü t'ung-wên chih of 1772 (where, however, I have not succeeded in finding it), holds good; Orazio della Penna's 'Bic'ú is really 'Bri-chu, and based on a pronunciation less altered than in the present Lhasa dialect. The only difficulty is that the quotation made by Sarat CHANDRA DAS under 'Bri-chu refers not to the Upper Yang-tzu, but to the Mekong, as can be seen by the course indicated and by the Chinese name Lan-ts'ang-chiang (I do not know what to make of its 'Indian' name 'Kaswohka'); there must be here some confusion due to Sarat CHANDRA DAS or to his source (on similar confusions for the name of rivers coming down from Tibet, cf. BEFEO, IV, 170). As to 'Dre-chu', which is also the pronunciation given by Teichman, as for instance in Geogr. Journal, January 1922, map, it may be the local pronunciation now, but that does not affect the older form of the name (the 'Dütschu' in Ganzenmüller, Tibet, 44, is certainly wrong). It would take too long to deal here with the ancient Chinese names of the Upper Yang-tzu, but it seems to be the 牝 Lí-niu-chiang or 'Yak River' of the T'ang period (cf. Chavannes, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 169, 344), and li-niu, 'yak', is likely to be the first part of the name 'Li-niu-shih' (noted in 1630) in New China Review, III, 337 (I intentionally read 牝 li, and not mao, as I think that the second pronunciation is due to the contamination, already in the T'ang period, of the popular name 牝 Lí-mo-niu, 'hairy ox', of the yak, which then gave birth to the character 牝 mo; it even seems quite possible to me that the li of li-niu, yak, should be phonetically connected with, and perhaps borrowed from, an old form of Tib. 'bri')

Huc, who calls the river by its Mongolian name, which will be discussed below, adds that the Tibetans call it 'Polei Tchou', or 'River of the Lord'. Huc may have actually heard this, but it is also possible that he took it from Klaproth's edition of Orazio della Penna, as Klaproth adds in a note that very name of Pho-lha'i-ch'u, 'River of the Male God', found by him (Klaproth) in the Hsi-yü t'ung-wên chih (21, 2 b, and 21, 11 a, but without any information beyond the mere name).

It was also Klaproth who revealed the Mongolian name of the river, Murus-usu, or Murui-usu (again from the Hsi-yü t'ung-wên chih, but I do not find it there). In his note, Rockhill adds: 'The Mongols call it Murus osu, and in books this is sometimes changed to Muruıı osu, 'Tortuous river'. It is true that Murui-usu means 'Tortuous river' in Mongolian, but the form
cannot be purely bookish, since it was the one actually heard by Huc ("Mourouf-Oussou"). As to «Morus», it conveys no meaning, and I take it as an unexplained proper name.

We can now come back to Polo's «Brius». As in the case of «Beyami», I doubt very much whether Polo, in South-western Ssâ-ch'uan, would have picked up any really Tibetan name; his nomenclature must be, as elsewhere, Persian, Mongolo-Persian or Sino-Persian. Now «Brius» cannot well be reduced to 'Bri-chu', unless we replace Tib. çhu, «water», by the corresponding Mongolian usu, of which Polo would then have used an apocopated form. This hybrid is very improbable. There being a Mongolian name Murus for the Upper Yang-tzê, and taking into account the frequent changes between m- and b-, I incline to the supposition that it is Murus which is disguised under «Brius», and perhaps Z's «Brus» (<*Burus?) is nearer to the form Polo actually used.

There is nothing to learn from the description of Tibet which we owe to the Minjul-kutuqtu and which has been translated by Vasil'ev, as it is content with mentioning the Upper Yang-tzê only once (Vasil'ev, Geografija Tibet, 3), and under the name kLuṅ-gser-gyi phye-ma-can, which is a simple Tibetan equivalent of the Chinese Chin-sha-chiang, «Golden Sand River».

After he had published and annotated in 1824 the notice on Tibet left by Orazio della Penna, Klapper published in 1826 in his Magasin asiatique, 1, 302-329, a paper on the Brahmaputra which he says he had written in March 1825, and to which he has added a map, the names on which, according to him, are spelt in agreement with the Hsi-yü t'ung-wén chih of 1772. On that map the Upper Yang-tzê appears as «Bourei tchou ou Ba tchou ou Kin cha kiang». «Ba tchou» (written «Be tchou») and «Kin cha kiang» were already on d'Anville's map, but not «Bourei tchou». This last name does not seem to represent Pho-la'i-chu, but would rather be a pronunciation with an initial b- of Murui-usu; unfortunately I do not know where the name has been found by Klapper, who is not always reliable. If its origin could be traced elsewhere, it would support my explanation of Brius by Murus.

The second edition of «Marco Polo>>, which was the last to be revised by Yule himself, was published in 1874, but in 1880, Yule contributed an important preface to Captain Gill's River of Golden Sand, and has there a paragraph on «Brius» which Cordier has not made use of, but which is reproduced in Sven Hedin, Southern Tibet, VII, 8. After quoting the Mongol name «Murui-ussu, or Murus-ussu>, and the Tibetan name «Di-chu, or Bhi-chu>, Yule adds «from one or the other of which Marco Polo seems to have taken the name Brius». Once more, Yule had had some intuition of what I believe to be the true explanation of Polo's form.

I suspect that the 黑力江 Pili-shu-chiang, «Pili-shu river», of Ming shih, 330, 6 a, 7 a, and 331, 8 a, is the 'Bri-chu, and think that the restoration «Bilidju» in Br. II, 335, should be rejected. Chiang is only used for a large river, and especially for the Yang-tzê (see «Quian»). On the other hand, the character 黑, although pronounced shu in Northern Mandarin now, was a transcription of the ju and ču of foreign words in the Mongol period. Our texts bear on the first half of the 15th cent., when the same phonetic value is probably still to be adopted for this word. If I am not mistaken, we must conclude that, at that date, either the pronunciation of 'Bri-chu had not yet passed to Dri-č'u, or the change of pronunciation was not yet general.
This is of course Bokhara. On Buḥrā, cf. the excellent notice by Barthold in El, s.v. "Buḥrā"; also BSOS, 460-463; Mi, 352 (and Index, 487). The modern Türkmen form is Buḥrā.

The name has been supposed to come from a form *Buḥrā, which would be derived from Skr. vihāra, "[Buddhist] monastery," and which occurs as buqar in Uighur and Mongolian, though the Sogdian form, which is the one one should expect to be used at Bokhara, was varhār (the derivation of varhār from vihāra, which had been abandoned, is again maintained by Henning in BSOS, ix, 570). Vihāra > buqar is of the same type as viṣṇa > buṣan, Śrīvijaya > Śribujai, etc. I must add, however, that early Uighur texts only know varhār and vihāra; buqar, in a Uighur vocabulary of the Ming period (not "Puyar" as in Radlov, iv, 1362), may be simply borrowed from the Mongolian. The word vihāra occurs mainly in Iranian countries in the term ḫwir Naubihār or Noibhār (=Navavihāra, "New Monastery"), which was later read Noibhār and interpreted as meaning "New Spring" or simply "Spring." The most famous Naubihār was the one at Balkh which Hsüan-tsang, c. 630, calls Navasaṅgharama, "New Monastery"; but there were a number of other Naubihārs in Sind, at Samarkand, at Bokhara, and even at Ray (east of Teheran). I must confess that I do not see why we have only "New" monasteries in Iran; on them, cf. Stan. Julien, Vie de Hsüan-tsang, 65; Mém., i, 30; Barbier de Meynard, Dict. géogr., 112, 569; Yule, Hobson-Jobson, 630, 967; Elliot, Hist. of India, i, 149, 195; Marquart, Erānšahr, 69, 91, 138; Barthold, Turkestan, 77, 85, 86, 102; Mi, 108, 337. On the whole, it has not been proved that Bokhara had anything to do with vihāra.

Bokhara occurs first in Chinese texts in the 5th cent. as 老meye Niu-mi (*Ngü-mi), a regular transcription of its ancient name Nūmīj, Nūmīj-kāh (Wei shu, 102, 5b). When the name of the town of Bokhara makes its appearance, it has from the start the same form Buḥrā both in Arabic and Persian texts. In the 8th cent., the Turkish runic inscriptions of the Orkhon write Buqaraq (with an ancient Iranian final -k or -g), but, curiously enough, Hsüan-tsang and the other Chinese sources of the 7th-10th cents. give transcriptions which are based only on *Buḥrā, and this is also the form supposed by other transcriptions in the Mongol and even in the Ming periods. So we have 老胡 P-ho (*B’u-po) in Hsüan-tsang (Julien, Vie, 61; Mém., i, 21); 老胡 P-ho (*Pō-χuát. *Puhwar; cf. BSOS, ix, 549) and 老胡 P-ho (the latter form is clearly taken from Hsüan-tsang in Hsin T’ang shu, 221b, 1b (cf. Chavannes, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 136, 355); the "P-hu-wat-lu [—Buxār?]") of Marquart, Erānšahr, 309, does not exist);
83. BUCARA

Pu-hua-lo in Chau Ju-kua (HR, 117; in a documented list which he reproduces and which came by sea, not through Central Asia); Pu-hua in Yeh-li Ch'u-ts'ai's account of 1229 (cf. Br. II, 22); Buqar in the Secret History in Mongolian (§§ 257, 259, 263); Buqar in Kalmuk epic legends (cf. Vladimirov in Doklady Ak. Nauk, 1929, 171); Po-ha-ehr (Buqar) in YS, 1, 8 b, s. 1, 1221; Po-ha-li in YS, 120, 1 a; Po-ha-li in the map of c. 1330 (of Mussulman origin) and in the corresponding list of YS, 63, 15 b; Po-ha-ehr in Ch'en Ch'eng's Hsi-yü fan-houo chih (Peiping National Library ed., 20 b), and in Ming shih, 332, 4 b, with special reference to the embassies of Ch'en Ch'eng in 1414 and of Li Ta in 1432 (cf. Br. II, 147); Po-ha-li in Ming shih, 332, 12 b (cf. Br. II, 271). T'u Chi (160, 4 a) adds the Pa-wa-ehr of YS, 123, 3 a, but this transcription seems to refer to some other unidentified place, perhaps in Chinese Turkestan. The Chinese forms supposing "Buqar" have Western counterparts in "Bochar" of the Catalan Map (here independent of Polo), "Bochar" of the Medici Map and "Boyar" (read "Bojar", with Spanish j = b) of Clavijo (Hallberg, 80, 82; Srezenwskii, Clavijo, 422).

The form "Buqar" of the Secret History, of Yuan and Ming transcriptions, and "Bochar", "Bochar", "Boyar" of some Western sources leave no doubt that, in the Middle Ages, the Uighur-Mongolian form of the name was "Buqar", not Buqar. The transcriptions in the Hsia T'ang shu, and still more the one used by such an accurate phonetician as Hsiien-tsang, tend to show that "Buqar" was already a current form of the name early in the 7th cent.; the "Buqaras" of the Orkhon inscriptions stands to "Buqar" in the same relation as their Soydaq does to Soyd. It is true that Kâyari, in 1076, wrote Buqar (Brockelmann, 242); but it is only natural that a Turkish author who was a Mussulman, when writing in Arabic, should use the Arabic spelling; the very use of -b- is in itself an indication that he is not giving an actual Turkish form. Moreover, the title of the Buqar-hudat ("Lords of Buqar") who ruled at Bokhara prior to the arrival of the Arabs, also shows a form of the name without a final vowel. And, right or wrong, the explanation of the name by buqar, vihara, which goes back at least to the 13th cent. (in Juwaini), supposes the form "Buqar" or "Buqar". This form survives to-day in bâx Buqar, the name of Bokhara in the Turkish dialect of Kazan (Radlov, IV, 1707).

In the West, the form with a final -a occurs in Fra Mauro's "Bochara", which may be dependent on Polo, and in Hetum's "Boccarea" (Hist. des Crois., Arm., II, 126, 266). In what appears to be the earliest Western text to mention Bokhara, i.e. the document of 1221 studied by Zarncke, the name occurs in the first version as "Bachara", with an occasional reading "Bochar", as "Bocare" in the second version, and "Bochara" in the third (Zarncke, Der Priester Johannes, 49, 50, 57, 58). As the document is a translation from the Arabic, the true form was certainly "Bocara" (or "Bochara") everywhere. These Western transcriptions, as well as those without a final -a, show an -o- in the first syllable. I have decided for -o- in Polo's text, because it is given by Z and V, and because it also occurs in F; but both letters interchange so often in manuscripts that I am not positive as to the form which Polo actually used. That Polo should use "Bucara" and not a Turkish or Mongolian form without a final -a is in agreement with the general Persian character of his nomenclature.

When the elder Polos reached Bokhara, the city belonged to Hülagü (see "Barac").
84. BUCEFALO

_bucefalo R_  
_bucifalch Z_

The name occurs only in R and Z, and I have adopted the form given in R, although it ought not to appear among our « French » forms of Western names; we should expect « Bucefalo ». Z’s « Bucifalch » must have come from a misreading « Bucifale » for a French « Bucifale » or for an Italian « Bucifalo ».

On the Kataghan breed of Badakhshan, cf. Y, i, 162.

An Alexandrian city of Bucephala existed on the western bank of the Jelam (Y, i, 104-105). On the other hand, the belief still obtains in the British garrisons of the Panjab that the Buddhist stūpa of Manikyala is nothing else than the tomb of Bucephalus. For Bucephala, cf. Hallberg, 84. In Fra Mauro’s maps there are two notices of the city of « Bucefala », in different scripts, one mentioning Alexander’s « chaval », and the other his « caulo ».

85. BUCKRAM

_bocaran, bocarans, bocorain, _
_bocoranç F_  
_bocarani, bocarini, bocharani _
_L, VB_  
_bocassin(e bocariri) VB_  
_boccarano, bocharauir, bocharini _
_L_  
_bocassini, bochassini R_

_bocorame, bocharame, bocharame, bocharame, bucarame, bocharane, bucarane, bucaranum, buca-
_rani G_  
_bocarame VA_  
_bocharsine VA_  
_bocharsine V_  
_bocarino VA_  
_bocarino V_  
_bocarans FB_  
_bouguerans FA, FA, FB_  
_bocarans P_  
_bucarani TA, TA, TA_  
_bucarani bucherani, bucheranum Z_

Polo mentions « buckram » at Arzangan, at Mosul, in Tibet, at « Mutifili » (= Telingana), in Malabar, at Tana (near Bombay), at Cambay, and in Abyssinia. Two questions must be examined, the nature of the stuff and the origin of the name.

Although we must retain the word used by Polo, Yule already pointed out (Y, i, 47-48) that the mediaeval « buckram » was a valuable material, not as now « a coarse open texture of cotton or hemp, loaded with gum, and used to stiffen certain articles of dress ». While hesitating between cotton and linen, Heyd (Hist. du commerce, ii, 703) added that the last scholar to have examined the question, Victor Cay, had come to the conclusion that the ancient « buckram » was « a fine linen-cloth »; and the quotation from Francisque-Michel (Recherches sur le commerces, la fabrication et l’usage des étoffes de soie, d’or et d’argent . . ., ii, 1854, pp. 29-34) reproduced in Y, iii, 80-81, would seem to imply that, according to Francisque-Michel, this « buckram » was made of linen. But this incomplete quotation does not do justice to Francisque-Michel, who, while he said that « buckram » was made of linen in the 14th cent., insisted that in the 13th it was a cotton-cloth. From the association of cotton and « buckram » in several passages of Polo,
I have no doubt that for him "buckram" was actually a cotton-cloth. Yule may be right when he says that in many cases "buckram" was quilted cotton. This would be hardly reconcilable with the passage in which Yule makes Polo say that the Mutifili "buckrams" are so delicate that they look like tissue of spider's web (Y, II, 361). But this translation, still repeated by Evans (Pegolotti, 415), must be abandoned; Polo speaks in fact of "linen-cloth of Rheims" (telle de lino de Rens; see "Rens"). I see no reason to favour Marsh's suggestion, quoted by Yule, that "probably two words have coalesced" in "buckram".

The mediaeval forms which are at the basis of modern French "bougran", It. "bucherame", Engl. "buckram", are many. To judge from the finals, it would seem, as is said in Murray's NED, that the word was not adopted in English from the French, but from the Italian. The Spanish "bucarán" agrees with the French.

There is still some hesitation about the etymology of "buckram". Reiske's լջջել abü-qirâm, rendered "pannus cum intextis figuris", is an artificial compound, without any textual support. D'Avezac derived "bougran" from "Bokhara" (Rec. de voyages, iv, 524); this was accepted by Heyd (ii, 703) and is adopted without reserve by Lokotsch (Etym. Wörterbuch, No. 342), and by Bloch, Dict. étymol., i, 92. Yule esteemed that "if the name be local, like so many names of stuffs are, the French form rather suggests Bulgaria" (Y, i, 48). According to Murray, neither "Bokhara" nor "Bulgaria" agrees with the early French forms. I do not see that any serious objection can be raised against "Bokhara". The old French forms are "bouquerant" (not "bouqueraut" as in Lokotsch), "bouquerant", "boquerant", "boguerant" (to the forms already quoted by Francisque-Michel, add those in Godfroy and Tobler-Lommatzsch), but the final -t does not seem to be etymological; the low Latin forms are "boquerranus", "bucaranum", "buchiranum" (du Cange), "bucharanum" (Wy, 259), "bucheranus" in Z, "bocharanus" (in Bratianu, Actes des notaires génois, 189), and even in French, Joinville writes "bouqueran", and F gives "bocaran". Yule seems to have been influenced by the form "bougran", and it is true that French bougre (attested in 1178) comes from the name of the Bulgars, but, in the 13th cent., bolyari (= borali) gave in French borgal (see "Bolgaras"). The oldest French forms have -gu-rather than -gu-; on the other hand, the alternation of -o- and -ou- (pronounced as Latin -u-) is of no account, and we know both forms for the very name of Bokhara (see "Bucara"). Phonetically, the etymology with "Bokhara" seems to be unimpeachable, and I have no hesitation in adopting it. The name of another textile is supposed to be derived from "Bokhara". It is that of the woolen material known in Osm. Turk. as buhur čoha (čoqa > čoça. "cloth"), adjectival form buhurlu (Radlov, iv, 1808), buhuraki, "striped shawl" (Barbier de Meynard, l, 289), hence Rouman. buhur, "cashmere" (Lokotsch, No. 342).

Yule remarked (Y, i, 62) that Ramusio always wrote "boccassini" instead of "bucherami" and added that "bochayrani" and "bochasini" were coupled in a Genoese fiscal statute of 1339. Both words are used as synonyms in Frampton's version from Santaella ("Bochamins or Buckrams"; Pe, 26). This shows that Ramusio, like Frampton, had no longer a true idea of the ancient value of "buckram", and knew it only as the coarse material which was also designated bochasino; the equivalence of the two words is given by Murray (NED, s. v. "buckram").
The word *bochasino* is not confined to Italian, but is also represented by Span. *bocacin*, Fr. *bouassin*, Germ. *buskin* ("fustian for linings"), Engl. *bocasin*. I find no support in Murray for Lokotsch’s assumption that Engl. *buckskin*, in one of its uses, should be altered from the same word through popular etymology (Lokotsch, No. 324). The accepted etymology is Ösm. Turk. *بخارست* (Radlow, IV, 1649), written in other dictionaries *bohast* or *boyast* (cf. Murray, s. v. "bocasin"), Polski *boyast* (Barbier de Meynard, I, 336), "cloth for linings." The origin of the Osmanli word is not clear, and its history is unknown. But, if *bochasino* is actually derived from it, it cannot be very ancient. Murray’s earliest example in English is *bokesye* in 1483, and I cannot trace any in French before 1388 (in the Supplement to Godefroy). There is no likelihood that it occurred in any early Polish text. This is one of the cases where we find Ramosio indulging in an arbitrary "editing" of his text. The "bougarassin" used once c. 1400 in the sense of "boucassin" (Godefroy, I, 697) seems to be the result of an accidental and isolated contamination.

While giving "Bokhara" as the etymology of Fr. "bougran" and It. "bacherame" (No. 342), Lokotsch derives Engl. "buckram" from the Arab. *barrakān* (No. 250). This is plainly unacceptable; "bacherame" and "buckram" cannot be separated. A similar confusion is made when Bratianu (Actes des notaires généois, 7) gives *barachame* as another form of "bacherame". "Bocharam" is "buckram", but *barachame* is the same as Pegolotti’s *barracami*, the *barracani* of a Florentine tariff of 1384 (Evans, 414), which is derived from the Arab. * barrakān*, a word with a numerous progeny. *Barrakān* ordinarily designates a coarse woollen stuff or a cloak made of it, and such is the meaning of the late mediaeval French *boucacin*, as well as of Span. *buccacin* and *barragan* (cf. Dozy, Dict. des noms des vêtements, 67-71). Dozy adds that, in more recent times, the name of *barrakān* was also applied to cloaks made of finer and more valuable material, though in the fashion of the ancient *barrakān*. I feel considerable hesitation in dissenting, even to a limited extent, from Dozy. I must state, however, that as a rule the names of textiles have deteriorated rather than grown in value. Moreover, Francisque-Michel (II, 34-37) has shown that in the 13th and 14th cents. the *barragan* or *barracan* was a precious material, and Evans came independently to the same conclusion (Pegolotti, 414). The word, borrowed as *Barchent* in German, there means "fustian", but passed from German to Russian as *bar'at* (not "bar'ag" as in Lokotsch, No. 250), with the meaning of "velvet".

86. BULARGUCI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bularguci VA</th>
<th>bularguci F</th>
<th>bulargugi TA¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bularguci TA²</td>
<td>bulargufi FA</td>
<td>burgrami P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bulangazi R</td>
<td>bulargufy FB</td>
<td>burlagusi V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bulangugi IT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yule (Y, I, 407-408) has already shown that this is the same as the *bularyut* of the Mongol court of Persia, whose office was however not restricted to lost goods and animals, but who also took care of fugitive slaves and other people who had gone astray (cf. Hs³, 244-245, 476-477, 649;
Hammer, rather inconsequently, writes and registers bularyut as well as bularyut, without remark). Polo’s definition is good; the title is formed with the suffix -ş of a nomen agentis, and bularyu certainly meant «lost property», «property gone astray»; Yule has quoted a charter of 1320 from the ilkhan Abū-Sa‘īd, known only in Italian, where mention is made of «bolargo» horses.

In Rašid-u’d-Din’s description of the Mongol Court at Peking, we find a word which, since Klaproth (JAS, 1833, 356), has been read «belargou» or «bālargoš». Pauthier (Pa, 331) has explained it by the Mong. balarqai, given in Schmidt’s Dictionary as meaning «écrit, mémoire peu net avec des ratures ou phrases retranchées», and this explanation has been adopted in Y, III, 122, and Bl, II, 479. I do not know Schmidt’s authority for balarqai, which does not appear in the later and fuller dictionaries of Kovalevskij and Golstunskij; but the word is really known, with the required meaning, in Western Mongolian (cf. Ramstedt, Kalmück. Wörterbuch, 31). Nevertheless, the context is not in favour of Pauthier’s explanation; Rašid says that officers «capture» the b.laryu, and send them along with a «report of the circumstances»; I have no doubt that, in Rašid’s text, we should read būlaryut and būlaryu, «men (or animals) gone astray».

I have transcribed bularyut, in agreement with Polo’s vocalization, but the charter of 1320 writes «bolargo»; the Mongol and Arabic writings can give no clue as to the proper pronunciation. The word is unknown now. Radlov (IV, 1670) registers bōlaryut in Čay., I do not know from what source; but his reading bō- is due to the fact that he derives the word from bōla-, «to report», and this is certainly wrong: bōla- is a late denominative verb, borrowed from Chin. 𣄕 pao, «to report». The word bularyu remains of obscure formation.

The terms bularyu and bularyut do not occur in Chinese texts, but we have a number of mentions of, and detailed regulations about the 訒 poco-lan-hsi, also called pu-lan-hsi (with ToDevice, pu- and ToDevice, pu-). Palladius has seen in them «Farangi» falconers, Frank falconers (Vostochni Sbornik, i [1877], 47), and the notion of the «Bo-lan-gi» falconers has thus passed to Br, i, 188, and to Y, i, 408. But there is no doubt that po-lan-hsi means «men (and things) gone astray»; its Chinese synonym in the texts of the period is 闕遣 lan-i.

Charignon (Ch, II, 97-98) was right in saying that the pu-lan-hsi of Chinese texts corresponds to the bularyu, but mistaken in seeking for pu-lan-hsi a Chinese etymology. It is certainly a transcription, which, according to the rules of transcription in use during the Mongol and early Ming dynasties, cannot represent *bularki, but only *buralki or *buralgi. Pu-lan-hsi is also a common proper name (about twenty Pu-lan-hsi are listed from YS in Wang Hui-su’s, 26, B-l0-a), and I have no doubt that it is the same name which appears fairly often in Rašid-u’d-Din under the forms Buralqi and Buralgi, Buralyi (cf. for instance Bl, ii, 121, 124, 185; Ha, ii, 409, «Buralghi» and, wrongly, «Buralghie»). Perhaps it then meant «founding»; the Mongols, out of superstition, often gave to their children ill-sounding names.

*Buralki, *buralgi, as a common noun (that is not as a proper name), has been met with as yet in any Mongol document, and its probable linguistic connection with bularyu is not clear; there seems to have been one of those metatheses so frequent in Central Asia, but we cannot say which way the transposition was effected until we are more clear about the etymology.
of bularyu. For similar cases of metathesis, cf., in the Mongol period, kārāl, «king (of Hungary, etc.)» > kālār, and the then current form Kāltān as the name of the river Kerulen. Under unknown circumstances, Buralqī, in modern times, has come to designate Kashgarians (cf. von Le Coq in Festschrift Kuhn, 155).

The existence of the bularyušt (without the mention of their name) was known to Plan Carpine (Wy, 45).

In the beginning of the 14th cent., two Bilaryu or Bularyu are known, one with the ilkhans of Persia, the other in Egypt (cf. Ha1, II, 405; Hist. des Crois., Arm., II, 16-17, 867); I explain their name by bularyu, without the metathesis met with in Buralqi. The «Burlughī» of Quatremère, Hist. des Sultans Mamlouks, II, II, 211 and 213, must represent the same name, with wrong vocalization; and the would-be «Burlugou», ibid., II, II, 279, is no other than the Mongol Bilaryu or Bularyu who was in the service of the ilkhans.

87. CAAGIU

cagiu F, L  
cagiu LT, TA1  
calciyu FA

calciyu FC1  
calciyu FB  
chaangu TA2

chaangu VA  
thaigin R

Polo says that Chinghiz-khan, six years after he had defeated Prester John (= Ong-khan, see «Uncan»), died from the shot of an arrow received at the siege of a «castle» named «Caagiu». As a matter of fact, Chinghiz-khan survived Ong-khan by some twenty-four years, and there is no likelihood that he died of an arrow-wound (see «Cinghis»). Moreover, the name of «Caagiu» cannot well be accounted for.

Yule (Y, I, 245), following Oppert’s suggestion, supposed that a confusion had occurred here between Chinghiz and Mongka, since Mongka was said by some to have died of an arrow-wound, and in any case died in the administrative district of Ḩū Ho-chou (Sā-ch’uan), of which «Caagiu» would be the transcription; this solution is fully accepted in RR, 414. Although it makes perhaps the best of a difficult passage, it is open to certain objections. First of all, it is rather strange that Polo should have mistaken Mongka for Chinghiz not only with regard to the cause, but also as to the place, of his death. Moreover, Ho-chou ought to be transcribed *Cagiu, while all mss. agree in having a longer name, of which «Caagiu» is only one reading.

Without stressing the point, there is another possibility. We may leave out Ramusio’s «Thaigin» (? = «Caagiu»), where a contamination has perhaps occurred with « Cangiu » (q. v.), also read «Thaigin» in Ramusio. But FA has «Calacuy», FB «Caliyuy», FC1 «Calcuy». With the usual confusion between c and t, a form «Calatuy» is possible, and it is even the one which Pauthier believed to be the reading of his two mss. and which he adopted in his edition (Pu, 183), whence it has passed into Ch, I, 186. Starting from it, Charignon (Ch, I, 188) tries an
impossible Sino-Mongolian combination where "Calatuy", identical for him with "Calachan", would represent Mong. qara, "black", and Ch. ch'êng, "city"; but the two names must be kept apart (for the second one, see "Calacian"). Now the Yuan shih (YS, 1, 9 b) says that Chinghiz-khan died at the "temporary palace" (hsing-kung 行宮 - ordo) of 哈老徒 Ha-lo-t'u, which can be restored to *Qala'utu, perhaps *yala'utu, both not very far from "Calatuy" (it is Ha-lo-t'u which, through Ch'ien-lung's "reformed" spelling and a Russian intermediary, became the "camp of Caratouski" in Pa, 183, whence it has passed into Chavannes's note in TP, 1905, 2-3). In spite of a wrong restoration, Pauthier had thus thought already of connecting "Calatuy" with Ha-lo-t'u, and I would have little hesitation in doing the same, if it were not for the doubts which have been raised as to the real location of Ha-lo-t'u, and, generally speaking, about the death of Chinghiz-khan either in Kan-su or in Upper Mongolia. This is a very intricate question, about which I have given some information in TP, 1934, 164-166. One point may be considered as certain: in spite of the tradition of the Ordos, the tomb of Chinghiz-Khan is somewhere in Upper Mongolia, and not in the great bend of the Huang-ho (cf. also, with caution, Ch, 1, 197).

89. CACANFU

cacanfu, capcanfu Z
caicianfu, cai-fu, t
caianfu, caifu L
cacanfu S
cacanfu VL
candanfu FBt
cangiafu, changiafu VB
cantastis G
catanfu FB
catenfu FA
cuvasu F
tachiefu TA 3
chacanfu, chancofu TA 1
chanchaus VA
chanzanfu V
pazanfu (twice) R
tacanfu, tacanfu LT
tacanfu FB  

This correct reading is actually found once in F, but the other form of F, "Cacianfu" (>Z "Caçanfu"), may be an early alteration of a still better "Cacainfu", and "Cacanfu" is perhaps "Cacainfu" >> "Cacamfu" >> "Cacanfu"; for the name certainly covers 河間府 Ho-chien-fu (pronounced then Hô-kiân-fu), and chien (kiân) is rendered gain or quen by Polo (see "Gaindu", "Quenlinfu"). I have some recollection of reading the name in Rašdu-d-Din, although I cannot trace it now. The transcription of Ho-chien-fu's ho by ca- is identical with that used in Mong. Qasi >> Qaši — 河西 Ho-hsi (Hô-si), a name for the "Tangut" country in Chinghiz-khan's time (see "Tangut"); see also "Cacu". Moreover, the name of "Cacanfu" must have often been used in Mongol- and Persian-speaking circles.

The identification has been accepted by all except Charignon, and is almost self-evident. Polo's starting point was Cho-chou (see "Giogiù"), south-west of Peking, where the two main roads followed by envoys branched off, one reaching Chêng-ting, where it again divided, to Hu-nan and Chiang-hsi, or to Shan-hsi, Shên-hsi, etc., the other leading to Hang-chou and Fu-chien. We know that Polo passed through Chi-ning (on the Grand Canal, south-west of Yen-chou; see "Singiu matu"). From Cho-chou to Chi-ning, the direct road passes through Ho-chien-fu
90. CACCIA MODUN

(≡Cacanfu), Tê-chou (on the Grand Canal), Kao-t'ang, and Tung-p'ing-fu (see "Tundinfu"). I show elsewhere that Polo passed through the modern Tê-chou (see "Ciangli"). Thus "Cacanfu" is certainly Ho-chien-fu. The Yung-lo ta-tien, 19423, 18 b, states definitely that the postal road from Peking to Hang-chou and Fu-chien went through Ho-chien-fu.

The name of Ho-chien goes back to the Han; it was a chün under the Wei (T'ao-pa) and the T'ang, and became a fu, Ho-chien-fu, under the Northern Sung; the Yüan made a lu of it in 1265 (YS, 58, 9 b). Surprise has sometimes been expressed at Polo calling fu what was a lu in the Mongol period; but if Polo never uses lu, neither do the Persians. As a matter of fact, the lu (already existing in Sung and Chin times) were the seats of tsung-kuan-fu, or "general administrations," and the name lu has never been much in use; the Ho-chien [fu tsung-kuan-fu] went on being called Ho-chien-fu, as it had been under the Sung, and was to be under the Ming and the Ch'ing; the case is the same for all lu of the Mongol period. The itinerary of 1276 translated by Moule (TP, 1915, 401) uses "Ho-chien-fu" just as Polo does.

The "great river" mentioned by Polo may be the 浑河 Hu-t'ao-ho, a river which has undergone many changes of course, but which, even in the Mongol period, must have passed far to the south-east of Ho-chien-fu; in such a case, Polo would speak of a river which flowed through the prefectural district of Ho-chien-fu, but not through Ho-chien-fu itself. Nevertheless, it is more probable that Polo refers to the river which passes through Ho-chien-fu itself and which seems to have been a much more important water-course in the 13th cent. than it is now; river conditions in that part of Northern China have altered considerably in modern times. In YS, 64, 8 a, the "River of Ho-chien" is one of 18 watercourses to each of which a special paragraph is devoted.

The Yung-lo ta-tien (19426, 4 b) has preserved a list of the Yüan postal stations from Cho-chou to Ling-chou, which it may be worth-while giving here: from Cho-chou (see "Gio-giu"), due south, 70 li to Hsin-ch'eng; south slightly east, 70 li to Hsiung-chou; 60 li to Jên-ch'iu; 60 li to Ho-chien (≡ "Cacanfu"); 60 li to Hsien-chou; 70 li to Fou-chêng; 60 li to Ching-chou; 90 li to Ling-chou (see "Ciangli" = Tê-hsien). This is still the road to-day.

90. CACCIA MODUN

cacic modun F, FA, L
caecarmodin R
cacia modum FB
caciamondun S
caeciamondin P
chaccia triodum LT
chaciamordoi VA
chazumondun VL
tacarmodu TA¹
tacchar mundo TA²
chatai V
tun of YS, 100, 2 a. Charignon (Ch., ii, 100) opposed this interpretation on two grounds, first because Ha-ch’a-mu-tun is in a list headed by Kara-mūrân, which means «north of the Yellow River at the great bend of the Ordos», and secondly because the name in YS may as well be the name of a man as that of a place. I take the second argument first. The list of YS is altered in many cases; for instance, it begins with Ta(Taɪ)la-mu-lien, and I agree with Charignon that the name really intended is Ha[97]la-mu-lien, Kara-mūrân. Every entry in the list consists of the name of a place followed by the name or names of the men in charge; after every such entry, an interval is left, but the rule is not observed for the two places which precede Ha-ch’a-mu-tun. In the case of Ha-ch’a-mu-tun, the name is given alone, between two intervals. It could, of course, be taken as the name of an individual, to be added to the name of the man in charge of the place named just before. I have taken it for the name of a place, the mention of the man in charge being omitted, because, while I know of no analogous name of an individual in Mongol history, it can be explained as a place-name. The second element of the Chinese form is certainly mudun, which is the Mongol modun (now modon), «tree», with the same pronunciation in u as in mūrân instead of mūrân; needless to say, that modun is also the second element of Polo’s «Caccia modun». If the two places are identical, we could suppose, because of the reading «Cacciai modun», that a final -r has not been transcribed in Chinese. But that is not satisfactory, as both transcriptions would not fit with a *aʃar-modun, «Earth-wood», which, moreover, is not very good in itself, and would require *Qaʃar-modun, «Cheek-tree», which seems impossible. My opinion is that Ha-ch’a-mu-tun represents ɣaʃa-modun ( = ɣaʃa-modun), «the Lone Tree», the -r in the reading «Caccia modun» of Polo’s ms. being the same erroneous final -r as in «Succiur», «Bettalar», etc.; in any case, the double -r seems to indicate that the first element really contains -qː (for the value of -qː and for the wrong addition of a final -r, see «Succiur»). Such a name as ɣaʃa-modun is so natural that it occurs elsewhere. Paulinhas added, as possibly being Polo’s «Lone tree» (see Dry [Lone] tree), a very old tree which he says existed in «ancient Bactria» in the 18th century, and was then mentioned in the Ta-Ch’ing i-t’ung chih as 烏樹 Tu-shu, «Lone tree» (Pa, 96). The said tree did not stand in ancient Bactria, but at the north-western border of the Left Qazak Horde, that is to say north-west of the Talas River and of the Syr-Daria (Ta-Ching i-t’ung chih, 420, 1, 1 b). But the main point for us here is that Paulinhas, who was quoting Klaproth, Mag. asiat., 1, 102, omitted the following sentence correctly translated by the latter: «The Qazak call it ‘Oru(?)-yin ɣaʃa-modo’; Oru (?) is the name of a river; ‘ɣaʃa-modo’ means ‘lone tree’». I am not certain of the identification of the river at the source of which the tree stood. Of course the Qazak spoke Turkish as they do now, while the whole name is Mongolian; but the preface to Ch’en-lung’s poem on the Lone-tree (Hai-yü t’u-chih, 44, 4 b) informs us that the name originated with the Toryot, who are Mongols. Ch’en-lung’s poem is of 1757, and consequently prior to the migration of the Toryot back to China.

So I take it as being very likely that the two names Ha-ch’a-mu-lun and «Caccia modun» are identical, even if we had to do with two different places.

But I do not think that the places are different. The commentators have strangely erred about Qubilai’s yearly hunting expeditions and have taken him far into Manchuria (Marsden; and Paulinhas, Pa, 304), or north of the eastern end of the Great Wall (Yule, Y, 1, 408; and
CHARIGNON, Ch., II, 99). It is remarkable that PAUTHIER, YULE and CHARIGNON, while accepting Polo's text which makes Kublai start from «Cambaluc» (Peking) southwards, should have admitted that such a direction leads towards Shan-hai-kuan and Manchuria. CHARIGNON has said that the spring hunts, from 1281 to 1283, took place in 林 Liu-lin, or «Willow Forest», which is, according to him, beyond the Great Wall; and that identification has duly embarrassed BENEDETTO (B', 439, where he also attributes it to me quite gratuitously), who comes to doubt the southern direction given in F and most ms., the more so as RAMUSIO has greco, «north-east». He might have thought that if CHARIGNON was right, there was no reason for Kublai to come back from such a place every year to «Cambaluc» and leave immediately for Shang-tu; it would have been simpler for him to have gone to Shang-tu direct. But the ms. are right. Kublai travels in a southern direction (or rather south-eastern) for two days (this interpretation, supported by the Court French text in Po, 304 and 307, is adopted in Y, 1, 402, 403, though not in RR, 142, nor in B', 144), and that would not lead him very far. We know from YS (11, 5 a; 12, 1 a; 13, 5 b) that in 1281, 1282 and 1283, Kublai went to Liu-lin, but this was much nearer than the commentators have supposed. Liu-lin, the Willow Forest, was in the district of 州 Kuo-chou, a district abolished under the Manchu dynasty, the seat of which was 45 li to the south of T'ung-chou (the well-known place of that name east of Peking). After the hunt of 1281, Kublai ordere a hsin-kung or temporary residence to be built there (cf. the Ti-ming ta-ts' u-tien, ed. 1931, 633). This is the residence of «Caccia modun» described by POLO. PALLADIUS'S identification with Ho-hsi-wu, which CORBIER rejected (Y, 1, 408), is wrong phonetically, but very near the mark geographically, and moreover supported by YS, 14, 5 b.

I think that CHARIGNON is wrong again when he says that Ha-ch'a-mu-tun is out of the question here because it was, according to him, somewhere north of the Ordus. Most of the names of the list in which Ha-ch'a-mu-tun appears are still unidentified, and, amongst them, the Çayan-nör might be supposed to be the Çayan-nör of the Ordus just as well as the Çayan-nör which lay west of Shang-tu (see «Ciangnor»). But the Gun-nör, or Deep Lake, is almost certainly the place where Mongka sometimes resided, and which is named in YS (3, 2 b; 3, 3 b) under 1253 and 1257 (cf. also TP, 1904, 380; WALEY, Travels of an Alchemist, 31; Töyö gaku hō, xii, 103; YANAI, 388-389, 676); it was situated in Upper Mongolia. There have also been several Qara-mörün (see «Caramoran»). So we cannot say that all the names of the list refer to the Ordus region. As to Ha-ch'a-mu-tun, it comes immediately after 赟穂 Hai-ch'ê-t'u; I have not met this name elsewhere, but it is clearly Hieatt, which means «the Place of Willows» (from hiektûn, written Mong. ičúśün; on hiektûn, cf. JA, 1925, 1, 217). It is very likely that we have here the Mongol name of Liu-lin or Willow Forest, and «Caccia modun» being in the Willow Forest, it is practically certain that Ha-ch'a-mu-tun, named along with Hieatt, is really identical with Polo's «Caccia modun».

I cannot collect and discuss here all the mentions of Liu-lin in YS. Apart from the details of YS, 11, 5 a, there is a text of importance under 1282 in YS, 14, 5 b. At random, I have noted that the Emperor went to Liu-lin in 1299 (20, 1 b), 1323 (28, 5 a); in that year, a gale destroyed the temporary residence; ibid. 28, 6 a), 1328 (3, 1 a), 1335 (38, 5 a). In 1358, Liu-lin was devastated by a rebel (YS, 45, 4 a).
91. CACIONFU

cacionFu F, FA, FA \(\rightsquigarrow\) cacionphur, caciunphur S  
cacionfu F, Z, L, R  
cacionso LT  
caciasFB  
caciasFB F, FAF  
caciasVL  
caciasAF  
caciasAR

catiauF FB\(\rightsquigarrow\)  
chacianfu TA\(\rightsquigarrow\)  
chacianfu TA\(\rightsquigarrow\)  
chianso V  
chasianso V  
chasianfu VA

Although the mss. then available to us authorized only «Cacionfu», I had originally corrected it to «Cacionfu», since I could see no solution except ạf ạft ạff Ho-chung-fu, the name under the Mongols of the modern P’u-chou-fu; «Cacionfu» is now confirmed by S and VL. It is true that Ho-chung-fu is east of the Yellow River, and not west as Polo’s text would imply. But there is no other fu which can fit in the itinerary, and the transcription «Cacionfu» is quite regular. The identification, which was first proposed by Klapper, has been adopted by all recent editors. Wedell’s identification with T’ung-chou-fu (JRA, 1910, 1260-1261) has no value.

The name of Ho-chung-fu was given under the T’ang, and it was only in the Ming dynasty that it was changed to P’u-chou-fu. In the new Republican nomenclature, it is Yung-chi-hsien. Cordier (L’Extrême-Orient dans l’Atlas Catalan, 21) thinks that this name is written «Caysam» on the Catalan Map; but the two names north and south of it on the map are doubtful, and the phonetic correspondence is too remote to be convincing.

92. CAÇAN

achasan, chasian, chaxian,  
chasen, chonsonson V  
caçan, F, L  
casan F, FA, Z, R  
caçanFB

caçan, secaçan L

This transcription represents a pronunciation Qazan which is quite admissible, although Qazan ạf ạf ạf Qazan (yazan) has gained early and almost general recognition. The name is not Mongol, but seems to be the Turk. qazan («qazyan), «kettle». There must be something wrong in the story Ha\(\rightsquigarrow\), ii, 7, gives, according to which the name would be Mongol and mean «tooth»; I do not know of a Mongol word for «tooth» having any similarity with qazan or yazan; moreover, there is no z in Mongolian. Josafat Barbaro explains by «kettle» the name of the town of Kazan on the Volga (Ramusio, ed. 1559, ii, 98a). I must add that, although the Turk. qazan is old in many dialects, and already attested c. 1300 in Codex Cumanicus, it is the form qazyan which is at the basis of the Persian borrowed forms qazan, qazgan and (corrupt?) hažyan, «kettle» (cf. Vullers, ii, 705). During the Mongol period, the name was borne in Persia by different persons. For this particular man, the texts hesitate between Qazan and yazan (Qhazan); cf. Ha\(\rightsquigarrow\), ii, 439, 464. The Armenians write «Qazan» (Patkanov, Istoriya Mongolov, 1, 57).
For Polo’s “Caçań”, Kovalevski (p. 765) gives a Mongol form “Qasan” without saying from what text it is borrowed (it was probably taken from contemporary coins); the Syriac form is Qāṣān (see Chabot and Budde). Hethum writes “Casau” (var. “Chasan”, “Chassan”; *Hist. des Crois., Arm.,* ii, 191, etc.); *Les Gestes des Cipriotes,* generally “Casan” (ibid. 844, 847-848; once “Caçań”); as does Florio Bustron, in *Doc. inéd.,* Mêl. hist., v, 129. Papal letters of 1291 give “Cassianus” (Chabot, 243, 247). I do not know how to account for the use of ḳ- for q- in the usual Persian form of the name; perhaps it is due to a more or less spirant pronunciation, among the Mongols of Persia, of Mong. (and Turk.) q-; it is well known that this spirant pronunciation is now almost general in Mongol dialects, and it may be that a spirant pronunciation has something to do also with the alteration of the name which has come down to us as Gailatu (see “Quiaçat”).

Ghazan, Arýun’s eldest son, was born on December 4, 1271 (so in Browne, *Hist. of Pers. Lit.*, iii, 40; the dates generally given are November 4, 1271, from Ha₁, ii, 4, or November 30, 1271, from Oh, iv, 153; but it must have been a Friday, which is not the case with either date. We should probably read “29 rabi’ II” instead of “29 rabi’ I” of Ha and “25 rabi’ II” of Oh). Having converted himself to Islam on June 19, 1295, Ghazan killed Baidur (October 5, 1295), and ascended the throne on November 3, 1295 (Oh, iv, 152-153). He died on May 17, 1304 (cf. Browne, iii, 40, 43; also Blochet, *Moufazzal*, 600-601). The *YS*, 107, 7b, mentions Prince ḳ- ḳ- Ha-tsan (Qazan), son of Arýun and great-grandson of Hülâgü; it is of course our Ghazan. But the *YS* is wrong when it calls him “prince of Ching-yûn”, and when it says (108, 5a; cf. Bl, *Intro.*, 225) that Ghazan was created “prince of Ching-yûn” in 1290. There was no reason to give a Chinese princely title to Ghazan, particularly when his father Arýun was still alive. In the ṭen-chi (YS, 16, 1a), it is stated that, in the 1st moon of 1290, a silver gilt seal was granted to “[q- q-] Ha-tai, prince of Ching-yûn”, and this [q- q-] Ha-tai, prince of Ching-yûn is listed in *YS*, 107, 6a, as a great-grandson of Kïñû, the third son of Ögûdï; his name is Qadai, and he is mentioned in the *Mutizz al-anṣâb* (cf. Bl, ii, 6, n. h). There is no doubt that Ghazan never received a Chinese title, in 1290 or later, and that there is a confusion in *YS*, 107, 7b, and 108, 5a, between him and Qadai. Ghazan had nevertheless inherited rights over certain people and industries in China. In 1304, a special office was created for the charge of the hunters, falconers and artisans who belonged to the house of the great prince Ghazan in the region of Peking (Ta-tu) and other places; this seems to have been only a return to a state of things which had existed from 1261 to 1275 (see “Abaga”). In 1311, the autonomy of that office was suppressed, as there was no longer anyone in charge, “Ha-rh-paan-ta (Harbanda) governing a corner far away” (*YS*, 85, 12a and b; Harbanda Öljâitü was Ghazan’s brother and successor). But the rights of Hülâgü’s house had not been forfeited. We happen to know that, of 25,056 families, domination over which had been given in 1257 to Hülâgü in the district (lu) of Chang-tê (Honan), there were still 2,929 in 1319 which belonged to his descendants (*YS*, 95, 4b); and the (?re-established) office of these hunters, falconers and artisans still existed in the time of the ilkhan Abû Saïd (1317-1335); cf. *YS*, 101, 8a.

In 1296, Ghazan sent a mission, with rich presents, to the Great Khan Tûmûr Öljâitü; the mission was also entrusted with collecting the long outstanding dues owed to Ghazan’s
house by certain manufactures in China, which are evidently those alluded to in the paragraph above. At the head of the embassy were the mālik Faḥruʿ-ʾd-Dīn and Nojai (wrongly read «Bocai» in Oh, iv, 320, «Boqai» in Ha¹, ii, 149, but «Nokai» in Ha¹, ii, 197; the reading Nojai is attested by Chinese texts). It was only on July 30, 1304, that the envoys arrived and were received in audience in Shang-tu (not in Ta-tu as has been said by Waṣṣāf) by the Great Khan Tāmūr (YS, 21, 6 b); it is certainly in consequence of this visit that an office in charge of Ghazan’s interests was created in 1304. A Chinese envoy, Yang Ch’u, accompanied the envoys on their way back to Persia, but Faḥruʿ-ʾd-Dīn died in India, and it was not until 1307 that Nojai and Yang Ch’u reached Ormuz; the envoys had been away nine years, a good illustration of the toils of such a journey in Polo’s day. On this remarkable embassy, see Oh, iv, 320-321; Ha¹, ii, 149, 197; Waṣṣāf in Elliott’s Hist. of India, iii, 45-47, Y, 1, 38; and the Chinese sources I have quoted in TP, 1933, 431, to which add T’u-shu chi-ch’êng, Shih-huo-tien, 334, 1 b (Waṣṣāf is wrong in saying that the journey took only seven years, and goes against the Chinese texts when he states that the Chinese envoy died on the way).

The YS, 26, 6 b, registers, under May 5, 1319, the death of Prince (chu-wang) Ha-tsan (Qazan); as the ilkhan Ghazan died in 1304, it would seem that we have here to do with an undetermined homonym. But although there are in YS some mentions of Ghazan’s brother and successor Ḥarbando ʿOljaitū, if we remember that Ḥarbando ʿOljaitū’s son Abū Saʿīd ascended the throne in 1317, and that a text mentions in 1319 Abū Saʿīd’s hereditary possessions in Honan, it would appear more probable that envoys announcing Abū Saʿīd’s accession reached Peking in May 1319, that they spoke of the deaths of Ghazan in 1304 and of Ḥarbando in 1316, and that Ghazan’s death, which had never been entered in the registers, was by some oversight placed at the date of an audience granted in 1319 to Abū Saʿīd’s envoys. In Athār-e Īrān of 1936 (1, 37-44), I have published an edict of Abū Saʿīd, dated September 1320, on which appears the same Chinese seal as was used on ʿHarbando ʿOljaitū’s letter to Philip the Fair in 1305. This would tend to show that Abū Saʿīd’s envoys were not yet back from China at that time. But if there had been no official notification of Ghazan’s death to the Imperial Court, it may be that this Chinese seal originally belonged to Ghazan, and was inherited by ʿHarbando ʿOljaitū who used it throughout his reign.

It was Ghazan who finally married, as Polo says, the Lady Kökāčin sent from China to his father Arūn (see «Cocacins»).

93. CAGUY (= *CACU)

caguy FA
caguy S
cagui F, L
cagui P
caguy FB
cayguiz P, VL
chaigui VA
quaçu Z
quanzu R

This is the name, altered to «Quaçu», «Caguy», «Caigiu», etc., of the small town which was situated on the north bank of the Huang-ho, opposite to the much more important Huai-an which was on its southern bank. Commentators have been at a loss to trace it, even going with
CHARIGNON as far as to identify it with Hai-chou, some two or three days’ journey north of the crossing (Ch, iii, 27; cf. also TP, 1915, 415). But the case seems fairly simple.

The itinerary of the Yung-lo ta-tien which I have translated under Lingiu shows, going south, as the last station before Huai-an, a place called 大清口 Ta-Ch'ing-k'ou. The commissioners of 1276, coming from the south, left Huai-an and crossed the river at 淮河口 Ch'ing-ho-k’ou, after which they soon reached 小清河口 Hsiao-Ch'ing-ho-k’ou (TP, 1915, 397). These names have many counterparts in different parts of China, and I am not going to try and trace their history here. But the main element in them is the common Ho-k’ou, ‘Mouth of the River’, so frequent in Chinese toponymy. It seems clear that the Ta-Ch'ing-k’ou or Ch'ing-ho-k’ou was locally called simply Ho-k’ou, ‘Mouth of the River’, and it is this name which Polo heard. F has ‘Caiguu’, FA ‘Caguyu’, Z ‘Quaçu’.

We have in the various readings an example of the mischief done by the oft-recurring -giu = chou. Polo must have written or dictated ‘Cacuy’; -cu would be a regular transcription of k’ou, and ca- is the normal transcription in Polo of ho, ‘river’, as for instance in the name of ‘Cacanfu’ = Ho-chien-fu.

94. CAICIU (cc. 107-110)

cacianfu F
caiciu F, L
caciua FA
caiyuy FA1
caituy, chainuy TA1
cangiasu, zafu (?) VB

In Polo’s account, ‘Caiciu’ lies between ‘Plafu’ and ‘Cacionfu’, which are certainly P’ing-yang-fu and Ho-chung-fu (the modern P‘u-chou-fu) respectively. The readings of the name are at great variance (unfortunately there is no corresponding passage in Z) and the narrative is not countenanced by real historical data. So we can only rely upon the general trend of the itinerary to determine what place is meant. According to Polo, ‘Caiciu’ lay two days west of P‘ing-yang-fu; the Huang-ho was reached after a further twenty miles to the west, and having crossed the Huang-ho another two days’ journey to the west brought the traveller to P‘u-chou-fu.

For ‘Caiciu’, Marsden thought of Chieh-chou in Shan-hsi, north-east of P‘u-chou-fu. We should expect Polo to pronounce this name ‘Caiguu’, which could easily produce the various readings of the mss. But Polo says that ‘Caiciu’ lay west of P‘ing-yang-fu, while Chieh-chou is south-south-west of it; moreover for Chieh-chou the distance from the Huang-ho, as given by Polo, is too short. Yule (Y, ii, 25-27) then suggested that Chi-chou, which is due west of P‘ing-yang-fu and only a few miles east of the Huang-ho; having reached the Huang-ho, Polo would either travel down by boat to P‘u-chou-fu, or follow the west bank of the river to a point opposite P‘u-chou-fu.
After Marsden, but prior to Yule, Pauthier proposed quite a different solution. Although generally paying Ramusio scant attention, Pauthier (Pa, 354-355) accepted in the present case the latter’s isolated reading ‘Thaigin’ (which he miscopied ‘Taiggin’) as the only correct one and substituted in his edition ‘Taicin’ in place of the readings of his French ms. ‘Taicin’, according to Pauthier, was a transcription of 太慶 T’ai-ch’ing, the name of a fortified pass (關 kuan) on the western bank of the Huang-ho, and somewhat south-west of P’u-chou-fu.

Richthofen, who did not accept Yule’s explanation of Chi-chou, himself expressed the opinion that Polo may have used two different routes, passing through ‘Kieh-chou’ (‘Caiciu’ of F) when going to Yün-nan and through ‘Taiching-kwan’ (‘Thaigin’ of R) on his return, or vice versa (Y, ii, 26-27). Penzer (Po, XLVII-XLVIII), although attracted by Yule’s Chi-chou, repeated Richthofen’s argument and traced on his map the itineraries resulting from the different solutions proposed.

I am surprised that Pauthier’s T’ai-ch’ing should have been taken seriously. The true name is 太慶關 Ta-ch’ing-kuan in all Chinese sources, but this is of small account since ta was still pronounced with a final -i in the Mongol period. It is also of no great consequence that Ta-ch’ing sounded Dai-k’ing or Tai-k’ing in Polo’s time, and not with the modern northern pronunciation which we transcribe Ta-ch’ing and which Pauthier and Richthofen render as ‘Tai-ching’ and ‘Taigin-kwan’ respectively. The result is that Polo’s transcription of such a name should be *Taichin*, not ‘Thaigin’ as in Ramusio, or ‘Taicin’ as the name was restored by Pauthier in his edition. More important is the fact that Ta-ch’ing-kuan, although known as one of the crossings of the Huang-ho, was never the residence of the military governor of Shan-hsi province, contrary to Pauthier’s statement, and in 1328 Āsan-tānūr simply passed through it to enter Shan-hsi. But what is fatal to Pauthier’s theory is the position of Ta-ch’ing-kuan. We are looking for a place between P’ing-yang-fu in the north-east and P’u-chou-fu in the south-west. Now Ta-ch’ing-kuan is south-west of P’u-chou-fu, and moreover on the western bank of the Huang-ho (although Bretschneider and Penzer’s maps put it on the eastern bank); it was a sort of advanced post of P’u-chou-fu, a bridge-head still belonging to Shan-hsi, although situated on the other side of the river. It is evident that the place does not fulfil any of the conditions required for its identification with ‘Caiciu’.

There is another reason which ought to have at once disposed of Richthofen’s opinion. While admitting that ‘Caiciu’ is Chieh-chou, Richthofen looked for ‘Thaigin’ at Ta-ch’ing-kuan because, Polo having, possibly, travelled by two different routes when going and returning, the traveller himself might have put into Ramusio’s text the name of Thaigin instead of Cai-chu. But such an opinion betrays a fundamental misconception of the way in which Polo’s book has come down to us. It is quite clear that Polo used but one name, and that discrepancies such as ‘Caiciu’, ‘Thaigin’, etc. are the result of copyists’ errors.

As for the name which Polo used, I must frankly admit that, whatever solution we adopt, we shall have to make some allowances for certain inaccuracies in the text, the first one, quite evident, being that Polo locates ‘Cacionfu’, the modern P’u-chou-fu, west of the Huang-ho, while it is east of it and reached from P’ing-yang-fu before crossing the river.

Yule’s identification of ‘Caichu’ with Chi-chou is not probable. Chi-chou is practically
due west of P'ing-yang-fu, so that Penzer's remark on the subject (Pe, xlviii) is inaccurate; on the other hand, the distance from Chi-chou to the Huang-ho, while it is certainly less than Polo's "twenty miles", is long enough to be acceptable in a part of the itinerary where the bearings and distances are very far from accurate. But, and this is the main point, Chi-chou is not at all on the route which Polo was following, and this leads Yule to make Polo travel down the river by boat or to advance along the western bank. But both hypotheses are in utter disagreement with the postal relays of the time; therefore I think that Chi-chou must be left out of account.

Marsden's Chieh-chou was a brighter inspiration. Chieh-chou, although too much to the south, could be said to be more or less between P'ing-yang-fu and P'u-chou-fu. But again Chieh-chou is not on the main track. On this route, between P'ing-yang-fu and P'u-chou-fu, there is only one important place, the name of which moreover can easily account for most readings of the mass; it is 彦州 Chiang-chou, in Polo's transcription, theoretically, "Cangiu". I feel confident that "Caiciu" is Chiang-chou. The distances and the bearings given in the text do not agree with this solution, but they do not agree with any other, and here we have at least possible forms of the very name we ought to expect.

The name of Chiang-chou dates from the middle of the 6th cent. In December 1219-January 1219, the Chin promoted the place to the rank of a fu and called it 輝安府 Ching-an-fu. But the Yüan soon gave it again the name of Chiang-chou under which it continued to be known till the present day (cf. Chin shih, 26, 3 b; YS, 58, 17 a; Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chih, 118, 1 a).

For the contents of the two chapters devoted to "Caiciu", see "Roi d'Or".

95. CAIDU

caidu F, Fr, FA, L, VB, Z; R LT, P, VL, Z chaydu TA, TA

candu, chadu VB chaidu TA, TA, V, VA ghaydu TA

caydu Fr, FA, Fr, FB, L, chardo, chardu, gaidin, gaidu V

Mong. Qaidu, known only as a proper name; Ch. 海都 Hai-tu; Pers. گیاد Qaidu (also گیاد Qaidu). One of Chinghiz-khan's legendary ancestors was called Qaidu, Qaidu-khan (cf. Secret History, §§ 46, 47; YS, 1, 10 [with details not found elsewhere as yet]; 107, 1 b; Ber, III, 238); a third Hai-tu in YS, 134, 9 b, is probably also a Qaidu; so are also, in all likelihood, the five 海都 Huai-tu of Wang Hui-tsu', 16, 3-4. The name was still in use under the Timurids (cf. "Mizra-Qaidu" in Not. et Extr. xiv, 127, 149, 162). The word qaidu (⇒ haidu) is no longer known in Mongolian, but it has survived in geographical nomenclature: Haidu-yol is the name of the lower part of the Yuldz river in Chinese Turkistan. Blochert (Bl, 11, 434) says that Qaidu is "evidently" connected with Mong. гайту, "violent", "insolent", but гайту means merely "miserable", "unfortunate"; moreover, I would almost prefer, for once, the explanation of Ch'ien-
lung's commissioners and suppose a dialectical form *qaidu of Mong. qaidaq, «alone», «single», from which Manchu kaidu, of identical meaning, would be borrowed (cf. also Blochet, Moufazzal, 608).

According to Polo, Qaidu was a grandson of Čaytaï, and twice (cf. Vol. i, 144, 447) Polo makes Čaytaï a brother of Qubilai; at the same time, he calls Qaidu a «neveu» of Qubilai, and the word may be taken to mean either «nephew» or «grandson». Polo is here mistaken. Hammer (HaI, i, 142) speaks of a Qaidu, sixth son of Ögödäi, and of a Qaidu, seventh son of Čaytaï, but both are due to misunderstandings or misreadings. The Qaidu, son of Čaytaï, mentioned by Howorth for the campaign of 1240-1241 in Hungary (t, 137, 142), is due to another error: Wolff (Gesch. der Mongolen, 154, 159) had absurdly changed the Qadan, son of Ögödäi, given by his sources, into a would-be Qaidu, son of Čaytaï; this has led Grousset, Hist. de l'Extéme-Orient, 435, to include the true Qaidu among the princes who took part in the campaign of 1240-1241, while Qaidu was still at that period a young boy, as will be seen farther on. There is in fact only one prince Qaidu in the 13th cent., and he is a grandson not of Čaytaï, but of Ögödäi; to Qubilai, he was the son of a first cousin, what we call in French a «neveu à la mode de Bretagne».

The date of the birth of Qaidu is not given by any text, but can be determined approximately. All the texts agree that he was the son of Qaši or Qašin, a son of Ögödäi (YS, 107, 6α; Bl, ii, 7, 434); Rašidu'-d-Din adds that Qaši was the name then used by the Mongols for Tangut (= Hsi-Hsia), and that Qaši owed his name to the fact that he was born when Chinghiz had just led a victorious campaign against the Hsi-Hsia. It is true that Qaši or, with a paragogical -n, Qašin, Ch. 皆 [＝哈] 失 Ha-shih, represents a Mongol alteration of 河西 Ho-hsi (medieval pronunciation Hsî-i), then the common Chinese name for the Hsi-Hsia country, the modern Kan-su (see *Tangut*). The passage in Mongolian of 月至 月 before i was not yet general, and the name of Qaši, with the adjectival or ethncal suffix -taï, -dai, is still transcribed 河西 Hsî-tai (*Qasidai) in the Hei-Ta shih-lo of 1232 (cf. TP, 1928-1929, 167; ed. Wang Kuo-wei, 1 b) and 合 普 古 Hsi-tai (*Qasidai) in the Cho-kêng lu of 1366 (t, 3 a). So there is no doubt about the meaning of Qaši, and the way in which the name was given is also in agreement with Mongol habits.

But from 1205 to 1227, Chinghiz marched five times against Tangut; Hung Chên, 15, 1 a, refrained from any formal opinion about the time which is meant here. T'ü Chi (37, 1) says that Qaši was born in 1205 (he gives in fact i-hai, 1215, but the whole reasoning in the preceding paragraph shows that this is a slip for i-ch'ou, 1205); this I cannot accept. Ögödäi was born in 1186; he had seven sons, the eldest of whom, Güyük (see *Cui*), was born in 1206; Chinese sources and Rašidu'-d-Din agree in making Qaši the fifth son, and Rašid says that the first five sons were born of the same mother (YS, 2, 4 α; 107, 5 b-6 b; Bl, ii, 4-7; T'ü Chi's attempt to show that Qaši was the eldest son and born of another mother is a failure). The result is that Qaši could not have been born before the third campaign of Chinghiz against the Hsi-Hsia, stated to be in 1209 by the YS, 1, 6 b, but more correctly in 1210 by Rašid (Ber, iii, 16) and the Shêng-wu ch' in chêng lu (ed. Wang Kuo-wei, 49 α). We cannot make it any later, knowing what we do of Qaši's son Qaidu. So Qaši must have been born in 1210.
Qaidu, whose father was born in 1210, cannot himself have been born much before 1230; on the other hand, he could not have been born after that date, since he died «very old» in 1301, according to Raśid (Bl, ii, 7), although he clearly could not have then been «almost a centenarian», as is said by HAMMER (Ha', ii, 143).

Qaidu’s mother was a Bekrin (a partly Christian tribe) called سکین سیبکین Sābkinā (?; cf. ERDMANN, Vollständige Uebersicht, 69; Ber, i, 130; Bl, ii, 7). The boy was always called simply Qaidu. HAMMER (Ha', ii, 144) makes Dua call him once «Qaidu Andaman», but I have no doubt that we must understand «Qaidu, my anda»; Dua and Qaidu were «sworn brothers», anda.

Qaši was in great favour with Ögödai, and Hsü T’ing, the commentator of the Hei-Ta shih-lü, who visited the Mongols in 1235-1236, heard the rumour that Ögödai intended Qaši to succeed him. But Qaši died of drunkenness, while still very young, in 1236 or shortly afterwards; at his death, a taboo was placed on the name Qaši, and from that moment the Mongols called the Hai-Haia country by its Turkish name of Tangut, the very one used by Polo (Ber, i, 120; Bl, ii, 7; see «Tangut»).

When, after the death of Gūyükk (1248), the power passed from the branch of Ögödai to that of Tului with the election (1250) and the enthronement (1251) of Mongka, Qaidu shared the fate of the surviving members of the lineage whom Mongka, in the spring of 1252, after they had taken part in a diet (qurltta), dispersed to their various appanages; Qaidu was sent back to 海押 Hsi-yá-li, Qayaltq, the «Caialae» (var. Caalac, Ceialac; read «Caialacs») of Rubrouck (cf. YS, 3, 2 a; Br, ii, 40; WY, 190, 191). Although the position of Qayaltq has not been ascertained, it must have been in the region of Kopal, east of the Balqaš lake, and north of the Ili river (the location on the Ili in BLOCHET, Moufazzal, 683, is impossible). Founded in the beginning of the 12th cent. by the Qarluq, Qayaltq has been supposed to be included in Jocí’s appanage (BARTHOLOM, 12 Vorlesungen, 190); on the other hand, the currently admitted, but wrong equivalence of Rubrouck’s «Organum» with the name of the queen Oryana (?; the true form of this name is doubtful; but «Ergene» in BARTHOLOM, ibid., 184, 185, 197, is not correct) would place Qayaltq in the appanage of the house of Càyatai (so in HOWORTH, i, 173). But the text of YS relating to 1252 can leave no doubt that Qayaltq belonged to the appanage of the line of Ögödai, and it is Qaidu who must have ruled in Qayaltq when Rubrouck reached that city in 1253. For Qaidu’s later history, we must remember (what is often forgotten) that Qaidu always lived in the region of the Ili and the Chu, where he had his proper dominion, and that he only occasionally took possession of Qara-qorum or made incursions towards Bešbalq.”

Already in Mongka’s time, Qaidu seems to have fretted at the eviction of his branch. In 1256, Mongka dispatched to him 石天麟 Shih T’ien-lin, a Chinese who had become enough of a Mongol to receive the new name of Meng-wu-t’ai (? Monyltai [or *Monyutai]). Qaidu detained Shih T’ien-lin, and released him only with the prince Nomoyan in 1283 (see «Nomogan»); Shih T’ien-lin had thus remained with Qaidu, in some sort of captivity, for twenty-seven years (YS, 153, 5 a; he must not be confounded with the Shih T’ien-lin of YS, 127, 3 b).

But Qaidu’s resentment reached its climax when Mongka’s brother Qubilai ascended the throne in 1260, and not through election by a general diet convened in Mongolia, but proclaimed mainly by his own men on the borders of China. Qubilai’s younger brother Ariq-bögd was elected
Great-khan in Mongolia, and Qaidu sided of course with Arq-bögä, only too glad of an internecine quarrel which was likely to bring to ruin the house of Tului (BL, ii, 7). But Arq-bögä was defeated and had to surrender to his brother (1264). Somewhat later, Qubilai tried to ensure his free intercourse with his brother Hüüügü in Persia by installing as head of the house of Čayatai a man on whom he thought he could rely, the prince Baraç (see "Barac"). This was too much for Qaidu, who soon opened hostilities against Baraç; defeated at first, he later took a decisive revenge, and for more than thirty years the branches of Čayatai and Ögödäi worked hand in hand under the supremacy of Qaidu. In 1269, Qaidu convened a diet on the bank of the Talas river, where the princes pledged themselves to keep to nomad life and Mongol habits (BARTHOLD, 12 Vorlesungen, 185-186). Qubilai had long cherished the hope of bringing the discontents with the princes in Mongolia to a peaceful solution. Still in 1265, when attributing to four great princes houses the revenues of the cities of the province of Nan-ching (= K'ai-fêng; see "Namchin"), he gave those of 雍州 Ts'ai-chou to Qaidu (YS, 6, 1 b); and more than once he ordered Qaidu to appear at the Court. But Qaidu had greater ambitions than mere revenues and a position of attendance on a Great-khan whose title he always challenged. War was therefore inevitable. Already in 1266, Qubilai's son Nomoyan had received the ominous title of Pei-p'ing-wang, "Prince of the Pacification of the North", and finally, in 1271, he was sent with an army to Almalıq in the Ili region (north-west of Qu'ja, our "Kulja") to ward off Qaidu and his allies of the Čayatai branch (see "Nomogan"). This implies that Almalıq, near which Čayatai lived his latter years (see "Ciagatai") and which is given by YS, 63, 15 b, as Qaidu's appanage, had been captured for the Great-khan (the future Măr Yahbalaha III and Rabban Çuma, at a date which has not yet been established satisfactorily, found Qaidu at Talas; cf. CHABOT, Hist. de Mar Jabalaha III, 25). Nevertheless, Qaidu's attitude was, for some years to come, more one of sullen opposition than of open rebellion. Nothing supports the note of YS, 63, 2 a, according to which Qaidu revolted in 1268, unless we see there an allusion to Qaidu's fight against Qubilai's liege man Baraç (cf. T'u Chi, 74, 7 a-b). In the beginning of 1275, Qubilai claimed back the thirty-four gold and silver tablets formerly granted to Qaidu and Baraç (see "Barac"); this is a token of at least very strained relations. All references to military difficulties towards 1274 also point to Chinese Turkistan as being then the main seat of trouble (cf. T'u Chi, 74, 7 a), and we may safely conclude that the Čayatai princes, not Qaidu, were most concerned in the case. It is generally said, on the faith of GAUBIL (Hist. de Gentschiscan, 160-169), that open war with Qaidu began in 1275, when he and Dua, leading more than 100,000 men, besieged the Uigur tildqt in his capital Qara-çoqo (Oh, 11, 451-452; Pa, 718; HOWORTH, 1, 176; Y, ii, 462; for this attack on Qara-çoqo, see the references to Rašidu-ddîn under "Cibai and Caban"). GAUBIL's account is based, directly or indirectly, on the biography of the tildqt in YS, 122, 1 b, where it is said that "in the 12th year chih-yüan (1275), Dua and Fu-sù-sù-pa (the Busma of other texts, Buzma in Rašid, Baraç's fifth son; cf. BL, ii, 169), with 120,000 men, besieged [Qara]-çoqo". But T'u Chi (36, 9 a) has made it probable that "12" in that text is a mistake for "22" (= 1285), which is given in Bayan's biography (YS, 127, 7 a) for what seems to be the same event. I cannot find any direct confirmation in Chinese texts for GAUBIL's other statement that in 1275 Qubilai wanted Bayan to abandon the campaign against the Sung and fight in the north; T'u Chi, 90, 6 a, alludes to the
fact only from Western sources. Whatever the case may be, and notwithstanding the fact that Qaidu’s hostile policy and even military moves for many years can scarcely be doubted, as late as 1276-1277, when the prince Nomoyan and others were made prisoners by some of their treacherous companions, Qaidu was no party to the plot; he was dragged afterwards into a quarrel which was not his own (Y, ii, 462, is wrong). But from that moment, and although he would not or could not rush to the aid of far-off Nayan in 1287 (see «Naian»), he never laid down his arms. After Polo had left China, and after Qubilai had died (1294), Qaidu continued to fight against Qubilai’s grandson and successor, Tämür Öljüti; Polo’s prince Georges (see «George») then fell a victim in the struggle (1298). In 1299, Tämür Öljüti replaced the feckless prince Kökči, a son of Qubilai (see «Nomogan»), as commander of his armies, by a grandson of Qubilai called Qaššān, who, under the name of Qaššān Kültik, was himself to ascend the Imperial throne in 1307. Qaššān’s troops reached the Altai in January 1301; the final battle was fought in September of the same year at Ha-la-ha-t’a; Qaidu died very soon afterwards (YS, 22, 1, cf. also 119, 10 a; 132, 3 a). Ha-la-ha-t’a (*Qara-qata?; perhaps Mong. *Qara-qada, «Black Rock») has not been identified, but must be the place in the region of Qayaltq which is mentioned by Waśšāf as the seat of Qaidu’s last battle (Oh, ii, 516; I do not find that the battle is stated by YS to have taken place between Qara-qorum and the river Tamir, as is said in Br, ii, 37; d’Ohsson [Oh, ii, 516] quotes only Gaubil on that point, and the mention of the Altai and the Naiman in YS, 22, 1 a, seems to establish that *Qara-qata was far to the west-south-west of Qara-qorum; nor do I agree with the identification with the Khangai mountains put forward by T’u Chi, 74, 13 b). According to Raśid and the Chinese, Qaidu was defeated; Waśšāf says he won the day. Even the Chinese account, partial of course to the Imperial family, shows that Qaššān’s army was more than once in great danger (cf. T’u Chi, 74, 13 b), and the encounters may have resulted in a drawn battle, which put an end to the war only on account of the fatal wound (Bl, ii, 9) received by Qaidu. The fierce soldier was buried on a mountain, between the Chu and the Ili (Bartold, 12 Vorlesungen, 186, 197); although said to be «very old» (Bl, ii, 7), he was in fact scarcely over seventy «over sixty» according to T’u Chi, 74, 13 b, but he gives very poor reasons). His faithful ally Dua (Du’a, Duwa; also Tuwa), the son of Baraq, paid him a hearty tribute and procured the election of Qaidu’s eldest son Čapar (or Čabar) as his successor (Ha’, ii, 144). But everyone was tired of the long struggle. Dua himself persuaded Čapar to make peace with Tämür (1303; cf. YS, 21, 4 a). Envoys from Tämür, together with others from Čapar and Dua, gave the happy news in September 1304 to the ilkhan Öljüti, then at Marāya, and this explains why Öljüti speaks at length of the peace restored among the Mongols in his Mongolian letter to Philip the Fair of France, written in 1305 (Bartold, 12 Vorlesungen, 199-200). A short-lived peace it was. Dua and Čapar seemed so close to each other that Hethum, in 1307, says they were brothers (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 214, 235). But war had broken out between them in 1305-1306; in 1309, one only of Qaidu’s twenty-four sons still held his own (Bartold, 12 Vorlesungen, 201-202). In the course of these infernal struggles, the Mongols split into many factions, which finally brought their power to an end.

The name of Qaidu was known in the West before Polo’s book. When Nicholas IV entrusted John of Montecorvino with the mission which finally brought him to Peking, but via
the Indian Ocean, he gave him, among other letters, one dated July 13, 1289, and addressed "Caydono principi Tartarorum" (cf. Golubovich, Bibl. bio-bibl., II, 442). Paolo da Venezia (c. 1316-1334), in a chapter which seems otherwise to have been lifted from Hethum, has a sentence on an invasion of "Caydo" into Ghazan's dominions of which I can find no trace in Hethum (Golubovich, Bibl. bio-bibl. II, 97). Between 1314 and 1328, Guillaume Adam writes that there were four empires of the Tartars, the fourth being the "medium imperium", "middle empire", called empire of "Doa or Caydo" (Hist. des Crois., Arm., II, 530); a bull of 1318 mentions "regna Doha seu Chaydo regum" (Golubovich, Bibl. bio-bibl. II, 572). The names had thus survived in the West after the deaths of both Qaidu (1301) and Dua (1306); an identical belated use of Qaidu's name occurs in Mufazzal (Blochet, Mufazzal, 607, 630, 682). A sort of legend must have been woven around Qaidu already in his lifetime; the tales circulated about his daughter Qutulun seem to form the basis of the story of the queen Uruja in Ibn-Battūtah (see "Aigiaruc").

96. CAI GIU (c. 148)

cai chui, chaichui, pungino V
cai cui, caigu F
cai gui Fr
cangiau, cangiu VB
caycu Z
caygin P6, Lr
caygiu Fr, L
caygui LT, P
caymgu G
cayngui P4, R
cha gui, chaygui TA

Although the reading of F, supported by Z, is "Cai giu", I have little doubt that the real form used by Polo was either "Cai giu" or "Cu giu", and the name, as has been admitted by all commentators, is 頁州 Kua-chou, "Gourd Island", the place where the Yang-tzâ was crossed to reach Chên-chiang on the southern bank. Although it was sometimes written 頁州 Kua-chou (already in T'ang times), it has never been a chou in the administrative sense of the word (both forms occur on the same page of YS, 8, 9 b). In 1276, the Imperial Commissioners left Chên-chiang, crossed the Yang-tzâ, reached Kua-chou and started for Yang-chou, exactly in the same manner as Polo did in the opposite direction. The region of Ts'ai-shih and Kua-chou had been the scene of fierce fighting between the Chin and the Sung in 1161; cf. 石洲記 Ts'ai-shih Kua-chou chi in Han hai, and the parallel work, Ts'ai-shih chan-shêng la, described in Ssu-k'u... 52, 15. For the strategic importance of Kua-chou at the time of the campaign against the Sung, cf. YS, 8, 9 b, 10 b; 129, 4 b.

Kua-chou, formerly an island which gradually became an advanced point of the river bank, was a chên in the 11th cent., and was walled for the first time in 1168. It is now in ruins and
owing to the encroachments of the river, is disappearing (cf. Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chih, 67, 3 a; Ch, iii, 63). The Yung-lo ta-tien, 19425, 7 a, 9 b, names our Kua-chou, but, in the list of relays which I have translated elsewhere (see «Cingiu»), writes ḫā Kua-pu. There have been two chên, one of Kua-chou, the other of Kua-pu, but I am not prepared to discuss the more or less conflicting data which have been collected about them in Tz'ū yüan (cf. Ch, iii, 63) and in Ti-ming ta-te's-tien, 237, 238.

Stan. Guyard (in Reinaud, Géogr. d'Aboulsféda, II, ii, 125) identified Abū-'l-Fidā's ḫā Hājū with Polo's «Caigu» = Kua-chou. This is certainly wrong, but Abū-'l-Fidā's data are contradictory. The name may be borrowed from the Ḫājū of the Ḫudūd al-ʿĀlam, and this actually is a Kua-chou or «Gourd District», but the well-known one of western Kan-su (Mi, 85, 233).

97. CAIL

cail R cauer TA²
caill F, Fr, t, FA, FB, VB, Z, cayl FAT
V, L chauer TA², TA³
ciala V

cial LT

Now the poor village of old Kāyal, Pañayakāyal, on the Tānraparnī river, about a mile and a half from its mouth; cf. Y, ii, 372-373; Y¹, iii, 231; Hobson-Jobson², 140; Elliot, Hist. of India, i, 72-73; Dames, Barbosa, i, 190; ii, 122-124; Fe, 530. The name is said to represent the Tamil kāyal, «lagoon», «backwater».

Polo’s form is in agreement with Conti’s «Cahila» (Latin form, hence the Genoese Map’s «Caila»; Hallberg, 93), V. da Gama’s «Cael», Giovanni da Empoli’s «Cael» (read «Caël» ?), Varthema’s «Chayl», Barbosa’s «Cael», Canero’s «Cailo» (1502). Rašidu’d-Dīn, ‘Abdū’r-Razzāq, Sulayman al-Mahri, Sīdī ‘Aliyulābī write ḫā Qāīū (cf. Fe, 530), which there is no reason to read Qāīū as is done by Ferrand in JA, 1922, ii, 93 («Kāyū», given there twice, is wrong in any case). And the spelling «Koil» of the Ordnance Map of India, denounced by Caldwell, is perhaps not so wrong. There must have been a pronunciation kāīl of kāyal, or the modern form Kāyl may be due to popular etymology.

The pronunciation Kāīl, established by Musselman and Western sources, is moreover confirmed by Chinese transcriptions. It is said in YS, 210, 7 b, that in 1281, the Sultan (suant’an = *sultan) of Ma’tabar and his four brothers, intending to invade Quilon, «assembled on the territory of Chia-i» (Kāīl; 琉球一地; the name has been misunderstood in Pa, 604, and TP, 1914, 431). The kingdom of Chia-i-lo (Kāīl) was visited by Chêng Ho in 1409-1411, and its king, in 1411, is called Kopu-chê-ma (cf. TP, 1933, 289; 1934, 294). The names of Ko-ku-lo and Ku-lo, mentioned in Y¹, iii, 118, have nothing to do with Kāīl.
98. CAISERIE

caserie FA, FB  
cayssaria R  
cayssaria R

casserie F, LT, L  
cesare VA  
isirie S

cassorie P, P³  
chasana, chaseta V

The “Kaisariye” of our maps, the ancient Caesarea of Cappadocia. In view of Z and R, I think that “Caiserie” is more likely to be Polo’s form than the “Casaria” adopted in B’, 440. *Les Gestes des Ciprius* speak of “Sezaire la grant, quo l’on apelle Caiserie” (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 843). Simon de Saint-Quentin (in Vincent de Beauvais, xxxi, 147) writes “Casaria.” Pegolotti’s “Casena” is probably a corruption of “Caseria,” as proposed by Evans, 389.

99. CALA ATAPERISTAN

cala ataperiscam FA, Z  
chala atepehitshan VA  
cholaasata per istraneve VA

cala-ataperistan FB  
chalaasata TA³  
ghalaasach VA

cala ataperistan F, L  
chalaasata periston TA³  
talasata LT

Pers. Qa'ah-ib-Atašparastān, “Castle of the Fire-worshippers.” It is difficult to admit that Polo, who at least knew Persian, dropped the -š of ataš; perhaps he had simply written “Calatasperistan,” and the group -sp- has been altered in the archetype of all our mss., as it was altered in most of them when “Ispaam” became “Istanit.”

The “village” of “Cala Ataperistan” was, according to Polo, three days distant from Savah. Yule, supposing that the information was acquired on the homeward journey, sought for the place “between Savah and Abher” (Y, i, 82); but that was because Yule believed that, on the outward journey, Polo had gone toOrmuz via Bagdad. I agree with the view that, on the contrary, Polo never visited Bagdad (see “Baudac”), and probably passed through Savah on both journeys. In such a case, the normal trend of the narrative is that Polo reached “Cala Ataperistan” on the outward journey three days after leaving Savah. This points in the direction of Kāšān, where W. Jackson has proposed to place “Cala Ataperistan” (cf. Y, iii, 18). But this also seems most improbable, now that we have a Kāšān in Polo himself, in such circumstances that make it unlikely that Polo should have used both names for one and the same place (see “Cazan”). “Cala Ataperistan” was probably a fortified village in the vicinity of Kāšān, but distinct from that city.

The legend which Polo (or his father Nicolò according to Z) heard at “Cala Ataperistan” has almost a Manichean flavour, with Jesus who is at the same time God, king and physician (cf. *JA*, 1911, ii, 586; and W. Bang, *Manich. Hymnen*, in *Museon*, xxxviii, 48); but the same symbolism has been attached to gold, incense and myrrh in Christian tradition. As to the stone thrown into the well, an Uighur Nestorian version of the same tradition has been published in F. W. K. Müller,
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Uigurica, 5-10, and is much closer to Polo’s account than those already collected by Yule; a much improved edition of that Uighur version has been given in 1926 by W. Bang, Türk. Bruchstücke einer nestor. Georgspassion, in Museon, xxxix, 41-75.

Fire-temples (ätälğah, ätiğğah) were still frequently mentioned in the region Yäzd-Sava-Ispahan in the beginning of the 15th cent. (cf. Not. et Extr. xiv, 175, 192, 254).

100. CALACIAN

calacia P; R
calacian F, FA, FB, L, Z
calatia LT
chalacia VL
chalatia TA¹, TA²
chalazian V

galaci VA

galagian VB

The «Calajan» of the Catalan Map is identified with Qara-Jang (see «Caragian») by Cordier (L’Extrême-Orient, 22), but tentatively connected with «Calacian» by Hallberg, 97. While the position on the map corresponds only to Qara-Jang in Yün-nan, the spelling with -I-, which no ms. gives for «Caragian», tends to show that the name on the Catalan map has been contaminated by «Calacian».

According to Polo, «Calacian» is the name of the capital of a province called «Eigrigaia»; but «Eigrigaia» (q. v.) is simply the Mongol form of the Hsi-Hsia name of Ning-hsia, the capital of the Hsi-Hsia kingdom. Palladius (Y, 1, 282-283) supposes that «Calacian» is the «temporary residence» of the Hsi-Hsia sovereigns, 60 li west of Ning-hsia, at the foot of the Alashan mountains, and thinks that Polo’s form represents «Halahachar» or «Halachar», a name mentioned in the 布夏事 Hsi-Hsia shu shih. I am not in a position to suggest a final solution to all aspects of the problem, as I do not have at my disposal the 夏府志 Ning-hsia fu chih (which Palladius consulted), nor have I been able to trace the origin of often contradictory statements of modern Chinese compilers. But a certain number of points can be determined.

First of all, I do not think we can doubt the equivalence of «Calacian» with the town of Tangut (= Hsi-Hsia) named by Rašidu’d-Din (Bl, ii, 590) under the form خلجان Halajan (or Haljan); this equivalence, already noticed by Klaproth (Y, 1, 282), has escaped Blochet. And it disposes at once of the otherwise wild speculations in Ch, i, 188, 238-239, based on a first element qara, «black».

A. Herrmann, Atlas of China, map 42-43, has located at the site of the 慕府 頭 in Ting-yüan-ying or 騎馬 府 Fu-ma-fu of the Manchu dynasty, west of the Alashan mountains, a place which he calls «Kalachar» or «Hsing-ch'ing», with the indication that the tombs of the Hsi-Hsia princes were there. Hsing-ch'ing is, I think, a mistake, as I take this name to apply to Ning-hsia itself (see «Eigrigaia»). But I am doubtful as to the name and the situation of the would-be «Halachar».

I do not know where Palladius has found the alternative form «Halahachar» or «Halachar». Only one form of the name is given in Hsi-Hsia shu shih, 42, 12 a, where it is written 合剌合
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Cala Ha-la-ha-ch’a-érh, and as the name of a region, not of a city. Wu Kuang-ch’eng printed his Hsi-Hsia shu shih in 1825 (prefaces were added in 1826), and he certainly took his Ha-la-ha-ch’a-érh from the biography of A-shu-tu (?Ajul; on him, cf. WANG Hui-tsu, 17, 10 b; on the name, see *Ajul*) in YS, 123, 2 b. The name appears to be Mongolian, perhaps (in spite of some phonetical difficulties) it is *Qarajar, "Black earth" (more likely than *Qarajär, "Black bride") adopted in Ch’in-ting Yüan-shih yü-chieh, 7, 7 a), and its form cannot be reconciled with those used by Polo and Raśid, which end in -n. If the two names are to be connected, we ought at least to think of a Mongol adaptation of the original Hsi-Hsia name. But the case remains doubtful.

I am still less convinced that the region (地 ti) of Ha-la-ha-ch’a-érh can be *Calacian* if *Calacian* was the "temporary" residence of the Hsi-Hsia kings 60 li west of Ning-hsia. In the winter of 1226-1227, the Mongol armies took Ling-chou, on the eastern side of the Huang-ho, and proceeded further south-east into the valley of 川 Ch’ou Yen-chou-ch’uan, now 花馬池 Hua-ma-ch’ih; they then turned back to the west to attack Chung-hsing-fu, i.e. Ning-hsia, and it was to stop them that the Hsi-Hsia sovereign is said to have quartered troops in *the region of Ha-la-ha-ch’a-érh*. 張震 CHIEN Chien (1788-1846), in his 西夏紀事本末 Hsi-Hsia chi-shih pen-mo (ed. 1884, 36, 8 a), also writes Ha-la-ha-ch’a-érh, and brings the battle that took place there down to July 1227. Although the details of the campaign have not been studied critically, the natural surmise, if the Hsi-Hsia shu shih be correct, would be that the "region of Ha-la-ha-ch’a-érh" lay in the neighbourhood of Ning-hsia south-east of this place, and not due west and at the foot of the Alashan mountains, as must have been the case with the "temporary residence" spoken of by PALLADIUS (and still less west of the Alashan mountains as in HERRMANN). But I am far from positive on so slender a basis as the single passage taken by Wu Kuang-ch’eng from a biography in the YS, which is, moreover, difficult to reconcile with the other accounts of the campaign.

Leaving aside the question of Ha-la-ha-ch’a-érh, I agree with PALLADIUS on the probable identification of *Calacian* with the "temporary residence", or 非宮 li-kung, built by Li Yüan-hao in 1047 on the Ho-lan-shan (on this last name, see below); cf. Hsi-Hsia shu shih, 18, 11 b. The Ta-Ch’ing ts’un chih (204, 2 a) still quotes a passage from an older compilation saying that on the Ho-lan-shan, 60 li west of Ning-hsia, there are remains of over a hundred temples, and also of Li Yüan-hao’s ancient palace.

I think PALLADIUS is also right when he sees in *Calacian* the Alašai, or Alašai-nuntuq, "Camp of Alašai", which appears four times in the Secret History of 1240, § 265, with the Chinese translation 賀蘭山 Ho-lan-shan ("Ho-lan mountains"). This last is the Chinese name of the mountain now called by the Mongols 阿拉善 A-la-shan mountains, our "Alashan" (Alašan). The form Alašai of the Secret History is confirmed by Raśidu-d-Din, who speaks of the mountain running along the Hsi-Hsia country, and gives it a name which has been read الساي الساي Alašai by ERDMANN, Ingilin by BEREZIN (on account of the same wrong idea which made him read the name of the Yin-shan mountains where Raśid speaks of the city of *Ejin*), q. v., and cf. IA, 1920, i, 182), but which is certainly الساي Alašai (cf. ERDMANN, Vollständ. Uebersicht, 62; Ber, 1, 119).

The geographical equivalence of Alašai and Ho-lan raises another problem.
Ho-lan appears in Chinese at an early date. The Ho-lan mountains are mentioned for about A.D. 600 in the Sui shu (29, 3 b) and for 630 in the Hsin T'ang shu (cf. Br, i, 239). As a «double» surname, Ho-lan goes back even farther, to about A.D. 400, under the T'o-pa Wei, and it is generally assumed that the surname was taken from the name of the mountain (cf. Wei shu, 113, 22 b; Chou shu, 20, biogr. of Ho-lan Hsiang; 張 潭 Chang Shu, 姓氏 轶 演 Hsing-shih hsün-yüan, 35, 8 b-9 a; 陳 毅 Ch'en I, 魏書 官氏 至 跋 鋒 Wei-shu kuan-shih chih shu-chêng of 1894 [unpublished ?], ff. 72-73 of my ms. copy). A title of «khan of Ho-lan» (賀 律 浑 Ho-lan han) occurs unexpectedly in an inscription of 502 (cf. CHAVANNES, Mission archéol. ii, 482). In 813-814, the Yüan-ho chün-hsien t'u-chih (4, 4 a and 9 a) says that the Ho-lan mountains, because of their trees and grass, have a motley appearance and look from afar like a piebald horse (駿 骐 po-ma); and as the Northerners (pei-jên) say ho-lan for «piebald», the mountains have been called Ho-lan-shan, «Ho-lan mountains». The name of Ho-lan-shan continued in regular use in Chinese texts during the Sung and Yuan dynasties (cf. for instance, Hsi-Hsia shu-shih, 4, 15 a; 7, 10 b; 10, 8 b-9 b; 18, 11 b; for 989, 1002, 1020, 1047; on Ho-lan-shan in general, cf. T'ü-shu chi-ch'êng, Shan-ch'üan-tien, end of ch. 79).

The Yüan-ho chün-hsien t'ü-chih, while mentioning once the Ho-lan mountains 30 li north-east of the hsien of 宁 誠 Ning-shuo, places them 93 li west of the hsien of 豐 平 Pao-ching in the passage where the name is explained; both leave us in the region of Ning-hsia. But the same text, with the same location 93 li west of the hsien and the same explanation of the name, is quoted in T'ai-p'ing yü-lan, ch. 44, as an extract from the 經 阳 經 Ching-yang t'uching, an unknown work which may go back to the Sui or is perhaps only contemporary with the Yüan-ho chün-hsien t'ü-chih. The name of Ching-yang is certainly corrupt, and stands probably for 滑 楚 Ching-yang, as Ch'en I corrects it tacitly; but then the Ho-lan mountains would be 93 li west of Ching-yang, far to the south-south-east of Ning-hsia. The passage cannot be merely a misquotation from the Yüan-ho chün-hsien t'ü-chih (unless there is now a lacuna [of a whole line?] in the last work, as is often the case), since the Ching-yang t'uching alone adds: «The Hsien-peig and other tribes often divide clans according to mountains and valleys; at present, those who have Ho-lan as a surname are named after that mountain.» Moreover, more than one mountain may have been called Ho-lan, «the Motley», under the Wei. There was also during the T'ang a chou of indirect administration (chi-mi chou) called chou of Ho-lan, which is supposed to have been on the territory of Liang-chou and which may or may not owe its name to the well-known Ho-lan mountains (cf. Ti-ming ta-t'ü-tien, 946). But the fact remains that both texts give ho-lan as an Altaic word for a «piebald horse».

The foreign names of places in the Yüan-ho chün-hsien t'ü-chih are generally accurate, and their interpretation is not only old, but based on good information (cf. TP, 1929, 251). Ho-lan, in 500-800, was pronounced approximately *γâ-lân. We know a number of cases, beginning with the very name Hui-hu of the Uighurs, where a Chinese γ- of that period simply represents a kind of alif (†) at the beginning of Altaic words, so that we are tempted to see, in the explanation offered by the Yüan-ho chün-hsien t'ü-chih, an allusion to Turk. ala, Mong. alaq, «motley». Moreover, it may very well be that the mountain was not really named from its appearance, but from a tribe or a clan called the tribe or clan «of the Piebald [horses]», which would account also for the
surname of Wei times (there are, under the Wei, more than half a dozen double surnames beginning with ho [*ho)]; if I am right, all must represent Altaic words beginning with a-). The T'o-pa Wei, in spite of the current opinion, were not Tungus, but Turko-Mongols, more probably real Turks, and a Turkish name for the present Alashan may imply that a Turkish-speaking clan had settled there at the beginning of the T'o-pa Wei domination.

Such a name is no surprise, as we meet it elsewhere. In the T'ang period, Chinese texts speak of a Turkish tribe or «kingdom» which they call 乍乎 Po-ma, «Piebald Horses», in northwestern Mongolia towards Siberia (cf. Chavannes, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 28, 29, 56, 307). J. Németh (Üngar. Jahrbücher, x, 32) has already noticed that this Chinese name is equivalent with the Turkish name of an Oyuz tribe, the Ala-yondlu, lit. «Those with piebald horses», and that down to the 16th cent. there was in Siberia, near Narym (on the Ob), a Pégaya Orda, «Piebald Horde» (cf. the Alaqīn of Raṣīdū-d-Dīn, quoted by Validi in ZDMG, 1936, 47, and, in Mongolian, the Alaqīt [plural form] of «Sananq Setsen», in Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 179). I may add that in Khāyārī (Brockelmann, 251) «Ula jonduluy» is a misreading for Alay-jonduluy and gives the proper Uighur form of the Oyuz tribal name. In the Tibetan translation I found at Tun-huang of an Uighur geographical report of about the 9th cent., mention is made of the «Dru-gu Ha-la yun-log», i.e. the Turks (Oyuz) Ala-yonduluy. As a matter of fact, the native name of the Po-ma tribe has also been preserved in Chinese texts, but sometimes in a corrupt or incomplete form; it is to be read 達斡 («Át-lát») and 達斡支 («Át-lā-t'êig»; cf. Chavannes, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 29; T'ai-p′ing huan-yü chi, 200, 2 a, where it is said that o-la is the native word for «piebald». There can be no doubt that these transcriptions represent a word connected with Turk. ala, «motley», but which does not seem to be ala; they suggest *alač, unattested as such, although it probably survives in Leb. alaš, Sag. Koib. alas, «spotted woodpecker» (Radlov, i, 364, 365, with a wrong etymology by ala + quß), and possibly in the Kirghiz clan-name Alas; the developed form alaša exists in many dialectal forms, with which I propose to deal now.

Coman, Kaz., Jåy. alača, Kir. alača (< alača), Bar. alačaq (< alačaq) all mean «motley», «variegated». The same etymology probably holds good for Uï. alaču (Brockelmann, Kast'ar, 6), Jåy. alačuq, Kir., Kir., Kaz., Ker. alačuq, Tel. alančtq, Külär. alančty, all meaning a kind of tent, hence Russian lachuga; the meaning «tent of motley material» survives in Türkmen alaša; moreover, Kum. alančtq, a kind of «woodpecker», is fundamentally the same as the above-mentioned alaš, alas, of other dialects.

The problem is not so clear when we come to the dialectical forms applied to horses. Turk. alaša means «gelding» in Kazan and the Crimea, but «any animal trained to carry a saddle or pack-saddle» in Osmanli, and one is tempted to connect with this last meaning Jay. alaša, the back». From alaša (or from the Çuvaš form laša of the word) is derived the common Russian word for «horse», loshod′, appearing in a Russian chronicle s.o. 1103 (for fall of a- in Russian, cf. alačuq > lačuga [although lachoq < alačuq occurs also in Arabic; cf. Quatremère, Hist. des Sultans mamalouks, 1, i, 192]; alaša > losha); other connected forms are Russ. losk, Pol. losz, losza; cf. M. Melioranskii, id Izv. Otd. R. yar. i slov. I. Ak. N. 1905 g., x, 4, 122-124; E. Berneker, Slav. etym. Wörterbuch, s. v. losz, etc.; the apparent resemblance between Russ.
lošak, "mule," and Mong. lausa, lösa, id. (? < Ch. lo-tzū), seems to be purely accidental. In
Siberian dialects (Bar., Tur., Tob.), alaša means only "small," "small-sized," and such is the case
also with Kir. alasa (< alaša). MARR (Izw. Ak. Nauk, 1925, 97f) would derive the word from the
Abkh. word for "horse," which he divides into a-laš; speaking without authority, I should
rather think that Abkh. alaša is borrowed from the Turkish.

This alaša, although unknown to-day in Mongolian, existed in that language in the past, since
we find in the Secret History (§ 273) the plural form alašas of a word alaša, with a Chinese
translation 鋒馬 huai-ma, "huai-horse." Huai is only the name of a well-known river, and
I cannot trace the origin of the term huai-ma. But it just happens to be used, also in the 13th
cent., in a poem by Yüan Chūeh (1266-1327), as a designation of polo-ponies; and this connects
Mong. alaša both with the "horse" and the "small-sized" meanings of the word in various Turkish
dialects. The word has survived in Manchu, written alašan, with the meaning 騒馬 nu-ma,
"broken-down horse," "jade" (Ssū-t'ī ho-pi wên-chien, 31, 69 b).

Since -a, -ai, -an endings are commonly interchangeable in Mongolian, it seems a natural
conclusion to identify alaša the Alašai or Alašai-nuntuq] of the Secret History and the
modern Alašan (Alašen). An 阿刺沙阿剌山 A-la-sha-a-lan-shan occurs in YS, 100, 2 a
(also Hsin Yüan shih, 100, 4 a), but I do not know what to make of it. Our "Alashan" is
written Alašan in Manchu and Mongolian, but 阿漸山 A-lan-shan-shan ("Alashan mountains")
in Chinese, in Ssū-t'ī ho-pi wên-chien, 3, 62 a. In any case, it is clear that "Alashan" is to be
transcribed in one word, and not "A-la Shan" or "Ala Shan" as in almost all our books and maps,
including Br, 1, 239, and STEIN, Serindaia, 724 (not to mention "Ara-shan" in both editions of GILES'S

But we are faced now with two difficulties: the initial c- of Calician if we are to connect it
with Alaša, "Alashan," and the choice which is to be made between Ho-lan < *ala, "motley",
"piebald," and alaša = alaša, "small-sized horse."

The initial c- of Calician cannot be explained as a notation of mediaeval Mongolian h-, as
is the case for instance with Cogacin (q. v.) = *Hūgāčin, since aša is not among the Mongol
words formerly beginning with h, and since moreover Rašu-d-Din would then write the name
with h, while he uses here c-. Provisionally, I suppose that Polo's "Calician" and Rašid's
Haljan or Haljan represent the Hsi-Hsia form of the name, which had hardened the initial alif
rendered by γ in the ancient transcription Ho-lan (γλα-λαν), and by h- in the Tibetan Ha-la
yün-log. Unfortunately, this conjectural Hsi-Hsia form does not seem to have any modern
representative. A word 喀爾占 k'ar-erh-chyan enters into a place-name of the Alashan region
(Ta-Ch'ing t'-ung chik, 412 b, 1 a), but it occurs also in many different place-names all over
Mongolia; although POPOV has read it sometimes as ḫarjan, sometimes as ḫaljan (Men-gy-yu-
mu-czi, 62, 66, 83, 110, 111, 487), it seems to be always Mong. hajlan (< qaljan), "bald," and
I do not think it can have anything to do with "Calician."

As to the second point, I feel that we should separate aša, *alaš, alaša, "motley," and alaša,
"small," "gelding," "small-sized horse." It is possible that, in the course of time, the original
name meaning "piebald horse" was replaced by the other one, of somewhat similar sound,
meaning "small-sized horse," but I can offer no proof beyond the bare fact of the double name;
it took longer for the Chinese to abandon 鍋-lan mountains in favour of 鐘ashan, and even now both forms occur on Chinese maps. The Mêng-ku yu-mu chi, transl. POPOV, 413-415 (cf. also MOSTAERT, Textes oraux ordo, 329), distinguish the Ho-lan mountains, in Mong. Alašan, and to the south-west, the 龍首 Lung-shou mountains (Dragon-head mountains), in Mong. Alaq-êla, as if by a sort of revival of the old nomenclature; Alaq-êla means Motley mountains. Perhaps both names are also to be recognized in the above-mentioned A-la-sha-a-lan-shan (? Alaşça and Alan mountains) of YS; *ala would be a dialectical Turk. form of ala, while alaq is the purely Mong. form. An Alaq-êla (but not the ‘Alašan’) is mentioned in Sanang Setsen (SCHMIDT, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 259).

It is interesting to note that Polo found three Nestorian churches in Calacian. I am not aware that any relics of ancient Western creeds have as yet been discovered in those parts, but we know that foreigners had settled there early, in the 5th cent., particularly near the present hsien of Ling-wu (= Ling-chou of the Manchu dynasty), east of the Yellow river, and south-east of Ning-hsia. When Su-tsung ascended the Imperial throne at Ling-wu it 756, with the support of Western troops, we know from the Nestorian tablet of 781 that he re-established the Nestorian churches «in the five chün Ling-wu and others». Either Calacian or Egrigaya itself (= Ning-hsia) must be the «city of Tangut» where, about Polo’s time, Rabban Cauma and the future Mar Yabhala III met with a very warm reception at the hands of the local Christians (cf. MO, 100). At a later period, there was a Jewish community at Ning-hsia; members of the Jewish Chin family of Ning-hsia are mentioned several times for the years 1489 and 1512 in the Jewish inscriptions of K’ai-feng (cf. TOBAR, Les inscriptions juives, 49-50, 54, 64).

101. CALAMANZ (INK-HORN)

|CALAMANZ (INK-HORN) |
|---|---|---|
calamánç F | chalamay TA² | charamalli V |
calamaría LT | chalamari TA¹ | pugillares Z |

This is the word translated «ink-horns» in Vol. i, 368. YULE, who wrote calamanz in agreement with the 1824 edition of F, thought that the form was «more suggestive of the Persian Kalamódn than of the Italian Calamajo» (Y. i, 84; ii, 272). The old Latin translation (1824 ed., 441) gives calamaría. «Calamans» is surprising, and probably corrupt for «calamara». At any rate, the Pers. qalamádn is out of the question. Just in Polo’s time, the Codex Cumanicus (KUON, 90) correctly gives calamarium, with Pers. «duet» and Turk. «duat» as equivalents (< Arab. dāwtā, id.). Consequently, and with the exception of Mulecte, not one remains of the additional Oriental words which YULE thought he had discovered in Polo and which he listed in Y. i, 84.
Engl. *calamar* or *calamary*, the name of a cephalopod, is the same word as *calamarium*, with a new application. The case of the ancient French *calamar, calemer*, etc., « inkstand », which has given French *calmar*, the name of a cephalopod, is of course parallel.

This represents Qualḥāt on the coast of Omān, now in ruins. Cf. on it Y, ii, 451; Fe, 336; Halleberg, 97-98; Dames, Barbosa, ii, 69. The Portuguese form of the early 16th cent. is « Calayate », and this may be responsible for Ramusio’s « Calaïati », since Z has also « Calatu ». Nevertheless, Conti’s « Calacatia » and Fra Mauro’s « Calahat » suggest that the pronunciation may have been « Qalḥāt ».

In 1225, Chao Ju-kua names a « country » of มองจีจี Ch’ieh-li-chī (equivalent to *Kalikit* or *Kalkit*) which may be Qualḥāt, as supposed by the translators (HR, 117, 122); but the phonetic correspondence is not very satisfactory.

« Calif » is the Arab. *kalifa*, lit. « lieutenant », « successor », « vice-gerent »; cf. Lokotsch, Etym. Wörterbuch, No. 798; Yule, Hobson-Jobson², 146-147. Z gives « califus », but also « alchaliuf ». The latter form is worth noting, as it seems to agree with one of the forms of the word in ancient French, the « algalife » of the Chanson de Roland (a form which came from Spain and refers to the calif of Cordova). The form without the Arabic article al- came from the Crusaders and always referred to the calif of Bagdad. In the case of Z, I hesitate, however, to be too positive, as al- of « alchaliuf » might be a misunderstood Italian article, in case Z was retranslated into Latin from Italian.

The name of the calif is mentioned in Mongolian in the Secret History as Qalibai-soltan,
106. CAMALOTI

«Sultan Calif» (§§ 260, 270). It is written 哈里發 Ha-li-fa in Chinese in the YS, s. a. 1253 and 1258, and also in 鄭俤 K’oan’s biography (YS, 149, 6b) and in the Hsi shih chi (cf. Br, i, 122, 138-139).

104. CALIZENE

calizene VB, R  [chalizene VB1 B. p. 213]

An adjectival form derived from Ar. حَلِیِّ هالیّ, which is applied particularly to canals fed from the waters of the overflowing Nile; YULE (Y, ii, 439) has already quoted a parallel form «Caligine» from Dati’s Sfera. The identical text in VB shows that, contrary to YULE’s hypothesis, there is in this passage no editorial change due to RAMUSIO. For other references, cf. HEYD, Hist. du Commerce, ii, 60; BLOCHET, Moufazzaal, 124.

The spelling adopted in B, 369, is «Caligene», and I think it is more probable that this rather than «Calizene» is Rustichello’s original spelling; but we have retained the form occurring in VB and R, which is also adopted in RR, 415.

105. CAMADI

camadi FA, Z  camath VL, S  chamandin V

camady FB  carnadi (?) FA  chomandi VA

camandi F, L  chamadi TA  comandi Fr

camandu LT, R  chamand, chamandi TA3  comandu, comandou P

Qamâdin («Camadi» <«Camadi = *Camadin»), a suburb of Jiruft (Jirâfî); cf. Y, i, 106, 113; the identification seems certain, although from CORDIER’s note it is not clear whether HOUTUM-SCHINDLER’s «Shehr-i-Daqlânûs» is the same as SYKES’s «Sher-i-Jiruft». Pe, map facing p. xxxvi, places «Camadi» at «Sargâz» («Sardjas» of STELER’s Hand-Atlas). Cf. also MINAEV, Marko Polo, xxxi; LS, 315; Mî, 374. BENEDETTO had preferred «Camandi» in B, 28, but later decided rightly in favour of «Camadi» in B, 41, 440.

106. CAMALOTI

camaloti VB

This seems to be a corruption of «Ciandu»; see «Naian». 
107. CAMBAET

cambaech P  cambaech G  chambaet 'A

cambaet FA, FB, TA, L  canbach, chanbach V  chanbaet TA

cambaech Z  cambaet F, VB  chanbrach VA

cambaia R  cambaet Fr, t  tambaet (?) FB

Mohammedan authorities write كنبة Kambayah or كنبية Kambiyat. On this port of Guzerat, the Cambay of our maps, cf. Y, ii, 398; Yr, iv, 285; Hobson-Jobson², 150; Fe, 203 and 709; Dames, Barbosa, i, 117, 138-140; Hallberg, 101-102. To the early mentions quoted by Yule and Dames, add perhaps that of Ya'qūbī c. 875-880 (Fe, 48), and certainly that of the Hudūd al-Ālam of 982-983 (cf. Mi, 245). Almost in Polo's time, the city was also referred to as 'Combaeth' in 1307 by Hethum, as 'Cambeth' in 1320 by Marino Sanudo, and as 'Cambaeyt' in 1314-1328 by Guillaume Adam (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 126, 266, 552). Pegolotti's 'lacca combaiti' or 'ganbainiti' is probably 'Cambay lac' (ed. Evans, 420).

Cambay is mentioned in 1225 by Chao Ju-Kua in the form 甘琶遠 Kan-p’ai (then pronounced *Kām-b’a’-jīt); cf. HR, 88, 90. It is written 柯八葉 K’an-pa-yeh in the early 15th cent. map published by Phillips (and once, by a clerical error, K‘eng [宍]-pa-yeh, which Phillips has wrongly adopted in his list, JN CB, xx, 224). The 乾併 Ch’ien-po (then read K’ien-pai) of YS, 12, 4 b, s. a. 1282, has been identified with Cambay by Kuwabara (Mem. of Toyo bunko, 7, 87). But, because of the names associated with it, it must be Kāmpe in Sumatra, on which cf. BEO K, iv, 344; Fe, 652.

108. CAMBALUC

cabale, cambalii G  cambalu M, FA, L, LT, P, VL, Z; R  chamblai, chanblai, cianblai, cianblau TA²

cabaluc, ganbalu F  cambalu FA, Z  chamblay, chanblau TA³, TA⁴

cablau, camblau, chablau, chambalu, choblau TA²  cambalut FB  chanbaluch, chanbalun, chanelun, charain chabuer, ganbelun V

cai balut FA  canbalu F, Fr, t, L, VB  chambellu, chanbelu VA

camalau, camallau, chamalau, chamaut VB  canbaluc F, Z  tambalut FBh

camballau LT  chabaluc L  geribalu TA³, gharibalu TA¹

cambalu LT; R  chambalu L, VLr

cambaluche V  garbalu I  

ganbalu I  garbalu F, FA, FB

Represents Ḥan-baltiq, "Royal City". This name of Peking is purely Turkish, and Yule (Y, ii, 14), Cordier (L'Extrême-Orient dans l'Atlas Catalan, 8), Blochet (Bl, ii, 455, who gives an imaginary form in Mongol writing), and Charignon (Ch, ii, 55, 163, 187) are
wrong in thinking it to be Mongol; it has not even been borrowed by the Mongols, and no text in the Mongol language gives it; in Turkish, balıq is already known in the runic inscriptions, and is listed for «town» in Kazıyari (Brockelmann, 29); it has survived to the present day. Rashidu’d-Din’s ms. hesitates between Han-bağlı and Han-balıq, with Han-balıq; Han-balıq (Bl, ii, 456); Waṣāf (Ha2, 45) writes Han-balıq. We find «Cambalieu» in Montecorvino (WY, 347) as well as in the much-debated letter attributed to Peregrinus de Castello (WY, 367). Oderic’s form is «Cembalec» (WY, 471, 475, 478), which also appears in the Emperor’s and the Alans’ letters of 1336 (cf. Y3, iii, 181, 183), and in Marignoli (WY, 526, 529); hence «Chambalech» on the Catalan Map (Y3, i, 301). Andrea da Perugia writes in Latin «Cambaliensis civitas» (WY, 374). Pegolotti’s very bad transcriptions provide us with a «Gammalec» (Y3, iii, 149). The name has long survived among Turkish- and Persian-speaking peoples. In 1419-1421, Şah-Rūh’s envoys always speak of Han-balıq, but the Zafranmān has «Han-balıq» (cf. Not. et Exs. XIV, i, 395, 401, 500). The misspelled Sino-Uighur Vocabulary of the Ming dynasty in the School of Oriental Studies (K5 Kw5 1 yu) writes 柏里 Han-pa-li = Han-balıq, with its Chinese equivalent, Peking. Cf. also the «Kambaluk» and «Chaan balug» in Witsen (1785), i, 277, 495. For other Mussulman writers who, from the middle of the 13th cent. down to the end of the 17th, have named Han-balıq or Han-balıq, see Fe, 711. In the first 17th cent., Matteo Ricci was able to satisfy himself that the Missusman from the West still called Peking by the very name Polo had used (cf. Taccchi-Venturi, Opere stor. del P. M. Ricci, 1, 296-297, 377; ii, 352). The name has now been forgotten for more than a century; the itinerary copied in 1812 by Mir ‘Izzet Allah has already بېژن Bajin, the only known form to-day in Chinese Turkestan (JRAS, No xiv, 308, where the name is miswritten and misread بېژن Peșin; Le Strange [Nuzhat al-Qulub, transl., 235, 250] is mistaken when he thinks that the name of Peking could already have existed in the first half of the 14th cent.). In the transcriptions of Han-balıq, the variations between _ballıq and _baleq are due to the peculiar nature of Turk. ı (see «Achbaluq»).

It would most probably be wrong to suppose that the name of Han-balıq, as applied to Peking, originated when Qubilai moved the capital there in 1260. The Syriac work on Mar Yohbalaha III speaks of Bar Cauma’s father who lived in «the town called Han-balıq, that is to say the Royal town of the land of the East»; and the time when that father could have lived in Han-balıq is 1240-1250 at the latest. Of course, it might be suspected that the author, writing at the beginning of the 14th cent., used the name current in his own age; but there are no traces in the work of a modernized nomenclature (see Chabot, Hist. Mar Babaiha III, 9, and Mo, 94). The name of Han-balıq appears also in the Tables of Naṣīru’d-Din At-Tūsī (cf. Fe, 538), who is said by Ferrand to have died in 1261; but Ferrand is wrong; the death of Naṣīru’d-Din occurred in June 1274 (cf. Browne, Lit. Hist. of Persia, ii, 485). In fact, I think that the name of Han-balıq was given in Central Asia to Peking while it was still the capital of the Chin, that is prior to 1215, and had perhaps been in use already for a whole century. It is met with even earlier, but as an epithet for another capital (= Ch. ti-ch’in, «Imperial City»); in the Uighur translation of Hsüan-tsang’s biography, Han-balıq is the designation of the then capital Ch’ang-an (Hsianfu); cf. A. von Gabain, Die uig. Uebersetzung
in SBPrAkdW, 1985, 156, 168. Moreover, it is to the ancient Chin capital that the name, strictly speaking, is applied by Polo and Odoric, to distinguish it from Qubilai’s new capital of Ta-tu (see “Taifu”).

Before becoming the capital of the Chin, Peking had been that of the Liao. The Liao had their Southern Capital (Nan-ching) there first in 938 (Liao shih, 4, 1a; not 936, as in BRETSCHNEIDER, Rech. archéol., 18, and in Y, t. 375, nor 986, as in Ch, II, 55); in 1012, resuscitating an old Chinese name, they called it 燕京 Yen-ching. The Chin at first retained that name, but, in 1153 (Chin shih, 5, 4b; 24, 9a; not 1151, as in Y, t. 375, Ch, II, 55, and RR, 429), changed it to Chung-tu, “Middle Capital,” the prefectural name of the city being 大興府 Ta-hsing-fu. The plans for the Imperial Palace had been submitted to the Throne in 1151 (Chin shih, 5, 3b; 24, 9a), and, in the same year, orders had been given to extend the walls of the city. These walls and the Palace suffered great damage when the Chin capital was conquered by the Mongols in 1215. Ögödai is reported to have created there a census administration in 1235 (YS, 58, 1b). Already in 1215, the Mongols are said to have established there a prefectural office (fu) of Ta-hsing in general charge of the district (lu) of Yen-ching (Yenching-fu tsung-kuan Ta-hsing-fu); but, besides the names of Yen-ching and Ta-hsing, one still meets, occasionally, the name of Chung-tu (as for instance, in 1261, 7th moon; 1262, 10th and 11th moon; YS, 4, 5a, 8b, 9a). This must be a survival in Mongolian and in texts translated from Mongol originals of the name the Mongols used at the time of the conquest of 1215; for we have in Mongolian Jungdu (= Peking) in the Secret History (§§ 247, 248, 251, 252, 273).

In 1263, the name of K’ai-p’ing-fu had been changed to Shang-tu (‘Upper Capital’). The next year, the officials of the Imperial Secretariat reported as follows: “The site of the Palace at K’ai-p’ing-fu has received the higher name of Shang-tu. We beg that the Grand Secretariat separately established at Yen-ching should also be named appropriately.” The name of Yen-ching was changed to Chung-tu on September 5, 1264 (that is to say the Capital again took the name given to it by the Chin in 1153); but the prefectural name of Ta-hsing-fu remained the same as before (YS, 5, 9a; 58, 1b-2a). On November 7, 1261, the rebuilding of the ancient walls of Yen-ching had come under deliberation (YS, 4, 8b), but it seems that no decision was reached. At any rate, nothing was done until 1267, when it was decided, instead of restoring Chung-tu, to build to the north-east of it a new walled town which was called Ta-tu and to which the offices of the Capital were transferred in 1272 (see “Taifu”). The name of Chung-tu was known to Rašidu’d-Din, who writes it یرقینگ Jungdu (Bl, II, 19, 386, 455), and expressly says that it is the Chinese name of Ḥan-balīq, while he does not say the same of Ta-tu. Elsewhere, he speaks of Chinghiz-khan, who stopped in the neighbourhood of Jungdu, which the Mongols formerly called Ḥan-balīq (Ber, III, 22). It is Jungdu which has been mistaken for Shang-tu by Le Strange, Nuzhat al-Qulab, transl., 250-251.

The historian Hethum speaks of a city built by Qubilai, where Qubilai always lived, which was called “Jong;” this name seems to be meant for Chung-tu, which was mistaken for Ta-tu (cf. Hist. des Crois., Arm., II, 988). The “Jong” or “Jong” of Paolino da Venezia is simply taken from Hethum (cf. Golubovich, Bibl. bio-bibl., II, 93, 97, 603, where the identification with Yang-chou is wrong).
The metropolitan see of « Cambaluc » (« Cambaliensis »), created in 1307 for Giovanni de Montecorvino, lasted a fairly long time, theoretically at least; a Dominican friar Jacobus was still appointed to it in 1426 (cf. C. Eubel, Hierarchia Catholica, 1896, p. 165).

« Garibale » of FA, FB, and « Garibale » of TA (« Gazibale » is a misreading of Pauthier of his ms. C = our FB) are alterations of Cambaluc. As for the sources of the Catalan Map of 1375, it may be worth noticing that it used a Polo ms. giving that wrong reading (« Guaribale » and « Chambalech » are the forms of the map); cf. Hallberg, 235; Cordier, L'Extrême-Orient..., 14, 38.

Nothing can be made out of Mufazzal’s fantastic description of the Chinese town of Qârû, which may or may not have been altered from Han-balliq (cf. Blochet, Mufazzal, 691).

109. CAMLET

cambeloti, cambeloti P
camelotz FA, FB
camelotz FB
ciambelotti TA, TA

ciambelotti TA

ciambelotti L

Yule (Y, 1, 283) and Heyd (Hist. du commerce, II, 703), following Amari (Storia dei Musulmani di Sicilia, III, 890), are in agreement in deriving « camlet », « camelot » from the Arabic haml, « pile or plush », or from hamlah, which Johnson’s dictionary explains as « Camelot, silk and camel’s hair; also all silk or velvet, especially pily or plusly ». Dames (Barbosa, I, 120) did not believe that camel’s hair had even been used in making « camlet », but that clearly shows that he was unaware of Polo’s text. Murray’s NED gives the same explanation as Yule and Heyd, but adds that the word had been contaminated at an early date by « camel ». Lokotsch (Etym. Wörterbuch, No. 653) shows hesitation. I feel inclined to go further than both and to revive the old opinion that « camel » provides the true etymology of « camlet ». It is also the solution adopted in Bloch’s Dict. étymologique. Although « camelot » is not given under camelus in von Wartburg’s Franz. etymol. Wörterbuch, I think he agrees with Bloch since he revised all the notices in the book.

Johnson’s rendering of hamlah as « camelot » has a fair chance of being the result of his personal etymology of « camelot » or « camlet » rather than the exact translation of a definition given in native sources; and what follows « camelot » is simply a definition of the latter word as it is to be found in European dictionaries. If « camlet » was a mediaeval borrowing from Arabic hamlah, I find it hard to account for the largely prevalent forms with a palatalized initial, from Joinville’s « chamelot » to all the readings of the Polian ms. « Camelot » is a Provençal, Picard and Normand dialectical form, which has persisted in classical French and in English. But, if
the word came into being in the East among the crusaders, it was quite natural that the French «chameau» should give «camelot», and that the latter palatalized form should be adopted in Ital. giambolotti, zambellotti, etc.

Moreover, hamlah, not very satisfactory from a phonetic point of view, is semantically possible, but no more. Hamlah means «a carpet with long nap», or «fringed»; from the same root comes miğmal, mähmal, «velvet» (cf. JA, 1920, II, 185; TP, 1933, 429). Whatever the material used for «camlet» may have been, the technique of its weaving was and is quite different from that of a carpet or of a velvet.

As soon as hamlah is rejected, the only remaining requisite to enable us to derive «camlet» from «camel» is that it should have been made of camel’s hair. Now it is quite true that mohair was much used in Western Asia to make camlets, but no positive evidence of this has been adduced for a date prior to the 15th century. Polo’s text, which describes camlets made at Ningsia with camel’s hair, is almost two centuries earlier. Chou Ch’ü-fei, writing in 1178, in a passage which Chao Ju-kua reproduced in 1225, speaks of «camel-hair satin of all colours» (五色驼毛段 wu-sè t’o-mao tuan; 段 tuan = 绫 tuan) which was made at 吉慈尼 Chi-ts’ü-ni, probably Ghazni (HR, 138). Both authors also speak of «hair satin» (mao tuan) as made in Rüm (= Asia Minor; HR, 138), and this may or may not be a textile made of mohair. Chao Ju-kua alone mentions a third time «hair satin» as a product of Maghreb; HIRTH and ROCKHILL have translated «wool (or camel’s hair)» (HR, 154). Even granting that the last two examples are ambiguous, the first one leaves no room for doubt, and I believe that Chou Ch’ü-fei’s «camel-hair satin» is «camlet».

C. 1340, Pegolotti often speaks of «ciambellotti» and three times he mentions «lana da ciambellotti» or «lana da fare ciambellotti». EVANS (Pegolotti, 416, 421) has explained «lana da ciambellotti» as «mohair», because Pegolotti’s words indicate «a woolly substance». He may be right, but camel’s hair could also be termed «lana». Pegolotti’s contemporary Marignolli says of camel’s hair in general (not of camel’s hair in China as might be deduced from HEYD, loc. cit., II, 704) that it is «the finest wool (lana) in the world after silk» (WF, 540; YIII, 241). But even if Pegolotti’s «lana da ciambellotti» was mohair, the fact remains that the oldest text which speaks definitely of the material of which «camlet» is made says it is camel’s hair. This evidence, I think, enables us to conclude that «camlet» is derived from «camel».

I leave out the question of «camelin», which LITTRÉ treats as the same word as «camelot»; BLOCH’S Dict. étymologique (1932) still says, s. v. «camelot», that the latter word was also used in the forms «chamelin», «camelin». Early English texts mention the «cameline», which MURRAY derives from «camel». BRATIANU (Rech. sur le commerce génois [1929], 110) speaks of the «camelin» as having been made in the East. But YULE had already said, in his note on Polo’s «camlets», that «camelin» was a different and inferior material. HEYD (II, 704) insisted that the «camelin» was probably a European fabric (but there is some contradiction in the latter part of his note 8). In the Codex Cumanicus (KUUN, 108), «gamelinus» only occurs as the name of a colour, while «boxac» and «boxag» are given as its Persian and Turkish equivalents, respectively; although the final of the Oriental word (*bozaq) remains unexplained, the editor and RADLOV were probably right in seeing in *bozaq the Turk. boz, «grey».
Marignolli, when discussing the first garments worn by Adam and Eve, expresses the opinion that they must have worn vegetable fibres, like the rain-cloaks of the Indian "camalli, portantes scilicet onera," who were also litter-bearers, and adds that he brought back to Rome (portavi; not "wore" as in Yule) one of these cloaks of the camalli, similar to S. John the Baptist's garment (Wey, 539-540, Y', iii, 241). Of course the "portantes onera" are hammāl, an Arabic word still used in India, especially to designate palankin-bearers (cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson², s.v. "hummaul"; Dalgado, Glossário Luso-Ásáctico, s.v. "amal"; Lokotsch, Etym. Wörterbuch, No. 806 [correct for Prov. camálo, doubtful for French "camelot" in the sense of "petty haberdasher"; cf. O. Bloch, Dict. étymol., s.v. "Camelot II"]). But at the same time, Marignolli seems to have confused the hammāl themselves with their wool- or hair-coat, frequently mentioned after the Portuguese conquest in forms varying from camlees or kummul in English to a more fixed cambolim in Portuguese; it is sometimes referred to as "a cloak for rainy weather" (cf. Hobson-Jobson², s.v. "cumblly, cumly, cummul"; Dalgado, Glossário Luso-Ásáctico, s.v. "cambolim"); add "cambals" in Fillch's relation of c. 1591, in J. C. Locke, The First Englishmen in India [1930], 117, 199). Barbosa speaks of cambolim at Socotra and Dámes (Barbosa, 1, 63; ii, 233) said that the word was "evidently identical with the old French and English cameline". This is a mistake, although it also occurs in Murray's NED. Cambolim and the other forms posterior to A.D. 1500 represent an adjectival form based on Skr. kambala, "wool", such as Hindi kamli or Konkan. kāmbāḷī. "Kembeli" has passed into Malay as the name of a coarse hair cloth (Favre, Dict. malais-français, 1, 352). A connection would only be possible if camelin and "cameline" could go back to the same original as cambolim, an assumption which the early date and the conditions of the appearance of these forms make, I think, impossible.

109 a. CAMOCAS

This word does not occur in Polo's text, and it is by mistake that it has been introduced as "camuccia" by Benedetto into his translation (B¹, 140, 452), instead of the correct "camut" (q. v.). But we know from Polo's inventory that the traveller left several pieces of "chamocha" (cf. Vol. i, 556, 557), so that a note on "Camocas" may not be out of place here.

The word occurs hundreds of times in mediaeval inventories, but not before the beginning of the 14th cent. Its forms are many: Fr. "camocas", "camocaz", "camocatze", "camouzas", "kamoukas", "kamokaus" (pl.), "kamokaua", "quamoquau", "camoquis"; It. "camucca", "cammocca" (in Pegolotti), "chamucha", "camucha", "camocato"; Engl. "camaca" (still given in Murray's NED), "camacca", "cammaka"; Med. Lat. "camaoca", "camocatus" (du Cange; Kuun, Codex Cumanicus, 108), "camboca"; Span. "camocan" and "camucan" (in Clavijo, but with some inconsistencies; cf. also Dozy, Glossaire², 246); Med. Greek, χαμουχάς, rarely χαμουχάς; Bulg. "kamuba", Hung. "kamuka". The difference between certain French forms in -au and Clavijo's forms in -an is perhaps due to misreadings. The bulk of the quotations have
been collected in Francisque-Michel, *Recherches sur le commerce, la fabrication et l’usage des étroffes de soie, d’or et d’argent*, ii [1854], 171-174. "Camocas" was still made in Cyprus at the beginning of the 16th cent.

Although the components and the technique of the manufacture of "camocas" may have changed in course of time, there is no doubt that the word at first designated a costly Oriental textile of silk damask, woven in all colours, sometimes with stripes of gold and silver, the designs being mainly birds. The "camocas" may be said to have been a brocade, but only if we do not take brocade in its most ancient meaning of a textile exclusively woven with gold and silver threads.

Du Cange and Francisque-Michel had no satisfactory etymology for "camocas". Dozy (Glossaire, 246) was, I think, the first who proposed, in 1869, to derive "camocas" from Pers. کَمِخَاء, "damasked silk"; this theory met at once with general acceptance. For کَمِخَاء itself, Dozy added a Chinese etymology which will be discussed below.

The history of Pers. کَمِخَاء, in so far as I am in a position to trace it, is somewhat puzzling. The first occurrence of the word is in Arabic, when Ibn Jourdâbâh, himself of Persian origin, mentions in 844-848 کَمِخَاء among the products which were imported from China (Fe, 31), and in relating the legend of the submission of the sovereign of China to Alexander the Great, speaks of the 500,000 pieces of کَمِخَاء which formed part of the presents made by this sovereign to Alexander (cf. De Goeje, *Ibn Khordâdhbeh*, Leyden, 1889, 51, 206, 215). The word is again used in the same form in 902 by Ibn al-Faqîh, a man from Hamadan, also writing in Arabic (De Goeje, ibid. 215). A third instance is provided, again in Arabic, by Tha‘alîbi († 1037), whose ms. gives کَمِخَاء, corrupt for کَمِخَاء کَمِخَاء (cf. Dozy, Glossaire, 246; Karabaâzîk, in Mitt. d. K. K. Oester. Mus. f. Kunst u. Ind., vii [1879], 302). The first mention I can trace in a Persian text occurs in Wâsîf, that is at the beginning of the 14th cent., with the spelling کَمِخَاء کَمِخَاء, which can be read both کَمِخَاء or کَمِخَاء (cf. Von Kremser, in WZKM, iii [1889], 111-112). At the same time, Ibn Bâttûtah, writing in Arabic, mentions twice the spelling کَمِخَاء کَمِخَاء manufactured at Zâ‘fûn (transl. Defrêmes and Sanguineti, iv, i, 269; the rendering "velvet" is wrong). A Persian spelling کَمِخَاء کَمِخَاء is used twice by ‘Abdu-l-râzâq in his account of Sâd-Rûh’s embassy to China in 1420-1422 (cf. Quatremer, in Not. et Extr., XIV, i, 214, 315; here again, the word is wrongly translated "velvet").

Consequently, the کَمِخَاء of the 9th cent. evolved in two different ways, giving both a form in -ā as well as a form in -â; when the first vowel is noted, it is -â, but a short -ā is also possible with both forms. It seems evident that "camocas" and all the mediaeval Western forms are based on کَمِخَاء, and this is confirmed by a Greek letter of c. 1300, quoted by Yule (Hobson-Jobson, s. v. "kincob"), which speaks of the textile which "the Persian tongue calls خَمْعَر" (acc.). But an epenthetic labial vowel after m- must have been developed already in the East to account for all the European forms which have an -o- or an -u- in the middle of the word.

Our Persian dictionaries, following the indications of the Burhân-i qâṭî, list different forms, کَمِخَاء کَمِخَاء کَمِخَاء کَمِخَاء کَمِخَاء کَمِخَاء کَمِخَاء. کَمِخَاء کَمِخَاء کَمِخَاء کَمِخَاء کَمِخَاء کَمِخَاء کَمِخَاء, and say that the forms with -ā in the first syllable refer to a damasked silk of one colour, and those with -â to a polychrome variety (cf. Vullers, ii, 885, 938, 939). I do not
believe in such a distinction. What remains to be considered is that the forms in -ā and in -b spread to various directions.

So many influences have been at work in Malayan that no conclusion can be drawn from the coexistence there, as foreign words, of both kimhā and kimhāb (cf. Fawke, Dict. franç.-malaïs, i, 353). But in India, the only current forms are Hindi kamkhāb, kamkhvāb, (vulgarily) kimkhvāb, Bengali kimkhvāb, with a popular etymology Pers. kām + hūāb, "little sleep"; the word became familiar in Anglo-Indian as «kincob», «keemcob», etc., in the 18th cent. (cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson, s. v. «kincob», but Yule’s definition «gold brocade», though reproduced by Lauffer, TP, 1916, 477, and Sino-Iranica, 539, is discredited by the very examples he quotes). The tibetanized form rhyen-k‘ab probably came from India (cf. Lauffer, in TP, 1916, 478). I am in doubt whether we should trace to India or direct to Persia the form kingāb which I have heard in Kâšyār and Turfan.

Kimhā has been more prolific in its progeny than kimhāb. Not only is it the basis of the mediaeval forms of the «camocas» type, but it has spread to the Turkish and Slavonic languages. Here again, the term is of fairly late appearance. No such word is known from Uighur texts, nor is it listed in 1076 by Kâšyāri, although Kâšyāri mentions other Chinese textiles. In modern Turkish dialects, we find Alt. Tel. Kir. Khir. qamqa, Sag. qamyū (Radlov, ii, 490), Crim. kimba (ibid. ii, 1405). From Turk. qamqa come Serb. kamka, Pol. kameha (ch = h), Russ. kamka (Bernetker, ii, 477; already in Thevet, 16th cent.; cf. Boyer, in Rec. de méî. orient., 1905, 468), all meaning «damask». Čây. qumqa of Radlov, ii, 1049, and Blochet, Moufazzal, 119 (cf. also Bl, i, 245), is probably to be read qomqa «qamqa. Herzfeld’s hypothesis (Iranische Felsreliefs, 175), which would connect kimhā with xanuvaχ, is certainly a failure. It is probable that the word is of Chinese origin.

Any attempt at a Chinese etymology must start from the kimhāw of the 9th cent., that is to say must take kim as its first element, and a second one ending with some labial sound. Dozy (Glossaire ², 246), quoting Hoffmann, had proposed Ch. «kincha ou kimcha», which Yule (Hobson-Jobson, s. v. «kincob»), mistaking Dozy’s French spelling with ch — ĝ for kh, hence «kin-kha», tentatively read 金花 chin-hua, «golden flowers», chin being pronounced kim in Fu-chien (this is, however, not quite true). Karabaček (in Mitt. d. K. K. Oester. Mus. f. Kunst u. Ind., vii [1879], 302) again adduced Hoffmann’s Chinese «kincha» or «kimcha» which has been adopted by Heyd (Hist. du commerce, ii, 697), Cordier (in Y, iii, 155) and Lorkotsch (Exym. Wörterbuch, No. 1043). Hoffmann probably meant 金纱 chin-sha, «golden gauze», a possible, though unusual combination. Hirth (JNCB, xxii [1888], iii) thought he could find corroboration of Yule’s chin-hua in Chinese dictionaries. Phillips (JNCB, xxiii [1889], 28-30, and TP, 1890, 237) preferred 纱絹 chin-ch’i, «damasked silks». Rockhill, certainly unaware of the history of «kincob», wrote it «kincob» or «chincob», took it to be Tibetan and proposed to derive it from what he read 金絹 chin-chia and transliterated «gold brocade edging» (JRAS, 1891, 125); in the same year (The Land of the Lamas, 282), he spoke of the «gold brocades» called «chincob», the latter name being derived «from the Chinese chin (or kin), ‘gold’ and cha (or ka), ‘to twist, to weave in’, gold threads being woven in among the silk ones». Lauffer, who reproduced Rockhill’s explanation (TP, 1916, 477), did not notice that Rockhill’s
金霞 *chin-shia* was a misreading of 金霞 *chin-tuan*, commonly used for 金霞 *chin-tuan*, «gold brocaded satin», and phonetically, could not give the etymology of *kimhâb*. Lauffer himself (TP, 1916, 477; Sino-Iranica, 539) proposed 錦花 *chin-hua*, as, for instance, used by Chao Ju-kua with reference to the brocades of Ta T'ien».

Some of the above hypotheses can be disposed of at once as phonetically impossible: such are Hoffmann’s *chin-sha* (*kjom-ša*) and Rockhill’s *chin-chia* once correctly read *chin-tuan* (*kjom-š’u-ăn*). Lauffer’s *chin-hua* is a slip and does not in fact exist; in the above-mentioned passage, Chao Ju-kua speaks of hua-chin «flowered damask» (HR, 103), a term which he uses more than once (for instance in the sections corresponding to HR, 115 and 155).

The *chin-ch’i* (*kjom-k’jîg*) adduced by Phillips is, from Han times downwards, a well-attested term, which is used for instance by both Chou Ch’ü-fei in 1178 (Ling-wai tai-ta, 3, 2 b) and Chao Ju-kua in 1225 (HR, 1412–3) in their accounts of foreign countries. One of the components of *chin-ch’i* is 錦 *kjom*, the very word we usually translate «brocade». The word *chin* is formed with a right half 七 meaning «silk», which ought to be the «radical» if it had not been left out of the modern system of 214 radicals, and a left half *chin* which originally meant «metal», and later «gold», but which is to be taken here as a phonetic. Of course the composite character might indicate that there was in the spoken language a «silk» fabric called *chin* because it was partly made of «metal» or «gold» (chin) threads, so that, in the written character meaning «brocade», the chin half would play a double part, semantic and phonetic, a case of frequent occurrence in Chinese script. We must not forget, however, that such a view would run counter to the oldest definitions of *chin* in native works: all agree in making *chin* a «silk textile of different colours», without any allusion to the use of gold or silver in its manufacture. *Chin* is in principle «silk damask»; the usual, but misleading translation «brocade» (not to speak of the mistaken «gold brocade») can be retained only for the modern loose use of the latter word, not for its original meaning of a textile made of gold and silver threads. True *chin* had a «ground» (地 ti) on which the portions in other colours were woven; when no «ground» was used, the textile was called 織 or chin-ch’êng «weaving-made» (a term which misled European translators, and in particular Hirth in China and the Roman Orient). As to *ch’i* (*k’jîg*), it differed from *chin* by being a damask silk of one colour only. The purpose of this apparent digression on the history of *chin* is to show that Chinese *chin*, not being a «gold» brocade, exactly fits in with the descriptions we have of mediaeval «camocas». On the other hand, the *kim* of *kimhâb* is exactly what we should expect, in Tang times, as a transcription of *chin* (*kjom*), be it *chin* «metal», «gold», or *chin* «silk damask», «brocade» (the Cantonese pronunciation *kom* adduced by Hirth, in fact *kom*, has not to be taken into consideration since we must start from *kimhâb*, not from kamhâ). There are, however, certain difficulties in Phillips’s hypothesis. One is that *chin* and *ch’i* are properly the names of two different textiles and that the composite term *chin-ch’i* is a class designation, somewhat bookish, and not very likely to have passed abroad. But the main objection is of a phonetical order. While *chin* (*kjom*) accounts for *kim* of *kimhâb*, ch’i (*k’jîg*) cannot well be transcribed as -hâb. In the 9th–10th cents., we know a few cases when Ch. k- is rendered by Arabs or Persians as b-, for instance in Hanfu < Kuang-[chou]-fu (see «Quinsai» and «Caiton»), or _HANDLE=https://www.jstor.org/stable/27023871>
is Ch. *k* followed by a palatal vowel; and *k* before a palatal vowel remains *k* in *ktm*. We may perhaps get over the difficulty by arguing that the difference of treatment is due to the fact that in the case of *ch'i* (*k'jiê*) the initial was aspirate. But the difficulty is still greater with the final: there is nothing in the pronunciation of *ch'i* at any time or in any dialect which could explain the final -w of *ktmâw*. On the other hand, I do not think that we should discard the oldest form *ktmâw* in favour of the latter *kimhâ*; the form with -w cannot be a textual error since it occurs in three different authors and is moreover supported by the later *kimhâb*. I have no solution to suggest on this point.

Yule's 金花 *chin-hua* (*k'iam-nc'a*), a gold flower, won the support of Hirth, who said he had found the term listed in the Chinese dictionary *P'ien-tzu lei-pien* in the sense of «sil embroidery». Even this is not quite correct, apart from the fact that *kimhâw* or «camocas» was not embroidered. «Gold flowers» were often used as ornaments in the form of metal flowers stuck into the hair, woven ones in textiles, embroidered ones on shoes, pasted ones on paper, etc. The term was even employed figuratively for decorations which did not always represent flowers; but such mentions are not tantamount to a specific use which could provide the original of *ktmâw*. Moreover, *chin-hua* implies gold, and we have seen that the «camocas» was not a «gold brocade». Yet I am far from rejecting *chin-hua* entirely. It has a certain phonetic advantage, inasmuch as the -h- of *kimhâw* would regularly render the initial of *hua* (*nc'a*); as to the final -w, it might be explained as a metathesis of Ch. *-wa*. The «kinco», if not the «camocas», was perhaps sometimes partly woven with gold thread. Even in China, we find in the Mongol period (YS, 78, 4b, 8a; cf. Br, u, 125) a technical term 金緞 *chin-chin*, «gold damask silk» (consequently real «gold brocade»), and in fact with two different values; earlier examples of *chin-chin* are of an inconclusive literary character. *Chin-hua* were applied on red silk damask (hung chin) in a type of official car of the Sui dynasty (Sui shu, 10, 2b); also during the Chin (Ju-chén) dynasty, it was the privilege of the highest officials to use *chin-hua* for the «mud-avoiding» panels of their saddles (Chin shih, 43, 3a); unfortunately, we are left in the dark as to the real meaning of *chin-hua* in this last case. In the Middle Ages, the «damask silks» (chin) which were mostly sent abroad were those from Chien-ning-fu in Fu-chien (see «Quenlinfu»); they are referred to either as «Chien-ning chin», or as «Chien-ning chin», Chien-ning being the name of a district to the north-north-west and within the territory of Chien-ning-fu (cf. Yü-ti chi-shêng, 129, 7a, mentioning the red [hung] chin and green [lû] chin of Chien-ning; the «Chien-ning chin» exported to Borneo according to Chao Ju-kua, HR, 156; the «Chien-ning chin» exported to Cambodia according to the Tao-i chih-hio, TP, 1925, 107). Now it just happens that the Yüan-ho chin-hsien t'uchih of the early 9th cent., in its list of five products which Chien-chou (an earlier name of Chien-ning-fu) had to send as tribute to the Court in the k'ai-yüan period (713-741), includes 金花緞 *chin-hua liu*, a term which I have not found used anywhere in the whole book for the tribute of any other place. The value of *liu* is not very clear. *Lien* was the designation of a fairly strong silk fabric (緞 *chien*) after it had been boiled. It may well be that the shortened term *chin-hua* «gold-flower», had become the popular name of the damask silk of Chien-ning among the tradesmen of southern China, and as such was heard by Arabs and Persians who transcribed it *ktmâw*. For want of a Chinese term of suitable meaning which would begin with *chin* (*k'iam*) and end
with a word having an ancient final -p, I hold chin-hua, "gold flower," to be the nearest approach to a satisfactory solution which we can hope for at present.

There is no support for Du Cange's hypothesis that Fr. moquette, formerly mocade (cf. Engl. mockado), may be derived from "camocas." As to Devic's idea that canque, the name of a Chinese cotton fabric in French accounts of the 17th and 18th cents., should be "the same word" as "camocas," it looks most unlikely and ought not to have been accepted by Lokotsch, No. 1043.

It goes without saying that, although the word "camocas" ultimately goes back to a Chinese term, most of the "camocas" mentioned in mediaeval inventories had been manufactured in the Near East. There is not much to add to what Heyd has said on this point already (Hist. du commerce, ii, 697).

110. CAMPIO

campio Z
campicon FA, L, LT, P
campion VL; R
campison, campitius FB
campion LT
campitui FA

I have adopted this Z reading, as being the least remote from what I suppose to have been the original cámpio, which will be discussed hereafter. The Catalan Map of 1375 gives "Cansio" (cf. Y4, i, 302) or rather "Chanco" (?) for "Chamcio." (cf. Cordier, L'Extr.-Or. dans l'Atlas Catalan, 19). The form on Fra Mauro's map is "Capiton" (not "Campit" as is said in Zu, 35, and Hallberg, 107).

It is evident and accepted by all that 卓 is Kân-chou is meant; the name was still pronounced Kâm-chou in the Mongol period. The Hadd ad-Allam of 962-963 writes خانچو Hamčū (Mi, 495) and so does Gardëzi in the 11th cent. (Barthold, Orët o komandirovke, 117). Rašūdu'd-Din writes نام Qamju and معجم Qamju (Bl, ii, 496, 598); Waśāf gives نام Qabju (Ha, 24; Bl, ii, 497); Abū-l-Fida, تاج Qāmju (cf. Reinaud, Géogr. d'Aboulféda, Arab. text, 367; transl. II, ii, 125; Y4, i, 258). Qamju occurs again in the account of Šāh-Rūg's embassy in 1419-1421 (Not. et Extr., XIV, i, 396, 424), and in an inscription of the middle of the 16th cent. (TP, 1905, 319). Hamju (ద Qamju) still occurs in a Mongol document of 1725 (cf. Žamcarano, in S. F. Ol'denburge... sbornik [1934], 194). The "Campion" which Ramusio attributes to his Turkish informant "Chaggi Memet" is certainly influenced by the "Campion" which Ramusio adopted in his edition of Polo. Our poor texts of Pegolotti write "Camexu" (Y4, iii, 148, 156).

Yule (Y, i, 220-221) thought that the name was pronounced in three syllables, on account of Erkman's "Camundchu" in his translation of Rašūdu'd-Din's text and of Pegolotti's "Camexu," but at the same time believed that the p was superfluous as in the readings dampil, hampus, tirampus of ancient mss. He also thought that Ramusio's posthumous edition was perhaps revised, and that Ramusio himself perhaps read "Campjou," "more correct"; nevertheless, Yule himself adopted "Campichu." There is here a double contradiction in Yule's reasoning, generally
so sober and sound. As to the facts, Erdmann's reading is arbitrary and certainly wrong; and the text of Pegolotti is too corrupt to give any solid clue. There can be little doubt as to the name having been read in two syllables, and the p is really superfluous; perhaps this p (in spite of isolated cases like 'tirampnus', or Marignolli's 'Campsay' [see 'Quinsai', and 'Campsay' in one ms. of Odoric]) helped mainly to prevent a reading in n of a contracted form in m ('Cačiou' could be read 'Canciou' or 'Camciou', but 'Căpciou', even if developed into 'Campciou', would sound 'Camciou'); the cases of 'ianb' for 'iamb' (yanm) and, above all, of 'Campigiu', are analogous (see 'ianb' and 'Campigiu'). I explain in the same way the 'Nemptai' (= Nemtai or rather *Namtai) of Nicolò Conti (see 'Nanghın'), and the transcription of Pers. نمس lāms as 'lambा' in Kuun, Codex Cumamicus, 53. One might be tempted to revive the idea of a pronunciation in three syllables when finding the name written 'Kanmicū' in a Khotanese document of the 10th cent. (cf. H. W. Bailey, in BSOS, viii, 884, and ix, 522, who quotes from other Khotanese mss. the forms Kamačū and Kaṇmacū). But a glance at the lists published by F. W. Thomas, in ZDMG, vol. 91, 33-48, is enough to show that these countless -i endings of syllables in Brahmi script are a purely orthographical Khotanese device, and do not affect the pronunciation.

In Polo's text, chou is generally rendered by forms like ogiu, ociu (F), ogui [read ogiu] or ozu (R), oça (Z); but, just as we have a final oion [read oiu] in F and R, and oio in Z, for 'Campciou', the third chou Polo passed through on entering Western China, we find for the first one, Sha-chou, a final oion [read oiu] in F and R, and oio in Z. The parallelism of the two cases is striking (Z has oio also for 'Suciu'), although I am at a loss to say why Polo or Rustichello transcribes chou differently for Western Kan-su and for the rest of China. For other examples of u written ou, see 'Oucats', 'Oulaťai'.

The recension in Court French says that Maffeo and Marco Polo spent one year at Kan-chou on an official errand (en légation), and that is the version followed by Pauthier, Yule and Charignon. But F and R agree that the three Polos were there together, for some business of their own. I do not think that any commentator has seriously discussed this point. It is practically certain that we have to accept the version of F and R. But when were the three Polos likely to have been together a whole year in Kan-chou? Yule (Y, i, Introd. 22) seems to take it for granted that it was at some undetermined moment after they had entered Qubilai's service; but that may be because he accepted en légation in his text. It seems to me much more natural to suppose that the three Polos, who are said to have spent three years and a half on their journey from Acre to Shang-tu, had stopped a whole year in Kan-chou. There is little chance of their having been there together at a later date. I do not even exclude the possibility that it was from Kan-chou that their arrival was reported to Qubilai; the messengers Qubilai sent on a forty day's journey to meet the three Latins must have travelled post-haste, and may have covered in that period of time the distance from Khan-baliq or from Shang-tu to Kan-chou.

The region of Kan-chou, after forming part of the territory of the Yüeh-chih, passed to the Hsiung-nu, and it was conquered by the Han who created there the chün of 張 挹 Chang-yeh in 111 B.C. The name of Kan-chou was first adopted, for a short time, in 553, and revived in 619. The place acquired a greater importance when a Vice-Commissioner (fu chieh-tu-shih) of Ho-hei (for this term see 'Caidu' and 'Tangut') was installed there in 710. In 766, Kan-chou fell into
the hands of the Tibetans, renewed nominally its allegiance to China in 851, but became soon afterwards the seat of an independent Uighur princehood. The documents found at Tun-huang have revealed the existence at Kan-chou, in the 9th and 10th cents., of Uighur and Tibetan Buddhist monasteries which were active in translating Buddhist texts into Chinese and from Chinese. We know also of Manichaean Uighurs at Kan-chou at the same time (cf. J.A, 1913, i, 303-306). The Hûdûd al-ʿĀlam of 982/3 perhaps repeats some belated information when it represents the place as owned half by the Chinese and half by the Tibetans, and, in spite of continuous warfare, as being in the dependency of the Tibetan sovereign (cf. Mi, 85, 227). Curiously enough, the text is silent about the presence of Manichaean at Kan-chou, while it says that the inhabitants of Sha-chou (see "Saciu") and of Ḥāçu (="Kua-chou in western Kan-su") follow the religion of Mâni. In 1028 Kan-chou was conquered by the Hsi-Hsia ("1208"), copied from Palladius in Y, i, 220, is a misprint; cf. Hsi-Hsia shu shih, 11, 1 a). The Chinese name of Kan-chou, which had certainly remained in popular use, was officially adopted again by the Mongols. A "general administration of the lu of Kan and Su" (Kan-Su lu tsung-kuan-fu) was created at Kan-chou in 1264 and became the lu of Kan-chou in 1271; Kan-chou became the seat of a province (hsing chung-shu-shêng; cf. "Scieng") of Kan-chou and Su-chou ("Kan-su") in 1281. The Ming made it a "march" (weii) in 1372; it became in 1725 Kan-chou-fu, and that official name lasted until the fall of the Manchu dynasty. It is now the hsien of Chang-yeh (cf. Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chih, 205, 1 a; YS, 60, 12 a). I find nothing to corroborate Charignon's statement (Ch, i, 158) that the present city is 20 li's distance from that which was known to Polo. On the contrary, the Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chih (205, 1 b) expressly says that the walls of the modern town were rebuilt in 1427 on the site of the ancient ones; and such is also Stein's opinion (Serindia, 1132).

Polo is not the only traveller to mention in Kan-chou the huge reclining figure of Buddha entering nirvāṇa; Yule (Y, i, 221; iii, 53; Y', i, 277, 294) has already reproduced the description which is given of it by Sâh-Râh's envoys. Following Palladius, Yule and Charignon (Ch, i, 158) say that the temple was founded in 1103; but the texts at my disposal agree for 1099 (first year yung-an; Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chih, 205, 4 a; 辛卯侍行記 Hsin-mao shih-hsing chi, 4, 42 a; the date of 1103 comes from the Hsi-Hsia shu-shih, 31, 16-17, which seems to repeat here a late legendary account). The ancient name is 弘仁寺 Hung-jen-ssü, changed [in 14117?] to 景教寺 Pao-chio-ssü; but the temple has long been popularly known as 阿佛寺 Wo-fo-ssü, "Temple of the reclining Buddha", or 睡佛寺 Shui-fo-ssü, "Temple of the sleeping Buddha" (or even 大佛寺 Ta-fo-ssü, "Temple of the great Buddha", in Stein, Serindia, 1132). In the notes on colossal images of Buddha in China, Rockhill's and Yule's "Yung-kân" (Y, i, 222) and Charignon's "Yong-kan" (Ch, i, 158) are wrong forms for the well-known Yün-kang caves near Ta-t'ung. To Yule's indications, Charignon adds that of a less known seated Buddha, at least 15 metres high, cut in the cliff one kilometre outside the southern gate of Hsû-chou in Chiang-su.

According to Polo, there were three Christian churches at Kan-chou. They are no longer known now, but a contemporary text certainly refers to one of them. The Kerait Christian princess who was the mother of Mongka, Qubilai and Hülügü, the "Soroctan" (? "Sorocan", Soryaqäni buji [or baki]) of Plan Carpine (cf. TP, 1932, 43-54), was no longer alive when Rubrouck visited Mongolia in 1253-1254 (W', 287; misunderstood by Devèria in J.A, 1896, II,
420); as a matter of fact, she had died in the first month of 1252 (February 12-March 11), certainly in Upper Mongolia (YS, 3, s. a. 1252). A text occurring in the pēn-chi of 1335 (YS, 38, 5 a) has been accepted as proving that «Seroctan» had been buried in Kan-chou (Palladius [Palladius], in Vostočnyi sbornik, 1 [1877], 21; Devérias, in JA, 1896, 2, 419-420; E. Geil, followed by Charignon in Ch, 1, 159); this is certainly an error. The princess was buried in Mongolia, near Chinghiz-khan and near her husband, Tului, according to the Persian historians (cf. Oh, II, 267; Bl, II, 561). But after her descendants had become emperors in China, her images and tablets were honoured in several places, particularly at the capital and at Chên-ting (see «Achbaluch»).

In 1335 an image of the Christian ancestress of the dynasty was installed in a Christian church of Kan-chou, and a report was made to the Emperor to fix the appropriate ceremonial. Unfortunately two characters seem to be corrupt in the relevant text, which I would translate as follows (with my correction between square brackets): «The first year chih-yüan, ... in the third month... on (the day) ping-shên (April 7, 1335), the officials of the Chung-shu-sheng said that the Temple of the Cross of Kan-chou in (the province of) Kan and Su had respectfully put up (安奉 an-fêng) [the Imperial image] of the mother of Shihs-tsou (Qubilai), the Bigi Empress Dowager, and they asked (the Emperor) to fix the rites for the sacrifices (there); it was granted.» I have translated the text as if it read 御容 yü-jung or something similar, instead of 內內 yü-nei. Without alluding to the textual difficulty, Palladius, who was the first to call attention to this passage of the pēn-chi, said in his original Russian paper printed in 1872 (though only published in 1877) that «Seroctan» had been buried at Kan-chou. But in the English version published under his supervision in 1875 (that is two years before the appearance of the original Russian text), he already spoke only of an image of «Seroctan» in the church of Kan-chou (cf. JA, 1896, II, 420). Moule (Mo, 225) is non-committal on the point. The whole of the surrounding historical circumstances and the funerary habits of the Mongols preclude the burial in Kan-su, and within a city. On the other hand, a number of texts, Chinese and even Persian, refer to the images of Mongol deceased emperors and empresses, including those of «Seroctan». Some of the latter ones have been indicated by Moule (Mo, 224-225); there are others, but this is not the place to enumerate them. Let us only remember that the Temple of the Cross celebrating a cult before the image of «Seroctan» in 1335 must be one of the three Christian churches of Kan-chou mentioned by Polo.

111. CAMUL

camul F, Fr, t, FA, FB, L, LT, canuy FBT chambul TA, TA, VA, VB, VL;
P, VB, Z; G canuil, chanuil V
R famul G

The name of this place is now generally pronounced «Qomul» (not «Qumul» as in Herrmann, Atlas of China, Index, 97); the usual Chinese form since the late Middle Ages is 貴於 Ha-mi; both are probably evolved from an earlier Qamil, but Qomul < Qamul is the Uighur Turkish
form, while the Mongols pronounce Ḥamīl. In a Sogdian document of the first centuries of our era (end of 2nd cent.?), Ḳm'yê, which can be read as *Kamöl, seems to furnish the first mention of the native name (cf. TP, 1981, 460). There is a huge gap between that first occurrence and the second example, found in 1050-1052 in the Persian account of Gardézi; this time the name is written Qāmul (cf. Barthold, Oćět o komandirovké, 92, 117; Mi, 229). The same spelling occurs in 1340 in the Nuṣḥat al-Qulāb (transl. Le Strange, 249). In 1420, Šāh-Rūḥ’s envoys passed through Qāmul (or Qāmūl?; cf. Quatremère, in Not. et Extr., XIV, 1, 310, 389; Y3, 1, 273); they found there side by side a mosque and a Buddhist temple. Marignolli made a number of converts at ‘Kamul’ (WY, 550). The Catalan Map writes ‘Camull’; Fra Mauro, ‘Chamul’ (Hallberg, 108). Ramusio’s informant ‘Chajji Memet’ mentioned Camul (Ramusio, II, Dicthia-ratione, 162; Y3, 1, 293). Benedicent Gœs stayed one month at Camul in 1606 (Y3, iv, 239). ‘Hamil’ appears on Renâ’s Map I (cf. Baddeley, Russia, Mongolia, China [1919], I, ccii). The existence of a Nestorian bishopric of Qomul (‘Camula’), whose occupant was present at the inauguration of the Catholicos Denha in 1266, is mentioned as probable by Yule (t, 211), and given as established in Saeki, The Nestorian Documents and Relics in China, 1937, chart facing p. 348, but omitted from Herrmann, Atlas of China, map 45; and would require substantiating. The source is a list in Assemani, Bibliotheca Orientalis, II, 455-456, and the name may be corrupt or refer to another place.

Qomul occurs on the Chinese map of c. 1330, in the form 合木里 Ha-mu-li (Br, ii, 20), but as it is not included in the dominions of the house of Chaytau, it is not listed at the end of YS, 63, nor is it mentioned by T’u Chi, 160. The name is repeatedly mentioned in the YS, though written in different ways. Bretschneider said (Br, ii, 20, 21) that the modern form Ha-mi occurred in ch. 122, in the biography of the tādiq Barśaq-art-tegin, and Cordeier repeated it in Y, i, 211. But this is a mistake. The form in YS, 122, 2 a, is 合密 Jt Ha-mi-li, Qamul (with the wrong information that Ha-mi-li lay south of Qarā-bōjo). I have not so far been able to find the form Ha-mi before the Ming dynasty; but it is the only one used in the account of the mission of Ch’en Chêng in 1414 (Hsi-yü hsing-ch’êng chi, ed. of the Peiping National Library, 4 a) and in the companion work, equally the work of Ch’êng Chêng, entitled Hsi-yü fan-kuo chi (same edition, 20 a-b).

The most usual transcription of the name in YS in 合迷里 Ha-mi-li, Qamul (合 ho always stands for 合 ha in the proper names of the Mongol period), occurring first in 1286 (YS, 14, 4 a and b, perhaps also 8 b), then in 1294 (YS, 18, 2 a: ‘Tegin-tämgrim of Ha-mi-li’), in 1303 (YS, 21, 1 b) and in 1304 (YS, 21, 6 a). Other transcriptions are 合迷里 Ha-mi-li in 1288 (YS, 15, 5 b), 合密里 K’o-mi-li (YS, 133, 3 a), and 合密力 Han-mien-li which I had noted, but cannot now trace. All these are based on Qamul. But 合木里 Ha-mu-li in 1289 (YS, 15, 7 a), 合木里 Ha-mu-li also in 1289 (YS, 50, 11 a), 合木里 Kan-mu-li in 1290 (YS, 16, 1 a) and Kám-mu-ku, the motherland of a Uighur monk (YS, 202, 2 a), are transcriptions of Qamul. 合馬里 Ha-ma-li of YS, 8, 4 b, may represent a different name. The 合伊羅 Han-i-lo (Ham-i-lo) mentioned in a preface of 1270 and a colophon of 1277 (Tôkyô Tripit. of Meiji, vi, 114 b, 124 a) renders Qamul, our ‘Camul’, but with a curious syllabic division. It is also Qamul which is miswritten 阿摩里 A-mu-li (for K’o[阿]-mu-li?) in the Chinese map of c. 1350 (cf. Br, ii,
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20; T'ING Ch'ien, *Yüan Ching-shih ta-tien* t'u ti-li k'ao-chêng, 3, 11 b). The kingdom of *㚳* "Ha-me-li, mentioned in the Ming-shih, 330, 12-13, for an event of 1380, has not been identified by BRETSCHNEIDER (Br. II, 219-220); it is certainly Qomul.

But Qamul (Qamul, Qomul) is not the only name under which the place has been known. At the beginning of our era, the region of Qomul was inhabited by tribes leading a nomad life for the greater part. In a.d. 73, the Chinese created a military colony in the region, with a walled city, which was called the "walled city (塞 ch'êng) of *呂 吾 厝 I-wu-lu ("I-ning-loo)". This is of course the transcription of a native name, Hsiung-nu in all likelihood, and I think it probable that it is connected with *Kamêl and Qamul; but the latter name is based on the form which the native name had taken in another language or another dialect (cf., under "Cotan", the forms "Hotan", "Odon", etc., of one and the same name). This form I-wu-lu occurs in *Hou Han shu*, 2, 8 a; 53, 6 a (TP, 1907, 156; cf. also TP, 1906, 257), but was almost immediately abridged to I-wu (there is not the slightest foundation for the two different I-wu imagined by HERMANN, *Lou-lan*, map facing p. 31, and *Atlas of China*, map 24, the older I-wu being located between the Lop-nôr and Qara-khâr). The military colony of I-wu-lu or I-wu did not thrive like that of Kao-chang (see "Carachocho"), and was abandoned with the whole of the region in 77. A new occupation in 90 was still less durable. The third effort, in 131, was more successful, but only for a time, and Qomul had already passed out of Chinese reach at the end of the Han dynasty. The district (hsien) of I-wu established in the 3rd cent. was no longer at Qomul, but in the northern part of Tun-huang territory. The current views on the early history of Qomul, as they are represented by the notes of CHAVANNE's translation of the *Wei lio* (TP, 1905, 529-535) or in STEIN's *Serindia* (705-710) and *Innermost Asia* (539-540), are biased by an erroneous interpretation of the text relating to the "new road" laid in a.d. 1-5 to bring into more direct and less dangerous intercourse the region of Beil-haligq (north of the T'ien-shan) and western Kan-su. This road, as was already noticed in 1910 by HERMANN (*Die alten Seidenstrassen*, 108, 123, and the accompanying map) went direct from Qara-höjo to Tun-huang. It had nothing to do with Qomul, except to keep dear of it.

This road had been long neglected when a Chinese general, in or about 607, led an army across the desert, and founded, to the east of the ancient Han walled town, a new city which he called 新 禄 Hsin-I-wu, "New I-wu". This new city corresponds to the mediaeval and modern Qomul. As to the I-wu-lu of the Han, which the commentary of 676 on the two passages of the *Hou Han shu* calls the "ancient small town of I-wu", it was located about 30 miles west of Qomul, in the district of Na-chih (Lap-cuq; see "Lop"; cf. also *Yüan-ho chüan-hsien t'u-chih*, 40, 11a). It was this new I-wu of 607 which, after one more term of abandonment, became in 630 the "I prefecture" or 吕 九 I-chou, I being the first element of the former I-wu; I-wu was retained as the name of the hsien established at I-chou. In 710, an "army (十 chün) of I-wu" was created and had its seat in a valley of the eastern T'ien-shan, 300 li north-east of I-chou (cf. TP, 1928, 290). It is I-chou which occurs as "Itâ" in the Khotanese document of the 9th cent. (?) published by THOMAS and KONOW (cf. TP, 1930, 230; 1931, 139). The above sketch of the past fortunes of Qomul is based on an unpublished monograph which I had prepared some years ago; a detailed discussion of the sources would be out of place in the present notes.
According to Palladius (cf. Y, 1, 212), Hung Hao, one century before Polo, attributed to the Uighurs, "nearly in the same words", the excessive hospitality which Polo says the people of Qomul used to extend to foreigners. The passage alluded to occurs in Hung Hao’s Sung-mo chi-wei, written in 1243 on the author’s return after a captivity of fourteen years among the Chin (Hsio-chin t’ao-yüan ed., 5 a-b). Hung Hao speaks of the Uighurs as of men with curly hair, deep-sunk eyes, thick eyebrows and beard, very clever in trade and industry. The disintegration of these characteristics in a number of Uighurs whom Hung Hao saw was the result of intimate intercourse with the Chinese. At the beginning of the Sung dynasty, many Uighurs had settled in Ch’in-ch’uan (—Shàn-hsi and Kan-su), but were later transferred by the Chin to the region of Peking. Hung Hao adds: "At the time they lived in Ch’in-ch’uan, their girls, before they married, had intercourse with the Chinese. Only after they had had several children and when they were nearly thirty, they were allowed to marry some one of their own tribe. When the matchmaker came to discuss the question, the parents [of the girl] would say: ‘Our daughter has been intimate with such and such a man’; and the greater the number [of men] the better. Such was the general custom." The text is certainly of great interest, but does not refer to married women as that of Polo does. It is another case of a practice which has been ascribed to many nations, and which is mentioned by Polo in Tibet (cf. Y, ii, 48).

112. CAMUT

| camoscia R | camut FA, FB | camutto LT |
| camu F | camuto L | chamuto TA¹, TA², VA |
| camulo P |

Benedetto has retained in his edition (B, 84) the "camu" of F, without quoting any other reading, and in his translation has adopted "camuccia" (B², 140, 452) without comment; but "camuccia" is certainly wrong. FA writes "chaucemente de camut qui est bourgal" (Pa, 297), and Yule (Y, i, 394–396) was quite right, following Klaproth, to see in "camut" the camutum of Codex Cumanicus (ed. Kuun, 106), which is explained by "sagri" in Turkish and in Persian "Sagri", our shagreen, means leather made from the croup of a horse, and this is also the meaning of "bourgal" or "borgal", i.e. buryâl, buryâlt, a well known metathetic form of buyârî, derived from the name of the ancient Bulyar of the Volga (see "Bolgar"). "Camuccia" (or "camocia", etc.) is a quite different word meaning a gold brocade; Polo left several pieces of "chamocha" (cf. vol. i, 556, 557).

On "camuccia" ("camocia"us in Kuun, Codex Cumanicus, 108), see Yule, Hobson-Jobson², s. v. "Kincob"; Herzfeld, Iranische Felsreliefs, 175 (with a wrong derivation from χαμοςχής).
VULLERS, 938-939; Fe, 31; LAUFFE, in TP, 1916, 477-478, and Sino-Iranica, 539 (but 金綬 chin-chia is a misreading for 金綉 chin-tuan = 金紗 chin-tuan, "gold satin", and Chao Ju-kua writes 金紗 huo-chin, not chin-hun); LOKOTSCHE, Etym. Wörterbuch, No. 1043, who starts from Pers. kāmūdā, itself explained as borrowed from Ch. 『金紗, kinkā (= 金綬 chin-sha or 金紗 chin-sha?); I have heard myself kimgāb in Kāšyar and Turfan. In Turkish, we find Alt. Tel. Kir. Kkir qamqa (RADLOV, II, 490; >Russ. kamka, "damask", already in THEVET, 16th cent.; cf. BOYER, in Rec. de mél. orient., 1905, 468), Sag. qamyī. Čay. qumqa of RADLOV, II, 1049, and BLOCHET, Moufassal, 119 (cf. also Bl, 1, 245) is probably to be read qomqa < qamqa. The true Chinese etymology has not yet been ascertained. The chin-sha quoted by LOKOTSCHE on the authority of KARABČEK is a possible combination, but unattested and phonetically unsatisfactory. One may think of 金綬 chin-chin ("kim-kim"), on which cf. Br, II, 125, but this would require that the forms with a labial ending, kimīyāb, kimgāb, etc., are the most ancient, a conclusion which does not seem to be supported by such evidence as we have. It will be noticed that qamqa is not given by Kāšyarī in 1076, although he mentions other Chinese textiles. The word may have come to the West by sea, and only after the 11th cent.; but in such a case, the Turkish forms qamqa, etc., would be second-hand borrowings. The whole question must be studied afresh.


For 『camutum』, KUUN (p. 374) has quoted DU CANGE's 『camuzzum』. But the word 『camutum』 occurs in the same form in a document written at Caffa in 1289 (in zincis centum duodecim camutii; BRAHIANI, Actes des notaires génos, p. 185). YULE (Y, 1, 395) has connected 『camut』 with both Pers. کمخت "kimūht or kāmuwē; and kāmū would seem to give some authority to the 『camu』 of F. But kāmū is a doubtful word of lexicographers, and its would-be Turkish form kāmī (VULLERS, 783) is otherwise unknown. On the contrary, kimūht, "leather made from the skin of a horse or an ass", is common in Persian, and I think it gives the real etymology of camutum. Kimūht seems to be a true Persian word, and, contrary to the general opinion but in agreement with LOKOTSCHE, I believe that sayrī (⇒ sayrī) was originally Turkish, and simply borrowed in Persian.

Joinville speaks of St Louis's garments in the following terms (DE WAILLY's ed. 1874, p. 667) : "Ses robes estoient de camelin ou de pers; ses pennes de ses couvertours et de ses robes estoient de gamits, ou de jambees de lievres, ou d'aigualoux." The word "gamite" has been explained as meaning "chamois" (cf. GODEFROY, s.v. "gamite"), but this is not satisfactory from a phonetic point of view and is not even discussed in VON WARTBURG's Franz. Etym. Wörterbuch among the forms derived from camox. I feel much more inclined to see in "gamite" another spelling of "camut". More puzzling is the following quotation from FAUCHET's Antiquités, V, 11, which I find in HUGUET's Dict. de la langue française du seizième siècle, II, 66 : "Ils [les Sarrasins] vont... couverts de sayons de couleurs, qu'encor' aujourd'hui ils nomment Camits." If it be the same word, which would thus have still been known in the second half of the 16th cent., we ought to be able to find more traces of it.
114. CANOSALMI

canosalmi F, P (?), L
chalosebini VA
chanosalini TA³
chanosalmi TA¹

chansolmin V
conosalmy FA
consalmi R
ganasalin S

ganosalini VI
salini VB
tanosalmy FB
toloformis LT

I have retained F’s reading (there is no text in Z to help us here), but the name is uncertain, and so too is its identification (despite Ch, 1, 62); cf. Y, 1, 106. Paouthier’s ‘Khanch-al-Salam’, ‘House of Refuge’, sounds too much like a name suggested by Polo’s narrow escape, and ought not to have been mentioned in B¹, 440. To the various hypotheses already proposed may be added the following: the forms in R and LT make an original -o- possible in the first syllable, and the name may then have begun with š-kohnāh, ‘ancient’.

The ‘Kanāt-ul-Shām’ quoted by Yule from irdsh as a possible original of ‘Canosalmi’ appears in fact, in older Arabic geographers, as Qanāt-aš-Shāh, ‘Royal Canal’ (cf. Barthold, in Mineaev’s Marko Polo, 52; the place is not mentioned in the Ḥudūd al-ʿĀlam). This latter form seems to be the correct one, and Yule’s hypothesis must be abandoned.

115. CANTAR

cantar, cantar F
cantara LT, VB
cantaro (-i) R
cantarre Z
cantarum P
cantari TA¹, TA³
chantera V
quintau FA
quintauls FB

This is Arab. qinār, which has given our ‘quintal’ and is itself indirectly derived from Lat. centenarius (cf. Lokotsch, Etym. Wörterbuch, No. 1178). There are many mediaeval Latin forms, ranging from cantarum to quintale. In mediaeval Italian, the main form is cantaro, but cantaro, cantar, cantara, cantare all occur as forms of the singular in Pegolotti (Evans, 64, 65, 100, 101; in the Index, 408, Evans adopts cantare); cantaro survives in Southern Italy and Sicily (Y², III, 157).

There were 100 rašl (< Gr. λέρα) or ‘pounds’ to the qinār. Rašl is Pegolotti’s ruotolo (≥ rotolo), Med. Lat. rotulus, rota, and it occurs in Portuguese and Spanish as arratel and arrelde respectively; cf. Du Cange, s.v. ‘rotulus’, ‘rota’; Yule, Hobson-Jobson², s.v. ‘rotte, rattle’; Lokotsch, Etym. Wörterbuch, No. 1708.

The value of the ‘cantar’ varied in different places, and sometimes in the same place; for instance there were two kinds of ‘cantar’ at Acre, one being five ruotoli heavier than the other (Pegolotti, Evans, 63). The Genoese ‘cantar’, the one used in Constantinople and Pera, weighed 150 Genoese ‘pounds’ (libbre).
In the Genoese system, 100 'pounds' (libbre) made a centinaio, 'hundredweight'; the centinaio was 72 saggì; the saggio, 24 carati (Pegolotti, Evans, 32).

Yule, in his Marco Polo (Y, ii, 442), rendered 'cantar' as 'hundredweight'; but in Cathay (Y¹, iii, 165, 167), he has retained 'cantar' and reserved 'hundredweight' for the equivalence of 'centenaio'. Although both 'cantar' and 'centenaio' etymologically mean 'hundred [weight]', they have diverged in value to such an extent that the course adopted in Cathay seems to be safer.

116. CAPDOILLE

**capadoce P**
**capi dolicio VB**
**chapedoge, gapedoge VA**

**capdoille, capdol F**
**capidioli L**
**chapidoglie, chapodoglie TA¹**

**capdoillez FB**
**capidolii L²**
**chapodogli TA²**

**capdos FA**
**capita olei, cauodoio Z**

This is of course the word which has survived in Italian as capidoglio and capidoglia; although earlier Italian dictionaries mention capodoglio only from Polo's Italian versions, this latter form has been revived in the Enciclopedia Italiana and is adopted in modern Italian by Benedetto (B, 352, 357). Literally the name means of course 'head of oil', 'oil-head' (cf. capita olei in Z), and it is still the Italian name of the sperm whale or cachalot. At one time it was more or less adopted as a technical term in French; Becherelle still listed 'capidolio' as being the name of a dolphin among French naturalists.

In Vol. i, 426, mention is made of a suggestion of mine which I wish to develop and also to qualify. I no longer think now that the sentence found only in Ramusio is due, in its second part (e della testa assai botte di olio), to a 'misunderstanding or explanation of cauodoio'. It seems more likely that there was there a genuine sentence, omitted in Z, perhaps because it was corrupt in the ms. from which Z was copied or translated. As Moule has suggested to me, the unintelligible et quandoque of Z may belong to that lost sentence, and represent *et cauodoie. Whatever the case may be, the fact that oil was extracted from the head of the capdoille is of course true, and it accounts for the very name of the animal.

The English names for the 'capdoille', i.e. 'cachalot' and 'sperm whale', are not very old. The first occurrence of 'cachalot', as a word used in the region of Bayonne and Biarritz, is in 1670, in the Latin Miscellanea Curiosa, Francfort, 1670, p. 266; 'cachalot' is then found in a French book in 1746, and in English in 1747 (Murray). The most probable etymology is to derive 'cachalot' from Gascon cachau, Catal. caaxal, meaning 'tooth'; the teeth, of which the cachalot makes good use for his defence, are his distinctive characteristic, while the true whale has no teeth.

The other name, 'sperm whale', is a survival of the belief that the waxy white substance actually found in a large cavity and in the subcutaneous folds of the head of the cachalot was the sperm of the animal, hence its name spermaceti, lit. 'whale sperm'. Through the same
abbreviation as in "sperm whale", such terms as "sperm oil" and "sperm candle" have been created as late as the middle of the last century to designate the oil found with the *spermaceti* or candles prepared with *spermaceti*. The word *spermaceti* itself has been traced in English to 1771 (Murray).

*Spermaceti* and oil are found mainly in the head of the cachalot, but also, to a lesser degree, in other parts of its body. Moreover, some other whales and dolphins yield the same products, although to a much lesser extent. But "ambergris" is almost exclusively a secretion of the cachalot, so that Polo's "whalefish and capdoille" are more or less pleonastic (see "Ambergris").

Qazwini († 1283) speaks of the oil which was obtained from the head of what certainly is the cachalot (cf. Y, ii, 408). We find the same information in Chinese texts. One of the authorities formerly adduced must, however, be left out. The *Yu-yang tsu-tsu* of the 9th cent., which describes a cetacean six to nine yards long under the unexplained names of *奔 fù*; *pēn-fu* (perhaps for *pēn-fu*; "spouting fu") and *chī*, says that one of these "fish" yielded thirty to forty bushels of oil (高 kao) which could be used to feed lamps; but it was only by punctuating the text erroneously that Rockhill made it mean that the oil was obtained from the head of the *pēn-fu* (TP, 1915, 158). On the other hand, Chao Ju-kua, writing in 1225, is unambiguous. According to his notice of Chung-li (=Somali coast), huge dead fish thirty odd yards long were stranded there every year. The natives did not eat their flesh, but "cut out their brains, narrow and eyes to get oil (油 *yu*), sometimes as much as three hundred odd *tēng* (from one fish)" (cf. HR, 131). Perhaps the eyes were taken out for another reason than to get oil; at any rate, "whale eyes" were more than once offered as tribute (cf. Lauffer in TP, 1913, 342; add the text of the *Yüan-ho chün-hsien t'u-chiên* of the early 9th cent. in which "big fish eyes" [大 魚 睡 ta-yü-chêng] are mentioned as a tribute sent to the Court from the modern Hui-chou-fu in Kuang-tung [34, 6 b]). The value of *tēng* is uncertain. Hirth and Rockhill (HR, 69, 132, 238) say that, in Buddhist works, it is generally the Skr. *tolā*, a small weight equal to four *māsa* (but cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson, s.v. "tola" and "mace", where the *tola* is equal to twelve *māsa*), but must here represent "some other foreign word, Persian probably". I do not know Hirth and Rockhill's authorities, but cannot trace *tēng* as a measure in any Chinese text, Buddhist or otherwise, except that of Chao Ju-kua; moreover the *tolā* is a weight of late date, not likely to appear in Indian Buddhist texts. My own impression is that we have here to deal with a purely Chinese, though dialectical, term for which there was no regular character. Chao Ju-kua wrote it *tēng*, but I think it probable that it is the same word which occurs many times a little more than a century later in the *Tao-i chih-liao*, where it is written with the unauthorized character *téng* (? *tēng*). In his partial translation of the *Tao-i chih-liao* (TP, 136, 251, 260), Rockhill rendered the latter form as "jar" without any remark. He was certainly right, and the unauthorized character of the *Tao-i chih-liao* is still used now to write *ding*, "jar", of the Fu-chou dialect (cf. Maclay and Baldwin, *An alphab. dictionary of... the Fouchow dialect* [1896], 195). In such a case, Chao Ju-kua would mention a limit somewhat above three hundred jars of oil for a whale; it is much nearer the true figures than the thirty to forty bushels of the *Yu-yang tsu-tsu*.

One difficulty remains, for which I can offer no satisfactory solution. The "tunny" is of
course the bonito, a staple food of the Maldivian Islands, where it is also dried and from where it is exported to various ports of the Indian Ocean; it is the "cobly mash", in Maldivian Kalubili-mäs, "black bonito fish" (cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson, 223-224; TP, 1933, 416-418; Dalgado, Glossário Luso-Asiático, i, 186-187, "calanhas"; on the word "bonito" itself, cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson, 104-105, and Dalgado, Glossário Luso-Asiático, i, 137-138). But nowhere can I find that the cachalot has any taste for the bonito. Nor do I expect to find such information, since the oesophagus of the true whale is only two inches wide, and the cachalot, although its oesophagus is not so narrow, mainly feeds on cephalopods. Some confusion seems to have occurred, but I do not know how nor why.

### 117. CARACHÔÇO

*carachoco Z*

This is Qarâ-qâjo or Qarâ-hâjo, the ancient Uighur capital, about 17 miles east of Turfan. It was at first mistaken by Benedetto (B, clxix) for Qara-hoto (see Qeçina), but the error was immediately corrected (Journal des Savants, 1929, 42). The "Carachôço" of Z was altered to "Carachoco" in the late Milan copy (cf. B, 46). It is to be regretted that "Carachoco", although this time correctly identified with Qarâ-qâjo, should have been retained in B', 73, 440.

In 1912, I devoted a whole paper (JA, 1912, 1, 578-603) to the history of the name (for Qoço in Albiruni and Kâşyâri, cf. Mi, 271), and tried to establish the phonetic evolution 高昌 Kao-ch'äng > Qoço > Huo-chou > Ha-la-huo-chou. As a matter of fact, I had been anticipated in deriving Qoço from Kao-ch'ang by a writer of the Mongol period, Ou-yang Hsüan (1273-1357; Giles, Biogr. Dict. No. 1593), in his "family memorial" of a noble Uighur family (Yüan wên lei, 70, 10 a). We do not know under what influence the epithet qara, "black", came to be prefixed to the name. Judging from analogous cases, one may be tempted to believe that it was when the importance of Qoço began to be superseded by the growing influence of Turfan. But although Turfan is a much older place than it is generally taken to be (I think I can trace its name as far back as the first half of the 7th cent.), the form Qarâ-qâjo, at least in Chinese transcription, occurs already in the second half of the 13th cent., and the many mentions of that city in the *YS*, to the exclusion of Turfan, leave no doubt that it remained the principal city of the Turfan region down to the end of the 14th cent.

The form Qoço is now well attested in mediaeval Turkish texts. The corresponding Chinese transcription was at first 蛇州 Ho-chou in 913 (*Liao shih*, i, 3 b; cf. also 36, 10 b), in 1131 (*Chin shih*, 3, 7 a; *1130* is a mistake in Br, i, 222), in works of the early 13th cent. (cf. Br, i, 16, 32), and even in 1279 and 1282 in the *YS* (10, 8 a; 12, 7 a). Other forms then occur, such as 霍州 Ho-chou in 1281 (*YS*, 11, 5 b), and 霍州 Huo-chou which is still to be met much later in *Ming shih*, 329, 8 a. All these transcriptions are at the same time chosen in such a
way that by the use of the character 黄 chou, the name should acquire a purely Chinese appearance. The result is that Ch'ên Ch'êng, in the Hsi-yü fan-kuo chih which embodies the information collected during his embassy of 1414 (ed. of the Pei-ping National Library, 19 a), speaks of Hua-chou as meaning “Fiery district”, and as owing that name to its hot climate. But some transcriptions are chosen without any attempt at a semantic value: for instance, 和繩 Ho-ch’o, used by Ou-yang Hsiian in the 14th cent., does not pretend to be anything but a phonetic rendering of Qoço. A Jučen form 體察窑 Kao-ch’ü-an = Kao-ch’an, based on the Chinese name Kao-ch’ang, existed during the Ming period (cf. GRUBE, Die sprache und Schrift der Jučen, p. 17).

Even when many texts still use the simple form Ho-chou, the enlarged Qarā-qōjō makes its appearance as 合剌和州 Ha-la-[ho-]chou in 1285 (YS, 13, 9 a; perhaps a misreading for the next form), afterwards 合剌和州 Ha-la-ho-chou in 1286 (YS, 14, 4 b), 哈刺和州 Ha-la-ho-chou in the biography of A-shu (see *Agiul*; YS, 128, 3 a) and 哈刺火州 Ha-la-huo-chou in 1330, 1347 and in the biography of Ye-lu Hsi-liang (YS, 34, 3 b; 34, 9 a; 41, 5 b; 180, 2 a). The form 合剌火州 Ha-la-huo-chê occurs on the Chinese map of c. 1330, of Western origin, and in the corresponding list of YS, 63, 15 b; it may be the one which is at the basis of a misreading Ha-la-huo in the text quoted by LAUFER, Sino-Iranica, 236. The same form Ha [哈]-la-huo-chê occurs in a Ming itinerary (China Review, v, 232). The modern Chinese transcription is 哈剌和卓 Ha-la-ho-cho (cf. Hsi-yü t’u-chih, 14, 6). It is said in the Ming shih (329, 8 a) that Hua-chou is also called 哈剌 Ha-la, the same name of course as Qarā-qōjō (cf. Br, 186; JA, 1925, 1, 582). Naturally enough, BRETSCHNEIDER said that there were evidently two characters wanting in the Chinese text. But the form of the Ming shih is curiously supported by a text hitherto mistranslated. So we have it that under the year 1439, of a land (yafar) which SCHMIDT’S translation calls *Turfanu Chara* (= Turfanu Ĥara), adding that Turfan must be meant (Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 155, 406; SCHMIDT’S Mongol text actually gives Tû). From this passage BLOCHET (Moufazzal, 691) deduced the existence of a *Turfan the Black*, grammatically impossible. But the text is perfectly clear, and is correctly understood by the Chinese translator of the Mongol chronicle: Turfan-u Qara nardāy yafar means “the land of Turfan called Qara.” In other words, the Mongol chronicler of 1662 knew Qarā-qōjō under the same shortened name Qara which is given in the Ming shih as an alternative name of Hua-chou. The same form Qara occurs, also in connection with the events of 1439, in the Altan toboči, half a century earlier than *Sunan Setsen* (GOMBOEV ed., 161); but, instead of Turfan-u, the Altan Tobči gives Mingsan-u, probably by a scribe’s error.

Polos’s *Carachočo* is quite correct, and in agreement with the various spellings of Ha-la-huo-chou in YS and with Rašidu’-d-Din’s ناخر خوئ قارا-حوجه, although Juwaini, and sometimes Rašid also, write قارا-حوجه (Br, ii, 85, 502, 595, 609), in the same way as Chinese sources sometimes give Ha-la-huo-chê. The latter Turkish form, now prevalent in Chinese Turkestan, is the result of popular etymology, Qarā-ḥojah meaning “Black master.” An identification of the Ko’n (= *Kočān*) of an old Sogdian document with Kao-ch’ang is not probable (cf. TP, 1931, 460).

The name Kao-ch’ang goes back to Han times. As Kao-ch’ang-pi [壁], or “Wall of Kao-ch’ang,” it was the designation of a Chinese military colony which first existed for a short time
in 59 B.C., and was re-organized in 48 B.C. Its aim was to strengthen Chinese influence in the territory of the king of Anterior Chü-shih, whose capital was at Yar, to the north-west of Turfan. Kao-ch’ang grew enough in importance to become in 327 the seat of a chün («commanderie» in Chavannes’s terminology), which was created by the irregular dynasty of the Anterior Liang of Kan-su. When the Ta-Chü-chhü became independent in the Turfan region, they had their capital at Kao-ch’ang; it was certainly there in the middle of the 5th cent. Later, the Ch’ü dynasty moved its capital to Yar, perhaps already in 497, and in any case before the Kao-ch’ang kingdom was conquered by the T’ang in 640; the accounts of the siege of the capital in 640 refer to Yar, not to Kao-ch’ang = Qarā-šāhjā as is generally said. After the conquest, the «general protectorate for the Pacification of the West» (An-hsi tu-hu-fu) and the civil administration of Hsi-chou («Western District») were at first established at Yar, but were soon transferred (in 651 or 657) to «the ancient land of Kao-ch’ang», i.e. most probably to Qarā-šāhjā. In 658, the «general protectorate for the Pacification of the West» was moved to Kučā, but the civil administration of Hsi-chou remained at Qarā-šāhjā. About 790, Qarā-šāhjā was conquered by the Tibetans. After the fall of the Uighur empire of the Orkhan basin in 840-843, a new Uighur kingdom was founded in the Turfan region; its southern capital was Qarā-šāhjā, the northern one being Bej-balq, north of the T’ien-shan and to the north-east of Urumchi. Vassal of the Qara-khitai in the 12th cent., the Uighur kingdom of Qarā-šāhjā submitted to Chinghizkhan in 1209; the royal family and the grandees, laden with honours, retained a semi-official position; towards 1400, Qarā-šāhjā was replaced by Turfan as the foremost city south of the T’ien-shan. As the sovereign of the Uighur kingdom of Qarā-šāhjā bore the title of t’ dug-qut, t’ dugqt (< tduq-qut, «Holy Majesty»), the ruins of his capital are now known locally as Idiqut-šahri, «City of the t’dugqt ». The wonderful finds of manuscripts and of artistic and antiquarian remains which have in recent years been made at Idiqut-šahr by GRÜNWEDEL and, above all, by VON LE COQ, are well known.

The literature on Kao-ch’ang is voluminous. In the above sketch, I have summed up the conclusions of an unpublished memoir which I have written on the history of the Turfan region. Some of these conclusions are not in absolute agreement with current views. I must abstain, however, from quoting my authorities because they would be useless and sometimes misleading without a critical examination of almost every passage, a procedure which space here forbids.

At the beginning of the Christian era, the population of the region of Turfan must have spoken the same language as the people of Qarāšahr (then Yen-ch’i), a so-called «Tokharian» dialect. Then with the growth of the colony of Kao-ch’ang, Chinese gained ground. The first Kao-ch’ang kingdom of the 5th-7th cents. was in the hands of rulers of Altaic origin who had already turned almost Chinese. A real Turkish influence is manifest in documents of the end of the 6th cent., when the T’u-chhüeh empire extended its sway over almost the whole of Central Asia. Then came the Chinese conquest of 640, with a lasting cultural and linguistic action. The Tibetan occupation at the end of the 8th cent. was short-lived, and left but few traces. From the second half of the 9th cent., the Uighur dialect of the Turkish language ruled supreme, and was used by followers of all the various religions which were practised there, Buddhism, Nestorianism, Manichaeism, perhaps Mazdeism, and later Islam. In the Mongol period, the bulk
of the population was Buddhist; many Buddhist works were then translated from Tibetan or Chinese into Uighur, and sometimes from Uighur into Tibetan and Chinese. In 1419-1421, Säh-Ruh's envoys still found Buddhists at Qara-bujo. The whole population must have turned Mohammedan in the course of the 15th cent. To the sources generally quoted for that period, two must now be added, the accounts of Ch'en Ch'eng's mission of 1414, recently reproduced by the National Library of Peiping (Hsi-yü hsing-ch'eng chi and Hsi-yü fan-kuo chih).

The city of Kao-ch'ang was known in Turkish as Qočo, later Qara-bujo, but it also had a purely Iranian name, Chinán-kân (and Chinán-kâh), "Chinese town" (cf. F. W. K. Müller, Maḥmūdag, in APAW, 1913, 10, 30 [with an erroneous suggestion that it may be Qomul; see "Camul"]; Mi, 271; Henning, in BSOS, xx, 566). Nothing could show better that the Chinese origin of the "Wall of Kao-ch'ang" was then still remembered. North of Chinán-kâh, the Hudūd al-'Alam mentions the mountain of Tašqan; Tašqan is not a corruption of Turfan, as supposed by Minorsky (Mi, 195, 271); it is the name which occurs in Chinese sources as Mount 貪汗 Taš-han ("T'ám-yân), for instance in Wei shu, 101, 8 a, and Hsin T'ang shu, 217 b, 3 a; cf. Braun, Proc. sur les Tou-kiue, 95, 363.

Polo's chapter on the Uighur kingdom (see "Iuguristan") and on its capital Qara-bujo is only known from Z, so that, apart from certain brief remarks in RR's introduction and our Vol. i, 49, it has never been commented upon. Although Polo is speaking from hearsay, the account is remarkably correct. The legend that the first Uighur king was born from the swelling of a tree is well-known (cf. Oh, i, 431-432) and has been studied by Marquart, Gutwain's Bericht über die Bekehrung der Uiguren (in SPAW, 1912, 486-502); on the analogous legend concerning the Qap-qâq, cf. my remarks in TP, 1930, 279-282; see also "Esca", and Ross's comments in Vol. i, 49. The intermarriages between Christians and non-Christians are much more likely, although they were not then peculiar to the Uighurs. As to the quality of the grape-wine produced in the Uighur country, it was praised at the time by Râṣīdu'd-Dīn (Bl, ii, 502; Y, iii, 133) and by the Chinese (TP, 1908, 362); for instance, Ha-la-huo-chou (Qara-bujo) offered grape-wine to the Court in 1330 (YS, 34, 3 b; cf. also Laufer, Sino-Iranoica, 236-237).

In 1275 according to Gauerl, though more probably in 1285, Qaidu and Dua besieged the Uighur Tâqqu in his capital Qara-bujo (see "Cibai" and "Caidu"). But I find no support for Blochet's statement (Moufazzal, 608, 683) that the boundary between the territories under Qubilai's direct authority and those in the obedience of Qaidu lay in the middle of Qara-bujo (which moreover is not "three days distant from Turfan"). Although Blochet does not mention his authority, it seems as though he had misunderstood Râṣīdu'd-Dīn's text describing Qara-bujo as a city of the Uighurs which lay between the dominions of the Great Khan and those of Qaidu and tried to remain neutral (Bl, ii, 502; Oh, ii, 640).

Fra Mauro gives "Iuguristan", but not "Carachoço" on his map. On the Catalan Map, there is a place called "Carachiam", which Buchon (Not. et Extr., XIV, ii, 135) wrongly identified with Qara-qorum (see "Caracorom"); cf. also Hallberg, 112-113). It may well be Qara-bujo (or Qara-bujo). This identification would not in the least imply that the author of the Catalan Map knew a text of Polo which had the chapter on the country of the Uighurs; all the rest of the map shows the contrary, and in as far as Polo's work is concerned, is based on the
French ms., which all lack that chapter. But the Catalan Map has on that part of Central Asia many pieces of information of later date than Polo’s travels; the name of Carachoïant may be one of them.

118. CARACOROM

carachoran, carhoran R  carocoran, chorochoram VA  characom TA¹
caracoran Fr, Z  carocoram P  characron VA  characron TA²

caracoron F, Fr, FA, FB, L,  cathocora, cathogora, catchora  characharon TA¹, TA²
vb, Z  chara (?), characholan, charachon V

caracatoren, tartaron LT

The Caracoron of F, Z, etc., is probably a misreading of *Caracorô = Caracorom, Qaraqorum. The first Western writer to name the place is Plan Carpini, who stayed in 1246 at Shir-ordu, half a day from Caracoron (Wy, 30; but Contracuram in the Wolfenbüttel ms., WY, III, 805; Cracurim in Vincent de Beauvais’s abridgment, Spécul. histor., xxxi, 3; perhaps all < *Caracorom). In 1254, Rubrouck spent many days in Qaraqorum. Although the manuscripts of his relation most often give Caracorum, readings like Carachorum and Caracorum also occur (WY, 230, 236); I consider them to be the only correct ones. The Catalan Map has Carachora (Buchon, in Not. et Extr., XIV, ii, 141; Hallberg, 112). The name is repeated twice by Fra Mauro, in different inks, as Charocharâ (= Charocharam) and as Charcorcarâ (such are the actual readings on the map, sometimes misread in the sources of Hallberg, 113). Kirakos writes γarbârûm (with the ancient velar l passed to γ; cf. Brosset, Deux historiens arméniens, 1, 115; Patkanov, Istoriiia Mongolon, II, 12); the Georgian chronicle gives Qaraqorun, according to Brosset (Hist. de la Géorgie, 1, 485). Persian writers, beginning with Juwaini and Rashidu’d-Din, give forms ranging from ja Qarâ-qorùm to Qarâ-qorûm. The form Qara-qorum occurs in the Secret History (§ 273) and, abridged as Qorum, in a Mongol inscription of 1346 (translated in fact from the Chinese; cf. JA, 1925, i, 374). The Yüan shih (YS, 2, 2 b) mentions the place for the first time as Ho-lin (not Ha-la-ho-lin, as is said in Br, 1, 122) in 1235, when Ögedei ordered it to be walled; later, Ho-lin recurs repeatedly in the official history as well as in other works. The complete form Ha-la-ho-lin, Qara-qorum, occurs only once (YS, 58, 18 a), as the name of a river from which the city of Ho-lin, Qorum, derived its name. In 1312, the administrative name was altered to the Lu of Ho-ning, which, while retaining something of the original sounds, meant in Chinese Harmonious peace. The older transcription Ho-lin (then pronounced Ho-lim) was due to the fact that, the Chinese never having had an r, Middle Chinese also lacked all -um or -om endings.

The history of the name Qara-qorum is not clear; yet the form is certain beyond all doubt.
and it is a pity that so many authorities should persist in tracing it back to a pseudo-Mongol original *Qara-kūrān, which never existed (*Qara-kūrān) still occurs for instance in Ch., 1, 164, and WY, 30). According to YS, 58, 18 a, [Qara-]Qorum owed its name to a river Ha-la-ho-lin, Qara-qorum, running west of the city. 張德輝 Chang Tê-hui, who visited Qubilai in his camp of Mongolia in 1247-1248 and left a diary, a fresh translation of which is badly wanted, speaks of a road leading to the city of Ho-lin ([Qara-]Qorum). The text goes on to say that there was there a large plain, and PALLADIUS’S translation (Isv. Sibirisk. Oid. I. R. Georg. Občč., Nos. IX-X, Irkutsk, 1867, 582 sq., retranslated into English by SCHUYLER, with notes by YULE, in The Geogr. Magazine, 1875, 7 sq.) as well as BRETSCHNEIDER’S (Br., 1, 55) then give: «In the middle of it runs the river Ho-lin». It would thus seem that Chang Tê-hui’s account corroborates the information of YS. But both translators agree that the river Ho-lin is the Orkhon. Now the Orkhon was known as such at least since T’ang times, and its name can have nothing in common with that of Ho-lin — Qorum. But I think that the translations are not accurate. Chang Tê-hui, after speaking of the large plain, says 中間和林川这 in the middle [of the plain] is the valley (ch’uan) of Ho-lin». The word ch’uan means both a «stream» and a «valley with a stream». In my opinion, Chang Tê-hui simply says that this was the valley in which [Qara-] Qorum lay, but not that [Qara-]Qorum was the name of the river. The result is that the passage of the YS, 58, 18 a, stands alone, and it is contradicted by both Chinese and Persian texts. The YS, 122, 1 a, at the beginning of the biography of the Uighur liduqt Barçuq-art-teqin, gives some information on the ancient seat of the Uighur empire of T’ang times, a region where the Tûla and the Selenga had their sources in the Ho-lin (Qorum) mountains» (cf. Br., 1, 247-248; the same text occurs in Yü Chi’s Taoyuan hsüeh-k’u, 21, 8 sq.). A similar tradition was heard by Juwaini. According to it, the Uighurs originally dwelt on the bank of the Orkhon River, which takes its rise in mountains called Qara-qorum from which Ögödai’s new city derived its name; their first legendary king had been born at the junction of the Tuyla (= Tûla) and the Selenga, both of which take their rise in the Qara-qorum mountains (Mirzâ Muḥammad khan Qazwîni, Juwaini, 1, 39-40; Oh., 1, 430-431; Br., 1, 254-255). Rašidu‘d-Din’s account is different from that of Juwaini; but he also speaks of the mountain Qara-qorum, from which the city founded by the «qāin» (= Ögödai) took its name (Ber., 1, 125). With such agreement between Chinese and Persian texts, I feel much inclined to suppose that the «river» Qara-qorum of the YS is the result of some confusion. One point, however, must not be forgotten: the Chinese texts which speak of the [Qara-]Qorum mountains as well as the mentions of the Qaraqorum mountains in Juwaini and Rašidu‘d-Din all occur in a traditional account which is less concerned with the Mongol period than with the legend of Uighur origins.

The name being then alive in Uighur tradition, it is no wonder that it should be fundamentally Turkish, and not Mongolian. In Turkish, qorum means «rolled stone», «boulder»; the word occurs in the Qutadju bilig and in Kāşyari (RADLOV, II, 561; BROCKELMANN, 161). Qaraqorum, «Black boulder», is an appropriate name for a mountain. As a matter of fact, the name of the Mongol capital, derived from the Turkish name of a mountain in the Orkhon basin, is identical with that of the modern Qara-qorum Chain, the Karakorum of our maps, at the southwestern end of Chinese Turkestan.
We know for certain that Qara-qorum was walled for the first time in 1235, by Ögdai. Barthold (12 Vorlesungen, 181-182) has expressed surprise at this decision of Ögdai, whose inherited possessions were in the Emil and Qoboq territory and who, by settling in Mongolia proper, seemed to him to trespass on his brother Tului’s rights. The explanation, if one be necessary, may lie in the fact that Qara-qorum had already been designated as Mongol capital in the lifetime of Chinghiz-khan. Not that there can be any foundation in Cordier’s assertion (Y, i, 227) that Qara-qorum was chosen by Chinghiz-khan in 1206 as his capital. On the other hand, I no longer believe that Ražid in his biography of Chinghiz-khan mentions the name of Qara-qorum in connection with events of 1220 as I said in JA, 1925, i, 375; in the text I alluded to (Ber, iii, 46), I now think that Qara-qorum is corrupt for ṭānij Qara-qum, the well-known « Kara-kum » Desert between the Amu-darya and the Caspian Sea (for the same confusion in Juwaini’s ms., cf. Qazwini, Juwaini, i, 69, 70, 279; by an inverse error, Vullers [ii, 717] gives « Qaraqum » as the name of Chinghiz-khan’s capital). But the YS (58, 18 a), following texts which must be of c. 1330, says that the capital was fixed at Qara-qorum in 1220, and an inscription written on stone by Imperial order in 1346 and erected in Qara-qorum begins with these words: « The 15th year of the Holy and Warlike T’ai-tsé (—— Chinghiz-khan), the signs of the year being hêng-ch‘ên (1220), the capital was fixed at Ho-lin (—— Qara-qorum). » The identical information transmitted by the two texts may be accepted as based on good authority. In all likelihood, although Qara-qorum was walled only in 1235, Chinghiz-khan had already fixed there his main encampment, and perhaps had left there his oyruq, i. e. the camps of his wives and personal servants, while he was waging war with the Mussulmans in the West. Prior to Chinghiz-khan’s accession, Qara-qorum belonged to the Naiman (Ber, i, 108), perhaps also at one time to their immediate neighbours and rivals the Kerait (Wy, 207).

Rubrouck was not particularly struck with the size and appearance of the Mongol capital: « It is not as big as the village of Saint Denis, and the monastery of Saint Denis is ten times larger than the palace » (Rockhill, Rubrucc, 220; Wy, 285). We know, however, that Ögdai had ordered trained artisans and painters from China to build it up and adorn it. There were mosques and churches and Buddhist temples. A Buddhist monastery of Qara-qorum, the 太平興國 祇寺 T’ai-p’ing hsing-kuo ch‘an-ssū, is mentioned in 1247 (cf. Tōkyō Tripit of Meiji, 誉, xi, 39 a), and in 1256, Mongka had erected in Qara-qorum a five-storeyed stūpa, 300 feet high and with annexed chambers, which was repaired in 1311 and again in 1342-1346 (cf. JA, 1925, i, 373).

Qara-qorum remained officially the Mongol capital until Qubilai’s accession to the throne in 1260. Yule (Y, i, 227) and Benedetto (B, 440) are mistaken when they say that Qara-qorum ceased to be the capital in 1256 and 1257, respectively. The foundation of K’ai-p’ing in 1256 (see « Cheminsfu ») was intended only to provide a summer residence for Qubilai who was then a prince, not for the Emperor as such. There is something wrong when Charignon (Ch, i, 164) re- translating into French what he says is a translation from d’Ohsson’s French into Chinese, makes d’Ohsson say that the name of Qara-qorum was transmitted to the West when the Uighurs went there « in the year of the dragon (1208) » to submit to Chinghiz-khan. I do not know the Chinese translation in question, nor do I find anything similar in d’Ohsson’s original work.
There must also be some confusion when Elias (Elias and Ross, Tarikh-i Rashidi, 361) says that «Karakorum was, and even is to the present day, known as Bala Sâkun».

When the capital had been transferred to Peking in 1260, Ho-lin (Qara-qorum) became the seat of a hsüan-wei-ssü, who held at the same time the charge of commander-in-chief (tu-yüan-shuai-fu). Later on, the tu-yüan-shuai-fu was moved south of the 良 shan (= Altai) and Qara-qorum had only a hsüan-wei-ssü. In 1289, the hsüan-wei-ssü joined in the rebellion of the discontented Mongol princes (see «Caïdu»). The following year, a commander-in-chief was re-established. In 1307, a «moving Grand Secretariat» (hsing chung-shu shêng; see «Scieng») was created at Qara-qorum, with a «general administrator» (tsung-kuan-fu) of Ho-lin; changed in 1309 to a «moving Grand Council» (hsing shang-shu-shêng), it became again a «moving Grand Secretariat» in 1311. In 1312, the «moving Grand Secretariat» of Ho-lin received the new name of «moving Grand Secretariat» of 落北 Ling-pei («North of the Mountains»), and the «general administrator» (tsung-kuan-fu) of the lu of Ho-lin became «general administrator» of the lu of Ho-ning (YS, 24, 7 b; 58, 18 a). This was the last administrative change until the dynasty fell in 1368. In the course of the long war with Qaidu (see «Caïdu»), Qara-qorum changed hands temporarily, but as a rule remained in the possession of the Emperor.

D’Ossor (Oh, ii, 64), relying on Juwaini (r, 192), said that, although Ögödi’s capital became more famous as Qara-qorum, the name which Ögödi had given it was Ordou-baliq. This has been repeated by Cordier (Y, i, 227), van Wyngaert (Wy, 30), etc. We have seen that Qara-qorum was a Turkish name; such is also the case with Ordou-baliq, which means in Turkish «City of the [Royal] camp»; the corresponding Mongol name would be Ordou-balyasun. But I am somewhat skeptical about Juwaini’s statement. From his own words in that passage and still more from his account of Uigur origins (1, 39-40; Oh, i, 430-431; Br, i, 254-255), we know that Ordou-baliq was the name of the ancient Uighur capital in the Orkhon region, a name which the Mongols changed to the hybrid Turko-Mongolian name Ma’u-baliq, «Bad city». That name of Ordou-baliq may not be exclusive; for instance, its Turko-Iranian counterpart Ordü-kânt or Ordukân was a name of Kâsîar (Brockelmann, 246; Barthold, 12 Vorlesungen, 75; Mi, 494). Yet, we know exactly the site of the ancient Uighur capital; it is the present Qara-balyasun (Kara-balgasun), west of the Orkhon, while Qara-qorum lay east of the river (cf. the map of Y, i, 229). Juwaini visited the ancient Uighur capital, and saw there ancient inscriptions in situ. But these cities, the ancient Uighur capital and the new Mongol one, were not at a great distance from each other. I suspect that Juwaini unduly extended to Qara-qorum a name which properly belonged only to what is now known as «Kara-balgasun» («Kara-balgasun» is of course a modern Mongol name; Blochet is mistaken when he gives it [Moufazzal, 691] as the name by which the Uighur capital was called in the 8th cent.).

Bretschnieder (Br, i, 123), followed by Cordier (Y, i, 228), speaks of Qara-qorum as being the place «where, after the expulsion of the Mongols from China, Togon-temur again had fixed the Mongol court». This is not quite correct. As may be seen from Bretschnieder himself (Br, ii, 162), Toy-öön-tâmür, when he fled from Peking in 1368, sought refuge first in Shangi-tu (see «Chendi»), soon fled farther to Ying-ch’ang in South-eastern Mongolia (see «Barsool»), and died in that region in 1370; it was his son who was able to make good his escape
to Qara-qorum. In 1412 or 1413, the great Mongol leader Aruqtai received from the Ming Emperor the title of "prince of Hôning" (Br, II, 164); Ho-ning, as we have seen, had been the administrative name of Qara-qorum since 1312. Later Mongol history is practically silent on Qara-qorum. "Sanang Setsen", in connection with Aruqtai, but with the impossible date of 1415, relates a sentence referring to the projected rebuilding of "the cities of Qorumqan" (Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 145-146, 404). Qara-qorum seems here to be meant, but the form is unexplained. As many Mongol names of mountains popularly end in -qan, -ban, "lord", "sovereign", it may be that Qorumqan should be equivalent to "the cities of the [Qara-]Qorum mountains", "cities" in the plural being a plural moestatis. The same Mongol chronicle mentions twice Hôning for the years 1552 and 1576 (Schmidt, loc. cit. 211, 226). So the last two mentions of Chinghiz-khan's and Ögdödî's capital in Mongol texts call it by its Chinese name; that of Qara-qorum had by then sunk into oblivion.

But, if the name was forgotten, the site remained. As is well known, the great Buddhist monastery Erdeni-ju, founded in 1585, was erected on the very ruins of Qara-qorum (Br, i, 123).

Penzer (Pe, xxxii, xl, xlvii) still thinks that Polo may have visited Qara-qorum. The little that Polo relates of the city seems, on the contrary, to establish that for him it was only a name.

119. CARAGIAN

City

caracham LT carayan Z charaiam VA
caraiian, carassan, charayan VB caraiian F, Fr, t, FA, FB, L, Z; charagian TA V cataraiian, chataian, chiarenza V
carayam P charaiian VA
Province
caraam G charaiian, charaiian VA
caracham LT charangia TA
carasan Z charaiian, chataian, chatoio V
caragian F charian VL, VLR
caraiam F, FA, LT, Pr, VA, Z

The name is certain and represents the Mong. Qara-Jang. Fra Mauro follows the mistaken distinction made in some mss. when he gives on his map two places, "Charazan" and "Charaiian" (Hallberg, 114). On the contamination between "Caragian" and "Calacian" in the Catalan Map, see "Calacian". Rašidu'd-Din writes قاراجان Qara-Jang (Blocher's edition always gives Qara-Čang, but Rašid's mss., here as usual, do not distinguish between ء and ة, and simply give J, which in the present case is the only correct form). The ordinary Chinese transcription is 哈剌章 Ha-la-chang (YS, 11, 2 a; 123, 4 b, 8 a; 125, 1 b, etc.), but other forms occur: 合剌章 Ha-la-chang (YS, 8, 2 b; 14, 1 b; 121, 3 a), 阿剌章 A-la-chang (YS, 14, 2 b), and 哈刺章 Ha-la-chang (YS, 134, 9 a; Yuan tien-chang, 3, 2 b [in a document of 1312 in spoken Chinese]).
These too suppose an original Qara-Jang. Like so many tribal names, Qara-Jang was also used in the Mongol period as the personal name of individuals most of whom did not belong to the Qara-Jang tribes (cf. Wang Hui-tau, 35, 7-8; JA, 1927, II, 268).

There cannot be the slightest doubt that, in Polo’s time, Qara-Jang was the Mongol equivalent of what the Chinese called Yün-nan, a «moving Grand Secretariat» created in 1273 (YS, 8, 2 b; not 1276 as in YS, 61, 1 a) and practically extending over the same area as the modern province of Yün-nan. Persian-speaking circles had adopted it from the Mongols, and Polo’s nomenclature is once again the Persian one. The Persians even used it after the fall of the Mongol dynasty. In the Persian-Chinese Vocabulary of the Board of Translators of the Ming dynasty, 卡里葉, with a Chinese phonetic transcription廿耳伽尼: Ku-érh-ya-ní, is given as the Persian name of Yün-nan. The Persian form, which one would normally read *Qaryani, is certainly corrupt, and so is the Chinese transcription which would suppose *Quryani; it is clear, however, that this corrupt Persian form goes back to an original Qara-Jang. Klaproth probably alluded to the same Vocabulary, but with an arbitrary correction, when he said (JA, i, 1828, 110; xi, 1833, 458) that «كاریان» was the name under which Yün-nan Province was known among the Mussulmans of Central Asia. Klaproth’s statement has been repeated and developed by Pauthier (Pa, 388) and Blochet (Bl, ii, 375), but Yule (Y², III, 127) rightly doubted it. Yule was equally right (Y, II, 74; Y², III, 127) in denying any foundation to Klaproth’s and Pauthier’s additional statement, also repeated by Blochet, that the alleged name of the «Karîyân» was the same as that of the Karens of Burma.

Yule showed the same sure instinct when he was the first to say that Polo’s «Iaci» (q. e.), the main city of «Caragian», could only be the capital of Yün-nan, the modern Yün-nan-fu. Raśidu’-d-Din too gives Yačî as the principal city of Qara-Jang (Bl, ii, 494). But Polo goes on to speak of the western part of «Caragian», where another capital of the kingdom existed, an that city was itself called «Caragian»; all are agreed that this western city is Ta-li. I think that here Polo is right in his statement, and that we can account for it by examining the past conditions of the country.

Yün-nan was conquered by the Mongols in 1253-1257, at first under the nominal command of Qubilai, at that time only a prince but all along under the actual leadership of Uriyangqadai. Before the arrival of the Mongols, the country formed the Ta-li kingdom, with its chief capital at Ta-li, and a second capital at Yün-nan-fu. The Mongols, who entered Yün-nan from the northwest, first took Ta-li. It was perhaps at the time of that campaign that the name «Qara-Jang», partly Mongol as will be seen below, was first used or at least won popular recognition. Although at a later date it became the Mongol name of the «moving Grand Secretariat» which had its centre at Yün-nan-fu, it was certainly at first the Mongol designation of the Ta-li kingdom, the real capital of which was at Ta-li. But it would not be surprising if the Mongols had used the name of the kingdom as a designation of its capital; this is what Polo’s words amount to, and I think I can corroborate this statement from Chinese sources. When in 1273 Sayyid Ajall was sent to establish a «moving Grand Secretariat» in Yün-nan, it was «to govern the barbarians (man) of Ha-la-chang (Qara-Jang), Ya-ch’ih (Yačî), Ch’ih-k’o, Chin-ch’i’h, and Ch’a-han-chang» (YS, 8, 2 b 赤合刺刺赤合赤軒金訶茶罕錯諸崔). Ch’ih-k’o, Chikor, is the Mongol name of the
Kuei-kuo, the Kingdom of Devils, of the Chinese (see "Cogacin"); the Chin-ch’ih are the Zard-\[\text{dân} \](see "Cardandân"). On the Ch’a-han-chang, Châyân-Jang, more will be said below. Two names remain, Qara-Jang and Yaši. There can be no doubt that the two names correspond to the two halves of the Ta-li kingdom; and since Yaši is acknowledged to designate Yün-nan-fu, the capital of the eastern half, the conclusion is unavoidable that Qara-Jang was used among the Mongols as the name of the main capital, situated in the western half, i.e. Ta-li. The text concerning the sending out of Sayyid Ajall in 1273 retains in Chinese the greater part of the Mongolian names used in the original Mongol document. A few years earlier, in 1267, a strictly parallel text speaks of the mission of the prince Hügük (see "Cogacin") to Yün-nan and says that he was "to control the various regions called Ta-li, Shan-shan, Ch’a-han-chang, Ch’ih-t’u-ko-\[\text{r} \]eh, and Chin-ch’ih" (YS, 6, 5 b: 銭大理都副茶罕章赤秃哥兒基爾等處). Châyân-Jang, Çitkôr, and Chin-ch’ih are common to both lists. Shan-shan was then the Chinese name of Yün-nan-fu, called Yaši by the Mongols. The only remaining name is Ha-la-chang in one case, Ta-li in the other; it is evident that the text of 1267 has given the Chinese name of the place, while the text of 1273 retains the Mongol designation. Consequently Polo was amply justified when he gave "Caragian" as being at the same time the name of the "kingdom" of Yün-nan and of the city of Ta-li.

But what is this "Caragian", Qara-Jang? Qara, "black", is both Turkish and Mongolian, but the Mongol origin of the designation is established by the parallel name Çayân-Jang, "White Jang", since çayân does not exist in Turkish. Both appellations may be descriptive, and may have been suggested to the Mongols, as they were earlier to the Chinese, by the colour of the tribal dress, just as other Yünmanese tribes were then called Chin-ch’ih, "Gold-Teeth", and Iki-bün (Yâkâ-bün), "Big-Belt". It seems doubtful, however, that such an explanation may account for the various classes of "white" and "black" tribes among the various races of Yün-nan. The Çayân-Jang are named more than once in YS, in the forms 茶罕章 Ch’a-han-chang (YS, 6, 5 b [in 1267]; 8, 2 b [in 1273]; 61, 4 a and b) and 赤罕章 Ch’a-han-chang (YS, 13, 2 b [in 1284]; 15, 3 b [in 1288]; 61, 4 b; 121, 2 b). Rašidu’d-Din also speaks of the جنگل Çayân-Jang (Bî, II, 374, 376). There is no doubt now that the name refers to the Mosoo region of Li-chiang, in north-western Yün-nan; the administrative title of the "official in charge of the people of Çayân-Jang" (茶罕章管民官) was created for a local chief in 1254, at the time of Qubilai’s campaign, and after the fall of Ta-li (cf. YS, 61, 4 a and b; Chavannes, in TP, 1912, 603, 608, 615). To Qara-Jang and Çayân-Jang I think we must add a third name. In the biography of a man of Uighur origin who served in the reign of Qubilai on the borders of Sîl-ch’uan and Yün-nan, we read (YS, 133, 3 a) that, on one occasion, the "moving Grand Secretariat" of Yün-nan was ordered to detail under that man’s command "four hundred men of the Mongol troops [stationed] in the Lo-lo-ssü district and six hundred Lo-lo-chang" (羅羅斯蒙古軍四百人羅羅章六百人). It stands to T’u Chi’s credit (47, 4 b) that he has drawn attention to this passage and has connected Lo-lo-chang with Qara-Jang and Çayân-Jang. Lo-lo-chang can only be explained as Lolo-Jang. The name of the Lolo tribes occurs many times in YS, either written 羅羅 Lo-lo (YS, 61, 7 b), or 羅羅斯 Lo-lo-ssü (YS, 9, 7 a; 61, 8 a; 99, 12 a; 100, 12 a; 133, 3 a, etc.), sometimes 羅羅思 Lo-lo-ssü (Wang Hui-tsü, 49, 5 a), once 魯魯斯 Lu-lu-ssü (YS,
121, 3 a); these transcriptions render Lolo and Lolos respectively, the final -s being the mark of the plural in Mongolian. There were, no doubt, Lolo tribes within the modern boundaries of Yün-nan, but the conditions in which the districts of the Lolos and the Lolo-Jang are named in the above-mentioned text seem to imply that we have there to deal with the Lolos of the Chien-ch'ang Valley, Polo's 'Gaindu' (q. v.), which is now in Sé-ch'uan, but which belonged to Yün-nan under the Mongols. It follows that the Mongols of the middle of the 13th cent. have used the name Jang, with various epithets, in reference to the population of the Ta-li kingdom, to the Mosso of Li-chiang, and to the Lolo of the Chien-ch'ang Valley.

The value of Jang has been much discussed. I shall waste no time on T'u Chi's explanation of chang (= Jang) as a barbarian pronunciation of Ch. jén, 'man' (47, 4 b), or Blochet's statement that jang has lost in Mongolian its meaning of 'primitive population' to retain only that of 'nature', 'character' (Bl, 11, 375); jang is certainly the transcription of a foreign ethnical name. Lauffer was no doubt right when he recognized in it the Tib. 'Jañ or 'Jañs (dialectically also pronounced ' Jung '), used in Eastern Tibet as the name of the Mosso region of Li-chiang (JRAS, 1915, 781-784). Quatremère (Hist. des Mongols, xc) has already remarked that the name had apparently left some trace in Mongol history since the Kalmyk chronicle Bodi-mör, as partly translated in Pallas, Sammlungen historischer Nachrichten (1776), 1, 19, mentions the conquest of the 'Jang' people by Qubilai in 1254. As a matter of fact, Pallas used j- in its German value of y-, so that the form he really meant would be 'Yang' for us. But since both y- and J-, as initials, are written with the same letter in Mongolian, Pallas's transcription merely shows that his interpreter had no tradition to fall back on as to the true pronunciation of the name. The same may hold good for a passage which Lauffer quoted from 'Sanang Setsen' (Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 239-240) and in which, for events of the second half of the 15th cent., a king (qa'an) Sidam of the people (ulus) of 'Jang' is mentioned. Lauffer supposed that Sídam (written 'Sidam') was not the real name of the king, but represented Sadam, the Mosso name of Li-chiang. Li-chiang is a purely Chinese name, which means 'Li River' and, properly speaking, designates the Upper Yang-tzū or Chin-sha-chiang; it is another form of the more ancient 麒水 Li-shui, also 'Li River' (cf. BEFEO, iv, 170). In the Mongol period it was adopted as the administrative name of the lu of Li-chiang, lit. 'district of the Li River', later fu of Li-chiang, or, as an abbreviation, simply Li-chiang. The Mosso name Sa-t'äm, Sadam, or Sdám may be the same as 三囬, as supposed by Chavannes who transcribed the latter form San-t'an, adding that the second character could be read both shan and t'an (TP, 1912, 602). But though this secondary pronunciation t'an (*t'äm) may be possible, yet it is not given in most dictionaries; for instance the K'ang-hsi tzō-tien reads shan (*t'äm). It is with this latter value that we find it used for instance by the pilgrim Fa-hsien to transcribe the second syllable of Kausambī (Fo kuo chi, ed. Chi ku ko, 33 a). A reading t'an could only be due, in my opinion, to a misreading for 三囬 t'an (*t'äm), on which cf. Chavannes, in JA, 1900, 11, 384, and my note (of uncertain value however) in BEFEO, iv, 375; but shan recurs too often in ch. 61 of YS to allow of the hypothesis of such a confusion. Rather am I tempted to trace Sa-t'äm back to the T'ang period, c. a. d. 800, and to recognize it as the first element of 三探覧 San-t'an-lan (*Sâm-t'âm-lâm; cf. Man shu, ed. Chien-hsi-ts'un-shê, 17 b, 28 a;
Hsin T'ang shu, 222a, 4b; YS, 61, 4b; misread "San-shên-lan" by a slip of Chavannes in TP, 1912, 612). But although Sa-t'âm may actually be an old name, there is still some doubt as to the identity of the name, Ŭčam, of the king with that of the city. The inclusion of the story relating to that king in "Sanang Setsen"s Chronicle is also somewhat surprising, but the king's lavish use of gold is quite in agreement with the old reputation of the "River of Golden Sand," and I think that Lauper's identification of Schmidt's people of "Jang" (= Yang), in such a case to be read as Jang, has a good chance of being correct. I must add that the name is much older in Tibetan than has hitherto been assumed. In the Tibetan chronicle of the late T'ang period, which I brought back from the Tun-huang Cave, mention is made of Tibetan campaigns against Jian; the name certainly existed as early as the 8th cent.

But if I readily admit Lauper's identification of Mong. Jang in Qara-Jang, Čayān-Jang, and Lolo-Jang with Jian, Jian, and Jian of Tibetan texts, this does not give any definite clue either to the origin of the word Jang, or to its original ethnical meaning. In Mongol use, Qara-Jang is the designation of the Ta-li kingdom, the former 南诏 Nan-chao kingdom of T'ang times, which is generally supposed to have been Thai (or Tai); the Čayān-Jang were Mosso; and the Lolo-Jang, of course, Lolo; a motley crowd indeed. In 1904 (BEFO, iv, 159), I had tentatively proposed to see in the Jang of the Mongol period the same name as that of the 鄱 Ts'uan of Chinese texts. I expressed myself as follows: "I feel inclined to see in Jang a Mongol transcription of the name of the Ts'uan, but to reserve in principle the name of Qara-Jang for the tribes of the ancient Nan-chao. The ancient Ts'uan, according to the Chinese, were divided into White and Black Barbarians [白蠻 Po-man and 烏蠻 Wu-man]; although the people of the ancient Nan-chao must not have originally belonged to the Ts'uan tribes, our sources state that they had for a long time intermarried with the Black Barbarians, and even that the Nan-chao were but a branch of the Black Barbarians. The Mongols may have applied to the Nan-chao the inaccurate designation that had become the rule. [In a note I explained that the designation was inaccurate because the real descendants of the Black Ts'uan must have been the Lolo tribes, known under the latter name in Yuan and probably already in T'ang times, who were themselves subdivided into numerous tribes, including White and Black Lolo.] The Qara-Jang, in the broad sense of the name, would thus be all the tribes which were included in the Nan-chao kingdom, those of Yün-nan-fu where the Nan-chao had their second capital as well as those of Ta-li where they always had their true metropolis, but the name referred more specifically to the Ta-li Valley, cradle of the Nan-chao."

Chavannes dissented from me on the value of Qara-Jang when the term was taken in its restricted sense and not applied to the whole of the Ta-li kingdom. According to him (TP, 1904, 471), Qara-Jang, in its restricted sense, referred to the thirty-seven tribes which were called the Black Barbarians (Wu-Man), which occupied the eastern half of Yün-nan and were only in a state of relative dependence to the kings of Ta-li. Chavannes's arguments are not all of equal value. When he quotes Uriyangqaidai's biography in which it is said that the Qara-Jang are the Black Barbarians (Wu-Man), this has no bearing on either side of the question, since the biography merely wants to define the Qara-Jang in relation to the Čayān-Jang, who it says are the White Barbarians (Po-Man); the opposition is between the people of the Ta-li kingdom and the Mosso, not between the respective populations of Ta-li and Yün-nan-fu. In the same way, when the
biography says that Uriyangqadai "reached the city of Yači which is the capital (or a capital) of the Black Barbarians", "Black Barbarians" (Wu-Man) is only the Chinese equivalent of a Mongol original Qara-Jang (the Mongol original is shown by the use of Yači), and the sentence simply alludes to the fact that Yün-nan-fu was the second capital of the Qara-Jang, i. e. the Ta-li kingdom. Nor can the mention of the thirty-seven tribes of the Black Barbarians carry any great weight. The many Chinese texts, ranging from the Six Dynasties to the Yüan period and even later, which concern the Black and White Barbarians have not been studied critically, but amidst their sometimes conflicting statements we clearly find Black Barbarians in western Yün-nan, nay in the very country of the Čayän-Jang, or "White Jang", of Li-chiang, from which, in the T'ang period, according to YS, 61, 4 a, the Black Barbarians had ousted the Mo and So tribes; i. e. the Mo-so. Without being positive as to its absolute value, I think that my theory of 1904 still holds good at the present day, and at any rate it is in apparent agreement with the use of Qara-Jang in Polo's text where "Caragian", taken in its restricted sense, is Ta-li. To prevent all misunderstanding, I wish to add that my explanation refers only to the use of Qara-Jang, and is not concerned with the location of the Ts'uan tribes.

My hypothetical derivation of "Jang" from "Ts'uan" is open to more objection. I had not noticed in 1904, and neither CHAVANNES nor LAUVER remarked on it later, that the phonetic correspondence is not very satisfactory. Ts'uan is an ancient Ts'uan, that is to say the word was never pronounced with the sonant initial of Tib. Ja'n or Mong. Jang. I think, however, that there are fairly strong historical arguments to connect "Ts'uan" with "Jang".

The Nan-chao kingdom was actually founded in the first half of the 8th cent. by a petty chieftain whose inherited territory was at Mèng-hua, south-east of Ta-li and south-west of Yün-nan-fu (on the "six chao" of Nan-chao, cf. SUZUKI in Tôyô gakuhô, xix [1931], 267-282). Before this, the main power in Yün-nan had been for some centuries in the hands of the Ts'uan, and there is now no doubt that the Ts'uan were Lolo tribes. We know from literary sources that the Ts'uan had a writing of their own as early at least as the Mongol period; two inscriptions in Ts'uan characters were discovered in 1909 at Lu-ch'üan, to the north-east of Yün-nan-fu; they date from the Ming period and are in Lolo writing and Lolo language (cf. REFEEO, iv, 155; v, 195-197; also 丁文江T'ING Wên-chiang, "T's'uan wen ts'ung-ts'ê", i, 1936, 5, and pls. 1-4).

Of the Ts'uan we possess much earlier epigraphical monuments in Chinese. Two funerary inscriptions of Ts'uan chieftains of the region of Yün-nan-fu, dated A. D. 405 and 458 respectively, have been translated by CHAVANNES (JA, 1909, ii, 15-41), with a very valuable commentary. In his introduction CHAVANNES says that "Ts'uan is a general term designating the people of the ethnic group which we now call Lolo; the so-called Ts'uan family existed merely as the result of the mistake of the Chinese who made of the name of the nation that of the reigning family... The inscriptions of 405 and 458... give the first mentions of the name of the Ts'uan who make their appearance in official records only c. A. D. 550." There is of course a great deal of truth in CHAVANNES's statement; I think, however, that it is not absolutely correct. The Chan-huo ts'ê, written before our era, refers, in the section concerning the 魏Wei State, to a man called 魏裏 Ts'uan Hsiang (cf. CHANG Chu's Hsing-shih hsün-yüan, 34, 4 a-b). All later mentions of members of the Ts'uan family refer to people of the region of Yün-nan-fu. But one of them appears in the
Hua-yang kuo-chih, that is, somewhat earlier than the inscription of 405. It may even be, although I have not made any further investigation on the subject, that a man of the surname of Ts'uan is named in the 3rd cent. (cf. K'ang-hai ts'i-tien, s. v. "Ts'uan"). Chavannes must be right when he says that the surname (except, however, in the Chan-kuo ts'ê) is derived from the name of the tribe, but this is not necessarily a mistake of the Chinese. Ts'uan noblemen had taken to Chinese ways, like those whose funerary inscriptions were studied by Chavannes, or another who became Chinese governor of Chiao-chou (Kuang-tung and Tonking). I think it was those men themselves who, having to adopt a Chinese surname, deliberately used as such the name of their tribe. It is quite another problem to decide why the Lolo people were first called Ts'uan by the Chinese. If the use of the surname Ts'uan among the Lolo had been more ancient than the use of Ts'uan as an ethnical designation, we might suppose that the character Ts'uan was chosen to render phonetically a native clan name, since it was already used as a surname in the Chan-kuo ts'ê. It seems more probable that Ts'uan became an ethnical designation of the Lolo among the Chinese before it was used by any Lolo as a surname. But even then, Ts'uan was probably a transcription of a native Lolo name, and the complicated character may have been chosen by a pedantic Chinese precisely because it occurred already in ancient Chinese literature if not as an ethnical name, at least as a surname. But, and we come back here to Jang, the Chinese rendering of the native name may have been only an approximation. If the Ch. Ts'uan on the one hand and the Tib. 'Jah or the Mong. Jang on the other go back to a common native original which we do not know, neither of these transcriptions needs to be rigorously accurate. On the whole, and without pretending that the case is proved, I think that the leading part played by the Ts'uan Lolo in Yün-nan from the 4th to the 8th cent. makes it a likely assumption that their name was retained among their Tibetan cousins as the common designation of the various ethnical groups of the whole region, that is to say of the Nan-chao and their direct heirs and successors the sovereigns of the Ta-li kingdom (Qara-Jang), but also of the Mosso (Čayán-Jang) and even of the Lolo of southern Ssü-ch'uan (Lolo-Jang).

The use of a common name Jang for the Nan-chao (and Ta-li), the Mosso, and the Lolo is surprising, however, in view of the fact that the Nan-chao are always said to have been Thai. This is probably true, although the ethnic appurtenance of the Nan-chao has never been established beyond doubt. If they are admitted by general consent to have been Thai, it is because chao is said to render a native word meaning "chief", and the word actually means "chief" in all the Thai dialects (cf. BEFEO, iv, 163); and also because a word of doubtful reading meaning "district" is supposed to be identical with "the Siamese or Lao word generally written Xieng or Keng" (Chavannes, in JA, 1900, ii, 384). But, even granting the identity of the word meaning "district", it may have been borrowed by the Thai tribes. And as to chao, though this is less likely, it may have been borrowed from the Thai by the Nan-chao as it has been borrowed by the Burmese (cf. BEFEO, iv, 163-168). Without saying that the Nan-chao were not Thai, I have always wondered about some of their ethnical connections. The close intercourse of the Nan-chao with Tibet, which went to the extent of earning for the Nan-chao sovereign the Tibetan title of blan-pho gšt, "Younger Brother of the blan-pho" (cf. Lauffer, in TP, 1914, 83), may simply be the result of the brilliant but short-lived fortune of the Tibetan empire in the 8th cent.
But I have grouped in BEFEO, iv, 159-169, a few indications which point to a remarkable similarity of habits and of traditions between the Nan-chao and the Burmese. Further research tends to establish that some at least of these coincidences are no less striking between the Nan-chao and the Mosso. I had shown in 1904 that the curious custom of forming a man’s name by taking as first element the last element of his father’s name was common to Nan-chao and ancient Burma. But this was also the habit among the Mosso of Li-chiang and those of Wei-hai (cf. CHAVANNES, in TP, 1912, 568). The northernmost of the six chao forming the Nan-chao was moreover avowedly peopled by Mosso. The Nan-chao may have been Thai, and this seems to be proved at least for their last royal family (cf. CHAVANNES, in TP, 1905, 15), but they must have mixed with members of the Tibeto-Burman branch of the Sino-Tibetan family like the Lolo and the Mosso, and the nearer they may be to the Tibeto-Burman branch, the easier it will be to understand that Nan-chao, Mosso, and Lolo should have been known under the common designation of Jang.

The name of 大理 Ta-li was that of the Nan-chao kingdom at the time of the Mongol conquest and has been retained in Chinese administrative nomenclature down to our days; but its origin is still obscure. It has, in its ordinary form, a good Chinese appearance, but this form is not the oldest. Ta-li was founded at the end of the 8th cent. under the name of 羊直訕 Yang-hsien-mieh, clearly the transcription of a Nan-chao name (cf. BEFEO, iv, 370, 374, 1103), but a walled city (ch’eng) of 大隴 Ta-li had previously been founded, at the beginning of the same century, 40 li north of the present Ta-li (cf. Man shu, 23 a, 24 a; BEFEO, iv, 1103; SUZUKI, loc. cit. 273, 274). About a.d. 860, the Nan-chao sovereign adopted for his kingdom the official name of « Kingdom of 大隴 Ta-li » (Hsin T’ang shu, 222 b, 1 b). Although that designation does not seem to have been retained by his immediate successors, there can be no doubt that it inspired the name of « Kingdom of Ta-li », with the modern spelling, which was adopted by the king of the Tuan family in 938. Despite the fact that the first city 大隴 Ta-li of the early 8th cent. was not on the site of the modern 大隴 Ta-li, the ancient Yang-hsien-mieh, I hold it probable that the name of that first city is identical with the two later dynastic designations Ta-li, and that the three Chinese forms are all transcriptions of one and the same original (in which case, ta would not be the Chinese epithet « great », regularly prefixed before dynastic designations). It is more difficult to decide about the native meaning of Ta-li (*D’ail-li or *T’ai-li for the name of the city of the 8th cent. and for the dynastic name of 938; *D’ai-lici for the dynastic name of c. 860). F. W. K. MÜLLER (TP, iii, 19) suggested « the Tai (or Thai) of Li », Li being a place-name which should also be recognized in the Chinese name of the Lake of Ta-li, 綿海 Erh-hai, « Lake Erh » (*Nái). And it is true that, in the Pai-i Vocabulary of the Ming dynasty, the Lake of Ta-li is called in Pai-i Li-kai, where kai transcribes a form borrowed from Ch. hai. But the latter fact raises precisely the suspicion that the whole form « Li-kai » may not be due to a partly independent native tradition, but merely renders the Chinese name Erh-hai. There are many similar cases. The same Vocabulary gives 猛國 Meng-kuo, in Pai-i writing Ming-kwé, as the Pai-i name of Ta-li, and in the Pa-pai Vocabulary, Meng-kuo renders kuo alone. Meng is the Thai mëng, miang (muang), « city », « place », and Ming-kwé is merely a Thai-Chinese hybrid, « The City of the Kingdom », this being a reminiscence of the part played so long by Ta-li as the capital of the Nan-chao and later of
the Ta-li kingdom. On the whole, MÜLLER’s hypothesis finds, up to the present at least, no real support in the historical texts or in the vocabularies.

Raśidu’d-Din speaks of the province of Qara-Jang which is called in Chinese 喀什 (Kash) Dai-liu, meaning «Great Realm»; the Indians and Cashmirians call it ٌنَّوٌَّن Kândâr, which has the same meaning, and the Mussulmans Qandahâr (cf. QUATREMÈRE, Hist. des Mongols, lxxxix, xciv; Klaproth, in JAS, i [1828], 112-116; Oh, ii, 317; Y, ii, 72; Y’, iii, 127). QUATREMÈRE and YULE felt that «Dai-liu» must have some connection with Ta-li. BLOCHE (Bl, ii, 376), on the faith of Raśid’s explanation «Great Kingdom», corrected Dai-liu to 喀什 Dai-kiu, which he interpreted as 大国 Ta-kuo, «Great Kingdom». I do not favour this solution. In Raśid’s nomenclature the Chinese kuo, «kingdom», occurs as -gu in Jiningu, «Japan», and as -ghî (? or guâh) in Kâffigûh (or Kâffiguâh), Chiao-chih-kuo, Tonking, so that, even with Blocchet’s correction, the -i of kiu in the would-be Tai-kiu is not accounted for. Moreover, Ta-kuo cannot be the specific name of any country in China. I rather incline to see in Dai-liu a weakened pronunciation of *Dai-li-gu — Ta-li-kuo, «Kingdom of Tai-li». Raśid’s explanation is true only so far as the ta of Tai-li means «great» in Chinese.

The «Indian» (hindi) name of Qara-Jang is written «Kendar» and «Qandar» by Raśid. It is certainly wrong to correct these forms to «Kandî» and «Qandî», as was done by Blocchet (Bl, ii, 365, 376). Blocchet saw in «Kandî» Polo’s «Gandu» and, through an impossible jumble of Thai and Burmese forms, tried to explain «Gandu» as also meaning «Great Kingdom». But the latter meaning, given in QUATREMÈRE’s translation, does not occur in Blocchet’s own text (Bl, ii, 376, n. a) and seems to be a wrong reduplication of the gloss on Dai-liu. What Raśid really refers to is Kandar (or Gandar), the Indian form regularly derived from Gandhâra, and this is confirmed by what follows when he says that «we» (i.e. the Moslems) call it Qandahâr. The name Qandahâr has three main meanings (cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson, 154; Hallberg, 109; Mi, 502): (1) the port of Gandhâra in the gulf of Cambay; (2) Gandhâra, the well-known region of the upper Indus; (3) Candahar in western Afghanistan (in Fra Mauro’s map, two at least of these «Candar» or «Chandaar» appear, one being «Chandar mazor» and the other «Candar menor»; but owing to repetitions by a later [?] hand there are in fact five mentions of the name).

A fourth must be added, which Raśid occasionally mixed up with the real Gandhâra, and that is the Ta-li kingdom (cf. Yule, in JAS, NS, iv [1870], 354-356). In BEFEQ, iv, 157-169, I have shown that not only the name of Gandhâra, but also many other names and legends had been carried from India to the Ta-li kingdom in the early Middle Ages and found pious, though fictitious, identifications in that region of south-western China. The Ta-li kingdom was a Buddhist kingdom, but it owed its Buddhism as much to direct propaganda from India and Burma as to the influence of Chinese Buddhism.

Under such circumstance, it is not surprising that the king of Ta-li should have borne an Indian title. Curiously enough, we do not find it, at least beyond question, in the documents referring to the history of the ancient Nan-chao kingdom, nor to that of the Ta-li kingdom before the Mongol conquest of 1253-1254. (For a possible mention under the rule of the Mêng family, cf. BEFEO, iv, 164; TP, 1904, 470; CHAVANNES’s objections are weakened by the fact that the complete form mo-ho-lo-ts’o, and not only mo-ho-ts’o, is given in the 1880 edition of
the Nan-chao yeh-shih, 2, 41; cf. also SAINSON, Hist. particulière du Nan-chao, 196.) But Rašīdu’d-Din says that «the king of Qara-Jang bears the title of mah-ara, which means ‘great prince’» (QUATREMÈRE, Hist. des Mongols, xciv); d’OHÉSSON (Oh, ii, 318) gives «Maha Radja» (i.e. mahārāja); BLOCHET (Bl, 378) corrects to مهراڑجا mahārāja the readings مهراڑاج mahārāṣa of his ms. Without attempting to establish here what form Rašīd actually used, it is clear that the transcriptions represent mahārāja or a form derived from mahārāja (perhaps مهراڑا). This title is confirmed by Chinese sources. The campaign of 1253-1257 in Yün-nan was very trying owing to the climate and to the resistance of the population; out of ten tūmān of troops (100,000 men) which Uriyangqadai had under his command in Yün-nan, only 20,000 men survived (Oh, ii, 318; Ber, 145-146). As early as 1254, Qubilai, perhaps fretting at his subordinate position under Uriyangqadai (if Rašīd be right in that respect; the YS gives the supreme command to Qubilai), had come back to the Court in Mongolia. According to Rašīd, Qubilai brought back with him the mahārāja. Chinese texts give a somewhat different account. At the time of the campaign, the power belonged in Ta-li to the Kao clan, under the purely nominal sovereignty of the Tuan family. The Kao were defeated, and mercy was shown to the Tuan; at that time, Qubilai had already left Yün-nan. Uriyangqadai’s biography, a not always successful combination of two documents of different origin (see «lacis»), says that, after Yün-nan-fu had fallen in 1254, Uriyangqadai «captured the king 马哈拉丁 and the commander-in-chief 马哈拉丁 Ma-ha-la-hai and offered them [to the Emperor]» (YS, 121, 3 a; T’u Chi, 29, 15 b, silently alters it to Tuan Hsing-chih, the form used in the biography of that ruler’s son, YS, 166, 8 b; CHAVANNES, in TP, 1905, 15-16, gives Tuan Hsing-chih without comment; an error in the name as given in the biography of Uriyangqadai would be more probable than in a biography of the Tuan family; but, curiously enough, the form Tuan Chih-hsing is also the one we find in the Nan-chao yeh-shih [transl. SAINSON, 104], not always reliable, but generally based on independent tradition). Ma-ha-la-hai may or may not be corrupt (? for Ma-ha-la-[b] cha; more probably, hsi [fr] merely transcribes -s or -z, in agreement with Rašīd’s mahārāz), but certainly it renders mahārāja, wrongly taken as a personal name, and still more wrongly given as the name of another man with the actual bearer of the title, i.e. the king Tuan Chih-hsing himself. In 1256, Tuan Chih-hsing was received by Mongka who gave him the title of 马合洛葛 mo-ha-lo-ts’ō (YS, 3, 3 b), or 蒙 諾 羅 壯 mo-ho-lo-ts’ō (YS, 166, 9 a; cf. CHAVANNES, in TP, 1905, 16); we must understand that Tuan Chih-hsing was then confirmed in his pre-existing title. A similar transcription mo-ho-lo-[ts’ō] occurs in an inscription of 1325, also in connection with Tuan Chih-hsing (TP, 1905, 28). Here again I cannot examine the minor discrepancies existing between the various sections of the YS, including the geographical section (ch. 61), as to the date at which and the conditions under which Tuan Chih-hsing was entrusted as tsung-kuon, or «administrator general», with fresh authority over his former subjects; some pertinent remarks have been made by CHAVANNES (TP, 1905, 16) and T’u Chi (6, 9 a-b; 29, 15 b; 110, 2 b). But I wish to point out that, while the transcription of mahārāja in Uriyangqadai’s biography is what we should expect in the Mongol period (except perhaps for the last character), the mo-ho-lo-ts’ō occurring elsewhere, also adopted in Yün shih lei-pien, 42, 58 b, and in Nan-chao yeh-shih
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(transl. SAINSON, 110, 198), is of a more ancient type and points to a Sung date. *Mo-ho-lo-ts’o* probably was the traditional transcription of the title in Chinese from the 10th or the 11th cent., but Uriyangqada’s biography, here as in its other portions going back to a Mongol original, gives the Mongol form, which was of course with *a*- vowels (mahārāja; or mahārāc, mahārāf as in Uighur).

This title, established by Persian and Chinese sources, also seems unexpectedly to occur in the West. In Fra Mauro’s map, ZURLA noticed the mention of the ‘Çardandan’ (see ‘Çardandan’) and of ‘Uocā’ (see ‘Uncian’), but omitted those of ‘Iazu’ and of ‘Maharaç’, also lacking as a consequence in HALLBERG. ‘Iazu’ certainly is the ‘Iaci’ of other texts (cf. ‘Iazo’ in V; ‘Iazu’ is not ‘Ianu’ Yang-chou, correctly given elsewhere on the map), and ‘Maharaç’, though entered on the map far enough from ‘Charaz’ and ‘Charaian’, can hardly be anything else than the title mahārāja of the Tara sovereign; Fra Mauro mentions it in a form which is in strict agreement with Rašid’s *mahārās* and the *mahārās/ mahārās (< mahārāf) which the transcription used in Uriyangqada’s biography made us suppose. Such must have been the form taken by the title in Mongolian and Persian speech, and consequently it is the one we should expect to find in Polo. But none of our Polo mss. mentions the mahārāja of the Qara-Jang.

The solution of the difficulty may be sought for in two directions. A number of names on Fra Mauro’s map have convinced me that Fra Mauro, a century before RAMUSIO, had knowledge of the complete mss. to which we owe so many paragraphs and even chapters in R and Z, but which is avowedly abbreviated in Z almost until we come to the point where the travellers embark on the homeward journey. There may have been, in the complete mss., a paragraph on the ‘maharaç’ of the Qara-Jang. In such a case, the paragraph was omitted by both R and Z, and we could not even suspect its former existence if it were not for the ‘maharaç’ entered on his map by Fra Mauro.

This is the first hypothesis which occurred to me, and I do not reject it altogether; but it has its weak points, particularly when what must be a title is actually marked on the map as the name of a city. Moreover, another explanation is possible. Apart from Polo, Mauro’s main modern source for Transgangetic India is Nicolò de’ Conti, who travelled in the second quarter of the 15th cent. Our texts of Conti go back to the narrative taken down from Conti’s lips and put into Latin, probably in 1439, by Poggio Bracciolini. But Conti, a man of Chioggia, died only in 1469; in the meantime, he went several times to Venice, for instance in 1454 and 1455. The forms of the names which, on Fra Mauro’s map, are plainly traceable to Conti are spelt in such a way as to show that Fra Mauro is clearly not dependent on Poggio’s text for this nomenclature and must have had direct intercourse with Conti. Poggio’s humanism has been more detrimental to Conti’s account than Rustichello’s taste for romance was to Polo’s. The names have particularly suffered in Poggio’s text; for instance, the Latin account speaks of ‘Pauconia’ (or ‘Pionconia’), whereas Fra Mauro gives on his map the correct form ‘Paigu’, i.e. Malay. Paigu, our Pegu (cf. YULE, Hobson-Jobson*, 693; LONGHENA, Viaggi... de Nicolò de’ Conti, 147). Unfortunately there is no satisfactory critical edition of Conti’s account, and none in particular which studies Fra Mauro’s names systematically. Now, there is in Conti a
great city» called «Maaraia» (vnr. «Maraisa», «Maratia», «Marhatia»; «Maragama» on the Genoese map; LONGHENA, 137; HALLBERG, 323) for which I find no corresponding name on Fra Mauro’s map, except perhaps «Maharaç». A theory may be launched, which would see Sukhothai, the capital of Siam, supplanted in 1350 by Ayuthia, in Mauro’s «Scienu» (left unidentified by HALLBERG, 463), and «Sahr-i-nau» («New Town»), i.e. Ayuthia, in his «Sceenu». This «Scienu», also left unidentified by HALLBERG (p. 463), would be due to Conti and represent another spelling of the «Cernove» adopted by Poggio; YULE has already thought that Conti’s «Cernove» might be Ayuthia, and not a city of Bengal, as formerly believed by scholars, including himself (HOBSON-JOBSON, 796; to YULE’s quotations of Sahr-i-nau = Ayuthia, add the text of Šadiq Isfahāni [† c. 1680] in FE, 560, where the Persian author understands, and probably misunderstands, the name as Šahr-i-nāw, the «City of the Boat»; cf. also FE, 730). In such a case, the «Ganges» of «Cernove» would be the Menam, and, as a fresh example of what YULE called the «interdissertation of rivers» in mediaeval geography, it would be only a lower part of the Mekong, the latter actually flowing through the country of the mahārāja of the Qara-Jang. A form «maharaç» = *mahārāj could be reconciled with a Siamese pronunciation of the word.

That such a theory should discard all previous comments on this part of Conti’s journey as complete failures would not be a serious objection, as none of them could pretend even to a semblance of the truth. Conti had travelled in Indo-China. He was the first to mention «Ava» in Burma, and many other Indo-Chinese names on Fra Mauro’s map are certainly traceable to him: for instance, such is the case, not far to the west of «Ava», for «Capelang», which HALLBERG (p. 111) merely mentions, but which is accompanied by a note «qui nasi rubini», and so clearly ought to be inserted in HOBSON-JOBSON, 159, at the beginning of the quotations on «Capelang», the unidentified mountain of Burma where the rubies purchased at Pegu were said to be mined. Unfortunately Conti’s vague geographical notions have become almost unintelligible in passing through Poggio’s «editing». Conti speaks of China from hearsay, and also probably of Yün-nan, if his «Maaraia» is to be located there. Granting all that, there are here, however, serious objections. One, which is as true for Conti as it would be for Polo, is that he gives as the name of a city what was the title of a prince. But what is more serious is that the title of mahārāja, which really existed in Polo’s time, must have long been extinct in Yün-nan when Conti was in Indo-China a century and a half later; even supposing that the twelve tsung-kuan of the Tuan family had retained the title, the last of them was captured and beheaded by the Ming in 1382. To account for any later use of the title, we ought to assume, in the geographical nomenclature of the Siamese or, less likely here, of the Burmese, a survival analogous to that which makes modern Burmese texts speak of the Chinese Emperor as udi-bhava (= udaya-bhava = 東帝 tung-ti), «Emperor of the East», or as Gandhālarāj (pronounced Gandhālayit), «King of Gandhāra», both being ancient designations of the early Nan-chao sovereigns of Yün-nan (cf. YULE in JRA, NS, IV [1870], 356; BEFEO, IV, 158, 162-164). But one does not see that «Maharaç» could have been a popular designation of Yün-nan in Ming times, nor does it occur then in any of the vocabularies, either Pai-i, or Pa-pai, or Siamese, or Burmese.

Yet it would be too great a coincidence if an unidentified town of «Maharaç», perhaps to be looked for, as is usually done, somewhere in India, had happened by mere chance to be
located by Fra Mauro on his map just north of the "Çardandam", that is, with the spelling and on the spot we should expect if Polo had spoken of the mahāraja of Ta-li. Therefore, while I readily admit that Conti's "Maarazia" has a fair chance of being the basis of Fra Mauro's "Maharaç", I do not preclude the other possibility, to wit, that the latter name might be of Polian origin.

While in the country of the Qara-Jang, Polo had heard of Bengal. This is only too natural, in view of the intercourse which, since the beginning of our era, was conducted across Upper Burma between north-eastern India and Yün-nan (cf. BEFEO, iv, 142-152, 183, 412). Rašīdu'd-Dīn describes both the sea-route from India to China and the land-route via Bengal and Burma. The itinerary by land is very corrupt. Yule had studied it in the first edition of Cathay with the translation given in the first edition of Elliot's History of India; but, when Elliot's first volume was revised and re-edited by Dowson, Yule published in JRAS, NS, iv [1870], 340-356, a fresh commentary, much more accurate. It is a pity that this paper of 1870 should have been overlooked by Cordier when preparing the second edition of Cathay. The result is that in Y¹, iii, 131-132, we still see the itinerary from India to Yün-nan reach first the Uman, that is, Wu-man or "Black Barbarians", afterwards the Zardandān (and finally the Qara-Jang, omitted from the quotation in Cathay). The "Wu-man", however, are the Qara-Jang themselves, and could only be mentioned after the Zardandān (moreover, the Chinese name "Wu-man" does not seem to have passed abroad). But in his paper of 1870, Yule here read with Dowson šer Arman, not šer Uman, and was probably right when he saw in Arman a transcription of the native name of Burma (see "Mien"). A comprehensive monograph on all the texts referring to the ancient trade route between India and Yün-nan is badly wanted.

120. CARAMANI

caramani Z; R

Only Z and R give the name, as "Turcomani qui vocantur Caramani" (Z), and "i Turcho-
mani, che si chiamano Caramani" (R). Although he knew R, Yule (Y, i, 43) has tacitly left out the name of the "Caramani". RR, 20, and B¹, 19, have translated "that part of Turcomania called Caramania"; but the text concerns the name of a people, not the name of the country. In RR, 416, it is added that "Caramania" is mentioned only in Z (our Z¹), and that the other texts have Konich instead. Nor is this correct; instead of the name of Konich (Quinjīrā), Z does not have "Caramania" but what seems to be a clerical corruption "Turchia" (see "Como"). As a matter of fact, there are two redactions of that passage, one being that of F, etc., the other that of Z, V, and R. Ramusio was wrong to include both, and I think there was no more reason, in translations like those of RR and B¹, which do not give the different redactions of one and the same passage, to follow here Ramusio's example and reproduce twice the list "Caesaria, Sevasta", with an arbitrary interval of some twenty lines.
RR, 416, substituting «Caramania» for «Caramani», says it is the district of Qaramân in Asia Minor, and there is of course an identity of name. In modern geography, that part of Anatolia is usually called Caramania (in French, Carumanie). The name goes back to the Türkman prince Qaramân or Qaramân, who, after the fall of the Seljukids, established there a Qaramân dynasty c. a.d. 1223; its first centre was at Lâranda, north of Armanak, and it was removed to Kónich about a.d. 1330. Abû-’l-Fidā speaks of the «Qaramân mountains which are inhabited by the Türkman tribes now ruled over by Qaramân’s descendants», and elsewhere mentions in the same region «The Türkman of the son of Qaramân (Ibn-Qaramân)» (Reinaud, Géogr. d’Aboulféda, II, i, 35; II, ii, 133).

Now Z and R’s «Caramani» can be understood in two different ways, either as a Latin plural of «Caramanus», when we should adopt «Caramans», just as we have in FA «Turquemans» instead of the Latin «Turcomani»; or «Caramani» may be conceived as an ethnical name *Qaramân derived from Qaramân, in which case it should be retained. I would incline towards the second solution (as Polo does not speak, apparently, of the reigning family only, but of the whole of the tribe), if I could find *Qaramân used ethnically elsewhere. But I find only Qaramân (cf. LS, 144, 145, 148), applied to the whole «emirate» and even to its capital. The epithet Qaramân of men like Qaramân Meşmed Pasha †1481, so called because he was born in Caramania, can only be cited as a parallel with some qualification. In Ottoman Turkish, the ethnical name derived from Qaramân is naturally Qaramânî.


121. CARAMORAN

cakomuya, caramora G
caracoron Fr, t
caramoram FA, FB
caramoran F, FB, VB, Z, L, R
caramoran L
caramota, caramoran, catha-
meter LT
caramoram P
coromoran P³, S
caramoran Z
charamoran TA¹, TA³
charamoir, charamoïram, cha-
ramoran VA
charamoran, charhoron, gran-
moian V
ccharomor, choromoran VL
chaumera TA³

Qara-morân, «Black River», is well known as an ancient Mongol name of the Huang-ho or Yellow River of the Chinese. It is used by Odoric (Wy, 470, «Caramoram», a copist’s misreading of «Caramorâ = Caramoran), by Marignolli (ibid. 533, «Caramora», also altered from «Caramorâ = Caramoran), and often by Rašidu’d-Din (ex. gr. Bl, ii, 181, 488 : اَبُسُلْ مَرْتَین) Qara-morân; also in his unpublished History of China). The three Western travellers use mûrân, which must be the correct pronunciation, but mûrân is also met with, although only later (the Chinese transcriptions, however, are always based on mûrân). For Polo and Odoric, as well as for Rašid, Qara-morân is the name of the river along the whole of its course, but later it
seems to have acquired a more restricted sense. In 1420-1422, Şah-Rūh’s envoys, who crossed the Huang-ho at least twice each way, name the Qara-mūrân, written as with Raṣīd, only when they cross it at Lan-chou (Y3, 1, 278, 286). And a Sino-Turkish itinerary of the Ming dynasty (the Turkish being written phonetically with Chinese characters) from the collection of vocabularies of the former Morrison Library (now in the School of Oriental Studies in London) gives Ko-la-mu-lien, Qara-mūrân, as the equivalent of Lan-chou (read Lan-chou; the error shows that the writer no longer distinguished between the finals -m and -n, both still existing in Northern China at the beginning of the Ming dynasty). Further on, for 河南 Ho-nan, the same itinerary gives a 克兒帖木連 磾 K‘o-čul-t‘ie-mu-lien-nich which must be *Kürt-t–mūrân[-i], unknown to me, but showing that some at least of the Mongol names of places in Northern China remained in use among the Persians and the Turks long after the collapse of the Mongol dynasty.

Qara-mūrân was still known in 1662 to «Sanang Setsen» (or Sayang Șâcân) as an old name of the Yellow River (Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 103), but the modern Mongol name is Hatun-mūrân, or Hatun-yöl, or sometimes Hatun-ikä, meaning «the River of the Princess» (cf. Schmidt, ibid., 103, 360, 388; Kovalevskiï, Dict. mong.-russe-français, 781).

Qara-mūrân (Ha-la-mu-lien) appears as the name of a place in YS, 100, 1b, and is altered to *Tara-mūrân in YS, 100, 2a (if it be not the reverse, though this is improbable; cf. also Br, 1, 185; Ch, 11, 173; and see Caccia modun ). Yanai gives on his map the Ha-la-mu-lien of Chinese texts of the Yuan period, not as the equivalent of the Ḥara-mūrân (< Qara-mūrân) — Huang-ho, but as the modern Ḥara-mūrân of Eastern Mongolia, a small northern tributary of the Şara-mūrân (cf. also Popov, Mën-gu-yu-mu-čzi, 256, 260, 269); but, from his text (p. 618), it appears that his identification applies strictly only to the Ha-la-ho (< Qara River = Qara-mūrân) of YS, 154, 3b, which is not necessarily the same as the Qara-mūrân of YS, 100, 1b.

To-day, Ḥara-mūrân (with the corresponding form Ḥe-hei-ho in Chinese) is also the name of a tributary of the Huang-ho (cf. Popov, ibid., 301).

122. CARAUNAS.

camouas P
carans, cacinonas FB
caraonas, F, FA
caraor VB
caraunas F, L; R
charoani VL
charoanas V
charoonas VA
ischeneri TA1
scarani LT
scheneri TA3

The problem of the «Caraunas» is one of the most difficult with which a commentator of Marco Polo is confronted, partly on account of contradictions in the Oriental sources, and partly also owing to the slipshod manner in which it has been approached by Hammer, Howorth and others. The best contributions on the subject are due to Quatremère, Not. et Extr., xiv, 282-284, and Yule (Y, 1, 100-106, supplemented in iii, 21-24), but they still leave much to be
desired. Unfortunately, too many texts remain unpublished, or poorly published, or not indexed, or untranslated. While I hope to clear the way by disposing of a number of wrong forms and mis-statements, the solutions I shall propose have themselves, on some essential points, only a provisional character.

One thing is certain. Polo’s «Carunás» is an absolutely correct transcription of كاروانس. Qaraunas, the very form most frequently used by Persian historians of the Mongol period for a particular group of troops living then in Persia. The late spellings كاروانس of the ۱/۱/۲۱۴۷ (Qarunás or *Qarînás) of the ۱/۱/۲۱۴۷ (cf. Quatremère, loc. cit., 282) and كاروانس of the ۱/۱/۲۱۴۷ (transl. Elias and Ross, A History of the Moghuls, 148) have no primary authority. The name occurs also once in Armenian chronicles, under the form «Karaunas» (cf. Patkanov, Istorinya Mongolov, i, 57, 95; Brosset, Hist. de la Sioune, 260).

The first to tackle the question of the Qaraunas with the use of Persian texts is Hammer who mentioned the «Karawins or Karawunas» in the Jahrbücher der Literatur of January-March 1837 (t. 77, 8), with a note the substance of which is that according to Waššaf (so in Hammer’s note; I do not know why Pauthier, Pa, 78, says Rašidu-d-Din), the «Karawins» were the «artificers» (Feuerwerker) of the Mongol army, and that, «in all likelihood», they had given their name, at the time of the Mongol invasions in Europe, to the «carbineers» (Karabinire). In all his later works, Hammer used «Karaunas» to the exclusion of «Karawinas», of course to suit his etymology of «carbineers»; the «Karawins» had become in the meantime «throwers of naphtha fire» (cf. Ha², 214; Ha², 1, 17, 270, 309; Ha², 223, 260). Hammer’s etymology of «carbineer», repeated by Erdmann (Temudschin, 183) and Howorth (iii, 389), has been admitted as possible by Yule (Y, i, 101). Cordier ought to have suppressed it. Qaraunas was never pronounced «Qarawinas». As to «carbineer» and «carbine», the words do not go back, even in the forms «carbineer» and «carbine», farther than the 16th cent., and certainly are not derived from an Oriental word. Above all, neither Quatremère nor D’Ohsson has alluded to any text mentioning the Qaraunas as «artificers» or «throwers of naphtha fire». I strongly suspect that the whole story was suggested to Hammer by his etymology of «carbineers».

Apart from Qaraunas, the name appears often in Persian texts of the Mongol period with another form, قاروان, which Quatremère transcribed «Karaveneh». With all his immense erudition in Semitic languages and in Persian, Quatremère knew no Mongolian. It is evident that this second form must be transcribed Qarauna, and represents a singular, the plural of which is regularly Qaraunas in Mongolian.

Many attempts have been made to explain «Qaraunas».

Marsden’s Skr. karaqa (and Hindi karāṇī), Bird’s «kopano» on Indo-Scythian coins (adopted in Pa, 78-79, where a whole theory is based upon it, and retained in Ch, i, 61), have been justly discarded by Yule as etymologies of Qaraunas (Y, i, 101; Yule’s note in Hobson-Johnson², s. v. «cranny», is to say the least ambiguous); but Cordier ought to have suppressed «kopano» itself; it has been a well-known fact for more than forty years that the third letter is not a Greek P, but a special letter representing a sort of š, and that the word is simply the equivalent of Kušaṇa.
Quatremère thought of a connection of «Quaraunas», as he read the name, with the Qonyrat tribe of the Qaranut, mentioned by Raṣīd, the name of which, once introduced into Persia, would have changed its Mongol form Qaranut into «Quaraunas». Moreover, the name (i.e. both Qaranut and «Quaraunas») could, according to Quatremère, be derived from what may have been the place of origin of the tribe, the town called Karoun-khidon (the black city), now Karahotun, at a short distance from the Great Wall of China. Confusions were excusable when Quatremère wrote in 1843, but one cannot read without amazement Blocher’s long note of 1911 (Bl. II, App. 43-45; cf. also II, 367-368) on «Karakhon khidon» being the «Manchu equivalent» of «Mongolian Kara Khitai», a monument of pretentious nonsense. «Karoun-khidon» never existed; it is a misreading, due to a misplaced dot in Persian texts, for Qaraun-jidun, which form occurs in the Secret History (§ 183, 206; there are practically no b or h in the Persian transcriptions of purely Mongol forms; as a rule, they are misreadings for ē or ľ). The true form was adopted by d’Ohsson (1, 67, «Karoun Tchidoun»), and passed from him to Hammer, who, independently of Quatremère, and on the sole phonetic analogy, sought in Qaraun-jidun the cradle of the Qaraunas (Ha1, 1, 17, 309). Howorth (III, 388) reverted to the Qaranut to say that if we take off the -t of the Mongol plural ending, «we have a name singularly like that of the Karanu». And as the Qaranut were a Qonyrat tribe, Howorth calls attention to the fact that in Persian a Qonyrat is mentioned as emir of the Qaraunas. The theory is accepted as a fact by Yule (Y. 1, 101): «They [the Qaraunas] are described as having had their original seats on the mountains north of the Chinese wall near Karaun Jidun or Khidun»; moreover Yule considers as possible a connection between the Qaranut and the Qaraunas. Western scholars have not been aware of Berezin’s attempt (Ber, 1, 241) at deriving «Qaraun» or «Qaraut» (!; Berezin always misread the name without the final -a; cf. Ber, III, 237) either from Mong. qara, qara-’u, «mutual defence», which would mean that the Qaraunas would be a confederation of allies, or from qarayuna, name of a tree, from which a mountain mentioned in «Sanang Setsen» derives its name; the Qaraunas may have lived originally near that mountain, but Berezin thinks his first solution preferable.

I shall deal first with the Qaranut. Such a form cannot be the plural of a *Qaran (which would be *Qarat) or of a *Qaranu (it would be *Qaranus); Qaranut can only be the plural of a *Qaranun, *Qaranur, or *Qaranul; all this leaves us far enough from Qarauna, pl. Qaraunas. Moreover, the Qaranut are known only through Raṣīdu’-d-Din, and although this is the form adopted by Quatremère and Erdmann (Vollständ. Übersicht, 86, 92; Temudschin, 168) as well as by Berezin (Ber, 1, 148, 153, 154), there are many different readings in the ms.; the four used by Berezin have more than once Qaratut, all of them in one case (Ber, 1, 153; Pers. text, 204); so we may have to do with a Qaratut, pl. of *Qaratun. Even retaining Qaranut, there can be no phonetic connection with Qaraunas. That a Qonyrat should have been an emir of the force of the Qaraunas does not mean, contrary to Howorth’s view, that the Qaraunas were a branch of the Qonyrat. Raṣīdu’-d-Din, in his notices of the tribes, names one emir, two chilarches, and one myriarch of the Qaraunas (cf. Ber, 1, 63, 143, 151, 174; p. 143, read «Qarauna Čuban», instead of «Qarauba-Čuban»; and cf. III, 138; I have admitted that this «Qarauna Čuban», a chiliarch, was a chiliarch of the Qaraunas, but this is not certain), and the emir is a Qonyrat
but the two chiliarch and the myriarch are a Tatar, an Uryanqit, and an « Ildyrgin ». Moreover the Qonyrat were renowned for their beauty among the Mongols, and we shall see farther on that the Qaraunas are described in terms which imply just the opposite of beauty.

« Sanang Setsen » names a mountain Qaryuna-qan (not Qarayuna-qan as Berezin says; Qaryuna-qan of Schmidt's translation is confirmed by the Chinese version, although Schmidt gives in the Mongol text « Qaryuna nutuq », the « Camp of Qaryuna », Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 108-109). But the single mention of that mountain in the epic lament on Chinghiz-khan's death can give no indication as to an original seat of the Qaraunas. It may be that Qaryuna is but another form of qarayuna, the name of a tree, just as there is a secondary form garyana (Russ. khargana) for the tree qarayana; but if a mountain may easily be named after the trees that cover it, that same name of the tree is not likely to become the tribal name of the people who live on the mountain. The hypothesis rests on nothing.

The same may be said of Qaraun-jidun, or more exactly Qara'un-jidun (written Qarayun-jidun, with an intervocalic -γ- in value of hiatus). Although classical Mongolian knows only qara'u, qara, « mutual defence », qara'un (and, with the usual slurring of the final -n, qara'u) has been a regular Mongol word, derived from qara, « black », and qara'u also meant « black » (perhaps « blackish »); in the Secret History of 1240, qara'u is used once alone poetically in the sense of « black cart » (§ 55), but mostly with the adjectival suffix -tau in the full expression qara'utaui turgan, « black cart » (§§ 6, 100, 244). Similarly, in Qara'un-jidun, qara'un must be an epithet of jidun. The meaning of jidun (or jidin?) has not been ascertained, but both Mongol and Persian texts know another name of similar formation, Qara'un-qabčal, which Rašid translates by « Black Forest » (cf. Secret History, §§ 150, 177; Ber, ii, 110, 135; Oh, 1, 73; Emmann, Temudschin, 289, 594), although the real meaning, confirmed by the Chinese version of the Secret History, is « Black Pass ». Even in the case of a common root between the adjective qara'un and the name of the Qara'un, Qaraunas, there is not the slightest reason to try to connect them otherwise and to deduce in that way, either from Qara'un-jidun or from Qara'un-qabčal or from any similar name that may turn up in texts or in actual use, what was in the early 13th cent. the original seat of the Qaraunas. The texts say nothing and we know nothing about it.

Qarauna (⇒ Qaraunas), pl. Qaraunas (⇒ Qaraunas), is certainly a true Mongolian name, and Quatremère was wrong in supposing that it may have undergone some alteration in Persia. Even the Armenian word « Karawunas » is regular, as the intervocalic -γ- or -г- (when it is not a true -γ- or -г-, which then is retained as such) can develop, mainly before a labial vowel, into a -w-, instead of leaving simply a hiatus; the case is the same as in Hüliği = Hülü'd, which gives finally Hüliği, but also Hülüwi (⇒ Ulau). It is probably derived from qara, « black », and this would be in agreement with the depreciatory sense which attached to the name even in the days of Polo. The words derived from qara, both in Turkish and in Mongolian, often take on a pejorative tinge: qaravaš (⟨ qara-baš, lit. « black-head ») meant a « slave-girl » in both Coman and ancient Osmani; Mong. qaraliq (⇒ ḫaralīš) is « slave », qaraču is « commoner ». In a passage surely original, but which has been preserved in its full form only by Ramusio, Polo says that the name « Qaraunas » means « half-breed » (meschiati, confirmed by « gashmulli over bastardi » in VB, B, 248), and that
the Qaraunas are so called because their white Tartar fathers have intermarried with black Indian mothers. Of course, in Polo's time, the contacts between the Mongols and India were too recent and too sporadic to let us admit of the existence of such a mixed race, and Polo may have been influenced by qara, «black». But the idea that the Qaraunas were half-breeds has been adopted again by Barthold for the following reason (12 Vorlesungen, 215). In the 15th and 16th cents., the former Çayatai empire had split up in two halves, one including Russian Turkistan and Afghanistan, the other consisting mainly of Chinese Turkistan; the first one retained the name of Çayatai; the second was known as Moyolistan. But they were jealous of each other, and in the Ta'rit-i Rašīdī, completed in 1547, we are told that the Çayatai people called their cousins of Moyolistan «Jāštā», to which the Moyols of Moyolistan replied by calling the Çayatai people «Qaravānās» (= Qaraunas; cf. Ellias and Ross, Ta'a'rīḵ-i Rašīdī, 148). Now jāštā (or ċāštā?) is the same as Osm. ċāštā, «thieves», and Barthold, evidently on Polo's authority, says that the rejoinder meant «half-breeds». He may be right, but the argument is not decisive. As we shall see farther on, the Qaraunas, who were settled in the territory of the Çayatai (as a matter of fact in Afghanistan), had a well-established reputation for violence and highway robbery. This would be enough to explain that to the epithet of «Jāštā», «thieves», the Mongols would reply by «Qaraunas», «brigands». At the present stage of our information, I am inclined to think that the name of the Qaraunas, Qara'una, is really identical with the word qarayuna which is not only the name of a tree, but is also used as an epithet for a water-fowl with black markings (but I have no information on the real pronunciation of that common noun written qarayuna, that is to say I do not know whether it is qarayuna or qara'una). Both the proper and the common nouns must have originally meant «black» or «blackish», like qara'un. The name may have been given to the Qaraunas on account of their black complexion, or as a depreciatory designation. The fact that the Qaraunas appear nowhere in Rašīd's account of the tribes as forming part of any of them would almost lend colour to the latter hypothesis. In such a case, they may, after all, have been originally half-breeds of some sort. One may think of half-breeds of Mongols and Qara-Qtaï people, but without any serious ground apart from the destruction of the Qara-Qtaï empire by the Mongols in Chinghiz-khan's time.

The name of the Qaraunas, which appears only after Hülgü's Mongols had settled in Persia, is not known in Mongolia nor does it occur in Far Eastern texts. But in Persia, Qarauna has been the personal name of certain individuals. An emir whose name was Qarauna was put to death in 1319 (Haš, II, 277); another emir called Qarauna lived at the beginning of the 15th cent.; but this does not imply, as Quatremère thought (Not. et Extr. xiv, 283), that a man bearing such a name has more chance than anybody else to belong to the Qaraunas; he was named after them, sometimes on account of his mother's origin, but in most cases on quite fortuitous grounds.

The name seems to have disappeared now, as a tribal as well as a personal one. There is very little likelihood that the modern «Karwānās» represent Polo's «Caraunas», as suggested by P. Sykes (Y, i, 102). As to the Moyol «Kāṁs» of Maulā Bakīsh (Ellias and Ross, A History of the Moghuls, 491-492), whose name is said to mean «archers» or «hunters» (by a false
etymology based on Mong. garba-, “to shoot?”), the information is too scanty to allow of any conclusion.

Yule says (Y, i, 101) that, according to Waṣṣāf, the Qaraunas are “a kind of goblins rather than human beings, the most daring of all the Mongols”, and adds that Mirlüd speaks in like terms. The quotation is taken from Hammer (Hav, 1, 309, 344; Hav2, 223), who speaks of “devils” (Đämenen), although he translates the same words of Waṣṣāf which Quatremère (Not et Extr. xiv, 282) has rendered by “who are like apes”; the word nāsās means at the same time a kind of ape, and a human monster hopping on one leg. But we must not attach too much importance to Waṣṣāf’s words. That “prince of rigmarole”, as Yule calls him, would not miss the chance to make a pun, and what he really says is that the Qaraunas are similar to apes (nāsās), not to men (nā nā). The only conclusion we can draw is that the Qaraunas must not have had a very attractive appearance.

Apart from their revolts and inroads, no information has come to us on the Qaraunas, except in a passage which Quatremère (Not et Extr. xiv, 282) has quoted from the Nushatu-l-Qulāb of Qazwīnī, completed in 1340 (Bibl. Nat., Persian, Anc. fonds 139, p. 173). The passage occurs in the botanical section, still untranslated. According to Quatremère, Qazwīnī, “speaking of the tree called boxwood”, says a tree. It is called sārv-i kohī (lit. “mountain-cypress”), and the Qarauna name it oros.” Quatremère admitted that he did not know what was the language of the Qaraunas, and that he could make nothing of “oros”. In the zoological portion of his work, which was published in 1928 by J. Stephenson and to which I have devoted a long paper (BSOS, vi [1931], 555-580), Qazwīnī quotes Arabic, Persian, Turkish, and Mongol words, but never any “Qarauna” word, and why should he if the Qaraunas spoke ordinary Mongolian? On the other hand, the word quoted is not known in any language under a form “oros”. Quatremère has said oros: “ar-ār meant ‘boxwood’, but this seems to be a slip, as ar-ār really means ‘juniper-tree’, and such is also the sense of sārv-i kohī in Persian. Now the word for ‘juniper-tree’ is well known in Altaic languages; in Eastern Mongolian it is arča (= arca [c = ts]); in Kalm., arc’; in Burjat, arsa; these forms are hardly reconcilable with the Arabic spelling of Qazwīnī (I do not know the form used by the Moghols of Afghanistan, if they still have the word). The Turkish forms are widely divergent, ranging from Uigh. aruć to Alt. Tel. arūć; a form arṭī exists in the Kazan and Cayatai dialects. Something must be wrong in Quatremère’s quotation. At my request, H. Massé was good enough to examine the ms., and, after consulting with Muḥammad Khan Qazwīnī and Abbas Iqbal, he came to the conclusion that Qarauna was a misreading for avu, an Arabic plural of Qazwīnī, meaning “the people of Qazwīn”. As to the name of the tree in the Qazwīn dialect, it is not oros as Quatremère read it, but āvirs, which is known in Persian as one of the names of the juniper-tree. I have no doubt that Massé is right; thus no text quotes any word special to the language of the Qaraunas.

We hear first of the “army” (laškar) of the Qaraunas; at a date which seems to be 1282-1283, they were organized into a tūmān or myriarchy (see “toman”); cf. Not et Extr. xiv, 282; Ber. i, 174), and Yule may be right (Y, i, 101) in supposing that the existence of this tūmān is responsible for the average number of “ten thousand” men which Polo attributes to the gather-
ings of the Qaraunans; nevertheless I doubt if the tūmān of the Qaraunans existed as such when Polo had trouble with those highwaymen on his outward journey to China; if it did not, there is no real allusion to the tūmān in the text, unless Polo has here mixed up with his former experience information which he acquired on the return journey. The tūmān, or myriarchy, must have been formed of ten hazāra or chiliaichies, and we have seen that Rašid, in his notices of the tribes, mentions at least two, perhaps three emirs of the hazāra of the Qaraunans.

As far as I can see from the texts at present available, the first mention of the Qaraunans is when Baraq (see «Barac»), who ruled over the house of Čaytai, says in 1270 that, at a critical moment, a Qaraun called Sali was the only one who gave him his horse (Ha¹, i, 270; cf. also Oh, iii, 349); that Qaraun would thus seem to belong to the dominions of the house of Čaytai, not to those of the īlkhans in Persia. But we must not forget that, in 1270, Baraq had occupied most of the Ḥorāšān, with the exception of Herat, the governor of which refused to open the gates of the city to Baraq’s officers. The Mongols had already been settled in Ḥorāšān in 1241, and had advanced to the Sind. In 1252, Mongka sent from Qara-qorum the Tatar Sali turyaq to conquer North-Western India and Kashmir, and Sali’s army set out in 1253; Mongka had told him he would remain in those parts to the end of his life (cf. YS, 3, 2 a-b; T’u Chi, 6, 6 b; Br, i, 136, with wrong restitutions; Ha¹, i, 8, 87; Oh, ii, 280; QUATREMÈRE, Hist. des Mongols, 131). Later, Sali’s grandson *Bāktut was emir of the Qaraunans (Ber, i, 63). It is very tempting to identify the Qaraun Sali of 1270 with the Tatar Sali. It might be objected that the Tatar Sali, also called Sali noyan, ought to have been dead in 1270, since, according to D’OHSSON (ii, 280), the intercession of Chinhiz-khan’s Tatar wives saved his life when Chinhiz-khan almost exterminated the Tatar. But this is an error of D’OHSSON (repeated by HOWORTH, iii, 184); the man whose life was spared in Chinhiz-khan’s time was not Sali, but his father *Qara Māngiṭü Uba (whom Mongka had sent to Badalḫān and the borders of India; cf. Ber, i, 61-64). Nevertheless, Sali must be the same as Sali noyan, and if so he had already invaded North-Western India in 1246 (cf. the chronicle of Herat in JA, 1861, i, 442-445, but with some impossible data, such as the death of Čaytai in 1247 instead of 1242; HOWORTH, iii, 99-100). We must only suppose that in the meantime he had returned to Mongolia, but that sent back to Eastern Iran and Afghanistan in 1253, he was still alive in 1270. It was at the request of *Bāktut’s father, Uldū (>= modern Mong. ildū, «sword»), that the īlkhān again formed a hazāra, or chiliaichy, with what remained of the Tatar in Eastern Persia; and they stayed with Uldū (Ber, i, 63). These Tatar may have been near cousins to the Qaraunans.

At any rate, in the following years, the Qaraunans were in the district of Badyš of Ḥorāšān, the main town of which was Herat; in 1278, it was at Herat that the emirs of the Qaraunans made their submission to Abaya (Ha¹, i, 309); but they were already there in 1272, if I am right in believing that it was on the outward journey that Polo almost fell a victim to one of their forays. Either in 1278, or after a campaign of 1279, Abaya must have taken with him, in his guard, an important portion of the Qaraunans, who lived during the winter in Bagdad and spent the summer on the Siyāh-koh («Black Mountain»), on the verge of the Great Desert north-east of Ispahan). When, in 1282-1283, Aryan spent the winter in Bagdad, he formed with these Qaraunans a tūmān, and appointed Tayačār (see «Tagaciar») to command it (Oh, iii, 581; Ha¹, i, 344); Tayačār still
held the same command in 1295 (Ha1, 11, 26). But part of the Qaraunas had remained in Ḥorāsān, and perhaps the tūmān itself or some of its chiliarchies were transferred there after 1283, since Raṣīd names the emīr of a hazāra of Qaraunas who had settled in the region of Badyis, and even a « secretary » Hindu, who was emīr of the tūmān of the Qaraunas in the region of Badyis in Ḥorāsān (Ber, 1, 151, 174). In the meantime, some of the Qaraunas had gone to different parts of the dominions of the ilkhans: in 1290-1291, the Qaraunas revolted in Merv. Above all, they often ruined the country as freebooters, indulging in all sorts of excesses. In 1284, when Aḥmad was defeated by Aryan, the Qaraunas sacked his camp, entering the tents of the women and tearing off their jewels and their clothes; Aḥmad’s mother and two other princesses were stripped to the skin. Polo’s account of the misdeeds of the Qaraunas are fully borne out by the Persian historians.

As to the inroads made according to Polo by the Qaraunas into India, this can only be discussed in connection with the identity of their « king » « Negodar ». YULE (Y, I, 101) has already called attention to a passage in Ibn Baṭṭūṭah (transl. Defrémery and Sanguinetti, III, 201) : « The Sultan Tūyluq was one of those Turks who are known under the name of ܩܪ�s Qaraunas, and who live in the mountains between the Sind and the land of the Turks ». Tūyluq (not « Taylaq », as is often said), sultan of Delhi, a former slave, ruled from 1320 to 1324, of course long after Polo’s travels; he was probably a Turk, not a Mongol. But it is a remarkable fact that Ibn Baṭṭūṭah, travelling in India a few years later, should have heard the name of the Qaraunas, and as a designation of people located between North-Western India and Turkistan. This goes a long way to show, as we shall see, that right or wrong, Polo’s association of the Qaraunas with « Negodar » cannot merely be an error of the Venetian traveller.

Unfortunately, the case of « Negodar » is so intricate that the difficulties attending a discussion of the Qaraunas are almost inconsequential in comparison. Several quasi-homonymous individuals, beginning with the Sultan Aḥmad, are involved, and for all of them, confusion prevails in Persian texts, because the absence of diacritical marks on consonants or the change of a dot makes it impossible to tell at once which one is a Ṭāḡūdār and which one a ܢ���� Nāḡūdār. For the Sultan Aḥmad, a sort of agreement appears to have been reached to call him not Nāḡūdār as the Persian historians do, but Ṭāḡūdār on the faith of contemporary Armenian and French transcriptions (see « Acmat5 »); but this does not help us much in the present discussion, since our Persian sources speak often of a « Prince Nāḡūdār » which may be either Ṭāḡūdār, i. e. Sultan Aḥmad, or another prince Ṭāḡūdār or Nāḡūdār; finally the name of another man, who was not a prince, comes in also with the same ambiguity of spelling.

According to Polo, « Negodar » went with 10,000 men to the Court of Ṣayyatai, « own brother to the Great Khan », and his uncle. But he left his uncle who was then in « Greater Armenia », and, through Badaḵšān, invaded North-Western India. It has often been said that by « Negodar », Polo meant a prince « Nigudar », son of « (the younger) Juji », son of Ṣayyatai, who was the leader of the Ṣayyatai troops put at the disposal of Hūlūgū by Mongka (cf. Ha1, 1, 86, 284; Oh, III, 516; Howorth, III, 96; Y, I, 103); according to Ramstedt (Mogholica, I), the Moghols of Afghanistan are the descendants of « the lost army of Chinghiz-khan’s grandson Nukodar, about the fate of which the Chinghizkhanid epigons even now often inquire in Mongolia »; BLOCHET, in his edition
of Rašiđ (Bl, ii, 158; also iii, 39, 48 [unpublished proofs]), prints Nāgūdār as the correct form of the name of Čayatai's grandson and adds that he is Polo's 'Negodor'.

The question is not so simple. A preliminary point should be made clear: 'Juji' (Jūjī), as the name of Čayatai's eldest son, is a misreading by Hammer for Moči (Mong. moči means a carpenter; cf. Secret History, § 223; in modern Mong., moderni); Plan Carpine's 'Moucy' represents the same name and probably applies to the same man (cf. Wγ, 67, etc.; 'Moucy' is a better reading than 'Maucy', and Moči was the eldest son of Čayatai, not the second one). Abū'l-Faraż's بیض 'Būǰi' (Hist. dynast., ed. Pococke, 503; transl. 329), also corrupt, is less altered as to the initial consonant. An account of Moči and of his eleven sons is given by Rašiđ (Bl, ii, 158-161). A general 'Negoudar', of whom I shall have to speak later, is said by d'Ohsson (Oh, iii, 380) to have been in command of some of the troops of the branch of Jūjī who came to Persia with Hülagū; but it seems to be partly as the result of a confusion with Hammer's mis-reading for the name of Čayatai's eldest son that Fauchier (Pa, 82) sees in that 'Negoudar' a son or a grandson of Jūjī of the Golden Horde. It is only by an oversight that Nāgūdār (or Tagūdār) is said to be a 'son' of Čayatai by Browne, A Hist. of Pers. Lit. iii, 25, or a 'great-grandson' by Howorth, iii, 310.

To identify Polo's 'Negodor' with Čayatai's grandson Nāgūdār (Tagūdār), it is necessary to amend considerably the account given by our traveller. Čayatai was not really brother to the Great Khan, if we are to understand by 'Great Khan' Qubilai; but this is the usual confusion in Polo (see 'Ciagatā'). Nāgūdār (or Tagūdār) was not Čayatai's nephew, but his grandson; and here we cannot take advantage of the double meaning of 'neveu', which means both 'nephew' and 'grandson', since Polo, in Rustichello's words, speaks of Čayatai as being 'Negodor's uncle' (unless we are to put the confusion to the account of Rustichello misunderstanding Polo). Moreover Čayatai died early in 1242, and could therefore have taken no part in the campaign of Hülagū which took place many years later. Even in his lifetime, Čayatai was not in 'Greater Armenia'. And we cannot think either of the Čayatai princes who succeeded Ča:atai, since their dominions were always far to the north-east, towards Russian and Chinese Turkistan (Ramusio's text has here a 'Turchia maggiore', 'Greater Turkey', which perhaps takes the place of 'Greater Armenia', and that name, used for what we now call Turkistan, would be correct for the dominions of Čayatai and of his successors; but although there is original information going back to Polo in this chapter of Ramusio, I dare not here prefer his reading to that of the other texts, with which, moreover, there is not here a strict parallelism in Ramusio).

But even making allowances for inaccuracies in Polo's genealogical account of 'Negodor', the identification with Čayatai's grandson raises other difficulties. Yule (Y, i, 103) has already called attention to the fact that the grandson of Čayatai whom he calls 'Nigudar' had revolted under Abaya, sought refuge in Georgia and was captured by Abaya's men. Abaya spared his life, but the rebel prince's troops were dispersed among Abaya's army (Oh, iii, 433-435, quoting Rašiđ; cf. also Ha1, i, 261). According to Rašiđ, that Nāgūdār (or Tagūdār), Čayatai's grandson, died childless (Bl, ii, 159; but d'Ohsson, iii, 592, speaks of 'Omar, son of the prince Nāgūdār, as being on Arqun's side against Aḥmad-Tagūdār in 1284, and Hamme r[Ha1, i, 352] says that this 'Omar is the son of Įayatai's grandson Nāgūdār [although he does not mention him in his
genealogical tables). HAMMER (Ho, I, 284), speaking of events of 1278-1279, in which «Nigudarian bands» took part, adds that these were formed of the former troops of the Čayatai prince «Niguder» after that prince’s death, and that they were a rabble of Šul, Mongol, Türkman, and Kurd bands. YULE has already noted that HAMMER gives no authority for the origin of the «Nigudarian bands» (Y, I, 103), but accepts (Y, I, 102) HAMMER’s data as to their motley ethnical constituents. The statement that the «Nigudarian bands» were formed of the subordinates of Čayatai’s grandson Nâğûdar (or Tâgûdar) who, after his disgrace, had retired to Seistan, appears also in D’OHSSON (Oh, III, 516), whose authority is here Washâf (in a section not yet translated); but in D’OHSSON, more reliable than HAMMER, the Šul, Mongol, Türkman and Kurd people, instead of forming the «Nigudarian bands», are the troops of the province of Fars who try to oppose their inroad. There is nevertheless some contradiction in D’OHSSON’s text when he says first, quoting Rašîd, that Nâğûdar’s troops were incorporated in 1269 into Abaya’s army and that Nâğûdar himself, according to Washâf, was put under the custody of the noyan «Couroumiisch» (Oh, III, 435; read Qurumhiš, and cf. TP, 1938, 150-152), and later, referring to Washâf again, represents Nâğûdar as being no longer in bondage and, having settled in Seistan with his «vassals», as being strong enough to constitute the «Nigudarian bands» (Oh, III, 516). It is not easy to find one’s way through the untranslated portions of Washâf, and I am not able to say anything more on this point for the present, except that according to Rašîd (Bl, II, 159; and in the history of Abaya, BN, Pers. 209, f. 301 a), Čayatai’s grandson used to be present in the Imperial camp (ordu) of Abaya until he died; the death of Nâğûdar or Tâgûdar must then have taken place before 1281.

All modern scholars have taken for granted that the name of Čayatai’s grandson was Nâghûdar, not Tâkûdar; Rašîd (Bl, II, 158) adds to his name an epithet ʿalad of doubtful reading (? Yâbû ñ Zâbû; cf. also Bl, II, 167); the epithet «Aghul» or «Oghlan» in Y, I, 103, is of course Turk. «oyul» or «oylan», «son», with the meaning of «prince» (cf. Pe, 168). But here again we are not on safe ground. In 1595, Abû’l-Fazl speaks of the Hazara of Afghanistan as the descendants of the Čayatai troops sent out by Mongka with Hülagü under the command of Nâghûdar oylan, and YULE has said (Y, I, 103) that Čayatai’s grandson is evidently the man to whom Abû’l-Fazl alludes. But YULE has omitted two words («his son»); Abû’l-Fazl expressly states that this Nâghûdar oylan is Hülagu’s son (Gladwin, Ayeen Akbery, II, 163; Jarrett, The Ain i Akbari, II, 401-402), that is to say he mistakes him for the ilkhan Aḥmad, originally named Tâgûdar, but misread as Nâghûdar in most Persian histories (see «Acma2»). When Thomas Herbert, in 1628, saw at Kāšan a tomb which was said to be that of «Nycoador-Oglan the Usurper» (ed. W. Foster, 219, and cf. TP, 1930, 489), the epithet implies that he believed it to be that of Aḥmad-Tâgûdar, for whose name he thus uses the same form as Abû’l-Fazl. The form of the name of Čayatai’s grandson would seem to be settled by RAMSTEDT’s sentence about Mongols of the present day still inquiring about the fate of the army of this grandson «Nukodor»; but with all due respect for RAMSTEDT’s Mongol scholarship, I am afraid that there is some misunderstanding here. The Mongols of Mongolia, as far as I am aware, have no direct tradition about the Čayatai troops which were sent with Hülagü to Persia; if some of them know even of their former existence (and one would wish more precise information on the point), the knowledge must have come to them through Mussulman authors,
and consequently would carry no weight in so far as the true form of the name, Nāgūdār or Tāgūdār, is concerned. The confusion was moreover too easy. Only a dot differentiates the two names; both princes had their name followed by the epithet "oyul" or "oylan"; even in their history there are some common points. Aḥmad-Tāgūdār also does not seem to have always been on good terms with his brother Abaya; and just as Čayatai's grandson sought refuge in Georgia, Aḥmad-Tāgūdār, on Abaya's death in 1281, came to the Imperial camp straight from Georgia (cf. Rašūd-ud-Dīn's unpublished account of Aḥmad's reign). In some cases, I suspect that texts which have been taken as referring to Čayatai's grandson really concern Aḥmad-Tāgūdār. We should have a somewhat safer basis in this respect if it were true that as Hammer has it (Ha', 1, 322) Aḥmad-Tāgūdār had remained in Mongolia and was sent to Persia by Qubilai under Abaya's reign, that is to say after 1265; but although we know that Hüšūg had only taken with him, when he started for the West, his two elder sons Abaya and Yošmut (Quatremère, Hist. des Mongols, 147), I cannot trace the origin of Hammer's statement about Qubilai and Abaya.

Apart from occasional confusions between Aḥmad-Tāgūdār and the grandson of Čayatai in late Persian texts and among Western scholars, the form of the name of Čayatai's grandson requires further investigation. While Aḥmad-Tāgūdār's name is generally written Nāgūdār in Persian sources, the name of Čayatai's grandson occurs twice in Juwañī, and the readings of the best ms. are once  {	extit{tāgūdār}} (III, 91) and once  {	extit{tāgūdar}} (III, 107); and it is also Tāgūdār which we find in a parallel passage of Abū'1-Faraj, drawing in fact from Juwañī (Hist. Dynast., ed. Pococke, text, 503; transl., 329). But there is something more, which has been overlooked by Yule and others. Čayatai's grandson, when he revolted against Abaya, went to Georgia, where he fought long enough to become well known to the Georgians; the Georgian chronicle has a long account of all these events, with many details not to be found elsewhere, and the name of the prince is always written "Thaguthar" or "Theguthar" (cf. Brosset, Hist. de la Géorgie, I, 1, 575-583; the note on p. 576 teems with confused statements). "Thakuardar" is also the only reading in the Armenian account of Malakia, an author of the late 13th cent. (Brosset, ibid. I, Add., 455, 465-466; Patkanov, Ist. Mongolov Magakii, 31-32, 52-54). Now Armenian transcriptions have been accepted as decisive for "Tāgūdār" against "Nāgūdār" in the case of Aḥmad-Tāgūdār. Similarly, the conclusion seems inevitable that, for Čayatai's grandson, Georgian and Armenian transcriptions must prevail, and that his name was Tāgūdār, not Nāgūdār.

But what then about Polo's "Negodar"? Of the various individuals who could be considered, only one remains, and it is one whose case is still mysterious. In the course of his note, Yule (Y, 1, 103) has quoted a general Nāgūdār who, according to d'Ossson, was in command of some of the troops of the house of Jōśi sent by Mongkha with Hüšūgū. When war broke out in 1262 between Hüšūgū and Bārkā (then the head of the house of Jōśi; see "Bercas"), Nāgūdār and his colleague "Ongūja" escaped to Ḥorāsān, pursued by the troops of Hüšūgū, and thence eastward, where they seized upon Ghazni and other districts bordering on India (cf. Oh, iii, 379). Unfortunately, d'Ossson does not mention his source. This Nāgūdār cannot of course be the prince, grandson of Čayatai, who was still in Georgia in 1268-1269. But I have not succeeded in tracing him, no more than his colleague "Ongūja", although "Ongūja" (cf. Mong. ongyoča, "boat") is probably the same man whose name has been altered in Abū'1-Faraj's text.
into Oghtuqanā (read یکرگنی Onguša?; Hist. Dynast., text, 508; transl., 332). We may suppose that this one was really a Nāgūdār, not a Tāgūdār, and he at least is said to have invaded the borders of India; nevertheless the possibility of a confusion remains, since the Čayata prince Tākūdār was also involved in the intrigues of the princes in 1262, and is said to have then spent his life by submitting to Hülagü (Brosset, Hist. de la Géorgie, I, Add., 455; Patkanov, Ist. Mongol. Magakli, 31-32). Nāgūdār or Tāgūdār, we should want more precise information about him to enable us to determine whether he can still be the same as the emīr Nāgūdār (or Tāgūdār?) who, according to the chronicle of Herat, had settled in Herat with 300 adventurers from Iraq and created trouble in 1296 (Y, i, 103), or the Nāgūdār-bahadur (or Tāgūdār-bahadur?) who, in the next year, is named among the emīrs of the predatory Qutlūyshāh (Ha, ii, 104).

If the emīr of 1262 is really a Nāgūdār, he is likely to be the eponym of the Nāgūdārī bands; these freebooters did much harm in Eastern Persia at the end of the 13th cent. and in the beginning of the 14th. To the references already given by Quatremère (Not. et Extr. xiv, 284) and by Yule (Y, i, 102-104), we may add a curious text of Mufazzal on one of their campaigns against the kingdom of Delhi (Blochet, Moufazzal, 556-557). Waššaf says that the Nāgūdārī are a people of the Seistan; Rašid speaks of their army (laškar). According to a text of Mirhōnd, Nāgūdārī had been transferred to Iraq by Ghazan, with summer and winter encampments, which sounds very much like a repetition of what Aryan had done with the Qaraunas some fifteen years earlier; these Nāgūdārī, in Mirhōnd’s account, form one of several chiiarchies (hazāra). The texts generally agree to call these freebooters “Nāgūdārī,” although they occasionally give “Tāgūdārī.” Hammer (Ha, i, 284, 309) has blamed d’Ohsson for confounding the Qaraunas of Hūrāsān with the Nāgūdārī of Seistan; but as we have seen, an emīr Nāgūdār and his men had settled at Herat in Hūrāsān, in the very region where we hear most of the Qaraunas. The Mongol Amāji-Nāgūdārī of the chronicle of Herat (JA, 1861, 1, 456; Oh, iv, 184) may be the same as the “Alađu” of Ha, i, 13, “Alađu” of Oh, iv, 46, who had at one time Qaraunas under his command, and anyhow that Nigudarian was in the region of Herat, not in Seistan. Probably no strict distinction was made between them, and it may be that Qaraunas was the name used regularly by the Mongols, while Nāgūdārī was practically its later (?) Persian equivalent. Polo’s only mistake was then, owing to the phonetic resemblance, to associate unduly the Nāgūdārī, alias the Qaraunas, with the Čayata prince Tākūdār, as the Persians did themselves later, on account of graphic analogy. The Qaraunas, alias Nāgūdārī, of Hūrāsān and Seistan seem at the same time to have been the ancestors of the Nāgūdārī > Nāgūdārī whom we find in Bāบร’s time in the region of Kabul; some of them, and also some of the Hazāra (cf. Hobson-Jobson², s. v. “Hazāra”), spoke Mongolian according to Bāบร (transl. A. Beveridge, 207); the Hazāra, i.e. Chiiarchies, owe evidently their name to the former organization of the Mongol army (it is surprising that no such use of this Persian word should be mentioned by Vullers), and they still speak an archaic Mongolian dialect, although they are becoming more and more iranized (cf. Ramstedt, Mogholica). Although A. Beveridge, in the translation of the Memoirs of Bāบร, transcribes the name of the Nāgūdārī by “Nikdīrī” as well as by “Nikdīrī” (pp. 196, 200, 207), there is no -r in any ms. after the d; all the ms. give نکدیری Ngdri, i.e.
Nāgdār or Nāgdūr (cf. Ilminskii, Baber-namē, 153, 156, 161; Pavet de Courteille, Mémoires de Baber, i, 273, 278, 287; The Bābar-Nāma, facsimile of the Hyderabad ms., Gibb Memorial, i, 125 b, 128 a, 131 b).

Yule has not even mentioned the possibility of tackling the problem of the Qaraunas and of Nāgdūr by supposing that Čayatai is really meant, that is to say that the Qaraunas are men who separated from him in his lifetime, while he was, if not in «Greater Armenia», at least in Persia. Nāgdūr may then have been an officer of Čayatai himself. This was the view taken by Pauthier (Pa, 80), and it is upheld by Benedetto (B2, 430), when he remarks that Čayatai died in 1242, so that, in Polo’s time, Nāgdūr must have been an octogenarian. I have no great confidence in the traditional view that the Qaraunas left Armenia in 1269 or even in 1262; we have seen that the first mention of a Qarauna, in 1270, occurs really in a region open to inroads of the Čayatai princes, and that the last mention of the Qaraunas, in 1547, refers to the people of the Čayatai dominions. At the same time, a more remote date would render less surprising Polo’s belief in Indo-Tartar half-breeds; the Mongols had occupied Eastern Persia and begun their inroads in India more than thirty years before Hūlāgū reached Iran. They had sacked Lahore in 1241 and, as a consequence, a revolution occurred in Delhi (cf. Oh, ii, 280-281); some account of these events may have lingered in Polo’s memory, and ‘Alā’u-d-Din, who began to reign in Delhi in 1242, would, phonetically, not be a much worse original than Ghiyāt-u-d-Dīn (yiyyūu-d-Dīn) for Polo’s «Aṣidin» (see «Aṣidin soldan»). But the fact remains that no mention of the Qaraunas has yet been found before 1270. Contrary to Benedetto (B1, 446), according to whom several nephews of Čayatai are called Nāgdūr, I have not been able to discover a single one. Moreover, Polo speaks of «Negoda» as of somebody alive and active in his own time. And also I have a suspicion that the name of Čayatai, even after his death, continued to be used loosely for his successors, in the same way as, in the beginning of the 14th cent., we still hear of the realms of Qaidu and Dua long after both had died (see «Caidu»). On the whole, and despite all difficulties and uncertainties, I think that Polo’s account of the Qaraunas and of «Negoda» refers to a date posterior to Hūlāgū’s arrival in Persia.

I have to add three more remarks on Polo’s chapter on the Qaraunas. First, the reader may notice that there is no trace in the translation of the «a scaranis» of Latin version (LT; < TA : dagli Ischerani), which Yule (Y, i, 100-101) thought represented Italian scherani, «bandits». Yule is right since we already find ischerani in TA4, scherani in TA2; but I suspect that scherani itself has taken the place of caraunas, and that et melandrinis (? < i.e. melandrinis) has been added as a gloss to a scaranis in LT.

The second remark relates to the magical practices of the Qaraunas by which they were said to produce darkness in the day-time. According to Ramusio, much more detailed here than the other texts, the Qaraunas learned that art in India, when they reached «Malabar». Ricci and Ross (RR, 43, omitted from the index) have changed this name into «Maabar», which seems to have been Benedetto’s first idea, and has left traces in B2, 430. But the correction is arbitrary; in Polo’s time, the Mongols had reached neither Malabar, nor Ma’abar. Nevertheless it is possible that owing to some similarity of name, Ramusio here «edited» his source. In Ramusio, Polo’s «Maabar» («Ma’abar») and «Melibar» («Malabar») both become «Malabar»; moreover, Ramusio
gives here "Dely", instead of the "Dilivar" (q. v.) of F. Whether "Dilivar" be Delhi or not, the fact that there is in Ramusio a chapter on "Dely" (which is not Delhi; see "Eli") followed by a chapter on "Malabar" (= Malabar) may have influenced his readings in the chapter on the Qaraunas; in other words, both his "Dely" and his "Malabar" of the chapter on the Qaraunas are open to suspicion. I think it probable, in the present case, that Ramusio's "Malabar" was altered from the name which reads "Dilivar" in F; this is also the solution adopted on second thought by Benedetto (B', 43, 430).

Finally, I must explain why, in the above notes, I have supposed that Polo had been assaulted by the Qaraunas on the outward journey. On the return journey, the three Polos, conveying the two princesses, travelled in state until they had met Ghazan, and it appears very unlikely that they should have been then attacked by the Qaraunas. Later on, they were always in North-Western Persia, far from "Camadi" and from the Qaraunas. On the other hand, they passed through the regions infested by the Qaraunas on the outward journey, and they travelled then as private individuals, perhaps with a caravan of merchants; I think it was then that the attack took place, in 1272.

123. CASCAR

caloscar Fat  cascar F, FA, FB, L, LT, P, chasar, ciascar VA

carschar Z  VL, Z  chasar V, VA

caschar FB  caschar V, VB, VL; R  chasar TA¹, TA²

This is the well-known خُصِّصِّر Kāšyar. The earliest Western mention of the modern name which I know of occurs in the Latin translation, made at Damietta in 1221 from the Arabic, of a document concerning the Mongol campaign against the Mussulmans; there it is written "Chassar", "Casahar", "Chasahar", etc. (cf. Zarncke, Der Priester Johannes ii, 32, 34, 46, 49).

"Caschat" (read "Caschar") is next mentioned in the letter of Sembat the Constable dated February 7, 1248 (in Vincent de Beauvais, xxxii, 92; d'Achery, Spicilegium¹, iii, 624-628; Y⁴, i, 162, 263; on the date, cf. Pel, 130). Fra Mauro's "Chaschar" (Hallberg, 121) comes from Polo. In Ricci's arrangement of Goes's Diary, we find the same spelling "Cascar" as in Polo (cf. Tacchi-Venturi, Opere storiche del P. Matteo Ricci, i, 536).

On Kāšyar, cf. Chavannes, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 121-122; Y, i, 182-183; Stein, Ancient Khotan, i, 47-72; "Kashqar", by Barthold in Et; Br, ii, 45-47, 230-234; Mi, 200-281.

The ancient names of Kāšyar, and "Kāšyar", itself have already been much discussed, but it is now possible to be more precise on some points.

Kāšyar is first mentioned in Chinese texts under the name 麻勒 Shu-lo (*Si*lo-lok); it goes back to c. 130-125 B. C. and remained the only one in current use among the Chinese down to c. a. d. 1000. Some Buddhist pilgrims however, from c. a. d. 400 to the end of the 8th cent.,
adopt a transcription 邪 聲 Sha-lo (*Sa-lak; cf. STEIN, Ancient Khotan, 1, 48). Various attempts have been made in China and in Europe to account for this name.

The oldest one is due to Hsüan-tsang, who, in a note of his Memoirs of 646, states that Shu-lo is an inaccurate rendering of the name of the capital, and that the correct form of the latter name is 室 利 聲 番 多 庶 Shih-li-ki-li-to-ti (*Śiṭ-li-kiṭ-liṭ-tā-tie). JULIEN (Mémoires, 11, 219) restored this as *Śrikritti; if we abide by Hsüan-tsang’s rules of transcription, the original ought to be *Śríkṛttā. Of course, Hsüan-tsang was himself mistaken when he tried to explain Shu-lo by the beginning of his *Śrikkṛtā. The latter name, to judge from Hsüan-tsang's words, must be a sanskritized name of the capital, being some epithet beginning with śri-, « fortunate », though the second part remains unexplained. FRANKE's *Śríkṛtādhī (SPAW, 1903, 738; STEIN, Ancient Khotan, 50) is not acceptable. The variants mentioned by LÉVI (BEFEQ, v, 261), and which have been taken into account by MARQUART, Wehrtr und der Fluss Arang, 68, are valueless : the second 利 is a wrong duplication of the first one, and 乾 ch’ien is a wrong duplication of 聲 chi.

Another explanation was proposed at the beginning of the 8th cent. by 虜 聲 Hui-yüan, a priest of Hsin-an-fu, in his commentary on the Avataṃsaka (Lo Ch’en-yü is mistaken when, in his 丙 宦 稿 Pīng-yin kao, 2 b, he identifies this Hui-yüan with a Tun-huang priest Hui-yüan for whom a document was written by Tu Mu c. 845; neither the date nor the place will fit). Finding the name Shu-lo in the new translation of the Avataṃsaka made in 695-699, Hui-yüan commented on it as follows (Tōkyō Trīpiṭ. of Meiji, 背, x, 121 a, 140 b) : « The correct name is 番 劍 且 聲 Ch’ieh-lu-shu-ta-lo (*K’ja-huo-śju-tā-lok). This country (= China) has from old preserved it in the abbreviated form Shu-lo (*Śju-lo), in which, moreover, the sound 聲 shu (*śju) was altered to 聲 shu (*śju). This name, however, is the name of a mountain in that country, and the designation was made on account [of the mountain]. Moreover, the name is sometimes translated ‘Kingdom of Wicked Nature’; it is because the nature of the people of that country is mostly savage and cruel. » The changes made to Hui-yüan’s text in later compilations are few and unimportant.

S. LÉVI discovered this passage in 1902, and drew from it conclusions which were sharply opposed by O. FRANKE and PISCHEL (cf. BEFEQ, ii, 246-255; iii, 339-341; iv, 543-579; SPAW, 1903, 184-196; 735-745; 1905, 238-248; J. HALÉVY, Le bercou de l'écriture khar ostrī, in Rev. sémitique, 1903, reprint of 15 pp.). Two different problems were concerned : the restoration of the « correct » name proposed by Hui-yüan, and its application.

LÉVI had restored Ch’i’eh-lu-shu-ta-lo to Kharoṣṭra. FRANKE and PISCHEL suggested *Kalūṣāntara, or *Kalūṣādhara, or *Kalūṣottara, all entirely unlikely forms, which ought not to have been accepted, as they were more or less, in STEIN, Ancient Khotan, 1, 49. LÉVI’s Kharoṣṭra is the regular original suggested by the Chinese transcription, except in two points : 且 ta (*ṭa) generally renders a form in -tur, not in -tur; 劫 lo (*lok) is abnormal for -ra. LÉVI’s explanation of the final character as rendering a locative Kharoṣṭra of the Sanskrit original is unfounded. My own view is that we have here to deal with an iranized form like *Kharoṣṭrag. We can now appreciate better than thirty-five years ago the important part played by the Iranians in the diffusion of Hindu doctrines in China. The texts of the Avataṃsaka show a strong influence of
Central Asia, and Hui-yüan, their commentator, was very probably in touch with Buddhists of Iranian origin. Such cases are not exceptional. Among the yakṣa of the Mahāmāyūrī, one is called Kharaposta, translated "Donkey-skin" in Chinese; this is a purely Iranian name (cf. S. Lévi, in JA, 1915, i, 74), the exact equivalent of the Zarpošt of Justi, Iranianisches Namenbuch, 171.

Lévi had first thought that *Kharoṣṭra* was a real name for Kāśyapa; further research led him to suppose that it had a broader meaning, and that it had been the designation of all the Buddhist countries north of India and west of China. Without entering into the whole discussion in detail, I must state that, contrary to Lévi, I do not believe that *Kharoṣṭra* occurred in the Sanskrit text of the Avatamsaka; all translations, Chinese as well as Tibetan, show that the text spoke of the Khaśa, which of the three translators, the translator of 696-699 alone interpreted as Shu-lo, Kāśyapa; and it was this Shu-lo of the translation of 696-699 which furnished the occasion for Hui-yüan to speak of *Kharoṣṭra* as being the etymology of Shu-lo. Whether he was or was not the initiator of this wrong etymology is almost immaterial. What matters, and it is to Lévi's credit to have drawn attention to it, is that there was then a name *Kharoṣṭra* or *Kharoṣṭrag*, which Hui-yüan considered as a geographical name. I have a suspicion that Hui-yüan's commentary is not as plain as its wording seems to show. Hui-yüan knew the Khaśa of the Sanskrit text and the translation Shu-lo adopted in 696-699. My impression is that his "name of a mountain" actually refers to Khaśa, which we shall find again below as the name of certain mountainous districts and at the same time as a name applied to Kāśyapa. It is only *Kharoṣṭrag* or *Kharoṣṭra* which was explained by some as meaning "Kingdom of Wicked Nature", unless even this, perhaps, also relates to Khaśa.

The vivacity of the contest for or against *Kharoṣṭra* was mainly due to its repercussion upon the name of the mythic र्घु Kharoṣṭha, the eponymous creator of the kharoṣṭhi or kharoṣṭrī writing once used in north-western India and western Chinese Turkestan. Kharoṣṭha means "Donkey's-lip", and is so translated in Chinese texts; but for the name of the writing, the Indian mas. hesitate between kharoṣṭi, kharoṣṭī and kharoṣṭrī. I shall not dwell upon the respective fortunes of the rare compound kharoṣṭha and the much more frequent kharoṣṭra in Indian literature, discussed at length by Lévi and Pischel. But, apart from the fact that oṣṭha and uṣṭra give the same form in some Indian dialects, for instance in Pāli uṭta, we must not forget that the kharoṣṭhi or kharoṣṭrī writing originated in countries which were strongly under Iranian influence, and that the only Old-Iranian form corresponding to Skr. oṣṭha is aṣṭra. Under these conditions, an Iranianized form equivalent to Skr. Kharoṣṭha would precisely be *Kharoṣṭrag*. In a Tibetan text relating to the history of Khotan, the name occurs in a form which is not quite certain; Thomas gives it as Khare'ustra in Asia Major, ii, 256, but as Khare'usten in Tibetan Texts and Documents, i, 93; owing to a very common confusion in Tibetan writing, oṣṭen may be for *ṣter. In such a case, the Tibetan form would be based on *Kharostra. Such a view is confirmed by a name which I am surprised to have scarcely seen mentioned in the discussions of 1902-1905. The र्घु Kharoṣṭha is not only the eponymous creator of the Kharoṣṭhi writing, he is also an astronomer; Lévi alluded to this (BEFEO, iv, 564-565), but many more Chinese texts could be adduced. The र्घु «Kharuṣṭa», an astronomer, addresses the congregation in a text in mixed Prākrit of Khotanese origin (Hoernle, Manuscript Remains
of Buddhist Literature, 121, 725). Now, Vasilev drew attention many years ago to an Armenian text in which Mekhtiar of Airvang mentions Kharustr as the initiator of astronomy in Chaldea (cf. Schiefner, Wassiliews Vorrede, 30; Vasilev thought of connecting Kharustr with Zoroaster. Weber (Ind. Streifen, III, 8-9; Hist. of Indian Literature, 247-248) preferred to establish a relation between Kharustr and a Krauśṭuki mentioned as an astrologer in the Atharvaparīśīṣṭa. But it seems to me almost evident that we cannot distinguish between the astronomer Kharustr of Armenian sources and the astronomer Kharoṣṭha or, in Iranian form, *Kharoṣṭrag. There may not have been a country called Kharoṣṭha or *Kharoṣṭrag, but there was a legendary name Kharoṣṭha or Kharoṣṭrag, perhaps of Iranian origin, with a wide range of application in the countries adjacent to India in the north-west. It never was a name of Kāśyar, but we are indebted to Hui-yüan’s unfortunate etymology for the possibility of a more correct appreciation of its past significance.

The Tibetan text mentioned above says that, after the Buddha Kāśyapa had preached the law and before the Buddha Śākyamuni was born in India, the sages Kha-ra-sa and Kha-te-u-šen settled on a mountain of the country of Khotan (Thomas, Tibetan Texts and Documents, I, 93). Just as Kha-re-u-šen is obviously identical with *Kharoṣṭrag, which is given by Hui-yüan as the «correct» name of Shu-lo (Kāśyar), Kha-ra-sa (certainly the «Kharasha» of S. C. Das in JASB, LV [1887], 194) seems to represent the same name as 几藏 shā-mo (*Ka-lā-sa-muś), which occurs in the Sūryagarbha as the name of Khotan at the time of the Buddha Kāśyapa (cf. Lévi, in BEFEO, II, 250; v, 257). On the other hand, this last name has a fair chance of being the same which, in the glosses devoted by the Fan Fan yü to Fa-meng’s lost Wai kuo chuan (beginning of the 5th cent.; cf. BEFEO, III, 431-434), appears as 音羅奢末 Chia-lo-shē-mo (*Ka-lā-sa-muś) in an edition used by Lévi (JA, 1915, i, 77), but as Chia-lo-shē-mu 木 (*Ka-lā-sa-muk) in Taishō Tripit. 54, 1037. The translation of the name given in the Fan Fan yü, which is said to be provided by Fa-meng himself, is 满宫国, «Kingdom (kuo) full (man) of eagles (ying) and gold (china) [or of eagle-gold?]». As one of the meanings of khara in Indian lexicons is «eagle», though not attested in any text, and although neither transcription shows an aspirated initial, Lévi restored the first part of the name to Kharā', and this at least is confirmed by the Tibetan Kha-ra-sa. According to Lévi, the whole name would be Kharā-Śyāma, and represent the name of a village Kha, coupled with that of the country Śyāma or Śyāmāka. On the correctness of that restoration, Lüders (Weitere Beiträge zur Gesch. und Geogr. von Ostturkestan, in SPAW, 1930, 39) has expressed certain doubts which are based on the Chinese translation «full of eagles and gold»; I think that the very principle of the equivalence is unacceptable. In the Sūryagarbha, the village of Kharā is reached by Kātyāyana when he leaves Rauruka; he then passes through the country of Lampa, and only afterwards arrives at Śyāmāka. Kharā and Śyāmāka occur in the same text, but they are not connected. Moreover, Chia-lo-shē-mo and Chia-lo-shē-mo suggest *Kharāma' rather than Kharā-Śyāmaka; only the final is uncertain. The Chinese translation is difficult to interpret; many of the glosses are corrupt, and even when they are not, those attributed to Fa-meng are often as fantastic as those which seem to be due to the compiler of the Fan Fan yü. My impression is that Fa-meng took the name to have been formed of two elements, one being khara, which he interpreted as «eagle», and the other in which he saw some
Prakrit form of *swarna, «gold» (for -s and -k, cf. *soma «moon»), given as the original of a *
šáma9 or *soma4, ibid. 1038; and for -m- and -v- cf. a *suman9 interpreted as «gold» *swarna,
ibid., 1039). We can establish from another source that *Khara-Šyāmāka must be abandoned.
As remarked by THOMAS (loc. cit. 93), the Tibetan translation, in the passage corresponding to the
text of the Sāygarbha which mentions Chia-lo-sha-mo, gives *Do-rtenb «Hardstone», clearly
representing an original Kharaśman. THOMAS adds that possibly there is some relation between
the name Kharaśman and that of the sage Kha-ra-śva (Kharāśva); moreover, he is inclined to
connect these names with that of Ḫwārizm. I do not feel much inclined to accept the second
hypothesis; and I have no doubt that the first one is correct. Kharāśva and Kharaśman (Kharāśma)
are in fact one and the same name, and we have only here one more case of the confusion between
-swa- and śma- to which we owe the double forms aśvagarbha and aśmagarbha, Aśvaparānta and
Aśmāparānta. They may be due to the hesitance of Buddhist compilers when rendering into
Sanskrit Prakrit forms in -swa- (cf. BEFEIO, iv, 379; JASB, 1925, 48-51). Whatever the case may be,
the various texts concerning *Kharaṣṭra (*Kharaṣṭrag) and *Kharaśman provide an
interesting example of the way in which, in the first centuries of our era, traditional names which
had perhaps quite a different value originally became connected with Chinese Turkestan, with
occasional precise references to Khotan and even to Kāşāyar.

The name of Shu-lo has been adduced by MARQUART (Erānahr, 282-284; cf. also STEIN,
Ancient Khotan, i, 56) to explain the name of the convent of the kingdom of Kapiš which is said
in Hsüan-tsang’s Life (JULIEN, Vie, 71) to have been built when a son of the Chinese Emperor was
there as a hostage, and which was known under the name of 沙 龐 鬪 Sha-lo-chia (*Şa-lāk-ka).
But, at the same time, MARQUART saw in Sha-lo-chia, restored as Ša-ra-ka, a name of the Chinese.
The apparent contradiction seems to have been solved, in MARQUART’s mind, by his idea that the
name, to be read as *Šāra-ka, originally meant «Prince of Kāšāyar», but in Hsüan-tsang’s time was
misunderstood as meaning «Chinese». As a matter of fact, the contradiction is in the names
themselves. The name of Sarag, Skr. Saraga, is now well attested as that of Lo-yang, the eastern
capital of the Han and the Tang, but Sha-lo-chia can only be *Šāra-ka or *Śālaka; to obtain the
name of China, or of Lo-yang, we ought to correct शा sha to षा * (ṣud) or rather to ष so (*sā). If
we retain Sha-lo-chia and connect it with the form Sha-lo used by Buddhist pilgrims for Shu-lo,
*Šāra-ka will hold good, but then the difficulty is that the Life speaks of a son of the Chinese
Emperor, not of a son of the king of Kāšāyar. I still hesitate between the two solutions (cf. my
remarks in JA, 1927, ii, 139-141, and also MI, 225; MINORSKY’s objection to the surprising
transcription of g or gh as ʃ by early Arab writers may perhaps be answered by supposing that the
Arab transcription is based on *Sarak). I do not believe in MARQUART’s *Śaraka-vati.

I should perhaps feel more inclined to accept *Śāra-ka as a form derived from Shu-lo or Sha-
lo if we knew more about this name (MARQUART’s restoration as *Śāra in Wehröt und der Fluss
Arang, 68, is possible, but not proved). It occurs in Tibetan texts of about the 10th cent. as Šu-
līg (cf. THOMAS, in STEIN, Ancient Khotan, 391, 392), or sometimes Šu-leg (THOMAS, Tibetan
Texts and Documents, 118), but these appear to be forms merely borrowed from the Ch. Shu-lo.
BAILEY (BSOS, viii, 883) says that Sūlya «seems, in a document from the Khotan region, to mean
the people of Kāšāyar». We must wait until we know more about it, since the initial is neither
that of Ch. Shu-lo or Sha-lo, nor of Tib. Šu-lish (Bailey speaks of "Tib. Su-liš"; it is a slip or a misprint). We should rather expect Sūlya to be a designation of the Sogdians.

A last explanation of Shu-lo or Sha-lo has been proposed by Herrmann in Sven Hedin, Southern Tibet, viii, 448: that name of Kāśyar would originally represent "Sogdak (Sogdian-City)". It is true that Suyūī had become Sult when Hsiian-tsang passed through ancient Sogdiana in the 7th cent., and attempts have been made to trace to the name of the Sogdians that of the Čušika of Indian texts. But we must not forget that the form Shu-lo goes back to the 2nd cent. B.C., and that the forms Suyd, Suydak (or Soyd, Soydak) are the only attested ones, particularly by Chinese transcriptions, down to c. A.D. 500. On the other hand Herrmann's hypothesis does not find the slightest support in what we know of the history of Kāśyar.

Several other names have been said to be names of Kāśyar without sufficient reason. Such is the 體 禪 Ch'ieh-shè-lo (*G'ja-sja-lā) of the Shui-ching chu equated with Kāśyar by Herrmann, in Southern Tibet, viii, 438. The name must have been known in China in the second half of the 4th cent., but it is of doubtful form, being also written Chia [靁]·shè-lo (*Ka-sja-lā) and even Ch'ieh-shè-lo-shih [靁] (*G'ja-sja-lā-ṣāi), abbreviated to Lo-shih (Lā-ṣāi); cf. Shui-ching chu, ed. of Wang Hsien-ch'ien, 2, 5 a. The location is no more certain than the name, but the description in the Shui-ching chu, quite independent of that devoted further on to Shu-lo (2, 10 a), makes it very unlikely that Shu-lo was meant.

The same objection applies to 體 禪 Ch'i-ša, in which Chavannes proposed to see another name of Kāśyar (Befeo, iii, 432-433). In Chavannes's translation, the pilgrim Chih-mēng had at Ch'i-ša, with the bowl of Śākyamuni, the same miraculous experience which Kumārajiva had with the same bowl, at about the same time, at Sha-lo, i.e. Kāśyar. The coincidence appeared striking enough to carry Stein's conviction, who declared that Chavannes's argument left no room for doubt (Ancient Khotan, i, 67). I hold, however, a different view. The name Ch'i-ša (*G'ji-ša) is probably a transcription, though it has the disadvantage of having too obvious a meaning "Marvellous Sands" in Chinese. A kingdom of Ch'i-ša is mentioned in the Pei shih (97, 10 a-b; Wei shu, 102, 8 a), in connection with other unknown names of Western countries. When China created in 659-661 a new administrative nomenclature for the countries situated to the west of Chinese Turkestan and resorted for that purpose to old geographic names which she applied in a more or less haphazard manner, the name of Ch'i-ša was given to a district corresponding to Gūzgān, between Marv and Balkh (cf. Chavannes, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 71, 278). The authors of that new nomenclature were more probably indebted for the name to the notice in the Pei shih (as in many other cases) than to Chih-mēng's little-known account. We have no direct indication as to the true location of Chih-mēng's Ch'i-ša, which occurs in the text incidentally, among place-names of northern India, not of Chinese Turkestan. If Chavannes thought of Kāśyar, against what the text, as he translated it, would seem to imply, it was only because an identical legend was attributed to Sha-lo (Kāśyar) in Kumārajiva’s life and to Ch'i-ša, according to Chavannes, in Chih-mēng’s fragmentary account. Nothing could be built on such a coincidence. The text of Chih-mēng’s account which is given in his biography of 519 is only a summary, clearly corrupt in some cases (there are many independent quotations of the original account, which would be worth collecting); on the other hand, Kumārajiva’s biography abounds in legendary
There was a tradition in the Buddhist world concerning the miracle of Buddha’s bowl. Different places claimed to possess the bowl, and it was only natural that every one of them should insist on the miraculous property which was a proof of the authenticity of their relic.

There is, however, a detail which may provide a solution, or at least a clue towards it. According to Chavannes, Chih-meng not only saw in Chi-sha Buddha’s bowl, but also his spitoon. A few years earlier, Fa-hsien had seen the bowl at Peshawur, but the spitoon at Chi-sha (G’jì-t’sā). Here again, Chavannes thought that Chi-ch’a was Kāśyap and his dedication met Stein’s approval. But such a result is only reached by doing violence to Fa-hsien’s text. The trend of the itinerary is quite clear, and leads directly from Khotan to the Pamir without going north to Kāśyap. Moreover, Fa-hsien’s description of Chi-ch’a is that of a mountainous district, “in the midst of the Onion range” (Legge, Travels of Fa-hsien, 23). I think therefore that Kāśyap is to be excluded.

It is probable, however, that Chih-meng’s Chi-sha (in such a case it is out of order where it appears in the biography) and Fa-hsien’s Chi-ch’a are one and the same place, and they may perhaps, as supposed by Herrmann (Southern Tibet, VIII, 438), be identical with the valley (谷 ku) of Chi-sha (G’ji-ch’a) of the Shui-ching shu (2, 5 a). That valley would probably suit the location which we must roughly suppose for Fa-hsien’s Chi-ch’a. Unfortunately, the passage on the valley of Chi-sha belongs to the obscure section which also mentions Chia-shê-lo. But whether in the Pamir or on its eastern outskirts, the valley of Chi-sha cannot be Kāśyap.

The true explanation is, in my opinion, the one which Lévi gave in Befeo, v, 296-297; Chavannes’s translation is not accurate. In Chih-meng’s biography, the pilgrim arrives at the kingdom of Chi-pin (Kashmir and Gandhâra); the biographer then recalls that Chih-meng “formerly” had seen Buddha’s spitoon at Chi-sha and goes on to say that “in this country”, i.e. in Chi-pin, he saw the bowl. The word “formerly” occurs in the account of the Ch’u san-tsang chi-chî, which is of the same date as the Kao sêng chuan translated by Chavannes; but Lévi is right when he says that even without it, the same translation would be necessary. This explains why, in the summary account which has come down to us, the kingdom of Chi-sha occurs in a part which refers to north-western India. It was not in India, but neither was it in Kāśyap. Chih-meng, like Fa-hsien, saw the spitoon in the region of the Pamirs. As to the bowl, like all the other pilgrims of the 5th cent., he saw it in Chi-pin. The only exception occurs in the biography of Kumârajîva, which speaks of the bowl as being at Shu-lo (Kāśyap); but the text is of very doubtful authority.

After such negative results, we arrive at a name the identification of which is not doubtful, although, in my opinion, the facts have not been shown in their true light. Hsüan-tsang describes the country the traditional name of which was Shu-lo, i.e. Kāśyap, under the name of Chi-chê-sha (K’ia-sa), which undoubtably, for that very strict phonetician, renders an original Khaṣa (cf. Julien, Vie, 272, 277; Mémoires, II, 219); it is to be regretted that Cordier should have reproduced in Y, III, 41, the absurd note in which Parker questions the identity of Hsüan-tsang’s Chi-chê-sha with Kāśyap, seeing in Chi-chê-sha a name of Keś; but Hsiian-tsang’s Stā is the Tarim River; as to Chi-chê-sha being given in the Hsin T’ang shu as another name of Keś [cf. Chavannes, Doc. sur les Tow-kîue, 146], it is probably an error of the compilers of the
Hsin T'ang shu who, under the influence of phonetic analogy, duplicated the name which they found in Hsüan-tsang for Kāśyār. Hsüan-tsang's notice, in this case as in many others, has been taken over by the compilers of the Hsin T'ang shu, who say that Shu-lo (Kāśyār) was also called Ch'ieh-sha, but add that the king resided in the city of 駕駜 Chia-shih (*Ka-ṣi); cf. Chavannes, *ibid. 121 (the 駜 Chia-sē in Stein, Ancient Khotan, 66, is a slip; Chia-sē is quite another name, which just comes under Chia-shih in the Index of Chavannes's book, p. 336). Stein (loc. cit. 48) says that in Ch'ieh-sha «it is impossible to mistake the phonetic rendering of some form connected with the present Kāshgar», and that the name of the capital Chia-shih «is evidently also closely related in origin». But I doubt that there should be any original connection between Ch'ieh-sha and Chia-shih.

The original of Ch'ieh-sha, Khaṣa, is perfectly plain; it is the name so frequently found in Indian texts in the form Khasa, Khassa, Khaṣa, as a designation of a number of hill-tribes of the Himalayan regions. Already in the 18th. cent., scholars connected the name with Ptolemy’s Kāṣa ἔρη; nowadays, the Khakha tribes to the west and north-west of Kashmir are Khasa; the Gurkhas of Nepal call themselves Khas and their language is known under the name of the Khas language as well as under that of Parbatia (Stein, Ancien Khotan, 50-51; Levi, in BEFEO, iv, 556). Burnouf had thought of connecting the name of the Khaṣa with that of Kāśyār. Stein is right in his objection that Kāśyār is far from the ordinary seats of the Khaṣa tribes, but the fact is that a moment came when the equivalence Khaṣa or Khaṣa — Kāśyār became current in Central Asia. As I have said above, the original word of the Avatamsaka which was rendered Shu-lo (Kāśyār) in the translation of 696-699 must have been Khaṣa; but the earlier translation of the 5th cent. rendered the same name with a vague 毫 pien, «Barbarians of the frontier», and a parallel text of the Sūryagarbha, translated c. 600, gave Yü-tien, Khotan; the Tibetan version of the Sūryagarbha specifies that Khotan was in the land of the Khāṣa (cf. Levi, in BEFEO, iv, 546-547, 556). In the list of yakṣa of the Mahāmāyūrī, the name of the land of Khaṣa is simply transcribed 嘉舍 Chia-shē (*Ka-ṣa) in the translation of the beginning of the 6th cent. (due to a bad phonetician), but is rendered Shu-lo (Kāśyār) in the translation of I-ching (705) and half a century later by Amoghavajra (cf. Levi, in JA, 1915, 1, 52, 102). This equivalence did not originate with Hsüan-tsang, since in the list of writings of the Lalitavistara, the translation of 587 transcribes Khaṣa as 淺 K'o-sha (*K’a-ṣa), but adds that it is Shu-lo, Kāśyār (cf. Levi, in BEFEO, iv, 575; the translation of 308 transcribes 暘 Ch’ieh-sha and that of 683 索 K'o-so [*K’a-sāk], both without translation). The form used in the translation of 308 shows that Hsüan-tsang was not the first to use those two characters for Khaṣa. I think it is even more ancient than 308, and goes back to the version of the āgama made in the 3rd cent. (cf. Nanjō, No. 547; and the quotation in ch. 43 of the Fa-yüan chu-lin).

While the name of the Khaṣa often occurs in Chinese translations from the 3rd cent. onwards, we have so far no indication that it was brought into connection with Kāśyār before the end of the 6th cent. The new identification was evidently not due to purely geographical or historical reasons, but must have been suggested by phonetic analogy between the names. The inference may be drawn that the name Kāśyār, the first part of which resembles Khasa, Khaṣa, is perhaps not much older than A. D. 600.
It is that name Kāsiyar which appears in the Hsin T'ang shu in the form Chia-shih, but this is an apocopated rendering which we can trace back to its full form. In the account of the travels in India of 懇慈 Hui-ch’ao which I brought back from the Tun-huang caves, it is said that Hui-ch’ao, in 727, arrived at a Shu-lo, the native name of which in foreign countries is 唐師 納 in Ch’ieh-shih-ch’i-li (*G’i-si-g’i-si-hu-jëh*); cf. Tripit. of Taishô, 51, 979. Hui-ch’ao’s work, of which we have only this incomplete and sometimes faulty manuscript, has been briefly commented upon by 懇慈 Hui-lin (737-820), himself a Kâshgarian, in his I-ch’ie ching yin-i completed in 817 (ch. 100; Tôkyô Tripit. of Meiji, 燕, x, 104 b). There the name of Kāsiyar is written 唐師 納 Chia-shih-ch’i-li (*Ka-si-g’i-si-tieh*), and I have no doubt that Hui-lin has preserved the correct form, at least as far as the first character is concerned. It is indirectly confirmed by the apocopated form which is given in the Hsin T’ang shu and which probably comes from Hui-ch’ao’s account. Hui-lin adds that it is a 胡 Hu (at that time generally = Iranian) name, and that the Chinese (*T’ang*) name for it is 懇慈 鎮 Ts’ung-lung-chên, « Garrison of the Ts’ung-lung ». Kāsiyar was one of the « Four Garrisons » of the T’ang in Turkestan, although it had already been lost to China when Hui-lin wrote his commentary; and it was the « Garrison » which was particularly intended to protect the Ts’ung-lung or « Onion Range ». Hui-ch’ao uses « Ts’ung-lung-chên » in a general way, but I do not think that there has ever been such an official name, and Hui-lin may have meant to give an explanation of *Kāsiyar*, not its equivalence with Shu-lo already expressed in Hui-ch’ao’s text. The more so since, at the end of the subsisting portion of Hui-ch’ao’s account, we find a list of the « Four Garrisons » where that of Kāsiyar appears under its ordinary Chinese name Shu-lo.

Ch’ieh-shih-ch’i-li or Chia-shih-ch’i-li must evidently be restored as *Kāsiyar*, and this text of 727 provides us with the earliest mention of the very name *Kāsiyar*; we have seen above, however, that it must then have been in existence for more than a century. Various attempts have been made to explain it. The one quoted by Cordier (Y, i, 183), according to which Kāsiyar is formed of *kash*, fine colour, and gar, brick house, is the one started in 1763 by the compilers of the Hsi-yü t’ung-wên chih (III, 13-15), who wrote the name Qasjar in Mongolian, but Qasjar in Turki, and go on by saying that, in Turki, *qaši* means « motley », and *gar*, « brick-house ». Watters (On Yuan Chwang’s Travels, II, 292) commented on the Chinese explanation. According to him, « there is a Turkî word Kashha (or Kashka) which means 'variously coloured', but gar, in Mongolian ger, stands perhaps for the Chinese interpretation of the Hindi word ghar which means 'a house'. But there is no word kasha meaning 'variously coloured' in any Turkish dialect, and qasqa (also qasqa, qasqa; qašqa in Kâsiyar) is only used for piebald animals. I think that, in spite of the 'Mongolized' spelling (see infra) adopted in Turki by Ch’ien-lung’s Commissioners for the name of Kâsiyar, they were given a *pandit’s* etymology actually based on the true k- initial, and that their *qaši is the Pers. قاش, 'enamelled brick'. *Qar*, « brick-house », is unknown too in Turki. One may think of Mong. gär, « house » (but not « brick-house »), but gär can of course have nothing to do with Hindi ghar (< Prâkrit ghara; cf. Skr. ghara), « house ». Since Mong. gär is not of the same class as -qar (-yar) of Qasjar, Kâsiyar, and also for want of a suitable word either in Turki or in Persian, I incline to the view that the word meant by « brick-house » may be the Hindi ghar, carried to Kâsiyar by Hindu traders; but
one would like to find elsewhere some confirmation of the fact that *ghar* was more or less known in the region towards the middle of the 18th cent. Whatever the case may be, neither Pers. kāshi, nor Mong. gär or Hindi *ghar* can actually be the source of the name «Kāšyar».

VIVIEN DE SAINT-MARTIN’s remark (in JULIEN, Mémoires, II, 427) that *gar* is the common ending of a great number of place-names in the dialects of northern India, with the meaning ‘city’, has been simply repeated by FRANKE (SPAW, 1903, 186, who erroneously credits JULIEN with it), but is ignored by STEIN, and rightly, I believe; the name has no chance of being Indian. THOMAS (Tibetan Texts and Documents, i, 166) also speaks of «gar», which is perhaps fundamentally the same as Tibetan sgar, *gar*, 'encampment' and *was*, no doubt, widely used in Tibeto-Burman dialects; Kāšyar is one of the names added. I am afraid that much of THOMAS’s list must be left out, for instance «Gya-gar», India, «Pho-dkar», which I believe to be Bokhara, and «Kāšyar» itself.

RICHTOFEN’s attempt at explaining the first part of «Kāšyar» from the Turk. qaš, «jade», was opposed by STEIN (loc. cit. 50), who however, like RICHTOFEN, felt inclined to connect with qaš the name of the Kāšāna erule. STEIN’s opinion was that the name of the qaš stone may have come to the Greeks from the Great Yüeh-chih «who probably spoke a language of the Turki-Mongolian family». MARQUART, on the other hand, saw in qaš the outcome of «an old *vedda*-form *kāša* = stone from the Kāša or Kāśia land» (Wehröt und der Fluss Arang, 68; Uber das Volkstum der Komanen, 201). HERRMANN (art. «Kasia» in PAULY-WISSOWA) repeats MARQUART’s etymology Kāšāna > qaš, and considers as established that the Kāšāna erule owed their name to qaš, jade (cf. also my remarks in TP, 1930, 299, and HERRMANN, Das Land der Seide und Tibet, 141-142). I do not believe in the Turco-Mongolian appurtenance of the Great Yüeh-chih, nor do I think it probable that qaš is derived from *kāša*. It would rather appeal to me simply to connect Kāša and the Kāšāna erule. As to the word qaš, it occurs for the first time in 1076 in Kāšyarī (BROCKELMANN, 150); but its earlier history is still unknown (see also «Cotan»).

BURNOUF had the intuition of what I believe to be partly the true etymology of the name «Kāšyar», when he suggested to HUMBOLDT *Khašagirī, «Hill of the Khaša» (cf. STEIN, Ancient Khotan, 50-51). Not that I think that kāš- has anything to do with Khaša, but the second half of the word seems to me to have the greatest probability of corresponding to Skr. giri, Avest. gairi, Khotan. gari, Wakh. gar, Yawyn. gor = *gar. This may even be what Hui-lin meant when he rendered *Kašgiri in Chinese as «Garrison of the Onion Range» instead of «Garrison of Shu-lo». A natural inference would be to look also into the languages of the Pamir for a word meaning «onion» as the first component of *Kašgiri. It just happens that the word for «onion» is kaša in Şīqīa, gašu in Burushaskī (cf. LORIMER, The Burushaski Language, iii, 182). But these are not Iranian languages, and they have no word resembling gairi, giri, for «mountain». Hui-lin’s gloss is not bound to give us the literal sense of the whole name, and I prefer to consider the first element of *Kašgiri as still undetermined.

But, alongside of *Kašgiri, a short form based only on the first element seems to have been current in Sogdian. This is at least the conclusion we must accept if, as appears very probable, Kāš- is to be understood as < Kāšak and means «of Kāšyar», «Kašgarian», while the Q’r’nē = Kāšānē of Mahrnāmag, line 146, would represent its feminine form (cf. HENNING, in
In the modern work *Hsin-mao shih-hsing chi* (5, 22 a) it is said that nowadays the Turks of Kāšyar often call the town in an abbreviated form K'o-shih (i. e. *Qāš or *Qāši?); this is adduced to explain the "short" forms Ch'ieh-sha (Khaša) and Chia-shih of the T'ang period. But the author, who went from Tientsin to Urumči in 1891 never visited Kāšyar, and I hold the modern abbreviated form, which I never heard on the spot, to be artificial.

Stein says (Ancient Khotan, 47, 48) that, in Mohammedan works, the name Kāšyar occurs in different spellings: Kāšyar, Kāšgar, Kāškar, Qāšqar, Qašqar, Qašqar, Qašqar, "in accordance with the phonetic latitude allowed by Turki languages in respect of certain consonants". But we must keep in mind that the spelling Kāšyar is the one used in Arabic by Ibn Al-As'ir, in Persian by the author of the *Hudūd al-Ālam*, in Turkish by the name of the *Qutubiy bilig* and by Kāšyarī, that is to say by the most ancient sources. Forms like Kāškar, Kāšgar and Qāšqar, when they are not misreadings (few mas. distinguish between k and g, and -q- is easily confused with -γ-), far from being the result of a "phonetic latitude" in Turkish, are more likely to be the result of the general reluctance to have in Turkish or Mongolian, in the same word, sounds of different classes like k (or g) and q (or γ). On the other hand, changes between k and q or h are common in Persian. In the beginning of the 14th cent., Abū-l-Fidāʾī gives the two spellings Qāšyar and Kāšyar, but all the ancient quotations given in his notice only have Kāšyar (Reinaud, *Géogr. d'Aboufèda*, Arabic text, 504-505; transl. II, ii, 229-230). Secondary forms (Kāšyar and ٰکیشْیار Kāšyar are quoted by Vullers (11, 772) from the *Burhan-i Qāši*). I do not know any instance of "Kāšyar", which may be only due to the influence of the sonant γ on the preceding k. But "Kāšyar" is attested at an early date in an adjective of origin Kāšyari (? or Kāšyarī). The father of the first historian of Kāšyar, who outlived his son by ten years and died in 1093, was called Ḥusain al-Alma'ī al Qāšyari (cf. Barthold, "Kāšghar", in *El*). I have no theory to offer to explain "Kāšyar".

Before and during the T'ang dynasty, the royal family of Kāšyar, like those of Khotan, of Kučā and of Qarā-šahr, had received or adopted, in conditions which are still unknown to us, a regular Chinese surname, that is to say one of those in use among the Chinese themselves. The surname of the royal family of Kāšyar was 陝 P'ei. In the case of Khotan, the surname seems to have been chosen in more or less close agreement with a native dynastic title (that of Vījaya, hence the Chinese surname Wei-ch'ih or Yü-ch'ih; see "Cotan"); we do not know whether anything similar occurred in the case of Kāšyar. It has often been said, and is still repeated in Stein, Ancient Khotan, 62, that Kāšyar was conquered by the Arabs under Qutaiba in 715. But Girb has tried to show (BSOS, II, 467 sq.) that the whole account of the campaign is legendary, a view endorsed by Barthold ("Kāšghar", in *El*).

When Chinese domination had been finally eliminated from the western part of Chinese Turkestan and a Turkish dynasty installed with one of its capitals at Kāšyar, the city received the new Turkish name of Ordu-Kānd, "City of the Royal Camp". This new name is mentioned by Al-Muqaddisī (cf. Brockelmann, 246), Al-Birūnī (cf. *Mi*, 280), Kāšyarī (Brockelmann, 246) and Abū-l-Fidāʾī (Reinaud, transl. II, ii, 230); but it never superseded "Kāšyar" itself. Hartman, followed by Barthold, maintains that from the Mongol period, the capital of the khans was not at Kāšyar, but at Yarkand, and that Kāšyar's importance in modern times only dates from the
Chinese re-conquest in 1877. This view may be too radical, but the capital certainly was at Yarkand at the time of Goe's visit in 1604.

Two of the earliest monuments of the Turkic language are connected with Kāšyar: the Qutadḥu bilig, or «The Lore of the Royal Fortune» was written at Kāšyar in 1069, and the first great dictionary of the Turkish language, the Dīwān lughat at-Turk, completed in 1076, is the work of a man from Kāšyar, Kāšyarī.

The Secret History, compiled in 1240, gives the name of Kāšyar in the form «Kišdur» (§ 263); but is probably a misreading of the transcribers of the second half of the 14th cent. They did not recognize or did not know the name, and Mongolian writing does not distinguish between -s- and -š; on the other hand, no distinction was then made in transcription between -γ- and -q-. As to the -i- of the first syllable, it might be considered as an easy misreading -i- for -a-, but in such a case we ought to assume the same misreading in one of the forms occurring in YS. It is not surprising, since in Mongolian ki- is «neutral» and can occur in words containing -γ- or -q-, whereas ka- is excluded. The form really given in the original text of 1240 must have been either Kīšyar, or more probably Kāšyar.

The transcriptions in YS are many (cf. Br, 11, 45-47), but resolve themselves to two original forms: K'o-shih-ha-γrh (YS, 15, 5a), K'o-shih-ha-αrh (YS, 63, 15b and map of c. 1330), K'o-shih-ha-γrh (YS, 120, 7a), Chia-shih-ha (YS, 122, 1a-b) and K'o-shih-ha-li (YS, 180, 2a; Br, 11, 162) render Kāšyar; K'o-shih-ha-γrh (YS, 8, 4a) represents Qāšyar, altered according to the requirements of Mongol euphony. The abnormal K'o-shih-ha-li, apparently Kīšyar, of YS, 123, 2a, is probably due to a misreading of an original Kāšyar in Mongolian writing.

Polo says that Kāšyar was subject to the Great Khan, as he does in the case of Khotan, but states that Yarkand is subject to a nephew of the Great Khan who must be Qaidu (see «Cotan», «Yarcan», «Caidu»). Surprise has been expressed at Polo's statement, for the reason that the boundary between Qaidu's territory and the Great Khan's lay between Qarā-γahr and Qomul, so that the whole of the western part of Chinese Turkestan must have belonged to Qaidu (Y, 1, 183; Br, 11, 47). This is not quite a true representation of the situation which obtained in Polo's days. It is true that Rāšidū'-d-Dīn speaks of Qarā-γojo (to the east of Turfan) as keeping somehow neutral between Qubilai and Qaidu, and also that, on the map of c. 1330, Kāšyar and Khotan are listed among the possessions of Dūrūi-Tūmūr, the then head of the house of Čaytarai. But it is no less certain that, to the north of the T'ien-shan, Qubilai's forces held Almaliq in Ili, and that the Great Khan had established postal relays on the whole route from Tun-huang to Kāšyar via the Lop-Nūr (see «Čiarcian», «Lop»); he could even send men to work in the mines of Badajšān (see «Badascian»). Under such conditions, the surprise should not be so great to be told that Kāšyar and Khotan belonged to the Great Khan as to hear of a different regime for Yarkand. Prince Hoqui's rebellion, which for a time wrenched the region of Khotan from the rule of Qubilai, must have taken place shortly after the passage of the Polos (see «Cotan» and «Badascian»), and, moreover, would not affect the respective status of Yarkand and Khotan. Perhaps Yarkand, while included within the dominions under the direct administration of the Great Khan, had been given an appanage, at least for
the revenue to be derived from it, to a prince of the collateral branches. An error of Polo is also possible.

From the middle of the 14th cent. down to 1514, Kāšyar was ruled by the Duylat family; a new dynasty then began, and maintained itself until the second half of the 17th cent. I cannot enter here into the details of the modern intercourse and the conflicts of Kāšyar with the Kalmuks and the Chinese. The main source for the history of Kāšyar in the 14th-16th cents. is Mirzā Ḥaidar’s Taʾrīḥ-i Rašidi (transl. by N. Elias and D. Ross, A History of the Mongols of Central Asia, 1895); cf. also Belloc, History of Kashgar; Br., ii, 245-246.

The local rulers of Kāšyar exchanged embassies with the Ming dynasty. In its paragraph on 哈什哈里 Ha-shih-ha-erh, Qāšyar (the “Mongol” form of the name), the Ming shih (332, 9 a) mentions diplomatic intercourse in 1408, 1413, 1426-1435 and 1463 (cf. Br., ii, 245). In the Ming itinerary preserved (already corrupt) in the Pien chêng k’ao of 1547 (Peiping National Library ed. 8, 8 a), a city 哈失哈里 Lien-shih-lien-li is mentioned, and 50 li to the west of it a city 失哈里 Shih-ha-li. There is no doubt that Lien-shih-lien-li is corrupt for 哈失哈里 Ha-shih-ha-li, Qāšyar, and the correct form is given in the independent, though later copy of the same itinerary translated by Breitschneider in China Review, v, 235. Although the next name, Shih-ha-li, is given in both texts and may be correct, I do not entirely dismiss the idea that it may also be altered from Ha-shih-ha-li, and represent a wrong duplication of Kāšyar.

From the end of the 17th cent. onwards, the Chinese name of the city has been 喀什噶爾 K'o-shih-k'o-erh, which is no longer based on the Mongol “Qāšqar”, but renders the Turkish Kāšyar. Nevertheless, while retaining the transcription K'o-shih-k'o-erh, the Hsi-yü t'ung-wên chih (3, 13-15) gives the following forms in the different languages: Mong. Qaśqar, Kalm. Qaşqar, Tib. Kha-si-kar, Turk. Qaşqar. As a matter of fact, the modern pronunciation is Kāšyar in Russian Turkistan, but the name is generally spelt Qāšqar in Chinese Turkestan, and I have heard a “Sart” master say at Tashkend that the proper form should be Qāšqar, i.e. with the Mongol pronunciation, a survival of the Kalmuk rule (cf. also Shaw, Vocabulary, 154). “Qašqar” is given in Kowalewski’s dictionary, drawing perhaps from Sino-Mongolian dictionaries. In Tibetan, the earliest mention I know of the modern name occurs in the chronicle translated by Schlagintweit, Die Könige von Tibet (Abh. d. Bay. Ak. d. W., x [1866], No. 3, 847), which speaks of “O-don-kas-dkar”, i.e. “Odon (Khotan) and Qaşqar (Kāšyar)”.

According to Polo, there were in Kāšyar some Nestorian Christians, with a church (or with churches according to Z, which may be correct); the “many” Christians of Y, 1, 182, based only on FB, is a variant which should not be retained. V’s addition that these Nestorians observed “the Greek rule” is certainly arbitrary. As is usual in its text, Z says that these Nestorians were Turks; this detail may be original, as it falls in with Oriental texts which have a tendency to speak of the Nestorians of Central Asia as being Turks. Ricci-Ross (RR, 63) and Benedetto (B'), 63) have translated “Among the Turks in this land...”. This rendering is probably due to the idea that, all the inhabitants of Kāšyar being Turks, it would be absurd to give the impression that there were only in Kāšyar a few Turks, the Nestorians. But, if the many mentions of “Turks who are Nestorian Christians” in Z actually go back to Polo, we must consider that Polo does not speak of the Musulmans of Central Asia as “Turks”; for him, the “Turks” of Central Asia seem
to be the non-Muslims, among whom there were many Christians. It is in fact quite possible that the Nestorians of Kāšyar were to a great extent Uighurs, who may have still used the Uighur writing instead of the Arabic script of the Mohammedans. In any case, « Among the Turks in this land... » is a correction, not a translation.

Syriac documents testify to the importance of the Nestorian community at Kāšyar. A list of the Nestorian metropolitan sees dating from the middle of the 13th cent. gives as the nineteenth see « Kāšgar » and as the twenty-fifth « Kāsemgar and Nuaketh »; another list of c. 1349 gives as the nineteenth see « Turk » (read « Turk ») instead of « Kāšgar » and as the twenty-fifth see « Kāsimghar » and « Navaketh » (cf. Yp, III, 22-24; Br, II, 47; Stein, Ancient Khotan, 71-72; Mo, 21). There can be no doubt that a wrong duplication has taken place, and probably Kāšyar occurs only as the twenty-fifth see, or rather as one of the two sees of that see (such double seats of bishoprics or archbishoprics often occur in the Nestorian church). « Nuaketh » or « Navaketh » is of course a place the Iranian name of which means « New City ». The ḫudād al-ʿĀlam mentions a city Navākat in the neighbourhood of Tānkat, in the valley of the Chu River. MINORSKY (Mi, 289) correctly identified Tānkat with the 頏建 Tun-chien (Tunkant) of Chinese texts, but could not locate Navākat. It is however evident that it is the 新城 Hsin-ch'eng of Chinese texts, 60 li east of Tānkat, the name of which means « New City » (cf. CHAVANNES, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 10). But this « New City » is in Russian Turkestan, and the joint see of Kāšyar might be expected to be entirely in Chinese Turkestan. In the ḫudād al-ʿĀlam, a city « Navīkath » is mentioned « on the bank of the river »; after other places in the region of the Lop-Nūr. MINORSKY (Mi, 234-235) has felt some hesitation as to its location, but rightly recognized that it was a Sogdian form, Nōč-kāθ, « New City », and thought of the old Sogdian colony south of the Lop-Nūr to which I have devoted a short paper in JA, 1916, 1, 111-123. But it escaped him that in my paper (p. 119, 121-122), there were two mentions in the Lop region of a city 新城 Hsin-ch'eng, « New City », also called 新支城 Nu-chih-ch'eng, « Nu-chih City ». Nu-chih must be a rendering of nōč, and the whole Sogdian name must have been Nōč-kāθ. One of the Chinese texts is of c. 750, the other of the end of the 8th cent., while the ḫudād al-ʿĀlam was completed in 982-983. The « New City » had been founded by Sogdian immigrants south of the Lop-Nūr in the first half of the 7th cent. Although we cannot follow its history after the 10th cent., it is quite possible that, owing to its Sogdian origin, it remained a partly Christian centre for several centuries longer, and was with Kāšyar the joint seat of the Nestorian metropolitan see in the Tarim basin. « Nuaketh » or « Navaketh » would represent the Persian form of the Sogdian Nōč-kāθ. The only difficulty is that, with the exception of the Syriac list (if the identification be correct), we have no other mention of the city in the Mongol period, at least under that name.

As to « Kāsimghar » or « Kāsemgar », something must have gone wrong with the text. The form Kāšyar, which I have quoted above from early Mohammedan authors, is also the only one used in the Mongol period by Juwaini, Rašīd-ud-Dīn, Wāṣāsaf, the author of Nuzhat-al-Qulūb, etc. What is more, the Syriac writers were aware of it. Not only have we « Kāšgar », correctly written, though wrongly inserted in the Syriac list of the middle of the 13th cent., but the name occurs for instance in the history of Mār Yahbalaha III (cf. BUDGE, The Monks of Kublai Khān, 139 : « Kashkār »). It seems impossible that the Nestorian patriarchate should not have had a
correct list of the names of its metropolitan sees. ASSEMANI's compilations have been of the highest service, but one cannot help wishing that such important documents as these lists were critically examined anew.

Polo's notice of Kâśyar raises another interesting problem. The people of the country, according to him, spoke a language of their own. STEIN (Ancient Khotan, 70) wondered at this, because the fact that the Qutașyu-bilig had been written in Turkish at Kâśyar in 1069 should have led us to conclude that Turki was in Marco Polo's days, as it is now, the language current in Kâśgar*. Polo says nothing of the same sort for Yârkând, Khotan or Čärčân.

Different solutions may be suggested. Several mss., omitting «the people of the country», make the remark on the language apply to the Nestorian Christians (cf. vol. 1, 143). AS MOULE says, they «may possibly be right», although I do not think it is very probable. I feel more inclined to the view that Polo, arriving from Iranian-speaking countries, found in Kâśyar people who spoke Turkish, and noticed the change of language. He abstained from doing the same afterwards, because Yârkänd, Khotan and Čärčân spoke the same language as Kâśyar.

But there is also the possibility, however remote, that a native Kashgarian tongue, not Turkish, should have still been used at Kâśyar in Polo's days. While we now have very precise information as to the native languages spoken at Kučâ and at Khotan in the second half of the first millennium a. d., the early ethnic or linguistic connections of the Kashgarians in the same period still escape us almost completely. HSÜAN-tsâng says of the people of Kâśyar that they tattoo their bodies and have green eyes (文身緑睛 wen-shên lǜ-chêng; cf. JULIEN, Mémoires, ii, 220). The pilgrim mentions this last characteristic only for another nation, the people of Wačân in the Pamir, «the majority of whom have blue-green eyes (碧緑 pi-lǜ), by which they are different from other people» (JULIEN, Mémoires, ii, 201; both passages have been copied in the Hsin Ts'ang shu [cf. CHAVANNES, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 121, 165], but only with pi, «blue-green», as the colour of the eyes in both cases). HSÜAN-tsâng adds that «the language they [i. e. the Kashgarians] speak and the pronunciation are different from those of other countries». Such a statement falls in remarkably well with Polo's remark, but we must add that, in HSÜAN-tsâng's time, Yârkând and Khotan also had languages of their own, duly noticed by the pilgrim, while Polo speaks of a special language only for Kâśyar. Moreover, six centuries had elapsed between the travels of HSÜAN-tsâng and those of Polo. It so happens, however, that the gap between the two is bridged over by a man who had the authority to speak of Kâśyar since he was born there, Kâśyarî. If Polo by the «language of their own» of the Kashgarians really meant something else than Turki, Kâśyarî cannot be said in a sense to confirm such a statement, since in Kâśyar itself, according to Kâśyarî, «royal» (hâqânî) Turkish was used. But Kâśyarî adds that in the districts of Kâśyar, a non-Turkish language was spoken, called kânjâkî (cf. Mi, 280; BARTHOLD, 12 Vorlesungen, 82, 135; or kânčâkî?). In the Mongol period, Kânjâk or Kânčâk is frequently mentioned as a place which was somewhere to the north-west of Talas (cf. Wašâbî, in Ha, 24 [misread «Kânjâl»], 127 and 128 [misread «Kânjâk»]; Juwâni, ii, 248 [left as ǹt from the editor]); it must be Kâśyarî's Kânčâk-sângir (BROCKELMANN, 245). Although he speaks of the kânjâkî (or kânčâkî) as a non-Turkish language, Kâśyarî includes the Kânčâk, whom he often mentions, among the Turkish tribes. They were known to him to the extent of listing a special verb kânčâklâmâk, «to dress
like the Kănšāk» (Brockelmann, 104). Part of the Kănšāk may have settled in the region of Talas, but Kăṣṭaṇ’s text leaves no doubt that Kănšāk people also lived in the districts of Kăṣṭaṇ, and this is confirmed from other sources. The name occurs after that of a man from Qamul = Qamul (see “Camul”) in the Manichaean fragment studied by Haneda (Mem. of... Toyo Bunko, No. 6, 3), although the editor does not seem to have seen it in a proper name. In the Tibetan chronicle of Khotan, The Annals of the Li Country (Thomas, Tibetan Texts and Documents, i, 118), the “king of the Ga’-jag” invades Khotan territory, but is defeated; the king of Khotan sends him back to Śū-ley, i.e. Kăṣṭaṇ. That Ga’-jag is meant to render a pronunciation *Galjag, and that the king of the Ga’-jag is the king of Kăṣṭaṇ do not seem open to doubt, and Clausen (JRAS, 1937, 178) has already connected Ga’-jag with the name given by Kăṣṭaṇ to the language spoken in the Kăṣṭaṇ area. Clausen adds that, as a consequence, the name in Kăṣṭaṇ ought to be transliterated Ganjak, and no longer Kănšāk. «The name», Clausen adds, «is clearly Iranian, and the same as Ganja, the name of another well-known town at the other end of the Iranian area in the Southern Caucasus». I am afraid that such far-reaching conclusions are still premature. It is true that there are no J- in Kăṣṭaṇ’s Turkish, or, to be more correct, that Kăṣṭaṇ does not distinguish between Č and J, and always writes J, but with the value of Č; J was foreign to Middle Turkish. Consequently, we are right when we read Kănšāk in Turkish that which is written Kănšāk by Kăṣṭaṇ, even though the original name, if it be non-Turkish, may have actually been Kănšāk (moreover, a foreign J- is often given in Middle Turkish -t or -t). Very much the same may be said of g and k; an initial g- is quite exceptional in Middle Turkish; but in such a case, and also sometimes to prevent a confusion between words written identically, Kăṣṭaṇ indicates that the word must be read with g, not with k (cf. Brockelmann, v, 61); no such remark is made about Kănšāk. On the other hand, the Tibetan spelling does not permit a choice between Kănšāk and *Galjag. There are many cases when a surd initial of a foreign name is rendered as a sonant in Tibetan; for instance the very name of the Turks becomes Drug, Dru-gu, Drug-gu in Tibetan. Tibetan writing does not admit of any final surd occlusives, so that a final -k is always transcribed -g in Tibetan. The vocalization Ga’-jag and not *Ga’-jag may be more significant; still, Tibetans have not always been very strict in that respect; their e is not the Turkish ā, and they have borrowed Uig. āmē with the two spellings ‘am-ē and ‘em-ē (Lauffer, in TP, 1926, 489). In my opinion, Kănšāk may represent an original Iranian name, which in its turn may be *Kanjak or *Kanjag, but this is only an hypothesis, and we have no reason to connect it with a name of the far-away Caucasus.

Of that ancient language of Kăṣṭaṇ, Iranian or not, we do not possess any text, or none at least has been recognized as such hitherto. As far as I can remember, only one word is anciently said to be a specifically Kăṣṭaṇian form, and even this case is open to some doubt. As is well known, the Skr. uḍāḥyāya = Prākr. uṇājha, «master», through an apherical form of the same type which has given Tamil vāddya, is the remote original of โศง ho-shang or ง ง ho-shang (*yud-żang), the respectful title with which Buddhist monks are usually addressed in Chinese. From the point of view of Chinese phonetics, ง (*yud), which is pronounced wa in Japanese, always renders a wa- of Central Asian languages (but with a prothetic laryngeal opening); the transcription was made on a form with a nasalized final. Although the derivation is not open
to doubt, an original "munshee" (an Arabic word!) was proposed by Eitel (Handbook*, p. 186) and repeated by Legge (Travels of Fa-hien, 58); an impossible derivation from Pers. ḳuṭḥah, ḳuṭḥah, "master", started many years ago by Watters (Essays on the Chinese language, 358), has recently again found its way into a memoir by Takakusu (BEFEO, xxviii, 441); and the new Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms by Soothill and Hodous (p. 253) still proposes "vandyo (Tibetan and Khotani ban-de)."

It must be admitted, however, that Chinese Buddhist scholars of early date were also puzzled by the transcription. I ought rather to say the transcriptions, since, apart from the two spellings of ho-shang which are used almost indifferently and go back to the beginning of the 5th cent. (for instance in Fa-hsien's travels, Legge, 58, or in the 1st chapter of both Nantio, Nos. 1117 and 1125, with the corresponding yin-i by Hsüan-ying, reproduced by Hui-lin), there is also a form widgets oh-shē ("γυδ-δ'ζ")a; with a purely graphic variant widgets ho-shē), occurring in Nantio, No. 1082. The translation of the latter work is of uncertain date (there is a contradiction between what Nantio says in his notice of No. 1082 and his statement in App. ii, 79; cf. also Bacchi, Le canon bouddhique, 375; the attribution of the translation to Guṇavarman may be due to a confusion with the work of similar title described by Bacchi, 373-374, as No. 1), but certainly prior to the 7th cent.

Hsüan-ying, who wrote in the middle of the 7th cent., seems to have taken it for granted that ho-shē and ho-shang were corrupt forms of upādhyāya current in "the kingdom of Khotan and others" (cf. Tokyō Tripiṭ. of Meiji, 7, 36 a, 58 a, 66 a, reproduced in Hui-lin's more comprehensive work, ibid. ix, 146 b, 173 a-b).

The pilgrim I-ching, towards the end of the same century, gives a different explanation in his Nan-hai chi-kui nei fa chuan (translated by Takakusu, A Record of the Buddhist Religion, 117-118). His text runs as follows: "Upādhyāya... In the Western countries (西方 si-fang), when recklessly addressing (乱驚 fan-huan) men of great learning (博士 po-shish), people always call them 圖史 wu-shē ("uo-ṣia"); this is not a duly recognized term (典語 tien-yü). In all the Sanskrit texts of the sūtras and the vinayas, the term used is upādhyāya, the translation of which is "the master [giving] personal instruction". The kingdoms of the Northern countries (北方 pei-fang) all address [the masters] as ho-shang, with the result that the translators became accustomed to that corrupt sound (北音 eyin)." There is no doubt, from what follows in the text, that by "Western countries" I-ching means India, and by "Northern countries", the Hu countries of Central Asia, mainly Iranian, but also "Tokharian". A later work quoted in Oda Tokunô's Bukkyô daijiten, 1852, although evidently based on I-ching's text, gives the Indian form 部族 wu-hsieh ("uo-ṣia"); it goes on to deplore that a term referring to lay scholars should have come to be used for Buddhist masters, and insists that the proper form to be used is 斯域 pa-tî-yeh. As a matter of fact, this other apheretical form of upādhyāya, unknown or almost unknown in China, has been more or less in use in Japan, where it is pronounced pateiya (cf. Oda Tokunô, 1452; Hôbôgirin, 58).

The same Hui-yüan who wrote the note on *Kharoṣṭrā, a contemporary of I-ching, has a note on ho-shang (Tokyō Tripiṭ. of Meiji, 7, x, 115 a, 135 a; reproduced by Hui-lin, ibid. viii, 139 b; used by Hui-lin, ibid. viii, 16 a): "The refined language of the Five Indies says upādhyāya."
But in the vulgar practice of those countries (i.e., India), [the upādhyāya] are called 睦尙 (ṃuṣṭ-ṭṭa; yun[.assertNotNull] -shē in Eitel and Legge is a misreading). In Khotan and Shu-lo (Kāśyā), people say _UTILS_ hu-shē (*yuoṭṭ-ṭṭa). Now this country (i.e., China), with a corrupt sound, says ho-shang... »

At the end of the 8th cent., the pilgrim Wu-kʻung came back from India; while in Kashmir, he had become a full monk. Speaking of his upādhyāya, the biography inserted at the beginning of the translation of one of the works he had brought back from India says that «at 西 An-hsi, [for upādhyāya] people say ho-shang» (JA, 1895, 11, 353); since the protectorate of An-hsi had its seat at Kučā, Chavannes concluded (TP, 1904, 380) that the form ho-shang had originated there.

A last text remains to be mentioned. Tsan-ning, who compiled by Imperial order the great collection of Buddhist biographies called Sung kao-sêng chüan (Nanjō, No. 1495), completed in 988, wrote a final dissertation to conclude the biographies of the translators. We find in it the following passage (Tōkyō Tōji, of Meiji, §4, 81a; cf. Lévi, in BEFEO, IV, 562-563): «For instance, the Sanskrit says upādhyāya, Shu-lo (Kāśyā) says hu-shē (*yuoṭṭ-ṭṭa), and Khotan, ho-shang... » Here, a form is expressly stated to be the one used in Kāśyā, and this is the reason for the present notes on upādhyāya. But is the form hu-shē specifically Kashgarian?

First of all, I-ching was mistaken when he distinguished ミュシュ from upādhyāya. If «men of great learning» (po-shih) were popularly addressed in India by a Prākrit form of upādhyāya, it is the exact counterpart of what occurred in Central Asia when the same po-shih used in I-ching’s text passed into Uighur as bāḥṣi and became a designation of Buddhist masters (see «Bacsi»). Hui-yuán, who had not travelled in India like I-ching, had however in the present case a more correct idea of the real facts. I-ching’s ミュシュ (*uoṭṭ-ṭṭa) would suppose *ʔḥ̥, and Hui-yuán’s ミュシュ (*yoṭṭ-ṭṭa), *ʔj̥h̥; that is to say, the reduction is stronger than in the ordinary Prākrit form uṇḍhāa; but uṇḍhāa is precisely another attested Prākrit form of upādhyāya (cf. Pischel, Grammatik der Prākrit-Sprachen, pp. 116-117).

On the other hand, the note in Wu-kʻung’s biography is not to be understood, as it was by Chavannes, as meaning that the form ho-shang started from Kučā. As it is clear from a following sentence concerning karmācārya, the biographer, when speaking of An-hsi, means the whole territory of An-hsi and the Four Garrisons, which include Khotan and Kāśyā as well as Kučā. As a matter of fact, the forms of upādhyāya known in 『Tokharian』 are upādhyāa, upādhyāa, upādhyāa (Sieg and Siegling, Tocharische Grammatik, §§ 93, 121, 149), that is to say, are not based on the Prākrit forms, and I see no reason why the case should have been different in the closely cognate Kucheen. All that we can conclude from the note in Wu-kʻung’s biography is that the form ho-shang was current in part at least of western Chinese Turkestan. We naturally turn then to Kāśyā and Khotan.

We have no text in Kashgarian, and I do not find a form of upādhyāya in the published texts in Khotanese. The hu-shē (*yoṭṭ-ṭṭa) which Hui-yuán gives as the form in Khotanese and in Kashgarian would suppose *ʔj̥h̥a, and ho-shang, which he gives as a Chinese corruption of hu-shē, would be *ʔj̥h̥a; in other words, the Chinese corruption form would come nearer the classical Prākrit uṇḍhāa than the intermediate form from which it is supposed to have been
derived. The same may be said of course of ho-shê (*yud-dê'ja), *vajhâ, not mentioned by Hui-yüan, and certainly as ancient as ho-shang. This leads us to think that ho-shê(*vajhâ) and ho-shang (*vajhâ) may not have been borrowed from the Central Asian language which had hu-shê (*uʃʃ̪a). We are thus tempted to admit that Tsan-ning may not be wrong when he says that hu-shê (*uʃʃ̪a) is Khotanese and that ho-shang (*vajhâ) is Kashgarian. Tsan-ning wrote in 986, at a time when the intercourse with Central Asia was no longer as active as it had been in pre-T'ang and T'ang times; but he was a competent Buddhist scholar, and had access to a number of earlier works which have now disappeared. There are in Khotanese many examples of spheritical borrowings of the type upa- > va-, and of -d- > -ʃ-, so that *vajhâ, *vajhā might in principle be Khotanese forms. But we are told that the Khotanese form was in fact *uʃʃ̪a. Provisionally, I accept it as such, and take *vajhâ, *vajhā, as being probably the only example of a Kashgarian form which has been determined hitherto. We must note that, while neither I-ching nor Hui-yüan prefix an alif or a laryngeal opening to the Prâkrit forms used in India, they give it both for the Khotanese and for the Kashgarian. This is, moreover, an almost general feature for Central Asian languages, and the Chinese transcriptions also show it for the Sogdian and for the Turkish.

124. CASSES

casses F

The Calif of Bagdad took counsel cum sec regisles et cum sec casses (F); BENEDETTO (B, 20) has corrected it to cun sec regulês et cun sec sajes. FA has simply à ses prestres de sa loy. The correction to «regules» (— «regulês») had already been proposed by YULE (Y, i, 70), and is certain. But there is no support for «sajes», and I agree with YULE in seeing in «casses» an Oriental word. YULE, while inclining to kaʃš, admitted the possibility of qədš; I think kaʃš alone can be accepted. It is true that the Arabic qədš, Musulman «judge», is met with in transcriptions such as «cazea»; but the mediaeval forms are in favour of a transcription «cadi», which is also represented by ha-ti of the Chinese. I think Polo would have pronounced it «cadi», and it may even be that the «chadi» of a passage in VB represents a genuine Polian term. Moreover the double s of «casses» is not in favour of an original with a -ʃ- heard like a -z- (see «Chadi»).

But there is another reason for adopting kaʃš. This word, borrowed from the Syriac, is qis or qasîs (or qisis) in Arabic, kaʃš in Persian (YULE wrongly says in Arabic). Although applied mainly to Christian priests (cf. Pers. «chasis» translating presbyter in KUUN, Codex Cumanicus, 77), it is used, even in Persian, as a designation of the clergy of other creeds, and YULE has shown (Y, i, 70; Hobson-Jobson, 169-170) that Western travellers have very often applied it to Musulman divines (as in Clavijo, in a letter of Giovanni da Empoli, and constantly in Portu-
guise texts). Strictly speaking, a kaššīf is a priest of the secular clergy. When speaking of
Hang-chou, Waššīf mentions there the non-Musulman clergy of «priests» (kaššān) without
faith and «monks» (rabbān) without religion (cf. Ha², 42; Y, ii, 213). I think we have the
same distinction in Polo. His «regule» (he uses the word elsewhere) are the «regular» clergy,
the monks, and the «casses» must consequently be the «secular» clergy, the kaššīf, the
priests. But it is more difficult to say where he drew the line in Islām between «priests» and
«monks».

The only point which is more or less embarrassing is that Polo rarely uses Oriental words
without stating them as such or giving their explanation (except as proper names or parts of
proper names, e. g. «cingsan», «sangon»). It may be that something is missing here or
elsewhere in our ms. in regard to «casses». Moreover, I am not certain how we should inter-
pret Polo’s transcription. The Arabic ٕٕٕٕ would be qīss, not qass, and, as a rule, Polo would
have used the Persian form kaššīf. But I cannot say whether we should take «casses» for
*«cascis» = kaššīf, or whether the final -s is a European plural. I myself incline rather to the
first solution.

125. CASVIN

| casibin R   | causuin L   | chasuín Z       |
| casuín FB   | causuín LT  | chasuín V       |
| casuum VL   | chasém FA   | chasom TA², VB   |
| casum F, P  | chasom VA   | chasoun TA²      |

The well-known city of گنبد Qazvin. Cf. Barbier de Meynard, Dict. hist. de la Perse,
441-445; LS, 218-220; Mi, 36, 132. Fra Mauro’s «Chassu» (Hallberg, 125) is probably
*Chassuin > *Chassum (*uns occurs in Polo’s F and other ms.) > *Chassā > Chassu.

Qazvin is transcribed گنبد K’o-chi-yūn, Qāzvin, on the Chinese map of c. 1330 and
in the corresponding list of YS, 63, 16b (cf. Br, ii, 110). It is also the 阿迷 A-chi-min
(read K’o [محمد or محمد]-chi-min), between Sulṭāniya and Tabríz, of the Ming itinerary translated by
Brethesnieder in China Review, v, 239, which he left unidentified. K’o-chi-min supposes
*Qāzmin, and Qazvin is the form of the name in Georgian (cf. Brosset, Hist. de la Géorgie, i,
472, 601).

In the Times Literary Supplement of 1929, p. 946, Ross has expressed himself strongly in
favour of the reading «Casum» = *Cusun, which would represent the popular pronunciation of
the name of Kāšān. He must have changed his view later, since in his translation of 1931
(RR, 416), he adopts «Casvin» = Qazvin. Moreover, Kāšān is correctly named as «Caxan» in
Z (see «Caxan»).
«Catai» is the mediaeval name of China, and more particularly of northern China which we have long become accustomed to write «Cathay». «Alcathay», «Aucharha» (read «Auchatta») is the same name with the article; but I hold it to be here a Western article, not the Arabic one (see also «Calif»). The Catalan Map gives «Cayayo»; Fra Mauro, «Chataio». Hallberg, s. v. «Cataia» (p. 125) merely refers the reader to an «Appendice I» of which I find no other mention and which does not seem to have been published.

The earliest Western mention of the name which I can trace is the «Chata» of the document describing the Mongol campaign against the Mussulmans which was translated from the Arabic into Latin at Damietta in 1221 (cf. Zarncke, Der Priester Johannes, ii, 50). The vicinity of this «Chata» to Ḥwārizm seems to me to imply, however, that it is not China we have to deal with here, and that we should take the name with its other mediaeval value of «Black Cathay», on which more anon. The «Catha» or «Chatha» of Sembac the Constable’s letter of February 7, 1248, more probably refers to true Cathay, i.e. North China (cf. d’Achéry, Spicilegium, iii, 624-628; Y’est, i, 162, 200). Plan Carpine often speaks of the «Kitai», and also of the «Karakita» or «Black Kitai» (W’y, 48, 53-55, 88, etc.). Rubrouck has much to say of «Cataia» and of «Caracatai» or «Black Cathai» (W’y, 181, 206-207, 236, etc.). Hethum begins his Flor des estoires de la terre d’Orient with a chapter on «Cathay». The Gestes des Chipois speak of «Hata» (Hist. des Croisades, Arm., ii, 841). Further mentions are: «Cathay» in Monte Corvino (W’y, 352); «Catai» in Odoric (W’y, 471); «Catay» in Marignolli (W’y, 542); «Catay» in Marino Sanudo’s map (in Bongars, Gestis Dei per Francos, at the end of the Secreta). Pegolotti’s «Gattaio» (Evans, 401) shows the same softening of the initial as in «Gamaeleco» = Ḥan-baltiq, or in «Constantinopolis»; this form makes it somewhat doubtful that «cattua» or «cat-tua», used three times in Pegolotti for silk coming from afar, should represent «Cathayan» as admitted by Heyd (Hist. du Commerce, ii, 673) and Evans (p. 399).

It has long been recognized that «Catai» represents the name of the 聰丹 Ch’i-tan (*K’jöt-tān). This Altaic tribe founded in northern China, in a.d. 907, the dynasty afterwards known
as the Liao, which was destroyed by the Jučen or Chin (see « Ciorcia ») in 1125, but it had in the meantime provided the name under which North China came to be designated during the Middle Ages by the nations of Central and Western Asia whose intercourse with China was carried on by land.

That name had of course been preceded by others. The earliest designation by which China was known in Central Asia was the one which we still use, and which is derived from the Chinese state of Ch'in (see « Cín »). This was replaced in the 5th-6th cents. by that of Tabyač, Ta'γač. The latter name most probably renders the original form of the name of the Altaic tribe which founded first the 旃 Tai kingdom in the northern part of Shan-hai (c. a. d. 315), and afterwards the dynasty of the Northern Wei (386-556); the native name of the Wei nation occurs in Chinese texts in the metathetic transcription 托跋 T'o-pa (*T'ak-b'ul; cf. TP, 1912, 732; 1936, 366). Theophylactus Simocatta (vii, 9, 6-9) gives Tāyāči (for *Ta Yači); China is called Tabyač in the Turkish runic inscriptions of the Orkhon (8th cent.), and Tavyač in Uighur texts from Turfan (cf. Bang and von Gabain, Analyt. Index, in SPAW, 1931, 502). For Kāṣyāri, in 1076, Tavyač is the designation of South China, under Sung rule, while North China is Ištai; i. e. Cathay (Brockelmann, 250; Barthold, 12 Vorlesungen, 97-98). At the same time, the old name of Sin = Chín, « China », had been taken over by the Qarakhānids of western Chinese Turkestan, and that entitled them to be referred to as khans of Tavyač in the Qutadɣu-bilığı, which was completed in 1069 (cf. Radlov, III, 952; Barthold, loc. cit. 98). Chi'iu Ch'ang-ch'ūn, who travelled in Central Asia in 1221-1224, still heard the people of Ili call the Chinese 桃花石 Tao-hua-shih, i. e. *Töyač (for *Töyač; cf. Br, 1, 71). A Uighur Tao-wa-ch'ih Sa-li, son of Qitai Sa-li, and brother of Uiyur Sa-li and Aryun Sa-li, was probably a *Döwač Sali = Töyač Sa-li (T'u Chi, 154, 24 a-b). In mediaeval Arabic and Persian works, the name occurs as Tamyaţ and Töyač (cf. Oh, 1, 203; Y'1, 33, 256). When Clavijo says that the Çayatat people call the Emperor of China « Tangus, which means Pig Emperor », I agree with Yule, (Y'1, 33, 174, 264) in his suspicion that, despite the fanciful translation, the word has nothing to do with Turk. tonguz, « pig », but is a misreading for *Taugas — Töyač. The name no longer survives as an ethnic name, but survives, in my opinion, as the name of the red Prunus known in Turki as töyač which would indicate that the fruit originally came from China (the word is not in Radlov's dictionary, but it is given in Shaw, Vocabulary, 219, and I have often heard it at Kāṣyār). Klaproth adduced a text according to which the Chi'tan would seem to have been already known in a. d. 238-239 (cf. Howorth, in JRAS, 1881, 128-130). But this is only due to a misleading note of the 13th cent. commentary on the Tsüčih t'ung-chien, s. a. 405, 12th month (114, 19 b). There is no authority for a direct connection between the chieftain K'ō-pi-nêng killed c. 235 and the future Chi'tan tribes (cf. San-kuo chih, Wei chih, 30, 3 b-4 b). According to the Pei shih (94, 8 b; cf. also Liao shih, 63, 1 b) the Chi'tan were soundly beaten by 慕容晃 Mu-jung Huang († 348; cf. Giles, Biogr. Dict. No. 1544), a chieftain of Hsien-peí origin who had established an independent Court of his own. But, although Mu-jung Huang led a campaign against the K'ü-mo-hi (Wei shu, 100, 5 a), who were closely connected with the Chi'tan, no mention of
the latter occurs in his biography (Chin shu, 109, 1-5), and I wonder whether the name in the Pei shih is not an error for 畫 Mu-jung Hsi (¶ 406 or 407; cf. Giles, Biogr. Dict. No. 1543), whom we know to have defeated the Chi’tan (Chin shu, 124, 6 b) in a campaign which took place in the 12th month of the 1st i-hsi year (January 6-February 3, 406), according to the Tsü-chih t’ung-chien (114, 19 b).

The Hsin T’ang shu (219, 1 a) is probably right in saying that the name Chi’tan was adopted only at the time of the Wei dynasty (386-556), or at least that it did not come to the knowledge of the Chinese before that period. As we have seen, it is attested for A. D. 405-406 in Mu-jung Hsi’s biography; but there must be some error in L. GIBERT’s assertion (Dict. hist. et géogr. de la Mandchourie, 454) that, from the time of the Wei Emperor T’ui-tsu (386-409), the Chi’tan began to come to the Court every year to present a tribute of horses: the first embassy of the Chi’tan to the Wei Court recorded in the official history of that dynasty was in 468 (Wei shu, 6, 2 b).

As a result of their defeat by Mu-jung Huang (or Mu-jung Hsi?), the Chi’tan are said to have sought refuge in the great Pine Plain ( Sung-mo) extending north and north-east of Jehol, up to the Khingan mountains and the Sira-muren (Sara-mûrân; cf. also MULLIE, in TP, 1933, 188, 190, 210). Despite minor moves, it was in that region that the T’ang established in 648 a Government General (tu-tu-fu) of Sung-mo which was allocated to the chiefs of the Chi’tan (Hsin T’ang shu, 43 b, 4 a-b; 219, 1 b). Other Chi’tan tribes, among those who had submitted to China, were organized in vassal (chi-chî) chou scattered in the northern part of the present province of Ho-pei. Independent Chi’tan groups must have lived still farther north, in the region of the Khingan. The Hsin T’ang shu has preserved the names and the location of the various vassal Chi’tan tribes (cf. also Liao shih, 37, 1 a-b). Roughly speaking, we may say that the great Pine Plain was the main site occupied by the Chi’tan at the time when they appear, as Qtaqara, in the Turkish inscriptions of the Orkhon basin in the 8th cent. (cf. THOMSEN, in ZDMG, 1924, 172). The Tibetan translation (unpublished) of a Uighur inquiry on the people of the North (No. 246 of the Tibetan mss. which I brought back from Tun-huang) speaks of the Ge-tan or Ge-tah, with the usual Tibetan change of a surd initial to a sonant. Ra’sidu’d-Din knew the Chinese form Chi’tan and renders it as Hidan (QUATREMÈRE, Hist. des Mongols, xcviii).

The early Chi’tan, like several other ethnic groups of north-eastern Asia, used to let their dead rest on high trees and decay for three years before they collected and burnt the bones. They used carts (Wei shu, 100, 5 b; Pei shih, 94, 9 a; Hsin T’ang shu, 219, 1 a). During the T’ang dynasty, they numbered eight great tribes; this division seems to have already existed in the 4th-5th cents. (cf. also the legend of the Chi’tan’s origin, in Liao shih, 37, 4 b). The supreme authority was for a time in the hands of the 大魁 Ta-ho (”Ta-’i-yâ) clan, but there are obvious contradictions in the accounts of the Hsin T’ang shu (219, 1 a, 3 b) and of the Liao shih (1, 1 a-b; 63, 4 a) as to the manner in which the power passed into the hands of A-pao-chi, the head of the Yeh-li clan and the founder of the Chi’tan dynasty in northern China. The connection which has been suggested between the name of the Ta-ho clan and that of the modern Daghur (JRAS, 1881, 128) is not acceptable.

The linguistic appurtenance is still debated. Most authors say that they were Tungus.
But the Ch'ü-tan words which have been transmitted to us in Chinese transcriptions of the Sung period leave no doubt that the Ch'ü-tan spoke a Mongol language, with some archaic features and much palatalization. The purely Tungus words given by Wylie and Howorth (JRAS, 1881, 123-126) as occurring in the Ch'ü-tan language are fanciful restitutions made by Ch'ien-lung's Commissioners. I cannot dwell here on the problem, which moreover will be susceptible of a more precise solution when some progress has been made in the deciphering of the newly discovered inscriptions in Chü-tan writing.

The "Upper Capital" (Shang-ching) of the Chü-tan was in Jehol Province; in 938, they established their southern capital at Peking, for which they revived in 1012 the old name of Yen, calling it Yen-ching (see "Cambaluc"). In the meantime, they had adopted, in 947, a Chinese dynastic name, 漢 Liao (Liao shih, 4, 7 a). Although there is no mention of it in the Liao shih, it is stated in the Tung-tu shih-lio that the Emperor Shêng-tsung reverted in 983 to "Chü-tan" as the dynastic name, and that "Liao" was not adopted a second time until 1066; this is confirmed, to some extent at least, by contemporary inscriptions (cf. Scot-l'oo... t'e-yao, 46, 20 a). It has often been said, for instance by d'Ohsson (Oh, i, 115), Yule (Y, i, 12; Y 2, i, 147) and Howorth (JRAS, 1877, 269), that "Liao" meant "iron" or "steel", but this seems to me to rest on a misinterpretation. The dynastic title "Liao" was clearly adopted by the Chü-tan because the original seat of their power was in the region of the "Liao" River, a name which goes back at least to the 3rd cent. B.C. On the other hand, neither Liao in its usual form nor any ancient variant of the character is in the slightest degree connected with iron or with steel. A confusion with 漢 liao is not possible; moreover this liao could only mean "fine silver". The text which forms the basis of Yule's and Howorth's argument is the edict by which the Jučen Emperor adopted in 1115 the dynastic title of Chin, "Gold" (see "Ciokia" and "Roi Dor"). The text says: "The Liao had adopted for their designation (hao) 虎 虎 "pin-t'ieh", on account of its hardness. But although the pin-t'ieh is hard, finally it also alters and decays; gold alone does not alter nor decay. The color of gold is white (in the theory of the five elements, gold, i.e. metal, corresponds to the West, the color of which is white), and the Wan-yen tribe (the ruling Jučen tribe) venerates the white colour. Thereupon the dynastic designation was Ta-Chin ('Great Gold'). The pin-t'ieh, in which Mailla (Hist. gén. de la Chine, viii, 374) erroneously saw "iron from Pin-chou", is the kind of steel of which I speak at some length in another note (see "Andanique"). Since there is no possible connection between "Liao" and "steel", we must suppose that the dynastic appellation of the Liao referred to in the text is not "Liao" itself, but some native name, perhaps the very name "Chü-tan" which was in fact twice adopted as dynastic title, and which may have had some traditional meaning which has not come down to us. I must add that, although this passage is given in the pên-chi of the Chin shih as part of an Imperial edict, I entertain some doubt as to its real value: it seems that the name "Chin", "Gold", adopted by the Jučen is exactly of the same nature as that of "Liao" chosen by the Chü-tan, that is to say it is of geographical origin (see "Roi Dor").

It was of course during the 10th cent. that the name of the Chü-tan began to supersede that of Taščač as the designation of China among the nations of Central and Western Asia. But while the Chinese said Chü-tan (*K'jot-tân), and the Orkhon inscriptions "Qtaγ", the basic form
in Muslim countries was хтä or ختى. Хтä maintained itself in Turkish (Brockelmann, Kāšāri, 251) and in Persian, and passed to the countries which heard of Turkey through a Turkish channel like Russia (Kitāb) and Greece (Kittāb). As the first vowel was never written, ختى (sometimes گتى Qita) was often read ختى, ختى, particularly by the Arabs (cf. the various forms given by Ferrand, in JA, 1919, ii, 184), and this explains why the countries of Western Europe which first heard of China from Arabs in the Near East adopted Cata, Cata, « Cathay » (where -th- simply represents -t-). Plan Carpine's isolated Kitä bears evidence once again to his use of Turkish interpreters. In an Uighur Manichaean manuscript published by von Le Coq (Türk. Manichaica aus Chotscho, I, 29, 44, 45; Bang, Manich. Hymnen, in Muséon, xxxviii, 47), a note has been added by a Manichaean « hearer » *Yapyn or *Faphu on his return from Ḥti (or Ḥti), i.e. from northern China. If the name be *Faphu, the first part would represent Ch. Ḥ; fa (*pʰw), and the fact that the final labial was still heard would point to a date not later than the 10th cent.; this would be the earliest mention of the modern name in Central Asia. But *Faphu is a doubtful reading. At any rate, it is interesting to find Ḥti or Ḥti; the writing does not distinguish between b and q) written in Uighur without the first vowel as is done in the Arabic transcriptions.

The final element is more embarrassing: *tan according to the Chinese, *taŋ in the Orkho inscriptions, taŋ in Uighur and Persian forms. Here certain observations are necessary. We generally transcribe such Turkish finals as -ai, but the last element is actually a semi-vowel, and the proper transcription would be -ay. As to the Orkhon inscriptions, the « runic » letter which Thomsen finally transcribed as ን is of a somewhat doubtful value, but certainly contained a nasal element. It occurs in Tuyuq, the first syllable of which is transcribed tun in Chinese; in qofi, *sheep, later qoi, but in Mong. goni, etc. The presence of a nasal element in the name of the Ch'tan is indirectly confirmed by the Mongol form, Kitä > Kitā. This is a plural, but it can only be accounted for by starting from a singular *Kitan (cf. Vladimircov, in Doklady Ak. N. 1929, 172; Ramsdell, Kalm. Wörterbuch, 233), identical with the Chinese transcription and very close to what Qitaŋ must have really sounded. An Uighur pronunciation *Qitan is required by the forms Ge-tan and Ge-tan of the Tibetan translation mentioned above. The alternative *Qitan / *Qaitä is more or less similar to that of « altan » and « Al-tæ » (see « Al-tæ »). This phonetic link also connects the Ch'tan with the Mongols. I do not feel inclined to accept Mostaert's view (Bull. Cath. Univ. of Peking, No. 9 [1934], 40) that *Qitan is an ancient plural of Qītä.

According to Bretschneider (Br, i, 265), « the first emperor of the Liao dynasty received an embassy from the Ta-shih in 924, when he was sojourning near the ancient capital of the Hui-hu »; in principle the Ta-shih are of course the Arabs; the ancient capital of the Hui-hu or Uighur is Qara-baijasun in the Orkhon basin (cf. Howorth, in JRAS, 1881, 175, who also speaks of the embassy as coming to the camp in Mongolia, but believes that the Ta-shih here referred to were not the Arabs, but Persians). Barthold (12 Vorlesungen, 120) also speaks of this meeting of Musulmans and the Ch'tan in Mongolia, on the sole authority of Bretschneider. Here again, I am afraid that the text has been misunderstood. In the pen-chi, under the year 924, we hear of the various stages of Ta-i-tsu's advance into Mongolia, but life went on in the meantime as
before at his Court, where he had left a regent, and the various items of information listed in the pên-chi come in succession in chronological order, irrespective of the place where the event took place. The pên-chi (Liao shih, 2, 2 b), having just spoken of a canal dug in the region of the Síra-muren, go on to say: « [In the third t'ien-tsun year, in the ninth month,] on the kueih-kái day (October 28, 924), the kingdom of the Ta-shih (Arabs) came to offer tribute. » There is no reason to believe that this « embassy » did not come to the Court, at Shang-ching, in the north of Jehol Province. Moreover, this was not the first diplomatic intercourse between the Liao and Mussulman countries : an embassy from Pó-sü, i.e. Persia, had come to the Ch'i-tan Court in 923 (Liao shih, 2, 2 a; 70, 1 b). According to Mussulman sources, the first embassy from the Qitā-khān that is recorded is the one which came to Ghazna in 1026-1027. The principal text referring to this embassy is the one which appears in the Tabāt' al-bayawān, compiled c. a.d. 1120; attention has been drawn to it by Minorsky (cf. Comptes rendus de l'Ac. des Insér. 1937, 317-324), though it has not yet been published.

The last Ch'i-tan Emperor was dethroned by the Jučen in 1125; but one of the members of the Imperial family who would not submit to the conquerors fled to the West with part of his tribe; he finally settled in the region of the Chu River, and founded the empire known as Ḥarā-Ḥitai, « Black Ḥitai », which lasted almost a century. But the history of the Ḥarā-Ḥitai, although known in broad outline, is crammed with uncertainties and contradictions which come to one's notice as soon as one tries to make sure of a fact, a name, or a date.

The founder of the Ḥarā-Ḥitai empire is generally called in Chinese 勒律大石 Yeh-lū Ta-shih, sometimes 大石林牙 Ta-shih Lin-ya (cf. Liao shih, 29, 2 a; 30, 2 a; Chin shih, 3, 7 a; Br, 1, 211; Giles, Biogr. Dict. No. 2452; Gibert, Dict... de la Mandchourie, 974). Yeh-lū is the clan name of the Ch'i-tan Imperial family, also spelt 归刻 I-la (TP, 1930, 48); two forms 网律子 I-lū-tzū and 色剎思 I-la-sü seem to transcribe a plural of the same name (TP, 1931, 118, 469). The connection established in some Chinese works like the Ch'i-tan kuo chih between « Yeh-lū » and a place-name 归里 Shih-li is rightly distrusted in Liao shih, 116, 1 b (it is accepted by Gibert, Dict... de la Mandchourie, 113; D'Ohsson's « Chê-liou » [Oh, 1, 113] and Howorth's « Sheliu » [JRAS, 1881, 142] render the same Shih-li, but altered by a slip of Visde Lou). We do not know the true Ch'i-tan original, and *Irū, plur. *Irūs, with an alternative form *Ira, plur. *Irūs, are not the only possible restorations (for other hypotheses, cf. Howorth, in JRAS, 1881, 144). « Lin-ya » is not ambiguous; it was the Ch'i-tan term for a man with a han-lin degree (cf. Liao shih, 45, 6 a-b; 116, 4 b); lin is the lin of han-lin, and ya may be used as in the modern term ya-mén (this ya goes back to T'ang times). Yeh-lū Ta-shih, well versed in the Ch'i-tan and Chinese scripts, had received his doctor's degree in 1115. The case of « Ta-shih » is less simple. Although it looks like a man's personal name, I have a strong suspicion that it is a title. Yeh-lū Ta-shih had been 簡度使 chieh-tu-shih (Commissioner High-Commander) of an important army, and we know from the Chin shih (1, 2 b) that the Liao gave to the chieh-tu-shih the name of 太師 t'ai-shih, which was certainly pronounced taišī in Ch'i-tan, as it was afterwards in Mongolian. Now, tašī represents both Ch. t'ai-shih and Ch. 太師 t'ai-shih, and I have quoted elsewhere a re-transcription 太石 ta-shih, to be read as 太石 t'ai-shih, which renders a Mongol form tašī itself originating from the Chinese (TP, 1930, 44-45). The case may be the same here,
and Yeh-lü Ta-shih, to be read Yeh-lü T'ai-shih, may simply mean «Yeh-lü the t'ai-shih». This old Chinese title of t'ai-shih, «Great Instructor», correctly explained as such by Raśidu-‘d-Din, was given under the Ch'i-tan, the Jučen and the first period of the Mongols to all kinds of high officials, both civil and military.

But the name given by Raśidu-‘d-Din as that of the founder of the Qarā-Ḥtaī Empire is different from all the forms occurring in Chinese sources. From the available readings in Raśid's ms. and in those of works derived from his own, it seems practically certain that the form intended by the Persian historian is نُسی تَائیفْر. BRETSCHNEIDER (Br, 1, 224), noticing that d'OHSSEN spoke once of «Tūši Ṭaifū» (Oh, 1, 163) and another time of «Nūsī Taifū» (Oh, 1, 443), supposed that the second form was a misprint. But it is in this second passage that d'OHSSEN followed the ms.; in the first one, he tacitly corrected the reading to «Tūši Ṭaifū» so as to bring the form into some agreement with the second element of «Yeh-lü Ta-shih».

HOWORTH's hypothesis (JRAS, 1876, 263) that «Nūsī» is «Jučen» (what a name at such a date for a Ch'i-tan!) and that Ṭaifū is the «Chinese» translation of a «native» (i. e. Ch'i-tan) title t'aišī is of course unacceptable. «Ṭaifū» transcribes the Chinese 太尉 t'ai-fu, «Grand Tutor», formerly a high civil title like t'ai-shih, but independent from it. D'OHSSEN added in a note that t'ai-fu meant «commander-in-chief», and BRETSCHNEIDER (Br, 1, 225), who only thought of 大 尾 ta-fu or t'ai-fu, «great officer» (also an ancient civil title) questioned the validity of the explanation. But as I shall show in another note (see «Thai»), the Ch'i-tan gave the old Chinese title of t'ai-fu to men who were in fact army commanders. As to the first part of the name, and even granting that Ta-shih may perhaps not be the title т'aišī which I believe it to be and correcting Nūsī to *Tūši as d'OHSSEN did, Ta-shih can only be *T'aišī, which could not give *Ṭaifū. Yeh-lü Ta-shih was perhaps given or took the title of t'ai-fu, although the Chinese texts make no mention of it. On the other hand, if I am right in supposing that Ta-shih merely renders the title т'aišī, Nūsī might well be the real personal name, though unknown to Chinese sources. Yeh-lü Ta-shih was an agnate of the Ch'i-tan Imperial family, a descendant at the eighth generation of the founder of the dynasty; but his lineage is otherwise unknown (he was not a brother of the last Emperor as is said by BARTHOLD, 12 Vorlesungen, 122), and he only came into prominence on account of his Western adventure.

Even then, the names and dates are often doubtful, and there are strange discrepancies between different passages in the Liao shih itself, and between the Liao shih and the Chin shih or other Chinese works (in particular Wu-ku-sun Chung-tuan's account of his mission of 1220-1222 in Br, 1, 28-29), not to speak of the contradictions between Chinese data and those of Musulman authors.

If we abide by the text of the Liao shih, Peking was taken by the Jučen in 1122 (not in 1120 as is said in Br, 1, 211); Yeh-lü Ta-shih was captured by the Jučen in 1123 (Liao shih, 29, 3a; BRETSCHNEIDER [Br, 1, 220] is mistaken when he says that this capture is not mentioned in the Liao shih), but was set free soon afterwards; he then repaired to the Ch'i-tan Emperor, but not feeling safe, proclaimed himself «king» (wang) in 1124 and left for the West (Liao shih, 29, 3a-4b). Yeh-lü Ta-shih's surprising release by the Chin is almost in favour of Wu-ku-sun Chung-tuan's account, according to which Yeh-lü Ta-shih had at some time betrayed the Ch'i-tan, at least,
ostensibly, and taken service with the first Chin Emperor, who gave him a Chin princess to wife; but he took his family and fled as soon as he had a chance (cf. Br. 1, 28). At the head of 200 horsemen, he travelled first to the north for three days, crossed the 黑水 Hei-shui or Black River, met Congyur, the head of the « White Tatar » (see « Ung ») and proceeded west to 可敦城 K'o-tun-ch'êng, the « City of the Qatur ». He stopped at the « Protectorate General » (tu-hu-fu) of 北庭 Pei-t'ing and there convened a meeting of the heads of seven « districts » (chou) and eighteen tribes (pu). BRETSCHNEIDER (Br. 1, 212) has taken it for granted that the meeting took place at Beš-baliq (near Ku-ch'êng, to the north-east of Urumči). Now, it is true that, under the T'ang, the Protectorate General of Pei-t'ing was at Beš-baliq, but it is no less evident, from the names of the districts and tribes the heads of which attended the meeting and from what follows in the account, that Yeh-lü Ta-shih had not then even come near the Uighur country and that the place referred to must be sought for in Eastern Mongolia (the name of the first « district », 武威 Wei-wu, equated to « Uighur » without comment by BRETSCHNEIDER, seems to be a purely Chinese name and never occurs as a transcription of « Uighur »). Either the name « Protectorate General of Pei-t'ing » has in the text another value than it had in T'ang times, or it is corrupt. « The following year, in the second month, on the chia-uu day », Yeh-lü Ta-shih sacrificed a grey (ch'êng) ox and a white horse to Heaven, the Earth and to his ancestors and set out for the West. This would seem to have occurred in 1125, but there is no chia-uu day in the second month of 1125, and either the year is wrong (for 1124 or 1126?), or 甲子 chia-uu is corrupt for 甲子 chia-tsü (March 28, 1125). It was then that Yeh-lü Ta-shih, going out of Mongolia, asked permission to pass through the dominions of the Turfan Uighur, and proceeded towards the territory of the Qarakanids (II and the western part of Chinese Turkestan). BARTHOLD has deduced from Mohammedan sources that the advance of the Ch'i-tan was made in two directions: part of them went through the Uighur country, and suffered a crushing defeat at the hands of the Khan of Kâyar; but the other group advanced successfully through Mongolia to the Upper Yenisei, turned to the south-west towards Çuqutak and reached the land of the Qarakanids (cf. BARTHOLD, 12 Vorlesungen, 123). No indication of that double progress is found in the Chinese texts, according to which Yeh-lü Ta-shih himself was accompanied by the Uighur king when passing through his dominions. It is stated in the Chin shih, 3, 7a, that in 1131 (not 1130 as in Br. 1, 222), « the Uighur of Ho-chou » (i.e. of the Turfan region; see « Carachoço »), having captured a partisan of Yeh-lü Ta-shih, sent him to the Chin. The date seems to be too late to refer to a member of the party of 1224-1226; but a biography in the Chin shih (121, 2b; cf. Br. 1, 221) shows Yeh-lü Ta-shih as still being in the region of Turfan in 1130. Any attempt to reconcile Chinese and Mohammedan sources will prove futile until the whole material is carefully studied and discussed.

On the whole, I have a suspicion that the Chinese accounts of Yeh-lü Ta-shih's progress to the West, of his reign there and of those of his successors are not much to be trusted. The Liao dynasty fell at the time of Yeh-lü Ta-shih's departure, and from that date on, no independent Ch'i-tan historiography exists; all fresh information of course went to the reigning Chin dynasty. Now it is a striking fact that the Chin were long unaware of Yeh-lü Ta-shih's movements; and the little they heard falls in with the Mohammedan sources which bring down Yeh-lü Ta-shih's advance
to the West by a few years. But the founder of the Qara-jiltai Empire had become a legendary figure, and what we have in the *Liao shih* may well be a romantic biography, with more or less fictitious reign names (*nien-hao*) and a fanciful chronology. For instance, it is clearly impossible that Yeh-lü Ta-shih, who was still in northern China in 1124, should have taken the Imperial title in Russian Turkestan in the second month of that very year (*Liao shih*, 30, 3a; *Br. I*, 216). Yeh-lü Ta-shih was already dead in 1144, but his name Ta-shih remained in China as a designation of his successors, and is even said in the *Chin shih* (121, 3a) to have been so used by the non-Chinese nations of Central Asia. As late as 1161-1163, Ch’i-tan who had rebelled in Manchuria wished to go and join *Ta-shih of the Western Liao* (cf. *Yüan shih hsün pien*, 17, 4a).

A few names which stand out in the Chinese account of Yeh-lü Ta-shih are however, quite genuine. One is that of his capital, written 虎思斡耳朵 Hu-süs-wo-érh-to in *Liao shih*, 30, 3a, and 貂思斡鲁朵 Ku-süs-élu-to in *Chin shih*, 121, 2b (the first form is badly altered in *Giles, Biogr. Dict. No. 2452*, and in *Tchang, Synchronismes chinois*, 367). In the Mongol period, the same name occurs as 虎司斡魯朵 Hu-süs-wo-lu-to in Yeh-lü Ch‘u-ts’ai’s *Hsi-yu lu* (*Br. I*, 18) and as 貓鼻斡兒朵 Ku-tsæ-wo-érh-to in *YS*, 120, 7a. These transcriptions represent an original *Quz-ordo* or *γuz-ordo*. *Ordo* is of course the *Mongol* pronunciation of Turk. *ordu*, *camp*, *royal camp*. The vocabulary which constitutes ch. 116 of the *Liao shih* correctly explains *ordo*, but says (9a) that 虎思 hu-süs, also written 貓思 hu-süs, means *strong* (有 力 yu-lü). This has been taken to be the Ch‘i-tan word corresponding to the Manchu *husun*, *strength*, since the Ch‘i-tan, *as is known, belonged to the same Tungusic stock as the Manchus* (*Br. I*, 18).

It may be added that the Jüchén word for strength was already at that time *husun* (cf. *Grube, Die Sprache und Schrift der Jüchen*, 27, 93) or *husu* (as in the unpublished vocabulary belonging to the École Française d’Extrême-Orient). But this has no bearing on the linguistic appurtenance of the Ch‘i-tan, because the same word for *strength* exists in Turk. *küč* (also Uiy. *küstin* in *Müller, Uigurica*, IV, 54); *küsin* in Bang and von *GABAIN, Analyt. Index, SPAW*, 1931, 485) and Mong. *küčin*, and above all because *Quz-ordo* is not a Ch‘i-tan name. If the vocabulary of the *Liao shih* explains the name as being Ch‘i-tan, it is because *Hu-süs* alone, with the second spelling, occurs elsewhere as a Ch‘i-tan name (cf. *Liao shih*, 116, 17b). But the name Quz-ordo, or rather *Quz-ordo* existed at least half a century before the arrival of the Qarakhtai, and is already given in 1076 by Kāsəyari (*Brockelmann*, 248). It was the Turkish name of Balāsāyūn (this is perhaps a Sogdian name), the capital of the Qarakhanids on the Ču River. *Marquart* has said more than once (the last time in *Ungar. Jahrbücher*, IX, 97-98) that the Chinese transcriptions represented *yuz-ordo*, for *Oyuz-ordo*, *the camp of the Oyuz*. It is true that the Turkish Oyuz tribes have often been simply called *γuz* (*γuzz*) in Mohammedan sources, and also that the alternative name of Balāsāyūn in Juwaini (*I*, 432; II, 87a), long misread غر الباليِن γū-bālīq (*Oh.*, 1, 442; *Br. I*, 226-227), is in fact غر الباليِن γū-bālīq, *γuz City*. But, although the history of the name Oyuz and of its application is still obscure (see *Iuguristan*) and although Kāsəyari gives as tribal names both the forms Oyuz and γuzz (*Brockelmann*, 243, 246), the fact that he only gives Quz-ordo for the alternative name of Balāsāyūn and Quz-ulūs for the region of Balāsāyūn does not favour an equation of the name with Oyuz or γuzz, γuzz. *Quz* remains, however, unexplained (cf. *Barthold, in Izv. Ak. Nauk*, 1931, 396).
The Chinese account of Yeh-li Tse-shih also says that he took the title of 聲 兒 弟 Ko-erh-han, written 国 儿 弟 K'uo-erh-han in one of the biographies of YS, 120, 7 a; according to the vocabulary of the Liao shih, 116, 9 b, ko-erh-han is the title of the sovereigns 'north of the Desert', i.e. in Mongolia. The two Chinese transcriptions represent respectively *görhan and *körhan, but seem to have been made by people who found the title in Uighuro-Mongol writing, and had no tradition as to its correct pronunciation; the original should be read gürhan or kürhan. Speaking of the Qara-Hitai, Juswaini (ii, 863) gives it as گورخان gür-hân, and adds that it meant hân-i hân, 'king of kings' ('king of kings'); cf. the 'chanchana' of a Latin translation made in 1221 from the Arabic in ZARNCKE, Der Priester Johannes, 31-32.

It would not be necessary to denounced the confusion made by HAMMER and already dispelled by ERDMANN (Temudschin, 577-581) between gür-khan and Mong. kürägän or kürğän, 'son-in-law', and especially 'son-in-law of the Emperor' (Ch. fu-ma), if it had not been repeated by HOWORTH (JRAS, 1876, 274) and in BRETSCHNEIDER's index (Br, ii, 338). The two words can have nothing in common.

BARTHOLD, who by some oversight states that the title gür-hân is only known in connection with the Qara-Hitai, suggests that the first part may represent the old Turkish word kür or kül, known from the Orkhon inscriptions, and also from Gardézi and Kaşyari. It is true that there is a Turkish word kül, occurring for instance in a name like Kül-tegin or a title like kül-kor; on the other hand, the name is given as Kür-tegin by Gardézi (BARTHOLD, On the Turkic poetics, 90, 114-115), and the title as kür-töl by Tabari (cf. MARGUARDT, Histor. Glossen, 181-182; CHAVANNES, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 285; Mi, 301). Kaşyari only knows a word kür, 'brave' (BROCKELMANN, 117), but says that the Uighur sovereign bears the title of 'Köl-Bilgä khan', 'the khan as wise as a lake' (BROCKELMANN, 245). It may be that kül was the northern and eastern form of the word which became kür in the west, but it is also possible that an independent word kül, unknown in the west, was contaminated by the better known kür in Gardézi's source, and was misunderstood as kül in the Uighur title by Kaşyari; I do not doubt that the title of the Uighur sovereign was Köl-Bilgä khan, and that it had nothing to do with kül, 'lake'.

But there is no reason, in my opinion, to seek for a Turkish explanation of gür-hân. While it is true that the title is unattested before the Qara-Hitai, it is well known as the title of the Kerait sovereigns, and we also find it adopted in the first period of the history of Chinigkhan by his Mongol rival Jamuqa (cf. Secret History, §§ 141, 150, 177, 196; also § 203; Oh, i, 63; Ber, ii, 124). In the case of Jamuqa, Rašidu-d-Din adds that gür-hân means 'Emperor of sultans and kings'. In the Secret History, the gür of gür-hân is interpreted as سپر p'ur, 'general', 'universal'. I have no doubt that D'OHSSON gave long ago the true explanation (Oh, i, 99) when he said that gür, in Mongolian, meant 'whole', and that the true meaning of gür-hân was 'universal khan'. Uighuro-Mongol and Arabic writings do not distinguish between g- and k-, and the Chinese transcriptions of the Secret History often give g- for words which are actually pronounced with a k- in Mongolian (for instance gür-, 'to reach', instead of kür-; güdün, 'strength', instead of kütün, etc.). Now, there is in Mongolian a word kür, generally rendered as 'crowd'. RAMSTEIN (Kalm. Wörterbuch, 246) says that the word is onomatopoeic for a 'great noise' and that the meaning crowd is secondary. But the term kür
ulus, "all the people" is well known. It occurs in literary texts, for instance in the historical colophon published by Ligeti (TP, 1930, 131, where it is transcribed ĝür ulus). In the preamble of Güyük's letter to Innocent IV, the Mongol Emperor calls himself "the Oceanic khan of the whole great nation" (kür uluy ulus-nung talu-nung ḥan; cf. Pe, 22). Ramstedt's remark seems to be arbitrary. But whatever the case may be, and whether we read ĝür-ḥan or kür-ḥan, the fact remains that ĝür or kür is a good Mongolian word, and that the title ĝür-ḥan or kür-ḥan was in use among Mongol tribes. That it should have made its first appearance with the Qara-Ḥitai should therefore cause no surprise if we remember that the Ch'i-tan must have spoken a Mongol dialect.

Rubrouck refers to a sovereign "Coirchan" (var. "Concham"; but also "Coirchan" in Roger Bacon's extracts) to whom the "Turks" sent for succour at the time when the Franks took Antioch, as is said "in the history of Antioch"; he adds that "Coir" (or "Con") is a proper name, that "chan" (or "cham") means "soothsayer" and that the said sovereign was a "Caracatai", i.e. a Qara-Ḥitai (Rockhill, Rubrouck, 108-109; Wγ, 205-206). It has been taken for granted that "Coirchan" (or "Concham") was intended by Rubrouck to represent ĝür-ḥan, and this is probably the case. Yet there are errors and difficulties in the text. Rubrouck confuses ḥan, "sovereign", "khan", with qam, "soothsayer". Moreover, at the time of the capture of Antioch by the Franks (1098), there was not yet any ĝür-ḥan. It seems that Rubrouck wrongly associated a "Coirchan" whom he found mentioned in a history of Antioch with the ĝür-ḥan he heard of in Central Asia. Unfortunately, it has been impossible so far to identify the Hystoria Antiochiae alluded to by Rubrouck (cf. also Zarncke, Der Priester Johannes, II, 87-96).

It is said in the Liao shih (30, 3a) that when Yeh-li Ta-shih reached Samarkand, "the various kingdoms of the western countries raised 100,000 soldiers and called up 胡兒疪 Hu-erh-ḥan to come and oppose him in the field (衆兵十萬號胡兒疪來拒戰)... Hu-erh-ḥan was utterly defeated...". Visdelou and Bretschneider (Br, 1, 215) are in substantial agreement with the above translation. Howorth (JRAS, 1876, 272), relying on de Mailla's editor and on Douglas, felt no hesitation in declaring it wrong, and so did Marquart, on de Groot's authority (Über das Volkstum der Komanen, 142) : for them Hu-erh-ḥan was not the name or the title of the commander-in-chief, but a designation of the soldiers. But while Howorth saw in Hu-erh-ḥan the name "Horasan", Marquart identified it with Ar. ܗܲܪܲܲܲܪaszāt, "soldier fighting for the faith". Despite Howorth, Marquart and their authorities, those who have seen in Hu-erh-ḥan the name, title, or epithet of the commander-in-chief have the support of the Liao shih itself, where it is said (ch. 116, 9a) that Hu-erh-ḥan was "the name (ming) of the commander-in-chief of the western countries". On the other hand, Marquart's explanation is phonetically unacceptable : in the Mongol period, ṣhan still sounded ṣan, and represented san or exceptionally sal in transcriptions (cf. TP, 1930, 43); the original, with some uncertainty as to the sound -u- or -o- in the first syllable (cf. above for ko-erh-ḥan) can only be *Hursan (or *Hursal). Bretschneider (Br, 1, 215) suggested the Ḥwārizm-ṣāh, without finding elsewhere a confirmation of a battle fought between him and the Qara-Ḥitai; but he had also obviously thought of "the Seldjuk Sultan Sangiar of Khorasan" since he mentioned him, and was only
prevented by chronological reasons from deciding in his favour. We have seen, however, that the chronology of the Chinese account could not be trusted. Wu-ku-sun Chung-tuan makes Yeh-li Ta-shih wander several years before he was able to enter Ili territory (cf. Br. 1, 28-29). On the other hand, the crushing defeat which San'ar, the Sāljuq Sultan of Ḥorāsān, suffered in 1141 north of Samarkand at the hands of the Qara-Ḥitai was the capital event which created new conditions in Central Asia for the next two generations. In my opinion, Howorth was right in thinking that Hu-ērh-shan, *Ḥursan, was Ḥorāsān. But the equivalence does not imply, as he believed, that the name is an epithet of the soldiers: it is the Sultan of Ḥorāsān himself who is designated in the Chinese text by the name of his country. The identification is of special interest if we remember that, precisely on account of the victory he won over Sanjar, the gūr-ḫan of the Qara-Ḥitai was considered by Oppert and Zarncke as having provided the prototype of the famous Prester John (see « Prester Iohan »).

I have said that the chronology and the reign titles of the Chinese text concerning the Qara-Ḥitai were not to be trusted, but the objection may be raised that a number of banknotes of these reigns are reproduced in the numismatic work Ch'ī-juan-pu t'ung-chih and have been made the subject of a monograph by H. A. Ramsden in Chinese Paper Money, 1911. My answer will be brief: those banknotes are glaring and clumsy forgeries, which have been wisely omitted by Lo Ch'en-yü from his Śū-ch'ao ch'ao-pi t'u-lu.

We do not know why the Ch'i-tan who migrated to the West came to be known as Qara-Ḥitai, « Black Ch'i-tan ». The Chinese texts generally speak of them as Hsi-Liao, « Western Liao ». But the name of 黑厮丹 Hei Ch'i-tan, « Black Ch'i-tan » is also met with occasionally it occurs, together with an illustration, in a geographical work of the early Ming period (cf. Giles, Adversaria Sinica, 1, 268-269; Moule, in TP, 1930, 188); the figure of the Hei Ch'i-tan passed into the San-ts'ai t'u-hui, from which it has also been reproduced in the T'u-shu chi-ch'eng, Pien-i-tien, 129, 8 a, at the end of the chapter devoted to the Ch'i-tan. This is not surprising, since the name of the « Black Ch'i-tan » had passed into Mongolian, and often occurs in the Secret History. But, while the Secret History, in the Chinese phonetic transcription, speaks of the Ch'i-tan of China as « Kitat » (§§ 132, 247, 250, 251, 263, 266, 271, 272), once as « Kitan » (§ 55), it always mentions the Qara-Ḥitai as « Qara-Kidat » (§§ 151, 152, 177, 198, 247, 248), except once where we find « Qara-Kitats » (probably the result of a Chinese textual corruption). As there can be no foundation for such a distinction, I believe that the transcribers, at the end of the 14th cent., of course knew the Mongol pronunciation of « Kitat », alive in Mongolian current speech, but had no tradition about the Qara-Ḥitai and misread as -d- the letter of the Uighuro-Mongol writing which has the double value of -t- and -d-.

Since Ḥitai had become in Mohammedan countries the name of China herself, Persian authors were embarrassed when they had to speak of the Ch'i-tan who had remained in China. Raṣidu-'d-Din solved the difficulty by transferring to those Ch'i-tan the name of « Qara-Ḥitai » as well; it is not surprising that the double value thus acquired by Qara-Ḥitai should have given rise to some misunderstanding (cf. TP, 1930, 42-49).

Ḥitai (or Ḥatai) is the normal appellation of North China in Raṣidu-'d-Din, but it is not the only one. Quatremère (Hist. des Mongols, lxxvii and cxi) has quoted two parallel texts on
the subject, one from Rašid himself, the other from Bānakātī who copied Rašid. Rašid says:
«The country of Ḥitai is known among the Mongols under the general name of Ḥan to Jāqūqt. Ḥitai is called in Chinese Ḥänzī...». Bānakātī’s text reads follows: «The region [of Ḥitai] which has almost always been the residence of the kings bears in Chinese the name of Ḥan-zū-hūn-qūi, in Mongolian that of Ḫan to Čūn-qūi...». In the first case, Quatremère corrected «Ḥänzī» to Čūn-qūi, which he took to be the province of Shan-hsi. In the second Quatremère read Čūn-qūi, which he interpreted as Shan-hsi and 中國 Chung-kuo (Middle Kingdom). D’Ohsson (Oh, i, 120) retained «Ḥänzī», without explaining it. «Ḥänzī», has passed as «Kans» into Hist. des Croisades, Arm., ii, 261. Quatremère was mistaken, and «Ḥänzī» is absolutely correct. Opposed to Rašid to «Mänzī», Man-tzū, Southern China (see «Mangī»), it renders 漢子 Han-tzū, «Chinese», and we have many texts showing that «Han» was used in the Mongol period as the official designation of the people of Chinese descent in Northern China, as distinguished from the Ch’i-tan, Jučen and Tangut people on the one hand, and from the «Man» or Southern Chinese on the other. I do not believe either in the correction «Jūn-qūi» — Chung-kuo; the word kuo is always transcribed by Rašid with k- (g), not with q- (see «Cauging», «Čipingu»). Bānakātī’s text, however, is obviously corrupt. As there is no probability that it could give a name which does not occur in Rašid’s text, I think that his .checkBox is merely a wrong duplication, by a copyist, of the following Jāqūqt. The latter name, said to be Mongolian, is puzzling. As already said by Quatremère, Rašid uses it more than once; it occurs for instance in Bl, ii, 323, 374, 380, 383, generally applied to troops and in contradistinction to the Mongol forces. The natural deduction is that it was the general name in Mongolian for all the people of North China, excepting the Mongols. Blochet (Bl, ii, 323) says that it is a plural of 萬 jī chao-hu, «million of families». The hypothesis is hardly worth refutation; suffice it to say that it is wholly arbitrary, and that a Mongol plural of a transcription of chao-hu would have in principle, c. a. d. 1300, ended in -s and not in -t. D’Ohsson (Oh, i, 120) considers «Čauqu» as meaning «country of Chao», adding that the name had probably been borrowed from the Chinese; but he does not explain how qut can mean «country». My own view is as follows. Although Blochet always writes «Čauqu», Rašid’s mss. do not distinguish between ĝ and j-; both sounds, as a rule, are written j-. In the Secret History, there are two forms which might be taken into account. One is Jaqut (or Jacut) occurring twice (§ 281), with the translation 「Chinese», i. e. Jučen. But one does not see why it should be used as a designation of the Northern Chinese, and in a wider sense of all people of Northern China except the Mongols; above all, the first u- of Jāqūqt is missing in Jaqut. The other form is twice transcribed 趙宮 Chao-kuan (§ 251), and translated 宋 Sung (= the Sung dynasty). «Chao-kuan» renders in principle a Mongol form *Jaqun, and since the Sung Emperors belonged to the Chao family, there can be no doubt that it is their surname which constitutes the first part of the Mongol term. It is more difficult to be sure of the second. 宮 kuan means «official», «mandarin», but 宮 宫 kuan-chia was used in China for many centuries as a popular designation of the Emperor (cf. TP, 1921, 326, 328). So it is quite possible that «Chao-kuan» was really used in the sense of «Sung»,
and passed as such to the northern neighbours of China. But "Chao-kuan" would give Jaugon, not Jauquit; in the Mongol period at least, we should not expect the k- of kuan to be rendered as q-, and the finals are moreover different. But the Mongols have given forms of the plural to similar borrowed names; for instance Nan-chia occurs in Mongolian first as Nangias, later as Nagiad (see "Mangi"), that is to say, only in plural form; and a Mongol plural of Jaugon would be *Jaugot. For the -q-, we must not forget that, in such transcriptions, -q- can always have the value of either -q- or -y-; moreover, the transcription was not made by Rashid direct from a Chinese original, but represents a form which had already passed into Mongolian. Finally, it may be that the Mongols themselves did not take the name direct from the Chinese, but inherited it from the Ch'i-tan or from the Chin. This seems to be almost certain because, when the Mongols entered the field, the Sung had already been driven away from North China for too long a time to give it its Mongol name. My conclusion is that if "Jauquit" actually goes back to "Chao-kuan", the term, and its plural form, must be due to the Ch'i-tan, or less probably to the Jučen. The very form of the plural, which is Mongolian, causes no surprise, since the Ch'i-tan spoke a Mongol dialect.

Rashid-al-Din says that the southern limit of Hitai was the Qara-morin, i.e. the Huang-ho (cf. QUATREMÈRE, Hist. des Mongols, xci-xciii). Such was also Polo's notion of "Catai". We must remember, however, that the course of the Huang-ho was then different from what it is now; from east of K'ai-feng-fu it deflected to the south-east, instead of the north-east as at present.

The equivalence of "Catai" or "Cathay" with China was forgotten in Europe after the Mongol period. Ricci, who had soon recognized it, as early at least as 1596, had great difficulty in convincing his brethren, the missionaries of north-western India. BENTO DE GOES's journey was especially intended to solve the problem, and no doubt on the point should have survived it (cf. WESSELS, Early Jesuit travellers in Central Asia, 3-6). However the desire to discover somewhere the prosperous Christian communities of Cathay spoken of by Polo was so great that belated attempts continued to be made to distinguish Cathay from China. After the first journey of Antonio de Andrade to western Tibet in 1624, the account of his experiences, written by himself at Agra on November 8, 1624, was still published in 1626 under the misleading title Novo Descobrimento do gran Cathayo.
goes on to mention a near-by valley where Qubilai had had little houses built to keep «grandismes quantité de cators, que nos apollon les grant perdris». Most texts either omit the latter part of the paragraph, or speak only either of «partridges» (FA), or of «quails» («coturnices», LT). RAMUSIO, however, gives «pernici, et quaglie» («partridges and quails»), and I have little doubt that, like LT, he understood as «quails» the «cators» of F and TA1. In the chapter on Yazd, Polo mentions «pernis et quaternis» (F); «de perdrix et de contornis» (FA; but misread «contonis» in the Glossary of the 1824 ed., 524, and «concornis» in Pa, 71, with a wrong explanation «pheasant» which has passed into Polo’s text in Minaev, 48, and Ch, 55); «perdriz caillés» (FC3); «perdices et coturnices» (Z); «et pernici et quaglie» (R). It seems to be obvious that, in the second passage, «quaternis» is Lat. coturnix, Ital. coturnice, «quail», and the natural inference would be that F’s and TA1’s «cators» (plural form), V’s «chatorni», and VB’s «quatro» represent the same word, rightly understood as «quail» by LT and RAMUSIO. It is accordingly rendered «quails» in RR, 96, and B1, 98 («coturnici»).

Yet there is a difficulty: it sounds absurd to say that Europeans called the quail, which is a much smaller bird than the partridge, «great partridge». This may be the reason why YULE (Y, 1, 297-298) suspected that the name had become corrupt owing to the attraction of coturnix, and suggested that the original form may have been *ćacor or *ciacor, «viz. chakör, a term applied in the East to more than one kind of ‘Great Partridge’». According to YULE, «chakór» is the usual designation of a red-legged partridge, larger than the European one; this is the «francolin» of MOORCROFT, the Caccabis Chukor of GRAY. But in Ladakh the name is sometimes used as a designation of the big bird, «as large as a hen-turkey», which goes by the scientific name of Tetraogallus himalayensis.

Let us first dispose of this second identification. CORDIER has added to YULE’s note a note by M. E. D. MORGAN which is full of inaccuracies: instead of «Megaloperdix tibetanus», we should read Megaloperdix tibetanus; instead of Turk. «ullar», ular; instead of Mong. «hailik», kālik; instead of Tib. «kung-mo», gōn-mo. «Chakór» may have been used in Ladakh for the bird, but the Turkish name of the two species Tetraogallus himalayensis and Tetraogallus tibetanus is ular, occurring already in Kāśyari (BROCKELMANN, 229, with several misprints). The pronunciation aular, copied by RADLOV (t, 77) from Shaw’s Vocabulary (p. 209) is not correct, as I can testify from personal experience. Moreover SHAW himself transcribes «ulār», p. 26; but I have also heard ḍār at Kuča. It has passed into Mongolian as ularu, but as the designation of a grouse (cf. KOWALEWSKI, 401; Ssū-t’i ho-pi wēn-chien, 30, 31 b [corresponding to Ross, A Polyglot List of Birds, No. 123]). It is a glaring error in the Turki section of the Polyglot Dictionary to give ular as the Turki name of a stork (Ssū-t’i ho-pi wēn-chien, 30, 26 b; Ross, loc. cit. No. 15). On the other hand, kālik, as will be seen below, is the Mongol name of the «chakór», though in the usual value of the latter name, not when it is applied to a Tetraogallus. As to Tib. gōn-mo, it is a general name for «grouse». But the ular is a mountain bird of Central Asia, which would make it out of the question for Čayān-nör.

YULE’s idea was that «chakór» could originally have been a Mongol word, «not improbably čogor (= coχor; ɕ — tɕ), «dappled or pied», which had spread to Persia, India and Tibet. YULE found it mentioned by Bābur, and also by the Hindi poet Chand. «If the latter passage is
genuine», Yule added, «it is adverse to my Mongol etymology, as Chand lived before the Mongol era».

Cordier has no comment on this etymology, which Yule, however, had rightly renounced later in Hobson-Jobson, s. v. «chickore». The reasons for this change of opinion were twofold: Schiefner had told Yule that Mong. čogor was only applied to horses; and secondly, «chakör» seemed to go back to Skr. cakora. The first reason had no great weight: čogor also occurs in the names of fish (cf. Kowalewski, 2196) and of birds (cf. Su-t'i ho-pi wên-chien, 30, 43 a: čogor boljumur, corresponding to Ross, loc. cit. No. 344). But the derivation of čakor from Skr. čakora is evident, and confirms the doubts which the use of čakor by Chand had already raised in Yule’s mind.

Even then, however, Yule maintained in Hobson-Jobson his hypothesis that Polo’s cator stood for *čacor or *čiacor. This would imply that čakor, instead of passing direct from Central Asia to India, had spread at an early date from India to Persia and Central Asia. But this again finds no support in the texts. Between the date of Polo’s cator and the Anglo-Indian quotations of the 19th cent., Yule could only adduce a passage in Babur’s Memoirs as translated from the Persian by Erskine (p. 282), and this at least would carry us back to the beginning of the 16th cent. Unfortunately the mention of the word in Babur’s Memoirs is extremely doubtful. In the Turki original text (Ilminskii ed., 321; Haidarabad ms., 249 a), Babur speaks not of čakor, but of ċürkā, clearly identical with Turk. ċürkā, «locust» (on which cf. my note in RSOS, vi, 567), and correctly translated as such by Pavet de Courteille (Mémoires de Babur, ii, 122). A. S. Beveridge (The Memoirs of Babur, 422) did not translate the word, leaving a blank space, since she was in doubt whether «locusts» could be found in the mountains in January. But the Turki text is quite unambiguous, whereas the Persian translation, as is seen from Mrs Beveridge’s own note, betrays the embarrassment of a translator confronted with an unknown or corrupt word.

It may be that «chikur» or «chakor» is now more or less in use in eastern Persia (cf. Abbott, in JRGS, xxv, 41, alluded to in Y, i, 298, and more completely quoted in Hobson-Jobson, s. v., 195), but the fact remains that no form of the word is known to Persian lexicographers, nor is it found in any Turkish, or Mongol dialect. Only the Tibetans know of ca-co-ra in a bookish way (S. C. Das’s Dictionary, 995; Kowalewski, 695). I must add, however, that Chinese nomenclature here raises a curious problem. Our dictionaries (Giles, Taranzano, etc.) agree in giving .getInteger ché-ku («t’ia-kuo) as the ordinary modern name of the «common partridge». The term occurs first in post-Han, though pre-T’ang times as that of a bird of the «southern countries» (nan-fang) which «flies towards the sun» and is afraid of the dew and the hoar-frost (the Mongol Tibetan and Turki names given in Su-t’i ho-pi wên-chien, 30, 41 b, and Ross, loc. cit. No. 314, seem to be fanciful terms based on that tradition). The Indian tradition is that the cakora drinks in the moonbeams (cf. the water produced by the rays of the moon in Chinese texts?). Quite evidently, legends were current about both birds, but it is difficult to connect the names; the phonetic resemblance may perhaps be rather of an onomatopoeic order. Nor can the fact that the cakora is a sort of francolin and that ché-ku is also sometimes used, according to Taranzano, as a name of the Chinese francolin be adduced outright as an additional link between
cakora and chê-ku: the cakora is a bird of Central Asia and eastern Mongolia, while the Chinese francolin, *Francolinus chinensis*, only occurs in south-eastern China and Indo-China (cf. David and Oustalet, *Les oiseaux de la Chine*, Nos. 572, 579). One would, however, like to know more about the history of the word chê-ku. J. Delacour and P. Jabouille's great work, *Les Oiseaux de l'Indochine française*, 1931, 4 vol., unfortunately does not give native names.

At any rate, I think it possible to establish that the bird referred to by Polo's « cator » is not the cakora or « chakór », or the *Caccabis chukar*, to use the incorrect form of the name which has prevailed among naturalists. The *Caccabis chukar*, with its red beak and legs, is no other than the bird so well known in Chinese Turkestan as كچکلیک kākmīk, already mentioned in the 11th cent. by the Qutadîy u bilîg and Kāşîyari (Brockelmann, 102), and still so called in various Turkish dialects (Radow, ii, 1063); the name has passed into Kalmuk as keklijn and hâkîln (Ramstedt, Kalm. Wörterbuch, 176, 223, who also gives a form kâkîlîg in written Mongolian, for which I find no authority); the Chinese name is 石鵆 shih-chi (cf. Ross, loc. cit. No. 126). As Yule says, this is the bird which was referred to as « francolin » by Moorcroft. But, more than five centuries before Moorcroft, Polo mentioned in Persia francolins « different from the other francolins of the other lands, for they are black and white mixed together and they have the feet and the beak red » (see Vol. i, 120). These « francolins » are mentioned a second time, again in Persia (Vol. i, 123). A third mention occurs in that section of the description of Hang-chou (see « Quinsai ») which is only found in Ramusio ([..] pernici, fagiani, francolini, coturnici [...]; cf. Vol. i, 328). Pauthier (Pa, 76) explained « francolin » as « geline » (hazel-grouse), *Tetrastes bonasia*, which, owing to the geographical distribution of this bird, is certainly not right. According to Yule (Y, i, 99), Polo's « francolin » is the Durrâj of the Persians, the black partridge of English sportsmen, sometimes called the red-legged francolin; Cordier adds as the scientific name *Tetrao francolinus*. On the other hand, Yule says in Hobson-Jobson, that « black partridge » is the popular Anglo-Indian name of the common francolin of south-eastern Europe and western Asia (*Francolinus vulgaris*). But Polo makes a positive statement to the effect that the Persian « francolin » is different from those of other countries. It seems beyond doubt that Polo's « francolin » actually is, as Yule had it, what the Persians call durrâj (originally an Arabic word), a red-legged partridge (cf. Vullers, i, 819; J. L. Schlimmer, *Terminol. médico-pharmaceutique*, Teheran, 1874, 66), which must be similar to, but not identical with the European francolin. Bâbur, when describing the birds of India, connects the durrâj with the kākmîk as to size and song, but considers them different birds (Beveridge, *The Memoirs of Bâbur*, 496-497). In fact, the two species are near enough to have often been called by the same name; « red-legged partridge » and « chakór » have both been used for the « black partridge » as well as for the *Caccabis chukar* or kākmîk. I am convinced that if Polo had meant to speak of « chakór » at Čayân-nôr, he would have simply called them « francolins ». As to the « francolini » of « Quinsai » mentioned in Ramusio's text, if they really have a Polian origin, it may be that Polo anticipated modern naturalists in recognizing a francolin in our *Francolinus chinensis*; it is surprising, however, that the latter bird should have lived in a wild state as far north as Hang-chou.

But if we dismiss Yule's correction of « cator » to « cator », we are left with an original text which makes the quail bigger than the partridge. I have no certain solution to suggest. Although
Benedetto has in his Indice (452, 455) separate entries for « coturnici » and for « quaglie », I do not think that the difference in the words implies for him a difference in meaning; both words occur in F, which he followed in his translation. In the case of F’s « cators, que nos apellon les grant perdris », it may be noticed that this is the only occurrence of the form « perdris » in F; in the two other cases where F speaks of partridges, it uses « pernis » (B, 27, 31), which is an italianism. So the question may be raised whether « que nos apellon les grant perdris » is not an early interpolation, analogous to the cioè contornici added in TA¹, and due to a copyist who misunderstood the meaning of « cators ». In such a case, the term would simply imply quails which were fed for the Emperor’s use. There is nothing impossible in this. I may add that Yule’s text relating to this subject is not complete, leaving out all the details, certainly genuine, which are to be found only in Rambusio.

But there is perhaps another solution. Boerio's Dizionario del Dialetto Veneziano, under perrise, says that this is the « common partridge » (perrise comune, or red partridge); under guagia, that it is the guaglia, or coturnice, or cotornice, viz. the quail. But, under cotorno, we are told that this is a name used by sportsmen as a designation of the Starna maggiore or coturnice, commonly called Starna di Piacenza in Tuscany, Linnaeus’s Tetrao rufus. Starna, not used in the Venetian dialect, is the Italian name of a kind of partridge, and I think that VB’s stornelli actually represents *stornelli, « great partridges », which is also the meaning of storna maggiore, given by Boerio as an equivalent of cotorno. It would thus seem that cators, quaternis (in the chapter on Yazid), etc., may well have to be taken with the Venetian value of cotorno, and, in spite of the etymology, be the designation not of the quail, but of a kind of partridge.

128. CAUGIGU

cungu Fr
cangigu, changigihu, changigu
cangigu TA³
cangigu FR, L, R
caugigu, caugugu Z
caugigu F, FA, FB, P, L
caugigu TA¹
cjngu VB
caugigu [mellichac (74 19)] V
gaugigu F
talugigla LT
tangigu VA

I cannot see why we still find « Cangigu » in B, 125, and Pe, 293, 378, nor why B¹, 440, while now adopting « Caugigu », adds that the reading is uncertain. Ch, 11, 262, is absurd. The name, as already suspected by Quatremère and d’Ohsson, is evidently .JOptionPane王国 Chiao-chih-kuo, « Kingdom of Chiao-chih », Tonking, often so called in YS as an alternative name for Annan (Annam, but in the sense of modern Tonking); cf. for instance YS, 10, 9 a; 11, 3 b, 4 a, etc. The etymology is confirmed by Rasidu’-d-Din’s كفیحه كه Kafjäh-guh (Y¹, iii, 130; Bl, 11, 451-452, 499). « Caugigu » and « Kafjäh-guh » are Chiao-chih-kuo, just as « Cipingu » and « Jimingu » are Jih-p’en-kuo (see « Cipingu »). It is well known that the very old name Chiao-chih, through an intermediary Malay form, survives as the first element of our « Cochinchina » (a name which was applied to Middle Annam until the end of the 18th cent.). In 1554, Sidd ‘Ali names كیچی Kōji (for Kōdō),
and writes also كولی Koli (Fe, 500, 515, 517, 519). The rich ‘island’ called ‘Cauchi’ of which Legazpi heard soon after his arrival at the Philippines in 1571, and the name of which has puzzled Father Bernard, Les Iles Philippines, Tientsin, 1936, 7, is no other than Chiao-chih, i.e. Annam.

But, if the etymology is certain, it must also be admitted that Polo’s description of the country is rather baffling, and this explains why commentators have thought of Upper Laos (Pe, 293; B3, 440). My own solution is this: while Raşidu’d-Din has a more correct notion of ‘Chiao-chih-kuo’, Polo heard of it in Yün-nan, as is shown by the order of his narrative, and what he was told refers to the conditions of the Upper Red River, contiguous with Yün-nan; the Upper Laos properly so called was independent of ‘Annam’. On the other hand, Polo, misled by the second name An-nan (then read An-nam) of modern Tonking, thought that the two names represented different countries, so that he was under the impression that An-nan, but not Chiao-chih, touched the Gulf of Tonking (see ‘Anu’).

I am one of those who think it possible, and even probable, that Chiao-chih, very early attested in Chinese texts, is also the first component of Ptolemy’s ‘Cattigara’ (cf. TP, 1932, 181).

Barros has connected his tattooed and cannibal ‘Guwe’ of Laos with Polo’s tattooed people of ‘Caugigü’; it is by some confusion that Dameς (Barbosa, 11, 167) has thought that Barros’s allusion referred to Polo’s tattooed cannibals of Fu-chien.

Fra Mauro’s ‘Chauzuzu’ (not ‘Chanzuzu’ as in Zu, 40, and Hallberg, 136) is in agreement only with Z.

129. CAULI

carli R
cauli F, LT, P, VL
cauly FA
causy FB
chauly TA4, TA5
chalulon V
chauly VA
guli S

Ch. 高麗 Kao-li, Corea. But it appears very doubtful that Nayan should have wielded any authority even over the north-western part of Corea. Cf. Y, i, 345; Y1, i, 303.

Rubrouck writes ‘Caule’ (WY, 270-271); Raşidu’d-Din, كولی or Koli (or Koli); Bl, ii, 486, 498). The ‘Caulij’ of the Catalan Map, although wrongly located, and bearing an epithet not traceable to Polo, seems also to represent Corea; cf. Hallberg, 126.

Raşid, who sometimes gives Kaļi (or Koli) alone, uses in his description of the Chinese provinces one of those repetitive forms which Yule (Y1, III, 125) calls a ‘double jingle’, but which would require a more pertinent explanation. Moreover, in spite of the versions published by Hammer, Klaproth, d’Ohsson and Blochet, we still lack a critical study of this description. As to the name of the ‘province’ of Corea, previous editors have read the double name كولی كولی ‘Koli and Ukoli’; nevertheless, no ‘Ukoli’ reading is quoted by Blochet (Bl, 496) from his ms., and he corrects the second form into كولی Kokuli = 高句麗 Kao-kou-li, although there is no indication that this old name of Corea had survived in the Mongol period and could have come to the knowledge of the Persian historian. There is for Corea another ancient name which
was known in Central Asia and may have survived in some circles; towards the end of the T'ang dynasty, this was written Mukuri in Sanskrit, and Mug-lig in Tibetan (cf. Bacchi, Deux lexiques sanskrit-chinois, revised edition [1929], i, 295). There is just a possibility that Rašíd's second name for Corea might have had some connection with this mysterious name, which is also perhaps the origin of the obscure "Muc" used by Rubrouck (Wv, 235).

The name of Corea reappears in the West with the "Gori" of Giovanni da Empoli (1514). And, in spite of many controversies, I believe that the name of the "Gores", in Western texts of the 16th cent., has the same origin (cf. Ch. Hagnenauer's various papers, lastly in JA, 1935, 67-115, and 1936, 392-395; cf. also TP, 1931, 157; 1932, 190). Fra Mauro's "Gori" (Zu, 38; Hallberg, 231) would appear to be the same name, the knowledge of which should in such an event have reached Europe at least in the middle of the 15th cent.

130. CAUYU

caim VB, R
cau F, Fr, FA
cauyu Z
caym, chaym LT

cayn FB, L, VL, S
cayu F, Fr, FA, P
chaillu, chailu (?) VA
chaum, chaim VB
chauin, pauin V
chayn TA¹, TA²

This is the excellent reading of Z, more correct than F's "Caiu", and it represents exactly 高馥 Kao-yu, south of Pao-ying, as has been noticed by former editors. "Cauyu" is also given by Fra Mauro (this reading is omitted by Zurla and Hallberg).

The name of the hsien of Kao-yu goes back to Han times, and lasted until 1368. But the seat of the hsien became also the seat of a military area (chūn) in 971, which continued until 1277, when the chūn was changed to a lu and this in turn to a fu in 1294. In 1368, the Ming lowered the status of the fu to that of a chou, and the hsien was merged into the chou; this new status of Kao-yu was maintained until the fall of the Ch'ing (YS, 59, 11 a; Ta-Ch'ing it-'ung chih, 66, map, 2 b-3 a).

Polo, who never mentions the chūn or the lu, but often the fu, did not call it "Kao-yu-fu", although he wrote after 1294; this tends to show that the place continued to be generally known simply as Kao-yu.

131. CAXAN

caxan Z
chasa V
chasan L, L¹
chasson L²

This is who Kāšān, also written Qāšān, south-east of Savah and Qum; cf. on it Barrièr de Meynard, Dict. géogr., 434-435 and 474; LS, 209; Mi, 80, 133. Fra Mauro gives "Cascian" (not "Chascion" as in Hallberg, 137).
According to Polo, it was the place of origin of the third of the Magi Kings. Odoric locates at Kāšān ("Casan") the place from which the Magi Kings started towards Jerusalem (cf. Y, i, 81; Y', ii, 106-107; Wy, 429; Hallberg, 123-124).

W. Jackson had supposed that Polo's "Cala Ataperistan" should be identified with Kāšān, but, when he wrote, the name of Kāšān had not yet been traced in Polo himself. Jackson's view seems no longer acceptable, although "Cala Ataperistan" must have been in the neighbourhood.

Polo says that the Magi, on their arrival, found Jesus thirteen days old; in Odoric, the length of thirteen days for their journey is given only in John the Long's French version, and it has been taken over by Maundeville. But the coincidence of the thirteen days mentioned by both Polo and Odoric is not due to local information; it represents the thirteen days between the traditional date of the birth of Christ (December 25) and the Epiphany or "Jour des Rois" (January 6), both days included.

Benedetto (B, 25) is surely mistaken when he introduces a spelling "Cashan" into his text of F; š for š never occurs in the Polian ms.

Kāšān appears, transcribed 柯壤 K'o-shang ("Kašang; for the nasalization of oš, see "Badascian"), on the Chinese map of c. 1330 and in the corresponding list of YS, 63, 16 b; cf. Br, ii, 112.

Thomas Herbert mentions at Kāšān, in 1628, a tomb of "Nycador oğlan", though no mention of it is to be found elsewhere (see "Negodar").

---

132. CENCHU

cenchu R

I agree with Moule's explanation that this must represent Ch. 千斤 ch'ien-hu "chiliarch" (JNGB, 1915, 32; 1927, 26-27); that is in exact agreement with Polo's statement that the "Cathayan" whom he calls "Cenchu" "had under him a thousand men". Cf. the similar case of "Vanchu". It is a pity that this explanation should have been ignored in B¹, 440, who adopts "Cenchiu" instead of the "Cenchu" of R, our only source, and thinks that the name represents 張易 Chang I, one of the conspirators. But "Cenchu" (where ch before u = k) cannot be reconciled phonetically with Chang I; moreover, it was 王著 Wang Chu who was the initiator of the plot, and we know from Chinese texts that he was really a ch'ien-hu. See "Vanchu" and "Acmat".

---

133. CHADI, see ESCEQE
134. CHAIERO

caiaro VB⁴ cairo R chaiero VB (in B)

I think «Caire» must have been Rustichello's French spelling for Cairo; cf. «Kaire» and «Kayre» in Hethum (Hist. des Crois., Arm., II, 230, 232, 347, 348), «Chayre» on the Catalan Map.

Polo generally uses «Babilonie» instead of «Caire», so that Yule suspected an editorial change in Ramusio's text which gives «Cairo» in the passage relating to the navigation on the Nile (Y, II, 439). RR, 353, and B, 369, have changed «Caire» into «Babilonia», evidently impressed by Yule's idea that Polo never mentions the name Cairo. But since the name of Cairo is given in VB, and so cannot be attributed to Ramusio, I prefer to retain it. Polo repeats here oral information of Mussulman origin and uses the Arabic words «Cerme» and «Calizene»; it is quite natural then that he should also keep the name Cairo used by his informants.

The question may be raised whether he does not use it elsewhere. In the passage on the bishops, etc., sent abroad by the Nestorian Patriarch, the mss. of groups F and TA have «Cata» and the like, i.e. Cathay, but Z writes «Alochayray» and R «al Cairo». A mention of Cairo would not now be excluded a priori, since we have another in the passage relating to navigation on the Nile. But I agree with Benedetto that Cathay must here be meant, especially because there were no Nestorian activities in Egypt in the 13th cent.

To my knowledge, the name of Cairo occurs only once in Chinese texts, i.e. in 1225, when Chao Ju-kua writes it 長江 K'iang-chhe, and calls it a «district» (k'ou chou), not a «city» as in the translation. The transcription, which would suppose *K'ëyê, is unsatisfactory, as also the others in that chapter which relate legends of unknown origin (cf. HR, 144-145).

135. CHARIZIERA

chariziera V (and see BERCA)

The name is doubtful, and difficult to identify. One is tempted to connect it with «Tharzara», which occurs in V as a corrupt reading for «Berca» (q.v.); but Bûrki, who died in 1266 at the latest, is of course impossible here. Benedetto (B', 429) thought that Baraq (see «Barac») was actually meant. Yet there are serious difficulties in such an identification. Baraq was defeated in 1270 and died c. August 1271; but these events took place in eastern Persia and western Afghanistan, and ought not to have exerted a belated and far-away influence upon the progress of the Polos from the Mediterranean to Mesopotamia and western Persia in October 1271.

Another hypothesis would be to connect the Polos' stop at «Laias» with the Mongol advance towards northern Syria in the second half of October, 1271. But the chief officer in command
was Samayar (see «Samagar»; cf. Oh, iii, 459; Ha¹, i, 286; Y, i, 23). There had also been about the time of the campaigns against Baraq several revolts of the princes of the Mongols of Persia. One may have been led by the prince whose name appears in V as «Chariziera», and this name is in its turn almost suggestive of the name of Ḥwārizmī, Qorumši, lit. Khwarizmian, which we know to have been borne by several Chinghiz-kanids (cf. TP, 1938, 151). But V, despite its importance, is too corrupt to permit of any safe conclusion when no confirmation is available from other sources. The supposed Christian faith of this grandson (or nephew?, nievo) of the Great Khan provides no sufficient clue for further inquiry.

136. CHEMEINFU

**cheimeinsu TA¹**
**cheimeissu TA³**
**chememsum, clememsum Ps**
**clemansu L**
**clemefiu Fr**

This is the form under which 賴平府 K’ai-p’ing-fu was known in Persian-speaking circles, as is shown by Rašidu-’d-Din’s کیمینفو Kemin-fu (Bl, ii, 387, 391, 462, 464, 542). In Wašaf (Ha³, 32; Pers. text, 32), wrongly transcribed «Kendschaku» by HAMMER, is altered from کمنفو Keminfu.

False notions about K’ai-p’ing-fu are prevalent. The site of K’ai-p’ing, north of the Luan river, was chosen and walled, and a palace erected there in 1256 (YS, 4, 2 a), as a summer residence for Qubilai, then Heir-Apparent, but it is a mistake to say, as does for instance B’, 440, 441, that «Cheimeinfu», alias «Ciandu» (see «Ciandu») was the Mongol capital from 1257 to 1264. The capital remained officially at Qara-qorum until Qubilai’s accession to the throne in 1260. The princes elected Qubilai at K’ai-p’ing-fu on May 5, 1260, but the place where the diet was held has no bearing on the site of the capital. The geographical section of YS, 58, 18 a, says that, in 1260, Qubilai changed the capital from Qara-qorum to 肖師 Ta-lang, that is to say to Peking. Although I do not find any official mention of a change of capital in the pên-chi and in spite of many errors in that geographical section, I think the indication is substantially correct. My reasons are twofold. One is that from 1260, all mentions of 肖師 ching-shih, «the Capital» (see «Quinsai») in the pên-chi apply to Peking. The other is that from that date, Qubilai’s moves are indicated in relation to Peking: the Imperial car leaves for K’ai-p’ing-fu, and arrives from K’ai-p’ing-fu (YS, 1261, 2nd moon; 1263, 2nd moon; 8th moon). The chroniclers do not think it necessary to mention that it is from Peking that the Emperor leaves and at Peking that he arrives, because it is understood as a matter of course; from 1261, and throughout his reign, Qubilai generally left Peking in the 2nd moon; in the early years of his reign, he returned only towards the beginning of the 9th moon. On the news of Qubilai’s
election, the princes of the old Mongol party elected his brother Arik-böögi in a diet held near the *Altan river, west of Qara-qorum, towards the beginning of June 1260. On August 18, 1260, Qubilai left K'ai-p’ing-fu and marched against Arik-böögi; while staying at *Jöldürgi, Qubilai solemnly denounced Arik-böögi as a traitor (October 8, 1260). Finally, leaving the leadership of the campaign to his lieutenants, Qubilai, coming back from Qara-qorum, «stopped temporarily» (YPES chu-pi) at Yan-ching, i.e. Peking, on January 14, 1261; he took the field again in the course of the year. It seems that this «temporary stay» marks actually the change of the capital. From that time, the central Imperial administration was established in Peking, although this former capital of the Chin and its Imperial palace were then partly in a state of ruin as a result of the Mongol conquest of 1215 (see Cambaluc). Qubilai always spent part of the year at K’ai-p’ing-fu, a greater part so long as his new palace in Peking was not completed; but K’ai-p’ing-fu was never his administrative capital, no more than Windsor was of England, or even Versailles of France.

The YS, 58, 3 a, says that the name of K’ai-p’ing-fu was only given to Qubilai’s summer residence in 1260, and that would leave us in the dark as to its name between 1256 and 1260; but this is an error, as has been shown by Wang Hui-tsun², 8, 1 b (to which other mentions of K’ai-p’ing-fu prior to 1260 may be added, as YS, 4, 2 b, at the end of 1259). The name must have been K’ai-p’ing-fu already in 1256.

It is generally said that the name of K’ai-p’ing-fu was changed to Shang-tu (see «Ciandu») in 1264; this is due to a misinterpretation of a sentence in YS, 58, 1 b, and to an error in YS, 58, 3 a, where the change is attributed to the 5th year chung-t’ung, i.e., to January-August 1264. But K’ai-p’ing-fu had become Shang-tu before then, on June 16, 1263 in fact (cf. YS, 5, 6 a, and the kào-chéng at the end of the ch.; also Wang Hui-tsun², 8, 1 b).

The Mongol tradition (cf. Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 113, 137) speaks of K’ai-p’ing-fu under the name of Sangdu-Kääbii-Kürtü-balyasun, or simply Sangdu-Kääbüng. Sangdu is of course Shang-tu, and Kääbüng is K’ai-p’ing (on the pronunciation of p’ing with ü, see «Pianfu»). As to Kürtü-balyasun, it is given in Ta-Ch’ing i-t’ung chih (409, II, 2 a) as the local name of the 北平 國 of the Yüan, a little to the south-west of K’ai-p’ing-fu; the Mongol chronicler thus seems to have connected wrongly that third name with K’ai-p’ing-fu. Shikatori, followed by Yanaï, 633, has explained kürtü by Mong. qoriya, qorayan, etc.; this is impossible, owing to the difference of class. The kürdü, "circle", "wheel", of Klaproth and of Blochet (Bl, II, 387, 462, and App. 42) would be preferable phonetically, but does not make much sense. The name might represent kürtü < käl’ürtü, [place] with corpses; then Kürtü-balyasun would mean "City of the Dead"; but in such a case, we should expect *Käl’ürtü in the Mongol chronicle. For the geographical identification of K’ai-p’ing-fu, see «Ciandu».

It is somewhat surprising that in the narrative of the voyage, Polo should speak of «Chemeinfu», and of «Ciandu» in his description of the country and of its customs, without stating anywhere that both names are equivalent. But nowhere does he say either that his Sea of Sarai (see «Saray») and his Sea of «Gel or Chelan» (see «Gel or Chelan») are the same as his Sea of Baku (see «Bachu»). Perhaps, although he knew the identical value of these various names, he failed to explain them to Rustichello, who naturally could not go beyond
Polo's words. Polo heard of course the name of "Ciandu" at Qubilai's court, but "Chemeinfiu" remained in use in Persian-speaking circles, and it is only this last name which occurs in Rašidu'd-Din.

137. CHEMIS

charanis VA
chemenes V
cheminis VL
chemins F, L, P

chemisi TA², TA³
chems Port.
chemura R
quemis FB

chenus LT
quemis FA

Although we generally refer to mare's milk as qumitz (kumis, kumis), it is the form qimtz which was given in 1076 by Kašyari (Broekelmann, 154), and which is represented by Polo's "chemis". In 1248, Simon of Saint-Quentin wrote "kamous" (Vincent de Beauvais, Spec. hist., xxx, 78). In Rubrouck's text, the reading comos is certainly correct, rather than the generally accepted "cosmos". The word is Turkish (cf. also Radlov, s. v. qimtz, qimts, qimts, and TP, 1930, 287; I think the form with -u- belongs originally to Eastern dialects). It has passed into Persian and Arabic under the forms قمیش and قمیش, qimtz; cf. Bl, ii, 65⁴ (but دوزیتای qumūzētān in Bl, ii, 283-284, seems to me a wrong correction; the form qobūzētān of the ms. gives a good sense, "player of qobus"), Blochet, Moufazzal, 610, and Quatremère, Hist. des Sultans Mamlouks, i, ii, 147 (important for the use of that drink among the Mamluks of Egypt). It is qimtz which is misread قمیش in Vullers, ii, 743. Cf. also Y, i, 259, and on qara-qimtz ("caracomas" of Rubrouck), JA, 1920, 169-171. In Mongolian, the word for mare's milk is āstūk in the Secret History (§§ 28, 31), and īstūk in "Sanang Seisen" (Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 60); but there is also a Mongol word kimur corresponding to Turk. qimtz (cf. Ramstedt, Kalm. Wörterb. 231). Russian chronicles mention kumiz(a), komuz(a). s. a. 1185 (cf. P. Melioranskij, i, in Izv. Otd. R. yaz. i slov. I. Ak. N. 1905 g, x, No. 4, 122, who derives the word from Turk. qim-, "to shake"). Cf. also Lokotsch, Etym. Wörterbuch, No. 1242.

138. CHERMAN

chermain, chiermain R
chermam Z
cherina, treiranam VA
cinacre, cremen, querman FA
croman(cor.), cremain, etiman, raman, tremain V
crema TA¹
cremain F, L, V
cremam LT
cremen F, Fr, FA, FB, L, LT,
crem A¹, TA², VB
crema TA³
crerina VL
cremain F, Ft
cremen F
cretina G
querman FA¹, FB

Ya'qūt writes گرمان Kārmān, adding that it is also pronounced Kirmān, which seems to him less correct (Barbier de Meynard, Dict. hist. 482). The modern form is Kermān or Kirmān, a province in Persia. On the city which is referred to by Polo in Kermān, and which is the

Hethum mentions in «Media» the two towns of «Seras» (— Shiraz) and of «Queremen» (Hist. des Crois., Arm., II, 127, 267); the last name has been adopted by Fra Mauro (Hallberg, 423). Hethum's editors say that «Queremen» is the mediaeval Kirmānšāh, now called Kirmānšāh (on this city in Chinese texts, cf. Br, II, 126-127). But Kirmānšāh is far in the north-west of Persia, and the limits given by Hethum, as also its mention alongside of Shiraz, make me think that «Queremen» is simply Kermān, thus appearing twice, with different spellings, on Fra Mauro's map. Since Hethum knew Kermān already as the name of the city, we can understand why Polo does not name the city; he knew it under the same name as the province (cf. also LS, 303).

Two parallel Chinese texts name 乞里譜 Ch'i-li-wan (read Ch'i-li-[譜]man?), Kirmān, and its great city of 布里寺 Pa-li-ssū (Bardsir; on this city, cf. LS, 303; Mi, 375; the Chinese transcription represents a form Bardsir, not Bardašr or Bardašir; the text stops short after that name), when speaking of Hulâgū's campaign (cf. Br II, 147). A mediaeval list of precious stones mentions the turquoises called ch'i-li-ma-ni, kirmānī (cf. Br, II, 176), the same stones that are praised by Polo. It is more doubtful whether the country Ch'i-li-ma-čr, which sent envoys to China in the beginning of the 15th cent., is Kermān (cf. Br, II, 290); the final -r cannot be accounted for.

Polo must have passed through «Cherman» twice, during the outward journey in 1272, and while escorting the princess «Cocacín» in 1293. The rulers of Kermān, under the suzerainty of the Mongol ilkhan, were then the descendants of the Qara-Hitai Qutly-ḫan (cf. on them EI, notice «Kutlugh-Khān», by Minorsky).

139. Chescemir

| casimur, chasimur, chisamor, | chesimur FA, FB, P, VA | kesimur F, Ft |
| casimur V | chesmir Z; R |
| ceshamur, chesemir VB | chesmir Fr; R |
| chesiemur, chesimur F | chesimun, chesimun TA³ |
| chesiamar FB | chiesiema FA |
| chesimor G | kesimul L |
| chesimu, chesimun TA¹ |

(a 36) a a nom chesiemar FB | a non Ayora chiesiema FA |
| a non Ayora chiesiema FB¹ | ariora chiesiemar FA² |

I had first adopted «Chesmir» which is given in Z (hence «Chesmir» in R and on Fra Mauro’s map) and which is a fairly correct representation of Kašmir, Kashmir; but I now think it
more probable that Polo or Rustichello wrote "Chesemir", so as to show that the name had -s- and not -s- (cf. the case of "Abasce").

The "Ariora Chiesiema", etc., which has been adopted in Yule, and for which Stein's identification with Agor has been accepted in Y, III, 22, 24, and in Pe, xli, is an idolum libri; "ariora" is altered from "a a non", "is named" (cf. B, lxxvii), and must be put on a level with "Anonichesiemur" and "Chiamala Chesmur" in Hallberg, 122.

In 1076, Käšyari mentions separately Qašmir, our Kashmir (Bröckelmann, 247), and Käšmir, a city in the land of the Turks, built by Salomon (ibid. 245). A. Herrmann (Die älteste türkische Weltkarte, p. 28; cf. also TP, 1936, 361-363; the identification of Käšmir with Chih-shih-mi of Chavannes, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 13, is hardly possible phonetically) has accepted the distinction, about which I am still doubtful; other writers spell indifferently Kašmir and Qašmir for our Kashmir; cf. Mi, 494.

Kashmir has been known to the Chinese from the Han times, first under the name of 西堡 Chi-pin. For the T'ang period, cf. Chavannes, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 336. It is mentioned many times in the Mongol period, at first in the accounts of the campaigns in Central Asia, later on because of the influence of lamaism and Indian sorcery. In the Secret History, the Mongolian form of the name is Käšmir (§ 262, 270). For the Chinese texts, cf. Br, i, 137-138; ii, 26; many others could be added.

For the order given in 1252 by Mongka to Sali noyan to conquer Kashmir, cf. Br, i, 138, and see "Caraunas". In the Secret History, completed in 1240, the name of "Käšimir" appears, strangely enough (§ 262, 270), in the list of the countries of the Caucasus, Western Siberia, and Eastern Europe which were conquered by Sübötai. But the first Mongol inroad into Kashmir seems to be of 1241 (see "Caraunas"); moreover, Kashmir was quite out of the area of Sübötai's activities (cf. Br, i, 305). If we could really prove the existence of the city of Käšmir in the lands of Turks mentioned by Käšyari, this might perhaps help us out of the difficulty; in such a case, it should also be with that "Turkish" Käšmir that we ought to identify the "Cosmir" which Plan Carpini in 1246 names among the countries conquered by the Mongols (Wy, 89).

140. CHEYNAM

cheinan R cheynam.Z

Z has "Cheynam", R "Cheinan"; they go back to a common source, and the original form was very probably *Cainam, i.e. 海南 Hai-nan (still pronounced Hai-nam in the Mongol period). The term, which means "South of the Sea", is well known as being now the name of the Island of Hai-nan; Yule (Y, II, 266), still followed by Pe, 239, was wrong in thinking that "Cheynam" ("Cheynam" < "Cainam") may represent "An-nan" (= Tonking).

We should not suppose, however, that Polo's *Cainam is derived direct from a true name of the island. Hai-nan, as applied to the island, is a vulgar, unofficial name, and the date at which
it came into common use has not been ascertained. Nevertheless, it goes pretty far back, and its use under the Sung is proved by Yü-ti chi-shêng, 124, and in 1225 by Chao Ju-kua (HR, 175-190).

In the Mongol period, from about 1278, Hai-nan was officially associated with Hai-pi, «North of the Sea», in the title of a commissioner (hsüan-wei-sù) named «Commissioner of North of the Sea and South of the Sea», who was stationed on the mainland, at Lei-chou (YS, 63, 7 b-8 a). And already in the beginning of 1279, we find an edict mentioning «the districts (chūn) of Ch’iung, Yai and Wan of South of the Sea»; these districts were all in the island of Hai-nan. The popular name thus fell in with the official designation. Hai-nan by itself is referred to in 1329 (YS, 33, 5 b), and a work of 1349-1350 speaks of «cottons of Champa and Hai-nan» (TP, 1915, 123). So Polo was amply justified in applying the name to the whole Gulf of Tonking which, with the island of Hai-nan, was the «South of the Sea» section of the Lei-chou Commissariat.

The Catalan Map of 1375 shows the island of «Caynam», with the correct form of the distorted name as it appears in Z and R; Buchon took it to be the Andaman Islands, but the true identification with Hai-nan has already been adopted in Y', i, 301, and Cordier, L’Extrême-Orient dans l’Atlas Catalan, 10, 23-24, 45. Opposite the island and on the mainland, the Catalan Map has an important town, with the legend : CJutat de caynã acj finis catayo. The second part of this corroborates the identification, as Hai-nan is the southernmost portion of China. But the city of Caynã — Caynam raises a difficult problem. Cordier disposed of it by saying that the city was a fancy of the cartographer. The question is not so simple.

Rašidu’d-Din mentions in Kafjah-guh, i.e. Chiao-chih-kuo, Tonking (see «Cuqigǘ»), two towns neither of which has been satisfactorily identified. Blochet (Bl, 11, 499), following Quatremeré (Hist. des Mongols, xcvi; cf. also Y', iii, 30), reads one of the names as خیان; but while Quatremeré took this name to be that of the island of Hai-nan, Blochet identifies his خیان with «Quainam», marked in Martini’s Atlas Sinensis as a town of «Kiaochi, sive Cochinchina». The reading of the name in Rašid is doubtful. D’Ohsson (Oh, ii, 640) adopted hypothetically «Djessam»; Blochet’s ms. write صیام, حسام; h is of rare occurrence in Rašid’s transcriptions of Mongolian and Chinese names, and one might think of readings like *Chinam, etc. Nevertheless, خیان is probably correct. Yule (Y', iii, 131) has already quoted from the first edition of the first volume of Elliot’s History of India a passage where Rašid describes a sea-route from India to China by way of Champa, «Haitam» subject to the Great Khan, and Mahācūn (= Canton). «Haitam» Yule took hypothetically for Hai-nan, and this was confirmed in Elliot’s revised edition of the first volume (p. 71), where we find خیان, not خیان.

Of course, Martini is no authority for Indo-China; his second-hand information of the 17th cent. carries no weight for the 13th or 14th; and there was no city of «Quainam» south of Tourane in his time. But Martini never meant to locate a «Quainam» in Annam. In his system of spelling, q is always followed by u, and in spite of a blurred engraving, the form he meant is in fact Quinam, that is to say, the name then given in European documents to Annam in general, or to the port of Faifo; cf. Bull. des amis du Vieux Hô, i, 337-340, 347-351; BEFEO, xxxvi, 114.

But the curious case of the «city» of the Catalan Map remains unexplained. The tradition of such a city lingered for two centuries. In 1554, Sidi `Ali Čalabī mentions a port of Aēm
between Śañhā (Champa) and the Gate of China, and this is likely to be Hai-nan (cf. Fe, 501, 694; Instr. nat. iii. 165-166); at that period, the initial h- (k-) of Chinese names was sometimes dropped in transcriptions, as in the Portuguese aytão instead of *hakiao, 海道 hai-tao, «sea-commissioner» (cf. DAlgado, Glossario Luso-Asiatico, i, 189).

It seems difficult to separate the names given by Raṣid, in the Catalan Map, and last by Sidi ‘Ali, although their use of these names may be somewhat different. It is possible that a port on the island of Hai-nan is meant by Sidi ‘Ali, if that port was then a regular port of call for the Mussulmans. If the «city» of the Catalan Map has not been placed on the mainland by mistake, it ought to be Lei-chou, and we must then suppose that the seat of the Commissariat, although on the mainland and consequently «North of the Sea», had come to be popularly named «South of the Sea», because the «South of the Sea» districts of the Commissariat were the most active in foreign trade. Either of the two values would do for Raṣid’s sea itinerary from India to China. But the Persian historian must be mistaken when, elsewhere, he makes Ḥāinam a city of Annam-Tonking and not of China, unless in this last case our reading of Ḥāinam be itself an error.

141. CHISCI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>achisi, quisxi LT</th>
<th>chisin, quisxi VA</th>
<th>ochoisiv VB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alrisko, quisxi S</td>
<td>chisti R</td>
<td>risi VL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chis, chyści Z</td>
<td>chisy FA</td>
<td>qisci F, L, Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chiscis, V, L</td>
<td>chyshi FB</td>
<td>quis FA, L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chisi F, FA, TA³, LT, P, V, cisy, cysi, quiz FB</td>
<td>VA, VL, S; R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>qyysi G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The island of Kiš. The ms. authorize only «Chisci», but I think «*Chisce» has a fair chance of being the original spelling, of the same type as «Abasce», «Chescemir». In any case, I prefer «Chisci» to the «Kisi» of RR, 425, and the «Chisi» of B¹, 441.

The Persian form is کیش Kiš, in Arabic گئش Qæš and more often Qaš; cf. Barbier De Meynard, Dict. hist. 468, 499; it seems that the Arabic pronunciation Qæš is now the usual one. «Guasse» and «Kena» of Y¹, i, 144, «Ghes» and «Kemm» of Y, i, 64, and of Y², i, 145, «Geise» or «Kena» of Br, ii, 130, «Ghesz» or «Kem» of RR, 425, do not exist as names of the island (cf. Dames, Barbosa, i, 80-81). Polo speaks of Kiš from hearsay, and not very accurately (cf. Y, i, 65; ii, 452-453); for mediaeval mentions of Kiš, cf. also Fe, 68, 389; LS, 257; and the notice «Kais» of El, by Streck.

The island of 貰蠡 Chi-shih, Kiš, was described by Chao Ju-kua in 1225 (HR, 117, 133-134). The Chinese map of c. 1330 and the corresponding list of YS, 63, 16 b, name 釦州 Ch'iéshih, Keš (= Kiš); cf. Br, ii, 129-130.

Guillaume Adam, in 1316-1318, mentions «Chyx» (= Kiš), wrongly identified with Kišm in the Introduction (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, cxcii, 553).
The Catalan Map of 1375 has "Chis"; the "Raff" or "Kaff" of Schiltberger seem to be misreadings for "Kais" (HALLBERG, 142, 431).

The Portuguese text of Barbosa does not mention Kiš, but it appears in the Spanish version and in RAMUSIO's edition as "Cuyk" and "Quixi"; DAMES (Barbosa, I, 80) thinks that the name has been added by the Spanish editor, familiar with earlier narratives such as that of Polo. It may be so, but the Spanish version and RAMUSIO have in this section other names which are not in the Portuguese version and do not go back to earlier travellers; why should Kiš be an exception?

The supposed omission of Kiš by Barbosa is attributed by DAMES to the fact that it had been replaced in importance by the greater island of "Kishm" (Kišm and Qišm), the "Queixime" of Barbosa. According to DAMES, the name of Kišm or Qišm was still unknown in the 13th cent., and YULE, Hobson-Jobson, 465, cites no mention of it earlier than 1536; cf. also "Kishm", by Cl. Huart, in EI. Nevertheless, it may have existed almost in Polo's time. In 1307, Hethum names a "Quissim" or "Quissan", which the editors have identified with Kiš (Hist. des Crois., Arm., II, 127, 267; cf. also HALLBERG, 33, s. v. "Aqvissa"), and so does Hallberg (p. 429-430) in the case of Fra Mauro's "Quissan", evidently borrowed from Hethum's Latin version. But Schiltberger, who mentions a "Kaff" probably corrupt for "Kais", Kiš, names also a "Reschan" or "Koschon", different from the precedent, in which the editors have seen Kišm (cf. HALLBERG, 433). But "Keschon" (read "Kesham") must be identical with Hethum's "Quissim" or "Quissan" (read "Quissam")?, and, in such a case, the name of Kišm would really go back to the Middle Ages. It would even be necessary to admit, although it sounds surprising, that the name of Kišm alone, and not that of Kiš, came to Hethum's ears.

142. CHONCHA

cancha TA¹  chonka FA  thonka FB
changha TA²  chontan G  toncha FA, VL
choncha F, FB, L, V, VA, Z  concha LT, P, Pª, VB; R

The name occurs also in Fra Mauro's map, as "Choncha" (not "Concoa" as in Zu, 38, and HALLBERG, 143).

According to most mss., "Choncha" was the name of the "kingdom" the main city of which was Fu-chou (see "Fugiu"). Several explanations have been suggested: it is Chiang-chê by Klaproth and Neumann, Chien-kuo by Pauthier (Pa, 526) and Blochet (Bl, II, 493), both rightly rejected by Yule (Y, II, 232). Yule also mentions the hypothesis of a derivation from the name of Ch'üan-chou (see "Caiton") and the phonetic resemblance of "Choncha" with Chung-kuo, the "Middle Kingdom", China, but himself recognizes that this leads nowhere. I may add that, contrary to what Yule believed, "Chung-kuo" probably does not occur in Persian sources (see "Catai"). Charignon's "Chu-chia", "Chu people" (Ch, III, 109-110), is entirely unsupported and not worth refutation. A colleague has suggested to me a correction
*Chocan, which would approximately represent the Fuchienese pronunciation of 福建 Fu-chien itself. I had myself thought of a somewhat analogous solution: *Choncha may be < *Chocha 福家 *Hok-ka, *Fuchien people, a possible synonym of the modern Hok-lo, and built up in the same way as for instance Nan-chia, *Southerner, or the modern Hak-ka. But I do not know of any certain case when a name in Polo is to be explained from a Chinese dialectical pronunciation. One may also imagine a misapplication by Rustichello of a name which actually referred to the Canton province, not otherwise mentioned by Polo, and which would correspond to the كونتيي لیکالی Kūrkī or كوننی Kūlīkī of Rašdu’d-Dīm (Y3, III, 126; Bl, II, 493, 499), itself unexplained (see *Cin).

But I am afraid that no derivation whatsoever can be valid, since I doubt the very existence of the name *Concha. This is the view taken by Benedetto. Polo speaks several times of the kingdom of Fugiš, and only once says that the city of Fugiš is the capital of a kingdom called *Concha. Now, there are in Polo quite a few passages where we are told that a city bears a certain name and that the province or the kingdom bears the same name; but more than once the readings of the name are so much at variance that they have been accepted by some editors as representing different originals. Such is the case for instance for *Cuigiu (q. v.), in which Pauthier (Pa, 432-433) saw a province of *Cuigiu and a city of *Fungul. Benedetto suggested (B, 156) that *Choncha was corrupt for *Fugiš, and that com ele, like it, or some similar expression had been dropped. Consequently *Choncha has disappeared from his translation (B1, 268); and while it is retained by Ricci-Rossi, it is said in their Index to be a mistake for *Fugiš (RR, 258, 417). I incline to the same opinion. An intermediary form seems to be provided by VB's *Caguī or *Cangui as the name of the city *Fugiš, which form has passed into a passage of Ramusio as *Cingui; and the name of the kingdom is *Cancha in T1. But the reading *Choncha must have been a very early corruption to have become so general. It is just because it is so general that I still hesitate to reject it altogether.

143. CIAGANNOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ciagannuor F, L</th>
<th>cianganor R</th>
<th>gianga V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ciagatimor LT</td>
<td>cyagannor FA</td>
<td>gianganor, zanganor VB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ciagnuorum VL</td>
<td>gaur TA1</td>
<td>guangamor Pr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ciagunor VA</td>
<td>gharunor TA2</td>
<td>siasamor FB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ciangamor P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This name has long been recognized to be Չայան-նաʻ Չայան-նոր; it means in Mongolian "White Lake," as correctly stated by Polo. Fra Mauro's map gives "Zaganor" (Zu, 33; Hallberg, 173), and it is possible that the correct reading in Polo's text was *Ciagannor, partly supported by forms like *Ciagannuor in F and L. On the Catalan map, there is a city the name of which is written "Cinganor" in Buchon's text (Not. et Eser. XIV, II, 143), but "Cinganor" on
his facsimile map (after p. 132) and also by Ruge (Hallberg, 150). It was equated with Hsi-an-fu by Buchon, and this has been repeated by Hallberg; but the identification, based on phonetic analogy, is valueless since the name Hsi-an-fu did not exist in Polo's time, and the city was then known as "Quengianfu" (q.v.). In the meantime, Cordier, whose facsimile map gives "Cinganar", had said that this "Cinganar" was Polo's "Ciagannor" (L'Extrême-Orient dans l'Atlas Catalan, 20). I do not think that Cordier was right. Although I cannot identify "Cinganor" or "Cinganar", the location seems to be too southern for "Ciagannor". Moreover, Cordier left out of account a name "Ciagannor", the location of which fits "Ciagannor" much better and which was already identified with "Ciagannor" by Buchon (cf. Buchon's map after p. 132, and the text p. 134; Ruge reads "Ciagannor"; cf. Hallberg, 173).

The name Čayān-nör is fairly common (nine Čayān-nör are listed in the Index to Popov, Měn-gu-yu-mu-cti, 73), and in Mongol times we find a Čayān-nör ("Čayān-na‘ūr") as far away as Persia (Oh, iii, 415). Two Čayān-nör are mentioned in North China in Polo's time. One, where the prince Ananda resided for a time, was in "Tangut"; it is known mainly from Rašidu-'d-Din's account who calls it چەيىن نور (Bl, ii, 496, 501; Y 1, iii, 127 [where "Fanchan Naür" is a corrupt reading], iv, 162 [which I cannot trace]). Its location is still doubtful. It could not lie as far north as lat. 45° 45' (with east long. 96°) as was supposed by Yule (Y 1, iii, 133) and given as a fact by Howorth (1, 176). Still less could it be lat. 48° 10' and long. 99° 45', as given without comment by Penzer (Pe, xliv), which would carry us north of the Altai, far to the north-western corner of Mongolia. I think that Penzer's "48° 10'" is a misprint for "45° 10'", and that the location is simply due to the fact that there is a Čayān-nör with approximately such coordinates on our maps. But this Čayān-nör is out of the question here. Prince Ananda's palace must have been in Shān-hsi. This makes it difficult, however, to account for the following passage in Rašidu-'d-Din as translated by Quatremère (Not. et Extr., XIII, i, 235; I cannot trace the original Persian text) : "When one descends below the Čayān-nör, one is near the city of Qarā-Ūwājah (see 'Carachoço') in the Uighur country, where they make good wine." If I am right, the Čayān-nör of "Tangut" must have been at a great distance from the region of "Carachoço" or Turfan. Unfortunately, I cannot find any certain mention of the Tangut Čayān-nör in Chinese sources of the Mongol period (Čiang Hsing-lang, Chung-hsi chiao-t'ung shih-liao hui-p'ien, iv, 276, ignores it entirely; YS, 100, 2 a, is at least ambiguous). The place remained known, however, at the beginning of the Ming dynasty, and it seems to have been in the region of the Ordos, inside the great bend of the Yellow River, somewhat west of Yū-lin and north of the district of Husai-yüan (now Heng-shan); cf. Ti-ming ta ts'ā-tiien, 1086. In 1370, when the Ming armies were active in Shān-hsi and Kan-su against the last upholders of the Mongol dynasty, a Chinese general, after Lan-chou had been conquered, entered Ning-hisia, and thence proceeded to Čayān-nör, Tung-sheng (i.e. Tobto, at the north-eastern angle of the great bend of the Huang-ho), Tse-t'ung and Hsiān-fu (i.e. Hsiān-hua; see "Sindachi"). This text of the Ming shih (126, 6 a; cf. also 124, 2 a) seems decisive in favour of the location adopted in the Ti-ming ta ts'ā-tien, and is supported, moreover, by a proposal made in the middle of the 15th cent. to remove to Čayān-nör a neighbouring garrison of the Ordos.

While much remains to be elucidated in connection with the Čayān-nör of Tangut, we can reach...
a fairly accurate solution in regard to the Čayān-nör referred to in Polo’s text. Chinese sources often speak of it as 察罕闊闊 Ch’a-han-nao-érh, sometimes 赤罕闊闊 Ch’a-han-nao-érh (cf. Wang Hui-tsu, 49, 6 a), or, translating the name, as 白海 Pai-hai, ‘White Sea’ (i. e. White Lake; cf. YS, 160, 7 a; 166, 5 a). A temporary palace (行宮 hsing-kung, sometimes 行殿 hsing-tien, or 行營 hsing-ying), with clay walls, had been erected there in 1280 under the supervision of 孝成 Ts’ai Chên (YS, 11, 2 a; 12, 3 b; 166, 5 a). The Ti-ming ta ts’u-tien is evidently mistaken when it takes the erection of the palace of 1280 to refer to the Čayān-nör of Tangut.

Different identifications have been proposed for Polo’s Čayān-nör. I leave out of account the one which is given by Benedetto (P, 441) as being due to Penzer and which would locate Čayān-nör at lat. 48° 10’, long. 99° 45’. As I said above, this is the identification adopted by Penzer for the other Čayān-nör, and, although it is wrong, Penzer is not responsible for a bad blunder which would carry Polo, while on his way from Ning-hsia to Shang-tu, to the other end of Mongolia (cf. moreover Pe, 194). Cordier’s assertion (L’Extrême-Orient dans l’Atlas Catalan, 20) that the ruins of Polo’s Čayān-nör are at Čayān-ho, near Kök-hoto or Kuei-hua-ch’eng (i. e. near Sui-yüan, just beyond the north-eastern angle of the great bend of the Huang-ho), is also a glaring error. Neither can Ricci-Ross’s suggestion of an unknown Hsin-hua (RR, 416), whether it be a slip for Hsian-hua or for Hsing-ho, be retained. Devéria tentatively identified with Polo’s Čayān-nör the Čayān-tsang where the Emperor Jén-tsung (Buyantu-khan) signed an edict in the seventh month of 1314 (JA, 1896, ii, 398) and this has been repeated by Chavannes (TP, 1904, 426). It is true that Jén-tsung, who had left Peking for Shang-tu (see *Yiandu*) in the second month of 1314, only returned to Peking in the eighth month (YS, 25, 1 a, 2 a), and he may well have gone in the course of the seventh month from Shang-tu to Čayān-nör for hunting purposes. But Devéria’s hypothesis merely rests on the fact that there is a common element Čayān, ‘white’, in both Čayān-nör, ‘White Lake’, and Čayān-tsang, ‘White Granary’. This is not enough to establish a real connection between the two names.

A long-accepted theory, partly based on the opinion of Chinese geographers of the 18th cent., located Polo’s Čayān-nör immediately east of the Anguli-nör of our maps, at a place called *Tsagan balgassu* (= Čayān-balýasun, ‘White City’). This is still the view maintained by Yule (Y, 1, 297) and by Penzer (Pe, 194). If Yule had lived long enough himself to prepare for the press the third edition of his *Marco Polo*, I have no doubt that he would have changed his opinion in view of the information given by Breit Schneider in *Recherches archéol. et histor. sur Pékin*, 91, 98, 129-131.

One point must be made clear: Anguli-nör, though the form is corrupt, represents the very name under which this lake was known in Mongol and even Chin times. In the Chin shih (24, 7 a), mention is made of it as 吉斯湖 Ang-chi-po, ‘Ang-chi Lake’ (Breit Schneider’s Ang-chi-li is the result of some oversight), also called 鴨鴨湖 Yüan-yang-po, ‘Brahminy-duck Lake’. As Breit Schneider says, the second name is the translation of the first. Ang-chi, then pronounced Ang-ki, is the transcription of the Altaic name of the brahminy duck, *Casarca rusti*, and it is sometimes also applied to the cognate species *mandarin duck*, which is properly the yüan-yang of the Chinese. The oldest Turkish form is anggti in Kâşyâri (Brockelmann, 9, where it is left unidentified); in Mongolian, we find anggir in the Secret
History (§ 78). Later Turkish dialectal forms are angar, angyar, angqir, angqur (Radlov, 1784, 196, 187), angqut (Pavet de Courteille, Dict. tur-oriental, 38), hangyut (Shaw, Vocabulary, 215), hangyrî (at Turfan; cf. von Le Coq, Sprichwörter, 98), hangyrîta (read hangyrîta; in Ross, A Polyglot list of birds, No. 157). I shall not discuss here the various finals -t, -rt, -ni in Turkish; in Mongolian, the word is always anggir (Kalm. ḩâṅgî), plur. anggît. An -u-vowel in the second syllable occurs only in western Turkish forms, and I suspect that the modern Chinese transcription 朶古里 Ang-ku-li is the result of a clerical error for Ang-chî[吉]li, rendering an original anggir. It is this anggir which occurs already as ang-chî in the Chin shih, but I do not think that it is the transcription of a word really used in Jučen. In Manchu, anggir niyehe, « anggir duck », was borrowed from the Mongolian at a late date. We have two Jučen vocabularies, one edited by Grube, the other unpublished: both give for yün-yang a word *guyhû or *guyhûng which has nothing to do with anggir. We are thus led to believe that the Chin shih gives us the Mongol name of the lake, either because the Chin inherited this name from the Ch'tan, or because the population of the region spoke Mongolian. At any rate, the persistence of the Mongol name from the 12th cent. down to our days precludes the possibility that it might have been superseded by that of Čayán-nôr in the 13th and 14th cents.

Still more than the name, the study of the postal stages and the itineraries between Peking and Shang-tu in the Mongol period proves that Polo’s Čayán-nôr cannot be the ruined city east of the Anguli-nôr which was spoken of by Timkovski, Palladius and Yule, and which is called Čayán-balyasun in Mongolian, and 白城子 Pai-ch'êng-tzu in Chinese, both meaning «White City». The discussion, started by Bretschneider, has been pursued in much greater detail by Yanai, 752-768. It seems clear that Pai-ch'êng-tzu is not Čayán-nôr, but rather the place which in Mongol times was known as 昌州 Ch'ang-chou, 寶昌州 Pao-ch'ang-chou, and also as 中都 Chung-tu (of course different from the old Chung-tu = Peking; see Camuluo). The lake called Čayán-nôr by Polo must be the Pain Čayán-nôr, about 80 li north-east of the Anguli-nôr, and the « palace » with clay-walls lay probably just south-east of the Pain Čayán-nôr.

Yanai (pp. 684, 761, 763) has also tried to identify with the palace of Čayán-nôr another ordo or hsing-kung mentioned in YS and certain other Chinese sources. In YS, 30, 4 b, it is said that, in 1326, « the 清寧殿 Ch'ing-ning-tien (‘Ch'ing-ning Hall’) of Shang-tu was removed to the 伯亦兒行宮 Pai-i-êrh haing-kung ». In 1327, « the 於明殿 Ch'in-ming-tien (‘Ch'in-ming Hall’) was completed at the Pai-i wo-êrh-to (ordo) » (YS, 30, 7 a), and « camels and oxen were given to Pai-i wo-êrh-to (ordo) » (YS, 30, 8 a). The name of the Pai-i wo-êrh-to also occurs in the Ching-shih ta-tien and in the 禁屬 Chin pien. Yanai explains the « Pain » of « Pain Čayán-nôr » as being the Mong. bayan « rich », and thinks that the same word is meant by Pai-i-êrh or Pai-i. The equation of « Pain » with bayan is by no means certain. On the other hand, Pai-i-êrh cannot render bayan, nor be identical with « Pain »; but if we take into account that Pai-i-êrh occurs only once, it may be that êrh unduly crept into the text (perhaps through a contamination due to wo-êrh-to), and that the true reading is Pai-i as in all other passages. But even then the phonetic resemblance between the name of the Pai-i ordo of the Mongol period and the modern name « Pain Čayán-nôr » is not enough to
establish an identification. We shall soon see, however, that there may be some collateral support for Yanai's view.

A passage of the Ching-shih ta-tien preserved in the Yung-lo ta-tien (ch. 19422, 4 b) gives as the number of animals and cars assigned to the postal relay of Čayān-nör: 'The original numbers were 150 horses, 50 cars and 200 oxen, to which were later added 58 horses, 30 cars and 120 oxen.'

Qubilai was at Čayān-nör when the startling news of Āḥmaḍ's assassination reached him (April 10, 1282; see 'Acmat', and cf. YS, 12, 1 b; 160, 7 a; 205, 3 b).

If Yanai be right in his identification of the Pāi-i ordo with Čayān-nör, the palace of Čayān-nör was later the scene of an event of some importance in the intercourse between the Mongols and the West. On August 19, 1342, the Papal Legate Marignolli presented a superb horse to the Emperor Shun-ti, who was then sitting enthroned in the 慈仁殿 Tz’u-jên-tien ('Hall of Mercy and Benevolence'). On August 22, an order was issued from the 龍光殿 Lung-kuang-tien ('Hall of Dragon Brightness') that Chou Lang should draw a picture of the horse (cf. Mo, 256-257). From YS, 40, 6 a, we know that Shun-ti was then residing, in principle at least, at Shang-tu; but the YS, as a rule, takes no notice of the moves of the Emperor from Shang-tu to Čayān-nör or vice-versa; he is regarded as staying at Shang-tu so long as he does not come back to Peking. For instance, if we had only the pên-chi of the YS, we should not know that Qubilai was at Čayān-nör, and not at Shang-tu, at the time of Āḥmaḍ's murder. Now, it is said in the Chin pien (cf. Yanai, 761) that both the Tz’u-jên-tien and the Lung-kuang-tien were halls of the Pāi-i ordo, and there is no reason to doubt the accuracy of such a statement. The Pāi-i ordo cannot have been at Shang-tu itself, since we have been told that a hall had been removed from Shang-tu to Pāi-i ordo. Since Čayān-nör was a favourite resort of the Mongol Emperors when the Court was at Shang-tu, and is in fact the only one of which we have a distinct mention in connection with Qubilai both in Polo and in Chinese sources, there is a fair chance that it received a new name when it was enlarged into a real ordo in 1326, and that Marignolli actually had his audience at Čayān-nör. In such a case, Yanai may well be right in connecting the 'Pāi-i' of Pāi-i ordo with the 'Pain' of Pain Čayān-nör.

144. CIAIGATAI

agathay, ciagatay, cyachactay LT
ciagaci, cilgatay, sigatai, sigatai FA
ciagatai, ciagati V
cigatay FB
cigatay F, L, V
cygastay P
cygathai, cygathay VL
czagathay Z
digatai, draganti, gigatai VB
gighata TA¹, TA²
gisghata TA³
gyanchai G
sgatay FA, FB
zagathai R

This is a very accurate rendering of the name of Chinghiz-khan's second son 'Čayatai'. It was first mentioned in the West by Plan Carpine, who gives 'Chiaaday ' (Wγ, 65, 66; Plan
Carpine often uses chi- with the value of évén. Hethum has «Chagaday» (with ch- = Genres; Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 157, 163, 296). The name occurs several times in Fra Mauro's map — in the present case derived from sources other than Polo — always in the form «Çagatai» (not «Zagatai» as in Zu, 33, nor «Çagatai» as in Hallberg, 92, 346). We find «Chacatay», and sometimes «Checcatay» in Clavijo (ch- = Genres; Szczepaski, 424; not «Zagatay» as in Hallberg, 347; nor «Çagatay» as in Le Strange, Clavijo, 366); «Zekathay» (var. «Zekatay»; with German z- = ts-) in Schübler (Langmantel, 61, 127); «Zacatay» in the Libellus de notitia orbis (cf. A. Kern, in Arch. Fratt. Prac. viii [1938], 96, 100). Juwaini, Rašidu-d-Din, Abû-l-Ghâzi all spell the name ژیان-Çaytâi (with the usual double value of ژ as J- and ژ; the form ژیان-Çaytâi with ژ in BI, it, passim, is Blochet's editing); Wahâš (Hašt, Pers. text, 20) gives however ژیان-Çaytâi, which is more satisfactory from an etymological point of view; the form Çaytâi may be the result of the Mongolian slurring of a second unaccented vowel. The Armenian form «Çayata» is somewhat ambiguous (cf. Patkanov, Istoriya Mongolov, ii, 13; Brossert, Deux historiens arméniens, 115). Bar Hebraeus transcribes in Syriac «Šâgâtî» (Bruns, Chronicon Syriacum, 439).

«Çayatai» is a purely Mongolian name. Ch'ien-lung's Commissioners (Yüan shih yü chieh, 1, 16 b) changed it to «Çayantai», which they explained as çayân, «white», with the adjectival suffix -tai, «having» (cf. also BI, it, 153; the «Çayantai buqa» which Blochet adduces from the same work, 17, 9 a, is valueless, being an absurd restoration of a name the first part of which has nothing to do with Çayatai or *Çayantai). Although the correction to *Çayantai is arbitrary and useless, I think that the derivation is correct: Çayâtaï, also read Çayâdai, must be çayân-+tai, in the same way as Ulâtai (see «Oulatay»), Ulâdai, Hulâtai or Hüdai is formed with ulâ'an -> ulân or hula'an -> hulân, «red», and -tai. This type of derivation is no longer alive in Mongolian, and our Mongol dictionaries give «Çaydai», as Kowalewski reads it, only as the name of Chinghiz-khan's second son.

«Çaytâi» and «Çaydai» are indistinguishable in Mongolian script, since the same letter serves for t as for d. On the other hand, Mongolian -y- can represent both a real -y- or merely an intervocalic hiatus of the type *Çâdai or *Ç'âtai. Curiously enough, the latter value, which is suggested by Plan Carpine's «Chisaday», was also the one adopted by the transcribers of the Secret History, who always read «Ç'âdai» (many mentions of the name occur in §§ 242-250). In the same way, they read «Ça'alun» the feminine name formed with çayân and the ancient feminine suffix -jun (§ 157). A still more contracted form is represented by Cause Ch'a-tai, *Çâdai, in YS, 63, 15 b, if Çayatai is meant as I believe him to be and if a character has not been dropped between Ch'a and t'ai. At any rate, Cause Ch'a-t'ai (→ Çà'tai) occurs twice under A. D. 1228-1229 in YS, 31, 1 b, 2 b.

All other Chinese transcriptions are based on Çayatai and Çaydai. We find Cause Ch'a-t'ai, Çayatai (in YS, 1, 7 a [s. a. 1213]; 8 b [s. a. 1221]; 107, 5 a; and in Sheng-ku ch'in-chêng lu [Wang Kuo-wei ed. 50 b]); Cause Ch'a-ha-t'ai, Çayatai (in YS, 120, 2 a; 124, 6 b); Cause Ch'a-ha-t'ai, Çaydai (in YS, 2, 3 a [s. a. 1236]); Cause Ch'a-ha-t'ai, Çaydai (in YS, 68, 3 a; 69, 5 a; 72, 1 b; 74, 1 b); Cause Ch'a-ha-t'ai, Çaydai (in YS, 95, 2 b, and in Hei-t'u shih-lio [Wang Kuo-wei ed. 18 b]); and Cause Ch'a-ha-t'ai,
Čayadai (in YS, 119, 8 a). In the Secret History, Čayadai is often respectfully addressed as "Ča'dai aqa", "Elder brother Čayadai"; the YS too, 124, 6 b, speaks of the grandsons of "Čayadai aqa".

In Osmanlı Turkish, partly perhaps because of the double value ḥ and ẓ of ẓ of Persian sources, Čayadai has become Čayatai, both as the name of Chinghiz-khan’s son and as that of the language later spoken in the dominions of his branch. Čayatai is the only form given in Radlov’s great Turkish dictionary (iv, 15). It is Čayatai, however, which is given with both meanings in Persian dictionaries (Vullers, i, 580). I can vouch for the fact that Čayatai was the pronunciation used among the Turks of Chinese Turkestan. Although the word has practically died out there either as a personal name or as that of a tribe or of a language (cf. Shaw, Vocabulary, 94), I have heard at Kūčā Čayatai adnam, Čayatai man, used with the meaning of "a violent man", "a man with a bad temper"; a clear echo of the time when the Turks of Chinese Turkestan fought many a battle against their cousins of Russian Turkestan who had come to be known more particularly as Čayatai. The name, moreover, did not become obsolete so soon in Mongolia: a modern Ch’a-hu-t’ai, Čayatai (or Čaqatai), has a biographical notice in ch. 270 of the Kuo-ch’ao chihsien lei-chêng ch’u-pien.

We are told by Rašidu’d-Dīn that the name Čayatai was tabooed after Čayatai’s death in 1242: a Sūnit who was called Čayatai and known as Čayatai Kūčāk, Smaller Čayatai, had then to abandon his true name to be henceforth called by a mere tribal epithet, Sūnitü (Obs, ii, 108; Bk, 1, 47). It may be so, and the fact is that we hardly know of any Čayatai other than Chinghiz-khan’s son. A second Čayatai named alongside of the prince Čayatai in YS, 2, 3 a (s. a. 1236), is probably due to a clerical corruption (cf. T’u Chi, 4, 11 b). The prince Čayatai mentioned in YS under 1228-1229 may be, as will be shown further on, an example of the survival and extension of the name of the true Čayatai, and not the personal name of a real homonym. Only one case remains to be considered: the capitate, Batu’s consanguineus, to whom Rubrouck carried a letter in 1253 and whose name, to judge from the various readings of the ms., seems to have written *Scatai. The most natural restoration of such a name would be Čayatai, and this would show the name Čayatai in actual use thirteen years after prince Čayatai’s death. But no safe conclusion can be based on such an isolated and doubtful instance (cf. TP, 1930, 203, 207).

Čayatai was the second of the four sons whom Börťa bore to Chinghiz-khan; he was younger than Jüši, but older than Öqödai and Tolui. Qubilai, son of Tolui, was Čayatai’s nephew, so that Polo is mistaken when he speaks of Čayatai as being Qubilai’s own brother (Vol. 1, 449). He is no less wrong when he represents Qaidu (see "Caidu"), a grandson of Öqödai, as grandson of Čayatai (Vol. 1, 447). We may of course suppose that Rustichello sometimes misunderstood Polo. For instance, Čayatai, whose name already occurred in the narrative, may have unduly taken Öqödai’s place in reference to Qaidu. On the other hand, Čayatai actually was the Great Khan’s own brother (i. e. Öqödai’s), and the assertion becomes wrong only when it is added that this Great Khan was Qubilai. Polo himself may have known better, though this is by no means certain, for a confusion of the two persons runs throughout his whole text. It would in a way
become easier to understand if the custom already obtained in Polo’s time to use Čayatai’s name as the designation of his branch.

Moreover, we must not be too much surprised at Polo’s errors when we see those made by other mediaeval travellers and historians. Plan Carpine (Wf, 65) knew that Chinghiz-khan had four sons, but he gives them in the following order: Ögödai, Jöchi, Čayatai and a last one (= Tolui) whose name he was not told. Kirakos gives to Chinghiz-khan three sons in the following order: Čayatai, a second son unnamed (Jöchi or Tolui) and Ögödai (Brosset, Deux historiens arméniens, i, 115; Patkanov, Istoriya Mongolov, ii, 13). In Hethum, Čayatai becomes the third son of Ögödai (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 157, 163, 296). Even the Mongol chronicler Sanang Setsen is mistaken and gives Čayatai as Chinghiz-khan’s eldest son (Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 111). European scholars are not always more accurate: Čayatai becomes Chinghiz-khan’s third son, instead of second, in Radlov’s dictionary (iv, 15), in Szeinevski’s (Clavijo, 425) and in Le Strange (Clavijo, 350). In 1819, Jigs-med Nam-mkha (Huth, Gesch. des Buddhismus, ii, 29) gives the four names in the correct order, but attributes to Čayatai five faithful sons who became kings of western Asia and India, one of them being «Kodkhar» (read «Kökhkar»), king of «Rom», and residing in «Stambhola», which in a note to the text is supposed to be part of the mythical land of Sambhala!

On Čayatai, cf. Juwaini, i, 226-232; Rassidu’d-Din in Bl, ii, 153-197 (Rasid left this section incomplete); T’u Chi, 148, 32, 1a-2b; 148, 39a; Oh, ii, 99-108; El, s. v. «Čaghatäi-khän», by Barthold.

We do not know in which year Čayatai was born, but he was older than Ögödai, who was born in 1186. It is not likely that there should have been a great difference of age between them, and we may assume that Čayatai was born c. a. d. 1185. He took part in the campaigns of his father against the Jučen and against the Mussulmans. After Chinghiz-khan’s death (1227), Čayatai remained most of the time in his own appanage which extended from Bokhara and Samarkand to the region of Beš-balïq (north-east of Urumchi). In the summer, he used to reside at Qutis (Quyās) near Almafiq, and in the winter at a place the name of which has been read Mızârlik-Ilâ, but which may as well be Mızârâbâg-Ilâ, *Mızârâbâd-Ilâ, *Mızârâbâd-Ilâ, etc. None of the names has as yet been identified, but both places were certainly in the ili region (cf. Juwaini, i, 31, 227; Kāyâri, in Brockelmann, 247 [Qusas] and 248 [Qoas]; Oh, ii, 107; Barthold, 12 Vorlesungen, 76, 181; Mii, 298, 301; T’u Chi’s identification (32, 1a) of the winter residence with «Maryin» (the «Margelan» of our maps; cf. Br, ii, 54) is not acceptable. Rubrouck mentions a city of «Equius» which has been equated with Kāyâri’s «Iki-ögüz» by Barthold (12 Vorlesungen, 95; cf. TP, 1936, 363); although this is a possible solution, I am not convinced that an identification of «Equius» with «Qusas» is not just as likely. Apart from his dominions in the West, we know that Čayatai had been given as appanage 47,390 families of T’ai-yüan-fu in Shân-hsi in 1236 at the time of the re-partition of lands in North China among Mongol princes and grandees (YS, 2, 3a; 95, 2b; Oh, ii, 70); in 1238, he received an additional grant of 10,000 families of Chên-ting (see «Achbaluch») and Chên-chou (now Shên-hsien; cf. YS, 95, 2b).

In the Secret History, written when Čayatai was still alive, he is represented by Chinghiz-
khan himself as an obstinate and high-tempered man. He violently opposed his elder brother Jöši, but agreed to the appointment of his younger brother Ögdüü and his lineage to succeed Chinghiz-khan. He remained to the last true to the laws which his father had laid down, and, when Ögdüü died at the end of 1241, Cayatai seems to have been instrumental in leaving the supreme power in Ögdüü's branch. Moreover, he did not long survive Ögdüü: like him, he had taken to drink, and died in 1242, when he must have been still under sixty. Despite Polo, he was never a Christian.

When in 1266 Qubilai installed the eight 'chambers' (室 shiḥ) of the Ancestral Temple, the fifth 'chamber' was that of Cayatai and of his principal wife Ḥer-sūn Yeh-su-lun (Yasülün; YS, 74, 1b; she is the زوئیسیلین Yasülün of Raśūd-u-Dīn, in Bl, ii, 154). The YS (69, 5a) has preserved the text of the Chinese song which was sung at the Ancestral Temple in honour of Cayatai.

The best genealogical table of Cayatai's branch down to 1300 is that given in Raśūd-u-Dīn (Bl, ii, 153-177). The YS (107, 5a-b, 7b) goes quite astray owing to a confusion which makes it transfer part of Cayatai's branch to the line of Tului (see 'Cibai and Caban'). An unpublished Sino-Uighur inscription of 1326 gives at least a correct genealogy of Cayatai's sixth son Baidar-Baidar's son was Aluyu (not 'Naliyu' who is another man, despite Bl, i, 120-121; ii, 176), father of Čibai (Polo's 'Cibai'), father of Nom-qult, father of Nom-taš (or Nom-daš?). The current tables given for Cayatai's branch in the first half of the 14th cent. are often erroneous, and could be corrected to a certain extent with the help of Chinese sources. But such a discussion would be out of the scope of the present notes.

Western sources of the early 14th cent. speak of the dominions of Cayatai's branch as 'Medium Imperium', sometimes, by a curious mistake, as 'Medorum Imperium' (cf. Hallberg, 343-345); we also find, for the allied houses of Ögdüü and Cayatai, the term 'Empire of Qaidu and Dua' used as a sort of territorial designation even after the death of both Dua and Qaidu (see 'Caidu'). Although Bartold (in EI, s. v. 'Čaghatai-khān') considers Dua to be the 'true founder' of the Čayatai Empire, it was not his name which was ultimately retained, but that of Cayatai himself, which has survived to designate both the country and the Turkish dialect spoken by its inhabitants. This extended use of the name of Čayatai was already well established at the end of the 14th cent., as is shown by the accounts of Clavijo and Schilthberger, and by the Libellus de notitia orbis written in 1402 by John III, archbishop of Sultaniyah (cf. Kern, in Arch. Fratr. Praed. viii, 96, 100); it occurs also in the 15th cent. in Josafa Barbaro (Ramosio, ii, 105-106). But the question may be raised whether it did not begin much earlier. When the YS speaks of 'the princes of the north-west, Čayatai and others' in 1328-1329 (cf. above), we have no indication that a prince whose name was Čayatai should have then existed. I am greatly tempted to interpret this 'Čayatai' as meaning the princes 'of the branch of Čayatai', i.e. with the value which the name certainly had half a century later. Ultimately, the use of the name 'Čayatai' was restricted to the western half of the Moyol, the name 'Moyol' being retained by the eastern half. Both branches had dwindled to insignificance when Mirzā Muḥammad Haidar completed his Tariḳ-i Raśīdī (cf. the translation by Elias and Ross, 140).
145. CIAMBA

| çamba Z | cianban F, L, VA | ziamba, ziambi R |
| chaiaiba TA | cinaba Fr | zianban V |
| chimban TA | çînba F | zinba VA |
| ciaban VL, S | cyam Pr | [accambale R] |
| çiamba FAT, TA, V (cor.) | cyamba FA, FB, P | azambale, azamballe, azamballe VB |
| ciambam TA, LT | cyambu G | |
| ciamba F, Fi, TA, LT | zaban, zanba VB | |

I retain this spelling, although the initial ç- of Z, ç- of VB and R, would suggest «Ciamba» or the like. In any case, Polo’s transcription must be interpreted phonetically as *Jamba rather than *Çamba. The country meant is the middle and lower Annam of the present day, the port of call, in Polo’s time, being the modern Quinhon (cf. BEFEO, iv, 205). The Skr. form of the name is Çampa and the native name of the people is Çam, the usual transcriptions being, conventionally, Champa and Cham. The Chinese transcriptions of the Mongol period, 超八 Chan-pa and 蕃八 Chan-pa (cf. BEFEO, iv, 243, and suppress the doubt in note 9), presuppose a pronunciation *Jamba, identical with that heard by Polo. We may, for the initial consonant at least, say the same of Odoric’s «Zampa» (var. «Çampa»; this double spelling reappearing in Fra Mauro, but «Zampa» is there on the island of «Taprobane») and for «Janpa» of the Catalan Map. The pronunciation Çampa (not Çampa) is represented by the early Arabic transcription صنف (cf. Fe, 695; Mi, 240), probably by Jourdain Cathala’s «Champa» (and «Chapa»; read Chãpa), which seems to apply to the Indo-Chinese Champa, and by Conti’s «Ciampa» (cf. HALLBERG, 173-175).

Our knowledge of Champa has greatly increased in the last thirty years, and much of YULE’s commentary in Y, ii, 268-272, calls for important changes. I cannot enter into details here, and must refer readers to Georges MASPERO’s Le royaume de Champa (repr. from TP), 1914, 8vo. (new edition in 1928).

One detail must, however, be pointed out: the king «Accambale», whose name has been used in connection with Polo’s visit to Champa and who is still mentioned in YULE’s edition (Y, ii, 267, 270-271) and in G. MASPERO’s work, p. 233, is a misreading due to VB and copied by RAMUSIO. Such a person never existed in fact, and the name has been duly suppressed in RR and B². The date of Polo’s visit to Champa varies in the different texts. Z gives none, and judging from it alone, we might think that Polo speaks of his visit to Champa when his ship touched there on the homeward journey. RR and B² adopt «1285» on the authority of F; but FA gives «1280», LT «1288». YULE has decided in favour of 1288 because it is the nearest to Polo’s final departure from China, and we know from the Prologue that he was then just back from a mission to the Indies. In principle, I agree with YULE, although even «1288» seems rather early, and one might suggest «1290». 
Transcribes 上都 Shang-tu. I do not find the name in Rašidu-‘d-Din, who uses only Keminfu. Odoric writes “Sandu,” var. “Zandu” (Y’1, II, 227; W’y, 475). The “Ciandu” of F is not a good transcription, as c– in Polo’s transcriptions generally represents ɕ and not ʃ; but the case of “Ciestan” (q.v.) is more or less similar.

The name of K’ai-p’ing-fu was changed to Shang-tu on June 16, 1263 (see “Chemeinfu”). A mention of Shang-tu occurs earlier in YS, 5, 1 b, under the date March 5, 1262, but the whole sentence is full of anachronisms in the names (some of them, though not this one, have been noticed in the K’ao-ch’eng of ch. 5, and by Wang Hui-tsu², 1, 5 a), and it is clear that the nomenclature has been modernized. In the same way, the lu of Shang-tu mentioned incidentally in 1262 in YS, 58, 3 b, is wrong; the pên-chi, in the corresponding passage (YS, 5, 5 a, 12th month), has correctly K’ai-p’ing-fu (cf. Wang Hui-tsu², 8, 2 a).

Shang-tu, “Upper Court,” “Upper Capital,” has been said by Pauthier (Pa, 21, 223-224, 265) to mean “Main Imperial Residence,” in opposition to 中都 Chung-tu (see “Cambaluc” and “Taidu”) which he renders “Secondary Imperial Residence,” and Charignon (Ch, i, 261) likewise translates Shang-tu “Main Capital.” It would take too long to examine in detail the use of the names Shang-tu and its synonymous 上京 Shang-ching, of Chung-tu and Chung-ching, and even of 下都 Hsia-tu, “Lower Capital,” from the time of the Chou and principally from that of the T’ang dynasty. Let it suffice to remark that the Liao and the Chin each had five capitals, but the Shang-ching, the northernmost capital, was not the one where the dynasty actually ruled (cf. Chartannes, in JA, 1897, i, 377-378); the Chin ruled in Peking, to which they had given in 1153 the name of Chung-tu, “Middle Capital.” The case of Shang-tu is analogous. It never was the real capital. But owing to the fact that it was Qubilai’s summer residence, and although Peking had been since 1260 and was to remain the real capital, K’ai-p’ing-fu was given in 1263 the honorary name of Shang-tu, “Upper Capital,” perhaps partly because it lay to the north of Peking, as is admitted by Pozzněv (ii, 300).

The ruins of K’ai-p’ing-fu, alias Shang-tu, still exist north of the Luan river, in the region generally called by Europeans Dolôn-nôr (the “Seven Lakes”); but the locality called to-day Dolôn-nôr is actually south of the river. According to the Ta-Ch’ing i-t’ung chieh (409, ii, 1 b; Bl, ii, App. 42; Yanai, 631-632), the real name, two centuries ago, was 巴哈呼爾虎 Pa-ha-horrub, Baya-hurru, and the popular local name was Ja’ai-naiman-suma, “Hundred and eight temples.” This last name is well known in the West thanks to d’Anville’s maps. As to Baya-hurru, it may mean “Small enclosure,” as is said in Yanai, 632, but the vocalization in u instead of o is surprising; I have not found the name elsewhere.
To the bibliography on Shang-tu given in Y, i, 306, must be added mainly: A. Pozdñeév, *Mongoliya i Mongoly* (1898), ii, 300-310; Van LERBERGHE’s booklet *Au pays des Centaures* narrating his trip of 1910, which I saw some twenty years ago but to which I cannot now refer, and which is quoted in Ch, i, 262; and IMPEY in *Geogr. Review*, 1924, [xv], 584-604.

147. CIANGA

ciugan F  
achinery F, L  
ahrung F, TA  
ian, cinchun TA

Probably the chên of 長安 Ch'ang-an, north of Hang-chou. See under «Vugiu». The chên of Ch'ang-an, at 25 li north-west of the hsiên of Hai-ning, was important for both land and river transport. The Sung had built up a bund there. In 1341-1368, a new bund was built west of the old one and is now known as 長安埽 Ch'ang-an-pa, «Ch'ang-an weir»; it remained an active trade centre throughout the Manchu dynasty. Bayan halted at the chên of Ch'ang-an early in 1276, waiting for the impending submission of the Sung Emperor (cf. YS, 9, 1 b; Ti-ming ta ts’ū-tien, 551).

148. CIANGIU

chinchingui P, P  
chingtinguy FB  
chingtingiu TA  
cinghi G  
cingigi VBM  
guinguagui V  
anchin Ft  
tingui VA

tingui L (L, L omit)  
tingiungiu VL  
tingui R  
tinguyguy FA  
tygui P

All authorities are agreed that the place referred to is 常州 Ch'ang-chou, which was already called by that name in Polo’s time (cf. TP, 1915, 407, 412). The city was really besieged by Bayan, and stormed and taken on December 6, 1275 (see «Alains»). But the massacre of the Alans, as I have shown many years ago (TP, 1914, 641-642; Mo, 140-141, 262, and see «Alains»), occurred not at Ch’ang-chou, but north of the Yang-tzú, at 鎮巢 Chên-ch’ao, to-day Ch’ao-hsiên (between Lü-chou and Wu-hu). None of the transcriptions given in the ms. however represents in a satisfactory way a rendering of Ch’ang-chou, or even of the intruding Chên-ch’ao (adopted in RR, 415). CHARIGNON (Ch, iii, 69) has sponsored, after MARTINI, an explanation
of Polo's form by 晉 陵 Chin-ling, a name which was borne by Ch'ang-chou in the 5th and 6th cents., and for a short time in the 8th, and which continued, until the end of the Mongols, as the name of one of the two hsien established at Ch'ang-chou (YS, 59, 2 b; Ts-Ch'ing i-tung chih, 60, 1 a). But Chin-ling has never been a chou, the l- is not represented in the transcriptions, and there is no doubt that, for centuries before, the usual name had been and was Ch'ang-chou. Polo's "normal" transcription would be the «Ciangiu», already adopted for instance in B¹, 239. I do not exclude, however, the possibility of a « Cianggiiu » (or even perhaps of « Cianggiu »); the theory that Polo never gives the final -g sound of Chinese words does not always hold good; cf. « Ciangiu », « Ciangli » . It would be futile to try to explain the transcriptions « Tinghingiu », « Cinghingiu », etc., by supposing that the original is not Ch'ang-chou, but 安 Hsin-an, a chên then existing south-east of Wu-hsi on the main road from Chên-chiang to Su-chou; apart from all the other difficulties, Hsin-an was not a chou but a chên, and I do not know of any case where chên itself is transcribed at the end of a name in Polo.

149. CIANGLI (<= *CIANGLIN)

ciengli.Z, zengli VB
ciagli TA¹
ciaglih TA²
ciagli F, Ft, FA, LT, Pr, ciangli P

The mss. have « Ciangli » and the place has been identified with Chi-nan-fu by Pauthier, Yule, Penzer, Ricci-Ross, and Benedetto; CHARIGNON's Ts'ang-chou (Ch, III, 7) is out of the question (see under « Ciangli »).

According to Polo, after travelling south of « Ciangli » for five days, one reached Tundinfu, which is certainly Tung-p'ing-fu; on the other hand, there was at Ciangli a large river, used for much traffic of goods between north and south.

From Peking to Chi-ning (see « Singiu matu »), there were two roads in the Mongol period: one via Cho-chou, Ho-chien-fu, Tê-chou, and Tung-p'ing-fu, all by land; the other from Peking to Yang-ts'un, by land; from Yang-ts'un, via Ch'ang-fu and Tung-kuan, to Tê-chou, by boat; and again from Tê-chou to Tung-p'ing-fu and Chi-ning, by land. The Tê-chou to Chi-ning section is thus common to both. As Polo's itinerary mentions Cho-chou ( « Giosiu ») and Ho-chien-fu ( « Cacanfu ») and goes on to name afterwards Tung-p'ing-fu ( « Tundinfu » = « Tunpinfu »), it must have passed through Tê-chou.

The Commissioners of 1276, travelling from south to north, left Hain-chou (= « Singiu matu », Chi-ning), passed through Tung-p'ing-fu, Kao-t'ang, and P'ing-yüan, and arrived at 陵州 Ling-chou, on the bank of the 渭河 Wei-ho (a mistake for 青河 Wei-ho), where, leaving the carts, they embarked on boats for Tung-kuan and Ch'ang-fu (TP, 1915, 400). Quite evidently, the course of the Wei-ho which they followed from « Ling-chou » to the north is practically identical
with what has now become the portion of the Grand Canal until it meets with the lower Hu-t'ou-ho. Moule in 1915 (TP, 1915, 400) thought that the Ling-chou of the itinerary of 1276 was the modern Ling-hsien; this is not quite correct. The modern Ling-hsien is the ancient Tê-chou; and the modern Tê-chou is the ancient Ling-chou, afterwards Ling-hsien; the exchange of names dates only from the Ming dynasty (see for instance Ti-ming ta tz'u-tien, 791, 867). So the Ling-chou of the Imperial envoys of 1276 is in principle the modern Tê-chou (now Tê-hsien), on the banks of the former Wei-ho and now of the Grand Canal (it may nevertheless be that the Wei-ho flowed then a little more to the east than it does now, and that the Ling-chou of the Mongol period was somewhere between the present Tê-hsien and the present Ling-hsien). The Ling-chou of the Mongol dynasty must be Polo’s *Ciangli*.

I had reached this conclusion before I found what I believe to be the true explanation of Polo’s toponym. Under the Sung and Chin and at the beginning of the Mongol dynasty, Ling-chou (=modern Tê-chou, Tê-hsien) had always been called the hsien of 萬陵 Chiang-ling (Tsiang-ling); it became Ling-chou only in 1253, reverted to a hsien in 1255, but was promoted again to a chou in 1266. The envoys of 1276 used the new administrative name, but the name of the hsien, in use for centuries, did not die out immediately from popular usage, and it is the one Polo heard. *Ciangli* is Chiang-ling; the *Ciangli* of the mss. must stand for *Ciangli* = *Cianglin*, the fall of the final -n being due perhaps to the attraction of *Cianglu*.

*Cianglin* and *Cianglu* are examples, in Polo, of notations in -ng, and not simply in -n, of Chinese finals in -ng; others are *Cingsam* and *Scieng*. We have many similar cases in Rasídus-d-Din when the Persian historian has to deal with terms which had not taken a “spoken” form in Mongolian — and Persian — speaking circles (see *Pianfu*), or when he wants to be quite accurate (see *Quinsai*). Charignon, who declares it necessary to divide the names into *Cian-gli* and *Cian-glu* (Ch, III, 5), nevertheless maintains the usual division a little further on (Ch, III, 8). And we have only to accept here Polo’s forms at their face value, with -ng for Ch. -ng.

One difficulty remains. In this note, I have not taken into account the city of *Cianglu* mentioned by Polo as lying between *Cacanfu* and *Ciangli*; for a discussion of the point, see *Cianglu*.

150. CIANGLU

cagnul VB
chiuanglu, cinguanglu, zinuan- 
glu VA
clianglu TA¹, TA²
clianglu F, Ft, FA, LT, Z, L,
ciuanglu TA¹

L¹, VL, R, S

clianglu Z

clianglu Fr

clianglu, clianglu LT

cyanglu FB, P

cyangula G
cyamguy FB²

zianglu V

From the days of Marsden and Murray, the place has been identified with Ts’ang-chou, on the Grand Canal. Pauthier, however, pointed to the name of 長松 Ch‘ang-lu, not far from
Ts'ang-chou, and a little to the south of Ch'ing-hsien, also on the Grand Canal, but on its western side. Yule (Y, i, 133) approved of Pauthier's suggestion; Cordier added that, according to Playfair, Ch'ang-lu had been the name of Ts'ang-chou during the T'ang and Chin dynasties; hence the equivalence of Çianglu with Ts'ang-chou also in RR, 417, and B.'i, 441. Charignon, looking absurdly for Çianglu in Shun-tê-fu in southern Ho-pe, has seen Ch'ang-lu in Çianglu, which is in fact the modern Tê-chou (Tê-hsien of the Republican geography).

The equivalence of Çianglu and Ch'ang-lu is not open to doubt; the notation of Ch. -ng by -n and not -n, although exceptional in Polo, has a counterpart in Çiangli - Chiang-lin. But a greater precision is here necessary. A hsien of Ch'ang-lu existed from the Northern Chou to the beginning of the Sung; its seat corresponded to the modern Ts'ang-chou (now Ts'ang-hsien), on the Grand Canal; but this is probably not Polo's Çianglu. The name in Polo applies to the chên of Ch'ang-lu, more to the north, and 70 li south of the present Ch'ing-hsien (17 li is a slip in Po, 438). When the Commissioners of 1276 reach Ch'ang-lu-chên, they note (TP, 1915, 401) that the natives call it Hsiao-Yen-ching, Little Peking, as it is a prosperous place, producing salt, and the seat of a Salt Commissioner. Polo says in the same way that salt is produced in immense quantities in Çianglu and in the surrounding district; and he then describes the process of its manufacture. Ch'ang-lu (but not Ts'ang-chou) was in the past the residence of the Director-General of Canal Transport, and he had under his jurisdiction 24 offices of the gabelle, of which 12 were on the Ts'ang-chou territory and in Shan-tung; when, later, the Directorate of Canal Transport was transferred to Tientsin, it went on using the name of Ch'ang-lu, in spite of its new location (cf. Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chih, 17, 1 a, 4 b, 5 a; Ti-ming ta ts'au-tien, 561; and, above all, the paper by 潘來如 Ch'ên Chien-ju, 長蘆都轉考 Ch'ang-lu tu-chuan K'ao [Researches on the Directorate General of Ch'ang-lu], in 禹 賢 Yü kung, iv, 12 [February 1936], 7-9).

So I take it for granted that Polo's Çacangfu is Ho-chien-fu, that his Çianglu is Ch'ang-lu-chên, and his Çiangli is Chiang-ling, now Tê-hsien. But there is here a serious difficulty. Ho-chien-fu is in a direct line with and on the main road between Cho-chou and Tê-hsien, but Ch'ang-lu-chên (and even Ts'ang-chou) is almost due east of Ho-chien-fu and quite out of the way. It might perhaps be supposed that Polo, with the Lady Çocacin and the Persian envoys, having reached Ho-chien-fu from Cho-chou, turned to the east to reach the Wei-ho at Ch'ang-lu and travelled by boat, as the Commissioners of 1276 had done in the opposite direction, from Ch'ang-lu to Tê-hsien. But that does not seem very likely. Officials, travelling by postal relays, took the one road or the other; they would not combine both. From Tê-hsien, the Commissioners of 1276 had gone up by boat to Ch'ang-lu-chên, but continued on, by boat too, until they reached Yang-ts'un (between Tientsin and Ho-hsi-wu), to arrive finally at Peking from the south-east. I propose the following explanation. Polo went more than once along the road from the Peking region to Yang-chou or east of Yang-chou on the Yang-tzu, as for instance when he was appointed to some office at Yang-chou, or when he was sent to the Indies. Once at least, he started from Cho-chou, and went on direct by Ho-chien-fu, Tê-hsien, Tung-p'ing-fu; this was very likely the case the last time, when he accompanied the Lady Çocacin and her escort. But on another occasion he had followed the eastern road, partly by water, which had been the one taken in 1276.
by the Imperial Commissioners in charge of the Sung princesses. Both roads converged at Tê-hsien (S Chiang-lî), but Ch'ang-lu was on the eastern, Ho-chien-fu on the western one. Both places had struck him as worthy of mention, particularly Ch'ang-lu; and although the actual itinerary which he describes followed the western road only, i.e. via Ho-chien-fu, he inserts here a digression, so as to give an account of Ch'ang-lu and its salt production. It was Rustichello, or perhaps some later copyist, who included the place in the main itinerary. This is what certainly happened in the chapters concerning the traveller’s journey from Champa to Sumatra.

151. CIANCIAN

ciafa TA¹
ciancian FA, FB
ciangari VL
ciansan F
cianscian F, L
ciansiam LT
ciasan (?) TA²
cinagnan, cinoian VA
cyangiam P; G
çansan Z
zansian, zansui V
zensian R
siaxia VB

I agree with Charignon (Ch, III, 100-101) that this is 常山 Ch’ang-shan, and not 蟠山 Chiang-shan as had been proposed by others. Chiang-shan (Kiang-shan) would not be satisfactory on account of ci- which represents ,& not k; moreover, it is Ch’ang-shan, not Chiang-shan, which was on Polo’s track.

The name of the hsien of Ch’ang-shan in Chê-chiang dates from the T’ang dynasty; the Sung changed it to 新安 Hsin-an, but the Yuan dynasty adopted again Ch’ang-shan (YS, 62, 4a), which has remained in use ever since.

152. CIARCAN

chiarcham VL
ciarchan VB, S
ciarchiam LT
ciarchiam TA¹, TA²
ciarchan F, VA, L, R
ciarchia G
ciarchiam P
giarchan VB
narciam FA
siarciam FA
siarcian FB
siarriam FBt
siartian FBt
zarzian, zersian, ziarsian V

Phonetically — Čärčān. It is the modern Charchan, Cherchen (Čarčān), between Kerya and the Lop-nor.

The name appears for the first time c. a.d. 800 in the Tibetan transcriptions Čar-čen and Čer-čen (cf. JRAS, 1928, 557, 565), and has replaced the native indianized form Calmadana,.
Ch. 乔末 Chü-mo (or Chieh-mo); cf. Stein, Serindia, 323, 470. I cannot dismiss the idea that it may be connected with the ancient name of the Shan-shan kingdom in the Lop region, with a new application.

The next mention of Čärčän occurs in 1076 in Kāṣyari's چرچان Čärčän, which has puzzled Brockelmann (p. 243), but which being « in the direction of China », and marked on the map after Kāṣyari, Yarkänd and _HOTAN towards the east, is surely to be read چرچان Čärčän, as has already been recognized by Herrmann (Imago Mundi, 1935, 28).

In Polo's time, Čärčän is mentioned in YS: in 1282, a postal relay was established at برهن Shë-li-hui (read Shë-li-ch'an [疆]; YS, 12, 3 b), and again at برهن Shë-ch'an in 1286 (YS, 14, 1 a); in 1287, a military colony was established at Shë-ch'an and 1,000 men were soon thereafter sent there from Kan-su (YS, 14, 7 b, 9 a). Although the Chinese transcriptions would suggest Järčän rather than Čärčän, the names of the postal relays named alongside do not leave any doubt as to its identification.

The next mentions of Čärčän are to be found in the Ta'irīh-i-Rašidd of the 16th cent., where the name is once written Čärčän, and once miswritten «Jurjān» (transl. Elias and Ross, 52, 406; cf. Stein, Serindia, 300). Čärčän appears also as ترک تاش in Chë-li-ch'ang (*Čärčän; for the final -ng, see «Badascian ») in a Ming itinerary (cf. China Review, v, 233). It is a curious coincidence that the miswritten form «Jurjān» in the Ta'irīh-i-Rašidd of 1547 should be identical, in Arabic letters, with the miswritten «Čürčän» of Kāṣyari.

153. CIBAI and CABAN

| abati e chaban V | unus cibay alter caban Z | cybai et cyban FA |
| cibai ou ciban F | cimbay LT | sibai e siban VB |

Benedetto has adopted the reading of F, according to which Polo names only one of the two princes of the lineage of «Ciagatai», he or his copist hesitating between Cibai and Ciban. No identification has been proposed, if we except the Jibi-tämür (?), of doubtful parentage, put forward in Br, ii, 35, which is impossible for various reasons. We must on the contrary admit with Z, V, etc. that Polo names the two princes, and adopt for the second name the reading Caban of Z and V. According to Rašidu'd-Din (Bl, ii, 176, 502, 536-539, 609), the longdrawn conflict between Qaidu and Qublai began in the region of Qara-joço (see «Carachoço»), where lived the prince Ajigi (cf. Bl, ii, 164), son of Būri (himself a grandson of Čayatai), and the princes Čūbāi (or Jūbāi) and Qaban (Bl, ii, 176), sons of Aluyu (another grandson of Čayatai; for the date of this event see «Caidu»). If Polo had only given one name, we might have hesitated between Ajigi and Qaban for the second one, but there can be no doubt that, by Cibai and Caban, the two brothers Čūbāi and Qaban are meant; Qaban was the elder, but Čūbāi played a More important part. The form of the name of Čūbāi is established by a Sino-Uighur unpublished inscription of 1326 which gives the following genealogy : Čayatai, Baidar, Aluyu, Čūbāi (or Jūbāi), Nom-qull, Nom-daš. In YS there are many mentions of Čūbāi under the
forms in Ch’u-po (Čūbāi), Shu-po (Jūbāi), Shu-po (Jūbāi; all these po are used in the Mongol period with the pronunciation pai and transcribe regularly bai and bāi); most of the quotations relating to Čūbāi have been collected by T’u Chi, 42, 3 a-5 a; 148, 60 a-b. Čūbāi receives a seal in 1283, is promoted prince of Wei-wu and Hsi-ning (in Kan-su) in 1304, bears already in 1307 the new title of prince of Pin (in Shàn-hsi) and must have died shortly after 1311. As to Qaban, his name is transcribed Ha-pan in YS (for instance 12, 7 a; 15, 8 a; 19, 1 a; 133, 4 b), for dates ranging from 1282 to 1296.

If Čūbāi and Qaban have not been identified earlier, it was mainly because of misstatements in the genealogical tables of YS and misreadings in our editions of Persian historians. The YS, 107, 5b (as a little earlier the Cho-k’èng lu, 1, 6 b), has transferred Čūbāi to the house of Hūlāgū, and made him a son of Kharbanda. T’u Chi has seen the chronological impossibility of such a lineage, but leaving Čūbāi in the house of Hūlāgū, has wrongly supposed that he was a son of Mongka-tāmūr. On the other hand, instead of Čūbāi and Qaban, Hammel has given «Dschobai» and «Kajan» (or Kijan) in H7 1, 271, 275; II, 423, 460, 469, with a note saying that his ms. of Rašidu’d-Din gives once «Dschamili» (Dschamānī) in II, 420, 423) and another time «Dschobai», and that Waššāf writes «Dschoban»; but in his translation of Waššāf (H7, 146, 148), he writes «Dschobra» and «Kian», with a note to the effect that Rašid wrote «Dschaulj». Blochet (Bl, II, 176, 502, 536-539, 609) has always adopted Čūbāi and Qian instead of Čūbāi and Qian Qaban; in the Appendix only, 32-33, he mentions that a ms. of Waššāf gives Čūbāi and Qaban, but even then thinks that the first name should represent Čoban, while it is Jūbāi or Čūbāi (= Čūbāi). These misreadings have done fresh mischief in Chinese texts; they have been retranscribed in Chinese by Hung Ch’un (9, 8 b), and have passed from him to T’u Chi who, while placing Čūbāi in the house of Hūlāgū, gives (148, 42 a and b) Čūbāi Ch’u-pan (Čuban) and Kijan Ch’i-yen (Kuan) as the names of Aluyu’s sons.

Some time after this note was written, I found that the true identification of «Čubāi» and «Čabān» had already been suggested by Barthold in Minaev’s Marko Polo, 311, where it has remained unnoticed. In spite of this, Barthold himself went on speaking later of «Čuba» and «Kayān» (instead of Čabān) in El, s. v. «Bukhāra».

The origin of the name Čūbāi (Jūbāi) is not clear; Qaban is Turkish and means «boar»; it was already listed as a proper name by Kāšyari (Brockelmann, 246).

154. CIELSTAN

chiestam LT
chiestan VB
cielscam FA
cielsiam VA

cielstan, FB, TA1, TA2, L
cielsiam VL
cielsiam S
ziloslan V

ciiesta P
suolistan Z, R

This is شیلسان; «Suolistan» of Z and R may represent an original «*Sciolistan», more in agreement with the name and with Polo’s usage than «Cielstan». For another possible
case of ci = ἐξ, see «Ciandu». The «Sulistan» of RR, 435, and of B', 447, is a compromise. Polo gives «Cielstan» as one of the eight «kingdoms» of Persia. Cf. Y, 1, 85; LS, 245, 262; and the notices «Shūl» and «Shūlistān» by MINORSKY in EJ. Fra Mauro, copying Polo, writes «Celstan» (HALLBERG, 148-149).

There is on the Chinese map of c. 1330 and in the corresponding list of YS, 63, 16 b, a name, 西剌失 Shē-la-tzū, which BRETSCHNEIDER (Br, ii, 127) believed to be Šūlistān (his opinion is adopted in MINORSKY’s notice); I think it is more probably Sirāz (see «Ciara»). Next to it, however, there is another name, 淵剌失 Hsieh-la-shih, in which BRETSCHNEIDER saw Sirāz, and which becomes available for Šūlistān. But the transcription would be most unsatisfactory. We should expect either simply a transcription of Šūl, or a complete transcription of Šūlistān. I have no certain solution to propose. Sarāhs (Serakhs) is too far away in the north, and moreover appears as Sa-la-ha-hsi, Sarabās. Perhaps we ought to read in both texts 淵剌失 Hsieh-la-fu, Siraf. No solution is offered in T'U Chi, 160, 24 a.

155. CIN

chuigsi, chuuichan V  cino, zino VB  cui L, VA

ći F  cym FB, P  ciri, zirt LT

tim FA, TA r  cin F, L, TA, TA, Z; R

cin F, L, TA, TA, Z; R

The name occurs in Polo only in connection with the «sea of Cin», our China Sea, «Cin» being, according to the traveller, the name given to «Mangi» (q. v.) by the «islanders» of those parts. Polo evidently refers to the Persian form چین. BENEDETTO’s hypothesis (B', 441) that «Cin» should probably be pronounced «Sin» on account of the Arabic «sā-šin» cannot be retained. HALLBERG (pp. 125, 148), under «Cataia» and «Cin», refers the reader to an «appendix» which I believe has never been published.

Classical antiquity knew China and the Chinese under two names, Σηρες (Lat. Seres), and *Οίνος (?: Οίνα, Θίνα) or Sinai. Both have been the subject of long controversies, summed up in YULE, HOBSON-JOBSON, 196-198, and Cathay (Y¹ 1, 1-28). I agree with VON GUTSCHEMID (Kleine Schriften, iii, 606) that the formal distinction between «Seres» and «Sinai» is peculiar to Ptolemy and his school.

I shall not enter into a detailed examination of the name «Seres», but some statements will be of use for the further discussion of *Θίνο. The occurrence of «Seres» in Ctesias and Onesicritus (in Strabo) is extremely doubtful (Y¹, i, 14), but the name was familiar to authors of the 1st cent. B.C. (Virgil, Horace, etc.). Σηριάξ, «silk textiles», are said to be mentioned at the end of the 4th cent. B.C. by Nearchus (in Strabo, xv, 1, 20), and σηριαξ is hardly to be separated from
«Sêres» (Herrmann, «Seres» in Pauly-Wissowa; Das Land der Seide, 25); but it does not seem certain that the use of σηπξδν is not here due to Strabo himself. In the 2nd cent. A.D., Pausanias (vii, 26, 6) speaks of silk as produced «by a small animal which the Greeks call σηπ, although the Seres themselves give it another name». Klaproth’s suggestion (in 1822) that σηπ renders the Ch. ssf (*si), «silk», especially «silkthread», has generally been accepted, and Herrmann (Das Land der Seide, 26) considers it is «so evident that no doubt ought to exist any longer on the point». Yet there are certain difficulties. Lokotsch (Etymol. Wörterbuch, No. 1878) derives from Ch. ssf both Med. Lat. sæta (›ıt. seta, Fr. soie, Germ. Seide), and, with the addition of the $/,ρh suffix of Northern Chinese (ssf-ερh), «Sôres» (›Lat. sericus, Fr. Engl. serge, Engl. silk, Russ. šelk). I do not for one moment believe that the Ch. ssf could have developed (through what channels?) into a Med. Lat. sæta, «silk», which must merely be the outcome, with a change of meaning, of Lat. saeta > sæta, «bristle», «coarse hair» (cf. Fr. soie de porc, hog-bristles). On the other hand, although the use of $/,ρh as a suffix is fairly early, going back at least to the 9th cent. (cf. Lauffer, Sino-Iranica, 538), ερh is an ancient *hšie, the initial of which is transcribed ε in mediaeval foreign scripts; ssf-ερh ought never to have been added to explain σηπ. More important are the Corean form sir of ssf, and Mong. širkäg (<*sirkäg > Kalm. širkag and širγi, Manchu sirge, «raw silk», «silk thread». I do not know of any form similar to širkäg or sirge in mediaeval texts or vocabularies, but that does not prevent the words from being possibly ancient. Lauffer (loc. cit., 538-339) was, in my opinion, mistaken when he denied a connection between Cor. sir and Ch. ssf. Cor. sir stands to Ch. ssf (*si) in the same relation in which Cor. mar does to Ch. $/,σ ma (*ma), «horse». Although the Ch. *ma shows no final consonant c. A.D. 600, and must not have had any for some centuries before that date, it is extremely probable that the ρ of Cor. mar is etymological, and that the word is fundamentally connected with Mong. morin, «horse». So both ssf and ma may originally have ended with an ρ, which was dropped in the first centuries of our era; other words, such as ʃʃ shih and ʃʃ chiu, seem to be in the same case. But even then the connection between ssf and σηπ is far from established. Pausanias gives σηπ as the Greek name of the silkworm, different from the Chinese name. As a matter of fact, the Chinese name is ʈʂ t̟ an (ʽdz̟ rm), and there is no apparent reason why the silkworm should have been known in Greek by the Chinese name of the silk thread. Another difficulty is that σηπ occurs only in the 2nd cent. A.D., two centuries at least after the appearance of the derivative forms «Sêres» and «σηπξδν» in Latin and Greek texts. Lastly, there is no other Greek or Latin word which can be traced directly to a Chinese original. Even if it be alleged that the case is exceptional, silk being in ancient times the Chinese product par excellence, the word would not have reached the Greeks directly, and we are at a loss to understand how it could have passed and been so well preserved phonetically. This explains why Lauffer rejected the derivation of σηπ from Ch. ssf. But while he thought «σηπ» and «Seres» to be of Iranian origin and connected them with Pers. sâräh, «breath of white silk» (›Ar. sarq, «silk», «white silk») in Sino-Iranica, 539 (cf. also Y’, 1, 20), he has given up this theory in the index of the same work (p. 612) : there he says that he thought he had meanwhile found what he believed to be the «correct derivation» of the name Sêres. However, he does not seem to have ever published it.
There are other grounds for doubt. The Greek and Latin \textit{s} can represent not only the \textit{s} of an Oriental original, but also \textit{s} and even \textit{ס}. As a matter of fact, the Syriac word for \textit{silk} is \textit{kérâyā}, and a Syriac work of the 3rd cent. A.D. mentions the Sērēs as Sērāyē, an ethnical form derived from \textit{*Šēr} (cf. Mo. 23). If we add that a theory has been started that the name \textit{Sērēs} originally referred to the inhabitants of Chinese Turkestan (Herrmann, \textit{Das Land der Seide}, 27), that the ancient name of Kāşīr was perhaps \textit{*Sārāg} (see \textit{Cascar}), that \textit{Sārāg} was the ancient name of Lo-yang among people of Central Asia and that Pers. \textit{sārāh} (< Ar. saraq) and Mong. \textit{sirkā}, Manchu \textit{siro} bears a disquieting resemblance to \textit{σηρίκων}, it will appear that the problem of the names \textit{σηρίκων}, Sērēs and \textit{σήρ} must remain in abeyance until it has been studied afresh in great detail.

The earliest mention of the second name, which is the one connected with Polo’s \textit{Cin}, occurs in the form \textit{*Θίνα (?)} at the end of the 1st cent. A.D. in the \textit{Periplus of the Erythraean Sea} (cf. Herrmann, \textit{Das Land der Seide}, 37; the views expressed there by Herrmann are different from the ones he maintained in his article \textit{Theinae} in \textit{Pauly-Wissowa}). This country lies at the extreme north of the (Indian) Sea, beyond Chrysē. There is in the interior a great city called \textit{Θίνα} (read \textit{*Θίνα ?}) whence the various products called \textit{σηρίκων} — wool, thread, and linen — are carried by land via Bactria to Barygaza (= Broach), and also across the Ganges to Limyrīkē (coast of Malabar). I feel much hesitation in giving \textit{*Θίνα} as the form intended by the author of the \textit{Periplus}; it does not appear in the index of the last editor, H. Frisk (Göttingen, 1927, p. 126), where we find only \textit{Θίνα}. All mentions of the name occur in §§ 64 and 65. The first mention, at the beginning of § 64, \textit{... εἰς \textit{(Θίνας)} τὴν τόπον,}, is due to a correction of K. Müller; Herrmann, \textit{Das Land der Seide}, 37, would favour a bolder emendation \textit{εἰς \textit{Θή} τὴν χώραν}. Although Müller’s text has often been accepted (it is the one quoted in Yule, \textit{Hobson-Jobson}², 197), Frisk retains the original reading \textit{εἰς τὴν τόπον}, without comment; I shall do the same, since nothing can be said of the original form of the name on the basis of the correction. The other mentions are: 1. (§ 64): \textit{πόλις μεσόγειος μεγίστη, λειψανή \textit{Θίνα}, \textit{ασφ} ἂσ ...}; 2. \textit{Εἰς τὴν \textit{Θίνα} ταύτην ...}; 3. (§ 65): \textit{... ἐπὶ τὴν συνόραν τῆς \textit{Θινῶς} ...}; 4. ... ἔτος τὸν κατὰ τὸν ἄντρο τῆς \textit{Θινῶς} ... C. C. G. and C. G. (Textes grecs et latins relatifs à l’Extrême-Orient, 24) followed Müller and corrected the first \textit{Θίνα} to \textit{Θίναι} (occurring in Ptolemy, vii, 3, 6, etc., and in Martianus of Heraclia, i, 16); here again, Frisk retains the original reading. Half a century ago, von Gutschmid, relying on the three other passages in which he saw the genitive and accusative of a name \textit{Θίνα}, had corrected in the first case \textit{Θίνα}, \textit{ασφ} ἂσ to \textit{Θίνα}, \textit{ασφ} ἂσ (Kleine Schriften, iii, 604), which seemed at first sight reasonable, since a nominative \textit{Θίνα} cannot become \textit{Θινῶς} in the genitive. But, according to Frisk, \textit{Θίνα} is an accusative employed as a nominative; in view of the genitive \textit{Θινῶς}, the name is an \textit{ν} word, the nominative of which, \textit{Θίνα}, has been replaced by the accusative. Frisk adds that there was in Egypt a town of the same name, only mentioned too in the oblique cases (except once \textit{Θίνα} in Stephen of Byzantium; also called \textit{Θινῶς}, \textit{Θίνα}, it was the well-known head-city of the Thinite name; cf. \textit{Θινῖς} in \textit{Pauly-Wissowa}). He believes that, for the Chinese city as well as for the Egyptian one, the name (read \textit{the form of the name ?}) is due to popular etymology. Quite independently, my colleague Benveniste has suggested to me that the declension gen. \textit{Θινῶς}, acc. \textit{Θίνα}, almost too regular for a foreign name which had
never been really alive in Greek, was due to the analogy of Ὄις, «sand-heap», «down», gen. Ὅυς, acc. Ὅινς. The name of the Egyptian town may also be responsible, to a certain extent, for the declension of the name in the Periplus. But, at the same time, I cannot accept Frisk's hypothesis of a nominative *Θίς (~*Θυς-ς) for the name of the Chinese town. Either the name was Θίνα in the nominative (with a final -ς which was not necessarily etymological), and the declension is irregular and due to analogy; or the nominative was *Θιν, with a regular declension due perhaps to the attraction of that of Θίς.

In the following century, Ptolemy speaks of the Σίνας and of their sea-port Ῥατίγαρα as being south of the Σηρίδες. A name Σίλβαν in Vettius Valens (c. 161-180) may possibly refer to China, although the form cannot easily be accounted for (cf. TP, 1912, 733). Cosmas Indicopleustes (middle of the 6th cent.) refers three times to Τζινλας; the name is more completely given as Τζινλας in an astrological text (ibid.).

The view has long prevailed that «Seres» was the name used by those who had heard of China by land, and *Θιν, «Sinai», Τζινλας by those who had heard of it by sea. Such was still the opinion of Yule (Y1, 1, 1) and Laufer (TP, 1912, 725), and it has been repeated in 1936 by Hennig (Terrae incognitae, 1, 169 sq.). As the Sanskrit and Malay name of China is «Cina» (~«China»), attempts have been made to explain the name as a Malay term, for the etymology of which extravagant hypotheses, like Richthoven's Ξίν-νας or Terrien de Lacouperie's Ξίν Tien, were proffered; I need not repeat the refutation I published in BEFEO, iv, 143-149. Evidently in connection with the «Malayan» hypothesis, Yule thought it «remarkable» that «the name of China is used in the Japanese maps» (Y1, 1, 2). But the Malay name «China» is merely, like so many others, borrowed from the Sanskrit. As to the «Shina» (not «China») of Japanese maps, it is not a survival of a «Malayan» form which had reached Japan independently, but represents the modern Japanese pronunciation of the Chinese Buddhist transcription Chih-na of the Skr. Cina.

The whole case rests on a curious misunderstanding. It is true that the author of the Periplus, and Cosmas after him, had heard of China by sea, but only inasmuch as they had reached India by sea. They did not go farther east, and the names they use are those they had heard in India, and probably from Iranians in the north-western part of the coasts of India.

The originals of the names are not doubtful: *Θιν and «Sinai» render forms connected with Skr. Cina; Τζινλας (more correctly Τζινλας) has long been equated with Skr. Cinasabhāna. Yule (Y1, 1, 11) was of opinion that the names must have reached the Greek world «through people of Arabian speech», as the Arabs, lacking the sound ξ, made Cina (Cina) «into Sin, and perhaps sometimes into Thin». This is certainly an error. The various transliterations with θ, s, τζ are not due to an Arabic intermediary, but represent so many attempts to render the ξ which did not exist in Greek: it was in the same way that the king Candragupta had become in Greek Sandrakottos.

But, if the connection of *Θιν and Τζινλας with Cina and Cinasabhāna is not open to doubt, I am not certain that they are the direct representatives of Sanskrit forms. If θ renders ξ, *Θιν is really *Cīn, not Cina (Cina). As will be seen further on, there is a language in which the name of China occurs at an early date without the final vowel; this is Middle Persian.
Even if we start from ḍin, the final -a may be due to the Greek author, although this can hardly be proved. Still more characteristic is τζιοστας = Chinistan. Apart from the fact that Iran. -stān is much more common in names of countries than Skr. -sthana, there is no Indian dialect which has had an -i- as the second vowel of Cinasthāna. But τζιοστας = Chinistan exactly covers the Cinistān of modern Persian. So I hold the *Θιν of the Periplus to be probably, and the τζιοστας (τζιοστας) of Cosmas to be certainly Iranian, and not Indian.

What then is the etymology of *Cina*, *Cín*, *China*? Apart from the above-mentioned *Jih-nan* and *Tien*, we see in Navarrete, Tratedos, i, 1, that Alemi, in a Chinese work, had explained *China* by *land of the silk*, and that others had thought of 指南 *chih-nan*, *South-pointer*, *compass*, or of 憲誡 *ching-ch’ing*, *please* (in Lucena); Langlès suggested 人精, *man* (Lettre écrite de Lintz, 38); Mgr. Gentili, 人ں, *money* (Memorie d’un missionario domenicano, i, 6). Leaving these absurdities out of consideration, the only explanation which commends itself to me is that which has all along been attributed to Martini, but which had in fact been proposed more than half a century earlier, viz. in 1584, by Ricci (cf. Tacchi-Venturi, ii, 38). According to it, *China* represents 秦 *Ch’in* (*De’jên*), the name of the great feudal state of western China the sovereign of which, Ch’in Shih-huang-ti, ultimately suppressed the Chinese feudal system, unified the country into an Empire and founded the Ch’in dynasty (221-206 B.C.). In BEFEO, iv, 148-149, I have shown that Buddhist authors of the 3rd-5th cents. were still conscious of the identity of Cina and Ch’in, and that it was also implied by the traditional explanation given by early Chinese authors for the name 當 *Ta-Ch’in*, *Great Ch’in*, of the Mediterranean Orient. Lauffer has since drawn attention (TP, 1912, 720-721) to a text in which a Tibetan author of the 18th cent. gives at great length the same etymology of *Cina* from *Ch’in*. I may add that it is also to be found in Hsian-tsang. When Śīlāditya asked him about Mahācina, *Great China*, the pilgrim replied that *Cina was the dynastic title of former kings* (前王之國號; cf. Julien, Mémoires, i, 255); this can only refer to the Ch’in dynasty.

But we may go further. Chinese texts dating from just before or after the beginning of our era show that the Chinese were then known among non-Chinese people of Central Asia as 秦人 *Ch’in-jen*, *men of Ch’in*. Herrmann (Das Land der Seide, 40) says that a passage of de Groot commenting on such a text has not received the attention it deserved. As a matter of fact, long before de Groot, I had translated three such passages in papers expressly devoted to the name of *China* (TP, 1912, 736-741; 1913, 427-428). A fourth text, the inscription of Liu P’ing-kuo (A.D. 158), where Chinese of the region of Kuča are called *men of Ch’in*, has been added to the list by Aurousseau (BEFEO, XIII, VII, 35-36). I wish to add, what had escaped both Herrmann and myself, that as early as 1880 von Gutschmid, opposing von Richthofen’s *Malayan* theory, had already quoted from de Guignes one of the passages referring to the *men of Ch’in* in Central Asia and drawn from it the perfectly correct conclusion that the name *Cina* must have reached India by land, and not by sea.

That *Cina*, at least when meaning *China*, renders *Ch’in* has finally been conceded by Lauffer (Sino-Iranica, 568-570) and is now fully endorsed by Franke (Geschichte des chinesischen Reiches, iii, 101-102) and by Herrmann (Das Land der Seide, 38-40).
Another difficulty, however, remains to be solved. The Cina are mentioned in the Laws of Manu and in the Mahābhārata, and these have long been supposed to be older than the days of Ch’in Shih-huang-ti. I do not think that such an objection can have many supporters now. More important is the mention, in the Arthaśāstra or Kautiliya attributed to Kautilya, of “silk and Chinese ribbons (?) made in the Cina country” (Kaūṣeyam cinapaṭṭāsca cinabhūmijāh; ought we not to read citrapaṭṭāsca, “variegated silks,” “brocades”?). Kautilya lived c. 300 B.C., and this would carry the name in India to a date earlier than Ch’in Shih-huang-ti. Laufer stuck to the end to this early date for the Arthaśāstra (TP, 1912, 719; Sino-Iranica, 569), and so does Herrmann (loc. cit. 38). In such a case, the name would have spread to Central Asia on account of the importance of the western state of Ch’in, and prior to Ch’in Shih-huang-ti’s accession to the throne of China. There is nothing impossible in such an assumption, but I do not think it very likely. Moreover, it is useless, since, like S. Lévi and Finot, I am convinced that either the Arthaśāstra is of a much later date than was thought by Jacobi, or that it has been very much interpolated.

Another problem is to decide whether Cina always meant China, or whether it was originally the designation of Himalayan tribes and has been extended to China only when the name of the “men of Ch’in” reached India. The latter view was held by Richtoßen, who believed that the Cina of the Indian epos were the “Sina” Dards; Yule expressed himself likewise in Encycl. Britannica 14, vi, 188, and also Laufer in TP, 1912, 723. From the last sentence of Lévi’s paper in BEFEO, v, 305, it can be inferred that he too, while translating the Ch’in and the Chên-tan (on which cf. infra) of Chinese Buddhist texts as meaning “China,” because they represented the “Cina” of Sanskrit originals, doubted in 1905 the correctness of the equivalence and probably thought then of Himalayan tribes; but he never published the paper in which he intended to discuss this point. On the whole, I am not certain that such a hypothesis should be necessary. When Sanskrit texts use “Cina” in a loose manner for people to the north and of the north-west of India, we must not forget that China, at the end of the 2nd cent. B.C., had sent expeditions across Chinese Turkestan, and in the following century and again in the 1st and 2nd cents. A.D. became the dominant power there. Although there was a direct road from early days from China to the Ganges via Yün-nan and Burma, it was mainly by the passes of the North-West that India was brought into contact with the Chinese, either as the result of trade or diplomacy. Provisionally, I feel inclined rather to suppose that the “Cina” of Sanskrit texts represents the Chinese in principle and from the beginning.

The same holds good for Iran; unfortunately Pahlavi texts are often of doubtful reading and of uncertain date. The “Sên” of the Bundahišn (xv, 29) is equated in the text with “Činistân” (cf. West, Pahlavi Texts, 1, 59; better “Činistân”), but it may be, in this late text, under the influence of Ar. “Sin” < Čin. If it actually represents the Avestic form “Sâini” or “Sainu” of the Yašt, xiii, 143, 144, it is doubtful whether it should be identified with “China,” either as to the location or even as to the name. “Činistân” (read “Činistân”) occurs a second time, as a country lying beyond “Türkistân,” in Bundahišn, xxix, 13 (West, ibid., 1, 120). An adjectival form “Sênik” in the Šāyast-nê-shâyast, vi, 7 (West, ibid., 1, 296; J. C. Tavadia, Šāyast-nê-shâyast, Hamburg, 1930, 97-98) probably does not refer to China. Hübßchmann
(Armen. Grammatik, 1, 49), in his list of Armenian forms borrowed from Iranian, gives Arm. «Čen-kh », China, the Chinese; «Čenstan », China; «Čenbakur », the Emperor (see «Facfur ») of China; «čenik » (adj.), Chinese. According to HÜBCHMANN, the corresponding Pahlavi forms are «Čen », «Čenstant » (West’s «Činistán »), *čenik ; Pers. «Čin », «Činistán », «Čint ». In view of Cosmas’s Τζενστάν[τ], I have little doubt that a pronunciation «Činistán » existed in Pahlavi, not at the early date of the Armenian borrowings, but at any rate in the 6th cent., and prior to the redaction of the Bundahišn. The same name occurs in a Sogdian document probably of the end of the 2nd cent.; it is written «Čynstn », which may be *Činastan or *Čenastan, or perhaps *Činstan (cf. TP, 1913, 428; 1931, 458). The «Činistán » of the Nestorian tablet of 781 renders the same form (cf. HAVRET, Siècle chrétienne, III, Syriac part, 1; Mo, 35). In the same monument, the ethnomon is «Čínayê » (HAVRET, 2; Mo, 40), based on *Čin < Čin (cf. also Mo, 75).

The Persian چین «Čin » passed to the Arabs as مسجد «Sn ». In other words, the Arabs, having no ģ, rendered it, as usual, with ș; but this is not a sufficient reason to render ș as if the Arabs had pronounced it ę, as has been arbitrarily done by FERRAND throughout his last publications. When an Arab author wished to render the Persian «Čin » and not the Arabic «Sn », he transcribed it, for lack of a better equivalent, as چین «Sn » (cf. Fe, 260); he would not have done so if the Arabic ș had sounded ģ. Moreover, Syriac writers have followed the same course. While their early borrowed forms render the Iranian ę with ę («Č number », etc.) as the Arabs did with ș, all the ę of Turkish and Mongolian words are transcribed ș by Bar Hebraeus. Arabic form «Sn » is used by Kāşyari. But this does not imply, as BARTHOLD thought, that «Sn » had been adopted by the Turks in the west (12 Vorlesungen, 97: Kāşyari knew that the term was not Turkish, and the reason why he preferred the Ar. «Sn » to the Pers. «Čin » is simply that he was writing his Dīwān in Arabic. A few years before Kāşyari completed the Dīwān, the Persian form «Čin » is actually found in Turkish in the Qutaṣyu bilig (Radlov, III, 2120).

The translators of Buddhist texts into Chinese, when finding «Čina » in the original, sometimes rendered it etymologically as چین «Ch‘in », at other times translated it with some term meaning «China », or lastly transcribed it phonetically. The ordinary transcriptions are 卓那 Chih-na (for instance in 587; cf. BEFEO, IV, 574; v, 294; the 卓那 Chih-na of LAUFER, in TP, 1912, 722, seems to be merely copied from EITEL, Handbook4, 176, where it is a slip or a misprint, unfortunately repeated by SOOTHILL and HODOUS, 153); 卓那 Chih-na (for instance in 683; cf. BEFEO, IV, 575); 卓那 Chih-na in Hsüan-tang. Hsi-lin’s Hsi-i-k‘ieh ching yin-i, ch. 2 (Meiji Tripit. of Tōkyō, 爲, VIII, 5 a) gives a form 卓那 Chên-na, which seems to be corrupt for 真丹 Chên-tan (on which cf. infra). ODA Tokunö, 750, adds 斯那 Sa‘na and 斯那 Chih-nan, for which I can find no authority.

But, apart from this mechanical transcription of «Čina », another occurs in the forms 真丹 Chên-tan (T‘ju‘en-tän; in the Lou-t‘an ching [*Lokasthána sūtra?] translated in 265-316 [according to 帝, VIII, 47 a; I cannot trace the passage in the sūtra itself]; in a sūtra translated in 317-322 [or, VI, 49 a; cf. BEFEO, v, 304-305]; in the Avataṃsaka, ch. 45 [天, III, 22 b]; also in 雨, v, 107 b, and in Hsin T‘ang shu, 221 a, 11 a), 真丹 Chên-tan (T‘ju‘en-tän; cf. 爲, VI, 13 b, 73 b) and 真丹 Chên-tan (T‘ju‘en-tän; cf. in the translation of an Ágama, 宿, VIII, 44 b, and in
Sung shu, 97, 4 a). European scholars have all along been agreed that Chên-tan represents "Cinasthâna", but I must remark, (i) that the transcription is not satisfactory since we should expect at least *Chên-t'an (with *t'an; not the chên-t'an or ch'ên-t'an with ancient *d'an of BEFEO, iii, 253); (ii) that no Chinese commentary ever speaks of "Cinasthâna", either with reference to Chên-tan or in any other case; (iii) that no case is known where Chên-tan actually renders "Cinasthâna" of a Sanskrit original. Sanskrit texts speak of "Cina", or of "Cinadeśa", "kingdom of China" (cf. BAGCHI, Deux lexiques sanskrit-chinois, 76, 295; BSOS, ix, 522, 523), or of "Cinabhumî", "land of China" (for instance in the Arthasâstra and in JA, 1915, i, 51; the two 西域 Ch'in-ti, "land of Ch'in", of BEFEO, iv, 149, probably also translate Cinabhumî, not "Cinadeśa" or "Cinasthâna") "Cinasthâna" is found nowhere.

Nor is it a form which is to be readily expected. Names of countries formed with -stāna are known in Sanskrit, but mainly in the north-west, i.e. in regions which had submitted to Iranian influence and in which they were used in imitation of the Iranian -stāna > -stān (the curious "Indrasthâna" of Hsüan-yîng, ch. 18, in 乙綸, vi, 73 b, given as the original name of India, may reflect the double contamination of "Indu" and "Hindustân"; for "Indudeśa", India, cf. BAGCHI, loc. cit., 76, 295). The only instance of "Cinasthâna" which I can trace at present is the cinasthanade of a Kharoṣṭhī tablet from Chinese Turkestan (cf. RAPSON, Kharoṣṭhī Inscriptions, p. 12, No. 35). Yet, if I do not believe that the "Chên-tan" of Chinese Buddhist texts actually translate a "Cinasthâna" of the Sanskrit originals, I have no doubt that they represent, etymologically, a form connected with it. But that form, in my opinion, instead of being the Sanskrit term "Cinasthâna", is an Iranian form of the type of Sogdian "Cynstâna". If we read this last name "Cynstâna" as I suggested above, the interconsonantic -s- is likely to be omitted in the transcription and we have "Cintan", which is exactly the original pre-supposed by Chên-tan. Of course, the original of Chên-tan need not necessarily be Sogdian, but may be of a type similar to the Sogdian "Cynstâna". The names ending in -stana of the region of Khotan, and the very coexistence of Khotan and Costana (see "Cotan") are perhaps to be considered as a case parallel to that of "Cynstân and Chên-tan ("Cintan"). It is well known that Khotan played an important part in the earliest spread of Buddhism to China. Whatever the true original of Chên-tan may be, it could not have been Skr. Cinasthâna, and it was only because Chên-tan had become current in early Chinese Buddhism that its use was retained as a possible rendering of "Cina", even after the accurate transcription of the Chih-na type had been adopted. The various Chên-tan forms were no longer understood; one of them was interpreted in connection with cinnabar (=tf tan); another was explained as referring to China's position in the East, where the sun rose (乙 tan; this occurs already in ch. 5 of Fa-lin's Pien-chêng lun, completed in 626; 甲, viii, 47 a). Such fanciful hypotheses are on a level with the opinion of those who, losing sight of the Chinese origin of "Cina", interpreted it as citâra, "garment" because civilized China had "waistband and cap", or as cintana, "thought", because the Chinese were such deep thinkers (乙, x, 5 a, 121 a).

A last word on the subject of Chên-tan: even if the term comes from Khotan, and is not derived from a Sogdian original, it has left no trace in our Khotanese (the so-called "Saka") texts. Sthâna occurs in them in the Prakrit form thâna (cf. KONOW, Saka Studies, 185).
As to the name of China, we find "Č'īnga" and "Č'ingga" (<*-Cinaka), "Chinese" (Konow, *ibid.*, 130; Leumann, *Das Nordarische... Lehrgedicht*, 3rd fasc., 421), and "Čāiga" (<-Cina), "China" (BSOS, IX, 522-523).

Alongside of "Cina", Chinese texts of the T'ang period give 摩诃支那 Mo-ho-chih-na (*Mūk-č'ā-t'ie-nā; Hsi-lin in 爲, VIII, 5a; in a letter of 795, 天, VI, 79 b [cf. BEFEO, V, 254]), 摩诃至那 Mo-ho-chih-na (*Mūk-č'ā-t'si-nā; Hsüan-tsang, in Julien, *Vie*, 91; Mémoires, I, 255; II, 79; also in 結, III, 92 b, and 數, IV, 76 b [cf. Bagchi, *Le canon bouddhique en Chine*, II, 552]), 摩诃支那 Mo-ho-chih-na (*Mūk-č'ā-t'ie-nā; I-ching in Chavannes, *Religieux éminents*, 56; 數, VII, 96 a), and twice 摩诃震旦 Mo-ho-ch'en-tan (*Mūk-č'ā-t'ieh-t'an; in Hsin T'ang shu, 221 a, 11 a [cf. Y', I, 68; Hobson-Jobson*, 197]). All these forms render "Mahācīna", "Great China", even the last one where "Ch'en-tan" is a survival, and used as a mere equivalent of "Cina". This is of course an honorific form for "China", but it is more than that. In the Rāmdīyana, the "Cina" are mentioned before the "Aparacīna", both preceding the Tukhāra; the same names, in the same order, occur in the *Saddharamasutypasthāna*. The Tibetan translation of the latter text says that the rGya-nag, "the Black Broad" (the usual Tibetan name of China) extends over 1,000 *yojana*, and the "Other Black Broad" (rGya-nag-gzan) over 200 *yojana*. The Chinese translation speaks only of 漢 Han, i.e. "China", but with a description which shows that, for the translator, "Han", or "China proper", was the "Aparacīna", and that with all its dependencies it constituted the "Cina" of 1,000 *yojana* (cf. Levī, in *JA*, 1918, 1, 49, 122-123, 126-127). A text quoted by Pehi (BEFEO, XVII, II, 42) distinguishes in the same way a 小支那 Hisiao Chih-na, "Small Cina", and a 大支那 Ta Chih-na, "Great Cina", but without telling us any more about the value of the two names. In a Sanskrit list of A.D. 1128, "Cina" and "Mahācīna" follow each other among countries producing silk and other cloths (Hobson-Jobson*, 197). We have more precise information in I-ching, who says that "Chih-na (Cina) is Kuang-chou (Canton); Mo-ho-chih-na (Mahācīna) is the capital (Ch'iang-an, Hsi-an-fu)" (數, VII, 96 a: 支那郡廣州也莫河支那郡京師也; cf. Chavannes, *Religieux éminents*, 56).

Thirty years after I-ching (in 730 in fact) a similar notice is to be found in the *Hsü ku-chin i-ching t'ü-chi* (結, III, 93 b): "The kingdom of Yin-tu (Indu, India) commonly call Kuang-fu (Canton) 'Chih-na' (Cina), and give to the Imperial capital (Hsi-an-fu) the name Mo-ho-chih-na (Mahācīna)" (印度國俗呼廣州為支那名帝京為摩诃支那). This note has passed into the Sung kao-seng chuan (數, IV, 76 b; cf. Bagchi, *Le canon bouddhique en Chine*, II, 551-552).

I-ching's note, misplaced in Chavannes's translation, is in fact given in connection with a ruined "Cina" temple of the Ganges, traditionally founded, in the 4th cent., for twenty Chinese priests who had come to India via Yün-nan and Burma (Chavannes, *Religieux éminents*, 82-83). In the *Hsü ku-chin i-ching t'ü-chi* and the Sung kao-seng chuan, "Chih-na", with the note on the name, is mentioned in the biography of an Indian monk who really landed at Canton. It is of course out of the question that all mentions of "Cina" should in principle be referred to Canton, and the twenty priests of I-ching's narrative had not even passed through Canton on their way from China to India. But we may admit that, in the 7th-8th cents., there was a natural tendency to speak of the capital in the north as "Mahācīna", and to understand "Cina"
as a designation of Southern China and more particularly of Canton. The reason may be that "Mahācina" was more or less an honorific epithet, not conflicting with the name which foreigners of Central Asia then usually gave to China and which was no longer a form derived from Ch'in, but was the more recent "Ta'ṣya'rā", of northern origin (see "Catai"). On the other hand, in the south, sailors from Arab, Persian, Indian and Malay countries continued to refer to China as "Ṣīn", "Cīn", "Cina" (Cîna). This explains how the name "Cīn" became in a way a synonym of Canton. The note of I-ching and of the two subsequent works already foretells the state of affairs which was later reflected in Polo's "Sea of Cīn".

But the question is not so simple. Persian sources often speak of "Cīn and Māśin", Arabic ones more rarely of "Ṣīn and Māśin" (cf. Kāšyari's map). Von Gutschmidt (Kleine Schriften, iii, 605) was of opinion that "Cīn and Māśin" was a term created in Mussulman times as a "pendant" to Gog and Magog (see "Gog") and that "Māśin" could have had hardly anything to do with "Mahācina". This is surely an error. The intermediary form is provided by Al-Birūnī's book on India (c. 1030), where mention is made of "Mahācīn", located north of the mountains where the Ganges takes its rise (Sachau, Alberuni's India, i, 207). Rašīdu'd-Dīn was conscious of the derivation when he wrote: "In the language of the Indians, southern China is called 'Mahācīn', i.e. 'Great China', from which name 'Māśin' was formed" (cf. Quattremèbre, Hist. des Mongols, xcti-xxciii; also lxxxvii for Bānākātī's rifacimento; Ṣādiq Iṣfahānī, in Fe, 560). In the Aīn-i Akbarī, completed in 1595, mention is made of Ḥītā (or Ḥatā, China; see "Catai"), "which is also called Mahācīn, commonly pronounced Māśin" (Fe, 552). There is perhaps, however, that much of truth in von Gutschmidt's theory that the reduction from "Mahācīn" to "Māśin" may have been favoured by the influence of "Magog", and that the vague but popular "Gog and Magog" is to some extent responsible for the frequent recurrence and the loose treatment of the parallel couple "Cīn and Māśin".

This loose treatment, however, is also and I think mainly due first to the various applications of the name "Cīn" and secondly to the confusion caused in geographical nomenclature when China became divided into a Northern and a Southern China, governed by sovereigns of different races.

We have seen that the name derived from "Ch'in" had reached India and Iran via Chinese Turkestan, which, moreover, was at various times entirely under Chinese rule. It is therefore no surprise that Chinese Turkestan should have been more or less included in the foreign notion of "Cīn" or "Cīn". What is more remarkable is that, when it became independent, its rulers, paying an unconscious tribute to the great Far Eastern civilization, still clung to the Chinese name. In the 11th cent. North China had come to be known as Ḥītāi (see "Catai"), but the more ancient names were still in use, "Cīn" in Persian, "Ṣīn" in Arabic, "Ta'ṣya'rā" in Turkish; so the Qarakhanid sovereigns of western Chinese Turkestan took the Turkish title of "Ta'ṣya'rā khan", replaced on their coins by the Arabic "malik aš-Ṣīn"; both mean "King of China" ("Ta'ṣya'rā khan", a secondary form of "Ta'ṣya'rā khan", is the title of the farṣfūr, or Emperor of China, in Al-Birūnī; cf. Y', 1, 33).

For Kāšyari, "Ḥītāi" was North China (then ruled by the Qtāf of Ch'i-tan), and "Ta'ṣya'rā" all the rest of China under Sung rule; the latter was also called "Māśin". As to "Ṣīn", it is in
Kāṣāyari a very comprehensive term, the value of which had to be specified by some epithet: either "Upper Sin", which was China proper (sometimes used for "Ḫītai", sometimes also for "Taṣyaḵš" or "Mašin"), or "Lower Sin", which was that part of Chinese Turkestan which was under the rule of the Qarakhanids (cf. BARTHOLD, 12 Vorlesungen, 97-98; BROCKELMANN, 250-251). HERMANN was mistaken when he tried to identify Kāṣāyari's "Lower Sin" with Burma (cf. TP, 1936, 362). I think, moreover, that the terms "upper" and "lower" are to be understood in reference to people who took their bearings to the east, as is the case in Kāṣāyari's map, so that "upper" and "lower" would normally mean "east" and "west" respectively. Al-Balṭār speaks of the rhubarb found in northern China, "that is to say in Turkestan, which the Persians call "Sin Maššin"" (LECLERC, in Not. et Extr., XXV, 1, No. 1018; Fe, 269; in both the spelling has been iranized as "Sin Maššin", which makes meaningless what follows).

The names "Čin" and "Taṣyaḵš" spread farther over the map of Asia. In 1246, the Nestorian Simeon Rabban-ata handed over to André de Longjumeau for transmission to the Pope a libellus which he had brought de pectore Orientis, scilicet de terra Sin, and there is no doubt that "Sin" here means Northern Mongolia (cf. Pe, 32, 41, 53). A few years later, the author of the Tabaqat-i Našīr speaks of "the haughty Moyač insidels of Čin", i. e. of Mongolia (RAVERTY, 1288). Chinghis-khan was first heard of in Egypt as malik aš-Śīn, "king of China" (cf. BLOCHET, Hist. d'Égypte de Makrisi, 553, in the extracts from the History of the Patriarchs of Alexandria). For Stephen Orbelian, Qara-qorum, the Mongol capital, lay "in the country of Čin and Maššin" (BROSSET, Hist. de la Siouâie, 1, 224; cf. also Hist. de la Géorgie, 1, 485; Patakînov, Istoriya Môngolov, 1, 68-70). An-Nāšāwī, the biographer of Jalāl-ud-Din Māngūberti, 'gives the name 'Tamyāz ', other form of "Taṣyaḵš", to the capital of the Īčen, i. e. Peking (cf. Y'1, 1, 33; Houdas, Hist. du sultan Djelad ed-Din, 8, 9, 58); but, in the Tabaqat-i Našīr, Chinghis-khan rose up "in the kingdoms of Čin and Tamyāz", and the "country of Tamyāz" means the "region of Qara-qorum" (RAVERTY, 935, 1291). In the 17th cent., the khans of Crimea proclaimed themselves "Great Emperors of the Tāt and Tawyāz" or 'Tawyāz'). The Tāt are the non-Turkish tribes; but this use of "Tawyāz" has puzzled scholars (cf. MINKRORSKY, in El, s. v. "Tāt"). I consider it merely as the last outcome of the undue extension to the Turks and Mongols which the name Taṣyaḵš, "China" and "Chinese" (although etymologically the designation of a forgotten Altaic nation), had developed in the Middle Ages.

A similar undue extension of the name Čin, but at an earlier date, accounts for the would-be "Chinese" origin of the princes Orbelian and Čembakurian-Orbelian (< Čenbakur, =fayför of Čin) of Armenian history, who must have been of Turkish descent (cf. BROSSET, Hist. de la Siouâie, II, 181).

The Polian use of "Čin" is of course different. For Polo, "Čin" is the name used in the South by foreigners for "Mangi", i. e. South China, and the "sea of Čin" is the sea off the coast of "Mangi". This is corroborated by Musulman sources already at an early date. Hūwārizmī (first half of the 9th cent.) mentions the bahar aš-Śīn "sea of Sin", as the most remote part of the Indian Ocean, and the same information is given in later works like the Persian Ḥudūd al-ʿĀlam ("Čin") or the geography of Abū-ʾl-Fidā (cf. Fe, 591; Mi, 52, 179; REINAUD, Géographie d'Aboufêda, II, 1, 25). Hethum mentions the "wealthy province Sim [read Sin], which is
between the kingdom of Cathay and the kingdom of Inde and in which fine diamonds are found (Hist. des Croisades, Arm., ii, 123, 263).

But our best informant is once more Rašid-ud-Din. According to him, the country south of Ḥitai (= of North China) is called by the Hindus مهânîn, hence ماچîn, in Persian, but منزی by the Chinese and نانگیا by the Mongols (see Mangî). To judge from Bānūkātî’s account, Rašid seems also to have said that cin was the Hindu name for Ḥitai (cf. Quatremère, Hist. des Mongols, lxxxvi-1xxvii, xci-xcii). For ماچîn = منزی, cf. also Bl, ii, 370-371. At other times, Rašid uses cin and ماچîn as a mere synonym of نانگیا, i.e. South China (cf. Ber, i, 146).

But Rašid also speaks of the capital of ماچîn as of a city which is neither Ḥing-sai (see Quinsai), nor Zaitûn (see Čaiton), and Yule has already surmised that the place referred to must be Canton (cf. Y, iii, 115; cf. also Le Strange, Nuḥāzat al-Qullāb, transl., 250, and the somewhat conflicting account on p. 254). According to Yule (Y, ii, 180), both Al-Bīrūnî and Rašid-ud-Din distinctly apply the name Mahacîn to a city, no doubt Canton. I do not think that this information should be traced so far back as to Al-Bīrūnî; it occurs in a chapter in which Rašid freely culled from Al-Bīrūnî, but an additional section of which cannot be earlier than the Mongol period. It is in this latter part that we find the following very interesting passage (Elliot, History of India, i, 45-46; ii, 71-72): Beyond Champa; see ‘Ciamba’; is Ḥāinnû (see ‘Cheynam’), subject also to the Qānûn. Beyond that is Māhācîn, then the harbour of Zaitûn, on the shore of the China Sea . . . . Instead of Māhācîn, an Arabic ms. gives الصين الإدامي, also meaning Cin the Great. Yule was certainly right when he said that Rašid’s Mâhâcîn in this passage was Canton.

Canton is first mentioned in Arabic texts of the 9th cent. as خانفو, which renders 廣府 Kuang-fu, a popular short form of Kuang-chou (広州). I stated this in 1904 in BEFO, iv, 215. To the examples of Kuang-fu I had then adduced, I can now add خانفو, iii, 93 b, quoted above; T’ang liu tien, 20, 8 ro; and, at a much later date, Sainson, Hist. particulière du Nan-Tchao, 45. But the identification was forgotten in the Mongol period, and Canton came to be known under new names. I concur with Elliot (History of India, i, 71) who identified with Canton Idrisî’s صينیت维度-شین, ُChina of China* (Jaubert, i, 194), although Idrisî also repeats elsewhere (ibid., i, 84) the old information on خانفو without suspecting that both names refer to the same place. Al-Bâlîr, speaking of the Persian ُشین مادین (proper Cin â Mâcîn) says that it is somehow equivalent to an Arabic form ُشین اب-شین, China of China* (Fe, 269). Although this is not etymologically correct and although Al-Bâlîr wrongly refers Cin and Mâcîn to Turkestan, his text shows that a correspondence was felt between the two forms. We must then take into consideration that Mâhācîn (= Mâhâcîn, Mâcîn) is used by Rašid as a name of Canton, and that صينیت维度-شین is practically the same form as ُشین اب-شین. The identification is already all the more probable when Idrisî speaks of صينیت维度-شین as being a city of unequalled greatness, which was situated at the extremity of the empire, and which was visited by a great number of traders from various parts of India.

This is made certain by a passage in which Ibn ʻAtâ’îyh, two centuries after Idrisî, speaks of ُشین اب-شین as being the same place as سیبکلون (Destrémery, iv, 92). Ibn ʻAtâ’îyh
again mentions "Sin à-Sîn" in iv, 254, and "Sin-kâlân" in iv, 271-272 (cf. Fe, 455, 673). Now, "Sin-kâlân" is the arabized form of Pers. Cin-kâlan, "Great China," thus synonymous with "Mahâčîn," and there is not the slightest doubt that "Cin-kâlân" is Canton. The name occurs before Ibn Batûtah in Rašídu'd-Dîn and in Wašâf. Rašíd's passage begins as follows (Bl, ii, 493): "The ninth province (kîng; see: Scieng') is that of ١٢١٧ Kôngî (?) which the Tâzîk call Cin-kâlân..."; the Tâzîk (misread "Tâzî" in Fe, 673) are the Persians. The name I have read "Kôngî" with the Vienna ms. is uncertain; other readings are "Lûnkâlî," "Lûkâlî," "Lûtâqalî," "Kûtîkî" (adopted by Blocnet). We should expect the name of Kuang-chou-fu, either as such or under the abbreviated form Kuang-fu. In Rašíd's transcription, Kuang-fu would become *Kôngû or *Kôngû. The reading *Kûtâqalî of L has a ۴ ٢ which may easily be corrupt for ۴ ۴. On the whole I feel inclined to correct the name to *Kôngû. This would dispose, however, of the very doubtful hypothesis I have suggested for "Choncha" (q.v.).

Wašâf's passage has suffered at the hands of the translators. In the text (Ha², Pers. text, 43) it is said that there are in China 400 great towns, the smallest of which is of greater extent than Bagdad or Ñîrîz; among them are "Lûqîn-fu (Lung-hsing-fu), Zaitûn and Cin-kâlân." D'Ohsson (ii, 418) misread the first name as "Kenkan-fou." As to Hammer (Ha², transl., 43), he jumbled up the first two names into "Lonkin Ferwezetiun" and simply omitted "Cin-kâlân.

This name of Canton is also mentioned by Western travellers. It is the "Cencalan" of Odoric (Wî, 458; var. "Cesalan," "Censecalan"; read "Cencalan" or "Cinesalan"). I have little doubt that the "Cencalan" of the Catalan Map comes from Odoric (cf. Cordier, L'Extrême-Orient dans l'Atlas Catalan, 35). Shortly after Odoric, Marignolli, in enumerating cities of "Manzi, formerly Cyn," speaks of "Cynkalan, i.e. Great India, since kalan is 'great' (Wî, 543). Marignolli, for whom Southern China ("Manzi") is the first of the three Indies, opposes "Cynkalan," which is "Great India," to "Cynkali" of "Mynibar." "Mynibar" (Malabar; see "Melibar") is Marignolli's second India, and his "Cynkali" has in fact nothing to do with "Cin"; nor is it easy to see what Oriental word he is referring to when he says that "kali" means "small" (cf. Y², iii, 249; Hobson-Jobson², 828-829). All these texts provide overwhelming evidence that, in the Mongol period, the name "Great China" specifically referred to Canton, a reversion to the use which obtained in I-ching's time.

The intricacies involved in the name "Cin" are not brought to a close, however, with "Cin-kâlân." The case of the sort of brazil-wood called verzino sieni or seni by Pegolotti is still obscure (see "Brazil"). Cin and Mâchin ("Chin et Machin") are a designation of Southern China in an unpublished section of the Libellus de notitia orbis, completed in 1402 (cf. A. Kern in Arch. Frat. Præd., viii [1938], 89). The double term "Cin and Mâchin" occurs c. 1470 in Nikitin (Y¹, i, 151). Josafa Barbaro, giving c. 1480 information collected in the Crimea in 1436, speaks of "the Cini and Macini, part of Cataio" and of all those of the Cini and Macini and of Cataio (Ramusio [1559], ii, 106); he also says that "Cini and Macini are two very great provinces inhabited by idolators" (cf. Y¹, i, 269). In 1503, Syrian bishops were ordered to go to the land of the Indians and the islands of the seas which are between Dabag and Sin and Masin" (Y¹, i, 127; S. Giampil, Genuinae Relationes, Rome, 1902, 8 vo, 558-600).
A century later, Gouvea speaks of a bishop of «Masina» mentioned in an old document (Mo, 15).

All these are stereotyped or vague mentions, which create no serious difficulty. The case is different with Nicolò de’ Conti. In his account as written down in Latin by Poggio, Conti (Longhena, 140-146) speaks of Ava in Burma, adding that the province is called «Macinum» (but without an alternative name «Mangi», despite Hallberg, 334) and abounds in elephants. He then goes on to give a notice of «Cathaium» and its two principal cities «Cambaleschia» (see «Cambaluc», Peking), and «Nemptai» (certainly Nan-t’ai = our Nanking; see «Namgin»); the whole of the section on «Cathaium» (Cathay) seems to transmit hearsay information.

Yule has drawn from the text the natural inference that for Conti «Mačin» was located in Indo-China, adding that Fra Mauro followed Conti in this and that the A’in-i Akbari, if he remembered rightly, applied the name «Mačin» to Pegu (Y¹, 1, 151).

This calls for comment. As is well known, Fra Mauro certainly obtained from Conti himself much information which is not to be found in Poggio’s text (see «Caragian» and Y¹, 1, 176-177). Even when the names occur in both sources, they are more correct in Fra Mauro. In the present case, Fra Mauro’s Map gives not only «Macin» (not the Latin «Macinum» of Poggio) in a region which seems to be Indo-China in fact, but also a «provincia Macin» on the border of Yün-nan, a «provincia Bangala nel Macin» already in «India seconda», and a «provincia Macin» almost in «India prima». This disposes, by the way, of Longhena’s hypothesis (p. 96) that «Macinum» might be Fra Mauro’s «Mangi»: there is no «Mangi» in Fra Mauro, but «Mango» (cf. «Mangon» in V), and quite apart from «Macin» (I do not think it necessary to refute Longhena’s other assertion, p. 140, that the name Macinum is given by the Chinese to northern Indo-China). As to the A’in-i Akbari, Yule was right in remembering that there was something strange in it about Pegu, but his remarkable memory was for once at fault as to what it was. In the A’in-i Akbari, «Mahačin, which is commonly pronounced Māčin» is given as another name of Hīta, that is to say of China herself. The text speaks later of Arakan with the port of Chittagong, and goes on to say: «Near that tribe is Pegu, which is also called Čin; in certain ancient accounts, it is mentioned as the capital of Čin» (Fe, 551-552). So it is not «Māčin», but on the contrary «Čin», which is equated with Pegu in the A’in-i Akbari, so that Conti’s Indo-Chinese «Macin» remains isolated.

I do not think that we ought to lay too much stress on these two passages. Conti’s interesting account is crammed with inconsistencies. As to the A’in-i Akbari, it is a composite text, an uncritical patchwork of all sorts of data; some error must underlie the statement that ancient accounts make Pegu the capital of «Čin». I would suggest the following explanation. During the Liao and Chin dynasties and during the first part of the Yünan, China had been divided into two parts, for which there were separate names, Hīta in the north, Čin and Māčin in the south. With the unification of China under the Mongols, the name Hīta gained ground and ultimately superseded that of Čin and Māčin in the Muslim world. Conti’s Indo-Chinese «Macin» and the Peguan «Čin» of the A’in-i Akbari would be the outcome of the erroneous, but natural tendency to find a location for names which still lingered in popular memory, though they had already served and lost their purpose. I see no ground for supposing, with Yule (Y¹,
1, 151; II, 177), Hallberg (p. 335) and Ricci-Ross (RR, 426), that a confusion took place in the East between Manzi and Mâchina, nor to believe with Benedetto (R¹, 441) that in some works Chin is rather the designation of Indo-China, the Malay Peninsula and Insulind. But it may be that Chin, without ever specifically referring to Indo-China, was sometimes used in a vague and loose manner when speaking of products that came to the West from further India and the Far East. This would account for the diamonds of Chin mentioned by Hethum, if any weight can be attached to this information. It may perhaps also explain the Persian name of the cinnamon, dâr-chînî (⇒ Ar. dâr-chînî), Chinese-wood, although South China is not excluded in this connection (cf. Ferrand, in JA, 1920, II, 37; Lauffer, Sino-Iranica, 541; Mi, 125, 375).

Fra Mauro's Map calls for one more remark. It mentions Chin several times; Cin over India terca, provincia Csouça in el Cin, provincia Mihen in el Cin, provincia Tebet nel Cin. The names of the provinces seem to be due to Polo, but Polo does not then speak of Chin. It would be curious if we had here a superposition of notions taken from Polo with information given by Conti. Moreover, the different Macin in the three Indies are puzzling too.

When, towards 1500, the Portuguese came to hear of China, they correctly transcribed as China, in Portuguese spelling, the form Chin used by the Malays. This Portuguese spelling has been retained in English and in German, but pronounced in ways that are no longer true to the original.

Since the 17th cent., China has also become in English another name for porcelain (see Porcelain). Something similar occurred in Persian, where the adjectival form Chínî means not only Chinese, but porcelain (cf. also Hobson-Jobson ², 198). A similar use of Chín and Chínî exists in Osm. Turkish, although the Osmanli also uses a form farfur (⇒ Russ. farfor) altered from fayfur, the Persian adjectival form of fayfur, the Son of Heaven (see Facfur). In the paragraph on China of the Libellus de notitia orbis, a transcript of which of I owe to the kindness of Father R. Loenertz, we are told of porcelain vases that in illa lingua persica dicatur chim (read dicuntur chini).

156. CINCHIM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>German</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chimchin</td>
<td>chinguy</td>
<td>cingis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chimchin, chin chin</td>
<td>cinchin</td>
<td>gynygym</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chin chin, chin chin</td>
<td>cinghi</td>
<td>zinchin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onguy</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td>LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cinch</td>
<td>TA</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ching</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

真金 Chên-chin, lit. "True Gold," which c. 1300 was still pronounced *Chin-chim, was the second son of Qubilai. Later Mongol tradition continued to refer to him as Cin-gim (cf. Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 119). Rashidu d-Din (BL, II, 354-355, 582) writes رشيد الدين, Jim-kim (or Jim-
156. CINCHIM

As to Polo's «Cinchim», I must dissent from the latest editors, Charignon (Ch, II, 41), Ricci-Rossi (RR, 417) and Benedetto (B1, 441). Polo says (in F) that «Cinchim» was so called «por le amor dou buen Cinchin Kan». As «Cinchin Kan» means certainly here Chinghiz-khan, the three editors have introduced into the text, as Chên-chin’s name, «Cinghis» instead of «Cinchin» (= «Cinchim»); Ross explains at some length in his Introduction (RR, XIV-XV) that otherwise the sentence makes no sense. I think we can prove, on the contrary, that «Cinchim» is correct.

It is perfectly true that there is no connection between the names Chên-chin and Chinghiz, and also that the ms. which give the present sentence write the two names identically. But it is no less true that all editors agree to read, in other chapters where Chinghiz-khan is meant, his correct name «Cinghis» (F), «Cingis» (R), «Cinghyscan» (Z). In the present chapter, Ramusio writes «Cingis» instead of «Cinchim», but without anything in the way of «por le amor dou buen Cinchin Kan» or of the still more developed sentence of the Court French riferimento followed by Pauthier. All other texts give here forms akin to «Cinchin», and such is also the case in the four other passages where Qubilai’s second son is named by Polo. Now, there is no doubt that «Cinchim», which sounds Cinkim, is a very fair representation of that son’s true name. If Polo had spoken of Chên-chin (Cin-kim) as «Cinghis», wrongly of course, how is it conceivable that copyists should have systematically altered that well-known name of «Cinghis» in such a way as to give by chance the correct name of Chên-chin (Cin-kim)? On the other hand, it is evident that Polo knew the two names of Chinghiz-khan and of Chên-chin (Pauthier’s remarks in Pa, 263, that personal names were known only after death are absurd). Must we admit that he found a certain phonetic analogy between the two names and so, without confounding them, connected one with the other? That is the conclusion we must arrive at if the whole sentence is genuine. But I see things differently. While the obscure name of «Cinchim» could not contaminate the well-known name of Chinghiz, the reverse is not true. Let us suppose that Polo had simply said that Qubilai’s eldest son was called «Cinchim»; readers and copyists would have been struck by the similarity of that name, whether it was written «Cinchim» or «Cinchin», and of that of «Cinghis», and would have imagined a connection. A first one inserts «por le amor dou buen Cinchin Kan» without noticing that elsewhere he always ends Chinghiz-khan’s name with -s; the Court French reviser adds «le premier seigneur des Tatars». But what I believe to be the original text — that is without anything explanatory after «Cinchim»'s name — is still found in ancient recensions, for instance in LT, and also in Ramusio. The interesting point is that Ramusio, who must not have had in his manuscripts the explanatory sentence about «Cinchim»'s name, altered that name everywhere to «Cingis»; I think he provides us with a striking example of the contagious attraction of the name of Chinghiz-khan. My conclusion is that Polo is not responsible either for the error or for the absurdity which recent editors have put on his shoulders, and that, in any case, we should not correct «Cinchim» to «Cinchis».

One point remains. I have said that the pronunciation of the name, about 1300, was *Cin-kim, still attested in Mongolian, and indirectly borne out by the Persian transcriptions.
Polo must also have used a form with \(m\), either «Cinchim» as in Chinese, or «Cimchin» with the Persian metathesis; that is why I have adopted «Cinchim». The problem is always that of divergent interpretations by copyists of an -\(i\) which could be read as -\(ia\) or as -\(im\). The mass. do not vouchsafe any definite conclusion.

The name given to Qubilai’s eldest son is purely Chinese, and Rašidu’-d-Dīn must have thought so to divide it into its two elements. As Chên-chin was born in 1243, it is somewhat surprising to see Qubilai give him a Chinese name. At such a date, when the supreme power was in Ögödai’s branch, Qubilai could not have foreseen the accession of his own branch, nor the early death of Mongka, nor the later circumstances which, from a nomad of Upper Mongolia, turned him into an Emperor in China. But Qubilai was always attracted by what was foreign to his native land, and so his eldest son was named Dorji, which is Tibetan rDo-rje, vajra, «diamond». Moreover, a Buddhist priest of the Lin-chi school, born in Shàn-hsi in 1202, 海雲 Hai-yun, had probably come into touch with one of Chinghiz-khan’s sons already in 1214. At any rate he found real favour with the first Mongol Emperors, and seems to have been responsible for the name given to Qubilai’s eldest son (cf. H. KUNISHITA, in Tōyō gakuhō. xi, 547-577; xii, 89-124, 245-249).

Chên-chin was nominated Heir-Apparent in 1273; he died on January 5, 1286; his biography is in YS, 115, 2 a-4 b, and, with additional matter and with notes, in T’u Chi, 76, 1a-4 a.

The same name, Chên-chin, was borne in the middle of the 14th cent. by a son of the Emperor Shun-ti who died when he was one year old (YS, 114, 4 b).

157. CINGHIANFU

Ch. 鎮江府 Chên-chiang-fu, on the southern bank of the Yang-tzŭ. All particulars about Chên-chiang and the ancient Christians there have been collected and studied by MOULE and L. GILES in TP, 1915, 627-686; cf. also Mo, 145-165, and see here «Marsarchis».

For Odoric’s «Mençu», etc. (Wy, 470), which has been sometimes associated tentatively with Chên-chiang (cf. HALLBERG, 350; TP, 1915, 412; Pe, liü; Wy, 470), I rather side with those who see in it Ming-chou, the ancient name of Ning-po; but I must add that Odoric’s data as to the position of «Mençu» can hardly be reconciled with such an identification.
The Mongolian form of the name is « Činggis », in Chinese transcription 鄂訕, in Tibetan Чин-гис, and Чαγγэ in the dialect of the Moghols of Afghanistan (RAMSDELT, Mogholica, 25). The Persian transcriptions are چینگیز (in Gyūk’s letter to Innocent IV, in Juwainī, in Wdžāf, چینگیز in Rašīdu’d-Din (in Berezin’s edition; cf. also Bl, II, I; the spelling چینگیز adopted in Blochet’s edition seems to have less authority). For lack of a ĉ, the Arabs transcribed it چینیز (for instance, an-Nāsawi); the Syriac chroniclers, چینیز. The Armenian transcription is Չանգց, which accounts for « Changuis » and « Canguis » in Hethum (Hist. des Croisades, Arm., II, 148 sqq., 284 sqq.). Ricio da Montecroce’s « Camiustan » is probably to be read « Canguiscan » (not « Cangiuscan » as in ZARNCKE, Der Priester Johannes, II, 103, nor even « Canjus can » as in Y, 1, 247). San Antonino’s « Chingiscan rectius Tangius Can » is based on a misreading of the type proposed by Yule and ZARNCKE. The same may be said of Chaucer’s « Cambuscan ». Both Plan Carpine (WY, 52-53, 58, 84) and Rubrouck (WY, 186, 222, 223) give « Chingis » (with ch=ĉ). Marignoli has « Cingwiss » (WY, 543). We find T'şiγwβ̄ in George Pachymeres (Corpus Script. hist. byzant., Bonn, 1835, I, 347).

The meaning of « Činggis » will be discussed further on.

**BIRTH OF CHINGHIZ-KHAN.** — The early history of Chinghiz-khan is full of uncertainties and contradictions, beginning at his very birth. Two points, however, seem securely established: that the future Chinghiz-khan was the son of Yəstүg-si’b’stur and Hə’s’tun-škā (=> IfExists; a name formed with the feminine suffix -škā, and not to be explained as d’ülən, « cloud », despite ERDMANN,
Temudschin, 567), and that he was born at Dali‘in-boldaq, a place on the right bank of the Onon which is said to be still known under that name (cf. Vladimirov, Čingis-khan, 18; Erdenmann, Temudschin, 572, relying on an unidentified report of the Nerčinsk merchant Yurinski, says it lies seven versts above the island Yakai-iteral, and three versts from the guard station [?] Kočuev; Abramov of Nerčinsk, quoted from the Severn. Pčela, 1854, No. 258, in Palladius, Trudy členov Rossitskoj dukhovenoi Missii, iv, 175-176, and Banzarov, quoted in Ber, ii, 232, locate it on the right bank of the Onon, somewhat above the Čindant fort, opposite the village Yakai-aral, about lat. 50° and long. 132° [= east of Greenwich 114°]; the coordinates given in Wolff, Gesch. der Mongolen, 33 [lat. 40° 45'; long. 127°], are impossible). But the date of his birth is a very moot problem.

Various years have been given: 1163 by de Guignes, 1161 by Mailla, 1162 by Gaubil, 1155 by all those who follow Rashidu’d-Din.

According to de Guignes (Hist. gén. des Huns, iii, 10), Chinghiz-khan was born in «1163», «a. h. 559», «a pig» year. This date can be rejected at once. The year 559 of the hegira begins on November 30, 1163, but it is not a «pig» year; the nearest «pig» years are 1155 and 1167; «559» is certainly the result of a wrong reading for «549» which is given in most Mussulman sources and corresponds to 1155 (Klaproth’s assertion that it is «549» which is a corruption for «559» [Asia Polyglotta, 256] is not acceptable). The same may be said of the impossible «a. h. 599», i. e. a. d. 1202, in Banākāti (cf. Erdenmann, Temudschin, 574).

The date of 1161 occurs in Mailla (ix, 2, 8), and also in the Mongol chronicle Altan tobiti, completed at the beginning of the 17th cent., where Chinghiz-khan is said to have been born «in the year of the snake» and to have died in the «pig» year at the age of sixty-seven, i. e. sixty-six in European reckoning (cf. Gomboev ed., in Trudy Vost. Otd. IRAO, vi, 130, 146). Mailla (and his editor Deshouteraays, who revised the translation and the notes) had no direct authority for the year of his birth, and calculated it back from the statement in the continuation of the Kang nu that Chinghiz was «sixty-six» years old when he died in 1127. But the years must be counted in Chinese fashion, a child being regarded as being one year old at the moment of his birth, so that the date to be deduced from the Chinese text is «1162». The same mistake lies at the basis of the «year of the snake», i. e. 1161, in the Altan tobiti, where this date is immediately followed by the statement that Chinghiz-khan was forty-five (forty-four for us) when he raised the «white standard with nine pennants» «in the tiger-bing year», i. e. ping-yin, 1206. There can be no doubt that the source of the Altan tobiti meant that Chinghiz was born in 1162.

This date of 1162 has long been supposed to be the only one to be found in Chinese sources. It is the one to be deduced from the YS, i, 9 b, where Chinghiz is said to have been sixty-six years old (sixty-five for us) at the time of his death in 1227. The same information occurs before the fall of the Mongol dynasty in the Cho-kêng lu (i, 11 a), a work completed in 1366. An earlier text seems to bear testimony to the same tradition; it is the Shêng-wu ch’in-chêng lu, compiled or, more probably, translated from the Mongolian in the second half of the 13th cent. (cf. TP, 1929, 170-171), and incorporated between 1350 and 1366 in Tso Tsung-t’s Shuo fu. The Shêng-wu ch’in-chêng lu (Wang Kuo-wei’s edition, 43 a), after relating Ong-khan’s death (see «Unc») which probably took place in 1203, before passing on to events expressly dated chia-tsü (1204), adds that Chinghiz-
khan was then "forty-two years old" (forty-one for us); the year of his birth would thus be 1162. The date "1162", given in the Chinese official dynastic histories, was adopted by "Sanang Setsen", who completed his chronicle in 1662 (SCHRUMIT, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 63, 376). In Tibetan works like the Deb-ter mgon-po ("Blue book"), the year of the birth of Chinghiz is given as "water-tiger", i.e. jön-yin (A.D. 1182), but Sum-pa Ḫutuṣtu (cf. VASILEV, in ZVORAO, IV, 375) insisted that this was an error for the "water-horse" year (A.D. 1162). "1182" is of course impossible, and the errors seems to be due to a misreading of stag, "tiger", for rka, "horse". "Jigs-med nam-mkha' gives "water-horse", i.e. 1162 (miscalculated as "1161" in HUTH, Gesch. des Buddhismus, II, 14, a work in which all the dates are systematically too early by one year). GAUBIL (Hist. de Gentchiscan, 2) correctly gave the date "1162" of the Chinese official historiography, and D'ORISSON (Oh, I, 35, 36), impressed by the agreement of the Chinese texts with "Sanang Setsen", decided in their favour against the data he found in Muslim sources. WOLFF (Gesch. der Mongolen, 34) and HOWORTH (I, 50) both shared D'Orisson's opinion.

D'Orisson was, however, soon opposed by HAMMER (Ha", 56) and ERDMANN (Temudchin, 572-574). Hammer, quoting Mir'bond, said that Chinghiz-khan was born on the 20th Sā'-l-qa'dah, A.H. 549, = January 26, 1155 (the equivalence in January 27, 1154) in Raybery, Tarakhat-i-Nāširī, 938, is pretentiously and egregiously wrong), a "pig" year, and that both Juwaini and Rašidu'd-Din gave the same year and day. There is in fact nothing of the kind in Juwaini, who is silent not only as to the month and day of the birth of Chinghiz-khan, but even as to the year. As to Rašid, he does not say that Chinghiz-khan was born on a day corresponding to January 26, 1155; nor could he be expected to do so, for the following reasons: first, since he says that "the month, day and hour of the birth of Chinghiz-khan are not known..." (cf. the long passage translated in Erdmann, Temudchin, 572-573; and the analogous one, though widely divergent in details, of Oh, I, 38; neither is an accurate rendering of the original text, which is given in Ber, II, Pers. text, 139; transl. 85-96). Secondly, the year A.H. 549 corresponds to March 18, 1154-March 6, 1155, while the intended "pig" year corresponds to February 4, 1155-January 23, 1156 (in the Chinese calendar; the "Uighur" calendar followed by Rašid might differ by one or two days). In other words, A.H. 549 is not really a "pig" year. But Sā'-l-qa'dah is the eleventh month of the Arabic year, and the first day of the "pig" year, February 4, 1155, corresponds to the 29th Sā'-l-qa'dah of A.H. 549. That is why Rašid says more than once that the "pig" year in which Chinghiz-khan was born began in Sā'-l-qa'dah of A.H. 549 (cf. Ber, II, 85, 86, 88, 89; III, 102). I have no doubt that it is the indication of this beginning of the year Sā'-l-qa'dah, coupled with a wrong indication of the "20th" instead of the "29th", which is responsible for the day and month in Mir'bond (Rauwatatu'-t-Safā, Lucknow ed., V, 10), or rather, as my friend M. M. QAZWINTI kindly tells me, in Mir'bond's source, the Ta'rīḫ-i Gustāb of Iḥamdullāh Mustawfi (Gibb Memorial ed. 572). The same may be said of the sources which speak of the eight of Sā'-l-qa'dah of A.H. 549 (KLAPETH, Asia Polyglotta, 256, where the "13th" of January must be corrected to "14th"; WOLFF, Geschichte der Mongolen, 33, where "27. Januar" for the twentieth of the Arabic month is a slip for "26. Januar"). The "26" of Sā'-l-qa'dah in Desmions, Hist. des Mogols, II, 73, is a misprint for "20". The birth of Chinghiz-khan "in the winter of the pig year", according to Būnīkītī (ERDMANN, Temudchin, 575) is likewise without authority. Nobody knew the month or day in the Mongol period, and it does
not even seem that there was then a conventional date to commemorate the birth of the founder of the dynasty.

There is, however, an early Chinese work, written in the lifetime of Chinghiz-khan, which gives for his birth a year different from the one adopted in the YS; it is the Mêng-Ta pei-lu, which is generally attributed to the Chinese general 孟珙 Mêng Hung, but the author of which must be 孟珙 Chao Hung (cf. TP, 1929, 166). Chao Hung, a Sung official, visited the Mongol vice-regent Muqali at Peking in 1221 while Chinghiz-khan was fighting in the west against the Mussulmans. He says (Wang Kuo-wei ed., 2 b) : « The present Emperor Ch'êng-ch'i-ssŭ (Chingis) was born in chiá-hsü (1154). In their customs (— of the Mongols), there is absolutely no sexagenary cycle (kêng-chia); now I have written this (—chiá-hsü) after investigating what they say, and in order to get an easier understanding of their age. In their customs, they count a year every time the grass grows green ». The Mêng-Ta pei-lu has long been known in Vasil'ev's translation (in Trudy VOIRAIO, IV, 216-235), and seemed to give strong support to Rašíd's date of 1155, instead of the 1162 of the YS; for that reason, BARTHOLD was always in favour of 1155 and VLADIMIROV (Chingis-khan, 18) says that Chinghiz-khan was born c. 1155 ».

Modern Chinese scholars have gone further. HUNG Chūn (IB, 69-71), knowing the date, 1154, of the Mêng-Ta pei-lu and the date, 1155, of Rašíd's Din, called attention to a text of 杨维禕 Yang Wei-chêng (1296-1370) which is preserved in the Cho-kêng lu (3, 1 a-9 b). In or about 1343, while the Sung shih was being compiled in compliance with an Imperial edict, Yang Wei-chêng submitted to the Emperor a memorial establishing the fact that the Mongol Emperors did not perpetuate the Liao and the Chin dynasties, but were, by the mandate of Heaven and the consent of the people, the rightful heirs to the Sung dynasty. In the course of his argument, we find the following passage : « Moreover, I observe that the ancestor of the Sung was born in tîng-hai and founded the Empire (建國 chien-kuo) in kêng-shên, and that our T'ai-tsu (= Chinghiz-khan) was born and founded the Empire in the same years; that the Sung crossed the [Yang-tsû]-chiang in chiá-hsü and pacified Chiang-nan in i-hai and ping-tsû, and that the years in which our Imperial army crossed the [Yang-tsû]-chiang and pacified Chiang-nan are the same. The correspondence of the Heavenly numbers is not accidental; their [common] dependency on the Celestial spirit is not fortuitous ». Now, it is true that Chao K'uang-yin (T'ai-tsu of the Sung) was born in a tîng-hai year (927) and founded his dynasty in a kêng-shên year (960); that his armies crossed the Yang-tsû in chiá-hsü (974) and subdued the « Chiang-nan » dynasty (= Li Yü of the Southern T'ang) in i-hai (975); also that Qubilai's armies crossed the Yang-tsû in chiá-hsü (1274), and subdued the Sung in i-hai (1275) and ping-tsû (1276). But the references to Chinghiz-khan are not so clear, since his birth in tîng-hai would suppose him to be born in 1167, and the foundation of his Empire in kêng-shên would suppose that the Mongol Empire was founded in 1200, both dates being in apparent contradiction with those given elsewhere in Chinese as well as in Mussulman sources.

On the last two items, HUNG Chūn's remarks are to the following effect. For the foundation of the Empire in kêng-shên (1200), instead of the commonly accepted A. D. 1206, a sentence occurring in Chinghiz-khan's summons to the Taoist monk Ch'îu Ch'ü-chi in 1219 may be adduced. The text says (Cho-kêng lu, 10, 3 b) : « In the course of seven years I completed the great task; within the six directions (i. e. the four cardinal points, plus the zenith and the nadir) all had been
unified. This sentence, puzzling as it is, has been translated without comment by Bretschneider (Br, 1, 38) and by Chavannes (TP, 1908, 300). Hung Chün thought that the "unification" was reached when the Mongol chieftain, heretofore called Tămijin, took the title of "Chinghiz-khan" in 1206. If we count seven years back from 1206 in the Chinese fashion, viz. with both final terms included, the result is 1200, i.e. a kêng-shên year. Hung Chün thus supposes that the Empire was "founded" in that year, which is that of the victory of Tämüjin and Ong-khan over the Taichi'ut, though the "unification" only took place when Tämüjin proclaimed himself "Chinghiz-khan" in 1206. The inference is possible, but not binding. Astrologers and certain chroniclers used to make Chinghiz-khan's reign begin at Ong-khan's defeat and death in 1203, so that he could be said to be born, to have begun his reign and to have died in "pig" years (cf. Rašid in Ber, 11, 147; III, 110-111). According to the Buddhist chronicle Fo-tsu li-tai t'ung-ts'ai, which was completed in 1344 (ch. 32; Nanjō, No. 1637; Meiji Tripit. of Tōkyō, 敦, X, 36 a-b), Tämüjin took the title of "Chinghiz-khan" in 1206, but it was only in 1211 that he created (chien) for his Empire (kuo) the official designation of "Ta Mêng-ku", "Great Mongol" (cf. Plan Carpine's "Yeka mongal", Yūkai-Monyol, of same meaning, in WY, 52). The words used are the same as in Yang Wei-chêng's chien-kuo, but they represent a different situation since 1211 is a hsin-wei, not a kêng-shên year. It may be that Yang Wei-chêng gave a special and undue significance to the events of 1200, in order to make them fit into a forced parallel.

For Chinghiz-khan's birth in sing-hai, a year which in principle corresponds to 1167, Hung Chün devised the following explanation. Diviners and astrologers use in their calculations only the duodenary "branches", not the denary "stems"; in other words, we ought to take into account for Chinghiz-khan only the duodenary hai, meaning that Chinghiz was born in a "pig" year like Sung Tai-tsu. But it was only Sung Tai-tsu's birth-year which actually was a sing-hai year; the comparison was valid, although Chinghiz-khan was born in a i-hai year, i.e. 1155. Consequently, Yang Wei-chêng, while apparently speaking of 1167, confirmed in fact the Mussulman information which gave 1155 as the birth-year of Chinghiz-khan.

This argument, proffered as a hypothesis by Hung Chün, appeared so decisive to T'ü Chi and K'o Shao-min that both, abandoning the traditional Chinese date, which was equivalent to 1162, came to state that Chinghiz-khan was born in 1155 (T'ü Chi, 2, 1 a; Ch, 1, 172; K'o Shao-min, Hsin Yüan shih K'ao-chêng, 2, 1 b; 3, 11 a; Wang Kuo-wei, Kuan-t'ung chi-lin, 14, 21 b, however, stuck to the date 1162). I am afraid that they have given to Hung Chün's argument too ready an acceptance. I agree with them that Yang Wei-chêng, submitting a memorial to the Emperor, could not run counter to what was the official tradition of the time, and could not have said that Chinghiz-khan was born in a sing-hai year if it had then been admitted that the true date was a jên-uu year. On the other hand, Yang Wei-chêng, in his eagerness to find parallel dates, deviated, at least slightly, from the absolute historical truth in another case. When he says that Sung Tai-tsu pacified Chiangnan in i-hai (975) and ping-tsê (976), that was because the submission of the Sung to Qubilai took place in ping-tsê (1276); but Li Yü of the Southern T'ang had already tendered his allegiance to the Sung at the end of 975, and 976 can only be adduced inasmuch as, at the beginning of that year, Li Yü presented himself in audience at the Court of Sung T'ai-tsu and was granted a title. This is, however, merely a biased interpretation of the facts, not an actual misstatement. The case of the
birth in *ting-hai* is quite different. In all the other cases, that of *ting-hai* for Sung T'ai-tsu as well as the double *chia-hsü*, *i-hai* and *ping-tzü* for both Sung T'ai-tsu and Chinghiz-khan, Yang Wei-chêng's parallels must be taken with the full value of both the elements which determine the cyclical position of the year. The same should hold good in the case of the birth of Chinghiz-khan, and the only significance I can see in Yang Wei-chêng's parallel is that he actually believed that Chinghiz-khan was born in the *ting-hai* year, i.e. in 1167.

I think, moreover, that we can trace the same tradition in other Chinese works more or less contemporary with Yang Wei-chêng's memorial. In Wang Kuo-wei's edition (64 b) of the *Shêng-wu ch'ìn-chêng lu*, it is stated that in 1226, Chinghiz-khan was sixty-five years old (counted in the Chinese fashion, i.e. sixty-four for us), which is in agreement with the later official date of his birth in 1162. But this is the result of a correction: all the ancient texts of the work say he was then «sixty years old» (時 上 年 六十 六), which would imply that he was born in 1167. Of course, the correction seems at first sight justified by the fact that, just before speaking of 1204 and so, apparently, referring to 1203, the same work speaks of Chinghiz as being then «forty-two years old» (forty-one for us), which would date his birth in 1162. I shall not dwell on the discrepancy with Râšidu'd-Dîn, according to whom the events recorded in the *Shêng-wu ch'ìn-chêng lu* under 1203 appear in the «rat» year, which began on February 3, 1204. More stress should be laid, I believe, on the manner in which the age is indicated under 1203. That the age of the Emperor should be mentioned when he starts for his last campaign (in the course of which he died) need cause no surprise. But the situation is different when, in 1203, after relating other events which seem to have taken place in the same year, and before passing on to *chia-tzü* (1204), the texts begins the account of the attempt made by Tayang-khan of the Naiman to make the Öngût sovereign join in a league against Chinghiz-khan with the unusual mention «when the age of the Emperor was forty-two» (上 春 秋 四 十 歲). I think that, except perhaps for the last word, we might have to deal here with an interpolation (there is at least one other interpolation in the *Shêng-wu ch'ìn-chêng lu* as we have it now; cf. Wang Kuo-wei, 58 b, and my paper *Sur un passage du «Cheng-wou ts'în-teheng lou», in Ts'ai Yüan P'ei Anniversary Volume, 937*). This is the only explanation I can think of if the original text under the year 1226 really says that the Emperor was then «sixty years old». The opinion is literally confirmed by the *Li-tai fo-tsu t'ung-tsai* (ch. 32; ibid. 37 a), which, under 1226, and exactly in the same words as the original *Shêng-wu ch'ìn-chêng lu*, says that the Emperor was then «sixty years old» (上 年 六十 六). Now it is out of the question that a corrupt reading which might in the Ming period have crept into the *Shêng-wu ch'ìn-chêng lu* should have contaminated at a still later date the Buddhist chronicle of 1344, or that our ancient texts of the *Shêng-wu ch'ìn-chêng lu* should have been altered on the authority of the Buddhist chronicles. That the compiler of the *Li-tai fo-tsu t'ung-tsai* knew the *Shêng-wu ch'ìn-chêng lu* is established by the fact that his entry under 1206 (大 會 於 華 難 河 建 九 游 之 白 旗 秉 上 尊 號 曰 成 吉 思 皇 帝) is a verbatim quotation from the latter work (46 b). The only admissible conclusion is that the chronicle of 1344 used a copy of the *Shêng-wu ch'ìn-chêng lu* which already attributed sixty (Chinese) years to the age of Chinghiz-khan in 1226, or in other words which implied that 1167 was the year of his birth. This was certainly the ancient tradition, of which we have yet another mention in Yang Wei-chêng's memorial.
That this tradition of the first half of the 14th cent. should be correct is, however, quite a different matter. We do not know the reasons which, in the third quarter of that century, and even before the fall of the dynasty, turned the scales in favour of the date of 1162. One point may, however, engage our attention. The early Mongols had no sexagenary cycle, but, despite the Mèng-Ta pei-lu, they most probably knew the duodenary animal cycle, which was popular at so early a date among the Altaic tribes. Before the adoption of a Chinese nien-hao by Qubilai in 1260, the edicts of the Mongol Emperors are regularly dated by the years of the animal cycle. Right or wrong, the contemporaries of Chinghiz-khan believed, and probably he himself believed, that he was born in a "pig" year. Rašid’s information equated that "pig" year to 1155, and this is corroborated to a certain extent by the passage in the Mèng-Ta pei-lu which gives 1154 as the year of the birth. Both sources are earlier than the ones which, c. 1330-1340, give that "pig" year as 1167. There is, in one way or the other, an error of a whole duodenary cycle, and we have no direct proof in favour of either date. Against 1167, it may be argued that Ögödäi, third son of Chinghiz-khan by the same mother, was born in 1186, so that Jöči and Çayatai ought to have been born, at the latest, in 1184 and 1185, respectively. Chinghiz ought in such a case to have married not later than 1183, when he was sixteen. There is nothing unlikely in that fact, however, in a country where early marriages were the rule. On the other hand, if Chinghiz-khan was born in 1155, there is a long gap in the accounts of his early life, a gap which has always puzzled me. Some years ago, recalling that Chinghiz-khan had established his power over a great part of the Mongol tribes towards the end of the 12th cent., and after his victory over the Mörkit, and still starting from the two traditional dates of 1155 or 1162 for his birth, I remarked (La Haute Asie, 27) : « Since Chinghiz-khan was then either about to attain or had passed the age of forty, one sees at once to what an extent our information on that part of his life is fragmentary. The Mongols used to marry early, and the campaign against the Mörkit took place before the birth of Ötödï’s eldest son. A long time must have elapsed between this campaign and the proclamation of Tündüjin as khan, twenty years perhaps, of which we know nothing. » The adoption of 1167 as the date of the birth of Chinghiz-khan would not overcome the difficulty, since the date of Ögödäi’s birth seems to be firmly established as 1186, and so the campaign against the Mörkit, anterior to Jöči’s birth, could not have taken place later than 1184. But the margin of difference is diminished. If Chinghiz was born in 1155, the date of the campaign against the Mörkit, anterior to the birth of his eldest son, ought to be put back by about ten years more. Such an assumption, however, could not be reconciled with the statements which make Jöči no more than forty when he died early in 1227 (cf. Barthold, Turkestan, 458). I am far from being positive about the date 1167, because of the earlier texts which speak of 1154-1155, but 1167 is perhaps more consistent with Chinghiz-khan’s later life, and for that reason commends itself to the attention and the criticism of future historians.

In the manuscript of Ulán-Bätor (the Urga of our maps) which has preserved, admits much additional matter, part of the original Mongol text of the Secret History, a precise date is given for the birth of Chinghiz-khan, « on the sixteenth of the first month of spring of the ‘black horse’ year, which was the day of the red full moon, at noon »; in the Chinese calendar this would correspond to February 1, 1162. The day chosen has a mythical significance as in the case of other
exceptional events; there can be no doubt that the original Secret History had no date, and that the whole sentence is a late interpolation.

CHARIGNON says (Ch. i, 171) that RAMUSIO gives 1162 as the date of the birth of Chinghiz-khan, but no text of Polo, in RAMUSIO or elsewhere, says anything about his birth. The date of «1162» in RAMUSIO is that of Chinghiz-khan’s accession to the sovereignty, corresponding to «1187» in most ms., «1287» in a few others, and «1172» in V («1172» for R in Vol. i, 162, n. 3, is a slip). I shall speak of this further on.

THE CLOT OF BLOOD. — According to the Secret History (§ 59), Chinghiz-khan was born with a clot of blood (nūdīn => modern Mong. nūjīn, nūjī, Kalm. nūdżjo) in the shape of a knuckle-bone (ši'a, ši'ai, class. Mong. ŋiyai, Kalm. šaýd) in his right hand; this clot of blood is also mentioned in Sheng-wu ch'in-chêng lu, 1 b, in YS, 1, 2 a, and in Rāṣīdu-'l-Dīn (Ber, ii, 87). Buddhist works of the beginning of our era like the Asokâvadâna (cf. PRZYLSKI, La légende de l’Empereur Açoka, 400-401) and the Ts a-a-han ching (ch. 25; MEJIR Tripi. of Tokyô, § 3, iii, 45 a) have a prophecy about the cruel kings who will destroy the Buddhist Law. The fourth one they say will be a king of Kauśambi, called Mahâsenâ. Mahâsenâ will have a son who will be born clad in armour, and holding blood in his hand. Five hundred chiefs of families will at that same moment have five hundred sons, who will all be born clad in armour and holding blood in their hands. On that day, a great rain of blood will fall. The diviners will foretell that Mahâsenâ’s son will reign over the whole world, but that, unfortunately, his victims will be many. The clot of blood in the hand of Chinghiz-khan is interpreted in almost the same terms on the birth of the child in Abû-l-Châzî (cf. DESMAIONS, Hist. des Mogols, ii, 73). The coincidence is the more striking when we remember that Chinghiz-khan, by the very title he assumed, pretended to be a universal monarch and that later texts of the Mongol period unreservedly call him by the corresponding Indian title of cakravartin. Yet, there is no trace of Lamaism, or of Buddhism in general, in the Secret History, entirely pervaded as it is with the shamanistic spirit. The probable explanation is that the detail of the clot of blood of the early Buddhist texts was or became an element of folklore which spread among the shamanistic tribes of Upper Asia, and of which we ought to be able to discover other traces.

ERDMANN (Temudschin, 255), citing DUBEUX, La Perse, 230, says that, in the Iranian tradition, Rustam, like Chinghiz-khan, was born with blood in his hand. The case is not so simple, and I had to turn to my colleague E. BENVENISTE to get a more precise explanation of the facts. The passage relating to Rustam’s miraculous birth varies in the different reeditions of the Šâh-nâmâh. In the editions due to MOHL and to VULLERS, nothing is said of blood in Rustam’s hands. But, in the so-called Calcutta text (MACÁN ed., i, 163, vv. 11-12), we read: «The hair of his head was all red, and his face like blood. Like the bright sun, he made his appearance. He was born from his mother with both hands full of blood (dā dast-aš pur az hūn zo-mâdar bazâd). Nobody had ever seen such a child.» This mention of the hands full of blood does not occur in the traditional accounts of Rustam, nor has it been commented upon by modern interpreters. It is not easy to decide whether it belongs to Firdâsî’s original text, or is an interpolation prompted by the description given in the preceding lines. But, even if we admit that it is an interpolation,
the idea of blood in the hands of the new-born hero seems to me to be hardly separable from the parallel cases of Mahāsenā's son and of Chinghiz-khan.

The name Tämüljin. — Chinghiz-khan's real name, that is to say, the one he received at the time of his birth, was Tämüljin (嚢木斤 T'ieh-mu-chên in most sources; 恰末真 T'ê-mu-chên in the Mêng-Ta pei-ku, 2 a, and the Hsi-Ta shih-lío, 1 a). The early Mongol tradition was that he was given this name because his father had then just defeated a Tatar chief called Tämüljin; this is in agreement with the Mongol habit of giving to new-born children a name connected either with a fresh event or with the first object or person which attracted the mother's attention after the child was born. The name of the Tatar chief is simply 鐘木斤 T'ieh-mu-chên in YS, 1, 2 a; but it is more fully given as Tämüljin-ügä in the Secret History (§ 59), Tämüljin-ökä in the Shêng-uu ch'ên-chêng lu (Wang Kuo-wei ed., 1 b); Mongolian writing does not distinguish between ügä and ökä, and the alternation merely shows that the transcribers of one of our sources, and perhaps of both, had no tradition as to the proper pronunciation to guide him. The same uncertainty prevails with Râšid-'d-Din's نومجین اکز نومجین Tämüljin-ügä (or ökä; Ber, 11, 64, 86, 87). Ökä could be connected with the word which occurs in the adjectival form Ögädäi or Ökädäi; ügä reminds one of an ancient title — and perhaps two — in the inscriptions and historical texts of the ancient Turks and Tatars. I am not prepared to choose between these two forms.

Opinions have been at variance on the name Tämüljin. Rubrouck gives « Demugin » (var. « Temiugu »; read « Temugin »; WY, 307), and explains it as « sonitus ferri »; he adds the explanation: « Ipsi vocant Chingia sonitum ferri, quia faber fuit. » This statement roused Schmidt's indignation, who reviled Rubrouck for having dared to say that Chinghiz-khan had been a blacksmith (Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 376). According to Schmidt, « Tämüljin » has no known meaning in Mongolian, and was mistaken by Rubrouck’s interpreters for Mong. tâmürçï or tâmürçin, « blacksmith ». In the first edition of his Histoire des Mongols, d’Ohsson had said that « Tämüljin » meant « warrior », which was rightly denied by Schmidt. The second edition gives a different explanation (Oh, 1, 36), because d’Ohsson had in the meantime become acquainted with Brünin’s Istoriya pervykh četyrëkh khanov iz doma Čingiçova, where « Tämüljin », on the authority of the Ch’ien-lung Commissioners, is explained as meaning « best iron ». D’Ohsson explained that the various texts which spoke of Chinghiz-khan as of a former blacksmith had confused « Tämüljin », « best iron », and « tâmürçï », « blacksmith ». This conclusion of d’Ohsson has been slavishly repeated by Brosset (Hist. de la Géorgie, 488), Rockhill (Rubrucc, 249) and van den Wyngaert (WY, 307). It is, however, valueless. The interpretation « best iron » of the Ch’ien-lung Commissioners (Yüan shih yü-chiēh, 1, 2 a) is a desperate attempt to explain « Tämüljin » from the fanciful meaning of an imaginary word.

Râšid-’d-Din, whose information is here, as in many other cases, directly derived from Mongol sources, gives the name in the correct Mongol form نومجین Tämüljin (Ber, 1, 177; II, 54, etc.). Such is also the form found in subsequent writers who depended on Râšid. But the case is different with the earlier Mussulman sources. An-Näsâwi says that Chinghiz-khan was « of the tribe of the Tämürçï » (or Tämürçï; Houdas, Hist. du Sultan Djelal ed-Din, 8). In the Tabaqêt-i Nâširî, نومجین Tämürçï becomes Chinghiz-khan’s father (Raverty, 935). The editor of
Juwaini (1, 26, 28, 253) has adopted Tāmūrīn, while granting the possibility of Tāmūrīn. Of course, a confusion between  and  is easy in Arabic script; I think, however, that Tāmūrīn is really the form originally adopted by Juwaini. My opinion rests to some extent on the fact that Juwaini generally gives the Turkish forms of Mongols names, like An-Nisāwī and the  Tabaqāt-i Nāṣirī, and the latter two works give Tāmūrī or Tāmūrī, not *Tāmūrī. But there is more. Bar Hebraeus’s information regarding the Mongols is copied wholesale from Juwaini. His Arabic chronicle would seem to favour ‘Tāmūlīn’, since such is the form found in Pococke’s edition (Historia Dynastiarum, text, 427, 428; transl., 280, 281), though this may be due to the easy misreading of  for  in Arabic. There is no such ambiguity in Syriac script, however, and Bar Hebraeus, in his Syriac chronicle, writes the name as Tāmūrīn (i.e. Tāmūrīn; Brun ed., text, 438; transl., 449). That such was the form which reached the West is confirmed by Georgian texts, where the name occurs as ‘Themurī’ (Brosset, Hist. de la Géorgie, 488).

But tāmūrī in Turkish, tāmūrī or tāmūrīn in Mongolian is the nomen agentis derived from tāmūr, ‘iron’, and means ‘blacksmith’ (Raverty is mistaken, p. 936, when he says that tāmūrī means ‘iron-like’, and not ‘blacksmith’). So we need not be surprised when Rubrouck says that Chinghiz-khan had been a smith. The same tradition is found in Hethum (Hist des Croisades, Arm., i, 148, 284), in Nuwarī (cf. Oh, i, 36; I cannot trace the original passage), in Pachymeres (Bonn ed., i, 345-346), and in Ibn-Battūṭah (iii, 22). From Timkovski’s travels, it would even seem that some similar belief still lingered in Eastern Mongolia at the beginning of the last century (cf. Timkovski, Voyage à Péking, i, 179; Schmidt’s critic, in Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 376, is prejudiced).

But if the Mongols themselves had a tradition, however unfounded, that Chinghiz-khan had been a smith, that would imply that the Turkish form, Tāmūrī, was not an erroneous equivalence and that the same meaning attached to Tāmūlīn among the Mongols themselves. This I believe to have been the case. The modern Mongol word for ‘smith’ is tāmūrī, but I know of no example of the word in mediaeval texts. There is, however, a case quite similar and perfectly clear. The modern Mongol word for a cowherd is ūkārī, the nomen agentis of ūkār, ‘ox’. But the mediaeval form, attested in Mongol texts, and, as a proper name, in Chinese and Persian texts as well as in Polo, is ūkārī, ūkārīn, with the fall of the final -r of ūkār > ūkār (see ‘Cogacín’). I even suspect that the final -r was dropped with other suffixes than -ē (jī, -čīn, -jīn). The name of Chinghiz-khan’s sister ‘Tāmūlīn’ (Secret History, §§ 60, 79, 99) seems to have been formed with tāmūr, plus the feminine suffix -ēn; and ‘Tāmūdār’ (ibid. § 276) probably represents tāmūr, plus the suffix -dar, -dār.

From Haenisch in TP, 1913, 21, 113, it would seem that Tāmūlīn survived as a proper name until the 17th cent. But the name restored by Haenisch as ‘Bügên Temüčin’ is uncertain; there are other possible explanations (*Bugente Mukan, etc.).

According to the Secret History (§§ 60, 61, 69), Chinghiz-khan was nine years old when his father Yásūgāi was poisoned by the Tatars; but he was thirteen according to Raṣīdu’d-Dīn (Ber, ii, 89, 90). All sorts of dates have been preferred for Yásūgāi’s death by adding either nine or thirteen to the different dates given for his son’s birth: they range from 1175 in Wolfe (p. 34)
and HOWORTH (p. 48) to c. 1165 in VLADIMIROV (p. 23). One point is clear: the years of the son’s age are counted in Chinese fashion, that is to say, we have to add to the year of his birth not nine or thirteen, but eight or twelve, respectively. This is almost self-evident, but it is established beyond doubt by Rašid (Ber, II, 89; III, 102-103, 111), who, dating Chinghiz-khan’s birth in a “pig” year (1155), makes him an orphan at the age of “thirteen” also in a “pig” year, consequently twelve years later (1167). Too many complete cycles divide the main periods of Chinghiz-khan’s life. The Secret History, our earliest source, is free from such combinations and therefore the age of “nine” years (eight actual years) which it gives is more likely to be true. If we add eight to 1155, Yásügüü must have died in 1163. But such an early date is difficult to reconcile with the subsequent history of Chinghiz-khan. I am tempted rather to start from 1167 for Chinghiz-khan’s birth, and to suppose that Yásügüü died in 1175. It is quite by accident that this date falls in with the one suggested by WOLFF, who started from entirely different premises, which are, moreover, warped with a miscalculation.

THE TITLE OF Ė'UT-QURL. — At a date which was in a “tiger” year (1194) according to Raši (Ber, II, 104; BARTHOLD, in El, s. v. “Cinggis-khan”), but which is more likely to have been 1196 (cf. NAKA Michiyo, Chingisis-kan jitsuroku, 129; WANG Kuo-wei, Kuan-t’ang chi-lin, 14, 23 a; T’u Chi, 11, 14 a), Tämüjin joined with the sovereign of the Kerait, To’oril (< Turk. Toyrul), in an action against the Tatars together with the armies of the Chin. As a reward, the Chin general gave to To’oril the Chinese title of wang (< Turk. and Mong. Ong), from which To’oril was henceforward known as “Ong-khan” (see “Uncan”), and to Tämüjin a title which has often been misread and, I think, misinterpreted. The problem of this title is fairly intricate, and must be studied in some detail.

GAUSIL (Hist. de Genghiscaun, 4) merely states that Tämüjin received “a high office in the army.” BICURIN (Istoryya pervykher eterezkh khanov, 39), translating from the Supplement to the T’ung-chien kung-mu, says the title given to Tämüjin was “Ça-u-tu-lu”, meaning “commander-in-chief against rebels.” The Ŭian-shih lei-pien (1, 1 b-2 a), quoting from the Šêng-wu ch’in-chêng lu, gives likewise 窈兎 甚魯 Ch’a-wu-t’u-lu, adding that it is the equivalent of 招討使 chao-chi-shih. In P’t Yuan’s Hsü tsü-chih t’ung-chien (chap. 156, s. a. 1202), the title is given as having been originally written 窈兎 图鲁 ch’a-wu-t’u-lu, changed by the Ch’ien-lung Commissioners to 窈兎 图鲁 ch’a-kun-t’u-lu, with the Chinese equivalent 招討使 chao-t’ao-shih. This points to a text of the Šêng-uu ch’in-chêng lu which had ch’a-wu-t’u-lu, although all our manuscripts of the latter work only give 窈兎 图鲁 ch’a-wu-hu-lu, with a note saying that it was a title equivalent to the 移討使 i-chi-shih of the Chin (WANG Kuo-wei ed., 13 a; but the ms. of the ancient Shuo fu, ch. 55, published by the Commercial Press, which WANG Kuo-wei did not know, gives as the Chinese equivalent chao-t’ao-shih [with a wrong reading 今 chin instead of 金 Chin]; the Fu Têng-hsiang ms., which was also not known to WANG, has 移討使 i-chi Chin shih, which is absurd; HUNG Ch’üng, I a, 28, and NAKA, Chingisis-khan jitsuroku, 132, say that ch’a-wu-hu-lu occurs in YS, but I cannot find it there. I am afraid that it was a slip of one author repeated by another). The curious fact is that, contrary to what will soon be seen to be the reading of the Secret History itself, the Ulân-Bátor ma., in the passage
corresponding to § 134 of the Secret History, gives ēy-un tūr (or ṯūrī), which is very close to the reading ch'a-wu-t'u-ulu and still more to ch'a-kun-t'u-ulu of the Ch'ien-lung Commissioners.

The Chinese abridged version of the Secret History, the only one which Palladius knew when he published his translation, gives (§ 134) 礼忽里 cha-wu-hu-li, which would seem to render ja‘utquri. Palladius (Trudy členov..., IV, 66, 194) read it as jauhuri, which is still retained by Vladimirčev (Čingis-khan, 50). There can be no doubt, however, that this restitution is not correct. The complete text of the Secret History, in a phonetic transcription of the Mongolian original, gives once (§ 134) cha-wu-t[i]hu-li, and once (§ 179) ch'a[i]hu-li (the 'i being both times written smaller and a little to the right of the column), which would suppose *ja‘utquri and *ča‘utquri, respectively.

That the -t- is original is proved by Rašdu-d-Din, where the title occurs twice, as in the Secret History (Ber, ii, 104, 110). It has been misread as Odjaout-kodi, Bjaout-kodi, Tschavat-kodi (cf. Erdmann, Temudschin, 585), Dschautkuri (Wolff, Gesch. der Mongolen, 39), Dschaut-ikuri (Erdmann, ibid., 267), Jaut-ikuri (Howorth, i, 54). The correct form had, however, been given long ago by Oehsson (Oh, 1, 47) and Hammer (Ha, 61), and is confirmed by Berezin's ms: it is Ԝ IGNORED ČČ Ԝ QTGGII (or ČČQTGGII), which is identical with the transcriptions of the complete Secret History.

An occlusive consonant at the end of a syllable, transcribed with a smaller character, is frequently omitted by less accurate copyists, as is the case in the ch'a-wu-hu-li of the abridged version of the Secret History. On the other hand, -i and -u, at the end of a word, are easily confused in Mongolian writing. There would thus be nothing surprising in finding ch'a-wu-hu-lu for *ja‘utquri in the Sheng-wu ch'in-cheng lu if we did not have the puzzling ch'a-wu-t'u-ulu of the Supplement to the Kang-mu and of the Yulan-shih lei-pien, going back to one or several lost ms. of the Sheng-wu ch'in-cheng lu, and the ēy-un tūr (or ṯūrī) of the Ulān-Bator ms. based on the original Mongol text of the Secret History. The form of the very faulty Ulān-Bator ms. seems to be the result of an absurd interpretation - rule of the moment. That the -tūrī of this ms. should be the outcome of [ča‘u]-tūrī, the -t being mistaken for the first letter of the second element of the title, the -q- omitted and the final -i misread as -u (i, o, ø) would be possible in itself, and it may also be possible that the final -i was miswritten or misread -u in the Mongolian manuscript from which the Sheng-wu ch'in-cheng lu was translated. Yet a difficulty remains, since we have also the ch'a-wu-t'u-ulu derived from one or several lost ms. of the Sheng-wu ch'in-cheng lu and because, as will be seen further on, a form *quru may be etymologically as correct as quri. Ch'a-wu-t'u-ulu cannot be due to a misreading of a manuscript in Mongolian, since the known ms. have, correctly, ch'a-wu-hu-lu and since there is no trace of two independent translations of the work from the Mongolian. On the other hand, a mere coincidence which would make a corrupt reading of Mongolian origin in one work fall in with a corrupt reading of Chinese origin in another is hardly acceptable. I have no satisfactory solution to proffer. As to the hesitation between Ž and Ć, which is reflected in the different transcriptions of the Secret History in §§ 134 and 179, it must be remembered that Mongolian manuscripts rarely distinguish the two letters, and that the translators and transcribers of the 14th cent. had no longer a living tradition to guide them as to the pronun-
The meaning of \( ja'ut-quri \) or \( qa'ut-quri \) is not clear either. There can be no serious doubt that the equivalence intended in the note of the Sheng-wu ch'in-ch'eng lu is 使 将 带 chao-t'ao-shih (corrupt in the Yuăn-shih leipien, and in all the mss. of the Sheng-wu ch'in-ch'eng lu except the one included in the ancient Shuo fu re-edited by the Commercial Press). It is the chao-t'ao-shih whom Bičelin had in view when he spoke of a commander-in-chief against rebels. Under the Chin dynasty, the chao-t'ao-shih were high officials of the first degree of the third rank; there were three, one for the north-east, one for the north-west, one for the south-west; their task was to bring (chao) and cherish those who submitted to the dynasty and to punish (t'ao) and seize those who rebelled against it (Chin shih, 57, 10 a). Yet, it seems certain that the note of the Sheng-wu ch'in-ch'eng lu is a mistaken one, added by translators who no longer knew what \( ja'ut-quri \) meant, and were perhaps guided by the phonetic resemblance in the first syllable of both titles (if it were not for the tay-un tööl of the Ulán-Bütor ms., one might even think that the corrupt ch'a-uu-t'u-lu was due to the influence of t'ao in chao-t'ao-shih). But in the Secret History (§ 134), the Chin general, after granting to Támūjin, in the name of the Chin Emperor, the title of ja'ut-quri, adds that the Emperor may himself promote him later to the higher rank of jao-tao (— chao-t'ao[-shih]). So there can be no doubt that the ja'ut-quri was different from the chao-t'ao-shih, and ranked below him (for a mention in Rašid of a chao-t'ao-shih whose title was misread in Ber, iii, 17, cf. my paper in The Ts'ai Yüan P'ei Anniversary Volume, 934).

Rašidu-d-Din does not throw much light on the point. In Berezin's translation (Ber, ii, 104), he explains ja'ut-quri as meaning « powerful prince » in Chinese (bā sibān-i Hšáyi), the Persian words actually used being (Ber, ii, Pers. text, 169) amīr-i mu'azzam « great emir » (the amīr-i buxurg of Temudschin, 585, seems to be an arbitrary invention of Erdmann). By Chinese, we must here understand the Chūchen language of the Chin ruling over North China. But Rašid wrote at a time when the real meaning of ja'ut-quri was forgotten, and, as a minister of a Chinghiz-khanid dynasty, he was prone to magnify the value of the title granted to its great ancestor.

Another solution has been proposed by modern Japanese and Chinese scholars. Naka (Chingis-kan jitsuroku, 132) says that ja'ut is the plural of ja'un, « hundred », and that quri- is the Mongol root meaning « to assemble », « to gather together »; the whole term would thus mean « chief of a hundred families ». This explanation is clearly impossible for the second part, since a noun cannot be formed of a bare verbal root. T'u Chi (2, 13-14), while also explaining ja'ut as « hundred », added a passage of the Chin shih (55, 1 a), according to which 萃 魯 hu-lu was the title of a chief placed at the head of several clans. His conclusion, identical with that of Naka, was that ja'ut-quri, or cha-uu-hu-lu as in the Sheng-wu ch'in-ch'eng lu, meant « chief of a hundred men » (明 夫 長 pai-fu chang). This Chinese equivalent of cha-uu-hu-lu is also given, without comment, by Wang Kuo-wei (13 a).

It is true that the plural ja'ut of ja'un, now obsolete, occurs nearly twenty times in the Secret History, whenever it speaks of several hundreds (this plural is also used as a tribal name; the
«Sagbad» of Schmidt, 189, 191, 195, are Ja'ut). But hu-lu is more perplexing. The same text of the Chin shih from which T'u Chi cited a sentence says that hu-lu meant 長師 tsung-shuaii, «commander-in-chief» (the word is not recorded in our Jučen vocabularies, where hu-lu, with the same Chinese characters, only renders a word meaning «a ring», «a [finger-]ring»; cf. Grube, Die Sprache und Schrift der Jučen, No. 548). But the text adds that all the titles mentioned in the passage adduced, including those with hu-lu, were suppressed before 1149. Another difficulty is that ja'ut, «hundreds», which is Mongolian, would be combined, according to T'u Chi's hypothesis, with a second element which would be Jučen. To make matters still more intricate, the Chin shih adds that, after the suppression of the other Jučen titles, one was retained for the officials who were in charge of the people at the frontier, and that was 禧里 t'u-li (on which cf. also Chin shih, 57, 10 b), which bears a certain resemblance to the t'u-lu of ch'a-wu-t'u-lu and ēy-un tūrō.

Yet I think that T'u Chi was fundamentally right. To explain the juxtaposition of a Mongol ja'ut and a Jučen hu-lu, we have only to suppose that the title hu-lu was inherited from the Chin from the Liao who were Mongols; and the Chin shih says in so many words that the Chin, in those titles, followed the Liao. The suppression of most of them before 1149 may not have been strictly enforced. The real Jučen title for a «chief of a hundred» (abı ḫai-hu) was quite different, to wit 戎 k'ou mou-k'ao (Chin shih, 57, 10 a) or 毛 k'ao mao-k'ao (Wang Kuo-wei's edition of the Měng-Ta pei-lu, 10 a), *mükä or *mökä. The alternation of hu-lu, *quru, and hu-ši, quri, is not without other examples. At the time of Chinghiz-khan’s birth, the texts mention, alongside of the Tatar chief Tämđjin-ūgä, another chief of the same tribe whom the Secret History (§ 59) calls Qurū-buqa, but whose name is given as Qurū-buqa in both the Shêng-wu ch'in-chêng lu (1 b) and Raśdū'-d-Din (Ber, ii, 86). In another case, Chinghiz-khan’s relative Taiču-kiru (probably a misreading of *Taiču-quri) in the Shêng-wu ch'in-chêng lu (33 a), but Taiču-quri in the corresponding passage of Raśdū'-d-Din (Ber, ii, 136); here, quri (or *quru) is clearly an epithet, probably a title. The Qulbari-quri of the Secret History, § 177, simply called Qulbari in § 152, provides another instance similar to that of Taiču and Taiču-quri.

This title quri can also be traced, I think, in the name of the prince of the Öngit (see «Unc») who took sides with Chinghiz-khan. This name is given as Alačuq-tigin-quri in Raśdū'-d-Din (Ber, i, 115), Alačuq-digit-quri in the Secret History (§§ 182, 190, 202), Alačuq-tiki-qori in the Shêng-wu ch'in-chêng lu (43 a), Alačuq in YS (1, 5 b), Ala'ü-qü-quri in Prince Georges's funerary tablet composed by Yen Fu c. 1305 (Mo, 235, and Chinese text opposite p. 236); hence the same form in the  IPAddress  Po-lin-sū inscription of 1355 and in YS, 118, 4 b «Alačuq-tő_student» in TP, 1914, 631, is a lapsus of mine, responsible for the same restoration in Mo, 235). Raśid says (Ber, i, 115) that Alačuq is the name (nâm), and that Tigin-quri is an epithet or agnomen (laqab); on the other hand he seldom uses Alačuq alone (once in Ber, i, 116), and nearly always speaks of Alačuq-tigən (Ber, i, 109, 115, 116; ii, 2; iii, 111, 137). There can be no doubt that the name itself is Turkish; Turk. ala-quaq, «motley bird» is a name of the magpie (Alačuq's grandsons Kün-buqa and Aï-buqa bore Turkish names too; the «Alqü_quri» of Sąxə, Tökd gakūhō of Tökyō, No. 9 [1939], 82, is not receivable). The second element seems to be tegin > tigin, plur. tigü, the old princely title which the Turk of the Okrhon probably inherited in the 6th cent. from their Avar predecessors. It is a Turkish form too, since ti or ti had already become in mediaeval Mongolian ti and ñi respectively
The alternations in the transcriptions are due to the fact that there was no longer a tradition as to the pronunciation, and -q- or -'-, ʒ or s, t or d, k or g, o or u are not distinguished in Mongolian script. The -digit- of the Secret History suggests that -tiki- and -tigi- may stand for -tiki[t]- and -tigi[t], but a fall of the final -n of tigin is also possible in Mongolian manuscripts. Whether we should take the whole name to stand for Alaquš, who was known as Alaquš-tigin, «Prince Alaquš» (in Turkish), and had the additional title of quri, or as Alaquš, who was a tigit-quri, «chief of princes» (there is also a plural in ja'ut-quri), the fact remains that quri was a title, which I hold to be identical with the quri of ja'ut-quri. In La Haute Asie (p. 27), I have accepted the explanation of ja'ut-quri as «centurion», «head of a century», and I still believe that it has a fair chance of being etymologically correct (a connection of ja'ut with the mysterious ğl troops of the Liao and the Chin, if we read the character as *chao, though not impossible, is improbable; on these troops, cf. TP, 1929, 128-129; Chin shih, 57, 10 b). But it may be that, taking the term at its face value, I have underestimated what it represented. Of course, the titles given to chiefs of non-Jučen tribes remained much inferior to the real Chinese titles of the Jučen officials; not only a ja'ut-quri, but even a wang, «king», like Ong-khan, ranked low in the Liao and Jučen hierarchy. We must take into account, however, that we find quri as the title of the chief of the Öngüt, who were a numerous tribe, long in the service of the Chin, and of great importance to them because they guarded the frontier. Though all quri need not have been of the same importance, Tämüjin, «chief of hundreds [? not only ‘of a century’]» may, after all, have already been more than an insignificant local leader in 1196.

The Enthronement of 1206. — Polo says that Chinghiz-khan was chosen king of the «Tartars» in 1187. Ramosio alone gives 1162 instead, and Peter (Pe, 188) says that the latter date «agrees with the Chinese annals»; but the Chinese annals give 1162 as the date of Chinghiz-khan's birth, not of his election as king. Most of Polo's dates are unreliable; one may doubt, moreover, Polo's head of a century, a more or less remote Chinese, Uighur, or Persian date to a precise year of the Western calendar. In the present case, Polo has very naturally been supposed to refer to Chinghiz-khan's final proclamation as overlord of Mongolia and potential universal monarch, which must have taken place in 1206. But the Secret History suggests an earlier proclamation as king of the Mongols. «Sanang Setsen» (Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 71), the Sum-pa Hütulțu (cf. Vasilyev, in ZVOIRA O, IV, 37S) and Jigs-med Nam-mkha (cf. Hirth, Gesch. des Buddhismus, II, 15) agree in saying that in 1189 Chinghiz-khan was hailed as king of the Mongols («Sog» or «Bete»). According to T'u Ch'i (3, 1 a), the same date is given in the Secret History. As a matter of fact, the Secret History (§ 141) merely speaks of a «hen» year, which would agree indeed with 1189, but with 1201 as well, and the latter date is much more probable (Naka, Chingis-kan jitsuroku, 143, adopts 1201). The texts which give 1189 have confused two doyenian cycles. The Li-tai fo-tsu t'ung-t'sai (1194, XI, 30 a) makes Chinghiz begin his campaigns in 1191, we do not know on what authority. I leave aside the texts of «Sanang Setsen» (Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 83-85) and of the Sum-pa Hütulțu (Vasilyev, ibid. 376) according to which Chinghiz-khan became «Emperor of China» in 1194: both texts seem to refer to the final
enthronement in 1206, and the date of 1194 seems also to be due to an error of a complete duodecimal cycle.

The final enthronement calls for one more remark. We always date it in 1206, because the year p'ing-yin, a "tiger" year, roughly corresponds to 1206, but it runs into 1207. The Cho-k'eng lu, however, adds (i, 11 a) that it was in the 12th month, which, in the Chinese calendar, corresponds to December 31, 1206–January 29, 1207. The enthronement ought thus to be dated in January 1207. But the statement of the Cho-k'eng lu, although accepted by Tu Chi (3, 1 a), is not above suspicion. In 1206, the Mongols did not follow the Chinese calendar, nor probably even the Uighur calendar, which is slightly divergent from the Chinese; this is the first reason of uncertainty. Another is that the Cho-k'eng lu, a very sound source for the later period of the Mongol dynasty, has for Chinghiz-khan's birth the probably wrong date of 1162, and may depend here too upon untrustworthy information. If we add that climatic reasons did not favour the holding of important gatherings in Mongolia during the winter, and that the later important diets for which we have precise dates actually took place in other seasons of the year, it seems an almost necessary conclusion that the "twelfth month" of the Cho-k'eng lu cannot be retained. According to Rasid (Ber, iii, 8), the diet of 1206 was convened in the beginning of spring; but this is not binding either.

The title "Chinghiz-khan."—Whether adopted at the end of the 12th cent., or in 1203, or only in 1206, the title "Chinggis khan" has been explained in many different ways. One point seems very plausible. If Chinghiz-khan chose a new title instead of appropriating the old Mongol title of gür-khan, "universal khan," already used by the Qara-Hitai and the Kerait (see "Catai"), it must have been because an opposing Mongol diet had lessened its value in his eyes by granting it to his rival Jumuqa (cf. Ber, iii, 110, 112; Oh, i, 98-99). The Ch'ien-lung Commissioners did not attempt an etymology of "Chinggis" (Yüan shih yü-ch'ieh, i, 2 b). Gaubil (Hist. de Gentchiscan, 12) considered that "Chinggis" had no meaning in Mongolian, and Schmidt (Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 379) repeats this and Banzarov agrees with him (Černava véra, 77).

Chao Hung, our earliest source, says: "Some say that Ch''eng-chi-ssu (Činggis) renders the two characters 天鵝 t'ien-tz'ü (Mėng-Ta pei-lu, 3 a). In Vasile'v's translation (Trudy VOIRAO, iv, 218), this is translated: "Some say that Čingis is a corruption of the double term t'ien-tz'ü."

Though not literal, Vasile'v's interpretation may be correct; what I have translated as "renders" is 翻譯 i-yü, which may mean both a translation or a phonetic transcription. It is more probable, however, that Chao Hung thought "Ch'eng-chi-ssu" "translated" (and not "transcribed") t'ien-tz'ü (this texte was already known to Visdelou; cf. his Supplement to d'Herbelot, 150). At any rate, it is disconcerting to find that, to the last, Vasile'v should have stuck (cf. ZVOIRAO, iv, 379) to Chao Hung’s etymology, which is clearly fantastic. T'ien-tz'ü means "granted by Heaven," and, according to Chao Hung (12 b), the term occurred at the beginning of the Mongol tablets of authority (p'ai-tzü), before the name of "the Emperor Ch'eng-chi-ssu." It is the translation of tāngri-yin öggükśun, "given by Heaven," which is still prefixed to the name of Tului in "Sanang-Setsen" (Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 63). Chao Hung's information about the tablets has been confirmed by the recent discovery, in Jehol province, of a gold tablet bearing the very formula given in the Mėng-Ta pei-lu (cf. Haneda, in Memoirs... of the Toyo Bunko, No. 8, 85-91). It
is, moreover, the mediaeval expression of a belief which goes back to the early Hsiung-nu. So «Činggis» has nothing to do with *t’ien-ts’ū. The same may be said of Vasiliev’s alternative solution (ibid. iv, 379) that «Činggis» may be a transcription of *t’ien-ts’ū, «Son of Heaven»; the mediaeval transcriptions from Mongolian or into Mongolian are much too accurate to admit of such an unaccountable corruption. I shall not stop to discuss the «Chingsze, i. e. perfect warrior» of Douglas, The life of Jenghis Khan, 54.

Raidt says three times (Ber, 1, 159; iii, 8, 112) that «Čingis» is the plural of ĉing, which in Mongolian means «firm» (пάδšāh, пáriaх), or «powerful and strong» (پاریخ, پاریخ), so that the name is tantamount to «king of kings» (pāḏšāh-i pāḏšāhān) or «emperor of emperors» (pāḏšāh). This plural was, according to Raidt (Ber, 1, 159) a plural majestatis applied to Chinghis-khan himself; n’O’Hsson’s «khan of the powerful ones» (Oh, 1, 99) is not in accordance with the text. The tradition passed on to Abū-l-Ghāzi (Descroix, text, 81; transl., 88) who says, in Turkish, that «Čingiz» is the plural of ĉing, and that the latter word means «great» (alay) and «firm» (qatt). Schmidt objected (Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 379) that ĉing was an adverb, meaning «solidly», «immeasurably», which could have no plural, and Banzarov concurred with him. But in vain: Erdmann, relying on the consensus of Mussulman writers, maintained that they could not have erred, and derived from their explanations the very title of his book, «Temudschin der Unerschütliche» (cf. his long note, pp. 599-600). Schmidt’s argument was not of the soundest. Ĉing often is an adverb, but it can also be used as an adjective (the cognate ĉinga is only an adjective), and plurals of adjectives are known in ancient Mongolian (for instance yākūs in the Secret History, §§230, 271).

A much stronger objection would have been to point out that, if ĉing had a plural, it could only have been *ĉingut, not ĉinggis. It seems clear that Raidt’s informants had no longer a tradition to guide them to the meaning and origin of «Činggis», and that they imagined an etymology which afterwards met with undue success. Their ignorance is shown by the parallel case of gūr-šān, always explained by Raidt in the passage where he comments on «Čingiz». According to him, gūr means «firm» (паришт, паришт), or «powerful and great» (پاریخ, پاریخ). The world gūr existed, however, and still exists in Mongolian, and the translators of the Secret History have correctly rendered it «universal» (see «Catāa»). Except for the sake of completeness, I would not mention Blocher’s explanation of «Činggis зван» (Moufazzal, 532-533) as a «purely Mongolian» title «Činkkiz qayan», «Emperor of the brave men», «being the mark of the plural. Neither a word *činkki, nor a plural in -z exist in Mongolian.

Banzarov (Černaya Verla, 78) proposed to see in «Činggis» the old Hsiung-nu title transcribed in Chinese as 處 shan-yū, the ancient sound of which, according to Brünin, was «ten-yū». This was for the time a clever suggestion, which Erdmann’s supercilious refutation (Temudschin, 607-608) hardly credits. But Banzarov was misinformed about the ancient pronunciation of the Chinese: shan-yū is an ancient *sjan-jiu (毛 from a more archaic *zjāng-giu), and I do not believe that the ancient sonant initial of the Hsiung-nu original could give an initial ĉ in Mongolian (I leave out the pronunciation tan-γiu, *tjan-jiu, adopted by de Groot, which I consider to be erroneous). On the other hand, we should not lay too much stress on the following point, the only reasonable one among the seven raised by Erdmann, that if «Činggis» was the mediaeval form of the term transcribed shan-yū in ancient times, it would form a title by itself, which would
not require, as Činggis does, the addition of ṭhan. We know in fact of cases like Ong-čhan, Buiruq-čhan, Tayang-čhan, in which the first element is itself a title. I agree, however, that Činggis is probably an epithet, or name, not a title.

Perhaps, though not actually in Chingiz-čhan’s lifetime, but soon after his death, a whole network of legends had been woven around his accession to the throne and the conditions in which he had adopted his world-famed title. Yet, the Secret History, completed only thirteen years after the death of the conqueror, and despite its epic character, is still very sober in the present case. It merely states that Tāmuṣin was proclaimed Činggis-qā’an (read Činggis-čhan); §§123, 202; the shamān Kökêu Tāb-tāngri plays no part in the ceremony, and only comes in at some length later on, when he is about to meet his tragic end. The Shēng-wu ch‘in-ch‘eng lu and the Yüan shih keep the same reserve. But Juwañi (i, 28), in the middle of the 13th cent., had already heard that Tāb-tāngri (misread  But-tāngri), by the will of Heaven, had given to Tāmuṣin the title of Čingiz-čhan. Rāṣidu-‘d-Dīn expands on Kökêu Tāb-tāngri’s intervention and arrogance (Ber, 1, 158-160); he also relates that Kökêu was believed to ride up to Heaven on a white horse.

Later Mongol chronicles tell another tale. In “Sanang Setsen” (Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 71), a five-coloured bird similar to a lark came down three successive mornings on a square stone in front of the tent of Tāmuṣin, calling Činggis, Činggis; and Chingiz-čhan was named from the cry of a bird. The text of  ‘Jīg-med nam-mkha’ (Hirth, Gesch. des Buddhismus, II, 15-16) is an almost word for word translation of this passage. According to Schmidt (ibid. 379) and Banzarov (Černaya Věra, 76), the tradition about this bird also occurs in Chinese sources, but this is a mistake. Gaubil (Hist. de Gengiscan, 12) and Visdelou (Supplement to d’Herbelot, 150), who mention it, state definitely that they heard it, orally, from some Mongols, and de Guiguès (Hist. gén. des Huns, III, 22), who speaks of Chinese sources for the legend of the bird, seems merely to have misunderstood Gaubil.

Similar tales had spread abroad, however, at an early date. The Armenian monk Malakia, who lived in the 13th cent., says that an angel, who had taken the appearance of a golden-winged eagle, appeared among the Mongols, summoned their leader Čangz (Chingiz-čhan) and delivered to him, in their own language, the text of his laws, the yasaq. This being done, the angel called the leader kaan, so that thenceforward the latter called himself Čangz-kaan (Patkanov, Istoriya Mongolov inoka Magakii, 4). On the other hand, Malakia’s countryman Hethum relates how the old smith Čangz ( Chingiz-čhan) had a vision of an armed knight, riding a white horse, who ordered him in the name of God to free the Mongols and to become their king (Hist. des Croisades, Arm., II, 148, 284). One of the legends must be connected with the later Mongolian story told by “Sanang Setsen”, while the other recalls Kökêu and the white horse on which he used to ride up to Heaven, in the legend transmitted by Rāṣidu-‘d-Dīn.

This atmosphere of legend and supernatural intervention must be taken into account in discussing the last two explanations of Činggis which we have to examine. One must be fairly ancient, since it was already mentioned by Gibbon (Bury ed., VII, 3), but I have not traced its origin; this is the one which connects Činggis with Turk. tāngis, Osm. deñiz, sea, ocean. Erdsman alludes to it as unworthy of refutation (Temudschin, 600). Yet, it was again thought of, simultaneously and independently, by Ramstedt (Mogholica, 25) and by me (cf. Pe, 23). In all
paper which I cannot trace for the present, Vladimirov remarked that such a derivation was improbable, since both «Činggis» and tānggis, «sea», occurred in the Secret History (§ 1). I do not think that this objection is of great moment. Double forms occur in the Secret History; for instance «Idil» and «Äjil», discussed further on. Moreover, if we are right, both «Činggis» and tānggis were foreign words in Mongolian; tānggis entered the legend of Mongol origins, closely connected with the ancient legend of the early Turks, at an unknown date, but there is no reason to date this contemporaneously with that at which «Činggis» became in certain religious or political circles the accepted term it must have been to have been adopted by Chinghiz-khan. If the two forms came to the Mongols at different periods and through different channels, and moreover acquired different uses, we need not be surprised to find both occurring in the same work.

Mong. tānggis, «sea», is an ᾱπαξ λεγόμενον in the Secret History, and is of rare occurrence elsewhere. Kowalewski does not give it. Late Sino-Mongolian lexicography knew it, however (cf. Klaproth, Asia Polyglotta, 263), and it is found in Golstunskii. In the Mongol period, it occurs in YS, 63, 16 a, as ṭi’en-chi-sšú, tāngis, in the name of the Caspian (cf. JA, 1920, 1, 166). The word is current in Kalmuk, and pronounced tēngs (Ramstedt, Kalm. Wörterbuch, 392). Tānggis is merely borrowed from the Turkish tāngiz (tāızı̇z), but is written according to the rules of Mongolian spelling, where Turk. -ng- (⟨-ŋ⟩) is rendered as -ngg- (⟨-ńg⟩), and where -z becomes -s since there is no istrator in Mongolian.

The case of Turk. tāngiz > Mong. Činggis would be somewhat different. The treatment of the final -z > -s is the same, but the initial & implies a mongolization. In Mongolian, all ancient *ti- became či- at an early date, for instance in the pronoun of the second person čí < *ti-. I have quoted above the case of Turk. tegin, tāgin (< proto-Mong. *tegin) > tigín > Mong. ēgin (in otčígin). This process of patatalization went on in Mongolian even after the 13th-14th cents. We still find in the Secret History (§ 326) «Idil» alongside of «Äjil» (§ 274) as a name of the Volga («Äjil» for «Äjil», in the Ulán-Bátor ms.; the ḏā ḳū Yeh-chųh-li River [ko] of YS, 121, 2 b, and the A-chųh-li Lake [hái-tsi] of the map of the Yuán shíh lei-pien may represent other originals). Cf. Turk. Ātıl in Kāsăr (not «Itıl» as in Brockelmann, 244), Čay. Ātil and Idil (Edil), Kirgh. Edil, Tel. Ādıl, Kaz. Idıl (Radlov, 1, 842, 850, 857, 1509; Proben, ii, transl., p. xii), Ethil in Plan Carpine (Wγ, 136), Etilia and Ethilia in Rubrouck (Wγ, 195, 205, 210, 216, 223, 315), Edil in the Catalan Map (Buchon, in Not. et Extr., XIV, 11, 131); Mong. Ājıl (Kowalewski, 227), New Mong. İjıl (Vladimirov, Doklady Ak. Nauk, 1929, 289), Kalm. İjıl, İdıl (Vladimirov, ibid.; Ramstedt, Kalm. Wörterbuch, 205). The same obtains in the case of the Irtysh, called in the Secret History Ćrdıš (§§ 207, 264) or Ćridis (§ 198); the latter form is a misreading of the transcribers; the ancient Mongol script did not distinguish -s and -ş); Yeh-ĕr-ti-shih (Ćrdıš) in YS, i, s. a. 1206 and 1208; 122, 1 b; Yeh-li-ti-shih in YS, 22, 1 a; Yeh-ĕr-ti-shih in the Shêng-wu ch’in-chêng lu (47 a); cf. Ćrtiş in Kāsăr (misread «Artiş» in Brockelmann, 240); Ćrtiš in Kirakos (Pātkanov, Istoriya Mongolov, ii, 92). But the Mongol name is Ćrčis in «Sanang Setsen» (cf. Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 211, 412), or more probably Ćrtis as in the Chinese translation of that work (Měng-ku yüan-liu chien-chêng, 6, 22 b).

A derivation Turk. tāngiz > Mong. Činggis would require either the existence of an intermediary form *tīngiz, or the palatalization t > ĺ before vowels other than i. Both are possible.
Even in Turkish, and for words which do not belong to the « palatal » class, we find in the late Uighur redaction of the legend of Ouyüz-khan (Uyuyz-khan) such forms as čang (< tang), čašgarun (< tāshgarun), čaptlar (< taptlar); cf. TP, 1930, 270, 342, 347. In the middle of the 13th cent., the Mongolian name of Chinghiz-khan’s eldest son Jūši was known in Turkish circles as Tūši, written تُوشُي in Jawañ, and « Tossuc » and « Tossuccan » (=*Tossu-can) in Plan Carpine (Wyd, 58, 65). A similar direct passage Turk. tāngiz -> Mong. Čiŋgis is far from impossible.

But an intermediary form *tingiz is so much the more acceptable since a first -i- vowel is attested in some Turkish dialects. In Turkish the word is tāngiz in Kāhyari (Brockelmann, 203), *tengis (= tengiz) in the Codex Cumanicus (Kuhn ed., 38, 88). Čay. تَنْجِز tengiz (or tingiz ?; not tāngiz as in Radlov), late Uigh., Kar., Türkî tāngiz, Kirg. tehtiz, Tel., Kmd. Alt. tātis, yuź čnįk dingiz (Ber, 1, 6), Krm. dātis, Osm. dātis, Kaz. dātis (Radlov, III, 1045, 1055, 1661, 1667, 1756). An uncertainty in the nature of the first vowel is moreover traceable in the very name Čiŋgis. The Armenians wrote it Čangiz (or Čangiz, which explains Hethum’s « Changuis » and « Canquis »). A first a vowel occurs also in Ricoldo da Montecroce’s « Caimustan » (< Canguiscan), and in the cognate corrupt forms of San Antonio and Chaucer. Even now, the Moghols of Afghanistan pronounce it Čiąngiz ɕaŋ (Ramstedt, Mogholica, 25).

The transcriptions of Čiŋgis in Persian, Arabic, Turkish, and Armenian are also noteworthy on account of the final -z, when these languages possess both s and z; there is on the contrary no s in the Mongol language. Now, when transcribing Mongol words ending in -s, the -s has been retained in Persian, Armenian, etc., for instance, in qaraunas (see « Caraunas »), in « Nangias » (see « Mangi »), in kāriyās (the name of the place where horses were kept under guard outside the camp); why should the case be different with Čiŋgis ? On the other hand, if we suppose that Čiŋgis was borrowed from a palatalized form of tāngiz, the -s of the transcriptions Čiŋgis, Čiŋž would be traceable to the original foreign word. It may even be that at first the Mongols used this borrowed word with a final -z. Although there was no z in Mongolian, the Mongols could pronounce it, and the letter z existed in the Uighur script which the Mongols made their own. At the end of a word, later Mongol usage wrote for -s the Uighur -s or the Uighur -z, indifferently; but this need not have been the original practice when they first wrote their language in Uighur script. Now, the only document in the Mongol language which is an original dating as far back as Chinghiz-khan’s lifetime is the so-called “stone of Chinghiz-khan” preserved at Leningrad, which was engraved c. 1225. It begins with the name of Chinghiz-khan, but the final letter of the first word is the final Uighur -z, not -s. Although it may have already been used by the Mongols in the value of -s, I do not dismiss the possibility that the form intended was actually *Čiŋgis (in the archaic Mongol dialect of the Moghols of Afghanistan, « Čiŋgis » has a final -z). Whatever the case may be, the script itself may have helped in the change from Čiŋgis (-*Tinggis) to Čiŋgis. No attention need be paid, however, to the occurrence of would-be Turkish word čiŋiz, « great », « powerful », in Radlov’s dictionary (III, 2117). This word is to be found only in Chinghiz-khan’s name, and by oversight it was taken over from Abū-ʾl-Ghażāl, where this Mongolian, not Turkish, form is followed by the explanation given by Radlov.

By a remarkable coincidence, Ibn Bāṭṭūṭah, when speaking of Chinghiz-khan, always calls him تَنْجِس Tāngiz (III, 22-27, 40, 57, 96; IV, 258, 300). I have heard the opinion that this was due
to the absence of ā in Arabic, but the argument is unsound. Ibn Baṭṭūṭah might have resorted to the old Arabic device of transcribing ā with ʿ, as he does in the inherited spelling ʿān of the name of China (see "Cia"). Above all, he might have done in this case what he did in all other cases, that is to say, write ḫ instead and in value of ā. For instance, we find in his text ʿarṣa for the Persian Ārṣ (iii, 88), ʿarṣa for the Hindi ʿaṛṣha (iii, 388, and cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson 2, s.v. "chowdry"). Sājlī for the Turkic-Persian ʾālāk (II, 448; see "Cio"). Sarāǰq for the Turkish Sarajiq. If he did not do the same for the Mongolian "Činggis", it must have been either because he heard the name pronounced "Tängiz", or because he or his informants connected it with the Turk. tängiz, "sea" (Yule's tentative explanation connecting it with Ar. tānkās, "upside down" [Y, i, 247] cannot be seriously considered).

"Tängiz" occurs in real or legendary Altaic onomastic at an early date. I leave aside the name of Attila's son Ąγγi, which Marquart thought was derived from tengiz, deñiz (Die Chronologie der alttürk. Inschriften, 109; Izv. R. Arkh. Inst. v Konstantinople, xvi [1911], 26). Although the name strongly recalls the Turkish word for "sea", and still more the "tengizic" (= tēngizič), "auster", "southern wind", of the Codex Cumanicus (Kuun, 181; left unexplained by Radlov, Das türk. Sprachmaterial des Codex Comanianus, 127, but perhaps a derivative form of tängiz), the initial d- of Ąγγi is hard to explain, since all the ancient forms of tängiz begin with n; Osmani or Kazan forms with ń- are out of the question at such an early date. But, in the legend of Uighur origin, Oγ-γa-γa's youngest son was Tengiz-[ō? Tingiz]-khan (Abū-'l-Ghāzī, Desmaisons' transl., 27; cf. also Raverty, 881) or Dengiz-[ō? Dingiz]-khan (Ber, i, 6). Whatever the origin of "Činggis", there is no doubt that Chinghiz-khan, when taking this title, intended that he should be considered sovereign of the universe. The ocean, supposed to surround the earth, provided a convenient term for it. We know that Chinghiz-khan's successors held the same view. The real Mongol word for "ocean", "sea", is dalai, corresponding to Turk. talut. In the Secret History (§ 290), Öğödii, Chinghiz's third son and successor, is spoken of as dalai-in qa'an, "oceanic Emperor". When Güyük, Öğödii's successor, writes to Pope Innocent IV in 1246, the Turkish preamble of his Persian letter gives him the title of talut-nung qaan, and his Mongol seal that of dalai-in qaan, both having the same meaning as in the case of Öğödii (Pe, 22-24). One century later, the Thag-pa text of the Chû-yun-kuan inscriptions (l. 17) speaks of the Mongol Emperor as talayi-yin ța'an ulus-un qa'an, "master of the ocean, Emperor of the Nation". On account of this last formula, I now believe that Stephen Orbelian had in view the same title when he spoke of Mongka as "master of the earth and the sea". It is well known that rgya-mcho, "ocean", was used in the same way in Tibetan, and that the same image lies at the basis of the Mongol-Tibetan title of the Dalai-lama, "Oceanic religious lord", i. e. "Universal".

So I think it probable that "Činggis" is derived from the Turk. tängiz, "sea", "ocean". Such is not, however, the opinion expressed by Vladimirov in his Čingis-khan (p. 45). While seeing in "Činggis" the old title shan-yū of the Hsiung-nu sovereigns, Bančarov has drawn attention to a god "Hajir Činggis tąngri", mentioned in a Mongolian shamanist text (Černaya Véra, 78). Since Mongol tradition makes the shaman Kökši play an important part in the attribution of the name "Činggis" to Chinghiz-khan, Barthold supposed that this was "the name of one of the
spirits to whom the shamans paid reverence” (ZVOIRAJO, x, 116), and he mentioned BANZAROV’s “Hažir Çinggis tængri”. This is also the view taken by VLADIMIRCOV. I do not feel inclined to accept in without some qualification. Of course, it is difficult to discuss a name occurring in unknown conditions in a manuscript of unknown date and origin. But it may be a prejudiced view to give to Kököčü, on the authority of Rašidu’d-Din, an importance in the ceremony of the enthronement which is not countenanced by any other source. At any rate, the very name of the shamanist god seems to betray a non-Mongolian origin. Tængri, ‘Heaven’ and ‘God’, is common to both Turkish and Mongolian; but hažir < qajr is the form taken by the Turkish qadır, ‘powerful’, ‘terrible’, when it was borrowed from Turkish into Mongolian (cf. IP, 1930, 53). Even if there be a connection with the title adopted by Chinghiz-khan, we may explain ‘Hažir Çinggis tængri’ as being originally the name of a Turkish shamanist god, *Qadır Tængiz tængri, ‘the Powerful God Ocean’. The etymology of ‘Çinggis’ would remain the same.

In Mongolian, Chinghiz-khan is never called simply ‘Çinggis’, but always ‘Çinggis-han’ or ‘Çinggis-qa’an’. In F, despite some exceptions, ‘Çinghiz can’ is generally given in the text, but ‘Çinghiz kaa’ in the table of contents and in the titles of chapters; on the other hand, ‘kaan’ occurs even in the text when Polo speaks of Qubitai. YULK adopted ‘Çinghis Kaa’ throughout his edition; the present one gives ‘Çinghis Kan’.

Without being too positive, it looks as though Polo had distinguished ‘can’ or ‘kan’ = han, ‘khan’, and ‘kaan’ = qa’an; the forms ‘Çinghiz kaan’ in the table of contents and in the titles of chapters would be the result of a mistaken normalization. Whatever the case may be with Polo himself, the distinction actually existed; the relation and the respective values of han and qa’an will be discussed under ‘Kaan’.

Among mediaeval travellers, PLAN CARPINE and RUBROUCK give to Chinghiz-khan the title of ‘chan’ = khan; MARIGNOLLI alone speaks of ‘Çingwis caam’ (WY, 543), which probably renders ‘Çinggis-qa’an’. RAŠIDU’D-DIN devotes chapters to ‘Çinghis-han’, ‘Ögitai-han’, ‘Joci-han’, ‘Çayatai-han’, ‘Tului-han’, ‘Çuyuk-han’, and ‘Mongka-han’, but to ‘Qubitai-qaan’. The first to take the title of qa’an was Ögitai, and this as a sort of personal epithet, which was even at a later date a sufficient designation of him as qa’an-han (see ‘Kaan’). It was only Qubitai who took on the title of the great qa’an as a mere epithet, and was spoken of as Qubitai-qa’an. It may be objected that the Secret History always speaks of ‘Çinggis-qa’an’, and even applies the title of qa’an to the sovereigns of the first short-lived Mongol Empire which preceded that of Chinghiz-khan, ‘Qubul-qa’an’, ‘Qutula-qa’an’. All this must be due to later tradition, when qa’an had replaced han in Mongol usage, and is ascribable either to the compilers of the Secret History in 1240, or more probably to later copyists. We have irrefutable proof, however, that Chinghiz-khan did not take the title of qa’an. The so-called ‘stone of Chinghiz-khan’ preserved in Leningrad begins with the words Çinggis gan-i (or Çinggis gan-i?; cf. supra), a popular genitive of ‘Çinggis-qaan’; gan is the regular notation of han in Uighur script, because this, like the later Uighur-Mongolian script, had no special letter for ž. This was still the case in Çuyuk’s time. We have already seen that, in his letter of 1246 addressed to Innocent IV, he styles himself in Turkish talat-nung han, and in his Mongol seal dalai-in ganu (genitive), i. e. both times han, not qa’an. When Malakia, in the 13th cent., speaks of ‘Çangiz-yayan’ = Çinggis-qaan, it was already the result of the same change of habit which altered Çinggis-qaan to
Činggis-qa’an in the present text of the Secret History (cf. Patkanov, Istoriya Mongolov inoki Magakit, 4, 63).

For the "white standard with nine pennants", which was raised by Chinghiz-khan in 1206, and which was not, as is often said, made of yak or horse tails, see "Tưc".

Chinghiz-khan and Ong-khan’s daughter. — According to Polo, war broke out between Chinghiz-khan and Ong-khan in 1200, because the latter scorned the former’s request for the hand of his daughter. Yule (Y, 1, 239), while agreeing that such a marriage never took place, adduces Oriental and Western authorities which state that Ong-khan’s daughter was taken over by Chinghiz. One of these authorities may be rejected at once: Pétis de la Croix is here untrustworthy, since in many instances, and most probably in the present one, his statements are tacitly based not on Oriental sources, but on Polo himself. Two writers remain, Vincent de Beauvais and Bar-Hebraeus (Abū-l Faraz). In Vincent de Beauvais’s account (Speculum historiale, xxx, ch. 69 and 70), the surviving daughter of King David, i.e. Prester John (= Ong-khan), became the wife of Chinghiz-khan and, according to a tradition (ut dicitur), bore him sons; it was because of her that the Nestorian monk Rabban-ata found favour with Chinghiz. Vincent de Beauvais’s source is surely the lost Historia Tartarorum which had been written, probably in 1248, by Simon de Saint-Quentin, one of the members of the mission of Ascelin; Rabban-ata, whom we know from various authorities, died almost certainly in 1247 (cf. Pe, 43, 80, 134). A similar story, which was not known to Yule, was told by André de Longjumeau: according to him, Chinghiz-khan had married the daughter of Prester John (= Ong-khan), and she bore him a son, the then reigning Emperor (i.e. Guyük; cf. Pe, 56-57). In the text of Bar-Hebraeus, Chinghiz-khan sees in a dream a monk in black garb, and his Christian wife, Ong-khan’s daughter, calls in the bishop Mar Denha, who tells Chinghiz that he must have seen a Christian saint: thenceforward, Chinghiz showed his benevolence to the Christians (Pococke, Historia Dynastiarum, 285-286). Polo’s statement, to which I have referred above, that, after Ong-khan’s defeat and death, Chinghiz took his daughter to wife, is only found in VB and in Ramusio, who seems here to be summarizing VB (cf. Vol. I, 166, 498). In fact, Chinghiz did not marry the daughter, but a niece of Ong-khan, Abaka-baki (Secret History, §§ 186, 208; this form is more correct than the "Abika" of Y, i, 243; cf. also Ber, i, 100; ii, 80, 108), daughter of Jagambu (< r>Gya-sgam-po), whom moreover he handed over afterwards to Jurčišši (— Kātāš-noyan), and Guyük was a grandson, not a son, of Chinghiz-khan. Two other daughters of Jagambu were given to two sons of Chinghiz, Jūči and Tului, but none to Ögdüi, Guyük’s father. The tales then current in the East may, however, account to some extent for Polo’s story.

There is still another origin which must be considered. The marriages of Chinghiz-khan and his sons with women of Ong-khan’s family all took place after the latter’s death. But when he was still, outwardly at least, on good terms with Chinghiz, a union had been projected between his daughter Čaur-baki and Chinghiz-khan’s eldest son Jūči, and between Chinghiz-khan’s daughter Qojin-baki (or Qo’ejin-baki) and Ong-khan’s grandson Tusaqa (cf. Secret History, § 165; Sheng-su ch’ın-chêng lu, 27 b; Ber, 1, 101; ii, 78; the names as I give them here are more correct than those of Y, 1, 239). But owing to Ong-khan’s ill-will, the project fell through, and, as Rašid says,
« on that account, Chinghiz-khan felt uneasy in his heart ». This event seems to have taken place in 1202. It does not seem open to doubt that it is a distorted echo of it which appears in Polo’s texts, and for once the date there given, « 1200 », is not so far from the truth.

Chinghiz-khan as King David. — Chinghiz-khan was first heard of in Europe, though not under his true name, in 1221, when an Arabic report on his advance against the Mussulmans reached Damietta, where it was translated into Latin. This document, fraught with a very rich though often corrupt nomenclature, has been studied in great detail by Zarncke in the second installment of his monograph Der Priester Johannes, and it is to be regretted that Cordier, while mentioning Zarncke in a final note, should not have used his work to correct and supplement Yule’s most valuable note on Prester John in Y, 1, 231-237. This « charta » of 1221, as Zarncke calls it, has come down to us in three redactions. In the first one, the longest, Chinghiz-khan appears as King David, the younger son of King Israel, son himself of King « Sarchisi », son of King John, son of King Bulgboga (var. Bulchabot, Bidgaboga), a believer in Christ Jesus. The second redaction speaks merely of King David, a servant of the Lord; the third one, of the Christian King David, son of Prester John of India. Though such a genealogy of Chinghiz-Khan is out of the question, the names are not fantastic : David, « Sarchisi » (Sargis, Sergius, mistaken by Zarncke, II, 31, for a non-Christian Turkiah name) and John are good Christian names; a Seljuk prince was called Israel; « Bulgboga » seems to be a regular Turkiah name, *Bilgä-buqa (not a Mongolian name, as is said in Zarncke, II, 31). The arrival of the document at Damietta in 1221 finds a striking confirmation in an Arabic source which Zarncke did not know, the History of the Patriarchs of Alexandria. Passages from this work relating to the siege of Damietta by the Franks have been translated by Blochet as an appendix to his translation of the section of Maqrizi’s History of Egypt (Sulûk) relating to the time of the Crusades before the Mamluk Sultans. Under the year 937 of the Martyrs (= A. D. 1221), a paragraph begins as follows (Blochet, Histoire d’Egypte, 563) : « That year, the news was received that a sovereign of the east who was called « king of China » (malik-at-Šin), and who had in his service a great number of Turks from the country of Ijtâ (see « Catai ») and from Qipšaq, had vanquished the Hwârizmâh, King of Persia... » Mussulman and Armenian writers often spoke of Chinghiz-khan as having come from « China »; this is the result of the undue extension which the name Čin or Sin had received in the Middle Ages (see « Čin »). It is certainly the same report which is alluded to in the History of the Patriarchs of Alexandria, the Latin versions of which were published by Zarncke. Two reasons may have contributed to their calling Chinghiz-khan a Christian king. It was a natural tendency to see a Christian in the sovereign who had destroyed the Mussulman Empire of Hwârizm, and the more so since a tradition had been current for almost a century that a great Nestorian king and priest called John reigned far away, somewhere in « India » (see « Prester John »). The second reason is that there were actually many Nestorians in Central Asia, and the report which came to Damietta in 1221 may well have been composed in Nestorian circles to impress the Mussulmans of Syria and Egypt and to make them relax their antagonistic attitude towards the Nestorian communities. Similar reports were circulated in Armenia. Kirakos, speaking of the sudden appearance of the Mongols in Armenia in 1220, says (Brosset, Deux historiens arméniens, 100) :
"A false rumour spread that they were Magi or Christians, that they worked miracles, and that they had come to avenge the tyranny of the Musulmans against the Christians. It was also said that they had a tent in the shape of a church, and a miraculous cross, in front of which a bushel of barley was laid; the whole army would take from this to feed their horses, without the corn growing less; and when all had made an end of taking of the corn, the [full] bushel was still there." Polo attributes the favour shown by Chinghis-khan to the Christians to the success they had predicted for him against Ong-khan by their divination with twigs (Vol. I, 166). The truth is that he showed them no special favour and that the exemptions he granted their clergy from taxes and villain service, which are recalled in subsequent edicts, were the same as for the ministers of other creeds.

**The date of Chinghis-khan’s death.** — Though with a much lesser margin of uncertainty, the true date of the death of Chinghis-khan is not much easier to establish than the date of his birth. Polo’s assertion that Chinghis survived Ong-khan’s defeat (A. D. 1203) only by six years is of course a glaring error. According to Yule (Y. I, 245), Chinghis-khan died on August 18, 1227; most historians give the same date. The question, however, is not so simple, and Barthold (EI, s. v. "Chingis-khan") contented himself by saying that the death took place in the first half of *ramadan* a. H. 624 = August 1227, the sources disagreeing as to the day. Vladimirov (Chingis-khan, 150) is no more definite than Barthold.

The date of August 18, 1227, corresponds to the one given for the death of the conqueror by Juwaini, "on the fourth of *ramadan* 624" (I, 144*), and was copied from him by Bar Hebraeus (*Historia Dynastiarum*, Pococke transl., 305). In his *Hist. de Genghiscan* (p. 51), Gaubil also says that Chinghis-khan died after giving, on August 18, 1227, his last instructions to his sons and generals. But, in a note of the following page, Gaubil adds that, according to a certain history of the Mongols, Chinghis fell ill on August 18, but died only seven days later. I do not know of which abridged text Gaubil made use in the first passage. The information given in his subsequent note is the only one which is found in the *YS* (I, 9 b), where we read: "In the 22nd year, which was *ting-hai* (1227)..., in the autumn, the seventh month, on the day *jén-uu* (August 18, 1227), [the Emperor] fell ill (不 佩 pu-yú); on the day *chi-ch’ou* (August 25, 1227), he died..." Neither the *Secret History* nor the *Shêng-wu ch’in-chêng lu* says anything about Chinghis-khan’s death; this was certainly because of some sort of taboo, and not because, as alleged in Wang Kuo-wei’s edition of the latter work (64 b), there is a lacuna in our mss. Consequently, the only date to be found in Chinese sources for the death of Chinghis-khan is August 25, 1227, one week later than the date given by Juwaini. The day *chi-ch’ou* was the twelfth of the month, so that there is an intrinsic contradiction in Cordier’s statement (*Hist. gén. de la Chine*, II, 222) that Chinghis-khan died on the twelfth of the seventh month (August 18, 1227). Grousset (*L’Empire des steppes*, 309) is mistaken when he says that the date of August 18, 1227, is given in the *YS*.

But Rašidu’-d-Din has a different story, which he relates and which occurs in several places in the course of his biography of Chinghis-khan:

a. (Ber, II, Pers. text, 140; transl., 85-86) : "Serious astrologers (munajjamân) have written down the date of his death, ... and their report is that he died in the *qâqû yîl* (= Mong. *yaqâi*, 20
«pig», and Turk. ýtl, Mong. jil, «year [of the cycle]», which is the year of the pig, in the middle of the month of autumn (dar miyânah-i mâh-i pâyîz), on the 15th day (pânzdâh rûz).» D’OHSE
SON (Oh, i, 38), whose text, if it be a literal translation, is taken from a different passage which I cannot trace, speaks too of «the 15th of the month of autumn of the pig year». ERMANN (Temudschin, 573) is in closer agreement with BEREZIN’s version, except that he speaks of «spring» instead of «autumn», by a slip probably. None of the three translators gives an equivalence in the European calendar, perhaps because they could not understand what Raşîd meant in the present passage. There are of course three autumn months, and we ought to have been told which of the middle of the month, then of the fifteenth day? Raşîd gives the dates of the animal cycle according to the Uighur calendar, and we know that there were some discrepancies between that calendar and the Chinese one. But since both use lunar months, there could be no great difference — one or two days at the utmost — in the number attached to any day of a given month: the full moon was practically full at the same moment for the Uighurs as well as for the Chinese. If the first month of autumn were meant, the fifteenth day would be August 28, 1227, in Chinese reckoning. But, in my opinion, the natural translation is to read, without any change of letters, dar miyânah mâh-i pâyîz, «in the middle month of autumn». The fifteenth of the middle month of autumn, in the Chinese calendar, was September 26, 1227 (this seems to be the solution adopted by HUNG CHÜN, 1, 45, when he says, I do not know on what authority, that Western writers make Ching-hiz-khan die on the fifteenth day of the eighth month). This is certainly too late, but we shall see hereafter that the apparent difficulty may give a clue for the explanation of another passage hitherto misunderstood.

b. (Ber, iii, Pers. text, 149; transl., 99) : «On the 15th day of the month of autumn of the pig year, corresponding to ramadân of the year 624, [the Emperor] departed from the perishable world...» Here there is no miyânah, «middle», nor is the day of the month of ramadân indicated. Ramadân a. H. 624 corresponds to August 15-September 14, 1227; no precision is possible, except that the fifteenth day of the Chinese month falling in ramadân a. H. 624 would of course be again August 28, 1227.

c. (Ber, iii, Pers. text, 152-153; transl., 101-102) : «Among the Mongols it is well established and known that Chinghiz-khan lived seventy-two Turkish years. He was born in the gâqâ ytl, which is the year of the pig, and he died too in the gâqâ ytl in the country of Tangqut (= Tangut). They brought his coffin to his ordo (ordôkâi, in the plural) on the fifteenth day of the month of šawwâl of that year, which corresponds to the fourth of ramadân of the year 624 of the Hegira, and [then] made known the catastrophe.» This translation of BEREZIN is absurd. The fifteenth of šawwâl would correspond to September 29, 1227, and the fourth of ramadân to August 18, 1227. But how could a day of a month in a certain calendar correspond, in the same year, to another day of another month in the same calendar? This is tantamount to saying that September 29, 1227, is the same as August 18, 1227! Obviously, the text is corrupt. Moreover, BEREZIN’s Persian text gives «the fourteenth (چهارم) of ramadân», without any variant, while his translation gives «the fourth (چهارم) of ramadân». Instead of چهارم شَوْؤْل, «month of šawwâl», adopted in the text and the translation, BEREZIN mentions in a note the variant چهارم خَن, «month of hûn» in one manuscript.
Before Berezin, this same passage had been edited and translated by Erdmann (Temudshin, 573-574). He too speaks of the "fourth of ramadân"; but instead of the absurd "sawwâl", says "on the fifteenth of the year hûn âi of that year".

In the Paris mss. (Mîrzâ Mu'âmmad Qazwîni was kind enough to collate them for me), three contain the corresponding passage; they read as follows:

Suppl. persan 209, 154: o: «... on the fifteenth of sün âi of that year, corresponding to the fourth of ramadân of the year 624 of the Hegira...»

Suppl. persan 1113, 121: o: «... on the [lacuna] of sün âi of that year, corresponding to the fourteenth of ramadân of the year 624 of the Hegira...»

Anc. fonds persan 68, 121: o: «... in sün âi of that year, corresponding to the fourteenth of ramadân of the year 624 of the Hegira...»

Before discussing these readings, I must quote a last passage:

d. (Ber, iii, Pers. text, 117; transl., 119): «In ... sün (var. süm) of this (âin) said year of the pig, corresponding to the fourteenth of ramadân of the year 624, they brought his coffin to the ordo (ordohâ), and [then] made known the catastrophe about him...»

This passage, according to Qazwîni, occurs in two of the Paris mss. in the following form:

Suppl. persan 209, 160: o: «... in [lacuna] of sün of this (âin) said year of the pig, corresponding to the fourteenth of ramadân of the year 624», etc.

Suppl. persan 1113, 124: o: «... in [lacuna] of sün âi of the said year of the pig, corresponding to the fourteenth of ramadân of the year 624», etc.

We are now in a position to restore the correct text. It is clear that instead of hûn âi, or sün âi, or sün alone, we should read sün âi everywhere; but âi âi, which was not understood by the copyists, was altered by them to âin, «this», in the two texts of d. out of three, although âin, «this», was pleonastic with the «said» year.

There can be no doubt either as to the meaning of sün âi; it must be vocalized sün âi. As means «month» in Turkish, and Rašîd is merely quoting a month of the Uighur calendar. Sün âi occurs in the Sino-Uighur Vocabulary of the Bureau of Translators of the Ming dynasty; it is the name of the intercalary month, formed with sün - Ch. 春, »intercalary [month]«, and Turk. ai, »month« (cf. Radlov, iv, 1109).

There is, however, a difficulty. The year 1227 was embolismic, but, in the Chinese calendar, the intercalary month of 1227 followed the fifth month, and the fifteenth would correspond to June 30, 1227, which is clearly unacceptable.

But here intervenes the fact that the Uighur calendar did not always coincide with the Chinese. Although the phases of the moon were of course the same in both countries, it may be that the Uighurs placed the intercalary month of 1227, not after the fifth month, but after the seventh. In such a case, not having an intercalary month after the fifth, the Chinese intercalary fifth month would be their sixth month, the Chinese sixth month would be their seventh, and the Chinese seventh month would be their intercalary month. The fifteenth of the Chinese seventh month would thus correspond to August 28, 1227, and this is exactly the date corresponding to the fourteenth of ramadân a. h. 624. So I have no doubt that the fourteenth of ramadân is the date actually given by Rašîd, in agreement with most mss. in one case, and with all the mss. in the
other. If in the first case, we have some readings giving «fourth» of ramadān, it must be either because in Persian «fourth» and «fourteenth» differ only by one letter, or because some «intelligent» copyist was influenced by its equivalence to the «fourth» of ramadān given for the date of Chinghiz-khan’s death in Juwainī. Lastly, we may thus account, to a certain extent, for our first quotation, in which Rašīd speaks of the «middle» month of autumn. If the Uighurs placed their intercalary month after the seventh month of 1227 and not after the fifth, their seventh month, in other words their autumn of that year, began one month earlier than the autumn of the Chinese calendar, and their intercalary month was the second month of the autumn. This may be the reason why, in the first passage, Rašīd, avoiding the uncouth foreign term ṣun ai, spoke of the intercalary month as being the «middle» month of the autumn, although, including the intercalary month, that autumn actually had four months (the opinions of 北村三郎 Kitamura Saburō and of 佐久間信景 Sakuma Nobugasu, quoted in Tu Chi, 3, 31 b, are both worthless, because they combine dates given in different calendars).

So we are confronted with three different dates: the fourth of ramadān, August 18, 1227, and the day chi-ch’ou of the seventh month, August 25, 1227, expressly given as the date of the death of Chinghiz-khan by Juwainī and by the Yiān shih, respectively; and the fourteenth of ramadān, August 28, 1227, which is, according to Rašīdu’dd-Dīn, the date on which Chinghiz-khan’s coffin reached his ordo and on which the news of his death was announced. But are we to believe that the third date is fundamentally independent of the other two? A difference of three days (August 25 and August 28) is the utmost possible limit of divergence between the Uighur and the Chinese calendars, the months of both being based on the phases of the moon; but there are similar cases for other dates expressed in the Uighur calendar and given by Rašīd with the equivalence in the Mussulman calendar, sometimes with the indication of the day of the week which provides an additional means of ascertaining the intended day. Let us take the case of a date originally given in the Uighur calendar, or in the Chinese calendar, as being such a day of such a month. When translating it from one language into the other, the translator might quite possibly retain the date of the month as it was given in the original, so that, if there were a divergence of one, two or three days between the two calendars, the date, though expressed with the same numbers, would actually differ by one, two or three days. This may at first seem to account for the difference between August 25, 1227, given by the Chinese and August 28, 1227, given by Rašīdu’dd-Dīn. I am afraid, however, that such a hypothesis can hardly be accepted in the present case, since, as we have seen, the fourteenth of the Uighur [seventh] intercalary month of 1227 corresponds to the fifteenth of the seventh Chinese month of the same year; that is to say, there is here no divergence between the two calendars in the numbering of the days of the month. I see no solution if the two dates, August 25, 1227, of the Chinese and August 28, 1227, of Rašīd, refer to the same event. As to Juwainī’s date, August 18, 1227, it is irreconcilable with either. But the suspicion naturally arises whether the «fourth» of ramadān, in Juwainī, though read as such by Bar Hebraeus as early as the end of the 13th cent., may not have been a mistake for «fourteenth», be it a slip of the author or the misreading of a very early copyist, of the same order as that which occurred later in some of Rašīd’s manuscripts.

If on the other hand we accept that Juwainī and the Yiān shih give for Chinghiz-khan’s
death two dates between which we cannot decide, and that Rašid’s date, being that of the arrival of the coffin at the ordo, has nothing to do with either, the whole difficulty remains, since three days (August 25-August 28) or even ten days (August 18-August 28) seem to be too short for the carriage of the remains of the deceased sovereign from the supposed place of death to the ordo in Mongolia. But that is another very intricate problem.

Before passing on from the statements relating to the date of the death, I may add, however, that the Altan tobbi also says that Chinghiz-khan died in 1227 (read «ding-pig» instead of «bing-pig», which cannot exist; cf. infra), «the fifteenth of the month» (Gomboev ed., 401; the day of the month has been accidentally omitted in the translation, 146). Since the month itself is not mentioned, we may have there merely the result of a belief that all important events should take place when the moon is full (generally just after the full moon, on the sixteenth day, in the Secret History). The coincidence with Rašid is, however, striking. At any rate, it would tend to suggest that even in the case of Rašid, the date of the «fifteenth» day of the intercalary month may be of religious, and not historical origin.

The Place of Chinghiz-khan’s Death. — According to YS (t, 9 a-b), Chinghiz-khan, returning from his six years’ campaign against the Mussulmans in the West, arrived at his Ḫan ḭing-kung (in Chinese «temporary Imperial residence», but here «royal encampment», = Mong. ordu > ordo) of Mongolia in the first month of 1225. The ordo is said in the Secret History, § 264, to have been that of the «Black Forest of the Tula», which was probably outside the southeastern angle of the southern bend of that river. According to Rašidu’-d-Din, Chinghiz remained for some time at *Buqa-sučiš sites before reaching his ordo (Ber, III, 94; Pers. text, 141). This may be the doubtful name *Buqa-[s]učiš («Place where the bull was frightened») which occurs on the famous «stone of Chinghiz-khan» preserved in the Asiatic Museum of Leningrad. Yäśüngi (Yäśüngi) is said to have won a shooting contest when the Mongol leaders had assembled there on Chinghiz-khan’s return from the Mohammedan countries (cf. Banzarov, Černaya věra, 92-93; I. Klukin [Klyukin], Drevneišaya mongol’skaya napis’, in Trudy gosudarst. Dal’nego vostočn. Universiteta, Series vi, No. 5, 26 ss., with a different decipherment of this passage). But whatever reading we may adopt, it is difficult to account for the region where the «stone of Chinghiz-khan» was found, presumably in situ: the stone was discovered in the basin of the Argun, i. e. far to the east of the track which Chinghiz followed on his way back from the Ili region to his ordo. I have no solution to proffer for this question, which former inquirers have ignored.

In the first month of 1226, Chinghiz-khan decided personally to lead an expedition against the Hsi-Hsia. «In the second month (February 28-March 29), he took the city of 黒水 Hei-shui («Black Water»; = Qara-ḥoto; see «Čiña»), together with several others. In the summer, he ‘escaped the heat’ (避暑) at the 深山 Hun-ch’ui-shan and seized the chou of Kan (= Kan-chou) and Su (= Su-chou). (Hun-ch’ui Mountain; possibly *Qunčui Mountain, «Mountain of the Princess», is unidentified; its location north of Su-chou in Hsi-Hsia shu-shih, 42, 8 b, or south of Liang-chou in T’u Chi, 3, 30 b, is mere guesswork; Tung Ch’ien’s attempt [Yüan pi-shih ti-li k’ao-chêng, 14, 2 b] to change Hun-ch’ui to *Ch’ui-hun is a failure; CHARIGNON’s 深山 Hun-ch’u-shan [Ch
In the autumn, he captured the districts (hsien) of 蘇州 Shu-lo (Ch’o-lo; cf. TP, 1935, 161) and 河州 He-lo [belonging] to 鄭州府 Hsi-liang-fu (— Liang-chou), and then, crossing the sandy desert (沙陀 sha-t’o), arrived at the 九渡 Chiu-tu (Nine crossing) of the Huang-ho (probably E.S.E. of Liang-chou)...

In the winter, in the eleventh month, on [the day] 廬 春 (November 29, 1226), the Emperor attacked 熊 熊 虹州府 Ling-chou (not far from the right bank of the Huang-ho, to the south-east of Ning-hsia). The [Hsi]-Hsia sent 鬼名 王 Wei-ming ling-kung to the rescue [of the city]. On [the day] 漂 艳 (December 5), the Emperor crossed the [Yellow] River, attacked the [Hsi]-Hsia army and defeated it. On [the day] 漂 艳 (December 16), he took up his quarters at 直 武州府 Yen-chou-ch’uan (— the modern 花馬池 Hua-ma-ch’i), to the south-east of Ling-chou; not 『Yen-chuan-chou』 as in Ch, 1, 189, whose identification merely to 『Yen-ch’uan』 and its identification are erroneous; cf. T’u Chi, 3, 31 a)...

In the 22nd year, which was 漂 帝, in the spring (January 19–April 17, 1227), the Emperor left troops to attack the royal city of the [Hsi]-Hsia (i.e., 中 興府 Chung-hsing-fu, now Ning-hsia; the information of the Chinhshih, 17, 3 a, that Chung-hsing-fu was «pacified» [古 p’ing], i.e., conquered, towards the end of 1226 rests on a false report which reached the Chin court on December 11, 1226), and, leading his [other] troops, himself crossed the [Huang]-ho and attacked 穀 砂州府 Shi-shih-chou (unidentified; it must have lain north of the Huang-ho). In the second month (February 18–March 18), he conquered 臨 河府 Lin-t’ao-fu (— the hsien of 指 道 Ti-tao of the Manchu dynasty, now the hsien of Lin-t’ao, to the south of Lan-chou).

In the third month (March 19–April 17), he captured the two chou of 漂 河府 T’ao-ho and of 西 定府 Hsi-nung (read «the three» 三 instead of 二 chou of T’ao-chou), Ho-chou and Hsi-nung cf. T’o, 121, 1 b, and 122, 5 a; T’u Chi’s more important correction, 3, 31 a, is not necessary; T’ao-chou and Ho-chou lay south, and Hsi-nung north of the Huang-ho)...

In the fourth month (April 18–May 16), the Emperor halted at 龍 德府 Lung-te (read 龍 德府 Lung-te, to the west of P’ing-liang-fu) and carried among others the chou of 從 厚府 T’shun (now Ching-nung, west of Lung-te; cf. also T’s, 121, 1 b; 122, 5 a; the Chinhshih, 17, 3 a, says «third month»)...

In the fifth intercalary month (June 16–July 14), he «escaped the heat» on the 六 盤山 Liu’pan-shan. In the sixth month (July 15–August 13), the Chin sent 完 遠周 完顏 Wan-ying Ho-chou and 奧 五胡 Ao-t’un A-hu to ask for peace (this is the time of their arrival at Chinghiz-khan’s encampment; a very curious passage in the Chinhshih, 112, 3 a, shows that, during the stay of the Chin envoys, the Mongol leaders, showing maps [以 興地圖指言之], questioned Ao-t’un A-hu as to the number of troops stationed between them and Shang-chou, to the south-east of Hsi-an-fu; the Mongols actually captured Shang-chou in the beginning of 1228 [cf. Chinhshih, 112, 4 a])...

In this month, the chief (夫 chu, a depreciatory term for sovereign) of the [Hsi]-Hsia, 李 智 Li Hsien, made his submission. The Emperor halted at the 西 江 Hsi-chiang (Western River) of the district (hsien) of 清 水 Ch’ing-shui (— the present 牛頭河 Niu-t’ou-ho, according to Yanat, 57; but cf. below). In the autumn, in the seventh month, on the day 廬 王 (August 18, 1227), he fell ill; on the day chi-ch’ou (August 25, 1227), he died at the hsing-kung of Ha-lao-t’u of the Sa-li-ch’uan (Sa-li Valley); 額 里 來 老 徒 之 行 宮).«

In the biography of Cayän (YS, 120, 1 a-b), the capture of Su-chou is mentioned before that of Kan-chou, and this is probably correct, since Su-chou was the first place to be reached by
an army coming down from Qara-hoto along the Etsin-yol (but, perhaps on account of the traditional order « Kan and Su » which gave the name of the province of « Kan-su », Raşidu'-d-Dīn and the Cho-keng-lu [22, 7 b] give the sequence « Kan-chou and Su-chou » like the YS). It is from Su-chou that Chinghiz-khan must have gone on to Kan-chou and Liang-chou. From Liang-chou, Chinghiz had traversed the southern part of the sandy desert to reach the Huang-ho, which he crossed in order to attack Ling-chou. He must have crossed the Huang-ho again, this time not very far from Ning-hsia, so as to engage on the western side of the river the Hsi-Hsia troops sent to the rescue of Ling-chou (see « Calacian »). But, without then attempting to take the Hsi-Hsia capital (Ning-hsia), he retired a second time to the eastern bank, and took up his winter quarters south-east of Ling-chou. When he moved again, he left to his generals the conduct of the siege of Ning-hsia, and proceeded south-west to conquer the south-western part of Kan-su, north and south of the Huang-ho. He then moved again to the south-east, and « escaped the heat » at the Liu-p'an-shan, with the further intention, as it seems, to encroach on Sung territory to the south-east, so as to turn the position of the strongholds which had made a direct attack difficult to launch against the Ch'in in Shan-hsi.

Čayân's biography, drawn from some private documents in which the part he played was probably unduly extolled, goes on in the following terms: « [The army] advanced to the attack of Ling-chou. The [Hsi]-Hsia people came, ten myriads in number, to its rescue. The Emperor personally fought against them, and defeated them. He returned, and halted at the Liu-p'an-shan. The [Hsi]-Hsia chief (= sovereign) made a resolute defence at Chung-hsing (= Ning-hsia). The Emperor sent Čayân to enter the city and warn [the inhabitants] of the weal or woe [which their conduct would bring them]. The people then decided to submit. At that moment, the Emperor died. The generals seized the [Hsi]-Hsia chief and killed him. Moreover, they decided to put every one of [the inhabitants of] Chung-hsing to the sword. Čayân strongly remonstrated and prevented them [from doing so]. In haste he entered [the city], and having placated them, he gathered together what remained of the inhabitants. » In the notice devoted to A-shu-lu (*Ajul ?; YS, 123, 2 b), it is said that the capture of the Hsi-Hsia sovereign was made by *Ajul, and that the Hsi-Hsia sovereign was put to death by Ögdül; both these statements seem to be unfounded.

The Liu-p'an-shan (= Liu-p'an Mountain) in Kan-su is well known. It stands 20 li east of the hsien of Lung-tê, and 70 li south of the hsien of Ku-yüan, on the main road from Lan-chou to Hsi-an-fu. It is said that it was called Liu-p'an because of its six (liu) windings (p'an), to the abruptness and picturesqueness of which I can testify from personal knowledge. Another tradition is that the road was in ancient times called Lo-p'an-t'ao, the « Road of successive windings ». The place has always been of great strategic importance, and also a favourite hot weather resort. During the reign of Mongka, Qubilai, on his way back from Yün-nan, spent at the Liu-p'an-shan the fifth month of 1254 (YS, 4, 2 a). In 1258, during the fourth month, Mongka himself stopped there when on his way to Saü-ch'uan, and in the seventh month left there his impedimenta tsü-chung, Mong. oyruq (cf. Raşid's parallel texts in Bl, 11, 325-326; in Blicher's note, tsü-chung has been wrongly taken for the name of an individual). In 1296, military colonies consisting of 10,000 men in all were established from the Liu-p'an-shan to the Yellow
River (YS, 19, 1 b). In 1272, Qubilai’s grandson Mangala (see «Mangalai») was made prince of An-hsi with a palace at Hsin-an-fu, and received in 1273 the cumulative appanage of prince of K’ai Ch’in with a palace in the territory of 原州 Yuan-chou (the present hsien of Ku-yüan), which was on that occasion promoted to 開成府 K’ai-ch’eng-fu (its seat being 40 li southeast of Ku-yüan). In 1278, the son of Hoqu (see «Cotan»), a prince who had revolted, was captured at the Liu-p’an-shan (YS, 121, 6 a). On Mangala’s death in 1280, his son Ananda (= Ānanda) succeeded him in both appanages. But in 1287, while Ananda retained the position of prince of An-hsi, that of prince of Ch’in was given to his younger brother Altan-buqa, who resided at K’ai-ch’eng, and was in charge of the defence of the Liu-p’an-shan (cf. YS, 60, 3 a; 107, 9 a; 108, 1 b). From a letter written in 1318, it seems that Altan-buqa was then still alive; it may have been because of his death that K’ai-ch’eng-fu was degraded to K’ai-ch’eng-chou in 1323. A summer resort, the 清暑樓 Ch’ing-shu-lou, created by the prince of An-hsi under the Yuan, still existed in modern times at the Liu-p’an-shan (cf. Ta-Ch’ing i-t’ung chih, 201, 2 b); I cannot say whether this prince was Mangala or Ananda. Altan-buqa had married *Ārā’āl, who was baptized as Sarah, and was the second daughter of the Christian king of the Öngüt Ai-buqa and sister of Polo’s King George (see «Giorgi»); she must have died in 1314, at the latest. At the beginning of the present century, Pognon saw at Darbekir in Syria a Syrian gospel, written in 1298 for *Ārā’āl, probably in the region of the Liu-p’an-shan (cf. TP, 1914, 635, to which I have added the above information hitherto unpublished). At the beginning of the Ming dynasty, several battles were fought against Mongol troops at the Liu-p’an-shan. In the Chin shih (123, 5 b), we read that «In the fourth chêng-ta year, in the spring (January 19-April 17, 1227), the ‘great’ troops (= the Mongol army) came (from the west) and decided to spend the summer at Lung-tê.» This also refers to the Liu-p’an-shan, located 20 li east of the hsien of Lung-tê.

The hsien of Ch’ing-shui, formerly belonging to Ch’in-chou and now to Wei-ch’uan-tao, is far to the south of the Liu-p’an-shan, on a small affluent of the Wei River. This tributary, called the Ch’ing-shui, is formed of two branches, and, if the text of the YS is to be trusted, the 「Western River」 (Hsi-chiang) must be the one to the west, or, more strictly speaking, to the north-west; it does not cross the district city of Ch’ing-shui. This 「Western River」 was also known as 水 Ch’in-shui, and was itself formed by the conjunction of several streams, one of which passed through the 河川 Ch’in-ch’uan, or 「Ch’in Valley」 (Ta-Ch’ing i-t’ung chih, 210, 4 a). But it is a mistake of T’u Chi (3, 31 b) to adduce, by way of confirming the text relating Chinghiz-khan’s stay at the Hsi-chiang in 1227, a passage in the biography of the Öngüt *Anjur (or *Ajur), according to which «[the imperial progress] made a halt at Ch’in-ch’uan (驻跸河川)»; the actual text (YS, 121, 4 a) says that, in the course of the campaign of 1227, *Anjur «halted his troops at Ch’in-chou (驻兵秦州), and this text is followed by T’u Chi himself elsewhere (47, 5 b). On the other hand, 高窻寕 Kao Pao-ch’uan, in his 元秘史 李注補正 Yuan pi-shih Li chu pu-chêng (14, 2-3; cf. also 15, 2 b), after copying the passage of the pên-chi of YS on the death of Chinghiz-khan, maintains that Ch’ing-shui here means the 清水河 Ch’ing-shui-ho, or Ch’ing-shui River, which takes its rise in the territory of Ku-yüan, runs to the north-west and flows finally into the Huang-ho about long. 130° 20’. This would also be the Ch’ing-shui mentioned in Čayn’s biography for the time of Ögûdâi, a region in which there
was a place called 葱蘭 葱八 Ta-lan-ta-pa. Kao's identification cannot be retained. He was led to adopt it by "Sanang Setsen" who says that Chinghiz-khan died at Ling-chou, and the course of Ch'ing-shui-ho stretches between the Liu-p' an-shan and Ling-chou. But the text of the YS speaks not of the Ch'ing-shui-ho, but of the "district" (hsien) of Ch'ing-shui, which, beyond all doubt, was then situated, as it is now, on the Ch'ing-shui River which flows into the Wei. As to the Ch'ing-shui of the biography of Çayân, the identification is more difficult. The Ta-lan-ta-pa mentioned within its territory is a Mongolian place-name, very probably Dalan-dabâ (= Dalanda'ba'a), "Seventy Passes". It is exceptional to find a Mongolian place-name in a territory which goes by a Chinese designation; when this occurs, the place is generally found to be in China rather than in Mongolia. Yet, the natural inference is that Çayân, after the campaign to the "south of the [Huang]-ho" with Ögedâi, returned to Mongolia. At any rate he "returned north", which precludes the possibility that Ch'ing-shui might here mean either the district of Ch'ing-shui or the Ch'ing-shiu-ho, both of which are south of the Huang-ho. Ta-lan-ta-pa, on the other hand, is hardly to be distinguished from the "region" (region) of Ta-lan-ta-pa, where Ögedâi was in the fifth month of 1234 (YS, 2, 2a), from the "region" of Ta-lan-ta-pa in Shêng-wu chi' in-chêng lu, 69a) of Pa-li-li, where he was in the autumn of the same year (YS, 2, 2b), and from the "region" of Ta-lan-ta-pa in 1245 (YS, 2, 3a). It is also, probably, the Dalân-tâbân of Ber, I, 70, and certainly the Tülan-dabâs misread as Tülan-dâbsâng in Bl, II, 41, and in Tülan-dâbân, ibid., Appendix, 25-26 (the only difficulty is that we should expect dabâ'an [Secret History, § 146], even when it occurs as dabâ'a [ibid., §§ 199, 251, 254], to form its plural as dabâ'at [as ibid., § 247], not as *dabâ'as > *dâbâs; but there are many such irregularities). Now, it is impossible to believe, with Kao Pao-ch'üan, that the *Dalân-Dahâ or *Dalân-Dâbâs to which Ögedâi resorted in 1234 and where Gûyûk was elected in 1245 was in Kan-su; it was certainly in Mongolia, and I think that such was the case also for the *Dalân-Dabâ of Ch'ing-shui mentioned in Çayân's biography. Consequently, there must have been in Mongolia a Ch'ing-shui, of which we know nothing. I have discussed the name at some length because I shall have to revert to it further on.

The text of the Yüan shih, however precise it may seem to be as to the date and the place of the death of Chinghiz-khan, does not represent the only tradition of this event to be found in Chinese texts. The Cho-kêng lu, written in 1366, i. e. before the fall of the Mongol dynasty, says (11a) that Chinghiz-khan died in the Sa-li Valley, and the date it gives is identical with that of the Yüan-shih. But GAUBIL (Hist. de Genghiscan, 51) as well as the Ts'ü yüan and the Chung-kuo ti-ming ta ts'ü-tien (s. v. "Liu-p' an-shan") state that Chinghiz-khan died at the Liu-p' an-shan. In his 元史新編 Yüan shih hsin pien (2, 13b), 明 沈 濤 Wei Yuan (1794-1856) changes the text of the YS to "he died in the hsing-kung of the Sa-li Valley of the Liu-p' an-shan". Now, it is of course impossible that GAUBIL, Wei Yuan and the modern Chinese works of reference should reflect the opinion of Rašidu'd-Din (which will be discussed later). Even in the YS, though with less precision, the passage of Çayân's biography translated above might suggest that Chinghiz-khan died at the Liu-p' an-shan. T'u Chi (3, 31b) considers that Chinghiz-khan died after he had left the Liu-p' an-shan for the south, when trying to turn the Chin positions by passing on to Sung territory. He adduces, however, but rejects, the following passage which he says occurs in the
pen-chi of the Emperor Li-tsung in the Sung-shih, under the third pao-ch'ing year (A.D. 1227) :

« [In the third pao-ch'ing year,] . . . the chief († chu) of the Meng-ku (—Mongols) T'ieh-mu-ch'en (Tamujin) died († ts'u) at the Liu-p'an-shan.» But in fact there is no such text in the Sung shih, under the year 1227 (41, 3 a-b). Nor should we expect to find it there, at least in such terms. Both the Chin shih and the Sung shih, compiled under the Yuan dynasty, always speak retrospectively of the Mongols of Chinghiz-khan as «Ta-Yuan», «Great Yuan», never as «Meng-ku», and give to Chinghiz-khan himself the title of huang-ti or ti, «Emperor», not merely of chu, «chief»; nor is the word ts'u, «to die», the term to be used for an «imperial» death. As a matter of fact, both the Chin shih (under the fourth ch'eng-ta year, A.D. 1227; 17, 3) and the Sung shih deliberately ignore the death of Chinghiz-khan, which in fact is alluded to merely in an indirect way by the Chin shih when we are told that, at the beginning of 1228, an envoy was sent to the «Great Yuan» to «express condolence». But although the source is wrongly indicated by T'u Chi, the passage he quotes was certainly not invented by him. Either it is a Chinese rendering of Rashid's statements by an earlier modern scholar, or, as the case certainly is with one of Gaubil's accounts of Chinghiz-khan's death, it is to be found in some historical work of early Ming date. Gaubil's direct or indirect source, which must be the same as that of Wei Yuan as well as that of the Ts'ai yüan and of the Chung-kuo ti-ming ta ts'u-tien can be identified with almost absolute certainty; it is the «continuation» of the T'ung-chien kung-mu composed by 陳模 Ch'en Ch'ing, in 24 chapters, under the title of 通鑑續編 T'ung-chien hsü-pien: there Chinghiz-khan is made to die at the Liu-p'an-shan. Ch'ên Ching lived towards the end of the Yuan and saw the beginnings of the Ming dynasty. Though often said to be a Ming writer, the first edition of his T'ung-chien hsü-pien was engraved under the Yuan, in 1361 in fact (cf. Ssu-k'u chüan-shu, 47, 49-51; Mo Yu-chih's Lü-t'ing chih-chien ch'uan-p'en shu-mu, 4, 17 a). Ch'ên Ching is not always to be trusted; his work, however, is earlier than both the Ch'o-k'ung lu and the Yüan-shih and sometimes gives more correct names than the official history. On the other hand, writing under the Mongol dynasty, he certainly could not refer to Chinghiz-khan as «Tamujin», the chief of the Meng-ku, not at least in the edition of 1361, and so cannot be the author of the passage erroneously quoted by T'ü Chi as taken from the Sung shih. Unfortunately the T'ung-chien hsü-pien is a rare book (not only in the original edition of 1361, but even in the Ming editions, one of which was published in 1562), and I can only quote the passage on the death of Chinghiz-khan from Nakai's Chingisu-kan jitsuroku, 579. From the T'ung-chien hsü-pien, the tradition passed into the Hsü t'ung-chien kung-mu compiled in 1476 by 袁顯 Shang Lu, where we read (19, 13; cf. Pa, 183) that «Tamujin of the Meng-ku died at the Liu-p'an-shan». I have no doubt that this is the text which T'ü Chi erroneously quoted as from the Sung shih.

The Sheng-wu ch'in-ch'eng lu (64 b) merely says that in the autumn of 1225, Chinghiz-khan started again with his army to march against the Hsi-Hsia, reached their country in the spring of 1226, in the course of a year conquered all their cities, and, in 1227, «destroyed their kingdom and returned» (滅其國以還). The next sentence relates to what occurred after Chinghiz-khan had gone to Heaven.

The second Chinese tradition, which makes Chinghiz die at the Liu-p'an-shan, falls in remarkably well with part of Rašid-d-Dīn's account. According to Rašid (Ber, III, 94-99, 118-
Chinghiz moved towards Ḥašin (Mong. Ṭaśin < Ch. 河西 Ho-hai) or Ṭangqu (i.e. Hai-Hsia) in the autumn of 1225 (instead of the beginning of 1226 as in YS). Once in the Hsi-Hsia country, he captured the cities of 㤅讋 (Kan-chou), 㤅駟 (Su-chou), 㤅駟 (Ho-chou) and 㤅駟 (Dörmagei (Ling-chou); misread 「Dersekai」 in Ber) and burnt it. In this sentence S.jū must be Su-chou, but the name is taken from some written text, not from the current form of the name in Central Asia, which was then Ṭukçu; see 「Succiou」.

Urqāqish is Ṭak Ṭašan of Ber, iii, 12 (misread 「Iraqi」); it is the 間瀕海 Wu-la-hai of YS, 1, 6b, and 60, 13a, the 閃羅侯 Wo-lo-hai (Uroqsho) of Sheng-wu ch'in-ch'eng lu, 47a, the Uraqi of the Secret History, § 267, perhaps the 間瀕 Na Wu-na of the inscription of the family temple of Li Heng written by Yao Sui, as given in the Yüan wen leih, 21, 1 b; in the edition of the literary works of Yao Sui, or Mu-an-chi, recovered from the Yung-lo ta-tien, but corrected by the Ch'i-en-lung Commissioners, the name has been replaced by mou-mou, 「so-and-so」. Although not identified, it must have been in Kan-su proper, north of the Huang-ho; the identifications in Li Wen-t'ien's commentary of the Secret History, 14, 7 (north of Ku-p'i-k'ou in Ho-peh!), and in Kao Pao-ch'üan [loc. cit., 14, 2a] or Tu Chi (3, 7a, 「Alq-ola」, three li west of the hsien of Shan-tan and 30 li east of Kan-chou, on account of phonetic analogy) are valueless. The Hsi-Hsia sovereign sallied forth from his city of Iqai, which the Mongols call Erqayi (see 「Erigay」 = Ning-hsia), with fifty tămân (「myriad」; see 「Toman」) of men, but was defeated; more than half his men were killed, and he retired back into the city. Taking no more account of him, Chinghiz-khan went to the south. In the beginning of spring of the dog year (1226), he arrived at Utqun-Talan-Quduq (or Utqun-Talan-Quduq; cf. Erdmann, Temudshin, 639; Berezin's and D'Hosson's [Oh, i, 379] reading 「Ongon-Talan-Quduq」 is improbable, since Ṭasā's habit, in such a case, would be to write 「Ongun」; 「Talan-Quduq」 means 「Seventy Wells」 [not 「Well of the Steppe」 as in Oh, i, 379]; with the rejection of 「Ongon」, the identification proposed by Tu Chi, 3, 30 b, and by K'o Shao-wen [cf. Ch., i, 189], geographically untenable, lose even the appearance of phonetic analogy; the place in fact remains unidentified). There he had a dream, which foretold that his end was near. Two of his sons, Ögdü and Tohü, were with the army; he gave them his instructions, and sent them back to Mongolia.

Moving himself to the south, he arrived at the  المنتدى (also Lü-bān-sān in Bl, ii, 326-327; read 「Lü-pān-sān」 = Lü-p'an-shan; the 「Leung-Shan」 in Y, i, 245, which Yule took from Erdmann, Temudshin, 443, 640, and seems to have identified with the 聠山 Lung-shan, is a misreading of Lü-bān-sān), which is at the meeting-point of the three territories of the Jürči (＝Chin), the 「Nangi」 (＝Sung) and the 「Tangqu」 (＝Hai-Hsia; although the Sung boundary actually ran some distance south of the Lü-p'an-shan, this is substantially correct and shows that the Persian historian had heard of the importance of the site). Envoy's from the Chin arrived there with presents (this is confirmed by YS, i, 9 b, translated above, and by Chin shih, 17, 3a). The Hsi-Hsia sovereign also made his submission, but Chinghiz-khan, making an excuse of illness, did not grant him audience, and left him under the guard of Tolumčiri. The Emperor's disease, however, was getting worse every day. His last instructions were to conceal the news of his death from the Hsi-Hsia people (of Ning-hsia) until all of them had come out of the city as had been agreed upon, and then to massacre them. The date in the 「epig」
year (1227) given for his death by Rašīd, in ramaḏān 624 (aout 1227) has been discussed above. After his death, the Mongol leaders, killing all those they met on the way so that the news should not spread, carried Chinghiz-khan’s coffin back to the ordo in Mongolia. His death was then announced, and the wailing began. Nothing in the text suggests that Chinghiz-khan, after he had arrived at the Liu-p’an-shan, should have left it before he died. In the account of Mongka’s reign, Rašīd recalls that Chinghiz fell ill (rān’va‘r) and died at the Liu-p’an-shan (Bī, 11, 325). The account in Abū-‘l-Ghāzī (DESMAISONS, 141-142) is but a distorted iteration of that in Rašīd. It will be noticed that Rašīd agrees with the Shêng-wu ch’in-chêng lu in making Chinghiz-khan start against the Hsi-Hsia in the autumn of 1225, and not in the spring of 1226 as in the YS.

The account in the Secret History (§§ 265-269) is not clear. It makes Chinghiz move against Tangut (Hsi-Hsia) in the autumn of the “dog” year (1226). In the winter, Chinghiz was hunting wild horses (qulan) at Arbuq when his afootion horse Jōsotu-boro (a Reddish-Grey) threw him and he was gravely injured. He then went to Čo’orqat, and the next morning his wife told the princes and the nobles that he had had a high temperature (qala’un) in the night. The princes and nobles wished to retreat, and return when the fever had subsided. But Chinghiz, to whom this was reported, said that in such a case the Hsi-Hsia people would think that he was afraid of them and that he wanted to nurse himself at Čo’orqat. Envoys were dispatched to reproach the Hsi-Hsia sovereign with his past attitude; but they brought back a fierce answer, which enraged Chinghiz-khan. Feverish as he was, “I should rather die” he said, and, marching at the head of his troops, he won a great victory over the Hsi-Hsia commander Aša-gambu in the Ḳalaşan region (see “Carunias”). Chinghiz-khan spent the [next] summer (1227) at Ḳasutu (the “Snowy”), 32 |_in the Chinese translation. Leaving the Ḳasutu, he went on to Ḳurqai (cf. above), and passing Ḳurqai, laid siege to Đūrmagā (* Lia-chou). At this juncture, the Hsi-Hsia sovereign came to render homage and offer presents. Chinghiz made him wait three days at the entrance of his tent, and then ordered Tolun-chārbi to kill him (Tolun is the would-be “Kuang-luen” of Ch., 1, 203). “In the pig year (1227), Chinghiz-khan went to Heaven.”

It seems clear that the compilers of the Secret History have somehow gone astray in relating the succession of these events, and the situation has been made worse by the commentators. The mention of the “pig” year (1227) comes only in the last sentence, whereas the seasons indicated in the text would suppose that the stay at the Ḳasutu should have been dated 1227. On the other hand, the passage relating to Ḳurqai and Đūrmagā surely belongs to 1226. Aša-gambu plays in the Secret History the same part as Wei-ming ling-kung in the YS; both may be in fact different names of the same man; gambu (〈Tib. sgam-po) is a title, like Ch. ling-kung (< Mong. lingqu, lingqun, lingqum); Aša may be his personal name; Wei-ming is a family name. Unfortunately, the place-names are mostly unidentifiable. Li Wên-t’ien had the strange idea (14, 1-2) that the compilers of the Secret History had by mistake dated in 1226, during the campaign against the Hsi-Hsia, an equestrian accident which we know from the Hsi-yu chi to have occurred in 1223 in the West, when Chinghiz-khan was shooting a boar (cf Br., i, 97): consequently, Arbuq is identified with Almaltq, Čo’orqat with Samarkand and the “Snowy mountains” with the Hindukush (!). K’o Shao-wén (Hsin Yüan-shih ʽKao-chêng, 3, 11 a) concurs with Li Wên-t’ien. According to Shih Yuan-chieh and Kao Pao-ch’uân (loc. cit. 14, 1-2),
Arbua is phonetically the same as *Arbutan (a mountain to the north-west of the hsi-en of P’ing-lo, outside the great bend of the Yellow River; cf. also Popov, Mên-gu yü-mu cê, 49, 313), and Ça’orqat the same as Çaqor-moritu (having a pie-bald horse), also a place of the Ordos; cf. Popov, 51). But there is no phonetic resemblance between the names; moreover, Chinghiz travelled from Mongolia to the Etain-yol, not by crossing the great bend of the Huang-ho. The fall from his horse at Arbua referred to in the Secret History led to the same counsels as the dream at *Uqun-Talan-quduq in Rašidu’d-Din; but there is no other connection between the names or the facts. Ça’orqat ( Ça’oryat) is the plural of Mong. ço’oryan and means The Locks (i.e. Key-locks); it may have been applied figuratively to some strong position, and may actually refer to the same place as the *Qun’či Mountain of the YS. For the Casutu (or Hūth-shan, Snowy Mountain) Kao Pao-ch’tian says that there is a Hsiu-shan to the south of Kan-chou (cf. Ta-Ch’ing i-t’ung chih, 205, 1 b); but this is a vague designation, and the maps of the Ta-Ch’ing i-t’ung chih (197, 1 a; 201, 1 a) show to the west of the Ch’ing-shui-ho two other «Hsiu-shan» which are not otherwise referred to in the text. In the Secret History, Chinghiz-khan’s stay at the Casutu is mentioned after the great battle with the Hsi-Hsia army and before the passage of Uraqai and the attack on Dörümägi (Ling-chou). If I am right in supposing that the attack on Ling-chou ought to have been referred to before the mention of the summer resort at Casutu, it may well be that Casutu, in the present case, is but a Mongolian designation of the Liu-p’an-shan.

In «Sanang Setsen» (Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 101-107), Chinghiz-khan besieged Türümägi (= Dörümägi, Ling-chou). During the siege, he and the Hsi-Hsia sovereign transformed themselves into various animals, a folklore theme of the Magali type. Chinghiz finally killed the Hsi-Hsia sovereign and took hold of his wife Kürbäljin-yo, but was mortally wounded by her at night, and died at Dörümägi. The date given, August 25, 1227, like so many in «Sanang Setsen», seems to be borrowed from Chinese sources connected with the Yüan shih.

Half a century before «Sanang Setsen», the same folkloristic elements are found in the Altan toboi, but with further historical data of some interest. There we read (Gomboev transl., in Trudy VOIRAO, vi, 144): «Having reduced the Tangut people to submission, killed Südurykhan (the Hsi-Hsia sovereign), sacked the city of Türümägi, and taken the queen Gurbašjin-yo, the Emperor spent the summer of the campaign in the place [called] Luban-šan (‘Luoban-šan’ in the Mongolian text, p. 375). Later, he fell ill at Türümägi... [and] died in the year bing-pig, at the age of sixty-seven, on the fifteenth of the month.» There are here evident contradictions: a «bing-pig» year, i.e. 丙亥 ping-hai, is impossible in the sexagenary cycle; but we may suppose this to be a clerical error for «ding-pig», i.e. ting-hai (1227). On the other hand, there can be no doubt that the Hsi-Hsia sovereign was not killed before Chinghiz-khan «escaped the heat» in the Liup’an-shan. Yet, it is noteworthy that the tradition of the summer station at the Liup’an-shan has been preserved in a text which is relatively free from late Chinese influence, and where the name of the mountain has been mongolized (šan becoming hân, from phonetic analogy coupled with the Mongol habit of calling the mountains hân, «khan», «sovereign»).

We are now in a position to examine the different opinions which have been expressed on the «hsing-kung (ordo) of Hualao-t’u in the Sa-li Valley». A few modern scholars have merely retained the text of the YS and taken it at its face value, declaring Chinghiz-khan to have died on
the territory of the hsien of Ch'ing-shui. We have seen that others had decided in favour of the Liu-p’an-shan, so that it is there that we should have to look for the hsing-kung. Something may be said in favour of this solution, which requires a minimum of emendation in the text of the YS, and is in agreement with Raïdou’d-Din. Although hsing-kung literally means « moving palace », and is in Chinese the term for buildings prepared for the temporary residence of the Emperor when he was out of his capital, in the Mongol period it is invariably the equivalent of the Turk. ordu, Mong. ordu > ordo, and ordo is above all the designation of a « royal encampment » of a semi-sedentary character, particularly of the place where the women stay while the men are engaged in far-away service. It is improbable that there should have been an ordo at Ch’ing-shui, but there might have been one on the Liu-p’an-shan. Yet even this is open to doubt. When, in 1258, Mongka left his impedimenta, the ayyuq of mediaeval Mongol texts, at the Liu-p’an-shan, the Chinese account speaks of his « baggage », not of this hsing-kung or ordo; the ordo remained in Mongolia.

Of modern scholars, Hunc Chun (18, 44-47) maintained that Ha-lao-t’u must be the same name as 哈柳闕 Ha-liu-t’u (the name of one of the streams which unite with the 金河 Chin-ho to form the 無定河 Wu-ting-ho, flowing from west to east, south of Yü-lin in the Ordos country). The Mongolian name of the Chin-ho (« Gold River ») being Śira-usu (or Śara-usu, « Yellow River »; cf. Popov, Měn-gu yu-mu cai, 321), Hunc Chun sees in it the « Sa-li Valley » of the Yuän shih. According to him, Chinghiz-khan died in this part of the Ordos which gave rise to the later Mongol traditions about his tomb being in the Ordos, although the remains of the conqueror had actually been carried to Northern Mongolia. But Ha-liu-t’u represents a Mongolian name Qali’utu, « Place with otters » (qali’un), and surely is not the same as Ha-lao-t’u. Nor it is possible to connect the name of the « Sa-li Valley » with Mong. śira, śara, « yellow », as will be shown further on. Hung Chun’s identifications, based only on erroneous phonetic analogy, cannot be sustained.

Another theory, which has been adopted by T’u Chi (2, 9 b; 3, 31 b-33 b) and by K’o Shao-wên (Hsin Yuän shih, small ed., 3, 17 a), and which from K’o has passed into Ch, t, 190, is that Chinghiz-khan died at Ling-chou (« Dürmägäi »), and that his coffin was carried thence to the « Sa-li Valley » in Northern Mongolia. Probably under the influence of « Sanang Setsen », Haenisch thought that Ha-lao-t’u, being given in the YS as the place where Chinghiz died, must be in the neighbourhood of Ling-chou (cf. TP, 1935, 164). But the death at Ling-chou, as indicated in « Sanang Setsen » (and, I may add, in the Altan tobči half a century earlier), is a late tradition, coming among many others devoid of historical value, and we need not attach any importance to it. The location of the « Ha-lao-t’u ordo of the Sa-li Valley » in Mongolia makes a better case.

As far as I am aware, this location was first indicated by Naka (loc. cit. 578), who referred to the « Palace map » (內府輿圖 Nei-fu yü-t’u), in which there are a 隴老台嶺 Ko-lao-t’ai-ling (« Ko-lao-t’ai Pass », or Ko-lao-t’ai Range), a Ko-lao-t’ai River (ho) and a Ko-lao-t’ai Lake (ji po). To these T’u Chi added the « Qariltu na’ur » or Qariltu Lake of the Secret History, § 136, so that in his text (3, 32 b), Chinghiz-khan’s coffin was carried to « the hsing-kung of Qariltu-na’ur »; Wang Kuo-wei (Sheng-wu ch’in-chêng lu, 13 b) follows in his wake and says that the Qariltu Lake is the same as the Ko-lao-t’ai Lake. Naka (134), knowing better, did not connect the two names
which clearly have nothing in common. But the identification of Ha-lao-t’u with Ko-lao-t’ai is more tempting, since both names are clearly adjectives, and the adjectival endings -tu and -t’ai are freely interchangeable in Mongolian. Bičurin (Istorinya persyykh čestep’kh khanov, 137) had said that Chinghiz-khan died in Kharatuskom putesem dvore. This is the origin of the camp of « Karatouski » in Oh, 1, 378, copied in Pa, 183, and as « Karatouski? » by Chavannes in TP, 1905, and it even led Chavannes to read the name as Ha-lao-t’u-chih [之] instead of Ha-lao-t’u (an error repeated by Cordier, Hist. gén. de la Chine, II, 222). But «Karatuski» is merely a Russian adjectival form derived from Ḥaranu = Ha-lau-t’u, the Ch’ien-lung’s «reformed» spelling of Ha-lao-t’u, and, like all these «reformed» spellings, it must be abandoned. Ha-lao-t’u may represent *Qara’utu, *Qala’utu, *γara’utu, *γala’utu even *Hara’utu (= *Ara’utu) or *Hala’utu (= *Ala’utu); Ko-lao-t’ai represents in principle *γarautai, or *γalautai but may also be *Qarautai or Qalautai. Three at least of these forms are actually known or would be correct in Mongolian: qara’utai, «blackish» (Secret History, 6, 100, 244, and see «Caraunas»), *qala’utai, «feverish», *γala’utai, «place with wild geese». For reasons to be given further on, I encline to the last interpretation (cf. also TP, 1935, 165).

While we know the hsing-kung of Ha-lao-t’u only from the YS, we have almost too many mentions of the «Valley of Sa-li», and they have given rise to the theory that there were at least two «Valleys of Sa-li» in Mongolia and a third one north of Peking (cf. T’u Chi, 3, 33 a; Shêng-wu ch’in-chêng lu, Wang Kuo-wei’s commentary, 3 a); a fourth one should be added if the «Sa-li Valley» where the YS makes Chinghiz-khan die were to be located in Kan-su.

In the case of Kan-su, one point must first be made clear. 撒里 Sa-li may in principle render the Turk. sary, «yellow». This is the case with the 撒里蔑吾 Sa-li Wei-wu of YS, 121, t b, the 撒里蔑吾 Sa-li Wei-wu of YS, 122, 5 a, who are the Sarfy Utyur, or «Yellow Uighur», of south-western Kan-su (now known under the mongolized name of Šara-Yoyur). In other cases, Sarli renders the Turk. and Mong. Sali in names of individuals (cf. YS, 3, 2 b [cf. Ber, 1, 62-63]; 130, 6 a; 195, 2 b). But there is no reason why there should be a Turkish name of a place in central Kan-su. In the 13th cent., a foreign name could only have been given to this Chinese part of the province by the Mongols and in Mongolian; moreover, Sa-li must be Mongolian, since it appears together with Ha-lao-t’u, the Mongolian character of which is beyond dispute.

The would-be homonymous place to the north of Peking must be left out of account. It is the one called Šira-k’ăr, «Yellow Steppe», in the Secret History (§§ 67, 252); the Chinese name, corrupt in the Shêng-wu ch’in-chêng lu (54 b), was probably 蕃隴 Huang-tien (=> 陝隴 => 陝隴), of identical meaning. K’ăr, classical Mong. k’ărđa, «steppe», also occurs in the names of the J’ärin-k’ăr, «Antelope Steppe», transcribed in the YS in various ways (cf. Wang Hui-tsu, 49, 7 a), and of the Bu’ura-k’ăr, «Male camel Steppe» (<Turk. buyra; Secret History, §§ 105, 109, 152). But the place name in Mongolia corresponding to the «Sa-li Valley» of the Chinese texts is always written Sa’ari-k’ăr in the Secret History (§§ 128, 161, 177, 193, 197, 250), whereas the word for «yellow» invariably appears there as šira (§§ 12, 200, 246, 274; => mod. Mong. šara). The meaning of sa’ari is not open to doubt, and the two words should be strictly distinguished (Charignon [Ch, 1, 197] repeats the erroneous explanation of sa’ari as «yellow»). The Mong. sa’ari
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(- Turk, sayrt) > Ka'm. särî, sär*, Manchu sarin, means «loins». It is generally used as the designation of the croup of a horse or donkey; hence our «shagreen» (see Camut); but, in the only case where it occurs in the Secret History (§ 140), it refers to the loins of a man. The word sär'üji, which also means «loins», is sometimes used in the figurative sense of a rounded «hull» (cf. infr). I think that in the same manner, Sa'ari-kâ'âr, lit. «Loin Steppe», actually means «Hilly Steppe». In Chinese texts, the place name is rendered 薩里河 Sa-li-ho, «Sali River» (YS, i, 2 a, 3 b; Shêng-wu ch'in-chêng lu, 3 a, 20 a), 薩里川 Sa-li-ch'uan, «Sa-li Valley» (Shêng-wu ch'in-chêng lu, 18 a). 薩里拉兒 Sa-li-ch'ıeh-êr (YS, 31, 4 a; 金幼孜 Chin Yu-tzu's 北征後録 Pei-chêng hou-lu, Ku-chin shuo-hai ed., 4 b). The Persian transcription is гор - Sâri-kâhâr (Ber, ii, 92, 115, 118; iii, 107). Brünn's «Saligol» (loc. cit. 137), reflected in the «Sali Kol» of Oh, i, 378, the «Sari gool» of Pa, 183, and the «Sari gol» of TP, 1905, 3, does not exist.

It may be, although I am inclined to doubt it, that there were two Sa'ari-kâ'âr, one in the upper basin of the Kerulen, the other more to the west. At any rate, we are only concerned here with the first one, lying in the region where Chinghiz-khan first asserted himself as a great leader.

It cannot be doubted that this Sa'ari-kâ'âr was located in the upper basin of the Kerulen. Chinghiz-khan's traditional birthplace (Secret History, § 59) was at «Dâll'un-bodag of the Onon» (– Onon»), near the source of the river, on the other hand, the Burqan-qaldun Mountain, where both the Onon and the Kerulen take their rise, plays a great part in the history of Chinghiz-khan. As mention is made in the Shêng-wu ch'in-chêng lu (20 a) of Ong-khan's stay at «the Pu-lu-ku Cliff of the Sa-li River» (薩里河不署 古崖), Wang Kuo-wei (3 a) was of the opinion that Pu-lu-ku was another transcription of Burqan, and that, consequently, the Sa'ari-kâ'âr should be located in the neighbourhood of the Burqan-qaldun. But there is in fact no connection between the two names; the «Pu-lu-ku Cliff» is not the Burqan-qaldun, but the Bürgi Cliff, of the Secret History, §§ 96, 177, the exact location of which is unknown (it lay in the neighbourhood of the source of the Kerulen; but the Secret History, safer than the much briefer Shêng-wu ch'in-chêng lu, does not connect it with Sa'ari-kâ'âr).

We have, however, other means of ascertaining the location of Sa'ari-kâ'âr. In 1328, while waiting for the arrival of his elder brother 銅 鋼 霞 He-shih-la (忽世帖 He-shih-la in the Yüan tien chang; *Kusâla; *Ko-sa-la in Hirth, Gesch. des Buddhismus, ii, 36-37, 166; canonized as Ming-tsung), who was in Mongolia, 图 帖 總 T'u-t'ieh-mu-êrh (Tuy-Tämür; *T'og't'e-mur) in Hirth, ibid.; cf. TP, 1930, 57-61; not *Tup Timur as in Giles, Biogr. Dict., Nos 663 and 2110; canonized as Wên-tsung) had provisionally ascended the throne in Northern China. *Kusâla, alias Ming-tsung, was himself enrowned north of Qara-Qorum on February 27, 1329. On March 31, he halted in the region (地) of 慶 堪 察罕 Chieh-chien-ch'a-han, *Gigân-tayân, the «Brilliant White» (over 70 li north of Qara-Qorum; cf. YS, 58, 18 a) and a few days later decided to proceed to Shang-tu; the YS (31, 2 a-4 b) gives the stages of his progress to the east (cf. also Hsi-yü shui tao chi chiao-pu, Ch'ên-fêng-ko ts'ung-shu ed., 10-11; T'ü Chi, 3, 33 a). On May 29, he halted ( 大 旨) in the region (i) of 擇 伯 真 To-pai-chên (Dörbåliin, a common name for quadrangular enclosures) . . . On June 1, he halted «east of the Wo-êr-han-mu» (鶉耳罕木 東; the text is here certainly corrupt; T'ü Chi [3, 33 a; 14, 4 b] tacitly corrected it to
Wo-érh-han shui, *east of the Orkhon River*, which is quite possible; but another no less natural correction would be *Wo-érh-han-mu-lien*, he held at the Orjhan-mührin, *i.e.* at the Orkhon... On June 4, he held in the region of 必勒克秀 P'it-t'eh-ch'ieh-t'u (*Bitükättä, *Wen-necked?*)... On June 13, he halted at 掇秃兒海 T'an-t'u-érh-hai (*Tamturqai*; *cf.* tamturqai, *broken*)... On June 16, he halted at 秃忽刺 T'u-hu-la (mechanically transcribed from a Mongolian document, instead of the correct pronunciation T'u-wū-la, T'u ula in the Secret History, §§ 96, 104, 115, 164, 177, the Tula [Tula] River)... On June 20, he halted east of the T'u-hu-la River (河 *ho*; *i.e.* east of the Tula)... On June 22, he halted in the region of 幹羅幹秀 Wo-lo-wo-t'u (*Oro'otto*)... On June 23, he halted in the region of 不魯通 Pu-lu-t'ung (*Burutung*)... On June 25, he halted in the region of 忽刺火失溫 Hu-la-huo-shih-wen (*Qulan-qošun*, *Wild-horse Muzzle*, or perhaps *Hulun-qošun*, *Red Promontory*; certainly the Hu-lan[蒲]-hu[忽]-shih-wen of the T'ai-tsung shih-lu, 92, 10 b, and of the Ming shih, 7, 1 a, and the miswritten Chi[急], instead of 忽-lan-hu-shih-wen of the Pei-ch'ieng hou-lu, 5 a, and of the ancient map of the Yüan-shih lei-pien)... On June 28, he halted in the region of 前都也不刺 K'un-tu-yeh-pou-la (*Kündüi-bulaq, *Hollow Spring*)... On July 1, he halted in the region of 撒里 Sali (*Sāri < *Sa'ari*)... On July 8, he halted in the region of 宛納八 Wu-na-pa (*Unaba, *He fell*)... On July 10, he halted in the region of 喬桑 K'o-to (*Ködö, perhaps Ködö < Ködö̝ü, *Barren ground*)... On July 12, he halted in the region of 撒里怯兒 Sa-li-ch'ieh-érh (*Sārī-kār < Sa'ari-kār*)... On July 18, he halted at 哈里溫 Ha-li-wen (*Qali'un, *Otter*, but perhaps misread for *Ha-la-wen, *yala'un, the substantive of which Ha-lao-t'u is the adjectival form)... On July 19, he halted at 寧察傑阿刺倫 K'o-to-chieh-a-la-lun (*Ködögü-aralun; this is the Ködö̝ü-aral of the Külüra [= Kerulen] of the Secret History, § 282, also written Ködö̝ü-aral [§ 269] and Ködö̝ü-aral [§ 136]; the translators of the Mongolian document into Chinese have erroneously added to the name the -un ending of the genitive; the name occurs in the Altan tobüi [Gomboev's ed., 41, 42, 43, 44o], where Ködö̝ü-aralan and Ködö̝ü-aral are misreadings of Ködö̝ü-arala, at Ködö̝ü-aral [the translations, pp. 147, 148, 150, are erroneous], and also in *Sanang Setsen* [SCHMIDT, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 79, 106*4*], where, through corrupt readings Ködö̝ü-aralada-yin and Köö̝ü-aralada-yin and Köö̝ü-aralada-un, Chinghiz-khan becomes in the translation qa'an of the Arulad [the Chinese translation too (Mêng-ku yüan-liu chien-chêng, 3, 10 b, 4, 7 b) did not recognize the proper name and merely speaks of *northern waste*, 北郊 pet-chiao, and of *region*, 地方 ti-fang, but at least does not give the absurd *Arulad*]; cf. also WANG Kuo-wei in Shêng-wu ch'ên-chêng lo, 13 b-14 a, and 40 a [but two names, which have in fact nothing to do with Ködö̝ü-aral, need not be taken into consideration: one is 只畏忽蘭 Chih-t'eh-hu-derivars which corresponds to the Qit-qülüyät-allät of Ber, 111, 142, itself altered from *Jit-qülüyät-allät, *Sands of *Jit-qülüyät*; the other is the 銃鐵庫胡蘭 O-t'ieh-ku-hu-lan Mountain where Ögödai died in 1241, YS, 2, 5 b, the 貝帖古忽蘭 Yūeh-t'ieh-ku-hu-lan where Mongka went in 1252, YS, 3, 2 a, and which is the Ütög-qulan of the Altan tobüi, text, 43, misread *Utuku-šulana in Gomboev's translation, 148*)... On July 22, he halted in the region of 哈兒哈納秀 Ha-érh-ha-na-t'u (*Qaryanatu [or Qaryanat], Place with Acacia-trees*)... On July 24, he halted in the region of 忽秀 Hu-t'u (*Qutuq?*, *Bliss*, perhaps misread for *Quduq, *the Well*)...
August 4, he halted in the region of 学羅火你 Po-lo-huo-ni (*Boro-qoni, "Grey Sheep")... On August 15, he halted in the region of 不羅察罕 Pu-lo-ch'a-han (*Boro-chayân, "Grey-white"); it seems to be the same as Po[ɔː]-lo-ch'a-han, at which Wäh-tsung halted on September 1, after Ming-tsung's death)... On August 18, he halted in the region of 希者 Hsiao-chih (*Sa'l'i, "Loins"); used as place name with the meaning of "hill"; cf. Ramstedt, Kalm. Wörterbuch, 342 t, s. v. stolz; in Timkovski, Voyage à Pékin, there is a Sa'lı'-yin obô [i, 222], a mountain Sa'l'i [ii, 427-428], and a station of Sa'lı'- [ii, 390-391]; this may be the one of our itinerary)... On August 25, he halted in the region of 王忽察都 Wang-hu-ch'a-tu (*Ongyočatu, *Ongyočatu, "The Place with boats [or with troughs]"); Ongyočatu or Ongyočatu occurs several times in YS; cf. Wang Hui-tsu, 49, 8 b; Yanar [641, 643] locates it north of Kalgan, outside the Great Wall). On August 26, Tuy-Tämür came to Ongyočatu and rendered homage to his elder brother Ming-tsung, who offered him a banquet. But on August 30, Ming-tsung died by violence (*jung; cf. YS, 31, 4 b; 32, 5 b).

In this long series of place names, only a few give as yet a clue to the identification of Sa'ari-kăr, but this clue is fairly clear. Ming-tsung, starting from a place north of Qara-qorum, i. e. north of the present Erdeni-dzö Monastery of the Orkhon basin, reached the Tula River and followed its course for four days; at the end of the fourth day, he halted east of it. This cannot be far from the "Ulan-daba" of our maps (at the eastern end of the southern bend of the Tula). The next guide-post is Köd'i-ür-aral. Its location on the Kerulen is mentioned not only in the Secret History, but also in the YS (2, 1 a); in 1229, Ögödii was enthroned at a diet held in the region of "河曲雅阿蘭之地 in the region of Ch'i-tia-ao-a-lan (*Ködii-ural) of the Ch'ieh-lü-ien River (Källurin = Kerulen)". The text adds that the enthronement took place at "阿蘭世里 K'u-t'ieh-wu-a-la-li (*Küdii-ural), which is a needless duplication of the former name due to the basty compilers of the YS. On the other hand, Ch'ien-lung's Commissioners misunderstood in the first passage the word 蘭 as meaning "bend", so that the diet has been supposed to have been held at "Ch'i-a-ao-a-lan" on the "bend" (Ch'i-ü) of the Kerulen River; this fictitious "bend of the river" occurs more than once in later Chinese researches (and in Ch, t, 201; cf. also Sheng-wu ch'ien-chêng lu, Wang Kuo-wei's note, 65 q), and of course cannot be taken into account for the identification of the place. It is a fact, however, that, to the east of the Tula, the Kerulen, which in its upper course runs south-west, makes a great curve to the south, then to the south-east, and finally follows a north-north-eastern course. In Yanar's opinion (594, 672), Ködii-ural was an island at the confluence of the Sängkür (or Sänggür) and the Kerulen. The Sängkür (probably the Sänggür of the Secret History, §§ 89, 93, 94, 96, 122; now called Cenkir [c=ta]; cf. Pozdniyev, Mongoliya, ii, 470) is an intermittent stream which runs from north to south inside the bend of the Kerulen and flows into the Kerulen at the southernmost point of the curve of the latter (cf. on it Popov, Mên-gu yu-mu czi, 400). There are several "sand islands" (沙洲 shao-chou) in the upper course of the Kerulen (cf. Popov, ibid., 399, 400); moreover, aral may mean not only an "island", but a whole region determined by the confluence of two rivers. However the case may be, the very direction of Ming-tsung's progress towards Shang-tu requires that he should have reached the Kerulen at about the middle of its curve, and fairly to the west of the confluence of the Sängkür and the Kerulen. Consequently *Oro'otu, *Burutung, *Qulan-
qo't’un, *Kündüg-bulaq, Sa-li, *Unaba, Ködö, Sa’ari-kialar and *Qul’t’un must all stretch in a line north-west to south-east, from the eastern end of the southern bend of the Tula to the southern bend of the Kerulen. If Ködö’u-arai was at the confluence of the Sängkür and the Kerulen, *Qul’t’un should probably be the place where Ming-tsung reached the Kärülän, and Sa’ari-kialar should be the last stage before reaching the latter river. QUATREMÈRE’s attempted identification (Hist. des Mongols, 117) of Sa’ari-kialar with the ‘Saritei’ stream mentioned as in the basin of the Onon by PALLAS is out of the question.

BRETSCHEIDNER (Br, 1, 157-158) remarked that the ancient map of Mongolia reproduced at the beginning of the Yüan-shih lei-pien showed Sa-li-ch’ieh-érh (Sāri-kār — Sa’ari-kialar) south of the Onon. This is true, but a map in which both the Ongin and the Tula are shown as flowing into the Onon is not to be trusted. From the names given, it is clear that the map is derived from information connected with Yung-lo’s Mongolian campaign of 1414, and the accounts of this campaign provide more valuable data.

The name of Sa’ari-kialar does not occur in the Ming shih, either in the pên-chi (7, 1 a) or in the chapter on the Mongols (328, 1 a). In MAILLA’s Histoire générale de la Chine (x, 174) we read, however, that, in the sixth month of 1415 (to be corrected to 1414), the Imperial army reached ‘Salihor’. According to QUATREMÈRE (loc. cit., 117), GAUBIL, in a manuscript note, wrote ‘Salikor’ or ‘Salikoure’. The subsequent remark of GAUBIL that ‘koure’ means a place where there are several pools or springs, a place surrounded by water, leaves no doubt that the word he meant was kā’ar, kā’ar (this note of GAUBIL, the original of which I cannot trace, must belong to the manuscripts from which CORBIER reproduced a memoir on the location of Qara-qorum and the history of the Western Liao in TP, iv, 33-80). But ‘Salihor’ and ‘Salikor’ are bad transcriptions of *Salikor, Sa’ari-kialar.

Of this we are assured not only by the Sāri-kār of the map of the Yüan-shih lei-pien, but by the account of Yung-lo’s campaign of 1414 written by Chin Yu-tzū under the title 北征後錄 Pei-ch’eng hou lu. There we read (3 b-3 a; cf. NAKA, Chingisu-kan jitsuroku, 122) that, on June 10, 1414, Yung-lo halted at the 餞馬河 Yin-ma-ho (Yin-ma-ho, ‘the River where they water the horses’, was the name given to the Kerulen by Yung-lo in 1410 [cf. Chin Yu-tzū’s account of the campaign of 1410, entitled 北征錄 Pei-ch’eng lu, Ku-chin shuo-hai ed., 20 a; it has not survived), and remained there five days, without making much progress. On June 16, the Emperor, starting from north of the Yin-ma-ho and crossing it five times, halted at the 三峯山 San-feng-shan (‘Three-Peak Mountain’; it is also mentioned on the map of the Yüan-shih lei-pien), west of the Yin-ma-ho. On June 17, he halted at the 清流港 Ch’ing-liu-chiang (‘Pure-flowing Lagoon’; the name is also given in the T’ai-tsung shih-lu, 92, 10 a) of the Yin-ma-ho. On June 18, the Yin-ma-ho was at first followed for 25 li, and, after proceeding further in the afternoon, the camp was pitched at the 崇山塚 Ch’ung-shan-wu (‘Entrenchment of the Revered Mountain’, or place without water. On June 19, in the afternoon, a mountain defile (山峽 shan-hsia), several tens of li in length, was reached, and, in the evening, the Emperor halted at the 雙泉海 Shuang-ch’i-an-hai (‘Twin-Spring Sea (=Lake)’, also marked on the map of the Yüan-shih lei-pien), which is Sa-li-ch’ieh-érh (Sāri-kār >> Sa’ari-kialar; the same information occurs
in 'T'ai-tsung shih-lu, 92, 10 a). It is the place at which 'T'ai-tsu of the Yuán (= Chinghiz-khan) made himself famous (遊迹). In former times a palace (kung-tien) and an altar for sacrifice (郊壝 chiao-t'an) were built. Every year [Chinghiz-khan] spent the summer at this place. Mountains and streams surround it; it extends over several tens of li. In front (前 ch'ien) [of the buildings?; i.e. south of them], there are two lakes (海子 hai-tsü), one of salt water, one of fresh water. Ten li to the south-west, there is a lake formed by the water of a spring (泉水 hai shuǐ). In the mountains to the north-west there is the 三閘口 San-kuan-k'ou (= Three-Pass Entrance), by which [the place] communicates with the Yin-ma-ho and the 土剌河 Tu-la-ho (= Tula River); it is a place of incessant passage for the Barbarians (= the Mongols) . . . The fourth day [of the sixth month] (June 20) was spent in front of the Shuang-ch'üan-hai . . . On the fifth day (June 21), at noon, [the Emperor] left Shuang-ch'üan-hai and in the evening arrived at the north-western 三烽口 San-hsia-k'ou (= Three-Defile Entrance), also marked on the map of the Yüan-shih lei-pien; it seems to be identical with the San-kuan-k'ou above), which is 勝里 詛 K'ang-ha-li-k'ai (= Qangjarqai; more correctly transcribed K'ang-ha-li-hai [該] in 'T'ai-tsung shih-lu, 92, 10 a, and in Ming shih, 7, 1 a; probably identical with the Qangjarqan (= Qangjarqan) of the Secret History, § 193; it seems to be the «Bogol'tuin-amâ» of Pozdneev, Mongoliya, II, 444; there was no water (there) . . . On the sixth day (June 22), [the Emperor] halted at 蒼崖 鎮 Ts'ang-yai-hsia (= Blue-green Cliff Pass); also marked on the map of the Yüan-shih lei-pien. On the seventh day (June 23), he halted at Ch'i-lan-hu-shih-wên (= Qulan-qoši'un; cf. above) . . . There the Mongols were defeated in a pitched battle and were pursued by night as far as the Tula. On June 26, Yung-lo halted at 濱流甸 Hui-lu-tien (= Back-flowing Steppe); also marked on the map of the Yüan-shih lei-pien; it must have been close to the Tula, near 'Ulun-daba). On June 27, Yung-lo, starting from Hui-lu-tien, retraced his steps, marched out of the San-hsia-k'ou and in the evening encamped at Shuang-ch'üan-hai. On June 28, he was at 平山鎮 P'ingshan-chên (= Garrison of the Flat Mountain); on June 29, at 清湯澗 Ch'ing-yüan-hsia (= Pure Spring Defile) on the Yin-ma-ho; on June 30, at 平川澗 P'ing-ch'üan-chou (= Flat Valley Island) of the Yin-ma-ho; on July 1, at 青楊澗 Ch'ing-yang-wan (= Poplar Bend) of the Yin-ma-ho; on July 2, at San-feng-shan of the Yin-ma-ho.

Here again, although most names still defy our attempts at identification, the region referred to in Chin Yu-tzu's detailed account is not a matter of doubt: it is the well-watered stretch of land between the Tula and the Kerulen. To the south-eastern angle of the southern bend of the Tula was Jó-modun (= J'a'un-modun, Hundred Trees), the place where K'ang-hsi defeated Galdan in 1696 (cf. the description in du Halde, iv, 413-414), which seems to be the «Qara-tūn of the Tula», in Chinese 黑林 Hei-lin, «Black Forest», mentioned in Chinese texts (cf. Secret History, § 96, 104, 115, 164, 177, 264, and Popov, Mén-gu yu-mu czi, 348). It was one of Chinghiz-khan's favourite resorts, the one to which he returned in the spring of 1225 after his six years' campaign against the Mussulmans. But Chinghiz-khan also had a semi-sedentary camp at Sa'ari-käär in the vicinity of the Kerulen. There is here a difficulty, however. In the account of Ming-tsung's journey, Sa'ari-käär is the fifth stage after *Qulan-qoši'un, while Yung-lo, returning from Hui-lu-tien, passes the San-hsia-k'ou, does not stop at *Qulan-qoši'un and is back at Shuang-ch'üan-hai — Sa'ari-käär, all in one day. It looks as though it were the Sa-li, *Sa'ari, of Ming-tsung's
itinerary, and not its Sa'ari-kâ’är, which would correspond to the Sa’ari-kâ’är of Chin Yu-tzû’s account. I have no satisfactory solution to proffer. It may be that Qara-ttin was a designation of the woody region immediately east of the Tula, and Sa’ari-kâ’är a comprehensive term referring to the whole of the watery steppe west of the Kerulen; in Ming-tsun’s itinerary, both Sa-li and Sa-li-ch’ieh-érh would be Sa’ari-kâ’är, with a more or less arbitrary specification not corresponding to the use of Sa’ari-kâ’är by Chin Yu-tzû. But such a hypothesis is far from meeting all possible objections.

Whatever the case may be, it can hardly be doubted that Chin Yu-tzû, who was on the spot, knew what he was writing about when he said that Shuang-ch’üan-hai was the Sa’ari-kâ’är of Chinghiz-khan and gave a description of it. Moreover, we are in a position to identify the “Twin Spring Lake” and the lake to the south of it. The southern lake is probably the “Kouen omo” of d’Anville’s *Nouvel Atlas de la Chine* (“Tartarie chinoise,” seventh sheet; *omo* is the Manchu word for “lake”), the 訥泊 Kun-po, “Kun Lake,” of the so-called Wu-ch’ang Map. It is also the 訥模 Kun-mo of the *Mêng-ku yu-mu chi* (9, 24 b; cf. Popov, *Mên-gu yu-mu czi*, 400), in which the second part of the Manchu *omo* has erroneously become part of the name in Chinese. Another 訥泊 Kun-po in inner Mongolia (misread as “Gombo” by Popov, 283) is said to be called in Mongolian Gûn-nôr, meaning “Deep Lake”; such is surely also the meaning of the name of the Kun-po west of the Kerulen. This Gûn-nôr also west of the Kerulen is the 訥麟兒 Chûn-nao-érh to which Mongka repaired for the autumn in 1253 and again in 1257 (YS, 3, 2 b, 3 b; 72, 3 a) and the 訥麟兒 Chûn-nao-érh where Mongka issued in the autumn of 1255 an edict for the suppression of certain Taoist books (cf. *TP*, 1904, 380; Toyó gakuhô, XII, 103; Yanai, 388-389, 676; Waley, *Travels of an Alchemist*, 31 [but read “Gûn-nôr,” not “Kun-nôr”]). The 訥麟兒 Chûn-nao-érh of YS, 100, 2 a, may be different. I see no reason to identify with the Gûn-nôr west of the Kerulen, as Yanai does, the 訥麟兒 K’ou-wên-nao-érh of YS, 15, 3 a (*Kâwûnnôr*; the same K’ou-wên, the restoration of which is uncertain, occurs in the name of a prince K’ou-wên-buqa in YS, 2, 2 b, 3 a, s. a. 1235 and 1237; it is also the name of a Mongol musical air mentioned in the *Cho-kêng lu*, 28, 8 a). There is still less ground to believe, with Yanai, that the 訥麟兒 K’o-k’o-nao-érh (Kökö-nôr, “Blue Lake”) of YS, 3, 3 a, and 72, 1 b, and Rašidu’d-Din’s ( *) Kökä-nawûr (Oh, II, 195; Bl, 241) are but other names of the Gûn-nôr (Blochert’s identification of this Kökä-naawûr with the famous 青海 [Ch’ing-hai, “Blue Sea”] of the Chinese in the extreme west of Mongolia, i. e. with the Kökä-nôr of our maps, is absurd, and moreover the only well-known Kökä-nôr lies west of Kan-su, not in Western Mongolia; as to Yanai’s correction of O’Higgins’s ( *) Köši-nawûr [Oh, II, 85; Bl, II, 49] to Kökä-nawûr, it is arbitrary. I may add that the Kökä-na’ur (= Kökä-nôr) is mentioned in the *Secret History*, §§ 89, 122 (cf. also Ta-Ming i-t’ung chih, 90, 27 b) in connection with the Sänggûr, and so is not to be looked for to the west of the Kerulen. The southern lake being the Gûn-nôr, we can also identify the Shuang-ch’üan-hai or “Twin Spring Lake.” North of the “Kouen omo,” d’Anville’s map shows a “Calotey Omo,” “Calotey Lake,” which is the 騰老台泊 Ko-lao-t’ai-po, “Ko-lao-t’ai Lake,” of the Wu-ch’ang map. Naka (Chingis-khan jitsuroku, 122) was, I think, the first to connect this Ko-lao-t’ai Lake with Chin Yu-tzû’s Shuang-ch’üan-hai; Yanai (389, 672) followed him; I have no doubt they are right.
lao-t'ai has been restored by Popov as "Galtai" (Mên-gu yu-mu czi, 401) and as "Kalotai" by Waley (Travels of an Alchemist, 31); both are only partly right. In the system adopted by the transcribers of c. 1700, a Mongolian qa- (Waley's "ka-") is rendered ḥa K'a, and the regular value of ḥa ko is ya- (Popov's ya-); on the other hand, the vowels of lao cannot be slurred and require an original -law (-lauw -lōw, -lūw); the name is thus to be read yalautai > yalotai, yalautai ("Place with Geese,", an adjectival form derived from yala'un, "goose"; *yalautu would be identical). I may add that the name is "Kalotou Nor" (＝γαλοτού-νόρ) in the "Carte générale de la Tartarie Chinoise" of Du Halde, t. IV. Gerbillon, who camped there on August 1, 1698, describes the place and calls it "Kalotou Nor" (＝γαλοτού-νόρ; Du Halde, IV, 411-412). Another yalautu-nōr is known in the region of the Ulyui River (south-east of the Halha River); cf. Popov, 284 (where the name of the Ulyui is misread ḥolo). A third one is outside the north-western angle of the bend of the Huang-ho (d'Anville's "Kalotou oro"). The form is confirmed by Pozdnièev, who speaks of "the steppe of Gûn-Galûtai" (Mongoliya, II, 443, 444), evidently the "steppe" of the Gûn-nor and the yalautai-nor. It is much to be regretted that Pozdnièev, when he passed the site, had no suspicion of its historical importance.

The question is then to decide whether the "Ha-lao-t'u hsing-kung of the Sa-li Valley" of the YS is to be located in or near the district of Ch'eng-shui in Kan-su, or in the Sa'ari-kâ'ar west of the Kerulen, where there is still a yalautai, at the very place where, according to Chin Yu-tzü, Chinghiz-khan "made himself famous." In other words, did Chinghiz-khan die in Kan-su or in Mongolia?

One of Wang Kuo-wei's notes (Shêng-wu ch'in-chêng lu, 3 a) would seem to imply that he believed Chinghiz-khan had died at the Sa'ari-kâ'ar in Mongolia, but this may be due merely to a too concise redaction. Bretschneider is more precise (Br, t, 157-158). According to him, the "Sa-li Valley" of the YS can only be the Sa'ari-kâ'ar of Mongolia, and he adds that the Secret History and the Shêng-wu ch'in-chêng lu both agree in stating that, after subduing the Tangut empire, Chinghiz returned home, and then died. This is not quite accurate. It is true that the Shêng-wu ch'in-chêng lu (64 b) has the sentence: "In ting-hai (1227), [the Emperor] destroyed their (i.e. the Hsi-Hsia) kingdom and went back" (丁亥滅其國以還; this may be the source of a similar statement in the Hsi-Hsia shu-shih, 42, 14 a). But the somewhat awkward wording and the fact that the work avoids speaking of the death itself do not permit us to attach much weight to this statement. As to the Secret History (§ 268), Bretschneider relied on Palladius's translation (Trudy d'lenov Rossiiskot dakhovnot missii, iv, 152), based on the Chinese abridged version; but it is not in the least supported by the original Mongolian text. The 回來 hui-lai, "returned", of the Chinese version, must not be understood as "returned [to Mongolia]", but represents the nôk'ô'tu... irâju, "came... a second time" of the Mongolian, that is to say Chinghiz "came" for a "second" campaign against Tangut. The death in Kan-su, implied in the account of the YS, and confirmed by its near location at the Liu-p'an-shan in the T'ung-chien hsii-pien and in Rašidu-'d-Din and even, to a certain extent, by the late Mongol chronicles which speak of Ling-chou, is moreover supported by an independent text which was first adduced by Yanai (p. 56). In the biography of Sa-ha-lien ("Saljaliyan, "The Black") in Ch'in shih, 111, 4 b, there is the following passage: "In the fourth [chêng-ta] year (1227), after the Great Yuan had
destroyed Hsi-Hsia, they moved their troops towards Shàn-hsi». In the fourth month, on the day ping-shên (May 3), the Chin Emperor called a meeting of his principal officials to make a decision on the conditions in the west (i.e., in Shàn-hsi). The Emperor said: «I have already issued an order to [Wan-yen] Ha-ta (there is nothing about this in Wan-yen Ha-ta's biography; he had been recalled from Shàn-hsi in the second month [February 18-March 18]; cf. Chin shih, 112, 2 b) to engage in a decisive battle with all his strength». Most of the officials were in favour of reaching a peaceful settlement with the Mongols; Sa-ha-lien was the only one to oppose it, and with considerable energy (more details are given in another biography, Chin shih, 109, 7 a, where, however, the deliberation is said to have taken place in the third month [March 19-April 17], and where Sa-ha-lien is not alone in his stand for a decisive battle; the pên-chi, 17, 3 a, give no information). «In the eighth month (September 12-October 11), the Court received the report of [what had happened at] Ch'ing-shui, and the authorities were ordered to stop levying men for garrisoning the cities and repairing their walls; all the taxes and duties for the requirements of the army which were not urgent were suspended.» What had happened at Ch'ing-shui was evidently the death of Chinghiz-khan, on account of which the Chin Court thought they could relax their efforts for the defence of the country.

The conclusion we reach is that Chinghiz-khan certainly died south of the Liu-p'an-shan, within the jurisdiction of the hsien of Ch'ing-shui. But should the «Ha-lao-t'u hsing-kung of the Sa-li Valley» be located there? Pauthier (Pa, 183) said that «Sari-gool» was merely the Mongol translation of Ch'ing-shui, «Pure water». We have seen above that no text mentions a «Sari-gool»; moreover, I know of no Altaic word «sari» meaning «pure». The Ch'ien-lung Commissioners have explained Sa-li as Sali, meaning 萨利 ti-nu, lit. «earth-crossbow» (Yüan-shih yü-chieh, 4, 1 b). In Mongolian, sáli (<-Tib. Sa-li<-Skr. sáli) occurs in the sense of «rice», but I am at a loss to understand what is meant by ti-nu. In any case, the restoration is of course arbitrary. I leave out of consideration Blocher's statement that, according to Maqrizi, Chinghiz-khan died at 超 Đâybölq (=Sarhibolq, «Yellow City»), which would seem to offer another instance of this «Sa-li» occurring in the name of the «Sa-li Valley». But the Egyptian historian could have had no independent information as to the place where Chinghiz died, and I strongly suspect Sarhibolq to be a tendentious misreading of a corrupt form of «Liü-pän» or «Liü-pän-shan» (cf. TP, 1935, 166). In principle, the existence of some elements of Mongolian nomenclature in Kan-su should be discarded off-hand, since we know of other uses of it there as well as elsewhere in China, e.g., «Qara-jang», «Čayan-jang», «Čitkör», «Yakä-busä» in Yün-nan (see Caragian), «Čayan-balysun» in Ho-pei (see Achbaluch); in Kan-su, we find a *Qara-ajär between the Ałaran and the Hsüang-ho (see Calacian), and, south of the Liu-p'an-shan, the name misread as 萨滿 qahalqa in Bi, ii, 326-327, and wrongly identified with 米倉 Mi-ts'ang, but which certainly is 萨滿 qahalqa = Yesün-qu'alqa, «The Nine Passes» (cf., for the name, Yesün-qu'alqaštu of Schmidt, 289, «Nine-gates City», which is but another name of Peking); a 撒都記 川 Sa-tu-ehr-ch'üan, which seems to be a *Sadur Valley, and a 須都河 Hsü-mieh-tu-ho, *Sumādū (or *Sūmati) River (? «River with Temples») are still mentioned under the Ming, north-west of the Liu-p'an-shan, in the 天下名勝志 T'ien-hsia ming-shêng chih (section of the Shàn-hsi ming-shêng chih, 7, 9 a).
But the fact remains that *hsing-kung*, in the Mongol period, was the Chinese translation of *ordo*, «royal [semi-sedentary] encampment»; that the four *ordos* (the Mongolian plural of *ordo*) of Chinghiz were in Mongolia; that the chief of them, perhaps that of *yalautai* (Naka, followed by Yanai, 672), thought that the «Great Ordo» of Chinghiz-khan was that of Köl düür-aral on the Kerulen; he may be right, but this also leaves us in Northern Mongolia), is meant when, in the beginning of 1233, Ögedei repaired to the *hsing-kung* of T'ai-ts'u (= Chinghiz-khan, *YS*, 2, 2a), when again, in the sixth month of 1257, Mongka went to the *hsing-kung* of T'ai-ts'u and offered a sacrifice to his «standard and drum» (*YS*, 3, 3b), and when lastly the Emperor T'ai-ting, on ascending the throne on October 4, 1323, issued an edict of amnesty «in the Great Ordos of Chinghiz-khan» (*YS*, 29, 1b: 和 成 吉思 皇 帝 的大斡耳朵 another passage in the text shows that Chavannes was right [TP, 1905, 39], when he translated the *wo-érh-to, ordo*, in this passage as being in the plural); finally, that it would be an extraordinary coincidence if Chinghiz-khan had died at a «Ha-lao-t'u *hsing-kung* of the Sa-li Valley» in Kan-su, while one of his four Mongolian *ordos* was at *yalautai* (= *yalautu*) of Sa'ari-kă'är in Mongolia.

For these reasons, I agree with Naka and Yanai that it is the name of the latter which appears in the account of the *YS*. This entails of course a correction in the text. Chinghiz-khan died at the «western river» within the jurisdiction of the *hsien* of Ch'ing-shui in Kan-su, but immediately, his coffin was carried to the *yala'utu-ordo* of Sa'ari-kă'är. Something is missing here, but the error must not be put to the account of the compilers of the *YS*; it must have occurred in their primary source, the *shih-lu*, or «true annals», since the *Cho-k'eng lu*, completed three years before the compilers of the *YS* set to work, already says (t, 11a) that Chinghiz-khan died «in the Sa-li Valley». On the other hand, it will be remembered that there is a discrepancy between the date of Chinghiz-khan’s death as given by Juwaini, August 18, 1227, and that of the *YS*, August 25, 1227. Does the correction in regard to the place of his death in the text of the *YS* affect the question of the dates it gives? In other words, would it be possible that August 18 should be the date of his death near Ch’ing-shui and August 25 the date on which, the coffin having reached Sa’ari-kă’är, his death was announced? This is in fact not possible. The distance between the two places is so great that, whatever speed the procession might have made, it could not have been covered in seven days. There is every probability then that the *YS* is right here, and that Chinghiz-khan, having fallen ill on August 18, actually died on August 25, 1227.

According to Polo, Chinghiz «died of an arrow-shot in the knee at the siege of Caagiu» (q. v.; Howorth, 1, 103, attributes to Bar Hebraeus too the story of the arrow-shot; but this is a mistake; Bar Hebraeus, in both his chronicles [Pococks, ii, 304; Bruns, ii, 498], says that Chinghiz-khan died of malaria). Yule (*Y*, 1, 245) quotes Gaubil in support of a wound from an arrow-shot at the siege of Ta-t’ung in 1212. The original source is *YS*, 1, 7a: in 1212, Chinghiz «attacked the Western Capital (西京) Hsii-king, the «Segin» of Rubrouck, *W*, 237, 578, — Ta-t’ung). The Emperor was hit by a stray arrow, whereupon the siege was raised.» But he survived the siege a full fifteen years, and, if this wound were the origin of Polo’s statement, the traveller was misinformed as to its consequences. Plan Carpine’s statement that Chinghiz-khan was killed by lightning (*W*, 65) may be a distorted echo of the superstitious terror which thunder created among the Mongols. No attention need be paid to the late Mongolian legends of poisoning, which are tinged
with popular magic. The most likely cause of the death of Chinghiz-khan is the one given thirteen years later by the Secret History, a serious fall from his horse Josotu-boro.

Polo says that, when the Great Khans were being carried to the mountain where they used to be buried, the escort used to kill every living soul they met, saying: « Go serve your lord in the other world ». Twenty thousand men would have thus been killed when Mongka was brought back from Sāi-ch’uan to Mongolia. The Mongols slew the best horses of the deceased Great Khans for the same purpose (Vol. I, 167-168). According to Raṣīd-u’d-Dīn (Ber, III, 29, 119) all were killed who were met on the road when Chinghiz-khan’s coffin was carried back from Tangut to Mongolia, so that the news of the Great Khan’s decease should not spread before it was announced even after the body had reached the ordo. Yule (Y, I, 250) has also adduced a text of Raṣīd, quoted by D’Ohsson, on the sacrifice of forty girls and of horses. Several rites and beliefs have become more or less mixed up in these accounts. It is very likely that the Mongol leaders, as related by Raṣīd, wished to keep the news of the death secret as long as they had not returned to their native lands; and to achieve that purpose, they would not have hesitated to slaughter any number of people whose misfortune it had been to appear in their way. But there was also a fear that people meeting the procession might exert a baleful influence on the after-life of the deceased. When Gūyūk died, all the roads were occupied, and orders were issued that nobody was to go out; similar rules were observed at the funerals of Hūlāgū (Quatremère, Hist. des Mongols, 416; Péits de la Croix’s text quoted in Pa, 188, and Ch. I, 208-209, is of no value, being probably based on Polo himself). On the other hand, sacrifices of human beings and of animals by the grave of the deceased are a well-known ancient Altaic custom, and, in the case of the Manchu emperors, it was not suppressed until the end of the 17th or the beginning of the 18th century. It obtained also among the Chinese. In a note added by Cordier (Y, I, 251), it is said, on de Groot’s authority, that the most ancient case of human sacrifice recorded in Chinese history occurred in 677 B.C. (read « 678 B.C. »), and the theory has long been prevalent among Sinologists that this was an innovation due to Altaic influence. But the excavations at An-yang have established that human as well as animal sacrifices were extensively practised by the Shang dynasty in the middle of the second millennium B.C. As to the girls sacrificed to the manes of Chinghiz-khan, this barbarous rite was not exercised at the time of his funeral, which is probably to be dated in the last months of 1227, but two years later in September 1229 in fact and after the accession of Ögodāi to the throne. When the festivities following his enthronement had come to an end, Ögodāi ordered that, « in agreement with the ancient yādā¯g (= code), the custom and the tradition, offerings of food should be made, three days in succession, to the soul of Chinghiz-khan, that forty beautiful girls should be selected from the families and the progeny of the generals who had been the common companions of [Chinghiz-khan], that they should be dressed in gorgeous attire and adorned with precious stones and jewels, and, together with excellent horses, they should be sent to join the soul of [Chinghiz-khan] » (Bl, 17). According to de Groot (Religious System of China, II, 437-438), at every funeral of a Mongol Emperor, « a white-powdered skin (a woman?) was buried along with the dead », but this rests on a mispunctuation and a misconstruction. The sentence does not refer to the grave, but to the coffin into which were « placed for use after death » (jū ḥsin) two gold bottles, one cup, etc.; as
to the "white-powdered skin" (白粉皮 po-fên p'î), it refers merely to the "white-tanned skin" of which the boots, the outer warm boots and the belt-depending bowl used for the mortuary costume of the defunct Emperor were made.

**THE TOMB OF CHINGHIS-KHAN.** — Opinions concerning the place where Chinghiz-khan was buried are no less divergent than those about the dates of his birth and death.

GAUBIL (p. 54) and MAILLA (ix, 128) state that Chinghiz was buried "in the cave (écavernes) of Kinien", and this has been repeated by CORDIER (Hist. gén. de la Chine, ii, 223); it is doubly misleading. The actual text (YS, i, 9 b) says that Chinghiz was buried at the 起靈谷 Ch’i-lien-ku. Although the second character is often now read nien (POPOV too, 313, transcribes « Gi-nyan » = Ch’i-nien), it occurs in mediaeval transcriptions only with its correct reading lien; as to ku, it is not a "cave", but a "valley [in the mountain]", in principle, a dry one, as opposed to Jil ch’üan, a wellwatered "valley". All the Emperors of the Yüan dynasty, except Mongka, are expressly stated in the YS, and before it in the Cho-kêng lu (1, 11-14), to have been buried in the Ch’i-lien-ku. Even for the last Emperor, who was expelled from China in 1368, and who, according to the YS, died in 1370 at Ying-ch’ang-fu (see "Barscol"), we are told (YS, 47, 6 a) that "his coffin was taken north to be buried". In several cases (YS, 26, 8 a; 28, 7 a; 31, 4 b; 36, 4 a; 37, 2 b), the mention of the burial at the Ch’i-lien-ku is followed by the words 從諸帝陵 ta’ung chu-ti ling, "after the funerary mounds of the [other] Emperors". This would seem to imply that tumuli were erected over the tombs; but it is probable that Chinese writers here used merely the ordinary term for a Chinese Imperial tomb, without any reference to its nature.

Where did the Ch’i-lien-ku or Ch’i-lien Valley lie? The Yüan-shih lei-pien alone (1, 10 a), we do not know on what evidence, says that it lay "north of the Desert". As to the name, if Ch’i-lien be a transcription, the possible originals would be *Kîlan, *Kîlî, *Kirîn, *Kirâl (the other "K’i-lien" mentioned in Y, 1, 248, is 祢達 Ch’i-lien, and, as PALLADIUS says, lay in quite a different region; on the confusion made at a late date between the two, cf. infra, p. 361-362). PALLADIUS suggested that Ch’i-lien was an abbreviated transcription of the name of the Kerulen (cf. Y, 1, 249; Ch, i, 195), and this opinion has been expressed independently, and with greater confidence, by YANAI (p. 751) and in 沈曾植 Shên Ts’êng-chih’s notes on the Chinese version of "Sanang Setsen" (蒙古源流記 蒙古-kù yüan-liu chien-chêng, 4, 7 a). I felt inclined to adopt the same view in TP, 1935, 167. But, after reconsidering the case, I have come to a different conclusion.

The name of the Kerulen is now pronounced Herülîn in Mongolian, and the modern Chinese transcription is 喀魯倫 K’a-lu-lun or, more correctly, 克魯倫 K’o-lu-lun. In the Mongol period, despite RUBROUCK’s "Kerule" in "Onankerule" (≡ Onon and Kerulen; IY, 208 [where, and also on p. 29, "Orkhon" is a slip for "Onon"], 243, 269), the name was Kâlîrûn, attested by both the Secret History and Rašidu’l-Dîn; "Kulurum" is still found in WITSEN’S Nord-en Oost-Tartarye (1765 ed., 279). In Chinese, the river is designated either by the regular transcriptions of Kâlîrûn, 喀聶倫 Ch‘ieh-lû-lien, 喀聶倫 Ch‘ieh-lû-lien, 喀聶倫 Ch‘ieh-lû-lien, 喀聶倫 Ch‘ieh-lû-lien (ch. WANG Hui-tsu, 49, 2 a), 貴倫 Hsi-lu-lien (cf. WANG Kuo-wei’s edition of Ch’iu Ch’u-chi’s Hsi-yu chi, 2, 13 a-b; Br, 1, 54), or they render a name of unknown
origin, *Lügū or *Lüngū, 龍呂 Lu-chū in the Liao shih, 龍駟 Lung-chū and 龍居 Lung-chū in the Chin shih, 龍駟 in YS, 1, s. a. 1216 (Nan-chien ed.; this is a form taken from the Ch'ien-Han shu, where it does not refer to the Kerulen; cf. de Groot, Die Hunnen, 154), 龍居 Lung-chū in YS, 29, t b, 龍駟 Lu-chū, 闚居 Lū-chū, 龍駟 Lu-chū, 陸居 Lu-chū and perhaps 濟溝 Lu-kou in various works of the Mongol and early Ming periods (cf. Wang Kuo-wei, ibid., and TP, 1935, 166). The 俱輪 Ch'i-lun is not the Kerulen, as was stated by de Groot (loc. cit. 182), but the Kulin Lake (misread 青河 by Popov, loc. cit. 400). There is no ground for supposing an abnormal transcription of the name Kerulen as Ch'i-luen, which would only have been used in reference to the Imperial tombs. Moreover, a particular mountain gorge is not likely to have been called by the name of a great river, flowing for the greater part of its course across the steppes.

But the main point is that Ch'i-luen need not be a transcription at all, and, as Haenisch suggested (Asia Major, ix, 549-550; cf. TP, 1935, 167), may mean the Valley where the Car is lifted. As a matter of fact, I am unable to trace any example of 起 ch'i, to raise, being used in a transcription (except perhaps in the somewhat doubtful title of a Mongolian musical air in the Cho-kêng Lu, 28, 8 a). As to 融 lien, it occurs in transcriptions, but in its true meaning it signifies a kind of chair on wheels (a sort of bath chair, as Giles says); it is mainly used as a designation of the Imperial chariot, though it can also be applied to the Imperial hearse. The Chinese translation of Sanang Setsen (4, 6 b) says that, after the death of Chinghiz-khan, « his coffin was raised on a lien » (以 融 奉 衟). The Mongolian term, here translated lien in Chinese, is qasaq târgân, or simply qasaq, both in the Altan sobči (Gomboev's ed., 401 [where qas târgân is a faulty reading], 407, 429, 429, 474, 481) and in «Sanang Setsen» (SCHMIDT, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 1061, 1067, 1088, 1329). Târgân is the ordinary Mongolian word for «car»; qasaq or qasaq târgân, now obsolete, is explained in the dictionaries as «a light two-wheeled waggon». In Mongolian, where there is no x, Qasaq is, in principle, the name of the Qazaq (> Russ. Kazak, Kozak, «Cossack»), i.e. of the Kirghiz. I have no doubt that RAMSTEIDT was right when he proposed (Kalm. Wörterbuch, 1712) to explain qasaq târgân as a term originally meaning «Qazaq chariot». In Osmani, qasaq has become the name of a sort of «sledge» for the transport of heavy weights (RADOV, ii, 366). The Sino-Mongolian Vocabulary of c. 1600 published by Poznánek (Leckei po istorri mongol'skot literatury, iii, 37) gives only one word for «car», 哈撒 ha-sa, i.e. qasaq. In a further chapter of «Sanang Setsen», the Chinese translation (5, 1 a, corresponding to SCHMIDT, 133) merely renders qasaq as 車 ch', «car [in general]». But I doubt whether the qasaq târgân was originally a «light» car, as is said in the dictionaries. The Secret History (§ 64), in an alliterative passage of epic character, speaks of girls seated in qasaq târgân, who were to become the wives of Emperors; and the Chinese translation, done in the 14th cent., renders qasaq târgân as 大車 ta-ch', «big car». The Mongols had their ordinary cars or târgân. Since the text on the death of Chinghiz-khan speaks of a qasaq târgân, it must have been a great chariot, a state car, which the Chinese translators of the 18th cent. were right in translating as lien, «the Emperor's chariot». I may add that, if RAMSTEIDT and I are right in explaining qasaq as Turk. Qasaq, the appearance of the word in the Secret History, which was completed in 1240, antedates the earliest mention of this name in
other sources by almost two centuries. At a later period, the Imperial hearse was made of white felt, with a curtain of blue and green brocade (nasīf > našiš; see "Nac and Nascici"); nasīf was also laid on the coffin. In front of the procession, a Mongol witch, wearing a new dress, rode on horseback, leading another horse, with a saddle ornamented with gold and a bridle and a halter of nasīf, which was called "the Horse of the Golden Soul" (cf. the altan bū'a, "golden body," and altan kā'ūr, "golden corpse," used in reference to Chinghiz-khan in Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 108-109; YS, 77, 8-9; Palladius, in Trudy členov..., IV, 251-252; de Groot's version, Relig. system of China, II, 438, is not accurate). I think that the name Ch'i-lien-ku is not a transcription, but means the "Valley" (ku) where this "Imperial hearse" (lien) was "raised" (ch'i) for burial.

Chinghiz-khan was buried after his coffin had been brought back to Mongolia. According to "Sanang Setsen" (Schmidt, 109), the Mongols, "in despair of being able to get the golden body (i.e. the corpse) out of the car," "erected it for it an eternal tomb." This may perhaps be construed as a misunderstood tradition that, in agreement with the old Altaic habit, Chinghiz-khan was buried with the car. The interpretation may find some support in a text of Plan Carpinae which will be quoted farther on. But it may also be that the reference is to a rite in which the witch and the other attendants performed incantations to bring the dead Emperor back to life. The expression I have translated as "eternal tomb" is rendered in the Chinese translation 長陵 ch'ang-ling, "long-lasting [Imperial funerary] mound" (not "great tomb" as in Ch, 1, 208); the Mongolian original, mōngkā kūr (or mōngkā kùr) is puzzling. It also occurs in the Altan tobči (429), where Gomboev (p. 147) misunderstood it, taking kūr for the Mongolian word which means "all"; Schmidt (p. 109) correctly translates it as "tomb." But kūr, "tomb," is not a true Mongolian word. Kowalewski does not list it; it is given by Gol'stunskii (who reads it) as meaning "corpse," "tomb," but only in reference to the present passage, and clearly as a guess. Ramstedt (Kalm. Wörterbuch, 250) mentions in Kalmuk * kūr with the double meaning of "corpse" and "tomb." Kūr, "corpse," is of course Mong. kā'ūr, "corpse," and in the present passage, both the Altan tobči and "Sanang Setsen" distinguish the "corpse" of Chinghiz, kā'ūr, and his "tomb," kūr. The confusion between the two words seems, however, to have been made in Mongolian at an early date, since kā'ūr occurs in the unpublished Sino-Mongolian inscription of 1362 with the meaning of "ancestral grave-yard" (先 hsjien-ying). The word kūr is evidently the same as Uiy., Coman and Osm. kūr ("kūr"); Kar. gör, Kaz. gür, all meaning "tomb," and probably Yak. kūrūr; so the word covers a wide field in Turkish dialects. At the same time, Turk. kūr, gör cannot be separated from Pers. گور, "tomb" (cf. the well-known "Gur Esnir" of Samarkand). On the other hand, Pers. gör is generally considered as borrowed from the Arabic گابر, "tomb," which has itself passed into Kaz. and Kirghiz Turkish as qabır and qabir (Vullers, II, 1043; Horn, Grundriss der neupers. Etymologie, p. 210; Radlov, II, 450, 453, 1248; Sassanian Persia "exposed" the dead instead of burying them; this would account for the borrowing of the Arabic word when Persia was converted to Islam). It seems as though the Mongols had no word of their own for a real "tomb," with something which marked it above ground. The Altan tobči and "Sanang Setsen" use a foreign word, which may well convey a wrong idea of what Chinghiz-khan's "tomb" actually was like, and
the Chinese translation, with its *ling*, «funerary mound», makes it worse by ascribing to the Mongol Emperors the habits of the truly Chinese dynasties.

That there were no «funerary mounds» over the Mongol Imperial tombs is made practically certain by contemporary accounts.

We read in *YS*, 77, 8 b: «[For Imperial funerals], when they reached the place of the burial mound (*ling*), the earth removed to dig the pit was made into lumps which were disposed in [due] order. Once the coffin had been lowered [into the pit], [the pit] was filled and covered in order [of the lumps]. If there was earth in excess, it was carried to other places far away.» This description implies that there was no «mound», and that the word *ling* is merely used in the text under the influence of the Imperial mounds (*ling*) of Chinese dynasties. The arrangement of the lumps put back in the same order in which they had been taken may refer to the cloths of grass which were not to be damaged so that the ground should retain its original appearance after the funeral. This was important for preserving the secrecy of the tomb. The detail is confirmed by Plan Carpine for the burial of some Mongols of high rank (*WY*, 43): «They fill up the pit..., and place over it the grass as it was before, so that the place should be impossible to find afterwards.»

The *Hei-Ta shih-lio* is an account of the Chinese envoy, P‘eng Ta-ya, who went to Mongolia probably in 1232. He says (24 a): «The tombs (*mu*) of [the Mongols] have no mound (*t‘u* ch’ung); they are trodden over by horses so as to appear as the even [ordinary] ground. At the tomb (*mu*) of T‘e-mu-ch‘en (T‘amujin, Chinghiz-khan), arrows have been stuck [into the ground] so as to make a fence (*t‘u* yüan) — more than 30 li wide —. Horsemen patrol it so as to guard it.» To this, another envoy, Hsi‘ T‘ing who went to Mongolia in 1235-1236, added the following note: «I, [Hsi‘] T‘ing, have seen the tomb of T‘e-mu-ch‘en (Chinghiz-han). It is on the side of the Loo-kou-ho (Lu-kou River); mountains and rivers surround it. It is reported that T‘e-mu-ch‘en was born there and that for that reason, on his death he was buried there; I do not know if it be true or not.»

PALLADIUS stated more than once (first in *Trudy členov rossiskot dukhovnoi missii v Pekine*, iv, 252) that the burial rites of the Mongol Emperors are described in the *Cho-k‘eng lu*, and the statement has passed into *Y*, 1, 248, *Ch*, 1, 195, and even into FENG CH‘ENG-ch‘en’s abridged translation of CHARIGNON’s book (1, 242). But this must be a slip of PALLADIUS: there is nothing of the kind in the *Cho-k‘eng lu*.

Of some importance is another work also alluded to by PALLADIUS, the 草木子 *Ts‘ao-mu tz‘u* of 楊子 堡 Yeh Ts‘u-ch‘i; the author’s preface is dated in 1378 (cf. 蘇-k‘u..., 122, 18 b; so it is not quite correct to call Yeh Ts‘u-ch‘i a «Yüan» author as was done by PALLADIUS and repeated by YULE and CHARIGNON; the title *Ts‘ao-mu tz‘u*, «The Philosopher of Plants and Trees», has become «The Book of Plants, Trees and Seeds» in DE GROOT, *Relig. system of China*, 11, 438). On the making of Imperial coffins during the Yüan dynasty, the information given by Yeh Ts‘u-ch‘i is very similar to that of *YS*, 77, 7 a, and of the second-hand source translated by DE GROOT, 11, 437. The text goes on as follows (cf. NAKA, *Chingisu-kan jitsuroku*, 581; T‘u Chi, 3, 34 a; the text in DE GROOT is a *rifacimento*): «[The coffin] is sent due north to the burial ground, where it is deeply interred. The national custom
is not to raise funerary mounds (坟 堆 fén-lung). When the burial is over, 10,000 horsemen trample the ground so as to make it even. A young camel is killed over it. A thousand horsemen guard [the tomb]. The next year, in the spring, when the grass has grown, they move the tents and go away. One sees only flat ground all over [the surface], and nobody knows [where the tomb is]. When [the Mongols] wish to offer sacrifices [to it], they take as their guide the mother of the [young] camel they had killed and from watching the place where she stops and wails, they know the place of the burial. Consequently, after a long time, even the descendants (lit. the sons and grandsons) cannot have any knowledge of it.»

Yeh Tsü-chi was, it is true, a well-read Chinese; he was born in Chê-chiang under the Mongol dynasty, but never attained any high position at Court, nor does he seem ever to have visited Mongolia. His account is not free from popular legend, like, for example, the story of the young camel. But the whole story could not have been imagined if in fact there had been «mounds» over the Mongol Imperial tombs.

Jourdain de Severac had heard another tale. According to him (Cordier, Les Merveilles de l’Asie, 92, 121) : «When the Emperor dies, he is carried, together with an immense treasure, by several men to a certain place, where they lay down the body and flee at the utmost speed, as if the Devil pursued them. There are other people ready who immediately seize the corpse and proceed in the same way to another place; and so on, until they reach the place where it is to be buried. And this they do so that the place should not be found, and consequently so that nobody might steal the treasures.» A baseless story, but one which testifies to the secrecy of the Mongol Imperial tombs.

D’Ohsson (Oh, 1, 384-385) and Howorth (1, 105) have quoted from Maundeville a text on the funeral of the Great Khans which this pseudo-traveller copied, in fact, from Plan Carpine. In the original, it does not refer to the Great Khans, but it is of sufficient interest, however, to be translated here (Wy, 42-43; cf. Rockhill, Rubruck, 81) : «When one of them (i. e. the Mongols) is dead, if he be [one] of the ordinary leaders (de minoribus, in opposition to quosdam maiores in the next paragraph), he is secretly buried in the steppe, wherever it pleases them. He is buried with one of his tents, [and] seated in the middle of it. They put a table in front of him, with a bowl filled with meat and a jar of mare’s milk. With him are buried a mare with her foal and a horse with bit and saddle. They eat another horse, stuff its hide with straw and raise it on high on two or four poles. [All this is done] in order that [the deceased] should have in the other world a tent in which he could stay, a mare from which he could have milk and even procure more horses, and horses which he could ride. They burn for his soul the bones of the horse they have eaten. The women often assemble to burn bones for the souls of men, as we [ourselves] have seen with our own eyes and have known from others... They bury with him in the same way gold and silver.» This account reminds us more of what we know of Coman rites in southern Russia than of Mongol customs. It may, however, lend colour to the interpretation of «Sanang Setsen»s text quoted above which implies a tradition that Chinghiz-khan was buried with the hearse which had brought him back from Kan-su to Mongolia. Moreover, the horse stuffed with straw and stuck on poles over the tomb of Mongol nobles is also mentioned by Vincent de Beauvais (xxx, ch. 86), who
does not seem here to draw his information from Plan Carpine, and by the Armenian Kirakos (cf. Patkanov, Istorinya Mongolov, ii, 47).

Raśi-du’d-Din’s account of the burial of Chinghis-khan must be quoted in full and compared with other passages in his work. The Persian historian says (Ber, iii, 99-100; cf. also Erdmann, Temudschin, 443-444) : «One day, Chinghis-khan was out hunting, when he saw at one place a solitary tree. The sight of that tree pleased him, and he sat for an hour under it. Within himself he was moved [by it] and thus gave his orders : ‘This place is suitable for my burial; remember it’. At the time of the wailing, people who had heard these words repeated them. The princes (shahzadagan) and the leaders (umārā, the emirs) in compliance with this order chose [that place]. It is said that in the very year of the burial, trees and grass grew beyond measure over that steppe, and now the wood is so thick that it leaves no passage and they do not know [which is] the original tree or the place of the burial, so much so that even the old keepers of the ‘forbidden precinct’ (qarūq-ešān) do not find their way to it. Among Chinghis-khan’s children, this is also the burial ground of his youngest son Tolui-khan and of [the latter’s] children, — Mängü-qa’an (= Mongka-qa’an), Qubilai-qa’an, Ariq-böghi, — and those of their children who remained in that land. The other children of Chinghis-khan (I think that the nonsensical ğ az and its Russian translation ot, ‘among’, ‘from’, which follows this in Berezin should be omitted), Jochi, Chayatal, Ogodai and their children and their kin (ūrūq) have their burial grounds elsewhere (i. e. in other regions; not ‘in other parts of the burial ground’ as in Berezin’s translation). The keepers (qarūq-ešān) of this ‘great forbidden precinct’ (yarūq-i buzurg) are leaders (umārā) of the tribes of the Uryangqähr. In the four ‘great ordo’ (ordō-buzurg) of Chinghis-khan, wailing took place every day, in each ordo. When the news reached regions and places far and near, wives (katūnān) and princes flocked there within a few days from every place and waited. Since many came from the most remote quarters, about three months [thus] elapsed, during which one after the other they came in succession and performed the mourning rites.» The story of the tree seems to belong to some popular tradition connected with one of the sacred «lone trees» so often mentioned in different parts of Asia (see «Caccia Modun» and «Lone Tree»). It reminds one also of the «leafy tree» (saqlaqar modun) mentioned in the Secret History (§ 57) at Qorqonaq-Jubur of the Onon, round which, at the election of Qutula-khan, the Mongols are said to have danced with such frenzy that a waist-deep moat was formed around it.

In the section of Raśi’s description of the tribes which is devoted to the «Uryangqat of the Woods» (Uryangqat-i bēsā; Ber, i, 92), we read : «...In the time of Chinghis-khan, there was, belonging to that tribe, a leader (emir), who was one of the chiliarachs of the left hand, called Üdārī (probably *Udārī < A’udārī, lit. «Door-keeper», but here used as a personal name; ‘Ouralj’ [= Uraj] is a misreading in Not. et Extr., XIII, i, 275). After him (i. e. after the death of Chinghis-khan), it was decided that he (=*Üdārī), with his chiliarachy (hāsārā), should keep guard at the ‘great forbidden precinct’ (yarūq-i buzurg) of Chinghis-khan which is at the place [called] Būrqān-qāldūn, and none of the [men of this chiliarachy] should [have to] enter the (Imperial) guard (aṣkār kāzīk; see ‘Quesitan’; but the proper reading is aṣkār čerīk, ‘the army’, as in the parallel passages below; these men were exempt from military service
because of their duties at the tomb). Tului-khan and his descendants — excepting Qubilai-qa’an — (the text is here in contradiction with the one translated above; I shall discuss the point later), Manggul-qa’an (= Mongka-qa’an) and their (sic) descendants (uruq), were all buried in that ‘forbidden precinct’. The ‘forbidden precinct’ of the rest of the descent of Chinghiz-khan is in other places.

In the section of the Uryangqat proper, Rasid repeats that they are not the same as the ‘Uryangqat of the Woods’, and nevertheless speaks again of the latter (Ber, i, 144-145): «In the time of Chinghiz-khan, there was, belonging to the tribe of the Uryangqat of the Woods, a chilarch who was a leader (emir) of the left hand, called Udachi (*Udachi). After the death of Chinghiz-khan, his children [decided] that [*Udachi], with his chilarchy, should guard the ‘forbidden precinct’ of the great yosun (يورتاق بزورق) of Chinghiz-khan, which is at a place called Burqan-qaldun. These men do not have to join the army (ferik). Until now, their office has been perpetuated [by edicts] and they are attached to that same yosun. Among the children of Chinghiz-khan, the great yosun of Tului-khan, of Manggul-qa’an (= Mongka-qa’an), and of the children of Qubilai-qa’an and his descendants (uruq) have all been deposited in the said place. People maintain that Chinghiz-khan once arrived at that place. An exceptionally verdant tree had grown on the steppe. He was extremely pleased by the fresh and flourishing appearance of the tree. He sat for an hour under that tree, and felt moved within himself; in that condition he said to the leaders and to the ‘great’: ‘It must be that this will be my last [resting] place’. After he died, since they had heard such words from him, his great ‘forbidden precinct’ (yoraq-i buzurg) was fixed at that place, and under that tree. It is said that, in the same year, this steppe, on account of the numerous trees that grew up [there], became a great wood, so that it became impossible to recognize the original tree, and nobody [now] knows which it is. The great yosun of the other children [of Chinghiz-khan] are in another place. The descent (uruq) of this *Udachi continues through hereditary slaves (I read *stugul boyol, or *stugul boyol, instead of Berezin’s «utal boyol» [cf. also Ber, i, 276; Erdmann, Temudchin, 193]; whatever the correct form may be, it is certainly the same term as the one read angil-boyol in Ber, i, 33 [and 227], 58, and ii, 11), since they do not give away girls [to other tribes] nor do they take any [from them].»

In the account of the Mongol army, there is again the following text (Ber, iii, 141): «Chilarchy (hazar) of Udachi (*Udachi). He was from the tribe of the Hoyn-Uryangqat. This tribe and the children of this *Udachi, according to the yasa and the yosun, keep guard at the great ‘forbidden precinct’ (yoraq-i buzurg) which is at the place Burqan-Qaldun. They do not [have] to join the army.»

The yasa is the code laid down by Chinghiz-khan, and the yosun (Mong. yosun) is the Mongol customary law (on the word yosun in Persian texts, cf. Quatremère, Hist. des Mongols, 35). The use of yosun in the third text is quite regular. So it may be too in the second text when Rasid says that the descendants of *Udachi went on keeping guard at the tomb, if we translate this passage as «according to that same rule» (yosun). But then the «forbidden precinct of the great yosun» makes no sense, nor do the «great yosun» of Tului and the «great yosun» of the other children. I have no certain solution to suggest. It may be that yosun
has unduly crept into the text between "yoruq" and "buxurq" in the first case, and that, in the other two cases, "yosun" is a corrupt form of "yoruq"; such a corruption, however, is not easy to explain. Moreover, in these two cases, the wording of the text would suggest something like "bones" rather than "yoruq" or "buxurq".

Rašid’s «Uryängqät» is the plural of Uriyangqä, Uriyangqän, Uriyangqäi > Uryangqäi (Uryangqäi in the Secret History, § 9; Uryangqän, § 120; Uriyangqän in «Sanang Setsen», 860, 1901); d’H Homson’s "Ouriangquites" or "Oriangquites" (Oh, 1, 383, 425, 426) and Berezin’s "Uryankhit" cannot be retained. Rašid distinguishes the "Uryängqät" proper, and the "Uryängqät of the Woods" (Uryängqät-i bēšt in Persia; Höin-Uryängqät = Hoï-yin Uryängqät = Oi-yin Uryängqät in Mongolian; the Mongolian form again occurs in Ber, 1, 9, 86; cf. T’u Chi, 153, 57 b, where, however, the phonetic equivalence of "Hoï-yin" and of Oirat is of course wrong). From a comparison of Ber, 1, 9 and 90, it is clear that more than once Rašid has mixed up the two tribes which he in fact wished to distinguish. We may provisionally accept, however, that the Uryangqäi in charge of Chinghiz-khan’s tomb were in fact "Uryangqäi of the Woods". They are Rubrouck’s "Orenqäi", who used to ski (Wy, 269); the same is said by Rašid of the "Uryangqäi of the Woods" (Not. et Extr., XIII, 1, 275; Oh, 1, 422; Ber, 1, 91, where düna is the Mong. čana, "ski"). Rockhill (Rubrouck, 198, followed by Wy, 269) said that the "Uryangqäi of the Woods" were Tungus, because, like Quatremère (Not. et Extr., XIII, 1, 276), he identified the name Uryangqäi ("Urianghüt") with that of the Oronço or Oroton, the "Reindeer-Breeders", which is of course impossible. Nor have they anything to do with the "Uryangqä of Manchuria of the Ming period. The Uryangqäi proper must have been Mongols, and may have been the ancestors of some of the present Uryangqäi tribes of the Republic of Tuva (on the complex and often uncertain question of the origin of the modern Uryangqäi, cf. Grum-Grüzmači, Zapadnaya Mongoliya i Uryankhatškii Krat, III, 22-25, and add Meng-ku yüan-liu chien-chêng, 6, 9 a-b). As to the "Uryangqäi of the Woods", they too were probably Mongols, although this is not certain (cf. Ber, 1, 90, 141; and the emended version in a note to the Persian text, 186). We are not in a position to say why the "Uryangqäi of the Woods" were in hereditary charge of the tomb of Chinghiz-khan. It may be worth noting, however, that the Mongol legend connects the name of Uryangqäi with that of the Burqan-qaldun at an early date. According to the Secret History (§ 9), the father of Alan-qo’a (Alan-yo’a), Qorilartai-mägin, resenting the fact that his territory to the south-east of the Baikal had been made into a taboo district where he could no longer hunt, moved to the region belonging to Burqan-bosqaqsan and Sänci-bayan, the Uryangqäi fords of the Burqan-qaldun. In § 97 (cf. also § 211), the Uryangqadai (the ethnical derivative form of Uryangqäi) Jaču’dai-āhügän comes from the Burqan-qaldun to bring his son Jämmä to Chinghiz-khan. So there must have been Uryangqäi people at the Burqan-qaldun before the death of Chinghiz-khan. We do not know whether they were Uryangqäi proper or «Uryangqäi of the Woods». On the other hand, Rašidu’-d-Din may have confused the two in the case of the tomb of Chinghiz-khan, as he did in other passages. That there actually were Uryangqäi at the tomb of Chinghiz-khan and that they were real Mongols seems to be confirmed by the passage in «Sanang Setsen», where Dayan-ḫan († 1543), addressing various Mongol tribes, says: «And you, Uriangqän, who have
watched over the golden treasures (altan kümürgä; 金倉庫 chin-mu ts'ang-k'ū in the Chinese version, 6, 6 b) of the Lord (äjän, = Chinghiz-khan), you too are a nation (ulus) with a great destiny (yäkä jiya'atu)" (Schmidt, 191).

When Mongka died in Seū-ch'uan (1259), his son Amsai (Bl, ii, 335-336; cf. Oh, ii, 333-334) took the coffin of his father and brought it to his ordo (Pers. plur. ordohā). In the four ordos of [Mongka], the mourning rites were performed, the first day at the ordo of Qutuqtaş-ñatun, the second day at the ordo of Qutluq-ñatun, the third day at the ordo of Çabui-ñatun (?) who had served [Mongka] during his campaign in China, and the fourth day at the ordo of *Kiitüniñatun. Afterwards, the coffin was put on a table in one of the ordos. In the north, they carried it to the place Bürqän-qaldūn, which they call بئر بهادر Aïkä-qorūq, and buried it by the side of [those of] Chinghiz-khan and Tului-khan.

In 1292, Qubilai's grandson Kamala was sent to the north, in command of the troops there and in charge of the *four great ordos* of Chinghiz-khan (YS, 108, 1 b, 115, 5 a). According to Rašīdu-'d-Dīn (Bl, ii, 591-592), whose text contains several obscure and doubtful names, Kamala wielded considerable power over the regions of Qara-qorum, the Onon and the Kerulen, Kämmiṭūṭ, the Selenga, Qoyaliq — as far as the boundaries of the Kirghiz — and the great 'forbidden precinct' (yorūq-i buzurg) of Chinghiz-khan which is called Bürqän-qaldūn. Haiđar-Raşī speaks of a temple erected by Kamala at the Bürqän-qaldūn (Quatremerè, Hist. des Mongols, 120).

Yäkä-qorūq, lit. *Great qorūq*, is a slightly *turkicized* form of Mong. Yäkä-qorqiq. *Great qorqiq*. Both Turkish qort- and Mongolian qort- (< qort-) mean «to enclose», «to guard», and «to forbid». The technical sense of *tabooed precincts*, «ground reserved for the prince», already occurs in Käšyari for the Turk. qorty (Brockelmann, 160). We even find in the same work (ibid., 161) the nomen agentis qorucu, «keeper [of a qorty]», which shows a secondary -u- <-t- vocalism in the second syllable. This secondary -u- vocalism, which also occurs in the Qutuqtaş biliq, is common in later Turkish dialects (cf. Čay. qoruy and qorq, Osm. qoru). From the Turkish, the word passed into Persian, mainly as یورق qoruc (but with many other spellings, یورق, خوورق, خورق, قورق, قورق, خورق, خورق, خورق, خورق, خورق; cf. Vullers, ii, 721), so that qorqi-i buzurg is the exact Persian equivalent of the Mong. Yäkä-qorūq < Yäkä-qorqiq. On the technical use of qorty > qoruc, cf. the long note of Quatremère in Not. et Extr., XIV, i, 65-66. Hunting and the felling of trees were prohibited in qorty places. This was what Qorlartai-märgän resented (cf. supra) when his territory had been made qorty (in Mong. qorilaudu; the whole story may have developed because of the phonetic analogy between qorqiq and the name of Qorlartai-märgän, lord of the Qor-tum). In Kalmuk, چورق (< qorqiq) now means «prohibition», and the word for a qorqiq area is the derivative چورقچال (< qori'ul; cf. Ramstedt, Kalm. Wörterbuch, 193). The tomb of Chinghiz-khan, of Tului, and of part of Tului's descendants was the «Great Qorqiq», but it was not the only one, nor was a qorqiq always the site of a tomb. Plan Carpine had travelled past a bush which Ögödd[ij had consecrated to his own soul (dimisit unam virgultum crescere pro anima sua; Fy, 43). Nobody was allowed to cut any twig from it; Plan Carpine refrained from infringing the prohibition, although he badly needed a switch to whip up his horse. The bush was clearly a qorqiq bush. Chinghiz-khan's tomb was the «Great Qorqiq», as distinguished from other qorqiq. Berezin was mistaken when he construed Rašīdu-'d-Dīn's statement as meaning that the tombs of
the other sons of Chinghiz-khan and of their descendants lay in other parts of the cemetery; they were in other regions, and that is what Raśid really meant to say. The fact is well known, even in the case of Tului’s lineage, for his son Hülagü and Hülagü’s successors were all buried in Persia. Persian texts speak more than once of the «yorIQ (or qorIQ) of Sulţăniya» or of the «qorIQ of Aryan», the latter one being the place where the ilkhan Aryan was buried (cf. Not. et Extr., XIV, 1, 65). Plan Carpine knew of only two Mongol cemeteries (Wy, 44), one for the Emperors and the great leaders, to which they were carried, when possible, wherever they might have died, the other for the many (multi) Mongols who had been killed in Hungary. Plan Carpine, who did not go farther east than Qara-qorum, speaks of the Imperial tombs only from hearsay, and unduly extends the number and the quality of their occupants. But he passed by the cemetery of the princes killed in Hungary; he even entered its precincts unwittingly, and had a narrow escape from the keepers (clearly the Turk. qoruq, Mong. qoriq; Qoriq occurs as the name of an individual in Bl, ii, 331). Risch (Johann de Plano Carpin, Leipzig, 1930, 86) expressed the opinion that the cemetery was probably in Hungary. This is certainly an error. Plan Carpine’s journey, either way, did not take him to Hungary; moreover, his account implies that the cemetery was in the hands of the Mongols, and the Mongols had vacated Hungary long before 1245-1246. The cemetery must have lain somewhere between Kiev and the Volga. On the other hand, it is clear that the Mongols would bring back from Hungary to southern Russia only the bodies of their higher leaders, probably even only of the princes. I have no information on the tombs of the members of the branch of Jüči, but they must have been buried in the basin of the Volga. The tombs of those of the Çayatal branch are surely to be looked for in the region of the Ili and of both Turkestan, and Qaidu, a grandson of Ögedei (sec «Caidu») was buried in the mountains between the Çu and the Ili (cf. Barthold, 12 Vorlesungen, 186). According to Raśidu’d-Din, Ögedei’s branch was not represented among the Chinghiz-khanids buried at the Yäkä-qoriq; this would exclude Ögedei and Güyük and is in contradiction with the Chinese authorities, according to which both those Emperors, like Chinghiz-khan himself, were buried in the «Ch’ien Valley».

It is not clear, however, that Raśidu’d-Din was entirely wrong. The ordo of a defunct Emperor used to be at no great distance from his tomb, and we know that after Güyük’s death, his ordo remained in the region of the Emil (east of Lake Balkash); Rubrouck saw it there (Wy, 240). Moreover, the conditions which followed Güyük’s death at the time of the regency of his widow, Öül-qamiš, in the region of the Emil make it quite probable that the body of the defunct Emperor was carried from the valley of the Urungu to the Emil and not to north-eastern Mongolia. As to Qubilai and his line, they are in one case said by Raśid to have been buried at the Yäkä-qoriq, and in the two other texts above, as well as in another which will be dealt with farther on, the same historian seems to exclude them, or at least Qubilai himself, from the list. I shall revert to this point later.

In all the texts quoted above, Raśidu’d-Din locates the Yäkä-qoriq at the «Bürqän-qaldän». The names is well known. It is the Burqan-qaldun of the Secret History (§§ 1, 5, 9, 89, 97, etc.), of the Altan toboğ (Gomboev, 43, «Burqan-yaldun»; 120, misread «Burqan-galdan») and of «Sanang Setsen» (Schmidt, 57, 59). «Bürqän-gal-dilt», in Pallas’s translation of another late Mongol chronicle (Sammlungen historischen Nachrichten, 1, 21), is merely a faulty reading of the
same name. De Guignes (Hist. gén. des Huns, 1, ii, p. lvi) speaks of a mountain «Po-uhl-han-\-chuan» where the Onon takes its rise, in the country of the Hsiung-nu. But the name does not go so far back. The whole paragraph is taken by de Guignes from the miscellaneous list of mountains of Mongolia at the end of ch. 90 of the Ta-Ming i-\-ing-chih, where the name 不里罕山 Bu-\-zh\-han-khan, «Burqan-Mountain», is itself taken in fact from the Chinese abridged version of the Secret History. The YS (134, 4 a) gives the biography of Kökö, a Märkit, «whose clan lived in the region (地 ti) of 不里罕哈里敦 Pu-li-han-ha-li-tun (Burqan-qaldun).» «Burqan» can only be the usual Mongol word for Buddha (< Uiy. burhan). One of the lords of the Burqan-qaldun in the Secret History (§ 9) is called Burqan-bosqaqan (= Burqan bosqaqan), «Who has raised Buddha». Qaldun does not seem to have survived in Mongolian. The Ch‘ien-lung Commissioners did not understand it, and changed Burqan-qaldun to an absurd Burqan-qurdun (lit. «Buddha-quick»; Yüan shih yü-chieh, 7, 14 b). Naka (Chingis\-ku kan jitsuroku, 2) renders qaldun as 窪 yō, «mountain», «peak», and T’u Chi (1, 3 a) as 隗 嶂 hsün-ling, «lofty range»; I know of no authority for either interpretation. The word-for-word version of the Secret History merely says that Burqan-qaldun is the «name of a mountain». But, in § 164, qaldun occurs alone (in the plural qaldut), and there it is translated 隗 yai, «cliff». The true rendering of Burqan-qaldun must thus be «Buddha-Cliff». The Secret History (§ 1) expressly says of the Burqan-qaldun that it lay «at the source of the Onon» (Onan-mürdün-tü türi’ün-dü). Mention is made elsewhere (§ 89) of «the Kökö-na’ur of the Qara-\-Irüün of the Sänggür River, within [Mount] Gitrüüü, in front (= to the east) of the Burqan-qaldun»; the Sänggür is the modern Sängkür, which flows from north to south within the bend of the Kürülün. Ong-khan, after the victory over the Märkit at the confluence of the Orkhon and the Selenga, retired first to «Hükürtü\-\-jubur» (? = Hükürtü-\-jubur, the «Valley [ch’uan, well-watered valley] where there are oxen») behind (= west of) the Burqan-qaldun, and afterwards to the «Black Forest» (on the south-eastern side of the southern bend of the Tüla). On the other hand, the Burqan-qaldun cannot be a whole range, since the Märkit, pursuing Chingiz-khan, circled three times round it (ibid. §§ 102, 111). It may be that the name, being well known, was occasionally extended to a larger area, but it must specifically refer to a particular spot, a sacred «cliff» at the source of the Onon. On some maps, for instance that of Roborovski’s travels, the mountains at the source of the Onon are expressly called Burqan-\-jubur, and this was considered by T’u Chi (1, 3 a) as decisive for its identification. As a matter of fact, the location is quite probable, but appears to be based merely on historical research. The name Burqan-qaldun seems to be unknown to modern Mongols; it does not appear in any modern work I know of — neither in the Chinese maps of the Manchu dynasty (nor in d’Anville who followed them), nor in the Meng-\-ku yu-nu chü.

In the late Mongol legend, when the car with Chingiz-khan’s coffin remained stuck in the mud at Muna (cf. infra), the Sünit Kälgüüt-ba’\-atür (or Kilüüän-ba’\-atür) beseeched the defunct Emperor to proceed to his native land. In the course of the song, he reminds him of «Burqatu-\-qan, thy land and water» (Altan toböö, 417, 147; «land and water», yañar usun, is the Mongolian equivalent of the Turk. yûr-su, which refers both to the «mother land» and to its «spirits» or deities), or of «the pasture-lands of thy great people at the fortunate Burqatu-\-qan» (Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 10617-18, 107; ölfüüü, «fortunate», also implies divine action).
Schmidt (p. 379) and Wang Kuo-wei (in a note to the Chinese translation, 4, 7 b) considered that Burqatu-qan was merely another form of Burqan-qaldun; I think they were right. In modern Mongolian, qan, ban, 'khan', is often used as the last element in the names of mountains. The same practice probably obtained already in Middle Turkish: 'Altunqan', the name of a mountain of the Uighur country in Kāšyāri (Brockelmann, 240) should be considered as Altun-šan — Altai (see 'Altaï'), and the 'Qadırqan' Mountain of the Orkhon runic texts must be Qadir-šan, 'Severe Khan', identical with qadır-šan, the title of the qayyan in Kāšyāri (Brockelmann, 246; TP, 1930, 52-53). Burqan, burqan, 'Buddha', occurs more than once in the orography of Central Asia; our maps show a 'Burkhan Buddha Range' (a strange duplication) south-west of the Kökö-nör, and a 'Burkhan-šala' south of Uliasutai. 'Burqatu' would be an adjectival form, 'Having Buddha' (though I know no example of it). It may even be, although not a single mountain name ending with -šan, occurs in the Secret History, that the form Burqatu[-qan] goes back to the 13th cent. Quatremère (Hist. des Mongols, 120) alludes to a passage of Rašidu-'d-Din in which the Onon, the Kerulen and the Tüla are said to take their rise in a mountain called بیژند B.ry.ádū or بیژند B.r.y.d.a. The first vowel is not indicated. On the other hand, *Burjadu might be construed as an older form of Burjasutu or Burjasutai, 'Having water-willows', a name of frequent occurrence in modern Mongolia (twelve places of that name are listed in Popov, Mén-gu yu-mu cxi, Index, p. 32; for the possibility of deriving *Burjadu from burjasun, cf. *Hičatū < hičasun + tu [see 'Caccia-modun']). T'ü Chi (75, 3 a), on another occasion, thought of a Burqatu — Burjadu as meaning 'Having water-willows'. A Burjači is known between Külja and Tarbayatai (Popov, 463). Onggın-Burjadatı (misread 'Ungu-burhatái in Popov, 73) and a stream Burjadatı (Popov, 358), which are in Mongolia, are names of which are more probably derived from burjasun than from Burqan, Burjān. In the same way, in the modern nomenclature of Mongolia there are several Uliatái (<: Uliyatái; Popov, 284, 371 [where 'Uliasutai' is a misreading]) together with the more common Uliatái and Uliasutai (cf. Popov's index, 62², 63¹). Nevertheless, in view of the location, and also on account of the Burjqatu-šan of the late Mongol legend, I incline to Quatremère's view that B.ry.ádū is Burqatu, another name of the Burqan-qaldun.

In all the above texts, Rašidu-'d-Din located Chinghiz-khan's tomb at the Burqan-qaldun; but elsewhere he gives information which seems to contradict this. According to Schmidt (loc. cit. 389), Rašid speaks also of the tomb of Chinghiz-khan as being in the country of Qara-qorum and at 'Nuda Undur' in the vicinity of the Selenga. I do not know the passage on Qara-qorum (Wolff, Gesch. der Mongolen, 117, certainly copied Schmidt); it appears to be some vague or distorted statement, which we may surely leave out of consideration. The case of 'Nuda Undur' is more puzzling. Schmidt corrects the reading to 'Nuta Öndör', without giving any reason. The 'Nuda Undur' in Howorth (1, 107) seems to be taken from Schmidt's note. Schmidt gives no authority for the name; Wolff (loc. cit. 117) takes it for that of the whole 'district', but the very form he gives, 'Nuta Öndör', shows that, here again, Schmidt is his only source. As a matter of fact, 'Nuda Undur' is, directly or indirectly, itself derived from Rašidu-'d-Din, where we find the two following passages:

a. (Bl, 11, 560-562) : After Arfq-bögä's death at Qubilai's Court, his sons were sent to his own territory (yurt). Arfq-bögä used to spend the summer (yaltaq) in the Altai (التا); such is the
true reading, not the "بالاس" 티, tortured so as to give the ‘Ulyasutai’ of Blochert’s edition) and the winter (qistlag) at the *Urungü (= the Urungu of our maps, the Ürungü of the Secret History, §§ 158, 177; such again seems to be the correct reading for the "ا Bite of the mass., certainly not ‘Uryangqa’ as in Blochert) and... (the name is corrupt; Blochert’s *Qirgil, ‘Kirghiz’, seems improbable here); the distance between both is a three days’ route. Sóryq-tani-bög (or -bäk; the mother of Mongka, Qubilai, Hülegü and Arik-bög; on the name, misread by Blochert, cf. TP, 1932, 43-54) had been there (but she died in 1252, many years before Arik-bög). Arik-bög was one month and six days in the service of [Qubilai]-qa’an, and then died. They brought him to Buda-ündür, which is the great ‘forbidden precinct’ (yörûq-i buzurg) of Chinghiz-khan, in the vicinity of the Selenga River (sêlkê; Sóryq-tani-bög and the other princes have also been buried there, except (fa ulla) Qubilai-qa’an…). In the mass., the name I have read Buda-ündür is written "بوداى‌اندعر", which explains the ‘Nuda-undur’ mentioned by Schmidt.

b. (Bl, ii, 576-577) : «Another [chief] was Chängqi-kürägân (‘the Imperial son-in-law Chängqi’; he must be the Imperial son-in-law ‘Chängqi’ often mentioned in the YS as چئنگچي Ch‘ang-chi, چئنگچي Ch‘ang-chi and چئنگچي Çh‘ang-chi; cf. Wang Hui-taù, 19, 3 b; his name occurs first in 1275; he was made a prince in 1287; for the name, cf. another Chängqi in the Secret History, § 277) of the Jälar (not ‘Çalair’ as in Blochert’s edition), emir of a chilirarchy (hâzdrû). This is the chilirarchy which was formerly that of an emir called ‘Uqi, and this [Uqi], with a chilirarchy of Oïrat (var. Urat), by the rule of yarîlty (i.e. on account of an Imperial order) kept guard at Buda-ündür (var. Buda-ûñdir), which is the great ‘forbidden precinct’ (yörûq-i buzurg), and the bones (ustwânâhât) of the princes (khażdâgân) are deposited there. When the princes who were under the orders of Nomoyan rebelled (see ‘Nomogan’), and the troops went with them, this chilirarchy joined the troops of Qaidu; [but] some remained there. Now, this chilirarchy belongs to the children of Uqi. » In view of the other passages, translated above, it is tempting to correct ‘Uqi’ to ‘Ülêck’ and ‘Oïrat’ (or ‘Urat’) to ‘Uryanqät’. The place intended cannot be any other than the ‘Great qoriq’, Yâkä-qoriq, of the Burqan-qaldun. On the other hand, the readings in the present passage are in favour of the correction ‘Buda-ündür’ in the preceding one. This was already the solution adopted by Quâtremerè (Hist. des Mongols, 118), which Blochert accepted. Quâtremerè also said that ‘Buda’ must render Buddha, of which Burqan is the Mongolian equivalent. I feel inclined to agree with him, though partly only with Blochert, who explains ‘Buda-ündür’ as the great Buddha (Bl, ii, 561) : ٰندیر is a geographical term, and Buda-ündür can only mean ‘Buddha Height’, ‘Buddha Hill’. One obscure point remains to be cleared up. Quâtremerè and Blochert found it quite natural that ‘Buda-ündür’ should be in the vicinity of the Selenga. But the Selenga is in an entirely different region, west of the Tüla and the Orkhon. If Buda-ündür, as is practically certain, is but another name of Burqan-qaldun and of Burqatú-qaan, the mention of the Selenga is a bad slip of the Persian historian.

The location of the Burqan-qaldun, and consequently of the place where Chinghiz-khan was buried, which, according to Rašidu’-dîn, was at the source of the Onon, entails another important consequence. Several Mongol noblemen claiming descent from Chinghiz-khan told Gaubil
(Hist. de Genghiscan, 54) that the tomb of their great ancestor was at the 'Han mountain', i.e., according to Gaubil, lat. 47° 54' and long. 9° 3' (west of Peking; cf. also Gaubil's ms. notes quoted by Quatremeré, 119). This is the 'Han alin' ('Han Mountain') of d'Anville's Map ('Tartarie chinoise'), 7th sheet, the Šan Han-shan ('Han Mountain') or Šan-tūla of the Chinese maps, facing Ulān-bātor (Urga), just south of the eastern end of the southern bend of the Tūla (cf. also Timkovski, Voyage à Pékin, i, 119; ii, 426 sq). I think that some misinterpretation of this location south of the Tūla is responsible for the mention found in d'Anville ('Tartarie chinoise'), 4th sheet) that the Imperial tombs of the Mongol dynasty are supposed to be in the mountains south of the lake into which the Ongin flows; the same indication is found in the 'Carte générale de la Tartarie chinoise' in du Halde, t. iv, coupled with a wrong location of Qara-Qorum on the southern bank of the Ongin, near the lake. Whatever the truth may be, it is a fact that the Pu-'erh-han-shan ( — Burqan-qaldun) of the Chinese abridged version of the Secret History has been identified with the Šan-tūla 'south of the Tūla' by the author of the Mēng-kü yú-mu chi (Popov, 347-348). Since Šan-tūla means 'Mountain of the Khan', such an identification appeared convincing to most scholars, e.g., de Guignes (Hist. gén. des Huns, iii, 74), D'Oissone (Oh, i, 384), Quatremeré (Hist. des Mongols, 120), Yule (Y, i, 247), Howorth (i, 107) and Błowet (ii, 336). It is, however, clearly untenable. A tomb cannot at the same time be at the source of the Onon as well as on the left bank of the Tūla, opposite Ulān-bātor. The Šan-tūla is a sacred mountain, a gorig, that of Ulān-bātor, but there is not the slightest ground, either in ancient texts or in modern tradition, to locate the tomb of Chinghiz-khan in that region.

After Chinghiz-khan's death, moreover, his four main ordos were probably installed at a place not far from his tomb; and, although Rubrouck never visited them, he knew that they were in the region of the 'Onon Kerule', i.e., of the Onon and the Kerulen (Wy, 208, 268). It must have been there that T'ai-tsung went in 1232 and Mongka in 1257 when they visited the hsing-kung (= ordo) of T'ai-tu ( — Chinghiz-khan); there too that Yāsūn Tāmr (T'ai-ting) published his edict of amnesty in 1323 (cf. supra).

But Rašdū-d-Din's texts were not familiar even to modern Chinese scholars, and there is now a tradition among the Mongols that Chinghiz-khan's tomb still exists in the Ordos. The Ts'ū yīlan (s.v. Ch'i-lien-ku) has no hesitation in stating that the Ch'i-lien-ku is on the north side of the Altan Mountain, north-west of the Huang-bo, in the central banner of the right wing of the Ordos, and that the tomb of Chinghiz-khan is there. A protracted controversy over this question between T'u Chi and Chang Hsiang-wen was published in the geographical collection Ti-hsūeh ts'ung-shu and in the geographical review Ti-hsūeh tsa-chih of 1921 (cf. the list of the papers in the bibliographical appendix of Yanai, Nos. 418-425). I have had no access to the original papers, but T'u Chi's views are summed up in his book. Moreover, most of his arguments have been translated by Charignon (Ch. i, 197-208), unfortunately with many mistakes, beginning with one which makes him call his author 武進「Wou Tsin」, since he mistook his native place Wu-chin for his name.

The starting-point of the controversy was of course the modern tradition of the Ordos, for which certain Chinese authors thought they found confirmation in Sanang Setseen. According to the Mongol chronicler, after the death of Chinghiz which he places at Dörmiggāi ( — Ling-chou),
his body was put on a cart that went north. But when the procession reached Muna-yin kögūbūr (Altan tobbi, 40°) or Muna-kögūbūr (Sanang Tsetsen, 106°), the car stuck up to its nave in the mud and could not be moved. It was on that occasion that a Sūnit leader addressed the corpse with the song of which mention has already been made. SCHMIDT (p. 107) merely rendered Muna-kögūbūr the region of the Mona, which seems inadequate; GOMBERG (p. 147) understood Muna-yin kögūbūr as meaning the marshy place of the Muna, which is in agreement with the Chinese translation (4, 6 b; 穀納之漑泥處, a muddy place of the Mu-na). KOWALEWSKI, on the strength of the present passage, tentatively read kögūbūr and rendered it promontory; GOLSTUNSKII, in referring to Sanang Tsetsen, gave swollen as the meaning of kögūbūr. I think that we should read kögūbūr (kō'ūbūr) and kögūbūr (kō'dūbūr), both > kōbūr, and that this is a noun derived from kōgā, kō'-ā, to swell, to rise, Kalm. kō- (RAMSTEDE, Kalm. Wörterbuch, 243). It is not a place name, and we should probably translate it a swollen place of the Muna. In another passage, p. 249, SCHMIDT made of kögūbūr a place name, Koke-Born; there is no place name in the Chinese translation, 7, 10 b, but the sentence is puzzling). In an earlier passage, when Chinghiz-khan was marching from Mongolia against the Hsi-Hsia, he arrived at the Muna-šan, i.e., the Muna Mountain, and exclaimed (SCHMIDT, 99; I have retranslated the passage): For a dispersed nation, this is a fine place of refuge; and for a peaceful nation, this is good pasture-land. For deer and stags it is a fine hunting place, and for an old man a good resting place. Incidentally, it may be noticed that the ordinary texts of the Chinese version give in this passage Na-mu instead of Mu-na, and this is the origin of the pseudo-Lake Na-mu in Ch, 1, 206; but the Palace Ms. of the Chinese version correctly has Mu-na, as in the Mongol. WANG Kuo-wei (cf. his note in the Mêng-ku yüan-liu chien-chêng, 4, 3 a) has called attention to the fact that this Mu-na must be the Mu-shan (Muna Mountain) where, according to the Ming shih (327, 4 a; 328, 2 b), the Mongol leader A-lu-t'ai (Aruqtai) sought refuge when he fled from Toqto-buqa, and also the land of Mu-na of the Huang-ho mentioned in another passage of the Ming shih (328, 3 b). WANG concluded that the Muna Mountain of Sanang Tsetsen must be in the neighbourhood of the great bend of the Yellow River. I think we can go one step farther. WOLFF (Gesch. der Mongolen, 112; cf. also HOWORTH, 1, 101) says that the Muna-šan, belonging to the system of the Yin-shan, was situated at the north-western end of the great bend of the Huang-ho, on the road from the Gobi to Ning-hsia. Although this is not quite correct and WOLFF does not give any authority, he seems to have already noticed the text which, in my opinion, provides the true location. In 1697, GERBILION went from Peking to Ning-hsia in the train of the Emperor K'ang-hsi. On May 30, following the northern part of the great bend of the Huang-ho, but south of the river, he camped in a great meadow which, he says, extends to the Huang-ho, opposite a mountain which is on the other side of the river and is called Mona; as the river here makes some sort of an angle, it is called Mona hojo (= Mona qos'o = Mona qoiliun, Mona promontory). There was good fodder in that meadow, but it was marshy in many places. Many Mongols are camped here and there, on account of the convenience of the fodder (DU HÄLDE, IV, 378). The Mona hojo is marked on DU HÄLDE's maps. This marshy place must be the swollen (= marshy) place of the Muna mentioned in the account of the Altan tobbi and of Sanang Tsetsen. As to the Muna-khan, it
must be the Mona Mountain mentioned by Gerbillon on the northern bank of the Huang-ho. It was not unknown to Chinese geographers, and the name of the Monroe [Mun-†a-shan] occurs in the Mêng-ku yu-mu chi, 5, 8 a, although it has been omitted in Popov's translation (p. 300, n. 321). Nor do I think there can be any doubt as to its present identity. It is the «Muni-ulâ» («Muni Mountain») of R Oldrovskif's map and of the Yü-lin-fu sheet of the German map of East China, a range which runs from west to east, just north of the Huang-ho, and west of Pao-t'ou.

It is clear that the importance given to the Muna in the Altan tobâî and in «Sanang Setsen» has some significance in the history or at least in the legend of Chinghiz Khan. The Altan tobâî does not give Chinghiz's effusions on the subject of the region of the Muna-šan, but, after relating the episode of the car stuck in the mud in that place, it adds (p. 147) : «On a former occasion, when the Ruler passed through this place, it pleased him, and that is why the car sank up to its nave. Later false rumours spread among the people (that he was buried there) . . .» In a note, Gomroev adds that, even now, the belief obtains among the Mongols that a man, when passing a place, must not show that he likes it, since this would foretell that, sooner or later, he will die there. Schmidt was also struck by the episode, and, as he could not believe that the body of Chinghiz Khan had been carried as far as Burqan-qaldun, he expressed the opinion (p. 390) that the praise given by Chinghiz to the Muna-šan and the story of the car stuck in the mud at Muna were intended to express the choice made of the Muna by Chinghiz as his last resting place. In China also, this has been adduced by the upholders of the Ordos as the region where Chinghiz Khan was buried. There can be no doubt that the account more or less suggests such a conclusion, but it is a late development and, even so, full of contradictions. In 1226, Chinghiz Khan marched against the Hsi-Hsia not across the great bend of the Huang-ho, but by coming direct from Mongolia to the Etsin-yol. The mention of the Altan-šan at the north-western angle of the bend of the Huang-ho (Schmidt, 103, and 388, 389) when it is erroneously identified with the Liu-p'-an-shan in Kan-su) is also due to the same tendency (see «Altai»). I have little doubt that the words put into the mouth of Chinghiz Khan on the Muna-khan that it was a good place of refuge for a dispersed nation really allude to Aruqtau’s flight to the Muna Mountain, which took place in the 15th cent. Both chronicles are of the 17th cent., at a time when power among the Mongols had passed from northern Mongolia to the Ordos region. In the passages on the Muna-khan and the Muna marsh, we have merely the first state of the claims which we shall examine when they have reached their full development. But, as the commentator of the Mêng-ku yüan-liü remarked (4, 7 a), the very text of the song of the Süni bard, with its constantly recurring mention of places in Mongolia like the Burqatu-šan and the Kerulen, still testifies to the belief that the goal of the procession was really Chinghiz Khan’s ordo in northern Mongolia.

This would seem to be confirmed by the indications of the chronicles on the location of the tomb. In the Altan tobâî (42 b 9, 148), «his true corpse (linân kâtür) was buried, according to some, at Burqan-qaldan (read «Burqan-qaldun»), according to others at the Yâki-undui which is at the back of the Altai-šan and in front of the Qadaiqan». According to «Sanang Setsen» (Schmidt, 109), «the golden corpse of the Ruler was buried at a place called Yâki-ûtâk, which is at the back of the Altai-šan and on the sunny side of the Kântû-qa’an». The Chinese version (4, 8 b) gives «the place [called] Great Ôtk, on the shady
side of the Altai Mountain and on the sunny side of the Qadai Mountain. "Yäkä-üttäk (or öttäk)" is unknown. Charignon's "Ta-o-t'ê-k'o", "Great O-t'ê-k'o" (Ch, i, 201), is merely taken from the Chinese version of "Sanang Setsen" (Popov's "Da-Otok" p. 313, is equally misleading). On the other hand, there is an 鄂 關 科 O-t'u-k'o (or O-t'u-[克] k'o) Mountain. *Öttäk -* Öttök, the "Oudouc Alin" of d'Anville's map, the "Etuk" of Popov, 352, north of the Tula and opposite the 皇子 (it is the pseudo-"Gontou" of Ch, i, 200); but it is not known as "Yäkä Öttük", and there is nothing to show that "Sanang Setsen", whose family connections were in the Ordo region, ever thought or even knew of it (in the present state of our knowledge, it would be arbitrary to try to connect the name of the Öttük Mountain with that of the sacred Öttük Mountain of the ancient Turks, on which cf. TP, 1929, 212-219). In view of the "Yäkä-undui" of the Altan tobê, I suspect that both its form and that in "Sanang Setsen" are corrupt for "Yäkä-ündür", "Great Height", "Great Hill". In other words, it would be merely another form of the Buda-ündür of Rašdu-'d-Din, i.e. another name of the Burqan-qalda. As the Altan tobê shows, the tradition of the burial at the Burqan-qalda, attested at an early date by Rašdu-'d-Din, survived in Mongolia. The same was expressed by texts speaking of the "Yäkä-ündür, but the author of the Altan tobê, who had the name in a corrupt form, did not recognize it, and was erroneously led to believe that it represented a different tradition.

That the "Yäkä-ündür is identical with the Burqan-qalda would seem also to be shown by its location north of the Altai and south of the Kántäi. The name of the Altai had in Mongol popular usage a wider range of application than in our nomenclature. Although, strictly speaking, the Altai lay in western Mongolia, both Polo and the Mongol chroniclers agree in mentioning it in connection with the tomb of Chinghiz-khan. It seems to have been a vague designation of the range of mountains which extended south of the Tula and the Kerulen and which, like the mountains north of Peking, were and are sometimes still known as the Унгган Mountains (the 安 蒨 Hsing-an of the Chinese; see Altai). The Chinese translation of "Sanang Setsen" (4, 8 b) gives here the same reading 阿勒台 A-lo-t'ai, Altai, as in Schmidt's text. It would be arbitrary to change it to 阿勒坦 A-lo-t'an, Altan, as is done by T'u Chi (3, 33 b), in order to connect it the more easily with the 拔都罕 An-t'an-po-tu-han of YS, 149, 1 b (this is repeated in Ch, i, 204); the latter name probably renders *Altan-botuqan (= *Altan-botuyan), "Golden-Young Camel", and has nothing to do with the name of the Altai Mountains. On the other hand, the Kántäi Mountains are the mountains from the southern slopes of which the Tula takes its rise; the sources of the Onon and the Kerulen are in the mountains to the east of the Kántäi Range. I do not know the origin of the name, nor can I trace it back farther than the 17th cent. Kowalewski reads the name "Gentei-lan", but all the Chinese transcriptions suppose an initial k-. The Chinese geographers of the Mandchu dynasty distinguish a "Small Kántäi", 小 前 蒴 Haio K'en-tê, to the north-west of the sources of the Kerulen and the Onon, from the Kántäi Range more to the south-east. According to the Meng-ku yu-mu chi (7, 22 a; this passage has been omitted by Popov, 347), the native name of the "Small Kántäi" is 阿集格音特 A-chi-ko K'ên-tê; this name, written 阿集格音特 A-chi-ko K'êin-tê in the Wu-ch'ang map, is the "Agigue Kentei" of d'Anville. But it cannot be a "native", i.e. a Mongolian name, since ačige, "small", is not Mongolian, but Manchu. In any case, it is the "Small Kántäi" which is the highest range,
and which forms the line of demarcation for the rivers flowing north, north-east, south-east, and south-west. The Burqan-qaldu, as we have located it, actually lies north of the Altai, taken in its broader sense, and the tomb of Chinghiz-khan, especially if it be on the southern slopes of the Burqan-qaldu, may well be said to have been on the sunny side of the Käntäi Mountains. The conclusion would be that even the Mongol chroniclers of the 17th cent. agree, as to the site of the tomb, with the information provided at an early date by Polo and by Râšidu’d-Dîn.

Yet, if I do not doubt the accuracy of the location, I am afraid that the mention of the Käntäi-qan is highly doubtful. The Käntäi-lan is mentioned elsewhere in «Sanang Setsen» (Schmidt, p. 159), but not in connection with Chinghiz-khan’s tomb, and there the Chinese translation too (5, 15 b) renders the name 賢 律 波 山 K’en-‘t’-lan-chan, «the Käntäi-lan Mountains». On the contrary, in the passage relating to Chinghiz-khan’s tomb, the Chinese translation gives Qadai-lan. Naka (Chingsiu-kan jitsuroku, 582) has quoted Schmidt’s edition of the Mongol text to correct Qadai-lan to Käntäi-lan, and T’u Chi (3, 33 b) concurred with him. But Qadai-lan, is also the reading in the Altan tóbdi. Now, the Altan tóbdi, the complete title of which is Qad-un ündüüsün quiriyangqu altan tóbdi, seems to be the first of the seven works used by «Sanang Setsen», that which he calls Ḫad-un ündüüsün-ü ärdändi-yin tóbdiya (Schmidt, 299). It cannot be an accident that we have «Qadaiqan» occurring in the Altan tóbdi as well as in the Chinese version of «Sanang Setsen». The only possible conclusion is that it is the original reading in both works (the second perhaps taking it from the first), and that «Käntäi-lan» in Schmidt’s Mongolian text is a misreading, due to the influence of this second well-known name. Whether «Qadaiqan» (= Qadai-qan ?) be itself a correct ancient form is another question. The name exists in Mongolian. A postal relay «Qadaiqan» is mentioned in the Mêng-ku yu-mu chi (Popov, 323), but remains unidentified; moreover, this may be merely an onomastic coincidence. My conclusion is that there is every probability of our being right if we locate Chinghiz-khan’s tomb on the Burqanqaldu, at the source of the Kerulen, but that we should not adduce, as additional proof, the pseudo-Käntäi-lan of Schmidt’s edition of «Sanang Setsen», as has been done hitherto.

A «southern» theory for the tomb of Chinghiz-khan has, however, been proposed, and Cordier, who summed it up in Y, I, 249-250, seems to give it pre-eminence in his Histoire générale de la Chine, II, 223. According to this theory, which has taken different forms, Chinghiz-khan’s tomb would not be in upper Mongolia, but in the region of the Ordos.

The first Chinese exponent of such a view was 張 穆 Chang Mu, the author of the Mêng-ku yu-mu chi (6, 9-10; Popov, 312-315, where the translation is somewhat abridged; the preface to Chang Mu’s work is dated 1839). Chang Mu started from the name 我 與 伊 克 斯 1-k’o-chao of the «league» of the Ordos, which is the Mongolian Yak-k’o (or Yak-k’ai), meaning «Great Temple» (in Chinese 大 廟 ta-miao). The 理 議 葉 則 例 Li-fan-yiian tse-li («Regulations of the Court of border vassals», under the Manchu dynasty) says that «in the Yak-k’ai League, there is the tomb (墓 囍 yuen-ch’iin) of Chinghiz-khan. The seven ‘banners’ of the Ordos have established five hundred families of darbat to guard the tomb and make sacrifices...» The name Yak-k’ai, according to Chang Mu, was given because of the tomb, which had never been in northern Mongolia. To determine its location, Chang resorts to the «Altai» (which he changes to «Altan») and the «Qadai» of the Chinese version of «Sanang Setsen». He connects «Qadai» with an
otherwise unknown Ha-lu-t’ê (*Qalut ?) Mountain, which is mentioned in 1680 and 1688 as lying six days’ journey from the Urait (cf. also Popov, 376; Charignon, Ch. 1, 205, mistakes *Qadai for the Altai). As to the pseudo-Altai, it would be the Altan Mountain, to the north-west of and outside the great bend of the Yellow River, which in turn would be the same as the 阿爾布坦 A-erh-pu-t’ân (*Arbutan) Mountain of the Ta-ch’îng irt’ung chih (the whole of Charç’s argument has been accepted and repeated by Kao Pao-ch’üan, 14, 1-5). It is this *Arbutan, erroneously identified by Shih Yüan-chîeh and Kao Pao-ch’üan with the Arbuqa of the Secret History (cf. supra, p. 316-317), which has become *Arbouz-oîla in Ch. 1, 189. The latter form cannot be correct, as there is no final َ in Mongolian; arbus is the Russian form of Turk. qarpus, qarbus, *water-melon*. According to Chang Mu, the *Arbutan Mountain is outside the bend of the Huang-ho. Chinese and European maps have an *Arbus* Mountain, but within the bend of the river. Unfortunately I cannot find *Arbutan on any map, nor can I account for either *Arbutan or *Arbus* in Mongolian. But whatever may be the truth of this point, the fact remains that Chang Mu’s identification relies only on the phonetic resemblance between the name of the Altan Mountain, north-west of the Ordos, and that of the Altai in *Sanang Setsen*. He would never have thought of it, had it not been for the *tomb* which was said to be honoured by the Yïklî-jô league.

According to Grum-Grijkalo (Zapadnaya Mongoliya i Uryankhatskt krat, ii [1926], 64, perhaps quoting an unpublished ms. of Žamcarano on *The Cult of Chinghiz in the Ordos*), the *darhat of the Ordos are convinced that Chinghiz was buried near the Muna Mountain, lying in the bošûn of the Urait, north of the Huang-ho*. This is merely the outcome of the legend of the Muna related by *Sanang Setsen*, which I have discussed above (p. 344). The same author continues: *In the Chronological History of the Mongols which I [? Grum-Grijkalo, or Žamcarano] copied in the Ordos, it is said that Chinghiz and his descendants, the Great Khans, were buried in the temple Ci-nan-liu. The location of that temple is unknown.* Without being positive on the point, it seems to me as though *Ci-nan-liu* were a modern Mongolian transcription of Ch’î-nien-ku = Ch’î-lien-ku, the Ch’î-lien Valley of the Chinese texts. In such a case, the information is of no value.

Hsiû Sung (1781-1848) is quoted in the Mêng-ku yu-mu csi (Popov, 313) as being indebted to the 德 Tê pei-tzu of the Tûmât for the following statement: *The tomb of T’ai-tsu (= Chinghiz-khan) lies in the extreme north-west, outside the territory of 榆林 Yü-lin. The place is called Çayân-argä; çayân means ‘white’; argä means ‘tent’. * Chang Mu sees in argä another transcription of the Ôtär, Ôtik of *Sanang Setsen*, which is of course impossible. Nor do I know any Mongolian word argä, *tent*; the word meant ought to be argä < ārgä, *chieftain’s tent*. I suspect, however, that some misunderstanding may have here arisen, and that we should perhaps read Çayân-argi, *White Steep bank*. A Çayân-argi, which I do not find on the maps, is mentioned more than once in the Mêng-ku yu-mu csi (6, 6a, 13b, 14a; Popov, 49, 51) and seems to be in the required direction. For us, the information merely indicates that the Tûmât prince thought that the tomb was in the Ordos.

The belief that the tomb was in the Ordos, i.e. within the great bend of the Huang-ho, became well known in Europe when two Belgian missionaries, de Vos and Verlinden, published in the
Missions Catholiques of June 18, 1875 (No. 315) an account of their visit to its supposed site. Further information was furnished by PRŽVALSKÍ, POTANIN, ROCKHILL, BONIN and DE LESDAIN (cf. Y, 1, 249-250; Ch, 1, 196); CHARIGNON (Ch, 1, 207-208) adds recent Sino-Mongolian statements which were made during the controversy of 1921, but to these papers I have had no access.

The name of the place is certain, and is correctly given by most travellers: it is «Ejen-horo» < Aǰān-šorā < Aǰān-qoriya, «the Master’s Residence» («Edjen-joro» in Y, 1, 249, and «Edjen Djoro» in Cordier, Hist. gén. de la Chine, ii, 223, are misreadings erroneously attributed to Potanin). But there are two «Ejen-horo», the Yākā-āǰān-šorā or «Great Master’s Residence», and the Bāya-āǰān-šorā or «Small Master’s Residence». The «Ejen-horo» marked on our maps (for instance that of Potanin or the German map of Yū-lin-fu), in the north-eastern part of the Ordos territory and south-west of the camp of the Dzungar Prince, as being the supposed tomb of Chinghiz-khan is in fact the Bāya-āǰān-šorā, the supposed tomb of the wife who is said to have killed Chinghiz. The Yākā-āǰān-šorā reputed to be the tomb of Chinghiz lies much more to the south-west, not far from the encampment of the Wan Prince, and in the neighbourhood of the Čayān-nūr. Every year, relics of Chinghiz-khan are brought over there from different parts of the Ordos country, on the 21st day of the sixth moon according to Potanin, on the 21st day of the third moon according to Bonin. The latter date is confirmed by a Mongol account (cf. Ch, 1, 207); but we do not know why it was chosen. It may be worth noting that among the relics of Chinghiz brought on that occasion, his gun is listed! I am unable to restore most of the names given in PRŽVALSKÍ and Bonin’s accounts. According to GRUM-GREIMAŁO (loc. cit., ii, 64), the site of the Yākā-āǰān-šorā where the relics are kept is called «Bayan-čonjuk».

A fresh claim to the discovery of Chinghiz-khan’s tomb was made in 1927 by the late P. K. KOZLOV. I know it only from the accounts which appeared in the Berliner-Zeitung am Mittag of October 31, 1927, and in the China Express and Daily Telegraph of November 3, 1927, and I hope it was not reported in the words of the Russian explorer. A direct descendant of Chinghiz-Khan is said to have revealed to Kozlov that the tomb lay in the Gobi, «near the ruins of the dead city of Khara Khoto» (probably that of the Edzin-γol; see «Echina»). «The remains, in a silver coffin, rest on seventy-eight crowns of princes and chieftains...» Among the treasures buried with the conqueror, is «a copy of the Bible written by an English monk». The whole story is a good illustration of the abysmal depth which separates credulity from credibility.

All the traditions locating Chinghiz-khan’s tomb south of the Gobi, and especially those of the Ordos, may easily be proved to be late inventions; they are the result both of a confusion between the tomb itself and the ordo which attended to the cult of the defunct Emperor, and of the migration of these ordos from northern Mongolia into the great bend of the Huang-ho.

According to BARTHOLD (Otčit o podátké v Srednyu Aziyu, 20), Rašiud-Din speaks of stone statues (kamennyya baby) erected at the tombs of Chinghiz-khan and of the lineage of Tolui, in front of which sweet-smelling substances were constantly burnt. Unfortunately, I cannot discover the corresponding passage either in BEREZIN or in BLOCHET; BARTHOLD’s interpretation can, however, hardly be correct. The word used (in the plural) by Rašid is šurat, «portrait», which may mean a pictorial representation, or a felt or a woven figure, just as well as stone sculpture; on this point I quite agree with the objections raised by GRUM-GREIMAŁO (Zapadnaya Mongo-
Moreover, we know from many sources, and from Rašid himself, that there was no outward sign to indicate the site of the tomb. Whatever the wording of the passage may be (Barthold only quotes one sentence from it), and whether the fault lay with the Persian author or with his Russian commentator, the «portraits» must have been the images which are often mentioned by mediaeval travellers and by Chinese sources; at first they hung in the tents of the ordos; at a later period of the Mongol dynasty, when Chinese influence became predominant, these portraits, woven with brocade, were placed in various temples in or near the capital (cf. YS, 33, 10 a; 75, 8 a). Both the Altan tobi (425, 147; the text however is not always clear) and «Sanang Setsen» (Schmidt, 109) speak of «eight white tents (or chambers)», naiman ḋayān gär, erected after the funeral at or near Chinghiz's tomb. This can only refer to conditions that prevailed at a later date. In 1266, the ancestral temple of the Mongol Imperial family at Peking was finally laid out by Qubilai with eight «chambers» ( mús shih), dedicated respectively to Yásügäi, Chinghiz, Ögdäi, Ječi, Čayatai, Tolui, Gürük, Mongka, together with the first wife of each of them. Despite the new regulations adopted by Qubilai's successors, the principle of the eight «chambers» was long maintained, although we hear of ten «chambers» in 1327; at that time, of the eight of 1266 Chinghiz and Tolui alone had «chambers», all the others having been allotted to later sovereigns (cf. YS, 74; also 69, 4-5, 9-10). The whole scheme is of Chinese origin. Chinghiz-khan had in Mongolia four main ordo (plur. ordos), in which his cult must have been celebrated, and some time after his death these may have been moved together to a place perhaps not far distant from his tomb. But there is no apparent reason for the existence of the «eight white tents» of the late Mongol chroniclers, except as a notion which must have originated from the eight «chambers» of the ancestral temple created by Qubilai.

These ordos, which Rubrouck knew to be in the region of the Onon and the Kerulen, are the ones to which Ögdäi repaired in the beginning of 1233. In 1257, Mongka, visiting Chinghiz-khan's ordo, sacrificed to his «standard and drum»; this shows that relics of the conqueror were kept there. In 1292, Qubilai's grandson Kamala was put in charge of the guard of the «four great ordos». His son Yesün-tämür (the Emperor T'ai-ting) succeeded him there in 1302, and there ascended the Imperial throne in 1323, since the edict of amnesty issued on that very day is dated «at the great ordo(s) of Chinghiz-khan». But we know from the same text that this was «at the Lung-chü River», i.e. at the Kerulen (cf. TP, 1905, 36-37); so the four great ordos must then have been in the region of the upper Kerulen. On the other hand, we have seen (p. 338) that, according to a Persian historian, Kamala had erected a temple on the Burqan-galdun; it is very tempting to see there Chinghiz-khan's funerary chapel in his ordos, and perhaps the prototype of the «eight white tents (or chambers)» of later Mongol chroniclers. Chinghiz-khan's ordo, or in the plural ordos, are mentioned in the YS more than once after 1323: in 1331 (YS, 35, 8 b: ordos); in 1340 (YS, 40, 2 b: «the great ordos»); in 1343 (YS, 43, 3 a: the prince of Ning, *Hümägii, goes back to «the great ordos»); in 1355 (YS, 44, 1 a: «the great ordo»); in 1360 (YS, 45, 8 a: *Därviš, with the title of *K ñe t'ai-wei, has the keep of the «great ordos»).

Schmidt (p. 389) says that, according to Abü-I-Gházlî, Chinghiz became Great Khan at «Naiman-kürâ» («Nimân-Kêh-rê» in Desmaisons, 87), and suggests that this may be due to a later confusion with the ḋayān naiman gär, since naiman kürâ means in Mongolian «the eight court-
yards». But "Naimankűră" is a misreading of Tämän-kăhär (< Tämä’än-kăhär), "the Camel Steppe", mentioned in the Secret History (§ 190), the Shèng-wu ch‘in-chéng lu (42 b), the YS (118, 2 b) and by Rašidu’-d-Dīn (Ber, II, 147; III, 110). It has nothing to do with the ordo of Chinghiz-khan.

In later Mongol history, we hear more than once of nobles or princes who sought refuge, mostly in vain, at "the ordo of the Lord" (Aján-ū ordo) or at "the white tent (or chamber)" (Aján ğär; cf. Schmidt, 151, 187, 195). The word used for "to seek refuge", "to hide", is qoryula-, qoru’ula-, and, in the passive form qoryuda’uluqsan ğär, "the house where one has been made to hide". I wonder whether the root of this word may not be the same as of qoriq, "taboo precinct", and whether, in theory at least, a "droit d’asile" did not belong to Chinghiz-khan’s tomb as well as to his ordo.

In the first half of the 15th cent., Toyón-taiši was for a short time a powerful leader in Mongolia; both the Altan tobči and "Sanang Setsen" give a curious account of his death. According to the Altan tobči (Gomboev, 75*-91, 170), Toyón-taiši, on his accession to power, decided to go and bow to the "eight white chambers" and to ascend the imperial throne. But, being drunk, he abused "the guard of the Lord" (Aján-ū käsik; see "Qesitan"; käsik was misunderstood by Gomboev), saying [of Chinghiz-khan] in a loud voice: "You may be the Holy Majesty (sutu boqda, in the masculine); I am the descendant (ūrū) of Her Majesty the Qatun (sutai qatun)." Throwing himself against the "pavilion" (Chomqaq), he struck it. But as he wanted to turn his horse back, blood flew from his mouth and nose, and he fell, gripping the mane of his horse. At the same time, it was noticed that fresh blood dripped from an arrow in the quiver of the Lord. In "Sanang Setsen" (Schmidt, 151), Toyón-taiši rides three times round the "pavilion" (Čamqaq) of the ordo of the Lord and strikes it with his sword, saying: "You may be the white chamber of the body of His Majesty (sutu); I am Toyon, the descendant of Her Majesty (sutai)." The officials remonstrated with Toyon, who retorted with arrogance. Finally, however, he rendered homage to the Lord. When he turned away, the central arrow in the golden quiver trembled, and blood spurted from Toyon’s mouth and nose, and he fell. On taking off his clothes, there was a wound as from an arrow between his shoulderblades, and there was blood on the arrow in the quiver. The word čamqaq, which I have translated "pavilion", is not known in this form, but is clearly the same as čamqaq (→ Manchu ğamhan) and čam̄ya, which denotes a "storeyed pavilion"; Schmidt’s "enclosure" (Umzäumung) is not satisfactory; the Chinese translation (5, 11 a) gives the same word YPE t‘ing, "pavilion", which it uses a few lines before to render ordo (it adds from another source a third parallel account, where Toyon strikes with his sword the wall surrounding the wood at the tomb). The word čomqaq of the Altan tobči is rendered "obelisk" by Gomboev; in an earlier chapter, Schmidt (p. 42) translates it "cupola"; it seems to apply to something high and pointed (cf. Ramstedt, Kalm. Wörterbuch, 430*). The interest of the text lies in the fact that there must have been at the ordo of Chinghiz-khan a building, where his paraphernalia were kept (his quiver with arrows, his standard, his drum, and perhaps his portrait).

Except in the case of one sovereign who we know was put on the throne in front of the first Empress (āši qatun-u ımũna; Schmidt, 181) by a woman, his mother, most of the Mongol sovereigns of the 15th cent. and of the first half of the 16th were enthroned in front of the Lord;
(ójän-ũ ämlünd; SCHMIDT, 171) or «at the white chamber», or «at the eight white chambers» (Altan toboč, 189, 193; Sanang Setsen, in SCHMIDT, 193, 199).

It is in connection with the «eight white chambers» that the name of the Ordos tribe first occurs. In the same speech in which Dayan-khan addressed the Uryunqai as the keepers of the treasures of [the tomb of] Chinghiz-khan, he said to the Ordos (SCHMIDT, 191): «You Ordos, who have watched over (qara’ula-) the eight white chambers of the Lord, are a nation with a great destiny (yäkä jiya’atu ulus)». The standard-bearer (tuqčä; see «Tuo») of the «black flag» (qara sülde) of the Lord was an Ordos man (SCHMIDT, 193). The name of the «Ordos» is not met with before the first half of the 16th cent., and SCHMIDT (p. 389) has already proposed the obvious explanation that this tribal name is due to the fact that the Ordos were the descendants of the people attached to the «great ordos» of Chinghiz-khan.

The history of the Ordos has still to be written; the sketch in HOWORTH (t, 399-415) is hardly satisfactory (it begins with a serious blunder, when HOWORTH maintains against SCHMIDT that bara’un and jü’ün mean «left» and «right» in Mongolian, and not «right» and «left»; moreover, the question of the bara’un yar and the jü’ün yar [= Drungar] is much more intricate than HOWORTH imagined). It may be that, in the beginning of the 16th cent., the Ordos were still in northern Mongolia. But they soon migrated to the south, first towards the Köök-nör, and finally settled within the great bend of the Huang-ho, now known as the Ordos region. No Mongol tribe lived there before the 16th cent. Under such conditions, it is clear that there can be no question of the tomb of Chinghiz-khan being in the region of the Ordos. But when the Ordos, the former keepers of the ordos of Chinghiz-khan and of their relics, had settled in what we now call the region of the Ordos, they brought with them their old traditions, as well as relics of a more or less ancient date, though none of these probably went back to the time of Chinghiz. It would be interesting to have the so-called relics now existing carefully examined, but they have certainly no bearing on the question either of the place where Chinghiz-khan died, or of the site of his tomb.

In 1634, at a time when the Ordos had already migrated to within the bend of the Huang-ho, a last mention of the «white chamber of the Lord» occurs in Sanang Setsen, but the passage, which is difficult and slightly corrupt, has been misunderstood by SCHMIDT (p. 281; cf. the Chinese translation, 8, 13 a). The text does not speak, as in SCHMIDT, of a man called «Sereng Bodomal» and of a «golden pyramid», but says that the Jaisang (< Ch. 家相 tsai-hsiang, «minister») Tsereng (< Tib. Che-rin, «Long life») of Altan-suburyan («Golden-stupa») of the Çağar (< Caqar <Iran. čakár, «lifeguardsman», > Ch. 拓極 ché-chieh; cf. CHAYANNES, Documents sur les Toukiue, 365) lodged the Tuba (— Tuwa) Taısong Hung-taijı (< Ch. huang-t’ai-tsu) Tağıldür at «the white chamber of the Lord called Bodomal» (Bodomal kámákü ejän-ũ ēyyan gür). I read «Bodomal» the name of the chamber to conform with SCHMIDT and with the Chinese translator, but there can be no doubt that the word is the same as budumal of the dictionaries, meaning «painted», «coloured». It belongs to the same root as Mong. budaq, «colour», which has the same first -u- vowel in Kalmuk (cf. RAMSEDT, Kalm. Wörterbuch, 57). But this first vowel is -o- in the corresponding Turkish word boşuy of Kărıyarı (BROCKELMANN, 39) and in modern Turkish dialects, like Turkı boyaq, Osm. boya. The Chinese translator (or the Manchu translator from whose version the Chinese translation was made) must have heard the word from a Mongol
who pronounced it bodomal. This name given to one of the «white chambers» is significant, since it implies that «the chamber» was «painted» in a way which distinguished it from the others.

In an obscure sentence, the Altan tobêşi (42, 147-148), speaking of the funerary car of Chinghis khan which sank into the mud at the Muna marsh, on the southern bank of the great bend, seems to say that false rumours were spread amongst the people about Chinghis being buried there, but that in fact only «the shirt he had worn (ámüsükân čamça), his tent (örgü‘ä gär), and one of his felt boots (öriyüsün oimusun — öri‘äsün oimusun) were there buried (ongyola)». The verb ongyola, lit. «to devote to the ongyon (or spirits)», is used in the sense of «to bury». Here again, as in Plan Carpine, we find the story of the buried tent. But it is clear that the burial of these relics close to the Ordos region has no more foundation than the burial there of Chinghis himself. The existence of such a tradition, prior to the migration of the Ordos to the south, is inconceivable.

The information given in the press in May-June 1939 about the removal of Chinghis-khan’s remains from the Ordos region to West China refers of course to the spurious silver coffin of Yákä-ajlan-şorä.

The other imperial tombs of the Mongol dynasty. — We may take it as practically certain that Chinghis-khan, Tolui, Tolui’s wife Sorjaqtani bigi and his sons Mongka and Arij-bögä were buried within the «great forbidden precinct» of the Burqan-qaldun. But, while the YS states that all the Mongols Emperors, beginning with Chinghis himself, were taken to the Ch’i-lien Valley, Rašid is positive that Ögödäi and Güyük had their tombs elsewhere, and, in most passages, also excludes Qubilai (and possibly his lineage?) from the Chinghis-khanids whose tombs lay by the side of that of their great ancestor. BLOCHET (Bl, ii, 577) says most definitely that Qubilai and his successors were buried in China. Although he adduces no reason beyond the very text of Rašidu’‑d-‑Din, the question may be raised whether the Ch’i-lien Valley was not merely the resting place of Qubilai and his successors, and whether it has not been erroneously taken by the YS (and before it probably by the lost Shiik lu, since the statement already occurs in 1366 in the Cho-keng lu) to be identical with that of the earlier Great Khans. As I have said above, the conditions which prevailed after Güyük’s death make it unlikely that his body should have been taken anywhere but to his appanage of the Emil. If the YS is mistaken about Güyük, could it not also have been mistaken about Chinghis-khan and Ögödäi (the mention of Mongka’s burial site is omitted in the YS)? In such a case, Rašid’s statement which excludes Qubilai from the «great forbidden precinct» would be of great weight. I do not think that we are in a position to reach a final solution as yet, but certain texts which may help further research may now be examined.

I. — Both ERDMANN (Vollständ. Uebersicht, 128, and TEMUDSCHIN, 444) and BEREZIN (Ber, 1, 92; Pers. 192; iii, 99; Pers. 150) have translated Rašid’s statements without noticing that they were contradictory. The consensus of most passages tends to show that, in Rašid’s opinion, Qubilai was not buried by the side of Chinghis. But Rašid could not really speak of Qubilai’s successors, since he wrote before the death of any of them. The only information he might have had would refer to those of Qubilai’s children (not «successors») who had died before their
father, as for instance Činkim (see *Chinchim*), but, as far as I know, Rašid says nothing about the place where Činkim was buried. Moreover, various readings make it difficult to be positive about Rašid’s statement which relates to some of the other Chinghiz-khanids. The explicit exclusion of Qubilai and Hülagü from among the children of Tolui who were buried at the *great qoriq* occurs also in another passage of Rašid which is alluded to by Barthold (*Ončet o poezdke*, 20), but which I have not been able to trace. Systematic collation of the readings of all the important ms. of Rašid in the different passages would be necessary to determine, if possible, whether Rašid’s various statements are reconcilable. Pending this, we must, I think, admit that the Persian historian excludes from the *great qoriq*, among Tolui’s children, Hülagü and his descendants on the one hand, and on the other Qubilai, though not Qubilai’s descendants, about the burial-sites of whom he could know nothing. It seems hard to believe, however, that, at a time and for a reign of which Chinese history has kept precise records, the *YS* should err in stating that Qubilai was buried by the side of Chinghiz-khan and Tolui. If there is any foundation in Rašid’s exclusion of Qubilai from the *great qoriq*, the following solution might be imagined. At the time of Qubilai’s death, and owing to the warfare that still raged between the Mongols of China and those of outer Mongolia and Turkestan, a provisional tomb of the late Emperor might have been erected somewhere in the mountains north of Peking, and the actual burial of Qubilai by the side of Chinghiz-khan and Tolui would have taken place only at a later date, when, after Qaidu’s death in 1301, the Mongol princes of Mongolia came to terms with Qubilai’s successor Tāmūr. Most of Rašid’s text would have been written before Qubilai’s remains had been carried to their final resting place at the *great qoriq*. But Rašid may still have heard of the transfer, and this would account for the statement at the end of his biography of Chinghiz (*Ber*, iii, 99) that Qubilai-qa’an, as well as Mongka-qa’an and Ariq-bōgā, were buried by the side of Chinghiz-khan and Tolui. I admit that I can find no trace in Chinese texts of the supposition that Qubilai’s burial took place in two stages. But we must not forget that there was a sort of a taboo on the publication of such proceedings, and Chinese history of the Mongol period never goes beyond the bare statement that such and such an Emperor was buried in the Ch’i-lien Valley, without any precision as to the dates and conditions of the burial. As a consequence, I dismiss the otherwise possible hypothesis of a constant and grievous error in the Chinese annals which would have made the Ch’i-lien Valley the site of the tomb of Chinghiz-khan and Tolui when it was merely that of Qubilai and his successors.

II. — In Palladius’s *Elucidations of Marco Polo’s travels in North-China* (*JNCB*, x [1876], 12), we find the following statement, which has been copied in *Y*, i, 248, and in *Ch*, i, 195:

> When Khubilai marched out against Prince Nayan, and reached the modern Tainin, news was received of the occupation of the khan’s burial ground by the rebels. They held out there very long, which exceedingly afflicted Khubilai; and this goes to prove that the tombs could not be situated much to the West.>  

Palladius gives the *Yüan-shih leü-pien* as the source for this statement. No comment is made on the passage in Fêng Ch’êng-chüên’s Chinese translation of Charignon’s book (i, 242); Palladius’s reference is, however, very puzzling. Not a word about the khan’s burial ground being taken over by the rebels occurs either in the *pên-chi* of the *Yüan-shih*
lei-pien or in the short notice of Nayan (cf. 30); and I have failed to discover any such passage in the rest of the work. Moreover, there is nothing of the kind in the pên-chi of the YS itself, nor in the pên-chi of T'u Chi or in his account of Nayan (see "Naian"). The texts relating to the other Nayan, the descendant of Bûlûtûtû who has sometimes been confused with Polo's Christian Prince Nayan, are silent too on the point. One must exclude, however, the possibility that Palladius's account was entirely baseless; the Russian sinologist must have found the original statement in some biographical notice, either in the Yüan-shih lei-pien or elsewhere. But in any case, no safe conclusion can be reached from this text as to the location of the tombs of the Great Khans. What Palladius calls the modern Talnor is not of course the Talnor west of Kubdo, but the Dalai-nör of our maps situated about 120 kilometres north-north-east of Delôn-nör (see "Barscol"), GÉRILLON's "Tal-nór" (in du HALDE, IV, 167-169), called 獻兒泊 Yü-érh-po (or 魚兒 樂 Yu-érh-po), "Fish-Lake", 捕魚兒海 Fu-yü-érh-hai, "Fish-catching Lake", and 苦兒囂兒 Ta-érh-nao-érh (*Dar-nör, ? possibly *Dal-nör) in the Mongol period (cf. BR, I, 48-49; II, 162-163). BRETSCHNEIDER explains it as Tal-nör, "Flat-land Lake", and PRAŽEVSKII and POZINÉK have adopted Dalai-nör, "Sea Lake". The original form is doubtful, and may not be either Tal-nör, or Dalai-nör, since the transcription of the Mongol period would regularly suggest *Dar-nör, which is indeed supported to some extent by the transcription 達里泊 Ta-li-po, "Dari Lake", of Chinese geographical works, and by the modern form Dari-yangya (if the two are actually connected; cf. TIMKOVSKII, Voyage à Péking, I, 206; POPOV, Mèng-ku ju-mu cai, 281, 291; TP, 1931, 166). But no form approaching any of these Chinese and Mongol names occurs in the accounts of Qubilai's campaign against Nayan, and we are left entirely in the dark as to the name which Palladius equated with Tal-nör.

But, whatever the truth on this point may be, it does not affect the question of the location of the Imperial tombs. In a passage translated above (p. 342), Rashid says that when the princes who were under the orders of Nomo Yan rebelled (in 1276; see "Nomogan"), most of the chiriarchy guarding the Imperial tombs joined the troops of Qaidu. It is quite probable that, either at that moment, or at the time of Nayan's rebellion, which Qaidu favoured though he did not actually come to Nayan's rescue as he had promised, Qaidu took possession of the "great qoriq" itself. This would explain Qubilai's grief, as expressed in the text of undetermined origin alluded to by Palladius.

III. — Long after Qubilai's death, the ordos of defunct Emperors were still maintained, though we cannot ascertain whether they remained at their original location or were transferred to the vicinity of the tombs; the Chinese custom, which would favour the second solution, need not have been binding for the Mongols. As an illustration, I may quote the four following passages of the YS, which occur in the course of three years:

a. (33, 9 a) : "The second year t'ien-li... in the eleventh month,... on the day ping-ch'ên (November 24, 1329)...., an Imperial Edict prescribed that the Empresses and concubines and the servants who accompanied (陪從 p'e-t'oung, the usual term for those who live at the tomb of a deceased Emporer) the [defunct] Saints (i.e. Emperors) should be given for ever clothing and grain, fodder and millet."
β. (33, 9 b) : "The second year t'ien-li..., in the twelfth month, ... on the day keng-yin (December 27, 1329), a purifying sacrifice was offered at the tent (朦朦 wu-tien, lit. "tent-hall") of T'ai-ts'u (= Chinghiz-khan)."

γ. (35, 1 b) : "The second year chih-shun..., in the first month, ... on the day keng-yin (February 27, 1331).... According to state regulations, guards (衙 什 wei-shih) were established at the ordo (衙衙 hsing-chang) of the various reigns (i.e. of all the late Emperors), to serve there as at the time when [the Emperors] were on the throne. Recently, the numbers [of the guards] which were excessive have been reduced. For each of the Emperors Wu-tsung (1307-1311) and Jen-tsung (1311-1320), [guards] have been fixed at eight hundred, and for Ying-tsung (1320-1323) at seven hundred. The members of the Grand Secretariat (chung-shu-sheng) have reported that, as a consequence, men who were old servants [of the late Emperors] had lost their office. An edict prescribed to restore to the office [of guards] one hundred men. Although the text is not clear on the point, it may be that the purpose of the edict was to bring the guards at the ordo of Ying-tsung to the same number of eight hundred which had been adopted for Wu-tsung and Jen-tsung.

δ. (35, 1 b) : "The second year chih-shun, in the first month,... on the day hsii-mao (February 28, 1337), the Imperial Heir-Apparent (huang-t'ai tsu) 阿刺忒納答剌 A-la-t'ë-na-ta-ra (*Ratnadharā; Wên-tsung's son; on him cf. T'ü Chi, 77, 3-4) died. On the day Jen-ch'en (March 1, 1331), the official of the Heir-Apparent's Household 法里 Fa-li (*Fakhri, in which case he would be a Muslim) and fifty-eight men who were in the service [of the Heir-Apparent] were ordered to accompany (lit. to protect) the funerary hearse (靈輦 ling-yu) to the north, to be buried by the side of [the other Emperors and princes] (附葬 fu-tsung) at the mountain tumuli (山陵 shan-ling, i.e. at the "great qorig"; cf. p. 338). Moreover, Fa-li and the others were ordered to keep guard at the [tomb]. The procedure adopted for *Ratnadharā's funeral was in fact that in use for an Emperor. In the same way, his woven portrait was installed and sacrificed to in the Ancestral Hall, and his household maintained at full strength as when he was alive. All this was done because of Wên-tsung's deep grief for the death of his son. The account gives us, at the same time, an interesting glimpse on the practice followed at the death of the Emperors themselves. It is not certain, however, that Fa-li, ordered to "keep guard at the [tomb]", had to remain there for the rest of his life. He was expressly detailed to accompany the hearse and to attend to the funeral. When an Emperor has been buried, the old Mongol ritual was (YS, 77, 8 b) that "three officials who had escorted [the hearse] and buried [the late Emperor] settled at beyond five li [from the tomb]; every day they 'burnt food' (燎燎 shao-fan; on this ancient Altai rite, cf. WANG Kuo-wei, Kuan-t'ang chi-lin, 16, 18-19; the corresponding technical term in Mongolian, tilditild, occurs in the Secret History, §§ 161, 177) and offered sacrifice for three years, after which they went back." Fa-li was such an official, and there is little likelihood that an Heir-Apparent should have been granted a longer official attendance at his tomb than a regnant Emperor.

IV. — I have given above reasons, which seem to me conclusive, for locating the tomb of Chinghiz-khan at the Burqan-qadun, towards the source of the Onon. There is, however, an early text which runs counter to my argument; it is that of Hsi T'ing which I have already
translated (p. 333), though without discussing it from that point of view. P'ëng Ta-ya, c. 1232, had described the tomb of Tämüjin, i. e. of Chinghiz-khan, without saying where it lay. In his notes dated 1235-1236 to P'ëng Ta-ya's account of the Sung embassy of c. 1232, Hsü T'ing adds: «I, [Hsi] T'ing, have seen the tomb of Tämüjin. It is on the side of the Lu-kou-ho (Lu-kou-River); mountains and rivers surround it. It is reported that Tämüjin was born there and that for that reason, on his death he was buried there; I do not know whether it be true or not».

The first point to be examined is the identification of the Lu-kou River. We do not know the exact places where the Sung embassies of c. 1232 and of 1235-1236 were received by the Mongols, but it must have been west of the great bend of the Kerulen, in the region of the Tüla. There is not much likelihood that any of them should have gone as far north as the sources of the Onon and the Kerulen in the Kentei Ranges.

The form of the name used by Hsü T'ing is not quite certain. Lu-kou is given in Lo Chên-yü's edition without any comment, but Hung Chün (18, 47) gives 湫溝 Lu-chü; this is also the reading adopted by T'ü Chi (iii, 33 b), but with a note to the effect that the ms. possessed by Lo Fêng-lu (1850-1903; cf. Giles, Biogr. Dict. No. 1385) gives 湫溝 Lu-chü (cf. also Nakà, 581). It may be that Lu-kou is due to the graphic similarity of 潤 chu and 溝 kou, coupled with the attraction of 湫溝 Lu-kou, another name of the Hun-ho, well known on account of the Lu-kou-ch'iao, «Lu-kou Bridge», the so-called «Marco Polo Bridge» west of Peking (see «Puliangshin»). But, if we remember the various transcriptions cited above (p. 331) for a name *Lüü or *Lăngü of the Kerulen, it can hardly be doubted that the Kerulen is meant (cf. TP, 1935, 166-167). This is the view taken by T'ü Chi (iii, 33 b), while Charignon (Ch., 201) silently substitutes «Kerulen» for «Lu-kou River» when translating Hsü T'ing's passage.

T'ü Chi says that Rašid is in agreement with Hsü T'ing, since both speak of the Kerulen in connection with the tomb of Chinghiz, and, confusing apparently the γαλα’τη Camp of Sa’ari-kā’ār with the tomb, finds it natural that P'ëng Ta-ya and Hsü T'ing should have seen the tomb when following the main road from Kuei-hua-ch'êng (— Sui-yüan) to the camp of Ügodai. As a matter of fact, I cannot find anywhere that Rašid speaks of the Kerulen in connection with the tomb, but only of the Burqan-qal'dun, which is expressly stated by the Secret History to be at the source of the Onon. On the other hand, we do not know whether the Sung envos travelled to Mongolia via Kuei-hua-ch'êng, and not direct from Peking which, since 1215, had been in the hands of the Mongols.

P'ëng Ta-ya makes no positive statement that he himself saw the tomb, but his text almost implies it; Hsü T'ing, for himself, says this in so many words. We are thus faced with two possible solutions. Either both envos of c. 1232 and of 1235-1236 were taken to the site of the tomb, perhaps to do homage to the manes of Chinghiz-khan, and Hsü T'ing may have spoken of the Kerulen because the Burqan-qal'dun was near the sources of both the Onon and the Kerulen; or P'ëng Ta-ya may have given second-hand information, and Hsü T'ing may have mistaken one of Chinghiz-khan's ordos (that of Sa'ari-kā'ār) for his tomb (the YS, 1, 8 a, speaks of Chinghiz's return in the spring of 1216 to the *ordo [hsing-kung] of the 處 脱河
Lu-chü River \textit{[i.e. the Kerulen]}, while the \textit{Secret History} says \textit{[§ 250]} that he returned to Sa’ari-kä’är; we have seen \textit{[p. 323]} that Sa’ari-kä’är lay in fact somewhat west of the great bend of the Kerulen). Although serious objections may be raised against it, I am inclined to accept the first hypothesis. As to the burial-site of Chinghiz being also the place of his birth, Hsü T’ing himself relates it only as hearsay tradition, which we know to be wrong.

V. --- Palladius (\textit{Elucidations}, 12, and cf. \textit{Y}, 1, 248; \textit{Ch}, 1, 195) has quoted a passage of Chin Yu-tz’u’s \textit{Pei-chêng lu}, the account of Yung-lo’s Mongolian campaign of 1410, which has a reference to the tombs of the Mongol Emperors. No detailed study of Yung-lo’s itinerary has as yet been made, and most of the names mentioned by Chin Yu-tz’u are unidentified (we know, however, that he passed through Dari-yangya; cf. \textit{TP}, 1931, 166). But, since Yung-lo left Peking via Hsien-hua-fu and the Lake of Brahminty Ducks (see « Ciagnorr » and went on to the north-west, he must have followed what has since been the main track from Peking to Ulân-bător, and reached the Kerulen towards the southern part of its great bend from the south to the east-north-east. The passage reads as follows (ff. 19-20) : « In the fourth month . . . ] on the 27th day (May 30, 1410), we halted at an old Buddhist shrine (古梵塔 ku-fan-ch’ang). Early on the 28th day (May 31), we left the old Buddhist shrine, and marched several tens of \textit{li}. There was [then] to the north-east a mountain very high and large, with towering peaks, and gloriously verdant; it looked like the mountains south of the [Yang-tzü-] chiau. At the foot of the mountains, a lone peak stood high, with much white stone on it. The princes (王 wang) of the Mongol dynasty (元氏 yüan shih) lie buried at the foot [of this peak]. In the evening, we arrived at 長 清 寺 Ch’ung-ch’ing-sai (‘Ever-pure Barrier’); there was [there] a spring with very pure water; [the Emperor] bestowed on it the name of 玉 華 泉 Yü-hua-ch’üan (‘Jade-flower Spring’). At the first beat of the night clepsydra, the Emperor stood in front of his tent and, pointing to the Northern Dipper (= the Great Bear), said : ‘This is the Northern Dipper looking south’. He retired only after a long talk. On the 30th day (June 2; the diary is silent about June 1, which was probably a day of rest), we arrived at 順 安 鎮 Shun-an-chên. The Emperor stood in front of his tent and, pointing to the mountains outside of the camp, said : ‘These are mountains of the land of the slaves (\textit{i.e.} the Mongols) which form good subjects for paintings’. Consequently, he ordered painters to paint them. In the evening, it rained. On the first day of the fifth month (June 3, 1410), at an early hour, in light rain, we left Shun-an-chên; after we had marched more than ten \textit{li}, the mountains had many white clouds. The Emperor called [me], and pointing with his finger to the mountain in front [of us] said : ‘This is to be called 白 雲 山 Po-yün-shan (‘White cloud mountain’). Marching again several \textit{li}, there was in the white clouds a greenish (ch’ing) vapour that reached to the ground; from afar, it looked like white clouds on a greenish mountain. The Emperor said : ‘This mountain is very high and is a site worth looking at’. [I. Chin] Yu-tz’u, [said that] it was certainly so. [Then] the Emperor laughed and said : ‘This is vapour, and not a real mountain. If it were actually a mountain, there would be no mountain in the world that could surpass it’. Crossing a range (關 kang), we saw from afar the 處 胸 河 Lu-chü-bo (Lu-chü River, the Kerulen). When we crossed another range, the Emperor shortened his reins
and climbed to the top; the four quarters all lay below. Going again several li, he came near the Lu-ch'ü-ho (the Kerulen), and remained a long time erect on his horse. He [then] bestowed on the river the name of 麾馬河 Yin-ma-ho ('River where the horses are watered'). The river flows to the north-east. Its course is swift. On both banks, there are numerous luxuriant trees; near the banks are many elms and willows. In the river are islands (洲 chou), with much rush and green grass, over a foot long. It is said that it cannot be used for feeding of horses, and that when horses eat it, many fall sick. Fish is plentiful in the river; immediately people presented some. Camp was pitched on [the bank of] the river. The place was called 平漢鎮 P'ing-mo-chên ('Garrison of the pacified desert').

Since the Emperor Yung-lo, coming from Hsüan-hua-fu and the Lake of the Brahminy Ducks, reached the Kerulen and found it flowing «to the north-east», the spot at which he arrived must have been about that of the confluence of the Sängkür (cf. p. 322) and the Kerulen, or somewhere east of it, and the peak at the foot of which the Mongol «princes» were said to have been buried, and which was seen to the north-east two days (three days in fact, but one must have been a day of rest) before reaching the Kerulen, must have been to the south-east of and not very far from the river. The Darhan-ūla ('Ironsmith Mountain') of our maps, «Tarhan Alın» (ma. alin — mountain) of d'Anville's Atlas, Tartarie chinoise, 7th sheet, where, according to Timkovski (Voyage à Péking, 1, 173, 179), Chinghiz-khan's anvil then said to be still preserved and where the Mongols used to assemble every summer to commemorate the conqueror, stands south of the Kerulen, but apparently somewhat too far west to meet the conditions required by the data in Chin Yu-tzŭ's diary.

But whatever the actual position of the place may be, I cannot agree with the deductions made by Palladius. According to his abridged version of the passage, the «sovereigns» of the Yüan house used to be buried at the foot of the lone peak. The word used by Chin Yu-tzŭ, however, is not 帝 ti, «Emperor», but 王 wang, «prince». Now, I see no cogent reason why Chin Yu-tzŭ, although writing under the first Emperors of the dynasty which had overthrown the Mongols, should not give to the Mongol sovereigns their ordinary title of «Emperor». When speaking of the last of them (fol. 2 b), he calls him Shun-ti as everybody does. So it seems to me that by «princes», Chin Yu-tzŭ may mean members of the Mongol Imperial family, and not the Emperors themselves. Only the Emperors and some of their next-of-kin were buried at the «great qoriq»; but, if the statement put by Chin Yu-tzŭ into the mouth of Yung-lo has any foundation at all, it may very well be that there existed at the lone peak, during the Mongol period, a qoriq of those princes of the Imperial blood who were not carried to the Burqan-qaldun. I do not think that, taken at its face value, Chin Yu-tzŭ's diary can be said to substantiate the statements of P'êng Ta-ya and Hsü T'ing.

VI. — In Trudy členov Ross. duxh. misstv v Pekině, iv [1866], 252, Palladius says: «According to the tradition among the Mongols, the tombs of Chinghiz-khan and of his descendants [who lived] in China lie at the Tas Mountain, north of Dolon-nor, on the way to the Kerulen; the Mongols say that they assemble there every year to pay homage on the 7th of the 7th moon, on the supposed day of the death of Chinghiz-khan. In all likelihood, it is this place
which is mentioned, for instance, in the accounts of Yung-lo, ... and in one of Gébillon’s diaries. The note to the same effect in Palladius’s *Elucidations* of 1876 (p. 358), though reproduced in Y, i, 248, is different enough to be quoted here: “Our well-know Mongolist, N. Golovkin, has told us that according to a story actually current among the Mongols, the tombs of the former Mongol khans are situated near Tas-ola hill, equally (i. e. like the mountain in Chin Yu-tsü’s account) in the vicinity of the Kerulen. He states also that even now the Mongols are accustomed to ascend on that hill on the 7th day of the 7th moon (according to an ancient custom), in order to adore Chinghiz-kan’s tomb.”

Palladius’s statements have at least importance in that they show that, in the sixties of the last century, the *Ordos* theory of the tomb was not yet current or commonly accepted in outer Mongolia, since neither Golovkin nor Palladius seems to have even heard of it. Moreover, from the similarity between the two statements in Palladius, we can safely deduce that Golovkin was his sole informant. It seems to me very probable that Palladius was right in connecting Golovkin’s information with that given in the *Pei-chêng lu*. Yet there are difficulties and inaccuracies. I cannot identify the *Tas-ola* (?) “Grey-eagle Mountain,” or find even any other mention of the name; while the location between Dolon-nör (— Polo’s “Ciandu”) and the Kerulen is most vague. No Mongol text speaks of Chinghiz-kan’s death as having taken place on the 7th of the 7th moon, but either on the 12th (cf. Schmidt, *Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen*, 105; an information which the Mongols seem to owe to Chinese official history), or on the 15th according to the *Altan tobei* (cf. p. 309, 317); the date of the 7th day of the 7th moon may be due, however, to the attraction of the Chinese popular calendar, which celebrates on the eve of that day the meeting of the Weaving Damsel (α Lyra) with the Cow-herd (η Aquila). In spite of Palladius, I can find nothing on the subject in the various diaries of Gébillon published by du Halde. It may be that Palladius’s reference is based here on a faint and erroneous remembrance of a passage in Timkovski, who quotes (*Voyage à Péking*, i, 170) a sentence of Gébillon’s diary dated June 11, 1696 (du Halde, iv, 327; not “June 16” as in Timkovski), where, however, nothing is said of the Mongol Imperial or princely tombs.

On the other hand, the gathering of the Mongols in the seventh month fits in very well with their meeting “in the summer” at the Daržan-üla in Timkovski’s text. Unless we suppose that there were two successive annual gatherings at neighbouring places, we are here confronted with the same difficulty as when translating Chin Yu-tsü’s text: the Daržan-üla seems to be too much to the west. Moreover, the names Daržan-üla and Tas-üla are not reconcilable.

While admitting that in both the *Pei-chêng lu* and in Palladius’s second-hand information derived from Golovkin we have to do with one and the same tradition, the fact that Golovkin spoke of the Mongol Emperors need not be accepted as the expression of the truth. Quite evidently, the details of the tradition — for instance that of Chinghiz-kan’s anvil at the Daržan-üla — are later developments. If there were princely tombs of the Mongols at the place referred to by Chin Yu-tsü, it is only too natural that in later Mongol legend they should have become the tombs of the Emperors themselves, the true location of which was no longer known.

VII. — 張鶴翮 Chang P’êng-ho (1649-1725; cf. Giles, *Biogr. Dict.* No. 95) was one of the
members of the embassy which was sent to the Russians in 1688, and to which the Jesuits GERBILLON and PEREIRA were also attached. He has left an account of the embassy, entitled 奉使俄羅斯行程錄 Feng shih O-lo-soǒ hsing-ch'eng lu, which has been reprinted in several collections; I quote it from the one included in the fourth series of the I-hai chu-ch'ên. As GERBILLON's diary of the same embassy appeared in Du HALDE (iv, 87-162), we can check one with the other, and their complete agreement as to the dates and events does great credit to both.

In CHANG P'êng-ho's work, we read (fol. 14 b) the following passage regarding the departure of the embassy from Kuei-hua-ch'êng or K'u-k'u-ho-t'un (Kôkô-hoton; GERBILLON's «Quel hoa tchen» or «Hou hou hotun» in Du Halde, iv, 102; the present Suî-yüan outside the north-eastern angle of the great bend of the Huang-ho): «[In the fifth month...], on the 21st day (June 18, 1688) we went nine li and entered the 禮儀山 Ch'i-lien-shan (Ch'i-lien Mountains). [Note by the author: These mountains too are called Ch'i-lien, (but) they are not the Ch'i-lien Mountains of the departments (chou) of 甘 Kan, 亀 I and 西 Hsi (mentioned in the 元和志 Yüan-ho-chih (that is to say, they are not the Ch'i-lien Mountains of Hsiung-nu memory, which extended from Kan-su to the north-eastern part of Chinese Turkestan).] There are remains of an earthen wall; I suspect that it is what the inscription (an inscription dated 1320 from which CHANG P'êng-ho had given extracts before) calls 居城 Tien-chêng. Looking afar, stone peaks pile up verdant; once entered, the whole extends in flat hills. The tradition is that the Mongol Emperors and Empresses were all buried on that mountain, though no funeral mounds were erected. » There is no parallel passage in GERBILLON.

The painter and poet 胡蘭 Hsü Lan (early 18th cent.), who travelled extensively in eastern Mongolia, wrote, among others, a poem entitled 賴元世華詩 Yeh Yüan-shih tsu-ling shih («Poem on a visit to the ancestral tombs of the house of Yüan» [not «to the tomb of Shih-tsü of the Yüan», i.e. Qubilai, as might be thought at first sight]). I have no access to the literary collection of Hsü Lan, but this poem, with its preliminary notice, is partially copied by CHANG Mu (Mêng-ku yu-mu chi, 6, 10 a), and more completely by the compiler of the Kuo-ch'ao chi-hsien lei-chêng ch'ü-pien (429, 10 b). The text reads as follows: Preliminary notice: «The ancestral tombs (ling) of the house of Yüan have no mounds or trees. When hunters happen to tread upon their site, strange phenomena (異 i) of wind and rain take place. » Poem: «I have heard that when the Ming of the Chu family (= the Ming dynasty) established the rites of sacrifice, they ordered members of the Board of Rites to proceed to the region of Yü (the Great). From Fu-hsi down to Li-tsung of the Sung, thirty-six [Imperial] mounds were sacrificed to in succession. Only at the 董 Ch'i-lien since no mound had been raised, there was, in spite of the [Imperial] wishes, nowhere to offer incense and silk. The steps were swept and the tent laid with mats in Shun-t'ien-fu (= in the department of Peking), and [so] in spring and in autumn the green fu-jung (青芙蓉 ch'êng-fu-jung; fu-jung usually designates the hibiscus, but the name seems to refer here to another plant) was offered to from afar. The fu-jung is quite green, harmonizing with the cloudy resting place (?), in the middle of which there are three compartments of old tiled rooms. Those who advance there see from afar the green glaze, and know that it is the 起納谷 Ch'i-lien-kü (Ch'i-lien Valley) of the house of Yüan. At the entrance of the valley (ku), a Tibetan (fan) monk understood Chinese characters; the ‘settled guest’, in his hermitage, spoke of things that were
past. Of himself he said that through the kalpa (= the ages of the world) he remembered his former lives, and that he had personally seen the dark abode built up on the empty green slope. When the witch came, leading the ‘horse of the soul’ (cf. p. 332), the holy monk, crossing the Moving Sands (Liu-sha), had already arrived.» [Note of the author: The name of the monk was 朝真吉 Ch'ao-chen-chi.] The rest of the poem is devoted to the earthquakes and tempests which raged whenever some one trespasses on the burial precincts. I need only remark here that, after a line on the apparition of corporal relics (shé-li > šarīa) of the late Emperors, Hsü Lan adds in a note that many šarīa were obtained at the cremation of the Yuan ancestors (元祖先 Yuan tsu); but his informant the Tibetan monk, who remembered the things of so many kalpa, had evidently forgotten that cremation was not resorted to by the Emperors of the Yuan dynasty!

The statements of Chang P'eng-ho and of Hsü Lan have already been contradicted by Chang Mu (6, 10 a, where Chang P'eng-ho's diary is quoted under the erroneous title of 漢北日記 Mo-p'ai jih-chi, «Diary [kept] north of the Desert»). Hung Chün (1 b, 46) added that an inspection of the map sufficed to establish that the region of Kuei-hua-ch'êng could not be the place where Chinghiz-khan was buried, and that we had perhaps to do here with the tombs of some of the Chinghiz-khanids who, according to Rašidu'd-Din, had been buried in other places; T'u Chi (3, 34 a) concurs with Hung Chün.

I see things in a somewhat different light. I have not succeeded in tracing the name of a 祁連 Ch'i-lien Mountain north of Kuei-hua-ch'êng apart from the works of Chang P'eng-ho and of Hsü Lan. The Chung-kuo ti-min ta ts'u-tien (p. 528) mentions only one Ch'i-lien Mountain, the famous westerly one of Han and T'ang times. The Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chi, 124, 1 b, states that 20 li north of Kuei-hua-ch'êng is the 舊公谷 Wên-kung-ku («Valley of Master Wên») and 35 li north of the same city the Wên-kung-shan («Mountain of Master Wên»), adding that it is part of the 隱山 Yin-shan which begins north of the great bend of the Huang-ho, and that it is known under many local names. I take it for almost evident that 祁連山 Ch'i-lien-shan is one of these local names, and that it has not been invented independently by both Chang P'eng-ho and Hsü Lan. But if we discard the boasts of the Tibetan monk, this local name itself provides us with a most plausible solution. Though written with different characters, it is the phonetic similitude of the two Ch'i-lien which must have given rise to the local tradition according to which the Ch'i-lien-shan north of Kuei-hua-ch'êng was believed to be the Ch'i-lien Valley where the Mongol Emperors had been buried. There is no reason to suppose, as Hung Chün did, that there may have been somewhat north of Kuei-hua-ch'êng the burial-ground of any Chinghiz-khanid at all.

VIII. — I have no access at present to the 後出塞錄 Hou ch'u-säi lou, «Memoirs of a second journey beyond the Barrier», by 錫之崑 Kung Chih-yo (the preface is dated ping-ch'ên, probably 1736), in which the Ch'i-lien Valley of the Mongols is said to be in the district of Fang-shan (about 40 kilometres south-west of Peking). Chang Mu, who opposes it (6, 10 a), says that it is the result of a confusion with the sacrifices offered to the manes of the Mongol Emperors in the department of Shun-t'ien-fu (= Peking, to which Fang-shan belongs). I have no doubt that
IX. — Allusions have been made above to the sacrifices offered by the Ming and Ch'ing dynasties to the Emperors of the Yüan dynasty. While the sovereigns of all other dynasties were sacrificed to at their funerary mounds, there were no tumuli erected over the tombs of the Mongol Emperors, and their exact site was unknown. As a substitute, sacrifices were offered in the department of Peking, north of the 濟河 Ch'ing-ho, which flows to the south-east north of the capital. The regulations therefore in the 禮部 則例 Li-pu tsê-li (Regulations of the Board of Rites) of the Manchu dynasty were taken over from those in force under the Ming (cf. Palladius, in Trudy 1lenov Ross. dukh. Missi in Pekine, iv, 253; Chang Mu, 6, 10 a). As these sacrifices have no bearing on the actual site of the tombs, I abstain from further investigation of the point.

X. — Some years ago, I jotted down a note to the effect that in the 宣化府志 Hsüan-hua fu chih of 1743 there was a reference (7, 33) to a tradition according to which the Mongol Empresses and princes were buried on the 尖帽山 Chien-mao-shan (Pointed-hat Mountain) or 蒙筴山 Chan-mao-shan (Felt-hat Mountain), north of 獨石 Tu-shih. The Pass (口 k'ou) of Tu-shih, north-east of Hsüan-hua-fu, is well known, and a place in the mountains north of it ought to be just beyond the outer Great Wall. There is in itself nothing impossible in the fact that there should have been there a funerary qoriq for Empresses and princes who were not carried to the Burqan-qaldun. Unfortunately, I have for the present no access to the Hsüan-hua fu chih, and can find no other reference to this tradition, which may, however, be late in date and groundless.

To sum up these somewhat desultory remarks, the only texts which are really puzzling as to the location of the Mongol Imperial tombs are those of P'eng Ta-ya and Hsū T'ing, and to some extent that of Chin Yu-tszü. But I do not think that they are of such a nature as to overrule the evidence found in Rašidu-š-Dım and in the YS. I may add two further considerations. The Liao Emperors, even after they had settled in North China, had their bodies carried to eastern Mongolia for burial; it is therefore only natural that the Yüan should have followed the same practice, since, though they lived under a growing Chinese influence, they could wish to enjoy their final rest in the land of their origin. Moreover, the absence of funerary mounds does not explain everything. If the Imperial tombs of the Mongol Emperors had been in North China or just outside it, some memory of them should have survived; that they should have sunk into complete oblivion was because they lay in northern Mongolia, from which China was cut off during the three centuries of the Ming dynasty. For all these reasons, I hold that Chinghiz-khan and the line of Tolui, including Qubilai, were buried on the Burqan-qaldun, alias the Ch'i-lien Valley, the "Valley where the hearse was raised."
Polo, when describing the route from Pao-ying and Kao-yu to Yang-chou, goes out of his way to speak of a place ❑Tigiu❑, in which PAUTHIER, YULE, CHARIGNON, BENEDETTO, etc., have agreed to see ❑T'ai-chou❑ (<Tigiu> is probably altered from ❑Taigiu>). His purpose is to speak of the sea which is, as he says, three days to the east of ❑Tigiu❑, and from which much salt is extracted; there he mentions a city ❑Cingiu❑, from which he comes back expressly to ❑Tigiu❑ and goes on to Yang-chou. Evidently, ❑Cingiu❑ is east of ❑Tigiu❑, that is to say of ❑T'ai-chou❑; CHARIGNON's argument (Ch. III, 44-45), following KINGSMILL in spite of YULE (Y. II, 154), and according to which ❑Cingiu❑ would be I-chêng on the Yang-tzê west of Yang-chou, is a priori false. It is a pity it should have been accepted by BENEDETTO (B', 441). Nor do I think that MOULE has hit the mark in TP, 1915, 413.

T'ai-chou, being out of the way, is not mentioned of course in the diary of 1276. But we can establish where the road to T'ai-chou branched off the main road. In Yung-lo ta-tien, 19426, 5 b, we have the list of postal relays south of Huai-an. i.e. Pao-ying, Kao-yu, and then 郡的 Shao-po. The text adds: «Arrived here, there are two ways; one is a water-route which, going straight to the east, leads through T'ai-chou to Hai-chou; the other goes straight to the south, and passing through Yang-chou, arrives at Kua-pu [see «Caigu»] and the Yang-tzê-chiang...». On that eastern water-route the text gives, without indication of distances, the following relays: T'ai-chou, Ju-kao, 通州 T'ung-chou, 濱 Hai[-chou].

The place called Shao-po, south of Kao-yu, was a chên, and is duly mentioned in the itinerary of 1276. Even to-day, it is from Shao-po that the canal starts and later joins the salt-canal north of Ju-kao (cf. Ch. III, 44); Polo is quite justified in speaking of the junks at T'ai-chou. Moreover, the text of the Yung-lo ta-tien says expressly that from Shao-po to Hai-chou, the postal relays were river relays, that is to say were covered by boat.

YULE, with his common sense, had already seen that the city where salt was manufactured was to the east of T'ai-chou; he thought very naturally of (Southern) T'ung-chou, and adopted the reading ❑Tingiu❑ instead of ❑Cingiu❑. He may be right, but I think that another solution is preferable.

Polo speaks of three days' journey from T'ai-chou to ❑Cingiu❑, and the Yung-lo ta-tien names also three stages, the last of which is Hai-chou. Ch. 6 is always e (= â) in Polo, and we should expect *Caigu; now, ❑Cingiu❑ is to *Caigu in exactly the same state of alteration as the numerous ❑Tingiu❑ readings of ❑Tigiu❑ are to *Taigiu (= T'ai-chou). So I think that the place meant by Polo is not T'ung-chou, but another place one days' journey farther on, the
place called Hai-chou in the Yung-lo ta-tien. Of course, this Hai-chou has nothing to do with
the Hai-chou (now Tung-hai-hsien) in Northern Chiang-su, and can only be Hai-men, on the
coast east of T'ung-chou, and a great centre of salt production at least since Sung times. The
difficulty is that the name of Hai-chou has not been registered for Hai-men in the YS, nor in
the Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chih, nor is it given for this place in the Ti-ming ta-tzu'ü tien. With
changes of locality corresponding to those of the sea-line, the place has only since the 11th cent.
been officially registered as the hsien (and the t'ing under the Ch'ing) of Hai-men. But we
know of a number of cases when the data of official histories have to be supplemented by information
from other sources. And the express mention of Hai-chou in the Yung-lo ta-tien, coupled
with Polo's Cingiu < *Caigu, obliges us to conclude that Hai-chou was one of the
names given to Hai-men during the Yuan dynasty, and probably the one which was popularly
current.

From Polo's acquaintance with the local conditions at Hai-chou — Hai-men, it seems evident
that he had been there; he personally knew also the gabelle works at Ch'ang-lu (see « Cianglu »),
and was acquainted with those of I-chêng (see « Singiu »). In the introduction to my notes,
I state what conclusions we may be entitled to draw from these facts.

160. CINGSAN and see BAIAN CINGSAN

Used by Polo in « Baian cingsan », q. v. This is the Chinese 林相 ch'êng-hsiang,
« Minister ». F writes cinq san » (not cincean » as in B, 134, followed by RR, 412, and B', 438),
but Polo's original form can only be cingsan », and we find « Bajam Cingsan » in Pipino's
chronicle published by Muratori, Script. ix, b. iii, ch. 47; « cinq san » is perhaps a copyist's
error due to the French word « cinq ».

Ch'êng-hsiang has passed into Mongolian under the form čingsang (cf. Schmidt, Gesch. der
Ost-Mongolen, 121, 123); it is written činksan in Armenian (with the Armenian hardening of -g
into -k; cf. Patkanov, Istorya Mongolov, 1, 52, 89-90). Rašidu'-Din writes regularly
чинсang (cf. Quatremèbre, Hist. des Mongols, 76-78, where we find also the spelling
čingsang from Walsēf; Bl, ii, 470, 472). But the « Chyansam » of Y, II, 150, must be
excluded; this is a personal name, Hsiang-shan (cf. Mo, 264).

The Mongol emperors of Peking sometimes awarded the title of ch'êng-hsiang to high
officials of the ilkhan in Persia, as in the case of Buya (see « Boga ») in 1226 (cf. Hai', 1, 422).
Blochel (Bl, i, 235-236) says that the ambassador from Peking who arrived in Persia in 1326
conferred on the emir Čuban a high Chinese title which he believes to be ch'êng-hsiang,
although he adds that the YS, dealing only with China, is silent on this event. But Blochel
is mistaken. The mission which arrived in Persia in 1326 was dispatched from China in 1324;
it is duly recorded in YS, 29, 7b, with the mention of the Chinese titles which were conferred
on Čuban; but the title of ch'êng-hsiang is not one of them.
This name is written Zorça on Fra Mauro’s Map (not "Zorza" as in Zurla, 36, and Hallberg, 572 [who apparently did not suspect that it was identical with his "Giorcia" of p. 150]). It has long been recognized that it represented the name of the tribe of south-eastern Manchuria which founded the Chin or “Golden” dynasty (see "Roi Dor") in northern China and which we generally call "Jučen"; the "Jučen", or more correctly *Jurčen or Nü-chěn, were Tungus, and near kin of the later Manchus.

In principle, Polo’s "Giorcia" represents *Čiürča; some of the readings may point to an original *Giorcia = *Jürča, though this seems to be less probable.

The form used by Polo is, as usual, the one then current in Persian-speaking circles. Rašidu’d-Din mentions more than once the جوچه (cf. Bl, 11, 446, 485, 498, and several times in Rašid’s History of China; also Quatremère, Hist. des Mongols, xc, xci). Blochet, without comment, always writes it جوچه (Čiürča), but this is arbitrary; the ms. do not distinguish between č and j. As a matter of fact, Rašid’s spelling gives no clue to enable us to determine whether we should transcribe it Jürča or Čiürča. The form جوچه (Čiürča) of the Nuzhab al Qulab (Le Strange, Pers. text, 2574; transl., 250), although stated by the author himself to be based on Rašid, is a misreading in which the vowel of the first syllable has been omitted and the final j developed into چ = چ (this error, aggravated by a misplacing of dots, occurs sporadically in Rašid’s ms., hence the جوچه = "Jürča" or "Čiürča" in Quatremère, xcii); it has nothing to do with the plural in -č which I shall discuss farther on. Whatever the explanation of the form *Jürča or *Čiürča with a final -č may be, the form is confirmed by Polo’s "Giorcia".

Moreover, even in the Ming period, the Persian form, though slightly different, was without a -č; it is given as جوچه and phonetically transcribed Jurji (or Jorji) in the Sino-Persian Vocabulary of the Board of Translators (13 b; this ms. does not distinguish between č and j in Arabic writing). For the vocalic ending in Persian the probabilities are that it is due to a form ending with a quiescent -č as in the Chinese transcriptions. If the name came to the Persians direct from the *Jurčen or through a Mongol channel, Rašid’s form must be transcribed *Jürča, and Polo’s "Giorcia" would stand for *Giorcia = *Jürča. On the other hand, if the Persians received the I name from the Uighurs, *Čiürča in Rašid and "Giorcia" (= *Čiürča) in Polo might be correct. Barthold (12 Vorlesungen, 121) says that the Mussulman form of the name was Jurji; but find Jurji (or Jurji) only in the Sino-Persian Vocabulary of the Ming period, the authority of which is of course very small for earlier times in comparison with Rašidu’d-Din.

In Uighur, the name occurs in the legend of Oyuz-khan as Čiürča. In TP, 1930, 336,
I have interpreted this as representing Jürčät, because the initial of the original name must have been J, not Č (the ms. does not distinguish between Č and J, nor does it mark the palatalization of -u after palatal consonants). But there was no J in true Uighur words (although the Uighurs could pronounce it), and BANG AND RACHMATHI (Die Legende von Oyuz Qayan, in SPAW, 1932, 698) may have been right when they retained Čürçät; an initial Č in Uighur finds some support in a Tibetan transcription which will be mentioned farther on. At a later date, the Sino-Uighur Vocabulary of the Board of Translators, 46 b, seems to give Čürčük (cf. also TERRIEN DE LACOUPEIRÉ in JRAS, 1889, 438; F. W. K. MüLLER, Zwei Pfahlinschriften, 33; not Čürčür as was proposed as a second possible reading by BL, i, 446), so that Čürčük has been entered in RADLOV’S Dictionary (iii, 2197, where it is so transcribed, but miswritten ‘Curcuq’ in Uighur writing). But there is certainly a mistake in the text, due primarily to the misplacement of a hook, and the Chinese phonetic transcription 贡兒‘tē Chu-čē-h’ē requires the name to be Jürčät.

YULE has said (Y, i, 231) that the Mongol form of the name was Churché, i. e. Čürčā, although CORDIER, quoting PALLADIUS, elsewhere gives ‘Churchin’, i. e. Čürčen (Y, i, 344). But this is not correct. The name occurs several times in the Secret History (§§ 247, 248, 253, 274), always as Jürčät, and the derived adjectival form, used as a proper name, is always Jürčā-dāi (¼ Jürčā[n] + dāi; §§ 130, 171, 176, etc.; but the biography in YS, 120, 3-4, gives 贡赤合 Shu-ch’īb-t’ai, *Ju[r]čītai). ‘Sanang Setsen’ writes Jürčit (cf. SCHMIDT’S Index, 496), which is also given in the Altan tobei (GOMBAEV, 22°, although the translation, p. 133, gives Jürčut; I shall come back to this Jürčit farther on).

A Tibetan text, translated in the middle ages from Chinese into Uighur, and from Uighur into Tibetan, speaks of the bČur-či dynasty (cf. P. CORDIER, Catal. du fonds tibétain, Index du Tanjur, p. 247), which would tend to show that, in the Mongol period, the name was pronounced in Uighur with an initial Č, not J. A more recent author ‘Jigs-med nam-mkha’ speaks of the ‘Man-ju Jur-chid’ and of the ‘Jur-chid Dynasty ‘gSer’ (= Golden; cf. HUTH, Gesch. des Buddhismus, ii, 20, 29); but, although writing in Tibetan, the author was a Mongol, and he merely writes in Tibetan letters the same Mongol form which we have met with in ‘Sanang Setsen’ and in the Altan tobei.

The various transcriptions in Persian, Uighur, and Mongolian, with an alternation of -š- and -š- in the second syllable, suggest an original form *Jurčen, with a quiescent -n, on which a Mongol (not Jučen) regular plural in -u was formed, to wit *Jurčad > *Jurčid. The palatalization of the first vowel (-u) may have been less marked in the Tungus original form than in Uighur and Mongolian. The Chinese transcriptions, however, raise new difficulties.

It is from the Chinese transcriptions that the form ‘Jučen’, now in general use, has been adopted since GRUBH published his Die Sprachre und Schrift der Jučen in 1896. This adoption is unfortunate. The initial J of ‘Jučen’ has been sometimes wrongly supposed to have the German value of J = Y, and consequently, perhaps also under the influence of the ‘Yuché’ which was probably a slip or a misprint for ‘Yuché’ in Y, i, 231, we find ‘Yučen’ twice in BANG AND RACHMATHI, loc. cit. 709, and also ‘Iucen’ in BENEDETTO (B¹, 441). But the main objection is that ‘Jučen’, in spite of its scientific appearance, represents neither the Chinese transcriptions
themselves, nor the original form which certainly had an -r at the end of the first syllable. As a matter of fact, the form « Djurchen », i.e., Jurčen, adopted by Terrien de Lacouperie in his paper The Ljurchten of Mandshuria, was much more satisfactory, Barthold's « Čur-Čen », i.e., Jurčen (12 Vorlesungen, 121), being a pseudo-reconstruction from the Chinese, is misleading.

The usual Chinese transcriptions of the name are 女 and 女, the normal pronunciations of which are Nü-čhên and Nü-chih, respectively (the Şi Şi, Ju-chên of P. Cordier, Catal. p. 247, does not exist). Since the days of Klaproth and Abel-RéMusat (cf. Klaproth, Asia Polyglotta, 292; Abel-RéMusat, Recherches sur les langues tartares, 1, Additions et Corrections, after p. 298), it has been customary to assert that in these Chinese transcriptions, 女 was not to be read nü as is usual, but ju, « in accordance with the etymology of the name. » Following in their wake, Bretschneider (Br. 1, 224) said that « the original spelling of the name by the Chinese was Ju chên »; Grube spoke of the « Jou-tchen » in TP, 1894, 334-340; and Chavannes of the « Jou-tche » in JA, 1895, ii, 144, and of the « Joutchen » in JA, 1897, I, 377. But Grube's « Jučen » is nothing more than a pseudo-scientific representation of Ju-chên itself (the j- is here used with the value of ɛ, as in our common transcriptions of the Chinese, but this is contrary to its use in scientific phonetics; Grube did not employ the form « Jučen » attributed to him by Müller, Zwei Pfahlinschriften, 33). Though he goes astray at the end of the paragraph, Gibert (Dictionnaire hist. et géogr. de la Mandchourie, 140) has already remarked that, although 女 is sometimes pronounced ju in Chinese (when it has the value of ɛ ju, ɛyou), there is no indication that it was ever so read in the name of the Nü-čhên or Nü-chih. As a matter of fact, the modern Chinese and Japanese always speak of the Nü-chih, not of the *Ju-chih or *Ju-chên. That such was already the case in the middle of the seventeenth century is established by the Manchu version which was then made of the History of the Chin dynasty, where the name is written « Niu-či » (De Harlez, Histoire de l'Empire de Kin, 1). We can easily go further back. Rašidu-ı-Din expressly says that the Chinese knew the Jürča (or Čürča) under the name of Şi Şi Nüči (cf. Br, 1, 224; Bl, ii, 446). It is thus clear that the only pronunciation from the thirteenth century down to our day has been Nü-chih, not *Ju-chih or *Ju-chên. The form « Jučen », however, is now so well established in linguistic works that, while I speak of the people as Nü-čhên, I retain the usual « Jučen » as the designation of their language.

Although Nü-čhên is the only form used in the Chinese version of the Secret History (§ § 247, 248, 255, 274) at the end of the fourteenth century, Nü-chih was prevalent during the Ming and Ch'ing dynasties (but the Coreans have retained Nü-čhên, which they pronounce Nye-tyin; cf. Courant, Bibliogr. coréenne, Nos. 1863, 2103, 2316). The reason for the double form is well known. Nü-čhên is the older one. But the Liao Emperor Hsing-tsung had Şi Şi Tsung-čhên for his personal name; so, on his accession to the throne in 1031, the character chên was tabooed, and the name of the Nü-čhên changed to Nü-chih (cf. Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao, 327, 3 a; JRAS, 1889, 439). It was the form Nü-chih which came to the knowledge of Rašidu-ı-Din, although the taboo of the Liao had of course not been binding for the Sung, who went on speaking of the Nü-čhên until the end. Because of the old pronunciation * ḏ iak of Şi chih, Terrien de Lacouperie (JRAS, 1889, 439, 444) read Nü-chih as *Niuchik (niučik) and connected this -k ending with that of the pseudo-*Čürčuk of the Ming Sino-Uighur Vocabulary;
but the old occlusive finals had already been dropped in northern Chinese when the transcription Nü-chih was adopted; it was already sounded Nü-chih, as in the Nü-chih of Râšihu-dâin and in the modern pronunciation. Gibert (Dictionnaire, 375) mentions two secondary transcriptions, 女真 Nü-chêng and 女署 Nü-chih. The latter form, Nü-chih, is given in Hung Hao’s Sung-mo chi-wên (1, 1 b; it is the account presented by that distinguished scholar in 1143, when he came back after fourteen years’ captivity among the Nü-chêng) as a “popular corruption” of 女真 Nü-chih; thence it passed into the Wên-hsien t’ung-k’ao (327, 3 a); it may have arisen from the fact that 女 chih means “hostage;” I do not think that it has so far been met with in any text. As to Nü-chêng, it seems to be a faulty reading of Nü-chên (and not, as might be thought, a taboo due to the personal name 趙 Chao Chên of the Sung Emperor Jen-tsung, 1022-1063; 趙 is a misprint in Giles’s Biogr. Dict. No. 144), probably due to graphic similarity and to the attraction of the Chinese botanical term nü-chêng, “virgin-tree,” Ligustrum lucidum (the wrong reading Nü-chêng, for Nü-chên, occurs in Giles’s Biogr. Dict. No. 2445; and in the Sao-yeh-shan-fang edition of the Ta-Chin kuo chih, 39, 1 a, though it is always written Nü-chên in the rest of that work).

According to Gibert (Dictionnaire, 140, 375), the Chi-tan or Liao had first called the Nü-chên 慕盧 Lü-chên; Gibert adds that the change from l to n “is a common phenomenon.” Before him Terrien de Lacouperie (JRAS, 1889, 440-441) had dwelt at length on this form Lü-chên, which he said dated as far back as the T’ang dynasty, as was proved by ch. 199 of the Chiu T’ang shu, where “it is distinctly stated” that Lü-chên was the name by which the Chi-tan called the Nü-chên. It is true that, if the name Lü-chên occurred in the Chiu T’ang shu, it ought to be in ch. 199; but I have twice read through the two sections of that long chapter without discovering any mention of Lü-chên. As a matter of fact I did not expect to find it there, since I believe that the name Nü-chên, either in that form or in the form of Lü-chên, was not known in China before the tenth century. The only authorities I can find for the form Lü-chên are the 大金國志 Ta-Chin kuo chih and Ma Tuan-lin’s Wên-hsien t’ung-k’ao (327, 3 a). The Ta-Chin kuo chih in 40 chapters is said to have been presented to the Sung Emperor in 1234; Ma Tuan-lin’s work was compiled at the close of the thirteenth century and first published between 1317 and 1322. But we are here confronted with a very intricate problem, that of the authorship and date of the Ta-Chin kuo chih, “Description of the Kingdom of the Great Chin,” and of its almost sister-work, the 契丹國志 Ch’-t’an kuo chih, “Description of the Kingdom of the Ch’-tan,” in 27 chapters.

Vasil’ev (in Trudy VOIRA O, iv [1859], 169, 196) says that the Ch’-t’an kuo chih was written by 葉倫和 Yeh Lung-li in 1179 (a miscalculation for 1180), and the Ta-Chin kuo chih in 1234 by 字文憲昭 Yü-wên Mou-chao, both authors being “well-known” writers of the Sung dynasty. But we know nothing about Yü-wên Mou-chao beyond the superscription and the memorial to the Throne at the beginning of his book, and this memorial is surely spurious. As to Yeh Lung-li, his memorial of presentation to the Throne is dated 1180 and, in agreement with its contents, the Ch’-t’un-lung Commissioners (SSû-k’u . . . . 50, 19 b-22 a) state that the Ch’-t’an kuo chih was written in compliance with an Imperial edict of the Emperor Hsiao-tsung (1162-1189); in the same notice, however, they say that Yeh Lung-li received the doctorate in 1247, but neither to
them nor to recent authors like Chang Yü in his Ch'ien Tsun-wang Tu-shu min-ch'iu chi chiao-chêng (II, 15-16) did it occur that a man who had already published a work in 1180 cannot well have passed his doctorate in 1247, that is to say 67 years later. That a Yeh Lung-li, native of Chia-hsing in Ch'ê-chiang, received the doctorate in the seventh year of Ch'un-yu (1247) is not open to doubt, since he is mentioned among the Chia-hsing men of that promotion in the Chê-chiang t'ung-chih and in the Chia-hsing fu chih (44, 42 b); but I find no other information about him. A possible solution would be that the date of the memorial to the Throne, «the seventh year ch'un-yi» (1180), is corrupt for «the seventh year ch'un-yu» (1247), the very year in which the Chia-hsing man Yeh Lung-li became a doctor. The «seventh year ch'un-yi», however, is the date already given in the surviving copy of the edition engraved in the Yuan period (cf. T'ieh-chin-t'ung-chien-lou ts'ang-shu mu-lu, 9, 23 b, 29 a; Pi-Sung-lou ts'ang-shu chih, 23, 14 a). Moreover, internal evidence, some of which has already been adduced by the Ch'ien-lung Commissioners, seems to prove that the book was not written by Imperial order, nor presented to the Throne. If the memorial be apocryphal, Yeh Lung-li's authorship may well be questioned. As a matter of fact, we must take the Ch'i-tan kuo chih as a spurious compilation of uncertain authorship and date, written perhaps at the end of the Sung dynasty, but perhaps also only in the Yuan dynasty. Already in the fourteenth century some of its blunders were denounced by Su T'ien-chio (1294-1352) in a dissertation which is quoted in the Ssu-k'u... , 50, 20 a (it is probably to be found in Su T'ien-chio's literary collection entitled T'ê-ch'i wen-kao, which is not at my disposal). Nevertheless, the supposed Yeh Lung-li had access to some works which have now perished, and some of the information he has preserved is not to be found elsewhere. The paragraphs of the Ch'i-tan kuo chih relating to the origin and the customs of the Ch'i-tan were extracted from the complete work by T'ao Tsung-i who reprinted them as the work of Yeh Lung-li, under the title of Liao chih, «Notice of the Liao», at the beginning of the 86th chapter of his Shuo fu of c. 1360-1366. From the Shuo fu they were copied under the Ming dynasty into the Ku-chin shuo-hai, and have been translated both by Vasil'ev (Trudy VOIRA, iv, 171-196) and by R. Stein (TP, 1939, 1-154).

The case of the Ta-Chin kuo chih is exactly parallel with that of the Ch'i-tan kuo chih. It is headed by a memorial of presentation to the Sung Emperor dated on the 15th of the first month of the first year Tuan-p'ing (February 14, 1234), but it tells of the fall of the Chin dynasty which occurred at K'ai-feng on February 9, 1234. How could an event which took place in Honan have been mentioned in a book presented to the Sung Emperor at Hang-chou in Chê-chiang five days later? Moreover, while Chinghiz-khan is spoken of as «the leader of the Ta-ta (Tartars) Tam-tin» (22, 2 b), which is what would be expected from a subject of the Sung dynasty, the author speaks elsewhere of the Mongol reigning family as «the Great dynasty», of the Mongol troops as «the Great army», and of Mongol envoys as «Celestial messengers». These contradictions, and some others, have been denounced by the Ch'ien-lung Commissioners (Ssu-k'u... , 50, 22-23) and by Ch'ien Ta-hsin (1728-1804; in a notice on the Ta-Chin kuo chih which is found in ch. 28 of his Ch'ien-yen-t'ang wen chi). The Ch'ien-lung Commissioners were of opinion that the Ta-Chin kuo chih had been written by Yü-wên Mou-chao under the Sung, but that it had been tampered with at the beginning of the Yuan dynasty. Ch'ien Ta-hsin, more clear-sighted, maintained that
the whole work was a production of the beginning of the Yüan dynasty, with a spurious memorial and an apocryphal ascription. This is certainly right, but we may even go one step farther. The plan of the Ch'i-tan kuo chih and of the Ta-Chin kuo chih is the same. Both begin with a memorial of presentation, a paragraph on the origin of the nation (初 本 末 ch'u-hsing pên-mo), and a table of the Emperors; then follow the annals of the various reigns, and some biographies; at the end are various notices and diaries of envoys. Some Chinese scholar of the nineteenth century must have expressed the view that both works were in fact due to Yeh Lung-li, since this has passed into Wylie's Notes on Chinese Literature (1867, p. 25), and thence into Giles's Biogr. Dict. Nos. 2457 and 2536. It seems to be a vain task to try to determine the name of the author, but I have no doubt that both works are really due to one and the same man, and that this man lived under the Yüan dynasty. In both cases his spurious compilation was made up of extracts, which accounts for the discrepancies in his attitude towards the Mongols: some of the sources from which he drew were of Sung origin, others had been written under the Mongols, and he did not take the trouble to harmonize their statements. But, in spite of many errors, the Ta-Chin kuo chih, like the Ch'i-tan kuo chih, is of value, since it preserves anonymous quotations from works which have since perished. As in the case of the Ch'i-tan kuo chih, the paragraphs of the Ta-Chin kuo chih relating to the origin and the customs of the Nü-chên were extracted by T'ao Tsung-i and, under the title 金志 Chin chih, «Description of the Chin», they follow the Liao chih in the 86th chapter of the original Shuo fu. From there they too have passed into the Ku-chin shuo-hai and have been translated by Vasil'ev (Trudy VOIRAO, iv, 196-215). There is no copy extant of a Yüan edition of the Ta-Chin kuo chih, although it seems to have been published together with the Ch'i-tan kuo chih (cf. T'ieh-ch'in-t'ung-chien-lou ts'ang-shu mu-lu, 9, 23 a-b); the work is generally quoted from the edition which Hst Shih-ch'ên published at the Sao-yeh-shan-fang in 1797. Unfortunately this edition is based on the text adopted for the Siü-k'ü ch'üan-shu, in which the Imperial Commissioners have «changed what was objectionable»; I have not had access to a text collated on a ms. following the Yüan edition, like the one mentioned in 章氏四書 儒藏書目 Chang-shih sù-tang-chai ts'ung-shu mu, i b, 61-62.

We can now discuss the name «Lü-chên». It occurs in the preliminary paragraph of the Ta-Chin kuo chih, entitled ch'u-hsing pên-mo, «Account of how the fortune started». Unfortunately, the sheet containing this paragraph is missing from the only copy of the Sao-yeh-shan-fang edition I have at my disposal, and I must cite it from the text given in the Chin chih of the ancient Shuo fu (Commercial Press ed. 86, 10 a). The paragraph begins as follows (cf. also Li Wên-t'ien's commentary on the Secret History, 7, 2 a) : «The kingdom of Chin had as original name 耚里 Chu-li-chên (*Jurchén or *Jurjen), [but] the lingual sound (舌音 shè-yin; this is the Chinese term for our *palatals', i. e. ɛ and ɔ, also and more properly called in Chinese 舌上音 shè-shang-yin. 'supra-lingual sounds') of the foreign name (番語 fan-yü) became Nü-chên through corruption. Some call them Lü-chên. To avoid the personal name of the Emperor Hsing-tsung of the Ch'i-tan, they have moreover been called Nü-chih (all the editions of Li Wên-t'ien's commentary, in citing this passage, print it as though it were the form Lü-chên which was due to the taboo, which is absurd). They are the remnants of the 儒僑 Su-shên clan (氏 shih),
and a special branch (别族 pien-tsu) of the 海 P'o-hai. Some say that they belong to the 那 (？) clan (撫氏; the text is corrupt; cf. VASELY, loc. cit. 197) of the division 烏韓 Ch'én-Han of the 三韓 San-Han (the San-Han, ‘or Three Han’), were three small kingdoms in Corea in the first centuries of our era). They were the weakest and the poorest among the tribes of the northern region. In the [period] chêng-kuan (627-649), the 萬繫 Mo-ho came [to render homage] to the Court; the Middle Kingdom (i.e. China) [then] heard for the first time of the name of the Nü-chên. For generations [the Nü-chên] lived east of the 混江 Hun-t'ung-chiang (Hun-t'ung River, the Sungari), at the foot of the Ch'ang-pai-shan (the ‘Long White Mountain’); this mountain is [the place where] the Ya-lu-shui (Ya-lu River) takes its rise. To the south, they bordered on Kao-li (Corea); to the north, they adjoined the 翼王 Shih-wei; to the west, they bordered on P'o-hai and 縱 T'ieh-li; to the east, they reached the sea. What the San kuo chih calls 豬 Pao-lou (read 猪 I-lou), what the Wei of the Yuan [family] called 勿耳 Wu-chi, and what the T'ang called Hei-shui Mo-ho (‘Mo-ho of the Black River’, i.e. of the Sungari), is at present their territory. The [people] in their dependency were divided into six tribes (pu); [amongst them] there was the tribe (pu) of the Black River, which is the same as the present Nü-chên. If one should take in the hand water of this River, its colour is slightly black; the Ch'i-tan gave it the name of Hun-t'ung-chiang...

Ma Tuan-lin’s chapter on the Nü-chên (327, 2-3) begins thus: ‘The Nü-chên are the Su-shên clan of ancient times. For generations they lived east of the Hun-t'ung-chiang, [at] the Ch'ang-pai-shan, [where] the Ya-lu-shui takes its rise. To the south, they bordered on Kao-li; to the north, they adjoined the Shih-wei; to the west, they bordered on P'o-hai and 縱 T'ieh-tien (read T'ieh-li'); to the east they reached the sea. The Later Han called them I-lou; the Wei of the Yuan [family] called them Wu-chi; the Wei and T'ang called them Mo-ho. Their clan name (hsing) was 順撫氏; among the northern Barbarians, they were the weakest and the poorest. In [the period] k'ai-huang (681-600) of the Sui, they offered tribute; their clans (tou) were divided into six tribes (pu); [amongst them] there was the tribe (pu) of the Black River, which is the same as the present Nü-chên. If one should take in the hand water of this River, the colour is slightly black; it was given the name of Hun-t'ung-chiang... In [the period] chêng-kuan (627-649) of the T'ang, the Mo-ho came [to render homage] to the Court. [The Emperor] T'ai-tsung inquired about their customs, and so the talk touched on the affairs of the Nü-chên. It was at that [moment] that the Middle Kingdom (i.e. China) first heard of their name (i.e. of the Nü-chên). The Ch'i-tan called them Lü-chên... In [the period] k'ai-yüan (713-741) of the T'ang, their leader (i.e. apparently of the Nü-chên, but in fact of the Mo-ho) came [to render homage] to the Court, and he was appointed prefect (tu-shih) of the department of 勝利 Po-li. Subsequently, a clan (部 pu, an error for 政 fu, ‘department’; on the Hei-shui-fu, cf. GIBERT, Dictionnaire, 220) of Hei-shui (‘Black River’) was established, and the leader of the clan (pü) was made its governor (tu-tü); the Court established there a ch'ang-shih to control him... At the time of the Five Dynasties (907-960), [these tribes] were for the first time called Nü-chên. Later on, to avoid the personal name Tsung-chên of the Ch'i-tan leader (chü; Hsing-tsung of the Liao), this name was changed to 女贏 Nü-chih, which became 女貞 Nü-chih through popular corruption...”
The Ta-Chin kuo chih and Ma Tuan-lin’s Wên-hsien t’ung-k’ao are, as far as I am aware, the only sources where the form Lü-chên occurs as a name of the Nü-chên. But, to pass a judgment on the value of these two texts, two other works of earlier date must be adduced.

One is the 三朝盟會編 San-ch’ao pei-meng hui-pien, the author of which, 徐夢莘, Hsi Meng-hsin, lived from 1124 to 1205 (cf. Chavannes, in N. 198, 1, 387-388); it is an invaluable repository of texts and documents ranging from 1117 to 1161. In his commentary on the arrival of the Nü-chên envoys at the Sung Court on February 22, 1119, Hsi Meng-hsin says (3, 1 a-b; almost the whole of the text which I translate was copied verbatim by Hsi Meng-hsin from Hung Hao’s slightly earlier Sung-mo chi-shên; I prefer to translate from Hsi Meng-hsin because the passage on the name Chu-li-chên does not occur in Hung Hao’s account): The Nü-chên are the ancient kingdom of Su-shên. Their original name was 朱理 Chu-li-chên, but the foreign name (fan-yü) became Nü-chên through corruption. They were originally the descendants of 朱蒙 Chu-meng of Kao-li (Corea). Some make them [belong] to the race (chung) of the Mo-ho of the Black River, as (?) a special branch (pieh tsu) of the P’o-hai, [or to ?] (the text seems to be corrupt) the Ch’en Han of the San Han (Three Han). In truth, all of these were small kingdoms of the eastern Barbarians. For generations, [the Nü-chên] lived east of the Hun-t’ung-chiang, [at] the Ch’ang-pai-ehan, [where] the Ya-lu-shui takes its rise... To the east, they reached the sea; to the south, they bordered on Kao-li; to the west, they adjoined P’o-hai and T’ieh-li; to the north, they came near the Shih-wei. What the San-kuo chih calls I-lou, what the Wei of the Yтан [family] called Wu-chi, what the Sui called Hei-shui-pu (‘Tribes of the Black River’), and what the Tang called Hei-shui Mo-ho is their territory... When, in [the period] ch’eng-kuan of the Tang, the Emperor T’ai-tsung led an expedition against Kao-li (Corea), ...more than 100,000 Mo-ho troops made their submission... In [the period] k’ai-yüan, their leader (i.e. of the Mo-ho) came [to render homage] to the Court, and he was appointed prefect (ts’u-shih) of the department (chou) of Po-li. Subsequently, a department (fu) of Hei-shui was established, and the leaders of the clan were made its governors (tu-tu) and prefects (ts’u-shih)... At the time of the Five Dynasties, [these tribes] were for the first time called Nü-chên.

Though of uncertain date and authorship, another work dealing with the Nü-chên must certainly be earlier than the Ta-Chin kuo chih and the Wên-hsien t’ung-k’ao; it goes under the title of 裔夏錄 Yi mou Hsia lu, ‘Accounts of the plots of the Barbarians against China’, and is usually given as the work of 劉忠恕 Liu Chung-shu. Certainly because of the manner in which the book speaks of the Nü-chên, which the Ch’ien-lung Commissioners felt to be offensive, the I-mou Hsia lu is not mentioned in the Shu-k’u... though the Man-chou yuan-liu k’ao (dated 1777; 1, 3 a) quotes from the Sung author Liu Chung-shu the form Chu-li-chên of the name of the Nü-chên. I know of no modern edition of the I-mou Hsia lu, and have never had a ms. copy of it at my disposal. Nothing seems to be known of its alleged author Liu Chung-shu. The text, as now extant, is in one chapter (Pi-Sung-lou ts’ang-shu chih, 28, 21-23), or in three (Shan-pên-shu-shih ts’ang-shu chih, 10, 10 a-b), and begins with a preface by 胡濙 Hu Ch’ien, probably a Sung man, about whom I know nothing. On the other hand, the Chih-chai shu-lu chieh-t’i, in which no work later than c. 1235 is listed,
mentions (5, 21 b; cf. also Wên-hsiên t'ung-k'ao, 197, 2 b) the I-i mou Hsia lu in seven chapters (not in one or in three chapters, as said above) as the work of 汪藻 Wang Tsao, and the same authorship is given in the bibliographical section of the Sung chih (203, 11 a), where, however, the I-i mou Hsia lu is said to be only in three chapters. Now, it is most improbable that there should have been two different works of the Sung period with the same rare title of I-i mou Hsia-lu; one of the attributions (or perhaps both of them) must be erroneous. Wang Tsao (1079-1154) was a well-known statesman and writer (cf. GILES, Bioigr. Dict. No 2236, to be combined with the pseudo-Wang Kung-tao of No. 2192), but a cursory examination of his literary collection, entitled 浮説集 Fou-ch' i chi (ed. Ssü-pu ts' ung-k' an), has failed to reveal to me anything to suggest his possible authorship of the I-i mou Hsia lu. Whether the I-i mou Hsia lu be due to Wang Tsao or to Liu Chung-shu, and whether or not it be a work of the first half of the twelfth century, the fact remains that it already existed c. 1235 when the Chih-chai shu-lu chieh-t' i was completed, and so antedates both the Ta-Chin kuo chih and the Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao. Although I cannot cite the I-i mou Hsia lu at first hand, the following passage is quoted in Li Wên-t'ien's Commentary on the Secret History (ed. T'ung-yin-t'ang, 1896, 7, 2 a) : "The I-i mou Hsia lu of Liu Chung-shu of the Sung says : 'The original name of the kingdom of Chin was 車里 ch'u-ch'i, Chu-li-chên. To avoid [the use of] the personal name Tsung-chên of Hsing-tsung of the Ch'i-tan, [the Nü-chên] have also been called Nü-chih. In [the period] chêng-kuan (627-649) of the T'ang the Mo-ho came [to render homage to the Court]: the Middle Kingdom [then] heard for the first time of the name of the Nü-chên. For generations, [the Nü-chên] lived east of the Hun-t'ung-chiang; [to the east] (there is clearly a lacuna here, due to haplography between the two tung, "east"); of the other texts, and so the intervening limits of the Nü-chên have been omitted) they reached the sea. They are what the San-kuo chih calls I-lou. They lived on the Ch'ang-pai-shan, [where] the Ya-lu-shui takes its rise."

When comparing these four texts, one cannot but be struck by their close connection and even, in many cases, by their identical wording. The most sober and accurate version is that of the San-ch' ao pei-mêng hui-pien. There the author draws a clear line between hearsay tradition and accurate information, and says neither that the name of the Nü-chên was known in the seventh century, nor that there was another form Lü-chên of Nü-chên. The statement that the name of the Nü-chên was known in early T'ang times occurs for the first time in the I-i mou Hsia lu. It was certainly from the latter work that it passed into the Ta-Chin kuo chih and the Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao, but neither of the authors of these later works noticed that it was in contradiction with another statement, which they copied from the Sung-mo chi-wên or the San-ch' ao pei-mêng hui-pien, to wit that the name Nü-chên made its appearance only in the tenth century. That the author of the Ta-Chin kuo chih knew either the Sung-mo chi-wên or the San-ch' ao pei-mêng hui-pien (or perhaps both) is quite certain. If an additional proof should be required, it would be provided by the passage of the Ta-Chin kuo chih (32, 2 b) in which it is said that the Nü-chên terms for "wife" and "husband" were 蕃那 sa-na (the 蕃蕃 sa-sa in the Chin chih [Shuo fu, 86, 12 b] is corrupt) and 愛 恆 ai-kên respectively. This is clearly drawn from the Sung-mo chi-wên, 14 a, or the San-ch' ao pei-mêng hui-pien, 3, 4 b, where we read, more correctly, that the Nü-chên terms for "wife" and "husband" were 蕃那罕
sa-na-han and ai-kêhn; these forms represent the words transcribed *sa-li-an* and *o-i-o* in the late Juâen Vocabulary, equivalent to the Manchu sargan and eigen (cf. GRUBE, *Die Sprache und Schrift der Juâen*, pp. 97, 98). But it is no less evident that the pseudo-Yü-wên Mou-chao made use of the *l-i mou Hsia lu*, and moreover this can be established by a detail in the text. In both the *l-i mou Hsia lu* and the *Ta-Chin kuo chih* we read: 唐貞觀中靺鞨來中國始聞女真之名. This is a clumsy redaction. In Li Wen-t'ien's commentary, the text is punctuated after *chung-kuo*, so that the translation would be: «In [the period] chêng-kuan of the T'ang, the Mo-ho came to the Middle Kingdom, and [the Middle Kingdom then] heard for the first time of the name of the Nû-chên». But «lai chung-kuo» is hardly possible in Chinese, and I hold that, at an early date, before the *Ta-Chin kuo chih* was compiled, the word 舊 ch'ao had been accidentally omitted in the passage of the *l-i mou Hsia lu*. This is the reason why I have translated: «...the Mo-ho came [to render homage to the Court]; the Middle Kingdom [then] heard...». Such must also have been Ma Tuan-lin's opinion since he writes: «...the Mo-ho came [to render homage] to the Court... It was at that [moment] that the Middle Kingdom...».

So all the elements of the accounts in the *Ta-Chin kuo chih* and the *Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao* can be traced back to the *San-ch'ao pei-mêng hui-pien* or to the *l-i mou Hsia lu*, with the exception, however, of what relates to the form «Lû-chên» of the name of the Nû-chên. It is true that, as GIBERT says, there are many cases of alternations between *l-* and *n-* at the beginning of words (see *Lop* and *Lambri*), and many words beginning in Chinese with *l-* have an initial *n-* in the Sino-Corean pronunciation; such are the Sino-Corean 路 no, 緣 nok, 麟 nok, 離 ni, etc. The alternation between Ch. T'u-yü-hun and Tib. Thu-lu-hun (cf. *TP*, 1921, 323) is mysterious; and so are the different values, yin, lin and shên, of one and the same Juâen character in GRUBE, *Die Sprache und Schrift der Juâen*, p. 51, No. 104 (I leave out k'u, which seems to be correct). The present case, however, is peculiar. In the Altaic languages, the most frequent occurrence is a change from *l-* to *n-* in languages which show a reluctance to an initial *l*; for instance, the Persian la'al, «ruby», becomes nal in mediaeval Mongolian, and Mongolian uses both lâcin and nâcin for the Turkish lâcin, «falcon». In spite of TERRIEN DE LACOUPERIE, there is no apparent reason why the Ch'i-tan, who spoke a Mongolian dialect, should have changed to a form beginning in *l-* a name of Tungus origin which began either with *j-* as Jurêen or with *n-* as the usual Chinese transcription Nû-chên. The very ascription of the form Lû-chên to the Ch'i-tan, which occurs only in Ma Tuan-lin, seems, moreover, to rest on some error. In the *Ta-Chin kuo chih* we are told, in a sentence relating to the Black River, that «the Ch'i-tan gave it the name (契丹 目之為 Ch'i-tan mu wei) of Hun-t'ung-chiang», which is perfectly correct (cf. GIBERT, *Dictionnaire*, 327-328), and «Lû-chên» is merely given as another form of Nû-chên. In Ma Tuan-lin we read that the river «was given the name» (mu wei), without the «Ch'i-tan» which ought to precede *mu wei*. But in the next line, instead of the «some call them (或曰 huo yüeh) Lû-chên» of the *Ta-Chin kuo chih*, Ma Tuan-lin gives «the Ch'i-tan called them (契丹 目之曰 Ch'i-tan mu chin chêh yüeh) Lû-chên». It seems quite probable that the ascription to the Ch'i-tan of the name Lû-chên is due to a confusion with the sentence which correctly attributed to them the name Hun-t'ung-chiang of the Hei-shui.
Finally, and without absolutely discarding the possibility of the form Lü-chên, I must say that it seems to me to be a very doubtful form and perhaps due merely to a bad blunder of the Ta-Chin kuo chih. The character 魚 lü is not altogether unknown in Ch'i-tan transcriptions; a place-name 西 魚 Chü-lü is mentioned in the Liao shih (116, 13 b); but it is of rare occurrence. Now there is a sentence which in the Chin chih (copying the Ta-Chin kuo chih) reads: «The Ch'i-tan were afraid (恐 k'ung) that the Nü-chên [might] make trouble» (恐 丹 魚 女 爲 患 Chi'-tan k'ung Nü-chên wei huan), but, in the San-ch'ao pei-mêng hui-pien (3, 2 a), the original text is: «A-pao-chi was concerned (魚 lü) about [the fact that] the Nü-chên [might] make trouble» (ﾅ rx lü Nü-chên wei huan), which becomes in Ma Tuan-lin «A-pao-chi was concerned about [the fact that] they (i. e. the Nü-chên) [might] make trouble» (魚 其 爲 患 lü ch'i wei huan). It looks as though it were this 魚 lü ch'i which was misread 魚 lü chên by the author of the Ta-Chin kuo chih, perhaps in some text already corrupt, and thus gave birth to his alternative name Lü-chên for the Nü-chên. This was then taken over by Ma Tuan-lin, who, owing to an additional mistake, specified that this name Lü-chên had been given to the Nü-chên by the Ch'i-tan. If, however, Lü-chên should unexpectedly turn out to be a genuine form, a last hypothesis might be suggested: Lü-chên could be an appheric form of a more complete *Nü-lü-chên < *Jurčen. Such apphereses are not unknown. I lay no stress on the names Ta-Chên — Ta (Nü-)chên and Tung-Chên — Tung (Nü-)chên which will be mentioned in the last part of the present note, because they are half Chinese. But ancient names of the Nü-ku mu-li of the Ch'i-tan period (the present Sira-mûrân; cf. infra, p. 379), like 如 洛 Ju-lo-kuai (*Nü* o-lak-kwaï), which occurs also as Lo-kuai, would provide an exact parallel to *Nü-lü-chên > Lü-chên (on the ancient names of the Sira-mûrân, cf. SHIRATORI, Beiträge zur historischen Geographie der Mandschuren, Tôkyô, 1914, I, 365). But, whatever the truth about Lü-chên may be, it must not be added to explain the «Longa» in Rubrock's «Longa et Solanga», as has been suggested by ROCKHILL (Rubrock, 153; cf. WV, 1, 234).

The name Chu-li-chên, which occurs in the San-ch'ao pei-mêng hui-pien, the L-i mou Hsia lu, and the Ta-chin kuo chih is of course nothing but a transcription of *Jurčen; it was a bad mistake of Li Wen-t'ien, in his Commentary on the Secret History (7, 2 a), to have stated that both Chu-li-chên and Nü-chên represented the name of the Mongol tribe Jurgin (occurring in the Secret History, §§ 170, 171, 185-187, 208). The opinion expressed in the San-ch'ao pei-mêng hui-pien that the Chu-li-chên, alias Nü-chên, were the descendants of Chu-mêng of Kao-li is also an error. Chu-mêng was the name of the traditional founder of the kingdom of Kao-li or Kao-kulî (Corea) just before the Christian era (cf. GIBERT, Dictionnaire, 429, 880). But the alleged connection between the names is fictitious, since it is based on the tacit assumption that the names are to be read *Chu Lü-chên and *Chu Mêng, as though both began with the Chinese surname Chu; but both Chu-li-chên and Chu-mêng are mere transcriptions of foreign names. The correct equivalence of Chu-li-chên with *Jurčen was given long ago by BRETSCHNEIDER (in JNCB, x [1876], 108; cf. also TERRIEN DE LACOUTERIE in JRAS, 1889, 437; Br, 1, 224).

In the 登 庵 失 謂 Têng-t'ân pi-chiu, published in 1598, DEVERIA found the name 子 兒 赤 Chu-ér-ch'i, rendered in Chinese 海 西 Hai-hsi, «West of the Sea» (cf. Revue de l'Extême-
Orient, 1, 175). Here again Terrien de LaCouverie (JRAS, 1889, 438) absurdly transcribes "Tchu-erh-tch'ék", as if a pronunciation érh could be contemporaneous with a pronunciation in which the ancient -k of ch'i̯h (t's'jāk) was still preserved. As to Hai-hsi, Terrien de LaCouverie, unable to explain it, thinks that it probably "is a simple pun". I see things differently. I have no access to the original edition of the Têng-t'an pi-chiu, nor do I suppose had Devèria either. In my nineteenth-century reprint (ch. 22), Chu-erh-ch'ih occurs twice; once (No. 77) it is given as the equivalent of Hai-hsi, but the second time (No. 183) the Chinese equivalent has been suppressed. The Manchus, holding themselves to be the descendants of the Chin, expurgated most of the works in which the name of the Nü-chên or Nü-chih occurred, and I have little doubt that the original edition of the Têng-t'an pi-chiu had in one place Nü-chih, which has been left blank in modern editions, and in the other place Hai-hsi, which was a regular geographical name in the region in northern Manchuria occupied by the Nü-chên of Ming times (cf. Shiratori, Beiträge, 11, 527). As to Chu-erh-ch'ih itself, the term, contrary to what Devèria and Terrien de LaCouverie thought, has no real bearing on the forms used in China and by the Chinese; the section in which it appears is a Sino-Mongolian Vocabulary and Chu-erh-ch'ih merely represents the Mongolian form, which we know to have been Jürçit in late Ming and early Ch'ing times. In the transcriptions of the Têng-t'an pi-chiu, the final -t is omitted in kūñji[t] = kūñji[t], "sesamum" (No. 445); the case is almost certainly the same with Chu-erh-ch'ih, which is accordingly to be restored as the regular Mongol form Jürçit.

The true name of the Nü-chênn appears in native writing in the Vocabulary of the Board of Translators of c. 1500 published by Grube (No. 324); it is written with two Jučen characters which are phonetically transcribed 朱先 Chu-hsien, with the Chinese equivalent Nü-chih. But this Chu-hsien must be explained. Seemingly, it renders a native pronunciation *Jusen, but this need not have been the pronunciation of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The first Jučen character used in the name does not occur elsewhere, but its original value was probably *Jur-, not ju-. As to the second character, it is also used as the second element of the Jučen word meaning "kettle", transcribed phonetically 木先 mu-hsien (Grube, No. 244), *muse. But the same word is transcribed 木怹 mu-ch'ē, *muče, in the Sino-Jučen Vocabulary of the Board of Interpreters acquired by Auboussseau for the Ecole Française d'Extrême-Orient, and the corresponding word in Manchu is mučen. We may therefore safely conclude that the forms in *sen are due to dialectical variations or to an unsatisfactory notation of the Board of Translators, but that the true Jučen forms were Jurčen (? > *Jučen > Jusen) and mučen, respectively.

The late form *Jusen receives apparent support from a Manchu word. In his preface to the Man-choü yüan-liù k'ao, the Emperor Ch'ien-lung says: "When the Dynasty was founded, the ancient name which designated those belonging to the 滿 珠 Man-choü was 滿 珠 Chu-shên; later, this name [Chu-shên] was changed to Man-choü (Man-ju), but in the end the Chinese characters [Man-choü] became altered to 滿 珠 Man-choü. The truth is that the ancient [name] 蓬 藤 Su-shên is a phonetical change from Chu-shên, and this gives an additional proof in favour of the territorial identity [of the Su-shên and the Man-choü]." Devèria's translation (RV. de l'Extrême-Orient, 1, 174-175) is somewhat different, but would imply that the text is self-contradictory (cf. moreover 1, 3a). Ch'ien-lung's assertion that the Chinese characters were
«altered» means that it was Man-chu which correctly rendered Manju, and that, if chou was commonly substituted for chu, it was because chou, «island», lent itself better in Chinese to a geographical use (cf. 1, 1 b, 2 a; as a matter of fact, the very name «Manju», unknown before the seventeenth century, has never been satisfactorily explained; cf. GIBERT, Dictionnaire, 589, 602-603). I shall speak of the ancient Su-shên farther on; but it is self-evident that if there should be a connection between Su-shên and Chu-shên, the chronology would require a process of evolution just the opposite of that formulated by Ch'ien-lung (the text in ch. 1, 3 a, is in this respect more logical than Ch'ien-lung's preface).

There can be no doubt that the name Chu-shên adduced by Ch'ien-lung in connection with Su-shên and said by the compilers of the Man-chou yuan-lio k'ao (1, 3 a) to be fundamentally identical with Chu-li-chên (Jurčen) is the Manchu Jušen, Juše, meaning «Manchu servants» and «family people» (cf. ZAKHAROV'S Dictionary, 1005; Terrien de Lacouperie, in JRA, 1889, 438). GIBERT (Dictionnaire, 141), while admitting that Jušen was the designation not of the ruling class of the Manchus, but of an inferior class maintained in a state of bondage by the other, accepts the Chinese view which connects the name of the Jušen with that of the Jurčen (cf. also Tz'u yüan, ch'ou 253, s. v. «Nü-chên»). The transcription Chu-hsien, *Jusen, given for the native name of the Jurčen in the late Jučen Vocabulary published by Grube, may be adduced as providing an intermediary form. Yet I retain some doubts as to the correctness of the equivalence. Since we have the Manchu mučen as corresponding to the *musen of Grube's Vocabulary and to mūč of the Vocabulary acquired by Aurousseau, we should expect, as the Manchu form corresponding to *Jusen, not Jušen, but *Jučen. As to the Manchu Jušen itself, its historical use remains to be investigated, and I am not certain that it ever was, as Ch'ien-lung's text would imply, an ethnic and not a class name. Zakharov's etymology from the Chinese 朱, «master», is not acceptable, but we may have to do with an independent Manchu word, unconnected with Jurčen. I am all the more in doubt about any such connection because the very form Jurčen may have survived in Manchu. Jurčen in Manchu means «opposition», «disobedience», from a root Jurče- which has many derived forms. But Zakharov (p. 1014) says that it is also the «name of a clan». It is true that he says this with a question-mark. But it looks as though he had actually found the name as that of a clan, but felt some hesitation on account of the identity of that name with the word jurčen, «disobedience». If such be the case, the absolute identity of the clan-name Jurčen with the form which we have reconstructed from the various transcriptions for the native name of the Nü-chên would make it certain that it is this native name which has survived as a clan-name in Manchu, and the very doubtful connection proffered between the name of the Jurčen and the Manchu class-name Jušen should be definitely abandoned.

As to the date of the first occurrence of the name Nü-chên, we have seen (p. 376) that, according to the San-ch'ao pei-meng hui-pien, the Chi-tan Emperor A-pao-chi was afraid that the Nü-chên might create trouble. This is confirmed by the Liao shih (in which work the name always occurs as Nü-chih, as required by the taboo of 1131), where we read (1, 1 a-b) that in 903 A-pao-chi subdued the Nü-chih, and again, in 906, those of the Nü-chih who had not submitted before. But A-pao-chi died on September 18, 926, and it was only under his suc-
cessor that for the first time, on January 16, 928, an embassy from the Nü-chên came to the Chi’tan Court (Liao shih, 3, 1 b; 70, 2 b). From that date, others followed in rapid succession, almost every year and sometimes twice in the same year.

If we pass from the Chi’tan to the purely Chinese dynasties in the south, I do not find the name of the Nü-chên in the Chiu Wu-tai shih (Ancient History of the Five Dynasties). This is not, however, a decisive proof that it never occurred in it, since the text of that book has been reconstructed and is incomplete and has moreover been tampered with by the eighteenth-century editors precisely in the passages which concerned the north-eastern tribes, out of respect for the kinship of the latter with the reigning Manchu dynasty (cf. on this point Chang-shih ssü-tang-chai ts’ang-shu mu, 1 b, 10 a-b). In the later Wu-tai shih, written by Ou-yang Hsiu (1007-1072), the Nü-chên are mentioned in the chapter devoted to the Chi’tan (72, 2 b), where we read that A-pao-chi, suspicious of the Chinese to the south, «was vexed that the Nü-chên and the P’o-hai were in his rear».

But what follows only refers to the campaign against the P’o-hai, and the possibility is not to be excluded that Ou-yang Hsiu inserted the name of the Nü-chên, not from original documents transmitted from the Chinese Five Dynasties, but from information which had come from the Chi’tan dominions at a later date. The only certain mention I can trace of the Nü-chên in a Chinese text actually written under the Five Dynasties is that of the narrative of Hu Chiao, preserved in different works the most ancient of which is Ou-yang Hsiu’s Wu-tai shih (73, 3 b). Hu Chiao was detained among the Chi’tan from 947 to 953. In his narrative a paragraph is devoted to the Nü-chên, who lived east of the Chi’tan (cf. Chavannes, in JA, 1897, i, 404). It seems that no embassy from the Nü-chên came to the Chinese Court during the Five Dynasties. But diplomatic intercourse began almost immediately after the Sung ascended the throne (960): in 961, the Sung Emperor received an embassy from the Nü-chên (Hsiü tsü-chih t’ung-chien ch’ang-pien, 2, 13 b; Sung shih, 1, 4 b; the Sung shih, Chin shih, and Liao shih were compiled under the Mongols by the same author and always employ the form Nü-chên, though the works actually written under the Sung always give Nü-chên); and embassies then followed one another from year to year without interruption.

The conclusion is that the name of the Nü-chên does not occur before the beginning of the tenth century, and that the Chinese owe it to the Chi’tan. The very form « Nü-chên » favours this view, since 女 (nü) in middle Chinese, but this pronunciation is older than the Chi’tan period) is not used, as far as I remember, in the transcriptions of foreign names made under the T’ang, whereas it sometimes occurs in transcriptions made under the Chi’tan. Such are, for instance, 女囂 Nü-hsiang, a man’s name (Liao shih, 116, 15 b; I have not found the corresponding passage which ought to occur in ch. 68); 女里 Nü-li, whose biography is given in the Liao shih, 79, 1 b-2 a; and above all 女古 Nü-ku. Nü-ku is a man’s name; four different Nü-ku are listed by Wang Hui-tsu 1, 3, 1 a, to whom I think we should add the 女右 Nü-yu of Liao shih, 68, 4 a, probably a graphic corruption of Nü-ku. Nü-ku tribes are mentioned in the Liao shih, 1, 5 a; 69, 11 a. Nü-ku also occurs as the name of a river in 女古淩里 Nü-ku mu-li, where muri is the Chi’tan form of Mong. möörön, mürön, « river » (cf. Shiratori, Beiträge zur historischen Geographie der Mandschuren, i, 365). The place-name 女古麗 Nü-ku-ti of the Liao shih, 29, 1 b, and 116, 9 a, is probably a derivative form of the same word. Moreover,
nū-ku transcribes the Ch'i-tan word for «gold» (*Liao shih, 31, 4a; 116, 12b). Unfortunately we do not know the true Ch'i-tan original forms of any of these names, and consequently, while they prove the use of nū in the transcription of the first syllable of Ch'i-tan names or words, they do not help to establish the real phonetic value of the initial consonant. So we are left with the troublesome discrepancy between Nū-chên and *Jurčen. The case of nū-ku is particularly puzzling. The Ch'i-tan spoke a Mongol dialect. The usual Mongol word for «gold» is altan, clearly connected with Turk, altm, altun (see «Altai»). We know also the Jučen word, *alču'un, *alču, and the Manchu word is aisin (see «Roi Dor»). But nū-ku recalls none of them. It would be a desperate solution to read nū-ku as *ju-ku and to see in the latter term an apheric form corresponding with the Jučen *alču'un.

I have translated above a sentence in which Ch'ien-lung, followed by the authors of the Man-chou yün-liu k'ao, connects the name of the Nū-chên with that of the ancient Su-shên. The starting point of this theory is the statement in the San-kuo chih of the third century (30, 7 b) that the I-lou (*/jöp-lou) of the beginning of our era were the same as the ancient Su-shên. During the Six Dynasties, the I-lou were replaced by the Ü -yü Wu-chi (*Mjuat-kjāt), whose name was transcribed 越胡 Mo-ho (*Muat-yāt) in the seventh century, and the Nū-chên are often said to be scions of the Mo-ho. The consequence was that the Nū-chên were already in the middle of the twelfth century said to be descendants of the Su-shên in the Sung-mo chih-wên and the San-ch'ao pei-mêng hui-pien, followed by the subsequent writers of late Sung times. The Emperor Ch'ien-lung could not accept an identification which provided such an ancient pedigree for the Nū-chên, considered by him as the true predecessors and almost as the ancestors of his own dynasty. TERRIEN DE LACOUPERIE (JRAS, 1889, 436-437) believed that he could corroborate the identification both historically and phonetically, and this solution is unreservedly accepted by CHARIGNON (Ch., 1, 168) and GIBERT (Dictionnaire, 140, 375, 812). It is however untenable.

First of all, TERRIEN DE LACOUPERIE's phonetic discussion is valueless. The name of the Su-shên occurs in texts prior to the Christian era as 蒙殽 Su-shên (*Sjuk-žēn), 息殽 Hsi-shên (*Sjok-žēn) and 出殽 Chi-shên (*Tsjok-žēn). All these transcriptions suppose a -k at the end of the first syllable, and it was a grievous mistake of TERRIEN DE LACOUPERIE to maintain that the ancient Chinese used to represent a foreign syllable ending with an -r (as in *Jurčen) with a character which was pronounced with a final -k. Not one example of it has been adduced hitherto.

But it is mainly on historical grounds that the equation of the Nū-chên with the Su-shên must be rejected. GIBERT says that the Su-shên came to the Court of the Emperor Shun in «2231 B.C.». Everybody would wish to have genuine Chinese records of such an early date; but unfortunately all the stories about the Su-shên prior to the middle of the first millennium B.C. are of a legendary character. From a passage of the Ts'ao chuan, under the 9th year of Duke Chao (553 B.C.), we may infer that there was probably a tribe then known a Su-shên on the northern borders of the Chinese territory, but certainly not so far away as eastern Manchuria. All the other mentions of the Su-shên belong to the stock-in-trade of folk-lore. The virtue of the Emperor extends all over the world, and is proved by the arrival of far-away tribes; the
Su-shên play their part in such homage by the side of the Long-legged, the One-armed, and the Three-bodied. Such is the conclusion arrived at by IKEUCHI Hiroshi in a remarkable memoir, *A Study of the Su-shên* (first published in Japanese in Vol. 13 of the *Man-Sen jirī... hōkō*, 1-61, but more accessible in English in *Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunko*, No. 5, 1930, 97-163), and I can only endorse it. I also concur with IKEUCHI in his further view that the name of the kingdom of Su-shên which reappears under the Six Dynasties in reference to the I-lou and Wu-chi tribes, the last embassy of the Su-shên dating A.D. 559, is not due to any kingdom which really bore that name, but is an archaisitic designation of purely Chinese origin. The tradition about the Su-shên, famous on account of a passage in the biography of Confucius, was that they had brought as tribute a certain kind of arrow-head. The I-lou, and later the Wu-chi, were identified with the Su-shên and given their name because they had offered a similar tribute. But there was no longer a Su-shên tribe in the Christian era, and there is not the slightest chance that this half-legendary name should have survived, even if the two were not phonetically irreconcilable, in that of the Nü-shên or *Jurčen*.

Another attempt has been made to connect the name of the *Jurčen* with forms known in other times and in other regions. In his *Studien zur vergleichenden Grammatik der Türkischsprachen* (*SPAW*, 1916, 1239), Bang drew attention to Çürčüt and Şürşüt (<*Čürčüt*), which is a Turkish name of the Mongols among the Kurdak and the Kirghiz respectively. I am not aware of the exact value of these forms, nor of the extent to which they were used or are in use; it may, however, be that this Çürčüt was also the form used among the Mongols in the second half of the last century, since GOMBOE, himself a Mongol, transcribed as «Jurcut» the name which he found written Jurčüt in the *Altan tobči* (cf. p. 367). In any case, it does not seem open to doubt that this Çürčüt or Şürşüt is the outcome, with a new ascription, of the Mongol name Jurčüt of the *Jurčen*.

But Bang goes farther, and proffers two other assumptions with which I must disagree. One, which he expressed in *Türän* (Nos. 6-7 [1918], 437), is that Çürčüt is a plural of čürči, čurču, a word occurring in various Turkish dialects with the meaning «brother-in-law»; but there is not the slightest likelihood that the *Jurčen* should have owed their native name to a dialectical Turkish word, unattested moreover in Uighur or in Mongolian.

Bang's second suggestion (*SPAW*, 1916, 1239), which requires more detailed comment, is that Çürčüt, identical on the one hand with the name of the *Jurčen*, represents at the same time «the Chinese designation Dzut-Dzut of the Avars»; for this last form, he refers to DE GROOT, in MARQUART, *Über das Volkstück der Komanen*, 87. These «Dzut-Dzut» are the same which we generally call Juan-juan, and a connection between «Juan-juan» and «*Jurčen*» had already been proposed by Blochet, in a note to which I have alluded in *JA*, 1920, 1, 147, but which I cannot trace at present. DE Groot's remarks were to the effect that 蘆茲 Juan-juan, «on account of its phonetic element, could only be pronounced ‘Dzu-Dzu’», so that «the usual pronunciation Juan-juan must be abandoned». In my review of Marquart's book (*JA*, 1920, 1, 143-144) I replied that the most ancient Chinese dictionaries register the reading juan for 徐, that the name Juan-juan still occurs in the *Liao shih* (116, 15 b) with a phonetic gloss indicating that very pronunciation, and that moreover the Chinese consider 徐 juan as another graphic
form of 蘇 juan, the phonetic of which is precisely juan. But Franke (Gesch. des chines. Reiches, iii, 283-284) has since dissented from my view, so that I must return to that point.

The name of the Avars occurs in Chinese texts in several forms, some southern, some northern (in the fifth and sixth centuries, China was divided between northern dynasties of nomadic origin and those which were purely Chinese in the south). The southern forms are 𢣫 𢣫 Jui-jui (Nâwât-üâwât; in Sung shu, 95; Nan-Ch'i shu, 59; Liang shu, 54; I shall revert to the ancient pronunciation of Jui-jui later) in the fifth century and first part of the sixth, and 莘 莘 Ju-ju (*Nâwât-üâwâ) in the second half of the sixth century (Chou shu, 50, 1 a; Sui shu, 83, 3 a; 84, 1 a; but at the beginning of the paragraph in Sui shu, 83, 3 a, the «northern» form Juan-juan also occurs once, no doubt because the authors of the Sui shu drew there from a northern source; the T'ung tien, 196, 5 a, is mistaken when it attributes to the Sui shu the same form Jui-jui which occurs in the Sung shu and the Nan-Ch'i shu; this error has passed into the T'ai-p'ing huan-yü chi, 93, 9 b). Êcheng Ch'iao (1104[?]-1162) cites in his T'ung chih (28, 8 a), as occurring in ch. 113 of the Wei shu, a sentence saying that «when the Juan-juan entered China, they took the surname 蘇 ju»; this would imply that, before the shortlived Chou dynasty reigned in the south, the name Ju, as a shortened form of Ju-ju, was already given to the Juan-juan among the northern Wei. But there is in fact no such passage in the Wei shu, which only says (113, 21 a) that the Wei clan-name 蘇 P'u-lou-ju was changed to Ju; it must have been a slip of Chêng Ch'iao, who also quoted this second passage, to attribute the same origin to the first, which was probably drawn from the Yuan-ho hsing-tsun (written c. a. d. 800). Apart from men with the surname Ju who were of Wei origin, this surname has also been borne by families of pure Chinese descent, and no man of a Ju clan has hitherto been shown with certainty to have belonged to the Juan-juan stock. But the case is different with the double surname Ju-ju; it certainly represents the form Ju-ju of the name of the Juan-juan which is given in the Chou shu and the Sui shu. According to the T'ung chih, 29, 4 a, Ju-ju existed already under the northern Wei as a surname borne by Juan-juan people who had sought refuge in China after the Juan-juan empire had been destroyed by the Tu-chüeh (Turks), i.e. not earlier than 555, or two years before the northern Chou ascended the throne in 557. Êcheng Ch'iao mentions a member of the Ju-ju clan who, he says, held office under the Wei, but that man seems to have been known only from a document concerning one of his grandsons who was in office in the seventh century, and naturally this grandson spoke of his grandfather under the name by which the latter had become known in later years. The only other member of the Ju-ju clan I can trace lived under the Sui (Sui shu, 45, 8 a). On the Ju and Ju-ju clan-names, cf. T'u-shu chi-ch'êng, Shih-tsu-tien, 63 and 565; Chang Shu's Hsing-shih hsin yüan, 6, 14; Chu'ên I's Wei shu kuan-shih-chih shu-chêng, ff. 25-26 of my ms. copy. In the works of the northern dynasties (Wei shu, 103, 1 a; Pei shih, 98), we read that these people called themselves 柔然 Jou-juan (*Nâjuh-ntsâin; Watter's transcription «Niou-yen», on Yuan-Chwang's Travels, 1. 79, is without foundation; cf. Bêfô, v, 442), but that Shih-tsu (or T'ai-wu-ti, i.e. the Wei Emperor T'o-pa Tao, 424-432), finding that «they were ignorant and looked like 'worms'» (出 ch'ung, which means «worms», but also «animals» in general), changed their name to ¡âââjuâân, Juan-juan (*Nâjuh-ntsâin; in the Tang period another pronunciation of 雁 was *ntsâün,
cf. Tökyö Tripiṭ. of Meiji, 禪, ix, 78 b, 81 b; jüan means "to wriggle like worms"). The Nan shih, which is a general history of the southern dynasties, always speaks of the "Jou-juan", that is to say gives the northern form of the name (4, 7 a; 6, 12 a; 7, 5 a; 79, 6 b-8 a), though, in the corresponding passages, the original dynastic histories spoke of the Jui-ju and Ju-ju respectively. But this must be due to the fact that Li Yen-shou (+ c. 676-678), the author of the Nan shih, was also the author of the Pei shih devoted to the northern dynasties, in which he naturally employed the "northern" form Jou-juan, and he wanted to use for the same people the same form in both works (Hu San-hsing's remark, reproduced in the K'ang-hsi-tsü-tien, s. v. jüi, that the Nan shih employs Jui-ju is erroneous. Jou-juan and the allied forms have been discussed by Fujita in Tökyö gakufu, xiii [1923], 64, 68, but I do not think that any point of his argument can be retained).

Franke maintains (iii, 283, 291) that Jou-juan is a purely Chinese term, meaning "weak", "flexible", and that the depreciatory designation Jou-juan, created by To-pa Tao, was chosen in phonetic agreement with Jou-juan; moreover he writes this new name as " concatenate J(u)u-juan", and in the course of his work always speaks of the "Jou-juan". But this is quite arbitrary, since no ancient source makes a distinction between the two components of Juan-juan, always written 緬緬, and since in no system, even if we should admit of such a distinction, is either of the two characters ever read jü. Finally, Franke, like de Groot, lays stress on the graphic composition of the characters, and on that account asserts that the original pronunciation of 緬 can have only been jü, which he finds indicated as a secondary reading in the Chi yüan of the eleventh century. In the same way Giles, in the second edition of his Chinese-English Dictionary, gives Jü-ju as a possible pronunciation instead of Jou-juan (cf. also Schlegel's similar opinion in Marquart's Eränshahr, 54). But the same Chi yüan, in the case of the nation which we call Juan-juan, says that 緬 is the same as 緬, and for 緬, the phonetic element of which moreover is juan, the dictionaries give no other pronunciation than jüan (Franke's statement to the contrary, iii, 284, is due to the fact that he inadvertently misread 月 yen, *iwen, as 月 tui, *d'ud). The interchange of phonetics between 緬 jüan and 緬 jüan is paralleled by the indifferent use of 緬 and 緬, 緬 and 緬, etc. Accordingly, Ju-ju as well as J(u)u-juan is erroneous, and we must retain the pronunciation Juan-juan as it is given in the dictionaries since the T'ang period, and confirmed by phonetic glosses ranging from Tu Yu's T'ung tien of the end of the eighth century (196, 5 a) to the Liao shih of the fourteenth.

Franke believes on the one hand that Jou-juan is a purely Chinese name, and Juan-juan a derivative deformation of Jou-juan, while on the other he admits (iii, 290-291) a probable semantic connection of these names with that of Koppurjones, or "Worm-Chionites", as suggested by Marquart and accepted by Chavannes (Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 232). He is thus led to believe that the meaning of "flexible", "wriggling like worms", attached to a native name which would be no other than the very name "Avar". I agree only with part of this argument. "Jou-juan" makes sense in Chinese, as the later Juan-juan does, but so does also 緬 Jui-ju which, with another ancient pronunciation (*ńiˇi-ńiˇi-ńiˇi, not *ńiˇi-ńiˇi-ńiˇi), is an old Chinese term meaning "flourishing vegetation". The 緬 ju of Ju-ju has, among other senses, the meaning "flexible", and, in the commentary to the well-known Li sao of Ch'ü Yüan, it is explained as 柔穎 jou-juan.
(where 火一 火 jüan), "flexible", so that the southern form Ju-ju may in a way be said to mean the same thing as the northern form Jou-juan. Even juan-juan, in the equivalent form 火 火, is an old term which occurs in a well-known writing of Ma Jung, dated A.D. 115, which is preserved in his biography (How-Ian shu, 90 A, 3 b); the commentary, citing the Shuo wen, explains juan as meaning 助 tung, "to move". So I readily concede that some semantic background lies behind the various forms, and that they are not, as is often the case, mere transcriptions made with characters chosen irrespective of their meaning. But, at the same time, while Jou-juan may make sense, it has then in principle an adjectival or, rather, an adverbial value which would make it awkward as a purely Chinese name, even if it were a translation. Moreover, when a text says that a foreign tribe gives to itself this or that name, it would be almost unparalleled to find that the name was anything but a transcription of the native form. Finally, there is too much of a phonetic connection between Jou-juan and Juan-juan on one side and Jui-juan and Ju-ju on the other, to allow of a solution according to which these two groups of names, although referring to the same nation, should either be separated, or all of them considered as translations, of which the phonetic analogy would be of a purely fortuitous character. My conclusion is that all four forms are transcriptions, though partly influenced by some semantic consideration. This consideration may be due either to the meaning attached to the unknown original of the various transcriptions, or to a current tradition about the character of the nation. There is no chance that the origin should be sought in the meaning of the name "Avar" itself, as supposed by fracture, and still less that "Avar", as maintained by Blochet in one of his later articles (Les pays de Tchata, in Rendiconti d. R. Acc. Naz. dei Lincei, 1925, 334), should be the very name which Jou-juan and Juan-juan were intended to transcribe. Though the Krepsjówes, or "Worm-Chionites", are represented in Western sources as Turks (while the Avars must have been Mongols), the similarity between the meaning of their name and that of Juan-juan can hardly be fortuitous. To these two names I may add a third one hitherto unnoticed. In the Chinese version of the Tathāgataguhya made by Chu Fa-hu in 288, a curious list of Central Asiatic countries mentions, between 劫浮 Chien-fou (which may be Kamboja, but may just as well render the ancient name of Agra usually transcribed 姑墨 Ku-mo in Chinese), and Kuča and Khotan, a country called 擠動 Jao-tung. S. Lévi, when translating this list in BEFEO, v, 289-290, rendered Jao-tung with "the Agitated", adding that the name was otherwise unknown to him. Though jao-tung is not listed in the P'ei-śiin yün-fu, the term is well attested in Chinese. For instance, it occurs in a sūtra which forms ch. 112 of the same collection to which the Tathāgataguhya belongs and the translation of which is anonymous, but was made prior to A.D. 400 (Tokyō Tripit. of Meiji, 地 VI, 57 b); in 817 Hui-lin commented on the term in ch. 15 of his I-ch'üeh ching yin-i (ibid. 禪 VIII, 107 a; cf. also ch. 46, ibid. XX, 78 b). Hui-lin explains jao as 劫 juan, "to disturb", "to trouble"; in the sūtra, jao-tung refers to an illness which is "shaken" by the doctor's prescription. But Hui-lin also insists on the graphic formation of the character, the original phonetic of which was not 妮 yu, still retained in KARLENS's Analytic Dictionary, p. 101, but 聰 nao (now written 聰 nao), a sort of bustling monkey; this explanation, which is based on the Shuo wen, is also given in the K'ang-hsi tsu-tien. Now, a frequent expression in early Chinese Buddhist texts, which moreover goes back to the Huai-nan-tsū (1, 1 b), is 助 助 juan-tung, which the commentary of Yen Shih-ku on Ch'ien-Han
shu, 94A, 7a, explains as 动 (juan-tung) mao, *juan-juan (the same as that of Ma Jung, and fundamentally the same as Juan-juan; juan-juan itself also occurs in the Huai-nan-tsü) is descriptive of movement. The two forms 动 juan and 动 juan had at an early date become so interchangeable that we find juan-tung written 动 in the independent text of Hsüan-ying's Ich'ieh ching yin-i (Tokyo Tripi, of Meiji, 爲 VII, 38 b), but 动 in the section where Hui-lin incorporates this part of Hsüan-ying's text in his own larger work (ibid. IX, 81 b); the P'e-i-wen yün-fu has adopted 动 juan-tung in all its quotations, including that from the Huai-nan-tsü.

In Buddhist texts juan-tung is used in reference either to animals which move by crawling or, sometimes, to all animated beings moving on earth (in contradistinction to birds; cf. Demiéville, in BEFEQ, XXIV, 83-84; it occurs with the sense of reptile in Chavannes, 500 Contes, III, 162).

I believe that the idea underlying the unknown original name of which the *Jao-tung* of Chu Fa-hu is the translation is also that of a nation *crawling* or *wriggling*, a forerunner of Juan-juan. It is not likely that it refers to the Avars themselves, since the Jao-tung appear in the list among countries much to the south-west of Mongolia, and since, moreover, the name of the Joujan or Juan-juan makes its first appearance in Chinese texts a whole century after Chu Fa-hu's translation. This last objection applies also to another name in the list, in which S. Lévi thought we might have a different transcription of the alternative name Ta-t'an or T'an-t'an indicated for the Avars in Sung shu, 95, 16 b. But tales may have circulated in Central Asia concerning a *crawling* or *wriggling* nation; we find them first attached to the *Jao-tung* of Chu Fa-hu's translation, while they became affixed later to the Juan-juan or Avars in the Far East, and to the *Keparydes* or *Worm-Chionites* in the West.

We may now return to Banc's theory that the name of the Juan-juan, or of the *Dzut-dzut* as he calls them, is identical with that of the Cürčüt, a name now applied to the Mongols by some Turkish tribes, which was originally the same as that of the Nü-chên or, in early Mongolian, Jürčüt. I must first of all remark that, in view of all the ancient Uighur and Mongolian forms of the name, the second *-t* of Cürčüt can only be of secondary appearance, and due to the influence of the *-t* in the first syllable; we must start from Jürčüt, which is already less similar to *Dzut-dzut*. As to *Dzut-dzut*, it is de Groot's interpretation of the ancient pronunciation of REDENTIAL Jui-jui, which we render as *Ndzi*št-štštšt. But even *Ndzi*št-štštštšt, with its two final -t, is not unassailable.

It is the pronunciation indicated in the Chi yün, written in the eleventh century, for Jui-jui as the name of the Avars. But it will be noticed that none of the other forms of the name, either *southern* as Ju-ju or *northern* as Jou-jan and Juan-juan, ever had a final -t. Since the purely Chinese term jui-jui, meaning *flourishing vegetation*, was *hzi*št-štštštšt, and since it is extremely probable that the *southern* Chinese had this term in mind when they transcribed the native name of the Avars as *Jui-jui*, I am much tempted to doubt the accuracy of the information given by the Chi yün and to say that, even in the case of the Avars, Jui-jui is an ancient *Ndzi*št-štštštšt, without a final -t. In such an event the phonetic analogy with Jürčüt > Cürčüt would be still less satisfactory. I am the more reluctant to propose a reconstruction of the native name under which the Chinese knew the Avars because the various transcriptions seem to have been made with semantic adaptations which could easily lead to distortions. But there does not seem to have ever been an -*t* at the end of the first syllable, and the nearest
approach to the original form may be something like *žušan or *žušun, which is hardly reconcilable with Jürčät. Above all, the Avars or Juan-juan must have been Mongols, whereas the Nü-chên or Jürčät were Tungus; neither the geographical location nor the ethirical character agrees; in my opinion Bang's theory cannot be retained.

When I say that there must have been no -r at the end of the first syllable in the name of the Jou-jan or Juan-juan because none of the Chinese transcriptions shows it, it might be objected that there was almost certainly an -r in *Jürčen although it does not appear in Nü-chên. But the two cases are not the same. The Chinese pronunciation of the Six Dynasties still possessed occlusive finals, and -r> -l could so well represent a final -r of foreign words or names that it was heard as -r in the T'ang period by the Turks and the Tibetans and has given -r> -l in Sino-Corean. But the occlusive finals had already practically disappeared from the pronunciation of northern Chinese when the transcription Nü-chên was adopted; from that time, a final -r of foreign words had to be represented by an additional character, either li or erh; and that additional character was often omitted. This would more or less account for Nü-chên = *Jürčen, if it were not for the initial, which I am still at a loss to explain.

For the sake of completeness, I may add a last hypothesis, which would trace the name of the *Jürčen farther back than the tenth century. Under the name of Shih-wei the Chinese of the T'ang period have designated many tribes of eastern Mongolia and Manchuria, most of them Tungus, but some also Mongol. Among these tribes are those of the 大如者 Ta Ju-chê, "Great Ju-chê," and 小如者 Hsiao Ju-chê, "Little Ju-chê," these Ju-chê sent an embassy to the Court in 748 (cf. Ts'êfu yüan-kuei, 971, 16 b). Just as we find in this list of the Shih-wei tribes the earliest mention of the Mêng-wu, i. e. the Mongols (see "Mongol"), it would be very tempting to recognize in the Ju-chê the ancestors, at least in as far as the name is concerned, of the Nü-chên or *Jürčen. The geographical position would not contradict such a hypothesis. Yet there is a serious difficulty. Ju-chê is an ancient * Nikol'ceja, that is to say it never had at the end of the first character the occlusive final which would have rendered the -r of Jürčen. For this reason, and without entirely discarding the possibility of a connection between the two names, I mention the Ju-chê only as an incentive to further research.

From the name of the *Jürčen we may now pass to the historical conditions which prevailed when Polo heard of "Ciocria." According to him (t, 161) the original seat of the Tartars, i.e. Chinghiz-khan's Mongols, was "between (I believe this is the correct interpretation of the passage, from a French 'entre', rather than the 'about' given in the translation) Ciocria and Bargu," which evidently means between Manchuria and the region south-east of Lake Baikal (see "Bargu"), and this is quite correct. Elsewhere (t, 200) we are told that Nayan was lord of four great provinces, "Ciocria," "Cauli," "Barscol," and "Sichintingiu." In a third passage (t, 363), which we shall leave out of consideration for the present, Polo narrates how Qubilai sent one of his barons into exile "to the desert island named Ciocria," where he was murdered. The identification of "Barscol" and particularly of "Sichintingiu" (q. v.) is difficult, but "Cauli" is of course Corea, and "Ciocria," the Jürčă or Čürčă of the Persians, certainly refers to the whole or part of Manchuria. When the *Jürčen had conquered northern China, their empire soon ceased to be called by their name, and came to be known as the kingdom of the "Golden King" (see "Roi Dor"), or they were
referred to in Mongolian as Kitat, because they had replaced the true Kitat (a Mongolian plural of Kitan < Qtau), i.e. the Chi-tan or Liao of Chinese texts; and in their turn the true Kitat, those who had remained in northern China as well as those who had migrated to Russian Turkestan, were henceforth known as Qara-Kitat or Qara-Hittal, the "Black Kitan" (see "Catai"). As to the name Jurcä, or in its Mongolian form Jürçät, it survived only as the designation of the original home of the nation in eastern Manchuria. In the Secret History the Jürçät of §§ 247, 248, 255, and 274 are only the Manchurian Jürçät. Such is the case also when Rašidu'-Din (Bl, ii. 498) speaks of Japan as of a great island in the ocean, "in the vicinity of the coasts of the provinces of Jürçät and Käli (Corea)". So Polo's use of "Ciorcia" is in perfect agreement with the custom of the time. His "Ciorcia" is in principle the country beginning east of the Liao River, and extending south of the Ch'ang-pai-shan to the Japan Sea, but it may also have extended to the north-east as far as the lower Amur, and even corresponded to the whole of Manchuria. About the time of the capture of Peking by the Mongols, the Chin officer 蒲鮮萬奴 Pu-hsien Wan-nu had started east of the Liao River an independent kingdom, which he first called 大真 Ta-Chên ("Great [Nü]-chên"), and afterwards 東夏 Tung-Hsia ("Eastern Hsia") and 東真 Tung-chên ("Eastern [Nü]-chên"); he was reduced by the Mongols in 1233 (cf. GIBERT, Dictionnaire, 754-755). Prior to the downfall of Pu-hsien Wan-nu, Chinghiz-khan had allotted the whole of his territory as part of the appanage of his youngest brother Tämügi-otčgin, and Nayan (see "Naian") had inherited it as great-great-grandson of the latter (cf. T'u Chi, 75, 1α). So Polo's information is once more correct.

While all commentators have agreed that, in the first two cases, Polo's "Ciorcia" represents the same name as *Jurçen and Nü-chên and is in principle a designation of south-eastern Manchuria, more hesitation has been felt about "the desert island named Ciorcia". YULE (Y, ii, 262), citing RAMUSIO, speaks of "a certain island named Zorza (Chorcha?)", but does not seem expressly to identify the two names, and CORDIER's Index, while referring under "Zorza" to "Chorcha", and under "Chorcha" to "Churchia", leaves out the reference to ii, 262, under this last name. BENEDETTO, who correctly identifies "Ciorcia" with the *Jurçen (B', 441), says under "Zorza" (B', 449): "Unidentified...I doubt that it can be the same as Ciorcia, since it is spoken of as being an island". ROSS alone (RR, 417, 439), although separating under two different entries the names "Chorcha, Manchu country" and "Zorza, island Chorcha or Juchin", shows by his very explanation "Juchin", i.e. Ju-chan, that he held the two to be identical.

Leaving for the moment the name itself, I shall try to determine which was the place referred to by Polo. During the Mongol dynasty people were banished to various parts of the Empire. For instance (YS, 29, 3α), on January 22, 1324, princes who were guilty of conspiracy were respectively banished to Yün-nan, Hai-nan, 奴兒于 Nu-eh-kan, and "the Sea Islands" (海島 hai-tao). In Polo's text, "Yün-nan" is excluded, being neither in the sea nor near the sea. "Hai-nan" is out of the question, since it designates the island of Hai-nan, which was not "desert" and the name of which was well known to Polo (see "Cheynam"). The anonymous "sea islands" might be taken into consideration if we were not that Polo would probably not have called them by a distinct name when the annals themselves do not; moreover these "sea islands" must have been off the coasts of China proper (perhaps the Chu-san islands, where Nayan's partisans had been
deported; see "Naian"), whereas the name used by Polo does not seem to be Chinese. The main centre of deportation was in fact at Nu-érh-kan, and I have little doubt that Nu-érh-kan actually is the place meant by Polo.

The location of Nu-érh-kan is well established. It lies east of the Amur, near the mouth of the river (cf. Gibert, Dictionnaire, 676, where, however, the forms of the name given for the Yüan period are in Ch'ien-tung's "reformed" spelling, and perfectly valueless). Most of the ancient texts concerning Nu-érh-kan (with the exception of the important one in the Cho-kêng lu) are mentioned in the Beiträge zur historischen Geographie der Mandschuren published under the supervision of Shiratori (cf. the index in ii, 544).

It was in 1272 that a Mongol official, who had been sent to subdue the island of Sakhalin, reached "the land (ti) of 遠 里 言 Nu-érh-ko" (Yüan wén lei, 41, 32 a); Nu-érh-ko is certainly the same as Nu-érh-kan, with which I think we must also identify the 里 于 于 Nu-li-kan occurring in a text of 1308 (ibid. 41, 32 b). On September 23, 1320, an official named I-tien-chên (Mong. İrânjin <- Tib. Rin-tên; "Great Jewel") was bamboozed and banished to the land (ti) of Nu-érh-kan (YS, 27, 4 b-5 a). The YS mentions (59, 3 b) the gerafulons which fly from beyond the sea and are caught on a tribute of "the natives of Nu-érh-kan." In the 松 疆 Shanchü hsin-hua (ed. Chih-pu-tsu-chai ts'ung-shu, 11 a-b), dated 1360, the author, Yang Yu, speaks of a man of Hang-chou who was a friend of a certain native of Hsin-chêng; and when the latter, in 1333-1334, was banished to Nu-érh-kan, the Hang-chou man showed so much devotion that he accompanied his friend as far as 釘州 Chao-chou (in Manchuria; see "Barscol"). T'ao Tsung-i's Cho-kêng lu, written in 1366, contains (8, 5 a) the following paragraph on "dog-relays" (ўй л? kou-chan, Mong. *noyaijam; on these "dog-relays" and the dog-sledges, cf. TP, 1904, 398; Br, 1, 129; Y, ii, 481-483): "North of Kao-li (Korea) is [the region] which is called 別十八 Pieh-shih-pa (< Turk. Beşt-balq, 'Five Cities'), which in Chinese means 'Five contiguous cities' (連 五 城 lien-wu chêng; this can only be another designation of the 阿城 Wu-kuo-chêng of the Chin, the region of Manchuria where the Sung Emperors Hui-tsung and Ch'in-tsung died in exile; cf. Gibert, Dictionnaire, 699-699; Shiratori, Beiträge, ii, 140-147). The criminals who are banished to Nu-érh-kan are obliged to pass through this region. It is extremely cold, and even the sea freezes. The ice sets in the eighth month and does not thaw before the fifth or sixth month of the next year. People walk on it as if treading on even ground. Every year the 'moving Grand Secretariat' (hsiang-shêng) of 鼓 東 Chêng-tung ('Subduing the East'); the 'moving Grand Secretariat' of Chêng-tung was established in 1283 in Corea, then abolished, and re-established in 1299 and 1321; cf. YS, 63, 13 a; 91, 2 a; 208, 7 a-b; also YS, 28, 5 a, s. a. 1323; but already in 1273, the official who reported on the advance to Nu-érh-kan in 1272, was a Chêng-tung chao-t'ao-shih, this being an office of which nothing else is known except its bare mention in YS, 63, 13 a; cf. Shiratori, Beiträge, ii, 334) details officials to Nu-érh-kan to distribute virtuals to the prisoners who are scattered there. These officials use cars of the official relays (chan-chê), every one of which is drawn by four dogs. The dogs are well aware of the feelings of men. The postal relays (chan) have regulations for the rations of the dogs; if these are reduced, the dogs will bite their masters and not leave them until they are dead. I do not know when these "dog-relays" were first started; but on July 22, 1295, ten silver ingots in paper-money were
given to "every family of the twelve (?) read 'fifteen') relays of the dog-post (狗遞 kou-ti; YS, 18, 7 a). On August 19, 1320, "the myriarchy (wan-hu-fu) of the Nü-chih (= Nü-chên) and the t'o-t'o-ho-sun ('director') of the dog-relays were abolished" (YS, 27, 4 a). On November 10, 1330, "since in the circuit (lu) of the Shui Ta-ta ('Water Tatar') of the hsing-shêng of Liao-yang rain had been falling heavily since the preceding summer, the two rivers Hei-lung (Amur) and Sung-wa (Sungari) had been flooded and the people had had no fish for their food, and it had come to the point that many of the dogs of the fifteen dog-relays of Mo-lu-sun [etc.] had died of starvation; grain [sufficient] for two months was distributed to [the population] and paper-money was given to replace by purchase the dogs which had died" (YS, 34, 9 b; cf. SHIRATORI, Beiträge, ii, 347, 396). According to the YS, 101, 1 a, 4 b, the fifteen dog-relays originally comprised 300 families (hu) with 3,000 dogs; but the numbers had gradually dwindled to 289 families and 218 dogs.

The above texts give a clear view of the difficulties which beset the deportation of criminals to Nu-ér-h-kan; and this explains why new regulations had been adopted in the spring of 1320: only the criminals guilty of a grave offence were henceforth banished to Nu-ér-h-kan (but we know of cases of banishment to Nu-ér-h-kan in 1321; cf. YS, 27, 7 a and b); those who were sentenced to banishment for a slight offence were to remain at the agricultural settlement (t'un-t'ien) of Chao-chou (Yüan tien chang, hsin-chi, sect. hsing-pu, 1 a-b; cf. SHIRATORI, Beiträge, ii, 335).

After the fall of the Yüan dynasty, Nu-ér-h-kan was again occupied by the Ming dynasty. As early as in 1403 Yung-lo had sent envoys to Nu-ér-h-kan (Shu-yü chou-tsü, lu, 24, 1 a), and a Commis- sariat (播官 tu-suü) was established there in 1409; its centre was on the Amur, one stage to the "east" of the station Man-ching (near the town of Tyr) where the inscriptions of 1413 and 1433, known as the 'Tyr inscriptions' or 'inscriptions of the Yung-ning-suü', were discovered (on these inscriptions, cf. POPOV, in ZVOROAO, XVI [1906], 912-920, 977, and pl. ii; SHIRATORI, Beiträge, ii, 563; from personal examination of the original monuments, now in Vladivostok, I can say that Popov's decipherment of the Chinese text can be corrected and completed in many cases; cf. also KICHU Hiroshi in Man-Sen jiri... hōkō, iv, 321; the first of these inscriptions is trilingual, in Chinese, Mongolian, and Jućen; the Mongolian text has not been published, but was translated by POZDNĚV in Lekcii po istorii Mongol'skoi literatury, III, 70-75; as far as I know the Jućen text is still unpublished and untranslated).

I have little doubt that Nu-ér-h-kan, the "Botany Bay" of the Mongol dynasty, located in a dreadful spot at the extreme north-eastern end of the Empire, is the "desert island" spoken of by Polo. Without being an island, it is in fact a peninsula, between the lower Amur and the sea, and was quite probably called an "island" in Persian-speaking circles (for analogous extensions of the notion of "island" in Polo, see "Çanghibar" and "Mogedaxo").

But if the "desert island" be the region of Nu-ér-h-kan, we have to account for the name which Polo gives to it. The ancient original form which Nu-ér-h-kan transcribes is not known with certainty. I thought at one time that the name of Nurhači > Nurbaci († 1626), the founder of the Manchu dynasty which in 1644 became that of the "Great Ch'ing", might be an ethnic form derived from Nu-ér-h-kan. But for Nu-ér-h-kan the chances are in favour of an original form with palatal vowels. Although POZDNĚV, in his translation of the "Tyr" inscription of 1613, transcribes the name once as "Nurçan", at other times he gives "Nurgan" in Russian, and even, in one passage
«Нуғăн» in Mongolian writing. It may be that this Mongolian form is merely retranscribed from the Chinese, but both the usual «Nu-эрх-кан», and the earlier «Nu-эрх-ко» of the report of 1273 point to an original *Nürgä or *Nürgän. With such an original, Polo's form cannot be reconciled. It would be futile to imagine that on the one hand, there should have been in the name an alternation between j- and n- as in *Jurčen and Nü-chên, and that, on the other, Polo's median -c-, though attested as occurring in the prototype of Z by the readings in Fra Mauro, Ramusio, and Z, may be an early corruption of -c-, so as to reconstruct for Polo an original form representing *Jörgä. The simplest solution, I think, would be to admit that Polo spoke of the island as «Ciuria», i. e. Jürčä, because «Ciuria» was the north-eastermost country of which the name was familiar to him, and also because he probably believed, and not without some foundation, that the «desert island», i. e. Nu-эрх-кан, was still within the limits or the sphere of influence of «Ciuria». Moreover, the way in which Polo speaks of the original seat of the Mongols as lying between «Bargü» and «Ciuria» implies that his notion of «Ciuria» was a very extensive one, practically identical with ours of «Manchuria», and thus would naturally comprise Nu-эрх-кан.

162. CIUGIU (c. 138).

cingi TA¹  cingui DT  cuigiu, cuigui F
cingu Z  cinguy FA  siguiy FA
cinghi TA²  cingiu F, L  singuy FB
cingiu Fi  congoj, conganj (?)  congjy VB  vugui V
cingni TA¹, TA³  (?) militen two days from
peguj VB

The readings of the mss. point to «Ciugiu»; but, from Polo's itinerary, the only possible identification is 烏滿 Su-ch'ien (or Hsû-ch'ien), on the northern bank of what became after 1324 the course of the Huang-ho, between the ancient P'e-chou and Huaian; the Commissioners of 1276 passed through Su-ch'ien (TP, 1915, 397, 415). On this point I agree with PAUTHIER, YULE and CHARISSON. It is more difficult to account for the name. In Polo's time, what was from 1324 to 1853 the lower Yellow River, was still the 燕州 Sa-ho, and there existed until quite recently a Sa-chou, the seat of which is north of the Huai and far to the south-west of Su-ch'ien. But we cannot accept outright PAUTHIER's statement that Su-ch'ien was once called Sa-chou, nor is there any good ms. that gives the form «Sigu» adopted by YULE, PAUTHIER and CHARISSON as the basis for their transcriptions.

The place was a district (hsien) already in Han times, and was renamed 烏滿 Su-yü towards A. D. 400. In the beginning of the T'ang dynasty and until 735, Su-yü was the seat of the department of Sa-chou. In 762, the name of Su-yü was changed to Su-ch'ien on account
of a taboo. In 806-820, Su-ch'ien became a dependency of Hsü-ch'ou and of P'ei-chou from 976 down to our days, almost without interruption (Ts-Ch'ing i-s'ang chih, 69, 4a).

In spite of Pauthier, there is little probability that Su-ch'ien was popularly called Ssü-chou in Polo's days, as a survival, from T'ang times, of the century during which it was the seat of the department of Ssü-chou, and notwithstanding the fact that the new seat of Ssü-chou had already had, in the 13th cent., a long tradition of the name. But it is not much more likely that the name of Su-yü, tabooed in 762, should have still been in current use, as Charignon thinks, at the end of the 13th cent. Chinese geographical names have never had the fixity and duration we are accustomed to in the West. If Charignon was right, we should have to suppose that Polo uses -g- here before -i not as he usually does in value of j, but to mark the hiatus between su and yü, as he does perhaps with the first -g- of 'Coigangiu' (though not in 'Cauyu'); before -i, however, it ought to be -gh- (see 'Paughin'). The whole of this argument is not very satisfactory.

Provisionally, I incline to the following solution. The first part of the name would represent the su of Su-ch'ien, but read hsü (cf. 'Ciugu' = *Siigu = Hsü-ch'ou in Ssü-ch'uan). The character has both pronunciations, and although the K'ang-hsi tsu-tien and most of our Western authors (Playfair, Giles, etc.) write Su-ch'ien, a pronunciation Hsü-ch'ien ('Siu-ts'ien', in French spelling) may have been and is perhaps still in use locally. Charignon, who was there himself, writes 'Siou-ts'ien', unfortunately without any comment on the possible dual pronunciation su and hsü. As to the second part of the name, the -giu of the best ms. generally represents chou in Polo. But it may be that the name was altered by copyists under the influence of the frequent -giu = chou. Suppose Polo wished to refer to Hsü-ch'ien; he, or rather Rustichello, would put it down as 'Siucin' or 'Ciucin'; it is an easy change for a copyist of the archetype (all our mss. have common faults) to turn this into 'Ciugu'.

163. CIUGUI (c. 177)

caigu FA  
congiugha TA  
cinguos S  
ciugu FA, L (?)

ciugu FB  
congu ighati (?) TA  
ciugu F, Z, L  
ciugu FL  
tingu R  
zengu V  
zungu VA

cyngu VL

This represents a pronunciation ĉugi (for Jugi ?; but we would expect *gioghi*) of Skr. yogin ≥ Hind. Jogi, «ascetic». The form 駗磨 cho-ki, noted in India by Ma Huan some time before 1433, represents also Jogi (cf. TP, 1915, 450). For other transcriptions, cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson, 461-462; Dalgado, Glossário Luso-Asiático, i, 490-494; Mircea Eliade, Yoga, Paris, 1936, 254-265. Lokotsch, Etym. Wörterbuch, No. 2169, is very brief on the point.
164. COBINAN

cabanant FA, FB
cobanat Fr, t
cobinan V
cobinan VA

cobian F

cobinam P, VB, R

cobinan F, Z, VA, L

cobian F

cobina Z

cobinam VB

giobiam TA²

giobiam TA³, LT

Identified with كوبن in Kerman, variously transcribed «Kuh Banān», «Kooh Benan», «Kuh banān», «K'benān», «Kubunan». It is only certain that the first vowel is now u, but Polo may still have heard it as o. The name, when read Kuh-bānān, means «Mountain of the Wild Pistachios». On the place, and the route followed by Polo to reach it, cf. Y, i, 125-126; II, 25-30; LS, 309.

The name has passed as «Chobinam» and «Cobina[n]» into Fra Mauro (HALLBERG, 87).

165. CACACIN

caciese TA¹

caciesi TA²

chogazin V
cocac F
caganyn P³

cogara FA

cogatin F, L; R

cogatra FA, FB

cogitnyn P³

cogratin VB

cogratin VL

gogatim VA

cogratin

gogatim VA

cotroco LT

Rašidu’d-Din (QUATREMÈRE, Hist. des Mongols, 94) writes كوكچی. The name is not common. YULE (Y, i, 38), relying on de GUIENNES, says it was also the name of the Qonyrat wife of Chên-chin (see «Cinchim»). Chên-chin’s wife, a Qonyrat, the mother of the Great Khan Tāmūr Öləi̇tū, is called Bāram (?)-ākāžī in YS, 106, 3 b (with a clerical error chien for lan), and Chên-chin had besides a concubine named *Aljınmîš (ibid.). But it is true that YS, 116, 1 a, states that Bāram-ākāžī was also called K’o-k’o-chên, Kökōžin, and this is the only name by which Rašid knows her, writing as he does كوكچین Kökəžin (Bl, II, 535, 540, 582). The name is Mongolian, derived from kūkā (kōkā), «blue», plus suffix -ə, which often, and in the present case even more correctly, takes the form -ən, weakened in -ən, -ən.

The great Buluyan (see «Bolgana»), Abaya’s and Aryun’s wife, had died in 1286, and expressed the wish to be replaced by some woman belonging to her own tribe. This is implicitly confirmed by Rašid, whose text, more precise than in QUATREMÈRE’s translation (Hist. des Mongols, 94), states that Kökəži was brought from China on account of her kinship with the great hatus Buluyan. She must thus have been a Bayaut, like Buluyan herself. The Bayaut were then in high favour in China. A Bayaut, Bayau蜱, was Qubilai’s fourth wife and
had given him a son (cf. *YS*, 106, 3 a; *Ber*, 1, 178; *Bl*, 11, 370); another Bayaut, Buluyan, was the wife of Qubilai's grandson and future successor Tämür-Oljaitü (*YS*, 106, 2 b; 114, 2 b).

Hammer, in his account of Kökėčin's reception by Ghazan, says that Ghazan himself had sent an envoy to China to ask for her (*Ha*, 11, 20). This is impossible; Ghazan's father Aryun did not die until 1291; there can be no doubt that the embassy had left Persia long before, and Polo's very detailed account about the sending of the embassy by Aryun is to be entirely trusted. A passage in R, omitted by Benedetto (*RR* and *B*), but certainly genuine, says that, by the date of Polo's return from the Southern Seas, the envoys had already been away three years. The interval between Buluyan's death and Kökėčin's arrival, of about seven years, may seem almost excessive; but we must not forget that the same journey to China and back took Ghazan's envoys nine years, from 1298 to 1307 (see *Caçan*).

According to Hammer (*Ha*, 11, 20), Kökėčin came to Ghazan while Ghazan was at *Abher* (Abhar, Abhär, W.S.W. of Qazvin; cf. *Br*, 11, 113), on his way back from Tabriz to Qorasan. The date of the meeting is important, as it has much bearing on the chronology of Polo's return from China. Yule (Y, 1, 24) has supposed that the travellers reached Ormuz about November 1293, and Ghazan's camp one or two months later; in 1, 38, he proposes for the meeting the end of 1293 or quite the beginning of 1294. This seems to be too late. From the date in *Ha*, 11, 19-20, and *Oā*, 4, 94-95, it seems to me that Ghazan's second stay at *Abher* (the one meant here) cannot be later than July-August 1293. Before that, the three Polos had taken Kökėčin to Gāihatū, and it is Gāihatū who had sent along to Ghazan. All that must have taken a fairly long time. The conclusion seems to me unavoidable that the travellers crossed the western Indian Ocean in the winter-monsoon of 1292-1293. Since it took them three months to sail from Zaitun to Sumatra, where they waited five months for the monsoon and spent eighteen months crossing the Indian Ocean, they must have left China not in 1292 as is generally stated, but early in 1291.

As, at the time the three Venetians were permitted to go back to the West, Polo was just back from the Indian seas, it may be possible to determine the date and nature of the mission of which he was a member, though probably not the head (see "Seilan").

Ghazan married Kökėčin. By that time, the *ordo*, that is to say the camp and property, left by Hulagū's wife Toquz-ḥutan had become available; it was assigned to Kökėčin. Here we must go back a little. Toquz-ḥutan, a Christian Kerait princess, had died in 1265, shortly after her husband, and her *ordo* had been assigned to her Christian niece (or sister?) Toqtani (or Tuqtani). This last name has been misread "Tuquitki" by Quatremaur (p. 95), "Tuqtai" by D'Oissone (*Oh*, 11, 553), "Tuquśi", "Tuqtini" and finally "Tuqini" and "Takteni" by Hammer (cf. *Ha*, 11, 554; *Ha*, 2, 262); "Tuqtau" by Berezin (*Ber*, 1, 100); "Takteni" by Howorth, 11, 312; but it is an old Mongol feminine form Toqtani (< Tuqtani ?) of the name Toqta (< Tuqtai?), correctly written "Tu/qtani" in Armenian by Vardan (Patkanov, *Istoriya Mongolov*, 1, 25); cf. *TP*, 1932, 49-50. In 1288, two letters had been addressed by the Pope to two princesses whose names are quoted as "Elaggi" (or "Elagag") and "Tucjet" (cf. *Oh*, 1, 69; *Ha*, 11, 360, 395; Howorth, 11, 319; Chabot, 203, 231; Grousset, *Hist. des Croisades*, 11, 722), but in the letters they are called in fact "Elegagi", *i.e.* El-egāči, and "Tucjeti". One
of them is our Kerait princess Tuqtani (<em>Toqtani</em>). She had died on February 20, 1292 (Quatremerè, 95), and that is how it was possible to assign her <em>ordo</em> to Kökäcin in the second half of 1293 or in the beginning of 1294.

But Kökäcin herself died soon afterwards, in fact between June 4 and July 2, 1296, and the former <em>ordo</em> of Toqzu-hatun was then given to Kärämün-hatun (<em>Ermine-hatun</em>), a Qonyrat, first-cousin to the second Buluyan-hatun (Quatremerè, 95; Ber, i, 150). Kärämün died probably on January 23, 1300 (there is something wrong in the date given by Raśid; Quatremerè, 95). In 1305, Öljaitü married the Kerait Qutluğ-sah, whereupon the <em>ordo</em> of Toqzu-hatun came back to her family (Ha, ii, 182).

For the daughter of the king of Mangi, the name «Caciese», found in some mss., seems to be an erroneous reduplication of «Cocacin» (cf. Vol. i, 92).

166. COGACIN

| chogoxun V | cogacin F, LT | cogatin FB; R |
| cocaio VL | cogatim FA | sogatin VB |
| cogaam P | |

This is Raśid’s Hūgāči (<em>Bi</em>, ii, 364), in Chinese ḥū-gā-ch’ih, Hūgāči, in literary Mong. Ükärči, «Cowherd». He was Qubilai’s fifth son according to YS, 107, 8 b, and sixth son according to Raśid, whose genealogical data for that period are generally more reliable; his mother was Dörbājūn, of the Dörbān tribe. The final -<em>n</em> is used almost <em>ad libitum</em> in many Mongol words, and particularly with the suffix -<em>n</em> of a <em>nomen agentis</em>. The initial <em>h</em>- is correct, and represented in Persian as in Chinese; hūkār (<em>→</em> ūkār), «ox», was one of the numerous Mongol words which, in the Mongol period, were still pronounced with an initial <em>h</em>- (<em>→</em> «p»), although the Uighuro-Mongol writing did not register it (cf. JA, 1925, i, 240); it must have been aspirated in a rather pronounced manner to appear as <em>ç</em> in Polo. The Chinese transcription and that due to Polo (Raśid is here ambiguous) seem to point to a voiced or at least a weak pronunciation Hūgāči instead of the more regular Hūkāči. The fall of the <em>ç</em> in Hūgāči is not accounted for, but is confirmed in early Mongol documents; for instance we have hūkāčin in §§ 232 and 234 of the <em>Secret History</em>; the case of Chinghiz-khan’s personal name Tāmuţin, probably a <em>nomen agentis</em> formed with tāmuţ, te’müţ, «iron», is very similar.

Hūgāči was appointed prince of Yūn-nan in 1267, and, in the month following his appointment, was sent to govern Ta-li, Shan-shan (Yūn-nan-fu), 茶罕 章 Ch’u-han-chang (Chayân Jang; see «Caragian»), 赤 稷 兒 Ch’ih-t’u-ko-érh, Chin-ch’ih (see «Čardandani») and other places (YS, 6, 5b.) He was poisoned in 1271, a number of years before Polo went to Yūn-nan; the plot against him seems to have originated in Mussulman circles (cf. the names of the culprits in YS, 7, 4 a). A biographical notice of Hūgāči is compiled in T’u Chi, 76, 10 a-b.
The name of Ch'ih-t'u-ko-érh mentioned above raises an interesting question of Sino-Mongolian nomenclature. It appears also as Chih-t'u-ko in YS, 121, 2 b, 3 a, and simply as 赤科 Ch'i-h-k'o in YS, 8, 2 b. All are more or less complete transcriptions of Çitkür, in Mongolian "Devil" (but read here Çitgör and Çitkör), and this gives us the Mongol name of the barbarian kingdom of Eastern Yün-nan which other Chinese texts of the period name 鬼國 Kuei-kuo, "Devilish kingdom", or "Lo[隠]-Kuei-kuo", or "Lo-shih[隠]-Kuei-kuo", "Devilish kingdom of the Lo family". The Chinese name goes back to late T'ang times, when we find a 大鬼主 羅殿主 Ta-kuei-chu Lo-tien-wang, "Great Chief of the Devils, Prince of Lo-tien" (often named in Ts'ê-fu yüan-kuo; also for instance in Chiu Wu-tai shih, 38, 4 b); and the tradition of a 鬼方 Kuei-fang, "Region of Devils", in Yün-nan is still more ancient. Other Mongol names of Yün-nanese tribes are well known, such as Qara-Jang, Čayān-Jang, to which must be added the İki-büş or Yākā-büşa, "Big belts".

167. COGATAI

cogatai R

Most of the names given in their versions of Aḥmad's murder in 1282 by Polo, Rašidu-ḍ-Din, and the Chinese sources are hardly reconcilable (see "Acmat'"), and that of "Cogatai" is no exception to the rule. In Rašid, the nearest counterpart to Polo's "Cogatai" is a certain تُرگان *Tūrgān, or *Tūrgān (Bl, ii, 517; Barthold, in Minâev, Marko Polo, 126), or, with a correction, تُوگان *Tūgān. There is some similitude in sound between this *Tūrgān (or *Tūgān) and the Toyōndar of Chinese sources, while "Cogatai", corrected to *Togacai, would be another distortion of the same name; but the difference of phonetic "class" practically disposes of any connection between *Tūrgān (or *Tūgān) and Toyōndar (cf. Moule, in JNCB, 1927, 27).

Moule (ibid.) has alluded to my former suggestion that the best representative of Polo's "Cogatai" seemed to be 高麗 Kao Hai, and I still hold the same view. But this should not be interpreted as an attempt to suggest a phonetic identification of Kao Hai (pronounced "Kao Hi" in the Mongol period) with "Cogatai". It seems to be beyond doubt that "Cogatai" renders a genuine Mongolian name *Kökātäi — Kökötaï, an adjectival form derived from Mong. kökä, kökö, "blue", and the exact masculine counterpart of the woman's name Kököçin or Kököčin (see "Cocasin"). Wang Hui-tsu', 29, 3 a-b, enumerates eight different Kökötaï in the YS alone. The most natural solution would be to suppose that Kao Hai, who belonged to a family of P'o-hai descent which had settled in China and served under the Chin, was known under a Mongolian as well as his usual Chinese name; instances of such double names are numerous even in the YS, and not always easy to detect. As a matter of fact, we know that Kao Hai had a Mongolian personal name, bestowed on him by Qubilai (YS, 169, 6 a); unfortunately, this was not Kökötaï, but 失剌
Shih-la, i.e. Mong. Šira (≪ Sira), «the Yellow one» (for other Shih-la, cf. Wang Hui-tsu', 26, 3 a-b; add the 賀斯剌 Chia Hsi-la = Chia Sira, Chia the Yellow, of YS, 169, 2 a, also a name imperially bestowed; for an analogous case, cf. the Mongolian name Qara, «the Black», bestowed by Qubilai on a man of the Liu family, YS, 169, 3 b, and the name Çayân, «the White», bestowed on a Tangutan, YS, 120, 1 a, and also given to, or taken by, a man from Balkh, YS, 137, 1 a). One way out of the difficulty would be to suppose that Kao Hsi was known as Kökötäi before he was renamed Šira by Qubilai; but, if Kao Hsi’s biography he right, the name Šira was given him before 1281, and it is hard to believe that an earlier name should still have been used in 1282 rather than the new one bestowed by Imperial favour.

If Kao Hsi was never known as Kökötäi, we should look for another man with whom we might identify «Cogatai». The two other officials who play something of the part attributed by Polo to «Cogatai» are 博敦 Po-tun and 張九思 Chang Chiu-su (cf. Moule, JNCE, 1927, 27). But Po-tun was a Mongol, and there is no reason why he should have also been known as Kökötäi. As to Chang Chiu-su, he was a pure Chinese, and his biography does not speak of any Mongolian name which had been given him. Among the various Kökötäi who appear in the pên-chi of the YS, one in 1276 was commander-in-chief (tu-yüan-shuai) of the Chinese troops (Han-chün) serving under the Mongols (YS, 9, 5 b); another was one of the officers in charge of lost property (see «Bularguci»), and was pardoned in 1278, when he and some of his colleagues had illegally disposed of some of the property confided to their care (YS, 10, 1 a). But neither of them could possibly be Polo’s «Cogatai». On the whole, it may be that the true Mongolian name Kökötäi was misapplied by Polo and, provisionally, I feel inclined to believe that the man really referred to is Kao Hsi.

168. COGATAL

chogatal VA; R  cogatal F, FA, FB, P, Pʰ, VB  cogotal LT
cochobal VL  coghotal TA²  gogatal VA

«Cogatal» is the only reading given by the best ms. for the name of the «baron» who was sent by Qubilai to the Pope with the two elder Polos at the end of their first journey, but it is not known as a Mongol name, and Ross may be right (RR, 418) in his surmise that «Cogatal» is perhaps an early clerical error for *Cogatai, Kökötäi (see «Cogatai»). None, however, of the Kökötäi mentioned in Chinese sources can be identified with Qubilai’s envoy.

According to most ms., «Cogatal» fell ill and asked to be left behind in a city which TA alone names, surely without authority (cf. Vol. 1, 80; see «Alau»). According to VB, the travellers had then marched «twenty days», which have become thirty in Santaella (cf. Pe, 17). Only in VL and the texts derived from it (cf. Pe, 17, 156, 351), «Cogatal» is said to have died in that city.
Nothing more is known of "Cogatal," who never reached Europe. The information found in Jacopo d'Acqui, that Gregory X baptizavit principem illum Tartarorum dictum Cogatal must be based on some confusion.

169. COIACH

choiach Z; R coiach Z

This word, as a designation in Ma'abar of unlucky hours, was only known before Benedetto's edition from a single mention of "Choiax" in Ramusio; but Ramusio seems to have abbreviated the text of his ms.; in Z (Z' is slightly altered), the word occurs seven times, and is spelt "choiach," "coiach," and even "coiath." Moreover, in Z, we read the first time unam horam infeliciem id est uciacham quam appellant choiach, and the next one hora uciacha id est coiach. A very similar paragraph, without, however, the words uciacha or coiach, is found in the chapter on "Lar," and would have almost appeared to be a misplaced duplication were it not that both passages occur in Z.

For "coiach" Caldwell (Y, ii, 368) has suggested Skr. tyāja, "rejected", pronounced "tiyācham" (more exactly tiyāṭṭiyam); possibly reduced to "tiyāch (= *toiach = "coiach") by Polo's Mussulman informants. In a letter dated August 31, 1937, K. A. Nilakanta Sastri declared himself in agreement with Caldwell. But, even if we start from "toiach," the -o- of the first syllable remains unexplained. Moreover Polo's -ch is -k, not -c as in "tiyāch." Other words, such as tiyakkam, "faintness," "swoon," or kośakham, "confusion," do not belong to the technical terms of Indian astrology.

Ross (RR, xiii-xiv) has successfully shown that, even now, popular Malabar superstition observes the same unlucky hours (ragu kalam) in the various days mentioned by Polo (but Ross is mistaken when he says that Polo speaks of "Malabar"; Polo's chapter is on Ma'abar, i.e. Coromandel). Ross adds that the Dravidian term for the evil hours is karippu kal, "which would be pronounced Kachukka by a lowcaste Tamil or Malayalam." I must state quite frankly that I do not believe in any phonetic connection between karippu kal and "uciacha" or "coiach."

Moreover, the relation of "uciacha" to "coiach" is not clear. It is not evident that Ramusio's ms. had both words, and in the two places in which they appear side by side, it is just possible that they betray the hesitation of a copyist who later decided for "coiach" alone. But, if we take Z at its face value, it looks as though "uciacha" were a term of Western astrology, and "coiach" alone a native term used in Ma'abar. I have nothing to add to Moule's ingenious suggestion that "uciaka," read *ucia, might be the participle of either huciare "to proclaim," or of bruciare, since ora bruciata is known in fact in the required sense of "unlucky."

To Yule's indications on Indian divination and lucky or unlucky hours, add al-Biruni's India, 1, 344.
We are here on safe ground. Nobody has ever doubted that "Coigangiu", where Polo crossed the Yellow River (his "Black river": see "Caramoran"), is 淮安州 Huai-an-chou. The name goes back to the end of the Sung (1234), but, when Polo used it, though it was still current among the people, it had ceased to be official. In 1277, a tsung-kuan-fu had been created at Huai-an, and the place had become the seat of a real fu in 1283 (YS, 59, 10a). Of course, the Commissioners of 1276 also crossed the Yellow River at Huai-an (TP, 1915, 396, 414).

Polo’s transcription of Huai-an-chou is interesting in its first -g-. The initial sound which we note in French by ng, and which is omitted in English transcription, is very weak, and I do not think that it has left any trace in Mongol or Persian transcriptions. It may be that Polo’s first -g- is not so much a real transcription of that initial sound as a substitute for the hiatus stop between huai and an, something (quite independently) like one of the values of the intervocalic -g- in Mongolian writing. Other examples may be "Paughin", and perhaps "Ciangan" (q. v.); but Polo writes "Cauuyu" without -g- (or -gh-), and I have decided against a similar use of -g- in "Giu-giu" (the place west of Huai-an).

Another point in Polo’s transcription, "Coigangiu" is worth mentioning: it is the notation of Ch. -ua- (-wa-) through -o-. This is exactly what occurred in Uighur, Mongol and Persian transcriptions of Chinese, where wang became ong, and Kuan-shih-yin became Konšiím (but not as a final -ua, which of course gives also a final -a in transcription).

An epithet derived from "Coilum" (? "Coilom"?), Quilon. Polo uses it for a kind of brazil-wood and also for a kind of ginger.
On brazil-wood in general, its other name *sappan*, and on the particular sort called *columbino, colombino*, etc., see *Brazil* and cf. Y, II, 380-381; Hobson-Jobson², 113, 794; Evans, Pegolotti, 433; Heyd, II, 587-590; *HR*, 217; *Fe*, 246.

For the ginger *columbino*, cf. Y, II, 381; Evans, Pegolotti, 419; and, above all, Heyd, II, 619-623.

Although I have retained the "coillum" of F, Z and L, it may be that "*coillomi\"", perhaps a Persian adjectival form in -f, also existed. Some ms. readings seem to point to it, and Pegolotti, though generally writing "columbino", speaks twice in the same passage of the sort of brazil-wood called "colommi" (Evans, 361). "Colonmi" may either be a copyist's error for "*coillomin", or represent "*coillomi."

---

172. COILUM

cailan Fr
cailen Fr
cailon L
cailon VA
cailon LI
choilon V
coi lion F, Z, V
choila TA²
coilum F, FA, FB
choylu, choylul TA³
colim VB

coulam R
coylum P
orbai VLr
orbay VL, S
sorlym G

All the ms. point to coi- for the beginning of the word ("Coulam" of R is probably a case of Ramusio's "editing"); although we should expect io-, or cu-, or cou- (in value of cu-); as to the final, the original French text perhaps had "*Coilm" (=-*Coilô > Colon), or even "*Coulom". The name is the same as that of modern Quilon on the coast of Travancore; in Tamil, "Kullam", though "Kollam" occurs an inscription of 1265 (cf. *JA*, 1922, II, 49).

Most of the ancient quotations of the name are assembled in Y, II, 377-380; Hobson-Jobson², 751-752; Dames, Barbosa, II, 3, 96-97; and Hallberg, 153-157. Since a would-be Syriac mention of "Colon" in the middle of the 7th cent. has been retained in Y, II, 377, it may be remarked that Yule himself had justly renounced it in *Hobson-Jobson*. Quilon appears for the first time in the Kūlam-Malai (=Kūlam of Malabar) of the Arabic travellers of the 9th cent.; Sulaymān, in 851, speaks of the taxes paid by Chinese ships at Kūlam-Malai (Ferrand, *Voyage du marchand arabe Sulaymān*, 40). The mediaeval Western form is "Columba", "Columbo", etc., occurring in many sources, from Jourdain Cathala (see the documents added to Cordier's edition) and Marignolli to the Catalan Map; a sanskritized form Kolamba is known epigraphically. To the various quotations already produced, I may add "Colon" in Guillaume Adam (Hist. des Crois., Arm. II, 552). A name "Khlmbe" appears in a Hebrew document found in the Cairo Geniza,
and I have taken it for Quilon rather than Colombo (cf TP, 1928, 460; 1930, 435); but I have been wrong in adducing, besides «Columbum», etc., the Kulanbū (first two vowels uncertain) of Ibn Baṭṭūṭah, which is really Colombo; and, if the Hebrew document be late enough, it may after all refer to Colombo too.

In 983, a Chinese Buddhist priest went to India with a series of letters, one of which was for the king of 柯蘭 K'o-lan (Sung shih, 490, 2a); although this transcription supposes *Kalan, it is supported by a later form of the Ming period, and the place meant is probably Quilon (in FERRAND'S note, JA, 1924, r, 115, 柯 is a misprint, and it is wrongly stated that the transcription can be restored to *Ka-lan, with a final -m). In 1778, the Ling-wai tai-ta writes 凌臨 Ku-lin (—*Kulom), and in 1225, we have the same spelling Ku-lin (—*Kulom) in Chao Ju-kua (cf. BEFEO, iv, 319; HR, 88, 91).

Under the Mongol dynasty, there are many mentions of Quilon, particularly in the notice of「馬六甲 and other countries」 of YS, 210, 7a-b, abominably translated in Pa, 603-605, and not very satisfactorily by ROCKHILL in TP, 1914, 431-436. PAUTHIER is responsible for the pseudo-royal residence 『A-pu-ho-ta』 which has puzzled YULE; the text really speaks of the distance from Ma'abar to the domains of the great (ta) king A-pu-ha, i.e. the ilkhan Abaya (see 「Abaga」). I shall only remark here that the name in that notice is written 佉藍 Ch'u-lan (—*Kulom or *Kulom), and that the king reigning in 1280 is named 危那的 Pi-na-ti (or Pi-no-ti), his younger brother being *Kenoki Buramusing. Quilon is also mentioned, with the same spelling Ch'u-lan, in YS, 12, 4a (s. a. 1282); 12, 6a, 6b (s. a. 1283, the name of the king being 武你 Wa-ni); 14, 5b (s. a. 1287, the name of the envoy from Quilon being *Buruwunai); 16, 9a (s. a. 1291); there are certainly other mentions too which I have not noted. In 1293 *Quiltus, and in 1294 *Tügü-Tämür were sent as envoys to 伽蓝 Ko-lan (Ko-lam); YS, 17, 9b; 18, 3b; this too is Quilon.

In the same YS, 94, 11a, mention is made of regulations published in 1296 for the trade with Ma'abar, 佉蘭 Pei-nan and Fandaraina; as CORDIER had it from me already (Y, iv, 120; Y', iv, 27; cf. also TP, 1914, 423), we should read 佉南 Ch'u-nan (—*Kunam or *Kunom), Quilon. The same correction must be adopted for the «barbarian kingdom» 「fan-pang」 of 佉蘭 Ch'u-nan whose ambassador, Ma Burhanu-‘d-Din, arrived in 1291 (YS, 16, 8b); and the spelling Ch'u-nan, instead of Ch'u-lan and Ko-lan, is adopted in 1349-1350 by the Tao-i chih-lio, which has a notice on «Small 茅, hsiao Ch'u-nan», 「Small Quilon」 (cf. TP, 1915, 445-447). In the first half of the 15th. cent., Quilon is marked as 茅, 葛島 Hsiao Ko-lan, 「Small Ko-lan」 on the map published by PHILLIPS (JNCB, xix, 222), in the Yin-yai shêng-lan, in the revised Hsing-ch'ʻa shêng-lan and in the Ming shih (cf. TP, 1915, 447-448; 1933, 288-289); the original Hsing-ch'ʻa shêng-lan writes Hsiao Ch'u-nan, the same as the Tao-i chih-lio. The Hsing-ch'ʻa shêng-lan has besides a notice on a «Great Quilon», the name of which is written 達 [X] Chu-nan in the original text, and Ta Ko-lan in the revised edition; but this «Great Quilon», with both spellings, in an arbitrary creation of the Hsing-ch'ʻa shêng-lan, whose notice of it is simply copied from that of the «Small Quilon» in the Tao-i chih-lio. In spite of the fact that the lan of Ko-lan never ended in -m, and that, in the beginning of the 15th cent., Ko-lan ought to have represented an original *Colan, it cannot be doubted that the name meant is Kollam or Kulam, our Quilon.
Although the "Great Quilon" is a fiction of the *Hsiing-ch'a shêng-lan*, the fact remains that, in the middle of the 14th cent., we find the name of Quilon without epithet changed to that of "Small Quilon". Much has been written about it already, and the problem is not an easy one.

Rockhill (TP, 1915, 446) supposed that "Small Quilon" was "Kayan Kulan or Kain Colan, the Singuyl of Friar Jordanus, as suggested by Yule, . . . which in turn is the 坎 吾 里 Säng-ki-li of YS, 210;" cf also TP, 1914, 441. Cordier also says (Les Merveilles de l'Asie, 84) that Yule places "Singuyl" at Kayan-Kullam. But "Singuyl" must be left out. Yule had thought of this equivalence in his translation of Jourdain Cathala published in 1863, but justly abandoned it in Cathay², i, 82; ii, 133-134; iii, 249; iv, 78; Hobson-Jobson², 828-829. Heyd, ii, 661, who started from Odoric's "Cynghilin", etc., and knew that Yule had identified it with Cranganore, has tried to maintain its identity with Kayan-Kullam by starting from "Caincolon"; "de là à la forme Cynghilin, il n'y a qu'un pas". But since we know a real name Kayan-Kullam and a real name Singili, it is of course impossible to bring them together phonetically. Singili (this is the correct form, not "Sinkali", etc.) is certainly an old name of Cranganore.

As to Kayan-Kullam, it is a port on the backwater, a few miles north of Quilon. The name is written "Caincoulan" in Ramusio's Italian version of Barbosa (ed. 1606, i, 312 b), "Caymcolan" in the Spanish one, and "Cale Coilam" in the Portuguese text; in the anonymous *Sommaria* of Ramusio (i, 332 a), we find "Caiocolan" and in a supposed letter of Amerigo Vespuce, "Caincolon" (Heyd, ii, 661). Arabic sources of the first half of the 16th cent. have יקים Kain-Kulam (Fe, 530; JA, 1924, i, 115). Dames (Barbosa, ii, 96) has adopted "Cale Coilam", and supposes it to be an Arab form of the Malayalam name, "Cale being clearly the Arab kal'a ‘a fort’". This seems to me most unlikely. We know the Arabic form, Kain-Kulam, which is in agreement with the native Kayan-Kullam, and one does not see how the Italian and Spanish translators of Barbosa could alter another supposed and unattested Arabic form to hit on just the correct native name. There are other cases where the Italian and Spanish versions of Barbosa are superior to the Portuguese text as we have it now (see "Chisco"). I take "Cale Coilam" to be an error for "Cain Coilam", even if Barbosa wrote "Coilam" at all and not, both here as well as in the rest of his work, "Coulam".

Ferrand, following in Rockhill's wake, has considered an as established fact (JA, 1920, ii, 101; 1924, i, 115) that "Little Quilon" was Kayan-Kullam and that the *Hsiing-ch'a shêng-lan*'s "Great Quilon" was our Quilon. But we have seen that this "Great Quilon" never existed. The whole problem is to decide whether the change of Chê-lan (Quilon) to Hsiao Chi-nan and Hsiao Ko-lan, "Little Quilon", is due to a change of harbour and, if it is, what has been the change. I am not in a position to explain why the Chinese name was changed in the middle of the 14th cent., but I rather feel that in all cases Quilon only is meant, and Dames (Barbosa, ii, 97) has evidently taken the same view. Phillips's map, which is a Chinese translation of an Arabic map, names only "Little Ko-lan", and it seems to me most improbable that, in the beginning of the 15th cent., the original Arabic map should have mentioned Kayan-Kullam and omitted Quilon. It was and has remained the main harbour on this part of the coast; the Chinese Imperial fleets, bringing Imperial orders to the local prince, could not well have failed to enter it.
The Burhan-i Qâfi* (cf. Vullers, ii, 920) gives a word یکَلَام, meaning in Persian "black pepper". It is evidently the name of Quilon adopted as a designation of one of its staple products.

**173. COJA**

choia VB  cor LT  edila VL  
choila VA  cora FB  edilla S  
chorza V  coya TA₂  goza R  
coia F, FA, TA₃, L  coyla (?) P, P₆

In view of "Gozâ" in R, I read the "Cœia" of F as "Coja" (Coğâ) for "Cōgia" in Y, T, 33, and E², 441, has adopted "Cōgia". The name is not characteristic enough to support an attempt at identification. For Western quotations of the word, cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson, 235; it is written "cova" in Marignoli (W'y, 537). In Codex Cumanicus (Kuun, 105), we find dominus rendered "ghoya" in Persian and "Cöia" in Turkish.

**174. COMAIN**

chaynari LT  comain, comains F  commains FB  
chumani TA³, VB  comains FA  cumani Z, L, V, R  
chumnani TA₆

The Comans appear for the first time in Byzantine history in 1078, and as Kômuvoi; in 1154, Edrisi calls them Qomân, and speaks of their country as Qomânîya. Although Russian chronicles refer to the "Kumani", they usually give them the name of Polovec, which does not seem to mean "Dwellers of the Plain", as is said in Y, Pi, 491, but is probably derived from polývat, "fallow", "grey-fallow". The Hungarian form is, in the plural, Kûnik (hence Cuni in Hungarian Latin). Although the origin of the name is still uncertain, the Comans were a Turkish-speaking nation, and their name was frequently used in the Middle Ages, by Western travellers and chroniclers, as a synonym of Qipčaq. Polo is right when he says that the Tartars did not exist in the time of Alexander the Great (see "Alexandre"), but he is wrong when he replaces their name by that of the Comans. On the Comans, see J. Marquart, "Über das Volkstum der Komaken" (Abh. d. K. Ges. d. Wiss. zu Göttingen, ph.-hist. Kl., N.F., xiii, No. 1, 25-238); Pelliot, "A propos des Comans", in JA, 1920, i, 125-185; Mi, 315-317. For the various forms of the name in Western documents, cf. Hallberg, 159-161.
175. COMANIE

chomania TA¹  comanie F  cumania Z, L

The land of the Comans (see « Comain »). It represents the plains of southern Russia, including a portion of western Siberia, but the extent of « Comania » varies in the accounts of the different travellers.

176. COMARI

camari Z m  chomate Sr  comary FA, FB
chomacci TA¹  chomati, comati VL  comate S
chomaci TA²  comam VB  cormari, cormary FA
chomain, comain V  coman G  cumari R
chomari VA  comari F, Fr, t, P, Z, VA, L  quomari Z

Cape Comorin and the surrounding region. The name comes from Skr. Kumāri, « the Virgin », and occurs already in Ptolemy. The Arabic form, at least since the 13th cent., has been كوماري Kumhari, the origin of the -h- remaining obscure. Cf. Y, II, 382-383; Yule, Hobson-Jobson², s. v. « Comorin »; Fe, 698; DAMES, Barbosa, II, 102-103. Here as in a few other cases, Polo gives the height of the North Star in « goues », that is to say in « cubits » (see « Goue »); this is surprising, as the then current practice among Mussulman sailors on the Indian Ocean (reflected in Chinese portulans of the 15th cent.) was to count in isba or « digits »; cf. FERRAND, Instr. nautiques, III, 157. Fra Mauro writes « Chomari » (Zu, 42; HALLBERG, 143).

177. COMO (< *COINE)

chemo S  come FA, FB  goino LT
chomo VA  [comesauastacserie FB]  gomo P, P⁴
cogno R  como F, L (L, lecomo)

This is Qonya, « Konieh » of our maps, the ancient Iconium. BI', 20, writes « Conia », and says that, in Rustichello’s French, the final -o has almost the value of a final mute -e. I must say I doubt it, as I believe the -o to be an early corruption of -e. The corruption already occurred in the source of the Catalan Map, which gives « Cunyno » (BUCHON, in Not. et Extr. XIV, 11, 100). On the other hand, R’s « Cogno » (< *Coyno; again « Cogno » in R’s Dichiariatione, 13 b) and LT’s
« Goino » make me think that « Como » or « Come » does not stand for « Conie », but for « Coine »; this very form « Coine » occurs for instance in the Gestes des Chipriots (Hist. des Crois., Arm., II, 843), and in the Jeu de Saint Nicolas (cf. Y, 1, 132) and Joinville also writes « Coyne » (cf. Y, 1, 44). « Coine » seems to have been corrupted into « Turchia » in Z and V; the -r- may then represent the -i- of « Coine ». Polo must have here used the form then current among « Franks » in the East.

Konieh, before the Mongol conquest, was the capital of the Seljucid sultans of Rûm. Pope Gregory IX sent a mission to them in 1233 (Golubovich, Bibl. bio-bibl. II, 298), and Rubrouck passed through Konieh in 1255 (Wy, 328). About 1330, Konieh became the capital of the Qaramân princes.

On Konieh, cf. Cl. Huart, Konia, la ville des derviches tourneurs, Paris, 1897, in-8, and LS, 140-142.

178. CONCI (§ CONICI)

conci Fr, t, Zr chiccholini, conchi TA¹, TA² zanzi, zenzi VB
chanachon, ganji V conci F, Z, L

The original is certainly Qonići, in Mongolian « shepherd » (§ Conici ⇒ § Comci ⇒ F and Z Conci). In spite of F and Z, B¹, 440, has adopted « Canzi », because Yule (Y, II, 481) had called attention to the arrival in Persia, in 1293, of envoys from « Kaunchi », one of Jochi’s great-grandsons. But Yule had kept « Conchi » in his text, and says that he changed « Kaunchi » from Hammer’s forms « Quevindschic » (Ha¹, II, 479) and « Quibindschic » (Ha², 663); both are misreadings, قوينچی and توينچی standing for قونچی Qonći. In RR, 415, through some misunderstanding, a restitution Könći is attributed to me, but, at my request, this was corrected to Qonći in the Addenda. In Oh, II, 454, « Kouchi-ogoul » is an error for Qonći-oγul, « Prince Qonći ». I leave out of consideration the « K’uan-sa » (to be read K’uan-ch’e, Kounčak) of Br, II, 15. Howorth (II, 217-220) has confused three or four different names.

There were two Qonći (Br, II, 95, 120, 443, 611; the names are misread « Qonći »; Barmhold, 12 Vorlesungen, 188, adopts « Qonći »), but the one that Polo speaks of is certainly Sartaqai’s son, who was ruling over the former appanage of Ordù (or Ordù?), Jochi’s eldest son. That branch, although acknowledging in theory the authority of Batu’s successors, was practically independent; its members were called « Princes of the Left Hand », that is to say « of the East » (cf. Barmhold, in Minaev’s, Marko Polo, 332). Qonći died about 1300.

179. CONDUR, see SONDUR and CONDur

When leaving Ciamba (Champa), not Java as the ms. have it wrongly (see « Java » and « Lochac »), Polo sails 700 miles south-south-west and finds two islands, the greater called Sondur,
the smaller Condur, which should be treated together. Although the estimation of distance seems to be excessive, there can be no reasonable doubt that, in Polo's mind at least, the double name applied to Pulo Condor as well as to one of the minor islands of the group. There can be no question of locating them just east of the isthmus of Kra, as is done on Benedetto's map (B 3, at the end of the volume).

Since 1904, when I collected for the first time the Chinese sources concerning both the 拥 K'un-lun races and K'un-lun itself, the Chinese name of the island Pulo Condor (BEFEO, iv, 217-231; add TP, 1923, 271-272; Études asiat. EFEO, ii, 257-263), the problem has been studied again by Ferrand in "Le K'ouen-louen", a memoir of 267 pages, published in JA, 1919, i-ii, which abounds in useful information from Mussulman and Indonesian sources. I would have had much to add, to correct, or to qualify, but non est hic locus, and I wish simply to note here Ferrand's agreement (t, 327) that "from the end of the 13th cent., K'un-lun clearly means the island of Pulo-condor in certain texts," and that, in Polo's text, "Condur" can only be the very name of Pulo Condor. Malay Pulu Kundur means "Gourd Island", and so it is with the Cambodian name Koh Tralach; the Annamese Côn-nôn is simply the Annamite pronunciation of K'un-lun. On the early 15th cent. Chinese map, "K'un-lun" is marked where we would expect it, as Pulo Condor. A notice of K'un-lun — Pulo Condor is given in 1349-1350 by the Tao-i chih-lio, where we are told that this is the ancient "Mount K'un-lun", but that it is also called "Mount 軒 Chûn-t'un". It has been supposed that this was a more correct transcription of the name of Pulo Condor. But we must not forget that K'un-lun is an old Chinese mythical name, applied to the K'un-lun races and to Pulo Condor through sheer phonetic analogy. On the other hand, one text writes here 澳屯 Hun-t'un, and, if written 澳屯 Hun-tun, we would have not only the ancient Chinese name of "Chaos", but also the name of a monstrous animal which Chinese mythology places in the legendary K'un-lun mountains; moreover, precisely the "Sea of K'un-lun" (cf. infra) is called the "Great Sea of 澳屯 Hun-tun" in Shih Pi's biography (YS, 162, 5b). So I think no conclusion can be derived from the alternative form in the Tao-i chih-lio.

In the Chinese texts, the sea south of Pulo Condor towards the Straits is called "Sea of K'un-lun". Its approach was much dreaded, and that is why there was a saying: "Above are the Seven Islands, below is K'un-lun; if the needle goes wrong or the rudder fails, of men and ships what will remain?" In translating this notice of the Tao-i chih-lio (TP, 1915, 112), Rockhill has missed half of the saying (and partly also on p. 112 in translating the notice of the Hsing-ch'a sheng-lan, simply copied from the Tao-i chih-lio). Moreover the Seven Islands (Chi-ch'ou) are the Taya Islands at the north-eastern angle of Hainan (cf. BEFEO, iv, 208), and not the Paraceles as is still said by Rockhill, by Ferrand and by Fujita (66 b). I must add that the place "Ting-chih" which is mentioned in this notice by Rockhill (p. 112-113) and which has passed into Ferrand's memoir (JA, 1919, i, 258), does not exist; the text says that the port of Champa, Pulo Condor and the Tung-Hsi-chu Islands (probably Pulo Aor) are placed respectively at the feet of a tripod (ting-ch'i), a usual Chinese expression.

The "Sea of K'un-lun" of the Chinese is the "Sea of كُندُروٰ Kündurun" (= Kundurung) of the early Arabic travellers, which name is of course identical with the Chûn-tu-lung (* Kundurung)
of Chinese transcriptions of the 8th cent.; in spite of Ferrand (Fe, 14-17), I still believe that *Kundurung is the old name of Pulo Condor, not of Cape Saint-Jacques. Polo's Condor simply shows that the modern Malay form was already current at the end of the 13th cent.

So much for Polo's Condor, but what of Sondur? It occurred already to Yule that Sondur must be the same name which appears as صندور فلان in the early Arabic narratives, and I think he is right, but the case is complex and requires some explanation.

Ferrand considers that Sundur-fulât, which for a long time he transcribed Ġundur-fülât, is Pulo Condor, and, although he never said so, I think that is what prevented him from admitting that Kundurung was Pulo Condor. The fact is that the Arabic relations first speak of Kundurung, then of Champa, and afterwards of Sundur-fûlât, so that Sundur-fulât cannot be for them the same as Kundurung. As to Sundur-fülât, Ferrand has explained it as a Persian plural of an arabized Sundur-pûlû, Sundur itself being the outcome of Kundur > K'undur > Ġundur > Sundur (Fe, ix, 2; JA, 1919, 1, 328). But he did not explain why k became ġ in Kundur, but remained k, at the same time, in Kundurung.

In JRAS, 1914, 496, Blagden raised several objections to Ferrand's solution. 1. That in Malay k- does not change to ġ in the initial position; 2. that in Malay and in Indonesian languages generally, pulau ought precede the name of the island, and not to follow it; 3. that, if Sundur-fulât is Pulo Condor, there is no reason why the Arabic travellers, on their way to China, should go to Sundur-fulât after leaving Champa.

On the first point raised by Blagden, I am not in a position to make any definite statement. To the second, some answer can be given. It is true that the usual Malay, and generally Indonesian, construction requires Pulau Kundur, but we know of other cases when pulau has been transferred to the end of the compound. The name of the island off the coast of Annam called Culao Cham on our maps means « Cham island », culao being Cham palau, kalû, kulau, « island » (Annamese có lao is borrowed from the Cham), identical with Mal. palau; but the name is Chan-pu-lao (= Cam-pulau) in Chinese texts of the 8th cent., Chan-pî-lo (*Cam-pilo) in the Ming period (cf. BEFEO, iv, 198-201; JA, 1919, 1, 323); I may add « Champilo » in F. M. Pinto (cf. Colin-Pastells, Labor Evangelica, i, 36449). Another example is provided by Polo's « *Gaumispola », the « Comispola » of other travellers, and the Jâmis-fulâh (= Gâmis-pula) of Arabic texts, which is « Pulo Commes » etc. of ancient maps. So the order of the words is not an obstacle to the explanation of fulât in Sundur-fulât with the Mal. pulau.

The geographical objection is of much greater weight. All Arabic texts place Sundur-fulât after Champa, while Pulo Condor is passed before reaching Champa. Ferrand himself seems to have later yielded tacitly to this argument since in his Instructions nautiques, III, 166-167, speaking again of the same Arabic texts, he gives the island of Hainan as the equivalent of Sundur-fulât. I also think that Sundur-fulât is not Pulo Condor, so that nothing more stands in our way to identify with Pulo Condor the Kundurung of the 8th-10th cents.

But that does not mean, in my opinion at least, that Sundur-fülât is Hainan. Without being dogmatic about it, I think that Kundurung is Pulo Condor, that the early Arab travellers mean by Champa the coast of Binh-dinh with Quinhon harbour, that their Sundur-fülât is Culao
Cham, and that their «China’s gates» are the «Seven Islands» of the Chinese texts, that is to say the Taya Islands off the north-eastern corner of Hainan. Even then, the possibility should not be excluded that there might be some connection between the name Şundur and that of Kundur. Annamite texts, of late date though they may reproduce a fairly ancient tradition, speak of an event of the early 5th cent., which is said to have taken place at Culao Cham, but which, an authoritative Chinese work of the early 6th cent. states, took place at K’un-lun (cf. G. Maspero, Le royaume de Champa, 93; Ferrand, in JA, 1919, i, 323); and, as Pulo Condor was still called Kundurung by the Chinese in the 8th cent., it is just possible that they first applied their legendary name of K’un-lun to Culao Cham, and transferred it to Pulo Condor only at a later date. The phonetic connection between K’un-lun, Kundur and Şundur remains doubtful, but the name Şundur must still have been current in Polo’s time among Arabo-Persian sailors, since it is evidently represented by «Sondur». Perhaps Şundur moved south, and was transferred from Culao Cham to Pulo Condor in the same way as K’un-lun. Polo had heard both names, Kundur, the real «Malay» name (< Kundurung), and the Arabic Şundur, and applied them to two islands of the group. And perhaps there is some unconscious survival of the old sense of Şundur = Culao Cham, when Polo says that «Sondur» is the greater island and «Condur» the smaller one.

The suggestion made with some diffidence by Hirth and Rockhill, HR, 49, 50, that, in 1225, Chao Ju-kua’s 潘 羅 色 元 P’u-lo-kan-wu might be Pulo Condor cannot be sustained; phonetically, one would think of a name like that of Pulo Gambir.

180. CONSTANTINOPLE

| constantinopoli V | constantinopla S | costantinoble O |
| chostantinopoli, costantinopoli | constantinople, costantinople, | costantinoble VB |
| VA | gostantinople F | costantinoble FA |
| constantineapolis LT | constantinopoli VL, R | gnostantinopoli TA |
| constantinoble FB | constantinopoli LT, P, L, Z |

Constantinople, under its Mussulman name of Kostantinayah (Reinaud, Géogr. d’Aboulfèda, II, i, 315; «Constanthnyé» as in the Index, or «Constantinay» as in China Review, v, 239, or Br, ii, 135), appears twice in Chinese texts. On the Chinese map of c. 1330, 吉思答訶 Chi-sç-ta-ni (read Ku [吉] -ssü-ta-ňi) is marked west of the dominions of the ilkhan. In a Chinese itinerary of the Ming period, 吉思訶 K’ussü-tan is said to be four months to the west of Tabriz. Bretschneider has already recognized Constantinople in both cases; but it seems that the transcription was made from a shortened form, and with ᡠ instead of ۆ in the first syllable. The denasalization of the first syllable is not due to the Chinese, as we find Qustanţiña in the Hudâd (Mi, 79), and regularly in Abû’l Fidâ (but the  FormsModule of the first vowel cannot be ascertained from the Arabic spelling). The denasalized form survives in Italian «Constantinopoli».
The name meant is of course enment Ho-tan, our "Khotan". The Catalan Map gives "Cotan"; Fra Mauro, "Gothen" for the "province" and "Gotha" (="Cotan") for the city (HALLBERG, 166; RUGE's "Cotan" is a misreading). The earliest mediaeval mention in Western texts occurs in the Latin translation made at Damietta in 1221 of an Arabic document relating to the Mongol campaigns against the Mussulmans; the name is there written "Chatem" and "Chacen", both corrupt for *Chaten" (cf. ZARNKE, Der Priester Johannes, II, 34, 49). In 1603-1604, BENTO DE GOES, the first European to visit Khotan after Polo, writes "Cotan" with the same spelling as the Venetian traveller (cf. TACCHI-VENTURI, Opere storiche del P. Matteo Ricci, I, 531, 539, 540).

The name of Khotan became known to the Chinese c. 125 B.C., as a result of the mission of CHANG CH'ien. It is written 子 廢 Yü-t'ien (and 子 廢 Yü-t'ien) in Shih chi, 123, 2a (cf. also TAKICAWA KAMETARO, Shiki kaichu koshõ, 123, 7a), 子 廃 Yü-t'ien in Ch'ien-han shu, 96a, 1a. This second form is the one which remained in common use, although 子 廩 Yü-t'ien may be found occasionally (cf. Tokyo Tripi. of Meiji, 爲, x, 71b; BEFEO, v, 263, 293; TP, 1920, 321, 419), and even 花 廩 Yü-t'ien (ibid. 39b, 41a). BRETSCHNEIDER is strangely mistaken when he says (Br, ii, 47) that "the first sound of the name is generally rendered by a character meaning 'jade'" and sees there an allusion to Khotan's most famous product. STEIN (Ancient Khotan, 155), influenced by RICHTHOFEN, says something of the same sort. So it may be useful to state definitely that Yü-t'ien is never written the character 玉 yu, "jade".

The difference between the various t'ien of Yü-t'ien is of a purely graphic order, for characters which can be written in several ways. All the phonetic glosses leave no doubt that c. a. d. 600 Yü-t'ien was pronounced *Jiu-d'ien (in KARLGEN's system); the only hesitation is that some read *d'ien in the first (p'ing) tone, and others in the fourth (ch'ü); cf. the various references given above for the name itself, and add 爲, viii, 88a, ix, 1b, 51a, 151a, x, 65a; T'ang shu shih-yin, 24, 1a. The 翻俚語 Fan Fan yü (Taisho Tripi. 54, 1036; cf. JA, 1915, 1, 110) says that 子 廩 Yü-t'ien ought to be written 優地邪那 Yu-ti-yeh-na, Udyaña, which means 舊堂 how-t'ang, "back-rooms", "ladies' apartments" (the real meaning of udyaña is "pleasure-garden", or "park"). Although the correction is absurd and clearly rests upon a confusion between Yü-t'ien (=Khotan) and the usual wrong sanskritization of Uḍḍiyaṇa as Udyāna, the note shows that Yü-t'ien was actually read with -d', *Jiu-d'ien.

But we have to interpret this *Jiu-d'ien. The second element is clear, and there is no reason to think that it did not represent a foreign -dan or -d'an (yodized) in Han times as it did
seven centuries later. The case of ᚤ yū (*jū) is more difficult. In Karlgren's transcription ᚤ is a yod, with an approximate value of γ. There is some reason to believe that in archaic Chinese the word began with γ-, *gīu, but we cannot say that this is certain, nor that an initial γ- still existed in the pronunciation of Han times. On the other hand, ᚤ yū is not regularly used in Buddhist transcriptions, but frequently occurs under the Han in the transcription of Hsüng-nu names or titles, for instance in the title of the 王 子 shan-yū or Hsüng-nu sovereign. Unfortunately none of these early transcriptions has so far been restored to a certain original. But we must keep in mind the use of yū in the transcription of terms of Hsüng-nu origin; it will be of some moment in the discussion of the various forms mentioned for the name of Khotan.

The principal text to adduce for such a discussion is a note in Hsiian-tsang's Memoirs which has passed, though in a more or less curtained form, into various works, including the Hsin T'ang shu (cf. 1A, 185, ii, 362-363; Chavannes, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 125; Watters, On Yuan Chwang's Travels, ii, 299; Lévi, in BEFE0, iv, 560; v, 260; Stein, Ancient Khotan, 153; Tu T'ang hsi-yū chi, ed. of Kyōto University, xii, 24, and Apparatus criticus, 125-126). Here is the complete text:

...One arrives at the kingdom of 罗 萨 且 那 Ch'ū-sa-tan-na (*G'ū-sāt-tān-nā). [Note: In the language of the T'ang (—in Chinese), [this] means 'Earth-teat' (地 耒 Ti-ju); it is the elegant name [used] locally (即 其 俗 之 言言). The local language (俗 言 su-yū) says 'Kingdom of 湖 那 Huan-na (*Xuān-nā'). The 向 叙 Hsiung-nu call it 于 聶 Yu-tun (*Jū-ṭun); the Hu (Iranians), 拂 且 Ho-tan (*Xuāt-tān); the Hindus (Yin-tu), 摄 丹 Ch'ū-tan (*K'ūat-tān). Formerly [the Chinese] said Yū-t'ien; it is an incorrect [form].]

This note is of much greater value than has been assumed hitherto, and can be verified in most particulars.

Ch'ū-sa-tan-na, said to mean 'Earth-teat', was restored by Julien as Kustana; and this is still the only form mentioned by Stein (Ancient Khotan, 153-154), by Herrmann (Southern Tibet, viii, 440), and by Thomas (Tibetan Texts and Documents, i, 18). A seeming confirmation was provided by the form kustānāgaṣa of a Kharoṣṭhi document (Stein, loc. cit.; Rapson, Kharoṣṭhi Inscriptions, 399); Stein did not revert to the question in Serindia or in Innermost Asia. It is to be regretted that no greater attention was paid to the remarks published by Lévi in 1905 (BEFE0, v, 258-260). Lévi showed that 网 chū was always used by Hsiian-tsang to render go- or gu-, not ko- or ku-, and that Kostana meant 'Earth-teat' just as well as and even better than Kustana. Moreover, Indian lexicographers mention gostani as a name of the grape, and Lévi explained gostant as 'Khotanese', the name being that of the grape of Khotan spoken of by the Chinese and by Polo. Lévi's restoration 'Gostana' ought to have been accepted at once; it is the only one which is in agreement with the Chinese transcription (KARLGRÈN'S Dictionary is here misleading; while giving the two pronunciations chū and ch'ū of 网 in modern Chinese, it restores only *kju as the ancient sound; but ch'ū is *g'ju, and it is only with this second pronunciation that the character occurs in transcriptions). As to kustānāgaṣa, it is an isolated example, with a first consonant of ambiguous value, and it occurs in a text where it may mean something other than Khotanese (cf. BSOS, rx, 541), particularly if we remember that the name of Khotan
in these Kharoṣṭhī documents is everywhere else Khotan or Khotana. Moreover, we are now
in a position to prove definitely that Lévi was right. Among the documents in Khotanese
which I brought back from the Tunhuang caves, Bailey found a sort of a bilingual "manual of
conversation" in Sanskrit and Khotanese; the Sanskrit name of Khotan is given there as Gaustana
and Ġānstana, both graphic renderings of Gosanta. But Hsüan-tsang tells us that this
was "the elegant name [used] locally", which I understand to mean that, though it was not
the name of Khotan in Khotanese current speech, yet the Khotanese language used Gosanta as
a more literary name of the country. This is confirmed by the occurrence of Gānstana
(= *Gaustana) and Gaustamā in a Khotanese document (cf. Bailey, in BSOS, IX, 522, 541).
Bailey explains Gaustamā as "an inverse spelling of *gaustana, after -ana and -ama had become
-ām. It may be so, but the solution depends to some extent upon the very history of the
name Gosanta.

At the same time as Lévi, Watters (On Yuan Chwang's Travels, II, 299) was also struck
by the constant value of ch'ü as go- or gu- in transcriptions. Starting from the other forms
Yü-t'ien, Ch'ü-tan, etc., Watters supposed that they represented "a word like Go-dan or
Gothān. "The former," he added, "is found in Türkī, and the latter in the Indian vernacular,
and they represent the Sanskrit Gosthāna. These words denote a place or station for
cattle." According to Watters, it is this Gosthāna which, mispronounced and misunderstooed
as Kusana, led to "the silly legend invented to account for the name". It is true that Skr.
gosthāna, lit. "cow-station", means a "stable", or an "enclosure for cattle"; but the Turkı
word intended by Watters, gosan, "enclosure for cattle (mainly for sheep)", identical with
Mong. gosan > ḫoτo, "enclosure for cattle" and "city", has of course nothing to do with
gosthāna, nor with the name of Kusana. Something of Watters's hypothesis may however be
retained, and was in fact retained by Thomas (in Asia Major, II, 261; Tibetan Texts and Docu-
mments, 1, 18). Skr. sthāna, "station", "country", occurs mainly in the geographical nomen-
clature of the North-West, and in some cases seems to be due to the much more frequent use
of its Iranian equivalent -stāna. I have no doubt that for instance the well-known Skr. Cina-
sthāna, "China", which is used in a Kharoṣṭhī document (Rapson, Kharoṣṭhī Inscriptions, 12,
No. 35, where there is once cinə and twice cinasthanada), is the Indian recasting of an Iranian
*Činasthāna, the original of the Sogdian Čistan (see Cin). The correct form of the name
restored by Lévi as Jāguḷa-vardhana (JA, 1915, 1, 84) is Jáguḷasthāna, Zabulistan. Tibetan
texts mention an Āryasthana on the Goṣrāga hill of Khotan (Thomas, in Asia Major, II, 261;
Tibetan Texts and Documents, 1, 8, 18, 27, 108, 109). A Gostana, actually formed of go + Iran.
stāna > stana, "country", could of course be interpreted as a Skr. compound of go + stana
meaning "earth-teat", and this mistaken interpretation would be at the basis of the whole legend
recorded by Hsüan-tsang and in Tibetan texts (I find no trace of the intermediary Prākrit form
*Wothana mentioned by Lévi, JA, 1915, 1, 110); that Gostana in its turn may very well have
become *Gostan at an early date in Khotanese, and be used as such, in "elegant" speech,
alongside with what we know to have been the current form of the name in Khotanese in
Hsüan-tsang's time. As to the value of the first element go- of Gostana, I shall come to a
discussion of it farther on. It may be that a form related to Gostana left traces in Tibetan
texts, since a text translated by Sarat Chandra Das (JASB, LV [1887], 202; cf. also Watt, *On Yuan Chwang’s Travels*, 11, 299) speaks of “the country called Gosthan, or place of virtue, now vulgarly called Khotan (or Khoten) . . .” *Gosthan* is impossible as such in Tibetan writing (unless written “Gos-than,” which is unlikely), and I do not know how the translator came to his “place of virtue.” It seems that “place” is not intended by Sarat Chandra Das to render *sthan = Skr. sthāna*, but rather go, which means “place” in Tibetan. With all due reserve as to the authority of the text (which is recent, and which shows traces of Russian influence) and of its translation, the fact remains that we have here, based on the Tibetan and long before the remarks of Lévi and Watt, a form of the name of Khotan beginning with go- and not with ku.

The current Khotanese form was evidently the one meant by Hsüan-tsang when he says that the name in the local language was Huan-na (*Xuān-nā*). This statement finds a striking confirmation in the late Khotanese texts, where the usual name for Khotan was Khotanese Hvatan-,* Hvätāna-, later Hvāna-, Hvana-, Hvap, locative sing. Hvaṃṇya, Hvanyya; adjective *hvataṇṇa-, hvāṇṇa-, hvāṇa-, Khotanese* (cf. Sten Konow, in JRAS, 1914, 342; Saka Studies, 145; Bailey, in BSOS, IX, 322, 340). Sogdian used Wënyīk, quoted by W. B. Henning in his *Sogdica*, p. 10, from a list of peoples. Hsüan-tsang’s transcription is a faithful rendering of Hvāņa = *Hvanna, *Hvanna; it shows that the original intervocalic dental of the name was already assimilated to the following -n in the first half of the 7th cent. But the original form is preserved in more ancient Khotanese mss. as Hvatan-, Hvatan- (cf. Leumann, *Das nordarische Sakische Lehrgedicht des Buddhismus*, 3rd Part, in *Abh. f. d. Kunde d. Morgenl.*, XX, No. 3 [1936], 528).

According to Hsüan-tsang, the Hu, i. e. the Iranians, said Ho-tan (*Xuāt-tan*); this transcription, which supposes an original *Hwātan, already heralds the *Ho-tan of later Mussulman tradition, the modern *Khotan*.

By a “Hindu” form Ch’ü-tan (*K’ü-tan*), Hsüan-tsang of course does not mean a Sanskrit form, but the one which was then in current use in the spoken language of Northern Hindus. Middle-Indian language having no h-, a kh- was the nearest possible equivalent, and this is how we must understand *K’ü-tan*, which supposes *Khutan or *Khotan. But, shortly after Hsüan-tsang, a different pseudo-Sanskrit form appears in the Fan-yü tsa-ning, to wit Körtana, with the insertion of an unetymological -r (cf. Bagchi, *Deux lexiques sanskrit-chinois*, 77, 295; Henning, in BSOS, IX, 570).

A last form given by Hsüan-tsang remains to be examined, the Yü-tun (*Jin-du-on*) which the traveller says was the name of Khotan among the Hsiung-nu. Apart from the texts which repeat the gloss of the *Memoirs* on the names of Khotan, this transcription only occurs, so far as I am aware, in the K’ai-yüan shih-chiao lu (Tōkyō Trib. of Meiji, 日, 72 b and in Hsian-tsang’s biography in the Hsū kao-sēng chuan (ibid. 軍, II, 107 b); but both passages are also derived from the *Memoirs* themselves. Hsüan-tsang’s information is however of the highest interest. The first point is to know what he meant by “Hsiung-nu.” Of course there were no longer true Hsiung-nu in the 7th cent. At the end of the 3rd cent., Chu Fa-hu used Hsiung-nu where the corresponding Tibetan translation gives Hu-na = Hūna (cf. *BEFO,
v. 289-290; some of the names in the Chinese list are somewhat surprising at such an early date); the same rendering of Hūna with Hsiung-nu occurs in 308 in the P'u-yao ching (BEFEO, rv. 575-576). But the days of the Hūna in North-Western India were already passed when Hsüan-tsang visited India and Central Asia. In the 7th cent., the Hsiung-nu had been replaced in Central Asia by the T'u-chüeh (Turks), who, rightly or wrongly, called themselves in their inscriptions the descendants and successors of the old Hsiung-nu. On the other hand, Hsüan-tsang often speaks of the T'u-chüeh, and if he had only wanted to say that Yū-tun was a T'u-chüeh form of the name of Khotan, he might have said it in so many words. My impression is that he wanted to convey the idea that Yū-tun was the name of Khotan among the nomads of Central Asia, Mongols as well as Turks. At any rate, there can be no doubt that such was actually the case, since Yū-tun certainly represents what will soon be shown to have been the Turkish and Mongolian name of Khotan in the Middle Ages, to wit Odon.

We have seen above that the 晝 yū (*jiu) of Yū-t'ien and Yū-tun, which is hardly ever used in Buddhist transcriptions, is of rather frequent occurrence in early transcriptions of Hsiung-nu words. Here again, it was for a «Hsiung-nu» term that Hsüan-tsang adopted it. We may therefore conclude that it probably had an initial element which did not occur in Indian speech, perhaps some sort of laryngeal opening, followed in the present case by a labial vowel. In other words, Yū-t'ien would be *Odan, and Yū-tun would be *Odon. If we remember the History of Chang Ch'ien’s missions, it would be a natural inference to suppose that the name of Khotan came to his knowledge through a Hsiung-nu channel. In agreement with the native form, the Hsiung-nu pronounced it with an -a- in the second syllable, as *Odan, but at a later period, the initial labial vowel, as has often been the case in Altaic languages, and particularly in Mongolian, labialized the vowel of the second syllable, hence *Odon. The case is absolutely parallel with that of Mong. qotan, « enclosure for cattle » and « city », which has given qotan -> hoton and hoto (the word is already qoton, plur. qotot, in the Secret History, §§ 124, 195, 247, 272, except once with plur. qotato, § 240). In such circumstances, it may not be necessary to resort to a hypothetical pronunciation *giu for 晝 yū (*jiu) in Han times. The native name must really have begun with a guttural consonant, perhaps sonant or spirant, but we are certain that there was none at the beginning of the Altaic form in the Middle Ages. As the absence of a guttural initial in the Altaic form is of course independent of the hypothetical evolution *giu -> *jiu in Chinese, the simplest solution seems to be to conclude that Yū-t'ien already transcribed *Odan in Han times, as Yū-tun rendered *Odon in the 7th cent. Perhaps the Hsiung-nu language did not any more admit of an initial ɡ- or ɣ- than the Turkish of T'ang times.

The result of our examination of all these ancient forms is that the name of Khotan must have existed at a very early date, at least in the 2nd cent. n. c., in a form *Godan, which, in the first centuries of our era, was doubled by a form *Gostana -> Gostana. It seems reasonable to suppose that the two parallel forms have the same value in different languages, or at least in different dialects, and that both mean « Place (or Country) of the *Go ». Further speculation would be risky. It may be, but it cannot be proved for the present, that the -dan of *Godan is the same as the -dan of Hjumdan, the ancient name under which Hsi-an-fu was
known in Central Asia. As to *Go, the frequent occurrence in the Khotan region of names which were sanskritized as Gomati, *Gomasālagandha, etc., is certainly striking, but I do not see that much more can be said for the present. *Go may be the name of the country, or of the people. It has certainly nothing to do with Ch. setCurrentFont{Hō} uu (*nguo), "five", nor can it, in my opinion, mean "west" or "mountains of the west", as has been suggested by Thomas (Asia Major, II, 257, 259).

Herrmann sees Khotan in Ptolemy’s Χαψάνα (vi, 15, 4), which he proposes to correct to Χαψάνα (Southern Tibet, viii, 452; Das Land der Seide, 121, 145 [where Χαψάνα seems to be a misprint]). Χαψάνα is supported, however, by Χαψάνατοι Συνθαθι in Ptolemy vi, 15, 3, and by Chauriana in Ammianus Marcellinus. Although the oldest native forms I have deduced begin with g- it may be that the name was already sounded with an initial ń-, in Sogdian, in Ptolemy’s time. But the identification of the Ptolemaean nomenclature is still for the most part so uncertain that I must abstain from dogmatizing in the present case.

While Yū-t’ien and Yū-tun presuppose *Odan and *Odon respectively, other ancient transcriptions show a median -t- instead of -d-. One is in the Syriac catena which mentions the Šakiamunye, i.e. the Tuptaye and the black ‘Otnaye’, that is to say the disciples of Šākyamuni, who are the Tibetans (see ‘Tebet’?) and the black Khotanese (cf. Bidez and Cumont, Les mages hellénisés, II, 117). Because of the mention of the Tibetans, I do not think that this part of the catena can be older than the 7th-8th cent. (see ‘Sagamoni Burcan’). By its -t-, ‘Otnaye, an ethnical name derived from ‘Otn (= ‘Otān), is in the line of the Iranian (Sogdian?) Ḫwātan, but does not show the same strong aspiration at the beginning of the word. It is nevertheless certainly a ‘Western’ form, which is not directly connected with *Odan or *Odon.

The Tibetan form is more surprising. There is a purely Tibetan name of Khotan, Li-yul, ‘the Li country’, li being the Tibetan word for ‘bell-metal’, in Skr. kāṣā; the name has not been accounted for (cf. Stein, Ancient Khotan, 155; Thomas, in Asia Major, II, 255). But Tibetan chronicles also speak occasionally of Khotan as ‘U-then and ‘U-ten (cf. Thomas, in Asia Major, II, 256-257; Tibetan Texts and Documents, 1, 129, 306). This is no doubt a form borrowed from the Chinese Yū-t’ien. The use of ‘U-ten or ‘U-then instead of *U-den finds a parallel in the name of the Goṣhrig Hill of Khotan, called in Chinese 牛頭山 Niu-t’eu-shan (*Ngāu-d’u-šan), ‘Ox-head Mountain’; this Chinese name appears in the Tibetan texts relating to Khotan as ‘Ge’u-to-śan or Gau-to-śan (cf. JA, 1914, II, 144-145; Thomas, Tibetan Texts and Documents, 1, 6). We have seen that the t’ien of Yū-t’ien (*Jū-d’ienen) is recorded as pronounced in two different tones; our modern reading Yū-t’ien is based on the p’ing-sheng pronunciation; read in the ch’u-sheng, it would regularly give a modern tien. The passage from the sonant initial to the surd (with or without aspiration according to the tone) dates from c. A.D. 1000 in Northern China, but did not take place simultaneously over the whole of China. It may be that the Tibetans who wrote down the chronicles of Khotan in Tibetan had already heard the ancient sonant initials of the p’ing-sheng as surd aspirates, which would account for ‘U-ten or ‘U-then and for ‘G’eu-to-śan or Gau-to-śan (S. C. Das’s explanation of ‘U-then as lNa-Idan or Paścavati, ‘the Quintuple’, in JASB, LV, 195, is absurd, and ought to have been alluded to by Thomas, in Ancient Khotan, 583).
This is also the only explanation I can think of for a document concerned with Kan-chou in Kan-su, probably dating from the 10th cent. It is written in Khotanese, but the name of Khotan is given there as Yūtintsi Kūhi, i.e. *Yūtin-kūg, a transcription of the Chinese Yū-t'i-en-kuo (*Jiu-d'ien-kʷag), « Kingdom of Khotan » (cf. BAILEY, in BSOS, IX, 541). The transcription betrays a Chinese pronunciation which is no longer that of the 7th cent. The final consonant of kuo (*kʷag) is still heard, but the initial of yū (*j) is already the modern ŭ, and d'ien is rendered with a surd initial, as in the forementioned Tibetan transcriptions, which are perhaps of approximately the same date.

The ancient capital of Khotan, probably abandoned in the 11th cent., began some five miles north by west of the new Chinese town of Khotan; its remains under ground, discovered c. 1870, are within the area of the group of detached villages called « Yōtkan » (STEIN, Ancient Khotan, 191). CORDIER quotes (Y, III, 44-45) a passage of PARKER according to which « Yōtkan » probably « furnishes a clue to the ancient name of Yū-t'i-en ». BARTHOLD (in EI, 2, 8, « Khotan ») is positive on the identity of the two names. THOMAS too says (Tibetan Texts and Documents, 1, 8) that « Yōtkan » is « certainly the site, and perhaps retains a perversion of the name, of the ancient city of Khotan ». At the same time, and while speaking of « the Chinese name U-then », thus admitting that Ch. Yū-t'i-en and Tib. U-then are one and the same name, Thomas adds that we connect that name with the word « Khotan » « naturally (but perhaps mistakenly) », and thinks of explaining « Uthen » with the name of a certain stūpa of « A-dha-ма », mentioned in a Tibetan chronicle of Khotan (Asia Major, II, 257, 270). I shall not try to reconcile three hypotheses which appear self-contradictory, since I think that they must all be abandoned. Neither the history nor the meaning of يوتن Yōtqān (such is the true spelling; cf. GRENAUD, Mission dans la Haute-Asie, III, 127; STEIN’s transcriptions do not distinguish between -q and -k) is known to me (does -q mark the slurring of a following -t?). But there is no likelihood that the specifically Chinese ŭ initial of Yū-t'i-en should have had an independent unetymological counterpart at Khotan itself. It is still more difficult to imagine, since Yū-t'i-en and Khotan are fundamentally one and the same name, that that name should have developed on the spot such divergent duplicates as Yōtqān and Khotan. In spite of a partial phonetic analogy, my opinion is that the two names are not connected.

I have said that the Altaic name of Khotan in the Middle Ages was Odon, in agreement with the form supposed by Hsüan-tsang’s Yū-tun, *Odon. There are other examples of such double names. The ancient name of Kuča was *Kuči, duly rendered in Chinese transcriptions and in Brahmi spelling. But at the same time, there was a Turkish name of Kuča, Kūšān, which we can follow from the 10th cent. down to the 16th, in Turkish as well as in Mongol and Chinese sources, and which may be much more ancient than the date at which it is attested in the texts. When Kāšyāri compiled his Turkish dictionary in 1076, *Kuči had already passed to Kuča (Kūčā), but, alongside of Kuča, Kāšyāri gives the synonym Kūšān (BROCKELMANN, 245). The case of Khotan is quite parallel, and we find in Kāšyāri both « Ыотан » (Khotan) and « Odon » (BROCKELMANN, 251, where the name is transcribed « Udun »; of course Arabic spelling does not permit of a distinction between u and o).

Except for the double form Ыотан and Odon in Kāšyāri, all mentions of Khotan in Mūsul-
man sources only give Ḫotan, and we must turn to Central Asiatic and Far Eastern works for fresh mentions of the Altaic form.

After Kāṣīyari, the next mention in date occurs in Yeh-lū Ch'u-ts'ai's Hsi-yu lu, written in 1229. Yeh-lū Ch'u-ts'ai had accompanied Chinghiz-khan in his campaign to the West (1219-1224). He never visited Khotan, but when speaking of Beš-balq, the great centre to the north of the T'ien-shan, he devotes a few words to places of Chinese Turkestan situated more to the south; amongst them, he mentions "五擅 Wu-tuan (*Udon) which is the same as the kingdom of Yü-tien of the T'ang dynasty" (Br. 1, 16). Yeh-lū Ch'u-ts'ai was not a very strict phonetician, and the -o- of the second syllable implies in Altaic an o- also in the first. The form he had heard must have been Odon.

A few years later, the name of Khotan appears again in the Secret History (§ 263) in the form Wu-tan = Udan. But this form calls for comment. The Secret History was compiled in Mongolian in 1240, but the scholars who transcribed it with Chinese characters at the end of the 14th cent. had no tradition to fall back on as to the true pronunciation of many proper names. The name written in Uighur-Mongol writing which they rendered as Udan could also be read *Utan, *Odan, *Otan. The other Chinese transcriptions of the name during the Mongol dynasty leave no doubt that we should read Odon, not Udan (the form in the Mongol manuscript of Ulán-bátör lacks the final -n and is of no avail as it can be read Oda, Uda, Ota, or Uta). The Chinese transcription of the Secret History is nevertheless important in two respects. First, it shows that, in 1240, the official spelling in Uighur-Mongol writing was still Odan, in agreement with the oldest Chinese borrowed form Yü-t'ien, *Odan, and though the real pronunciation must have then been Odon as in Yü-tun, *Odon. Secondly, if we had only Chinese transcriptions giving Odon and the very faulty Ulán-bátör manuscript, we would be in doubt whether the name was pronounced Odon or Ödön. But *Ödön would be based on a more ancient *Ödän, and even without an actual and ancient mention of the name in Uighur-Mongol writing, we know that the original name was Odan, not *Ödän, because if it had been *Ödän, the transcribers, guided by the Uighur-Mongol spelling of the initial syllable, would have transcribed it *Wu-tien, not Wu-tan.

Khotan is very often mentioned in YS, either as Yü-t'ien or more often as 翁端 Wo-tuan, Odon. The two forms betray the origin of the documents used by the compilers: those which give Yü-t'ien had originally been written in Chinese, while those which give Wu-tuan, Odon, had been translated into Chinese from the Mongolian. Breitseideiner (Br. II, 49), quoting passages from the YS, transcribes in five lines "Wu-duan", "Wa-duan" and "O-duan"; but the Chinese characters are the same, Wu-tuan, in all three cases. I know of no exception, save for the frequent corruption of 萬 Wo to 額 kan (for instance in Yüan tien chang, 9, 3 a; 34, 25 a). At the beginning of the Ming dynasty, however, the name of Khotan was given to a military colony on the western frontier of China, in the same manner as another was called Kilsan, i. e. Kuśa, and this time the name is written 阿端 A-tuan, which would seem to represent *Adon (Br. II, 208-210). But we have there very probably a case in which 阿 a is used with its o reading, just as we find, in the Mongol period, the name of the Russians transcribed Wu-lu-sū, Wo-lo-sū and A[阿]lo-sū (or O-lo-sū); it is however quite certain that the name always was Urus or Oros, not
Aros. Consequently, even the apparent A-tuan should be read O-tuan, Odon. Bretschneider, while allowing that the pseudo-A-tuan was a designation of Khotan in one case, thought that the military colony owed its name to the region of the Su sing hai (read 星宿海 Hsing-hsiu-hai) situated at the sources of the Huang-ho, the name of which means Starry Sea and appears in YS, 63, 1 a, as O-tuan nao-rh, a Mongol form of the same meaning as the Chinese name. But here again Bretschneider is inaccurate. The Mongol name of the Hsing-hsiu-hai is written in the YS Huo-tun nao-erh, i.e. Hodun na'ur. Hodun, *star*, in written Mongol odun, is one of the words which were still pronounced in the Mongol period with an initial h-, which the Uighur-Mongol writing however did not note. No such h- ever occurs in the transcription of the name of Khotan, nor does it exist in the pseudo-A-tuan (to be read O-tuan). Moreover, the second character of huo-tun renders -dun, while the second character of A-tuan or O-tuan can only represent -don. The two names have nothing in common.

I have said that Khotan appears in the YS either as Yü-t'ien, or as Wo-tuan (Odon). There is however at least one exception: in the map of c. 1330 and in the corresponding list of YS, 63, 15 b, the name is written 虢脽 Hu-t'an, Iutan (= Hotan; cf. Br, II, 47). But the exception is only apparent, since we know that the map (and consequently the list derived from it) is of Mussulman origin. I do not think that the official workshop of 旭丹 八里 Hu-tan-pa-li (*Qudan-baltq*), mentioned in YS, 85, 16 a, after the workshop of Beš-baltq, has anything to do with Khotan.

At the time of the re-conquest of Chinese Turkestan in the 18th cent., the Manchu dynasty, combining the living name Hotan with the ancient Chinese transcription Yü-t'ien, gave to Khotan the new administrative name of 和闐 Ho-t'ien. In more recent times, the old Chinese name Yü-t'ien was itself revived, but misapplied as the official designation of the district (hsien) created at Kerya.

The Turco-Mongol form Odon of the name Khotan can be found elsewhere. The Tibetan chronicle partly translated by Schlagintweit, Die Könige von Tibet (Abh. d. Bay. Ak. d. W. x [1866], No. 3, 847) mentions in the North what Schlagintweit renders as the tribe of O-don-kas-ćkar. While thinking of Kāśyar for *kas-ćkar*, the translator could do nothing with O-don. But it is evident that the chronicler spoke of the people of Khotan (O-don) and of Kāśyar (Kas-ćkar).

I think that Odon also occurs in a Syriac text. When Rabban Čauma and the future Mar Yahbalaha III started from Peking for the Holy Land, they reached c. 1274 a city in which we all agree to see Khotan, although the name is written Lōṭôn in the ms. Chabot (Hist. du patriarque Mar Jabalaha III, 22), followed by Budge (The Monks of Kūblai Khān, 138), corrected Lōṭôn to Hōṭôn, putting the alteration to the account of a confusion in Syriac writing. I am in favour of another solution. We know that when Rabban Čauma was sent to the Pope and the kings of Europe, he wrote his diary in Persian (Chabot, 93), and this account, in my opinion, for the wrong form Šnbār which occurs for Lōnbar, Lombardy: the confusion was made by misreading šnbar as šnbar as Šnbār (cf. Chabot, Suppl. 2; Budge, 181). But it is not only the diary of his travels in Europe which must have been originally written in Persian. In a later part of the work, the double corruption Baidar instead of Baidū (Budge,
206) is difficult to explain if we start from the Syriac writing, but very easy to account for and common if the confusion be between Arabic ʿa and ʿr. It seems to me extremely probable that the diary of the journey from China to Mesopotamia also passed into Syriac from a Persian original. The Syriac form ʿHōtōn is postulated by Chabor's correction is unlikely, since there is no known example of the Iranian and Mussulman form Ḫōtān being written with vowels in a Semitic writing, and particularly with an -o- in the second syllable. Our two pilgrims, of Altaic origin and living under the Mongol domination, must have known Khotan under its Turco-Mongol name Odon. Rabban Ĉauma wrote ʿOton (although we should have rather expected ʿOdon), and it is this ʿOton, which, misread ʿLōtōn, became the ʿLōtōn of the Syriac version. The case, in my opinion, is the exact counterpart of that of ʿLōnbār misread Ōnbār.

The old Turco-Mongolian form Odon had been forgotten when the Kalmuks extended their power over Chinese Turkestan in the 17th cent. The Kalmuk map brought back by Renat when he came back to Sweden in 1734, gives Ṣoton as the name of Khotan (Baddeley, Mongolia, Russia, China, I, cxxviii). In Eastern Mongolian, the same form had prevailed, and this explains why the Mongol author 'Jigs-med nam-mkha, writing in Tibetan in 1819, mentions Khotan as ʻHo-thon ʻHuth, Geschichte des Buddhismus, II, 17; despite Blochet, Moufazzal, 691, ʻSanang Setsen ʻIšara-ŷoton [cf. Schmidt, Gesch. der Ost-Mongolen, 259] is not Khotan, but the now well-known ʻḪara-ŷoto ʻKara-ḫoto] to the north of Kan-su; see ʻEqina).

But this Mongol form ʻ僻ton raises a new problem. In modern Mongolian, ʻ僻ton is the name of the settled population of Chinese Turkestan (cf. Kowalewski, 916-917), and the same obtains in Kalmuk, with the pronunciation ʻ僻.eq. Ramstedt (Kalm. Wörterbuch, 190) is in doubt whether that name is derived from ʻhoto, ʻhoty ʻcity, or from the name of Khotan (Ramstedt actually says in German ʻChotand [≡ Khotand] and speaks of ʻdie chotandische Sprache; it can only be a slip for ʻChotan ʻKhotan). The use of the term goes back at least to the beginning of the 18th cent., since Renat has added ʻKottoner, as an ethnic, to the names really given by the Kalmuk map (Baddeley, loc. cit. I, cxxxiv, ccv). In the same manner, the notice due to Filisoff, written in 1734 and describing a lost companion map to that of Renat, speaks of Western Chinese Turkestan as ʻthe Khoton towns] and ʻthe Khoton country. When referring to Khotan, Filisoff uses the curious expression ʻKhotoni Khoton (Baddeley, loc. cit., I, clxxxi). This seems to be ʻ僻ton-ʻ僻ton, ʻKoton of ʻ僻ton. The second ʻ僻ton is certainly Khotan, and I feel inclined to believe that the first one also represents it. It seems to me that Khotan, on account of its importance, had become a sort of a generic term for the whole region among the Kalmuks, so that ʻ僻ton-ʻ僻ton] really means ʻ[the city] ʻ僻ton of [the country] ʻ僻ton, or ʻKhotan of Chinese Turkestan. The ʻ僻ton of modern Mongolian and modern Kalmuk is a nasalized pronunciation of ʻ僻ton (we know of many similar cases) which is easier to explain if we start from ʻ僻ton ʻ僻ton, the final -n of which had to be preserved and was actually preserved by -ng, than if we think of qotan ʻqotan ʻχotan, ʻcity, with a quiescent final -n which is usually dropped in the current form ʻχoton. The use of ʻKhoton as a generic name of Western Chinese Turkestan finds some support in the late account translated by S. C. Das (JASB, I.V, 203), when it mentions, to the east of ʻAkasu (≡ Aq-su) ʻGuchhe of Li-yul, which would literally mean ʻKuča of Khotan; Li-yul, ʻKhotan, is clearly here the equivalent of the
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Mong. Ṣotong in its sense of “Western Chinese Turkestan and its settled Mussulman population”.

On a legendary primitive name “Chia-to-sha-mo” of Khotan, see “Cascar”.

Khotan played an important part in the transmission of the Buddhist scriptures to China. At the end of the 2nd cent., the fictitious opponent in the polemical Buddhist treatise Mou-tzǔ is alleged to have visited Khotan and seen the Buddhists there (cf. TP, 1920, 322, 419). The first Chinese Buddhist whom we know for certain to have travelled abroad, 束士行 Chu Shih-hsing, left for Khotan in 259 and died there at the beginning of the 4th cent. (cf. BEFEO, x, 225).

According to the Hsin T'ang shu, the family name of the king of Khotan was ्¥≌, which nowadays is generally pronounced Wei-ch’ih (cf. CHAVANNES, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 126, 375). STEIN (Ancient Khotan, 173) proposed to see in Wei-ch’ih a transcription of Vijaya, which is the first element in a long line of the names of kings of Khotan, and there is no doubt that he was fundamentally right. But we can now reach a greater precision, both from the Khotanese and from the Chinese side.

The character ्¥≌ has two readings, ्¥≌ (“yi”) and ्¥≌ (“just”), and the dictionaries and glossaries, as well as the special works devoted to Chinese surnames, leave no doubt that with the second reading it was one of the components of the double surname Wei-ch’ih, which, regularly, ought to be read Yü-ch’ih (“just-d’i”). As a matter of fact, the popular deified ্¥≌ ्¥≌ Wei-ch’ih Kung, tsū ्¥≌ ्¥≌ ्¥≌ ्¥≌ Ching-tō (Giles, Biogr. Dict. No. 2267 [585-688]) is always known in Peking as Yü-ch’ih Chüng-tel. This ্¥≌ reading explains why the name of the ्¥≌ Wei-t’ou or Yü-t’ou of Han times, which lay between Kāśyap and Ué-Turfan (cf. TP, 1907, 207), should have been revived as a cho of ्¥≌ Yü-t’ou, and moreover misapplied, in the administrative organization of the Chinese Turkestan created by the T’ang in the 7th cent. (cf. Hsin T’ang shu, 43 b, 14 b; the same name is written ्¥≌ Wei-t’ou, or Yü-t’ou, ibid. 8a). In the biography of a monk who lived in China in the first quarter of the 8th cent. and who belonged to the family of the kings of Khotan, the name is written in the usual way by the Sung kao sêng chuan, but ्¥≌ Yü-ch’ih (“just-d’i”) in two earlier sources (cf. BACCHI, Le canon bouddhique, 552; the form given in NANNI, Catalogue, App. II, No. 152, is a combination of the two forms, which I do not find in his sources). In a manuscript brought back from Tun-huang by STEIN (No. 910 of the provisional inventory), I have also noted a name ्¥≌ ्¥≌ Yü-ch’ih Fo-tē, which is perhaps the same as the Yü-ch’ih Hsiang[i]-tē found by WANG Kuo-wei in another Tun-huang document (Kuan-t’ang pieh-chi, pu-i, 24 a; either Wang or I may have wrongly copied the third character). I shall accordingly write Yü-ch’ih, not Wei-ch’ih.

CHAVANNES, finding in an inscription of A. D. 495 at Lung-men the mention of a woman whose surname was Yü-ch’ih, thought that she belonged to the family of the kings of Khotan (Mission archéologique, 474). But this is a mistake. The surname Yü-ch’ih never occurs in connection with Khotan before the beginning of the T’ang dynasty; originally it was the transcription of a foreign clan name or title of the T’o-pa Wei (cf. Wei shu, 113, 22 b; CHANG Chu, Hsing shih hsüên yüan, 41, 2 b-3a; above all Su Yü’s Wei shu kuan-shih chih k’ai-chêng [on which see “Calacian”], ff. 62-63 of my ms. copy). It is certainly that T’o-pa clan ्¥≌ that the lady of the inscription of Lung-men belonged.

The king of Khotan whose surname we are told for the first time was Yü-ch’ih sent out
his first embassy in 632. It may be that the transcription was adopted only then, though there is another possible solution. Already before 618, a Central Asian painter who, despite certain minor difficulties, was probably a Khotanese, and connected with the royal family, had come to China, where his foreign style of painting had found great favour; his name was however surpassed by that of his son, who was summoned to the Chinese Court c. a. d. 627, and who did, among other paintings, portraits of the Khotanese royal family. The father is known as 詹遇通事節中郎 Yū-ch’i’h Pa-chih-na (*jūst-d’i B’uṣṭ-t’si-nā, *Vijayavardhana?), the son as 詹遇乙僧 Yū-ch’i’h I-sæng (*jūst-d’i jēt-sæng, but the personal name need not be here a transcription); on the two painters, cf. WALEY, An Index of Chinese artists, 98. It may be that both received the Chinese surname Yū-ch’i’h only after 632, but it is perhaps more likely that, in imitation of the already existing surname Yū-ch’i’h, it was given to Yū-ch’i’h Pa-chih-na at an early date, perhaps under the Sui, and was extended only in 632 to all the members of the royal family of Khotan.

Since the surname Yū-ch’i’h existed before it is recorded as that of the royal family of Khotan, we should expect it to be an accurate transcription, and to have been chosen only on account of a certain phonetic analogy. On the other hand, the form to be rendered was not so much Vijaya as the form which Vijaya had taken in Khotanese, and we know now that this form was Viṣa, whatever may be here the value of the small semicircle, generally indicating «that some sound had ceased to be spoken» (cf. KONOW, in JRAS, 1914, 342-343; SAKA STUDIES, 12, 195).

But, if Yū-ch’i’h was not used as the surname of the kings of Khotan before the beginning of the Tang dynasty, that does not mean that the «surname» Vijaya does not occur earlier as a mere transcription. There was in the 1st cent. a king of Khotan called .flex Wei-shih (*jëi; cf. TP, 1907, 201), though it would be too risky to restore as Vijaya this Wei-shih, occurring as it does at such an early date and among names none of which can be restored with any probability. More important is the text of the Sui shu (83, 5 b) saying that the surname of the king of Khotan was Wang and that his personal name was 與佩 shih-pi-lien (altered to Tsoo [p']-shih-mên[*p']-lien in Pei shih, 97, 3 a). Pei-shih-pi-luen is *Pjīe [or B’jì]-d’zl’-pêi-lien. We do not know how the family name Wang, so common in Chinese, came to be attributed to the king of Khotan in the Sui shu. But Pei-shih-pi-luen, though it is not a very strict transcription, seems to have a fair chance of representing a name well known in the Khotanese royal genealogies, Vijayavikrama (cf. Ancient Khotan, 582; THOMAS, Tibetan Texts and Documents, 1, 126, 142, 143, 147, 162, 163; HOERNLE’s «Turkish» hypothesis, in JASR, 1899, Extra-Number, 7, cannot be retained). The final part -n instead of -ma would be in agreement with a Khotanese form of the name; both -ana and -ama had given -an in that language (cf. BSOS, xx, 541). It seems difficult to suppose that this Vijayavikrama (?) should be the same person as the one who figures in our fragmentary lists, and who seems to have lived in the 8th cent. (KONOW, in JRAS, 1914, 349; THOMAS, loc. cit. 163); but there may have been two Vijayavikrama, just as THOMAS is led to admit that there were two Vijayavarman and two Vijayakirti.

The Khotanese king of 632 about whom the Hsin T’ang shu says that his family name
was Yū-ch’ih is stated to have had as personal name (tsâ) 呂氏 Wu-mi (*-Uk-mjet), and the
same reading occurs in the Ts’êifu yüan-kuie (cf. Chavannes, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 126; TP,
1904, 4). In texts of the T’ang period, the wu of Wu-mi is often corrupt for 璧 ch’ü (*k’juat);
and the Chiu T’ang shu (196, 8a) actually gives Ch’ü-mi, which is no doubt correct. But
neither *-Uk-mjet nor *K’juat-mjet suggests any foreign form reconcilable with what we know of
the royal lists.

The names of most of the successors of Yū-ch’ih Ch’ü-mi are given in Chinese sources as
beginning with 龍, followed by a last character which is different for every king. Cha-
vannes had read the first two characters as Fu-tu (Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 325; TP, 1904, 99,
109). Sten Konow was told by sinologists that the proper reading was « Fu-ch’a », and saw
there « another rendering of Vijaya, or, rather, of Viša » (JRAS, 1914, 347). To this Lévi added
that the second character was the regular transcription of -ja-, and that, in his opinion, 布 fu
was certainly corrupt for 布 fei; fei-shá would render Vijaya — Vijaya, and would even be a more
accurate rendering than the earlier Yū-ch’ih (JRAS, 1914, 1020-1021). Thomas, in his recent
Tibetan Texts and Documents, i, 162, retains, however, « Fu-tu », because he believes it to repre-
sent Boydo (JRAS, 1931, 832; 1937, 309-313).

The case is somewhat embarrassing. One point is not open to doubt: the first two
characters are a transcription; moreover, it is not an « adopted » transcription as in the case of
Yū-ch’ih, since there is no other example in Chinese of the combination of the two characters
which Chavannes read Fu-tu. Thomas’s theory cannot be accepted. Boydo, « holy », is a
comparatively late form in Mongolian. The Mongol spelling is boyda, plur. boydas. In the
Secret History, we still find bohda (§§ 200, 254), bohta (read bohda, § 254), and only once bohdo
(§ 121), which must be the result of a popular pronunciation at the end of the 14th cent., since
the Ulán-Biator ms., in the corresponding passage, reads boda (corrupt for bohda). The evolution
bohda > bohdo, boydo, is of the same type as Odan > Odon. Tib. bog-to, pog-ta, Yatuk
bogdo are borrowed from the Mongolian (cf. Lauffer, in TP, 1916, 495; Sino-Iranica, 576). The
word does not exist in Turkish at an early date. It is not given in Kâşyari. The forms poýda,
puyda of some modern Turkish dialects (Radlov, ii, 1267, 1362), the pseudo-Uighur forms
poktas of Radlov, ii, 1264, and boydas of Ramstedt, Kalm. Wörterbuch, 49, are misreadings
of boydas, which is actually given in the Sino-Uighur Vocabulary of the Ming period and is
merely borrowed from the Mong. plural boydas. We cannot so far trace the word beyond the
Mongol period; it is just as arbitrary to connect it, as Thomas does, with the Juan-juan name
呂氏 Fu-tu (*B’juk-du’uo) as it would be to identify it with the T’o-pa Wei name ฤช Fú-tó
(*B’juk-d’a; on which cf. Lo Chên-yü, Wei shu tsun-chih chuăn chu, piao, 22b). Schott’s
Indian etymology bhakta is certainly wrong (Abb. Bay. Ak. d. W. 1877, 5); Blocher’s derivation
from Pers. bohsta (JRAS, 1915, 308) would be more satisfactory from the phonetic point of
view, but it lacks all other support. I would rather suppose with Ramstedt (loc. cit. 49) that
boyda > boydo is a purely Altâfic word, connected with Tung. and Oroê. buga, Goldi boa (cf.
P. Schmidt [Šmits], The Language of the Oroches, Riga, 1928, 27).

But, apart from the history of the word boyda, there is a point of Chinese phonetics which
I consider fatal to Thomas’s argument. Nobody knows why Chavannes transcribed the term as
« Fu-tu ». The character ฺhas two pronunciations, *tu* (*tuo*) and *shê* (*d'z'å), but it occurs in transcriptions thousands of times, and it has never been found to be used in these transcriptions with any other value than *shê*. Its regular value in transcription is fa (or jā); Lévi was absolutely right on this point. There is something more. In the name of one of the Khotanese kings, the texts give as the first two characters not Fu-shê, but (צילום) Fu-shih (*B'juk-çi), which in all likelihood is the rendering of a dialectical pronunciation of the same name or title (cf. CHAVANNES, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 127, 207, 273; TP, 1904, 48); but, although shih (*si) has no *tu* reading, THOMAS adds *tu* between brackets as an alternative sound after shih (Tibetan Texts and Documents, 1, 162); this is clearly impossible.

Although I agree with Lévi that the second character must be read *shê*, with a transcription value *fa*, I am in great doubt as to his correction of the first character as ฺ*fei* (*b'jwêi*). It is true that this character occurs in transcriptions, but in rendering *ve* or *vai* rather than *vi*. What is more important is that Fu-shê, and for one king Fu-shih, occur in a number of Khotanese royal names, in both dynastic T'ang histories, in the *Ts'ê-fu yüan-kuei*, and in the T'ang hui yao (73, 23 a), and there is not one instance in which *fei* is used instead of *fu*. My conclusion is that we must retain Fu-shê. If this is, as I think, another transcription of Vijaya, Vi-a or the like, we may imagine different solutions. One would be that the vowel of the first syllable was slurred and that the use of the first character with a final consonant chosen by a Court interpreter who was not, like Haian-tsang, a trained phonetician, was intended to render something like *Vjä* or *Vêi*. Another hypothesis would be to read *fu* with its other and less usual pronunciation *b'jâu*. In such a case, *B'jau-d'z'å* or *B'iqu-çi* would render *Vujä* or *Vuši*, both forms in which the initial labial consonant has developed after it a labial vowel as in Skr. viśṇaː > Aram. buṣaṇ. At the present state of our knowledge it would be premature to try to choose between the two explanations.

But, while I believe that Fu-shê and Fu-shih are only other transcriptions of the name Vijaya adapted somewhat earlier as Yu-ch'ih, a serious difficulty remains which Lévi, KONOW and THOMAS have overlooked. Since both Yu-ch'ih and Fu-shê or Fu-shih represent Vijaya, we ought not to find names in which both forms occur simultaneously. We find, however, Yu-ch'ih Fu-shih (without the last character of the name, the one which is really personal) in Chiū T'ang shu, 198, 8 a, and in Ts'ê-fu yüan-kuei (cf. TP, 1904, 48), Yu-ch'ih Fu-shih Chan in Hsin T'ang shu (CHAVANNES, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 127), Yu-ch'ih Fu-shê Ta and Yu-ch'ih Fu-shê Hsiung in Ts'ê-fu yüan-kuei (cf. TP, 1904, 23, 24; p. 56, CHAVANNES's index is misleading as it gives Fu-t'u [Thai] as if it were the actual reading in both passages; but this *t'u* is only a clerical error for ฺ*shê* in the text translated, p. 23; in that of p. 24, the text has *shê* as usual; moreover, the Ts'ê-fu yüan-kuei correctly gives twice Fu-shê Hsiung in ch. 999, 8 b, 9 a, for two embassies of 674 and 687 respectively, overlooked by CHAVANNES). If we had only the case of Yu-ch'ih Fu-shih or Yu-ch'ih Fu-shih Chan, we might suppose that, in spite of what seems natural, Fu-shih is not the same as Fu-shê, and that Fu-shih or Fu-shih-chan really is the personal name of that king. But the solution would not be possible for the Yu-ch'ih Fu-shê Ta and the Yu-ch'ih Fu-shê Hsiung of the Ts'ê-fu yüan-kuei. I incline to the following explanation: since the current notices of Khotan give, from the beginning of the T'ang dynasty, the family
name of the king as Yü-ch’ih, compilers have prefixed Yü-ch’ih to names which already had Vijaya represented by the later transcription Fu-shê. This is what occurred in the Ts’ê-fu yüan-kuei, though not completely, since it only speaks of Fu-shê Hsiung, not Yü-ch’ih Fu-shê Hsiung, for the embassies of 674 and 687. As to Yü-ch’ih Fu-shih or Yü-ch’ih Fu-shih Chan, the only instance of such a duplication in both the T’ang shu, we may finally have to leave its case apart and to decide that the personal name of this individual was Fu-shih or Fu-shih-chan, though I rather think that we have here the beginning of what took place on a larger scale with the Ts’ê-fu yüan-kuei, and that Fu-shih too represents Vijaya or Viṣa.

The real personal names of the kings of Khotan in T’ang times, represented by the character which follows Yü-ch’ih, Fu-shê or Fu-shih, are not transcriptions, and do not even look like translations; it may be that the members of the Khotan royal family, which was strongly under Chinese influence, were given purely Chinese «personal names», which would not prevent them from having native names omitted from the Chinese records. Whatever the case may be, all the attempts made to connect these «Chinese» names with native royal names, by treating them either as transcriptions or as translations, have been so many failures (KONOW, in JRAS, 1914, 347-350; A. H. FRANCKE, Königsnamen von Khotan, in SPAW, 1928, 671-676; THOMAS, Tibetan Texts and Documents, i, 162-163). I must add that the Chinese list of these kings is neither complete nor necessarily correct. For the king who is called ḫu Ching in both the T’ang shu, CHAVANNES remarks (TP, 1904, 24) that Sa-ma Kuang’s Tsü-chih t’ung-chien gives ḫu Haia instead of Ching. Sa-ma Kuang was a serious historian, and this reading may have some foundation; moreover, it is mentioned as a variant in the very text of the Ts’ê-fu yüan-kuei to which CHAVANNES appended his note. At the tomb of Kao-tsung († January 684), there are still the statues of vassals which had been placed in front of the monument, but their short inscriptions are entirely worn away. These inscriptions are partly given, however, from old rubbings, in YEH I-pao’s Chin-shih lu pu (ed. of Huai-lu ts’ung-shu, 22, 7-10), and one of them reads 于闐王尉遲毗, «the king of Yü-t’ien (Khotan), Yü-ch’ih Shu». YEH I-pao’s readings are not faultless, and we might think that Shu is a misreading for the somewhat similar ching. But Ching became king only in 691 (Ts’ê-fu yüan-kuei, 964, 9b ; TP, 1904, 24) or 692 (Chiu T’ang shu, 198, 8a), and must have reigned until 728; there is no reason why his statue should have been erected among those of the vassals of an Emperor who had died in 684. I am far from being positive on the point, but it may be that Shu was Ching’s elder brother; one does not, however, see how to date his reign if Fu-shê Hsiung really was Ching’s immediate predecessor and only died in 691 or 692. Whatever the case may be, the inscription has the advantage of providing a contemporary instance of Yü-ch’ih (and of course not Yü-ch’ih Fu-shê) at a time when the family name of the kings of Khotan is generally written Fu-shê by the dynastic histories.

During the 11th and the 12th cents., Khotan, which had become Mohammedan, was under the domination first of the Ilıık-khan, afterwards of the Qara-ʃtaï. In the beginning of the 13th cent., it was conquered by Küchü the Naiman, a bitter opponent of Islam. Then came the armies of Chinghiz-khan. In the division of the Mongol Empire as appanages of the conqueror’s sons, Khotan fell to the share of the house of Çayataï. At the beginning of Qubilai’s reign, Çayataï’s
grandson Aluyu fixed his capital at Khotan (the true form of the name, Aluyu, and not Alyu as is said generally, is guaranteed by an unpublished Uighur inscription of 1326). He first tendered his allegiance to Qubilai, but afterwards opposed him. Qubilai, after trying to bring his cousin to reason through the intermediary of envoys, finally sent an army under Buqa-tämür to conquer Khotan (YS, 120, 2 a; 133, 6 b; Br, 1, 161; T'u Chi, 148, 42 b). Aluyu is supposed to have died in 1266 (Barthold, 12 Vorlesungen, 185). Qubilai's authority seems to have been supreme at Khotan for some years, and must still have been so when the Polos arrived there, probably late in 1273 or early in 1274. But the situation was to change soon afterwards. Guyük's youngest son, Hoqu (> Ouq; the 'prince of Ta-ming' of Br, 1, 161; cf. Wang Hui-tsu, 33, 13 b; T'u Chi, 148, 48 a), who resided in the West and had received gifts from Qubilai at the same time as Baraq (see 'Barac') in 1268, rebelled against the Great Khan and gained forcible possession of Khotan. A text of the beginning of 1276 speaks of people who had been prevented by Hoqu's rebellion from going to work in the mines of Badašan for Qubilai (see 'Badascian') and had then been detailed for other work; so the rebellion cannot have taken place later than 1275, and under 'Yarcan' I have proposed to connect with this rebellion certain measures taken in the beginning of 1274 to ensure the security of the official postal relays in the regions of Khotan, Yärkänd and Kâšyar. But the most precise information we have on Hoqu's rebellion comes from the History of Mâr Yahbalaẖa III. When he and Rabban Çuuma reached Khotan on their way to the Holy Land, 'there had been a war between the King of Kings (= Qubilai-khan) and the King of the Eastern steppes who had fled and had come to this country where he put to death thousands of men. The roads and ways had been cut; wheat was scarce and could not be found; many people died of hunger' (Chabot, Hist. du patriarche Mar Jabalaha III, 23-24). The two monks stayed six months at Khotan and then went on to Kâšyar, which they found just as badly ravaged. Chabot (p. 181) dates their departure from the Far East in 1278. This would be irreconcilable with what we know of the events at Khotan, and Chabot is certainly mistaken, since Mâr Yahbalaẖa III, in 1310, says himself that he 'came from the East' thirty-five years before, i.e. in 1275. With a margin of one year at the utmost, the stay of the two Nestorians at Khotan must be dated at the end of 1274 or the beginning of 1275; and it is likely that they had crossed the caravan of the Polos in Northern China.

Polo, who speaks of Christians at Kâšyar and Yärkänd, makes no mention of them at Khotan. It is at Khotan, however, that we hear of Christians from other sources. Gardézi, who wrote in 1050-1052 from older sources, says that 'there are at Khotan two Christian churches, one in the central city, the other in the suburbs' (Barthold, Odcit o poezdké v Srednyyu Aziyu [1897], 119). According to Juwaini (t, 49), copied by Rašidu-din (Ber, III, 39), when Kutlug the Naiman conquered Khotan, he obliged the Musulmans to become either Christians or Buddhists. A late tradition has it that the village of Ujat, on the left bank of the Qara-qâš River, was once inhabited by Nestorian Christians, or at least by people who were considered as insincere Muhammadans (Stein, Serindia, 96). With all due caution, Stein draws attention to a small cave in the cliff opposite Faizabad. 'That it is of pre-Muhammadan date seems to me highly probable', Stein says, 'and if that is the case attribution to either Nestorian Christians or Manichaean suggests itself.' But the explorer could only examine the cave from a distance.
As a matter of fact, the only certain Christian relic brought back from Khotan is the small bronze cross acquired by GRENARD and now belonging to the Musée Guimet. It is reproduced in GRENARD, Mission dans la Haute Asie, iii, 134-135, with explanations by DEVÉRIA which can also be read in the latter's memoir of JA, 1896, ii, 436-437. DEVÉRIA read the signs which adorn the Cross as Chinese characters; I have already expressed my conviction that we have there merely a cross between A and Ω, which is in agreement with the Greek sigla above and below (TP, 1914, 644, where I was mistaken in saying, after DEVÉRIA, that the cross had been enamelled). But the result is that we have to deal with a Melchite, not with a Nestorian monument. There have actually been Melchite communities in Russian Turkestan, and it is not surprising that some of their adepts should have reached the region of Khotan.

Khotan was always famous for its jade. The Turkish name is qaš (⇒ Mong. qas, Kalm. has), on which see «Cazar». The Persians use the name yāšm, which is to a certain extent a misnomer, since yāšm, also written yāšp and yāšf, is the same as ḫ̄aṣmīn and ought to designate «jasper». Although the ancients may not have been very strict in the use of the name ḫ̄aṣmīn, Abel RÉMUSAT's long argument (Hist. de la ville de Khotan, 119-239), attempting to establish that the ḫ̄aṣmīn of the ancients was not our jasper, but jade (and moreover that yāšm [and «jasper»] and qaš were etymologically one and the same word) has not been censured by further research (on the use of the word yāšm, cf. also QUATREMÈRE, in Not. et Extr. XIV, 1, 476-477). It is in agreement with the Persian use of yāšm that Polo (Vol. I, 147; cf. Y, i, 193) speaks of jade as «jasper and chalcedony»; he had in mind, as usual, the Persian term. So does also, after him, Bento DE GOES, whose language of intercourse in Central Asia was Persian, and who speaks of «jasper» when he is at Yärkänd (cf. TACCHI-VENTURI, Opere storiche del P. Matteo Ricci, i, 539; most of the text in Y', iv, 219, is not DE GOES's own, but represents additions by TRIGAUT). In Russian texts, yašma (< Pers. yāšm) is often used in the sense of «jade». The Persian word has also passed into Turkish: yāšm is said to mean «agat» at Kazan (RADLOV, iii, 247), but it is quite certain that Osm. yāšm or yāšp means «jade», despite RADLOV (iii, 380) who, labouring under the same misapprehension as under qaš, wrongly translates it «Regenstein», which is the meaning of jada or yada, not of qaš or «jade».

Our dictionaries generally explain Fr. and Engl. cacholong, applied by mineralogists to a sort of chalcedony, as formed with «Kash», name of a river in «Bucharia», and a Mongol word meaning «stone». The term actually seems to have come from Mongolia in the 18th cent., and to represent a somewhat undue extension of the meaning of Mong. qas-tïla'un ⇒ ḫ̄as-tïlön, «jasestone» (cf. Abel RÉMUSAT, loc. cit. 121-122, 127-130, 161-163; this undue extension already existed in Kalmuk, where ḫ̄as-tïlön is «marble»; cf. RAMSTEDT, Kalm. Wörterbuch, 171). The «Kash» river is a very small error, since «Bucharia» here means «Little Bucharia», i.e. Chinese Turkestan, and it is qaš, «jade», which enters into the name of the two main branches of the Khotan River, Qara-qaš («Black Jade») and Yörüng-qaš («White Jade»). The word «cacholong» is not given at all in BLOCH's Dictionnaire étymologique, nor is it included in LOKOTSCHEB's Etym. Wörterbuch.

As to the word «jade» itself, the error which connects it with yada, jada, is so widespread and tenacious that it may be of use to denote it once more: the yada or jada stone is a bezoar and has nothing to do with «jade», either with the word or with the thing (cf. TP, 1912, 436-
438; 1930, 299-301). Our word «jade» comes from the Spanish piedra de i̇yada, «groin-stone», because it was supposed to cure pain in the groin (cf. the name «nephrite»). Following Hobson-Jobson¹, 445, we generally credit Max Müller with being the first exponent of this etymology, in a letter to The Times of January 10, 1890. But this was only a third discovery, at most. Before Müller’s letter, the true explanation was indicated in Father Brucker’s Benoît de Goës, published in 1879 (p. 30 of the reprint). Still earlier, Abel Remusat had given the derivation «jade, de l’espagnol i̇yada, flancs, reins», in his Histoire de la ville de Khotan (p. 231), published in Paris in 1820.

182. COTROCO, see COCAIN

The name, occurring only in LT (cf. Vol. 1, 88), is given as that of the tribe to which the Queen Buluyan (see «Bolgana») belonged. This might have been taken for an alteration of the name of the Onyarat or Qonyarat, who gave so many empresses and princesses to the Mongol reigning family, were it not that the latter name occurs in Polo as «Ungrat» (q. v.), and had we not known for certain that Buluyan was not a Qonyarat, but a Baya’ut. The mention of «Cotroco» in LT must be due to some misreading.

183. COTTON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pages.</th>
<th>Pages.</th>
<th>Pages.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cotton</td>
<td>The relative meaning of Ku-pei and Po-tieh.</td>
<td>So-lo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamhace</td>
<td>Ku-chung.</td>
<td>Pan-chih-hua.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goehypium and Bombex</td>
<td>Mu-mien.</td>
<td>Yteh-no.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tou-lo-mien.</td>
<td>Ch’-shun.</td>
<td>The Introduction of Cotton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karpasa &gt; Ku-pei.</td>
<td>Simali.</td>
<td>Cultivation into China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Po-tieh.</td>
<td></td>
<td>The Agnus Scythicus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

bambace, bamxax LT
bambagi Tₐ¹
bambagio, bambasina, bam-
basom, bombagi, bombasom R
bambasio, barbastelli (?) VL
bambasso VB
banbace, banbacin, banbanc, bombacinus, bombax L
banbasin, banbaxe, banbece, bombatium, bombicinus, bombicinus, bombix, bombatium Z
banbagia Tₐ¹, Tₐ³
banbaso V
banbasio VA
banbaxo V, VB
bomboxi, bombiciwm P
bombix P, Z
coton FA, FB
cotoun O

Although Polo speaks of cotton in many places, most of the mss. designate it with a different word, and «cotton» occurs only in the fragments of FO in «Franco-Italian» dialect (written «cotton»), and (written «coton») in the mss. in Court French. This may be adduced as a further argument for a close connection between the original of FO and the rifacemento in Court French.
(cf. B, xxxiii). In a notice on Persia taken over from Polo, Fra Mauro says that *gotton* grows there (cf. Zurla, 44), but he may have modernized the text.

According to Heyd (11, 614), who cites a Genoese document bearing on 1289, the word *cottonum* occurs, occasionally, in Western texts from the end of the 13th century. As a matter of fact, in the first half of that century, Jacques de Vitry (1, 84) mentions in Palestine *arbusta quaedam ex quibus colligunt bombacem, quae Francigena cotonom seu cotonem appellant*, and the word is found in Rubrouck (1255), who speaks once of *telas de cotine sive wambasio* (Wy, 166; Rockhill, Rubruck, 44, says that Rubrouck «uses the word cotine in several passages»; I can find only cotone, as a Latin ablative, and only once). In French, both Villehardouin (§ 68) and Joinville (§ 94) speak of *chapel de coton*, «cotton caps».* The word is traced to the 12th century by Bloch (Dict. étymol. f, 181). In the 14th century, Oddori mentions opera *gotton, id est bombicus* (Wy, 468; Y* 2, 207). Pegolotti employs both cotone and bambagio (or bamburgia; cf. Evans’s Index).

**Cotton.** — It is well known that *cotton* is borrowed from the Arabic ݰݶ quṭn or qutun, vulg. qoton, itself perhaps of Egyptian or Indian (?) origin (cf. Lokotsch, Etym. Wörterbuch, No. 1272; J. Löw, Aramäische Pflanzennamen, Leipzig, 1881, No. 65). From qoton, with the Arabic article, are derived Span. algodón, Port. algodão, Prov. alcoto, Old Fr. auqueton, Fr. hoqueton, and, without the article, It. cotone, Fr. coton, Engl. cotton, Port. cotão, Germ. and Pol. katun.

Practically all our dictionaries and encyclopaedias, including Lokotsch, connect with the Arabic quṭn the Hebrew kîṭonei (or kîṭoneb), «jerkin», > Greek κχτόν, κιθόν, and, indirectly, German Kittel. But it cannot be a direct derivation. The true Arabic representative of kîṭoneb (where -eb is a feminine ending) is Aramaic kettân or kîtān > Arabic ݰݶ kāṭṭān (vulg. kātān), which does not mean «cotton», but «flax». Nöldeke had already supposed that the word may have reached the Greeks from the Phoenicians, who perhaps pronounced it *kutōn*, without the feminine ending (cf. H. Lewy, Die semit. Fremdwörter im Griechischen, Berlin, 1895, 82; Löw, loc. cit. No. 172). As a matter of fact, Virolleaud informs me that in the Semitic texts of Ras-Šamra, where k- and q- are carefully distinguished, the corresponding word is written ktn. It is certainly this word which lies at the origin of the Gr. χτόν, although it is not even mentioned by Lokotsch. The question of an etymological connection between Aram. kettân > Ar. kāṭṭān, «flax», and Ar. quṭn, «cotton», is a different problem. As there is no Semitic etymology for either, and as the names for «flax» and «cotton» have more than once been confused (cf. infra, pp. 529-530, for a discussion on the meaning of βόσσος), it may well be that both represent, as was supposed by Nöldeke, one and the same foreign word, but it must then have passed into Arabic from different sources and at different dates. However it may be, one fact is certain, namely that from the early Middle Ages, the words quṭn, «cotton», and kāṭṭān (kāṭān), «flax» or «linen», must be kept separate.

Quṭn does not seem to have reached Central Asia. Klapperth’s pseudo-Uighur word kedin, which he derived from quṭn, will be shown farther on to be a mistaken emendation. A
word kūdān occurs in the Quta'iyu bilig (Radlov ed., ii, 212), and Radlov renders it «cotton stuff», but, at the same time, in his Dictionary (ii, 1486), refers the reader to kądān, a dialectical form of kātān (=<kātān), which is not cotton, but linen; moreover, kūdān, in the said passage, is not the name of a textile, but means «guest» (Banc retained Radlov’s erroneous translation).

It is kātān, not qotun as Dulaurier says, which is transcribed ẖthan and translated tella (= tela, «linen», not «cotton stuff» as in Dulaurier) in an Armenian document of 1288 (Rec. Hist. des Croisades, Arm., i, 750). The chetan of the Codex Cumanicus, always rendering Latin «tella» (tela), does not represent the Ar. qutun as is said in Kuun’s edition, p. 270, but kātān, as already corrected by Radlov (Das türk. Sprachmaterial des Codex Comanicus, 31). The same mistranslation «cotton» of kātān occurs in A. Gray, Pyrard of Laval, ii, 416. A Chinese term ku-chung, formerly, though erroneously, derived from qutun, will be dealt with later. Only in Persian, a derivative form qutun, qutni (hence late Osm. qutni, qutnu, Russ. kutenya) has been adopted, as a designation of a mixed textile of silk and cotton (cf. ViUlers, ii, 730; Berneker, Slav. Etym. Wörterbuch, i, 633). From Persian qutun, and not from kātān as doubtfully proposed by Yule (Hobson-Jobson³, 289), are derived Anglo-Indian «cuttance», Port. cotonia, French cotoni (in Tavernier), Dutch plur. cotoniæs and cotonyen (in Kern, Linschoten, i, 42, 153), Konkani and Mahrati kūtî (cf. Dalgado, Influência do Vocabulário Português, 65).

Bambarre. — The word generally used for cotton in Polo’s ms. is «bambarre» in French (spelt in different ways), and «bumbatium», «bombax» or «bonbix» (gen. «bonbicis») in Latin. Its history is of some interest (cf. Lokotsch, No. 1617). Low Latin bambagium and bumbatium (< bumbacium), like Greek παμμάξιος, παμμάξιον are borrowed from Middle Pers. pāmābak (pāmābak), «cotton». The latter word occurs also as bambak in Ossetian and Armenian (cf. Hubschmann, Arm. Grammatik, i, 116; Rec. Hist. des Croisades, Arm., i, 750). The modern Persian pāmāb (=<pāmābak) seems to be the basis of Osm. pāmāb, meaning «pink». Under the influence of the preceding labial consonant, in many forms the «a» has been changed into «u» in the second syllable: such are, in Turkish, Uiy. pamuq (<uz dialect; Brockelmann, 138), Türk. banbuq (Houtsma, Ein Türk.-Arab. Glossar, 64), Com. manuq (Cod. Cum. 41 a, Kuun ed., 92 [where «magugh» is a copyist’s error], 139), maniq (Houtsma, 101), Čay. pamuq and mamuq (Poppe, Mongol’skit slovar’ Mukaddimat al-Adab, 218), Osm. pemuq and pamuq (> Serb. pumuk). But, in another group of forms, the action of the labial consonant has been retrogressive: hence Rouman. bumbac, Bulg. bubak, Russ. bumaga (now meaning «paper», but the adjectival form bumazhnyj is still used in the sense of «of cotton»), Lat. bumbacium, bombacium, bombax, French (originally adjectival) bombasin (cf. Gay, Glossaire archéologique, i, 173; Huguet, Dict. de la langue française du xvi¢ siècle, i, 618; W. von Wartburg, Franz. Etym. Wörterbuch, ii, 229; > basin [but the bāsin of F, in B, 389, seems to be an instance of haplography, for ban(b)asin, given in B, 203, 212]; > French beige is highly hypothetical), Engl. bombasine, etc. Bombax is now the botanical name of the silk-cotton tree; so the «cloth of bombax» of Rockhill, Rubruck, 44, is misleading, not to speak of the «cloth of Bombay» of his index, 286. As for «bonbix», this word is the result of a confusion with Greek βόμβικος, «cocoon of the silkworm». But, curiously enough, this Greek word too must have been borrowed from the Persian at an early date, and was so adopted on
account of the similarity between the capsule of the cotton plant and the cocoon of the silkworm (cf. E. Bernzeker, Slav. etymol. Wörterbuch, i, 101). This similarity struck the Chinese too, and is made use of in the first Chinese description of the cotton plant growing in the Turfan region (cf. infra, p. 433). The mediaeval use of a name of cotton which resembled, and sometimes was identical with, that of the cocoon of the silkworm has given rise to serious misunderstandings. In his papers on the Comans, Rasovskii (Séméramis Kondakovianum, ix [1937], [Reference ?]) mistakes the bonbecium of the Codex Cumanicus (Kuhn ed., 92), which is «cotton», as meaning «silkworm». Yule himself, partly following Hakluyt, II, 60, went astray on this point. When Odoric says that the inhabitants of Cansay (i.e. Hang-chou; see «Quinsai») pay every year to the Great Khan a tax of one balis (=Pers. bališt, «cushion», the Persian name of the silver «shoes» or ingots, ting, in the Mongol period), id est quinque cartas bombicis, Yule, following moreover a secondary reading which inserts ad instar after cartas, translated (Y², II, 196) «five pieces of paper like silk»; he had clearly forgotten the opera gottum, id est bombicis of the other passage. In Odoric's time, the ting of paper money was again valued at one-fifth of its nominal value in silver; it was only one-tenth in Polo's time.

This leads us to another remark. Just as Odoric speaks of the Chinese paper-money as cartae bombicis, Rubrouck says that the usual money in China was carta de wambasio. Apart from Fauchier (Pa, 327), who, reviving an old error of Bayer, Museum Sinicum, De litteratura, p. 76, absurdly maintained that wambasium meant «bamboo», all the translators and commentators have seen that wambasium was the same as bambacium, «cotton»; moreover, Rubrouck had said so himself (de cotone sive wambasio; cf. supra, p. 426; Malešin, Istoriya Mongalov, 66, was mistaken when he translated the two words as designating two different cotton goods). Consequently, all the translators have spoken of the Chinese paper money as having been made of cotton paper. The tradition of the «cotton paper» is an old one among scholars, but it has been established by Karaback (Das arabische Papier, Mitteil. a. d. Sammlung Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer, II-III, 43 ss.), Kobert (Ueber das älteste in Deutschland Gfndliche echte Papier, 5, reprinted from Der Papier-Fabrikant, Festheft 1911), and Wiesner (in Sitz. d. K. Ak. d. Wiss. in Wien, Ph.-Hist. Kl., vol. 168, 5th Abhandl., 5-6) that cotton never entered into the fabrication of any mediaeval paper. For its use as one of the three constituents of Turkestan paper in the 18th century, cf. Lauffer, Sino-Iranica, 562. As a matter of fact, carta bombacina, of which Rubrouck's carta de wambasio and Odoric's carta bombicis are merely other forms, was a ready-made term which meant nothing more than «paper».

This is not without importance in the case of the Chinese paper money, because there was not yet very much cotton grown in China, save in Kuang-tung and Fu-chien, in the days of Rubrouck, Polo, and even Odoric. Polo, who speaks of cotton as growing abundantly in Persia, in the western oases of Chinese Turkestan, and in India, does not mention any place in China proper where it was cultivated. A passage which is found only in FB says of the Chinese that «it is true that they have cotton and hemp in some places, but not enough to satisfy them» (Vol. 1, 237). As a matter of fact, although cotton had begun to be cultivated in many parts of China when Polo visited that country, most of the cotton goods, and the best ones, were still imported from abroad. But the history of cotton in China, either imported or indigenous, is still far from being elucidated.
The preliminary results reached by Watters (Essays on the Chinese language, 439-440), Hirth and Rockhill (JNCCB, xxii, 230-231, and HR, 217-220), and Lauffer (Sino-Iranica, 488-492 and 574) are sadly in need of correction and elaboration. Although I am not a botanist, and moreover cannot undertake here a thorough examination of the problem, I think it will be worth while to record a certain number of facts which I have ascertained.

Gossypium and Bombax. — Before examining the various terms which have been used in Chinese to designate cotton, some preliminary explanations are necessary. Cotton, properly so called, is the produce of a malaceous plant, the Gossypium. There are many species of Gossypium; for our present purpose, they may be reduced to two, the Gossypium herbaceum, which is a plant of little size, and the Gossypium arboreum, which is a small tree, reaching three and sometimes even six or seven yards in height. In the Middle Ages, it was Gossypium arboreum which was most generally planted in tropical or subtropical regions like Indo-China, and in parts of Yün-nan, Kuang-tung, and even Fu-chien, whereas only Gossypium herbaceum was grown in the provinces of Chê-chiang and Chiang-su which soon produced most of the cotton stuffs used throughout the country. But there is also a lofty tree, of imposing proportions, the Bombax, or silk-cotton tree, the fruit of which yields a floss, the kapok, which is used for stuffing and padding purposes. Although recent botanists are inclined to speak of it as Bombax pentandra, or Bombax ceiba, or Ceiba pentandra, there is only one kind of Bombax in Asia, with varieties, and we may retain for it the earlier and more common name Bombax malabaricum. Now, the whole problem of the history of cotton in the Far East is dominated by the confusion which has been made by Chinese scholars between Gossypium arboreum and Bombax malabaricum. But Western scholars might have known better. Speaking of Gossypium herbaceum, Stuart (Materia Medica, 197) says that “this malaceous plant, which yields the cotton wool, and which is the same as Gossypium indicum, is not distinguished in Chinese works from the sterculaceous Bombax malabaricum, the cotton tree. The reason for this probably appears in the fact that the cotton tree was known in China from very ancient times, and its cotton was used by the Chinese in the manufacture of cloth before the introduction of the cotton plant”. But, as we shall see, there is no indication that the Chinese ever used the floss of the Bombax for making any cloth. Moreover, there is not one single word in Stuart’s book about Gossypium arboreum, which is precisely the one species which lies at the basis of the confusion. In the same way, Lauffer (Sino-Iranica, 491), finding in a Chinese work a plant the name of which was said to be synonymous with mu-mien, “cotton”, automatically equated it with Bombax malabaricum, because mu-mien literally means “tree floss”, and in spite of the fact that the very author he cited has expressly stated that the plant in question was “the mu-mien which was like a plant”, not “the mu-mien which was like a tree”; but the Gossypium arboreum is absent, too, from Lauffer’s notes on cotton. The only Western authors who have written on cotton in China and introduced Gossypium arboreum are Hirth and Rockhill (HR, 219); they give it as the equivalent of mu-mien, and translate the latter term “tree-cotton”. But we shall see that mu-mien applies to both Gossypium arboreum and Gossypium herbaceum, not to speak of its confusion, perhaps even at an early date, with Bombax malabaricum. To avoid misunderstandings in the following notes, I shall never speak of Bombax malabaricum as the “cotton tree”, but always as
the "silk-cotton tree", which is its accepted designation in English. By "cotton tree", I shall always mean Gossypium arboreum, and, by "cotton plant", Gossypium herbaceum, both being designations of true cotton.

TOU-LO-MIEN. — A first term which Chinese commentators have generally equated to cotton is 兜羅綿 tou-lo-mien, "tou-lo floss", in which tou-lo (*t̠ru-l̠a) undoubtedly transcribes Skr. tuñā. Hirsh was in error when he said (HR, 219) that tou-lo-mien did not occur before Chao Ju-kua, i.e. before c. 1225; I have found it in a Buddhist translation as early as the end of the 3rd cent. B.C. (cf. TP, 1933, 427-428; Tokyū Tripiṭ. of Meiji, 賢, viii, 84 b, 163 a; cf. also CHAVANNES, 500 Contes, ii, 179, 265). Translators of the early T'ang period adopted new forms, 如羅綿 tu-lo-mien (ibid. vii, 98 a; ix, 192 a), 襲羅綿 tu-lo-mien (ibid. vii, 87 a; viii, 178 a), 蒯羅綿 tu-lo-mien (ibid. viii, 51 b, 69 b), and 膬羅綿 tu-lo-mien (in the Mahaṭarajñâpâramitâ; cf. 賢, 1, 16 b), which never became of common use. Fa-yün, the Sung author of the Fan-i ming-i chi, gives 香 hihsiang as the meaning of tou-lo (ibid. 香, xi, 87 b); but this is a corrupt reading for 瑋象 hsit-juan, "thin and soft", given in an early T'ang gloss (cf. ibid. 賢, vii, 87 b). Fa-yün adds that, according to Hui-yüan, tou-lo means "ice", and 兜沙 tou-sha "hoar-frost". This comes from an absurd note of Hui-yüan, who maintained (ibid., viii, 151 b; x, 129 a, 147 b) that tou-sha-lo, a perfectly correct transcription of Skr. tusāra, "hoar-frost", ought to be written tou-sha-tou-lo, and was formed with tou-sha, "hoar-frost", and tou-lo, "ice" (he was perhaps led to this etymology by the white and flossy appearance of the hoar-frost); this tou-lo, which may have to be connected with the mysterious *stūyu, "ice", of BACCHETTI, Deux lexiques sanskrit-chinois, 70, 292, is puzzling, but certainly has nothing to do with the tou-lo, tuñā, of tou-lo-mien. The latter tou-lo also occurs either alone (Tripiṭ. 賢, ix, 167 b), or as tou-lo-[∔]ērh, "tou-lo tuft" (ibid., viii, 166 a). Despite the glosses, I suspect that ∔ērh (*"āśi) may have to be here pronounced jung (*"āśjung) like 栽 jung (*"āśjung), and may be in fact the prototype of the later 栽 jung, 栽 jung, 栽 jung, and 栽 jung, "floss", "a textile with a nap", and finally "velvet" (cf. the formation of 賢ērh [*"āśi] and 真 jung [*"āśjung]). In a polyglot list of the eighty "secondary signs" (auuyaj̤ana) of the Buddha published by DE HARLEZ (TP, 1896, 370), the forty-fourth sign is that, according to the Chinese text, the Buddha's "hands were like tou-lo-mien" (in DE HARLEZ'S paper 載 chin is a faulty reading instead of 載 mien; on this frequent alteration, cf. TP, 1933, 429), and the corresponding Sanskrit term, very corrupt, is kula-patirīśāsu, which DE HARLEZ boldly rendered "the skin of his hands was like the kulapatri"; a note adds that the kulapatri is the "cotton tree". But kulapatri does not exist; the true form was either tālasadīśāsu[pārīl], "having fine hands similar to tāla (cotton)", as partly suspected already by BURNOURF, Le Lotus de la Bonne Loi, 587-588, or tūlapuṭiśāsu[pārīl], "having fine hands [like] cotton cloth", for which cf. tūlapatikā in Mahāvyutpatti No. 5874.

Most Chinese commentators have explained tou-lo as "cotton" (mu-mien) or "cotton down", but Tao-hsiian (7th cent.) maintained that it was a designation of willow and reed catkins as well (賢, viii, 51 b, 69 b). There is in fact a decisive text to that effect in the Vinaya of the Sarvāstivādin (Shih-sung lū, ch. 18, in 賢, iv, 15 b); and the opinion has been expressed that tou-lo could even be referred to the cocoons of wild silkworms (cf. OND TOKUNO, Bukkyō dai-jiten, 1278).
more extended use is in agreement with the use of tūla in Sanskrit texts, but it is with reference to special kinds of cotton goods that tou-lo-mien has long survived in Chinese lay texts of the Southern Sung, Yüan, and Ming dynasties (cf. HR, 219; TP, 1933, 429-430; 1934, 306). Chao Ju-kua makes of tou-lo-mien the name of the best quality of cotton goods (HR, 218); at the beginning of the 15th cent., it was the designation of cotton velvets (Ar. maḥmal). Wang Kuo-wei’s attempt to connect with tou-lo-mien the t’u-lu-ma of Ch’ü Ch’ang-ch’uan’s Hsi-yü chi (cf. his edition, 1, 24-25) is decidedly a failure (cf. infra, p. 514). Tou-lo-mien is given as a product of Burma in Ming i-t’ung chih, 87, 35 a (it is altered into tou-lo-[思] chin in the corresponding passage of the Tu-shu pien, 85, 51 a) and of Bengal in Wang Ch’i’s Hsi Wên-hsien t’ung-k’ao (33, 14 a). The Ming shih (324, 10 a) mentions in Sumatra 兜 羅 絹 tou-lo-pei, « tou-lo blankets », for which I doubt whether Groeneveldt’s « blankets of woollen cloth » (Essays relating to Indo-China, 2nd series, 1, 198) is a correct rendering. These are, moreover, certainly the same as tou-lo-chin pei mentioned among the objects of tribute offered by the states of Sumatra in Hsi Wên-hsien t’ung-k’ao (33, 12 a, 13 a); here again I suspect that tou-lo-chin pei is a corrupt reading of tou-lo-mien pei.

The tou-lo-mien of the Ming dynasty must have been a strong fabric, since the author of the T’ung-hsi yang k’ao, after mentioning the tou-lo-mien of Siam (2, 13 b), adds: « 罡 睿 夫 Ch’ü Jui-fu says: ‘’As to the tou-lo-mien, neither sword nor arrow can pierce it’. » Jui-fu is the t’a of both 罡 智 Ch’ü Chih of the Yüan, and 罡 九思 Ch’ü Ch’iu-ssü of the Ming; the one here meant is almost certainly Ch’ü Ch’iu-ssü (c. 1550-1620; cf. Ming shih, 288, 3 a).

Watters (Essays on the Chinese language, 439) says that tou-lo was used as a « general name » when European velvet, plush, and woollen goods were first introduced into China, and that we thus find 兜 羅 絹 tou-lo-ni (now tou-lo-ni) and 兜 羅 絹 tou-lo-jung, for woolens and velvets respectively. I doubt the existence of both tou-lo-ni and tou-lo-jung, or at least I can find no authority for these forms. But it is true that a kind of woollen velvet imported into Canton in European vessels is mentioned in the dictionary 正 字 達 Chêng tsū t’ung, first published in 1670-1672 [cf. Courant, Catalogue, Nos. 4464-4512; I do not know why Watters says (Essays on the Chinese language, 87) that it was first published in 1705], as 多 隆 絹 to-lo-jung (s. v. 絹 t’a; cf. also K’ang-hsi tsū-tien, s. v. 絹 t’a). On the other hand, broadcloth has been known in China, in modern times, as 多 嚈 嚈 to-lo-ni, the origin of which is obscure, and there is still a more obscure 廣 東 嚈 嚈 嚈 to-lo-ma of Kung-tung, said to be a fabric of hemp or ramie manufactured in Kung-tung (cf. Kiung and Courtois, Quelques mots sur la politesse chinoise [Var. Sin., No. 25], 33 and 109, where the transcription « tou-lou-ma » is not correct). I do not know the origin of ma in to-lo-ma. As to the ni of to-lo-ni, it enters into a number of names of European cotton and woollen textiles, such as 大 嚈 ta-ni, « great ni », another name for « broadcloth »; 小 嚈 Asiao-ni, « small ni », « cassimeres, flannel »; 綦 嚈 O-ni, « Russian ni », « Russian cloth », etc. The authors of the Tz’u-yüan (s. v. 綦) say that ni was originally written 尼 ni, and cite a poem of Huang T’ing-chien (1045-1105) in which already this 尼 ni occurs. But the chronological gap is a large one, and moreover Huang T’ing-chien does not speak of a cotton stuff, but of camel-hair; and the identification cannot be accepted unless intermediary and more decisive examples are discovered. Pending this, one might suppose that 尼 ni in « great ni », « small ni », etc., is nothing more than an aphoretical abbreviation of to-lo-ni itself. As to to-lo-ni, Hirth has already called attention (JNKB,
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xxi [1887], 230) to a passage in which the Fukienese author of the Tung-hsi yang k’ao (Hsi-yin-hsüan ts’ung-shu ed., 4, 7 b; cf. also 6, 18 a; 7, 12 b), who wrote in 1617-1618, speaks of the tou-lo-mien of the north-western part of Sumatra « which is now called 多羅 羔 to-lo-lien ». HIRTH read the last character nien, a pronunciation for which I can find no authority in Mandarin; yet he was certainly right when he identified this to-lo-lien with the later to-lo-ni. Let it be remarked by the way that this older form to-lo-lien does not support the connection made by the T’sü yüan between the ni of to-lo-ni and the ni used alone in Huang T’ing-chien’s poem. As to 多羅 to-lo, it has been customary, since WATTERS’ day, to say that it was also written 多羅 to-lo and that the latter to-lo was sometimes used as a designation of the cotton tree (cf. WATTERS, loc. cit. 439; GILES, Chin.-Engl. Dictionary, No. 11302; TARANZANO, Vocabulaire des Sciences, II, 743). But in Chinese mediaeval texts 多羅 to-lo (*tā-lā), as a botanical term (in other contexts it has been a designation of a cosmetic box; cf. T’ai-p’ing yü-lan, 717, 5 b), always transcribes Skr. tāla, the palmya, Borassus flabelliformis (cf. HOBSON-JOBSON, s. v. «talee» and «talipot». In Essays relating to Indo China, 2nd series, 1, 193, GROENVEELDT, who adopts a dialectical pronunciation «to-lo» of tou-lo, refers the reader to d’Hervé De Saint-Denys, Ethnogr. des peuples étrangers, Méridionales, 474, n. 33; but this is a palpable error since, in that note, d’HERVEY DE SAINT-DENYS speaks of to-lo, tāla, not of tou-lo. Moreover, although TARANZANO gives both forms, in all the Chinese examples of to-lo-ni I know, the characters 多羅 to-lo are used (and these we find also in the earlier to-lo-lien of the Tung-hsi yang-k’ao), not 多羅 to-lo, and I have met the latter form only in the to-lo-jung of the Chêng tsū t’ung, a woollen velvet. It looks as though WATTERS’ assignation of the secondary meaning «cotton» to 多羅 to-lo were a mistaken inference drawn from the term to-lo-ni. That the to-lo of to-lo-jung and to-lo-lien or to-lo-ni is due to a confusion with tou-lo is probable enough (as was already suspected in 1868 by MAYERS, in Notes and Queries, 11, 95; cf. also HIRTH, China and the Roman Orient, 249), but the confusion is of late popular origin (later than the phonetic evolution from *tā-lā to to-lo), and it has nothing to do with the old term to-lo which, as a botanical name, only represents tāla, never tālā. My provisional conclusion is that to-lo-ni is an adaptation in Mandarin of a local term used in Amoy and Chang-chou. In the Amoy and Chang-chou dialect, this name is to-lô-nṭ (cf. C. DOUGLAS, Chin.-Engl. Dict. of . . . Amoy, 335-336), and it is a matter of very frequent occurrence in that dialect that an initial l, so pronounced in literary usage, becomes n- in popular speech. Thus to-lô-nṭ exactly represents the to-lo-lien of the author of the Tung-hsi yang k’ao, himself a native of Chang-chou. The to-lo-ni of modern Mandarin, in its turn, may transcribe the popular Amoy pronunciation to-lô-niṭ, in which the final -n is practically mute. If so, lien would be the true earlier form of nṭ > ni, and its connection with the ni used by Huang T’ing-chien must probably be discarded. The only remaining difficulty would be to explain lien, since there are in the Amoy dialect interchanges between l- and m-, but not in the case of 萬 mien, which is there pronounced biṭ in literary usage, and nṭ in popular speech. On the other hand, the other solution would remain possible, if we should suppose that, as is often the case in the Amoy dialect, the final -n of lien and nṭ is itself of secondary appearance, and that the l- of lien instead of n- is a mistaken purism on the part of the author of the Tung-hsi yang k’ao; but I hold this to be less probable. To-lo-jung may, in its turn, have been created on the model of to-lo-ni. In my opinion, to-lo-lien and to-lo-ni, as well as the later terms formed
with \( n_i \), are interesting vestiges of the time when most of the foreign trade of China was carried on at Amoy and Chang-chou.

**Karpasa > Kupel.** — Of greater significance than *tou-lo-mien* is another name of cotton, which is in fact one of the few terms to have travelled all over the ancient world. The cultivation of cotton probably started in India. Now, a usual Sanskrit word for cotton and cotton goods of any sort, be they the produce of the cotton plant, or of the cotton tree, or even of the silk-cotton tree (if there have ever been any such, which I doubt), is *karpasa* (\( \sim kárpsa \)). In the West, it was anciently borrowed in such forms as Hebrew *karpas* (Esther, i, 6), Greek \( \chiρ\)\( \pi\)\( \sigma\)\( \varsigma \), Latin *carbasus*. But it has also passed to Central and Eastern Asia. In Persian, the word occurs as *kārphp* in the *Šah-nāmeh* (Vullers, ii, 611-812); from the Persian it was borrowed as *kārbās* in Arabic and *karbas* in Armenian (cf. Saint-Martin, *Mém. sur l’Arménie*, ii, 394, 468). The Persian word is given as *kārbās* in the Sino-Persian Vocabulary of the Board of Translators, with the translation *fi̇ pū, « cloth »* (cf. also *TP*, i, 11; China Review, xix, 134).

As to Central Asia, it is remarkable that no word for cotton occurs in the Kharosthi documents of the first centuries of our era, which contain so many names of textiles (cf. Lüders, *Textilien im alten Turkistan*, in Abhandl. d. Pr. Ak. d. W. 1936, No. 3, 38); nor have any fragments of cotton stuff prior to the T'ang dynasty been hitherto discovered in Chinese Turkestan. This goes a long way to show that cotton was not yet much grown in that region (for a seeming exception, cf. infra, p. 491). But in the beginning of the 6th cent. conditions had already changed. In the Liang shu (54, 13 b), which is based on documents of 502-556 and the author of which died in 637, we read that in the country of Kao-ch'ang, i.e. the Turfan region (see *Carachoço*), « there are many shrubs, the fruit of which is like a cocoon; in the cocoon are threads like fine hempen threads, and it is called 白織 *po-tieh-tū* (tū = an affix of the spoken language). The people of the country commonly use it to weave into cloth (\( fi̇ pū \)). This cloth is extremely soft and white, and it is used in trade exchange (with other countries).»

This text, which has generally been quoted from the later *Nan shih* (79, 7 a) into which it has been copied, has been interpreted by Chavannes as a possible reference to cotton, but with much qualification (*Doc. sur les Tou-kuite*, 102, 352), and Chavannes has been followed in this hesitation by F. W. K. Müller (*Uigurica*, ii, 70, 105). Lauffer, not without some reluctance, admitted that cotton was referred to in this text (*Sino-Iranica*, 490). As a matter of fact, no doubt is possible. It will soon be seen that, as early as the end of the Han period, *po-tieh*, « white tieh », was probably used in the sense of « cotton goods »; and, at any rate, such was its meaning among the Chinese of the Turfan region and practically all over China in pre-T'ang and T'ang times. Suffice it to say here that, in a Sino-Sanskrit vocabulary of the T'ang period, which is the work of a monk from Kuča, *po-tieh* is rendered *karpasa*, « cotton » (cf. Bagchi, *Deux lexiques sanskrit-chinois*, pp. 47, 279), and that I-ching expressly gives *po-tieh* as the Chinese equivalent of Skr. *kārbāśa* (\( \text{śk, viii, 87 a} \)).

We are not aware of the native name under which cotton went in the Turfan region before the Uighur occupation. But the Uighur word is well known, it is *kārbāz*, given by Kāshyar (Broekelmann, 101) and occurring several times in Uighur documents from Turfan (cf. Malov's
edition of RADLOV’s Uigurische Sprachdenkmäler, 282). Now, käbäz is clearly derived from a Prakrit form of karpása (cf. Pali, kappāga). In the Ming Sino-Uighur Vocabulary of the Board of Translators, the Uighur word for cotton (mien-hua) is given as kädäs, which Klaproth (Abhandlung über die Sprache und Schrift der Uiguren, 14) read kedes and proposed to correct to ked某; in the latter form he saw an equivalent of the Ar. qaṭun, «cotton» (cf. also Bang, Vom Köktürkischen zum Osmanischen, iv, 14). This is not acceptable, since the Uighur word belonged to the palatal class and so could hardly render qaṭun, and since moreover qaṭun did not pass into any Turkish dialect. I have no doubt that kädäs is one of the many corrupt forms which have crept into the Vocabulary, and that the original word was *käbäz = käbäz. The word has survived in modern Turfan Turkı as כ ’ käbäz, vulg. kiuvi (cf. von Le Coq, in Türdin, i [1918], 454); it is transcribed 克顔斯 k’o-p’o:sssä *käpäs, in Hsi-yü t’u-chih, 43, 4 a. But, though po-tieh has been used as an equivalent of karpása > käbäz, käbäz itself was rather the name of the cotton plant, not of the cotton goods, which latter sense, on the other hand, was given to po-tieh. The real Uighur word for cotton goods was bös. This word, certainly connected with Greek βύσσος (-> Arab. and Pers. bäzz, Osm. büz, Russ. byaz), which itself rests on an old Semitic original (cf. LEWY, Die semit. Fremdwörter im Griechischen, 125-126; MÜLLER, Uigurica, ii, 70; LAUFFER, Sino-Iranica, 574; BANG, Vom Köktürkischen zum Osmanischen, iv, 14), is already given with the meaning «cotton goods» in Kābyari (BROCKELMANN, 48, where the vocalization büz should be discarded), occurs frequently in RADLOV’s Uigurische Sprachdenkmäler (cf. the index, p. 279), and is perhaps to be recognized in the 布 p’o:pu or p’o (*b’u:ta) cloth which was offered by the T’u-chüeh in 598 (cf. TP, 1929, 216). Bös has passed, with the same meaning, into Mong. bös (→ Dayur bâri; cf. POFFE, Dagurskeve narrëshe, 56, 141), Jučen *busu, Manchu boso (RAMSTEDT, Kalm. Wörterbuch, 56, adds Čuvaş pîr, which is correct, and Ch. ṭu pu [’pu:u], «cloth»; but pu, which moreover did not in ancient times refer to cotton, is too old a Chinese word not to be indigenous). Bös being the true Uighur word for «cotton goods», we are not surprised to find it used in the Uighur translation of the Sūtātapatradhāraṇī in a passage where the Chinese translation gives po-tieh (cf. MÜLLER, Uigurica, ii, 70), nor to find in the Uighur version of the Swarnaprabhāsa, which was made from the Chinese, po-tieh, «white tieh», literally rendered yurung bös- «white bös» (MALOV, Swarnaprabhāsa, 444-445). There is no foundation for RADLOV’s statement (Uigurische Sprachdenkmäler, p. 120) that bös had been preceded in Uighur by another word, also meaning «cotton stuff», which he read kokpu. Perhaps he laboured under the idea that the -pu of his kokpu rendered Ch. ṭu pu, «cloth», later «cotton cloth», or he may have connected his kokpu with the late Mongol köbböng, «cotton». But kokpu often occurs in the documents (cf. RADLOV’s index, p. 279), and is clearly the designation of some sort of money. It is the same word which F. W. K. MÜLLER, reading it quanbo, had restored as 寶 kuian-pao, without any translation (Ostasiat. Zeitschr. viii, 324). This was nearer the mark, but still unsatisfactory, since the reading is certainly goqbo (or goqbo). In such circumstances, I think there cannot be any doubt that the original form was 國 kuian-pao (*k’u:an-pu), which means both «national treasure» and «national currency». The second -q- shows that the term was an ancient one in Uighur, having been borrowed when final occlusive consonants were still heard in northern Chinese, i. e. before A.D. c. 1000.
In Mongolian, the modern word for cotton (not "cotton goods") is kübung (köbung, köbung), Kalm. köög; it occurs as kubun in Manchu. Schott had thought of connecting this word with ฟ่ kupei (*kuo-püdi), "cotton" (kupei will be discussed below). Lauffer (Sino-Iranica, 574) declared that such a derivation was "impossible in view of the labial sound" of the Chinese term, and proposed an Iranian origin, adducing kubas in Wahi, a Pamir dialect. The objection is of no value, since there was no p in Mongolian, nor in early Manchu, and these languages used b in its stead (for instance, the Chinese ㄠ lo-pei [*luá-püdi], "conch" [used as a musical instrument], has been in Mongolian labai, "horn"; see "Cowry"). As to the Pamir form, it is true that Hjulek, The Pamir languages, 38, gives for "cotton" Suyni pahta, Wahi kubs. But Benveniste draws my attention to the fact that this form has not been confirmed by subsequent inquiries: Morgenstierne, Indo-Iranian frontier languages, II, 15*, and H. Sköld, Materialien zu den iran. Pamirsprachen, 1936, 162-163, give only pahta for "cotton" in Wahi, and in other dialects such forms as Yid:n-Munji karvase, karbös, "cotton", or Suyni kärbs, "cotton goods", "muslin" (W. Lentz, Pamir-Dialekte, 1, 1933, 173); so that Hjulek's kubs, if it was correctly noted, must be a local, recent, and perhaps individual development. It may be due to the retrogressive action of the labial consonant, and is perhaps to be compared with Burushaski gupas (cf. Lorieser, The Burushaski Language, III, 173), probably borrowed from the Indo-Aryan. But, whatever the truth may be about the Wahi kubs and the Burushaski gupas, the Mongolian kübung appears at too late a date to be a form directly borrowed from the Iranian. No mediaeval text has given a Mongolian word of the type of kübung; on the contrary, we know now that the ancient Mongolian word for cotton was not kübung, but ？” kebás (kibäs) or ？” käbix (Poppe, Mongol'sko-Tyurkskit slovar', Leningrad, 1938, 218), that is to say was fundamentally the same as Uighur kibász. The earliest mention I can trace of a word of the type of kübung is the k'u-pu, *kubu, "cotton" (miin-hua), of the late Jučen Vocabulary acquired by Auboussseau (Nos. 382, 975). Moreover, Jučen *kubu and Manchu kubun cannot be separated from Goldi küfa, "cotton" (cf. Grube, Goldisch-Deutsches Wörterverzeichnis, in L. von Schrenck, Reisen, III, App., II, 30). My impression is that Schott was probably right; it must have been kupei (*kwoo-püdi) which passed into the Tungs languages; the original vowel a of the second element has been retained in Goldi, but became ù in Jučen and Manchu under the influence of the preceding labial consonant; and, if so the n of the Manchu kubun must be of secondary appearance, and it is from the Manchu that the word was borrowed by the late Mongols. The earlier occurrence of the word in Tungs languages disposes at the same time of Ramstedt's hypothesis (Kalm. Wörterbuch, 242), which would trace kübung (köbung) to the Mongolian root kōb, "to swell."

In Central Asia, the word karpasa did not travel beyond the Uighur country and Mongolia; it did reach China, however, from the south, in a transcription which, in pre-Tang and T'ang texts, is sometimes ㄠ chipei (*kiipt-püdi), though more usually ㄠ kupei (*kuo-püdi); the term is then always used in descriptions of Indo-China and Indonesia, or for presents sent from these regions. While everybody agrees that these transcriptions are ultimately connected with karpasa, it is evident that they are not a direct representation of the Sanskrit word. Watters, Groeneveldt (Essays relating to Indo-China, 2nd series, 1, 142, 185), and Hirth had
thought that the intermediary form was the Malay kapas; Laufer (Sino-Iranica, 491), taking into consideration only the form ku-pei, stated that the Chinese must have received the term from an Indo-Chinese language, and that Bahnar kōpaih provided «the nearest approach» to kupei. I cannot entirely agree with either opinion. The correspondence Indonesian (and Cham) -a > Bahnar -ā is well known, and the -ā of the modern Bahnar form kōpaih must be a late development, as is shown by the various Indo-Chinese and Indonesian forms, conveniently collected by Cabaton, Dictionnaire Cam-Français, 57: Jav., Dayak, Malay, Sund. kāpas, Makass. kapasa, Battak kapas [and kapas], Bis. gappas, Cham kapa, Bahnar kōpaih (add Radè kapas, Kuo kābas, Kēo kāpas, Sedang kōpe), Khmer krābas (add Khmer kōbbas < kōppas, as a secondary form derived from Pali kappāsa). The word seems to be represented in Bima as kafa, «thread», and even to have passed into Melanesian and Polynesian languages: Fijian kava, Samoan 'afa, Maori kafa, all meaning «string» (cf. O. Dempwolff, Die Lautentsprechungen der indones. Lippenlaute . . ., Berlin, 1920, 8vo, p. 13, and Blagden, in BSOs, ii, 152).

But, on the other hand, the Malay kāpas is also out of the question. Just as we have Skr. kāpāsa and Pali kappāsa, we find in Indian the modern forms Beng. kārpa and kāpas, Hindi kāpā, kāpās, (for other forms in modern India dialects, cf. J. Bloch, La formation de la langue marathe, 309; for Anglo-Indian, cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson*, s. v. «capass»). In the Indo-Chinese forms, only the Khmer form krābas shows an r (with metathesis) as in the Skr. kāpāsa (it may go back to the period of Sanskrit influence in Cambodia). There is no etymology of kāpāsa and the word stands isolated in Indo-European languages (the connection suggested by Uhlenbeck, Kursgefasstes etymolog. Wörterbuch, 46-47, with Skr. kārpāsa, «woman's jacket», is highly problematical, and leads nowhere, since the origin of kāpāsa is also unknown); in all likelihood, the word is pre-Aryan in India (cf. the very similar Skr. kāpura, Pali kappura, modern Indian dialects kapūr and kāpur, Jav. kapur, Mal. kāpur). So far I agree with Przyluski's views as expressed in Bull. Soc. Ling., xxv, 1924, 69-70; but here he and I must part. Przyluski, starting from the Indo-Chinese languages, supposed a root *bas, meaning «to use a bow», both for shooting, and for carding cotton (I do not know why Przyluski does not adduce in favour of his thesis Sieng pahi, Amamite sā, and Siamese fā, all meaning «cotton»). The forms of the kāpas type would represent this root with a ka- prefix, enlarged by a liquid in the Skr. kāpāsa; to the same root, with the dropping of the k- and a nasal inflex, would also belong the Khmer ambas, ambōh, meaning «cotton» according to Przyluski, who, on the other hand, does not cite Khmer krābas. None of these hypotheses is in itself impossible, since parallel cases may easily be adduced for every one of the supposed transformations of the root. But it is krābas which is the word used in Khmer for «cotton» in general, and ambas, or ambōh, means «spun cotton», «cotton thread», and I see no sufficient reason to believe that the two words are connected. If there are in Indo-China and Indonesia other words probably connected with but not directly traceable to kāpāsa, I would rather look for them in the Malay կապ, kāpuq, kāpog, «floss of the silk-cotton tree», our «kapok» (cf. Lokotsch, No. 1067), a word which has passed into the Amoy dialect as ka-pōk-m†, «kapok cotton» (C. Douglas, loc. cit., 329), and in the Malay kābū or karukābū «cotton», which is also the general name for cotton among the primitive tribes of the Malay Peninsula (cf. Skrat and Blagden, Pagan Races of the Malay
Peninsula, ii, 566: Tēmbi kābu, Jēlai kābu’ [kabuk]; but Marathi kāpūs, Gujrati kāpūs, Singhalése kāpu are attached to kāpāsa in Bloch, loc. cit., and so is Maldiv. "capa" [Pyramid de Laval, Gray transl. ii, 416] now kafa. Apart from the fact that the hypothesis of a *dās root is arbitrary, my main objections to Przyluski's theory are that the cultivation of cotton began more probably in India than in Indo-China, and that all the forms of the kāpās type can easily be accounted for by starting from the Pali kāppāsa, the -pp- of which is regularly the outcome of the -rp- in the Skr. kāppās. As to another word, kārpaṭa, which Przyluski introduces by the side of kāpāsa, and which he says means "cotton stuff", the only meaning known for Skr. kārpaṭa, Pali kārpaṭa, is "tattered rag", and it is perhaps satisfactorily explained from the Indo-European root *kerp-, "to cut" (cf. Uhlenbeck, loc. cit., 46).

To decide whether the Chinese term represents a form with or without -r- depends on the choice we are to make between chi-pei and ku-pei, since in chi-pei (*kiṭ-puḍā) the final -t (=-d) of the first character would regularly render the -r- of the kāpās type, whereas there is nothing similar in ku-pei. It seems evident that one of the two forms 古具 chi-pei and 古具 ku-pei is a graphic corruption of the other; taken in themselves, each of them is possible, since both chi and ku occur before the T'ang period in the transcriptions of words or names of Indo-China and Indonesia. About the end of the 16th century, Li Shih-ch'ên considered (Pên-ts'ao kāng-mu, 36, 12 b) that it was ku-pei which had been altered to chi-pei, and this may be the reason why Laufer spoke of ku-pei only. But the Chêng-tsū t'ung of 1570-1572 (s. v. 棉 mien) is in favour of chi-pei against Li Shih-ch'ên, and 俞正燮 Yü Chêng-haıeh (1775-1840), in his 未已錄稿 Kuei-ssū lei-kao (Ch'iu-jih-i-chai ed., 7, 21 a; 14, 4-5), declares that ku-pei is nothing more than a misprint in the Sung editions for chi-pei. Watters, Essays on the Chinese language, 440, started from chi-pei, just as I did in TP, 1933, 332.

Li Shih-ch'ên, in his turn, may have based his opinion on a passage of a Sung work completed in 1085, the 文頗繚 Wên-ch'ang tsa-lu of 黃元英 P'ang Yüan-yüng. Our texts of the Wên-ch'ang tsa-lu are not satisfactory, and the passage in question does not occur in the complete edition, in six chapters, of the Hsüeh-chin t'ao-yüan. I have found it, however, among the extracts included in ch. 47 of the Shuo fu in 120 chs., and it seems evident that this has been the source of the quotation in the T'u-shu chi-ch'êng, ts'ao-mu tien, 303, tsa-lu, 1 b. It is a matter of surprise that neither the Commissioners of the Ssâ-k'u... 120, 14 b-16 a, nor the editor of the Hsüeh-chin t'ao-yüan should say anything about this paragraph, or about others which are only to be found in the Shuo fu extracts; the reason may be that the Wên-ch'ang tsa-lu is given by mistake in the Shuo fu as the work of a man other than P'ang Yüan-yüng; it seems, however, that neither the authorship of the book, nor the authenticity of the present passage can be doubted. It says that in Fu-chien, Kuang-tung, and south of these regions the people make cotton (mu-mien) goods, which they call chi-pei; but that, reading the 南史 P'ang Yüan-yüng found there the description of the ku-pei plant, which certainly was the same as chi-pei; his conclusion is that "it must be that ku was vulgarly pronounced as chi" (this is of course an error; the case is one of graphic, not phonetic corruption). But, while the 南史 (ch. 78) speaks of ku-pei, the earlier Liang shu (ch. 54) always gives chi-pei. Chi-pei alone was heard in southern China by P'ang Yüan-yüng, and also evidently by 陸大覺 Ch'êng
Ta-ch'ang (1123-1195), who, in his 漢織論 Yen-fan lu, completed in 1180 (Hsiu-chin tao-yüan ed., 10, 8 a), remarks that the notice on Champa in the Hsin T'ang shu speaks of ku-pei, a plant from the “flowers” of which cloth was woven, and that this was also the case with the chi-pei of his own time; but, since “ku and chi cannot be used for the other”, Ch'êng Ta-ch'ang wondered whether the name had become corrupt, or whether the two forms referred to two different products. Another Sung author, 陳正敏 Ch'ên Chêng-min (this is the form of the name in the Chün-ch'ai tu-shu chih, 13, 20 a, the Sung shih, 206, 3 a, and the Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao, 217, 1 a; the Shuo fu in 120 chs. erroneously gives 陳政敏 Fan Chêng-min; Ch'ên Chêng-min is mentioned in the Hsiü po-wu chih, 7, 3 b, and so cannot be later than the middle of the 12th cent.; according to the Chün-ch'ai tu-shu chih, his work is to be dated 1102-1110), has also noted in his 齊齋閲覽 Tun-ch'ai hsien-lan (Shuo fu in 120 chs., 25, 3 a-b) that the cotton stuff of Kuang-tung and Fu-chien which in his time was called chi-pei was clearly the same as the ku-pei of the Nan shih. In 1178, Chou Ch'u-fei, the author of the Ling-wai tai-ta, in the course of an interesting notice which will be dealt with at greater length farther on (Chih-pu-shu-chai ts'ung-shu ed., 6, 12-13), noticed that the double form ku-pei and chi-pei seemed to have originated out of graphic confusion, but remained in doubt about the identity of the “ku-pei plant” and the “chi-pei tree.” Among other Sung and Yüan authors who have used the form chi-pei, and never ku-pei, I may mention the great poet Su Shih (1036-1091: “I was presented with a chi-pei cloth”); 侪 cù Fang Cho (c. 1125) in his 朋宅編 Po ch'ai pien (Pai hai ed., 2, 5 b); the Sung shih, in the notices on Champa, on Java, on P'o-ni (Borneo), on Chu-lien (Coromandel), etc. (489, 1 a, 6 b, 7 b, 9 a); 李才 Li Ts'ai (c. 1360 A.D.), who, in his 解僑語 Chieh-ch'êng yû (Kuang Po-ch'uan hsieh-hai ed., 2 a; Chieh-[雛]hsing yû, given in the T'ao-shu chi-ch'êng, whence it has passed into Bretschneider, Botanicon Sinicum, 1, 159, is corrupt), speaks of ten “chi-pei gowns” acquired by envoys sent to Ma'tarb in 1285 (only the embassy sent in return from Ma'tarb is recorded in YS, 210, 7 b), adds a note on chi-pei, and mentions (3 a) “chi-pei brocades”; 王紱 Wang Chêng, who completed in 1313 his valuable work on agriculture entitled 田書 Nung shu (Fu-chou reprint of the Wu-yung-tien ts'ung-shu ed. recovered from the Yung-lo ta-tien, 10, 5 b; 21, 16 a); and T'ao Tsung-i, in his Cho-kêng lu (24, 12 b). Both Chou Ch'u-fei in his Ling-wai tai-ta, and Chao Ju-kua, who, in the first quarter of the 13th cent., collected his information at Ch'üan-chou in Fu-chien (see “Caitou”), always speak of chi-pei, never of ku-pei. Chi-pei occurs in a song by Wang Kuang-yang at the end of the 14th cent. (cf. infra, p. 480). It is also mentioned, but as a term used in former times, in the 培清嘉儀 Wu-Hsin ts'ao-p'ei (quoted in T'u-shu chi-ch'êng, ts'ao-mu tien, 303, hui-k'ao, 1 b; tsu-lu, 2 a), the work of 張之望 Chang So-wang, a native of Shanghai, doctor of 1601, who held office in Kuang-hsi and died at the (real) age of 79 (cf. Sung-chiang fu chih, 54, 42-43; 72, 25 b). We also find chi-pei still later in the first half of the 17th cent. in 王象晉 Wang Hsiang-ch'ien's 群芳譜 Ch'üan-fang p'u, published 1630 (Mien p'u section, 1 a; cf. Ssu-k'u.... 116, 38; Bretschneider, Botanicon Sinicum, 1, 70; Courant, Catalogue, 5400; the section on cotton has been translated by Staunton, Narrative on an Embassy, App. III, 249-257) and in the 唐政全書 Nung-chêng chüan-shu of the famous Christian scholar and minister Hsü Kuang-ch'i (1562-1633), published posthumously in 1639 (35, 2-3). But it is possible that both Wang
Hsiang-chin and Hsu Kuang-chi knew chi-pei only as a term found in earlier works. Chi-pei however, may have remained alive in southern dialects fairly late, since it is still used in explanatory glosses of the Tung-hsi yang k’ao, which was completed in 1617-1618 (1, 11 b; 5, 6 a; cf. also 3, 10 a). At any rate, neither ku-pei nor chi-pei seems to have survived in the modern dialects of Fu-chien and Kuang-tung (nor in Annamite, in spite of Watters, loc. cit. 440).

Thus chi-pei was the only form used in southern China from the 11th till the 14th cent., and perhaps later. Yet I believe that the balance of the argument is in favour of a primitive form ku-pei. If we could trust the T’u-shu chi-ch’eng (ibid., hui-k’ao, 1 b), chi-pei would already have been mentioned in the Nan-chou i-wu chih (Cotton [mu-mien] is produced by the chi-pei ...); the Nan-chou i-wu chih, a work on the remarkable products of the southern countries, was written in the 3rd cent. (cf. BEFEO, III, 267; IV, 277-278; TP, 1923, 123; Etudes asiatiques ... de l’EFEO, II, 255; I regret not to have at my disposal the recent edition of the extant fragments which was published by 陳運熔 Ch’ên Yün-jung, on which cf. The Yenching Journal of Social Science, II [1939] 127). But, in most cases, the T’u-shu chi-ch’eng has altered to chi-pei the reading ku-pei of the original texts; moreover the quotation, the origin of which I have been unable to trace, cannot, from its contents, go back to the 3rd cent.

Part of the quotation, but without the sentence on chi-pei, is found in the Nung shu of Wang Cheng, dated 1313 (20, 16 a; on this work, cf. infra, p. 502); there it is said to be drawn from the I-wu chih (without « Nan-chou »); on the next page, another part of the quotation is given with the full title Nan-chou i-wu chih, and there chi-pei is mentioned; but this does not solve the chronological difficulties, and I believe that the text does not go farther back than the Sung at the earliest, which would account for the form chi-pei. In fact, the earliest mention of ku-pei or chi-pei which I can find occurs in the Sung shu (97, 2 b); there it is said that, in the 7th yuán-chia year (430), the kingdom of 阿羅甸 Ho-lo-tan (*χâ-lâ-tân), which has its seat on the island (chou) of Shê-p’o, sent an envoy who offered such objects as diamond rings, red parrots, po-tieh and ku-pei from the kingdom of 天竺 T’ien-chu (an abnormal way of writing 天竺 T’ien-chu, India), and ku-pei from the kingdom of 業波 Yeh-po. Shê-p’o transcribes Jâva, which may here designate Sumatra as well as Java proper; the kingdom of Ho-lo-tan, which seems to be erroneously duplicated as kingdom of 阿羅甸 Ho-lo-t’o (*χâ-lâ-d’â) in the same chapter (2 a-b), remains unidentified; Yeh-po, or Yeh-po-šô (*Iâ-puâ-la) is an ancient name of Gandhâra (cf. Chavannes, Doc. sur les Tou-kieu, 225, 322; BEFEO, IV, 272; JA, 1914, II, 406-406). Being for the moment concerned only with the term ku-pei or chi-pei, I leave for another paragraph the question of the juxtaposition of po-tieh and ku-pei; the text is identical in the quotation made by the Tai-p’ing yü-lan, 787, 14 b. This example of ku-pei (or chi-pei) antedates by two and a half centuries the date given by Wells Williams (The Middle Kingdom, II, 36-37) for the introduction of the term, viz. a. d. 670. In the Nan Ch’i shu (58, 5 a), two pairs of ku-pei are listed among the presents offered in 484 by Fu-nan (= Cambodia; cf. BEFEO, III, 260, where, however, « an elephant in white santal » is a slip for « an image in white santal »). Shuang, « pairs », is abnormal in the case of textiles, but I find it also used in connection with tieh, « cotton stuff », in 張, VIII, 117 a; it may be due to the fact that two strips of cloth were used as clothing, hence they are mentioned in Indian texts as yuga,
"pairs" (cf. Przyluski, in JA, 1919, 1, 406). Then comes the Liang shu (ch. 54), which always speaks of chi-pei, but the Nan shih, in copying it, always gives ku-pei (except once, 79, 7 b, where it gives chi-pei in the notice of K'o-p'an-t'o west of Khotan; but it may be a misprint), and so does the quotation from the Liang shu in the T'ai-p'ing yü-lan (788, 15 b). It is also ku-pei, and ku-pei alone, which we find in the Sui shu (82, 3 a) and in both T'ang shu (Chiu T'ang shu, 197, 1 a and b; Hsin T'ang shu, 222 c, 1 a and b), as well as in the great compilations of T'ang and early Sung times, such as the T'ung tien (188, 4 b), the T'ai-p'ing huan-yu chi (176, 3 a, 3 b-4 a, 12 a and b; 179, 19 a, in the section of P'o-ni [Borneo], while the later Sung shih, in an otherwise identical sentence, gives chi-pei), the T'ai-p'ing yü-lan (ch. 788, sometimes with a corrupt form 九具 ku-ch'ü, which is certainly a misprint) and the Ts'ê-fu yüan-kuei (959, 21 a). The statement in the P'ei-wén yün-fu (s.v. "chi-pei"), blindly followed by the Ts'ê-yüan, and also in the T'u-shu chi-ch'êng, that the Nan shih and the Hsin T'ang shu give chi-pei is nothing but an error. In a note in the China Review, xix, 191, Parker cites the 九州志 Chiu-yü chih as speaking of ku-pei in a notice on an Indonesian state which he supposed to date from the Sung dynasty (cf. also Lauffer, Sino-Iranica, 471; Ferrand, in JA, 1921, ii, 287). This would be the latest independent use of the form ku-pei found hitherto. Unfortunately, Parker's information is certainly second hand, taken, it seems, from some dictionary or encyclopaedia which he did not trouble to mention. The only Chiu-yü chih I know of is the Yüan-fêng chi-yû chih, dated 1080 (cf. Ssu-k'u...), 68, 7-9), but I can find in it no passage recalling the one mentioned by Parker. In any case, the passage is not original, but, with a mistake in the name of the state 萧施 P'o-sü instead of 萧利 P'o-li), is merely copied from the notice of P'o-li in Nan shih, 78, 6 b; the true title may have been Chiu-chou ch'i, a work written prior to 527, on which cf. infra, p. 444. In the Buddhist scriptures too, I have found only ku-pei, occurring in Paramârtha's translations of the Abhidharmakośa (Nanimate, No. 1269; ch. 9; Tôkyô Tripit. of Meiji, 各, i, 54 b) and of the Fo a-p'i-t'an ching (Nanimate, No. 1108; ch. 2; 25, x, 16 b) which are of the end of the 6th cent.; on that account, ku-pei is commented upon by Hsüan-yüng in his Ich'i'ech ching yin-i (ibid. 伍, vi, 71 a; vii, 72 a), and Hsüan-yüng's text has been taken over by Hui-lin in his ch. 70 (ibid. ix, 189 b). Of course, chi and ku are graphically so much alike that one could easily have taken the place of the other; moreover, Chinese texts have often been revised by scholars, and we know cases of wrong forms which have been substituted wholesale for the correct ones, such as 't'ien-lo which always occurs in ancient Chinese texts instead of the correct 't'ieh-ch'in, Avar and Turk. tegin. But, in the present case, the agreement of so many sources is the more impressive because it extends to Buddhist texts. Nevertheless, on account of the chi-pei of the Liang shu and of the later use of chi-pei under the Sung, I should have hesitated to express any definite opinion, if it were not that the correctness of ku-pei can be established, I believe, by comparison with another transcription.

The word karpāsa is of frequent use in Buddhist texts, so that it often occurs in their Chinese translations, though in different guise, once as 劫波育 chieh-po-yül (*karp-pu-dz-sa; mentioned in connection with the flower of the plant; cf. Tôkyô Tripit. of Meiji, 華, viii, 164 a); more usually as 劫波育 chieh-po-yül (*karp-pu-dz-juk; cf. ibid., vi, 2 b, 33 a; vii, 2 b; viii, 117 b) and 劫波育 chieh-
The chieh-[具]chü or chieh-chü-so in Soothill and Hodgson's Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist terms, 232, is a misprint; and so is *kī-peī, chū-peī, instead of *kī-peī, chieh-peī, in Przyluski's paper, JA, 1919, i, 407; outside of Buddhist texts, chieh-peī occurs in a verse of the T'ang poet P'i Jih-hsiu, doctor of 867. A text in Tripitaka, iii, 99 b, speaks of 答 日具 Chia-shih chieh-peī, *Kāśī cotton, i.e. Benares muslin (kāśi or kāśika) is not *silk, as said by Cowell, Divyavadāna, 678; the same is true of Pali kāsika). One is immediately struck by the fact that none of these transcriptions is made directly from karpāsa; all are based on Prākrit forms beginning like the Pali kappāsa. As a matter of fact, if we except Li Yen's Sino-Sanskrit Vocabulary published by Bagchi, karpāsa never occurs as such in Chinese Buddhist texts, where we find only kārpāsika (cf. supra, p. 430), and the Mahāvyutpatti registers only kārpāsakam (No. 9164). In the middle of the 7th cent., Hsüan-yung, commenting on the above transcriptions which he declares to be erroneous, states that the true Sanskrit word was 頭波 製 *chia-po-lo (*ka-pūdā), and Hui-lin copies it on his own account; but chia-po-lo can only render kapāla, *skull. Oda Tokuno has suggested in his Dictionary (p. 470) that the second and third characters may have to be reversed; but the result, *chia-lo-po, would only give karpā, without -sa. I rather think that Hsüan-yung misunderstood some information imparted to him by Hsüan-tsang, a fact which would of course sadly reflect upon the Sanskrit attainments of both Hsüan-yung and Hui-lin. As to the chia-lo-[具]p'o-chieh given in Stuart's Materia Medica, 198, as a Sanskrit name of cotton, this is a mistake of the Pāta-t'aō kung-mu (36, 71 b; it has passed into T'u-shu ch'ieh'ding, ts'ao-mu tien, 303, 1 a, 11 a), due to a partial juxtaposition of chia-lo-po and chieh-peī, and simply does not exist. Chieh-peī-sa seems to be an artificial, half-scholarly transcription, in which an attempt has been made to add the final -sa of Pali kappāsa to the transcription already current chieh-peī; but, as will soon be seen, chieh-peī is not merely kappā. Chieh-po-yū would suppose an original like *kappāiuk; it probably represents a Prākrit form *kappāik corresponding to the adjectival form kappāsika, «made of cotton», «cotton stuff», of the Pali. This last form, which is the more usual, is the most interesting, since it supposes a Prākrit *kappā, corresponding to the feminine Pali form kappāsī, «cotton». Now this is exactly the stage of the final element in ku-peī, which would suppose *kupāi, or chi-peī, which in its turn would suppose *kirpāi. The Ch'eng-tzu t'ung (s. v. 行 mien) says that chi-peī is more probable than ku-peī, because it is nearer chieh-peī. As to Yü Ch'eng-hsiieh, he boldly states (Kuei-sū le̤i-kao, 7, 21 a) that ku-peī is merely a misprint of the Sung editions, and, in his special section on cotton (Mu-mien k'aö; ibid. 14, 4-6), always writes chi-peī, without mentioning any other reading. But we must not forget that we have no editions older than the Sung; on the other hand, one cannot see why an almost general corrupt reading ku-peī should have crept into the Sung editions of the dynastic histories and of the Tripitaka, when chi-peī was in fact the only form alive in Sung times. The opinion of the authors of the Ch'eng-tzu t'ung and of Yü Ch'eng-hsiieh seems to have been determined by the fact that both chi and chieh have an -i-, which ku never had, and that both are ju-shēng words, while ku is pronounced with shang-shēng; but they were not aware of the ancient final consonants, one being -i in chi (*kīt), and the other -p in chieh (*kūp). As we have seen, chi-peī (*kīt-pūdā) would suppose *kīpāi < *Skr. karpāsī, but the vowel of the first syllable would be abnormal, and moreover it seems impossible that a Prākrit form in which *pāst had been
reduced to -pā́ś should have retained the consonant group -p- of Skr. kārpaś, instead of assimilating it in -pp- as in Pali kappāsī. On the other hand, kupā́ś and *kappā́ś can easily be reconciled, since we have only to suppose a retrogressive action of the first -p-, finally melting into the new labial vowel. This is possibly what occurred in quite a different part of Asia with the modern form gupas of Burušāski. My conclusion is that the Indian name of the cotton which the Chinese received in the 5th cent. from the southern seas reached them neither through the intermediary of Jav. and Malay kapas, nor of an Indo-Chinese form similar to the modern Bahmar kōpā́ś (where -b -= s, as in Cham), but as *kupā́ś < *kappā́ś, itself < kappāś. It may be that *kupā́ś is to be traced to the Chams. In Cham, many words with a first -a- vowel have a doublet in -u : cf., for instance, kabau and kabau, ku-bau, «Buffalo» (Jav. kēbo, Mal. kēbō, Khmer krebē, etc.), and, in the case of the word for «cotton» it is kapā́b among the Chams of southern Annam, but kūpā́b among those of Cambodia (CARATON, loc. cit. 57, 74). But I am far from being certain that kūpā́b, the final -b of which, like that of kapā́b, goes back to an earlier -s, can be ancient enough to provide the prototype of *kupā́ś (which moreover does not really represent kūpā́b [= *kapas], but is *kappā́ś < kappāś). As to the chi-pei of the Liang shu, and any other which might be traced, they must be the result of scholarly corrections, after a graphic error had, in early Sung times, substituted in current use chi-pei for ku-pei. If Jučen *kubu, Manchu kubun, Mongol kūbūn and Goldi kūfa are borrowed from ku-pei, we must not be surprised not to find kūbūn in Mongolian during the Mongol dynasty, since the Mongols were then under the influence of Uighur culture, and adopted, as we have seen, the Uighur word kābūs. But ku-pei must have been borrowed from the Chinese at an early date, before chi-pei became the only form in use in southern China. So it may be surmised that the *kubu which so far we know only in late Jučen was already in use when the Nü-chēn ruled over northern China, even if it does not go back to the time of the Ch‘i-tan.

Po-tieh. — We have seen that the Liang shu mentions cotton as existing in the Turfan region in the first part of the 6th cent., and gives it the name po-tieh-tsū, tsū being a substantive affix of the spoken language; on the other hand, po-tieh can theoretically be conceived either as being a transcription (*b‘n-d‘iēp), or as simply meaning «white tieh (*d‘iēp)». That the term was used at least by the numerous Chinese inhabitants of the country is expressly stated in the middle of the 7th cent. by Hsüan-ying, in a gloss repeated almost ad nauseam by himself and by Hui-lin; according to that gloss, which has a bearing on the various transcriptions of Prākrit forms of karpāśa, the people of Kao-ch‘ang (= the Turfan region) call [cotton] n̄ tēh (ToKyō Tripiṭ. of Meiji, 22, vi, 2 b, 33 a, 59 a; xx, 147 a); n̄ tēh (*d‘iēp) is merely another graphic form of n̄ tēh. Of course, the use of tieh instead of po-tieh by Hsüan-ying is not in favour of the view that po-tieh is a transcription; it is, however, not conclusive, since it may be a scholarly abbreviation. In the same way, the author of the Hsin T‘ang shu (222 c, 1 b), copying a passage in which the less literary author of the Chi u T‘ang shu (197, 1 b) explained the difference between ku-pei and po-tieh, merely speaks of pei and tieh, although ku-pei is admittedly a transcription.

The main Western exponent of the theory according to which po-tieh would be a transcription was Hirth (HHR, 218), who proposed to see in this term, «certainly borrowed from one of the Turkic languages» (this has passed into COULING, Encyclopaedia Sinica, i, 134), an old form similar to the
Çay. Turk. پاھتا pāhta, which also occurs as باھتا bahtā "cotton (freed from seeds)"; cf. SHAW, Vocabulary, 56, 57; RADLOV, Dictionary, iv, 1131, 1138, 1464 (the reference added in IR, 218, to GERINI, Researches in Ptolemy's Geography, 243, really concerns another etymology from Thai pha-tieh, "loin-cloth", which is not worthy of refutation). Hirth's hypothesis sounds natural enough, and it occurred to me independently when travelling in Central Asia. As a matter of fact, we had both been anticipated by T'ao Pao-lien who, in 1897, gave the same explanation in his 行記 Hain-mao shih-hsing chi (6, 40 b); Fujita, in his commentary on the T'ao-i chih-liao (Hsüeh-t'ang ts'ang-k'o ed., 15), follows Hirth. Yet, with a better knowledge of historical conditions and ancient Chinese phonetics, a connection between Ch. po-tieh and Turk. pāhţā cannot be retained. LAUFER pointed out (Sino-Iranica, 490) that po-tieh, in the form ش po-tieh (*b'ok-d'iep), was already mentioned in texts relating to the beginning of our era, under circumstances which do not lead anywhere to the Turks, that we cannot correlate such an ancient Chinese term with one of a comparatively recent Turkish dialect, and finally that pāhţā was not of Turkish, but of Persian origin. As a conclusion, LAUFER proposed to explain po-tieh as an apheretical form derived from an Iranian original *[pam]bak-dīp, "cotton-brocade", hence "cotton stuff".

Some of LAUFER's argument should decidedly be rejected. A Middle-Persian *pambak-dīp does not exist, since the ancient Iranian word for "brocade" was not *dīp, but dépāk (cf. HORN, Grundriss der neupers. Etymologie, No. 591), and there is no reason why a hypothetical term "cotton-brocade" should have become a name of "cotton-stuff" in general. On the other hand, LAUFER was probably right in stating that pāhţā was originally Iranian, but the mention of the word in STEINGASS's Persian-English Dictionary, 237, is no sufficient proof of it. It does not occur in VULLERS, or in DESMAISONS, nor is it mentioned by HORN or by HÜNSCHMANN; the only two examples I know of it which are not quite modern are bahtā, "cotton", in the Memoirs of Bābur, and in the Sino-Uighur Vocabulary of the Board of Interpreters (ms. of the London School of Oriental Studies, where it renders mien-hua); that is to say, both are Turkish, not Persian. It must be noticed, however, that bahtā, "cotton", occurs in most Iranian dialects of the Pamir, and has always been considered by the various scholars of the subject to be there borrowed from the Persian. My colleague MASSÉ informs me that, while the Persian dictionaries due to true Persian authors do not give pāhţā, the word occurs, explained "cotton" (pābdā), in the Farhang-i Rašidi, which is probably the source used by STEINGASS; but the Farhang-i Rašidi was written in the 17th cent. by Abdu'r-Rašid, a native of Tatta, near the Indus; so pāhţā would be peculiar to Indo-Persian. This is confirmed to some extent by Stephens C. Paul's Persian-English and Urdu Dictionary (Allahabad, n. d.), where pāhţā is translated "cotton separated from its seeds". We should feel more assured of the Iranian character of pāhţā if its etymology were clear, which is not the case. MASSÉ suggests that it may be a form constructed after the analogy of the past participles, and based on pābt, another form of pābt, "crushed", "stretched through being crushed or trodden upon"; I think he is right. Apart from the origin of pāhţā < pāhtā, LAUFER justly observed that this word would not account for the ancient -p final of *b'ok-d'iep, and that the "Turkish" word was of too late a date to be taken into account here; he might have added that Turkish was not yet spoken in the Turfan region in the first half of the 6th cent. On the other hand, a reverse solution, which
would derive Turk. pahta, bahça (and from it Pers. pāštā) from Ch. po-tieh (*b'ok-d’iep) can hardly be thought of, because, at a time when the ancient final -k of *b'ok was still heard, the -p of *d’iep ought to have been represented in the transcription, and we should expect in Turkish *baqtap, or rather *bāktap.

But the main point is that there is no reason to connect po-tieh with Central Asia, since it is not about Central Asia that the term makes its appearance in Chinese texts (Przyluski’s statement to the contrary in JA, 1919, 1, 384, is an error). It is generally said to occur first in the How-Han shu, completed only c. 445, but based in principle on documents going back at least to the first quarter of the 3rd cent. There we read (116, 8 a): “The land of the 南 定 Ai-lao Barbarians is fertile and yields the five cereals, silkworms and mulberries. They know how to dye in colours and [make] embroideries with designs; they have] woolen textiles 袞 袞 chi-to, 袶 袶 po-tieh, and fine lan-kan cloth the woven designs of which (織 成 chih-chêng) have the appearance of damasked (織 lín) and variegated silks (織 chîn). They have the 桃 桃 wu-t’ung tree (mu), the flowers (huâ) of which they spin to make cloth, every strip of which is five feet broad; it is clean and white, and does not get soiled. They first cover it with the deceased, and afterwards wear it.” This passage is grammatically and technically difficult, and I am not certain that I have exactly rendered all its niceties. The meaning of to in chi-to is doubtful. Of course I have made use of the parallel text in the Hua-yang kuo chih (Han hai ed., 4, 18 b). My addition “they have” between brackets is supported by the quotation in T’ai-p’ing yü-lan (796, 10 b) and by the Hua-yang kuo chih. Hirth and Rockhill say (HR, 218) that, according to ch. 101 of the Wei shu, po-tieh “was a textile fabric of hemp, which was called in their language (= of the Ai-lao) lan-kan.” But there is not one word of this in the Wei shu, which merely speaks, in the section devoted to the 南 Lao Barbarians of south-western China (101, 10 a; the Lao Barbarians where scattered in Yün-nan, Kuang-hsi and Tongking, according to the Kuang chih quoted in T’ai-p’ing yü-lan, 356), of their habitations built on trees (such was also the case with the aborigines in part of Hai-nan; cf. the Kuang chih, quoted in Ch’ü hsüeh chi, 8, 41 a), which habitations were called 千 萬 kan-lan (on which cf. BEFFO, IV, 171). Hirth and Rockhill have certainly confused this passage with a note in which the commentary of the How-Han shu, completed in 676–678, quotes the Hua-yang kuo chih to the effect that lan-kan was the Lao word for 謝 chü, which, by the way, is not generally “hemp”, but “grass cloth” made from the fibres of the ramie, Boehmeria nivea. The Hua 阳 国志 Hua-yang kuo chih, or “Description of the kingdom of Hua-yang”, is a work on the history of Ser-ch’uan down to 347 a. d., and written shortly after that date; the passage in question occurs in ch. 4, 18 b; lan-kan is clearly a transcription, but the original is unknown. As to po-tieh, it is written in the parallel passage of the Hua-yang kuo chih with the same characters as in the How-Han shu (the T’ai-p’ing huan-yü chi, 179, 13 a, quotes from the 九州 記 Chiu-chou chi, a geographical work by 美 資 Yo Tsz, prior to 527 [cf. Sui ching-chi-chih K’ao-chêng, 6, 38 a], a text which is exactly that of the How-Han shu, except that it includes the note on the meaning of lan-kan and omits the four words chi-to po-tieh). Now, we must not forget that, although the How-Han shu bears in principle on the period of the Hou-Han (25–220 a. d.), it was only written in the first half of the 5th cent., and the study of its chapter on western countries in particular has shown that its author has made great use of works dealing with somewhat later times, in particular
of the lost Wei lio of Yü Huan, written in the second third of the 3rd cent. In the paragraph we are here concerned with, either the Hou-Han shu has merely used the earlier Hua-yang kuo chih, or both have drawn from a common source, which may be Yü Huan’s Wei lio. Whatever the case may be, there is no reason to suppose that the passage in which po-tieh occurs is older than the second quarter of the 3rd cent. The Ai-lao tribes lived in western Yün-nan and southern Sū-ch’uan; their land was in the region of Yung-ch’ang (between Ta-li and Bhamo). According to the Hou-Han shu (the Hua-yang kuo chih may have here a lacuna), the ears of the leaders of the Ai-lao descended three inches below the shoulders, while those of the commoners were on a level with the shoulders. These stories of pendant ears (龐耳 tan-érh), which recur in the description of the island of Hai-nan (hence the chūn of Tan-érh under the Han, now Tan-hsien; cf. also the kingdom of Tan-érh in T’ai-p’ing yü-lan, 790, 22 b), are a comparatively sober Chinese counterpart to the Karṇāprāvarāna, «Those who use their ears as a mantle», of Indian folklore (cf. S. Lévi, in JA, 1918, t, 17, 75). Yet these same barbarians, located on the direct land track from western China to India via Burma, clearly were well advanced in the technique of weaving. But this does not necessarily mean, of course, that po-tieh, or even tieh alone, should be a foreign word transcribed from one of their dialects; the Hua-yang kuo chih, which says that lan-kan is a Lao word, is silent on po-tieh.

Leaving po for a while, something has to be said on tieh. First of all, 拆 tieh means «to duplicate», «to fold» (it is in that sense that it is translated upārpaṇa in Bagchi, Deux lexiques sanskrit-chinois, 316; the editor ought not to have referred there to No. 536, p. 279, where tieh is used in its other sense of cotton textile), and has never been the name of a textile in the pre-Han texts, nor even in Han texts if we do not count that of the Hou-Han shu which seems to be actually of post-Han origin. As to 拆 tieh, which is the designation of a textile, either alone, or in po-tieh, it is also a post-Han creation. An attempt, however, has been made at an early date to connect tieh, in its meaning of textile, with a term occurring in Han texts. In Sū-ma Ch’ien’s chapter on goods and trade (129, 34-35, in TAKIGAWA Kametaro’s critical edition Shiki koichū kōshō), mention is made of a textile called 拆布 t’a-pu or 拆布 ta-pu, i. e. «t’a (or ta) cloth»; t’a is *t’dp, and ta is *t’dp; the parallel text in the Ch’ien-Han shu (91, 3 b) gives ta-pu.

When Ma Yüan was sent to Sū-ma-ch’uan c. 25 A. D., the local usurper presented him with a garment in 都布 tu-pu, «tu (*tuo) cloth» (Hou-Han shu, 85, 1 b); from a note of the commentary of 676-678, we learn that the lost 東觀 [漢] 記 Tung-kuan [Han] chi of the 2nd cent., in a parallel passage, gave ta-pu, and that tu-pu was mentioned as a name of textile by 何承天 Ho Ch’eng-t’ien (370-447). For the t’a or ta of t’a-pu or ta-pu, there are still secondary forms occurring in various editions or dictionaries, such as 拆 t’a (*t’dp) in the Yü-p’ien (and the T’ang yüan, according to the K’ang-hsi ts‘ü-tien; cf. also TARANZANO, Vocabulaire, ii, 576), 拆 ta (*t’dp) in some copies of Sū-ma Ch’ien (cf. TAKIGAWA’s edition) and of the Ch’ien-Han shu (cf. K’ang-hsi ts‘ü-tien, and T’zi-yüan, s. v. ta), and 拆 t’a (*t’dp) in the Shih-shuo hsin-yü of Liu I-ch’ing (401-444; cf. T’zü-t’ung, 1760); to these, the T’zü-t’ung (ibid.) adds 納布 na-pu, «na (*n’dp) cloth» of Sung shu, 71, 1 b, but the connection is doubtful (na seems to have been the name of a cloth [cf. the texts, often corrupt, quoted in Ko-chih ch’ing-yüan, 27, 25-26, and in T’zi-yüan, s. v. na], but it may also perhaps be taken here with the value of 拆 na, «to piece
together; 綿衣 na-i, as a designation of the Buddhist garb, anciently occurs as 纜衣 na-i, for instance in 宵, x, 16 a, and in 爲, viii, 166 b; cf. also SOOTHILL and HODDUS, A Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist terms, 336, 339; under the 績, the tribute from Fu-chien included 200 na robes [綿糧 na-ao], according to WANG Chi’s Hsü Wên-hsien t’ung-k’ao, 32, 16 a). In his last commentary on the Ch’ien-Han shu entitled Han shu yin-i, Meng K’ang, who lived in the first half of the 3rd cent., had a note saying that «ta-pu is 白 墜 po-tieh» (cf. also T’ai-p’ing yü-lan, 691, 1 a; in spite of the Chêng-tzu t’ung, s. v. 繊 mien, Meng K’ang of course does not yet speak of «chi-pei»). In the first half of the 7th cent., Yen Shih-ku opposed this view, saying (Ch’ien-Han shu, 91, 3 b): «Ta-pu was a coarse cloth; it was cheap, and that is why it had to be delivered [in paying taxes] in the same weight as leather; it is not po-tieh. As to ta, [it expresses] the idea of ’thick and heavy’ (厚 重 hou-chung), but readers have foolishly given it the sound t’a, which is not correct.» Later authors have quoted Yen Shih-ku’s text, more or less, in particular Chang Shou-chieh, who, in his commentary on Ssu-ma Ch’ien, dated 736 (not 737, as said by CHAVANNES, Mémo. hist., I, ccxvi, and TP, 1907, 183, followed by LAUPER, The Story of the Pinna, 115), added on his own account (TAKIGAWA ed., 129, 35): «Po-tieh is woven from cotton (mu-mien), which does not exist in China.»

Yet Yen Shih-ku’s dogmatic assertion is not conclusive. The Tz’u-yüan, under tu-pu, maintains that the tu-pu of Ma Yüan’s biographical notice is the same as the hempen light material known in Kuang-tung as 總 布 lo-pu or 都 落 tu-lo, which is worn in summer, and, at the same time, under 蓋 ta, says that ta in ta-pu is the same as tieh, «to duplicate», and expresses the idea of «thickness». But, in view of the alternation of ta-pu and tu-pu in the Hou-Han shu and the Tung-kuan Han chi, it seems probable that both designate the same textile and are doubles of the same term. On the other hand, this double form would almost imply that both represent a foreign southern term borrowed twice at different stages of phonetic evolution; the relation between ta (*tâp) and tu (*tuo) would be practically the same as between chieh (*kjop) and ku (*kuo) in the transcriptions chieh-peî and ku-peî of *kappāt = kappāt (cf. above, p. 441). Yü Chêng-hsieh (Kuei-sü lei-kao, 14, 4 a) accepts Meng K’ang’s view that the ta-pu was po-tieh, «cotton». FUJITA has also hypothetically connected with ta-pu the puzzling term 打 布 ta-pu which occurs several times in the Tao-i chih-lio, written in the middle of the 14th cent. (Tao-i chih-lio chiao-chu, Hsiieh-t’ang ts’ung-shu ed., 15 a); on this late ta-pu, cf. ROCKHILL, in TP, 1915, 86, 237, where ta-pu is supposed to be some cotton fabric (but the reference to a term 達 布 ta-pu in Chao Ju-kua must be suppressed, since Chao Ju-kua actually speaks of 子 達 布 yu-ta pu; cf. HR, 160). I feel very sceptical about FUJITA’s hypothesis. The interval in time is so great that the proposed connection remains en l’air unless the expression can be traced in some southern dialect. Moreover it may not be necessary. In his Chêng-la fêng-t’u chi, «Description of the customs of Cambodia», Chou Ta-kuan, also a writer of the Yuan period, speaks of the rules which decided the kind of «cloth» (布 pu) which everyone was entitled to «put on» (打 ta), and also of the brahmans, who, besides the «cloth put on» (ta-pu) by everybody, wore a band (Ku-chin shuo hai ed., 6 a, b, 8 a; BEFO, ii, 146-148). It may be that the ta-pu of the Tao-i chih-lio was a term of the spoken language, designating a cheap cotton fabric, a «cloth to wear». One might be also tempted to see the same
t'a (*t'āp) or ta (*tāp) of Han times as the first element of 事 t'a-t'eng (*tāp-t'eng), the designation under the Later Han and until T'ang times of a fine woollen rug with designs (Laufer, Sino-Iranica, 492, has given an ancient pronunciation which would be *d'iep or d'ēp, and referred for *d'iep to ch. 19 of the I-ch'ieh ching yin-i; but I find no gloss on t'a-t'eng in ch. 19 either of Hsiian-yü's or of Hui-lin's works which bear that title; on the other hand, both works comment more than once on t'a-t'eng, but always say that the pronunciation is *tāp-t'eng; cf. Tōkyō Tripiti. of Meiji, 詩, vii, 7 b, 17 a, 45 b, 60 a; viii, 163 b; ix, 66 b, 110 a, 119 b, 149 b; x, 37 a). I think, however, that t'a-t'eng must be left out. First of all, it was not a cotton, but a woollen textile; in Tōkyō Tripiti. of Taishō, 54, 986, t'a-t'eng (the form is corrupt in the edition) translates Skr. kambala, «woollen blanket or rug». On the other hand, I feel inclined, like Laufer, to see in t'a-t'eng a term of Iranian origin, though perhaps not in the way he meant (cf. my review of Lüders's Textilien in Oriental. Literaturezeitung, 1938, No. 3, 185).

Yen Shih-ku was certainly right in stating that the «ta cloth» of Han texts was a coarse fabric and could not be what in his time was known as po-tieh, i.e. real «cotton stuff», but it is quite possible that, at an early date, before our era, the technique of cotton weaving was not yet perfected, and that a coarse cotton cloth was woven in south-western China, which went under a name «ta (*tāp) cloth» or tu (*tuο) cloth, borrowed from some non-Chinese language of the south. Although I am not in a position to say where the «ta cloth» of the Former Han period was made and used in paying taxes, we must not forget that Ma Yüan's garment of «ta cloth» or «tu cloth» was offered to him in Ssu-ch'uan (the t'a-pu in the Shih-shuo hsia-yü may be a «literary» survival, inspired by Ma Yüan's biography). Tieh (*d'iep) may be the 3rd cent. transcription of the same foreign word which was formerly rendered ta (*tāp) and tu (*tuο). It is of some moment that a scholar of the first half of the 3rd cent. like Meng K'ang should say that the «ta cloth» (or t'a cloth) is the same as po-tieh; he clearly identified ta and tieh as one and the same word. Even Yen Shih-ku, while opposing Meng K'ang, certainly thought of tieh, «to duplicate», when he said that ta implied the idea of «thickness» and «heaviness», and the authors of the Ts'ā-yüan have merely given a more express agreement to Yen Shih-ku's opinion when they state that ta was used instead of tieh. So, in my opinion, it is tieh alone, and not po-tieh, which is the direct continuation, in the 3rd cent., of the former ta and tu as the designation of a cotton fabric. The nature of that cotton will be more fully discussed in the last part of this inquiry, but I may already state here that, in my opinion, it was the product of the cotton tree (Gossypium arboreum).

Early in the 3rd cent., Chinese maritime trade with Indo-China and Indonesia also brought to China cotton goods, made from the down of either the cotton plant or the cotton tree, or of both. They too were designated as 灰 po-tieh or 白 po-tieh. Both forms are easily explainable, the first one, «silky tieh», implying an allusion to the glossy appearance of the fabric, and the second, «white tieh», referring to its colour, and it is difficult to decide which of the two was adopted first. In view of parallel cases to be quoted next, an original «white» meaning is, however, more probable. The two po (*b'ēk) were absolute homophons, and there are even cases when they were used indiscriminately. The 白 pei, «white streamers», of the Shih ching (Legge, Chin. Classics, iv, 283) is quoted as 白 pei in the sub-commentary of the Kung-
yang commentary on the Ch’ung-ch’iu (cf. Tsü-t’ung, 18, 9). The Chinese surname of the royal family of Kuča is given as ㄑ Po in Chin shu, 97, 6 a, Pei shih, 97, 6 a, Sui shu, 83, 5 b, Chiu T’ang shu, 198, 7 a, and Hsin T’ang shu, 221 a, 8 a, but as Ꚑ Po in Liang shu, 54, 14 a, and Tsü-t’ung t’ung-chien (cf. Chavannes, in Ancient Khotan, 1, 544). In Buddhist works, the surname is usually written Ꚑ Po for people who either are of Kuchean origin, or have taken over the surname of a Kuchean master (cf. Nangı, Catalogue, App. II, Nos. 20, 36; BEFEO, vi, 350; x, 224; Bacle, Le canon bouddhique, ii, 129, 319). In his Hsing-shih hsün-yüan (43, 4 b), Chang Chu gives only Ꚑ Po as the surname of the king of Kuča. In the case of po-tieh, the first form, seemingly meaning « silky tieh », occurs in the Hua-yang kuo-chih and the Hou-Han shu, perhaps both drawing from the Wei-lio, and I know only one other example of it (the verse of Chou Pang-yen, 1057-1121, cited in the P’ei-w’en yün-fu is merely copied from the Hou-Han shu), in a sūtra translated c. a. d. 300 (Nangı, No. 165, ch. 4; Tokyö Tripit. of Meiji, 聖, x, 41, a, reading confirmed ibid. 聖, viii, 186 a); here a true cotton fabric is certainly meant, and is described as such in Hui-li’s gloss. The second form, meaning apparently « white tieh », is much more common, and has finally prevailed. We find it first, in the second quarter of the 3rd cent., in Meng K’ang’s gloss on « ta cloth ». Almost at the same date, it occurs in the 載時外國傳 Wu shih wai-kuo chuan, that is to say in one the accounts of the mission of K’ang T’ai and Chu Ying to Fu-nan (Cambodia) c. 245-250 (cf. TP, 1923, 121-122; Études asiatiques... de l’EFEO, ii, 245). This account is lost, but many quotations from it have come down to us, including the following one, which has been preserved in the Hou-Han shu, 116, 8 a, and in the T’ai-p’ing yü-lan, 820, 20 b : « The women of the country of 諸 薊 Chu-po weave po-tieh flower cloth » (白 塵 花 布 po-tieh hua-pu, i. e. « cloth made with po-tieh flowers »; on this meaning of hua-pu, cf. infra, p. 475; my old rendering « cotonnades à ramages » in BEFEO, iv, 270, 275, may have to be abandoned; the same may perhaps be said of my translation « étos à ramages » for hua-pu in BEFEO, ii, 146, 147, 176, and of the analogous translations in HR, 48 [where I am not certain that 葛 貝 花 布 chi-p’ei hua-pu is not the designation of only one product], 152, 155, 171; although the meaning of hua-pu may have changed between Chin and Sui or post-Sui times, I am struck by the fact that, as late as 1618, the Tsung-hai yang k’ao [6, 14 b] employs hua-pu in the general sense of « cotton goods », lit. « cloth [made] from flowers ». Chu-po (¬T’ai®o-b’ak) certainly renders a derived form *Javag (< *Java) of the name of Java, although it may designate Sumatra as well (see *Java); cf. BEFEO, iii, 264; iv, 270, 275-276; Ferrand, in JA, 1919, ii, 5-6; 1922, ii, 209). The transcription is not satisfactory, although a later 社 腦 Chê-po (¬Jia®o-b’ak) provides an interesting parallel form for the second part of the name. As to 諸 chu (¬Ch’i®o), we may here again suppose a labialization of the first vowel under the influence of the following labial consonant, but the surd nature of the initial consonant, which ought to render ㄑ, not ㄑ, remains unexplained. In Kuo P’o’s (276-324) commentary on the Shan-hai ching (Ching-hsüan-t’ung ts’ung-shu ed., 16, 2 b; from there it has passed into the sub-commentary on the Ėrh ya, Shih-san-ching chu-shu ed., 9, 24 a), we find a quotation which is copied verbatim from the Wu-shih wai-kuo-chuan (it is the one on the Huo-shan, the Volcano, and my note in BEFEO, iii, 276, has to be changed accordingly), and there the name is written 諸 薊 Ch’i-po (¬G’i®o-b’ak), clearly corrupt for 諸 薊 Chê-po; but it would
be of no avail to start from Chê-po (*T’sja-b’ak), and to imagine a generalized faulty reading in all the numerous quotations of T’ang and early Sung times, since Chê-po would still suppose *Chavag, not *Javag. But since Chu-po can only refer to Java or Sumatra, it is of some importance to note that we have perhaps here the earliest Chinese location of a country where a po-tieh which was undoubtedly a cotton stuff of some sort, was manufactured.

The T’ai-p’ing yü-lan (820, 19 a) cites an edict of the Emperor Wên-ti of the Wei dynasty which, from its position between two passages of the Wei lio, can only refer to the Emperor Wên-ti of the first Wei dynasty (= Ts’ao P’ei, who reigned from 220 to 226), and moreover is well in the trend of many other productions of that learned Emperor; I do not know why it has been omitted from Wên-ti’s writings as collected in Yên K’o-chên’s Ch’üan shang-ku san-tai... sect. Ch’üan san-kuo wen, chs. 4-8. The text says: ‘The places of origin of precious things are always China and the Western Countries; the products of other countries cannot be compared with them. The ‘yellow cloth’ (huang-pu) of the Tai chün (= the region of Ta-t’ung in northern Shanhsi) is fine (細 hsi), the 绢 lien (= white boiled gauze) of Lo-lang (in Corea) is refined (精 ching), and the T’ai-mo cloth’ (大未布 T’ai-mo pu; T’ai-mo is an ancient name of Ch’ü-chou fu in Chê-chiang) of the eastern part of the region south of the Chiang; — Chê-chiang) is white (白 bo), but they are not so fresh and pure as the po-tieh cloth (白曬布 po-tieh pu).’ Although it is difficult to reach a definite conclusion from such a fragmentary text, it looks as though the Emperor Wên-ti wished to contrast good Chinese textiles with the po-tieh of western countries which he considered superior. This would be the more interesting since the text, if I have dated it correctly, may be more ancient than even the source of both the Hua-yang kuo-chih and the Hou-Han shu and provide the earliest instance of the term po-tieh hitherto discovered. I find next that, in 331, Ta-yüan (Ferghana) offered po-tieh to Shih Lo, who reigned in northern China (T’ai-p’ing yü-lan, 820, 20 b). From that time, po-tieh often occurs in secular literature and in Buddhist translations down to the beginning of the Sung dynasty (cf. K’ang-hsi tzü-tien, s.v. 蕾, and Yamata’s Index to the various Ich’ieh ching yin-i). It would be an error, however, to believe that po-tieh was uniformly written with the same second character. Prior to T’ang times, as if tieh had retained something of its foreign origin, the second element of po-tieh was often written by the translators or authors 蕾 chih (*t’siap), 绀 hsieh (*siät; or 蕾 which occurs also in the tale of Yu-yang tsa-tsu, 14, 5 a; Huber, BEFEO, vi, 37, has translated 绀 hsi-hsieh [— hsi-tieh], 蕾 hsieh (*siät), and even 紫 chieh (*kiet; on this last form, faulty, but frequent, cf. BEFEO, iv, 357; TP, 1912, 463; 1932, 152-153, 183; BEFEO, xxiv, 102). These forms are more than once denounced as vulgar or incorrect by the authors of the different Ich’ieh ching yin-i (to the remarks to that effect which may be collected from the passages mentioned in Yamata’s Index, add that of K’o-hung, ch. 18, in III, 68 a). As Hui-lin says (ch. 35, ibid. ix, 25 a), there was no authorized character for tieh, so that we find sometimes ‘emergency’ forms created by the translators. What is more important, the same authors often say that the ancient form of tieh was 蕾 t’a (*t’dp; altered in III, 45 b; IX, 72 b, 128 a; but correctly given in IX, 138 b); but 蕾 t’a is to 蕾 t’a what 蕾 tieh is to 蕾 tieh, that is to say, the authors of the yin-i established between the tieh of po-tieh and the t’a of t’a
cloth or "ta cloth") the same connection which had already been asserted by Mêng K'ang.

From all the documentation already examined, the conclusion can be safely drawn that the po of po-tieh is not a necessary constituent of the term, and that tieh alone, often miswritten in the forms indicated above, was a sufficient designation of the textile; hence the many terms like 堆花 tieh-hua, 堆衣 tieh-i, 鎖織 chih tieh, etc., tens of examples of which may easily be collected from the quotations in the P'ei-wên yün-fu, the K'ang-hsi ts'u-tien and Yamada's Index. Tieh, used alone, translates Skr. pāta in Tripiṭ. 堆, x, 7b corresponding to COWELL, Digōana-dāna. 405v. From a T'ang source which I have not been able to identify, Fa-yün, in his Fan-i ming-i chi (ch. 18, Tripiṭ. 兩, xi, 87a), has culled the following notice: "鉤鉤 Po-ch'a ("pudā-t'ia; Skr. pāta) means in Chinese 'a strip of man' (縝縝 man-t'iao); it is a strip (幅 fu) of tieh without 'field marks' (田 相'tien-hsiang, i.e. without lines similar to those separating one field from another); the three garments (of a monk) are all made out of the same man.' A note by I-ching (張, viii, 109a) also explains po-ch'a as meaning man-t'iao. In ordinary Chinese, man is a name of thin plain silk; but it is constantly used in T'ang and Sung times as the designation of the loincloth, or the samprot, or the sarong of Indo-Chinese and Indonesian native populations, which was certainly not made of silk. In Sanskrit, pāta means a "strip of cloth", and is translated snam-bu, "woollen cloth", "serge", in Tibetan (Mahāvyutpatti, No. 5864); it is clearly the word meant by Fa-yün's source and I-ching, and not paṭa, "silk" (cf. Mahāvyutpatti, No. 5867), with which it is often confused (cf. LÜDERS, Textilien im alten Turkistan, 24-28, and my remarks in Oriental. Literaturzeitung, 1938, No. 3, 186). But the Tibetans had little knowledge of cotton, and I take Fa-yün's text as meaning that tieh was, in principle, the designation of a strip of plain cotton. Speaking of Kao-ch'ang, Hsia-ying and Hui-lin always say that 'cotton' is called there tieh; they never say po-tieh. The pilgrims Hsia-ssang and Hui-ch'ao, when describing the cotton garments of the people of India and Central Asia, always use tieh alone; when we find once in Hui-ch'ao (FUJITA ed., 70 b) the mention that the people of the present Russian Turkestan used to wear 白給帯子 po-tieh mao-tzu, I have no doubt that he intended to indicate the colour, and that we must translate "caps of white cotton." This also explains that po-tieh should have been rendered yyrûng bôz, "white cotton stuff" in a Uighur translation made from the Chinese (cf. supra, p. 434). An identical case occurs in the Tibetan Jats-blun, translated from the Chinese Hsien-yü ching. In Tibetan, ras, "cotton stuff", is the exact equivalent of Turk. bôz, and po-tieh of Hsien-yü ching, ch. 5, § 25 (宿, ix, 30 b) is rendered ras dkar-po, "white cotton stuff", by the Tibetan translator (cf. SCHMIDT, Der Weise und der Thor, Tib. text, 120; transl., 149); the other passages in which po-tieh or tieh occurs in the Hsien-yü ching, 20 a, 59 b, 70 b, belong to sentences or paragraphs missing in the Tibetan version).

In many languages, confusion has occurred in the meaning of words referring to cotton, woollen, and even silk fabrics; tieh is no exception to the rule. The K'ang-hsi ts'u-tien, followed by the Ts'ù-yüan, gives only one meaning for tieh, that of 青氈 hsi mao-pu, "fine woollen cloth" (lit. "fine hair stuff"), and the Ts'ù-yüan gives "silken stuff" as the primary meaning of po-tieh. D'HERVEY DE SAINT-DENYS (Ethnogr. des peuples étrangers, Méridionaux, 539-540) thought that po-tieh could be "the nippis cloth of the Philippine Islands, although he admitted
that this was not white. When Fa-hsien speaks of the *po-tieh* tied round the bamboo structure of a procession car in Magadha, Legge (*The Travels of Fa-Hien*, 79) gives "white and silk-like cloth of hair," whereas the material meant by Fa-hsien was certainly cotton. As late as 1910, in his *500 Contes*, Chavannes translated *po-tieh*, *étroite blanche* (i, 86), and *tapis blanc* (ii, 187-188), and *tieh* alone *feutre* (i, 168; clearly a slip), or *tapis* (ii, 139, 187), or *drap* (ii, 229), cotton being adopted only sporadically (i, 165, 166; ii, 142). The word "cotton" was not even mentioned under *tieh* in the first edition of Giles’s *Chinese-English Dictionary*. In stating that *tieh* was a woollen cloth, the authors of the *K'ang-hsi tsu-tien* merely followed in the wake of their predecessors: the definition of *tieh* as "fine woollen cloth" already occurred in the 拾書 *Pi-tsu-t'ang* of 張振 Chang I, written in the middle of the 3rd cent. (cf. Hui-lin, 34, in 爲, ix, 20 a; the contrary statements in chs. 55 and 78, [ix, 128; x, 33 a] are due to corruptions of the text), and it was repeated in 呂忱 Lù Shèn’s 字林 *Tsū lin* (c. 270 A.D.; ibid. ch. 52 [ix, 112 a]; the date is obtained by combining the indication of Lù Shèn’s master in *Pei shih*, 34, 12 a, with the biography of the latter in *Chin shu*, 37, 3 a-b), and in Lu Fa-yen’s famous *Ch’ieh yün*, published in 601 (Hui-lin, ch. 5 [viii, 20 a]; altered in viii, 21 a); Hui-lin, ch. 27 [viii, 171 a]). A similar statement is made in Kuo I-kung’s 廣志 *Kuang chih* (4th or 5th cent.), which says that the "*po-tieh* cloth", a produce of the island (chou) of Chu-po (Java or Sumatra), "is woven with wool" (lit. "hair"); 毛織 *mao-chih*; cf. Su-tsun Ch’eng’s commentary [c. 730] on Su-tsun Ch’ien, in Takigawa’s ed., 129, 35, and T’ai-p’ing yü-lan, 820, 20 b; this passage, which does not occur in the fragments of the *Kuang chih* collected in ch. 61 of the *Shuo fu* in 120 chs., is given in the reconstructed *Kuang chih* of the Yü-han-shan-fang chi i-shu, i, 6 a). The only dictionary to express a partly divergent opinion is the 考證 *K’ao shèng*, the date of which I do not know (I do not find any mention of this work in Hsi-hsien Ch’i-k’un’s *Hsiao-hsüeh k’ao*, nor in the list of ancient lexicographical works tabulated by Yamada at the end of his Index of the various *I-ch’ieh ching yin-i*; it is often cited, however, by Hui-lin, and from his ch. 39 ( 爲, ix, 44 b), we learn that the name of the author was 張振 Chang Chien; I do not know whether he is the same Chang Chien whose work on mourning rites is mentioned in *Hsin T’ang shu*, 58, 10 b). In the *K’ao shèng*, the definition of *tieh* is: "It is a woollen cloth (mao pu); it is also a cloth [made] of the flowers of a plant" 草花布 *ts’ao-hua pu*; Hui-lin, chs. 14 and 40, in 爲, viii, 102 b; ix, 50 b; the text is incomplete in chs. 34 and 55, *ibid.* ix, 20 a, 123 a). In the same manner, K’uei-chi, one of the principal disciples of Hsüan-tsang, says (*ibid.* viii, 171 a): "According to the *Ch’ieh yün*, [*tieh*] is a ‘fine woollen cloth’. The modern use of the term is not in agreement [with this definition]. There are, besides [the old woollen cloth], 茶 *chan* [read 紹 *tieh*] flowers which are woven so as to make cloth. What is made with wool is serge (織 *ho*) and 畦 *chi*. So even those who, like the author of the *K’ao shèng* and K’uei-chi, know *tieh* as a cotton fabric, did not dare to depart from the more ancient authorities, but considered that a new meaning had developed. Yet, the examples in Buddhist translations clearly refer to cotton, and to cotton only (with an exception to be discussed in the next paragraph). Whenever the quotations in the *K’ang-hsi tsu-tien* are precise enough to allow of an identification, it is also cotton which is meant. Quite evidently too, the *tieh* or *po-tieh* produced in Java or Sumatra, about which the *Kuang chih* says that it was "woven with wool", is the same as the *po-tieh* woven
by women of the same country according to the reports of K'ang T'ai and Chu Ying, and this was certainly cotton. Although, at first, tieh, as the equivalent of the ta or t'a of "ta cloth" or "t'a cloth", may have referred to cotton of the cotton tree as well as of the cotton plant, I maintain that it has always been the name of a fabric of vegetable, not of animal origin.

In I-ching's translations of the Vinaya of the Mulasravastivadin, there is a passage, however, in which tieh is used in a wider sense. Speaking of fine textiles, the translation says (ch. 44; 張, ix, 89 b): "[Of fine textiles], there are four sorts, which are called 'Chia-shih fine tieh' 加戶細織, 'ch'u-mo fine tieh' 柴摩細織, 'chu-ma fine tieh' 木麻細織, and 'ku-ch'ê-po-chia fine tieh' 孤貼薄細織. The "Chia-shih fine tieh" is the Čaśi (=-Benares) cotton muslin, which presents no difficulty; but ch'u-mo transcribes Skr. kṣauṇa, "flax", "linen", chu-ma is "ramie", and ku-ch'ê-po-chia, "kochavaca", can be no other than Skr. *kaucaha, a kind of "woollen blanket" or "carpet" (cf. infra, p. 492). So only the first of the four fine tieh is really a cotton stuff (the same may be said of the use of Tib. ras in Mahāvyutpatti, 9160-9163). My impression is that this is due to the loose value of Skr. pāṭa ("strip of cotton stuff", but also a designation of strips of other textiles), which was probably used in the Sanskrit original which I-ching translated.

I may add that there were many mixed textiles, one-half or one-third of which was cotton; a descriptive list of such fabrics has been preserved in ch. 2 of Nanjō, No. 1107 (寒, x, 16 a-b). The Hsien-yü ching (ch. 12, § 50; Nanjō, No. 1322; 冬, ix, 70 b) mentions "a piece of gold coloured tieh" (一端金色之疋) made by Mahāprajāpati. The K'ang-hsi tzu-tien, quoting this (s. v. tieh), adds that, according to a gloss of the text, this was the designation of a 細成大衣 chih-ch'êng tu-i, "great garment in chih-ch'êng". As a matter of fact the quotation in the K'ang-hsi tzu-tien is second hand, and is drawn from the Fa-yüan chu-lin (ch. 41; 藩, viii, 78 b), where the gloss is an addition. We cannot check the T'ang interpretation of the passage from the Tibetan translation, because, in the latter, there is no section corresponding to ch. 12, § 50 of the Chinese text. But there is no reason to doubt the gloss of the Fa-yüan chu-lin, which goes back to the 7th cent. Now, the important point is that chih-ch'êng, as it is used in the gloss, would be the technical designation of a fabric with designs and ornaments, a kind of brocade without a uniform coloured "ground" (cf. infra, p. 507). Mahāprajāpati's textile recurs in Chavannes, 500 Contes, III, 46 (cf. also Przybucki, in JA, 1919, i, 397), where "un vêtement complet tissé en fils d'or" renders 金織成衣 chin-lü chih-ch'êng i, more accurately a "garment of gold thread brocade" (cf. also ibid. i, 261, "vêtements faits en tissu d'or", which really are "gold brocade garments"). The very fact that the said tieh was "gold coloured" precludes the possibility that it should have been a strip of plain cotton stuff. So we must be prepared to find tieh used in a number of cases with a wider meaning than the one I have deduced as original and fundamental.

Early in the Sung dynasty, a new character 棉 tieh was formed to write the tieh of po-tieh; it occurs for the first time in the 萬姓 Chi-yun, a dictionary published by Ting Tu (990-1053), and is mentioned in the 慶餘問平 Wên-yü hsien-p'ing, a miscellaneous work written by 袁文 Yuan Wen (12th cent., Wu-ying-tien chi-chên-pan ts'ung-shu ed., 4, 3 a). But it never met with general acceptance, and I know of no actual example of it in a text.
The Relative Meaning of Ku-pei (Chi-pei) and Po-tieh. — Soothill and Hodous (A Dictionary of Chinese Buddhism, 232) say that Skr. kārpāsa is "cotton, Gossypium herbaceum," but that the Chinese transcriptions of the word refer "especially to kārpāśi, the cotton tree" (i.e. silk-cotton tree). I do not think that in the consideration of Indian sources such a strict line can be drawn between the values of kārpāsa and kārpāśi, while, on the other hand, Chinese texts certainly do not allow us to regard ku-pei (and later chi-pei) as referring to the silk-cotton tree. On the other hand, kārpāsa is "cotton" rather than "cotton stuff," while po-tieh has always been the designation of a cotton fabric. But the fact is that both ku-pei (chi-pei) and po-tieh soon came to be used as designations of textiles, and that a distinction was made between them. We have seen (p. 439) that, in 430, an Indonesian kingdom sent to China "po-tieh and ku-pei of the kingdom of T'ien-chu (India) and ku-pei of the kingdom of Yeh-po (Gandhāra)." By the way, if ku-pei were "silk-cotton tree," Bombax malabaricum, as seems to have been thought by Soothill and Hodous, the inferior fabric made out of the fluff of the Bombax (if any could be made) would have travelled all the way from the north-western Indian frontier to Indonesia and China, which certainly does not seem to be probable. In Sui shu, 82, 3 a, we are told that, when holding his Court, the king of Chên-la (Cambodia) wore 紺 袍 古 貝 鳥 chao-hsia ku-pei man, "a sampot of dawn-rosy ku-pei;" in ordinary circumstances, he wore po-tieh. (I have refuted, TP, 1912, 480, Hirth and Rockhill's mistaken explanation [HR, 218-219] of chao-hsia as a transcription of Skr. kaukeya, "silken stuff [from cocoons of wild silkworms];" cf. also my review of Lüders's memoir Textilien im alten Turkistan [Abhandl. d. Pr. Ak. d. Wiss. 1936, Ph.-hist. Kl., No. 3], in Oriental. Literaturzeitung, 1938, No. 3, 186; as to man, more often written 安 man, which also occurs as kan-man, tu-man, ho-man, it was another mistake of Hirth and Rockhill. HR, 64, to derive it from Skr. kambala, "wool;" it represents the Chinese adaptation of an Indonesian word, the forms of which vary from Malay kambil to Cham aban, Bahmar haban.) So, in this case, the coloured ku-pei was a cotton stuff regarded as superior to the po-tieh, which must have been a plain white fabric. According to the Chiu T'ang shu (197, 1 a), the king of Champa (see "Ciamba") wore po-tieh ku-pei which covered the upper arm diagonally and went round the waist, while his consort donned chao-hsia ku-pei, which she arranged into a short skirt (短 裙 tuan ch'ün). On the next page (197, 1 b) in the notice of the kingdom of P'o-li (Bali?), we are told that "it has the ku-pei plant (ts'ao); [the people] take its flowers, and make cloth with [them]; that which is coarse is called ku-pei; that which is fine is called po-tieh." Practically the same indications are given in the Hsin T'ang shu (222 c, 1 a, b), except that, in the passage on the "ku-pei plant," the Hsin T'ang shu does not say that the coarse is ku-pei and the fine po-tieh, but merely that they are pei and tieh, respectively. Here at least, the ku-pei is certainly not a "cotton tree" in the sense of "silk-cotton tree," Bombax malabaricum, nor even, probably, what I call cotton tree, Gossypium arboreum, but a plant (ts'ao), the Gossypium herbaceum; it will be remembered that tieh is defined "a cloth made with the flowers of a plant of the Western countries" by Hui-lin (Tripit. R, IX, 72 b, 114 a). So, it would seem that ku-pei had different values: it was the name of the cotton plant, and of cotton itself, and was also used as a generic term for all cotton stuffs, so that a plain white variety could be called a po-tieh ku-pei and a gay-coloured one a chao-hsia ku-pei; but, as the specific name of a particular
fabric, ku-pei was the coarse, in contradistinction to the fine variety called po-tieh. Moreover, po-tieh, either from the outset or soon after it had been adopted, meant «white tieh»; but, in the absence of any other specification, it was used as a generic name for «fine cotton stuff». Tieh alone, however, was always felt to be a word which had this same meaning, and could be used in other combinations. The tieh was «fine», and yet we are told of «coarse tieh» (授 hsi t'su tieh; cf. Hui-lin, ch. 65, in 輯, ix, 72 b). Side by side with po-tieh, «white tieh», there are examples of 黒黑 hei-tieh, «black tieh» (cf. CHAVANNES, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 133, where the translation «black garments forming folds» for hei-tieh is erroneous); one could not have said «black po-tieh» without indulging in a contradiction in terms. A distinction is hardly to be traced in Sung times between ku-pei (which had become chi-pei) and po-tieh, because po-tieh seems to have already become an obsolete term by that time, occurring only in quotations made from earlier works or in allusions to them. Neither ku-pei (chi-pei) nor po-tieh occurs in Fan Ch'êng-ta's Kuei-hai yü-hêng chih, the preface of which is dated 1175; it employs only mu-mien (Chih-pu-tsu-chai ts'ung-shu ed., 14 a). In the Ling-wei tai-ta, mu-mien is used only once (10, 9 a), in a passage which seems to be derived from a more ancient source, and it is not mentioned in the special paragraph entitled chi-pei (6, 12-13) which is devoted to cotton. In this chi-pei paragraph, po-tieh occurs only in connection with the Nan-chao (not «Laos» as in HR, 219, but the Ta-li kingdom in Yün-nan), but the very name «Nan-chao» betrays the antiquarian nature of the passage, since the former Nan-chao kingdom of T'ang times was known under the Sung as the kingdom of Ta-li; and, moreover, «Nan-chao», in Chou Ch'i-fei's text, is a misquotation from the Hsien T'ang shu, where the passage refers not to Nan-chao, but to Champa. Chao Ju-kua's two mentions of po-tieh, in the paragraphs on Champa and India (HR, 48 [where the rendering «white muslins» is inaccurate], 111), are also derived from T'ang sources, but nothing is said of po-tieh in the special paragraph on «cotton», entitled chi-pei (HR, 217-218). In the Supplement to the P'ei-wên yüns-fu (Yün-fu shih-i, 105, 9 a, s. v. «po-tieh»), a passage is given as drawn from the notice of the kingdom of Ta-li in the Sung shih; the Ta-li people are said there to have had almost the same customs and the same dress as the Arabs (Ta-shih), and to have worn around the breast a piece of po-tieh which reached to their feet. But it must be a misquotation, since there is not a word of all this in the Ta-li paragraph of the Sung shih (488, 8 a-b), and the whole passage is in Sung shih, 489, 1 a-b, and refers to Champa. It is the only one which would suggest that po-tieh was still a living term in southern China under the Sung, and it may go back to a source dating from the beginning of the dynasty. The only indication that po-tieh had more or less survived either in northern China, or in Chinese Turkestan until the Mongol period is provided by the account of Ch'iu Ch'ang-ch'un's travels across Central Asia in 1221-1224. In speaking of the dress of the inhabitants of what is now Russian Turkestan, Ch'iu Ch'ang-ch'un says that it was made of po-tieh (WANG Kuo-wei's ed., 2, 1 b), and repeats it in a poem (2, 2 b). In the first case, BRETSCHNEIDER (Br, i, 89) has inaccurately rendered po-tieh as «woollen stuff» and Waley (Travels of an Alchemist, 107) correctly as «cotton»; both have omitted the poem. The «po-tieh cloth» mentioned by Hsiü Kuang-ch'i in speaking of the garb of the Buddhist patriarchs (cf. infra, p. 489) is a scholarly recollection. We have, I think, instances of misleading archaizing, among hundreds of others, when the Ming i-t'ung chih (87, 35 a; followed by T'ou-shu pien, 89, 31 b)
speaks of po-tieh as being made in Burma, or (87, 38a; T’u-shu pien, 89, 51a) at 千 岳 Kan-yai (also called 千 龍 Kan-ê), at the confluence of the Nam-ti and the Ta-ping in Upper Burma; cf. BEFEQ, ix, 666; the Sino-Paï Vocabulary, 10b, renders Kan-yai as 捌 龍 Meng-na, which then ought to be different from the 猛 龍 Meng-na of BEFEQ, ix, 669), or when it says (87, 29b; T’u-shu pien, 89, 30b) that Chin-ch’ih (—Yung-ch’ang) produces 影鈴 piao-tieh (? «purple tieh»), which is po-tieh cloth (po-tieh pu).

In this paragraph on chi-pei, Chao Ju-kua enumerates four qualities of cotton cloth, which, in decreasing order of value, are tou-lo-mien (cf. supra, p. 431), 番 齐 fan-pu («foreign cloth»), mu-mien properly so called, and # 齐 chi-pei. In Chao Ju-kua’s accounts of the various kingdoms, tou-lo-mien is mentioned in the kingdoms of India and of the Arabs (HR, 88, 97, 116). Fan-pu often occurs, sometimes as of various colours (HR, 61, 84, 87, 88, 92, 126); we also find this term in YS, 16, 9a, in the account of an embassy of 1291 from Quilon (see Coiium). Mu-mien is mentioned by Chao Ju-kua in the section on Chiao-chi (Tongking), where mu-mien and chi-pei follow each other in the list of the native products (HR, 46). Moreover, in the section on Hai-nan (HR, 183), we hear of the mu-mien which the Li aborigines mix up in their textiles with threads unravelled from Chinese silken fabrics to make new cloth, but this is taken over from the Kuei-hai yü-hêng chih, 14a, which speaks only of mu-mien (chi-pei never occurs in the work), and chi-pei is Chao’s own and perhaps arbitrary addition. The same may be said of the next sentence, where he adds that the Li women also weave cloth made only of mu-mien or chi-pei. It looks as though the distinction apparently drawn by Chao Ju-kua between mu-mien, which he uses only for Tongking and Hai-nan, and chi-pei, which occurs for these and other countries, were artificial and due primarily to his use of different sources. One might think at first that he understood chi-pei as Gossypium herbaceum, and mu-mien as Gossypium arboreum, so that there should be no serious objection to the respective translations «cotton» and «tree cotton», which have been adopted by Hirth and Rockhill. We must remember, however, that, in 1178, Chou Ch’ü-fei knew only the cotton tree (shu), not the cotton plant (t’sao), and it was precisely this difference which made him hesitate to accept the otherwise obvious identification of the ku-pei plant of pre-T’ang and T’ang texts with the (chi-pei tree) of his own time (cf. infra, p. 437). Unless a great change had taken place between 1178 and 1225, Chao Ju-kua’s chi-pei ought also to be Gossypium arboreum, and, as such, synonymous with mu-mien. But the fact is that we lack information as to the place, time, and condition in which the cotton plant progressively took the place of the cotton tree; it is only the cotton plant which we find from the outset in Chiang-su, as results from the details given in Hu San-hsing’s text (cf. infra, p. 501). As to Chao’s chi-pei, it does not occur anywhere else in his book, and may be a misreading for chi-pei or chi-pei pu (the 書 mu chi-pei of HR, 155, is another misreading; as to pei, used alone twice, HR, 177, 181, it is either also a misreading of chi-pei, or a «literary» abbreviation based on its use in the parallel definition of po-tieh and ku-pei in the Hsin T’ang shu; cf. p. 442); chi-pei, and its equivalent chi-pei pu, «chi-pei cloth», are repeatedly mentioned in Chao’s descriptions of the various kingdoms. I must add, however, that chi-pei occurs in Wang Chêng’s Nung shu (21, 16a; 原 古 chi-i is a misquotation in Wang Chêng’s text as cited by Hsü Kuang-chi’i; cf. Chin. Repository, xix, 469), and it may be, after all, that chi-pei pu was
sometimes abbreviated as chi-pu, which gave the auspicious meaning "fortunate cloth." Chao Ju-kua's four categories leave out some of the terms he uses elsewhere, like pu alone (very frequent), 純布 khsu-put, "fine cloth" (HR, 134; this was the designation of a particular fabric in Ming times and perhaps earlier), 純布 hsüeh-pu, "snow cloth" (HR, 135), etc. In all such cases, Hirth and Rockhill have rendered pu as "cotton cloth" or "cotton stuff," which may happen to be correct for the textiles of certain countries, but is not necessarily so; pu has been the ordinary name of "cotton stuff" only after cotton became a staple product in China, as it was not in Chao Ju-kua's time. In particular, it seems highly doubtful that, as would be implied by Hirth and Rockhill's translation (HR, 168, 171), cotton cloth should have been generally used in Corea and Japan in the first quarter of the 13th cent. According to the Nihon-koki (ch. 8), cotton was introduced into Japan, independently of China, in 799, by a shipwrecked Hindu, or, according to the Ruiju-kokushi (ch. 199), in 800 by a shipwrecked man from K'un-lun (Indonesia and Malay Peninsula); cf. Mookerji, A History of Indian Shipping, 1912, p. 174 (quoting Takakusu's lecture published in Journal of the Indo-Japanese Association, Jan. 1910). But the adoption of the new textile seems to have been slow, and, moreover, would not affect the Corean aspect of the problem.

Ku-chung. — The question of the silk-cotton tree, the cotton tree, and the cotton plant has always been a crux for Chinese authors since Ming times. In recent Chinese works (cf. for instance Chung-kwo [棄] yao-hsiüeh ta ts‘i‘-tien, 234), cotton from the silk-cotton tree is called 木棉 mu-mien, lit. "tree-cotton," and the true cotton, Gossypium herbaceum, is called 棉花 mien-hua, "cotton-flowers," or, still more recently, 草棉 ts‘ao-mien, lit. "plant-cotton." Not a word is said of the cotton tree, Gossypium arboreum. But all this is modern nomenclature, and a mechanical application of it to the past is responsible for many errors. One of the more serious mistakes was made by Laufer (Sino-iranica, 491) when he said that Li Shih-chên, the author of the Pên-ts'ao kang-mu, considered the 古終 ku-chung as a "tree-cotton 木棉 (Bombas malabaricum)." It is true that Li Shih-chên (36, 71 b, 72 a) speaks of the ku-chung as a mu-mien, but it is because he always uses mu-mien as a designation of both the cotton plant and the silk-cotton tree; and, in the case of ku-chung, he most emphatically declares it twice to be "the mu-mien which is like a plant," not "the mu-mien which is like a tree."

Whether Li Shih-chên be right or not is another matter, and the problem must be approached from a different angle. In his notice on mu-mien (cotton), Li Shih-chên quotes a passage which is said to come from the lost 南越志 Nan-yüeh chih, or "Description of Nan-yüeh" (—Kuang-tung and Tongking), written by 沈懷遠 Shên Huai-yüan in the third quarter of the 5th cent. (cf. Sung shu, 82, 7 b-8 a; Sai ching-chi-chih k'ao-chêng, 3, 8). In Li Shih-chên, the passage is as follows: «桂州 Kuei-chou produces the 古終藤 ku-chung t'êng (= ku-chung creeper), the fruit of which is like goose down, and the kernel like 珠豇 chu-hsin. [The people] remove the kernel, spin [the down] as [one spins] silk floss (絲綿 ssu-mien) and dye it to make 'variegated cloth' (織布 pan-pu)." This is the only text in which the name ku-chung occurs. Starting from it, Schott in 1867 (Altaiische Studien, ii, 137, 138), and
independently Mayers (in Notes and Queries, ii, 95), followed by Hirth and Rockhill (HR, 219), have thought of a Fukienese pronunciation "ku-tieng", and explained the term as a transcription of the Arabic qutn, qutum, "cotton" (cf. supra, p. 427). This is certainly the reason why ku-chung is underlined as being a transcription in Taranzano, Vocabulaire, i, 344. Lauffer was right in denouncing such an etymology as impossible for many reasons; but one of his reasons will not stand, when, contrary to Li Shih-chên's plain statements, he says that Li Shih-chên held the ku-chung to be a "tree-cotton" (in the sense of Bombax). Moreover, had he not neglected the word t'êng, he would have noticed that a "creepers" was not a tree. But more serious difficulties have hitherto been left unnoticed. The Nan-ylêh chih was certainly written in the 5th centuries. But Kuei-chou, which corresponds to the present Kuei-lin in Kuang-hai, is an administrative name which was adopted for the first time in 507 (cf. Ta-Ch'üng i-t'ung chih, 355, 1 a). We shall see farther on that another quotation made from the Nan-ylêh chih by Li Shih-chên cannot be pre-T'ang. Perhaps the present one of unknown origin, if it be genuine, may come from the later continuation of the Nan-ylêh chih, the 續南宋志 Hsü Nan-ylêh chih, on which cf. Maspéro, in BEFEO, XVIII, iii, 7. Neither passage is among the fragments of the Nan-ylêh chih published in the Shuo fu in 120 chs., ch. 61. The extant fragments of the Nan-ylêh chih have been successively collected by Chang Tsung-yüan and Yen K'o-chênu, but unfortunately their work has never been published (cf. Wang Chung-min in Fu-jên hsüeh-chih, iii [1932], No. 1, 17). In the present case, the authenticity of the passage may all the more be challenged on account of its disturbing similitude with the still more doubtful text quoted in the T'ü-shu chi-chêng as from the Nan-chou i-wu chih (cf. supra, p. 439). This latter text says: "The mu-mien (cotton) is produced by the chi-pei. When it is ripe, it is like goose down, and finer (hsi) than silk floss (ssû-mien). Inside there are kernels like chu-hsin. To use the [mu-mien], [the people] remove the kernels. Formerly they employed a rolling mill (轢車 chan-chou); now they employ a seed cleansing stand (捲車 chiua-chê), which is more convenient. The cloth they make is called 'variegated cloth' (fan-pu). That which is gaily ornamented (織綾 fan-ju) is called 城 chêng (? 'city [cloth]'); a coarser one is called 光綾 wen-ju ('ornamented'); a still coarser one is called 鳥綾 wu-lin ('black piebald'). It seems clear that the passing from the rolling mill to the seed cleansing stand (this stand is depicted and described in Nung shu, 20, 16 b) and all the Chinese trade names for the different kinds of "variegated cloth" could only have been thought of at a time when the manufacture of cotton had reached a certain stage of development in China, that is to say, certainly not before the Sung dynasty. But, at the same time, if we leave out the name of the "ku-chung creeper" on the one hand, and the process of the manufacture of cotton stuff on the other, there is between the so-called text of the Nan-ylêh chih and that attributed to the Nan-chou i-wu chih too striking a coincidence in the trend and the terms of the description to be accidental. The "goose down" (the comparison with "goose down" and the name pan-pu, "variegated cloth", are used in the description of the cotton of Champa in Nan shih, 78, 1 b), the "silk floss" and, above all, the "chu-hsin" would not have spontaneously come twice in the same order to the mind of two different authors. There is even perhaps some ground to think that the so-called Nan-ylêh chih quotation may have been
remodeled on that of the pseudo-Nan-chou i-wu chih at a late date. Both the Nan-yüeh chih in Li Shih-chên’s quotation and the Nan-chou i-wu chih as reproduced in the T’u-shu chi-ch’êng speak of 珠布 pan-pu, "variegated cloth", but in the quotation of the latter text made in 1313 by the author of the Nung shu, this term is written twice in the form 布布 pan-pu, of identical meaning, which is often used in pre-Sung texts (cf. the quotations in the P’ei-wên yün-fu); of course, both quotations may have used the more modern form, but it may also be that the so-called Nan-yüeh chih quotation was copied from the pseudo-Nan-chou i-wu chih after one form of pan-pu had, in the latter text, been changed into the other. More striking is the case of 珠布 chu-hsün, which I have left untranslated. It occurs on the one hand in the quotation from the pseudo-Nan-chou i-wu chih as given in the T’u-shu chi-ch’êng, and on the other in the quotation from the Nan-yüeh chih in the Pên-t’ao häng-mu; and it is carefully retained by the T’u-shu chi-ch’êng (ibid. 303, 11 a) and by the Chung-kuo yao-hsüeh ta ts’ü-tien (p. 235) in copying Li Shih-chên’s notice (but the T’u-shu chi-ch’êng, ibid., chi-shih, 1 a, leaves out hsün, retaining only chu, when reproducing the Nan-yüeh chih passage alone). Yet it does not make much sense. Chu means "pearl", and hsün is a half-precious stone more or less similar to jade (I do not know on what authority Taranzana, ii, 581, says it is a "branch of coral"). Now, instead of chu-hsün, the quotation in the Nung shu gives 珠堆 chu-kou, with a phonetic note expressly stating that the second character is to be read kou. Kou is also the designation of a kind of jade, and chu-kou is not much more satisfactory than chu-hsün. But I feel inclined to think that we have here an unauthorized form of some popular term designating perhaps seed pearls, with which cotton seeds could be compared and which was still understood in 1313. At any rate, the Nung shu, with its phonetic gloss, must have preserved the original reading, and since the quotation from the Nan-yüeh chih gives the same corrupt form chu-hsün which we find in the pseudo-Nan-chou i-wu chih as quoted in the T’u-shu chi-ch’êng, there is a fair chance that the so-called Nan-yüeh chih passage is a piece-meal forgery later than 1313. Some clue may perhaps be found to the origin of part at least of the so-called quotation from the Nan-yüeh chih. The I-wên leih-chû, a T’ang encyclopaedia completed c. 640, quotes a passage from P’ei Yüan’s Kuang-chou chi, a work prior to 527 (cf. infra, p. 462), on the use of mu-mien (cotton) by the southern Barbarians to make cloth. The first sentence of the quotation will be translated farther on in the discussion of mu-mien. Then come four characters which I hardly dare translate (皮圖當竹, "the skin is round like that of the bamboo"?), and a last sentence: "They peel (剝 po) old "green creepers" (古蔓藤 ku-lü t’êng) and spin (織 chi) [the skin] to make cloth (織 pu)." This text is certainly not clear; moreover it looks as if two different quotations, perhaps from two different works, had erroneously become amalgamated into one. The "peeling" of creepers occurs elsewhere: the Nan-fang ts’ao-mu chuang (quoted in Ch’i-min yao-shu, 10, 36 a) describes a creeper, called 藤藤 éh-t’êng, "tuft creeper", which the people of the south "peel" (po) to make tufts (éh). But the interpretation of ku-lü t’êng is doubtful. It may be taken as the name of a creeper, the "ku-lü creeper"; or as meaning "old ‘green creepers’", "green creeper" being then the name of a lü-t’êng creeper; or as meaning old creepers which are still green; or even, though less probably, as meaning "old [and] green creepers". I have found no trace of a creeper called
ku-lü t'eng or lü-t'eng; the terms ku t'eng and lü t'eng occur fairly often in literature, but merely in the sense of t'eng that are old or of t'eng that are green. Whatever the case may be, the main point is that the 古絲藤 ku-lü-t'eng, from which cloth was made, is hardly different from the cloth giving 古終藤 ku-chung t'eng in the pseudo-Nan-yüeh chih text; one of the two forms must be a graphic corruption of the other, but I am not in a position to tell which. One result, however, has been reached, I think, by this provisional inquiry: the «ku-chung creeper», which has played too important a part in European research on the history of cotton in China, should disappear altogether from Chinese botanical nomenclature. It is almost needless to add that LAUFFER's attempt at connecting ku-chung with Lepcha kačuk ki-kun, «cotton tree», Sin-p'ó ga-dun, id. and Mee ēoa, «cotton», is valueless.

MU-MIEN. — In discussing the question of ku-chung, I have referred several times to cotton as mu-mien, and we have seen that LAUFFER rendered it «tree-cotton», which is indeed a word-for-word translation (mu, «tree»; mien, «cotton»), as if the term had been created in contradistinction to ts'ao-mien, lit. «plant-cotton», the Gossypium herbaceum. But this is a mistake. The word 稺 mien, formerly and more regularly written 米 mien, is very ancient in Chinese as the designation of «floss silk». When cotton became known in China, cotton fabrics were designated as tieh or po-tieh, but unwoven cotton, and by extension the tree or plant which produced cotton was called mu-mien, where mu does not really mean «tree» in contradistinction to «plant», but vegetal in contradistinction to mien alone or to ssü-mien, which was «floss silk». The most that can be said is that, if the Chinese then created the term mu-mien (tree + floss), and not ts'ao-mien (plant + floss), it may be due to the nature of the cotton-yielding vegetable with which they first became acquainted; it may have been first the silk-cotton tree, and the name would have soon been extended by analogy to the cotton tree and the cotton plant. But this is not binding, and the Chinese may have done what the Germans did when they called cotton «Baumwolle», i.e. «tree-wool», although they certainly did not have in view a true tree like the Bombax. As late as the end of the 16th cent., Li Shih-chên did not know how to distinguish between the tree (or trees) and the plant except by speaking of the «mu-mien» which is like a tree and the «mu-mien» which is like a plant.

The earliest mention of mu-mien I have found occurs in a fragment of the geographical section of the 吳錄 Wù-lu of 張勃 Chang Po (last quarter of the 3rd cent.; cf. Sui ching-chih chih k'ao-chêng, 1, 12 b, and MASPERO, in BEFEO, XVIII, 111, 25), which has been preserved in a 5th cent. work, the 賽民要術 Chi'min yao-shu (Chin-tai pi-shu ed., 10, 44 b; it is also given in Ta'i-p'ing yü-lan, 960, 17 a, but is not included among the fragments of the Wu lu collected in the Shuo fu in 120 chs., ch. 59) : «In the district (hsien) of 定安 Ting-an of [the chün] of 交趾 (交趾) in Ta'i-p'ing yü-lan and T'u-shu chi-chêng, ts'ao-ma tien, 303, 2 a) Chiao-chih, there is the mu-mien tree (shu), which is ten feet high. Its fruit (shih) is like a wine cup; at its orifice (口 k'ou, retained in the T'u-shu chi-chêng; but the Ta'i-p'ing yü-lan gives 枝 chung, 'inside [the fruit]', which seems preferable; the next quotation, parallel to this one, gives chung), there is floss (mien) like the floss of the silkworm. It can also be used for making cloth, which is called 白繭 po-hsieh (on this form, cf. supra, p. 449), and by some, "woollen
cloth (毛布 mao-pu). We find here a confirmation in an early text of the theory I have maintained above, to wit that, even when ancient dictionaries spoke of po-tieh as a woollen cloth, it was a fabric of vegetal origin. Chiao-chih was the name of the chün (commandery) which corresponds to our Tongking, and its seat was practically identical with the present Hanoi. The location of the district of Ting-an of the 3rd cent. is not well ascertained, but it must have lain south of Hanoi in the southern part of the delta (cf. MASPERO in BEFEO, x, 582-3, 679; AUROUSSEAU, in BEFEO, XIV, IX, 13, 15). The Shih chi so-yin, i.e. the commentary of c. 730 on Seu-ma Ch'ien (TAKIGAWA ed., 129, 35; the passage does not exist in the usual editions of the Shih chi, 129, 7 a) quotes one sentence which looks as if it belonged to the present passage, but, instead of the name of Ting-an hsien of Chiao-chih, gives that of the chün of Chiu-chên; the Ts'ü-t'ung (p. 2777), probably using another independent edition of the same commentary of c. 730, gives the chün of Chiu-tê. One of the two names must be corrupt, an intermediary form having perhaps been the form of tê. Chiu-chên is modern Thanh-hoa; Chiu-tê corresponds to the present regions of Nghe-an and Ha-tinh (cf. MASPERO, in BEFEO, x, 679). But both are much more to the south than the ancient Ting-an, and it would be surprising if the author of the Shih-chi so-yin, even if he wished to use a name better known than that of Ting-an, should have chosen such an inaccurate equivalence, instead of retaining at least the well-known Chiao-chih; moreover, there were no chün c. 730. Since the Wu lu had a geographical section, I feel inclined to believe that more or less similar sentences occurred in the descriptions of various regions, and that the quotation in the commentary of c. 730 was not adapted from that of Ting-an in the chün of Chiao-chih, but taken from the description of the chün of Chiu-tê or from that of Chiu-chên.

Another quotation from the Wu lu is given in the P'ei-wên yün-fu (16 b, 100 a, s.v. mu-mien), the T'u-shu chi-ch'êng (shih-kuo tien, 312, tsa-lu, 2 a) and the Pên-ts'ao kang-mu (36, 72 b), but I do not know through what channel it has come down to us. (It does not occur in the fragments of the Shuo fu, ch. 59): "In Chiao-chou and K'ung Yung-ch'ang the mu-mien tree (shu) is higher than a house (wu); there are some which last more than ten years (有十餘年不換者). The fruit (shih) is as big as a wine-cup. The floss inside the flower is soft and white (the text in the T'u-shu chi-ch'êng adds: 'by breaking one fruit, one obtains several pounds [of floss], which is absurd), and it can be used to make cotton-wool (絮絮 wên-hsü) and woollen cloth (mao-pu)." In the first centuries of our era, Chiao-chou included Kuang-tung, Kuang-hsi, Tongking and North Annam. Yung-ch'ang was during the first centuries of our era the name of a vast region in western Yün-nan, between Ta-li and Bhamo, and its name has survived down to our days. During the partition of China into the Three Kingdoms, the Shu Han dynasty of Sei-ch'uan had created in Yün-nan a Chiao-chou of its own, the seat of which was not far from the present Ch'ü-ching in north-eastern Yün-nan (cf. CHUNG-KUO TI-MING TAE Ts'ü-tien, 281); but I do not think that this second Chiao-chou can be meant in the text of the Wu lu. The manufacture of cloth made from the mu-mien tree in the region of Yung-ch'ang in the 3rd cent. is of real interest if we remember that Yung-ch'ang was precisely the seat of the Ai-lao tribes who made the po-tieh mentioned in the Hua-yang kuo chih and the Sou-Han shu.

Almost of the same date as the Wu lu is a passage which occurs in the San-kuo chih, Wei
cotton section, in the description of the Wo kingdom, or Japan (30, 11 a); it is very embarrassing. We are told that, in the Wo kingdom, « men leave the top of the head bare and tie mu-mien round (? their heads » (男 皆 露 輪 以 木 旋 招 臢). Now, scholars are agreed that the Wo people did not know cotton for centuries after the date of this text. Mu-mien has, however, been interpreted as meaning cotton in this passage, possibly with the idea that this was cotton stuff imported from abroad. But it seems hardly possible that, at a date when cotton was still unknown in China proper, enough cotton material should have come from the south seas to provide one of the elements of the national costume of the Wo population. I have consulted my colleague Haguenaucr on this point. Unfortunately, the history of the Japanese names of cotton, momen and wata, is hard to trace; in particular, one cannot tell how and when Ch. mu-mien, which ought to have given *moku-men in Japanese, became momen. HAGUENAUCK remarks that, in the Kiki and the Manyōshū, 木 絹 is used to represent Jap. yufu (*jup-) > yū, and that this may reflect the change of technique from a tow headband to a cotton one. But 木 絹 as representing Jap. yufu > yū, has also been interpreted as a designation of the ancient coarse cloth made from the « liber » of the paper-mulberry, Broussonetia papyrifera (cf. also the cloth and the paper made from the « bark » of the fu-sang tree in the half-legendary accounts of Fu-sang [Liang shu, 54, 11-12, and SCHLEGEL, in TP, 1892, 121, 129-134]). The cloth which, according to the Sui shu, 81, 5 a, was worn by the natives of Liu-ch’iu (probably then = Formosa), seems to have been made from the « bark » of a different tree. I have no authority to decide on the purely Japanese side of the problems, but I feel certain that, in the text of the San-kuo chiū, mu-mien does not mean cotton. The term had been created in southern China and Tongking where there were both Bombas and Gossypium; but the Wei, in northern China, had neither. On the other hand, when speaking of the mu-mien of Wo men, the Chinese Wei account cannot have copied a Sino-Japanese term, since Chinese writing was still unknown in Japan at that period. The Wei must have used the new southern term mu-mien, « tree-floss », which conveyed no precise meaning to them, as a designation of the mulberry bast cloth of the Japanese. And, at first, the Japanese in their turn copied the Wei when they adopted 木 絹 as an ideographic notation of their own native word yufu. It was only at a later stage that they read it momen and used it in the sense of « cotton ».

We might have expected to find something about mu-mien in the Nan-fang ts’ao-mu chuang, « Description of plants and trees of the southern regions », due to 含 Hsi Han (26-307). In fact, the term does not even occur in it. But we must not forget that the transmission of the work attributed to Hsi Han is far from satisfactory; the text, as we have it, contains interpolations, and there are also omissions (cf. BEPEO, XIV, IX, 10).

The 罗浮山記 Lo-fou-shan chi, or « Description of the Lo-fou Mountain » (in Kuang-tung), by 袁 宏 Yüan Hung (323-376; cf. Sui ching-chi-chih k’ao-chêng, 6, 19 a; Wu Shih-chien’s Fu Chin shu ching-chi-chih, 2, 20 a) is lost, but the following passage has been preserved in the T’ai-p’ing yü-lan (960, 17 a; cf. also T’u-shu chi-chêng, ts’ao-mu tien, 303, 1 b, and, for a very incomplete version, shih-huo tien, 312, ts’u-la, 2 a): « The mu-mien gives in the first month flowers which are as great as [those of] the fu-jung (‘nelumbium’), or, if taken in the sense of 木 花 蓉 mu fu-jung, ‘hibiscus’). When the flowers fall, it forms carpels (子 方 tsü-
fang = 子 房 ts'ê-fang) which produce floss (mien). In the 'ears' of the carpel partitions there is floss which is very white. When . . . is formed, [the floss] is ripe (翼成則熟 ts'ân ch'êng tê shu; ts'ân seems to be corrupt; I believe we ought to read 莖 chien, 'cocoons', 'when the cocoon is formed'; the comparison with a cocoon occurs in Liang shu, 54, 13 b; these four characters are omitted in the T' u-shu chi-ch'êng, 303, 1 b). Southerners make cotton wool (wên-hsŭ) out of it.

The T'ai-p'îng yü-lan (960, 17 a; cf. the fragments in Yü-han-shan-fang chi i-shu, ch. 2, 2 b) has also preserved an interesting passage of the Kuang-chih: «The mu-mien tree (shu) has red flowers which form carpels in great quantities, closely pressed against one another; these carpels] produce a floss which is very soft. [The mu-mien tree] grows in Chiao-chou and Yung-ch'ang.» The date of the Kuang-chih is not well ascertained, and above (cf. p. 451) I have put it in the 4th or 5th cent. (cf. also BÉFEO, IV, 412). The extracts in the Shuo fu (ch. 61) mark its author Kuo I-kung as living under the Chin, which were overthrown in 420, but this is in itself without much weight, and the compiler of the Yü-han-shan-fang chi i-shu, who agrees, does not seem to have had any authority on which to rely; the various extracts would rather suggest a later date, perhaps not before the 6th cent. But, in any case, we have here one more early mention of mu-mien in the ancient country of the Ai-lao.

A man of the first Sung dynasty (420-479), 顧微 Ku Wei, has written a work on the province of Canton entitled 廣州記 Kuang-chou chi (cf. Sui ching-chi-chih k'ao-chêng, 6, 31 a; MASPERO, in BÉFEO, XVIII, 111, 26), some fragments of which are collected in the Shuo fu in 120 chs., ch. 61. One of them says: «The southern Barbarians have no silkworms; they pluck mu-mien and make cotton-wool (織 hsiü) with it.» The same passage is quoted in the Nung shu (21, 16 a), but as coming from another lost Kuang chou chi, that of 彭 濤 P'eî Yuan, the date of which is uncertain, except that it is already quoted by the author of the Shui ching chu, who died in 527 (cf. Sui ching-chi-chih k'ao-chêng, 6, 30 b; MASPERO, ibid.). The second attribution probably is the correct one, since it is already given in what must have been the source used by the author of the Nung shu, i. e. the I-wên lei-chü (85, 29 a). But there the quotation goes on with a further portion, which seems in fact to be the result of some erroneous amalgamation with another text (cf. supra, p. 458). A different quotation from a Kuang-chou chi, without indication of the author's name, is given in the T'ai-p'îng yü-lan (960, 17 a): «The branches [of the mu-mien] are like the branches of the 曹 t'ung (Paulownia imperialis, or = wu-t'ung, Sterculia planatifolia ?); its leaves are like [those of] the walnut-tree (hu-t'ao), but somewhat bigger. It grows in Chiao-chou and Kuang-chou.»

In the 5th cent. too, 閻 Huai-yüan, in his Nan-yüeh chih, wrote: «The 'blue-green t'ung' (青 桂 ch'êng-t'ung; on t'ung trees, cf. infra, p. 476) much resembles mu-mien, but passes it in brilliancy and fragrance» (cf. T'ai-p'îng yü-lan, 957, 9 b; the name of the author is corrupt in T' u-shu chi-ch'êng, ts'ao-mu tien, 237, 3 b).

As a mark of the suster life of the devout Buddhist Emperor Wu of the Liang dynasty (502-549), the historians note (Liang shu, 3, 13 a; Pei shih, 7, 8 a; Taï-chih t'êng-chien, 159, 47-48) that he made only one meal a day, without meat or fish, «wore a dress of common cloth, [had] a black tent of mu-mien» (身衣布衣木絲氊廬), and used the same hat three years
and the same blanket two years. Thus *mu-mien* was clearly not a luxury (the Imperial tents were usually made of black felt outside, but lined and decorated with pieces of vermilion silk; cf. T'ang liu-tien, 11, 9-10). CIBOT (Mém. conc. les Chinois, II, 603) has spoken of the «robe de coton» of Wu-ti, and the same has been done by MAYERS, W. Williams (The Middle Kingdom, II, 36-37), PARKER (China Review, xix, 192), and Dyer BALL (Things Chinese, 2, 149); but I can find no authority for such a meaning of *chang* (the only alternative meaning, instead of «tent», would be «curtain»). Though without a verb, the sentence *mu-mien tsa-chang* is independent from the preceding one. The *K'ang-hsi ts'ao-tien* (s.v. 棉 mien), which cites the Tsü-chih t'ung-chien, suppresses the first sentence and then, wanting a verb, gives «Liang Wu-ti sent (送 sung) a black tent of *mu-mien*, which is an alteration of the text. This, however, like the misquotation from Shih Chao which follows (cf. infra, p. 501), was merely copied by the authors of the *K'ang-hsi ts'ao-tien* from an earlier dictionary or encyclopaedia, since it is already quoted, in the same terms, by the Ch'ün-fang p'ú of 1630 (Mien p'ú section, 5 b) from the Wu-Hsün tsao-p'ei, then a recent work (cf. supra, p. 438).

I shall not dwell on the mere mentions of *mu-mien* in the T'ang period (the term occurs in the works of at least half a dozen T'ang poets), and still less under the Sung and Yüan, when cotton gradually spread over central and north-western China, but I wish to draw attention to a fact which is not without interest for the use of cotton, of whatever sort it may have been, among the aboriginal tribes of Yün-nan. These tribes were often designated from some particular characteristic of their dress or of the products of their country. Now one of them, belonging to the group of the 卤 vulgar Pu (which included the Tattooed Pu, the Red-mouth Pu, etc.), was known as the Mu-mien Pu, «the Cotton Pu» (cf. also BEFEO, viii, 367, where the name is left untranslated). This information occurs in a group of five quotations expressly said to be drawn from Kuo I-kung's *Kuang chih*; they have been preserved in the T'ai-p'ing yü-lan, 192, 3 b, and are found also, without indication of source in the T'ung tien, 187, 8 b-9 a, and in the T'ai-p'ing huan-yü chi, 179, 16 b-17 a; I do not know why they have been left out in the Yü-han-shan-fang chi i-shu (perhaps because the compiler thought that the attribution was erroneous). The text is as follows: «In the country of the Mu-mien Pu, there is the mu-mien tree, which has abundant leaves, and very numerous carpels; in the carpels, the floss is similar to that made by silkworms; [the pod] is a big as the fist».

We have seen that the word used for «cotton», *mu-mien* was made with the word which meant silk-floss, to which *mu* had been added to mark that it was a vegetal floss. But when cotton became of more common use in China, a new graphic specification was made, and 棉 mien began to be written 棉 mien. Although the *K'ang-hsi ts'ao-tien* gives only the latter form in *mu-mien*, even for examples of pre-T'ang and T'ang times, and although P'ei-wei yü-fu arbitrarily gives some of these examples under one form and some under the other, there is no indication that the new character was ever used before the Sung dynasty; it has not been traced before the Kuang yüń (A. n. 1007-1011), and it is given as a new form by Yüan Wèn (12th cent.) in his Wèng-yu hsien-p'ing (4, 3 a; cf. also Kuei-sū lei-kao, 7, 21 a-b; 14, 6 a-b). But it is then of frequent occurrence, and, if we can trust the texts established by Ch'ien-lung's Commissioners for the Su-k'u ch'üan-shu, it is regularly used by Chou Ch'ü-fei (1178; 10, 9 a), Chao Ju-kua (1225), Wang Ch'eng (1313, with some inconsistencies in the present editions), the authors of the Nung-sang chi-yao (1273;
cf. infra, p. 499), the Nung-sang i-shih ts'oe-yao (1330; cf. infra, p. 504) and the Tao-i chih-li (1350). Even after these dates, however, its adoption was far from being general: the Pèn-ts'ai kung-mu always employs the old form, and so does the T'ù-shu chi-ch'êng.

The now usual name of cotton, 棉花 mien-hua, does not often occur, either as such or with the earlier form of mien, before the second half of the 17th cent.; Li Shih-chên and even the T'ù-shu chi-ch'êng ignore it. It is, however, fairly ancient. In his Hsi-yü fan-kuo chih (Pei-p'ing T'ù-shu-kuan shan-pën ts'ung-shu ed., 19 b), Ch'ên Ch'iêng, who, in 1414, was sent on a mission to various countries of Central Asia, says of Lükên (east of Turfan) that it produces 絹花 mien-hua with which one can make cloth (pu). In his 圖書 T'ù-shu pien (89, 30 b), written from 1562 to 1577, CHANG Huang (1527-1608) says that the so-lo pu (cf. infra, p. 478) is made of 棉花 mien-hua; the same form also occurs in the Min-pu shu, written in 1585 (cf. infra, p. 480).

As to the 棉花 ts'ao-mien, « plant cotton, » it is a botanical name of fairly late origin. Up to now, I have not traced it earlier than 趙學敏 CHAO Hsiêh-min's 本草綱目拾遺 Pèn-ts'ai kung-mu shih-i which was completed in 1765 (5, 10 a-b); CHAO employs ts'ao-mien in his own composition, and also in a quotation from a 業性考 Yao-hsing k'ao which is unknown to me, which seems to have been then a recent work. I must add a few words to vindicate the date 1765 which I have assigned to the Pèn-ts'ai kung-mu shih-i. LAUFER (Sino-Iranica, 229) says that the work was published in 1650, and only reprinted in 1765. This is in agreement with MO Yü-chih's Catalogue (Jap. ed., 8, 11 a), where we read that the kêng-yin of the preface of CHAO's collected medical works corresponds to 1650. On the other hand, YANG Shou-ching says, in a contradictory way (Ts'ung-shu chü-yao, 12, 31), first that the collective edition of CHAO's twelve medical works engraved under K'ang-hsi (1662-1722) is scarce, and secondly that only the Pèn-ts'ai kung-mu shih-i has been engraved. The date 1650 is impossible, since the Pèn-ts'ai kung-mu shih-i quotes abundantly from PİNKUL'TS Pèn-ts'ai pu, which appeared only in 1697 (cf. COurANT, Catalogue, 5332). CHAO Hsiêh-min's own preface to the Pèn-ts'ai kung-mu shih-i is dated 1765, and I have no doubt that there has never been an earlier edition, either in 1650, or under K'ang-hsi. After his first work had been engraved, CHAO thought of publishing his other medical works in a collective edition with the present one, and wrote for the collection a preface dated kêng-yin; this kêng-yin corresponds neither to 1650, nor to 1710, but to 1770. As no work of CHAO has survived except the Pèn-ts'ai kung-mu shih-i, it seems that the scheme of the collective edition was never carried out.

A term 花衣 hua-i, lit. « flower-garment, » is known as a designation of « cotton cleansed of seeds. » Curiously enough, it seems to go back to the beginning of the 5th cent.; hua-i occurs in ch. 25 of the Shih-sung lü, translated in a. d. 404 (NAnjiô, No. 1115; 張, IV, 58 b), and is translated « cotton » by ChAVANES, 500 Contes, II, 260. Another term 子花 tsê-hua, « seed flower » is mentioned in the Tung-hsi yang k'ao (5, 6 a; cf. also 9 b, 10 b) among the products of Lü-sung (Lação = the Philippines), with the gloss « it is chi-flower flowers (chi-pei hua); » so it must have been a trade name of cotton, used, at least locally, at the beginning of the 17th cent. Such must have been the case also in the 6th cent. with 南布 nan-pu, « southern cloth » of Ch'ên shu, 27, 4 b, and, under the Yüan, of 南絹 nan-mien, « southern floss, » of YS, 90, 8 a. In 1617-1618, 東京布 Tung-ching pu, « cloth of the Eastern Capital, » was the designation of a cotton fabric in narrow strips
from Tongking and Annam (Tung-hsi yang k’ao, 1, 11 b). In my opinion, the 花蕊布 hua-jui pu, «flower-bud cloth» (or «flower-stamen cloth»), from Samarkand, mentioned in the Kuang-yü chi, 24, 15 a (and earlier in Ming-i-tung chih, 89, 23 a; also in Khotan, ibid, 89, 25 a), was not an «ornamented cloth», as translated by Lauffer, Sino-Iranica, 251, but a «cotton cloth».

Employed alone, the combination 花锦 hua-mien, «flower floss», in the Chinese translation of the Mahāv Nyut patti (Nos. 5870 [where 花锦 hua-hsien is a misreading or a misprint] and 5871) is a late, and unusual form. Moreover, it shows once more that the translators of the Mahāv Nyut patti from Tibetan into Chinese often adopted arbitrary interpretations: hua-mien, «cotton», is given as a translation of Skr. vakkali, Tib. bag-le-ba. But the would-be Skr. vakkali can be nothing else than a Prakrit form of Skr. vakala, «dark garment» (cf. Pali vakkala and vakkali), and Tib. bag-le-ba seems to be an adjectival form of bag-le, itself based on a Prakrit form similar to Beng. bāklā, «dark» (on which cf. J. Bloch, La formation de la langue marathe, 404; but bag-le-ba may have been contaminated by Bag-le-pa or Bag-le-ba, «of Balkh»).

I may add that the change of 胶 mien to 胶 mien, in order to show that the product was vegetal and not «silk» (i.e. animal floss), had been anticipated by the creation of another character. The 杜仲 tu-chung, Eucommia ulmoides, is sometimes called mu-mien, on account of the silky fibres which can be drawn out when breaking its bark (cf. Stuart, Materia Medica, 166; mu-mien is already given as an alternative name of tu-chung in ch. 12 of the Hsin-hsiu pên-ts’ao, written in the 7th cent. [Chuan-hsi lu ts’ung-shu ed.]). In the early Middle Ages, this tree was merely called mien in what corresponds to the modern provinces Chê-chiang and Chiang-su. For writing that mien, a character 胶 mien was created, which is obtained through the addition of the «tree» radical to the character mien meaning «silk floss»; this character already occurs in the Yü p’ien, the author of which died in A.D. 581, and the tree, with its name written in this way, was described under the Sung dynasty by Su Sung (cf. K’ang-hsi tz’u-tien). The more modern 胶 mien of mu-mien, «cotton», was coined in the same spirit, and in a way it may be said to be but a simplified form of 胶 mien, Eucommia ulmoides.

CH’U-SHUN. — Other ancient names of cotton, given in our dictionaries, remain to be examined. One is 精 ch’u-shun (*k’iuat-juên). It is said to be a Sanskrit word meaning «great fine cloth» (ta hsi pu), and is the name of the material of the robe which Bodhidharma had inherited from the patriarch Simha and which he transmitted to his successors. It was blue-black, and had been made from cotton plucked at «the heart of the flowers». Hsê Kuang-ch’i had actually seen it, or its substitute (Nung-chêng ch’üan-shu, 35, 2). The earliest mention I know of it occurs in the Fan-ming-i chi, dated 1143 (not 1151 as in Nanjō, Catalogue, No. 1640; 兩, xi, 87 b; cf. also Furi’s, Bongo jiten, 145; Oda Tokuno, 301). The Ko-chih ching-yüan (27, 22 b) quotes the 南華志 Nan-hua chih, a work which I do not know, as stating that «the ritual garment (信衣 hsin-i) of the sixth patriarch was made of seven strips (t’iao) of [cloth of] gold thread (chün lü); it is the ch’ü-shun cloth; in the Western Countries (Hsi-yü), they consider the ch’ü-shun as ‘fine cloth’ (hsi-pu)». One can never vouchsafe for the accuracy of the quotations in the Ko-chih ching-yüan; but the «gold threads» are impossible, since they could not be «cotton», or even be confused with «cotton». Ch’ü-shun seems to be a term of the Dhyāna or Zen sect, and like everything regarding the person-
ality and the activities of Bodhidharma, it is open to grave suspicion. No plausible Sanskrit original of ch’ü-shun can be suggested. Apart from the texts connected with Bodhidharma’s robe, the only examples of ch’ü-shun I have come across occur in the works of Yeh-lü Ch’u-tsa’ai (1189-1243), a scholar of Ch’i-tan Imperial descent, who was one of Chinghiz-khan’s advisers and a minister of Īgādī. He accompanied Chinghiz in his expedition to the West in 1218-1224, and in the short account of his journey, entitled Hsi-yü lu, we read that the people of the region of Samarkand all wore garments of ch’ü-shun (Br, i, 21). In the collection of his literary productions, entitled Chan- 
jan chü-shih chi, the term occurs twice (Ssü-pu ts’ung-k’an ed., 5, 5 a; 6, 19 b), the first time (but only in the Chien-hsi-ts’un-shè ed., 5, 3 b) with a note “Ch’ü-shun is a cloth (pu) of the Western countries (hsi-yü)”. Bretschneider (Br, i, 21) proposed to connect ch’ü-shun with Arabic qasim, and remarked that cotton was now called “guza” in Russian Turkestan. But qasim means “old cotton” (Leclerc, Traité des simples, in Not. et Extr., XXVI, 1, 93), and neither semantically nor phonetically agrees with ch’ü-shun. As to “guza”, or better gōzā, γόζα (-Turkī γοζα), it is the Persian designation of the “capsule” of the poppy, flax, lily, and particularly cotton; it is out of the question here, and Bretschneider would never have thought of it if he had known that Yeh-lü Ch’u-tsa’ai’s ch’ü-shun did not transcribe a local word heard in Turkestan, but was a term which had previously existed in Chinese. Modern Chinese commentators, unaware of the use of ch’ü-shun in Buddhist texts, have erroneously connected Yeh-lü Ch’u-tsa’ai’s term with 贳 孙 Chih-sun or 贳 孙 chih-sun, used in the Mongol period as the designation of a robe of honour (cf. Hsi-yü lu liao-chu pu, in Chü-hsüeh-hsüan ts’ung-shu, 4th chi, 38); but chih-sun transcribes Mong. jisun, “colour”, and has nothing to do with ch’ü-shun. I do not think, however, that the occurrence of the term ch’ü-shun in Yeh-lü Ch’u-tsa’ai’s works would countenance the view that it was then current in any part of China. Yeh-lü Ch’u-tsa’ai was a scholar more or less prone to the use of pedantic terms. He may not have been very familiar with cotton and its more ancient names in Chinese; he knew the term mu-mien, however, and used it in one of his poems (cf. infra, p. 514).

Śālmali. — Of more importance is another word, 棗 仏 shan-p’o (*tjam-b’uṭ). It is given as a Sanskrit name of cotton in Li Shih-chên’s Pên-ts’ai kung-mu (96, 71 b), and from there it has passed into the T’u-shu chi-ch’êng (ts’ao-mu tien, 308, 1 a, 10 b), and into Stuart, Materia Medica, 198, as an equivalent of the cotton plant, Gossypium herbaceum. In his turn, Li Shih-
chên had taken it from the Fan-i ming-i chi (loc. cit. 87 b). This time we have to deal with a true, though truncated Indian word, but one which is not a designation of the cotton plant. As already stated in 1889 by Watters (Essays, 435), the word meant is Skr. sālmali, which is Bombas malabaricum, the silk-cotton tree. But it escaped Watters that, as a matter of fact, a Chinese form shan-p’o never existed. The author of the Fan-i ming-i chi, Fa-yün, took it from Hsüan-yüng’s I-ch’ih ching yin-i. In this yin-i, shan-p’o occurs twice as a catchword. Once (ch. 21), it is used merely to indicate the pronunciation of shan (Tripit., 仏, vii, 81 a, copied into Hui-lin’s ch. 43, ibid. ix, 64 b); the text in which the term appears ought to be in ch. 4 of Nanjō, No. 363, but the arrangement of the present No. 363, in 13 chs., is different from that of the collection in 10 chs. commented upon by Hsüan-yüng and Hui-lin, and I have failed to trace
the original passage where *shan-p'o* occurs; it looks as if the two characters followed each other in a dhāraṇī, and anyhow this has no bearing on the sense of the pseudo-*shan-p'o* as meaning *mu-mien*. Fa-yün's source is the other passage (ch. 2), where Hsüan-ying uses *shan-p'o* as a catchword and, after having given the pronunciation of *shan*, adds that "in [Chinese] translation, [the term] would be *mu-mian* (*'cotton')" (*Tripitā, ibid. vii, 5 b*). But the work commented upon is the *Parinirvāṇasūtra*, ch. 1 (*Nanjō, No. 113*), in which the text (*Tripitā, v*, 6 a) speaks not of *shan-p'o*, but of a king of the Asura called 跡婆利 Shan-p'o-li (*Śājā-b'ūā-lījī*); the same form occurs in the so-called "southern" version (*Nanjō, No. 114; Tripitā, ibid. viii, 7 b*), and Hui-lin, in his *yin-i* of that "southern" version (*Tripitā, xiii, 158 a*) correctly gives Shan-p'o-li, with the explanation: "It is the God of cotton" (*木棉神也; the last two of our editions is a graphic corruption of *木*). So Hsüan-ying, who was mainly concerned with the pronunciation of *shan* and generally eschewed lengthy catchwords, was content, in writing the name of the king of the *Asura* Shan-p'o-li, with quoting only the first two characters of his name; Fa-yün blindly copied his note; and, as a consequence, the apocopate name of a king of the *Asura* has unduly become a pseudo-designation of cotton in Chinese and European lore.

Moreover, Hsüan-ying's and Hui-lin's explanations are most probably wrong, and Shan-p'o-li represents not a name Śāmali, but a Prakrit form *Śambari* of Śambara, the name of a well-known king of the *Asura* (*cf. TP, 1921, 78*). It is nevertheless clear that the error was only possible if the Chinese scholiasts knew the śālmaḷi under a form of the name which was more or less like Shan-p'o-li. I have discussed at some length the transcriptions of śālmaḷi in a paper (*TP, 1921, 79-81*) to which I shall now have much to add; in particular, I have collected a number of Buddhist texts which associate the gahaṭa with the śālmaḷi or kūṣṭhālmaḷi, whereas in 1921 I could quote from this point from the Rāmāyaṇa only (in *Chavannes, 500 Contes, ii*, 288, *Śambara?* is to be corrected śālmaḷi). Without entering into a detailed examination of the problem, I may now state with certainty that the *cave of 跡婆利 Shan-p'o-lo* (*Śājā-b'ūā-lāt*), the places 跡婆利 Shan-p'o-li and 跡婆羅 Shan-mo-lo (*Śājā-muā-lāt*), and the tree 跡婆羅 *shan-mo-lo* (*Śājā-muā-lāt*) of my paper all represent, if not śālmaḷi, at least a word the correspondent of which, in a Sanskrit text, would be śālmaḷi. To these I can add 跡婆羅 shē-la-mo-li (*śājā-lā-muā-lījī; Bongo, 251*), 倪摩利 shē-mo-li (*śājā-muā-lījī; ibid. 223*), 倪婆利 shē-p'o-li (*śājā-b'ūā-lījī; ibid. 243*), 跡婆羅 shan-mo-lo (*Tripitā, v*, 103 a*), 倪摩利 shē-mo-li (*śājā-muā-lījī; ibid., v, 30 a, 74 a*), 倪摩利 shē-mo-li (*śājā-muā-lījī; ibid. 46 b, 90 b*). In Sanskrit, apart from śālmaḷi, there is also a Vedic word śimbāḷa, said to mean the flower of the śālmaḷi; the Prakrit forms of the latter word are śāmali, sāmari; Sanskrit scholars are agreed to attach to Vedic śimbāḷa the Pali name of the śālmaḷi, simbaḷi (*cf. Uhlenbeck, Kurzgefasstes Etymol. Wörterbuch*, 306, 310*; Pischel, *Grammatik der Prākrit-Sprachen*, § 109; T. W. Rhys Davids, *Pali-English Dictionary*, 170*). The modern Hindustani form is sāmali or sāmhal, hence the Anglo-Indian *seumol* (*cf. Yule, *Hobson-Jobson*, 807*; for other forms of modern Indian dialects, *cf. J. Bloch, La formation de la langue marathei*, 420, 426; contrary to Schlegel, *Siamese Studies, Supplement to TP*, 1902, 62, 83, 84, I doubt that Siamese *sāmli*, "carded cotton", is traceable to śālmaḷi, because the change in meaning would be hard to explain). Apart from shē-la-mo-li, it is clear that the Chinese transcriptions are based neither on śālmaḷi itself, nor on
dialects in which the ś- had passed to s- as in the known Prākrits and in Pali, but on forms *śambala, *śambali, *śammla (?), *śalali, *śalalt (Ertez's restitutions of shan-p'o-lo as 'djambalā' [a mistake instead of jambūra] and of shan-mo-lo as cūmara, the first of which has passed into Stuart, Materia Medica, 117, are of course wrong, and I have already corrected them in TP, 1921, 76; nevertheless, they have since been repeated in Soothill and Hodous, A Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist terms, 313 a). My own impression would be that these forms provide the necessary intermediates between Skt. sālmalī and Pali simbalī, and that perhaps it is on account of forms like Pali simbalī that mediaeval Vedic scholars have explained the Vedic simbadā as meaning 'flower of the sālmalī'; but this is a point which I have no authority to decide (I may remark, however, that J. Bloch [loc. cit.] says nothing of Vedic simbadā, and connects Marathi sāṃvar and tetpurf, as well as Pali simbalī and all modern dialectical forms, directly with Skr. sālmalī). What I wish to establish is that all the transcriptions occurring in Chinese translations begin with ś, not with s-, and that, except in one case, they are based not on sālmalī itself, but on forms without an -l- at the end of the first syllable.

SO-LO. — This last double characteristic has some bearing on the question of the interpretation of श्रुङ्ग so-lo (*sā-la), which occurs with four or five different meanings in Chinese texts. Its most ancient and frequent use is to render Skt. śala or sāla, Shorea robusta, a lofty hard wood tree famous in Buddhism because Śākyamuni attained parinirvāṇa between a pair of them (cf. Bongo jiten, 217; Oda Tokuno, 428, 812; Yule, Hobson-Cjobson (2), s. v. 'saul-wood'). Soothill and Hodous (pp. 242, 323, 363) give alternative forms श्रुङ्ग so-lo (*sa-la) and श्रुङ्ग so-lo (*sa-la), and the latter also occurs in Taranzano, by the side of the regular one (Vocabulaire, 2, 575, 576). But these forms have no authority. Sha-lo has been taken over from Ertez's Handbook, p. 139, where it was a misprint or an error; it would suppose *śāla (*śāla) rather than śāla, and moreover all the Chinese transcriptions are based on śāla. The second so-lo, as far as I am aware, occurs only once in ancient texts, as a rendering of Skr. śala, in Tuan Ch'eng-shih's Yu-yang tsa-tsu (c. a.d. 860; Chin-tai pi-shu ed., hsü-chi, 6, 12 a); but our texts of the Yu-yang tsa-tsu are often corrupt, and since Tuan Ch'eng-shih employs the usual form elsewhere (18, 4 b), there is little doubt that he had also done so in the present case. The only exceptions to the first form indicated above are the cases when, as is so common in Chinese texts, the श्रुङ्ग so of the transcription has been graphically corrupted to श्रुङ्ग p'o. For so-lo in non-Buddhist works, cf. Ch'i-min yao-shu, 10, 47 a; T'ai-p'ing yü-lan, 961, 3 b; T'u-shu chi-ch'eng, ts'ao-mu tien, 309 (but no distinction is made there between the different values of so-lo, and even so-lo, tāla [cf. supra, p. 432], is thrown in with so-lo). It may be that the earliest extant occurrence of so-lo in lay works is in the fragments of the 魏王草木志 Wei-wang ts'ao-mu chih (Botanical notes by the prince of Wei, 3rd cent. [?]; cf. Bretschneider, Botanicon Sinicum, i, 39); but the quotation in the T'ai-p'ing yü-lan, 961, 3 a (it is not included among the fragments of the Wei-wang ts'ao-mu chih in T'u-shu chi-ch'eng, ts'ao-mu-tien, 5, 7-8), which is extremely corrupt, clearly amalgamates a quotation beginning with 'so-lo tree' and another from another source, referring to quite another sort of tree or bush (the 齊 hsiang), this second text being altered from that of the Kuang-chou chi quoted in Ch'i-min yao-shu, 10, 46 b. In fact, the first text of importance comes
from the lost Chü chou Ching chou chi of Shêng Hung-chih, who lived under the Liu Sung (420-479; cf. Sue chi-chih k’ao-chêng, 6, 13 b); it concerns a tree which in A.D. 300 appeared all of a sudden and grew to gigantic proportions in a temple of Pa-ling (Yo-chou-fu, now Yo-yang, in Hu-nan) and which a foreign monk stated to be a so-lo tree, the sāla species of Buddha’s parinirvāṇa; the tree long gave quite ordinary small white flowers, and then, in 434, a flower of the shape and the colour of the nelumbium (? or hibiscus; fü-jung) appeared on it (I combine the more or less corrupt versions of the Chi-min yao-shu, 10, 47 a, Yu-yang tsa-tsu, 18, 4 b, and Tai-p’ing yü-lan, 961, 3 b; the Tai-p’ing kung-chi, 406, 4 b, in fact copies Tuan Ch’êng-chih, but our editions now have p’o-lo instead of so-lo; cf. also T’u-shu chi-ch’êng, ts’ao-mu-tien, 309, i-wên, 3 b; tsa-lu, 2 a). The main interest of this tale of mirabilia is to establish that the so-lo tree was almost unknown in China. In the same way, when, in the 8th cent., the Chinese protector of Kučā forwarded to the Court 200 twigs of so-lo which he said came from Fergâna, it created quite a sensation, and we possess various official and private accounts of this event (cf. Yu-yang tsa-tsu, 18, 4 b-5 a, and the texts in T’u-shu chi-ch’êng, ibid. by Chang Wei and Li Yung). A poem of Mei Yao-ch’ên (1002-1060) speaks of 涉羅 so-lo (T’u-shu chi-ch’êng, ibid., i-wên, 3 a), which is more exactly the name of another tree, but his reference to Li Yung’s text proves that he actually means our first so-lo, the sāla tree. Hung Mai (1123-1202) speaks of the so-lo tree of Li Yung’s tablet both in his Jung-chai sū-pí and in his I-chien chih (end of ch. 45; but, in some editions, so-lo is altered into p’o-lo). On the ultimate fate of that so-lo tree and the younger ones which took its place, cf. Yü Yieh’s Ch’i-a-hsiang-shih hsü-ch’ao, 25, § so-lo shu. In the Hung-chi-ssû, a Buddhist temple located 45 li north-east of Nanking, two so-lo trees were said to have been brought back from abroad by the famous eunuch Chêng Ho in the first quarter of the 15th cent. (cf. Lang Ying’s Ch’i-i-shiu lei-kao, 40, 4 a; 評鑑 T’an Ch’ien’s 棲林雜俎 Tsao-lin tsa-tsu, chung-chi section [Hsiao-shuo pi-chie ta-kuan ed.], 36 a); but, from the description, they seem to have been not Shorea robusta, but an Aesculus (cf. infra).

Of the other possible meanings of so-lo, one will not detain us. In the account of Chu-lien, i. e. the Cola (Coromandel coast), the Sung shih (459, 9 a), in a long list of local products, speaks of flowers called 藻羅 so-lo (so-lo) (?), and PARKER (China Review, xix, 193) has stated that so-lo was there the designation of a sort of cotton. This is possible, but no more than possible, since we have no indication of what these so-lo of different colours could have been, nor even are we certain that we must read so-lo; in the preceding line, the Sung shih gives a wrong reading so-lo-mi, instead of po-lo-mi, 积 them; the reverse error is possible here, and, as a matter of fact, we find p’o-lo in the corresponding list of Chiao Jukua (HR. 96). Nor shall I dwell on the identification of the so-lo tree (shu) with the 善花 yu-t’ân hua, 悉 t’ân flower, which seems to have been known in some parts of Yün-nan in the 17th cent. Yu-t’ân is a shortened transcription of Skr. udambbara (not udambbara as in Laufer, Sino-Iranica, 411), Ficus glomerata, the fig-tree, to which many legends attached. I do not know the origin of this mistaken identification (on which cf. Yü Yüeh’s Ch’a-hsiang-shih hsü-ch’ao, 25, § so-lo shu). It may have arisen from a confusion between so-lo and yu-t’ân-p’o-lo (one of the transcriptions of udumbbara), with the common misreading of the latter part of the transcription as so-lo instead of p’o-lo. Under the name of seeds of the so-lo tree (so-lo shu tzū), Hung
Mai (I-chien chih, end of ch. 45) describes what he himself shows to be seeds of tsao-chia, i.e. Gleditschica chinensis, which have certainly nothing to do with the true so-lo tree.

More definite is the use of 茙羅 so-lo as a designation of the 天師栗 t'ien-shih-li, « Celestial Master’s chestnut » (by allusion to Chang t'ien-shih or Chang Tao-ling, the reputed founder of the Taoist church; Bretschneider’s explanation of t’ien-shih as « Buddha », Botanicon Sinicum, i, 65, is erroneous), i.e. the horse-chestnut, Aesculus chinensis (cf. Pên-ts'ao kang-mu, 29, 32-33; T'u-shu chi-ch'êng, ts'ao-mu tien, 222, 10 a [with a wrong reading p'o-lo instead of so-lo]; Stuart, Materia Medica, 19; Taranzano, Vocabulaire, ii, 575). In the sense of horse-chestnut, so-lo is perhaps more regularly written 招攀 so-lo, but this is not certain; 范羅子 so-lo-tsê is a common form of the same name, and all quotations mentioning a 范羅 so-lo tree are referred to the Aesculus in the Pên-ts'ao kang-mu shih-i, 7, 30-31. Giles in his Chinese-English Dictionary (No. 10.193) states that it is the name of the Indian sāla tree which has been transferred in China to the horse-chestnut. I think he is right. We have seen that Mei Yao-ch'ên used the last given form 招攀 so-lo for what he intended to be the Indian sāla tree, Shorea robusta. As a matter of fact, I have little doubt that the passage of the name from the Shorea robusta to the Aesculus chinensis occurred very early, the confusion being due to the fact that the Shorea robusta was unknown in China, and at first the Aesculus chinensis was found only in a few districts of Szech'uan (cf. also the verse on the so-lo flower in the L'yu fang-wu lio-chi, by Sung Chi [998-1061], Chin-tai pi-shu ed., 6 b; here the so-lo is different from the t’ien-shih-li, ibid. 3 a). Absurd as it is, the story in Shêng Hung-chih's Ch'ing chou chi seems already to betray the confusion. This is established, anyhow, by another consideration. Stuart (p. 19) remarks that another Aesculus, the Aesculus turbinata, is known to the Japanese as tochi-no-ki (Ch. 七葉樹 ch'i-yeh shu, « tree with seven leaves »), but that it is not mentioned in the Pên-ts'ao kang-mu and may not exist in China. This is only partly true. Though the Pên-ts'ao kang-mu does not speak of the ch'i-yeh tree, it is described in the Lo-yang ming-yüan chi, a work of the end of the 11th cent. (Chin-tai pi-shu ed., 6 a; cf. Ssu-k'u..., 70, 13), and the T'u-shu chi-ch'êng (loc. cit. 309, chi-shih, 2a) duly cites the passage in its chapter on the so-lo tree. A poem of Ou-yang Hsii (1007-1072) is entitled « The tree with seven leaves » (ch'i-yeh shu) of the Ting-li-yüan (at Lo-yang), but in the poem itself the tree is called so-lo (cf. T'u-shu chi-ch'êng, ts'ao-mu tien, 309, i-wên, 3 a). The old Chiang-ning fu-chih speaks also of ch'i-yeh shu in temples of the Nanking region and considers them as so-lo trees (ibid. 309, tsao-lyu, 2); two more quotations are given in Pên-ts'ao kang-mu shih-i, 7, 71 b. It is also an Aesculus which is described as « flower of the so-lo tree » in the Tsao-lin tsa-tsü, chung chi, 54 a, with the alternative name 羅鈍 hao-ling, « crane feathers ». In his Ch'hi-hsü leikao (40, 3 b-4 a), Lang Ying opposes the common belief that the so-lo tree was the 月中桂 yueh-chung kuei (« moon cinnamon », Litsea glauca), since it was in fact the ch'i-yeh tree (mu). This identification of the so-lo tree with the Aesculus chinensis also occurs in a notice in which so-lo trees are mentioned on the T'ien-t'ai Mountain in Chê-chiang, and these trees had only « six or seven leaves » at the end of each branch (T'u-shu chi-ch'êng, ibid. 309, chi-shih, 2 a).

We are now prepared to approach the problem of so-lo as a designation of a « cotton tree ». Watters was first, I believe, to say that, in the latter sense, so-lo represented sâlmali, the Indian name of the silk-cotton tree (Essays on the Chinese language, 435). He even went as
far as to say that the transcription was 索羅木 so-lo-mu, but mu (*muk) of course means "tree" and is purely Chinese; moreover, it is not regularly attached to so-lo, even when the latter term is a designation of a "cotton tree". Watters’s explanation long remained unchallenged, and, apart from the final mu, I formerly accepted it (BEFEO, iv, 173). Lauffer (Sino-Iranica, 491-492) then proposed another derivation, from Lolo sala, "cotton" (P’u-p’a sala, Čoko sōlō). In TP, 1921, 83, I gave my reasons for renouncing sālmani, and felt inclined to accept Lauffer’s view. I still hold sālmani to be impossible, because, as we have seen above, all the Chinese transcriptions of this word suppose a s- initial, not s- as in so-lo (< sāla, as well attested as sāla), and because too much of the original word would thus be omitted. But the derivation from Lolo sala is not evident, and I now think that this too may have to be abandoned.

Lauffer started from a quotation he found in the Pēn-ts’ao kang-mu (36, 72 b) : «The various Nan-chao Man do not breed silkworms. They merely collect the white floss inside the seeds of the 索羅 so-lo tree (mu), which they make into threads and weave into strips called 索羅籐段 so-lo lung tuan, ‘so-lo covering damask’ » (段 tuan is the character which is now, though irregularly, written 段 tuan, and means ‘satin’, but also ‘cotton damask’). In the Pēn-ts’ao kang-mu, this was given as occurring in the Nan-yüeh chih, and Lauffer accepted it. We have already been confronted with an anachronistic quotation from the Nan-yüeh chih; the case is the same here, and Lauffer might have noticed that the Nan-yüeh chih, written in the 5th cent., could not have mentioned the name Nan-chao which did not exist until the 7th cent. But, in the present case, the quotation is genuine, and only the source is erroneously indicated. The same text, without indication of origin, occurs in the Hsü po-wu chih (Tsü-shu po-chung ed., 7, 2 b; Watters refers to this passage), a work of the middle of the 12th cent. (cf. Sū-k’ü’u…, 142, 47), but there it begins with «The various Man of the kingdom of P’iao» (－Pyū, the ancient name of Burma). It is also given, at greater length, in the T’ai-p’ing yü-lan (961, 3 a), but under a corrupt rubric 牧索羅 mu-p’o-lo, due to the usual confusion of so and p’o, and to a graphic corruption of 收 shou, «to collect», into 牧 mu, «to tend cattle»; as it no longer made sense, mu was taken as part of the name of the tree. The text is as follows : «The 南夷志 Nan-i chih says : The Nan-chao abundantly collect (mu; read shou) the seeds of the p’o-lo (read so-lo) tree (shu), break their husk, the inside of which is white like willow catkins (liu-hsüii), make this into threads and weave it into square strips, which they cut to make ‘covering damask’ (lung tuan). Men and women all wear it. The kingdom of P’iao, the Mi-chén and the [Mi-jao (cf. BEFEO, iv, 171, 172) all throw on (披 p’i) ‘p’o-lo (read so-lo) covering damask’ ». Although the quotation in the Pēn-ts’ao kang-mu is not directly taken from the T’ai-p’ing yü-lan, it seems probable that it is the title Nan-i chih which has been altered to Nan-yüeh chih. As to Nan-i chih itself, it is the name under which the T’ai-p’ing yü-lan cites the Man shu, written in 864 (cf. BEFEO, iv, 132, 172; Man shu, 49 a). Our text of the Man shu, recovered from the Yung-lo ta-tien, is often corrupt, but the work is of first-rate importance. We read in it (Chien-hsi-ts’un-shé ed., 31 a-b) : «West of the city (ch’eng) of Yin-shêng, the city of Chih-nan, Hsün-chuan and Chi-hsien (these are all places or regions in western Yün-nan), the Fan and Man tribes do not breed any silkworms. They merely collect the seeds of the p’o-lo (read so-lo) tree (shu), break their husk, the inside of which is white like willow catkins, and
weave [these] into square strips which they cut to cover the head (箋頭 lung t’ou; read lung tuan, ‘to make »covering damask«'). Men and women all wear it. The kingdom of P’iao, the Mi-ch’ên and the [Mi]-nó all throw on lo-tuan (read so-lo lung tuan, ‘so-lo covering damask’). Part of this text has passed into the Hsin T’ang shu where it is said (222 A, 1 b): ‘West of Ta-ho (the Nan-chao capital on the eastern side of the Ta-li Lake) and Ch’i-hsien, people do not breed silkworms; they break the fruit (shih) of the 波羅 po-lo (娑婆 more; p’o→波; po; read so-lo) tree (shu), the appearance [of which] is like floss (hsü), twist this into threads and make strips of it.’ The alteration of so-lo into po-lo was made easier by the fact that the same texts give another term, 波羅 po-lo (Man shu, 31 a), or 金波羅 chin-po-lo (Hsin T’ang shu, 222 A, 2 b), as being the Nan-chao word either for ‘tiger’ or for a ‘tiger skin’ (cf. also BEFEO, IV, 483; the wrong form of the noun in the Hsin T’ang shu misled Wang Ch’ang in Chin-shih ts’ui-pien, lith. ed., 160, 5 a; as to the 波羅 po-lo tree similar to the po-yang, Populus alba, which was offered by Magadha to the Chinese Emperor in 647 according to Hsin T’ang shu, 221 A, 11 b, and which Chavannes has adduced in Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 119, it seems to be a palasha, Butea frondosa, as in Chavannes, 500 Contes, II, 245, 247, more probably than a jack-fruit tree as surmised in HR, 213, and in any case can have nothing to do with the so-lo > p’o-lo > po-lo tree of Nan-chao). That the erroneous reading po-lo for so-lo is ancient, and probably original, in the Hsin T’ang shu is established by the fact that it also occurs in the 文氏文 t’ung-k’ao, 329, 5 a, where there is a word for word repetition of the passage in the Hsin T’ang shu. The so-lo cloth is mentioned elsewhere in the Man shu. Of the 摺子 P’u-t’ai shan, we are told (18 a) that ‘with blue (ch’ing) p’o-lo (read so-lo) damask (tuan) they make full trousers (通身着 t’ung-shên-k’a; on this term see Çardanan, p. 604).’ Of various tribes akin to the Mang Man, we learn (21 a) that ‘the women throw on so-lo coverings (lung) of different colours (wu-sê)’ (the text is wrongly punctuated in the edition); in the Hsin T’ang shu (222 A, 4 b), this has become: ‘The women let p’o-lo coverings of different colours hang down behind.’ The information of f. 31 a-b partly recurs in the notices of the various countries; thus we are told (f. 43 a) that ‘in the kingdom of Mi-no and the kingdom of Mi-ch’ên, all throw on p’o-lo (read so-lo) coverings (lung) and (f. 43 a-b) that ‘in the kingdom of P’iao... the women... all wear skirts of blue (ch’ing) p’o-lo (read so-lo), and moreover throw on lo-tuan (read so-lo lung tuan, ‘so-lo covering damask’).’ This too passed into the Hsin T’ang shu (222 B, 5 a), where it is said that the women of that country put on a blue-green (ch’ing) skirt of p’o (絆裙 p’o-ch’üen; read so-lo ch’üen; this would-be p’o-ch’üen can have nothing to do with the p’o-ch’üen spoken of in Ling-wu. t'ai-ta, 6, 13-14), and throw on a lo-tuan (read ‘a so-lo lung-tuan’).’ In 795-804, the king of P’iao sent a band of musicians to the Chinese court, and the titles of the tunes they played have been preserved in Hsin T’ang shu, 222 B, 7 b. One of them was called ‘Praising the so-lo flower’ (蓮花 lu-nüa), and the text adds: ‘In P’iao (Pyü) language, [the title] was 蓮花 lung-mang-ti (*li fermented-d’ici); the people of that country make clothes with that flower (i.e. with cloth woven with its floss), [which clothes] can keep their bodies clean.’ Unfortunately the Pyü language is still practically unknown; it may be worth noticing, however, that no word resembling so-lo can possibly occur in the Pyü title.

There can be no doubt that, in all these texts, so-lo is the designation of some sort of
«cotton», perhaps from the cotton plant in the case of the Burmese countries of P’iao, Mi-ch’ên and Mi-no, but probably from the cotton tree in its original application to the tribes of western Yün-nan, particularly in the region of Yung-ch’ang. But, in such a case, «so-lo tree» was not the earliest designation of that «cotton tree» in Chinese literature. When the Chinese reached Indo-China and Yün-nan, they were particularly struck by two remarkable species: a tree which yielded flour, and another from the flowers of which cloth was woven. The tree which yielded flour was at first designated under the purely Chinese name 桉樹 kuang-lang (perhaps an enlargement of a popular name 光福 kukang-lang, «bright boy»), but fairly soon a kindred species became known as 莼木 so-mu, «so [sud]-tree», so written in the Ch’i-min Yao-shu (10, 46 a), the T’ang yün (cf. Pên-ts’ao k’ang-mu, 31, 24 b, and K’ang-hsi ts’u-tien, pu-i, rad. 140 and the T’ai-p’ing yü-lan (960, 16 b), although Li Shih-chên always retains in his text and his quotations an unauthorized form 莼 so (*sud). According to Li Shih-chên, the so of so-mu would be a phonetic alteration of 莼 hsiang-mu, «hsiang (*sjang)-tree», which designated the same tree in the geographical section of the Wu lu (third quarter of the 3rd cent.; cf. supra, p. 460). I am of a different opinion. So-mu too appears at an early date, since it occurs in the 篆記 Shu chi chi (cf. Ch’i-min Yao-shu, 10, 46 a), or 篆記 Shu chi (cf. Pên-ts’ao k’ang-mu, 31, 24 b), or Shu chi (cf. T’ai-p’ing yü-lan, 960, 16 b); the Shu chi would probably be that of 李漁 Li Ying (cf. Sui ching-chi-chi k’ao-chêng, 6, 16 a; Ch’i-min Yao-shu, 10, 24 b; but this cannot be the Li Ying who died a.d. 169), and date from the 5th cent. at the latest. If the title be Shu chi, it would carry us back to the 3rd cent. (cf. ibid. 6, 23 b). In any case, we have to deal with a sago-yielding tree (cf. Stuart, Materia Medica, 389-390), and I believe that the so (*sud) of so-mu, «so tree», is nothing but a transcription of «sago» itself, Jav., Mal., Sund., Battak, Mak., and Bug. sago, Dayak and Tagal sago (cf. Favre, Dict. malais-français, ii, 599). If hsiang (*sjang), which, apart from the Wu lu, occurs in the famous Wu-tu fu, «Öde on the capital of Wu», written by Tso Sû (3rd cent.), is phonetically connected with so, I would regard it as a more literary and less accurate representation of the same foreign word. On other later Chinese transcriptions of Mal. sago, cf. TP, 1933, 391, and, for European transcriptions Yule, Hobson-Jobson², 780-781; Polo describes sago, and even brought some of it back to Venice (cf. Vol. i, 377), but, like Odoric (Wy, 448), does not give its name.

The other remarkable tree found in the south by the Chinese was the one with the flowers of which cloth was made by the native tribes of western Yün-nan. I have translated above (p. 444) the passage from the Hou-Han shu (116, 8 a), according to which the people of Ai-lao, i.e. of Yung-ch’ang in western Yün-nan, have the 栃椖 wu-t’ung tree (mu), the flowers (hua) of which they spin to make cloth (pu). Yet BRETSCHEINER (Botanicon Sinicum, ii, 349, 351) says that cloth was made from the bark of the tree, and the same information is given by Stuart, Materia Medica, 423. It is true that Polo speaks of cloth made of the «bark» of trees at «Cuigu» (q. v. = Hsiü-chou-fu in Sû-ch’uan, «Sui-fu» of our maps; cf. Vol. i, 298-299, and Y, ii, 124, 127); but this cannot refer to the fabric under discussion here. A great deal of confusion has long prevailed among Chinese scholars on the subject of the various sorts of t’ung, which, in principle, is the designation of the Paulownia (cf. the numerous texts in T”u-shu chi-ch’êng, ts’ao-mu tien, 237-239). Li Shih-chên was the first to give t’ung and wu-t’ung under two
different rubrics; he has been followed by Bretschneider (Botanicon Sinicum, 11, 348, 350) and Stuart (Materia Medica, 312, 423); both agree to see in the t'ung the Paulownia imperialis and in the wu-t'ung the Sterculia platanifolia, and to state that the tree from the bark of which cloth was woven was the Sterculia. I am convinced that the latter opinion is a double mistake. First, I cannot discover any ancient text which speaks of cloth made from the bark of the wu-t'ung tree. Kuo I-kung's Kuang chih, as cited in the T'ai-p'ing yü-lan (966, 9 b) says: "There is white wu-t'ung. The kingdom of P'iao (= Burma) has the white t'ung tree (po-t'ung-mu); its leaves (葉 yeh) have a white down (靭 t's'ui); the people take this down, soak it, and make it into threads with which they weave cloth." Apart from the first sentence, the quotation also occurs earlier in the T'ang encyclopaedia I-wên lei-chü (85, 28 b). The T'uo-shu chi-ch'êng (is't'ao-mu tien, 239, chi-shih, 2 a) gives it in the same form as the T'ai-p'ing yü-lan. Ch'en Chu's T'ung p'u, "Monograph of t'ung", dated 1049, cites it in identical terms (T'uo-shu chi-ch'êng, ts'tao-mu tien, 237, 11 a). I have no doubt, however, that 葉 yeh, "leaves", is an old graphic corruption of 菊 hua or 花 hua, "flower". As a matter of fact, the passage of the Kuang chih, as cited in the commentary of the Hou-Han shu (116, 8 a; cf. BEFEO, iv, 173), does not give yeh, but hua (the compiler of the fragments of the Kuang chih in the Yu-han-shan-fang chi i-shu, 2, 1 b, seems to have used a bad edition of the Hou-Han shu). Although the main compiler of the I-wên lei-chü, Ou-yang Hsün, died a. d. 641, whereas the commentary of the Hou-Han shu was completed only in 676-678, we have no edition of the I-wên lei-chü earlier than the one revised under the Ming dynasty, and cannot be sure that Ou-yang Hsün's original text already gave the faulty reading.

However that may be, the fact that hua, and not yeh, is the only possible reading can be established by another series of arguments. As we have seen, the Hou-Han shu says that cloth was made from the flowers of the wu-t'ung tree, and so does the Hua-yang kuo-chih (4, 18 a-b), which says in like terms: "In Yung-ch'ang, there is the wu-t'ung tree (mu), the flowers of which are soft like silk threads (絹 ssû). The people spin them to make cloth, every strip of which is about five feet broad; it is clean and white and does not get soiled; its popular name is 楊華布 t'ung-hua pu ('t'ung-flower cloth'). They cover the dead with it, and afterwards wear it and sell it to others" (the quotation in T'uo-shu chi-ch'êng, ts'tao-mu tien, 339, chi-shih, 2 b, copied from T'ai-p'ing yü-lan, 957, 9 b, is most inaccurate). In the same way, Tso Ssû (3rd cent.), in his "Ode on Ch'êng-tu" (Shu-tu fu), too famous not to have been genuinely preserved, says (Wen-hsüan, ch. 4): "For cloth (pu), they have the flowers of t'ung (楊華 t'ung-hua); for flour, they have the kuang-lang (cf. supra, p. 473)." The rare character used by Tso Ssû, t'ung, not discussed in botanical works, is historically homophonous of the t'ung of wu-t'ung, and is certainly to be regarded as its equivalent. The commentary adds: "The tree is called t'ung; its flowers have a soft down which can be spun to make cloth. It grows in Yung-ch'ang." In speaking of cloth made from the bark of the wu-t'ung, Bretschneider expressly refers to Lu Chi's "Memoir on natural history in the Book of Odes" (Mao-Shih ts'ao-mu niao-shou ch'ung-yü shu). This is a well-known work by 陸機 Lu Chi, 元符 Yuan-k'o, a man of the Wu kingdom who lived in the middle of the 3rd cent. (LECGE, Chin. Classics, iv, Proleg., 178, and Bretschneider, Botanicon Sinicum, 1, 33, still confuse this Lu Chi of the Three Kingdoms with the celebrated author
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Lu Chi, tsu-i 衛 Shih-hêng, 261-303, of the Chin dynasty; on Lu Chi of the Three Kingdoms, cf. Ssu-k'u... (15, 8 a). The original work is lost, and the present text, in two chapters, is a rifacimento made up of early quotations, first published c. 1360 in the Shuo fu (ch. 4 of the Shuo fu in 120 chs.), and republished by Mao Chin, with an abundant commentary, in the Chin-tai pi-shu. Of modern critical editions, I do not have at my disposal the one published by Lo Chên-yü, and can use only that of Chao Yu, dated 1779, republished in Chih-hsiieh-hsüan ts’ung-shu, first chi. The text says (ch. 1, 17 a): 'Of t’ung, there are the “blue-green t’ung” (ch’ing-t’ung), the “white t’ung” (po-t’ung) and the “red t’ung” (ch’ih-t’ung). The po-t’ung is good for making psalteries (ch’in-shê). At present the people of Yün-nan and Tsang-k'o (in Kuei-chou) make it into threads to make cloth; it is like a woollen cloth (mao-pu). ' The words po-t’ung which I have put between square brackets are not given in Chao Yu’s text, copied from the Shuo fu, nor had they been added in Mao Chin’s text or in his commentary; they do not occur either in the quotation made by T’ai-p’ing yü-lan, 956, 9 a (nor in the almost identical quotation which has passed into T’u-shu chi-chêng, ts’ao-mu tien, 237, 4 a). In Chao Yu’s commentary, it is said that this second po-t’ung may have been dropped accidentally, and a more recent note adds that it occurs in another edition. In this text, nothing is said of the floss or its origin; but even a superficial examination reveals that the text is incomplete, since we are not told what the Yün-nan and Tsang-k'o people make into threads. As a matter of fact, we possess the complete passage, quoted by Su Sung (1020-1101; cf. Breitschneider, Botanicon Sinicum, i, 47), from whom it has passed into Pên-tsa’ ao kang-mu (35 a, 25 b) and the T’u-shu chi-chêng (ts’ao-mu tien, 237, 15 a); it is not to the credit of Mao Chin or of Chao Yu that they should both have ignored the quotation in Su Sung, which says: ‘The po-t’ung is good for making psalteries (ch’in-shê). The people of Yün-nan and Tsang-k'o take the white down [which is] inside its flowers (hua chung), soak it (淹 yan-tsû) and make it into threads (緞 chû) to make cloth (pu); [this cloth] is like a woollen garment (毛服 mao-fu) and it is called ‘flower cloth’ (hua-pu). ’ This is clearly the text which Breitschneider knew from the Pêntsa’ ao kang-mu, and it speaks of flowers, not of bark. According to the T’ai-p’ing yü-lan (359, 14), the t’ung flower cloth (t’ung-hua-pu) was listed in the Kuang-chih among the products of the kingdom of P’iao-jên (read P’iao, Burma). As late as 1461, the Ming i-t’ung chih (ch. 87, 26 b, under Yung-ch’ang chên-min fu) mentions the t’ung flower cloth of the Golden Teeth (Chin-ch’ih; see Çardandan), perhaps in an antiquarian mood; this has passed into the Kuang-yü chi 21, 20 b, which speaks of 細布 hsi-pu, ‘fine cloth’, as a designation of a fabric made of t’ung flowers at Yung-ch’ang (＝ Chin-ch’ih). I find a mention of ‘bark’ only in a text of the end of the 10th cent., the T’ai-p’ing huan-yü chi, which will be discussed infra, p. 478.

Despite all these quotations, I suspect that the designation of the tree as wu-t’ung is a misnomer, and that we have to deal either with a silk-cotton tree (Bombax malabaricum), or a cotton tree (Gossypium arboreum). Lu Chi’s text, in which the tree from whose flowers cloth was made is called po-t’ung, says that the wood is good for making psalteries, and this would exclude Gossypium arboreum. But I think it would also exclude Bombax malabaricum. Lu Chi must have combined data which concerned two different trees. There is no question of psalteries in the text of the Hua-yang kuo chih and the Hou-Han shu, and the name is given there as wu-t’ung, not po-t’ung. Moreover, a simple look at chs. 237-239 of the ts’ao-mu tien section of the T’u-shu
ch'êng is enough to show that Chinese scholars could never form a clear theory as to the identification of the various t'ung species mentioned in ancient works. As to the present wu-t'ung, alias po-t'ung, the « soaking » (yen-tsû) is perplexing; as the same term occurs in the quotation from the Kuang-chih, it is not probable that 濁 tsû should be regarded as a corrupt reduplication, subsequently enlarged into yen-tsû, of the 織 chi that follows. It may be, after all, that, in the 3rd cent., the natives of south-western China had a special method of preparing the cotton floss for weaving. But, since cloth was made out of it, I hold that the silk-cotton tree is practically excluded; on the other hand, the designation wu-t'ung cannot refer to a plant, but at least to a small tree. My conclusion is that the so-called wu-t'ung tree of the Hua-yang kuo chih and the Hou-Han shu may be no other than the cotton tree, Gossypium arboreum, and that the po-tieh of the Ai-lao may be the cloth which was woven from its floss.

I have said that the 槿 t'ung of the Shu-tu fu was certainly the same as the 槿 t'ung of the Hua-yang kuo chih and the Hou-Han shu, so that it must also be a designation of the cotton tree. Curiously enough, this identification seems to have been made by some mediasval scholars, since an author of the Mongol period, 陳高 Ch'ên Kao (a native of Wên-chou in Chê-chiang, doctor in 1354, † 1356; cf. Sû-k'u..., 168, 6 a), has written a poem entitled 種花 Chung t'ung-hua, « Sowing t'ung flowers » (cf. T'u-shu chi-chêng, ts'ao-mu tien, 303, i-wên, 2 a), which unmistakably refers to Gossypium arboreum: its location in the south (炎方 yen-fang), its cultivation in the place of silkworms and mulberries, the care with which the young plants are attended, their full size of three feet, the yellow flowers and the white floss, finally the weaving into cloth for garments, all leave no doubt as to the identity. For once, it was a fortunate inspiration on the part of the compilers of the T'u-shu chi-chêng to include this poem not in the chapters on the 槿 t'ung trees like the passages concerning the wu-t'ung of the Hua-yang kuo-chih and Hou-Han shu, but among the notices on cotton.

To account for the use of 槿 t'ung, or 槿 t'ung, or 槿 wu-t'ung as early designations of the cotton tree, we must remember that, when the Chinese, in their advance through new countries, found unknown products, they had either to borrow their foreign names, or to use, as an equivalent, a Chinese term already referred to something more or less similar. This was how, for instance, they gave the name 槿 hu-t'ung, « t'ung of the Hu », and even sometimes wu-t'ung, to the balsam poplar, Populus balsamifera, of Central Asia (cf. LAUFFER, Sino-Iranica, 339). I am convinced that they did the same for the cotton tree of Yûn-nan, the more so since one at least of the t'ung trees was said to resemble mu-mien (cf. supra, p. 462), and that such a loose approximation accounts to a great extent for the difficulties of identification they vainly tried to overcome later on. On the other hand, the « t'ung flowers » and « t'ung flower cloth » of Yûn and Ming times were merely archaistic survivals. From T'ang times, a new name for the cotton tree of Yûn-nan had been adopted; it was called the « so-lo tree ».

We have found this use of so-lo in the Man shu and, in a corrupt form, in the Hsin T'ang shu. But there are other ancient examples of it. The T'ai-p'ing kuang-chi (406, 3 a) has preserved a long extract (the T'u-shu chi-chêng, ts'ao-mu tien, 312, 1 a-b, gives only the first part) from a T'ang work, the Li-chou T'ung-wang hsien t'u-ching, or « Monograph of the district of T'ung-wang of Li-chou » (south-west of the modern Ya-chou in Sû-ch'uan); this extract is
devoted to a 姿羅綿樹 so-lo mien-shu, or «so-lo cotton tree» which existed west of the district city of T'ung-wang. It required the extended arms of three or four men to embrace it; it first gave flowers, and later gave leaves; the flowers opened only when there was a warm summer. The pistils (殤 jui) of the flowers had a floss (綿 mien) which was called 姿羅綿 so-lo mien, «so-lo cotton» (no stress can be laid upon the use of the two forms of mien in our very faulty editions of the Tai-p'ing kungh-chi). It is to be remarked that this tree was brought into a miraculous connection with a famous deceased Buddhist monk, and that some of the particulars given about the tree (its size, and the flowers preceding the leaves) recur in descriptions of so-lo trees in texts which are supposed to refer to šāla trees. In fact, the tree of Li-chou may have been a Bombax.

The P'ên-ts'ao kang-mu (36, 72 b) cites an interesting text which it says occurs in 祝 穆 Chu Mu's 方輿志 Fang-yü chih («Geography»): 千 綿 P'ing-mien produces 姿羅 so-lo trees (shu); the big ones are thirty or fifty feet high. They form seeds (tsü) which have floss (mien). This floss is made into threads and woven to make white felt (白綿 po-chian; perhaps a misreading of 白縐 po-tieh) and [tou-lo-mien]. - LAUFER (Sino-Iranica, 491), when using this important text, said that Chu Mu was an author of the Sung dynasty. It is true that Chu Mu, of the Sung dynasty, published about 1239 a geographical work entitled 方輿勝覽 Fang-yü sheng-lan (cf. Ssu-k'u ... , 68, 10 a), but the circuit (lu) of P'ing-mien («Pacificed Burma»), in the region of the present T'eng-yüeh, was established only in 1276 (YS, 61, 13 a). So there can be no doubt that the quotation really comes not from Chu Mu's Fang-yü sheng-lan, but from the [聖 朝混一] Sheng-ch'ao hun-i-fang-yü sheng-lan which was published under Qubilai's reign (1260-1294; cf. Miao Ch'uan-shun's I-feng-t'ang tu-shu hsü-chi, 3, 1 a) and incorporated (in 1307?; cf. Kuan-k'u-t'ang ts'ang-shu mu, 3, 27 b, where «31th» ta-tê year must be a slip for «11th» into the [事文類聚 續] 祥大全 Shih-wen lei-chü Han-mo ta-ch'iüan; unfortunately I have at present no access to the latter collection. It is, at any rate, clear that the so-lo tree of this text is either a cotton tree or a silk-cotton tree. The size would suggest a silk-cotton tree, but it is only the floss of the cotton tree which could be used for weaving tou-lo-mien.

The same may be said of the passage from the Ko-ku yao-lun also adduced by LAUFER (ibid.). The Ko-ku yao-lun was published in 1387 and again in 1388, and added to in 1456-1459. Among the passages which belong to the original redaction, we read (Hsi-yin-hsüan ts'ung-shu ed., 8, 4 b): 兪羅綿 Tou-lo-chin. The tou-lo-chin is a product of the Southern Barbarians (Nan-Fan), of the Western Barbarians (Hsi-Fan) and of Yün-nan. It is woven with the 鈞 chin inside the seeds of the 姿羅 so-lo tree (shu), and is similar to velvet (鈞絨 chien-jung). It is five or six feet in breadth, and is much used for making blankets (pei) and also clothes can be made of it. - Chin means «brocade», but tou-lo chin must be a corrupt reading for tou-lo-[綿]mien, as already said by LAUFER. As we have seen above (cf. supra, p. 431), tou-lo-mien was under the Ming dynasty the designation of a cotton velvet; moreover, it is mien, «floss», not chin, «brocade», which is found «inside the seeds» of the so-lo tree, and this so-lo tree must be the cotton tree, Gossypium arboreum.

This conclusion is fully borne out by the fact that so-lo, as a designation of the cotton tree, has survived down to the present day, mainly in the modernized form already used in the Ko-ku yao-lun. According to the Ming i-t'ung chih (87, 17 b), completed in 1461, the 姿羅 so-lo tree
(mu) grew at Wu-ting (north-west of Yün-nan-fu; cf. also T'u-shu pien, 89, 30 a, and the Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chih in 356 chs., 309, 9 b), and 菽 羅 so-lo cloth (pu) was made at Ta-yaoo (N.N.E. of Yao-chhou, now Yao-hsien, between Yün-nan-fu and Ta-li; 87, 13 a; this has passed into the Kuang-yü chih, 21, 16 a), at Chien-shui (= Lin-an, north-west of Mêng-tzü; I have not found this indication in the Ming i-t'ung chih, but only in the Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chih in 356 chs., ch. 307, 26 b), and in the native districts (ch'ang-kuan-ssu) of the territories (tien) of Ma-lung and Ta-lang (north-east of Yün-nan-fu; 87, 25 a); in the latter case, we are told that it is made of cotton (mien-hua), scarcely eight inches in breadth; every year, some is paid [as tribute] to the authorities (this has passed into T'u-shu pien, 89, 30 b). In the Tien hsi, completed in 1807, 菽 羅 so-lo cloth (pu) is mentioned as worn by a Lolo tribe (cf. BEFEO, viii, 343), but the more usual way of writing the term is 菽 羅 so-lo (ibid. 359, 360 [where it is used by a Thai tribe to enshroud the dead, which reminds us of the text of the Hou-Han shu; cf. supra, p. 444], 363 [for the skirts of P'iao women, identical as to the name with the ancient P'iao kingdom of Burma]); this latter form is also used in the modern Hsü Yün-nan t'ung-chih kao (160, 27 b; 162, 29 b).

In its section on the products of Yün-nan, the Hsü Yün-nan t'ung-chih kao (58, 5 a) has a paragraph on so-lo cloth (菇 羅 so-lo pu): According to the I-t'ung chih (= Ch'ing i-t'ung chih; cf. above), it is made at Chien-shui (= Lin-an, north-west of Mêng-tzü). In the Tai-p'ing huan-yü chi (published in 976-984; 79, 12 b), there is in Yao-chhou (about half-way between Yün-nan-fu [now K'un-ming] and Ta-li) the 棲木 t'ung-mu (t'ung tree), from the bark (皮 p'i) of which one can make cloth. The Yao-an fu chih (Description of Yao-an fu; this was the name of Yao-chhou, now Yao-hsien, under the Ming dynasty) says that this is the 菽 羅 so-lo pu (so-lo cloth); according to the old Monograph (chih) of Yün-nan province, it is the 菽 羅 t'ung pu (t'ung cloth; cf. the analogous text in Tien hsi, 4, 23 b, where 菇 羅 pu is an error instead of so-lo pu). The T'u-shu-pien (89, 30 b; on this Ming work, cf. supra, p. 464) says that it is produced in the native districts (ch'ang-kuan-ssu) of the territories (tien) of Ma-lung and Ta-lang (N.E. of Yün-nan-fu); it is made of cotton (mien-hua), scarcely eight inches in breadth; every year, some is paid [as tribute] to the authorities. The I-t'ung chih (Ming i-t'ung chih; cf. above) says that the t'ung-pu is produced at Chên-yüan (north of P'u-êr; I have not found the original passage; the Tien hsi, 4, 25 b, mentions so-lo pu at Chên-yüan). These texts show that, under the Ming dynasty, the so-lo cloth was correctly understood to be identical with the old t'ung cloth, which was, as we have seen, made of the floss of Gossypium arboreum. As to the bark of the Tai-p'ing huan-yü chi, in view of all the concordant texts adduced above, it is no doubt an error (less serious than for instance the one in PURCHAS, who gives as made of the bark of a certain tree the mûgâ cloth of Assam, manufactured from the threads of a sort of wild silkworm; cf. YULE, Hobson-Jobson's, 2 v. "moonga, mooga", and the Ming i-t'ung chih was right in speaking of the material as mien-hua, real cotton. The places mentioned are scattered all over the province, which is not surprising in view of the area of cotton cultivation in Yün-nan during the Ming dynasty. Although most of the cotton now used in Yün-nan is imported, the plant is still grown in the south-western part of the province and north of Ta-li, and the Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chih in 356 chs. (306, 23 a) expressly gives it (mien-hua) as a product of Lo-p'ing (south-east of Ch'ü-ching) in the extreme east of Yün-nan.
The word so-lo of these texts in clearly the same as the so-lo of the T'ang period, and we have now to explain it. Since we have dismissed Watters' etymology from Skt. śālma, the only solution proposed hitherto is the ingenious one of Laufer, according to which so-lo would render Lolo sala (P’u-p’a sala, Čūko sōdo), «cotton». As we are actually dealing with a cotton tree, this sounds very tempting. Yet, after a more careful examination of the problem, I am far from being convinced. It may be an objection of no great account that the etymology should be sought in Lolo, while the term first occurs about the Nan-chao, who are supposed to have been Thai. Nor would I lay great stress on the fact that Lolo is really a monosyllabic language, in which the constituents of the polysyllabic terms generally lend themselves to a satisfactory analysis, which is not the case with sala. But the main point is that I am almost convinced, as a result of the inquiry conducted above, that so-lo is nothing else than the very transcription of Skt. śāla, śāla. The name, famous in Buddhism, of that lofty Indian tree, practically unknown in China, had already been occasionally transferred to the horse-chestnut; but a name was required for the cotton tree of Yün-nan, since that of wu-t’ung or t’ung was decidedly too misleading; so-lo, sāla, śāla, was available, and, adopted under the T’ang dynasty, did such good service that it is still in use nowadays. But then what about the Lolo sala? I believe that it is really connected with so-lo, śāla, but that the position is the reverse of what Laufer thought it to be. There are a number of Chinese words in Lolo; in my opinion sala is probably one of them, and was borrowed by the Lolo at a time when they did not yet cultivate cotton, as the Thai tribes had done for many centuries; they called the cotton tree sala, because it was called so-lo (śālā) by the Chinese around them.

Since so-lo, sāla, Shorea robusta, was confused with the cotton tree, and occasionally with the silk-cotton tree, and gave them its name, we need not be too much surprised that the reverse should have taken place. Taranzano (Vocabulaire, ii, 690) gives tou-lo-chin (read tou-lo-mien; cf. supra, p. 477, and TP, 1933, 431) as a designation of the «fruit of the Shorea robusta». Whatever be the source of the information, it certainly rests on an error, in consequence of which one of the names of «cotton», tou-lo-mien, was in its turn given to the sāla tree.

Pan-chih-hua. — Another name seems to have passed through the same vicissitudes as mu-mien and so-lo, that is to say to have been referred now to the Gossypium and now to the Bombax. It is that of 繁 [or 繁] 枝 花 pan-chih hua, «flower with mottled branches», or, by corruption, 攀枝 花 p’an-chih hua, «flower grasping the branches». The Pên-t’s’ao kang-mu gives it as a designation of «the mu-mien which is like a tree». In Taranzano (Vocabulaire, ii, 489), p’an-chih hua is identical first to Ceiba pentandra, Gaertn. (i. e. Bombax malabaricum), and secondly, with a question mark, to Gossypium arboreum.

The earliest example I have found of this term occurs in a song (曲 ch’ü) entitled «Song of the flower with mottled branches» (pan-chih hua ch’ü). Its author, 汪 廣 洋 Wang Kuang-yang († 1380; cf. Ming shih, 127, 3 a) had become a doctor under the Yüan dynasty, but entered the service of the Ming; he was a Chiang-su man, but lived for some time in Hai-nan as an exile. I know the text only from the T’u-shu chi-ch’êng, ts’ao-mu tien, 303; i-wên, 2 a-b. The song locates the pan-chih hua in Chiao-chou, i. e. in Tongking. The flowers, of red or reddish colour, open in the second or third moon. When they wither and the floss appears,
it is eagerly collected, women sit at their looms, and chi-pei is woven for the new white clothes of the husbands. Chi-pei has never been the name of Bombax malabaricum, and the latter was never and never have been used for making cloth, but only as stuffing for mattresses, etc. So Wang Kuang-yang's pan-chih hua ought to be Gossypium arboreum; but Wang may have misapplied the term, and I must admit that the colour of the flowers and the time of their opening would rather suggest the Bombax.

In speaking of errors in the names of plants, Lu Jung, a doctor of 1466, has the following passage in his Shu-yüan tsu-chi (Shou-shan-ko ts'ung-shu ed., 12, 10 a): "The tree-cotton-flower (mu-mien-hua) grows in Nan-yüeh (= Kuang-tung and Kuang-hsi); it is a tree four or five chang high (= 40 to 50 feet); the flower is red like the camelia (shan-ch'a, Camelia japonica); the seeds (tsu) are like the fruit (shih) of the ch'u (Broussonetia papyrifera); flax (mien) is produced in the seeds, and can be used to stuff cushions; it is what the people of Su-chou (in Chiang-su) call p'an-chih-hua. What is spun and woven to make cloth should be called 'cotton-flower' (mien-hua) only; the 雲間通志 Yün-chien t'ung-chih (a monograph on Sung-chiang in Chiang-su) calls it mu-mien-hua; it must be that it follows the error of Master 桐泰安 Ts'ai (= Ts'ai Ch'ên, the commentator of the Shu ching, on whom cf. infra, p. 487)."

In his Tan-ch'ien hsü lu (Pao-yen-t'ang pi-chi lith. ed., 8, 2 b), Yang Shen (1488-1559) has a brief note on mu-mien, more or less similar to that of Lu Jung. He first quotes two poems of the 9th cent. in which the expression "mu-mien flowers" occurs, then describes the mu-mien tree of the south, an arnulf in girth, with red flowers like the camelia and yellow pistils, states that it was not planted in Chiang-nan, and maintains that it is the "mu-mien tree" of the Wu lu (cf. supra, p. 460). He goes on to say: "This is the pan-chih hua of our days. It grows in A-mi-chou in Yün-nan (N. N.W. of Meng-tsê), and is extremely abundant in Ling-nan (= Kuang-tung and Kuang-hsi)." We have seen that the "mu-mien tree" of the Wu lu was Gossypium arboreum. But Lu Jung and Yang Shen's description is that of mu-mien in the sense in which mu-mien was used in Kuang-tung, where it was the name of Bombax malabaricum. Consequently Yang Shen's identification of the "mu-mien tree" of the Wu lu is erroneous. At the same time, Lu Jung and Yang Shen must have known what was meant by pan-chih hua in their own days, at least in some parts of China, and they clearly understood Bombax malabaricum. In spite of the fact that a lofty tree like the Bombax can hardly have been from the first known under the misleading name of "flower", and also that the pan-chih hua in Wang Kuang-yang's song ought to be Gossypium arboreum, we must admit that the same change of meaning which obtained in Kuang-tung for mu-mien also took place in the case of pan-chih hua, and that what may originally have been a name of Gossypium arboreum was, at a slightly later date, used for the Bombax malabaricum.

The 閔都詠 Min-pu shu is a short miscellany devoted to Fu-chien, and mainly to its products; it was published in 1585 by 王世緒 Wang Shih-mou, a native of T'ai-ts'ang in Chiang-su, and contains a curious passage on the cultivation of cotton (Chieh-yüeh-shan-fang ed., 7 b; cf. also T'u-shu chi-k'êng, ts'ao-mu tien, 303, tsai-ku, 1-2): "I had formerly heard from old men that the people of Kuang[tung] planted cotton (棉花 mien-hua) which reached six or seven feet in height and that there were some [bushes] which were not changed (易i) for four or
five years; at first I did not believe it. Passing Ch’üan-chou (in Fu-chien), I arrived between T’ung-an and Lung-ch’i (both S.W. of Ch’üan-chou). Swaying by the side of the road, [there was something] having the appearance of a hazel tree or Judas tree; when I came near and looked at it, it was cotton (mien-hua). The time was just ch’ing-ho (= the fourth moon); the old boughs already showed miserable yellow flowers. But this cannot be called mu-mien. The mu-mien hua ('mu-mien flower') is a lofty tree, with red (tan) flowers like [those of] the camelia (ch’i; often = shan-ch’i, 'camelia'); the fruit (shih) it bears is abundant; it is what in Wu (= Chiang-su) is called p’an-chih hua. Yang Yung-hsiu (= Yang Shên) has spoken of it at length in the Tan-ch’ien (= Tan-ch’ien hsü-lu), and has marvelled at it, saying that it occurred in Chan-i chou in Yün-nan (Chan-i chou, now Chan-i hsien, is somewhat north-east of Ch’ü-ching in Yün-nan; but Yang Shên really refers to A-mi chou, much more to the south [cf. supra], and it is A-mi chou which is correctly given here by the T’u-shu chi-ch’êng), and that he had heard that in the Ling (= Wu-ling mountains) and in Kuang-tung (but in fact Yang’s text gives ‘Ling-nan’, not ‘Ling Kuang’) it was extremely abundant. [This shows that] he did not know that the Hui-an chih ('Description of Hui-an'; Hui-an is a hsien east of Ch’üan-chou in Fu-chien) had already mentioned that tree and called it 桂花 p’an-kuei hua ('flower of grasped cinnamon'); Yang says pan-chih hua; with the p’an-chih hua used in Wu (= Chiang-su), it makes three names for one and the same product. The quality (p’in) of the flower (of the p’an-chih hua) is inferior to that of the mien-hua (true cotton), and it is only good for stuffing mattresses. (This last sentence is omitted in the T’u-shu chi-ch’êng). On the question of names, I rather think that p’an-kuei hua is a graphic corruption of p’an-chih hua and that we have only two forms. What is more important is the astonishment of the Chiang-su man, who in his own province knew only Gossypium herbaceum, when he saw in Fu-chien the Gossypium arboreum for the first time. Moreover, his text leaves no doubt that, in his time and his province of Chiang-su, mu-mien and p’an-chih hua were synonymous and had become designations no longer of the cotton tree, Gossypium arboreum, but of the silk-cotton tree, Bombax malabaricum.

The Wu-Hsüen tsu-p’ei (cf. supra, p. 438) also speaks of the p’an-chih hua (cf. T’u-shu chi-ch’êng, ts’ai-mu tien, 303, ts’ai-lu, 2a): ‘Our Sung (= Sung-chiang; the author was a native of the region of Shanghai) covers the world with its garments of cotton cloth (mien-pu), but the beginnings of the introduction of cotton (mien-hua) into China are not known. The tradition is that the plant came from the Hsi-Fan (a term loosely used in late Ming times for the ‘Western Countries’ of earlier and later texts) and for the first time entered China under the Yüan...’ The author goes on with quoting in full a long text on cotton cultivation which he attributes to Shih Chao, who lived c. 1100, and concludes: ‘What Shih Chao speaks of is, without any doubt, cotton (mien-hua); the only thing is that now the bow to card cotton is made of wood and more than six feet long (the text attributed to Shih Chao spoke of a bamboo bow one foot and four or five inches long), which merely makes a small difference with the ancient practice; so it is wrong to say that [cotton cultivation] began under the Mongols (as will be shown in the last part of the present memoir, the text attributed to Shih Chao has nothing to do with him, and dates from the end of the 13th cent.). But Shih Chao speaks of the plant as mu-mien, which is not correct. The mu-mien was produced in Chiao-chou and Kuang-chou; this tree was an armful in birth;
its fruit was like a wine cup; in the ‘mouth’ of the [fruit] there was floss with which one could make cloth; see Chang Po’s Wu lu. [The mu-mien] is the pan-chih hua of our days; Yang Yung-hsii [Yang Shên] has discussed [the question], and he was right. So, for the author of the Wu-Hsün tsa-p’ei as for Yang Shên, Wang Shih-mou and Li Shih-chên, the mu-mien was Bombax malabaricum. At the same time, we can see from his text that, in his time, mu-mien was a more or less obsolete term, for the meaning of which he had to fall back on the ancient description given in Chang Po’s Wu lu. But he was mistaken in speaking of the ‘armful in girth’, the only feature which could not be applied to Gossypium arboreum, since there is no such sentence in the Wu lu. Above all, he has neglected an important point: cloth was woven with mu-mien, and as Wang Shih-mou justly remarked after other writers, the floss of the Bombax, our kapok, can only be used for stuffing mattresses; moreover, the author of the Wu-Hsün tsa-p’ei almost says so himself in another paragraph.

It is in the light of what has just been said that I am tempted to interpret this other paragraph on mu-mien of the Wu-hsün tsa-p’ei (cf. T’u-shu chi-chêng, ts’ao-mu tien, 303, hui-k’ao, 2a): ‘Mu-mien is also called Ch’iuang-chih, ‘Precious branch’. It is several ten-foot measures high. The tree itself resembles wu-t’ung; the leaves are like [those of] the peach-tree, but somewhat larger; the flowers are of a deep red colour and like the camellia (shan-ch’a). In spring and summer, the flowers open and cover the tree, which from afar looks like a gay brocade. When the flowers wither, they form a fruit (ts’u) which is like a wine-cup; floss spouts out of its orifice (k’ou, lit. ‘mouth’), abundant like a fine down. Anciently it was said that the Barbarians (Man) of Hui-nan wove [mu-mien] into a cloth which was called chi-pei; now [mu-mien] is used only to stuff mattresses, because it is soft and warm, and nobody employs it to make cloth. In Hsiin-[chou] and Wu-[chou] (both in Kuang-hsi), there is also mu-mien; but local people do not collect [the floss], which is merely blown about and made to fall by the wind.’

This is the only text in which I have found ch’iuang-chih as an equivalent of mu-mien. This fancy name, taken from the fabulous ch’iuang-chih tree in Chuang-tzu, has also been given to ‘coral’, and ch’iuang-chih- [几] ts’ai, ‘ch’iuang-chih vegetable’, is one of the names of the seeweed which we know as agar-agar (cf. HR, 176, 186). It does not seem to have ever been a true equivalent of mu-mien, except perhaps locally, among scholars, and perhaps for a short period.

But, in view of the other text of the Wu-Hsün tsa-p’ei, it is just possible that ch’iuang-chih was a misreading for p’an-chih [hua], this misreading being due to the attraction of Chuang-tzu’s ch’iuang-chih. What the author gives is a description of the Bombax malabaricum, which we know from the other text to have been familiar to him as pan-chih hua. As to mu-mien, it would come in only as an antiquarian and scholarly — but mistakenly scholarly — equivalent of pan-chih hua.

In 1583, the Burmese army was defeated by the Chinese generals Liu T’ing and Teng Tsü-lung at a place called P’an-chih-hua (south-east of Yung-ch’ang in Yün-nan; cf. Ming shih, 315, 3b). Another P’an-chih-hua still exists at the extreme south-eastern corner of Yün-nan province. It is certain that these place-names were given under the Ming, probably by Chinese officials who were not natives of Yün-nan, on account of the presence of Bombax trees. Moreover, in Teng Tsü-lung’s biography (Ming shih, 247, 10a), the battle of 1583 is located not ‘at P’an-chih-hua’, but ‘under p’an-chih trees’ 樹 下, which proves the equivalence.
The texts already quoted show that the p'an-chih hua grew in the south-eastern (cf. also Tien shi, 4, 26 a) and south-western parts of Yünnan; a last text shows it in the northernmost districts of the province. It occurs in the Ming i-t'ung chih (87, 23 a), where it is said that the p'an-chih hua grows in Pei-sheng chou, i. e. the modern Yung-pei, north of the Yang-tzê and east of Li-chiang. The text adds that it looks like cotton (mien-hua), that cushions can be made of it, and that it can also be used to make cloth; I think that the last words rest on a confusion with Gossypium arboreum.

The same confusion occurs in other works. In the Chao-ch'ing fu chih, completed in 1830-1833 (re-edition of 1876; Courant, Catalogue, No. 1758; 3, 43 a), there is a notice on mu-mien, beginning as follows: "It is also called p'an-chih hua. Chi-pei sprouts are grafted on a fü pêi wu-po root (kên; here — trunk), and they produce flowers which give cotton (mien)." I do not know any such term as wu-po, and I think that it is a misprint for fü pêi wu-chiu, the tallow-tree, Stillingia sebifera, which is given in the quotation of the present passage made at an earlier date in Kuei-sü lei-kao, 14, 5 a. The author of the latter work mentions this as an example of a "cotton plant" which becomes a "cotton tree." I have found no other allusion to this grafting process, which to a layman seems rather extraordinary. But the main point is that the notice of the mu-mien or p'an-chih hua proceeds with quotations from an older redaction of the Chao-ch'ing fu chih and from the Kuang-tung t'ung-chih which indubitably refer in principle to the Bombax and yet mix it up with the true cotton plant. From the text, it is clear that one of the sources, perhaps ultimately going back to the Ming i-t'ung chih, had said that the floss of the mu-mien could be used not only to stuff cushions, but also to make cloth; this is why the text adds: "On inquiry from Cantonese people, there is nobody who weaves it." A similar remark occurs in the Chih-wu ming-shih t'ua-k'ao (completed in 1848; 30, 3-4), the author of which, while reproaching Li Shih-chên with having confused mien-hua (Gossypium) with mu-mien (Bombax), gives under mu-mien quotations which can only refer to tree cotton.

Yüeh-no. — Of the terms dealt with by Hirth and Rockhill (HR, 220) as probable designations of "cotton," only one remains to be examined, 越絹 yüeh-no (*ji*at-nâk), which they thought was perhaps the name of a country in T'ang times, and later the name of a light cotton gauze, or muslin. Yüeh-no was never the name of a country, but always the designation of a textile (cf. BEFEO, iv, 483). The term first occurs in the Sui shu, 83, 7 b (in the notice on Persia), and remained in use until the end of the Sung; Lauffer has discussed it in his Sino-Iranica, 493-496. But while stating quite correctly that the normal restitution of yüeh-no would be *varnak, Lauffer sought in it a double designation, yüeh- representing Pers. barnâ, or malâ, or bâlâs, all names of textiles, and -no being the Pers. nāb, Polo's "nac" (q. v.), a sort of brocade. There is a fundamental error in this theory: yüeh-no clearly renders one word, not two. On the other hand, the fact that yuēh-no first occurs in a notice on Persia is a mere accident (I must admit, however, that most mentions occur in connection with Persia and Mussulman countries west of India), and we have to deal with a trade-name then current in Central Asia and the Indian Sea. In my opinion, the simplest solution would be to regard yüeh-no (*ji*at-nâk) as representing some Prakrit form of Skr. varṣakâ, a term derived from varṣā (usually "colour") and
known as the designation of a textile. *Varṇakambala (formed with *varṇa, *colour* and *kambala, *woollen blanket*) renders Ch. 色織繡 (or chü-yü), a sort of woollen rug, in BACCHI, *Deux lexiques sanskrit-chinois*, 195, 326 (the Sanskrit characters give *varṇakamula, which the editor has corrected to *varṇakamala; this would make the term consist precisely of *varṇaka + mula; but the Sanskrit characters are an early addition, not always correct, and the Chinese transcription, in my opinion, leaves no doubt that *varṇakambala* is meant, as is moreover supposed by the Japanese phonetic transcription added to the right; cf. also my remarks in my review of LÜDER’S Textilien, in *Oriental. Literaturzeitung*, 1938, No. 3, 184). But, if yüeh-no be *varṇakā, I am at a loss to tell what sort of fabric was known under that trade name.

**The Introduction of Cotton Cultivation into China.** — The history of this introduction has been traced in the 18th century by the Jesuit CIBOT, in *Mémoires concernant les Chinois*, II, 602-622; CIBOT’S memoir is interesting for modern times, and clearly marks the difference between the "cotton tree", thriving in the south, and the "cotton plant", better fitted for more northern conditions, but it is more or less romantic for the earlier period; it may be responsible for some of the statements made in EDDINS’S *Modern China*. The now prevalent view, as expressed in HIRTH and ROCKHILL’S *Chao Ju-kua* (HR, 219) and in COULON’S *Encyclopædia Sinica* (1, 134), is that the introduction of cotton cultivation and spinning into China proper, and more precisely into Chiang-su, took place in the 14th cent., and was due to a woman from Hai-nan called 蕭德 蘇 Huang Tao-p’o; GILES (Biogr. Dict. No. 870), following WELLS WILLIAMS (The *Middle Kingdom*, II, 37) and MAYERS (Chinese Reader’s Manual, p. 71), adds that cotton itself had been "introduced from Turkestan", which will be shown farther on to be an error.

The source of the information about "Huang Tao-p’o" is T’ao Tsung-i’s *Cho-keng lu*, dated 1362 (24, 12-13), and although T’ao’s text, in an abbreviated form, has been made available in various works, for instance in the *Chinese Repository*, xix, 458 (because of the quotation made from it in HSÜ Kuang-ch’i’s *Nung-chêng ch’üan-shu*, 35, 10 b-11), and in DORÉ, *Recherches sur les superstitions*, XI, 1040-1041, it is worthy of a complete and more accurate translation. The text says: "In Min (＝ Fu-chien) and Kuang (= Kuang-tung), many people plant (種 chung) cotton (mu-mien), and spin it to make cloth, which is called chi-p’ei. About 50 li east of Sung-chiang fu (south-west of Shanghai), there is what is called 窯泥窯 Wu-ni-ching (‘Black mud Ching’, 26 li south-west of Shanghai; cf. *Ti-ming ta ts’u-tien*, 731). In that region, the soil is gravelly and poor, and does not yield grain for feeding the people; so they planned to plant trees in order to make a living out of it, and then they sought seeds (of mu-mien) there (i.e. in Fu-chien and Kuang-tung). They were absolutely without any such devices as 踏車 t’ach’ê (another name for chiao-chê, or seed-cleansing stand, described in the *Nung shu*; cf. supra, p. 458) and 綢弓 ch’ui-kung (lit. ‘hammer bow’, another name for the 弓 t’an-kung, ‘carding bow’, described and depicted in *Nung shu*, 21, 17 a); they opened and separated the seeds only by hand, and with a string cord and a bamboo bow, the floss was ‘flocked’ by being beaten on a table (the text in the *Chin-tai pi-shu* ed., 接同 桢 揉, makes no sense, and I follow the reading adopted in the *Nung-chêng ch’üan-shu*, 窯 間 揉 掇; it was a wearisome task. At the beginning of the [now reigning] dynasty, there was an old woman (孀 yâ), whose name was Huang tao-p’o (tsao-p’o is
not really a name, but means literally ‘old taoist woman’, with perhaps some implication of sorcery as in this 姒 tao-yü; moreover, Huang tao-p'o is sometimes called ‘Huang p'o’ only), who came from 岑州 Yai-chou (or Ya-chou; in Hai-nan) and taught [the people] how to make the implements for cleansing, carding, spinning, and weaving [cotton]; rules were even laid down for mixing up reeds (.ssl sha) so as to combine colours and arrange threads for making designs (my translation is different from Donk's). So they wove blankets, cushions, waistbands, and handkerchiefs, on which twigs plucked off, round phoenixes, chess-boards, and characters shone out as if drawn by hand. When the people had been so instructed, they rivalled each other in making goods which they sold to other districts (chün). The families grew wealthy; but, after a short time, the old woman died. There was not one who was not grateful to her, and, shedding tears, all attended her burial. Moreover, they raised her a shrine, and sacrificed to her at the season each year. Thirty years later, the shrine was in ruins. A man of the village, 趙 恩 轩 Chao Yü-hsüan (this seems to be a hao, and to imply that the man was not a peasant), had it rebuilt; but now it has fallen into ruin a second time, and nobody has cared to rebuild it. Little by little, the name of the tao-p'o has faded away and sunk into oblivion.

An author of the 14th cent., 王逢 Wang Fêng (1319-1388), who, after the fall of the Yuan dynasty in 1368, lived in retirement in the very village of Wu-ni-ching, has devoted to Huang tao-p'o a poem which has been preserved in his literary collection entitled 楯溪集 Wu-ch'i chi. It does not add anything of importance to T'ao Taung-i's account, except the indication that the shrine erected by Chao was burnt down by soldiers and rebuilt by a Mr 張 Chang, whom the authors of the Sung-chiang fu chih (18, 16 b) have been at a loss to identify.

According to the Kuei-sü lei-kaô, 14, 6 b, the Chiang-nan t'ung-chiô, in the section on «altars and temples» (t'an-miao), devotes a notice to the shrine of Huang tao-p'o; but there is no t'an-miao section in the Chiang-nan t'ung-chiô of 1694, the only edition to which I have access, and the section on «shrines» says nothing of the lady. Whatever its origin, here is the notice as given in the Kuei-sü lei-kaô: «The shrine of Huang tao-p'o was formerly at Wu-ni-ching of Shang-hai. Under T'ien-chi of the Ming (1621-1627), 張所望 Chang So-wang (cf. infra, p. 438) removed it to 張家浜 Chang-chia-ting (‘Creek of the Chang family’); 張之象 CHANG Chih-hsiang (1496-1577) wrote an account [of it] which said: ‘In the yii'an-chêng period of the Yüan (1295-1296), a person who had first migrated to Yai-chou came back to Wu-ni-ching, and taught the methods of sowing and planting, cleansing and carding, spinning and weaving, arranging the threads and sorting the colours, which [were in use] in Min (= Fu-chien) and Kuang (= Kuang-tung); on that account people raised a shrine to that [person].’ The chronological order here given for CHANG So-wang and CHANG Chih-hsiang is in fact erroneous and must be reversed. As to CHANG Chih-hsiang's text, it is an adaptation, which is not always accurate, from the Cho-kêng lu.

About 1700, 高 不 憂 Kao Pu-chien wrote a poem entitled «Poem on a night visit to the old site of the shrine of Mother Huang (Huang mu) at Wu-ni-ching» (cf. Sung-chiang fu chih, 18, 16 b), which begins: «Chi-pei was a product of the southern Barbarians (Man); now it is much planted in this region. By weaving it one helps the ‘young children’ (= the people); the process has been learnt from Huang p'o.»
The Sung-chiang fu chih compiled under Chia-ch'ing (1796-1820; 18, 15-16; cf. Doré, loc. cit.) has a long paragraph on Huang tao-p'o and her shrine; it reproduces both the inscription of Chang Chih-hsiang and that of Chang So-wang. Chang Chih-hsiang's text expressly says that Huang tao-p'o was a native of the 鎗 chên to which Wu-ni-ching belonged, and that she came back in 1295-1296; but it adds that she «carried [back] cotton of Min (= Fu-chien) and Kuang (= Kuang-tung) and sowed it», which is a very loose and almost misleading way of speaking of Yai-chou in Hai-nan, which formed part of Kuang-tung. According to the Sung-chiang fu chih, the man who first built the shrine was the village headman 趙如珪 Chao Ju-kuei. After it had been destroyed by soldiers under the Yüan dynasty, it was rebuilt in 1465-1487 by the district magistrate 劉侃 Liu Wan. In 1573-1619 (in fact, before 1577), Chang Chih-hsiang transferred it to Chang-chia-ping; less than thirty years later, this too was in ruins, and in 1626 Chang So-wang erected an independent shrine (pieh-tzu) west of the Ning-kuo-ssü. Another «independent shrine», at 梅嶺 Mei-ch'ı-hung, in Shanghai itself, and south-west of the seat of the Shanghai magistrate, is the one spoken of in the Mu-mien p'u (15 b); it may originally have been dedicated to another nun with the Huang surname; it was restored in 1784, and expressly dedicated to Huang tao-p'o in 1813.

A scholar, native of the Tui-shan, in the district of Shanghai, 毛煥麟 Mao Hsiang-lin, published in 1870 a miscellaneous work in 4 chs., entitled 島山書屋墨餘錄 Tui-shan-shu-wu mo-yü lu, in which a paragraph entitled «Huang tao-p'o tsz'ü», «the Shrine of Huang tao-p'o», gives some additional information for more recent times (Pi-chi hsiao-shuo ta-kuan ed., 1st chi, 2, 21). According to Mao Hsiang-lin, the shrine at Mei-ch'ı-hung in Shanghai was erected by the Shanghai people after the original shrine had been removed first to Chang-chia-ping and afterwards west of the Ning-kuo-ssü. The weavers of Shanghai used to assemble for a fair at the Mei-ch'ı-hung shrine. Shortly after 1821, the provincial governor T'ao Chu restored it and enlarged its area with land which originally belonged to the family of Mao Hsiang-lin’s grandmother. Mao Hsiang-lin gives details on the sights and the pavilions of this shrine, at which women used to come in crowds for theatricals every year in the fourth moon, on Huang tao-p’o’s birthday. But this beautiful site was laid waste in the T’ai-p’ing rebellion in 1853.

As may be seen from the above texts, the memory of Huang tao-p'o, this «public-spirited woman» as W. Williams calls her, has not sunk into such complete oblivion as T'ao Tsung-i's text would imply; Doré even reproduces a popular coloured picture of the old lady. But it may be that this popularity is a more or less artificial revival, of bookish origin. Late traditions which speak of Tämür’s reign (1294-1307), or more precisely of 1295-1296, are not necessarily better informed than the almost contemporary T’ao Tsung-i, who merely says «at the beginning of the [now reigning] dynasty», and Chao Yu-hshan who, according to T'ao Tsung-i, rebuilt the shrine, is very probably the same as Chao Ju-kuei who, according to the Sung-chiang fu chih, built it in the first instance. It is by no means certain either that there was any authoritative tradition about the birthday of Huang tao-p'o. Even if there may be some inaccuracies in T’ao’s account, it is from it that we must start. From this account it emerges very clearly that cotton (i. e. true cotton) had been extensively grown in Fu-chien and Kuang-tung (of which Hai-nan always formed part) for an indeterminate length of time before the advent of the
Mongol dynasty. On the other hand, T'ao Tsung-i does not say that Huang tao-p'o introduced cotton cultivation into Wu-ni-ching, but that, at the beginning of the Mongol dynasty, she taught the Wu-ni-ching cotton growers how to make the necessary gins for a simpler treatment of the foss and afterwards a better use of the threads. Interesting as it is, T'ao Tsung-i's text has no direct bearing on the introduction of cotton cultivation into China.

For a number of centuries, the opinion has been generally held by Chinese scholars that cotton was already known in almost prehistoric China, because the «Tribute of Yu», in the Shu ching, contains the following sentence 禹衣人服 tao-i hui fu, «the island barbarians [brought] garments of grass» (cf. Legge, Chin. Classics, III, 111); hui, «grass», would be a designation of various vegetable textiles, including «cotton» (mu-mien). This explanation originated with Ts'ai Ch'ên (1167-1230; cf. Giles, Biog. Dict. No. 1968), whose famous commentary on the Shu ching was completed in 1210, and it has been accepted, with more or less qualification, by men like Ch'iu Hsin (1418-1495; cf. Giles, Biog. Dict. No. 407) in his Ta-hsüeh yen-i pu (cf. Ts' u-shu chi-ch'êng, ts'a-mu tien, 303, 6 b; Chin. Repository, XIX, 458), Wang Hsiang-chin (cf. Ts'u-shu chi-ch'êng, ibid., i-wên, 2 a; on Wang Hsiang-chin, cf. supra, p. 438), T'an Ch'ien (in his Tsao-lin ts'a-tsu, chung-chi, 57 b), and even Hsü Kuang-ch'i (cf. infra, p. 486); the Emperor K'ang-hsi gave his sanction to it in the introduction to his «Ode on cotton», Mu-mien fu (reproduced in Sung-chiang fu chih, 6, B a). The sentence in question in the «Tribute of Yu» occurs in the section devoted to Yang-chou, i.e. the region of the lower Yang-tzê; tao-i, «island barbarians» is a vague term; at a later date, the Northern Wei used it as the designation of the dominions of the Liang, that is of the whole of south-eastern China. Of course there was no «cotton» in China before the Christian era; its occurrence in Steele's I li, II, 94, is a bad anachronism. Ts'ai Ch'ên's explanation is untenable (just as much as his attempted connection between [i] pei, which comes at the end of the sentence, with chi-pei, whereas this pei can only mean «shell», «cowry»), but its interest lies in the fact that, to have proposed it, Ts'ai Ch'ên must have been aware of the cultivation of cotton in some part of China. Now Ts'ai Ch'ên was a native of Chien-yang in Fu-chien, and we may conclude from his mistaken commentary that cotton was already largely cultivated in Fu-chien in 1210.

Other texts point also to times prior to the end of the 13th cent. (not to speak of the «14th» indicated by Mayers, Hirth and Rockhill, and Couling).

We must leave out the «ta» (or t'a) cloth of Han times, since we are not yet, in a position to guarantee that it was cotton, and provisionally the slightly later po-tieh of the Hua-yang kuo-chih and the Hou-Han shu. But the question of the «mu-mien tree» mentioned by the two parallel passages of Chang Po's Wu lu as growing in Tongking and western Yün-nan, can be settled. Li Shih-chên had placed them in the same category as the «p'an-chih hua», which in his time was indubitably Bombax; Hsü Kuang-ch'i opposed him with very sound reasons in his Nung-chêng ch'üan-shu (35, 2).

I have already referred to the Nung-chêng ch'üan-shu, without however saying anything definite on the history of this agricultural encyclopaedia, the history of which is far from being satisfactorily explained. The date «1619» given by Lauffer, Sino-Iranica, 386, is an error or a misprint for «1639»; and the book was not printed «by Imperial command», as said by Wylie
(Notes on Chinese literature, 76), whose 陳之龍 Ch'ên Chih-lung, moreover, is a mistake for
the name of the well-known Sung-chiang author 陳子龍 Ch'ên Ts'ü-lung (he is the man called
「a certain Ts'ü-lung」 in Breitschneider, Botanicon Sinicum, 1, 83). There are two states of
the Nung-chêng ch'üan-shu, one in 60, the other in 46 chs.; but, if we had only the notices in the
Shê-k'u... 102, 8-9 and 15-16, we could not suspect that both were posthumous compilations,
and that Ch'ên Tzü-lung was to a great extent responsible for both. As a matter of
fact, Ch'ên Tzü-lung acquired Hsü's mss. from his heirs, and in 1639, with the co-operation of
張國維 Chang Kuo-wei and方岳賈 Fang Yo-kung, arranged and printed them in 60 chs.;
at a later date, he submitted the whole to a fresh revision, and produced the work in 46 chs.,
but the Ch'ien-lung Commissioners knew it only from a ms. copy, and I am not certain that it
was ever printed; all the known copies of the Nung-chêng ch'üan-shu seem to represent
the work in 60 chs. (cf. Courant, Catalogue, Nos. 5369-5392), the preliminaries (fan-li) of which
are signed by Ch'ên Tzü-lung. It is difficult to say to what extent these 60 chs. have been
edited by Chang, Fang, and Ch'ên. There is no doubt that several chapters, for instance
chs. 19 and 20 on European hydraulics, had already been published separately in Hsü Kuang-
ch'i's lifetime, i.e. before 1633. Such must also have been the case for part at least of the
chapter on cotton, since Hsü's «report to the throne» (shu) on the cultivation of cotton was
already known to Wang Hsiang-chin, whose Ch'ün-fang p'u was published in 1630 (cf. the
preface to the Mien p'u section; cf. supra, p. 438); probably it was included in the 農漢雜疏
Nung-i tsa shu, «Various reports on agriculture», in 5 chs., which are mentioned separately in
the Ming shih, 98, 3a. On the other hand, I doubt whether the Ming shih is right when it
registers separately a Nung-chêng ch'üan-shu in 60 chs. as the work of Hsü Kuang-ch'i, and
another in 8 chs. as that of Chang Kuo-wei. In discussing the statements of earlier authors,
Hsü's remarks are invariably introduced with the words 交還先生曰, «Master Hsüan-hu says»;
Hsüan-hu (not 元獻 Yuan-hu, as given by Breitschneider on account of a taboo) is Hsü's
hao, and it may be that this designation was not used by Hsü Kuang-ch'i himself, but added
by the editors; at any rate, Hsü could not have used it in a report to the throne. [So in
Pên-tsan kang-mu, another posthumous work, the author's comments begin with 時元曰
«Shih-chên says».] Most of the section on cotton has been translated, fairly accurately, by
C. Shaw in the Chinese Repository, xvii (not xiv as in Breitschneider) [1849], 449-469, but
Shaw did not always distinguish between quotations from earlier works and original remarks,
nor was he aware that 「Hsüan-hu」 was Hsü Kuang-ch'i himself.

Here is Hsü's refutation of Li Shih-chên: «The name chi-pei is first found in the Nan-shih
(this is a double error; chi-pei was known before the Nan-shih, and the Nan-shih always gives
ku-pei, except in one passage which is not the one alluded to by Hsü Kuang-ch'i; cf. supra,
p. 440), and has been transmitted down to our days. The meaning is not known, but I suppose
it is a foreign word; what the popular writers call mu-mien. The fabrics which are made, called
chêng, wên-ju, wu-lin, pan-pu (on all these names cf. supra, p. 457), po-tieh, 薄 hsieh (but with
the value of tieh; cf. supra, p. 449), and ch'ü-shun (cf. supra, p. 465) are all this. It is certainly
a plant; and if the wu-lu calls it mu-mien (tree-floss), it is because in the south the land is warm
so that once sown it flowers and bears fruit for a number of years afterwards, just like the tree
hibiscus (木芙蓉 mu fu-jung, hibiscus mutabilis). It is different from the annual sowing in China, and so when he says that it lives for ten or more years it is clearly not a tree (cf. Ciba Review, 95, Dec. 1952, p. 340, where it is said that the cotton plant, indigenous in the tropics where it is perennial, is killed by frost and has become an annual in the chief cotton-growing areas). If chi-pei is called a tree, it is just as the Yü-kung uses the word herb (艸 hui; cf. supra, p. 487; the hui of the Yü-kung certainly does not refer to cotton), a word chosen to distinguish it from silkworm floss. If it is not called mu-mien in Min (Fu-chien) and Kuang[tung], that is because there they call the p’an-chih-hua (bombax, cf. supra, p. 480) mu-mien. The p’an-chih-hua can be used to make mattresses and cushions; but though it is soft and glossy it is not tough, and cannot possibly be spun. How can it be made into cloth? If one suspects that mu-mien is this (i.e. bombax), and says that it can be made into cloth but the method is forgotten, he is mistaken; the mu-mien of which the Wu-lu speaks is precisely chi-pei. If one supposes that because it says that the tree is ten feet high it must be the p’an-chih, he forgets that the p’an-chih is more than 100 feet high. Since the chi-pei of the south will live for several years, that it should be more than ten feet high is after all no reason for surprise. So the chi-pei of Lin-i spoken of in the Nan-shih and the mu-mien of Yung-ch’ang in the Wu-lu both mean herbaceous mu-mien which will make cloth. I suppose that they are the so-lo tree (cf. p. 470 sqq.), but absolutely unrelated to the p’an-chih-hua. Moreover the cotton cloth (mien pu) woven in China differs from the Indian muslin (西 洋 布 Hsi-yang pu; cf. TP, 1933, 328) in fineness and is not brilliant at all. But when I saw the robe handed down from Shih Hui-neng of Ts’ao-ch’i (曹 溪 隨 惠 能; 陸 Lü Hui-neng, 638-713, was one of the Patriarchs of the school of Bodhidharma), said to be of ch’i-shun cloth, that is to say po-tieh cloth, and described as woven from the heart (心 hsin) of the mu-mien of the western countries, it looked as glossy as threads of silkworm silk. Was this the so-lo lung tsuan (索 無 順 潑, "so-lo covering damask")? Or are there still other sorts of chi-pei in the western lands? Moreover I had suspected that the fineness of the foreign cloth (洋 布 yang pu) could not have been made from the chi-pei of our country; and when I saw chi-pei from Bengal, that the seeds were extremely small and the floss extremely soft, quite different from the Chinese sort, then I knew that the chi-pei hitherto transmitted was not the best."

This is a remarkable text, and I can only concur with almost every point of Hsiu’s argument. It is evident that a tree which is but ten feet high cannot be the Bombax, a great forest tree. Moreover, as Hsiu says, the very mention that the mu-mien of the Wu lu could last ten years without being sowed again precludes the possibility that this mu-mien should be a long-lived tree like the Bombax. Without the slightest hesitation, we must conclude that it was a variety of Gossypium arboreum. The particulars given are in striking agreement with Polo’s statements when the traveller describes in Guzerat (trees which make cotton, . . . six paces high . . . and these have quite twenty years) (cf. Vol. I, 420). Moreover Yule (Y, II, 394) has quoted extracts from Mohammedan authors who mention in India (cotton plants) which (grow as large as trees) and (yield produce ten years running). Another reference may be added, because it happens to give the same number of years as Polo: "Some Arabs of the tribe of Kālb, informed me

---

(1) Paragrephé écrit à nouveau par A. C. MOYLE.
(= Abū Ḥanifa) that, in their place, cotton grew so as to reach the height of an apricot tree, and lasted twenty years; Abū Ḥanifa continues by saying that « the best (cotton) was the one which was recent and had been sowed in the course of the year » (cf. Leclerc, Traité des simples, iii, 92-93). Polo says the same.

So we know from the Wu lu that a true cotton, the Gossypium arboreum, was cultivated in Yung-ch'ang in the last quarter of the 3rd cent. Now, it is precisely in the region of Yung-ch'ang that the Hua-yang kuo-chih and the Hou-Han shu mention the po-tieh cloth of the Ai-lao. The Hua-yang kuo-chih is slightly later in date than the Wu lu, so that the interpretation of po-tieh as « white [true] cotton cloth » would make no difficulty. As to the Hou-Han shu, it is true that, in principle, it deals with a period earlier than the Wu lu; but we have seen that, in the present case, it seems in fact to be indebted to the Hua-yang kuo-chih. Even if it were not so and if both works had copied from a lost and unknown source of the Han period, we should have to go back only to the 2nd cent. A. D., one century before the Wu lu, and there is no reason to suppose that the cultivation of cotton had just begun in western Yün-nan when the Wu lu was written. I have long thought of devoting a special memoir to the route between Burma and Yün-nan, a route which was already known to Greek geographers and which has been of much greater moment in the history of civilization than is generally believed. The early introduction of cotton cultivation into western Yün-nan is but a link in a long chain.

From the Wu lu again, we know that, in the 3rd cent., true cotton, represented by the Gossypium arboreum, was cultivated not only in western Yün-nan, but also in North Annam and Tongking. Both regions formed part of the Chinese Empire, but they were border provinces, and cotton was still unknown in China proper, except as an imported ware. The same location of mu-mien in western Yün-nan and Tongking occurs in the extant fragments of the Kuang chih (cf. supra, p. 462). In the 4th cent., the Lo-fou shan chi, devoted in theory to what was to be found on that mountain of Kuang-tung, speaks of mu-mien, which, in the first month, produced flowers similar to those of the fu-jung (« nelumbium », or « hibiscus »; cf. supra, p. 461), and a floss out of which Southerners made cotton wool. The early flowering and the fact that the text speaks of the floss as being used not for making cloth, but for stuffing, would favour the hypothesis that we find already in this early text the confusion, well attested in Ming times, which transferred the designation mu-mien from the Gossypium to the Bombax. The same doubt may be entertained as to the value of mu-mien in a passage of the Nan-yüeh chih (cf. supra, p. 462) and in an anonymous Kuang-chou chi, probably pre-T'ang in date, which says that the mu-mien occurs in Tongking and Kuang-tung (cf. supra, p. 462). But the fact remains that, already before the T'ang dynasty, there was some mu-mien growing in Kuang-tung; and we must not forget that Hainan was part of Kuang-tung province.

That Gossypium arboreum, and not Gossypium herbaceum, was the species mainly grown in eastern Indo-China in the 6th cent. seems to be established by the description given in Liang shu, 54, 1b (copied also into Nan shih, 78, 1b). The text speaks of the products of Lin-i (=Champa), which included chi-pei (ku-pe in Nan shih), and adds: « Chi-pei is the name of a tree (shu; not ts'ao, 'plant'). When its flowers are completely formed, they are like goose down. [The people] pull out the filaments (織 hsü) and spin them so as to make a cloth which
is pure and white, not different from the cloth made with ramie (—‘grass cloth’). It is also dyed in different colours and then woven to make ‘variegated cloth’ (pan-pu).

Even during the T’ang dynasty, we have no texts referring to cotton cultivation in China proper. The authors of the Buddhist yin-i repeatedly say that tieh is a cloth made of muu-mien, which is a plant (ts’ao) of the Western countries. In the middle of the 7th cent., Hsüan-ying knew that, in Chi-pin (probably still Kashmir for him, not Kāpiš) and south of it, that plant grew to become a tree (ch. 1: Tripit., S8, vii, 2 b). Hui-lin adds (ch. 63; ibid. ix, 182 a) that now, Chiao-chih in the south (= Tongking) has it too; he does not even speak of Kuang-tung. In 736, Chang Shou-chiieh declares unambiguously: «Po-tieh is woven from muu-mien (cotton), which does not exist in China» (cf. supra, p. 446). The Ts’a-yüan (s. v. po-tieh) says that cotton first entered China under the T’ang dynasty; this can only refer to China proper, excluding Yün-nan and Hai-nan; but such a date is too late for cotton importation, and too early for cotton cultivation.

This name po-tieh, which goes back almost to Han times and is regularly used in Buddhist translations, became specially familiar in mediaeval China, from the beginning of the 6th cent., on account of the cotton which was grown in the Turfan region, which was called tieh or po-tieh by the local Chinese colonists. But even then no cotton cultivation can be traced which might have passed from the Turfan region into Kan-su, Shan-hsi, or Shên-hsi. The Hsien T’ang shu (40, 8 b; the quotation in K’ang-hsi tzu-tien, s. v. tieh, is inaccurate) mentions «tieh cloth», as an article of tribute, only for Hai-chou, i. e. for the Turfan region; from the Yüan-ho chün-hsien t’u-chih (40, 3 a, where tieh-[E]mao is a wrong reading for tieh pu or tieh-mao pu), we know that this item figured among the articles of tribute required from Hai-chou in the statutes laid down in 713-741 (the P’ei-wén yün-fu, s. v. po-tieh, gives a similar sentence as coming from the T’ang liu-tien; this would also take us back to the first half of the 8th cent.; but I have not found any such passage in the T’ang liu-tien, and the title may be misquoted).

The date at which cotton cultivation began in Chinese Turkestan is a most difficult problem. After mentioning that cotton was grown in the Turfan region in the first half of the 6th cent., Hirth and Rockhill add (HR, 218) that «its use was not so general in Turkestan in the sixth century but that we find in Yen-ki [= Yen-ch’i, Qarašahr]... the people using silk cocoons as wadding for clothes»; and they give a reference to the Wei shu, 102, 3 b. The original text is not very satisfactory, because it says that the people of Yen-ch’i used to «breed» silkworms, without making silk threads with the cocoons; this would rather suggest wild silkworms. What is more important is that the whole paragraph bears not on the 6th cent., but on the second quarter of the 5th cent., when it is quite possible that cotton was not yet cultivated even in Turfan.

I have said above that, according to Lüders, no name of a cotton textile occurs in the Kharoṣṭhī documents of the first centuries of our era discovered in Chinese Turkestan, but that I should have to discuss this point (cf. supra, p. 433). Among the textiles of Ta-Ch’in mentioned in the Wei lio, one is called «色 Wên-sê cloth (pu)»; cf. Hirth, China and the Roman Orient, 74, 113. But, instead of Wên-sê, the T’ai-p’ing yü-lan (820, 19 a) gives 五 原 Wên-su, also adopted in the Ch’ien-lung edition of the Wei lio (San-kuo chih, 30, 13 a), and this is
probably the proper reading, the sē being due to the contamination of the next name, in which sē occurs. Now, Wên-su is the ancient name of Ü-Turfan (north-west of Aqsu), and it may be that the cloth manufactured in the Mediterranean Orient was called "Wên-su cloth" by analogy with the one really coming from Wên-su. The T'ai-p'ing yü-lan readings are not to be neglected; for instance, for the name preceding that of "Wên-sè cloth" or "Wên-su cloth", our text of the Wei liu gives "度代 tu-t'ai cloth" (or, in the Ch'ien-lung edition, 度代 tu-fa), but, in the T'ai-p'ing yü-lan, it is "鹿代 lu-t'ai cloth", and lu-t'ai (*luk-d'ai) closely resembles the red brocade lohtai (or luhtai) of Kâshâri (cf. Brockelmann, 119, where Schindler's restoration into 絲帯 lo-t'ai, *luk-dai, is valueless; lo-t'ai exists, but its meaning is quite different; cf. TP, 1929, 144). But, even if we read "Wên-su cloth" instead of "Wên-sè cloth", that would only bear evidence to the early renown of the textiles of Chinese Turkestan, without providing any indication as to their nature, wool or cotton.

Another case is more intricate. One of the textiles most often mentioned in the Kharoṣṭhī documents is ko'ava or kośava. Lüders (Textilien im alten Turkestan, 3-11) pronounced himself in favour of a Skr. original *kaucapā, itself of foreign origin, and rejected a possible, but difficult derivation from Kuči′, the ancient name of Kuča; *kaucapā would be the designation of a woollen blanket or carpet. In my review of Lüders's paper (Oriental. Literaturzeitung, 1938, 184-185), I suggested that Ch. 網 (ch'i-šu (*kju'-ṣgu or *g'i-ṣgu) might be a transcription of the same word (Hui-lin [參, viii, 93 b] says that ch'i-šu was a foreign word of Central Asia [箋 Hu], and that the fabric was popularly known as 毛織 mao-chin, "woollen brocade"), and remarked that the derivitive form of *kaucapā, kaucapaka, occurred in ch. 44 of the Vinaya of the Mūlasarvāstivādin translated by I-ching, but in a form 孫點 網織 ku-ch'ê-po-chia which would suppose *kochavaka. I added that I-ching, however, was not a very strict phonetician in his transcriptions. As a matter of fact, I have since found, in another Vinaya translation by I-ching (塞, v, 72 b), the same word transcribed 高點婆 kao-chê-p'o (*kâu-t'ŝjâp-b'u), i.e. kaucawa. A text of the Kuang chih, quoted by the K'ang-hsi tzū-tien, s. v. 聚 (equivalent of 聚 shu), seems to connect ch'i-šu with po-tieh, i.e. in principle "cotton"; but the text is of doubtful origin, and need not detain us. More important is Hui-lin's gloss on I-ching's *kochavaka (kaucapaka), which is said to be 細織好白布名, "the name of a fine good po-tieh cloth" (such is the text in 参, ix, 156 a, and in Tôkyô Tripit. of Taishō, 54, 713 2; the omission of tieh in Sakaki's Mahâyutpatti, No. 5861, is an error). Now, a note by I-ching himself, following his transcription kao-chê-p'o of kaucava, says that it was the name of a "carpet" (純 t'an; I do not think that the variant 純 t'an can be adopted here, except as a graphic equivalent of t'an, "carpet"). As a matter of fact, I-ching must have written on the authority of some dictionary; kaucava was the designation both of a blanket worn as a garment and of a carpet; in the text translated by I-ching, it could not be a carpet, since it was the first of the five garments allowed to the monks by the Buddha. But the word t'an used by I-ching implies that it was a woollen stuff. We should gain nothing by supposing that a confusion was made between *kaucapā (kaucava, *kaucapaka, etc.) and 高點織翅 kao-t'an-po-chia of Ch. 18 of the same Vinaya (參, viii, 18 a), probably a transcription of *kautumbaka (cf. Divyâvadâna, 559 10 : kautumbaka; Mahâyutpatti, No. 9163; kotambakan; Pali koṭumbara), since the definition of *kautumbaka
in the Chinese text (上毛縷 shang mao-t'an, « superior woollen blanket ») would not refer to cotton either. On the other hand, Hui-lin, in all his glosses on tieh and po-tieh, maintained that both terms applied to a cotton, not a woollen, stuff. The natural conclusion is that he must have made a mistake in the present case, and that the kauoava was not a « po-tieh cloth », i. e. cotton stuff; we cannot deduce from his gloss that the koj'ava or koj'ava of the Kharaqishi documents bears evidence to the cultivation of cotton in Chinese Turkestan at the beginning of our era.

But there is another difficulty. In TP, 1923, 129, I have already alluded to another passage of Hui-lin, who, commenting on the name Pa-lu-chia, Bharuka (= Aqsu) of Hsüan-tsang, says (卷三, 46 b): « This country produces fine good po-tieh [and?] extremely fine woollen blankets (miao-chi), which are appreciated in the neighbouring kingdoms and in China; at the [present] time, people (lit. the people of the time) call them ‘Mo-lu tieh’; in fact, they are woollen cloth. See what is said in the K'uo-ti chih (此國出細好白絹上細毛縷為諸國中華所重。時人號為末羅縷。其實毛布也。見括地志說). When I briefly referred to this text in 1923, I accepted it at its face value, and supposed that末羅 Mo-lu (*Muül-luk) was another transcription of Bharuka; at the same time, I noted that Hsüan-tsang and the Hsin T'ang shu spoke of the excellent textiles of Bharuka, and that the Hsin T'ang shu mentioned a « small kingdom » of Mo-lu east of the Arabs (who had conquered Persia). But the question is not so simple, and we must go into it in greater detail.

The K'uo-ti chih, a comprehensive geographical work in 550 chs. and 5 chs. of prefaces and tables, was prepared by order, and published in 642 under supervision of a member of the Imperial House, 李泰 Li T'ai, prince of Wei Wei (cf. Hsin T'ang shu, 80, 3 a-b; 58, 14 a). It has long been lost. The extant fragments were collected and published in 1797 by Sun Hsing-yen in the Tai-nan-k'o ts'ung-shu (cf. Chavannes, Mém. historiques, I, ccxxv; JA, 1902, ii, 144; BEFEO, iv, 131); there is no mention in them of Pa-lu-chia or Mo-lu (Sun Hsing-yen did not know Hui-lin’s work, which was recovered from Corea only in the 19th cent.), so that we cannot say positively what elements in Hui-lin’s gloss are traceable to the K’uo-ti chih. But we have some indirect means of reaching a solution.

In the Hsin T'ang shu (221 A, 9 a), we are told, among other things, that Pa-lu-chia (Bharuka), a « small kingdom », produced 細絹 紙 hsi chan ho, « fine felt and serge ». The whole notice is taken in fact from Hsüan-tsang, who says (Kyôto University ed., 1, 17) that Bharuka has « fine felt and fine serge, which are appreciated in the neighbouring kingdoms » (細絹 紙 鄰國所重; instead of « felt », JULIEN, Mém., 1, 10, translates « cotton », and WATTERS, On Yuan Chwang’s Travels, 1, 64, « cloth »; this is due to a misreading 紙 tieh in a late Ming edition, but all the ancient editions and mss. give 紙 chan, which is confirmed by the Hsin T'ang shu). Evidently we have here the source of part of Hui-lin’s gloss, which is precisely a comment on Hsüan-tsang’s text. On the other hand, it could not have occurred in the K’uo-ti chih, since the form Pa-lu-chia of the name of Aqsu is Hsüan-tsang’s own transcription, and the pilgrim had not returned from India when the K’uo-ti chih was published. The mention of the woollen textiles of Pa-lu-chia having been taken by Hui-lin from Hsüan-tsang, his indebtedness to the K’uo-ti chih must be limited to the « fine good po-tieh », which were called « Mo-lu tieh ».
In 1923, because of Hui-lin’s remark that these “Mo-lu tieh” were “in fact woollen cloth”, I referred to them as “Mo-lu fine woollen cloth”. But it is clear that Hui-lin himself felt that there was there a contradiction in terms, since Hsüan-tsang spoke of woollen textiles, and he, Hui-lin, knew that tieh or po-tieh was cotton; hence his remark, which would imply that “Mo-lu tieh” was a misnomer. I think that the solution lies in another direction, and that the “Mo-lu (“Mult-luk”) tieh” have nothing to do with Bharuka (Açaú); if Hui-lin brought them together, it was merely because he wrongly identified the two names on account of some phonetic analogy.

Already in Han times, the Chinese knew of the existence on the eastern part of An-hai (= the Parthian Empire), of a city called 木鹿 Mu-lu, which has already been identified with Merw by HIRTH (China and the Roman Orient, 142-143) and von GUTSCHMID (Geschichte IRANS, 66); cf. CHAVANNES (TP, 1907, 177). LAUFFER (Sinica-IRANICA, 187) objected that Mu-lu was *Muk-luk, and could not regularly represent Mouru, the form in which Merw occurs in the Avesta. But Mouru, or Mourv — rests on old-Persian Margav —, young-Avestik Maryav — (cf. BARTHOLOMAE, Altiran. Worterbuch, 1147, 1169), to which we find corresponding forms in Margiana and in Armen. “Marg” (cf. HÜBSCHEMANN, Armen. Grammatik, 1, 51). The geographical equivalence Mu-lu = Merw can hardly be doubted, and, to make it phonetically acceptable, we have only to suppose that 木 mu (*muk) is corrupt for 末 mo (*muṭ), as already suggested by SCHLEGEL (TP, 1901, 6). This corruption seems to have occurred in pre-T’ang times since, when the old geographical names were artificially used in 656-660 for a new administrative organization of the Western countries, the region of Būhara became the government of Mu-lu (cf. CHAVANNES, Doc. sur les Tou-kiue, 138, 273, 347). Yet it may be that the Mu-lu form in the Hsin T’ang shu is itself not original. We read in the section devoted to the Arabs in the Hsin T’ang shu (221 b, 8 b) that “a man of 木鹿 Mu-lu in Horašān, called 伊朗 Ping-po-hsi-lin, rose against the Khalif Mūrāwīn (this passage had been misunderstood by BRETSCHNEIDER, On the knowledge possessed by the ancient Chinese of the Arabs, 9). From the T’ang hui-yao (100, 12 b) and the T’ai-p’ing huan-yü chi (186, 13 b), we are certain that in this case the source of the Hsin T’ang shu is the lost 四夷述 Sū-i shu, “Mémoire on the four Barbarians (= on all foreign countries),” by 高 coworkers Chia Tan (730-805). There can be no doubt that “Ping-po-hsi-lin”, in which the first two characters are corrupt (the T’ai-p’ing huan-yü chi, 186, 14 a, gives Li[立]-po-hsi-lin, which is no better), transcribes the name of the well-known Abū Muslim. As to his place of origin, it is written 木 Mu-ts’u in the T’ai-p’ing huan-yü chi (186, 14 a), but 末 Mo-ts’u in the T’ang hui-yao (100, 13 a). It is quite certain that ts’u is corrupt for lu (the intermediary form being the 族 variant of ts’u); but the mo reading of the T’ang hui-yao may be correct. Even if it is not, it shows how easily a confusion can take place between 木 mu and 末 mo.

But 木鹿 Mu-lu, or 末鹿 Mo-lu, is not the only transcription of the name of Merw in T’ang times. The Hsin T’ang shu (221 b, 8 b-9 a) has a notice on the “small kingdom” 末鹿 Mo-lu (*Mult-luk), located east of the Ta-shih (Arabs), in which many people have the surname 木 Mu (cf. LAUFFER, Sinica-IRANICA, 381, 399, 402, without identification). Here again, the source of the information is not doubtful; it is the 行記 Ching-hsing chi, i.e. the account written by 杜環 Tu Huan, who had been made a prisoner by the Arabs at the battle of Talas in 751,
and came back to China in 752 (cf. Chavannes, *Doc. sur les Tou-kius*, 296); important fragments of his account have survived because they have been quoted by his kinsman Tu Yu in the *T'ung tien*, completed in 801. But, in our texts of the *T'ung tien* (193, 9 a), the name of the kingdom of Mo-lu, the notice of which is much more detailed than in the *Hsin T'ang shu*, has been altered to 朱繇 Chu-lu, and the surname of the local people occurs as 朱 Chu; the *T'ung chi*, 196, 32 a, gives Mo-lu and Mo; the *Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao*, 339, 7 a, 朱繇 Mi-lu and Mi, respectively. The true form of the *surname* occurring as 木 Mu, or 朱 Chu, or 朱 Mo (in the *Tai-p'ing huan-yü chi*, 186, 16 a), or even as 米 Mi, must clearly be the same as the first part of the name of the kingdom, and the true form of the name of the kingdom is certainly Mo-lu as in the *Hsin T'ang shu*, the *Tai-p'ing huan-yü chi* and the *T'ung chi*, that is to say is identical with the *Mo-lu* of Hui-lin's *Mo-lu tieh*; and in point of fact Tu Huan says that, in that kingdom, there is *fine soft tieh cloth* (細軟 布 *hsi-juan tieh-pu*). We certainly have to deal here with the Merw cotton stuffs which were famous in the Middle Ages; at the Congress of Persian Art in London in 1931, Wiht spoke of the praise bestowed on the Merw cotton stuffs in early Arabic works.

We are now in a position to pass judgement on Hui-lin's would-be *Mo-lu tieh* of Bharuka (Aqsu). What Hui-lin really knew as Bharuka textiles were the woollen stuffs mentioned by Hsüan-tsang. He also had some knowledge of cotton stuffs from Mo-lu, and, out of phonetic analogy, attributed them to Bharuka. But this was a mistake, and the would-be Bharuka cotton stuffs actually were of Merw manufacture. The only point which remains uncertain is about the *K'uo-ti chi*. Hui-lin wrote in 817, that is to say after Tu Yu had published his *T'ung tien*; moreover, Hui-lin may have known Tu Huan's original account, which perhaps expressly mentioned the *Mo-lu tieh*, and the *K'uo-ti chi* might be a misquotation. But it is no less possible that Tu Huan was not the first to use 耳繇 Mo-lu to render the name of Merw, and that the *K'uo-ti chi* really mentioned the *Mo-lu tieh*. The only point of interest for the present inquiry is that we must definitely dissociate the woollen stuffs mentioned by Hsüan-tsang at Aqsu from the *Mo-lu tieh*. These were really cotton stuffs, as their name implies, but they were manufactured at Merw, not in Chinese Turkestan. There is nothing in Hui-lin's gloss, once it is corrected, which would tend to show that Aqsu was famous for the production of refined cotton stuffs in the first half of the 7th cent. The cotton cultivation attested in the first half of the 6th cent. in the region of Turfan by the *Liang shu* has hitherto found no counterpart in any other oasis of Chinese Turkestan.

Returning to China, it is also under the T'ang dynasty that we hear of the *so-lo tree* as yielding cotton, and of the *so-lo lung tuan*, which must have been cotton damasks; as Hsü Kuang-ch'i surmised, this *so-lo*, the name of which has remained in use until now, can be no other than *Gossypium arboreum*. The name was known outside of Yün-nan, since a text of that time mentions a *so-lo floss tree* at Ya-chou in Seü-ch'uan, but this *so-lo floss tree*, from its description, was not a *Gossypium*, but a *Bombax* (cf. supra, pp. 470-477); cotton cultivation was thus still restricted to Yün-nan and Tongking, or at least its beginnings in other regions remained unnoticed in the sources now extant.

In all likelihood, it had already begun in Hai-nan under the T'ang dynasty, perhaps among
the Li aborigines, of Thai descent, who may have played there a part analogous to that played by their far-away Ai-lao cousins in western Yün-nan. The *Kuei-hai yü-hêng chih*, written in 1175 (cf. supra, p. 454) says (14 a): «The ‘Li curtains’ (黎幕 Li-mu) are made ‘south of the Sea’ (hai-nan, i.e. in Hai-nan; on this equivalence, see ‘Cheynam’). The people of the Li districts (銅 tung, a technical name for the territorial divisions or the villages of the southern aborigines) acquire Chinese variegated silks, undo the coloured threads and, mixing them with mu-mien, weave the whole into [Li-mu]. A mu (‘curtain’) is made by joining four strips (fu).» And then: «The ‘Li sheets’ (黎單 Li-tan; tan is the same as the modern 棉 tan; tan-mu in Chao Ju-kua is a combination of Li-tan and Li-mu; the translation ‘single curtains’ in HR, 183, is erroneous) are also woven by the Li people; it is a cotton cloth (mu-mien pu) with blue (ch’ing) and red lines (tao). Kuei-lin people (in Kuang-hai) buy them wholesale as bedding articles (wo-chü).»

In 1178, Chou Ch’ü-fei mentions chi-pei («cotton o) among the products of the region occupied by the Li clans, and says that Li men «wind their waist with chi-pei», and that Li women «always wear skirts (ch’iu) made of chi-pei, the variegated colours (wu-se) of which are glittering» (Ling-wai tai-ta, 2, 8 b, 9 a). But, of the Man, who, in principle, are aborigines of the mainland in southern China («Man» may refer to the aborigines of Hai-nan in other texts, but not in the Ling-wai tai-ta which always calls them Li-jen, unless Chou Ch’ü-fei is here drawing from another undetermined source), he says also (ibid. 10, 9 a): «In the winter, they plait (編) ‘goose hair’ (鵝毛 ê-mao = goose down) and mu-mien, and in the summer they twist (編 ch’i) [the fibres of] banana [leaves], [the fibres of] bamboo, and [also] hemp and ramie, to make garments.» The word «to plait» is certainly to be understood here as meaning «to weave»; the difference in the terminology is probably to the fact that Chou Ch’ü-fei here copies some earlier unidentified work.

Finally, there is in Chou Ch’ü-fei a special paragraph entitled «Chi-pei», which is worthy of a complete translation (Ling-wai tai-ta, 6, 12-13): «The chi-pei tree (mu) is like a low small mulberry bush; the calyx (枝 chih-o) is like that of the fu-jung (probably = mu fu-jung, hibiscus); the carpels (心殼 hsin ye) of the flower all have a fine downy floss about half an inch long, just like willow down, and several tens of black seeds. The southerners collect the downy floss, roll out the seeds with iron pins, and then tease out the down by hand and spin it. They make cloth of it without the trouble of joining and twisting the threads, and it is extremely strong and good. The T’ang histories make it ku-pei, and also make it a herbaceous plant (ts’ao). If we regard ㄔ ku as a corruption of the character ㄔ chi, still a plant and a tree are different things. Can it be that there is a distinct herbaceous ku-pei which is not the tree chi-pei? Or if we grant that a low bush (mu) is like a plant (ts’ao), still must the writing of the characters (ku-chi) make us leave the problem unsolved?» In T’ieh, Hua, and Lien-

(1) Chiu t’ang shu, 197, 1 b. Pelliot confessed himself unable to make sense of this passage; and Gustav Haloun could do little better. The present version or paraphrase is made with the very kind help of Dr Ch’ang Tê-k’uan. It is easy, the author seems to mean, to say that ku is a misprint for chi, but still the difference between mu and ts’ao must be explained. Were there two different things with different names? We do not know. Alternatively it is easy to say that ts’ao might be loosely used for a small bush (mu), but then the difference between ku and chi becomes a difficulty again. Shall we leave it unsolved? [A. C. M.]
chou (three chou in Kuang-tung on the mainland) and among the Li districts (黎峒 Li tung) of Hai-nan, some of the rich use it in place of silk and ramic. In Lei-, Hua-, and Lien-chou it is made into strips. When these are long, broad, and clean and white, fine and close, they are called 慈吉貝 man chi-pei (HR, 219, translated‘soft chi-pei’, evidently on account of the following name; but man is ‘lax’, almost the contrary of what we should expect for a close texture; it may be that man was adopted on account of the other 纖 man, 纖 man, etc., which have been used as designations of the cotton sampot or sarong; cf. supra, p. 453). The narrow strips, which are coarse and lax and of a dull colour, are called 慈吉貝 ts'u chi-pei. Some chi-pei stuffs are extremely fine as well as light and soft, clean and white, and, when worn, last long. Those woven in Hai-nan are of many qualities. When the strips are very broad and do not make pieces of a regular size (線匹 tuan-p'ī), by joining two strips one can make bed sheets (帷單 wo-tan) which are called 黎 Li sheets. By taking strips of different colours, the strange designs of which are conspicuously bright, and joining four strips one can make a curtain (幕 mu), called 黎幅 Li-shih (shih ‘ornament’ is probably a corrupt reading for mu ‘curtain’, which is given in the Kuei-hai yü-heng chih and also in HR, 176). That with the various colours fresh and bright and fit to be used as a cover for a writing table (文書案 桌 wên-shu chi-an ‘a table for documents’) is called 萬搭 an-ta (I do not know this term; an is perhaps a mistake for an ‘table’, and if so an-ta might mean ‘table-cloth’). The long strips are used by the Li people to wind round their waists. That woven by the Nan-chao is still more delicate. The white is chao-hsia. The king wears po-tieh, the queen wears chao-hsia. These are what the T'ang histories call po-tieh chi-pei and chao-hsia chi-pei.

Apart from the fact that they testify to the renown of Yün-nan cotton goods, Chou Ch'ü-fei's last sentences are valueless. Their antiquarian character is revealed by the use of the obsolete name Nan-chao instead of Ta-li. The chao-hsia could not be white (cf. supra, p. 453). The T'ang histories speak of ku-pei, not of chi-pei. Moreover their po-tieh ku-pei and chao-hsia ku-pei are not mentioned in connection with Nan-chao, but with Champa. All that predeces this last paragraph, however, is very important. Chou Ch'ü-fei's hesitation in identifying the ku-pei of the T'ang with the chi-pei of his own time, apart from the graphic corruption from ku to chi, is due to the fact that the «plant» of the T'ang histories was Gossypium herbaceum, while the «tree» he knew was Gossypium arboresum; but both gave true cotton. It also comes out very clearly from his account that, in 1178, most of the cotton cultivation in Hai-nan was in the hands of the Li aborigines. But cotton, either indigenous or imported from Hai-nan, was also already being woven in different parts of Kuang-tung. Nothing is yet said, however, of the cultivation or manufacture of cotton in Fu-chien or in any part of China proper, apart from the southern coast of Kuang-tung.

The importance of cotton weaving in Hai-nan under the Southern Sung is confirmed by the Sung shih (406, 1 a-b). A Cantonese, 慈與之 Ts'ui Yu-chih (c. 1160-1240), who held an office in his native province, made a tour of inspection in Hai-nan about a. d. 1200: «The people of Ch'üang (=of Hai-nan) [used to] weave with chi-pei (=cotton) clothes and coverlets; this work was entirely entrusted to women, to the point that some would abandon their young children all the year round or neglect their old men; the people suffered greatly from this...»
Chao Ju-kua’s work is dated 1225. In its section on “cotton” (chi-pei), it gives no indication of the places where cotton was cultivated. In the description of the various Indo-Chinese countries, cotton is mentioned as being grown in Chiao-chih (= Tongking, HR, 46), Champa (HR, 48), and probably Cambodia, which produced mien cloth (lit. “floss cloth”); HR, 53; “probably Siam” in HR, 219, seems to be a slip, since Siam is not included among Chao’s notices). More is said in the long paragraph on Hai-nan. Not only is chi-pei included among the local products (HR, 176), but Chao has a paragraph on [Li]-tan and [Li]-mu (HR, 183, ll. 4-7), analogous to, but not identical with, that of Chou Ch’u-fei. This paragraph, however, occurs in exactly the same terms in Li Hsin-ch’uan’s Chien-yen i-lai hsi-nien yao-lu (187, 14-15), which must antedate Chao Ju-kua’s work by a few years (cf. Su-t’u . . . 47, 37-38); it is probable that both Li and Chao here draw from an undetermined source, perhaps the monograph on Hai-nan which had been written c. 1210 by one of Chao Ju-kua’s ancestors (cf. HR, 178, 186; we must not lose sight of the fact, however, that the source may eventually have been the Kueihai yu-heng chih, since the present editions of this work are only fragments of the original). What is more important, Chao Ju-kua ends his notice on the island with the following words: “The other products are mostly the same as in the Barbarian lands, with the exception of areca nuts and cotton (chi-pei) which are there extraordinarily plentiful; the Ch’uan-chou traders look principally to these for making profit.” So, in 1225, Hai-nan was the principal source of the export of cotton towards Fu-chien.

Although Chou Ch’u-fei only mentions “cotton” as grown in Hai-nan, and as grown or woven in some districts of the southern coast of Kuang-tung, and although Chao Ju-kua is silent even on the latter point, several texts prove that, at dates prior to both authors, cotton was already grown not only in Kuang-tung, but in Fu-chien as well.

The earliest is P’ang Yu-an-ying’s Wen-ch’ang tsu-lu, dated 1085 (cf. supra, p. 437), in which we read: “Beginning with Min (= Fu-chien) and Kuang-chou and more to the south, there is much cotton (mu-mien). The local peasants (t’u-jen) emulate each other in planting it, and collect its flowers to make a cloth which is called chi-pei.” P’ang Yu-an-ying goes on to say that this is the same plant as the one described as “ku-pei tree” in the Nan shih (cf. supra, p. 437).

Then comes Fang Cho’s Po-chai pien, published c. 1125 (cf. Wylie, Notes on Chinese literature, 157; JA, 1913, 1, 350; supra, p. 438; Po hai ed., 2, 5 b; Tu-hua-ch’ai ts’ung-shu ed., redaction in 10 chs., 3, 3 b; redaction in 3 chs., 2, 5 a-b). It says: “In Min (= Fu-chien) and Kuang-tung, much mu-mien (‘cotton’) is sowed. The tree (shu) is seven or eight feet high; its leaves are like [those of] the 林 tsou (an oak, Quercus serrata or Quercus dentata); it forms a fruit which is like a large water-chestnut (大 芹 ta-ling; I do not think that ta-ling is the name of a distinct species; the Po-hai ed. and the T’u-shu chi-ch’eng, tsao-mu tien, 303, tsou-lu, 1 b, give 大 麥 ta-mai, ‘barley’; improbable in itself, this reading is rejected by the editor of the Tu-hua-ch’ai ts’ung-shu, and it is also ta-ling which is given in 1285 in the quotation from the Po-chai pien made in Hu San-hsing’s commentary on Ts’ai-chih ts’ung-chien, 159, 48 a), but of blue-green (ch’ing) colour. When autumn is well advanced, it opens and discloses a white floss which is quite downy. The local peasants pick it up, discard the husk, get entirely rid of the black seeds
with an iron staff and gently card [the fleece] with a small bow to make it mix and rise; then they spin and weave it into a cloth which is called chi-peh. At present, that which the trade appreciates in mu-mien is the stuff which is fine and dense (絮 chin). That must be considered superior which has most flowers; in counting (cross-wise) [the mu-mien] which reaches up to 120 flowers is of the best quality. The southern Barbarians (Man-jên) of Hai-nan (or ‘south of the Sea’) weave the [mu-mien] into napkins (絮 chin), on which they draw small characters or various flowers, with the most clever art; this is what was anciently called ‘po-tieh napkins’ (po-tieh chin). Fang Cho’s mu-mien, seven or eight feet high, is clearly the Gossypium arboreum. I feel inclined to believe that his ‘Hai-nan Man-jên’ are not some undetermined Barbarians ‘south of the Sea’, i.e. of the South Seas, but really the Li aborigines of Hai-nan, and that he was right in attributing to them the manufacture of the ‘po-tieh napkins’, mentioned more than once by T'ang poets.

The Tun-ch'ai hsien-lan was written at the beginning of the 12th cent. (cf. supra, p. 438). The passage on mu-mien is too similar to that in the Wên-ch'ang tsa-lu not to have been copied from it. Yet it contains a sentence which is not in the original, unless it has been omitted in the quotation made of it in the Shuo fu. The Tun-ch'ai hsien-lan says: ‘Beginning with Min (=Fu-chien) and Kuang[tiung] and more to the south, there is much cotton (mu-mien). The local peasants emulate one another in planting it, and some have as much as several thousand stalks. They collect its flowers to make a cloth which is called chi-peh cloth (chi-peh-pu).’ Then the Tun-ch'ai hsien-lan speaks of the ku-peh of the Nan shih in the same terms as the Wên-ch'ang tsa-lu.

Yü Chêng-hsieh (Kuei-ssü lei-kao, 7, 21 a, and 14, 4 b) has mentioned a passage on the forms chi-peh and ku-peh, which occurs in what he calls 影叢 P'êng Shêng’s 影叢 Mo-k'o hui-hsi; in fact, it is to be found in the Hsü [校] Mo-k'o hui-hsi (Han-fên-lou ts'ung-shu ed., 1, 6-7), and is identical with the one just translated from the Tun-ch'ai hsien-lan. But, although the Stâ-k’u... Commissioners accepted the ascription of the work to P'êng Shêng and were forced to suppose that he was homonymous with, but different from, the well-known P'êng Shêng of the Northern Sung (Stâ-k’u... 141, 9-10), it is now well established that both the Mo-k'o hui-hsi and the Hsü Mo-k'o hui-hsi are anonymous compilations made up in late Sung times of extracts from the works of Sung authors, one of these works being precisely the Tun-ch'ai hsien-lan (cf. WANG Kuo-wei’s Kuan-t'ang wei-chi, 1, 3, and TP, 1929, 156).

Even if we discard the last two texts as not being original, those of the Wên-ch'ang tsa-lu and the Po-chai pien leave no doubt that cotton cultivation was already extensively practised in Kuang-tung and Fu-chien at the end of the 11th century.

The 棉桑輯要 Nung-sang chi-yao, ‘Manual of agriculture and silkworm breeding’, in 7 chs. was prepared by order of Qubilai, and has a preface dated 1273 by the well-known scholar, 王磐 Wang P'an (on whom, cf. YS, 160, 1-3; not 王磐 Wang P'an, as in Breitschneider, Botanical Sinicum, 1, 82). It went through several editions, in 1314 (?), 1320, perhaps 1322, and by Imperial order was largely distributed throughout the country in 1329, 1332 and 1342; it was really the official manual of husbandry of the Mongol period (cf. Pelliot, A propos du Keng tche t'ou, in Mém. conc. l'Asie Orientale, 1, 112; Tu-shu min-ch'iu chi chiao-chêng, 3 b,
The work is given as an anonymous production of the Board of Agriculture (ssū-nungssū) in Lu Wen-ch'ao's Pu Liao Chin Yuan i-wên chih (Pa-shih ching-chi chih ed., 39 b) and in Ch'ien Ta-hsin's Yuan shih i-wên chih (same ed., 3, 5 b), but attributed by Ch'un-men Chao (Pu san-chih i-wên chih, same ed., 20 b; the Ch'ung-kuo jen-ming ta ts'oo-tien) to Ch'ang Shih-wên (1247-1317). This attribution clearly rests on a passage in Ch'ang Shih-wên's biography (YS, 170, 5 b), which says that, in 1286, he presented to the Emperor the Nung-sang chi-yao [書] shu which he had compiled; but this is irreconcilable with the text of Wang P'an's preface, dated 1273; moreover Ch'ang Shih-wên does not seem to have ever been connected with the Board of Agriculture. In the Catalogue of the library of Ch'un Ch'ien-i (1582-1664), entitled 绗雲楼書目 Chiang-yün-lou shu-mu, the Nung-sang chi-yao is given as the work of Lo Wên-chên (cf. Tu-shu min-ch'iu chi chiao-chêng, 3 b, 3 a) and Lu Wên-ch'ao (1717-1795) certainly had the Nung-sang chi-yao in mind when, in his Pu Liao Chin Yuan i-wên chih (Pa-shih ching-chi-chih ed., 40 b), he mentioned the «Nung-sang [撮] ts'oo-yao, in 7 chs., by Lo Wên-chên»; the number of chapters shows that this incorrect title cannot be an abbreviation of that of the Nung-sang i-shih ts'oo-yao, in 2 chs., by Lu Ming-shan, which will be spoken of farther on (the Tsao-lin tsia-tsu, chung-chi, 57 b, speaks of Wang P'an's preface of the Nung-sang ts'oo-yao; so this erroneous form, instead of Nung-sang chi-yao, seems to have been current in Ming times). But I do not know who Lo Wên-chên was, nor what the authority may be for such an ascription. No bibliographer seems to have noticed that Hsu Kuang-ch'i cites the Nung-sang chi-yao as the work of Meng Ch'i (cf. Nung-chêng ch'üan-shu, 35, 3 a, 14 b; Chinese Repository, xviii, 463; the mention of Meng Ch'i in Mu-mien p'u, 2 b, 3 b, is merely taken from Hsu Kuang-ch'i). Meng Ch'i was really connected in 1273 with the Board of Agriculture (cf. YS, 160, 9 a-b), but nowhere can I find any indication that he had anything to do with the Nung-sang chi-yao. Whoever the real author may be, we are sure that the passage on cotton (mu-mien) belongs to the original redaction of 1273, since there was no other edition before 1314, and this passage already appears, though with some omissions, in Wang Chêng's Nung shu (10, 5 b), dated 1313.

The text occurs in ch. 2, 19-20, and is as follows: «The rule for planting cotton (木棉 mu-mien) is to choose a soil with the double harmony (雨 and liang-ho), not a soil [which is too] damp and rich. In the first month, when the breath of the earth gets through, [one should] deeply till [the ground] three times, exposing and covering to adjust its warmth, and afterwards divide it on ridges (畦 畦 kuei-chêng); each ridge is eight paces (pu; the Chinese ‘pace’ is a double pace) long and one pace broad; of this half a pace is the ‘face’ (mien) of the ridge, and half a pace is the ‘back’ (pei) of the ridge. Without hoeing, [the ground] is twice smoothed with a rake, and the surface earth obtained is put in heaps on the ‘back’ of the ridge. About 蒜雨 ku-yu (20th of April), a fine day is selected to put in the seeds. One day before, the ridges already made are watered three times. The seeds are washed with water, and piled up on the damp soil. For one night, they are covered with an earthenware jar, which is taken off the next day. They are then gently rubbed with a little ash (灰 hui), and with due regard to even distribution they are scattered inside the watered ridges. They are then covered one finger deep with the surface earth which had been taken out. Without any
more watering, one waits six or seven days, till the sprouts come up together. Then, if the weather be dry, one waters them. Hoeing is practised, so that [the soil] should always be clean. If the [young plants] are dense, [some] are transplanted elsewhere; if they are sparse, this is not necessary. For each pace, only two plants are left. If they were [more] dense, they would not bear fruit. When the plant reaches more than two feet in height, one takes away the leading shoot. When a lateral branch reaches one foot and a half, the 'heart' (k'ai) is also taken away, [so that] no leaves shall be barren (k'ung). When [the plant] flowers and bears fruit, one simply waits until the floss being about to fall is ripe; as soon as it is ripe, it is plucked and spread out on frames, exposed to the sun by day and to the dew at night. One waits until the seeds are dry to take them out [of the frames]. Then an iron staff is used, two feet long and one finger thick, the two ends gradually tapering, like a rolling-pin (趕楊杖 k'ān-p'ēng chang), and also a pear-wood board, three feet long, five inches broad, and two inches thick, which serves as a 'bed' (ch'üang). The floss is taken in turn and placed on the board; the iron staff is then 'rolled' to drive out the seeds, and one gets 'pure cotton' (ch'ing-mien, lit. 'pure floss'), which is spun and woven into 毛綾 mau-sstä (muslins?; cf. TP, 1933, 437-438), or into cotton garments extremely light and warm.

The K'ang-hsi tsü-tien (s. v. 棉 mien) cites a long text on mu-mien as coming from 史昭 Shih Chao's «Commentary on the Tsü-chih t'ung-chien» (資治通鑑釋文 Tsü-chih t'ung-chien shih-wên) and being a gloss on Su-ma Kuang's mention of the «black tent of mu-mien» of the Liang Emperor Wu-ti. Shih Chao lived c. 1060-1140 (I have now reason to believe that the approximate dates 1100-1160, which I proposed in BEFEO, ix, 214, are too late; Shih Chao could not really have been a man of the southern Sung, as is said in Su-tu-k'ü, etc.; but Giles's «11th century» [Biogr. Dict. No 1704] may be too early), and his commentary has a later preface, by another man and dated 1160. In view of its contents, the gloss would be of particular interest if it really were by Shih Chao. But it does not occur in his work (Shih-wan-chüan-lou ts'ung-shu ed., 17, 5 a), and is, in fact, by a later commentator, 胡三省 Hu San-hsing. The wrong attribution to Shih Chao occurred already in the Wu-Hsüen tsa-p'ai (cf. T'u-shu chi-chêng, ts'ao-mu tien, 303, tso-lu, 2 a, and supra, p. 463), so that it must have been made in some Ming dictionary or encyclopedia from which the K'ang-hsi tsü-tien copied it; the error is also repeated by Yü Chêng-haish (Kuei-sü lei-kao, 14, 4 b). Hu San-hsing lived from 1230 to 1287 (the date 1307, given for his death in des Rotours, Traité des examens, 76, is an error), and his commentary on Su-ma Kuang's work was published in December 1285. The gloss says (Tsü-chih t'ung-chien, 159, 48 a) : «There is much mu-mien (‘cotton’) in Chiang-nan (i. e. in Chiang-su and Chê-chiang). To sow it, the seeds are put into place on the last day of the second or the third moon. When they come up, [the ground] must be hoed on the four sides [of the seeds] three times a month. If the hoeing is not done in time, [the ground] becomes overgrown with weeds, and [the young plants] wither and die. On entering summer, it becomes progressively luxuriant. On reaching autumn, it bears yellow flowers and forms fruit. When this is ripe, the skin splits into four, and from the slits in it (綫 chan, i. e. the carpels) protrudes something like [silks] floss (mien). The peasants (t'ü-jên) roll out the kernels with an iron bar (鉤 t'ing), and take what is like [silk] floss. They make a small bow of bamboo, one foot and
four or five inches long, and draw the cord to card the floss and make it even and fine. They roll it into small tubes and take it to the spinning-wheel to spin it. It runs on spontaneously in the same manner as a cocoon which is being unwound, without giving the trouble of twisting and connecting. Cloth is made with this. That which comes from Min (= Fu-chien) and Kuang [tung] is the most refined and close... » Hu San-hsing ends up with copying in its integrity Fang Cho's text already translated above (cf. supra, p. 498). This gloss stands quite apart in Hu San-hsing's work, which, as a rule, is almost devoid of original information. But Hu was a Chê-chiang man, and for once could not resist the temptation of describing at some length a recent form of cultivation which was practised in his own province. The interest of this text lies in the fact that it must have been written in 1285 at the latest, several years before the date assigned by later tradition to Huang tao-po's directions. Already in 1285 there was much cotton grown, with an elaborate technique, in Chiang-nan. It does not sound probable that the cultivation of a new plant should have been developed in the baleful years which culminatated in the conquest of the Sung capital Hang-chou by the Mongols (1276). In all likelihood, the introduction of cotton cultivation into Chiang-nan goes back at least to the first half of the 12th century.

Not many years after the composition of Hu San-hsing's note, we find further information in Wang Cheng. Bretschneider (Botanicon Sinicum, I, 81) attributes to Wang Cheng a special monograph on the cotton plant, entitled 木棉圖譜 Mu-mien t'u-p' u; but it never existed as an independant work. Bretschneider may have inferred its existence from the 'preface to the Mu-mien t'u-p' u' copied in T'u-shu chi-ch'eng, ts'ao-mu tien, 303, i-wên, 2a; this, however, is merely the introduction to the illustrated notices on cotton cultivation, which constitute the second part of ch. 21 (ff. 16-19) of Wang Cheng's comprehensive treatise on agriculture, the Nung shu, the general preface of which is dated 1313. Wang Cheng was the inventor of the 'revolving case' for movable type, which he actually devisied to print his Nung shu (cf. T. F. Carter, The invention of printing in China, 161-166; I do not know why Carter always dates the Nung shu c. 1314).

There are two sections on 'cotton' (mu-mien) in the Nung shu, one in the general descriptions of plants (10, 5-6), and the other explaining the machines needed for cleansing and carding the floss. The first text begins as follows: «Mu-mien is also called chi-pei. It is sowed about ku-yü (20th of April), and progressively collected at li-ch'iu (7th of August). The flower is yellow like the 築 k'uei ('mallow', a generic name of malvaceous plants, some of which have small yellow flowers); the 'root' (kên) is single and straight; the 'tree' (shu) is not valued for its height, but for the number of 'branches' (kan). It does not grow from the old root, but is produced by sowing seeds. As to the seeds to be sowed, those which are first collected are not full, and those [which ripen] near hoar-frost time cannot be used; the best are only those collected in the months between. [The fruit] must be thoroughly dried in the sun, and stored with the floss. When the time of sowing approaches it is sundried again, then rolled and planted. This plant (chung) was originally produced in the kingdoms of the southern sea (nan-hai chu-kuo). Later, all the districts (hsien) of Fu-chien had it. Recently (chin), it has also been much sowed in Chiang-tung (lit. 'East of the Chiang', i.e. Chiang-su and Chê-chiang) and 襄右 Shan-yu (lit. 'Right
of Shân; i.e. Shân-hsi). It is there prosperous and abundant, without any difference from its country of origin. Those who sow it derive great profit from it...» Wang Chêng then quotes almost the whole of the passage in the Nung-sang chi-yao translated above, and concludes: «Cotton (mu-mien) is something the planting of which does not tell on the peasant’s time; its production does not require much human effort. In regular succession it flowers and bears fruit; one may say it is floss without silkworms and cloth without hemp; moreover it can replace felt and rugs, and help to save the cost of serge garments (衣 禽 i-ho, probably a wrong reading instead of 讓 濃 ch’iu-ho, ‘furs and serge’, as in 21, 16 a). One may say it combines the advantages of north and south.» It will be noticed that, while Wang Chêng marks cotton cultivation as a «recent» acquisition, it was already in general practice in Fu-chien, and had been introduced not only into Chiang-su, but also into Shân-hsi. North-western China is here mentioned for the first time as a cotton-growing region. Although Wang Chêng’s text would almost imply that, even to Shân-hsi, the seeds had come from the south, it may well be that, in fact, the Shân-hsi cotton growers were indebted to their near neighbours of Turfan.

Wang Chêng’s illustrated notices on the method of preparing cotton after the «fruit» has been taken from the plant (each of which ends with a mnemotechnic verse) are mainly interesting in showing that an elaborate technique was already in full swing in 1313. But the introduction to these notices adds some information of historical value (21, 16 a): «After the mulberry land had silkworms’ (桑 土 舌 嘭, a quotation from the Shu ching; cf. Legge, Chinese Classics, III, 99), people have cared only for cocoons and their floss silk, and have known nothing about the use of cotton (mu-mien). Cotton was produced south of the sea (海 南 hai-nan; or ‘in Hai-nan’); the method of planting and manufacturing it came north gradually. Chiang and Huai (= Chê-chiang, Chiang-su, and An-hui) as well as shi Ch’uan and Shu (= Siü-ch’uan) had profited from it, and when south and north were united (i.e. when the Mongols had conquered the Sung dominions), traders sold it in the north, so that the wearing of it gradually developed. It is called 吉 逋 chi-pu (‘chi cloth’, abbreviated from chi-pei pu) and mien-pu (‘mien cloth’ = ‘mu-mien cloth’).» [Here Wang Chêng quotes in a note the passage from the pseudo-I-t’ou chih I have discussed above; (cf. supra, p. 439); he then goes on:] In the making of [cotton] strips, there are fixed sizes in length and breadth (as there are for silk). In softness, denseness, lightness, and warmth, [cotton] can equal silken fabrics (sêng-po); it is also used for plush garments, rugs, and satins, which can take the place of the real articles. P’ei Yüan’s Kuang chou chi says (cf. supra, p. 462): ‘The southern Barbarians (Man-t) have no silkworms, but pluck mu-mien to make floss (hsü)’. Moreover, according to the 諸 番 雜 志 Chu-fan tsa-chih (this refers to Chao Ju-kua’s Chu-fan chih, but it is a summary of Chao’s information, not a word for word quotation), mu-mien is produced by the chi-pei tree (mu); such kingdoms like Chan-chêng (= Champa) and Shê-p’o (= Java) all have it. At the present time it has become already one of the valued things of China, but there is not enough of it, apart from what comes from its place of origin. If we compare it with mulberry and silkworms, one does not have the trouble of plucking [the leaves] and breeding [the worm], and there is certainty of reaping; if compared with hemp and ramie, it spares the work of twisting and connecting [the threads], and has the advantage of warding off the cold. One may say that it is cloth (pu) without hemp, and floss (hsü) without cocoons. Although it
is called ‘southern product’ (nan-ch’an), we can speak of its real usefulness, since, the northern regions being very cold, when the cocoons and their floss are not always enough one has [to meet] the cost of furs and serge; but this is very economical...” In this introduction, we see that, already before the unification of China in 1276, the cultivation of cotton had spread not only to the whole of the region of the lower Yang-tzu, but also to Ssü-ch’uan, whether it had come to the latter province from Chiang-su, or from Turfan via Shān-hsi.

One other work on agriculture written under the Mongol dynasty has a paragraph on cotton cultivation; it is the 農桑衣食總要 Nung-sang i-shih ts’o-yao, “Compendium on clothing and food [as obtained] by agriculture and silkworm breeding (lit. ‘mulberry’),” in 2 chs. As we have it, the work, recovered from the Yung-lo ta-tien, begins with the author’s preface, dated 1330, but his name is not given there, and occurs only at the beginning of the first chapter, as 鲁明善 Lu Ming-shan. Ch’ien-lung’s Commissioners (Ssü-k’u... 102, 6 a) knew another text, beginning with a preface by 張 a Chang Li; in this preface, which the Commissioners have not included in the Ssü-k’u ch’üan-shu, Chang Li said that Lu Ming-shan first published his work in 1314, and that he was the son of a Uighur who had settled in China; he had taken his name of 鲁 from the appellation (tsü) of his father, and was himself properly called 鲁錫柱 Lu T’ieh-chu, though he was commonly known by his tsü as Lu Ming-shan. The Nung-sang i-shih ts’o-yao is regarded as having been written to supplement the Nung-sang chi-yao; it does not add much to the latter in the following passage on cotton (Mo-hai chin-hu ed., ch. 1, 11-12): “Sowing mu-mien. — One must first take the seeds and soak them in water and ashes in equal proportions, then wait until they bud; [thereupon] a hole is dug in each foot of manured soil, and five to seven seeds put into it. One [then] waits for the sprouts to come up; if they are [too] dense, some of them are taken out and only two or three vigorous sprouts are left. [The ground] is carefully hoed. The ends of the shoots are regularly plucked, so as not to have high shoots; if the shoots are too vigorous, they will not form fruit. Cotton is reaped in the eighth moon.”

The YS has preserved a text on the cotton tribute which was required from the cotton growing provinces (15, 8 a): on May 16, 1289, cotton inspectorates (mu-mien t’i-chü-sü) were established for Chê-tung (= Chê-chiang), Chiang-tung (= Chiang-su), Chiang-hsi, Hu-kuang (= Hu-pe and Hu-nan); every year, the people had to deliver [to the inspectors] 100,000 ‘pieces’ (p’i); an Inspector General (tu t’i-chü-sü) had the general control. This is the first mention of cotton cultivation in central China. An edict of 1295-1296 mentions cotton (mu-mien) among the goods accepted in payment of State taxes (cf. Wang Ch’ü’s Hsü Wên-hsien t’ung-k’ao, 4, 43 b). All this antedates Huang tao-p’o’s exaggerated activities.

According to the Chieh-ch’êng yü (3 a; cf. supra, p. 438), the Emperor Tämür (1295-1307), on a spring evening, ordered the Palace ladies to spread in a hall all the flowers that had fallen, and then to play and wrestle on the flowers, being dressed themselves in po-teh trousers and wearing turbans of chi-pei brocade (chi-pei chín); I do not know what distinction the 14th cent. author made between these two designs of cotton.

On June 21, 1323, the Emperor Ying-tung repaired to a pavilion where the old clothes of Chinghis-khan and Qubilai-khan were kept. “All were made of plain silk (縷紗 chien-su) or
cotton (mu-mien), and had been repeatedly patched and repaired. [Ying-tsung] drew a long sigh and told his attendants: ‘To such a point did Our Ancestors suffer hardships in founding Our dynasty and were thirsty in their dress! How can I forget this for one moment?’ (YS, 28 6 a). It is quite possible that Chinghiz had taken to wearing cotton of Turkish manufacture. Ying-tsung’s successor T’ai-ting-ti was presented in 1325 or 1326 (cf. Wang Chi’s Hsü Wên-hsien t’ung-k’ao, 32, 15 a) with a «great field tent of cotton» (mu-mien ta hsing-chang), the earliest counterpart I have found hitherto to the «black tent of cotton» of the Liang Emperor Wu in the first part of the 6th cent. (cf. supra, p. 462).

All these texts show that, from its earliest days, the Mongol dynasty, less hampered than the purely Chinese dynasties by the old traditions which regarded silk on the one hand and hemp and ramie on the other as the only proper materials for Chinese clothing, was fully aware of the great advantages to be derived from the new plant of foreign origin and did all in its power to favour its cultivation and sale throughout the Empire. Nor can there be any doubt that the cotton which was cultivated in Chiang-nan from the 12th cent. was not the cotton tree, Gossypium arbo-reum, then cultivated in Fu-chien, but the cotton plant, Gossypium herbaceum.

I know of no text before the 17th cent. to support CIBOT’s contention (Mém. concern. les Chinois, ii, 604) that the cotton plant was introduced into China from the Hsi-Fan (i.e. from Central Asia), and none of any date in favour of the statement in Wells WILLIAMS, The Middle Kingdom, 1883 ed., ii, 37 (copied by DYER BALL, Things Chinese, 150), that, early in the 11th cent., the plant was brought over and cultivated in the north-western provinces by persons from Khotan («Khotan» is perhaps a mistake for «Kao-ch’ang»—Turfan). The same may be said of MAYERS’s view (Chinese Reader’s Manual, p. 71) that Huang tao-p’o’s activities in Chiang-nan took place «about the commencement of the 14th century», after the cotton plant had been introduced from Turkestan (cf. also GILES, Biogr. Dict. No. 870; STUART, Materia Medica, 197-198).

Apart from the Wu-Hsüen tsa-p’ei, written about the middle of the 17th cent., the earliest work which may seemingly lend colour to a Central Asian origin is the Tai-tsui pien, or more completely 景瑞代醉編 Lang-yeh tai-tsui pien, by 張鼎思 CHANG Ting-ssū. CHANG Ting-ssū was a doctor of 1577; his Lan-yeh tai-tsui pien, in 40 chs., was written when he was well advanced in life, presumably c. 1600 (cf. Ssū-k’u... , 126, 12 b; 132, 2 b). I have had no access to the complete work, and the passage on cotton is not included among those copied in ch. 8 of the Shuo fu hsü; so I can only give it as it is quoted in the Pên-ts’ao hang-mu shih-i (5, 10 a): «According to the [Lang-yeh] Tai-tsui pien, cotton seeds (mien-hua chung) were brought over by the Barbarian envoy (fan-shih) 黃始 Huang Shih; towards the end of the Sung, [cotton cultivation] was for the first time (shih) introduced into Chiang-nan» (the quotation is somewhat different in the Kueisū lei-kao, 14, 6 b, which speaks of «Kuang-tung» instead of «Chiang-nan»). In itself, the word 番 fan, «Barbarian», may just as well refer to a southern foreigner as to a man of Central Asia, a Hsi-Fan; but the main point is that the text seems to be devoid of any authority. The very name of the «Barbarian envoy», with his purely Chinese surname, at once raises suspicion. Moreover, it would be most extraordinary if that foreign envoy not only had a Chinese surname but happened to have the same surname as Huang tao-p’o. My view is that, in all likelihood, we have here to deal with a distorted version of Huang tao-p’o’s story. I believe it is probable that
the 𨦔 shih of Huang Shih is corrupt either for the 稷 yü of "Huang yü", "the old woman Huang", or more probably for 姬 ku, "nun", as surmised by the Kuei-ssü lei-kao, 14, 6 b, and is due to the attraction of the shih which follows. The words "Barbarian envoy" seem to be an arbitrary addition, made because cotton was known to have been imported from abroad. The fact that, for cleansing and carding cotton the Chinese first used an iron bar, a board and a bow, and that these are also the instruments used for the same purposes in Persia mentioned in the tetraglot vocabulary, the Mongolian and Turkish parts of which have been published by Poppe (p. 218), provides no evidence in any direction, since the early processes were probably the same in Central Asia and in Indo-China or Indonesia. In spite of all that has been said to the contrary, the probabilities are that the cotton plant came to Chiang-nan from Hai-nan. Nor can I see anything more than a personal romantic view of the problem in Cibot's detailed account (pp. 605-607) of the opposition which cotton cultivation met under the Yuan at the hands of the traditionalists and of peasants and traders whose vested interests were threatened by the new textile.

In any case, one century after Polo, the use of cotton was universally adopted. When Hung-wu established his dynasty (1368), an order was issued that in all private fields from five to ten mou in extent, half a mou each was to be planted with mulberry, hemp, and cotton (mu-mien); from ten mou and above, the quantity had to be doubled. For hemp, eight ounces were levied per mou; for cotton, four ounces per mou; when mulberries were planted, the tax began in the fourth year..." (Ming shih, 78, 1 b). The rates at which cotton (mien-hua) was accepted in 1385 in payment of taxes has been preserved in WANG Ch'i's Hsü Wén-hsien t'ung-k'ao (4, 44 b). We have seen that, in the first half of the 17th cent., WANG Hsiang-chin and Hsü Kuang-ch'i had devoted much attention to cotton cultivation; other sources of the Ming dynasty might easily be added. For instance, we are told that, in Ming times, YING-chou (in An-hui) produced "red cotton" (hung mien-hua) and "bluish-green cotton" (ch'ing mien-hua; cf. Tsao-lin tsao-tsu, chung-chi, 57 b). The Manchu dynasty too did much to promote the growing and weaving of cotton. Just as there had been, from Sung times, famous pictures of silkworm breeding and agriculture which were entitled Kêng-chîh s'u, pictures of cotton cultivation were published in 1765 by Imperial order under the title of 棉花圖 Mien-hua ts'ao (cf. COURANT, Catalogue, No. 5415; I. HEDDE, Description méthodique des produits divers recueillis dans un voyage en Chine, Saint-Étienne, 1848, 8 vo, 307). Towards the end of the 18th cent., 絹華 CH'U Hua, a native of Shanghai, published a description of the various kinds of cotton, the 木棉譜 Mu-mien p'u (cf. WYLIE, Notes on Chinese literature, 77); it is found, without preface or date, in the I-hai chu-chên (this is the edition I have used) and in the Chao-tai t's'ung-shu; cf. also Sung-chiang fu-chih, 6, 8 b-11 b. Much of it is copied from Li Shih-chên and Hsü Kuang-ch'i, but there is also a good deal of original information. The author is well known, and it is certainly an error of Yü Chêng-hsieh, who quotes it at second hand and ascribes to him a distinction between "hill cotton" (山花 shan-hua) and "field cotton" (田花 t'ien-hua) which is not in the text, to write the name 储華 Ch'u Hua. Cotton is now one of the staple products of Chinese husbandry and the word 衣 pu, "cloth", which had long been referred to hemp or ramie cloth ("grass cloths), now designates cotton goods par excellence.

Chinese cotton stuffs even gained a reputation abroad. The name of the Ming southern
capital, Nan-ching, our "Nanking," was first used by Europeans as the designations of certain silks: cf. for instance *xopas* (＝び 布 *shou-p'a*, "handkerchiefs") de *nanquin* in 1534 (Dalgado, *Glossário Luso-Asiatico*, II, 535), and "raw Lankine silk" in 1615 (Yule, *Hobson-Jobson*, 616). But, in the 18th cent., "nankeen" was used for a kind of cotton stuff. In this sense, Yule's earliest quotation is dated 1793-1794; the term occurs, however, in Paul et Virginie (1787), and Bloch (*Dict. étymologique*, II, 85) traces it back to 1766; it may even be older. The curious fact is that the best "nankeens" do not seem to have always been woven with cotton grown in China. Hsi *Kuang-ch'i* already remarked that foreign cotton was superior to the Chinese product (cf. supra, p. 489), and, according to a statement which seems to rest on good authority, the best Chinese "nankeens" were made with cotton imported from Pegu (cf. Cordier, *La France en Chine au xvi\(^{\text{e}}\) siècle, xxxvi). But this was no longer the case in the 19th cent., as is shown by R. Fortune's *Three years wanderings in the Northern Provinces of China*, London, 1847, 264-265. According to Hedde (*Description méthodique*, 306), the cotton known as Nanking cotton was the yellow one, a fact confirmed by Fortune. The three main colours of cotton, white, yellow and bluish, had come to the knowledge of the Chinese, but they are merely accidental varieties of the same species, and often occur together in the same fields (cf. Fortune, loc. cit. 265). Chao Hsi-chi-min (*Pên-ts'ao kang-mu shih-i*, 5, 10 a) quotes a certain 沈 炳 Shen Chao, whom I cannot identify, as saying: "Among the Barbarians, there are three kinds [of cotton], blue-green, yellow, and white; at present, it is the only white which is particularity current."

*The Agnus Scythicus.* — Much has been written about the lamb-plant, or Tartarian lamb, or *Agnus scythicus*; the main elements of information may be found in Br, I, 154-155; Hirth, *China and the Roman Orient*, 54, 260-263; H. Lee, *The Vegetable lamb of Tartary*, London, 1887; Schlegel, *The Shui-yang... and the Agnus scythicus...* (in *Actes du VIII\(^{\text{e}}\) Congrès international des Orientalistes, 4\(^{\text{e}}\) partie, 4\(^{\text{e}}\) section, 17-32); Cordier, *Odoric de Pordenone*, 425-432; Chavannes, in *TP*, 1907, 183-184; Lauffer, *The story of the pinna and the Syrian lamb* (in *The Journal of American Folk-Lore*, XXVIII [1915], 103-128); Ed. Brückner, *Das Pflanzenschaf* (Baranetz) [in *Russische Revue*, XXI (1882), 131-146; not mentioned in Cordier, *Bibl. Sinica*, 1879, 3981-3982]. I have to examine the problem here because, in some respects, it is closely connected with the history of cotton in Asia.

There are two series of texts, one which speaks of the 水 羊 shui-yang, or "water sheep," the other of the 種 羊 chung-yang, or "sowed sheep."

It has always been said that the earliest text to mention the shui-yang occurred in the *Hou-Han shu*; but in fact, as in the case of *po-tieh* (cf. supra, p. 445), the *Hou-Han shu* really draws from a post-Han source, which is here certainly the *Wei lio* (second third of the 3rd cent.). In its section on Ta-Ch'in (= Mediterranean Orient), the *Wei lio* says (cf. Hirth, *China and the Roman Orient*, 71, 112): "汝成 紡布。言用水羊絹。名曰海水絹。此國六畜皆出水。或云非獨用羊毛也。亦用木皮或野葛絲作織成。觀猶衣飾帳帳之蒙皆好。其色又鮮於海東諸國所作也. This passage is rendered by Hirth: "...They weave fine cloth, and say they use the down of water-sheep in making it; it is called Hai-hsi-foo [cloth from the
west of the sea]. In this country all the domestic animals come out of the water. Some say that they do not only use sheep's wool, but also the bark of trees [vegetable fibre?] and the silk of wild silk-worms in weaving cloth, and the Ch'ü-shu, the T'a-têng, and Chi-chang class of goods [serge or plush rugs?] of their looms are all good; their colours are of brighter appearance than are the colours of those manufactured in the countries on the east of the sea. Except for 'tree-bast' for 'the bark of trees' and 'that is, evidently, flax' instead of 'vegetable fibre?', Lauper's translation (loc. cit. 103) is practically identical. Yet such a rendering is open to various objections. First of all, Hirth ought to have written 'cloth of West of the Sea'. Hai-hai, 'West of the Sea', as expressly stated in the Wei lio, was the popular designation of Ta-Ch'in, and it is used in contradistinction to Hai-tung, 'East of the Sea', the 'Sea' being the Indian Ocean, and particularly the Persian Gulf. On the other hand, ch'ü-shu and t'a-têng are names of rugs which are to be retained (cf. supra, pp. 492 and 447), but there is no such term as chi-chang; chi is the designation of a woollen carpet, and chang means 'curtain' or 'tent'. But, above all, none of the former translators seems to have suspected that 缫 or chi-ch'êng has two meanings in Chinese; in many cases, it merely means 'to weave' (as for instance in the passage on the lan-kan cloth of the Ai-lao, supra, p. 444). But in ancient times chi-ch'êng was also the designation of a particular sort of brocade (cf. the section chi-ch'êng in T'ai-p'êng yü-lan, 816, 11 a, and the Ts'ai-yüan, s. v. chi-ch'êng; also supra, p. 452). The very construction of the first sentence quoted above implies that chi-ch'êng is to be taken there in the latter sense. I think that we must translate it in the same way when it occurs a second time, and it is so understood in the T'ai-p'êng yü-lan, which moreover punctuates the passage as I have done. The quotation from the I-tsu chih which Hirth (p. 255) found in the K'ang-hsi tsu-tien and which would seem to favour another punctuation, with chi-ch'êng in its ordinary sense of 'to weave', is a distorted and arbitrary combination of part of the passage of the Wei lio with a text from the Nan-chou i-wu chih, both given independently in the T'ai-p'êng yü-lan, 708, 12 b (but this is not the direct source of the K'ang-hsi tsu-tien, in which the last sentence ends differently). The whole section of the Wei lio on the products of Ta-Ch'in has been in fact very badly translated by Hirth, and even Chavannes has not been too successful in his rendering of the corresponding passage in the Hou-Han shu (TP, 1907, 183). I would propose the following interpretation of the Chinese text quoted above: 'They have a brocaded (chi-ch'êng) fine cloth, for which it is said they use the down (ts'ui) of the water sheep (shui-yang), and which is called 'Hai-hai cloth' ('cloth of the West of the Sea [kingdom]'). In that kingdom, the six domestic animals all come out of the water. Some say that they not only use sheep's wool (mao), [but] also use the bark of trees or the silk of wild silk-worms to make [this] brocade (chi-ch'êng). Their chi-shu, t'a-têng and other textiles of the class of woollen rugs (chi) and curtains (chang) are all good; moreover their colours are brighter than [the colours] of those manufactured in the kingdoms of the East of the Sea (Hai-tung).

The parallel passage in the Hou-Han shu reads as follows (118, 4 b): 又有細布或言水羊腹制面所作也. Hirth's translation (p. 41) is: 'They further have 'fine cloth', also called Shui-yang-ts'ui [i.e. down of the water-sheep]; it is made from the cocoons of wild silk-worms. Chavannes (TP, 1907, 183) renders it: 'They have moreover a light cloth which some
say is made from the down of the water sheep, but which in fact is manufactured with the cocoons of wild silk-worms.» LAUFER (p. 103) maintained that the true meaning was: «Further they have a fine cloth said by some to originate from the down of a water-sheep, and they have also a stuff made from wild-silkworm cocoons.» According to LAUFER, «it is clear that the above Chinese clause consists of two separate and co-ordinated parts. A stuff made from wild-silkworm cocoons is not capable of eliciting a tradition pertaining to a water-sheep.» But what is «clear» is that the text of the Hou-Han shu is merely abbreviated from that of the Wei lio, and should be translated: «They also have a fine cloth, which some say is made from the down of the water sheep or the cocoons of wild silkworms.» SCHLEGEL (The Shui-yang, 26) has adduced from the Ko-chih ching-yüan (27, 23 a) a quotation from the 孔六 K'ung liu-t'ieh, which says that «in the kingdom of Po-scº (Persia), people weave the hair of the water sheep into a cloth which is called 'cloth of the West of the Sea'». The K'ung liu-t'ieh, a work written in Sung times by K'ung Ch'uan [著] to supplement the Liu-t'ieh written under the Tang by Po Chü-i, was never published in a separate edition, and, in the combined Po K'ung liu-t'ieh (ch. 96, § 6 «sheep»), I cannot find the text quoted in 1736 by the author of the Ko-chih ching-yüan. [In the Po K'ung liu-t'ieh with preface by 韓駱 Han Chü (c. 1550, 8, 27 a, s. v. 布 pu), we find, 海西布: 波西織水羊毛為布曰海西布 «West of the waves (or: in Po-hsi) they weave the wool of the water sheep into cloth called cloth of the West of the Sea.» PELLIOT, who had not seen this passage of the K'ung liu-t'ieh, had written: «There can be no doubt that the name 'Persia' (in Ko-chih ching-yüan) is due to an arbitrary change, and that the text is derived either from the Wei lio or from the Hou-Han shu.» It is in fact copied word for word from the Hsin T'ang shu, 221 B, 8 a, s. v. Fu-lin, with Po-hsi prefixed. If the author of the Ko-chih ching-yüan used this same edition of the Po K'ung liu-t'ieh it is evident that he corrected Po-hsi, which may be a variant of Po-scº or perhaps a misprint for Hai-shi, to Po-scº kuo. A. C. M.]

The same may be said of the mentions of the shui- yang, and the cloth made from its down, in all other T'ang or Sung works: T'ung tien, 193, 4 a; T'ai-t'ung huan-yü chi, 184, 4; Hsin T'ang shu, 221 B, 8 a; T'ung chih, 196, 25 a; Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao, 339, 1 a. All are abbreviated from the text of the Wei lio, which, with the exception of the T'ung chih, the various authors have wrongly punctuated. The text translated (often mistranslated) by Pauthier (De l'authenticité de l'inscription nestorienne, 39) as from the [Hou] Wei shu is a late rifiacimento in which passages of the Wei lio have been combined with information from later sources (cf. infra, p. 512). Hirth (pp. 80, 115), Schlegel (The Shui-yang, 23) and Lauffer (The Story of the Pinna, 104) attribute to the Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao a reading 比【 hai-chung pu, «cloth from within the sea», instead of «Hai-hsi pu», «cloth of the West of the Sea», and Lauffer thinks that Ma Tuan-lin, the author of the Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao, effected the change under the influence of the sāf al-bahr, «wool of the sea», of mediaeval Arabic authors. Even if the reading hai-chung pu were correct, it is entirely out of question that Ma Tuan-lin should have shown so much originality, and the change would merely be one of the many examples of the carelessness of that mediocore compiler. But, in fact, hai-chung pu is a faulty reading, and the standard editions of the Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao give «Hai-hsi pu», like the sources which it copied.

The conclusion is that, in the whole of Chinese literature, there is only one mention of the
shui-yang, that found in the Wei lio, in the middle of the 3rd cent. Later texts have been copied or abbreviated from it, and do not represent any independent tradition. In the Wei lio itself, this “water sheep” occurs only in connection with a certain textile, which was woven with threads of variegated colours without a monochrome ground (rie; this was the main differentiation between chih-ch’eng, which had no “ground”, and the 蕭 chin, which had one; but it was not always strictly adhered to in the practical use of the two terms); and even then, the author of the Wei lio had heard conflicting reports, some saying that the fabric was made of tree bark (or bast), others of the silk of wild silkworms. Moreover, there is a disquieting sentence in the text: “In that kingdom, the six domestic animals all come out of the water”, to which former inquirers did not devote a single word of comment. It sounds as though Ta-Ch’in being a maritime kingdom, the “West of the Sea Kingdom”, a rumour had reached China that Ta-Ch’in was indebted to the sea not only for its “water sheep”, but for its oxen, horses, dogs, etc. So far, nothing can be made of 稅 牛 ch’in-niu or 梓 牛 ch’in-niu, which theoretically might be construed as meaning “[Ta-]Ch’in oxen” (on the legend of oxen said to have been offered as tribute by Ta-Ch’in, cf. T’ai-p’ing yü-lan, 900, 15 b). The late gloss mentioned in CHAVANNES (500 Contes, 1, 65) says these were “oxen [or cows] of the north”, but the I-ch’ieh ching yin-i, which are earlier, merely quote the 了略 Tsü lio [c. A.D. 500?], which defines ch’in as “the name of an ox”; and in ch. 6 of the Li-shih a-p’ai t’an lun [NANNIO, No. 1297], the ch’in-niu are assigned not to the north, but to the Apāragodanīya, i.e. to the mythical continent of the West. The 泰水 稅 牛 ch’in-shui ming-niu of the Liu-tu chi-ching (3rd cent. A.D.) are certainly not “buffleless cèlèbres du Nord”, as translated by CHAVANNES (500 Contes, 1, 65), but “his famous cows of the Ch’in river.” I am not in a position, however, to decide whether the author of the text had in mind the old Ch’in river in Shan-hai, which could hardly have been mentioned in a “translation” from the Sanskrit, or the “[Ta-]Ch’in water”, which would possibly provide a “water ox” parallel to the “water sheep”. But the interpretation remains doubtful, and the connection would be extremely slender. In any case, since all domestic animals in Ta-Ch’in are in the same plight, the shui-yang is merely the equivalent of yang alone, and, as a matter of fact, it is the word yang (“sheep”) alone, not “water sheep”, which is used when the Wei lio speaks a second time of the wool of the same animal. Under such conditions, while admitting that there must have been in China, in the early 3rd cent., a tradition about some special sort of “sheep’s down” of Ta-Ch’in, I think that we must be careful not to lay too much stress on the statement that this sheep was a “water sheep”.

By the side of the single mention of the “water sheep”, we have a number of texts concerning “sheep that were planted”.

Standing quite apart, and hitherto unnoticed except in the Yüan-chien lei-han (436, 15 b) and the Ts’ts-yüan hsü-pien (s. v. chung-yang, “sowed sheep”), there is a puzzling passage occurring in 劉子 Liu-tzü (Tzü-shu po-chung ed. in 2 chs., 2, 19 a [§ 44]). Liu-tzü is a work of uncertain date and authorship. Its attribution either to 劉歆 Liu Hsin (1st cent. B.C. and A.D.), or to 劉鯤 Liu Hseh (early 6th cent.) is certainly to be rejected. 劉孝標 Liu Hsiao-piao’s authorship (=Liu Hsin, 462-521) is improbable. A ‘T’ang preface, by the commentator 袁孝敬 Yuan Hsiao-chêng, gives, as author of the Liu-tzü, 劉 畫 Liu Chou of the Northern Ch’i. Liu
Chou's notice in the Pei-Ch'i shu (44, 4b; cf. also Pei shih, 81, 11 a-b) does not seem much to
countenance this attribution, and the Commissioners of the Ssü-k'ü... (117, 20-22; they used a
copy divided into 10 chs.) do not discard the possibility that the Liu-tsâi may be a forgery of
T'ang times due to Yüan Hsiao-chêng himself. This is certainly an error. Liu-tsâi's remark on
a name given by Chou people to a dead rat (§ 16) is quoted in an original note to ch. 6 of Fa-lin's
Pien-chêng lun (露, viii, 55 b), completed c. 626, and clearly as taken from an authoritative work
already of some age. Moreover, as remarked by Lu Wên-ch'ao, who knew Yüan Hsiao-chêng's
work (Ch'ün-shu shih-pu, 29, I a), the difference in style and value between the text and the com-
mentary precludes the possibility that both should be the work of one and the same man.

The passage in § 44 of Liu-tsâi reads as follows: Wên of Chin sowed husked rice (mi), and
Tsêng-tsâi planted sheep (文 種 米 [菜 ts'ai, 'vegetables', given in the Yüan-chien lei-han,
436, 15 b, followed by the Ts'ü-yüan hsi-pien, is a wrong reading 曾子捕羊); it was not
because they were stupid by nature, but they did not discriminate between regions (方 面); being
men with a great destiny, they were not trained in petty matters. Wên of Chin is probably the
famous Duke Wên of Chin, 重 丘 Ch'ung-ehr, who lived in the 7th cent. B.C. (cf. Giles, Biogr.
Dict., No. 523), and whose biography in the Shih chi (ch. 39; cf. Chavannes, Mém. histor., iv,
267-306) presents all the characteristics of a historical novel. Tsêng-tsâi is certainly 曾 參 Tsêng
Shên, a disciple of Confucius (Giles, Biogr. Dict., No. 2022), and one of the paragons of filial
piety. But, in the sources available to me, I find no trace of the tradition alluded to by the Liu-
tsâi for either Duke Wên of Chin or Tsêng Shên. At any rate, this planting of sheep has no
direct bearing on the story of the 'ground born sheep' which we have next to investigate.

Before passing on to it, I must say something, however, of a text which may serve as a link
between the two traditions. Yüan Hsiao-chêng had not only written a preface to Liu-tsâi, but
also a commentary. Ch'ien-lung's Commissioners say that both have been lost since Ming times,
but, since they mentioned that Liu-tsâi was included in the Tao-tsâng, they might have known
better: not only the text, but the commentary is there (cf. Wiegert, Canon taotse, No. 1018),
though without any preface; the Sung edition described in the Ch'in-ting t'ien-lu lin-lang shu-mu
hou-pien, 5, 19-20, which gives the commentary, also lacks the preface. On the passage translated
above, Yüan Hsiao-chêng's commentary says (Tao-tsâng, Commercial Press ed., 9, 4b): Wên
of Chin, studying [the methods of] foreign countries, sowed husked rice; although the seeds did
not grow, [the text means] to say that his designs were great... Tsêng Shên of the Lu kingdom,
studying [the methods of] men of foreign countries, cut into small pieces (對 ts'o) the skin of
sheep, and sowed them with some earth; although they did not grow, his designs were great. However unsatisfactory, Yüan Hsiao-chêng's gloss implies that there was an early tradition, which
I cannot trace, about the sowing of pieces of sheep skin.

The earliest account in the long series of parallel texts concerning the 'ground born sheep' occurs in Chang Shou-chieh's commentary on the Shih chi, ch. 123 (Takigawa ed., 123, 12; in
his reconstruction of the extant fragments of the K'uo-ti chih of 642, Sun Hsing-yen [Tai-nan-ko
ts'ung-shu ed., 8, 13 a] holds that the quotation is not taken by Chang Shou-chieh directly from
the Lu-ku chih, but is part of a passage of the K'uo-ti chih in which the quotation was already
included; I do not see, however, any serious ground for such an opinion): "朱 葬 Sung Ying's
異物志 I-wu chih says: 'North of Ch'in, in a small borough (色 i) in its dependency, there are lambs (yang-kao) who are born spontaneously in the ground. [People] wait until they are about to shoot forth (萌 mên), and [then] build enclosures around them, for fear that beasts [might] eat them. The navel (臍 ch'i) of [these lambs] is attached to the ground; if it were separated by cutting, they would die. Instruments are beaten to frighten them; they then shriek in terror, and the navel then breaks [of itself]. Thereupon [the lambs] set out in search of water, and form herds.'

Chang Chou-ch'ih's commentary is dated 736, but Sung Ying's I-wu chih is of course more ancient. Chavannes, who first drew attention to the passage (TP, 1907, 183-184), remarked that, if the name Sung Ying was to be corrected to 桑應 Chu Ying, we should have then a quotation from Chu Ying's 桑應異物志 Fu-nan i-wu chih (Account of the mirabilia of Fu-nan [= Cambodia]), written c. 250 A.D., but that I had shown (BEFEO, III, 276-277) that such a correction was not beyond dispute. It is true that, in 1903, I expressed surprise at the fact that the few extant quotations from a work written on the return from a mission to Cambodia should all deal with Central Asia (Ta-Yüan — Fergâna; the Great Yüeh-chih) and the Mediterranean Orient. But it is fact that both the Sui shu and the T'ang shu speak only of the work of Chu Ying, while the quotations give the name of the author as Sung Ying; one of the forms may easily be accounted for as being a graphic corruption of the other, and there is no likelihood that there should have been two different works, one by Chu Ying, the other by Sung Ying. On the other hand, the companion work to Chu Ying's, written by the chief envoy K'ang T'ai, is often quoted for passages relating to India, Central Asia, and the Mediterranean Orient. Finally, all the quotations attributed to the work of Sung Ying actually refer to conditions which are those of the 3rd cent. We know, moreover, that K'ang T'ai and Chu Ying met in Fu-nan an envoy from the Ta Yüeh-chih (cf. BEFEO, III, 271; Études asiatiques... de l'EFEO, II, 250). So I think that the author of the Sui ch'ing-chi chih k'ao-chêng (6, 22 b) was right in regarding Chu Ying and Sung Ying as one and the same man. I have little hesitation in attributing to the middle of the 3rd cent. the text on the 'ground born lambs' quoted by Chang Chou-ch'ih. On the other hand, Chang Shou-ch'ih quotes the passage when commenting on Ta-Ch'in, and there is no doubt that we must read, at the beginning of the text, 'North of Ta-Ch'in' instead of 'North of Ch'in'.

Although without mention of the source, the same text, sometimes abridged, sometimes more complete, has been made use of by several authors of the T'ang period.

In ch. 238 of the Yuan-chien lei-han, an encyclopaedia of the beginning of the 18th cent., a notice on Ta-Ch'in includes a text said to be taken from the [Hou] Wei shu, which contains, among others, the passage on the shui-yang and the text on the 'ground born lambs'; it has been translated by Pauthier (De l'autenticitée de l'inscription nestorienne, 39), and is alluded to by Hirth (China and the Roman Orient, 54). But there is nothing of the kind in the corresponding section of the Wei shu (ch. 102). It is true that the original redaction of ch. 102 of the Wei shu is lost, and has been replaced by the corresponding section in the Pei shih (with the suppression of the passage which, in the Pei shih, concerned the Sui dynasty). But we know, from the quotations of the original Wei shu in the T'ai-p'ing yü-lan, that from the outset the redaction of the two chapters was practically identical. Even if we should suppose it to have been different in some paragraphs, the compilers of the Yuan-chien lei-han had no more access to the original
ch. 102 of the *Wei shu* than we have ourselves, and there is no earlier encyclopaedia known which might have preserved such a section and from which the *Yii-an chien lei-han* might have quoted. There is nothing in that would-be quotation from the [Hou] *Wei shu* which we do not find in earlier or later sources. I consider that it is a *rifacimento*, a more or less conscious forgery, which cannot be adduced as being a quotation of the legend of the «ground born lambs» of a date earlier than Chang Shou-chieh.

In its section on Ta-Ch'în (193, 4 a), the *T'ung tien*, completed in 801, gives the same text as Chang Shou-chieh, except that, the whole paragraph being devoted to Ta-Ch'în, it simply begins here with «To the north...» (without «Ch'în» or «Ta-Ch'în»). More important is another discrepancy: instead of the final 亖 言 wei ch'în, «they form herds», the *T'ung tien* gives 無 言 wu ch'în, «they have no herds».

The *Pei-hu lu* was completed c. 875 (cf. BEFEO, xix, 223). We read there (Shih-wan-chüan-lou ts'ung-shu ed., 1, 21 b): «Moreover, the Fu-lin kingdom has lambs which are born in the ground. The people of the country wait until they are about to shoot forth (mêng), and [then] build enclosures to hold them, so as to prevent outside beasts from devouring them. The navel of these [lambs] is attached to the ground; if it were cut, they would die. But men don cuirasses, mount on horseback and beat drums to frighten them. The lambs shrick in terror, and the navel breaks [of itself]. Thereupon they set out in search of water and pasture.» There is here no question of the herds.

Next comes the *Chiu T'ang shu* (198, 12 a), which gives, in the section on Fu-lin (< Fröm = Röm) or Ta-Ch'în, a text identical with that of the *Pei-hu lu* (it is mistranslated by Hirth, *China and the Roman Orient*, 54).

The *T'ai-p'ing huan-yü chi* (184, 4 a) copies the text of the *T'ung tien*, and, like the *T'ung tien*, says that the lambs do not form herds.

The text in the *T'ang hui-yao* (99, 23 a) is the same as in the *Pei-hu lu* and the *Chiu T'ang shu*.

The *Hsin T'ang shu* (221 b, 8 a) would represent the same text as is found in the *Chiu T'ang shu* in terser literary style, except that it ends like the *T'ung tien* with 不能 言 pu-nêng ch'în, «they cannot form herds» (倉 騃 chieh-ma, «in armour and on horseback», has been misunderstood by Hirth, loc. cit. 60).

The *T'ung chih* (196, 25 a) copies the *T'ung tien*, and the *Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao* (339, 1 a) copies the *T'ung chih* (Lauffer, *The Story of the Pinna*, 116, was mistaken when he believed that the author of the *Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao* was indebted to Chang Shou-chieh's quotation). A much abridged version of the same text occurs in the *K'ung liu t'ieh* (Po K'ung liu t'ieh, 96, 24 a).

So far for the story of the «ground born lambs». All the texts go back ultimately to one original, that which was incompletely quoted by Chang Shou-chieh, and which, unless we suppose that Chang Shou-chieh made an error in indicating his source, must belong to a work written as early as the middle of the 3rd cent. So this legend is practically contemporaneous with that of the «water sheep». It has two remarkable features: one is the armour donned by men on horseback to frighten the lambs, the other that the lambs did not form herds, since the isolated statement to the contrary in Chang Shou-chieh's quotation is almost certainly the result of a corruption.
But, while the texts concerning the "water sheep" and the "ground born lamb" were transmitted from author to author in a purely bookish and stereotyped form, the second tradition was revived in the Mongol period, probably by an impulse from abroad, and is then attested from various sources.

On returning from an embassy to Chinghiz-khan in the beginning of 1222, the Chin envoy Wu-ku-sun Chung-tuan gave an account of his journey which has been preserved in a work by Liu Ch'i, thepreface of which is dated 1235 (Liu Ch'i lived from 1203 to 1250; the date 1295 given in Br. 1, 25, is wrong by a whole cycle). He says of the Mussulmans that their clothes, coverlets, cushions and curtains are all made of sheep's down; this down is planted into the earth (其衣衾暹幕悉羔毳也，其敷植于地; cf. Wang Kuo-wei's, Ku hsing-chi chiao-wei, 6 b; Br. 1, 31). Of course, cotton is meant.

Yeh-lü Ch'u-ts'ai, who spoke of "cotton" as ch'u-shun (cf. supra, p. 466), says in one of his poems on Russian Turkestan (Ch'ang-ch'i ch'ü-shih chi, Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an ed., 6, 5 b) : "They do not dress with lung-chung-yang" (? sheeps planted on hillocks); 無衣履種羊, lung-chung-yang); and elsewhere (12, 13 b) : "The western lands have good conditions; [but] in general they have no silkworms or mulberries. Every family plants mu-mien (cotton); this is the lung-chung-yang.

Shêng Ju-tsù, the author of the Shu-chai lao-hsiieh ts'ung-t'an (Ch'ih-pu-tsu chai ts'ung-shu ed., 1, 5 b), who quotes the first passage after his extracts from Yeh-lü Ch'u-ts'ai's Diary, adds that the term lung-chung-yang also occurs in the T'ang hui-yao; but this is a mistake; the T'ang hui-yao merely speaks of lambs born in the ground (cf. supra, p. 513).

The Taoist Ch'iu Ch'ang-ch'un also has an interesting text on the textiles of the Mussulman countries (Hsi-yu chi, Wang Kuo-wei ed., ch. 1, 24 b-25 a) : "They produce silks (p'o), which are called 襂罽马, t'u-lu-ma; this is what is vulgarly said to be woven with the 'wool of sowed sheep' (種羊毛, chung-yang ma'o)." BRETSCHNEIDER's translation (Br. 1, 70), "vegetable wool," does not do justice to the text, nor can I agree with Waley's (The Travels of an Alchemist, 86) "sheep's wool planted in the ground; it is the sheep, not the wool, which is said to be planted. T'u-lu-ma occurs a second time (ch. 2, 5 a), written 禰罽馬 t'u-lu-ma; this time, it has been omitted by BRETSCHNEIDER (Br. 1, 95), and rendered "cotton stuff" by Waley (p. 114). Elsewhere, Ch'iu Ch'ang-ch'un refers twice to po-tieh (ch. 2, 1 b, 2 b), the second time in a poem which has been left out by the translators; in the first case, BRETSCHNEIDER (Br. 1, 89) translated po-tieh "woollen stuff, of a white colour," and Waley (p. 107) "cotton." Unless Ch'iu Ch'ang-ch'un misused a term which was then no longer familiar, "cotton" only can be right. As to the p'o which is called t'u-lu-ma, BRETSCHNEIDER was content with calling it "a kind of stuff," and Waley, who elsewhere always renders p'o as "silk" or "plain silk," has also dodged the difficulty by speaking of "stuff." Both translators eschewed "silk," because they knew that the "wool of sowed sheep" could only be cotton. T'u-lu-ma does not provide a ready solution. The phonetic analogy of t'u-lu-ma with tu-lo-ma of the modern "to-lo-ma of Kuang-tung" (cf. supra, p. 431) is a mere coincidence. Wang Kuo-wei's opinion (1, 24 b) that t'u-lu-ma is identical with tou-lo-mien or tu-lo-mien, "tula floss," is of course valueless. On the other hand, even for the sake of rhythm, Hsü Sung (Hsin-chiang fu, 22 a) ought not to have divided the term as if it were t'u-lu + ma ("hemp"); t'u-lu-ma is clearly a transcription. BRETSCHNEIDER (Br. 1, 70) referring to
Trotter's report on his journey to Khotan (1874, p. 155), says that "tölma" is still the name of a stuff in Chinese Turkestan. But the word cannot have been correctly noted by Trotter. I have no doubt that what is referred to by Ch'iü Ch'ang-ch'un is the stuff which Radlov's Dictionary (iii, 1190, 1259, 1566) variously transcribes "torma, tornai, türmä, and türmä," clearly because he had no data as to the true vocalization of this Çayatal word, written トル or トル; I should think that türma is the correct form. Radlov adds that the word is borrowed from Pers. トル, for which I can find no such meaning (cf. Tp, 1931, 422-423). But the main point is that all the Çayatal dictionaries speak of türma neither as silk, nor as cotton, but as a very fine woollen stuff. So it seems that there is a double inaccuracy in Ch'iü Ch'ang-ch'un's statement, first when he speaks of the t'ü-lu-ma as po, "silk" and secondly when he identifies it with the "wool of the sowed sheep," which certainly is cotton.

In 1259, 常德 Ch'ang Tè set out as an envoy from Qubilai to Hüllägüm in Persia. The account of his journey was written down by 刘郁 Liu Yu in 1263 and entitled 西使記 Hsi-shih chi. Though there is a remote possibility that Liu Yu may have added some particulars among the mirabilia at the end, as Shêng Ju-tzu did when copying Yeh-lü Ch'u-ts'ai's Hsi-yü lu, we may on the whole consider the Hsi-shih chi as a fairly faithful account of what Ch'ang Tè had seen or heard in the West. In the Hsi-shih chi the following passage occurs (Wang Kuo-wei ed., 10 a; cf. Br, 1, 154; Lauffer, The Story of the Pinna, 123): "The 墟種羊 lung-chung-yang is produced in the Western Sea (Hsi-hai). The navel (臓 ch'i) of the sheep is sown (種 chung) in the ground and watered. On hearing thunder, [the sheep] comes out (lit. is born), the navel [remaining] attached to the ground. When full-grown, [the sheep] is frightened by [the striking of] wood (i.e. wooden instruments); the navel (i.e. the umbilical cord) breaks off, and [the sheep starts] browsing grass. On reaching autumn, [the sheep] can be eaten. In its navel, there are again seeds [to be planted]." Bretschneider's rendering "the flesh of the navel" instead of "in its navel" is due to a faulty reading 脢肉 ch'i-jou instead of 脢內 ch'i-nei.

In the above texts we find the expression chung-yang, "sowed sheep," which is clear, and another, 墟種羊 lung-chung-yang, which translators have been content to render as "sheep planted on hillocks," without comment on the term itself. The character 墟 lung is a variant of 墟, which means "hillock," "mound"; but we never find this second, and more common form in the texts speaking of the lung-chung-yang. The term seems to have baffled Li Shih-ch'ên, who, in the Pên-ts'ao kang-mu (50 A, 34 b), writes it 墟種羊 lung-chung-yang; from the Pên-tsao kang-mu, this had passed into the T'u-shu ch'i-ch'êng, ch'in-ch'ung-tien, 112, 16 b (the account in the T'u-shu ch'i-ch'êng, mentioned by Lauffer, The Story of the Pinna, 116, 123, as an independent source, is merely a verbatim copy of the whole Pên-ts'ao kang-mu paragraph). But 墟 lung, which is the designation of a gem, makes still less sense than lung, "hillock." My impression is that the usual lung-chung-yang is the outcome of some confusion. Chung means "seed," "to sow," but also "race," "breed." Now, there has been in China more than one product which was said to be 龍種 lung-chung, of the "dragon-breed." Just before the lung-chung-yang, the Hsi-shih chi speaks of the 龍種馬 lung-chung-ma, "horses of the dragon breed" (Br, 1, 153). The lung-chung-yang comes out of the ground (is born) when it hears thunder, and thunder is connected with the dragon. In the earlier texts on the "ground born sheep," the armoured men
on horse-back, beating drums to frighten the sheep, may be related to the scaly dragon, which, on the other hand, is associated with water, and this would provide a link with the "water sheep" of the Wei liu. According to the Hsi-shih chi, the sheep are frightened by beating wood; but "wood" is the element of the east, and the east is the quarter assigned to the "blue-green dragon". So I think that there is a fair chance that the term lung-chung-yang, when first created, meant "dragon-breed sheep". It is more difficult to say why this lung, "dragon", was changed to lung, "hilllock". Perhaps this was due to the fact that the sheep was "sowed", and that, as a consequence, chung came to be understood in its other meaning "to sow"; hence the shortened form chung-yang, "sowed sheep", occurring more than once in the Mongol period. With such an interpretation, lung had become meaningless, since the sheep were not "dragon-sowed sheep"; lung, "hilllock", was then adopted as a makeshift. The reason for its choice may be that it could be accounted for by the raised ridges (cf. supra) in the cotton fields. But I readily admit that my tentative explanation would be safer if we could trace at least one example of lung-chung-yang written in such a way as actually to mean "dragon-breed sheep".

A well-known author of the Mongol period, 與 萊 Wu Lai (tzü 立 夫 Li-fu; 1297-1340), has written (Yüan-yin chi, Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an ed., 4, 6 a-b; cf. Ch'ün Yen's Yüan-shih chi-shih 6, 18-19) a poem entitled 西域獵皮車舞歌寄李仲羽 "Song of a pillow, written on the skin of a sown sheep of the Western Countries, sent to Li Chung-yü"; Chung-yü is the 立 禮 Li I. The poem says: "In Persia in the valleys spirits speak at night. In Persia sheep are kept for various purposes. Stabbed with a knife on the right spot the sheep may be eaten; but within a vallum the shin-bones of the sheep are left as seed. All round them a fence is built, and when the sound of the pounding is heard lambs are born again from the shin-bones. Green grass springs up densely, but the navels are not yet severed [so that the lambs cannot reach the grass(?)]. But when the iron-shod horse hoofs gallop round the fence, the lambs rear up on their hind legs [breaking the umbilical cords], and fall back on the grass..." The rest of the poem is of no interest for the present inquiry. Laufer's "vertebra of the neck" (The Story of the Pinna, 123) is due to a misprint, 腦 ching for 腦 hsing, in the T' u-shu chi-ch'êng.

Wu Lai's poem is alluded to in a curious text of 姚 懋 Yao T'ung-shou (first half of the 14th cent.) which is included in his 樂 帳 冊 Lo-chiao ssü-yü (Pao-yen-t'ang pi-chi lith. ed., f. 13; part of it has been quoted at second-hand, and poorly translated by Schlegel, The Shui-yang, 25). Yao T'ung-shou says: "The great master (大 師 ta-shih) Ch'u-shih is a venerable old monk (sha-mên); when he followed the Imperial cart to Shang-tu (see 'Ciandu'), he wrote the poems 'North of the Desert' (漠 北 Mo-pei), 'Cherishing the past' (懷 古 Huai-ku; or the poem 'North of the desert, cherishing the past'), etc. In them (or 'in it') I read 'They say themselves that sheep can be sowed, [but] do not believe that cocoons can give silk'. I was then in doubt whether he meant that sheep could be sowed. So I questioned the master on the point. The master said: 'West of the Great Desert (大 漠 逾 西 Ta-mo i hsi), people can sow sheep. Every time they slaughter a sheep, they use its skin and flesh, but keep its bones, which they bury in the ground on the first 天 wei day of the winter (wei is the cyclical sign corresponding to "sheep" in the duodenary cycle). When reaching the first wei day of the last month of spring, they blow flageolets and pronounce spells, and then lambs (子 羊 tzü-yang) come out of the ground; for
each set of bones buried, they can get several lambs; this is a transformation outside the pale of the four kinds of birth; it is not to be wondered at; it is because China does not have it that doubts have arisen.’ Later I read the ‘Song of the book cushion [made] of the skin of a sowed sheep of the Western Countries’ by Wu Li-fu (== Wu Lai), which says... [Yao T'ung-shhou here copies the whole poem, and adds :] (Wu Lai) says that it is the shin-bone which is sowed, which is not in agreement with what the Master [Fan]-ch'í saw with his own eyes. It must be that in Persia there is another method of sowing, in agreement with what was heard in Wu’s poem. Ch’u-shih is the tsü of Fan-ch'í, a well-known Buddhist priest who lived from 1296 to 1370; Fan-ch'í seems to have lived in northern China only in 1321-1323; his information would thus go back to that period. But it will be noticed that he ascribes the ‘sowed sheep’ to regions west of the Great Desert, and that, contrary to Yao T'ung-shhou’s statement, he does not say that he saw it himself.

Another poet of the Mongol period, Po T'ing, tsü廷 王廷-呂 (1248-1328), has written an obscure poem entitled 總 演 雅 十 詩 Hsü Yen-ya shih-shih, ‘Ten verses in continuation of the Yen-ya’, which is preserved in his 謝 洞 朱 賀 Ch'ün shih-shih, ‘Ch’üan chi’ (edited as 謝 洞 朱 賀 Ch'ün chi,. The poem is in ch. 2, 5-6; the original Ch'üan chi is lost, and the present text has been re-compiled from the fragments which have survived; the poem was copied in 1366 by T'ao Tsung-i into his Cho-keng lu, 9, 3 b). The fourth verse is 謝 洞 朱 賀 Ch'ün shih-shih: ‘The wailing of the baby is heard on the branch of the tree; the breast of the ram is seen among the blades of grass. How is it that a body which is to last a hundred years has on the contrary no root to which to be attached?’ A commentary, almost certainly due to Po T'ing himself, accompanies every verse, and the gloss on the fourth one is as follows: ‘North of the Desert (mo-pei), they sow sheep’s horns and [these] can give birth to sheep, which are as big as hares. They are fat and very good to eat. As to ‘the baby-girl wailing on the branch of the tree’, see what is reported in the Shan-hai ching.”

I do not know to which passage of the Shan-hai ching Po T'ing may allude. More than once, in its descriptions of fabulous animals, the Shan-hai ching says that their ‘voice’ is like that of a baby, but there is nothing in the whole work which recalls the sentence used in the Hsü Yen-ya shih-shih. It may be a misquotation altogether, or occur only in some commentary where it has escaped me; at any rate, it is not to be found in Kuo P'o’s Shan-hai ching t'u-tsan (K'ūn-shih shih-shih pu ed., ch. 19). If I have properly understood Po T'ing’s meaning, he opposes creatures whose lives are short, in spite of the fact that they remain tied to the place of their birth, to man, whose span of life can extend to a hundred years, although he has no ‘root’ from which he would always receive strength and food.

The wailing baby attached to the branch of the tree seems to be a variant of the famous story of the udānaq tree, mainly known from Muslim and Chinese sources. For China, it had been quoted in 1883-1886 by Schlegel from the Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao (in de Goeje’s Appendix to Devic, Merveilles de l’Inde, 303), then by Terrien de Lacouperie (Transactions of the Ninth Congress of Orientalists, II [1893], 901-902), who traced it to the Chiu T'ang shu (in a combined edition of both T'ang shu), and supposed that the tale had been brought to China by the Arab embassy of 713. In a review in TP, 1904, 486-487, Chavannes, unaware of Terrien's
paper, quoted in his turn the same story from the T'ung tien, and since Tu Yu, the author of the T'ung tien, quotes various passages of the lost account written by his kinsman Tu Huan after having returned from the Arab countries in 762, Chavannes supposed that Tu Huan had been the propagator of the legend in China; Ferrand (JA, 1932, 1, 199) sided with Chavannes. In fact, both dates, 713 as well as 762, are too late. The passage is not included among those which Tu Yu quotes from Tu Huan's work, but, on the contrary, Tu Yu states most definitely that the story was told by the Arab envoys who came in yung-hui (650-655), in fact in 651; these envoys were those who said that their kingdom was then in its 34th (lunar) year, and was ruled by its third ruler. So the story of the wāqwāq tree in China must be dated 651 a.d., and is more ancient than any Arabic account.

It occurs in fact in other Chinese works than the three works quoted hitherto, but always in the same form. The texts are: (1) 逃入記 Shu-i chi (ch. 1, 13 a), attributed to 任昉 Jen Fang (460-508). But that a work of c. 500 should speak of the Ts-shih (Arabs), known to the Chinese only from the middle of the 7th cent., is of course a blatant anachronism. In fact, the Shu-i chi is a spurious work which is not earlier than the 8th or the 9th cent. (cf. Ss-h’u ..., 142, 43-44). (2) The T’ung tien (193, 8 b), completed in 801. (3) The T’ang hui-yao of 804 (on which cf. JA, 1913, 1, 262), as quoted in the Pei-hu lu of c. 875 (Shih-wan-ch’uan-lou ts’ung-shu ed., 1, 14 b). (4) The Chiu T’ang shu (198, 12 b), and the early quotations from it in T’ai-p’ing yü-lan (796, 14 a, and 961, 3 b). (5) The T’ang hui-yao of 961 (100, 12 a; cf. JA, 1913, 1, 262.) (6) The T’ai-p’ing huan-yü chi (186, 13 b). (7) The T’ung-chih (196, 31 b). (8) The Wén-hsien t’ung-k’ao, 339, 7 a. All are derived from one and the same original. The most complete of the ancient texts is that of the T’ung tien: "[The envoys of 651] moreover said: ‘Their king had sent (常 ch’ang = 聲 sh’ang, given in the other texts) a man on a boat, with clothing and provisions; [the man] went to sea, and sailed across it for eight years without reaching the western coast. In the middle of the sea, he saw a square rock; on the rock there was a tree, with red branches and blue-green (ch’ing) leaves. On the tree small children (鸚 hsiao-chih) had been born all over, six or seven inches high. On seeing men, they did not speak, but all could laugh and wave their hands and feet (I think that Chavannes mispunctuated the text here, and that Terrien de Lacouperie, 902, was right; but the author of the Tung-hsi yang-k’ao, 12, 14 b, read the text as Chavannes did). Their heads were attached to the branches of the tree. When people plucked [some of them] and took them into their hands, they immediately became dry and black. The envy took a branch [of the tree] and went back; now [the branch] is kept at the residence of the king of the Ta-shih." Schlegel (in de Goeze, loc. cit. 303) added that "the name of the tree was io-mie". As Chavannes remarked (TP, 1904, 487), there is nothing of the kind either in the Wén-hsien t’ung-k’ao, or in the T’ung tien, or, I may add, in any of the parallel texts relating the story. The curious fact is that Terrien de Lacouperie too (p. 902) gives the name, though as 綠木 yeh-mu, "coconut-tree"; but he knew Schlegel’s note, and seems to have tacitly corrected it so as to fit his own identification of the tree. Although the tree is given no name in Chinese texts, it is clear that it is the same as the wāqwāq tree of Arabic texts; but it is no less certain that wāqwāq can be neither 越国 Yüeh-kuo (*Jl=st-kv-sk), "South China and northern Indo-China", as thought by Terrien de Lacouperie,
nor (囀 国) Wo-kuo (*-Uâ-k’âak), Japan, as maintained by de Goëje. Ferrand was right (JA, 1932, 196-243) in identifying it with Madagascar (with a second Wâqâq probably in Sumatra). Most of the Arabic texts speak of « women » instead of « small children », and none mentions the laughter, but only the particular sound « wâq, wâq », uttered by the fruit in human shape. Of the minor discrepancies in the Chinese texts, one only is of some interest. While most texts say that the « small children » had the « head » (頭 t’ou) attached to the tree, the T’ang hui-yao of 961 merely says « since » (即 chi) they are attached, and the earlier T’ang hui-yao of 804, as quoted by the Pei-hu lu, says that they were attached to the tree by the « coccyx » (尾 k’ao). « Since » is certainly corrupt. In view of the text of Al-Jabir, which says (Ferrand, 202) that the « Wâqâq » hung on the tree « by their hair », « head » is probably correct. [Children (wan-wan) attached to branches is a familiar subject of decoration on Sung pottery, particularly Ting-chou ware; see the T’ao-shuo]. I do not think that the still earlier legend of the « head of the king of Yüeh », which is the coconut, is really the prototype of the story as Terrien de Lacouperie tried to show, but some contamination between the two legends is not excluded. Moreover, there are parallel Indian stories which Ferrand, I do not know why, has ignored: the फी वालक्षियस, one inch high, who hung upside down on a tree (cf. Terrien de Lacouperie, 899); Al-Birūnī’s « Khastha, i.e. people who are born from the trees, hanging on them by the navel-strings » (Sachau, Alberuni’s India, 1, 302); the men born of trees, whose lives lasted but one day, of the Saddharmasûtâpatisûta, in whom S. Lévi, perhaps too rashly, saw the prototype of the Arabic wâqâq (cf. JA, 1918, i, 33, 144-145); finally, in Malabar, according to Odoric’s Italian ms. in Florence (not in W), the « trees which bear men and women like fruit upon them. They are about a cubit in measurement, and are fixed to the tree up to the navel, and there they lie; and when the wind blows they be fresh, but when it does not blow they are all dried up... » (Y², ii, 138-139, 343; I suspect that insino al bellico, « up to the navel », is due to some misunderstanding, and that the original statement was that the creatures were attached to the tree « by the navel », as in Al-Birūnī).

It seems to me probable that Po T’ing’s babies whose wailing was heard on the branches of the tree are wâqâq. But it will be noticed that the only Chinese source on the subject, passed on from one author to the other, makes them laugh, not wail. The laughing does not appear in Mussulman sources, and unless there is in the commentaries of the Shan-hai ching some corresponding passage which I have failed to discover, I am led to the conclusion that Po T’ing is alluding to a new form of the legend which had reached China under the Mongols. His comment on the « sowed sheep » has also some features which are not found elsewhere in Chinese sources: the statements that it was the horns which were sowed, and that the size of the sheep was that of a hare. On the second point, I have no parallel to quote, but, for the « horns », I may mention that, according to an Arabic alchemist of the early 12th cent., « seeds are produced by planting the horns of hoofed animals » (Lauffer, The Story of the Pinna, 118). That Po T’ing should have here original information of western origin is not a matter of surprise, since there is at least one other similar case. In TP, 1917, 1-30, Lauffer has devoted an important paper to the mandrake, and shown that the 押 不 廢 ya-pu-lu described by Chou Mi (1232-1308) in two parallel passages represented the Arabo-Persian name yâbrâh of that plant. But the fact that
Chou Mi’s informant, 白延玉 Po T'ing-yü, was no other than our Po T'ing seems to have escaped him, and also that a verse, with a commentary, was devoted to the ya-pu-lu in the Hsü Yen-ya shih shih (verse and commentary have both passed into the Cho-käng lu; the commentary begins with mo-pei, «north of the Desert», as in the case of the «sowed sheep»; so in the case of the ya-pu-lu, this mo-pei cannot be an arbitrary change in the quotation made from the passage of Chou Mi by Li Shih-chên, as was thought by Laufer, p. 4, but must come from a third unknown parallel passage in which it really occurred). Po T'ing had named to Chou Mi his own informant, a certain 廢 Lu, 卒於 Sung-yai, who unfortunately remains unidentified.

In the miscellaneous works of Ming writers, I have noted only one passage relating to the «sowed sheep» (chung-yang); it occurs in the 鬱帝齋論 Pi-chou-chai yü-t’an, by 沈德符 Shen Tê-fu (1578-1642; Yen-yün i-pien ed., 6 a-b) : «An ancient saying is: ‘Northerners do not believe that the southerners have junks (chu-lu) of 10,000 齊 shih; southerners do not believe that the northerners have tents of 10,000 men; foreigners do not believe that in China there are worms which spit threads, which form cocoons which are unwound to make silk.’ True indeed is this saying. The same thing occurs when it is said that people of the Western Countries sow sheep. Whenever this is said to people, many also do not believe it. Their custom, as to the method of sowing, is to take a sheep, flay off his skin and take off his meat, but not to break his bones, which are buried in the earth with the five viscera. The next year, after the spring rains, bubbles (p’ho) appear at the place of sowing and spread close to one another. Monks, holding charms, blow conchs and beat drums. When the sound is heard in the earth, countless young sheep immediately jump out, but their umbilical cord (ch’ï-tai) remains attached to the belly of the dead sheep. The monks again, with a rite of psalmody recitation, cut it off, and then each sheep runs away. People wait until they have grown up and then eat them. The next year, they again sow them in the same manner, and it never comes to an end. Such is the invariable account given by men of the Western Countries. Many men from China who entered that country have also seen the thing; it is only among those who have not witnessed it with their own eyes that many entertain doubts...» Shen concludes by citing, as very similar to his account, the passage from the Hsin T'ang shu and Po T'ing’s poem. Although his tale, in which he has absolute faith, has much in common with the other sources, it offers certain details which mark it as of independent origin.

The same cannot be said, however, of Li Shih-chên’s paragraph in his Pên-ts’ao kang-mu (50 a, 34 b; this has been copied, with all its serious mistakes, into the T’u-shu chi-ch’êng, ch’in-ch’ung tien, 112, 16 b, and, with the most obvious ones corrected, into the T’ê-yüan hsü-pien, ch’ou, 71). But the very title of the paragraph, 地生羊 ti-sheng-yang, «earth-born sheep», is not, as Laufer thought (p. 116), «an interesting feature», but a mistake. Li Shih-chên took it from his quotation from the Pei-hu lu, which he begins thus: «In the kingdom of Ta-Ch’in, there is the ‘earth-born sheep’; but the actual text of the Pei-hu lu is «In the kingdom of Fu-hin, there are lambs which are born in the earth»; there is no specific name of the animal. It may be that Li Shih-chên devised this name under the influence of 地生毛 ti sheng mao, which occurs in the Shui chi (2, 8 a; cf. also Sui shu, 22, 13 a); but this also is no name, and really means «the earth-produced wool». After citing the various texts which speak of the sheep
as being "sowed" by means of the navel, or the shin-bone, or the horns, Li Shih-chên adds: "The three versions are slightly different, and one does not know what was actually sowed; but the truth must be what is said by Liu [Yü] (in the Hsi-shih chi). That too is, however, mysterious; such are the wonders of nature!"

Wu Lai's sheep, whose shin-bone was sowed, might be said to be a 骨頭羊 ku-chung yang, a "bone sowed sheep," and Hsi Sung, who had heard of the tradition, inquired in vain about this "bone sowed sheep" when travelling in Chinese Turkestan from 1812 to 1816 (cf. his Hsin-chiang fu, 22a). Hung Liang-chi (1746-1809), the author of the 響讀書齋雑錄 Hsiao-tsu-shu-chai tsa-lu (Hung Pei-chiang ch'üan-chi ed., 1st series, 1, 19-20) has been more successful, or more credulous. After repeating Chang Shou-chieh's quotation from the I-wu chi, which gives "Ch'in" instead of "Tu-Ch'in," Hung Liang-chi adds on his own account: "This is what is now called ku-chung yang ('bone sowed sheep'). When formerly I was in Ch'in (= Shàn-hai), I asked Ordos tribute envoys, and they said the same (as in Chang Shou-chieh's quotation). They also said that this species was produced only by sowing sheep bones. I suspect that such was also the case in ancient times."

But this ku-chung yang, "bone sowed sheep", had also been popularly altered to 骨重羊 ku-chung yang, "sheep whose bones are heavy." A paragraph is devoted to the latter name in the 茶餘客話 Ch'ye yü ké-hua of 魏漁生 Juan K'uei-shêng (1731-1789; I-hai chu-ch'ên ed., 8, 2): "The ku-chung yang ('sheep whose bones are heavy') is produced among the Musulmans (Hui-ts'ai) outside the boundaries in Pu-ha-la (Bokhara), which can be reached by going some twenty days west of Yeh-êrh-ch'üang (Tarkând). The sheep produced are of small size and poor in flesh; but their bones are extremely heavy. The Musulmans did not think much of them, but, after the Great (= Imperial) Army had subdued Yeh-êrh-ch'üang (i.e. after 1758), these [sheep] by degrees penetrated into China. At the beginning, caps were made of their [fur], and they would cost twenty to thirty taels; in recent days they do not cost more than ten taels, and fur gowns are also made of them. Recently I heard that the whole range of mountains to the south-west of An-chi-yen (Andijan) was all [full] of such [sheep]. The black ones, however, are extremely numerous; of grey ones, there is not one out of ten, and the price [of these] is ten times higher. I say that only a few years will pass before these ['heavy bone sheep'] will cost the same as ordinary sheep. After a greater lapse of time Shân-[hai] and Kan-[au] will also produce them everywhere. Small boys in the streets speak of 古董 ku-tung, or 古銅 ku-t'ung, which shows how hearsay tradition can be inaccurate..."  It is hard to see what Juan K'uei-shêng means by the last sentence. Ku-tung, more usually written 骨董 ku-tung, "work of art," "curio," is often said, though without proof, to have been altered from 古銅 ku-t'ung, "old bronze" (see the Introduction to the Ku-t'ung chi by Li T'iao-yüan), but that offers no relation to the ku-chung yang, the name of which does not seem to have ever popularly become ku-tung or ku-t'ung. And it would be absurd to imagine that ku-tung, which goes back at least to Sung times, might have been altered from the ku-chung of ku-chung yang.

Apart from the final sentence on ku-tung or ku-t'ung, the same passage, in a somewhat shorter form, occurs in the 西域見聞錄 Hsi-yü wên-chien lu, a work on Central Asia by 七十一 Ch'i-shih-i, ts'ai 肇國 Ch'un-yüan, which exists also, in more or less different redactions, under
the titles 西域緯志 Hsi-yü tsung-chih and 西域絳語 Hsi-yü so-t’an. In the ms. copy of the Bibliothèque Nationale (COURANT, Catalogue, Nos. 1830-1831, where it is given as anonymous, and cf. No. 707) the passage occurs in ch. 8 (it has been omitted in GUELLY’s translation, Description de la Chine occidentale, in Muséon, 1886-1887). Ch’i-shih-i’s work is dated 1778 and is based to a great extent on personal information; but I am not certain that, in the present case, he is not indebted to JUAN K’uei-shêng. A similar passage in 趙/load Chao Shên-chên’s 趙載 西域 經緯 Yü-ch’ao tsa-chih (2, 30 a-b) is expressly stated to have been derived from the Hsi-yü wen-chien-lu, but Chao Shên-chên introduces the quotation with the following remark: ‘Formerly I had heard that in the Western Countries (Hsi-yü) they sowed bones to produce sheep. The method was to sow (the bones) the preceding year; the next year, at the vernal equinox, people would recite spells and beat drums, and the sheep would jump out by themselves. The accounts in the books of stories (shuo pu) say the same. ’ At the end of the passage, we read that the ‘sheep with heavy bones’ which were of grey colour were popularly known as 草上霜 ts’ao-shang shuang, ‘frost on grass’. The latter term has remained in use down to our own day as the designation of ‘grey astrakhan’ (cf. GILES’s Dictionary, s. v. shuang; KIONG and COURTOIS, Quelques mots sur la politesse chinoise [Var. Sin. No. 25], 24, 102, and T’z’u-yüan). In the modern name of another fur, 青羊 ch’ing chung-yang (ibid. 102), lit. ‘blue-green sowed sheep’, I can see but a survival of the old tale. No modern Chinese author seems to have doubted the existence of this vegetable animal, and an author of the middle of the last century 梁紹壬 LIANG Shao-jên, who speaks of some (very doubtful) freaks of nature in his 兩般 秋蒐 隨筆 Liang-pan ch’iu-yü-an sui-pi, completed in 1837 (Hsiao-shuo pi-chi tu-kuan ed., 8, 25 b), is content with the remark that ‘as to the ‘sowed sheep’ (chung-yang) of the Western Countries, it is still more difficult to explain’.

After quoting the Chinese texts, we must now interpret them, and this will only be possible by making use also of Western documents.

The chief authority is Odoric (Y¹, ii, 240-241; WY, 482-483) : ‘Another really marvellous thing may be related, which however I did not see, but heard from trustworthy persons. For it is said that Cadeli (var. Cadelis, Cadeli, Calle, Caulli, Caloy, Kaloy, Chadli; Maundeville: Cadilla, Caldiłle; cf. also HALLBERG, 89) is a great kingdom, in which there are the mountains which are called Caspei (var. Capesci, Capesci; ‘Capei’ in WY, 482, is a misprint). And it is said that very large melons (pepones) grow there, which are ripe, open of themselves, and a little beast is found inside like a small lamb, so that they have both the melons and the meat that is there. And although that may seem incredible, yet it may be quite true; just as it is true that there be in Ireland trees which produce birds.’

LEE (The Vegetable Lamb, 11) says that ‘Capsius’ (in fact, this form does not occur) is ‘probably an error of transcription for ‘Capsius’. The mountain of Caspius (now Kasbin) is about eighty miles due south to the Caspian Sea, and in Persian territory, near Teheran’. LAUFFER (The Story of the Pinna, 123) repeats and adopts this identification, which he attributes to YULE; but YULE said nothing of the kind, and Cordier (in Y¹, ii, 243) expressly stated that Lee was ‘here mistaken’. Lee’s ‘Kasbin’ is of course Qasvin (see ‘Casvin’), which is the name of a city, not of a mountain. YULE’s own opinion (Y¹, ii, 242) was that ‘the Caspian mountains are of
course the Caucasus, or some part of it, whilst the kingdom of Cadeli is the country on the Ethil, Adil, or Herdi, i.e. the Volga. To support this identification of « Cadeli », Yule adds that « the c is constantly substituted for an aspirate by the Italian travellers (e.g. Polo’s Cormos for Hormuz). The “Caspian Hills” and the Volga are at some little distance, but that distance does not subtend a great angle from China where Odoric heard the story! » Lauffer (124-125) insists on the fact that exactly the same tradition occurs in Odoric, who started on his journey between 1316 or 1318 and returned in 1330, and in Sir John Maundeville, « who travelled in Asia from 1322 to 1356 », and on the other hand that Odoric’s text is so near the one found in Ch’ang Té’s Hišših čhi that their agreement «proves that both have reproduced with tolerable correctness a bit of folklore picked up by them on Persian soil». It is astonishing that as well-read a scholar as Lauffer should have still referred to Sir John Maundeville’s forgery as the account of a real journey; here, Maundeville merely copies Odoric. As to Yule’s identifications of « Cadeli » and the « Caspian mountains », they are mainly due to the remarkable coincidence between Odoric’s text and various legends of the 16th cent. which I shall soon discuss. But the equation of « Cadili » with a name of the Volga is far from being evident. Yule’s comparison with Hormuz > Cormos is misleading. There is really an h- at the beginning of Hormuz, but there is none at the beginning of Atil or Etel, the Turkish name of the Volga. Yule’s variant « Herdi », taken from Ramusio (cf. vol. I, 994), can only be an accidental spelling, probably in some corrupt text. But the true mediaeval Turkish form is ğ Atıl or ğ Atıl (so in Kähari’s ms.; Brockelmann’s « Yyl » [p. 244], i.e. If, is a mistake), in some later dialects « Adil » and « Edil » (cf. Radlov’s Dictionary, t, 842, 857); ğ Atıl, in the Hudud al-‘Alam (cf. Minorsky’s Index, s.v. ľ Atıl s and ľ Itıl s), seems to represent an older not palatalized pronunciation (cf. Marquart, in Ungar. Jahrbücher, IX, 96). The form is confirmed by the early Byzantine transcriptions Αττιλα, Ατάλ, Ατάλ, Ατταλ, and also by Rubrouck’s « Etelía » (cf. Rockhill, Rubrouck, 107) and by the « Edil » of the Catalan Map and of a Genoese document of 1374 (cf. Y, 1, 307; II, 1, 105). The incorrect forms « Erdir » and « Erdil » occur in Josafa Barbaro (Ramusio, I, 96 v°). So Yule’s explanation of the c of « Cadeli » falls to the ground. No less erroneous is Lauffer’s view that Odoric had picked up the story « on Persian soil ». Odoric narrates the story when he speaks of his stay at « Cambaluc », i.e., Peking, and Yule was right in stating that Odoric had heard the story in China. There is no wonder in this, since we have seen that it was current in northern China in the first half of the 14th cent. Finally « Cadeli » is probably a misreading. Cordier (Odoric de Pordenone, 432) has derided L. de Backer for saying that the « great country » meant was Korea. As a rule I do not think highly of de Backer’s scholarship, but it is a fact that « Caoli » or « Cauili » is very nearly the form which would best account for the various readings, and it is the very name which was given to Korea in Odoric’s time (see « Cauili »). All the mediaeval accounts of the « sowed sheep » locate it outside of China proper, north or west of the Desert. If the name used by Odoric was really the one then generally employed for Korea, it is true that Korea lies neither « north » nor « west » of the Desert, but it is a far away country to the north-east of China, which Odoric knew only by name, where he might have misplaced the legend. But how are we to account for the « montes Caspei », which, as Yule said, certainly are « Caspian mountains »? Well, they are « Caspian mountains », but that does not imply that they are « of course Caucasus », as Yule believed them to be. Odoric
mentions the "montes Caspei" in the present passage only; but, from the Libro del conoscimento (W5, 567), we see that, in the 14th cent., the "Caspian mountains" were located both north and south of Mongolia and included at least the Altai and the mountains east of it. I wish to add, however, that I am far from stating that the true form of the name is "Casli" or "Cauli". Moreover, Maundeville, while he is indebted to Odoric for the story of the lambs, locates "Caldilhe" or "Cadilla" on the way from Cathay towards "Upper India" and "Bacharia", and, although he mentions Bokhara under another name, his description of "Bacharia" has some features which could fit Bokhara (see Bucara). But if so, his source for this geographical location could not have been Odoric, who does not mention "Bacharia".

When commenting on Odoric's "melons" and "lambs", neither Yule nor Cordier has referred to certain similar Talmudic accounts, which have been discussed by L. Lewysohn (Zoologie des Talmuds, Frankfort, 1858, pp. 65, 356-358), H. Lee (The Vegetable Lamb, 6-8) and Laufer (The Story of the Pinna, 120). The Talmudic story seems to date in the first half of the 13th cent. An animal, called yedua, with the bones of which witchcraft was practised, was said to issue from the earth like the stem of a plant. As far as the stem (or umbilical cord) stretches, it devours all the herbage round it. Laufer insisted on the fact that the yedua had "human form in face, body, hands and feet". But these same Talmudic texts had already been adduced c. 1600 in connection with the "boranets" of Tartary, and there the yedua is said to have been in the shape of a lamb (cf. Claude Duret, Histoire admirable des plantes, Paris, 1605, 8vo, 322-341; A. Colin's translation, Histoire des simples medicaments apporités de l'Amerique, of the work of Nic. Monardes of Seville, 2nd ed., Lyon, 1619, 8vo, 248-262, which is here for the most part a word for word copy from Duret). The close connection of the two stories, in Odoric and in the Talmudic commentary, is unmistakable.

Odoric's story recurs only two centuries later. Bretschneider (Br, i, 154) alludes to the accounts of the Agnus scythicus given by "Hieron. Cardanus, and after him J. C. Scaliger (both in the first half of the sixteenth century)", but refrains from any bibliographical reference. Girolamo Cardano, who lived from 1501 to 1576, speaks of the Agnus scythicus in De Rerum Varietate (L. 6, § 22), published in 1557. Nor was Scaliger's work, entitled Exoticarum Exercitationum Liber quintus decimus de Subtilitate (Exercitatio, clxxxii, § 29), which is always quoted on the subject (cf. Yt, ii, 241; Cordier, Odoric de Pordenone, 427-428), published "in the first half of the sixteenth century", but in 1557 (not "1537" as in Hirth, China and the Roman Orient, 262), and this date allows us to ascertain the source of both authors, to wit Sigismund (or Siegmund) von Herberstein's Rerum Moscovitarum Commentarii, which was published in Vienna in 1549 (reprinted in 1551 and 1556; cf. the Italian translation in Ramusio, II, 175 v°, copied by Cordier, Odoric de Pordenone, 428; see also R. H. Major's translation, Notes upon Russia, Hakluyt Soc. 1852, ii, 74-75). Herberstein relates what he had heard from a trustworthy man, Dmitri Daniliovitch (no surname is given), who had accompanied his (Dmitri's) father on a legation to the Tartar king of "Zavolhva" (i.e. beyond the Volga), between the Volga and the "Itachi" (Yalq - Ural River). Dmitri had seen there a plant in the shape of a rounded melon, in which something was born, five "palms" high, similar to new-born lamb; in the local language, it was called "boranets, i.e. lamb". It had a very soft fur, with which people used to make caps. This "plant" had
blood, but no flesh, and, instead of flesh, a certain stuff which reminded one of crawfish. It was rooted into the ground by the navel, and pastured all around the root, and when there was no more grass to eat, it would die. Wolves were very fond of eating it.

All this has passed into Scaliger (§ Agnus Scythica) and Cardano, who, however, altered the name to "borametz" and "barometz", respectively. It is clear that the word meant by Herberstein is not barančík, as said by Cordier (Odoric de Pordenone, 426, and Y's, ii, 242) but baranec (c=ts), another diminutive form of baran, "sheep" (Herberstein's "boranetz" was not a mistake, since baran occurs as boran in old Russian texts; cf. Berneker, Slav. Etymol. Wörterbuch, I, 43); by some misunderstanding, Herberstein attributed to the Tartars the Russian designation used by Dmitriï Daniiloŭič. In 1607, Margeret (L'Estat de la Russie, 1855 ed. by H. Chevrel, xv, 2) describes the "animal plant", without giving its name. This was, however, well known in his time, but Scaliger's erroneous form borametz, or rather Cardano's barometz, had prevailed. In Durét's Hist. admirable des plantes and in Colin's translation of Monardès, a figure of the barometz is followed by the opinions expressed on the subject by Scaliger, Cardano (1501-1576), G. Postel (1510-1581); adduced also by Herberstein as having heard a similar story from Michael, official interpreter of Turkish and Arabic in Venice; Ramusio's translation does not contain this paragraph, in which fur caps made from the "plant" are said to be brought from Samarkand, J. B. Porta (1550-1615), Du Bats (1544-1590), and Blaise de Vigenère (1523-1596). Although largely indebted to Scaliger, Olearius (in 1636) correctly gives boranetz like Herberstein; and so does J. J. Struyss (1669; Dutch ed. of 1686, in-4, 191; the "bonnaret" quoted by Cordier, Odoric de Pordenone, 430, is a mistake of the French edition of 1718). John Bell of Antermony (Travels from St. Petersburg, 4to ed., Glasgow, 1763, i, 43-44) comes to a negative conclusion, and so does Chappie d'Autecho in his Voyage en Sibérie (1768, fol., i, 346).

Even in the case of travellers who speak partly from personal experience, all the accounts can be traced back to Herberstein, either directly or through Scaliger. As to Herberstein himself, I entertain a suspicion that he may have known either Odoric (perhaps in the French edition of 1529), or the more popular Maundeville, and is indebted to one of them for the "melon"; but I must admit that there is no mention in Odoric or Maundeville of the sheep's navel being rooted in the ground, which finds a counterpart in mediaeval Chinese accounts. Since it also occurs in Talmudic texts, I wonder whether one of these had possibly come to the knowledge of Herberstein. Brückner (Russische Resue, xxi [1882], 131-132) says that Sprengel was the first to connect "erroneously" the Odoric and Maundeville tale with Herberstein's account and states that J. Bauhin († 1613) had carefully distinguished the two, making the former vegetable lamb to be Monardès's "dracunculus", i.e. "dragon's blood" (on which cf. HR, 197-198). This is an error, and Brückner must have read very superficially Bauhin who, in his Historia Plantarum (1650), i, lib. iii, 405-406, devotes ch. 213 to "dragon's blood", and ch. 214 to "Agnus Scythica, Borometz". It is in the latter chapter that he speaks both of the Odoric-Maundeville tale, and of the "borometz", for which he is indebted to Scaliger. According to Bauhin, the plant had wool, flesh, and blood, and resembled a lamb in every respect, growing, however, on a stalk a yard high. Turning about on its flexible stem, it consumed the herbage within its reach and then pined away with the failure of the food until it died. For the mediaeval tale, the mention that the animal-
culum was simile Agno sine lana seems to imply that his source was not Odoric, but Maundeville, at least indirectly. Directly, his information was drawn from "Laurentius Servius in Chronica Germ. anni 1504" and "Jo. Maria Bonard. de miner.", of which I can trace neither for the present.

As to the name baranec and the fur used to make caps, an obvious solution is that Herberstein, perhaps in agreement with some Turkish tradition, transferred the legend to a local product, in fact to the skin of the stillborn lamb or lamb obtained before birth by opening the belly of the mother, our astrakhan. In 1692, the clearheaded Witsen (Noord en Oost-Tartarye, 1705 ed., t. 288), in a paragraph "De Agno Scytich, seu fructu Boronietz (Borusita)" had inserted with approval a Latin note which he had received from Kaemffer, in which the latter stated that the "boro-
metz seu barannes" could be nothing else but "the placenta of a lamb taken from the womb of its mother". This is already, almost word for word, the text which, a few years later (1712), Kaemffer himself published in his Amoenitates Exoticae, fasc. iii, 505-508. We have seen that, in the 18th cent., the "sheep with heavy bones" of the Chinese, which, through a mistake in the meaning of ku-chung yang, is the lineal descendant of the "sowed sheep", was no other than the astrakhan. Moreover the fur caps made from the lamb plant, according to Postel's Turkish informant, came from Samarkand, which is very near Bokhara, mentioned for the "sheep with heavy bones" by the Chinese.

But this was too simple. In 1725, according to Bretschneider (Br, t, 154), Dr Breyn of Danzig (this must be Johann Philip Breyn, whose works are not at my disposal; from bibliographies I cannot trace any book of his which is dated 1725) declared that the pretended Agnus scythicus was nothing more than the rhizome of a large fern, which, once placed in an inverted position, had the appearance of the legs and horns of a quadruped; specimens of that fern, known as penghawar, were artificially made to have a still closer resemblance to the animal, and magical properties were attributed to it. The great Linnaeus, having received in 1752 a certain fern from southern China, had no hesitation in declaring it to be the Agnus scythicus, and called it Polypodium barometz. Modern botanists have also used the term Aspidium barometz, but prefer Cibotium barometz. Such would be the Agnus Scythicus. "Adam and Eve were said to have been astonished on seeing this vegetable lamb in the Garden of Eden" (Stuart, Materia Medica, 345). In one of the very spare footnotes added to his translation of Herberstein, Major accepted the Polypodium theory. As to Bouillon's Dictionnaire de botanique, almost every word under the headings "Agneau de Scythe" and "Barometz" is a glaring error. So barometz, miscopied from Herberstein's "borometz", became universally adopted in botanical nomenclature. The Russians corrected the form of the word, but not the value, and now baranec is the Russian designation of a Polypodium, just as barometz is in the rest of the world. No botanist paid attention to the fact that this fern, extensively found in south-eastern Asia and said to occur in the mountainous regions of Central Asia, did not grow in the very country from which the pseudo-name barometz had been imported.

Lee (pp. 24-44) has already exposed the absurdity of the fern story, but we have now to account for the whole legend in its various forms, without stopping at Brückner's hypothesis of a solar myth (p. 144).

In 1871, Bretschneider (On the knowledge possessed by the ancient Chinese, 24) suggested
that the stuff woven from the hair of the «water sheep» might be the byssus, «a cloth stuff woven up to the present time... from the thread-like excrescences of several sea-shells (especially Pinna squamosa)». Hirth (China and the Roman Orient, 260-263) adopted Bretschneider's explanation not only for the «water sheep», but also for the lamb whose navel is attached to the ground according to texts of the T'ang period (and also probably pre-T'ang; cf. supra, p. 512); but he denied any connection between the latter and the lamb in Odoric and Scaliger (read Herberstein). Ermann (Reise um die Erde, 1st part, Hist. Bericht, 1 [1833], 197-198) was the first to interpret the whole story of the Agnus Scythicus, to put it in Yule's terms, as «a mythical view of the cotton plant» (cf. Y', II, 242). Others followed. Referring to J. O. Halliwell's edition of Maundeville (London, 1839; reprinted 1866 and 1883; cf. Cordier, Bibl. Sin., 2024), where there is only, however, Maundeville's bare text (pp. 263-264) without comment, Vining, when publishing in 1885 his ill-fated book, An inglorious Columbus (p. 450), had no hesitation in stating that cotton bears «wool», «and hence may be considered as a vegetable-sheep». But the main exponent of the «cotton» theory was Henry Lee, throughout his Vegetable Lamb of Tartary. Schlegel adopted it in part, but interpolated some notions referring to the camel, which it is needless to discuss. Chavannes (TP, 1907, 183), contrary to Hirth, maintained that the «earth-born lamb» of T'ang texts had nothing to do with the «water sheep», but was the same as the Agnus scythicus of mediæval folklore. Lauffer sided with Chavannes, and, above all, declared that Lee's «cotton» theory was a complete failure. «It is inconceivable», Lauffer says (124-125), «that in the fourteenth century, when cotton and the manner of its production were perfectly known in Asia and Europe, any such abstruse fable should have arisen in regard to cotton. The Indian cotton-plant became intimately familiar to the classical world, thanks to Alexander's campaign; and I do not know that it ever became the object of fables in India, China, Greece, or Rome, or in Syria, or among the Arabs. The Chinese of the sixth century, and assuredly of the T'ang period, knew very well what the cotton-plant and its products were; and neither is there in the Chinese documents regarding cotton any reference to lambs, nor is there the slightest allusion to cotton in the Ts-Tæ'in or Fu-lin texts regarding the watersheep and the earth-born lamb. The two groups of traditions are most clearly differentiated, and offer absolutely no point of contact.» This peremptory judgement has been summed up in WY, 483; yet it is already somewhat qualified in the very notes of Lauffer's paper, and I shall have to express more positive objections.

The best plan may be, perhaps, to take up the legend in reverse chronological order, and to start from its latest developments. There can hardly be any doubt that the baranec, «small sheep», of Herberstein is the still-born lamb, yielding «astrakhan». But this cannot be a purely western development of the legend, since Juan K'uei-shêng also speaks of the caps made from the wool of the «heavy-bone sheep», and adds that there was no more than one which was grey for ten that were black, another distinctive feature of the «astrakhan» lamb. On the other hand, to judge from Hung L'ian-ch'í's text, the story of the «bone sowed sheep» seems not to have entirely died out among the Mongols as late as c. 1800.

We cannot tell how and when the story was transferred to the «astrakhan» lamb; but we may be certain that its meaning was quite different in the 13th and 14th cents., and here the
problem of cotton is again involved. Lauffer maintained that cotton was excluded because it was too well known, particularly in China, to be able to give rise to any such tales, and also because there was no reference to lambs in the Chinese documents regarding cotton. I venture to challenge both these lines of argument.

In China, there was so little knowledge in pre-T'ang and T'ang times of what cotton actually was that the Buddhist authors of the I-ch'ieh ching yin-i felt it necessary to state over and over again that po-tieh (cotton) was made of the down of a plant, not of the hair of an animal, as was commonly said in dictionaries. Few people realized that the po-tieh of the Turfan region was the same as the ku-pei or chi-pei of the South Seas. As late as 1461, the official Ming Geography, 明 — 繹 志 Ming i-t'ung chih (84, 20 a; cf. Br, ii, 192), speaking of the products of the Turfan region, describes the po-tieh cloth in almost the same terms as the Liang shu and the Hsin T'ang shu, but adds that it was made «with cocoons which wild silkworms formed on 甘 荚 k'u-shên (Sophora angustifolia?)». This has been copied afterwards into the «expanded» Kuang-yü chi of 1686 (24, 30 b; cf. Lauffer, Sino-Iranica, 492). Even the Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chih follows in their wake and speaks of the po-tieh of Ha-mi (Qomul; see «Camul») as being made of the «webs» of wild silkworms (this is stated in the Ta T'ai-yüan, but I cannot find it in the various redactions of the work which are at my disposal, neither Courant, 1439, Courant, 1492, nor the modern redaction; I suspect that the Ta T'ai-yüan copied the Ko-chih ching-yüan, 27, 27 a, which merely speaks of the I-t'ung chih; this may be the Ming i-t'ung chih, with the substitution of Ha-mi for the Huo-chou [Qara-hoja near Turfan] of the original work). But this is an arbitrary combination of two distinct items of information. The Liang shu and subsequent works, including Wang Yen-tê's report of 984, had spoken of the po-tieh of Kao-ch'ang, i.e. cotton. On the other hand, Wang Yen-tê had stated that at I-chou, i.e. Qomul, there were wild silkworms which lived on k'u-shên, and from the cocoons of which floss and silk could be made (cf. Sung shih, 490, 4 a-b). But Wang Yen-tê never said that this silk was po-tieh; the error arose in Ming times. As a consequence of such misstatements, po-tieh is given as a silken cloth in the Ta T'ai-yüan. This shows to what extent even late Chinese sources can go astray as to the true nature of cotton stuff.

When Odoric was in the region of the lower Yang-tzê, he heard a tale about Pygmies, three spans in height, who could do better work of «gotton, id est bombacis (var. bomiccis)» than any other people in the world. The whole passage remains practically unexplained (cf. Cordier, Odoric de Pordenone, 345-355; Y', ii, 206-208; Wu, 468-469; Hallberg, 418-420; also Maundeville, A. Layard ed., 1895, 259). Three spans, or, in the Chinese way of measurement, three «feet» is the usual height of Pygmies in both western and Chinese texts (cf. TP, 1905, 562). I feel inclined to believe that the tale, far from bearing evidence of the development of cotton cultivation in the region of the lower Yang-tzê, attributed the manufacture of the best cotton stuff to some legendary tribe located along the upper course of the river. And this also would tend to show that, even in the 14th cent., cotton cultivation was not as free from legend as Lauffer imagined.

So much for indirect evidence; but there is also the direct testimony provided by the texts. Even while belittling Lee's «cotton» theory of the Agnus scythiscus, Lauffer admitted that Odoric's
tale had "a remote flavour of the cotton-plant" (p. 120), and thought that the confusion of "melon" and the "cotton-plant" might be due to the phonetic similarity of the Persian *harbus*, "water-melon", and *kārbās* or *kārbās* "cotton". But the connection between the "sowed sheep" and cotton is not peculiar to Odoric; it was the common belief in northern China in the 13th and 14th cents. The equivalence is unambiguously expressed by both Yeh-lū Ch’u-t’s’ai and Ch’iu Ch’ang-ch’ün’s text, almost hits the mark when he says: "The Chinese, being unfamiliar with cotton, could not believe that a stuff was obtained by cultivating a tree, and imagined that a lamb, being buried, produced a crop of fresh lambs next year." If I qualify my approval of Waley’s note, it is because I agree with Laufer in believing that the story of the "sowed sheep" did not originate in China. Nay, it may even be that the connection between the vegetable lamb and cotton was thought more or less possible in the West in the Middle Ages. Maundevelle, in his motley forgery, mentions "Bacharia" in connection with the vegetable lamb, and elsewhere describes "Bacharia" as a country where cotton is sowed, so that "there is plenty of cotton at all times". This is already symptomatic in itself, and, in view of the Chinese texts which locate the "sheep with heavy bones" in the region of Bokhara, it would be conclusive if it could be proved that Bokhara partly underlies the name and the description of "Bacharia".

Waley says that the story can be traced back to the 6th cent. in China; so we must assume that, like Chavannes, he connects the "sowed sheep" of the Mongol period with the "earth-born lamb" of T’ang and even pre-T’ang texts, but leaves the "water sheep" out of account. Like Laufer (p. 117), I think, however, that there is an intimate interrelation of the "water sheep", the "earth-born lamb", and the "sowed sheep"; and, if I have been right in my dating of Ch’ang Shou-ch’ieh’s source, the "water sheep" and the "earth-born lamb" are practically contemporaneous. I have shown also that perhaps too much stress had been laid on the attribute "water" (cf. supra, p. 508-509). In Laufer’s learned monograph, much ingenuity has been expended to show that the "lamb" was a religious symbol brought over to China by Syrian Christians; I shall not discuss this opinion, for which I can find no support either in eastern or in western texts. Moreover, if the earliest mention of the "earth born lamb" goes back to the middle of the 3rd cent., this is too early a date for a Christian channel. On the other hand, the 3rd cent. of our era was a great epoch for the propagation of all sorts of legends between China and the West.

What is then at the base of this legend which, in the 3rd cent., appears under the double form of the "water sheep" and the "earth-born sheep"? Laufer, like Bretschneider, Hirth and Chavannes, speaks of "byssus", but with much greater precision than his predecessors. Bretschneider, followed by Hirth and Chavannes, had said that "byssus" was the name of a textile woven from the excreences of sea-shells, especially Pinna squamosa; but this view rested on a confusion. In classical Greek, *Bioros* was the name of a costly textile, generally white, sometimes yellow (the only one produced in Greece proper, in the vicinity of Elis in Achaia, was yellow); opinions are still at variance whether it was "cotton" or "flax", the balance of opinion being at present in favour of the latter (cf. Frazer, *Pausanias*, iii, 470-472); in any case, it was a vegetable stuff, which had nothing to do with sea-shells. On the other hand, our zoological nomenclature gives the name of "byssi" (plural of "byssus") to the filaments secreted by the
foot of the Pinna and other bivalve molluscs. From these filaments, textiles can be obtained they are mentioned in Greek texts from the 2nd cent. A.D. (perhaps already at the end of the 1st cent., 315of the Periplus Maris Erythraei really refers to them); but they are never called "byssus". These pinna textiles were famous in hellenistic times; as late as the 10th cent., Isrā'īl and Maqdisi attribute the pinna wool, "of silken hue and golden colour", to an animal which, at a certain period of the year, runs out of the sea and leaves the wool on stones against which he rubs himself (cf. TP, 1907, 183; Lauffer, The Story of the Pinna, 111). So there is a solid foundation for Lauffer's conclusion that the "water sheep" of the Wei lio is no other than the Pinna shell. I may add that the Pinna wool of the Mediterranean seems to have come again to the knowledge of the Chinese, but to have then been connected with a purely Chinese legend. 316Tso Ssu's "Ode on the Wu capital", Wu tu fu (second half of the 3rd cent.), already alludes to the mermaid who weaves silks (織繡 hsiao) in the depth of the sea. In the Shu-i chi (6, 13 a; cf. supra, p. 518), the mermaid is called 竹人 chiao-jên (see "ambergris"), and the silk woven by her is 織繡 chiao-hsiao, "mermaid silk". Now, the Ling-wai tai-ta (3, 3 b) and Chao Ju-kua 317mention chiao-hsiao as one of the typical products of the Mediterranean (cf. HR, 141, 142; in fact, the Han hai ed. of Chao Ju-kua gives 織繡 chiao-hsiao, a form which also occurs in Yeh-lü Ch' u-ts'ai's Chan-jan chiü-shih chi, Ssü-pu ts'ung-k' an ed., 5, 5 a); apart from the inaccurate use of "byssus" as the designation of the textile meant, Hirth and Rockhill seem to have been right in regarding this "mermaid silk" as a textile made from the byssi of the Pinna.

Yet I wonder whether this solution covers all the facts of the case. As we have seen, Chinese medieval accounts of the "sowed lamb" undoubtedly refer to cotton. Passage from an animal to a plant or a mineral, or vice-versa, is of common occurrence in hellenistic and mediaeval science. Even our modern nomenclature would favour such confusions. If we had no knowledge of the subject beyond the names, what legends could not arise from such modern terms as 羊毛树 yang-mào shù, "sheep wool tree", now adopted in Chinese for an Eriodendron, or siren-bal, lit. "worm wool", one of the names of cotton in Tibetan (cf. for instance, Mahāyutpatti, No. 587), or "vegetable sheep", which is the English name of a white woolly plant of New Zealand! Lauffer thought that it took several centuries for the legend to develop from the "water sheep" to the "full-fledged ovine species equipped with phenomena of plant-growth". But, as a matter of fact, the western counterpart of the "water sheep" has not been traced, so far, to a text earlier than the Arabic accounts of the 10th cent.; while, on the other hand, the term "earth-born sheep" seems to occur in Chinese texts just as early as the "water sheep", i.e. in the 3rd cent. My impression is that both the "water sheep" and the "earth-born sheep" belong to a composite legend, the western prototype of which still escapes us, and for which the Pinna textiles furnish only some of the elements (but there is no reason to bring in also the legends concerning the big-tailed sheep, as was done by De Gori in TP, v [1894], Supplement, 63). Another consideration makes me hesitate to follow Lauffer. If the famous "West of the Sea cloth" of Ta-Ch' in were merely a Pinna textile, "byssus", as the designation of a textile, ought to be left out of account entirely. Now, it is a striking fact that it is precisely byssus which has given the usual names of cotton stuff throughout northern Asia (cf. supra, p. 427). I have no authority to express a personal opinion on the true value of σῆτος or to decide
whether it was flax or cotton, although the two varieties, white and yellow, would almost speak in favour of the latter. But the main fact remains that βύσσος could not well have become the usual name of cotton stuff in nomadic Asia unless some similar value had attached to it in the West. So I believe that, from the start, cotton has as good a chance as the Pinna to have formed the basis of the twin legend of the «water sheep» and the «earth-born lamb».

One more point must be raised. The «earth-born lamb» was located in a small district which lay north of Ta-Ch’in and was dependent on it. The lamb was protected by an enclosure; armoured men on horseback had to frighten him by beating drums. The northern location and the noise occur even in late mediaeval stories of the «sowed sheep». Laufer’s explanation (p. 119) is as follows: «In the original animal fable these cuirassed men were crustaceans, the shelly crusts of which were subsequently transmuted into cuirasses; they terrified the pinna, which, taken aback at the sight of the enemy, dropped its byssi. These byssi drifted ashore, where they were picked up by men for the purpose known to us.» Our information is so fragmentary that one cannot be positive pro or contra any such solution. So it is with great difficulty that I beg to dissent from Laufer, and to suggest that, in the «earth-born lamb» located north of Ta-ch’in and the armoured men who strove to seize it, we may hear a faint echo of the story of the Argonauts and the Golden Fleece.

184. COWRIES

krute borgil (burgil), krute porcelane LT, Z
portulaca borgil (c. 157) G porcellana (-ne) R
porcelaine (-s) F porcellane L, LT, Z
porcelainnes, porcelaine FA porciella T? TA? VA

Porcellane V, VA
porzellana (-ne) V, VA, VB
porzellane de mar (c. 157) VA
porcelaines FA, FB

Polo speaks of cowries, Cyprea moneta, as «porcelaines»; the origin and the different meanings of this word will be discussed under Porcelain.

Much has been written on the cowry and other shells used either as ornament or as currency. The most detailed monographs are those of Oskar Schneider, Muschelgeld-Studien, posthumous edition, Dresden, 1905, 8 vo, 191 pages, ill., and of J. W. Jackson, Shells as Evidence of the Migrations of early Culture, Manchester, 1917, 8 vo (with an important Introduction by Elliot Smith). Robert E. C. Stearn’s Ethno-Conchology: a study of primitive money (in Report of the National Museum 1886-1887, 297-334, ill.) is important only for American shells. The best summary is a paper by F. A. Schilder, Die ethnolog. Bedeutung der Porzellanschnecken, in Zeitschr. für Ethnologie, 58 (1926), 313-327 (where, however, Jackson’s work is ignored). Interesting data have also been collected in R. Brioffault, The Mothers, London, 1917, 8 vo, III, 265-278, and in G. Andersson, Children of the Yellow Earth, London, 1936, 8 vo, 294-312 and 323-324.
Our word *cowry* ultimately goes back to Skr. *kaparda*, probably a pre-Aryan word, which occurs also under the derivative forms *kapardaka* and *kapardikā* (cf. Mahāvīrpati, SAKARI ed., Nos 5994, 9374; not *kapārda* and *kapārdikā* as in SCHILDER, 324) > Prākrit *kavaṭḍa*, Maharati *kavḍa*, kavḍi, Hind. *kaur†*, Gujarati kodi, Singh. *kavadiya*. The pseudo-Skr. *kvaṇa* in BAGCHI, Deux lexicques sanskrit-chinois, 50 and 281, must be read *kvaṇḍa* or even perhaps *kavaḍḍa*; it is one of the many cases when the Brahmi form was in fact reconstructed from the Chinese transcription, and in the Chinese transcription the nasal often renders the corresponding unaspirated sonant (cf. the pseudo-Skr. forms *vaiṣṇūrya* and *nēnāra* instead of *vaiṣṇūrya* [vaiṣṇūrya] and *nēnāra* [dīnārā], ibid., 281). Our word cowry comes from Hind. *kaur†* (cf. YULE, Hobson-Johnson², 269-271; DALGADO, Glossário Luso-Asiático, 241-243; JA, 1920, ii, 290-291); the earliest European example of the word, in a Portuguese plural form *caurris*, is dated 1520. For other European forms of *cowry* cf. SCHILDER, 324, and for African ones SCHILDER, ibid., and DELAFOSSE, in JA, 1926, i, 177-179, 183. Equally based on Hind. *kaur†*, but earlier by a century, is the Chinese transcription 考窪 (or 考窪) *k’ao-li*, in Ma Huan’s Ying-yai shèng-lan, § of Bengal; Ma Huan may have heard the word before 1416, and certainly not later than 1433 (cf. TP, 1915, 437). The impossible derivation of cowry from the Greek χρύς ought not to have been repeated by JACKSON, 126, and ANDERSSON, loc. cit., 305, even as an alternative solution.

The true Arabic name of the cowry is *wadah, pl. ِوَدَاهَ, or ِوَدْهَ, pl. ِوَدَالٌ*, which can easily be accounted for by deriving it from *wada’a* «to place», because the cowries were worn as amulets or ornaments; Gray’s opinion (Pyramid of Laval, ii, 443) that it is «evidently» an Arabic corruption of «Sansk. kavāḍi» (read «Maharati kawḍi») is valueless. But Mohammedan authors employ terms of which the foreign origin is not doubtful. The earliest one occurs in the ‘Aḥbār aṣ-Šīn wa-l-Hind, which was written in 851. There it is said that, in the Maldives Islands, the cowries were called کَسَتْجَف by the natives (cf. J. SAVUGGET, Relation de la Chine et de l’Inde, 1948, 3, 36). The MS and REINAUD’s text read کَبِطَجَف kabtajk, which FERRAND, Voyage du marchand arabe Sulayman, 33, accepts, but SAVUGGET changes it to kastaj (kastaj) on the authority of Le livre des merveilles de l’Inde, 216-217, where it is the equivalent of kanbār, coco-nut fibre (Bīrūnī [Bīrūnī], i, 210) which the author of the Relation mistook for the word of cowry, kawadh, or kāqa, Tamil kavadi; the word has been altered to کَفَجَف kaftaj in JAUBERT’s Géographie d’Édrisi, 1, 69; it has not survived in modern Maldivian, in which the cowry is called boli (often used by PYRAMID of Laval as early as the beginning of the seventeenth century). [If SAVUGGET is right, all this passage is unnecessary, kastaj a miswriting of kastaj — coco-fibre, kastaj mistaken by author for *cowry*.] I hold it for practically certain that kastaj goes back to a Prākrit form of kapardaka; a final -ka, passing to -ga, is regularly rendered -j in Arabic. But the median -bt- is hard to explain. The Arabic -b- seems to represent a native form in -p-, because a native -b- would have probably been rendered in Arabic with a -w-; but I do not see how the influence of this native -p- could make a surd -t- out of the sonant -f- which must have resulted in Prākrit from the -rd- of kapardaka. More frequent is ِةَکََْٰ wawdah, sometimes written ِةَکََ ل wawdah, which is regularly entered in Arabic dictionaries. Al-Bīrūnī (A. D. 1030) speaks of the Maldives as Diwa-Kawdah, *Cowry Islands* (cf. SACHAU, Alberuni’s India, i, 210), and kawdah occurs in Persian in the َتْباقَتُ-ي نَسِیر ِت, written in 1240 (the kaur†) adopted in RAVERY’s
translation, 1, 556, and from it in Yule's *Hobson-Jobson*, 270, is misleading, since it is neither Persian nor English. My friend Massé was good enough to check for me the original passage in the edition of the *Bibliothea Indica*, 149). Kaudah was still understood and occasionally used in Egypt down to c. 1800 (cf. de Sacy, Chrestomathie arabe, 1, 253). Of the two forms the better one is of course kawdah, a correct rendering of Prakrit kavadga > *kavda*. Kaudah has not survived in modern Persian, which, according to Massé, employs only a word کفت kofī, "small shell", "cowry", not given in the usual Persian dictionaries; its etymology and history are not known.

There are many species of *Cypraea*, but the one which comes par excellence under the designation of "cowry" is *Cypraea moneta*, the second in rank being *Cypraea annulus*, both sea-shells. From prehistoric times the *Cypraea moneta* has been carried across almost the whole of Europe and Asia, and was used as an ornament and as a means of exchange. There is no doubt moreover that because of its shape a sexual magic attached to the cowry (for China, cf. Karlren, *Some Secundity Symbols*, in The Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities, Bull. No 2 [1930], 34-36, and Anderson, *Children of the Yellow Earth*). It also came to be used as regular currency in many parts of Asia and, at a later period, in Africa. Something similar occurred in America with the "seawan" and "wampum" shell beads of North American Indians.

The earliest mention of a shell currency comes from China. Since Terrien de Lacouperie's days it has been customary to state that the cowry, adopted by the Chinese from prehistoric aborigines of the east and south, could be traced as early as in the "Tribute of Yü" section of the *Shu ching" (about the 14th cent. B. C.), that it was gradually superseded by metallic currency, and was finally suppressed in 336 B. C. by the prince of Ch'in owing to irregular and insufficient supply (cf. Yule, *Hobson-Jobson*, 269; Terrien de Lacouperie, in *Coins and Medals, their Place in History and Art*, by the authors of the British Museum Official Catalogue, London, 1885, p. 190-197, 235, where the suppression of the shell currency is dated in the 2nd year of Hui-wén "i.e., 335 B. C.", an error for 336 B. C.; also in JRAS, 1888, 438-439; Couling, *Encyclopaedia Sinica*, 136. In Terrien de Lacouperie's *Catalogue of Chinese Coins... in the British Museum*, London, 1892, IX, XII, no mention is made of the suppression of the shell currency, and the monetary reforms of the Ch'in state are dated not 338, but 336 B. C.). Unfortunately Terrien de Lacouperie, whose monograph *On Barter and the Shell Currency of Ancient China*, referred to in his Catalogue, IX, was never published, was content with the bare affirmation of the suppression of shell currency in 338 B. C., and never mentioned his source; on the other hand it is well known that Lacouperie's biased treatment of Chinese texts was often tantamount to complete distortion. The whole problem must be approached anew in the light of recent discoveries.

Cowries have been found on the late neolithic sites of Yang-shao in Ho-nan and Chu-chia-chai in Kan-su, and they also form one of the typical motifs of prehistoric painted pottery in China (cf. J. G. Anderson, *Archaeolog. Studien in China [Mitteil. d. anthropolog. Gesellschaft in Wien]*, 1924, 78; *Preliminary Report on Archaeological Research in Kansu [Mem. of the Geolog. Survey of China]*, 1925, 18; *Children of the Yellow Earth*, 323). These sites were inhabited by tribes which, from the anthropological point of view, may be termed proto-Chinese,
but which, even in Ho-nan, may have remained outside the pale of what was perhaps already moulding into shape the earliest Chinese community. No trace of writing yet occurs at Yang-shao or Chu-chia-chai, the sites of which may tentatively be dated early in the second millennium B. C.

On the other hand Chinese script is found already full-fledged at An-yang, the site of one of the Shang capitals in the second half of the same millennium. There too many cowries have been unearthed, together with imitations made of mussel-shell (징; yao), and already perhaps of bone and stone (cf. TP, 1923, 7-8; ANDERSSON, Archaeol. Studien, 78). Real cowries still occur, however, among the finds of the great Hsin-chêng tomb in Ho-nan and of the Sha-ching graves in the Chên-fan district of Kan-su; sites which are dated approximately in the middle of the first millennium B. C. (Children of the Yellow Earth, 323). ANDERSSON is of opinion that "the cowry seems to have come to China from India". This is not impossible, although cowries of various species are known to occur at the Liu-ch'iu Islands, at the Pescadores, and even on the shores of Shan-tung (cf. JRAS, 1888, 439). We must await the results of further research before passing a final judgement on a question which is of course of far-reaching consequence for the history of prehistoric and proto-historic intercourse in the Far East.

As pointed out by ANDERSSON, the early imitation of cowries in mussel-shell, bone, and stone, prompted probably by an inadequate supply of the true material, supports the view that a shell currency existed in China under the Shang dynasty. It was long ago observed, and by the Chinese themselves, that Chinese writing provided a strong argument to warrant the same conclusion. The character ⺃ pei (*pudi), which means "cowry" and which, in its most ancient form, is a pictogram of a shell, enters as the radical into most of the Chinese characters meaning "precious", "trade", "riches", etc., and is down to our own day one of the components of the usual term for "a precious thing", 寶貝 pao-pei. And pao-pei is still used sometimes as a designation of the Cyprea (cf. TARANZANO, t, 372); but perhaps this is borrowed from Japan, where the characters pao-pei, read takaragai, are a current designation of this shell. This ⺃ pei, however, is a substitute borrowed in the first millennium before our era to replace the original pei pictogram, which was then abandoned. As to the original pei pictogram, it may be worth noticing, from the point of view of symbolism, that, contrary to the use of the cowry motif on pottery and bronzes, it seldom shows the longitudinal slit of the lower part of the cowry, and as a rule seems to represent the back with its transverse streaks (cf. 江仁壽 WANG Jen-shou, 金石大字典 Chin-shih ta tz'u-tien, 27, 21-22; TAKATA, Kojö-hen, 99, 1-3). In the etymological vagaries, mostly based on phonetic puns, which started with Liu Hsi's Shih ming (end of Han) and found a fresh expression in Lu T'ien's Pi ya (second half of the 11th century), pei is derived from 背 pei, "back". There is no foundation in GILES's statement (Glossary of Reference, 211) that it was the pearl oyster which the ancient Chinese used as currency under the name of pei, and that the ancient form of this character was a picture of the open shell.

Our information on this early Chinese shell currency is scanty, and is marred by the fact that pei was the generic designation of all sorts of shells. The 地 ya, an ancient dictionary which is now included among the "Thirteen Classics" and goes back to about the second century B. C., has a passage on pei (JUAN Yüan ed., 9, 21 b; cf. KLAPROTH's inaccurate translation in JA,
Febr., 1834, 148; the text, as translated here, is that of the T'ang "stone classics": "The pei which lives on land is the piao; the one which is in water is the han. Great ones are hang; small ones are chi. The black (hsian) is [called] ipei (or "The hsian-pei is a black pei"); the hsian-pei is mentioned in the Wang hui chapter of the I Chou shu, and by Huan K'uan [cf. infra, p. 399]. The yu-chih is yellow with white streaks; the yu-chüan is white with yellow streaks. The pa (or p'a) is wide [in the middle] and pointed at both ends (k'uei); the chu is large and thin; the tsé is small and cylindrical. This text is not always clear, nor even established with certainty; for instance chi and tsé are graphically similar, and similarly defined; Kuo P'o's commentary (beginning of the 4th century A. D.) and Hsing Ping's sub-commentary (beginning of the 11th century) are based on a text which gave one and the same character in both cases. On the other hand it is abnormal, though not unique, to have in the Erh-ya two definitions for the same word; the second mention of chi or tsé may or may not be an early interpolation. The i of ipei ought perhaps to be read t'ai, since it is certainly the same word as t'ai of identical meaning. There are other doubtful forms, and one may hesitate between hang and hang, chih and chih, etc. The han, given here as the name of a pei living in the water, occurs elsewhere (9, 20 b) as the designation of small spiral shells (lo). What is clear, however, is that, for the author of the Erh-ya, the pei was not necessarily a sea-shell. Nor was it always a univalve (gastropod) The Shang-shu ta-chuan, written in Han times speaks of "great pei" (ta-pei) of the lower Chiang (= Yang-tze-chiang) and Huai, which were as big as the felloe of a cart and (written ch'e) has become in later times the regular designation of a large bivalve, the mother-of-pearl shell; Kuo P'o says that these "great pei" were of the hang class. And "great pei" are mentioned, on the same occasion, by Huai-nan-tzu and the T'ai-kung liu-tao. In Lu Chi's "Memoir on natural history in the Book of Odes" (middle of the 3rd century; see Cotton, p. 474; Chin-tai pi-shu, ed., 2 B, 42 a), we are told that large pei reached a diameter of one foot (another reading gives one foot and six or seven inches); the T'sü-yüan even speaks of ch'e-ch'i measuring three feet in diameter. In the same T'sü-yüan, pei is given as the common designation of both gastropods and bivalves. These various shells were popular enough to have been made the subject of a special treatise, the Hsiang pei ching, or "Doctrinal book on the properties of pei". Its text however is poorly established and, as we have it, certainly incomplete. It is to be found in different encyclopaedias or ts'ung-shu (T'ai-p'ing yü-lan, 807, 14 b; Shuo fu in 120 ch., ch. 97; Mao Chin's commentary on Lu Chi's Memoir, 2 B, 44-45; T'u-shu chi-ch'eng, ch'in-ch'ung-tien, 156, 3-4; Kao Ssh-sun's Wei lio, Show-shan-ko ts'ung-shu ed., 1, 5-6; also in one of the enlarged editions of the Han-Wei ts'ung-shu, etc.; cf. T'sung-shu ta t'sü-tien, 4-189); yet none of the editions I have seen seems to have copied the somewhat different passage quoted in T'ai-p'ing yü-lan, 941, 1 a. Klapproth (JA, Febr., 1834, 149) and Karlgren (Some fecundity symbols, 35) have translated part of its descriptions of pei, some of the names of which do not occur elsewhere, and may be imaginary (several of these names are now given as scientific designations of various species of Cyprea, for instance weipei, showpei, 100-pei (cf. Taranzano, Vocabulaire, 1, 372), but they seem to have been merely culled from the Hsiang pei ching by modern scholars). Karlgren
says that the Hsiang pei ching is by «Chu Chung from the earlier Han dynasty», a statement which it seems hard to accept. The work is not mentioned in the bibliographical section of the Ch’ien-Han shu; it occurs for the first time in the Sui shu (34, 12 a) as an anonymous work which existed in the first half of the 6th century, but was already lost c. A.D. 600; it is again listed, however, in Chiu T’ang shu (47, 4 b), Hsin T’ang shu (59, 8 a), and Sung shih (106, 10 b, where its pei is altered to its chü), always without name of author. The alleged authorship is deduced from the beginning of the treatise: «朱仲 Chu Chung received it from 琴卿 Ch’in Kao. Ch’in Kao, riding a fish, floated on river and sea and would not fail to investigate what water produced. [Chu] Chung studied [the art of] the genii (hsien) with [Ch’in] Kao and acquired his method (fu); moreover he offered pearls to the Emperor Wu, and went no one knows where. When 嚴助 Yen Chu was prefect (t’ai-shou) of Kuei-chi (in Chê-chiang) [Chu] Chung came forth again, presented [Yen] Chu with a pei one foot in diameter, and also gave him a text which said...» Then follows the text itself. Ch’in Kao of Kuei-chi is a legendary figure of the time of the Fighting Kingsdoms (cf. T’u-shu chi-ch’êng, shên-i-tien, 225, 11-12). Chu Chung is absurdly made to have lived both in the time of the Fighting Kingsdoms, since he studied with Ch’in Kao, and under the Han, since he offered pearls to the Emperor Wu. The only notice of him occurs in the old Lih-hsien chuan (cf. T’u-shu chi-ch’êng, shên-i-tien, 227, 6), where mention is made of enormous pearls offered by him to the Emperor Kao and the Emperor Ching, but nothing is said either of the Emperor Wu or of Yen Chu. Yen Chu alone is a real historical figure; he died c. 122 B.C. But the Hsiang pei ching is no doubt a forgery of post-Han times. It makes Wên-wang (11th century B.C.) receive a pei, four feet in diameter, from Ta-Ch’in; but Ta-Ch’in, a designation of the Mediterranean Orient, does not appear in Chinese texts before the Christian era. Even admitting, which may be already too much, that the present Hsiang pei ching is the same which existed in the first half of the 6th century, it cannot be older than the 4th or 5th century. Its indications, interesting though they may be from the point of view of folklore, can have no direct bearing on the ancient history of the pei in China. One point only may be noticed; the choice, in the apocryphal account of the origin of the treatise, of a man who held office in Chê-chiang may have been inspired by the prevalence at the mouth of the Yang-tzê of the «great pei» already mentioned in the Shang-shu ta-chuan.

Chinese classics do not throw much light on the problem of the cowry. The «Tribute of Yü» in the Shu ching is surely not as old as the fourteenth century B.C., as maintained by Terrien de Lacouperie, and cannot in fact be dated before the first centuries of the first millennium before Christ. Moreover the «Tribute of Yü», describing the offerings of the «island barbarians» (t’ao-i) at the mouth of the Yang-tzê (the people who wore «grass clothes»; see Cotton, p. 487), merely says 嚴箋織貝, which Legge translated (Chinese Classics, III, 111): «The baskets were filled with woven ornamental silks». In the Index, however, Legge remarks (p. 719): «I should almost be inclined to interpret the character of cowries». Personally, I believe that chih pei does not mean «woven ornamental silks», nor even «silk with woven cowry designs», but «woven fabrics ornamented with shells», i.e. which had real shells or parts of shells sewn on to the textile. But these shells need not necessarily have been cowries, nor have they anything to do with shell currency. The same may be said of two passages in the
Shih ching or Book of Odes, where 成是貝錦 and 貝錦朱経 are translated by Legge, respectively «... may be made out to be shell embroideries (= looking like a beautiful shell)» (Chin. Cl., iv, 346), and «with shells on vermilion-strings adorning their helmets» (ibid., 626); I think that the «shell-embroideries», or, more literally, «shell brocades», were brocades adorned with real shells. In a chapter of the Shu ching, 賈貝仍儿 is translated by Legge (Chin. Cl., iii, 553) «and the usual bench adorned with tortoise-shell», and further on (iii, 554) 大貝 ta-pe is rendered «the large tortoise-shell». Although Chêng Hsüan (a. d. 127-200) seems to have said somewhere «The pei is now called 瑪瑙 tai-mei» (cf. Mao Chin's commentary on Lu-Chi's Memoir, 2 b, 43 a), this is either an error, or Chêng Hsüan used tai-mei as an equivalent of 瑪瑙螺 tai-mei lo, lit. «Tortoise spiral shell», a designation of the Telline conical bivalve; the bench in the Shu ching must have been adorned not with «veined tortoise shell», but with real veined shell (wén-pet), and the ta-pet too was a sea-shell. Moreover, such is the explanation correctly given in K'ung Ying-ta's sub-commentary (cf. Shih-san-ching chu-shu, Juan Yüan's ed., 18, 21 a, 23 a). The only instance of the use of the word pei in the Shu ching which is more precise is when officials are reproached with thinking only of hoarding 貝玉 yü; Legge (Chin. Cl., iii, 240) translates «cowries and gems», but the literal meaning is «cowries and jade» and we know that, under the Chou, jade too was used as a sort of currency.

Of greater importance are the old rituals, I li and Li chi. The I li, or ritual of the ordinary nobles (＋ shih), shows that, in the course of the funerary ceremony, three cowries (pei) were put into the mouth of the dead nobleman together with some cooked rice (cf. Steele, I li, II, 50, 97; De Groot, The Religious System of China, i, 275-277; and the discussion in Shih-san-ching chu-shu, 35, 15); the I li is perhaps the most ancient, and at any rate the most coherent and the most trustworthy of the three rituals. In the collection of treatises of different dates known as Li chi, ch. T'an-kung, mention is made of the rice and the cowries (pei) which were put into the mouth of the dead (cf. Couvreur, Li ki, i, 200; in II, 184, Couvreur refers to 1, 235 and 247, of the same T'an-kung, for jade discs being put into the mouth of the dead, but these occur only in his translation, not in the text; the jade discs, and jade simply, are mentioned in another chapter, the Tsa chi, II, 145, and several times in the Chou li). According to the chapter Tsa chi of the Li chi (Couvreur, II, 184), nine cowries were put into the mouth of the Emperor, seven into the mouth of the appanaged princes (chu-hou), five into the mouth of the great officers (tsa-fu), and three into the mouth of the ordinary nobles. Early commentators have explained that this was the rite under the Hsia dynasty, but that, under the Chou, in the middle of the first millennium B. C., pearls were put into the mouth of the Emperor, jade (yü) into that of the appanaged princes, jade discs (pi) into those of the great officers, and cowries into that of the ordinary nobles (the version of a similar text from the Po-hu t'ung, in De Groot, op. cit., i, 277, is to be rejected, because 贝 pi has been corrupted there into 贝 lai; lai, «to come», makes no sense). Although I do not think that Karlgren's discussion of these rites (Some seculinity symbols, 39-40) carries full conviction, I agree with him that many of the opinions expressed on the subject by Han commentators are mere guess-work. As they are, they seem, however, to betray an historically justified feeling that the importance of the cowries had decreased in China in the course of the two millennia before our era. In regard to
the meaning of these rites, and in spite of the almost formal statement in the T'an-kung (Couvreur, i, 200; the passage is less precise in the text than in the translation), I feel almost inclined to think that, at least originally, rice was put into the mouth of the dead as food, and precious things (pearls, jade, and above all cowries) were put there both to prevent the decay of the body and to serve as a sort of currency to meet the wants of the deceased in the nether world.

The shells, or at least the cowries, were pierced to be strung together, sometimes at one or both ends, more commonly by grinding a hole in their back. Strung cowries were called 朋 p'êng, but the question is still debated as to how many shells made a p'êng; texts and opinions vary from two to ten; the example of Wang Mang's monetary reforms (cf. infra) cannot be adduced to any useful purpose, as it seems doubtful that scholars of Wang Mang's time, at the beginning of our era, still had any authorised tradition of the practice of the Shang and the Chou. However that may be, p'êng of cowries are often mentioned in the An-yang inscriptions on tortoise-shell or bone as well as in those on ancient bronzes, and the Book of Odes speaks of an Imperial gift of a hundred p'êng (cf. Lecce, Chin. Cl., iv, 280; Wang Kuo-wei, Kuan-t'ang chi-ling, 3, 17-18; 郭沫若 Kuo Mo-jo, 甲骨文字研究 Chia-kü wen-tsü yen-chiu, i, § 10, 1-4). A problem analogous to that of the p'êng of shells is raised by the 瑚 chio of jade. Moreover, these strung shells or jades were not necessarily intended for hoarding or counting purposes: they were often worn at the neck as ornaments. This is well shown by the character 須 ying, « neck ornament », « necklace », which is made of two pei characters and represents the old and correct form, now replaced by the substitute 琲 ying (cf. Hsu Hao's Shuo-wén chieh-tzü chu chien, 6 b, 38; Hui-lin, Ich'ieh ching yin-i, ch. 40, in Tōkyō Tripit. of Meiji, 爲, ix, 48 a).

I find no trace anywhere of a text which, even misunderstood, would countenance Terrien de Lacouperie's statement regarding the suppression of the cowry currency by the prince of Ch'in in 338 or 336 b. c. (Terrien de Lacouperie was perhaps misled by the fact that the first Ch'in coinage is said to have been in 318 b. c.; cf. Maspero, La Chine antique, 92, 1st ed.). We are only told that, when Ch'in Shih-huang-ti had become the sole Lord of the Empire, he established a double « currency » (朋 pi), one of gold called « superior currency » (shang-pei), and the other of copper cash (t'ung-ch'ien) of the same sort as had been used under the Chou; as to pearls, jade, tortoise [shell], cowries (pei), silver, and tin, they were used to adorn objects and were preserved as precious things, but served no longer as currency (pi; Ch'ien-Han shu, 24 b, 1-2; D. Bodde, China's First Unifier, Leyden, 1938, 172). The Shuo wén (c. a. v. 100) expresses the same opinion when it says (ch. 6, pei « radical »): « In ancient times [people] bargained (貿 huo) by means of cowries (pei) and used tortoise-shell as precious [currency] (貨 pao; this word was used by Wang Mang as a technical term for his tortoise-shell currency, and has survived in the legends on cash down to our day). Under the Chou there was copper currency (貨 ch'ian); when we come to [the time of] the Ch'in, they abolished the cowries (pei) and issued cash (ch'ien). » Ch'in is of course Ch'in Shih-huang-ti, the Emperor of the end of the third century B. C., and not a prince of the state of Ch'in a century earlier.

In all likelihood the shell currency had been gradually abandoned, and Ch'in Shih-huang-ti
merely gave the sanction of law to what was already the state of affairs prevailing in the empire. It is quite probable that cowries were too few and at the same time too cumbersome to meet the commercial needs of the growing Chinese community. There is a bare mention of the pei in Ssu-ma Ch'ien (cf. CHAVANNES, Mémoires historiques, III, 600). But the abandonment had been a slow process, and efforts had been made to prevent it. As we have seen, imitations of cowries in mussel-shell, stone, and bone had already been made at the end of the second millennium B.C., and the manufacture certainly went on during the first half of the first millennium. We have perhaps an echo of these imitations in stone when Huan K'uan (1st century B.C.) says that the Hsia used *black cowries* (*hsüan-pei*) and the Chou *purple stones* (*tsü-shih*; cf. GALE, Discourses on Salt and Iron, 27). Bronze imitations of cowries followed, both inscribed and uninscribed, at first quite realistic, and these I see no reason to regard as charms, as KARLIGREN has suggested (Some secundity symbols, 44). Since the middle of the twelfth century Chinese numismatists have described certain enigmatic bronze coins, of ovoid shape with a flat bottom and convex back, under the designation of 鼻鼻銭 *i-pi ch'ien*, *ant-nose coins* (in more recent works they are also termed 鬼頭 *kuei-t'ou*, *devil heads*, 鬼臉 *kuei-lien*, *devil faces*, and 貨貝銭 *huo-pei ch'ien*, *currency-shell coins*). In spite of amazing confusions and a fantastic chronology, it was TERRIEN DE LACOUPERIE's merit to have first expressly stated in *JRAS*, 1888, 428-439, that the *ant-nose coins* were nothing but debased bronze imitations of cowries (cf. also his Catalogue of Chinese Coins, pp. xii, 300). The same view has since been upheld independently by Lo Ch'ên-yü, who declared that the type of the characters engraved on these bronze cowries was *of the late Chou* (cf. *TP*, 1923, 8), and his opinion has been endorsed by Kuo Mo-jo (*loc. cit.*, 2-3). But, to judge from the specimens I have seen reproduced, I do not think that by *late Chou* we ought to understand a date later than c. 400 B.C. (the information drawn by JACOBY, 177-178, from TERRIEN DE LACOUPERIE's Western Origin of the Early Chinese Civilisation is valueless). The bronze imitations of cowries were strung through a small round hole pierced at one end. This seems to dispose of the theory, still adopted by SCHOEN (p. 322), that the central square hole of the traditional Chinese cash is traceable to the stringing of cowries.

In A.D. 9 the usurper Wang Mang, under the influence of Confucian scholars, started a number of reforms which aimed in principle at reviving the practices of antiquity (cf. DUBOS, in *TP*, 1939, 219-265); and one of them was a drastic change in currency. The *knife-money* and the *five shu coins* were abolished, and a new system of currency was devised which comprised items in *gold*, *silver*, *tortoise-shell*, shells (*pei*), bronze-coins (*ch'ien*), and *cloth* (*pu*) [coins], some of the items being called *pao*, *treasure*, and others *huo*, *currency* (cf. CH'IEN, Han shu, 24 B, 8-9; the text is mispunctuated and mistranslated in VISVERING, On Chinese Currency, 1876, p. 51). The *bronze coins* or cash were divided into six classes according to their size and weight. That of one 銭 *shu* (— 1/24 of an ounce) was called *small coin* (小錢 *hsiao-ch'ien*); of three *shu*, *tender coin* (少錢 *yao-ch'ien*); of five *shu*, *young coin* (幼錢 *yu-ch'ien*); of seven *shu*, *middle coin* (中錢 *chung-ch'ien*); of nine *shu*, *adult coin* (老錢 *chuang-ch'ien*); this adult coin of *forty* replaced the former large coin of *fifty*. Similar names were adopted for five items of *shell currency* (貝貨 *pei-huo*): shells (*pei*) under a diameter
of 1.2 inch could not be made into \( p'\text{êng} \), and every one had an exchange value of 3 cash; the "small shell" (\( hsiao\text{-pei} \)) was at least 1.2 inch in diameter, and two of them made one \( p'\text{êng} \), which was worth 10 cash; the "tender shell" (\( yao\text{-pei} \)) was at least 2.4 inches in diameter, and two of them made one \( p'\text{êng} \) which was worth 30 cash; the "adult shell" (\( chuang\text{-pei} \)) was at least 3.6 inches in diameter, and two of them made one \( p'\text{êng} \) which was worth 50 cash (not 150, as in Jackson, 178, copying \( T'\text{ai-p'\text{ing} yu-lan}, 807 \)); the "great shell" (\( ta\text{-pei} \)) was at least 4.8 inches in diameter, and two of them made one \( p'\text{êng} \) which was worth 216 cash. There were also four different "tortoise treasures" (\( kuei\text{-pao} \)), which were respectively valued at 100 cash or 10 \( p'\text{êng} \) of "small shell", 500 cash or 10 \( p'\text{êng} \) of "tender shell", 500 cash or 10 \( p'\text{êng} \) of "adult shell", and 2160 cash or 10 \( p'\text{êng} \) of "great shell". I see no reason to suppose, with Jackson, 181, that these "tortoise-shells" were in fact cowries. The whole scheme was unpractical and does not seem to have been actually carried out; but it calls for some remarks. One is that it seems to have been devised from bookish recollections, apart from any contact with real things; and this would suggest that shell currency, no less than barter based on tortoise shells, had entirely died out in China long before Wang Mang's time. Another point to be noticed is the variety of sizes of the shells, from less than 1.2 inches to over 4.8 inches; this absolutely precludes the possibility that the shell currency imagined by Wang Mang's counsellors should have been merely a cowry currency, at least a currency of \( Cypraea moneta \). Although it has no direct connection with the question of the cowry, it may also be observed that, since the \( p'\text{êng} \) of two "great shells" was worth 216 cash, each of these shells was valued at 108 cash, \( i.e. \) the number which played so important a part in India and, at a later date, in Chinese Buddhism, and still remains the number of the beads in the Buddhist rosary, just as it was the number of the beads of the necklace worn by officials under the last Chinese dynasties (cf. my remarks in \( TP \), 1927, 137; Penzer, \textit{The Ocean of Story}, i, 242; vi, 14; ix, 145). My colleague Maspero reminds me that the number 108 occurs in Wang Mang's time in another context: Wang Mang divided the day of twelve double hours (\( shih \)) successively into 96 and 108 \( \frac{2}{3} \) \( k'\text{o} \). In my note in \( TP \), I suggested a tentative explanation of the number 108 as representing the twelve months multiplied by the nine planets; and other hypotheses have been made by starting from 3 or 9 (cf. Penzer, ix, 145, \( (3 + 3) (3 + 3) \div 3 \), \( i.e. \) \( 6 \times 6 \times 3 \), and Przybiski, in \textit{Roczn. Oriental.}, vii, 8, \( 99, 9 \)). My suggestion cannot hold, of course, for Wang Mang's time, since the Chinese did not then know of the "nine planets" system of India. It seems that Wang Mang's 96 or 108 \( k'\text{o} \) were the result of a desire to have a number of \( k'\text{o} \) which was at the same time a multiple of 12 and as near 100 as possible. But one does not see why the number 108 was also adopted as the value of the "great shell". Attention may be drawn to a last point: in Wang Mang's currency even the smallest shells were more highly valued than the copper cash, whereas, at a later time, in the countries where a true cowry currency was employed, it was the copper cash which was always exchanged for several cowries. This seems to be an indication that shells were comparatively scarce in China in Wang Mang's time.

In his valuable paper \textit{Some fecundity symbols} (p. 34) KarlGren, after stating that cowries were employed as coins in archaic China, adds: "Provincially, this custom lived down to the Mongol epoch, and even in Ming times it is reported from Yunnan." Andersson (\textit{Children of the
Yellow Earth, 300) expresses a similar opinion, copying Jackson, 183. We shall soon come to this use of cowries in Yün-nan, among populations which were outside the range of Chinese culture; but I have never met with any text which would suggest that cowries continued to be used by the Chinese as currency in any part of China proper since the beginning of our era; nay, if we except Wang Mang's abortive attempt at a revival of the ancient practice, they had fallen into complete disuse on or before the downfall of the Chou dynasty in the third century B.C.

But shells long continued to be worn as ornaments, just as we have seen them mentioned in several passages of the Shih ching and Shu ching. Many texts on the subject could be adduced, ranging from Han almost to T'ang times (cf. T"u-shu chi-ch'êng, ch'în-ch'ung-tien, 156, 5a; T'ai-p'ing yü-lan, 807, 14; 841, 1). It is often difficult, however, to determine which texts refer to shells of various sizes, and including bivalves.

When later we find again in Chinese texts mentions of the use of a shell currency on Chinese soil, they refer to the aborigines of Hai-nan and Yün-nan.

The Ling-piao lu-i (c. a. d. 900; Wu-ying-tien ed., 3, 5-6; cf. T'ai-p'ing yü-lan, 941, 1a) says: "The 犀 tzu-pei (lit. "purple shell") is [the same as] the 鉴 ya-lo (lit. "polishing gastropod"). The 黒 Li Barbarians of 擄 Tan-[chou] and 擄 Chen-[chou] collect them on the sea-shore and use them as currency (huo). The Li are the Thai aborigines of Hai-nan; Tan-chou and Chen-chou were, under the T'ang, the official names of the modern Tan-chou and Yai-chou in Hai-nan. For various Cypræa which have been similarly used for polishing purposes in Europe, Egypt and Indonesia, cf. Schilder, 315.

Mao Chin's Commentary on Lu Chi's 'Memoir on Natural History in the Book of Odes' (2 a, 43-44) has the following passage: "The Pên-ts'ao mentions only the tzu-pei (i.e. does not mention the cowry properly so called, nor the ta-pei). The 新注 T'ang pên chu says: 'Its shape is like [that of] the pei; its size is two or three inches; it is produced in the Eastern Sea (Tung-hai) and the Southern Sea (Nan-hai). Its upper side has purple spots on a white bone (ku; i.e. "ground")! The 圖經 T'u-ching says: "蘇 裴 Su Kung's Commentary (chu) says: The tzu-pei is [the same as] the ya-lo. Its shape is like [that of] the pei, but [more] round; its size is two or three inches. The Li Barbarians of Tan-[chou] and Chen-[chou] collect them and use them as currency goods (貨 币 huo-shih). Among northerners, painters alone use them [, and they use them] as polishers (鉛 物 ya-wu). There are many species of pei. The ancients used them as currency (pao-huo), but the tzu-pei was the species particularly valued . . . ."

This text, written in the more or less slipshod manner of late Ming writers, is not always clear, nor is it easy to decide where some of the quotations begin and end. To say that the Pên-ts'ao mentions only the tzu-pei is not correct, since the Pên-ts'ao of the T'ang spoke of the cowry properly so called (pei-tzu; cf. infra); on the other hand, Li Shih-chên's Pên-ts'ao kung-mu already existed in Mao Chin's days, and it contains two distinct paragraphs, one on tzu-pei, the other on pei-tzu (cowry). Perhaps Mao Chin, ignoring Li Shih-chên's work, had in view the 證類 本草 Chêng-lei pên-ts'ao of 1108 (cf. Bretschneider, Botanicon Sinicum, 1, 47), which still exists, but of which no copy is at my disposal. I do not know what Mao Chin means by T'ang pên chu; it may be a commentary either on the Pên-ts'ao of the T'ang or, less probably.
on the Chêng-pei pên-ts'ao, the author of which was 唐僧微 T'ang Shên-wei. The T'u-ch'ing is certainly the T'u-ch'ing pên-ts'ao, written after 1057 by 餘應 Su Sung (cf. Bretschneider, Bot. sin., 47). And the T'u-ch'ing pên-ts'ao may have quoted Su Kung, the author of one of the redactions of the T'ang pên-ts'ao, about the middle of the seventh century. I am not certain where the quotation from Su Kung ends, nor even the one from Su Sung, since the last sentences may have been added by Mao Chin himself.

Ts'ai-pei, "purple shell," is in fact an ancient term in Chinese, though it is not certain that, from the beginning, it referred to the same shell as in works posterior to our era. From the "Nine songs" (Chiu-ko) of the Elegies of Ch'u, we know that, as early as the third century B.C., the ts'ai-pei were used for decoration. In 179 B.C. the King of Nan-yüeh (= Canton), Chiao T'o, sent 500 ts'ai-pei to the Han Emperor (Ch'ien-Han shu, 95, 5 b). Although the term does not occur in the Ēr-ya, Kuo P'o added it in his commentary on this work. In his commentary on the Shan-hai ching (section Ta-huang nan ching) he gives it as a synonym of wên-pei (the same "veined pei" which we have already seen in the Shu ching), although in the section Hsi-shan ching he suggests that another shell is the wên-pei. Ch'in Shih-huang-ti's tomb is already described in legendary fashion by Shu-ma Ch'ien; it was a representation of the world, with rivers of quicksilver (cf. Chavannes, Mém. historiques, ii, 194). The Yuan-chien lei-han (364, 25 a) quotes a no less fantastic description from the lost 三國故事 San-fu ku-shih: a spring (ch'ian) of quicksilver had been arranged; the moon was made of a "brilliant pearl" (ming-chu); and in the "water" (probably = shui-yin, "water silver, quicksilver), there were many "veined shells" (wên-pei). Whatever the truth may be with regard to these earlier mentions, the certain fact is that since the fourth or fifth century ts'ai-pei (sometimes ta-pei) has been the designation of a well-defined shell, which is not the cowry but a bigger Cyprea, the Cyprea macula, as indicated by Taranzano, Vocabulaire, 1, 372. Taranzano adds, as alternative names, wên-pei, which may go back to Kuo P'o's commentary on the Shan-hai ching, and 岡螺 hsia-lo, which is a mistake for 岡螺 ya-lo, "polishing shell." In the twelfth century there is an excellent description of the ta-pei or ts'ai-pei in Chou Ch'ü-fei's Ling-wai tai-ta, 7, 9 b.

For the true cowry, Cyprea moneta, Taranzano gives only one designation 貨貝 huo-pei, "money shell," of which I know no literary example, but not 瑪瑙貝 ma-nao pei, "agate shell," which is said by Kuo Mo-jo to be now the scientific name of the cowry. As a matter of fact specific designations of the true cowry have been in use at least since the early fifth, and perhaps since the fourth, century of our era. Fa-hsien, c. a. d. 400, mentions the use of 齒 shell teeth, in India (cf. Legge, A Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms, 43). The T'ai-p'ing yü-lan (807, 14 b) has preserved the following passage of 劉欣 期 Liu Hsin-ch'i's 交州記 Chiao-chou chi: "The great pei (ta-pei) are produced in Jih-nan (Annam); they are like wine-cups. The small pei (hsiao-pei) are the pei-ch'ih ("shell teeth"). They are effective against poison; all (?) i. e. both kinds) exist with purple colour." The Chiao-chou chi cannot be later than the first half of the fifth century; it is even believed to go back to the fourth (cf. Maspero, in BEFEO, XVIII, iii, 22; the only difficulty for such a date is that a fragment, occurring in the edition of the Ling-nan i-shu, 2, 1 b, mentions the "king of Po-sî", i. e. Persia, and, if the fragment be genuine, would antedate by more than half a century the earliest
known mention of Po-sū in Chinese texts; see Persie). The same form pei-ch’ih, certainly referring to the cowry, occurred in the Ming-i pielh-lu by T’ao Hung-ching (452-536, or 456-540; cf. Pên-ts’ao käng-mu, 46, 22 a). The Liang shu (54, 1 a), followed by the Nan shih (78, 1 a), gives the pei-ch’ih among the products of Lin-i (—Champa). In a note to ch. 6 of the Suvramāpabhāsa (ⅤⅧ, 23 b), I-ching, discussing the value of the kārṣāpaṇa, reckons its value in pei-ch’ih; pei-ch’ih also occurs in his Nan-hai chi-kuei nei-fa chuan (Ⅵ, VII, 89 b; cf. Taka-kusu, A Record of the Buddhist religion, 192), and is still employed by Hui-lin, ch. 29 (Ⅵ, VIII, 180 a). The T’ang pên-ts’ao (= Pên-ts’ao of the T’ang, written in the 7th century) said (T’ai-p’ing yü-lan, 807, 14 a; this passage is not included in the sections of the [Hsin-hsiu] pên-ts’ao of 659 recovered from Japan and published in the Chuan-hsi-lu ts’ung-shu): «The [evil eye pei-tsū is called pei-ch’ih; it is produced in the Eastern Sea». As Su Sung says, the name pei-ch’ih, «shell teeth», was given to the cowry on account of the «teeth» on both sides of the slit in its flat underside. This term, which is not given by Taranzano, also occurs more than once in early Buddhist commentaries quoted in the Bonzo jiten, 114-115 and 454-455. It is reversed as ch’ih-pej, «teeth shell», in Chiu T’ang shu, 198, 8 b, but correctly written pei-ch’ih in Hsin T’ang shu, 221 A, 10 b. As for pei-tsū, it occurs in ch. 2 of the Aṭokāvadāna (Nanjio, Catalogue, No. 1343), translated in 512 (cf. also Hui-lin, ch. 76, in ⅤⅧ, X, 22 a). In a work of c. a. d. 970 the cowry was called 白貝 po-pei, «white shell», a term which never became common (Pên-ts’ao käng-mu, ibid.). In his general description of India Hsian-tsang says that the inhabitants use as currency «gold coins, silver coins, 貝珠 pei-chu, and small pearls (hsiao-chu)». JULIEN (Mémories, 1, 94) proposed to read chu-pej instead of pei-chu, and translated «pearl shells». However, it was not pearl oyster shells, but pearls themselves, which were occasionally used as a sort of currency. Even if we read chu-pej in this passage, we should be entitled to translate it «cowries» («shells [used as if they were] pearls»), because this is the explanation adopted by Hui-lin (Ⅵ, VIII, 150 b) when chu-pej occurs in ch. 76 of the Avatamsaka. (As a matter of fact JULIEN, tacitly abandoning his «pearl shells», gives «cowries» in his Index, Mémories, 11, 546). Chu-pej, «cowries» occurs in a passage of the Kuang-chih on Burma (cf. infra, p. 555). The T’u-yü-hun women of Central Asia used to tie cowries (chu-pej) to the end of their plaited hair (Sui-shu, 83, 1 b; Chiu T’ang shu, 198, 4 b [confirmed by T’ai-p’ing yü-lan, 941, 1 a]; Hsin T’ang shu, 221 A, 5 b). In the notice of Liu-ch’iu (probably Formosa) in Sui shu, 81, 5 a, we are told that the men adorned their caps with chu-pej, and that the women sewed «spiral shells» (lo) on their clothes, and tied «small shells» (hsiao pei) to the lower hem; here again, I think that chu-pej means «cowry». But in Hsian-tsang’s text we should probably retain pei-chu («pearls [which are] shells») and translate it «cowries» just the same, since pei-chu is given as a synonym of pei-ch’ih in two early Japanese Buddhist commentaries quoted in Fujiyama’s Bongo jiten, 114 and 454 (cf. also Oda Tokuno, 210). Since T’ang times a current name of the cowry has been pei-tsū. Su Sung (1020-1101) says of it (Pên-ts’ao käng-mu, 46, 22 a): «The tsū is the smallest of the pei; its shape is like [that of] a snail; it is about one inch long. Its colour is slightly white and red, but there are some which are dark purple and black. At present, many are strung together to be given to children as playthings. Northerners sew them as ornaments on to clothes and felt hats. Barbers use them
as ornaments for mirrors, and painters as polishers». The second part of the last sentence may be due to a confusion with the tzū-pei. As to the first part, it has a counterpart in another work of Sung times, the 雅 翟 翌 Ērh-ya i, which says of cowries (cf. T'uo-shu chi-ch'ēng, ch'īn-ch'ung-tien, 156, 5 a) : «At present they are only used by barbers, as an ornament for mirror-belts (鏡 帶 ching-tai)». I suppose the custom of the barbers was to hang a mirror at the waist.

But these same cowries, for which China had so little use under the Sung, turn up again in Chinese texts during the Mongol period, as the common currency of Yün-nan; Chinese statements are here in full agreement with those of Polo. Curiously enough, the 長 書 Man shu, written in 864, which provides so much valuable information on the customs of the aborigines of Yün-nan, is silent about shell currency. It merely speaks of the necklaces of conch-shells (河 見 k'o-pei), cowries (巴 齒 pa-ch'ih; it is certainly pa-ch'ih which has been altered to 巴 齒 chi-ch'ih in our editions of Hui-lin, ch. 29 [爲, viii, 180 a, and Bongo jiten, 114]; on pa-ch'ih, cf. infra), and pearls (鰥 絲 chu-chu) worn by the women of a tribe north-east of Yung-ch'ang (Chien-hsi-ts'un-shê ed., 20 a). Further on (38 a), when describing the customs of the Nan-chao kingdom which then ruled over the whole of Yün-nan, it says: «The country does not use any coins. Whenever they barter for silk fabrics (tsêng-po), felt, woollens, gold, silver, turquoise (sê-sê), oxen, or sheep, they value them in strips (織 mi) of silk, and say 'Such a thing is worth so many strips'». The natural conclusion would be that in the ninth century there was still no shell currency in Yün-nan. Yet this conclusion is contradicted by a quotation in the section on pei-tzū in the Pên-ts'ao kang-mu (46, 22 a) : «[李] 仿 [Li] Hsûn says : 'In Yün-nan, [cowries] are very extensively used as money (ch'ên-huo) in trade exchange (chiao-i)' ». Li Hsûn was the author of a Materia medica of sea drugs (海 藥 本 著 Hai-yao pên-ts'ao), written in the second half of the eighth century (cf. Bretschneider, Botanicon Sinicum, 1, 45). This book is not attributed to Li Hsûn, a Persian in Wên hsûeh chia ta tz'û tien No. 1733, or in Pên ming ta ts'û tien, p. 414. Not being able to trace the quotation further back than the Pên-ts'ao kang-mu of 1578, first published in 1596, I must leave in abeyance the question of its authorship and authenticity. There are many misquotations in the Pên-ts'ao kang-mu.

Moreover no mention of a shell currency in Yün-nan is made in Chou Ch'ü-fei's Ling-wai tai-ta, written in 1178, in his paragraph entitled ta-pei, «great pei», (7, 9 b). The text says: «In Hai-nan there is the ta-pei; it has a round back with purple spots; its flat face has a deep slit; on both sides of the slit there are fine 'threads' (縫 lü) which sink into the slit; this is what the Pên-ts'ao calls tzū-pei («purple pei»; cf. supra, p. 541). There are also small [pei], the breadth of a finger in size, with a back slightly bluish. In the Ta-li kingdom there are used for the decoration of armour and helmets. Moreover, in ancient times, cowries (pei-tzū) were used as currency (t'ung-huo); precious vessels were also made of them, and used in temples and at Court; at present, in the south, they are looked upon like oysters and clams; the things which are valued in ancient and in modern times are certainly not the same.» Lauffer, who used the present text in his Chinese clay figures, 193, partly misunderstood the description of the tzū-pei (which is certainly a Cypraea, though not the cowry). Moreover, he believed that it was the tzū-pei which was used for the decoration of armour in Ta-li, while in the text it is the small
slightly bluish shell, *i.e.*, in my opinion, the true cowry. But the main proof is this. Ta-li is Yün-nan. Although Chou Ch’ü-fei did not travel to Yün-nan, he knew that cowries were used there for decoration; on the other hand, he alludes to the cowry currency in ancient China. If cowry currency had been widespread in Yün-nan in his time, it would seem that he must have heard of it, and, if he had, he could not have failed to mention it, even, and the more so, if he should have mistaken it for a survival from China’s past. So it may be that, in his days, the people of Yün-nan still valued objects mainly in *strips of silk*, as they did in the ninth century. At any rate, if cowries were already more or less in use in Yün-nan as currency, these must have come from Burma or Siam, and were perhaps somewhat different from those which were sent there from Hái-nan for decorative use.

Whatever the truth of this matter may be, cowries were the only currency actually used in Yün-nan when the Mongols seized that province in the second half of the thirteenth century. From that date we find various new designations for the cowry. The term 貝錢 *pei-ch’ien,* «shell cash», which was used in T’ang times in the *Fan-yü tsa-ming* (cf. BAGCHI, *Deux lexiques sanskrit-chinois*, 50), never occurs, although it may have survived in Japanese: SAKAKI’s edition of the *Mahāyuttpatti* uses it, No. 9374 (read *haisen*?), although the true Japanese word for *pei,* «shell», is *kai*; the Cypriote is 寶貝 *Ch. pao-pei,* read takaragai (from *takara,* «precious», and *kai,* «shell»); Wohlstand-Muschel in SCHILDER, 325, is misleading, and the cowry properly so called is 貝子 *Ch. pei-ts’ai,* read kidakaragai (from *ki,* «precious» [?], *takara,* «precious», and *kai,* «shell»). In Chinese texts of the Mongol period we find *pei* or *pei-ts’ai,* as in literary Chinese or ㄇ pa, or ㄇ tide pa-ts’ai (cf. infra); in Ming times pa or 海ㄇ hai-pa «sea pa» (cf. TP, 1915, 102, 110, 437; 1933, 416); or 海退 hai-pa (Ming shih, 313, 4 a; Ming T’ai-tsung shih-lu, 77, 3 a; WANG Ch’i’s *Hsü Wen-hsien t’ung-k’ao,* 29, 20 a; Tien i, 3, 10; misread 海肥 hai-fei by KLAPROTH in JA, Febr., 1834, 155, hence «Meerfett» in SCHNEIDER, 107, and SCHILDER, 325), or 海肥 hai-pa (P’ên-t’sao kung-mu, 46, 22 a), or 貝員 lo-pei (Tien i, 3, 10), or 貝龜 lo-pa and 貝雅 lo-pa (Tung-hsi yang k’ao, Hsi-yin-hsüan ts’ung-shu, ed., 2, 14 b; 7, 10 b, 12 a); also under the Ming, but mainly under the Manchu dynasty, 海巴 hai-pa (WANG Ch’i, *Hsü Wen-hsien t’ung-k’ao,* 33, 10 b; Szü-t’i ho-pi wên-chien, 32, 101 a, and Chinese version of the *Mahāyuttpatti,* Nos 5994, 9015, 9264, 9265, 9374), and 海員 hai-pei (Tien hsi, 4, 16-17; Hsü Yün-nan t’ung-chih kao, 160, 32 a, 37 a).

The common element *pa* of most of these terms must be accounted for. In spite of the variety of the characters used to write it, and contrary to PARKER’s opinion (cf. Y, iii, 82), I do not think that it can be the transcription of a foreign word connected with the Thai name of the cowry to be mentioned further on. Nor do I believe it to be identical with the name of the shell called 貝 in the Ērh-ya. The dictionaries give p’a as the correct pronunciation of the latter character; yet, when translating the text of the Ērh-ya, I have transcribed it *pa* in agreement with a phonetic note appended to the commentary. But I think that its use in hai-pa is of scholarly origin, to connote a popular pronunciation *pa* of 貝pei (*pudi;* lo-pa is but a modern form of the ancient 贝 or 蝸 lo-pei (*lò-pudi > Mong. labai, «horn», originally «conch»; on lo-pei, cf. HUI-LIN in 爰, viii, 54 b; Hsin T’ang shu, 222 b, 6 b). We should have expected *pudi* to give *pai*, but there are many other cases in which the final -i has been dropped, such as 贝 kua.
(*k'ái), 罵 pa (*b'dí), etc. This form pa must go back to T'ang times, since the 巴 of the Man shu (cf. supra, p. 544) can be no other than pei-ch'i'h, «cowry».

When the Mussulman Sayyid Ajjal was sent by Qubilai to establish a regular administration in Yün-nan, he was soon confronted with the problem of the cowry currency. We read in his biography (YS, 125, 2a) : «The people of Yün-nan used cowries (pei) instead of cash (ch'ien). At this time the paper-money system (ch'ao-fa) was first introduced, and the people were not pleased with it. Sai-tien-ch'i'h (Sayyid Ajjal) reported to the Court, which gave permission [to the people] to revert to their [old] custom.» The exact date is given in the pên-chi (YS, 9, 2a) : «The 13th chih-yüan year, in the first month . . . , on the ting-hai day (Febr. 7, 1276), the «moving Grand Secretary» of Yün-nan, Sayyid Ajjal, came to report on the change of the names of the prefectures (lu) of Yün-nan. Moreover, he said that [the methods of] trade were not the same in Yün-nan as in China; the people [there] really did not understand the paper-money system. The best plan would be to permit the circulation of the cowries (pa-tsü) of both official and private origin, which would be more convenient for the people. The proposals were adopted.»

Less than four months later was issued an edict which has been preserved in the 通制條格 T'ung-chih t'iao-ko, 18, 20-21, under the heading 組 Ssü-pa, «Private cowries»; it is dated February 7, 1276. The question had been raised in 1275 whether people trading with Yün-nan ought to be allowed the free private import of cowries (pa-tsü) from the stocks existing in the warehouses of the Commissariat for maritime foreign trade (shih-po-tsü) in Chiang-nan. Conflicting opinions had been expressed as to the advantage or disadvantage of this free import for the authorities and for the population of Yün-nan. Private import was prohibited. The interest of this edict lies in the fact that it shows that cowries were exported to Yün-nan from ports at the mouth of the Yang-tsü, and that these cowries were not collected off the coasts of China, but came by sea from foreign countries.

On November 21, 1305, «10,000 ingots (ting) in paper-money [currency] were given to the 'moving Grand Secretariat' (hsing-shêng) of Yün-nan to be used concurrently with cowries (pei). As to the cowries, those which were not native products were to be treated in the same manner as forged paper-money» (YS, 21, 9b). Cowries have never been a native product of Yün-nan, and the so-called «native» ones are clearly to be understood as those which had been imported from Siam and possibly Burma and, in principle, at a more or less ancient date (on the direct trade from Siam to Yün-nan at the beginning of the fifteenth century, cf. TP, 1933, 383-385).

The importation of «private cowries» seems to have remained for many years a sore point with the Imperial administration in Yün-nan. In the Yün tien-chang (20, 31a), an edict dated in the eighth moon of 1301 (September 3-October 2) states that the cowry currency (pa-huo) of Yün-nan worked under the same conditions as obtained for other currency in the rest of China, and that it was the official number of existing cowries which determined the price of goods. But of late, officials and private people had vied with one another to smuggle quantities of «private cowries» across the customs barriers of the province, taking advantage of neglect of duty or using bribery, and a final stop had to be put to such an evil practice. All such «private cowries» were thenceforth to be confiscated and officials neglectful of their duty to be punished.

As to the exchange value of the cowries, we know from YS, 12, 4a (from which it passed
into Wang Chi'i's Hsu Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao, 4, 43 b) that on October 15, 1282, the following decision had been reached: "It was decided that the taxes (shui-fu) levied in Yün-nan should be on a gold (chin) basis, but payable in cowries (pei-tsi), one 琢 ch'ien of gold being valued at 20 索 so of cowries."

The ch'ien, one tenth of a Chinese ounce, is the mace of early European trade in China. This is the only text of Mongol times which mentions the so as the unit for counting cowries, and it does not tell us how many cowries made a so; but from later texts it will be seen that 80 cowries formed a so. It is thus clear that, when Polo says (cf. Vol. I, 277) that, in Yün-nan, "eighty cowries are worth one saggio of silver," he is alluding to the so.

The use of cowries in Yün-nan continued during the Ming dynasty; unfortunately, the most detailed information on this point is said to occur in 謝肇淲 Hsien Chao-chih's 棋略 Tien lio, a work written c. 1600 (cf. Ssu-k'u . . . , 68, 39-40; Hsien Chao-chih was a doctor of 1592), no copy of which is available in Paris. In 1385 it was decreed that the 'autumn taxes' of Yün-nan might be paid «in gold, silver, cowries (pei), cloth, lacquer, cinnabar, and quicksilver» (Ming shih, 78, 1 b). In the sixth moon of the ninth year of Yung-lo (June 21-July 20, 1411) the head official (ch'ang-kuan-sü) of the local district (tien) of 漢 虢 Ch'i-ch'u in Yün-nan (south-west of Lin-an), who paid annually [to the treasury] in cowries (海 肥 hai-pa), asked for a change of the assessment into silver and paper-money (yin-ch'ao); this was sanctioned» (Wang Chi'i, Hsü Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao, quoted by Fuirra, 33 a); I have mislaid the reference to the original text). More details, but without the indication of the month, are given in Ming shih, 313, 4 a: «The ninth year of Yung-lo (1411), the head official (ch'ang-kuan) of the local district of Ch'i-ch'ü, from Tzü-ên, came to the Court and offered a tribute of horses and of vessels of gold and silver; he was rewarded in accordance with the statutes. Tzü-ên then said that his office paid 79,800 so of cowries (hai-pa) annually, that these were not a product of the country, and asked to be permitted [to pay instead] with paper money and silver (ch'ao-yin), which would be more convenient. The Board of Revenue objected that the amount [of the tribute] had been fixed in Hung-wu (1368-1398) and that it was difficult to change the assessment. [But] the Emperor said: 'To wish to take what one has not in truth to oppress the people; these are far away barbarians, and should be shown so much the more compassion.' The request was granted.» This text provides a good illustration of the number of cowries which were imported into Yün-nan, since a single local district had to pay annually to the Imperial Treasury 79,800 so, i. e. 6,384,000 cowries.

The officials who, in 1411, had opposed the Emperor's benevolent dispositions must have had their own way in the end, since it was not until 1555 that the Yün-nan authorities were permitted to cast copper cash, and this permission was rescinded in 1565. In 1576, «the Governor [of Yün-nan] Kuo Yen-wu said that Tien (= Yün-nan) produced copper which was left without melting, while on the other hand cowries (hai-pai) were bought at a high price, [and that such a proceeding] was not advantageous; as a result, a Mint [for cash] was opened » (Tien hsi, written in 1807, 4, 16-17; cf. also 聖 嘉 禧 Yüan Chia-k'ü's 漢 經 Tien i, published in 1923, 3, 10). Again the Mint was closed in 1580, and «the copper cash in store in the [Yün-nan] treasury were used for the expenses of the troops in Kuei-chou.» The Yün-nan Mint was not formally reopened until 1660 (Tien hsi, ibid.).

Even during the existence of the Mint of 1576-1580, Yün-nan had continued to pay
government taxes partly with cowries. In a well-informed note which appeared in the North-China Herald of 1889, p. 534 (it is reprinted in JN CB, XXIV [1890], 130-133), there is the following passage: *We are told that in 1578 the Government received from Yünnan 13,764 taels in paper money, 944 piculs of grain and 5,769 strings of shells.* The origin of the text is not indicated, but in fact it comes from Wang Ch'i’s Hsü Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao, 29, 20 a, and represents the amount of the annual ordinary taxes (k'o-ch'ao) which were imposed upon the province; extra taxes, for instance the *fish-tax* (yü k'o-ch'ao), implied only a payment in paper money and grain, without cowries (ibid., 21 a). The translation is fairly accurate (*grain* stands for *rice and wheat* in the text; *picul* is misleading, as shih must here be the measure of capacity of 100 pints, not the *picul* of 100 pounds; moreover, I doubt whether shih, even as a weight, in principle 120 pounds, could then have been, as in more recent times, the equivalent of the tan or picul of 100 pounds). But the fractions are omitted: the true figures are 13,764.255 taels in paper money, 944.8888 shih of grain, and 5,769 strings (so) 20 shou of cowries (hai-pa). Now, as will be shown further on, the shou consisted of 4 cowries; but 20 shou, i.e. 80 cowries, made a complete *string* (so), so that there must be some mistake in the figure. The passage is, however, of real interest because it is the only one known to me where a subdivision of the so is actually used in an account.

Since the decisions of 1411 and 1576 had hardly been enforced, the importation of cowries into China by sea went on until a much later date. Some may have come from the Liu-ch’iü, the regular tribute of which included cowries (hai-pa; cf. Wang Ch’i’s Hsü Wên-hsien t’ung-k’ao, 33, 10 a); but it is possible that these remained at the Capital to be used as ornaments, just as did the gastropod shells (lo-k’o; these were probably conches) of the same origin. The cowries intended for currency in Yün-nan were imported by regular maritime trade. According to the tariff of 1589, imported cowries had to pay a duty of 0.02 ounce of silver per shih, and, according to that of 1615, of 0.017 ounce (cf. Tung-hai yang k’ao, 7, 10 b, 12 b). Cowries fell into disuse only in the middle of the seventeenth century, as can be deduced from the final reopening of the Mint in 1660 and also from a passage in the early Yün-nan t’ung chih which is in the Bibliothèque Nationale (Courant, Catalogue, Nos 1785-1790, 7, 5-6). Courant says that this copy is a reprint, made in Ming times, of the edition published in compliance with an Imperial edict of 1454. But he is mistaken. The edition speaks of the Ming as *Ming*, not as *Ta-Ming*, and mentions not only the latest reigns of that dynasty, including Ch’ung-ch’eng (1628-1644), but also the succeeding Ch’ing dynasty; so it is clearly a redaction of early Ch’ing times. The passage on the cowries is as follows: *Formerly cowries (pei) were in great use; popularly they were called pa-tzu.* One was called *chuang* (etc.; cf. infra, p. 549); then follows a long discussion on the use of cowries in ancient China, which, the authors thought, the custom in Yün-nan continued). From [T’ien-ch’i] (1621-1627) and [Ch’ung-ch’eng] (1628-1644) of the Ming and afterwards, silver rose in value and cowries (pa) lost value; finally they were withdrawn and put out of use; the Barbarians adopted the currency system of Our dynasty (the Ch’ing), and for a long time they have not employed [the cowries] any more. But we give a full notice of them to preserve [the memory of] the ancient custom.*

In his Pên-ts’ao kung-mu (46, 22 a), Li Shih-chên, certainly drawing from an earlier Ming
work which he does not mention, says of the cowries: «At present they are used only in Yün-nan, where they are called hai-pa. One cowry is a \(6\) chuang; four chuang make a \(\frac{1}{2}\) shou; four shou make a \(\frac{1}{3}\) miao; five miao make a \(\frac{1}{4}\) so.» Lt Shih-chêng's source is very probably the Ming \(i-t'ung\) chi-h, written in 1461, where the same text occurs (86, 4), with a final sentence: «Even for paying taxes they use them.» KLAPROTH published this scale in JA, Febr., 1834, 155, probably from some encyclopaedia, and gave \(\frac{1}{4}\) chuang for the first term. This form also occurs in the list, otherwise identical with that of the Pên-ts'ao kang-mu, which is given in the 漢 短 小 般 Yung-ch'uang hsiao-p'în (30, 10 b), a work written in the first half of the seventeenth century (its preface is not dated, but the author, Chu Kuo-chêng, was a doctor of 1589; the last date I have noticed in the work is 1616, in 30, 26 b). The Yung-ch'uang hsiao-p'în may have drawn from the Ming redaction of the Yün-nan t'ung-chih, prepared in compliance with an Imperial order of 1454, which perhaps also gave \(\frac{1}{4}\) chuang (at least such is the form, as we have seen, in COURANT, Catalogue, Nö 1785, 7, 5-6). In his Hsü Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao 王 壁 Wang Chi's, whose preface is dated 1586, after quoting the text of 1282 on the value in gold of 20 «chains» (so) of cowries, added the following note (18, 4 b): «In Yün-nan one cowry is a \(\frac{1}{4}\) chuang; 4 chuang make a shou; 4 shou make a miao; 4 miao make a \(\frac{1}{4}\) t'o.» FUJITA, in his commentary on the Tao-i chih-hio (33 a), expresses the opinion that t'o may here be a corruption of so. It is possible that he is right, and so occurs elsewhere in Wang Ch'i's work (cf. p. 547), but even then the text would not be satisfactory, since it required not four, but five, miao to make a so. There is no indication, however, that, in addition to the «strings» or so of 80 cowries, there should have been in Yün-nan a «bag» or t'o of 64, and we ought probably to read «five» miao. The encyclopaedia Ko-chih ching-yüan, published in 1735, quotes (33, 26 b) from the 舊 事 稱 編 Pai-shih lei-pien a passage which mentions the \(\frac{1}{4}\) chuang, the shou, and, omitting the miao, says that twenty shou make a so. This is not incorrect in itself, but one may never be sure that the quotations made in the Ko-chih ching-yüan are accurate. I have seen the Pai-shih lei-pien quoted more than once, and I even think I remember having formerly handled a modern reprint in small size; yet I can find no indication of a work of that title in the catalogues at my disposal. A natural inference would be that the work referred to, with a slight change in the title, is the 舊 事 稱 編 Pai-shih hui-pien in 175 chapters, of which there is no recent edition available, at least in its original form (cf. Szü-k'u... 132, 14). But this too is the work of Wang Ch'i, and the information given in his Hsü Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao is not in agreement with that in the Pai-shih hui-pien. This suggested confusion between lei and hui in the title of the book actually occurs in the T'ao shuo by Chyu Yen.

From the texts quoted above it is clear that the so, which we have already found mentioned in a text of 1282, was a count of 80 cowries \((4\times4\times5)\). In Ming times, the people of Yün-nan also used another character to write the name of this unit, namely \(\frac{1}{4}\) sa. The K'ang-shi tsu-tien quotes the 舊 史 Pai shih as saying: «The people of T'ien (— Yün-nan) say that 80 cowries (pei) make one sa.» KLAPROTH's source, too, mentioned this sa. Here again I am not in a position to say what work the Pai shih may be; it can hardly be the Pai-shih lei-pien (? Pai-shih hui-pien), since the latter speaks of so, not of sa. From YÜAN Chia-ku,
himself a native of Shih-p'ing (north-west of Lin-an in Yün-nan), we learn that an inscription existing in the Temple of the Earth Lord (T'u-chu-miao) at Shih-p'ing speaks of 'so many so of cowries (peti)' (Tien i, 3, 10). According to an unidentified text which was used by Klaproth, the so was worth 6 li, i. e. 0.006 of an ounce (of silver) or tael. I find the same information in the Tien hsi (12 a, 21 b; also quoted by Yüan Chia-kü), in the course of the following text: 'Nowadays in Tien (= Yün-nan) the use of cowries (peti) has dwindled to very little, but Barbarian women near the border collect them as head ornaments. Popularly they are called pa. In using them, one piece made a ₉₆ chuang; four chuang made a ₉₆ shou; four shou made a ₉₉ min, also called a miao; five min made a ₉₅ hui (certainly a wrong reading for ₉₆ sa; it may not occur in the original edition of the Tien hsi; I have had to use a reprint of the Kuang-hsi period); hui (read so) is ₉₆ so. A so is worth 6 li of silver, but can be exchanged for several tens of minor things; that is why the Barbarians found it convenient. . . .' The author goes on to state that this was a survival of the old Chinese cowry currency, and that cowries formed the greater part of the currency used in Yün-nan under the Ming dynasty. This text of late date already betrays a corrupt tradition; the terms chuang and shou are written in a new manner, and I doubt whether min, which is itself in China one of the designations of a 'string' of cash, was ever really used as a substitute for the miao of Ming texts. At any rate, the confusion shows that the terms chuang and shou conveyed no meaning to the author of the Tien hsi.

The statement in Schilder, 318, based on Schlegel's Nederl.-Chines. Woordenboek (II, 408, a. v. kauri), that the cowry currency remained in use in Yün-nan down to the nineteenth century is not borne out by any authority. Nor can I find the source on which Andersson relied (Archaeolog. Studien in China, 78) when he stated that the Lolo still used a cowry currency. On the contrary, Vital is positive (Dict. français-lolo, p. [10]) that, 'for a long time now this shell is only used to adorn the caps of young girls and little boys'. This is also true of other tribes in Yün-nan, for instance the Li-su (cf. K. Ward, The Land of the Blue Poppy, 142). Sometimes cowries serve as ornaments for animals (cf. Bock, Im Reiche des weissen Elefanten, 1885, p. 150). The cowries used in Yün-nan were white, according to Polo, and their Lolo name (Si dialect) is žé-mâ-su, lit. 'white fruit of the water (= the sea) (= water + fruit + white); but the Chinese cash, which replaced the cowry, inherited this name and is called žé-mâ (cf. Vital, op. cit., 95, 297).

I have no explanation to proffer for the designations chuang, shou, and miao of Chinese Ming texts. Except shou, 'hand', which might be interpreted as a 'handful' of four cowries, they do not make much sense in Chinese, and, although they do not look like transcriptions, it may well be that, in fact, they transcribe native names, either Thai, or Lolo, or even Burmese. But something more may be said about so or sa. According to Polo, the rate of exchange in central Yün-nan between gold and silver was one to eight, and from the YS we know that 20 so were equivalent to 0.1 ounce of gold. Consequently, the silver value of the so in Polo's time ought to have been 0.04 tael, and, if we should take the rate of one to five, which is indicated by Polo for 'Zardanand', i. e. south-western Yün-nan, the silver value of the so would be 0.025 tael. These are, however, irreconcilable either with Polo's statement that 80 cowries, i. e. a so, were worth one saggio of silver, since his saggio seems to have been the ch'ien, i. e. the mace, 0.1 tael, or with the later Chinese equivalence of the so with 0.006 tael. We lack sufficient data to enable
us to reach a final solution, but, as will be seen further on, Polo's information finds curious counterparts in other sources. As to so, it means 'rope', 'cord', 'string', and would be a fitting designation for a 'string' of cowries; but it may also, in principle, be a transcription, with a semantic adaptation in the choice of the transcribing character. It has been understood by Chinese scholars as meaning 'string': so the «Pai-shih lei-pien» says that, if twenty *shou* (≈ 80 cowries) made a so, it was 'because, when reaching that number, [the cowries] could be strung (kuan)», and the *Yung-ch'uang hsiao-p'in*, that *pei* were made into a so as cash is made into a *ţeţ* min». (min is one of the terms used for a 'strings' of cash). On the other hand, so is *săd*, and passed through a *să* stage c. A.D. 1000-1100, before becoming the modern so c. 1100-1200; in such a case so could be a purely Chinese name, borrowed as să by one of the native languages c. A.D. 1000-1100, and from that native language retranscribed in Ming times as so in Chinese. A somewhat similar case occurred with the Lolo word for «cotton», sa-la, which I take to represent Chinese so-lo (*să-lă; see COTTON, p. 479). If this be right, the fact that the native word for a 'string' of cowries was borrowed from the Chinese of c. A.D. 1000-1100 would support the deduction, suggested by the text of the *Man shu*, that in the second half of the ninth century there was not yet a cowry currency in Yün-nan.

The modern Lolo language of Yün-nan is of no direct help, since it has taken over, in a modified form, the Chinese names of weights and measures. So in the Ñi dialect the ounce or tael is ló <Ch. liang; 0.1 of a tael is tsô <Ch. ch'ien; and 0.01 of a tael is fă <Ch. fēn. On the other hand, starting from the old Chinese system of the «string» of 1000 cash which was equivalent to one tael of silver (in fact, it has varied in modern times between 700 and 800 cash), the Lolo use the same words ló, tsô, and fă for a «string» of cash, and 0.1, and 0.01 of a «string», respectively (cf. VIAL, p. [10]). As a consequence, tsô (<Ch. ch'ien) is not only 0.1 tael, i. e. one «mace», but also 100 cash theoretically (in fact 70 to 80). Now the *Hsü Yün-nan t'ung-chih kao* (ch. 166) contains a comparative vocabulary of the native languages, in which the Lolo words are quoted from the 長安 Tsuan ya, evidently a Lolo-Chinese Vocabulary; I do not know its date, nor do I think that it has ever been published independently; it is probably not earlier than the nineteenth century, but the words are often quite different from those given in VIAL's *Dictionnaire français-lolo*. In this chapter 166, 27-28, we read that, in Lolo, «pound» (斤 chin) is 仍 chi (VIAL : ce), «ounce» or «tael» (兩 liang) is 來 lâi (VIAL : lo), «0.1 ounce» or «mace» (鎌 ch'ien) is gă sa (VIAL : tsô), «0.01 ounce» or «candareen» (分 fēn) is 他 分 t'a-fēn (VIAL : făi; t'a is in fact «one», VIAL : t'i; cf. ta, «one», in Burmese). All these words are clearly borrowed from the Chinese, mostly in denasalized forms, with one exception: sa cannot represent ch'ien. But if we remember that, in modern Lolo, the Chinese copper cash has taken over the name 些 mà of the cowry, it will appear quite natural that for 100 cash (in fact 70 or 80), the Lolo should have retained the well known name sa of the «strings» of 80 cowries. In this one case, and owing to the wide diffusion of the word sa, the Lolo was spared, at least for a time, from borrowing yet another Chinese term. Incidentally, it must be more than a fortuitous coincidence when Polo makes 80 cowries, i. e. one so, equal to one *saggio* of silver, i. e. one ch'ien, and in modern Lolo *să* (≈ so) is used with the same sense of ch'ien. If I am right in my contention, the word sa, used instead of so for a «string» of cowries in Ming times, probably represents the
form sa of the Lolo, and this Lolo sa may well itself have been borrowed from the Chinese so (*sāk > *sā) c. A.D. 1000-1100. Such a case, added to that of Lolo sa-la, "cotton," will have to be remembered in future attempts to determine the part played by Thai and Lolo elements, respectively, in the culture of the medieval Nan-chao and Ta-lici kingdoms of Yün-nan.

At whatever date we should place the beginning of the cowry currency in Yün-nan, the origin of this currency is perfectly clear. We are always too prone to attribute to China the various elements of Yunnanese culture. As a matter of fact, much of it comes from the south (see Cotton), and the southern origin of the cowry currency is amply proved by the mere fact that the "string" was of 80 cowries. This leads us to examine the problem of the cowry currency in India and in the regions which have long been under Indian influence.

Apart from Yün-nan, Polo speaks of a cowry currency in "Toloman," Bengal, "Caugigu," and "Amu" (cf. Vol. 1, 296); and in the description of "Lochao" (cf. Vol. 1, 370) he says that from this kingdom go all the cowries used in the above-named provinces. "Toloman" was in the northeastern part of Yün-nan, and may have shared in its cowry currency. Of Bengal, where cowries remained in use almost to our day, Polo speaks only from hearsay, repeating what he was told in Yün-nan. "Caugigu" (< Ch. Chiao-chih-kuo) and "Amu" (< Annam) are both Tongking, which he does not seem to have even visited; but he heard of Tongking as Chiao-chih-kuo in Yün-nan, and of Annam probably when travelling by sea from China to Champa. There is no indication that a cowry currency ever existed in Tongking itself, but it may have been used more or less on its north-western borders. As to "Lochao," this is certainly Siam, where a cowry currency obtained down to the middle of the last century (the identification of "Lochao" with the Pulo Condore islands in Jackson, 183, and Andersson, Children of the Yellow Earth, 296, is untenable). Siam, however, imported her cowries from the Maldives and later also from the Philippines. Polo never went to "Lochao," and what he really meant, and what, in my opinion, was probably quite true in his time was that the cowries used in Yün-nan mainly came from "Lochao," i.e. Siam. But they were not produced in Siam.

Polo's chapter on "Lochao" is the most ancient source which refers to cowries in Siam. Next come Chinese texts. Wang Ta-yüan's Tao-i chih-lio, dated 1350, says of 竹𧓣 Lo-hu (Polo's "Lochao", Siam; Fujita's ed., in Hsiuh-t'ang ts'ung-k'o, 32 b; cf. Rockhill in TP, 1915, 110): "It is the rule to conduct their trade with cowries (pa-tzū) instead of coins. Ten thousand of them are equal in value to twenty-four taels (liang) in Chung-t'ung paper money. It is extremely convenient for the people." In 1416 (?), or shortly after 1433) Ma Huan is content with stating that the people of Hsien-lo (ä-Siam) "in trading use cowries just as we do copper cash" (TP, 1915, 102). Fei Hsin, writing in 1436, copies into his paragraph on Hsien-lo what the Tao-i chih-lio said of the use of cowries in Lo-hu, but gives the value of ten thousand cowries as "twenty" taels instead of "twenty-four" (TP, 1915, 105); but this seems to be a slip or a corrupt reading. With the same reading "twenty" (and with an additional change, kuan, "string" instead of liang, "tael"), Fei Hsin's text has passed into Shu-yü chou-tzü lu, 8, 12a. It is difficult to determine the real value of the equivalence proffered by Wang Ta-yüan. In principle, "chung-t'ung paper money (ch'ao)" is the name of the banknotes issued by Qubilai in the chung-t'ung period (1260-1263), although they had been replaced in the course of Qubilai's reign by others,
the chih-yüan notes, the rate of exchange of which against silver was five times higher. These chih-yüan notes never met with general acceptance, and the chung-t'ung notes were revived and retained in fact until the end of the dynasty. More will be said on the subject under "Paper Money." Suffice it to state here that, as a rule, the actual value of the chung-t'ung paper money in silver was only one tenth of its nominal value. So 10,000 cowries should have had in Siam, c. 1350, a value of taels 2.4; but this seems to be excessive if we remember that, in Yün-nan, there must have been more than 13,000 cowries to one tael. Cowries ought to have been cheaper in Siam than in Yün-nan, on account of the cost of transportation. A possible solution would be to imagine that silver was comparatively scarce in Siam. The question, however, is rendered still more intricate by the fact that, according to Wang Ta-yüan (13 a), the people of Chiao-chih (= Tongking) counted 67 cash instead of the official number of 70 in exchange for "one tael of chung-t'ung silver" (chung-t'ung yin i liang). But I think that yin, "silver," is here a corrupt form of ch'ao, "paper money," in such a case the "chung-t'ung paper money tael," being one tenth of a silver tael, would exactly correspond to 70 cash of a "string" of 700 cash which was itself worth one silver tael. Wang Ta-yüan (114 a; cf. TP, 1915, 445) speaks also of "chung-t'ung paper money" in his description of Wu-tieh (Orissa); there was there a silver coin (the tang), which was valued at "ten taels of chung-t'ung paper money," and exchanged for "11,520 odd cowries;" this gives "11,520 odd cowries" to a silver tael. We may doubt that the cowries can have fetched in Siam more than twice as much as in Yün-nan or in Orissa, and the more so in view of the information we have on the low value of cowries in Siam in the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries.

In Chiêng Haio's Huang-Ming ssü-i k'ao, dated 1564 (Kuo-hsi ih wen-k'u ed., 1, 63), and in Mao Ju-chêng's Huang-Ming hsüang-hsü lu, dated 1629 (Nat. Libr. of Peking ed., 4, 16 b), the Siamese are said to "use cowries (hai-pa) in trade." Similarly, in Wang Ch'i's Hsü Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao (236, 2 b) and in the original redaction of the Kuang-yü chi, dated 1600, we read of Siam that "it makes use of cowries (pa-tzü), instead of cash, as currency" (24, 11 a).

The Tung-hsi yang k'ao, written in 1617-1618, says in its paragraph on Siam (2, 14 b): "Their custom is to use cowries (hai-pa) instead of cash (ch'ien). If one year they did not use cowries (pa), there would be a great epidemic in the country. So they go on [using cowries] and do not change [the currency]." The same text, though in an abridged form, has passed into the Ming shih, 324, 8 b. The interest of this notice is to show that, at least popularly, cowries were supposed in Siam to have, beside their intrinsic value, a prophylactic use. This falls in with the earlier Chinese remark that shells are very efficient against poisoning. No such belief is mentioned by Schiller (p. 328), nor by Jackson.

According to Andersson (Children of the Yellow Earth, 301), «at the end of the seventeenth and as late as the middle of the eighteenth century the cowry was used as money in Siam, but in 1881 it was no longer in use in Bangkok». The last statement is true, although cowries were then still used as money in the interior of the country (cf. Bock, Im Reiche des weissen Elefanten, 289); but the abandonment of the cowry currency even in the region of Bangkok was recent, and even to foreigners in Siamese service salaries were still paid in cowries c. 1840 (cf. Schneider, 107); in 1863 Bastian still found them used throughout the country (cf. Bastian,
Reisen in Siam im Jahre 1863, III, 44, 213). Before disappearing, the cowry currency may have undergone a last development in the Shan states and perhaps in Siam. Cordier (Y, II, 74) had quoted Parker as saying in the China Review, XXIV (not XXVI), 106, that he had still seen "porcelain money" in the Shan states. To this Parker replied in 1904: "The porcelain coins which... I myself saw current in the Shan states or Siam about ten years ago were of white China, with a blue figure, and about the size of a Keating's cough lozenge, but thicker." So they were not real cowries, but imitations in porcelain, like the ancient Chinese imitations in musselshell, bone, stone, or metal. I am not certain, however, that they were really used as currency in the Shan states or Siam, and not meant for instance for gambling, as is still the case with true cowries in India (cf. Jackson, 170-171), in Nepal (cf. W. Brook Northey, The Land of the Gurkhas, Cambridge 1938, 107-108), and in Tibet (cf. S. Chandra Das, Tibetan-English Dictionary, 300). Stewart Culin, Chinese games with dice and dominoes (Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1893), 501, has illustrated the use of cowries as counters in the Siamese backgammon. Moreover, len bid, "to play cowries", is the usual Siamese term for "to gamble" (cf. Pallecoix, Dictionarium linguae Thai, 54). Another possible solution would be to see in these porcelain coins the direct descendants of the ceramic coins which, about the end of the seventeenth century, Gervaise mentions as being used, with the sanction of the king, in distant parts of the country. But, in such a case, it would be a matter of surprise that no traveller should have noticed them in the intervening period.

The Siamese name of the cowry is bid (Cuaz, Dict.-franç.-siamois, 151), in Laotian bid hoi (Guignard, Dictionnaire laotien-français, 181; hoi means "shell"; Cuaz, Lexique français-laotien, s. v. "cauris"), gives "ngon bid" and "ngon hoi", rather surprising since ngon means "silver". This is certainly the word which the Chinese-Papai Vocabulary of the Ming dynasty (87 b) transcribes pieh = bie, bid, and perhaps the same as that which the Chinese-Pai-i Vocabulary (27 b) transcribes mi. It is not peculiar to the Thai languages. In Khmer, "shell" is bid (Tandart, Dict. français-cambodgien, 1, 418), clearly the same as Siamese bid. But there is also a Khmer form bier, "cowry", with which corresponds Cham biêr (cf. Cabaton, Dict. camb-français, 358). I shall presently revert to these forms with a final -r.

The interesting point is that the Thai forms of the word for "cowry", such as Siamese bid, Laotian bid hoi, etc., cannot be separated from Malay biya, "shell" in general, and especially "cowry" (many details of the various species of biya are given by Rumphius [Rumphius] in his D'Amboinsche Rariteit-kamer, 1705, ed. 1741). Spelt in Arabic with the same letters, there is another Malay word pronounced bêya, which means "tax", "duties", and, in agreement with Favre's surmise (Dict. mal-franç., II, 185-186), it is probably a doublet of the former word, recalling a time when taxes were paid in cowries. I am not in a position to decide whether the Thai borrowed the word from the Malays, or the reverse; in principle, the first hypothesis seems more probable. As to the phonetic resemblance between bid, biya (bêya) and the Ch. pei ('puđi), I hold it to be merely accidental. But I would pass no judgment on another possible connection. We have seen that there are forms ending with -r (Khmer bier, Cham biêr); Schilder, p. 324, quotes from Quoy and Gaillard, Voyage de l'Astrolabe, Zool. III (Paris, 1844), a form puré, "cowry", in the Tonga islands. I am in some doubt as to the true value of this
word; in DuMont d'Urville, Voyage de l'Astrolabe, Philologie, 1833, 8 v°, 2nd part, 162, 
"poure" is given as a word heard by Gaimard at Tikopia, but it is stated to mean "coquillage",
* i. e. "shell" in general. Now the Singalese name of the cowry is *bellä*, in Maldivian boli.
I leave it to others to decide whether bier, björ, and puré (?) can be connected with *bellä*, boli,
and whether a liquid has possibly been dropped in *bía*, biya. On the other hand, the Portu-
guese *bužio* (Span. *buzio*, > French *bouge*, Dutch plur. *bougies, bougies*, and, erroneously, *bongies*), which Schilder (p. 324) has tempted to derive from the Siamese *bía* or Maldivian boli, can
have nothing to do with either. The problem of the cowry is not touched in Ph. N. Bose's The
Indian Colony of Siam, Lahore, 1927.

From the Indian Ocean, cowries could have reached Yün-nan not only through Siam,
but also through Burma. Unfortunately, I find but little information on the use of cowries in
Burma. Schilder, 316, mentions Burma among the countries which used the cowry for
ornament, but says nothing of a cowry currency. In the *Kuang chih* (c. A.D. 400?; see Cotton,
p. 462) "conch" ( tëj k'ò) and "cowries" (chu-peii; on this term, cf. supra, p. 543) are listed
among the "products" of the kingdom of P'iao, *i.e.* Lower Burma (cf. T'ai-p'ing yü-lan, 359, 15;
the name of the country has been altered in our editions to P'iao-jên, but the original is not
doubtful. A more precise statement occurs in Sulaymán (Fe, 44); in his notice of Rahmâ, *i.e.*
Pegu, or Lower Burma, he states that "among the inhabitants barter is conducted by means of
cowries; it is the currency of the country, *i.e.* its wealth". So there must have been a cowry
currency in Pegu by the middle of the ninth century. But Harvey, who cites the above text in
his History of Burma (p. 10), gives no confirmation from any other source. The Burmese name
of the cowry is kriuè => kyiuè.

Of the "salt money" of southern Sê-ch'uan (see "Gaindu") Polo says that 80 "loaves" of it
were worth one saggio of fine gold (cf. vol. I, 275, and Y, II, 54, 57-58), *i.e.* one ch'ien of gold,
the very value assigned by the YS to 20 so of 80 cowries. As a consequence, 80 cowries ought
to be worth 4 loaves of salt or, to express it otherwise, one loaf of salt was worth 20 cowries. I am
too poorly informed on the subject of the history of the "salt money" in Sê-ch'uan to be
able to decide whether its value in multiples of 20 (*i.e.* 4 × 5), with a higher unit of 80 (*i.e.*
4 × 20), be accidental or may be connected with the system used in reckoning cowries. But, for
the latter, there can be no doubt that the system is the one which obtained of old in the countries
bordering on the Indian Ocean.

I lack all information on the ancient method of reckoning cowries in Indonesia, but more is
available on the ancient practice in Siam. La Loubère, who in 1667-1688 found the cowry
currency used throughout the country, says (Description du royaume de Siam, Amsterdam reprint,
II, 222-223) that the cowries came from the Maldives, and occasionally from the Philippine Islands,
and that 6,400 were worth one silver tical (but, contrary to Schneider, 107, and Jackson, 171, he
does not mention Borneo, nor does he say that the cowries were carried by ships as ballast) The
same rate was indicated in 1688 by Gervaise (loc. cit., 152), according to whom there were
800 cowries to one füding (*i.e.* 1/8 of a tical), and it still obtained in 1822 (cf. Crawfurd, Journal
of an Embassy... to the Court of Siam... ², London, 1830, II, 34). If we take Yule's figures
(Hobson-Johnson*, 388, 918), the tical is 225.5 English grains, and the Chinese tael almost 580 grains;
this would give, in round numbers, 16,800 cowries for one tael. I am afraid, however, that such a calculation is misleading, since it does not take into account the indications of earlier travellers as to the scale of coins and weights which obtained in Siam at the end of the seventeenth century. According to La Loubère (ii, 48), Cervaise (p. 152), and Sparr de Homberg (in JA, 1920, ii, 98), there were in Siam 20 taels to the catty or pound (and not 16 as in China). The tael itself was of four tical, and the tical of four mace (mas, in Sparr de Homberg; mayon, in La Loubère, who says that it was the name used by foreigners for the Siamese séling [stålång]; on mayon, cf. mayam in Hobson-Jobson, 530 b, and in JA, 1920, ii, 127); as a result the Siamese tael was of 16 mace like the Malay one, not of 10 mace like the Chinese. One mace was of two fiång, as is still the case, since the fiång continues to be 1/8 of a tical. But the result is that there were 32 fiång to one tael, and, with 800 cowries to one fiång, the Siamese tael would be worth 25,600 cowries. On the other hand, La Loubère is positive that the Siamese catty (of 20 taels) was worth only 8 Chinese taels (of 16 taels to the catty), which makes one Chinese catty worth two Siamese; consequently there must have been, in Siamese value, 51,200 cowries to one Chinese tael. This is irreconcilable with the earlier data in the Tso-i chih-lao, which would suppose for the cowries in Siam a value more than twelve times greater. Another indication in Sparr de Homberg is no less puzzling. According to him, the Siamese mace (mas) was worth 800 cash (casjes). Now, the mace being of two fiång, and the fiång exchanging for 800 cowries, this would make two cowries for one cash. If by cash Sparr de Homberg meant the Chinese copper coin (no copper coins were then cast in Siam), cash can never have been so cheap in Siam as to exchange at the rate of more than 25,000 for one Chinese tael, while in China itself the rate was between 700 and 800. But if by cash Sparr de Homberg meant the cowries, he overvalues them, since his rate would give only 400 cowries to the fiång, instead of the 800 which all sources state to have been the accepted value from the seventeenth to the first half of the nineteenth century.

Whatever the truth may be, the value of the cowry, which was still at the rate of 6,400 cowries to one silver tical in 1822, must have much declined in the following decades, since one tical actually exchanged for from 8,000 to 9,600 cowries according to Bastian, or even for 17,600 according to Pallecox (cf. Schneider, 108). The drop in value may be due, to some extent, to a change in the kind of cowry which came to Siam. There can be no doubt, in view of the Chinese texts of the early fifteenth century, that, at that time, the bulk of the cowries came to Siam from the Maldive Islands, and consequently were Cypræa moneta. But, towards the end of the seventeenth century, La Loubère (Description du royaume de Siam, 1, 222) has already mentioned the Philippine Islands as a small source of supply. Still earlier, in 1609, Antonio de Morga (Sucesos de las Islas Filipinas, Rizal ed., 279; H. E. J. Stanley’s transl., Hakluyt Society, 285) had said that siguei (i.e. sigay, the Tagal word for cowry) were shipped from the Philippines to Siam and Cambodia. In 1676 Navarette (Tratados historicos... de China, 61) had spoken of the small shells, very beautiful, called Sigueyes, which came from the coast of India and Manila and were used in Siam as minor currency; the same cowry currency obtained at Surat and came there from the Baldavia, i.e. Maldives. Cervaise (Hist. nat. et polit. du royaume de Siam, Paris, 1688, 4°, 152) says that ships brought the shells (coquilles) to Siam from the Moluccas.
and Philippines. The cowry found in the Philippines, however, like that of the eastern coast of Africa, is not the Cyprea moneta, but the Cyprea annulus, and Martens states in 1872 (Schneider, 108) that all the cowries he still found on the market in Siam were Cyprea annulus. That the fall in the value of the cowry in Siam c. 1830-1850 should be connected in any way with the substitution on a large scale of the Cyprea annulus for the Cyprea moneta is, however, by no means certain, since a similar depreciation occurred about the same time in Orissa, where the Cyprea moneta alone seems to have circulated.

From Gerard's description (p. 151-152), a round on one side as a musket-ball, and on the other flat with a slit in the middle, as well as from the plate in La Louëbère, it is clear that the former silver coinage of Siam was but an imitation of the cowry, and even now the monetary nomenclature retains traces of the former cowry currency. In contemporary Siam, as in the seventeenth century, the money unit is the tical (this term, used by foreigners, is not Siamese; cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson, 918; Sir R. Temple, in Indian Antiquary, XXVI, 253 sq.; Ferrand, in JA, 1920, II, 254), in Siamese bāt, or ngôn bāt (lit. «silver bāt»). But there are special words for four tical, ngôn tāmlāng nāng, lit. «one silver tāmlāng» (nāng = one), and for eighty tical, ngôn xāng nāng, lit. «one silver xāng»; while to express twenty tical or forty tical, one does not say twenty bāt or forty bāt, but five tāmlāng or ten tāmlāng. Although there is a word for 0.01 of a tical, sātāng (sātāng nāng), so that for 0.25 of a tical one can say 25 sātāng, the classical term for 1/4 of a tical is ngôn sălāng, «one silver sălāng»; 1/8 of a tical is ngôn fiāng, «one silver fiāng»; 1/64 of a tical is dt nāng, «one dt». But ngôn fiāng nāng, «one silver fiāng», is also the designation of 800 cowries, as it was according to the scale used from the sixteenth century to the first part of the nineteenth. A string of cowries is tāb nāng, «one tāb»; and, although I find no precise statement to this effect, I suppose it to have originally been 80 cowries. So in Siam the whole silver monetary system of the present day is on a basis of 4 × 20(4 × 5 or 5 × 4) × 10, and of sub-multiples of 4 and 8 (4 × 2). It still reflects, to a great extent, the scale known for the cowries in Yün-nan under the Ming dynasty, with its strings of 80, made up of 4 × 4 × 5.

Polo mentions also the use of a cowry currency in Bengal, the part of India where, in fact, this currency has been mostly employed in modern times. Information on the cowry currency in India is multifarious and, for the modern period, precise; I shall limit my remarks to the discussion of Chinese sources and the elucidation of some questions connected with the scale and the value of this currency.

The usual names of the cowry in Sanskrit are kaparda (-> kapardaka, kapardikā) and varāja (-> varājaka), once śvetikā, «the white one» (cf. Stein, Rājatarangini, II, 324), and the first two are certainly old, but they have not been traced hitherto in early texts of a certain date. Bhāskara (not «Blankara» as in Schilder, 324) and Dāpin are approximately dated in the sixth century of our era. Fa-hsien, who travelled in India at the beginning of the fifth century, antedates them when he says of the people of India proper (Madhya-deśa) that in trade they use cowries (pei-ch’ih; cf. Legge, A Record of the Buddhistic Kingdoms, 43; on pei-ch’ih, cf. supra, p. 542).

In his general description of India Hsiian-tsang, who travelled there in the second quarter of the seventh century, says (cf. Staal, Julien, Mémoires, I, 94): «In trade they use (huo yung),
in exchanging what they have for what they do not have, gold coins, silver coins, cowries (貝珠 pei-chu; cf. supra, p. 543), and small pearls.» But, in the notices of the various kingdoms, it is only in the one devoted to Koŋgoda, a small country between Orissa and Kalinga on the eastern coast of India, that Hsin-tsang makes the following remark (Mémoire, II, 91): «Its currency consists of shells (lo-peï) and various pearls (chu-chî).» Drawing perhaps, as often, from Hsin-tsang, but with a different wording, the Chiu T'ang shu (198, 8 b) says of India that «it employs cowries (ch'iîh-pei; it may be a corrupt reading instead of the more usual pei-ch'iîh, but it must have already been given in Sung editions) as currency». This passage of the Chiu T'ang shu has been copied by Chao Ju-kua (HR, 111). The Hsin T'ang shu too (221 A, 10 b) copies the Chiu T'ang shu, but gives the usual form pei-ch'iîh.

Although Chao Ju-kua's "P'êng-ch'îeh-lo of India" (西天 Hsi-t'ien; the bare translation «the West» in HR, 93, 97, 98, is inadequate) has been believed not to be Bengal (see Bangala), two products mentioned there are less unindicative than was thought by Hirth and Rockhill. One is tou-lo-mien, «tûla floss»; in the Middle Ages this term was really applied to Bengal cotton velvets (see Cotton). The other is the shell currency. The text says: 以白螺蜑蜑暖治爲錢. In HR, 97, the translation runs: «They use (pieces of) white conch shells ground into shape as money.» This is almost unimpeachable, and yet I wonder whether it be the true rendering. In principle, the ya-lo, «polishing gastropod», ought to be the tzû-peî or «purple shell» (cf. supra, p. 542); but the text expressly says it was white, as Polo does for the cowries used in Yûn-nan. In view of the very small value of the shell currency, I doubt whether the people in India would have taken the trouble to «grind them into shape». We might perhaps think of grinding a hole to string the shells, a practice which did not obtain in ancient China alone, but which I have never found reported for India proper (cf. Schilder, 320). On the whole I am inclined to believe that Chao Ju-kua did not exactly understand what his informants told him at Ch'üan-chou, and that the sentence actually describes the usual cowry currency which was extensively employed in Bengal.

On the other hand it is certainly Bengal which Wang Ta-yuan, writing in 1349-1350, described in his Tao-i chîh-lîo under the name of P'êng-chia-la (cf. Rockhill, in TP, 1915, 435-436). Rockhill retained the often corrupt text of the current edition, and so did Ferrand (in JA, 1920, 83); but, as was already suspected by Fujita, 98 a, the translation should read: «The government casts a silver coin called t'ang-chia (jatka > tânga, 'tanga'; on this word, which I shall not discuss here, cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson², 896-898 [but suppressing tângah, 'fer-blanc'], which in fact should be read tänâkâ]; Y², 54, 59, 63, 138; JA, 1920, 11, 293; 1985, 1, 239; Moerbeke, Harsha, 68 [jatkaka]; Bl, 11, 526 is absurd), every one of which weighs 2 mace (ch'ien) 8 candareens (fên); they are regularly used in trade. They are exchanged for 11, 520 odd cowries (pa-tzâ), which are a substitute for small cash; this is convenient for the people and truly advantageous.» This text has passed into the Ming i-t'ung chih, 90, 9 b, and the Shu-yû chou-tzâ lu, 11, 3 a, but curtailed and so corruptly divided that it is the tânga which is said to be used as «a substitute for small cash»; they still give to the tânga, however, the correct weight of «2 mace 8 candareens», which has become simply «8 candareens» in the current text of the Tao-i chîh-lîo.
In the first half of the fifteenth century, the Ying-yai shêng-lan says of Bengal (TP, 1915, 437; 1933, 423-424) : “In trade they use a silver coin called tang-ch’ieh (tângga), weighing three mace, an inch and two tenths in diameter and with writing on either side (?) ... For small dealings in the market they use cowries (hai-pa), the foreign name of which is k’ao-li (cowry) ...” In 1564, the Huang-Ming ssii-i k’ao (2,73) merely says that the people of Bengal “in trade use silver coins and cowries (hai pa)”, and likewise the Huang-Ming hsian-hsi lu, 7, 31 b.

Such are the Chinese texts on cowry currency in Bengal; but the Tao-i chih-liao mentions its use also in Wu-tieh (Orissa), with additional detail (cf. TP, 1915, 445 [not always correct]; Fujita, 114 a) : “Each of their silver coins weighs two mace eight candareens, and is equivalent to ten taels of chung-t’ung paper money (cf. supra, p. 553); it exchanges for 11, 520 odd cowries (pa-tsâ), which are used instead of cash; 250 cowries buy one “pointed” (lo) basket ( Jou jien-lo) of cooked rice, which, in our official peck (tou), is of one peck six pints (shêng). Every coin can [thus] purchase 46 baskets (lo) of rice, which make a total of 73 pecks and two pints (read “six pints”), enough to feed two men for a year, with something to spare.” Orissa is one of the regions of India where it is possible to follow the exchange value of the cowry through a fairly long period. “In 1740, a rupee exchanged for 2,400 cowries; in 1756, for 2,560 cowries; in 1833, 6,400 cowries; and in 1845, 6,500 cowries” (Jackson, 166-167). So the depreciation of cowries in Orissa was parallel and contemporary with that which we have noticed in Siam.

The main centre of production of the cowries was the Maldives. In its description of these islands, the Ying-yai shêng-lan says (cf. TP, 1915, 389; 1933, 417) : “As to the cowries (hai-pa), these people collect them and heap them in mounds; they let them rot, and then sell [the shells] to Siam and Bengal, where they are used as cash.” Then follows the description of the other standard product of the Maldives, the dried bonito or “cobily mash”. The two have sometimes been unduly confused. When Ibn-Baṭṭūṭah speaks of the “fish” which is found in the Maldives, Ferrand (Fe, 438), following Dular, interprets this “fish” as Cypresse moneta; but it must be the bonito. More than two centuries after the Ying-yai shêng-lan, but almost in the same terms, Rumphius states that the cowries were carried in full shiploads “from the Maldives to Bengal and Siam” (D’Amboinsche Rariteit-kamer, Amsterdam, [1705], folio, 1741 ed., 117).

Fra Mauro has a notice on the Maldives, which escaped both Yule (in Hobson-Jobson, s, 546-548) and A. Gray (in his survey of ancient notices of the Maldives at the end of his edition of Pyrard of Laval). It begins : “Divamoal (not “Diavamoal” as in Zurla, 51), which is the head of 12,000 islands, as appears from the evidence of those who navigate that sea; in them cowries (porate) are produced in plenty, and they are used as currency ...” Fra Mauro’s “Divamoal” is the exact counterparts of “Abbat-al-mabal” in Ibn-Baṭṭūṭah and “Diwah-mahal” in ‘Abdu-l-Razäq. Diva goes back to Skr. dvîpa, Pali dipa; the meaning of mabal or mel is still a matter of controversy. I do not know the source of Fra Mauro’s notice. Numbers approaching 12,000 occur in various mediæval writers, but are referred to islands in the Indian Ocean in general, and not to the Maldives only : “12,700”, inhabited and uninhabited, according to Polo (cf. Vol. I, 434; Y, II, 424, 425); “more than 12,000” (Monte-Corvino; cf. WY, i, 344); “more than
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10,000 inhabited, or more than 12,000 inhabited and more than 8,000 uninhabited (Jourdain Cathala, in Cordier, Les Merveilles de l'Asie, 74, 95; this would almost suggest that we ought to read 2,000 inhabited instead of 12,000, and 2,000 would agree with the figures given by Arabic sources). Our main authority for the conditions anciently prevailing in the Maldives, François Pyrard of Laval, who lived there from 1602 to 1607, states that the King of the Maldives called himself Sultan Ibrahim dolos assa ral tera atholon: that is to say, 'Ibrahim Sultan, King of 13 provinces and 12,000 toles' (Gray, Pyrard of Laval, ii, 95). It must be remarked, however, that the literal translation of the title would seem to be, 'King of 12,000 countries (ral) and 13 islands (atholon, our atoll).'

Without attempting to give a general sketch of the use of the cowry currency in India, I may state that this currency, restricted in modern times to states bordering on the sea or lying in the southern half of the peninsula, has been shown by Stein (Rajatarangini, ii, 323-324) to have been extensively used in Kashmir at an early date, and the passages of the Mahāvyutpatti which will presently be adduced would almost suggest that it was familiar to the Tibetans in the ninth century. We must not forget, either, that in the eighth century pei-ch'ien, 'shell money', is expressly entered in the Fan-tsa-ming of the Kucheans Li-yen, whose interests were mainly Central-Asian. Yet there is no trace of a shell currency in Chinese Turkestan. In that country I have myself picked up a few cowries, which the natives called ylan-bašt, 'snake-heads' (cf. Schilder, 325; Radlov's Dictionary, iv, 126, Kirghiz ĝilanbas), but there is nothing to suggest that they were ever used save as ornaments. I-ching had added to his translation of the Svarnaprabhāśa, ch. 6, a note on the value of the kārpāṇa in pei-ch'ih, i.e. in cowries (黄, ix, 23 b), and part of this note has been included in the Uighur translation (edited by Radlov and Malov, in Bibli. Buddhica, xvii, 442-18-14). But the Uighur translators have merely rendered pei-ch'ih as yartmaq (= now yarmaq), the usual Turkish name of the Chinese copper cash, clearly because the Uighurs had no notion of a cowry currency. Nor do I know of any Mongol or Manchu tradition referring to the cowry; its names in Mongolian, ibau, iba'u, iba'un, and in Manchu, ubioo (cf. Sū-t'i ho-pi wên-chien; Kowalewski, 281; Zakharov, 149), may be artificial creations due to Ch'ien-lung's scholars, which, however, I cannot explain; and so far no text has yielded the name by which the Mongols referred to the cowry currency of Yün-nan during the Mongol dynasty. Outside the range of Indian culture, the only part of the world where the cowry currency met with any real success was Africa, where its use has been carefully investigated in the general works mentioned at the beginning of the present note (to which add Delafosse's remarks in JA, 1926, i, 177-184).

I have already alluded to the fact that the string of 80 cowries formerly used in Yün-nan betrayed a southern, probably Indian, origin. A glance at Hobson-Jobson's article on cowry is enough to show the importance in modern times of the pañ (Skr. paña) of 80 cowries, which could be divided into 20 ganda (Skr. gañḍaka) of 4 cowries each. Przyluski has devoted to this scale part of a very interesting paper on La numération vigésimale dans l'Inde (Roczn. Oriental., iv [1926], 230-237), and has shown that it was closely related to the modes of reckoning of some pre-Aryan tribes of India, like the Santali. But, for my present purpose, it will be enough to draw attention to the Tibetan translations made from Sanskrit terms in the ninth
century, and preserved in the Mahāvyutpatti (Sakaki ed.). The Tibetan name of the cowry is mgon-bu or ʼgron-bu.

Here are the terms of interest for the present inquiry:

No. 9375: *Skr. kākaṇi; Tib. ka-ka-ni; is worth 20 cowries (mgon-bu).* Skr. dictionaries give kākini, also with the value of 20 cowries. A Japanese Buddhist work also speaks of the kākiṃi and of its value of 20 cowries (Bongo jiten, 454). Pali texts have kākaṇa (and kākaṇikā), but the commentaries do not seem to have retained any exact recollection of its value.

No. 9376: *Skr. māṣakaḥ; Tib. Ma-ṣa-ka; is worth 80 cowries.* Māṣaka (Pali māsaka) is identical with māṣa, *bean,* and became the designation of a small coin; in the present case it plays the same part as paṇ in the modern reckoning of cowries. Our *mace* comes from māṣa, through Javanese and Malay mās (the derivation from Mal. mās > amās, *gold*), proffered in the second edition of Hobson-Jobson and accepted by Ferrand in JA, 1920, 11, 296, is a failure). The kārṣāpaṇa (cf. infra) was divided either into 16 māṣa or into 20, and finally was identified with the ounce or tael of silver (cf. the important Chinese and Japanese texts quoted in Bongo jiten, 114-115 and 454-455).

In the sixteenth century, the tael of Malacca was divided into 16 māṣa, and it is generally believed that the reference of the word *mace* to the ch’ien, i.e. the tenth part of a Chinese tael, is to be ascribed solely to early European traders in China. But it seems just as possible that, in the lingua franca of Indonesian trade with China, this designation had already been adopted, and that the Europeans took it from the Malay traders (cf. infra for the analogous case of *cash*). This would not be without some consequence in the present case. If we suppose that the Māṣa > māṣ > *mace* may have been identified with the Chinese ch’ien at an early date, and since the māṣaka = māṣa was 80 cowries, Polo would in a way be justified in stating that 80 cowries have the value of one saggio of silver, i.e. one ch’ien; and on the other hand we must remember that so = so, i.e. originally a *string* of 80 cowries, is given as the term for one ch’ien in a modern Lolo vocabulary. The māṣa, which was in principle a certain weight, could also be the designation of a small gold *ball* (wun) which, according to Hui-lin, ch. 60 (§, ix, 152 a), was about the size of a seed of wu-t’ung (Sterculia plataniifolia). Hui-lin valued it at about 80 Chinese copper cash (t’ung-ch’ien); this is surprisingly little.

No. 9377: *Skr. kārṣāpaṇaḥ; Tib. kar-sa-pa-na; is worth 1600 cowries.* Skr. kārṣāpaṇa is well known, and is generally explained as being a coin (paṇa) of the weight of one karṣa, the karṣa itself being a weight of 16 māṣa; but Pali kahāpaṇa, may rather be a skenskrivization of an old dialectical form (cf. Pischel, Grammatik der Präkrit-Sprachen, 263; Rhys Davids, Pali-English Dictionary, s. v. kahāpaṇa). In the scale used for cowries in India in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, four paṇ (of 80 cowries each) made one āna, and four āna one kāhan; the kāhan was thus worth 1280 cowries, and the word is merely the modern representative of the earlier kārṣāpaṇa (kahāpaṇa) of 1600 cowries.

The kārṣāpaṇa repeatedly occurs in Chinese Buddhist texts, and there are various glosses of T’ang times about it. According to Soothill and Hodous, A Dictionary of Chinese Buddhism, 315, it was worth 400 candareens, which, in modern reckoning, would mean four Chinese silver taels; but candareens must be a mistranslation. In Hui-lin, ch. 13 (§, viii, 97 a), we are told that the kārṣāpaṇa was a piece of gold of the value of 400 ch’ien; it was round
in shape and of the size of a chiang bean (dolichos sinensis). Ch’ien means "cash", "copper coin", and is used by both I-ching and Li-yen to render Skr. paṇa (Bacchi, Deux lexiques sanskrit-chinois, 50, 229), but the ch’ien here intended must have been much below the paṇa in value. This is proved by another gloss of Hui-lin, ch. 26 (_below_ 2 b) : "Paṇa means a copper coin (t’ung-ch’ien); 16 paṇa make one kārṣapana."

So the modern scale of 16 paṇ (_=paṇa_) to one kāhan (_=kārṣapana_) goes back at least to the beginning of the ninth century. On the other hand the traditional equivalence of the kārṣapana to one karṣa of 16 māṣa is not in agreement with the scale adopted in the Mahāyānapariśītī where the kārṣapana is said to be worth 1600 cowries, and consequently to represent not 16 but 20 māṣaka (=_māṣa_) of 80 cowries each. This value of 1600 cowries to the kārṣapana is expressly stated by I-ching, in a note added to ch. 6 of his translation of the Suvarṇaprabhāsā, to have been the one universally used in Magadha in his time, _i.e._ in the second half of the seventh century (cf. 資, ix, 23 b). The two values of 1280 and 1600 cowries for the kārṣapana have been known to Chinese commentators, and they are also given by Tibetan sources (cf. Sarat Chandra Das, Tibetan-English Dict., 300). Such variations in value may be partly due to fluctuations in the modes of reckoning with 4 or with 5 or, still more, to attempts to pass from the vigesimal reckoning expressed by the unit of 80 cowries to a purely decimal system based on a unit of 100. Other translators, probably misinformed, and because of the ambiguity of ch’ien (which is either 0.1 of an ounce, or a coin in general, or a Chinese copper cash) have understood the paṇa as being one copper cash (ch’ien) and the kārṣapana as being 16 ch’ien, or have even merely rendered kārṣapana as ch’ien. It must be owing to some misunderstanding of this kind that grar-ta-pa-ni, _i.e._ kārṣapana, is given as a synonym of iba’u, "cowry", in Kowalewski, 281. I-ching further remarks that, in the text which he translates and which speaks of _100 kārṣapana_ , one ms. gives _100 際那羅 ch’én-na-lo_, _i.e._ _100 dināra_ or "gold coins"; a substitution rendered possible by the fact the kārṣapana, being in principle a certain weight, could, theoretically at least, be used of gold as well as of silver. More details are available on the kārṣapana; but I cannot discuss them here, and must refer the reader to I-ching (loc. cit.), Hsüan-ying, ch. 22 ( BELOW_ 7 vii, 86 a), Hui-lin, ch. 13 (ib., viii, 97 a), ch. 29 (ib., viii, 180 a), ch. 71 (ib., x, 2 b), K’o-hung, ch. 2 (ib., t, 21 b), Bongo jiten, 114-115 and 454-455, and Oda Tokuno, 210.

The scale of the cowries in Yün-nan was 4, 16 (4 × 4), and 80 (16 × 5), but in modern India it was 4 and 80 (4 × 20). The "four" basis of the reckoning also occurs in other ways in the values attributed to the kārṣapana: for since it was worth 400 ch’ien or 1600 cowries, the "ch’ien" of the first text of Hui-lin must have been worth four cowries, and must render not of course paṇa as usual, but ganḍaka = ganda, _i.e._ four cowries. At the same time, the number 400 itself, _i.e._ 20 × 20, supports Przyluski’s view of a vigesimal reckoning, which also appears in the higher values: 400 karṣa make one tulā (=_Hind. tolā; cf. Hobson-Jobson², 928; Ferrand, in JA, 1920, ii, 293 [where I doubt that we should start form Pers. tolāh], 294). I do not know the authority for Gile’s statement (Glossary of Reference, 63) that 200 cowries make _one āna_ or about three halfpence; the āna was usually worth 4 paṇ, _i.e._ 320 cowries.

Both paṇa and karṣa have become usual terms in foreign trade.
Paça is the fa-nan (=fanam) and pa-nan (=panam) of Chinese texts of the early fifteenth century (cf. TP, 1933, 409), the pun (of 80 cowries) and the fanam of Anglo-Indian, the fanon of the French settlements in India (cf. Hobson-Jobson², 348, 737). As to the karça, it was originally a weight, which was mainly used in ancient times in connection with gold and silver, but became the designation also of a copper coin; and it is in this capacity that it has survived. Sanskrit karçā > Tamil kāsu, Singh. kāsi, is the etymology of the Portuguese caixa, our «cash». But it is a mistake to state (Hobson-Jobson², 167) that the Portuguese are responsible for the use of this term as a designation of the small money of Indonesia and of the Chinese copper coins. Long before the arrival of Europeans, chia-shih, *kaš, is given by a Chinese traveller of the first quarter of the fifteenth century as the native designation of the tin coins of Pasè in Sumatra (cf. TP, 1936, 220), and kas is the name of the Chinese copper «cash» in Cambodian. This would tend to support the view expressed above (p. 561) that the use of «mace» (<Skr. māśa), as a designation of the Chinese ch'ien (in the sense of 0.1 of an ounce), may not have originated with European traders as is generally believed, but have begun much earlier among the natives of Indonesia.

The main purpose of these notes on Indian weights has been to show that the whole scale of value of the cowries in Yün-nan during the Middle Ages, based on 4, 16 (4 × 4), and 80 (16 × 5), connected this cowry currency with the Indian Ocean, more precisely with India, and not with the decimal scale of the usual Chinese practice. To this Chinese decimal practice there is now only one exception. The Chinese «pound» or ch'in (lit. «axe», a significant indication that bronze axes once served as a unit of weight) is divided into sixteen «ounces» or liang. But it would take us too far from our subject if I should attempt to trace the history of this apparent exception. It has to be studied in connection with the ancient measures hsūn of 8 feet and ch'ang of 16 feet, with the ¼ sou of 16 pecks (tou), with the shu, which was 1/24 of a liang, and also with the shih, «stone», of 120 pounds (gradually replaced by the tan, «picul», of 100 pounds) and its fourth part, the ⅓ chūn of 30 pounds, as well as its multiples, the ⅔ ping of two shih (or of 16 ⅔ hu; cf. K'ang-hsi ts'ai-tien, and Ch'ien-Han shu, 89 b, 13 b), etc. All of these were out of use or were becoming obsolete when a cowry currency made its appearance in Yün-nan, and moreover they would not account for the details of a system which, like the product to which it was applied and the tribes who adopted it, is decidedly non-Chinese.

Although I shall not discuss the cowry trade in Africa, going back as it does to the Middle Ages, I cannot refrain from quoting a passage from Aluïse da Ca' da Mosto, the Venetian who travelled along the coasts of western Africa from 1455 to 1463 and discovered the Cape Verde in 1460. Speaking of tribes of the interior of the continent (somewhat north of Senegal), he says (Ramusio, I, 100 EF; cf. Schneider, 119-120) : «In that land of the Berrettini no coins are made... I have heard, however, that inland these Azanagbi (=Berrettini) and also the Arabs are accustomed, in some places, to use white cowries (porcellette bianche), of those small ones which are brought to Venice from the Levant; and they give a certain amount of them according to the nature of the goods which they have to buy.» I shall make use of this text in my note on «Porcelain».
Polo uses this word only once, and as the name of a costly textile woven in Bagdad. It is of course the same word as the French cramoisi (> Engl. cramoisy) and the Old French cramosin (> Engl. crimsoin > crimson), which, like the French carmin (> Engl. carmine), go back to an Arabic قِمْرَیَة qirmizī (< qirmiziyun), an adjectival form of جَرْمَیة qirmiz, «kermes». The -in of carmin is not easy to explain, but I do not believe that it is due to a contamination of minimum, as is still stated by LOKOTSCHE, No. 1219.

Although it has become customary in French to speak of the «kermes» as «cochenille», cochineal, this is an American insect, Coccus cacti, while the kermes is a kindred species, Coccus ilicis, living on an oak, Quercus coccifera, and during the Middle Ages was found in many parts of the Mediterranean area. Another insect, the Porphyrophora Hamelii, was abundant in Armenia and went also by the name of qirmiz. Both were used for dyeing purposes, and the Armenian one was exported even to India (cf. HEYD, II, 607-609; also LECLERC, Traité des simples, in Not. et Extr., XXVI, i, 74-75).


All agree that qirmiz is not a true Semitic word, and that it must be traced ultimately to the Indo-European word for «worm», Skr. krm-, Pers. kirm, old Slav črm'; most authors derive qirmiz more precisely, either from Skr. krmija, lit. «born of a worm», or from its feminine form krmija, taken as a noun. But krmija is an adjectival formation, and krmija, as the name of the kermes (? or of the lac insect, Coccus laecc) is an unattested form known only from lexicographers. Moreover, one would expect the Indian term to have reached the Arabs through the Persians, and there is no reason why a Skr. k- should have given q- in Middle Persian. Finally, there is an Iranian form connected with, but not dependent on, qirmiz, and its final is quite different: Middle Persian kalmir, (< *karmir), > Hebr. karmil, Arm. karmir; Sogd. karm'ir; all meaning «red». This form does not seem to be an Iranian development, as was believed by MARKWART, but goes back rather to the Skr. krmila, as suggested by KARABAČEK. The MAHĀNyUTAPI (No. 9173) registers krmiliktā as the name of a red textile. KARABAČEK thought that the French carmin was derived from karmir, which for reasons of geography and chronology is difficult to believe. It was also KARABAČEK's idea that the Sanskrit term must have referred originally not to kermes, Coccus ilicis, but to the lac insect, Coccus lacca; and this is quite plausible.
POPE's attempt (Ungr. Jahrbücher, vi (1926), 115) to connect qirmiz > Turk. qutmts with Turk. qatl, «red», can hardly be retained; it would require a reversal of the problem, and would pre-suppose that qutmts was originally Turkish. Such a solution would dispose of the difficulty of the -z of the Arabic qirmiz, but at the same time we should have to abandon all connection with krim- and kirm, and to suppose that the word passed from the Turks to the Arabs at too early a date to be acceptable.

Through unknown channels, the word has reached Mongolian, where harminjin is the designation of a red cloth; it may also represent the Russian karmazin, of identical meaning (cf. Vladimirov, in Zap. Koll. Vostok. v, 81).

Bloch (Dict. étymol., i, 187) dates in 1315 the first occurrence of cramoisi in French; once more, French lexicographers have left Polo out of account.

Like «purple» (purpurea), «cremosi» was first a colour and later became the designation of a textile, and one might suppose that, as in the case of «purple», it was later used irrespective of the colour (the case of «scarlet», écarlate, is the reverse; it was first a textile, and afterwards a colour). However, in the early mentions I find of the textile, no colour is indicated (cf. for instance Francisco Michel, loc. cit. ii, 261, 474); Pegolotti (Evans ed., p. 430: carmusi, churnisi, churnusi) and Uzano (cf. Y, i, 65) give no indication of its nature. From Polo's text we can deduce that the «cremosi» manufactured at Bagdad was a costly fabric; perhaps it was a sort of red velvet, and was dyed with the Armenian qirmiz, Porphyrophora Hamelii, as surmised by Heyn (ii, 608). That it was most probably red is confirmed by the general value of the term in the East in Polo's day. In the Codex Cumanicus (Kuhn ed., 108), «cremizzi» (x = z) is transcribed in the same manner for Latin, Persian, and Turkish, as the name of a colour which is listed between eirilmium, «red», and «bachamzi» (identical in the three languages), i.e. baqqami, lit. «dyed with brazil-wood», «reddish» (see «Brazil»). For later mentions of «cramoisi», cf. Gay, Glossaire archéologique, i, 487-488.

The true Mongolian form of the name of this famous Emperor is «Qubilai», clearly a derivative form of qubi, «lot», «portion», but the mode of its derivation is obscure. Vladimirov.
MIRCOV (Doklady Ak. Nauk, 1924, 55-56; 1929, 170) saw in qubilai an ancient form of the present participle of a denominative verb qubila-, so that qubilai would mean «one who apportions»; he may be right, but I have never come across the word except as a proper name. It occurs first, before the time of Chinghiz-khan, in the Chin shih (cf. WANG Kuo-wei, Kuan-t’ang chi-ling, 14, 25 a), which speaks of ḥui-*t’u* Hu-pi-la, *Qubila, of the Salji’ut. Another Qubilai is often mentioned in the Secret History; for various homonyms, cf. also Ber, 1, 213; WANG Hui-tesh, 38, 1 a.

In Chinese, the name of the Emperor Qubilai is written 忽必烈 Hu-pi-lieh. In his edition of Rušidu’-d-Din, Blochet has adopted ḥu-bi-li Ṭubilai, but the usual reading of the ms. is ḥu-bi-li Qubilai (or Qubilai; cf. Bl, 11, 7), and the latter form is supported by ḥu-bi-lā Qubīla (or Qubilā) in Juwaïla (1, 255) and in Wàsàf (Ha, 32). The Syriac form is Qubīla (cf. Budge, The monks of Kublai Khán, 138, 159, 160). In all these transcriptions, as in Polo’s «Cubilas», the i of the second syllable is slurred, because this syllable was not accentuated. But an Armenian text gives «Qubila» (Rec. Hist. Crois., Arm., 1, 606), and Hethum the historian writes «Cobila» (ibid., 11, 160, 186, 294). As usual, the Georgian spelling is uncertain and abnormal; it hesitates between «Qubil» and «Qubli» (cf. Brosset, Hist. de la Géorgie, I, 1, 538). In a letter sent in 1278 by Nicholas III to Abaya, mention is made of «Quobley» (cf. Golubovich, Bibli. bio-bibli. II, 427). We find «Cobla» in the Latin translation of Armin’s letter of 1285 to Honorius IV (Chabon, Histoire de Mar Jabalaha III, 190). A letter was addressed by Nicholas IV in 1299 to «Coba Chan» (ibid., 216). The name was altered to «Holubeim» in the Catalan Map of 1375 (cf. Y 1, 300-301; Cordier, L’Extrême-Orient dans l’Atlas Catalan, 15).

Qubilai, fourth son of Tolui, was born on September 23, 1215, ascended the throne on May 5, 1260, and died on February 18, 1294.

According to Polo, Qubilai was born «on the 28 day of the moon of the month of September» (cf. Vol. i, 220). Moule is the first, I think, to have shown, in his foot-note to that passage, that Polo was absolutely correct. Polo, using a rough calculation, makes the Chinese year begin in February (cf. Vol. i, 222), which he counts as the first month; as a consequence, the 28th day of the month of September is the 28th of the Chinese eighth moon, the very day of Qubilai’s birth.

Polo’s calculations of the other dates concerning Qubilai are based on the assumption that he had begun to reign in 1256, so that he had been 42 years on the throne in 1298, the year in which Polo dictated his text (cf. Vol. i, 192-193); Polo, on the other hand, was not very far off the mark in saying that, in 1298, Qubilai was aged some «fourscore and five years»; as a matter of fact, had he been still alive, he would have been 84 years old in the Chinese way of reckoning, 83 years old for us. The date «1288» in some mss. is clearly corrupt. I hold the same opinion in regard to «MCCC et VIII» in FD, which, I think, gives no clue whatever to the year in which the FG version was made.

Polo’s error in making Qubilai’s reign begin in 1256, while the Emperor ascended the throne only in 1260, may be accounted for to a certain extent by the fact that, on his return from Yün-nan, Qubilai settled on the borders of North China outside of the Great Wall, and founded there in 1256, as his summer residence, the city of K’ai-p’ing which, a few years later, became
Shang-tu (see "Chemeinfu" and "Ciandu"); from that moment, he acted almost as if he was independent of Qara-qorum.

Qubilai having died on February 18, 1294, the news of his death must have been known to the Mongols in Persia before the end of that year. At that time, the three Polos had probably left Persia, but the report may have reached them on their way home, at or near Trebizond or Constantinople. It seems hard to believe that the news of the death of the Great Khan, mentioned in Ramusio’s text, was an arbitrary addition which corresponded to the truth by a mere coincidence (cf. Vol. I, 92). Of course, this is difficult to reconcile with the passages in which, in 1298, Polo speaks of Qubilai as if he were still alive. It may be that, after having heard the news, Polo disbelieved it for lack of more precise confirmation.

Polo says that Qubilai had twenty-two sons from his four wives, and twenty-five from his concubines (cf. Vol. I, 206-207; Y I, 356-360). Like all the early Mongol Emperors, Qubilai had four ordo, or, in the plural, ordos, a term which Chinese texts either transcribe phonetically, or render 宮 hsiing-kung, lit. "moveable palace" (see "Chinghis", p. 309); so Palladius’s statement, reproduced in Y 1, 358, that Chinese authors translate ordo by "harem" is not quite accurate. The four ordos of Qubilai’s principal wives were those of (cf. YS, 106, 2-3; also 95, 7-8. Blochet’s translation [BL II, 353] is useless, because he has mixed up the order of the ordos, and mistaken 畝 yu, here meaning "what has been mentioned above", for a designation of ordo "of the right" which never existed):

(1) 帖古倫 T'ieh-ku-lun, i.e. Tägilün (not "Toughlouk" as in BL II, 353), a feminine name in -lun derived from the same tägil- as in Tägilär (see "Caraunas"). From YS, 106, 2 b, we know that Tägilün, head of the "Great Ordo", had received the title, certainly posthumous, of "Great Empress" (Ta Huang-hou); nothing more is said of her in the general table of empresses and concubines, nor is she even so much as named in the biographical notices of Qubilai’s empresses (YS, 114, 1 b). Rašidu’d-Dîn ignores her. In YS, 118, 2 b, we are told that Tägilün was the daughter of To’oril, himself a grandson of the Qonyrat Alčin-noyan (Alčin-noyan was the elder brother of Börä, Chinghiz’s principal wife; on the name, cf. my paper Sur un passage du ‘Cheng-wou ts’in-tcheng lou’ [figured by misprints], in The Ts’ai Yüan P’ei Anniversary Volume, Peiping, 1934, 1, 907-938). The pên-chi of Qubilai (YS, 4, 5b) give a list of members of the Imperial family who, according to an edict of January 14, 1261, were henceforth to receive an annual grant in silver and silk; amongst the beneficiaries was "the former Empress (先朝 胡 hšen-ch’ao huang-hou) Tägilün". The wording is strange, and hšen-ch’ao would suggest that we have here to deal with a consort of a former emperor; I agree, however, with T’u Chi (19, 7 b) that the Tägilün of the table of empresses is certainly meant. If she really was Qubilai’s consort, she must have died before Qubilai’s accession to the throne, or at any rate before January 14, 1261, and hšen-ch’ao would be a clumsy rendering from the Mongolian. The grant was made to her ordo, which must have continued its separate existence after her death, but the texts give no indication as to who was in charge of it after her. But this solution is open to doubt, and there may be an error in the YS as to Qubilai’s first ordo (cf. Yanai, 692-694).

(2) Ch’a-pi, Ch’abhi in Raśidu’d-Dîn, altered to Čabbi in "Sanang Setsen".
Čabui *remains unexplained; contrary to Blochet (Bl, ii, 352), it can have nothing to do with Skr. jambu. Čabui was a Qonyrat, and both the YS (106, 2 b; 118, 2 b) and Raşid-u'd-Din agree in making her a daughter of Atţin-noyân; this is hard to believe, as it would make her three generations older than Täğülten (cf. also T'u Chi, 19, 7 b). She was already one of Qubilai's wives before his accession to the throne, was promoted "Empress" (Huang-hou) in 1260, and died in 1281 (cf. YS, 11, 5 a; 106, 2 b; 115, 3 a; T'u Chi, 19, 9 a; the date "1277" in YS, 114, 2 a, is an error, and so is "1283/1284" in Raşid, Bl, ii, 354). Raşid insists on her rare beauty (Ber, i, 152; Bl, ii, 353). He also mentions her Chinese title of i-i qonqu (Ber, i, 152), which, despite Condier's note in Y, i, 75, regularly renders huang-hou. According to the Chinese, she was the mother of Činkim (or Jingim?; see "Cinchim"), Mangala (see "Mangalai"), and Nomoyan (see "Nomogan"). Raşid says (Ber, i, 152) that she bore Qubilai four sons and five daughters. The four sons must be Dörji, Činkim, Mangala, and Nomoyan; in the case of Činkim, however, Raşid (Bl, ii, 354-355) speaks of his mother as if she had been some one other than Čabui, and gives her the "name" of ibn tâibhu, i.e. 太后 t'ai-hou, "Empress Dowager," a title which Chinese texts never mention in the case of Čabui and which would seem to fit only Täğülten (cf. Yanai, 694); the Mo'azz is in agreement with Raşid. After Čabui's death, she was succeeded in her ordo by another Qonyrat, 敕寧 Nan-bi (*Nam-bi), 母 Nambui in Raşid (Ber, i, 152, where the name is misread "Tâjüi"; Bl, ii, 372), 子 Nambui in the Mo'azz. The name "Nambui" (perhaps Nombui) is not explained. According to Raşid, Nambui was the daughter of Naţin kürügün (i.e. Imperial son-in-law), but the Chinese authorities must be more accurate when they state that she was the daughter of Naţin's grandson Hsien-t'ung (YS, 114, 2 a). She was proclaimed Empress (Huang-hou) in 1283. Chinese sources say that, as Qubilai was already well advanced in age, the ministers took to the habit of making their reports to her (YS, 106, 2 b). In spite of the Emperor's age, Nambui bore him a son, whose name is not given in the genealogical tables of YS, 107, 8-9, is mistaken for that of Oyrųqçu by Raşid in his notices of the tribes (Ber, i, 152, where Çarqüči is a wrong reading), and is omitted by him in Qubilai's history (Bl, ii, 372), but has been preserved in YS, 114, 2 b, where it is given as 鉴 賜 亦 T'ieh-mieh-ch'i'h, Tâmâči.

(3) The Empress (Huang-hou) Tārāqu (lit. "Bald"). Nothing is known of her, nor of the concubine (fei-tzu) *Nuqan, who belonged to the same ordo.

(4) The Empress Baya'ūčin and the Empress Kükölün. Chinese sources merely give their names, but from Raşid (Ber, i, 178; Bl, ii, 369-370) we know that Baya'ūčin was a Baya'ut, the daughter of Buračin (?) and that she was the mother of Toy'ûn.

These are the traditional four ordos, and Polo must have had them in mind when he spoke of Qubilai's four wives. We do not now to which ordo was attached Hülüjin, of the Hušin tribe, the mother of Ayači (Ber, i, 168; Bl, ii, 367), or Đörbäjin, of the Đörbän tribe, the mother of Hugäči (see "Cogacin") or Oyrůqçu (cf. Ber, i, 195 [where the names are misread]; Bl, ii, 364-366).

Yanai has supposed that Qubilai's first ordo (the "great Ordo") was at Ta-tu (—Peking; see "Tađu"), the second at Shang-tu (see "Ciandu"), the third at Čayn-nôr (see "Cigannoru") and the fourth at Liu-lin (see "Cacciari-modun"), but this is quite hypothetical.
Polo says that Qubilai had twenty-two sons from his four principal wives, and twenty-five from his concubines. These figures do not tally either with Persian or with Chinese sources. The Chinese genealogical tables list only ten sons (YS, 107, 8 b; cf. 95, 5-6); but Tamāśin must be added, and Rashīd’s list of twelve sons seems to be accurate. So I agree with Yule’s hypothesis that twenty-two (‘XXII’) in Polo is probably a mistake for twelve (‘XII’). In Yule’s list (Y, 1, 361), some names are corrupt; moreover, the twelfth name is due to Hammer’s corrupt duplication of that of Nomoyan. ‘Gantampouhoa’ is An-t’an-pu-hua, Altan-buqa, who was not a son, but a grandson of Qubilai. Except that the Chinese list omits Qurida, and reverses the order of Qutluq-tamūr and Toyŏn, it agrees with Rashīd’s. The list of twelve names is to be established as follows: 1, Dorji; 2, Cinkim; 3, Mangala; 4, Nomoyan; 5, Kurida; 6, Hügāči; 7, Oyuqči; 8, Ayači; 9, Kökőči; 10, Qutluq-tamūr; 11, Toyŏn; 12, Tamāši.

Various opinions have been expressed in China on the personality and character of Qubilai; I cannot discuss them here. One point, however, may be noticed, and that is Qubilai’s tendency to resort to the services of men who were not Mongols. He was more than once reproached by people of his own kin for showing favour to and placing confidence in Chinese or Mussulmans, but replied that they were more efficient. Although Polo did not hold at his Court the high position which the text, as written down by Rustichello, would make us believe, there can be no doubt that Qubilai treated him well. It seems as if the rough Mongol, once established in China, had come to feel the value of her ancient culture, without being hampered by the traditional prejudices of the literati. In that respect, and of course in rather different conditions, his long reign may be compared with that of the later Manchu Emperor K’ang-hsi.

187. CUGIU (← *SINGIU, cc. 154, 155)

| chagu TA¹ | cogio G | engui VL |
| chagui TA² | cugiu F, L | gieza R |
| chuçu, cuçu Z | cuguij, xinguij, zuguj VB | guguan V |
| cingui LT | cuguy P | sigui S |
| cinguy, siguy FA | cuyguy FB | |

Charignon was the first to propose what I believe to be the true solution (Ch, iii, 101): *Singiu* is the same as the modern Kuang-hsin in north-eastern Chiang-hsi. Polo’s form represents 欣州 Hsin-chou, a name which goes back to 758, and which was replaced by Kuang-hsin only in the Ming dynasty. In the Yiian dynasty, Hsin-chou belonged not to Chiang-hsi, but to the province of which was at Hang-chou (YS, 62, 7 a); Polo is correct on that point also. South of Hsin-chou, the road crossed the Wu-i Mountains to reach Ch‘ung-an, Chien-
yang and Chien-ning (see « Quenlinfu »). BENEDETTO contradicts himself by accepting CHARIGNON's identifications as far as Ch'ang-shan (south-west of Ch'i-chou), and then rejecting Hsin-chou in favour of Ch'ou-chou, which is very far to the south-east (Bl, 441, 442). It is on account of the identification with Hsin-chou = Kuang-hsin that I have restored an original form « Singiu », although it is not the one which has the best support in the ms.

Fra Mauro writes « Chuu », one more striking parallel with Z, and with Z only (the « Chuzu », of Zu, 38, and HALLBERG, 146, is not the form which actually appears on the map).

188. CUI

caitus P²

calcur P

chim TA³

chui VA, VB; G

cin TA

cui F, L, LT, VB

uy FA, FB

yn R

This is the Great Khan Güyük or Küyük; for the conditions in which the final -k is dropped, see « Ulau ». Plan Carpine gives the proper form, which he writes « Cuyuc », « Cuyucan », « Cuyucan » (cf. Yy, 64, 85, 93, 94, etc.), and Salimbene owes to him his correct « Cuiuch-Chan » (cf. Pel, 12). But Rubrouck has « Keuchan », and Hethum « Guo Can » (see « Ulau »). Georgian texts have « Kuk » (BROSSET, Hist. de la Géorgie, 1, 521); « Ghotk », given as an Armenian form by BROSSET, Hist. de la Géorgie, 1, Add., 326, and « Gayug » adopted by PTKANOV, Ist. Mong. Golov, 1, 38, must both be wrong readings. The YS, 2, 4 a, transcribes ꞏقرأ Kui-yu (= Güyük); Juwaini writes ꞏقرأ Güyük (or Küyük), and so does Rasidu' d-Din (Bl, 11, 4), although BLOCHET, after p. 227 of his edition, adopts consistently the exceptional spelling ꞏقرأ Güyük (or Küyük); cf. Bl, 11, 227 (the would-be homonymous ꞏقرأ of p. 570 is probably a misreading for ꞏقرأ Köbük). The name is perhaps derived from güyük, « to run »; güyük has a subsidiary form güi; a secondary form *Güük would account for « Cui » = *Güük, but is in itself unlikely, and the Chinese and Persian transcriptions favour a regular Güyük. Nevertheless, the etymology remains doubtful, and the name may even be of Turkish origin.

Güyük was Ögödiit's eldest son, and was born in 1206; Plan Carpine was present when he ascended the throne near Qara-qorum on August 24, 1246. Güyük died in March-April 1248 at Qum-sangir, seven days' journey from Be-haltq; cf. Pel, 196-197 (I have noticed since that the name of Qum-sangir, which was only a reconstruction on my part, really appeared, under the slightly different form Qum-singir, in the Secret History, § 158, as a region through which the Urgung flowed; it was already known through the abridged Chinese version translated by PALLADIUS; cf. Ber, 11, 280, where the name is incorrectly given as Qum-singir).
F's "Cuigu" led Pauthier and Yule astray when they thought here of Kuei-chou; the place can only be 虢州 Hsù-chou, Hsù-chou-fu or «Sui-fu» of our maps, on the Yang-tzù, and the various readings of other mss. might have been called upon to justify a correction to «Ciugiù», if -iu- and -ui- did not constantly alternate throughout the whole book (cf. «Ciugiù», for which F has both «Ciugiù» and «Cuigu». In «Ciugiù», we would seem to have हसिं (si) noted by ci, although Polo's ci- is generally ɔ or ɔi-; either ɔ- has been taken here before i with its French value, or ci- has replaced very early an original si-; I am in favour of the second solution, with some hesitation. In the present case, I dare not attach much value to Z's reading "Sugu", as the -g- is wrong, and suggests a contamination with the name of Su-chou (see «Succiu»).

Although I adopt *Siugi as the original form, *Siugi would not be impossible if we could establish that the Sui pronunciation of the modern dialectical «Suifu» goes back to the Mongol period.

Charignon (Ch, 11, 269) has admitted that Polo's return journey started from Lin-an, far to the south of Yün-nan-fu, which he takes as the geographical equivalent of Polo's «Amu». Benedetto (BP, 448), taking too literally Polo's later vague and second-hand information about the Gulf of Tonking (see «Cheyanam») bordering upon the provinces of «Amu» and «Toloman», has looked for «Toloman» on the eastern (and even south-eastern) border of Yün-nan. This is impossible in view of Polo's itinerary, and for anybody who accepts at the same time, as Charignon and Benedetto do, that «Cuigu» is Hsù-chou-fu. But the chapters on Burma, Bengal, «Caugi» and «Amu» are hors d'œuvre in Polo's account of Yün-nan, and I think Yule was right (Y, 11, 131) in making the return journey start, in spite of the mss. (in particular of F), not from «Amu» (q. v.), but from Yün-nan-fu; we have here another example of these digressions which Rustichello or an early copyist has turned into portions of the main itinerary. Chinese texts of the time are full of incidents relating to the water and land communications between Yün-nan-fu and Su-ch'uan, and always mention the difficulties of the track of land south-west of Hsù-chou, when passing the territory of the T'uo-lo man. That is one of the
reasons why we must admit that the "Toloman" are the T'u-lao-man, and that "Cuigu" is the Hsi-chou of the Mongol period, Hsi-chou-fu (vulgo Sui-fu) of modern times. The equivalence of "Cuigu" and Hsi-chou-fu had been suggested to Yule, with very good reasons, by Richthofen, and it is a pity that Yule did not adopt it outright (Y, ii, 129-130). Cordier's note (Y, ii, 131) and the map opposite still wrongly assume that Polo's route passed east of Hsi-chou-fu. The result is that the traveller is supposed to go up to Ch'êng-tu by the To-chiang, while there can be no doubt that his twelve days of travel by river from "Cuigu" to Ch'êng-tu are from Hsi-chou-fu (Sui-fu) up the Min river via Chia-ting. Richthofen was also right on this point.

190. CUIUCCI

canici P
cimici (?) LT
ciniili S
ciuiici R

cuiucui F
cuiucui FA
cuiucui L
cuiucui VA

tanitiy FB
tiucui TA

tiuuci TA

The word is explained in F as "celz que tienent le chien mastin", and in Ramusio as meaning "signori della caccia". Pauthier and Yule could make nothing of this term, and Benedetto (B, 143, 452) still adopts a reading cinuci. It seems that he has not been convinced by the note I had given in 1920 to Cordier (Y, iii, 70), unfortunately disfigured by a misprint "censeurs", instead of "coureurs" (to which I have already called attention in JA, 1927, ii, 267). But if we take into account that, according to the Chinese texts, the 赤 kuei-ch'iê (or 赤 kuei-yu-ch'iê; cf. Wang Hui-tsu, 50, 1 a), numbering more than 10,000 men, were established under the command of Mingyan (see Mingan), that Rašidu'-d-Din names a Bayân gûyûkê (see "Baian"), and that Polo speaks of two groups of cuiucci, each numbering 10,000 men, placed under the command of each of the two brothers "Mingan" and "Baian", no doubt can be entertained as to the identity of the cuiucci and the kuei-ch'iê or kuei-yu-ch'iê. The Mongol original of the Chinese form is clear. In a text I translate below, we read that kuei-yu-ch'iê means "to run quickly"; and the Mongol verb meaning "to run" is gûyû- and gûi-. Moreover, gutturals ending a syllable are generally not reproduced in Chinese transcriptions of the Mongol period; we have thus gûiê and gûyûê, both meaning "runners", exactly represented by kuei-ch'iê and kuei-yu-ch'iê.

The main text on the gûyûê is that of the Cho-kêng lu of 1366, which says (original edition, i, 24 a) : "Kuei-yu-ch'iê", that is [those who] run quickly. Every year, there is a competition, which is called "letting run" (散走 fang-tsou); the one whose legs are the swiftest wins an Imperial reward. For that purpose, the supervising officials put all the candidates in line and hold them by a rope so that there should be no quarrel about a difference in the moment of their departure; afterwards they take off the rope and let them go. If the competition] is in Ta-tu (Polo's "Taidu", i. e. Peking), the start is from 河西務 Ho-hsi-wu (a well-known ancient customs station between Tientsin and Peking). If in Shan-tu (see "Ciandu"), the start is from 泥河兒 Ni-ho-erh ("the Muddy River"). In three [double] hours, they run
180 li and finish directly in front of the Emperor, prostrate themselves and shout 'Wan-sui' ("Ten Thousand Years"). He who arrives first is given a silver ingot (ting); to the others are given silk in varying quantities. This text of the Cho-kêng lu is in fact copied from the Shan-chü hsin-hua of 1360 (Chih-pu-uts-chai ts'ung-chu ed., 25 a-b), but our edition of this last work seems slightly corrupt.

In Mingyan's biography (YS, 135 a), we read: "In the 13th year chih-yüan (1276), Shih-tsu (Qubilai) ordered by edict that the people who were homeless, the Buddhist and Taoist monks who had escaped registration and men of the various races (i.e., not Mongol, or Northern or Southern Chinese) who did no service in public works, to the number of more than 10,000, should form the kuei-ch'ih (glyükči, giyüükčči), and he ordered Mingyan to lead them." The giyüükčči, thus formed with more or less dubious elements, were nevertheless a fighting force which bore the name of "army" (chüän) at least from 1284. In 1287, they became a 所 wei, that is to say one of the divisions of the Imperial Guard, according to YS, 99, 2 b. They were also called 之 the personal (親) army of the kuei-ch'ih (kuei-ch'ih ch'in-chüän). Data for a more detailed study of the kuei-ch'ih are not lacking, but they have not been collected.

From the Chinese texts, the giyüükčči do not appear in the same light as in Polo's text, where they are said to be keepers of the hounds and to have had as their principal task to help in the Imperial hunts. This may have been one of their duties, but it does not seem to have been the only one, nor even their main duty.

I have shown above that the giyüükčči or giyüükči had become one of the components of the Imperial Guard. Odoric (Wy, 475) speaks of four barons who always accompanied the Mongol Emperor when he rode out in a car, and these have been, naturally enough, identified with the kâšiktân (see "Quesitan"). But Odoric calls them Çuche (var. Çuche, Çute, Çuche), which cannot be restored to kâšik or kâšiktân; we ought perhaps to read Çuche — Güükči. As a matter of fact, the kâšiktân had already been described by Odoric, although not named, in the preceding paragraph. On the other hand, it is clearly said in Mingyan's biography that he always accompanied Qubilai; his successors may have had the same duties.

191. CUNCON

cancun FB
chimechim P
chinchis VL
chuchin V
chunchum TA

This is one of the very few Chinese names in Polo the original of which cannot yet be restored with almost absolute certainty.

From Hsi-an-fu ("Quenganfu"), Polo marched three days to the West in the plain, then twenty days through the mountainous province of "Cuncun", and reached level country again at "Achalec Mangi"; from "Achalec Mangi", he proceeded to Ch'êng-tu, in Ssü-ch'üan. There can
be no doubt that the mountains of "Cuncun" are the 黃 Ch'in-ling, separating the basin of the Wei from that of the Han, but the "twenty days" are difficult to account for and the name "Cuncun" is puzzling.

As to the distance, Yule (Y, II, 34) has made use of a reading "VIII" instead of "XX" in a ms. of the FB class used by Pauthier (Pa, 364), but this same ms. gives "XX" the second time like all the others, and no stress can be laid on its single discrepancy.

In 1828, Klaproth stated "Cuncun" to be 汉中 Han-chung, on the Han River, and, while observing that the phonetic equivalence was not satisfactory, Yule (Y, II, 32) concurred with him; this identification is adopted without qualification in RR, 420. Pauthier (Pa, 363) maintained against Klaproth that, in Mongol times, Han-chung formed the department (lu) of 熊元 Haing-yuan, which is true, and that it was Haing-yuan which Polo rendered as "Cuncun". But the phonetic equivalence is still less satisfactory than with Han-chung, and moreover, the names of lu do not seem to have then been much used in current speech; although Han-chung-fu, as such, does not go further back than the Ming dynasty, the region had been known, for centuries, as the "commandery" (ch'un) of Han-chung, and was probably designated as Han-chung in Polo's day; it is so called in a passage of Mongka's pén-chi which will be mentioned further on.

Against Han-chung, there is, however, a more serious objection. As suspected one moment by Yule and stated by Charignon, it must be Han-chung which is meant by Polo under the Turkish-Persian designation "Acbalec Mangi" (q. v.). This was the reason which prompted Charignon (Ch, II, 184) to propose another explanation of "Cuncun", to wit 西中 Kuan-chung, lit. "[the region] Within the Passes". Phonetically, Kuan-chung ought to be rendered "Concion", not "Cuncun", but Han-chung fares no better, since we should expect it to be transcribed *Cancion. The real difficulty is that Kuan-chung, which never was an official designation of the province, is a comprehensive name which refers to the whole of Shàn-hsi province, including Hsi-an-fu itself and the region east and north of it; there was no reason to use it as a designation of the mountainous tract south of the Wei.

Rašidu-'d-Din's account of Mongka's campaign from Shàn-hsi to Ssū-ch'uan (Bl, II, 324-328) might be of some use if it were properly elucidated; but unfortunately, Blochet's notes are not reliable. We know, however, from YS, 3, 4a, that Mongka, coming from the 六磐山 Liup'an-shan (see "Cinghis", p. 311), entered the mountainous tract south of 寶象 Pao-chi (at the very place where Polo probably did the same), then attacked the 貞貞山 Chung-kuei-shan ("Chung-kuei Mountain"), and afterwards stopped at Han-chung, which must be Han-chung on the Han River. But I do not think that the obscure name of the "Chung-kuei Mountain" can have anything to do with Polo's "Cuncun".

I feel inclined to admit that Polo's "Cuncun" phonetically renders Han-chung, but not to locate it at Han-chung on the Han River, which is his "Acbalec Mangi". During the second half of the 13th cent., the region of 鳳翔 Feng-siang, which included Feng-hsiang, Fu-feng, Ch'i-shan, Pao-chi, and Lin-yu had been made the seat of the 陝西漢中道 爲政 軍司 liên-fêng-sâu of the "region" (t'ao) of Han-chung of Shàn-hsi (cf. YS, 60, 2b). Feng-hsiang and its various districts are all located north of the Ch'in-ling (not south of it, like the historical and modern Han-chung), and exactly correspond to the tract of land meant by Polo when he left the
plain and entered the mountains. That this administrative designation of Fêng-hsiang was in actual use in the 13th cent. is established, for instance, by a report from the said authority, dated 1293, which has been preserved in Yung-lo ta-tien, 19423, 21 a.

If my hypothesis be right, *Cuncun* ought to be *Cancion (see *Cacionfu*), or perhaps *Canciu*. Only one reading shows an -a in the first syllable, perhaps by accident. Of more importance is the -i- of the second syllable in V, VA, and R: it may point to an original form -iù (= -iun), later altered into -in. There is also a difficulty due to the ch- before most of the -i- readings; but VA gives *Cuncunc* and the Stockholm ms. (FC1) *Cucim*. So a restoration of the name as *Cancion or *Canciu is not impossible, but of course too uncertain to be introduced into the text.

192. CURD

car VB  chardi VA  curdi R
card F, FB, L  chutel V  gard FA
cardi P, VL  curd Z

The Kurds (see also *Curdistan*). Hethum always uses *Cordins* (cf. Hist. des Crois., Arm., II, 901). Ricold calls them *Curti*, and says that their name comes from the Persian word for *wolf*. Yule (Y, 1, 62) objects on the ground that the Persian word for *wolf* is *gurg* and that *kurt* is Turkish; he adds that the name appears in classical texts before the Turkish language could have spread to that part of Asia. Of course Ricold was wrong, but even more so than Yule thought, as the Kurds are *not* Kurd, whereas the Turkish word is qurt; I may add that qurt is *wolf* only in Osmanli, but means *worm*, *insect*, in all other Turkish dialects; qurt had originally a general meaning of *wild animal* (Brockelmann, Kâşarah, 165), and has probably become the name of the *wolf* in Osmanli on account of the taboo which seems to have suppressed its true name in many Turkish dialects.

On the Kurds, cf. EI, notice *Kurds* by Minorsky; LS, Index, 515; Mi, 497 (the Hudüd used the name *Kurd* in a very loose way).

193. CURDISTAN

cardisstan VB  curdiscam FA  distam TA¹
chudischan V  curdisiam VL  distan TA²
ciudistam VA  curdistan F, FB, L, P, Z; R  turdistam LT
cordistan F

The land of the Kurds (see *Curd*), or Kurdistan. Polo makes it the second of the eight *kingdoms* of Persia, and this has passed, with the name of *Curdistan*, to Fra Mauro’s map. But, while Polo speaks of the inhabitants of Kurdistan as *Curd*, Kurds, Fra Mauro calls them
194. CURMOS

achamas, charmusa, churman
di TA
achumosa, cormos, cormoso,
cormos LT
avomes, cromos VL
chormos TA, TAv, VA, VL, Z
churmoxe, chromosor, cremoza
VA
cremoso, chuiuse, chumai,
cromos, vimos V
chumasa, churimasa, churmaso,
cumoso TA

Plain
belissima V
formosa LT, P, TA, TAv
formose F, FA, FB, L

churmos L, V, VA
cormes, cormussa, cremos,
cremossa, ormessa VB
cormos F, Fr, FA, FB, L,
P, VB, VL, Z
cormosa L
cormot, hormes, quermos,
turmos FA
cressoror R
cromo, cremoso, curmoso,
TA, TAv
cremon LT
cremosa F, LT
cremosor F, L, P
cromose, kurnos G
curmos F, Fr, L, V, Z
cumosa F, FA, L, P
formosa LTr
hemos FAr
hormos FAt, FB
ormus VB; R
tremesor FA, FB
urtumosa FB

For the Polian form of the name of Ḫurμūz or Ḫurmuz (Hormuz or Ormus in the Persian Gulf), "Cormos", adopted in RR, 418, would have as much ms. support as "Curmos". Yule’s "Hormos" (Y, i, 107) is the result of some editing by copyists. Benedetto, who adopted "Curmos" in B, 265, preferred "Cormosa" in B', 442, but the balance of the best ms. is against a final -a. Chinese medieval transcriptions are based on -u- pronunciations in both syllables, but most western ones suppose -o- in the first. But on second thought, I am not certain that I have been right in deciding for "Curmos" and not for "Cormos". For another word in which Polo rendered h- as c, see "Cogacim". A similar form "Cormus" is used by Giovanni d'Empoli (cf. Y, i, 87), but I doubt whether such transcriptions of h- as c- ought to be ascribed, as they are by Yule, to the Tuscan origin of both Rustichello and Giovanni d'Empoli.

Through an early corruption, the plain of Hormuz has become the plain of "Formose" in all our ms.; with a possible attraction of "formosa", "beautiful" (hence "Belissima" in Y), this graphic error has counterparts in other names, for instance "Fungil" instead of "Cuigi" (q. v.), another clerical corruption. In this passage, Ramusio's "Ormus" either is a case of editing, or may point to the fact that his prototype of Z possibly gave the correct form. All commentators are agreed that "Formose" is Hormuz.

The same unanimity has not been reached in respect to "Cremosor", which Baldelli-Boni
194. CURMOS

(II, 40), PAUTHIER (PA, 60), YULE (Y, i, 75) and CHARIGNON (Ch, i, 49) have explained as Gārm-sīr, "Hot Region". But MARSDEN (Marco Polo, 72) was certainly right when he saw in "Cr-emosor" merely a clerical error for "Curnos" or "Cormos". For other cases in which possibly the terminal flourish of a copyist may have become -, see "Caccia modun".

Polo’s "Curnos" is not the Hormuz Island, but Old Hormuz on the mainland. RAMUSIO’s statement to the contrary certainly is not based on ms. tradition, but is due to scholarly editing (cf. Vol. i, 44, 123). Old Hormuz was a very ancient place, since there seems to be no reason to doubt its identification with Nearcurs’ "Armoezia (c. 325 B.C.), as well as Ptolemy’s "Αρμοζία πόλις and "Αρμοζών ἄρχων (VI, viii, 5). This would dispose of the theory according to which Hormuz was founded by and received its name from the first Sassanian Emperor (cf. BARBIER DE MEYNAER, Dict. histor. de la Perse, 595; PA, 86; EL, s. v. "Hormuz"). As to the name, like some others in Persia, it must represent Ahura-mazda. But, after the early Western classical mentions, several centuries elapse before Hormuz again occurs in any texts. The Nestorian bishop of Hormuz, mentioned under the date c. 540 by YULE (Hobson-Jobson', 646) from ASSEMANI (Bibl. Or., III, i, 147-148), seems to be of doubtful authority; no such see appears in CHABOT’s Synodicon Orientale. As to Theodorus, bishop of Hormuzdadaschir, mentioned under c. 655 by YULE from the same source, he certainly was bishop of Hormizd-Ardašir, later Hormuzšīr, i.e. Ahwāz in Hūdrūzān, which has nothing to do with Hormuz (cf. BARBIER DE MEYNAER, loc. cit., 57-61; CHABOT, Synodicon Orientale, 673; LS, 233; MI, 381).

Hormuz became a place of some importance only well after the Mussulman conquest. HIRTH and ROCKHILL (HR, 14) proposed to see Hormuz in the 沙摩 Molo (*Mušt-lā) of Chia Tan’s itineraries (end of the 8th cent.), and this solution, accepted by BARTHOLD (ZVOIRAO, XXI [1913], 0164), has been mentioned by STRÜBE in EI (s. v. "Hormuz"), not, however, without some qualification. But HIRTH and ROCKHILL’s hypothesis was connected with their erroneous identification of Fu-ta with Old Cairo, while it is really Bagdad (see "Baudac"). Molo must be inland, on the Euphrates and not far from its mouth. HERRMANN equated it to Bašra, a solution which is satisfactory from the triple point of view of geography, history, and phonetics. As a matter of fact, and since ューwārzmi’s "Armuz", c. 833, is merely copied from Ptolemy (Fe, 593), the earliest mediaeval mention of Hormuz which I can trace is that of Ibn Ḫordāzhāb who, in 844-848, cites "Urmiūz" as one of the ports of call on the sea route from Bašra to China. Its remains lie near the hamlet of Kumbil, some ten miles to the south of Mināb (cf. Y, i, 110-111; SINCLAIR, Pedro Tixeira, 155; Sir A. STEIN, in Geogr. Journal, lxxxii [1934], 129, and his map).

The great prosperity of Hormuz dates from c. 1100, when it was ruled by an Arabic dynasty. Under ʿRucnedin Acmat, I shall discuss who must have been the "melon", or king, of Hormuz mentioned by Polo. The city was transferred from the mainland to the island of چار Jārūn (or Ḫārūn, or Zārūn) shortly after the return of the Polos to Europe, and the name of Hormuz passed to this new settlement. One fact is perfectly plain: Hormuz was already on the island at the time of Odoric’s visit in 1321. But the date and conditions of the transference have not yet been established satisfactorily. The date 1302, generally adopted, is based on a passage of the lost Šah Nāmāh, or Chronicle of the Kings of Hormuz, written by the king "Turonxā" (Tūrāн-
šāh), and translated by Pedro Teixeira in 1593-1597 probably into Portuguese, and thence in 1605-1609 into Spanish, more or less completely and accurately, and with many digressions (cf. W. F. Sinclair, *The Travels of Pedro Teixeira*, Hakluyt society, 1902, XVI, xci). There we read (ibid., 160-162) : But in the year 700 of the Moors, which fell in 1302 A. D., there came out of Turkestan great hordes of Turks, and conquered many lands in Persia. They attacked the kingdom of Kermon (= Kirmān), and next that of Harmuz (= Hormuz), and wasted it all... The Harmuzis, unable to withstand such troubles, made up their minds to abandon their lands, and so they did... According to Teixeira’s translation, the king of Hormuz was then « Mir Bahadin Ayaz Seifin »; he moved his people first to the island of « Queixome » (= Kiśm), and soon after to that of « Gerun » (= Jārūn). Barros (Dec. II, liv. ii, ch. i) in 1553 had already made use of what seems to have been an earlier translation from the same Chronicle, and ascribes the migration from the mainland to the island to « Gordunxā » in 1273 (cf. Sinclair, loc. cit., xcvi, 162, 169. Barros has a. h. 680 = 1273; in fact 1273 = 671, 680 = 1281). Still before Teixeira, an abridged translation of Ṭūrān-šāh’s Chronicle had been published in 1570 as an Appendix to Gaspar da Cruz’ *Tractado... da China* (but I see no reason to ascribe this translation, as Sinclair surmises, p. xcvii, to Gaspar da Cruz himself), and there it is said, without any date (Sinclair’s translation, 260) : « ... The king of Cremam (= Kirmān)... came with many men... against Hormuz to destroy it. King Cabadim (? read « Bahadim »), who at the time reigned in Hormuz, ...embarked with all the people that could go... and betook himself to the island called Queixome... After he had been there a few months... he... crossed over with his people to the island that is now called Hormuz. » Although both translations are from the same chronicle, the one added to da Cruz’ *Tractado* says that « Jarum » means « jungle », while Teixeira makes « Gerun » to be the name of an old man. On the whole, neither translation seems to be very strict; even for the reign of Ṭūrān-šāh himself, editors have to suppose either an error of date of nearly a century, or the omission of several reigns (cf. Sinclair, 188-189), which shake to a serious extent our faith in Teixeira’s accuracy. A late Mussulman author, Muhammed Majdī, says that Old Hormuz was abandoned by the king Šamsu’d-Din in a. h. 715, i. e. 1315 A. D. (cf. Barbier de Meynard, loc. cit., 595). Other sources give Faḫru’d-Din Aḥmad as the prince who moved from Old Hormuz to the island of Jārūn (cf. Y, i, 121). Abū-‘l-Fidā († 1331) says of Hormuz (Reinaud and Guyard transl., II, ii, 104) : « Some one who visited it recently told me that Old Hormuz had been mined by the incursions of the Tatar, and that the inhabitants had migrated to an island called Zarūn... ».

Strübe (El, s. v. « Hormuz ») has taken exception to Abū-‘l-Fidā’s text, because « the Mongols hardly reached the shores of Kirmān ». According to Sinclair (loc. cit., 161), the invaders must have been subjects of the Mongol Ilkhans of Persia, but probably of Turkish stock, in agreement with Teixeira. Sinclair adds that their encroachments must have been progressive along the coast, and have spread over several years « previous to a. h. 700, a. d. 1302 », the latter date being that of the settlement on the island.

Neither opinion seems to me to take full account of the real facts. I shall not lay too much stress on the statement of Stephan Orbelian, who, writing towards the end of the 13th cent., says that the conquests of the Mongols, already before the middle of the century, had extended
as far as Hormuz (cf. Brosset, Hist. de la Siounie, i, 227; Patkanov, Istoriya Mongolov, i, 33). But Yule (Y, i, 121) already connected the transfer of Hormuz to the island with the great raid of Qutluy-Sâh's bands in 1299, in the course of which, according to Waśâf, Hormuz (-Old Hormuz) was besieged; the invaders were repelled by the king Bahâ-ud-Din Ayaz (Ha'); II, 106. This king is evidently the same as Teixeira's « Mir Bahadin Ayaz Seifîn », and the chronological agreement is even greater than has been said hitherto. It is a matter of surprise that even Sinclair should have accepted and repeated in his own name Teixeira's equivalence « A. H. 700 = 1302 A. D. », while it is 16 September 1300 - 5 September 1301 (L'art de vérifier les dates, i, 1783, 26-27). With such an agreement between Waśâf and the Chronicle, it seems safe to date the transfer towards the end of 1300, under the reign of Bahâ-ud-Din. Fâhr-ud-Dîn, whom Yule adduced with caution, must have been then far from Persia (see « Çaçan », « Cocacin », and « Runcedin Acmat »).

It may even be that the Mongol inroads left a lasting trace in the designation which the new settlement on the Jûrûn Island adopted for the mainland; but I readily admit that I am here advancing on slippery ground. Ibn-Bâtiţâh, who visited the island of Hormuz c. 1330, gives to the Persian coast opposite the island of Hormuz a name which the translators have read « Mûyostân », adding: « The name Mûyostân, or Muyistân, refers to the part of the province of Kirmân which borders on the Persian Gulf » (De Frémy, Voyages d'Ibn Batoutah, ii, 230, 455). As results from De Frémy's reference to Teixeira, his transcription « Mûyostân » was determined by the similar mention of « Mogostam » in Teixeira's translation of the Chronicle (cf. Sinclair's transl., 156, 166, 173, 186); « Mogostam » also occurs in Teixeira's extracts from Mirzûnd (ibid., 197; I cannot trace the name in Mirzûnd, and this is clearly a digression due to Teixeira); the earlier Dominican abridged version of the Chronicle gives « Magostam » (ibid., 258). The alternative form « Mûyistân » has been adopted by Le Strange (LL, 319), « Mogistân » by Sinclair (p. 156), and « Mughustân » by Dames (Duarte Barbosa, i, 90); « Mughostân » has been adduced by Hirth and Rockhill (HR, 14) as a possible original of Mo-lo in their unfortunate attempt at identifying this Mo-lo with Hormuz.

By interpreting the name as Mûyistân or Muyistân, the various authors clearly understood it as one compound name, which ought then to be written *Mûyistan in one word, or میوستان in the second. *Moyistân if the first vowel be short. In both spellings it might mean « place of the Magi »; with the second, Meninski gives it with the sense, mentioned also by Barros, of « palm garden », with a reference to Kaempfer; cf. Meninski, Lex. Arab.-pers.-turc., 1780, iv, 640: مغستان, p. n. s. Palmetum. Kaempf. amoen. exot. ». But Kaempfer, Amoenitates exoticae, 1712, 665, only says that the palm is called Mogh (مٰج) in the Hormuz dialect, Moch (موج) in the neighbouring dialects. But Ibn Bâtiţâh's form is different; مِوج استان Moy-ástân, something like « resting place of the Magi ». In the Portuguese transcriptions, -m is always used instead of -n; so the final makes no difficulty. But « Magostam » of the Dominican, « Mogostam » of Teixeira prove that the second vowel was not -e-, but either -a- as in Ibn Bâtiţâh, or -o- (o-); while on the other hand, a survival of the old form مَغَسَي of the name of the Magi is out of the question for the 14th cent. and later. Now, in several notices on his map, Fra Mauro gives to the Persian coast opposite the island of Hormuz the name of « Mogolistan » (cf. Hall...
Berck, 244; Zu, 43: "La provincia dita Mogolistan posta qui de sopra a man dextra e in dromo de la isola dita Hormuz la qual ha el suo viver de la sopra dita provincia Mogolistan...", etc.). I do not think that we can separate this "Mogolistan" from the above "Moy-astan" or "Magostan", "Mogostam". In Persian, "Mogolistan", "Land of the Mongols", is usually written "Moylīstān", but there is also a form "Moyūl" of the name of the Mongols, and an alternative spelling which would mark the first o-vowel is quite conceivable. There is no explanation for the use of "Moy-astan" or "Moylīstān"; but it would be quite natural, for a population which had deserted the mainland on account of Mongol invasions, to designate henceforth that mainland as Moylīstān. An alteration of Moy-astan into "Mogolistan", though not impossible, is hard to admit. I wonder whether it is not rather "Moylīstān" which is corrupt instead of "Moy-astan". "Moylīstān", of which "Magostan" or "Mogostam" would represent a later shortened form.

Hormuz was well known to Western travellers, and its name occurs in various transcriptions, most of which have been collected by Halleberg (pp. 242-246). I shall not repeat them here, and shall add only G. Adam's "Hormutz" (Rec. Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 552, 553). For a later date, Portuguese forms beginning with a- are common: "Armusa" or "Armuza" in Camões, "Armuz" in St. Francis Xavier, "Armuz" in several other works of the 16th cent. (cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson*, 646; Dalgado, Glossario Luso-Asiático, i, 57); moreover, Teixeira always writes "Harmuz", and maintains that such is the true form (cf. Sinclair, p. 17); Ferrand is inaccurate when stating (JA, 1920, ii, 34) that the ancient Portuguese texts always give "Ormuz". All of these show a curious recurrence of the classical "Aρμοξα and "Αρμοξα.

Odoric wrote "Ormes", as can be seen not only from his own account but also from early reports based on it (cf. Golubovich, Bibl. bio-bibl., ii, 81, 89, 98, 111); this is not without interest in view of the form occurring in Hethum, "Hermes" (cf. Rec. Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii 126, 266). Hethum says that the tradition was that the city of "Hermes" had been founded by "Hermes the Philosopher"; Maundeville copied him when he spoke of "a city that is cleft Hermes, for Hermes the Philosopher founded it"; Fra Mauro knew the same tradition (Zu, 43); Kaempfer (Amoenitatum Exoticarum, 756) still quotes it from Kircher, and does not reject it. Wrong as it is, the confusion is easily explainable, since Hormuz, هرمز Hormus, represents the very name of Ahura-mazda, but the name of Ahura-mazda is also occasionally written "Hermus", and at the same time Hurmus is the form taken in Persian by the name of Hermes Trismegistus.

There is just a remote possibility that the name of Hormuz may occur in a Chinese text of the 12th cent., in connection with the account of an embassy which had come in 1071 from the kingdom of 蜀州 Tšung-t'an. Hirth and Rockhill (HR, 127), who knew this embassy only from the Sung shih, 490, 9 a, have tentatively identified Tšung-t'an with Zanzibar, but I have left out the name in my notes on the latter country (see "Çanghibar"), because I could not explain it. The text of the Sung shih must be studied together with the parallel paragraphs in Hsü Tsz-chih t'ung-chien ch'ang-pien (332, 3 a-b), Ch'ing-po tsa-chih (Chih-pu tsu-chai ts'ung-shu ed., pieh-chih section, ch. 2, 14 a-b), and, above all, Wen-ch'ang tsa-lu (Hsüeh-chin t'ao-yüan ed., 1, 4 a; 4, 5 b; on the Wen-ch'ang tsa-lu, see "Cotton", supra, p. 437). The prince of
Tseng-t'an was called Amir-amrān, *Emir of emirs*, which is a Persian title, and his family had ruled for ten generations during 500 years (which is certainly excessive, since it gives an average of 50 years of reign for each prince). Tseng-t'an (*Zang'dān, *Zaṅgtān?) suggests no known name; -ān may or may not be a Persian plural. The products of the country are partly Asiatic, partly African, and some may have come there by trade. The Wên-ch'ang tsao-lu alone, the author of which had access to the Court archives, gives the names of the countries conterminous to Tseng-t'an: to the east, Tseng-t'an reached the sea; to the west, it bordered upon the kingdom of 胡盧-mu; to the south, upon the kingdom of 霧跡 Li-chi-man. None of these names seems to be traceable anywhere else (I have not tried the Sung hui yao, the contents of which are hard to check). Hu-lu-mu (where mu is *must) would be a good transcription of Hormuz, but the geographical data would hardly fit.

In the Chinese map of the Ching-shih ta-tien, dated c. 1330 and based on a Mussulman map, the name of Hormuz does not occur now, but originally it must have been included, since it is found in the corresponding list of YS, 63, 16 b, where it is written 忽里模子 Hu-li-mu-tū, Hormuz (cf. Br, II, 130; Tu Chi, 160, 23 b [but Tu Chi has mixed up with Hormuz the Qurumāi of the Secret History, which is the old Mongol form of an unidentified name which may or may not be Hormuz]). In YS, 123, 8 a, (we read that Qubilai detailed an Alan (Asut), 忽兒都督 Hu-ér-tu-ta, to accompany the noyan 不羅 Pu-lo on an embassy to the place (俱貨) of 哈兒馬某 Ha-ér-ha-ma-mou. Brechtneider (Br, II, 89) supposed that mou could be a mistake for ssū, and that the hypothetical Ha-ér-ha-ssū might represent Hormuz, and later on (II, 132) spoke as if Ha-ér-ha-ma-ssū actually was the reading given in the YS; in Pu-lo, he proposed to see the famous Bolod, the informant of Rašidu'd-Din on Mongol history and customs; (II, 132) spoke as if Ha-ér-ha-ma-ssū actually was the reading given in the YS; in Pu-lo, he proposed to see the famous Bolod, the informant of Rašidu'd-Din on Mongol history and customs; in his unfortunate biography of Marco Polo, Tu Chi (117, 5 b; cf. also 102, 14 a) maintained that Pu-lo was no other than Polo, and that Ha-ér-ha-ma-mou was «Bombay the Black», Kara-Bombay (!). Tu Chi's solutions may be rejected without further ado. But the passage is puzzling. The only noyan Po-lo or Pu-lo in Qubilai's time is Bolod, in Persian Pulâd, who actually was sent by Qubilai to Persia where he arrived in 1285 and remained until his death. On the other hand, Hu-ér-ha-tu-ta seems to represent *Hurtuqta, and an Urtuqta actually arrived at the Persian Court on February 24, 1286, bringing the Imperial edict of investiture delivered to Ayrun by Qubilai (cf. Oh, IV, 13 [where the name is read *Ordouchaya*], and BI, 230 [where it is read *Urtu-khata*; cf. also p. 133]). In spite of several difficulties which I cannot examine here, things really look as if Hu-ér-ha-tu-ta had been sent on a mission to Persia. But that does not imply that Ha-ér-ha-ma-mou may be Hormuz; apart from -ā in the second syllable, not one character is phonetically acceptable for such an equation. As a matter of fact, I do not know what name of man or of place is intended; ma-mou sometimes renders Māmūd, which gives no sense here; and we must not forget that the passage comes in a biography, probably based on a document of private origin. No solution can be reached for the present, but Hormuz is most improbable. As a matter of fact, if we except the Hu-li-mu-tū based on a Mussulman map, Hormuz occurs in Chinese texts of the Mongol dynasty only once, in a document which remained unknown to
BRETSCHNEIDER. It is the brief notice on 播拉 Yang Ch'u's embassy, which, in 1307, brought back to 忽鲁穆思 Hu-lu-mu-ssü, Hormuz, the mission sent by Chazan to China nine years before (see « Çaçan »).

As long as the Ilkhanes remained on the throne in Persia, it seems that Hormuz was considered in China as belonging to them, and no diplomatic intercourse took place. Even Chinese traders must have taken small notice of the place, since there is no paragraph on it in the Tsao-i chih-lio, written in 1349-1350. Hormuz comes to the front in Chinese texts only in the first half of the 15th cent.; its first embassy arrived at the Court of the Ming in 1414 (cf. Br, ii, 132-135; TP, 1933, 243, 431-440; 1934, 296, 308; add. Wang Ch'i's Hsü Wên-hsien t'ung-k'ao, 236, 13 b; and his Pai-shih hui-pien, quoted by T'u Chi, 160, 23 b). The wrong distinction between a kingdom of 忽鲁黑思 Hu-lu-mo-ssü and a kingdom of 忽鲁穆思 Hu-lu-mu-ssü, due to a corruption of ssü into sün, seems to occur first in the Ming i-t'ung chih of 1461, 90, 23, and was taken over by Huang Hsiao-tang in his Hsi-yang ch'ao-kung tien-lu, and by Chêng Hsiao in his Wu-hstêh pien (68, 40 a) as well as in the independent edition of his Huang-Ming ssü-i k'ao (Kuo-hsüeh wên-k'ü ed., 128); the author of the Huang-Ming hsiang-kâi lu (5, 22 a) felt doubtful about it, and it was dropped from the Ming shih (326, 5-6). An additional proof that no embassy from Hormuz came in 1405 is provided by the fact that, according to the Huang-Ming hsiang-hsü lu, this embassy brought an ostrich, and Yung-lo ordered Chih Yu-tâ to extoll the bird in an ode; now, this ode is given in the Shu-yü chou-tzü lu, 9, 7-8, and it is dated 1419.

The main interest of the Chinese texts is to establish that the king whose embassy, arriving in 1433, must have been sent in 1432, was Saifu-d-Dîn. From 'Abdu-r-Razzaq, we know that the king reigning in 1442 was Fâhru-r-Dîn Tûrân-šâh. Both fall within a period for which TEIXEIRA's translation of the Chronicle gives no information (cf. SINCLAIR, loc. cit., 188-189).

The king of Hormuz acknowledged Portuguese suzerainty in 1507, and Albuquerque finally conquered the island in 1515 (not « 1509 » as in Br, ii, 132, nor « 1510 » as in Y, i, 121). With the help of a British naval force, Sâh 'Abbâs took it from the Portuguese in 1622 (not « 1621 » as in ET), and removed the trade to the near place on the mainland which had been known as Gombroon and which was henceforth called Bândar 'Abbâs, « Port of [Sâh] 'Abbâs » (cf. Hobson-Jobson², s. v. « Gombroon »).

The name of Hormuz has long survived in the West as the designation of a textile: It. ormesino, ermesino, armesino, Port. armesim, French armoisin, armosin, Engl. armesie, armosyn, armozeen, ormesine. It was a light plain taffeta, generally black, of both western and eastern manufacture (cf. KARABACI, in Mitteil. d. K. K. Oesterr., Mus. f. Kunst u. Ind., vii, [1879], 304-305; LOKEHTSCH, No. 1596; GAY, Vocabulaire archéologique, i, 71; Hobson-Jobson², s. v. « Ormesine »; DâLCADO, Glossário Luso-Ásido, i, 57; LUDWIG, in Italien Forschungen, i [Berlin, 1906], 297, 372; BOXER, Jan compagnie, 184). The various forms of the word betray the influence first of the mediaeval transcriptions of « Hormoz », and later of the Portuguese transcriptions beginning with a.:

In the Introduction to the present notes, I have discussed the reasons which may have induced the Polos, once at Hormuz, to abandon their original scheme of reaching Qubilai's dominions by sea.
Without the slightest doubt, the various readings represent a pronunciation «Zaiton». In the jumble of the ms. readings of the name, I fail to discover any clue for a difference between the name of the city and that of the port. Former efforts in that direction have proved futile (cf. Pa, 527; Phillips, JNCB, xxi [1887], 41-42; Y, ii, 234, 240). Yet the text speaks of the «port» and of the «city of this port»; cf. Vol. I, 351. Andrea da Perugia, who arrived in the city in 1318 and became the local bishop in 1322, speaks in 1326 of that «great city», que vocatur lingua persica Zaiton (Wy, 374). Peregrino da Castello’s much-discussed letter is said to have been written at «Zayton» on December 10, 1318 (W7, 368). The same spelling is used by Odoric (Wy, 460) and Marignoli (Wy, 536). John of Cora’s «Racon» is of course a clerical error (JA, vi [July 1830], 68; Y3, iii, 100). «Zayton» appears on the Catalan Map (cf. Cordier, L’Extrême-Orient dans ’l Atlas Catalan, 32-33). Fra Mauro’s map gives «Çaiton», «Zaiton» and «Zaidon» (cf. Zu, 38; Hallberg, 95; and the map itself). Persian and Arabic sources uniformly write زَئْتُن Zaitûn; for instance, Ibn Sa’d († 1274 or 1286; Fe, 349), Raṣīdū’d-Dīn (Bl, ii, 490), Ibn Baṭṭūṭah (transl. Defrémery and Sanguinetti, iv, 269, 272, etc.; Fe, 427-429, 454-455), Abū-l-Fidā (in Reinaud, Géogr. d’Aboufèda, ii, ii, 122-124), down to the ʿAin-i Abbar of 1595 (Fe, 554). Waṣṣāf’s ms., as edited by Hammer (Persian text, 43), writes زَئْتُن Zaitûn, which Hammer (Ha2, transl., 43) has rendered Lonkin Frevesiām, but which evidently represents «Lonkin-fu (Chin. Lung-hsing-fu [資料]; vide infra), and Zaitûn (ゼイトン), and チンカラン (= Canton; omitted by Hammer)». I quote this example to show that the vocalic signs in Hammer’s ms. are arbitrary, and in particular that they cannot be cited to support any reading different from Zaitūn.

Already in 1655, the Jesuit Martini, in his Novus Atlas Sinensis (§ 4, at Chien-chieh, proposed to identify «Zaiton» with 台州 Ch’üan-chou on the coast of Fu-chien. De Guignes concurred with him (Hist. gén. des Huns, iii, 169). Finally, Klaproth published in 1824 (JA, v [July 1824], 41-44; also XI [1833], 342) a note in which he explained «Zaiton» as a transcription of 台州 Tz’u-t’ung, saying that he had found Tz’u-t’ung given as an ancient name of Ch’üan-chou in the Ta-Ch’ing i-t’ung chih. This equivalence was accepted for half a century,
until it was challenged by G. Phillips and Carstairs Douglas, and more recently by Charignon. I think that Klaproth was probably right, in spite of some weak points in his argument.

In the first place, Klaproth was mistaken when he quoted as an independent source on "Zaiton" a late Turkish geography which in the paragraph in question is quite evidently an almost verbatim retranslation from Polo himself (Pauthier in Pa, 528, and Phillips in TP, 1895, 455, still follow Klaproth here, but Yule knew better; cf. Y, II, 230). Klaproth moreover misunderstood tz'ü-t'ung as meaning two different plants, "thorns and Bignonia tomentosa". This last error has unfortunately been repeated by Pauthier (Pa, 528), Cordier (L'Extrême-Orient dans l'Atlas Catalan, 32) and Blochet (Bl, III, 490). But tz'ü-t'ung is the name of a thorn-bearing tree, probably here the Acanthopanax ricinifolium (but it is also used as a name of the Erythrina Indica, which was adopted in the present case by Kuwabara in Mem. of the Research Department of the Toyobunko, II (1928), 30). According to Klaproth, Tz'ü-t'ung was an ancient name given to Ch'üan-chou because its city walls were all planted round with tz'ü-t'ung.

Yule, who was always in favour of the identification of "Zaiton" with Ch'üan-chou, thought that Tz'ü-t'ung had been, according to Klaproth, the real official name of Ch'üan-chou; and as the name Ch'üan-chou already existed "in the 7th or 8th century", the use of Tz'ü-t'ung and its passage into foreign languages as Zaitun was bound to be of a very early date (Y, II, 237). Of course, Klaproth made the best of his case by being vague on the nature and use of Tz'ü-t'ung as a name. Douglas rightly objected that the name was not Tz'ü-t'ung, but Tz'ü-t'ung-ch'êng [i.e., the "City of the tz'ü-t'ung"], and that it was an epithet rather than the true name (Y, II, 236). Charignon (Ch., III, 115), going further, said that even Tz'ü-t'ung-ch'êng never existed, but only T'ung-ch'êng, which cannot give the etymology of "Zaitun". According to Charignon, the true etymology of the name is 瑞絃 Ju'i-t'ung, which was found by Hirth as a name of Ch'üan-chou in a work of 1274, and which Charignon himself met with in a modern Chinese work. But Charignon blundered here. In the work of 1274, there was no mention of Ch'üan-chou under the name of Ju'i-t'ung; Hirth, in a note of his own (TP, 1894, 388; cf. also JRAS, 1896, 73), mentions Ch'üan-chou with the alternative name Ju'i-t'ung between brackets, without, however, giving any reference. Two years later (TP, 1896, 224), Phillips replied to Hirth's note by saying that, familiar as he was with the main works on Fu-chien, he had never seen the name of Ju'i-t'ung in any of them. I think there is here a misunderstanding first of Hirth, and later of Charignon. In the Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chihs, the very book where Klaproth found his Tz'ü-t'ung, the quotation in which Tz'ü-t'ung appears goes on by saying that when the tz'ü-t'ung give forth first leaves and afterwards flowers, the five cereals grow in plenty; "for that reason these (tz'ü-t'ung) are called ju'i-t'ung ("auspicious t'ung"). There seems to be no name here, and the case is probably the same in the modern compilation used by Charignon. Even in the late parallel passage of the local monograph Chin-chiang-chih cited by Arnaiz in TP, 1911, 679, I think that ju'i-t'ung is merely another name of the tz'ü-t'ung, and not of the city as in Arnaiz's translation.

As to Charignon's argument that Tz'ü-t'ung-ch'êng did not exist, but only T'ung-ch'êng,
it is true that the quotation reproduced in the Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chih only gives T'ung-ch'êng, and it is also only T'ung-ch'êng which is mentioned by the 鉤南雜志 Ch'üan-nan tsa-chih of the Ming period (cf. Ssu-k'u..., 77, 20 b-21 a), as quoted s. v. 「T'ung-ch'êng」 in the modern dictionaries Ts'ê yüan and Chung-kuo ku-chin ti-ming ta ts'ê-tien. But Douglas already spoke of Ts'ê-t'ung-ch'êng, and the Chung-kuo ku-chin ti-ming ta ts'ê-tien, pp. 431 and 713, gives Ts'ê-t'ung-ch'êng as an alternative equivalent for T'ung-ch'êng. I can add that the term Ts'ê-t'ung-ch'êng actually goes back to Sung times. In the Yü-ti chi-shêng, completed in 1221, Ts'ê-t'ung-ch'êng is the catchword to introduce a poem which speaks only of Ts'ê-t'ung (130, 9a); and another poem, of the second quarter of the 12th cent., speaks of the author's occasional appointment at Ts'ê-t'ung-ch'êng (ibid. 130, 16 b). Moreover, similar names are known elsewhere. A cursory glance at the geographical dictionary suffices to reveal a Ts'ê-t'ung Barrier (kuan) in Yün-nan, a district (hsien) of T'ung-ch'êng in An-hui, and a garrison (chên) of T'ung-ch'êng in Shan-tung.

But even then, two questions still remain: (a) Is this name of Ts'ê-t'ung-ch'êng likely to have been adopted by foreigners as a name of the city? (b) Is 「Zaitun」 a regular transcription of Ts'ê-t'ung?

The first point is not easy to decide. Ch'üan-chou, as an official name, existed first from ca. 585 to 606, and regularly since 623, but until 711 it was the name of our Fu-chou, and only in that year was the name transferred from Fu-chou to the modern Ch'üan-chou (Yün-ho-chün-hsien t'ung-chih, 29, 12 a, 15 a). No mention of ts'ê-t'ung seems to occur in connection with a town in any T'ung work; but the tradition was firmly established in Sung times. The quotation given in the Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chih, 328, 5, and partly translated by Klapproth is taken from the 方輿勝覽 Fang-yü shêng-lan, a geography in 70 ch., completed in 1239 (Ssu k'u..., 68, 10 a-11 a). It reads as follows: 「As to the walls (ch'êng) of the chou, Liu Ts'êng-hsiao built them up with double planks; on either side he planted ts'ê-t'ung which went all round; it was called the T'ung-ch'êng. If they (i. e. the trees) first gave forth leaves, and afterwards flowers, in that year the five cereals would grow in abundance. If not, the contrary would be the case. That is why those ts'ê-t'ung were called jui-t'ung (‘auspicious t'ung’).」 Liu Ts'êng-hsiao died in 962 (cf. Yü-ti chi-shêng, 130, 3 a); his city wall was built in 943-958 (cf. Ecke and Diménville, The Twin Pagodas of Zayton, 24). The ts'ê-t'ung of Ch'üan-chou must have been famous, since the lexicographical work 億雅翼 Erh-ya i, completed in 1270 (cf. Ssu-k'u..., 40, 18 a-19 b), has the following sentence (quoted in P'ei-wen yün-fu, s. v. ts'ê-t'ung): 「The ts'ê-t'ung grows at Ch'üan-chou; when flowers come first and leaves afterwards, the five cereals ripen (this saying must be corrupt; it is the opposite of the one which has been quoted above from the Fang-yü shêng-lan, and which occurs, in almost the same words, in a poem of ca. A. D. 900 quoted in Yü-ti chi-shêng, 130, 16 b; cf. also TP, 1911, 679). The Yü-ti chi-shêng (130, 16 b) mentions the circuit of ts'ê-t'ung and the name of T'ung-ch'êng, but not the part played by Liu Ts'êng-hsiao nor the jui-t'ung epithet. Moreover, these are not the only names which have been borne by the walls of Ch'üan-chou. The Ta-Ch'ing i-t'ung chih quotes the 「ancient gazetteer」 as saying that, under the Five Dynasties, the walls of the city were called 「Gourd walls」 (葫蘆城 Hu-lu-ch'êng), because the walls were not square; and that after they
had been partly rebuilt, they were called "Carp Walls" (鰲魚城 Li-yü-ch'êng). I may add that in the 10th cent. the city had been surrounded with three concentric walls, all of which were already in a state of complete dilapidation in 976. The poem quoted under the catch-word Ts'ü-t'ung-ch'êng in the Yü-ti chi-shêng of 1221 is a lament on the ruin of the walls. As for the modern walls, i.e. those in "carp shape" (cf. Ecke and Demiéville, loc. cit. 24), they are the ones which were enlarged in 1352 by a high official "Uighur" of the great Hsi family (Ta-Ch'îng i-t'ung chih, 328, 5 a; he is the "marquess Hsi" of TP, 1912, 451). The result of this inquiry is that the city walls of Ch'üan-chou have had several different names. In Chinese, the same word ch'êng designates the walls as well as the city enclosed within them. Such names do not have of course to do with the official appellations of administrative centres, but they may very well have been in popular use. One may perhaps feel somewhat disturbed when noticing that the works of the Sung period speak more often of T'ung-ch'êng than of Ts'ü-t'ung-ch'êng. Moreover, even starting from Ts'ü-t'ung-ch'êng, it is somewhat surprising that the word ch'êng should have been dropped by foreigners; we should feel safer if we could imagine that, popularly, the Chinese used the term Ts'ü-t'ung alone. But these difficulties are not in themselves of enough weight to make us reject the equivalence "Zâtûn" := Ts'ü-t'ung proposed by Klaphroth, if it be phonetically sound (Phillips's attempt to explain Zâtûn as a transcription of "Guet-kong", the Chang-chou pronunciation of 月溪 Yüeh-chiang [JNCE, 21, 42; TP, 1890, 229-231] need not be discussed; moreover, cf. Arnaiz in TP, 1911, 690-691).

We now come to the second question: Is "Zâtûn" a normal transcription of Ts'ü-t'ung? I leave out of account Cordier's opinion (Odoric de Pordenone, 271) according to which the Arabs had given to Ch'üan-chou the name of Zâtûn, which in Arabic means "olive" and "olive-tree", because there were at Ch'üan-chou t'ung-trees which the Arabs considered to be a sort of olive-tree. The ts'ü-t'ung tree has nothing in common with any sort of olive, and Zâtûn is either a transcription of ts'ü-t'ung or has no relation, semantic or other, to it. But is it a good transcription, and, if so, can it be dated?

Ferrand has already tackled the problem, and starting from ts'ü-t'ung, he declared "Zâtûn" to be an erroneous form for "Zittûn" which he adopted in his Relations de voyages (11, 427, 455), and which he regarded as absolutely correct from the point of view of comparative phonetics. I am not so certain that the change is a happy one. If the tradition about Liu Ts'ung-hsiao be true, the name of T'ung-ch'êng or Ts'ü-t'ung-ch'êng could not have existed for Ch'üan-chou before the 10th cent.; moreover we have no mention of "Zâtûn" before the 13th. But then all sources, Mussulman as well as European, know only Zâtûn, "Zaiton", never Zîtûn. A text of Ašûr-Fidâ, as quoted by Klaphroth (JA, v [July 1824], 43) and Pauthier (Pa, 528), says that the name of the place, according to travellers, is to be pronounced exactly like the Arabic word for "olive", zaitûn (this is not a quotation from the Geography translated by Reinaud and Guyard). Andrea da Perugia says that the place is called "Zaiton" "in Persian" (Wy, 374). It may or may not be that the vocalism of the name had been influenced by the Arabic word for "olive", but the fact remains that the name was pronounced Zâtûn or "Zaiton" at the time it was known, and that is therefore the form we must retain.

But even apart from the "a", the transcription is not so satisfactory. Beginning with Kla-
PROTH, and down to PAUTHIER, BLOCHET (Bl. ii, App. 48) and FERRAND, the term ts‘ū-t‘ung has always been transcribed, although wrongly, as if it were tsū-t‘ung. Now ts‘ū-t‘ung is ts‘is-d‘ung; if we had to do with a transcription prior to the 10th century we should expect *sidun. As the form must have passed abroad after the 10th century, the normal transcription would have been *situn, not *sītūn or *sāltūn (in the same way as ts‘an [=ts‘am] then gave sam- in Persian transcription [see Vonsamān], while ts‘o, unaspirated, gave zo-, and Man-ts‘ū gave Manzi [see Mangi]; ts- and ts- render the same phonem in our romanization of Chinese). So here again we are confronted with a difficulty, though a minor one, which we can waive if we satisfy ourselves, on historical grounds, that «Zaiton» is Ch‘üan-chou.

The two main opponents of the identification of «Zaiton» with Ch‘üan-chou have been C. DOUGLAS and PHILLIPS, both of whom have decided in favour of 敦州 Chang-chou, south-west of Amoy. Their chief arguments were that Chang-chou's harbour had a better title than that of Ch‘üan-chou to the high praise lavished upon it by Polo and Ibn Batṭūṭah; that Chang-chou had been at various times during the Mongol period the capital of the province, alternating in this regard with Ch‘üan-chou; that later the Spaniards and Portuguese often spoke of the great port of «Chinchao» which YULE took at first to be Ch‘üan-chou, but which is in fact Chang-chou; that «Zaiton» had been an important Christian centre in the Mongol period and Christian remains of mediaeval times have been found at Chang-chou, not at Ch‘üan-chou; and finally that Ibn Batṭūṭah spoke of the textiles of Sāltūn in terms which could only refer to those of Chang-chou. Although YULE always maintained in favour of Ch‘üan-chou, he was much impressed in his latter years by these arguments. As for CORDIER, he was unhesitatingly for Ch‘üan-chou in 1891 in his Odoric de Pordenone (p. 281), pronounced in favour of Chang-chou in 1895 (L'Extrême-Orient dans l'Atlas Catalan, 33), and wavered between the two in 1903 when re-editing YULE (Y, ii, 241). ARNAIZ'S paper in TP, 1911, 678-704, is partly a refutation of PHILLIPS. But that paper, written in Spanish, has not received due attention; CORDIER does not even allude to it in Y, iii, 100. So I shall examine the question again, sometimes with fresh material, and in greater detail than in KUWARABA’S discussion of Mem. of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunko in 1928 (ii, 30-33).

I agree that the Chang-chou estuary, including the bay of Amoy as an advanced port, constitutes a magnificent harbour, with the proportions of which Ch‘üan-chou cannot compete. But we cannot to-day judge of the conditions which obtained several centuries ago, when the process of silting was less advanced at Ch‘üan-chou than it is now. The fact remains that Chinese mediaeval sources give a much greater importance to Ch‘üan-chou than to Chang-chou. Inspectors of maritime trade ( 그러히 shih-po-su) existed at the main ports of call of foreign vessels. One was established at Ch‘üan-chou in 1087, soon suppressed, but re-established in 1103. Transferred to the more northern port of Fu-chou, it came back to Ch‘üan-chou in 1132 (Yü-tē chi-shēng, 130, 5a; cf. also HR, 20-21), and retained there the official name of «Inspectorate of maritime trade of the lu of Fu-chien». This is the title which Chao Ju-kua had in 1225 when he compiled his Chu-fan chih from the foreign merchants trading at Ch‘üan-chou (TP, 1912, 449). The conditions remained unchanged when the Mongols conquered southern China. Four Inspectorates of foreign trade were created in 1277, one being at Ch‘üan-chou, and in 1293 these
had grown to seven (Yuăn tien-chang, ch. 22; YS, 17, 7b; 94, 10b-11b). But there was none at Chang-chou (the text of YS, 94, 10b, referred to by Phillips in JNCB, 21, 42, and in TP, 1895, 453, is irrelevant). Moreover, the one at Ch’üan-chou enjoyed until 1293 a privileged position: while the duties levied at the six other ports on imported heavy goods were one-fifteenth of their value, they were only one-thirtieth at Ch’üan-chou (for the general rules, cf. HR, 21-22). It looks indeed as though it had been the policy of the Southern Sung to concentrate foreign trade as far as possible at Ch’üan-chou. In 1178, for instance, when an embassy came from San-fo-ch’i (Palembang-Jambi) which the Emperor did not wish to permit to proceed to the Court, orders were issued to receive and treat the envoys at Ch’üan-chou (Sung shih, 489, 6b). On September 8, 1278, a high-sounding title was bestowed by Qubilai upon the goddess of sailors at Ch’üan-chou (YS, 10, 4a); more epithets were added in 1288, 1299, 1329, 1354 (cf. Wang Hui-tsu, 2, 5b).

These facts would suffice, in my opinion, to establish that the great centre for foreign trade in the Middle Ages was not at Chang-chou, but at Ch’üan-chou, and consequently that Ch’üan-chou is Zäitün. But Phillips’s other arguments must also be dealt with.

Rāsîdud-dîn (Bl, ii, 490) has the following paragraph on Fu-chou and Zäitün in his list of the Chinese provinces (Yule’s translation in Y, ii, 239, and Y³, iii, 126, based on Klaproth’s, is inaccurate; that of Oh, ii, 638, is unsatisfactory): « The seventh șing (see ‘Scieng’) [is that of] the city of Fu-ju, [one of the cities of Manzi (see ‘Mangi’). Formerly the [seat of the] șing was there. [Then] it was transferred to Zäitün; but now it has returned there (i.e. to Fu-ju). » Even from an incomplete translation, Yule had concluded that there was a striking parallelism between what Rāsid said of Fu-ju and Zäitün and what Pauthier (Pa, 525) had translated from Chinese sources about Fu-chou and Ch’üan-chou. Phillips objected (JNCB, xxiii [1889], 24-27, and TP, 1890, 234) on the ground that Chang-chou had also been, from time to time, the provincial capital of Fu-chien during the Mongol period, so that it may have been Rāsid’s Zäitün. Arnaiz’s reply to Phillips (TP, 1911, 696) that the compilation from which Phillips quoted must have mixed up the place-name is not pertinent. Of course — and this Arnaiz did not notice — Phillips is wrong when he makes a work which is supposed to have been written in 1328 quote from the Yuăn shih of 1369, while its real source is a Ming compilation. But the source of that Ming compilation has been correctly reproduced; it is YS, 12, 7a, which says: « In the 20th chih-yüan year, ... the third moon, ... on [the day] jên-wu (April 26, 1283), the hsüan-wei-ssū of the circuit (tsoo) of Fu-chien was suppressed; the ‘moving Grand Secretariat’ (hsing chung-shu-shêng) was re-established (jing fu li) at Chang-chou. » It must not be forgotten that the ‘moving Grand Secretariats’, hsing chung-shu-shêng, or in an abbreviated form hsing-shêng, of the Yuăn period have given their name to the shêng, or ‘provinces’, of later times, and can almost be equated to the ‘provinces’ themselves (see ‘Scieng’). Surprising as the text of the YS may appear, it seems at first sight difficult to think here of a corrupt reading. Not only does the same text occur in the Yuăn shih lei-pien, which may merely copy the YS, but Phillips cites another text, the real origin of which I have unfortunately not been able to determine, according to which the ‘moving shêng of Chang-chou’ must have been in existence already in 1280; that would explain how, after a temporary suppression, it came to be ‘re-established’ in 1283. Still on this point I have certain doubts which will be expressed hereafter. At any rate, such a
"moving shêng" cannot have lasted much after 1283, since it has left no trace in the later administrative geography of the Mongol period, as described in YS, 62, 9a. Perhaps the hsing-shêng of Chang-chou, if it existed, was never more than a fen [斐] hsing-shêng, a "detached moving Secretariat", as it seems to have been again at the time of the rebellions which finally brought the dynasty to an end (cf. Phillips, ibid. 26).

But it was Ch'üan-chou, and Ch'üan-chou alone, which, in the first years following the conquest of southern China by the Mongols, alternated with Fu-chou as the seat of the real "moving Grand Secretariat" of Fu-chien. The connection between the two cities had always been very close. As I have shown above, the very name of Ch'üan-chou was at first an official designation of Fu-chou, that is before it was transferred in 711 to the modern Ch'üan-chou. When the Mongols crossed to south of the Yang-tê, they resorted, for the administration of the newly acquired provinces, to many temporary measures, some of which have left but insufficient traces in our sources; the geographical section of the YS is explicit only in regard to the organization that obtained half a century later. It summarizes the successive changes (though not always correctly) as follows (YS, 62, 8a):

"[Moving Grand Secretariat of Chiang-chê and other places... (= of Hang-chou, of which Fu-chien formed part, after Qubilai)]:

"Lu of Fu-chou... Under the Sung, it was the lu of Fu-chien. In the 15th chih-yüan year (1278) of the Yüan, it became the lu of Fu-chou. In the 18th year (1231), [the seat of] the moving Secretariat of Ch'iian-chou was transferred to this chou (i.e. to Fu-chou). In the 19th year (1232), it again returned to Ch'üan-chou. In the 20th year (1233), it was transferred once more to this chou. In the 22nd year (1235), it was [suppressed and] merged with Hang-chou."

"Lu of Ch'üan-chou... In the 14th chih-yüan year (1277) of the Yüan, [the Yüan] established [there] a moving hsüan-wei-ssu which attended at the same time to the affairs of the moving 'generalissimo's office for repression in the south' (chêng-nan yüan-shuai fu). In the 15th chih-yüan year (1278), the hsüan-wei-ssu became a moving Grand Secretariat (hsing chung shu-shêng), and [Ch'üan-chou] was promoted to a General administrative office of the lu of Ch'üan-chou (Ch'üan-chou tsung-kuan-fu). In the 18th year (1281), the moving shêng was transferred to the [seat of the] lu of Fu-chou (i.e. to Fu-chou). In the 19th year (1282), it again returned to Ch'üan-chou. In the 20th year (1283), it was transferred once more to the [seat of the] lu of Fu-chou.

There can be no doubt that, in agreement with Yule's conclusions, the alternations between Ch'üan-chou and Fu-chou in the texts of the geographical section of the YS correspond to Rashidu'd-Din's indications as to the alternations between Zâitûn and Fu-ju, and this again is decisive for the identification of Zâitûn with Ch'üan-chou. But the history of the "moving shêng", as summed up in that section of the YS, is only a rough approximation; the real facts, which we are not always in a position to retrace in full detail, are much more intricate, as may be seen from the following texts in the pen-chi:

1. (YS, 10, 1b) : "In the 15th chih-yüan year, ... the third month, ... on [the day] i-yu (March 26, 1278), an Imperial edict [prescribed] that Mêng-ku-tai (*Monyutai?, *Monyoltai?;
cf. YS, 131, 3-4; see 'Mongtai'), So-tu (see 'Sogatu') and P'u Shou-keng (cf. KUWABARA, P'u Shou-keng, in Mem. of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunko, II [1928], 1-79, and VII [1935], 1-104) should be in charge of the affairs of the 'moving Grand Secretariat' at Fu-chou and govern the regions (chüan) along the sea [coast]." A promotion in the "moving Grand Secretariat" was given to So-tu and to P'u Shou-keng on September 18, 1278 (YS, 10, 4 b), but the text does not say where (cf. WANG Hui-tzu, 2, 6 a).

2. (YS, 10, 3 a): [In the 15th chih-yüan year] ... the sixth month ... , on [the day] chia-hšü (July 13, 1278), an Imperial edict [prescribed] the reduction in the excessive [number of] officials south of the [Yang-tsz'-]chiang. South of the [Yang-tsz'-]chiang, the Yüan had established the four [moving] sheng of Huai-tung, Hu-nan, Lung-hsing and Fu-chien. Lung-hsing was [suppressed and] merged in Fu-chien ... Lung-hsing is the modern Nan-ch'ang in Chiang-hai, the [Y] Lung-hou of the T'ang, which had been promoted by Lung-hsing-fu by the Sung and became the seat of a "moving Grand Secretariat" in 1275. In 1278, the seat of the "moving Grand Secretariat" was transferred to Kan-chou (= Kan-chou-fu, also in Chiang-hai), but came back to Lung-hsing in 1279. In 1280, it was suppressed and merged into Fu-chien, but was re-established in 1282. In 1284, the name was changed to Lung-hsing. This is the "moving Grand Secretariat of Chiang-hai and other places" of the geographical section of YS, 62, 9 b. Waśław mentions the ñing of Lunkin-fu (so written in the ms. quoted in BL, II, 490; altered in HAMMER's text, Ha, 43; cf. above), and the name is written Lünkön-fù in Rashidu'd-Din (BL, II, 491), probably a misreading for Lünkön-fù. YULE (Y, III, 126, 130) had thought of Ssu-ch'uan or of Kuang-hai, and BLOCHET felt sure that Sso-ch'uan was meant. But it is evident that Lünkön-fu is Lung-hsing-fu, the modern Nan-ch'ang; BLOCHET is mistaken (BL, II, 492) when he tries to identify with Lung-hsing-fu another of the provinces mentioned by Rashid. Lünkön-fù must of course not be confused with the Lünkün which is mentioned in the 10th cent. as the country whose people had recently invaded Champa and which was said to be at four days' distance from Hänfù (= Canton) by boat and twenty days by land (Fe, 30, 123); Lünkün should most likely be corrected to Lünkün and identified with Lung-pien, the modern Hanoi.

3. (YS, 10, 3 b): [In the 15th chih-yüan year] ... the seventh month ... on [the day] ping-shèn (August 4, 1278), the yu-ch'eng T'a-ch'ü (cf. YS, 133, 1 a-b), [the tso-ch'e ng] Lü Shih-k'uei and the ts'án-chia-chêng-shih Chia Chü-chêng were put in charge of the affairs of the 'moving Grand Secretariat' at Kan (= Kan-chou-fu in Chiang-hai). The [administrations of] Fu-chien, Chiang-hai, and Kuang-tung were all under their dependence." Cf. WANG Hui-tzu, II, 5.

4. (YS, 10, 6 b): [In the 16th chih-yüan year] ... the second month ... on [the day] chia-shèn (March 20, 1279) ... order was given to the four [moving] Secretariats of Yang-chou, Hu-nan, Kan-chou and Ch'üan-chou to build 600 war vessels." As WANG Hui-tzu remarks (WANG Hui-tzu, II, 7 a), "Kan-chou" must here be an error for Lung-hsing, because the seat of the "moving Grand Secretariat" had been ordered back from Kan-chou to Lung-hsing on February 18, 1279 (YS, 10, 6 a).

5. (YS, 11, 1 a): [In the 17th chih-yüan year] the first month ... on [the day] chia-tsü (February 23, 1280), orders were given to the 'moving Secretariat' of Chüan-chou to lead troops
to reduce those prefectures and districts and mountain strongholds within its jurisdiction which had not yet submitted, and to massacre those who had submitted and rebelled again.

6. (YS, 11, 1a): "In the 17th chih-yüan year, ... the first month, ... on the day wu-ch'ên (February 27, 1280), a 'moving Grand Secretariat' was established at Fu-chou."

7. (YS, 11, 2a): "In the 17th chih-yüan year, ... the fourth month, ... on the day ping-shên (May 25, 1280), ... as it was not expedient to have the three [moving] Secretariats of Lung-hsing, Ch'üan-chou and Fu-chien, order was given to the Court officials to deliberate in common [on the subject] and to make a report."

8. (YS, 11, 2a): "In the 17th chih-yüan year, ... the fifth month, ... on the day kuei-ch'ou (June 11, 1280), the [seat of the] 'moving Secretariat' of Fu-chien was transferred to Ch'üan-chou."

9. (YS, 11, 2b): "In the 17th chih-yüan year, ... the seventh month, ... on the day chi-ju (August 6, 1280), the 'moving Secretariat' of Ch'üan-chou was transferred to Lung-hsing."

10. (YS, 11, 5a): Mention is made of a report sent in by 'the tso-ch'êng of the 'moving Secretariat' of Fu-chien, P'u Shou-kêng'.

11. (YS, 12, 4a): "In the 19th chih-yüan year, ... the ninth month, ... on the day jên-shên (October 18, 1282), an order was issued that P'ing-luan (in Ho-peii), Kao-li (Corea), Tan-lo (Queelpart), as well as Yang-chou (see 'Yangju'), Lung-hsing and Ch'üan-chou should build together 3000 vessels, big and small."

The last three names are clearly those of 'moving Secretariats'.

12. (YS, 12, 6b): "In the 20th chih-yüan year, ... the third month, ... on the day ting-ssu (April 1, 1283), the General administrative office of the Inspectorate of foreign trade (shih-po tsung-kuan-fu) of Fu-chien was abolished, but the t'i-chü-ssü was retained. The 'moving Secretariat' of Ch'üan-chou was [suppressed and] merged in the 'moving Secretariat' of Fu-chien."

This shows that, contrary to the notices of the geographical section, a 'moving Secretariat' of Ch'üan-chou and a 'moving Secretariat' of Fu-chien had co-existed.

13. (YS, 12, 7a): "In the 20th chih-yüan year, ... the third month, ... on the day jên-wu (April 26, 1283), the hsüan-wei-ssü of the circuit (tao) of Fu-chien was suppressed; the 'moving Grand Secretariat' was re-established at Chang-chou. This is the text which was quoted, but at second-hand, by PHILLIPS."

14. (YS, 13, 1b): "In the 21st chih-yüan year, ... the second month, ... on the day hsûn-ssü (February 19, 1284), the hsüan-wei-shih of Fu-chien, Kuan Ju-te, was made t'san-chih-chêng-shih of the 'moving Secretariat' of Ch'üan-chou."

15. (YS, 13, 3b-4a): "In the 21st chih-yüan year, ... the ninth month, ... on the day chiao-shên (October 19, 1284), ... the Grand Secretariat said: 'The food supplies for the army are extremely scarce in the 'moving Secretariat' of Fu-chien, and have to be transported from [that of] Yang-chou, which entails many delays and errors; it would be more convenient to merge the two [moving] Secretariats into one, and to order detailed Secretariat officials to reside at Ch'üan-chou.' An Imperial edict [prescribed] that the chung-shu yu-chêng [in charge of] the affairs of the 'moving Secretariat' Mang-wu-tai (the same as the Mêng-ku-tai of text No. 1) should be p'ing-chang chêng-shih (see 'Bailo') of the 'moving Grand Secretariat' of Chiang-huai and
other places, and that the tso-ch'êng of his * [moving] Secretariat ’ Hu-la-ch’u (*Qulaču ?; cf. YS, 133, 3 b-4 a) and P'u Shou-kêng and the ts'an-chêng Kuan Ju-tê should have a ‘ detailed [moving] Secretariat ’ (fêng-shêng) at Ch'üan-chou. » Chiang-huai was the name of the ‘ moving Grand Secretariat ’ established at Yang-chou, which was transferred to Hang-chou in 1284, and then named the hsing-shêng of Chiang-chê. It went back to Yang-chou in 1286, and was again called the hsing-shêng of Chiang-huai in 1287. In 1289, it was moved for the second time to Hang-chou (YS, 15, 7 a), and in 1291 received again the name of hsing-shêng of Chiang-chê which it retained till the end of the dynasty (see also « Yangiu » and « Quinsei »); cf. WANG Hui-tsu ², 26, 5 b.

16. (YS, 15, 3 b) : The 22nd chih-yüan year, the first month, ... on [the day] i-wei (February 27, 1285), Lu Shib-yung asked to abolish the ‘ moving Grand Secretariat ’ of Fu-chien and to establish a hsüan-wei-ssü which would be in the dependence of the ‘ moving Grand Secretariat ’ of Chiang-hsi. » According to the geographical section translated above, the ‘ moving Grand Secretariat ’ of Fu-chou was suppressed in 1285, and merged with Hang-chou; WANG Hui-tsu ², 26, 7 a, is of opinion that Hang-chou is an error for Chiang-hsi.

17. (YS, 15, 6 b and 7 a) : The ‘ moving [Grand] Secretariat ’ of Fu-chien is mentioned twice, for the dates of February 11, and March 6, 1289. Consequently, it must have been re-established between 1285 and 1289; but the various sections of the YS say nothing of it (cf. WANG Hui-tsu ², 26, 7 a). According to a quotation from the 三 | 經 | San-shan hsiü-chih of 1328 in ch. 1 of the Pa-Min t'ung-chih, the ‘ moving Grand Secretariat ’ of Fu-chien was re-established in 1286 (cf. KUWABARA, in Mem. of the ... Toyo Bunko, viii [1935], 92).

18. (YS, 16, 6 a) : « In the 28th chih-yüan year, the second month, ... on [the day] kuei-yu (March 6, 1291), the ‘ moving [Grand] Secretariat ’ of Fu-chien was changed to a hsüan-wei-ssü, in the dependence of Chiang-hsi. » This is confirmed by the San-shan hsiü-chih (cf. KUWABARA, ibid.).

19. (YS, 17, 2 a) : « In the 29th chih-yüan year, ... the second month, ... on [the day] i-hai (March 2, 1292), ... the ch'üan-fu t'ai-ching I-hei-mi-shih (Yûmû), the myriarch of the ancient army of Têng-chou, Shih Pi (cf. YS, 162, 4 b-6 a), and the yu-ch'êng of the ‘ moving [Grand] Secretariat ’ of Fu-chien, Kao Hsing (cf. YS, 162, 6 a-7 b), were all named p'ing-chang chêng-shih of the ‘ moving Grand Secretariat ’ of Fu-chien, [and ordered] to lead troops to punish Chao-wa (Java). » Kao Hsing’s biography confirms that the ‘ moving Grand Secretariat ’ of Fu-chien was re-established in 1292. It was an emergency measure, explained by the fact that the Chinese armada sent against Java started from Fu-chien.

20. (YS, 19, 4 b) : « In the 1st ta-tê year, ... the second month, ... on [the day] chi-wei (March 20, 1297), the ‘ [moving Grand] Secretariat ’ of Fu-chien was changed to the ‘ moving Grand Secretariat ’ of Fu-chien, P'ing-hai and other places, and its seat was transferred to Ch’üan-chou. The p'ing-chang chêng-shih Kao Hsing said that Ch'üan-chou was not far from Liu-ch'ü, and that either by summoning [the Liu-ch'ü people], or by going [to them], it was easy [from there] to win their affection. That is why the seat was changed. »

21. (YS, 20, 1 b) : « In the 3rd ta-tê year, ... the second month, ... on [the day] ting-ssü (March 8, 1299), ... the ‘ moving Grand Secretariats ’ of Sû-ch'üan and of Fu-chien were abolished. » From the biography of K'o-li-chi-ssü (Giwargis, George) in YS, 134, 9 a, it appears that Fu-chien was at that time made a dependency of Chiang-chê, that is of Hang-chou.
(cf. also Wang Hui-tsu, 26, 7a). The same state of affairs must have prevailed c. 1330, i.e. at the time when the materials later used by the geographical section of the YS were compiled.

22. (YS, 44, 4b) : « In the 16th chih-chêng year, in the spring, the first month, on [the day] jên-woo (February 2, 1356), the Generalissimo’s office (tu yüan-shuai fu) of the hsüan-wei shih-ssê of Fu-chien was changed to a ‘moving Grand Secretariat’ of Fu-chien. » It is probable that the « moving Grand Secretariat » of Fu-chien re-established in 1356 had its seat at Ch’iian-chou as in 1297-1299. In such a case, the « detailed moving Secretariat » mentioned by Phillips for 1358, but without any reference, would be the same « moving Grand Secretariat » of Fu-chien. But I cannot prove it.

Nor can I find any trace of the « detailed moving Secretariat » which Phillips mentions as having been at Chang-chou in 1363 (read « 1362 »). In the pên-chi, s. a. 1362, I only find (YS, 46, 2b) that on May 24, 1362, « Sai-fu-t’ing (Saifu’-d’-Din) of Ch’iian-chou took possession of the lu of Fu-chou. The p’ing-chang chêng-shih of the ‘ moving Secretariat ’ of Fu-chien, Yen-chih-pu-hua (*Ălţ-li-buqa — Ălţli-buja) attacked and defeated him. The remnant of the bands [of Saifu’-d’-Din] took to sea, and went back to their possession of Ch’iian-chou. The ts’an-chih-chêng-shih of the ‘ moving Secretariat ’ of Fu-chien, Ch’ên Yu-ting, recovered the lu of Fu-chou. » Saifu’-d’-Din had rebelled and taken possession of Ch’iian-chou in 1357 (YS, 45, 1a). Perhaps it was on account of the rebellion of Saifu’-d’-Din that the « moving Grand Secretariat of Fu-chien », expelled from Ch’iian-chou, had become a « detailed moving Grand Secretariat » at Chang-chou.

Although sometimes deficient in minor particulars, our information is comprehensive enough to make the main facts quite certain. For a score of texts referring to the change of the « moving Grand Secretariat » at Fu-chou and at Ch’iian-chou, there is in the whole of the YS only one mention of a « moving Grand Secretariat » at Chang-chou. That text (No. 13) speaks of a « moving Secretariat » re-established at Chang-chou on April 26, 1283, while there is in the pên-chi no earlier mention of its existence or of its suppression. On the other hand, our text No. 12 says that the « moving Secretariat » of Ch’iian-chou was abolished on April 1, 1283, and we see that same « moving Secretariat » of Ch’iian-chou existing again in February 1284 (text No. 14), without any former mention of its re-establishment. If we had only the YS, it would have been very tempting to think that the text referring to April 26, 1283, is corrupt and that what was then re-established was the « moving Secretariat » of Ch’iian-chou, not of Chang-chou. But there is, besides, the text of enigmatic origin according to which the « moving Secretariat » of Chang-chou must have existed in 1280; and also the « detailed moving Grand Secretariat » of Chang-chou mentioned by Phillips for 1362. Wang Hui-tsu, 26, 7b, accepts the text of April 26, 1283, on Chang-chou, without having any other source to corroborate it. I do the same, though with considerable hesitation. There are many other cases where the items of information of the pên-chi are incomplete. Moreover, the « moving Grand Secretariats », although they became in time almost equivalent to provinces, were originally emergency institutions, established on certain occasions, and suppressed when no longer necessary. At the time of the conquest of South China, there may have been a « moving Grand Secretariat » at Chang-chou, the existence of which was short-lived. More puzzling is the « detailed moving Grand Secretariat » of Chang-chou in 1362; but, with the rebellions which preceded the fall of the dynasty, emergency measures
similar to those of the time of the conquest may have been taken. At any rate, this “moving
Grand Secretariat” of Chang-chou could only have been something created ad hoc and of
temporary nature, not to be placed on a par with the one which was at times at Fu-chou, at
others at Ch’üan-chou, and which is certainly the king of the Füjū and Zailūn spoken of by
Rāṣūnu’d-Dīn.

Phillips’s next argument in favour of Chang-chou was the frequent mention of “Chincích”
early Spanish and Portuguese accounts; at first Yule had taken “Chincích” to be Ch’éan-chou,
while it is in fact Chang-chou. But this has no great bearing on the Zailūn question, since the
conditions prevailing at the time of the Spanish and Portuguese travellers of the 16th and 17th
centuries were probably quite different from those which obtained in the 13th and 14th.
Moreover, while I readily admit what Yule has himself acknowledged, that he has confused the
two places in regard to “Chincích,” I am far from being sure that all Spanish and Portuguese
authors gave the same meaning to “Chincích.” Some at least of the references to “Chincích”
point in fact to Ch’éan-chou (cf. also Yule, Hobson-Jobson4, 200), but a discussion of the
passages would require much space, without throwing any light on Zailūn.

Another of Phillips’s arguments, that Christian remains had been found at Chang-chou,
not at Ch’éan-chou, becomes a boomerang against his own hypothesis. Martini’s “Chang-chou”
Bible has a good chance of being the same Bible as was later obtained at Ch’ang-chou in Chiang-
su by Couplet (cf. Mo, 85-86). The “Chang-chou” stone crosses of faulty Dominican reports
of the 17th cent. have turned out to be Ch’éan-chou stone crosses for which we possess details
of place and date in Jesuit engravings of the time (cf. Arnaiz, in TP, 1911, 687-688; Mo, 78-83).
These crosses have disappeared, but a new one was discovered in 1906, and it was again at
Ch’éan-chou; there is also at Ch’éan-chou the tomb of the Persian Christian Ḥūsān or Ḥūsān-
dād (cf. TP, 1911, 727; 1914, 644; Mo, 80-81; Ecke and Déméville, The Twin Pagodas, 22,
and Pl. 70 b). Moreover, the Christians were only a minority among the foreigners of Zailūn; the
Muslim community was of far greater importance. Now, Ch’éan-chou possesses the most ancient
and the best-built mosque of China, with important inscriptions and with a cemetery (cf. Arnaiz
and van Berchem in TP, 1911, 677-727). When in 1217 a Buddhist priest brought back to his
monastery in Japan a specimen of Arabic writing, he had had it written by a Muslim merchant at Ch’éan-chou (JA, 1913, II, 181-185). Sculptural remains of approximately the same date
testify to the presence also of a South-Indian colony (cf. Ostasiat-Zeitschr. 1933, 5-11; Nilakanta

The mass of arguments in favour of Ch’éan-chou and against Chang-chou is so overwhelming
that a discussion of Pola’s statement concerning the porcelain produced at “Tingju,” a city of the
same province as “Zaiton,” or of Ibn Battūta’s notices on the textiles of Zailūn cannot change
our conclusions. The question of “Tingju” will be discussed in another note (see “Tingju”).
I shall only say here a few words on the textiles, not to establish the identification of Zailūn, but
because the subject is of some interest in itself.

Ibn Battūta speaks of the velvet damasks (kimḥā; see under “Camut”) and of the satin
(aṭlas) made at Zailūn and known as zūṭūnīyyāh, “Zaitunese” (transl. Defrémery and Sanguinetti, iv, 269; the translation of kimḥā as “velvet” is doubtful; cf. Y3, iv, 118). Elsewhere he
mentions 500 pieces of kimḥā, of the sort manufactured at Zāltūn, which had been sent to the sultan of Delhi by the Chinese Emperor (iv, 1). In 1441, ‘Abdu'-r-Razzāq saw the king of Bistānar dressed in «satin of Zāltūn» (aṭlas-i zāltūnî), his feet resting on a cushion of the same material (cf. Y, ii, 241-242; HEYD, Hist. du commerce, ii, 701-702; YULE, Hobson-Jobson, 797). Both YULE and HEYD were convinced that our word «satin» was derived from zāltūnî. This is accepted by BLOCH, Dict. étymol. ii, 255, for the French word (but «zatouï» must be a misreading for «zatouni», and «Tsia-Toung» is a monstrous perversion of the modern pronunciation of Ch‘üan-chou). Although SKRAT and HATZFELD upheld the etymology of Engl. and French «satin» with Lat. seta, I do not doubt that YULE and HEYD were right. Forms like acetyuni in a Spanish document, zatony in a French inventory of 1352, setuni in Clavijo, etc., leave almost no room for doubt. But it may be that the final form of Ital. setino, Engl. and French satin is partly due to a contamination of Lat. seta. The German word for satin, Atlas, is of course the Arabic word aṭlas, the literal meaning of which is «close-shaven», Ital. raso (on aṭlas, cf. the long and important note of QUATREMÈRE, Hist. des Sultans Mamelouks, ii, 1, 69-70); zatuni raso occurs in an Italian text of the 15th cent. Already in Clavijo, setuni is not solely used with its original meaning of «satin of Zāltūn», but is also applied to the satin made in Persia.

PHILLIPS tried to establish that the manufacture of silk was much more developed in Chang-chou than in Ch‘üan-chou (JNCE, xxiii [1889], 28-30; TP, 1895, 451-452). It seems to be a fact that at the end of the 19th cent., silk-weaving was thriving in Chang-chou, but perhaps owing to the accidental enthusiasm of an official (cf. ARNAIZ, in TP, 1911, 689). In point of fact, the mulberry-tree grows very well in both districts, though no better than it does farther to the north. In the first half of the 8th cent., silk taffeta was sent as «tribute» to the Court by Fu-chou and Chien-chou, but not by Ch‘üan-chou or Chang-chou (cf. Yüan-ho chüin-hsien t‘u-chih, 29, 12 a, 14 a, 15 a, 16 a). Moreover, foreigners were not likely to burden themselves with excessive nomenclature. Satin manufactured at Ch‘üan-chou, at Chang-chou, and also in other parts of Fu-chien would go by the name of «Zaitunese», because they were sent abroad from Zāltūn. As a matter of fact, I have a suspicion that much of the «Zaitunese» silk material was brocade manufactured at Chien-ning (see «Camut» and «Quedinfu».

The name Zāltūn disappears at the dawn of modern times. How it ever found its way at the end of the 16th cent. into BOTERO’s Relazione universale, to be located between Canton and «Liampou» (= Ningpo), is as mysterious to-day as when YULE wrote his note in Y, ii, 239. In the Aṣn-i Akbarî of 1595, the mention of Zāltūn is merely literary and artificial. There was current in the 16th cent., however, a term which recalled the greater days of Zāltūn’s past: the first period of the south-western monsoon was then known as massin-i Zāltūn, «the Zāltūn monsoon» (cf. Fe, 486).

Before leaving the question of the name «Zaiton», I wish to add something on another name given to the place by Abû-l-Fidā († 1331). Abû-l-Fidā said that, according to a traveller who had recently come from China, خانق (to be read خانق, Hānqū) was then called خانق (Hansā), and خانق Zāltūn. In a note, GUYARD remarks that Abû-l-Fidā mentions two خانق, but that in both cases it must be خانق, Polo’s «Quinsai». As to خانق (which GUYARD read خانق), YULE (Y, ii, 237), HIRTH
and Rockhill (HR, 18), and Ferrand (Fe, 427) are all agreed that it is a transcription of Ch'üan-chou, and Ferrand insists that its identification was made by Abū-'l-Fidā long before European scholars (Phillips's 'Scheikham' [JNCB, xxi, 42], or 'Scheikhoun' [TP, 1890, 231], taken from d'Hérelot, can be nothing but a misreading of Şānjū). I see things quite differently. What Abū-'l-Fidā says is that he cannot ascertain the true forms of names given to Chinese towns, rivers, etc., in ancient Western works, and therefore omits them. But for the identification of two of these names he thinks he has good authority to fall back on. So the two names must have been known in early Arabic geographical lore. One is obvious, Īānfi. But the Īānfi of the 9th cent. is not Īānsā, Hang-chou, but Canton (see 'Quinsai'). I am afraid that the informant who blundered over Īānfi did the same with Şānjū. Only one Şānjū occurs in the ancient Musulman works which treat of China, and this was Shan-chou in the region of Hsi-ning, in Western China (see 'Silingiu' and 'Saciou'). It seems probable that Abū-'l-Fidā inquired from the traveller about Şānjū, an ancient name of the true value of which the man knew no more than he did of Īānfi. But, for a Musulman traveller of the 14th cent., who had gone to China by sea, the two important places were certainly Hang-chou (Īānsā) and Ch'üan-chou (Zāitūn). Īānfi (perhaps already altered to Şānjū in Abū-'l-Fidā's source) became Īānsā, and Şānjū was given as a former name of Zāitūn. Perhaps, the consonance between Şānjū and Ch'üan-chou (T's'ī-ān-čou) helped the mistaken identification, if the Arabic traveller ever heard and noticed the Chinese name; and with this possible explanation I am afraid I concede too much already.

Ibn Battūtah (iv, 269) says that at Zāitūn the Musulmans had a city by themselves. Whatever the facts may be about the Moor's very 'Pintoo' account of China, he almost spoke the truth in the present case, inasmuch as most foreigners, including the Musulmans, lived in the southern suburb of Ch'üan-chou, in a part called 蒲南 Ch'üan-nan, 'South of Ch'üan-chou' (cf. Hirth, in JIAS, 1896, 75; Ecke and Demiéville, The Twin Pagodas, 4). In his Chu-fan chih of 1225, Chao Ju-kua speaks of the Arab who established a cemetery for foreigners outside the south-eastern corner of the city; this Arab himself lived at Ch'üan-nan (HR, 119). In another section of his book, Chao Ju-kua mentions two men from Nan-p'i (= Namburi, Brahmans of Malabar), father and son, who had settled at 'South-of-the-wall of Ch'üan[-chou]' (蒲南城南); the term certainly refers to Ch'üan-nan (HR, 88). The name of Ch'üan-nan continued to be used. I have quoted above, unfortunately at second hand, a sentence from a Ming work entitled Ch'üan-nan ts'a-chih, 'Miscellaneous memoirs of Ch'üan-nan.'

In speaking of non-Chinese tribes like the 'Çardandán' in south-western Yün-nan and the people of 'Caugigu' (Upper Tonking), Polo describes the practice of tattooing, but it is only in the chapter on 'Çaiton' that he mentions it as in use in China proper; people came from 'Upper India' to have their bodies adorned by the local artists! I have no other information on tattooing at Ch'üan-chou. But in the Yüan sien chang, 41, 24 a, there is mentioned the curious case, in 1309, of a man, at Hang-chou, who had forcibly tattooed the back and thighs of his wife with dragons and devils in blue, and displayed her naked in the streets; as there was the aggravating circumstance that he had beaten his mother-in-law, he was sentenced to 87 blows with the big bamboo and his wife was sent back to her own kin.
Polo speaks of the «five very beautiful bridges of Caiton», the largest being «quite three miles in length». As the passage occurs only in Z, it has naturally not been commented on by Yule; but there is no remark made about it in Ricci and Ross, Penzer or Benedetto. I am not in a position to identify all the bridges. But one of them must be the 順濟橋 Shun-chi-ch’iao, which spans the Chin-chiang south of the walls of Ch’üan-chou, and on the highway to Chang-chou; it was built in 1211 (cf. Ta-Ch’ing i-t’ung chih, 328, 6 a; the form Shun-chih[治]-ch’iao used by Phillips in TP, 1894, 7, is erroneous, although it has been copied by Ecke in Sinica, vi, 296; the correct form is given in Ecke and Demiéville, The Twin Pagodas, 4 and Pl. 6 a). As for the bridge of «quite three miles in length», it is certainly the famous 洛陽橋 Lo-yang-ch’iao or 萬安橋 Wan-an-ch’iao, built over the Lo-yang River at the northern end of the bay of Ch’üan-chou, on the highway to Fu-chou, and certainly one of the most striking achievements of early Chinese engineering. The construction of the bridge took six years, from 1053 to 1069, and was due to the initiative of the well-known author and statesman Ts’ai Hsiang (1012-1067; Giles, Biogr. Dict. No. 1974), himself a native of the district of Hsien-yu, to the north-east of Ch’üan-chou. It is difficult to estimate the real length of Polo’s «three miles», but Chinese sources give to the bridge a length of 3600 feet, which amounts to five-sevenths of a mile. Phillips (TP, 1894, 7) said that the bridge had been described by the Augustine Fathers who visited Fu-chien in 1575 (not *1577*). But this would require the tacit assumption that «Megas» in Mendoça’s book means Ch’üan-chou, while it seems more likely to be the Hsing-hua suggested in a note by the editor of Mendoça in the Hakluyt Society publications (II, 75). The first certain description I know of, and a very enthusiastic one it is, occurs in Martini’s Novus Atlas Sinensis of 1655. Martini had crossed the bridge on two different occasions. He does not fail to note that the pillars of the bridge are bevelled both up and down stream, describing them in almost the same terms as in Polo’s then unknown passage. Further details and views of the Lo-yang Bridge are given by Ecke, in Sinica, vi, 271-272, 296, and Pl. 22, 4; 23, 9 and 11; and in Ecke and Demiéville, The Twin Pagodas, p. 4 and Pl. 71 a.

196. ÇANGHIBAR

canghibar F, Fr
cansibar, zamzibar P
cangsimar, zungbar V
zachibar, zacechibar, zacibar
TA¹
cachibar TA¹, TA³
canchibar F
canghibar F, Z

The readings of Z and of the French mss. leave no doubt that the intended pronunciation is Çanghibar, and not the «Zanjibar» which V and L would seem to suggest. Ramusio’s «Zenzibar» is a comparatively late form, also used by Ortelius, and very near Barbosa’s «Zinzibar».

The first element of the name is of early occurrence in reference to the African negro countries bordering on the Indian Ocean. Ptolemy speaks of the Lyry apor (t, 17, 9) or Lyrryapaor (iv, 7, 11), and Cosmas in the 6th cent. mentions several times πο Λγγηαρον. In Arabic sources, the name is written زنج and vocalized as Zanj and Zanj; originally it must have been pronounced Zang or Zing, with the pronunciation ơ of ơ which still obtains in the Egyptian dialect of Arabic. This Zanj < Zang can hardly be, as FERHAND says (JA, 1924, i, 240; cf. also STORBECK, in MSOS, XVII [1914], ii, 101-102), an Arabized form of Persian ی Zangi, which has the same meaning; both forms may more probably go back to a common foreign original, or the Persian form may even have been borrowed from the Arabic.

From the name Zang of the coast of East Africa, the Persians formed ژنج Zangi, "negro [of Eastern Africa]", and ئنج Zangistân, "country of the Zang", also arabized as Zanjistân; Zangistân is the form used in 982 by the Persian author of the Hudâd al-Alâm. The Arabic form ژنج Zangîbâr (Zanjibâr ?) is met with for the first time in Ya'qûb (1224; cf. DEVIC, loc. cit., 10; STORBECK, loc. cit., 101; the apparent "Zanguebar" in Idrisi's text of Fe, 173, is misleading; the original gives Zanj); the corresponding Persian one ژنج Zangibar (not "Zangi-bâr" as in Hobson-Jobson, 978) occurs in Qazwîn († 1233; cf. STORBECK, loc. cit., 101-102), in the Persian version of Ištâlî (ibid.), c. 1470 in 'Abdu'-R-Zaqaq (Fe, 474), etc. The name had long designated a considerable portion of the littoral, from a little south of Cape Gardafui to Sofâ. But Polo's informants left out of "Canghibar" and north of it the whole region of Mogadiscio (see "Mogadaxo"). Later on, a still more restricted application prevailed; at the time of the Portuguese discoveries c. 1500, the name was specifically referred to the island at it is now (cf. DAMES, Barbosa, i, 26-28). On the final -bâr of Zangibâr, see "Melibar".

Although Zang must have been at first the name of a country, the colour of its inhabitants and the number of slaves which came from it soon gave the name the two accessory meanings of "negro" and of "slave". In the early days of the Abbassid califate, the Zanj had increased in Mesopotamia to such numbers that for fifteen years, from 868 to 983, they were able to conduct a bloody servile war in Mesopotamia, recalling those of Eunus and of Spartacus (cf. MAISSON, in EL, s. v. "Zandj").

It is with the value of "negro", and often of "negro slave", that the word Zangi passed to Indonesia, Central Asia and the Far East. A Javanese inscription of 860 mentions the Jäghi, while other spellings Jangi and Jâghi occur in inscriptions dated 1135, 1140 and 1294 (cf. FERRAND, in JA, 1921, i, 164; 1924, i, 241). Jâghi or Jëghi is still the name of the negroes in Malay; it is Jõghi in Battak (cf. BEFEO, iv, 291).

With all the modern intercourse between Egypt, Persia and Turkish-speaking countries, it is no wonder that zang and zangi should mean "negro" in Osmanian Turkish and in the Turkish of Crimea respectively. But the occurrence of the word in the Quashy billig of 1069-1070 deserves more attention: in two passages, the appearance of the world when the sun is gone is
compared to the face of a zângi (113, 3, and 177, 20). The meaning is confirmed in the second case by the variant žâbâ'at, "African", of the Cairo ms.; the Uighur spelling sânggi or sângi given in Radlov's edition in Uighur letters (p. 131, 216) and in his dictionary (iv, 448) is a misreading, or a wrong form due to the late scribe who had to use the unfamiliar Uighur script. The transcription in Latin letters accompanying Radlov's translation gives žângi (p. 337) and sânggi (p. 514); I have no doubt that the Cairo ms., written in Arabic script, correctly gives in the first passage žângi, which Radlov adopted; but Radlov retained in the second passage the wrong form, sânggi, of the Uighur ms. (it ought, however, to be žângi according to his edition of that ms. in Uighur script) because this time the ms. in Arabic script had žâbâ'at instead of žângi. We may safely conclude that in the 11th cent., the Turks of Central Asia had at least a scholarly knowledge of žângi as a word meaning " negro."

The same word occurs in Chinese sources. In 1904 (BEFEO, iv, 289-291) I called attention to a few texts mentioning slave boys and girls called 督(仹) sâng-ch'i (*sâng-g'ie) or 督(仹) sâng-ch'i (*sâng-g') who had been sent as tribute by some Indonesian kingdoms: two sâng-ch'i girls in 724 by Srivijaya (= Palembang, or Palembang-Jambi; cf. Hsin-T'ang shu, 222 C, 4 a; Ts'ê-fu yüan-kuei, 971, 6 a; 975, 4 b); four sâng-ch'i boys in 813 (Hsin-T'ang shu, 222 C, 3 a; T'ang hui yao, 100, 2 b; in 815 according to Ts'ê-fu yüan-kuei, 972, 7 a) and two sâng-ch'i girls in 818 by Ho-ling (= Kalinga, Java; T'ang hui yao, 100, 2 b; Ts'ê-fu yüan-kuei, 972, 7 b). Already in 1904, I had identified these sâng-ch'i as žângi; the solution has been accepted, and I do not think it can be doubted. There are, however, two difficulties. The first one is of a phonetic nature, which I failed to notice in 1904: sâng-ch'i normally renders an original žângi, not žângi. To account for such an anomaly, I can only suggest either that the Persian term reached China through intermediaries who had no z and pronounced it as s, or that the transcription was contaminated by the earlier existence of 督(仹) sâng-ch'i as a ready-made Buddhist term transcribing sângḥika and entering into transcriptions based on Prakrit forms of sâtkâṣika and asaṅgхиeya (cf. Ona Tokuno's dictionary, 1072). But both explanations are mere hypotheses.

I alluded to the second difficulty in 1904: 督(仹) sâng-ch'i occurs in the Manuscript Man-shu of c. 660 (6, 6 b) as the name of a "tribe" which there is no apparent reason to locate as far away as Africa (cf. BEFEO, iv, 291). But in the Études asiatiques published in 1925 by the École Française d'Extrême-Orient (ii, 261-263), I have since translated another text which must be mentioned in connection with that of the Man-shu. In one of the notes of his I-ch'ieh ching yin-i, completed in 817, Hui-lia speaks of the 督(仹) K'un-lun (*Kuan-lun) or 督(仹) Ku-lun (*Kuat-lun) barbarians of the southern islands, very black, naked, capable of taming rhinoceroses and elephants and adds: "They are of several sorts: there are the 督(仹) Sâng-ch'i, the 督(仹) Tu-mi (*D'ou-mie), the 督(仹) Ku-t'ang (*Kuat-d'ang), the 督(仹) Ko-mieh (*Käp-mieh) and others; all are vile people, without rites or laws, living by pillage, and fond of eating men... Their language is irregular and different from that of the [other] barbarians. They are accomplished in going into water (— for diving into it) and [can remain in it] a whole day without dying."

Of the different names occurring in Hui-lia's text, Tu-mi and Ku-t'ang are unknown, but Ko-mieh transcribes the name of the Khmer or Cambodians, and K'un-lun is a general designation
of southern Indo-Chinese and Indonesian races. K'un-lun was not always used with the pejorative meaning attributed to it by Hui-lin; we hear for instance of Buddhist literature in the K'un-lun language. Nevertheless, the name soon became a designation of blackish people, with curly hair, who often came to China as slaves. The K'un-lun thus began to be mixed up with the Zangi. In other words, Indonesian Negritos may have been called Zangi without being African negroes, while African Zangi came also to be known in China as K'un-lun. In exactly the same terms which Hui-lin employed for the K'un-lun barbarians, Idrisi speaks of the natives of Jâlûs (? read Bâlis—Baros), probably in Sumatra, who he says are Zanj (transl. Jaubert, i, 77, 79; Devic, Le pays des Zendjs, 110; Fe, 182, 184).

Since I discussed the problem of the K'un-lun in 1904 (BEFO, iv, 215-231), Ferrand has examined it in great detail in JA (1919), and I have added further texts in TP, 1923, 271-272, 290, and in Études asiatiques, iii, 257-263. A T'ang Sino-Sanskrit vocabulary renders K'un-lun as Skr. Dvipântara (cf. Mémorial Sylvain Lévi, 392-397), meaning something like «the other continent». Despite Ferrand's researches, we cannot yet tell what the original was of the word transcribed as K'un-lun. Ferrand was not far from believing that it was Qomr, Qomr, and he would identify with that name the name of the Khmer and the African Qamr (cf. JA, 1919, ii, 212). The question is made more obscure by the earlier existence of a K'un-lun in Chinese legend (the original Qomr according to Ferrand!), and also by the deficiency of Middle Chinese which did not have a phonem like -om or -um. Moreover, the traditions relative to Kauqünya, which is sometimes transcribed 肯倫 Chên-lun (Kiu-lun) may have reacted on the Indo-Chinese Ku-lun or K'un-lun; finally, at a later date, K'un-lun became the Chinese name of Polo Condor (see «Condur»). To try to unravel such an entangled skein would require a whole monograph, only to reach perhaps an indifferent result. Suffice it to say here that the name K'un-lun was applied by the Chinese to black curly-haired (or frizzy-haired) races at least as early as the 4th cent.

I have dilated somewhat on the name K'un-lun because we find it in Sung times much more closely connected with Zangi than in Hui-lin's note of 817. Chou Ch'ü-fei, whose Ling-wai tai-ta (published in 1178) devoted a paragraph to 肯倫 K'un-lun Ts'êng-ch'i (K'un-lun Dz'ong-g'i), an island where there were giant birds which could mask the sun in their flight (see «Rucs») and the inhabitants of which, black as lacquer and with frizzled hair, were carried off as slaves to Arab masters. This text was copied almost word for word by Chao Juck-won in his Chu fan chih of 1225 (HR, 149). Hirsh and Rockhill, interpreting K'un-lun Ts'êng-ch'i as «The Zanj (or Blacks) from K'un-lun» saw in K'un-lun a transcription of Kânbalu, the native name of our Pemba Island, north-north-east of Zanzibar. For Ferrand (JA, 1919, ii, 208-210), K'un-lun represented Qamrûn, in a series Qomr (in Central Asia) > Qâmûn (in Indo-China and Indonesia) > Qomr (at Madagascar and on the eastern coast of Africa); as the form Qamrûn was not known in Africa, the true original of K'un-lun Ts'êng-ch'i must have been Qamr of Qomr. With all due regard for Ferrand's industry, the whole theory seems to me ruinous. Particularly, in so far as K'un-lun Ts'êng-ch'i is concerned, I do not accept for one moment that the Chinese should, when they had heard «Zang of Qomr», feel that Qomr was the same as a Qamrûn which they elsewhere transcribed K'un-lun. In the case of Chou Ch'ü-fei, we have to deal with a man who had never left China, and who, when collecting his information from merchants and sailors, could
but try to connect what he was told with what he already knew. Ts'êng-ch'i was unknown to him; but of course he knew K'un-lun, and its use as a designation of negroes or of negroes. I do not believe that K'un-lun Ts'êng-ch'i is a genuine compound name transmitted from Africa. But Chou Ch'ü-fei, hearing of the Zangi of Africa, coupled their name with the one which was more commonly used in China, and the combination resulted in K'un-lun Ts'êng-ch'i.

This combined form was artificial and Chao Ju-kua found it only in Chou Ch'ü-fei. The result was that when Chao Ju-kua's informants spoke to him of the land of the Zangi and mentioned it under the name then in use, Zangibar, Chao Ju-kua had no suspicion that Zangibar was the same as K'un-lun Ts'êng-ch'i and devoted a chapter of his own to Zangibar (*De'ang-b'u*), a perfect transcription of Zangibar (HR, 126-127). This first occurrence of the form Zangibar in 1225 strictly falls in with the first use of Zangibar by Ya'qût in 1224; it is quite possible that the forms in-b'at of that particular name were not yet in use, or were scarcely in use, when Chou Ch'ü-fei wrote half a century earlier.

Zangibar is found a second time in Chinese in the Tao-i chih-lio of 1349, where the name of Ts'êng-yao-lo has justly been corrected to Ts'êng-pa (Yang). Zangibar, by the various commentators (cf. Rockhill, in TP, 1915, 622-623). On the other hand, I think that Hirth and Rockhill were mistaken when they thought of phonetically connecting Zangibar with Zanzibar. The name of the Somali coast in Chao Ju-kua, with Zanzibar in the African coast (HR, 131, 272).

The land of the Zangi raises a last Polian problem, for which something can be added to what has been stated by Yule (Y, l 120) and by Benedetto (B, CXXI-CCXXII; cf. also Langlois, in Hist. latt. de la France, XXXV, 255). Pietro d'Abano (c. 1250-c. 1316), who knew Polo in Venice, has a paragraph on a star "as big as a sack" (in Yule's translation), which is seen in the country of the Zinghi (Yule). Instead of Yule's Zinghi, Benedetto's Latin quotation gives "in regionibus Cincorum", with a note to the effect that probably the country meant is Zanzibar, "called Zing" in the map of the world of a contemporary of Pietro d'Abano, Marino Sanudo the elder. That Zanzibar, or rather the Zangi country, is meant is beyond discussion, but the rest of Benedetto's note is not quite correct. Like Pietro d'Abano's Venetian edition of 1476, which gives "Cincorum", the mas. Vat. Lat. 2447, 100 c., and Pal. Lat. 1171, 123 c., which Moule was kind enough to collate for me, give "Cingorum" and "Cincorum", respectively. As to Marino Sanudo's map, as reproduced in Bongars's Gesta Dei per Francos, it gives "Zine et ideo Zinzibar", and I think that "Zine" is more likely to be a misreading of "Zing" (= *Zing) than of *Zinz. It is after the mention of the "star" of the country of the Zangi that Pietro d'Abano adds by way of confirmation what he had been told by Polo. The whole discussion is concerned about the possibility of living on the equator (a possibility which is denied in Marino Sanudo's map: regio inhabita propert calorem). Pietro d'Abano quotes various authorities, according to which the climate is less torrid at the equator than north of it. He goes on with the passage on the "star", which I would translate as follows:

"The stars (signa) support this same [view], since Albumasar says in the book of the Dialogues with Sadan: 'In the country of the Zangi there is a big star in the shape of a sack (stella magna ut saccus). I have known a man who saw it, and he told me that it had a faint light like a piece of a cloud and that it was always in the south'." I have also been told of
that star — amongst other things — by Marco the Venetian, the most extensive traveller and diligent explorer that has ever been known, that he saw the same star under the Antarctic Pole: and it is big, with a tail (et est magna habens caudam, according to both mss.; in printed editions et est magnum habens caudam), and he drew a figure of it thus. He also reported that he saw there the Antarctic Pole at an altitude above the earth apparently equal to a soldier's long lance, while the Arctic Pole was hidden [below the horizon]. It is from there also, he says (sunsist, mss.), that they export to us camphor, lign-aloes, and brasil (I agree here with Yule, not with B, cxiv, n. 1). He testifies that the heat there is intense, and the habitations few. He saw all that on a certain island where he arrived by sea. He also says that men and women are very big there (cf. B, ccxiii, n. 2) and have (i.e. the rams) very coarse and stiff wool like the bristles of our pigs, and that there is no means of access to such places except by sea.

In another section, Pietro d'Abano says (B, ccxiii) : "... I have heard from Marco the Venetian, who had crossed the equator, that he found there bigger men than here, and this occurs because in such places there is no cold that condenses bodies and therefore reduces them (in size)."

According to Yule, the place to be reached only by sea where Polo saw the "star" is of course Sumatra. While admitting of such a possibility, Benedetto objects that the only passage in which Polo speaks of men of gigantic stature is in the chapter on "Çanghibar" (Vol. i, 432). This is true, but since Polo never visited the African Coast, the only alternative to Sumatra would be Java, in case Polo visited it in the course of his earlier mission to the southern seas.

Yule's figure of Polo's drawing seems to be an inversion to the right of the figure with the curve at the left which is printed in the 1548 edition of Pietro d'Abano and is reproduced by Benedetto (B, ccxiii). Our figure, reproducing the 14th century MS. Pal. Lat. 1171, fol. 123 c, is much less elaborate, but shows the curve at the top, which I believe is the original arrangement.

Albumazar, quoted by Pietro d'Abano, is Abū Ma'sar Ja'far Ibn Muḥammad, of Balkh, astronomer and astrologer, who died a centenarian on a. d. March 8, 846 (cf. Brockelmann, Gesch. der arab. Litteratur, i, 221-222). The Dialogues with Sadan are his answers to the questions of Sa'id Sadan (Brockelmann, ibid., Supplement, i, 395). The latter work has never been published, but there is a manuscript of it at Cambridge (Gg, 3, 19, dated 7 or 17 Jumāda II, a. H. 767 = 19 February or 1 March 1366; the passage occurs fol. 9 r°, ll. 12-14), and a Latin translation in the Bodleian, Oxford (Laud. Misc. 594 [fol. 138 a]). Moule furnished me with the text of the Latin version, and, at his request, Prof. R. A. Nicholson was good enough to look up the original Arabic passage, the following translation of which I owe to my colleague L. Massingham: "Abū Ma'sar said: In the country of the Zān [or Zun?], people see rising a great star, looking like a seck, which is only visible in the region of the sky where it rises. I have seen somebody who had observed it, and he reported that it emitted a faint light, like a piece of a cloud in which there is a faint light, and also that it was always (؟ السح ... read ركاب = (ـءاء) southern (since) the arc (quae) of its trajectory was small.) The last part of the sentence, after "southern" (australis), is omitted in the old Latin version.

Yule suggested that the "star" was the great Magellanic cloud, and he was certainly right.
The important fact is that it was already known to the Arabs in the 9th cent. as being visible in the land of the Žangi. Later Arabic lore gives the same information. In Ya’qūt’s geographical dictionary, completed in 1224, there is a paragraph to the following effect (cf. Devic, Le pays des Zendjes, 21; Storbeck, in MSOS, XVII [1914], II, 111) : «[In the land of the Zin], people] see in the sky something of the size of the moon, similar to an arch (졌다) or to a small cloud, which neither disappears nor recedes. I asked many people about it, and all gave the same answer. The Zin] give it a name which I do not remember, and they do not know what it really is.» Of course, Devic here suggests the same explanation that it was a Magellanic cloud which Yule thought of for Pietro d’Abano. It may be worth pointing out that Ya’qūt’s «arch» (which I prefer as an equivalent of ژاردان to Devic’s «fenêtre ronde»), or to Storbeck’s «Schleier»; the word is ambiguous) is in agreement with Polo’s supposed drawing, especially when the latter is looked at vertically, as it is given in the ms., instead of being drawn horizontally as in Y, 1, 120.

A manuscript note left by Yule and added in Y, 1, 120, n. †, draws attention to the resemblance of the drawing in Pietro d’Abano’s work with «cloud» designs in Oriental carpets, the «nebula» in heraldry, an undetermined Chinese term signifying «cloud», and a mysterious Persian term «silen-i-khitai». I am not in a position to throw any light on these points. A friend suggested that the drawing may be meant for the «Caput draconis», the usual sign for which is О. The similarity is certainly striking, but can hardly be more than a coincidence. The «star» meant by the Arab sources and by Polo is something real, whereas the «Caput draconis» is merely an astronomical point, the ascending node of the moon. The designation of the ascending and descending nodes of the moon as «head» and «tail» of the dragon is a very old notion, common to ancient Greek as well as Chinese astronomy and astrology. Although they have often been regarded as «planets» (the Râhu and Ketu of Indian lore), they were fictitious astral bodies, which nobody of course could pretend to have seen in the sky.

On the relative location of «Çanghibar» and «Mogedaxo» according to Polo, see «Mogedaxo».

197. ÇARDANDAN

ardadan, zadandi (?) G
ardanda TA, TA
ardan LT, P
ardandan VA

ardandan F
ardidan VB
iardandan R
chardadan V

-cardandan Fr, t, L, Z
iardandan FA
-zardandan FA, FB

Polo’s form strictly transcribes the Persian ژاردان «Gold-teeth», of exactly the same meaning as the corresponding Chinese name 金齒 Chin-ch’ih. The Catalan Map gives «p. zardadain», — Provincia Zardadain (misread «Perzae-dadain» by Buchon, Not. et Extr. XIV, 11, 142, and by Cordier, L’Extrême-Orient dans l’Atlas Catalan, 16, 22; other misreadings in
The earliest notice of the "Gold-teeth" occurs in the 《書》 Man shu (Chien-hsi-ts'un-shê ed. 20 b, 21 a), written in 864 (cf. BEFEO, iv, 132), from which it is quoted (under the alternative title "Description of the Southern Barbarians", Nan-i chi) in the T'ai-p'ing yü-lan, 789, 19 b, and was partly copied in Hsin T'ang shu, 222 a, 4 b; the gist of the passage in the Hsin T'ang shu is in its turn summed up, though not very accurately, in YS, 61, 12 b, and this is translated (with many errors) in Pa, 397. The text of the Man shu has been poorly established, and I cannot undertake to publish here a critical edition of the passage. But in the following provisional translation I take account of the various relevant texts:

"The Barbarians (Man) 'Black Teeth' (黑齒 Hei-ch'i), the Barbarians 'Gold Teeth' (金齒 Chin-ch'i), the Barbarians 'Silver Teeth' (銀齒 Yin-ch'i), the Barbarians 'Embroidered Legs' (繡腿 Hsiu-chiao), and the Barbarians 'Embroidered Faces' (繡面 Hsiu-mien) are all south of the barrier (關 kuan; now altered to 閘 k'ai in the Man shu, giving an apparent K'ai-nan which did not exist before the Mongols) of 永昌 Yung-ch'ang (see 'Uncian'); they belong to various races. The Black Teeth Barbarians varnish their teeth with lacquer (漆 ch'i). The Gold Teeth Barbarians carve gold slips with which they sheathe their teeth; the Silver Teeth Barbarians do the same with silver. When they go out to see people on business, they use these as ornaments; they take them off to sleep and to eat. They all tie their hair in a knot at the top of the head. With a blue (ch'ing) cloth, they make a one-piece lower garment (通身著 t'ung-shên-k'u) and also throw a strip of blue cloth obliquely over the shoulder. The Embroidered Leg Barbarians cut the skin all around [their legs] from the ankle to the calf thus making designs; they dress in purple cloth. The Embroidered Face Barbarians, one month after birth, have their face pricked with a needle, and then indigo (靑黛 ch'ing-t'ai) is applied over it, giving it the appearance of embroidery...". I leave out the long text of the Man shu which comes almost immediately afterwards and which is devoted to the various tribes of the 蒙 Mang Barbarians. It has been wrongly combined with the above in the Hsin T'ang shu and consequently in YS, 61, 12 b; but, in the original redaction, the only common points are that the Mang also lived "south of the Barrier of Yung-ch'ang", and that some of them had lacquered teeth; there is no mention in the Man shu of their having "gold teeth."

It will not be without interest here to quote, after the text of the Man shu, what Raśid has to say of the Zar-dandān. Once he mentions them when giving the boundaries of the Qara-jang (Klaproth, in JA, i [1828], 113; Bl, ii, 378). The Zar-dandān again appear along with Tibet and are located, inaccurately enough, to the north-western China (Quatremère, Histoire des Mongols, xcvi; Oh, ii, 640; Bl, ii, 500). In the land itinerary from India to Yūn-nan, Raśid speaks of the "Zar-dandān, [who are] so called because these people cover their teeth with gold. They puncture their hands and colour them with indigo..." (Elliot, Hist. of India, i, 72-73; Y', iii, 131; Yule, in JRAS, NS, iv [1870], 354, 355). A last passage is quoted by Quatremère (loc. cit. xcvi), and it was moreover copied from Raśid by
Bānākāti (cf. Klapproth, loc. cit. 120; Pa, 397) : «In one of the kingdoms [to the west of China], all the people cover their teeth with a gold case (yīlāTT) which they take off when they take their meals and put on again afterwards».

Neither the Man shu nor Raśīd makes any distinction between men and women as to the use of gold teeth; this may be an indication that those mss. of Polo which state that men and women use them are right. On the other hand, Ramusio alone gives in the chapter devoted to the Zar-dandān an account of tattooing shorter than, but very similar to, the one which occurs afterwards in the chapter on «Cauigiu». This passage of Ramusio, inserted into Benedetto's text (RR, 192; B', 198), is merely alluded to in a note of Vol. i, 281 of this edition. But both the Man shu and Raśīd speak of tattooing in connection either with the Zar-dandān themselves, or with tribes of the same group, and consequently I think that the passage of Ramusio in question must have a genuine origin.

The «Directing Commissariat (hsiaNT-fu-siTw) of the Chin-ch’ih and other places», which was the last separate organization of that part of the country under the Yüan dynasty, was «to the south-west of Ta-li, had the Lan-ts’ang-chiang (= Mekong) as its eastern limit and bordered on the Burmese (Mien) territory on the west» (YS, 61, 12 b; Pa, 397, has mispunctuated and misunderstood the text). In 1266, the chief of the Chin-ch’ih sent his son to render homage to the Court. In 1261, a «Pacifying Commissariat» (an-fu-siTw) was created to take charge of the region, which was divided in 1273 into an eastern district (lu) for the 白夷 Pai-i and a western district for the Chin-ch’ih (the YS, 61, 12 b, dates this division in 1271, but the pēn-chi, more reliable, relate that on April 8, 1273, «the Chin-ch’ih kingdom was divided into two lu»; YS, 8, 1 b). The «Pacifying Commissariat» became in 1278 a «Directing Commissariat», having six districts (lu) under its jurisdiction. It was suppressed in 1286, according to YS, 61, 12 b, and the whole territory included in the jurisdiction of a «Directing Commissariat of Ta-li, Chin-ch’ih, and other places». It is certainly the same event which is mentioned in the pēn-chi (YS, 13, 8 a) as follows : «In the 22nd chih-yüan year (1285), ...the ninth month, ...on the day wu-ch’üen...», the two Directing Commissariats of Ha-la-chang (Qara-Jang) and of Chin-ch’ih were reduced to one, which had its seat at Yung-ch’ang (see 'Unciai`). As I show under «Caragian», and in agreement with Polo’s text, Qara-Jang was the Mongol name of Ta-li. But the date given in the pēn-chi is impossible (as it is with some other entries which precede), whereas it answers correctly for the year 1286, giving September 23, 1286; it seems as though some entries referring to 1286 were unduly inserted by the hasty compilers of YS into the pēn-chi of 1285.

The territory of the Chin-ch’ih proper lay to the west of the Salween, either on the Nam-ti and Ta-ping, or on the Shwedi River, all of them tributaries of the Irawadi (cf. BEFEO, ix, 665; Ch, ii, 245-246; I think HUBER was mistaken when he extended the territory of the true Chin-ch’ih of about A. D. 1300 to the east of the Salween and to Yung-ch’ang [see ‘Unciai`]; but no certain solution can be reached until the last paragraphs of YS, 61, have been elucidated. The ethnic appurtenance of the Chin-ch’ih has not been determined, and there is until now, at least as far as I know, no critical study of the important information about them scattered in Chinese historical works. In the 18th cent., the 祐 A Piao-jên (cf. BEFEO, viii,
363), "far to the south-west beyond the limits of Yung-ch'ang", were said to be descendants of the Chin-ch'i'11, these being represented as of Fuō origin (Hsū Yün-nan t'ung-chih kao, 162, 29 b); but nothing is any longer said about their teeth. The Piao-jen seem to be identical with the 領 Piao mentioned in YS, 61, 12 b, as one of the eight tribes of "Local Barbarians" living in the jurisdiction of the "Directing Commissariat of the Chin-ch'i'11 and other places" (they are the "chevaux rapides" of Pa, 397; but Piao is merely the transcription of a foreign name). The form 領 Piao also occurs in YS, 61, 13 b, in the name of a "military district of the area of Piao" (难 領軍民府 Piao-tien chu'u-min fu), of which nothing is known beyond the name.

198. ÇERME

çerme VB  
zerme VB², R

Ar. چارم, pl. چارم Jūrum; large barges on the Nile. My own conception of the "Polo-Rustichello" spelling would be "çerme", on the basis of "çerme" of VB and "çerme" of VB² and R; B', 369, has kept "zerme", R, 424, write "jermes". A passage very similar to Polo's occurs in Pegolotti (Evans, 19): "Giorno vuol dire in Saracinesco grossi navili che portano le mercantanite da Damota su per lo fiume insino al Cairo di Bambillonie e dal Cairo su per lo detto fiume insino al mare dell'India". Our text of Pegolotti is very corrupt, and we ought perhaps to read "gierna" (although "germa" are again mentioned, p. 72), as the word seems to have always been used as a feminine in Italian and in French. In 1538, we have a Venetian plural zerme in Ramusio, 1, 274 b. For French forms djerme and germe, Italian germa and diminutive germetta, cf. JAL, Glossaire nautique, 592, 780. A number of other quotations will be found in Heyd, Hist. du commerce, 11, 60.

In Dalcado's Glossario Luso-Asiatico, 1, 428, Polo's "zerme" (in R) and zerbe in a Portuguese text of 1538 are wrongly treated as identical with Port. gelba or geleia, which comes from quite a different Arabic word, Jalba (on which cf. Dozy, Glossaire², 276; Yule, Hobson-Jobson², 361-362). Lokotsch's Etym. Wörterbuch mentions neither word.

199. ÇIC

cac L  
cic F, Z  
ziziri TA¹

From the days of Strabo onwards, the western Circassians have been known to the Greeks as Ζυγόι, Ζύγοι, and their land became the country Ζυγία in Byzantine Greek (cf. d'Avezac, in Rec. de Voy. et de Mém., iv, 497; Reinaud, Géogr. d'Abouulfèda, II, 1, 286, 322; Y, II, 492).
Plan Carpine mentions both «Circassos» and «terram Siccorum» (Wy, 90, 111-112). Simon de Saint-Quentin (in Vincent de Beauvais, Specul. historiale, xxxi, 149) and Rubrouck (Wy, 167) speak of «Ziquia», but Rubrouck had also heard of the «Cerkis», i.e. Circassians (Wy, 199, and add the «Kerkisorum» or «Verkisorum» of p. 209, probably for «Cerkisorum», with ch- = Ć). The «Giquis» are referred to in Martin da Canal for events of 1268 (cf. Brătianu, Rech. sur le commerce génos, 249). The Libellus de notitia orbis of John III, archbishop of Sultaniyah, has a paragraph (cf. A. Kern, in Arch. Frat. Praed., viii, 111-113) on «Ziquia sive Tharquesia» (var. «Tharquasia»; read «Charquesia?») and its two classes of inhabitants «Tarcasi» (also «Tarcazi», p. 108; read «Carcasi?») nigri et albi; nigri nomine non pelle. Circassian slaves of both sexes were then in great demand. For instances of sales of two «Zicha» women in 1281, and one man «de proeniie Zichi» in 1289, cf. Brătianu, Actes des notaires génos, 164-165, 243. In Pasqual de Vittoria’s letter of 1338, the servant said to be «Ziquo natione» was clearly a Circassian (the passage was misunderstood in Y, iii, 85; cf. TP, 1922, 79-80; Wy, 504). There was a Latin archbishop of «Matrega» in «Zychia», called John (1349-1376); from the Libellus de notitia orbis, we learn that he belonged to a good Circassian family, but had in his youth been sold as a slave at Genoa (cf. Kern, in Arch. Frat. Praed., viii, 111). Pegolotti also gives some information on the trade with «Zecchia» (Evans, 54-55). The Directorium ad passagium faciendum mentions the «Ziqui», in the French text «Ziques», strangely considered by the editors as the Sarmat «Jaziges» (Hist. des Crois., Arm., ii, 386). The Catalan Map has on the north-eastern coast of the Black Sea an «Alba Zecchia» («White Zecchia») and a «Maura Zecchia» («Black Zecchia»; Buchon, in Not. et Extr. XIV, ii, 81). On Fra Mauro’s map, I find only «Cercassie». The region which appears in Hallberg, 571, as «Zecchia», without indication of origin, and is erroneously explained as «a name of Scythia», must also be Western Circassia. On these names, cf. Dirr, in Petermann’s Mitteil. 54 [1908], 206 and 212, and in EI, s.v. «Čerkesses».

The name Ziq/a is connected with that of «Adyçe», «Ađaîye», by which the Circassians call themselves. It occurs in Akhâz as Zuñu and Azhû, «Circassian». «Jik» is also the Georgian name of the Circassians (cf. Brosset, Hist. de la Géorgie, i, 510; ii, 18).

The other name, corresponding to our «Circassian», appears only in the Middle Ages, and renders a Turkish form «Cârkhâ». According to Dirr, «Cârkhâ» would represent a palatalized form of the name known in Greek as Kapkalos. Marquart (Uber das Volkstum der Komanen, 181) suggested a doubtful Persian etymology, *tâhâr-Kas, the «four [tribes of the] Kas». This would connect the name with another designation of the Circassians, which is found in the Ḫudud al-ʿAlam as Kâsak, in Byzantine sources as Kârapçâ, in old Russian as Kasogy, and which survives in Khâsîb, the Ŝept name of the Circassians (cf. Mi, 446). Stephen Orbelian mentions the Çerğaç (in the plural; cf. Saint-Martin, Mém. sur l’Arménie, ii, 121, 268).

Far Eastern texts mention the Circassians in connection with the Mongol conquest. They are the «Särkâszût» and «Sârgâszût» of the Secret History (§§ 262, 270), plural of «Särkâs» and «Sârgâs», respectively. The transcribers of the Mongol text into Chinese at the end of the 14th cent. had no means to distinguish between the -k- and the -g-, represented by the same letter in Mongolian script. The change of Ć to s- is of Turco-Mongolian origin. But, even in Mongolian
the true form with æ was known and has actually been retained in the name of individuals: a 撒 兒 靜 思 Ch'ê-érh-ch'ëh-ssû, Čarkâs, is mentioned in YS, 22, 12 a, and a 撒 邦 哥 思 Chê-li-ko-ssû, *Čargâs, in Yüan tien chang, i, 12 a. On the Chinese map of c. A.D. 1330, the name appears as 撒 耳 何 思 Sa-érh-k'o-ssû, which has been retained by Breitscheider (Br, ii, 90) and by T'u Chi (160, 16 a). But this map is of Mussulman origin, and the Persian form of the name is Čarkâs, sometimes Čarkâz (cf. for instance Le Strange, Nuzhat al-Qulûb, transl., 10, 248, 261; Vullers, i, 570; also Reignaud, Géogr. d'Aboulfédâ, ii, 2; Jârkhâs = Čarkâs in Ibn Battûta, ii, 448). Since the name is written 撒 耳 何 思 Chê-érh-k'o-ssû in the corresponding list of YS, 63, 16 a, I have no doubt that in our late copies of the map of c. 1330, «Sa-érh-k'o-ssû» is merely the result of a very common clerical error. The form «Sârkhâs» of the Secret History has survived in Kalmuk; it was transcribed 色 尊 克 斯 Sê-érh-k'o-ssû in the 16th cent. (cf. T'u Chi, 160, 16 a); the modern Kalmuk pronunciation is «Serkò» (Ramstedt, Kalm. Wörterbuch, 326).

200. ČIPINGU

cianpagu S          cipingu Fr          sipangu FA, FB

cimpanu, cympagu, ziampagu cipingu Fr, L          syapangu FB

VL          cipingu Z          zipaghu TA

cięnchu, zınchu TA³          cipngu, cyngu F          zìpangu P, P², R

cıpugui, zıpugui VB          sapangu FA          zipugu V

cıpagui, zınpagu, zınpagui VA          simpagui LT          zımpagui G

This has long been recognized as a transcription of 日本文 Jih-pen-kuo, «Kingdom of Japan». For a reading with a in the second syllable, cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson², 451. Nevertheless, one may just as well have theoretically «Cipingu», «Cybingu» or even «Cyngwu», as «Cipingu»; «Cybingu» is supported in fact by Z. In spite of Cordier (L'Extrême-Orient dans l'Atlas Catalan, p. 9), «Cipangu» cannot be a Fukieneese pronunciation, as kuo has a guttural final in Fukieneese. Fra Mauro seems to give «Cimpagui» as read by Zurla, but not the «Zimpungu» also mentioned by Hallberg, 497-498.

The Catalan Map of 1375 has, according to Cordier in Y¹, i, 301: «Japan insula, à M. Paulo Veneto zìpangri dicta...». But Polo could not know the modern form «Japan», and this is a slip of Cordier's; the notice comes, not from the Catalan Map, but from Ortelius (cf. Cordier, L'Extrême-Orient dans l'Atlas Catalan, 8-9).

The name of Japan appears in Rašíd-ud-Dîn (Bl, ii, 498) as جمینگو Jiumingu (vowels uncertain), which represents evidently the same original as Polo's. But one would like to be more certain about Rašid's real spelling; d'Ohsson (Oh, ii, 319) has transcribed «Tchêngou» (cf. also Quatremère, Hist. des Mongols, xct), which supposes جمینگو Jipangui or Jibangui (vowels uncertain).
In "Die älteste türkische Weltkarte (Imago Mundi, 1935, 23, 27), Herrmann says that Japan appears in Kâşyar, as early as 1076, under the name "Djâbanka" = Jih-pên-kuo. I cannot agree with the identification. The text, as well as the map, writes زبارقا Jâbarqa, and I have no doubt that Kâşyar, as is stated in Brockelmann, 243, s. v. "Zâbarqa", means the mythical country of that name which is generally located in the Far West, but which Kâşyar has transferred to the Far East. Although the name must not be corrected to "Djabanka", it might be supposed by some that Kâşyar's Far Eastern location of Jâbarqa is due to some echo of Jih-pên-kuo; but the phonetic correspondence is not very satisfactory, and there is nothing to show that the name of Jih-pên-kuo was known in Central Asia in the 11th cent. Cf. TP, 1936, 361-362.

| çeecha LT | cietazi TA* | sîras R |
| ceracı VA | çîraç Z | zelâzî V |
| ceracı F, L | iceri S | zerazi VL |
| cerânsi VB | serasy FA, FB | zîraç TA |

This is the great city of شیراز Shiraz in Fars, given by Polo as one of the eight "kingdoms" of Persia. RR, 434, and Be١, 447, have written "Serasi", but the consonant ending has the support of R and Z; the -i- vowel of the first syllable, apart from R and Z, is also in TA١. Although "Çiraç" would rather represent, theoretically, an impossible "Ziraz, I have adopted it, but the expected "Polo-Rustichello" spelling should have been "Sciraç." In 1307, Hethum mentions "Seras" (Hist. des Crois., Arm., II, 127, 267). The Catalan Map has "Siiras" or "Siras" (? < "Sciras"); the Medici Map, "Syraș"; Fra Mauro, "Ceraci" among the eight "kingdoms" of Persia, and "Sirax" (with Venetian x in value of z) as a town; Schiltberger, "Schiras"; Clavijo, "Xiras" (with Spanish x in value of f); cf. Hallberg, 470-471.

Shiraz was a city of great fame; Rašdu-'d-Din and Wadhaf name it along with Bagdad as an example of a very large town (cf. Y١, II, 178; III, 125). Cf. on it Y, 1, 85-96; BARBIER DE MEYRAND, Dict. hist. 361-365; EF, notice "Shiraz", by Cl. Huart, LS, 248-252; 295-296; Mi, 505.

Either Shiraz or Shirāf has been supposed to have been mentioned in 1225 by Chao Ju-kua under the form سیل Shē-lien, after 白達 Po-ta which is Bagdad (see "Baudac"), and before 白達 Po-lien considered to be a transcription of Bahrāin or Baharāin (HR, 117, 122); but the transcription Shē-lien would be a very bad one, and I suspect both Sêli-ien and Po-lien to be wrong duplicates of Po-ta itself, that is to say of Bagdad. In the account of Ch'ang Tê's mission of 1259, Shirāz appears as 失羅子 Shih-lo-tsz (= Shiraz, Şiroz), written 石羅子 Shih-lo-tzū in the corresponding text of YS, 149, 6b (cf. Br, 1, 144-145). I think Shiraz is mentioned on the
202. ÇULCARNEIN

Chinese map of c. 1330 and in the corresponding chapter of *YS*, 63, 16 b, not under the name of Chueh-la-shih as BRETSCHEIDER supposed (see under "Cielstan"), but under that of Shih-lia-tzê in which he saw the Sülistân (cf. *Br*, ii, 127-128). Shih-la-sê is mentioned c. 1400 (cf. *Br*, ii, 145). For the intercourse between Shih-lia-tzê (Strâz) and China in the 15th and the first quarter of the 16th cents., cf. *Ming. shih*, 332, 8 b, *Br*, ii, 292-294, and add *Y*, i, 286 (T'ou Chi's paragraph on Strâz, 160, 24 a, contains several wrong forms).

202. ÇULCARNEIN

чу́лтаме VA  сул carmaín FA  зу́лкарнёнne LT

чурзанеn V  сул carmaн FB  сулкае́й TA3, R

culoár ne in F, L  сул carма LT  сулеарле VB

cultу́rي VL, S

Ar. دال القرنين Dū-'l-Qarnain, "Master of the Two Horns", an epithet of Alexander the Great (see "Alexander") popularized through its use in the Koran. It is, however, sometimes applied to other people as well. On the term, cf. *Y*, i, 160-161; NÖLDEKE, *Beiträge zur Geschichte des Alexandermans* (in *Denkschr. d. k. Ak. d. W.*, Ph.-Hist. Kl., vol. 38 [1890], No. 5, 32-33). Medieval authors knew of Alexander's two horns, and gave symbolical explanations of them. For Roger Bacon, they figured the two kingdoms acquired by Alexander, Greece and Asia; another writer said they meant "power and knowledge" (cf. Ch.-V. LANGLOIS, *La connaissance de la nature*, Paris, 1927, 82).

203. ÇULFICAR

шу́рфкар F  су́рфкар FA  шу́эфкар V

о̀йфкар VB  въ́йфкар LT  зу́сфкар P, P3, TA1

суффкар FB  ю́йфкар TA3  зу́рсфкар VA

In spite of "Çurficar" in F, Polo must have used "Çulficar", as he uses "Çulcarnein", and LT's "влфкар" supports the correction. The name is of course Arabic ذئب الفقراء, vulg. Zulfiqar, "Master of the Vertebrae", the name of a sword taken by Mahomet from an Arab unbeliever; the sword passed from him to 'Ali. The name is fairly common, but Polo's "companions", since he was called "Zulfiqar", cannot have been a Turk from the eastern part of Chinese Turkestan; it is probable that he was a western Turk (from Russian Turkistan or even farther west), who had entered Qubilai's service and who came back to the Court after his three years' stay in the region of the T'ien-shan. It seems to be a safe conclusion that Polo never
visited the place, and his association with Ḳulfīcār must have occurred later on in China. From the context, and if we take into consideration the administrative customs of the time, it is probable that Ḳulfīcār was one of the foreigners whom Qubilai was so willing to appoint to fairly high posts, but that does not imply that he was more than a director of the local mines, just as Polo’s three years’ tenure of office at Yang-chou may have been simply in connection with the gabelle administration (see Singu).

The exact location of the asbestos mines which were under Ḳulfīcār’s supervision during three years has not yet been determined. During the Mongol dynasty, the only known text which relates to the extraction of asbestos is the one which is met with twice in YS (6, 5 b, and 205, 1 b); from it we learn that, at Ahmad’s request (see Acmae1), it was decided, on October 26, 1267, to extract asbestos in the 别法赤 Piah-ch’ieh-ch’iḥ mountain (on this name, see Lauffer, in TP, 1915, 365-366; Ch., 1, 149; the other form which embarrassed Lauffer, p. 365, is due to Ch’ien-lung’s orthographical ‘reforms’). Piah-ch’ieh-ch’iḥ is certainly a transcription, and supposes *Bākāčī (the ‘red’ [ch’iḥ] mountains of Piah-ch’ieh spoken of by Schlegel are just as wrong as his precise localization in Sū-ch’u’an is arbitrary; Charignon’s Bogda-[čla] is even worse); and his foreign name suggests a probable localization out of China proper; it may or may not be the mountain mentioned by Polo.

The problem may however be approached from another angle. Polo says that the mountain where asbestos was found yielded also ordinary steel and Ḳandānique (q. v.) It is extremely tempting to see here the pin-t’ieh of the Chinese (cf. Lauffer, Sino-Iranica, 515-516; see Ḳandānique); in 984, Wang Yen-tē, giving an account of his recent embassy to Kao-ch’ang (see Caracchoņo), says that there is pin-t’ieh at I-chou (→ Qomul; see Ḳamul). The mountain north of Beś-baliq which is mentioned by Wang Yen-tē and which yielded sal-ammoniac may also come under consideration; for a discussion of this point, see Ḳandānique and Ḳhinghīn talas.

In 1665, Martini inserted in his Novus Atlas Sinensis a paragraph on Mongolia, to which he gives the name of Ḳingdom of Tanīu (see also the quotation which has passed into Kircher, China Illustrata, 1667, 206-207). Yule (Y., 1, 215), who miscopied Ḳangu, thought of the Tangnu-čla, which cannot be a general name for Mongolia. Without being too positive, I think Martini, who was rather fond of archaisms, called Mongolia in this passage by the title of the ancient Hsia-ngu Emperors, Ḳė T-, read generally shan-yū, but for which tan-yū has often been used in the past (it has been revived in the extraordinary spelling tan-hu adopted by De Groot, Die Hunnen des vorchristlichen Zeital). It was in this great country of Ḳaniu, extending from Manchuria to Samarkand, that Martini mentions and describes a herb which passes through fire without suffering any change and which must be asbestos. Martini seems to have seen some of it, brought of course to China; and we may suppose, unless Martini’s notice is second-hand and of an antiquarian character, that a certain quantity of asbestos still found its way from Mongolia to China in the second quarter of the 17th cent., although we are left in the dark as to the exact site where it was mined.